Abarbanell, Jacob Ralph.  
The heart of the people: a picture of life as it is today.  
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 1.  
Reel: 1

Abbott, Alice Balch.  
A frigate's namesake.  
New York, Century. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 1; with illustrations by G. Varian.  
Reel: 1

Abbott, Austin.  
A charming story.  
[N.Y.?], 1908  
Wright bibliography number 3.  
Reel: 1

Abbott, Aaron.  
The lure of the Indian country, and a romance of its great resort.  
Sulphur, Okla., A. Abbott. c1908  
Wright bibliography number 2; by Oleta Littleheart.  
Reel: 1

Abbott, Frances Matilda.  
The simple single.  
Concord, N.H., Rumford press. c1909  
Wright bibliography number 4.  
Reel: 1

Abel Griscom's letters.  
Boston, J.A. & W. Bird. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1.  
Reel: 1

Adams, Andy.  
The log of a cowboy: a narrative of the old trail days.  
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 2; Illustrated by E. Boyd Smith.  
Reel: 1

Adams, Andy.  
The outlet.  
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. [1905]  
Wright bibliography number 3; Illustrated by E. Boyd Smith.  
Reel: 1

Adams, Andy.  
A Texas matchmaker.  
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Company. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 4; illustrated by E. Boyd Smith.  
Reel: 1

Adams, Charles Abel.  
Petre's devils.  
Chicago, Scroll pub. Co. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 5.  
Reel: 1

Adams, Charles Josiah.  
How Baldy won the county seat.  
New York; London, F.T. Neely. [1902]  
Wright bibliography number 6.  
Reel: 1

Adams, Frederick Upham.  
The bottom of the well.  
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1906  
Wright bibliography number 5; illustrations by Alex O. Levy.  
Reel: 1

Adams, Frederick Upham.  
John Burt.  
New York, R.F. Fenno & co. [1902]  
Wright bibliography number 7.  
Reel: 1

Adams, Frederick Upham.  
John Henry Smith, a humorous romance of outdoor life.  
New York, Doubleday, Page & company, 1905  
Wright bibliography number 8; illustrated for Mr. Smith by A.B. Frost.  
Reel: 1

Adams, James Orville.  
The cruiser: a romance of the Idaho timber land frauds.  
Spokane, Wash., J.O. Adams. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 6; illustrated by Orrin C. Ross.  
Reel: 1

Addison, Mrs. Julia De Wolf (Gibbs).  
Mrs. John Vernon: a study of a social situation.  
Julia de Wolf Addison.  
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 7; Frontispiece by Charles Dana Gibson.  
Reel: 1

Ade, George.  
Handsome Cyril: or, The messenger boy with the warm feet.  
Phoenix, Arizona, The Bandar Log Press. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 2.  
Reel: 1

Ade, George.  
The slim princess.  
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill. c1907  
Wright bibliography number 8; with illustrations by George F. Kerr.  
Reel: 1
The Adventures of Theodore. A humorous extravaganza as Reelated by Jim Higgins to one of the Rough Writers.
Chicago, H.J. Smith & Devereaux. 1901
Wright bibliography number 3; illustrated by Henrich.
Reel: 1

Aitken, Robert.
Beyond the skyline.
New York, B.W. Huebsch. 1909
Wright bibliography number 9.
Reel: 1

Aitken, Robert.
The golden horseshoe.
New York, J. McBride. c1907
Wright bibliography number 10; frontispiece by Harrison Fisher.
Reel: 1

Aitken, Robert.
The lantern of luck.
New York, W.J. Watt. 1909
Wright bibliography number 11; Hudson Douglas; ill. by Howard Chandler Christy.
Reel: 1

Bancroft, Alberta.
Royal rogues.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 6; ill. by Louis Betts.
Reel: 1

Banks, John Kendrick.
Bikey and skicycle: and other tales of Jimmie-boy.
New York, Riggs pub. Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 111; illustrated by Peter Newell.
Reel: 1

Banks, John Kendrick.
Emblemland.
New York, R.H. Russell. 1902
Wright bibliography number 112; John Kendrick Bangs, Charles Raymond Macauley.
Reel: 1

Beatty, John.
McLean. A romance of the war.
Columbus, Ohio, F.J. Heer. 1904
Wright bibliography number 17.
Reel: 1

Adams, Frederick Upham.
The kidnapped millionaires: a tale of Wall street and the tropics.
Boston, Lothrop pub. Co. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 9.
Reel: 2

Addison, Mrs. Julia De Wolf (Gibbs).
Florestane the troubadour: a medieval romance of southern France.
Boston, D. Estes & company. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 10.
Reel: 2

Ade, George.
Breaking into society.
Wright bibliography number 11.
Reel: 2

Ade, George.
Forty modern fables.
New York, R.H. Russell. 1901
Wright bibliography number 13.
Reel: 2

Ade, George.
The girl proposition: a bunch of he and she fables.
New York, R.H. Russell. 1902
Wright bibliography number 14.
Reel: 2

Ade, George.
In Babel: stories of Chicago.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 16.
Reel: 2

Ade, George.
People you know.
New York, R.H. Russell. 1903
Wright bibliography number 17; illustrated by John T. McCutcheon and others.
Reel: 2

Ade, George.
True bills.
Wright bibliography number 18.
Reel: 2

Aitken, Robert.
The man in the mirror.
New York, W.J. Watt. c1910
Wright bibliography number 12; by Hudson Douglas; illustrations by Will Grefe.
Reel: 2

Aitken, Robert.
New York, Grosset and Dunlap. c1908
Wright bibliography number 13; by Hudson Douglas; illustrations by Will Grefe.
Reel: 2

Akin, Elizabeth Hall.
Nina Hilt.
[Princeton? Ky., s.n.]. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 19.
Reel: 2
Albert, Agnes Elnor.  
Alice Rayden; or, Weighed in the balance.  
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1910  
Wright bibliography number 14.  
Reel: 2

Alborn, George Clarence.  
Ish Kerioth. The story of a traitor.  
Boston, Morning publishing house. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 20.  
Reel: 2

Alden, Isabella (MacDonald).  
The Browns at Mt. Hermon.  
Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 15; by Pansy.  
Reel: 2

Alden, Isabella (MacDonald).  
David Ranson's watch.  
Boston: Lothrop's publishing co. [1905]  
Wright bibliography number 21; by Pansy (Mrs. G.R. Alden).  
Reel: 2

Alden, Isabella (MacDonald).  
Divers women.  
Livingston. Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard. c1908  
Wright bibliography number 16; by Pansy and Mrs. C.M.  
Reel: 2

Alden, Isabella (MacDonald).  
Ruth Erskine's son.  
Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard. 1907  
Wright bibliography number 17; by Pansy; ill. By Louise Clark.  
Reel: 2

Alden, William Livingston.  
The cruise of the "Ghost.".  
New York, Harper & brothers. [c1909]  
Wright bibliography number 18.  
Reel: 2

Aldrich, Flora L.S.  
The one man.  
Boston, Roxburgh Pub. Co. [c1910]  
Wright bibliography number 19; by Dr. (Mrs.) F.L.S. Aldrich.  
Reel: 2

Alexander, James Bradum.  
The Lunarian professor and his remarkable revelations concerning the earth, the moon and Mars.  
Together with an account of the cruise of Sally Ann.  
Minneapolis. [1909]  
Wright bibliography number 20.  
Reel: 2

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.  
Helen Grant at Aldred House.  
Boston, Lee and Shepard. c1905  
Wright bibliography number 14; Ill. by Amy Brooks.  
Reel: 2

Alden, Isabella (MacDonald).  
The king's daughter.  
Boston, Lothrop pub. Co. [c1901]  
Wright bibliography number 22; Pansy [pseud.].  
Reel: 3

Alden, Isabella (MacDonald).  
Mara.  
Boston, Lothrop pub. Co. [1903]  
Wright bibliography number 23; by "Pansy" (Mrs. G.R. Alden).  
Reel: 3

Alden, Isabella (MacDonald).  
Unto the end.  
Boston, Lothrop Publishing Co. [1902]  
Wright bibliography number 24; by Pansy (Mrs. G.R. Alden).  
Reel: 3

Aldrich, Thomas Bailey.  
A sea turn and other matters.  
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 25.  
Reel: 3

Alexander, Taylor.  
Itoma: a forest romance.  
Newport, N.Y., Kuhahora Press. c1909  
Wright bibliography number 26.  
Reel: 3

Allen, Anne Story.  
Merry hearts: the adventures of two bachelor maids.  
New York, Holt & co. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 27.  
Reel: 3

Allen, Clare.  
Ellen Ashe. A story.  
Dayton, O., Press of the U.B. publishing house. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 30.  
Reel: 3

Allen, Frank Waller.  
Back to Arcady.  
Boston, H.B. Tarner & company. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 31; [by] Frank Waller Allen.  
Reel: 3
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Allen, Frank Waller.
The golden road.
New York, Wessels & Bissell. 1910
Wright bibliography number 22; with ill. And decorations by George Hood.
Reel: 3

Allen, Frank Waller.
The maker of joys.
Kansas City, Mo., Greyriars' Shop. c1907
Wright bibliography number 23.
Reel: 3

Allen, George Hoyt.
Uncle George's letters to the Garcia club.
Clinton, N.Y., Cedarine Allen co. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 32.
Reel: 3

Allen, Ida Reade.
Sybilla. The siren.
New York, Street & Smith. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 33.
Reel: 3

Allen, James Lane.
The doctor's Christmas eve.
New York, Macmillan. 1910
Wright bibliography number 25.
Reel: 3

Allen, Thomas Newton.
Chronicles of Oldfields.
Seattle, Alice Harriman. 1909
Wright bibliography number 26.
Reel: 3

Altsheler, Joseph Alexander.
The recovery. A story of Kentucky.
New York, F.F. Lovell. c1908
Wright bibliography number 27.
Reel: 3

Ambler, Sara Ellmaker.
The dear old home.
Boston, Little Brown. 1907
Wright bibliography number 28; illustrated by Thomas McIvaine.
Reel: 3

Anderson, Ada Woodruff.
The heart of the red firs. A story of the Pacific Northwest.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1908
Wright bibliography number 29; illustrated by Charles Grunwald.
Reel: 3

Anderson, Ada Woodruff.
The strain of white.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1909
Wright bibliography number 30; illustrated by Frances Rogers.
Reel: 3

Andrews, Annulet.
The wife of Narcissus.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1908
Wright bibliography number 31.
Reel: 3

Allen, James Lane.
The mettle of the pasture.
New York, The Macmillan company; London, Macmillan & co., ltd. 1903
Wright bibliography number 34.
Reel: 4

Allen, Mary Houstoun Anderson. "Mrs. W. Allen".
The love letters of a liar.
New York, Ess Ess pub. Co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 35.
Reel: 4

Allen, Willis Boyd.
New York, E.P. Dutton & company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 36.
Reel: 4

Almirall, Nina Louisa.
The master-feeling. The story of Agatha Peynton.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1903
Wright bibliography number 37; [by] N. Almirall.
Reel: 4

[Alter, John E.].
Hoosier hunting grounds; or, The Beaver Lake trail.
New York; Washington, Neale pub. Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 38; Bill Bat [pseud.].
Reel: 4

Altsheler, Joseph Alexander.
Before the dawn. A story of the fall of Richmond.
New York, Doubleday, Page & company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 39.
Reel: 4

Altsheler, Joseph Alexander.
The candidate. A political romance.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 40.
Reel: 4

Altsheler, Joseph Alexander.
New York, Doubleday, Page & company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 41; illustrated by F.R. Gruger.
Reel: 4

Altsheler, Joseph Alexander.
New York, D. Appleton. 1902
Wright bibliography number 42.
Reel: 4
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Appleton, George Webb.
  A comedy of the unexpected.
  London, J. Long. 1910
  Wright bibliography number 32; 2d ed.
  Reel: 4

Arctander, John William.
  Guilty?.
  New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1910
  Wright bibliography number 33.
  Reel: 4

Arfao; or, A Roland for an Oliver. The romance of a newspaper personal. By her and them.
New York, Cosmos Pub. Club. 1907
Wright bibliography number 34.
  Reel: 4

Arkins, Francis Joseph.
  The mystery of the Bonanza trail.
  Denver, General Pub. Syndicate. c1910
  Wright bibliography number 35; with illustrations by J. Richard Parry.
  Reel: 4

Armstrong, Maurice McNeill.
  In he shadow of San Juan.
  Los Angeles, Pueblo Pub. Co. 1910
  Wright bibliography number 36.
  Reel: 4

Arnett, Lizzie.
  'Mongst the hills of Kentucky.
  Louisville, Ky. 1909
  Wright bibliography number 37; with illustrations by Tip Saunders; printed for the author by R.H. Carothers.
  Reel: 4

Aspinwall, Alicia Stuart.
  The story of Marie de Rozel, Huguenot.
  New York, E.P. Dutton. 1906
  Wright bibliography number 38.
  Reel: 4

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
  Rezanov.
  New York, Authors and Newspapers Association. 1906
  Wright bibliography number 39; Illustrated in watercolors.
  Reel: 4

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
  The splendid idle forties. Stories of old California.
  New York, Macmillan. 1908
  Wright bibliography number 40; with ill. by Harrison Fisher.
  Reel: 4

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
  New York, Macmillan. 1910
  Wright bibliography number 41.
  Reel: 4

Quail, Joseph N.
  Brockman's maverick.
  New York, Quail & Warner. 1901
  Wright bibliography number 38; with illustrations by David T. Thomson.
  Reel: 4

Richards, Laura Elizabeth (Howe).
  Mrs. Tree.
  Boston, D. Estes. c1902
  Wright bibliography number 40; By Laura E. Richards.
  Reel: 4

Altscheler, Joseph Alexander.
  The wilderness road. A romance of St. Clair's defeat and Wayne's victory.
  New York, D. Appleton and company. 1901
  Wright bibliography number 43.
  Reel: 5

[Ames, Eleanor Maria (Easterbrook)].
  The Christ of the red planet.
  New York, The Publishers printing company. [c1901]
  Wright bibliography number 44; [by] Eleanor Kirk [pseud.].
  Reel: 5

Anderson, William Lee.
  The legend of McNutt. A story of early home life and Christianity in the Yazoo and Mississippi delta.
  Nashville, Tenn.; Dallas, Tex., Bigham & Smith. 1902
  Wright bibliography number 45.
  Reel: 5

Andrews, Charlton.
  A parfit gentil knight.
  Chicago, A.C. McClurg & co. 1901
  Wright bibliography number 46; with 12 full drawings by J.H. Vanderpoel.
  Reel: 5

Andrews, Mary Raymond Shipman.
  A kidnapped colony.
  New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1903
  Wright bibliography number 47; illustrated by E.M. Ashe.
  Reel: 5

Andrews, Mary Raymond Shipman.
  Vive l'empereur.
  New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1902
  Wright bibliography number 48; illustrated by F.C. Yohn.
  Reel: 5

Anthony, Geraldine.
  New York, D. Appleton & co. 1903
  Wright bibliography number 49.
  Reel: 5
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atkey, Bertram</td>
<td>Easy money: the genuine book of Henry Mitch, his diligent research for other folk's wealth, and his urgent fear of the feminine.</td>
<td>London, G. Richards. 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 42; ill. by G.L. Stampa.</td>
<td>Reel 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Augustine, William Azariah</td>
<td>The itinerary of Azariah Frejolity; or, What becomes of old barbers. [Carey, O., s.n.]. [1908?]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 43.</td>
<td>Reel 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Babcock, Winnifred (Eaton)]</td>
<td>Tama</td>
<td>New York, Harper &amp; Brothers. 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 46; by Onoto Watanna [pseud.]; illustrated by Genjiro Kataoka.</td>
<td>Reel 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacheller, Irving</td>
<td>Silas Strong, emperor of the woods.</td>
<td>New York, Harper and Brothers. 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 47.</td>
<td>Reel 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacon, Edward</td>
<td>The last hurdle.</td>
<td>New York, Knickerbocker Press. 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 48.</td>
<td>Reel 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacon, Josephine Dodge (Daskam).</td>
<td>The biography of a boy.</td>
<td>New York, Harper &amp; Brothers. 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 50; With ill. by Rose O'Neill.</td>
<td>Reel 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacon, Josephine Dodge (Daskam).</td>
<td>An idyll of All fools' day.</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead. 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 51; with numerous ill. by R.M. Crosby.</td>
<td>Reel 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bacon, Josephine Dodge (Daskam).</td>
<td>In the order country.</td>
<td>New York, Doubleday, Page. 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 52; Clara Elsene Peck, decorator.</td>
<td>Reel 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson, Charles Asbury</td>
<td>The trail of the white wolf; or, The doom of the Delawares. A thrilling story of early colonial days.</td>
<td>Greenfield, Ind., The author. c1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 41.</td>
<td>Reel 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robinson, Rowland Evans</td>
<td>Sam Lovel's boy.</td>
<td>Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 42.</td>
<td>Reel 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. John, Christopher Marie</td>
<td>The crimson weed.</td>
<td>New York, H. Holt. 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 44; By Christopher St. John.</td>
<td>Reel 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arlington, W. June</td>
<td>Fordwell Graham; or, Lost and won by the hand of the dead.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Allen, Lane &amp; Scott. [1902]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 52.</td>
<td>Reel 6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Armstrong, Dwight Le Roy.
   The outlaws. A story of the building of the West. New York, D. Appleton and company. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 54.
   Reel: 6

Arnold, Walter W[atson].
   A Missourian's honor. New York, Broadway publishing company. [c1904]
   Wright bibliography number 55; 3 drawings by Hudson.
   Reel: 6

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
   The aristocrats: being the impressions of the Lady Helen Pole during her sojourn in the great north woods as spontaneously recorded in her letters to her friend in North Britain, the Countess of Edge and Ross. London; New York, J. Lane. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 58; [8th ed.].
   Reel: 6

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
   The bell in the fog, and other stories. New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 59.
   Reel: 6

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
   Wright bibliography number 60.
   Reel: 6

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
   Wright bibliography number 61.
   Reel: 6

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
   Wright bibliography number 62.
   Reel: 6

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
   The travelling thirds. London; New York, Harper & Brothers. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 63.
   Reel: 6

Bacon, [Mary Schell (Hoke)].
   In high places. New York, Doubleday, Page. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 54; by Dolores Bacon; illustrated by George L. Tobin.
   Reel: 6

Bagby, Frances Elizabeth Scott.
   Wright bibliography number 56; by Mrs. Thos. P. Bagby; frontispiece by Hudson.
   Reel: 6

Bagot, Richard.
   Anthony Cuthbert. New York, Brentano's. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 57.
   Reel: 6

Bagot, Richard.
   Temptation. New York, Macmillan. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 59.
   Reel: 6

Steuart, John Alexander.
   The eternal quest. New York, Dodd, Mead. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 55.
   Reel: 6

Steuart, John Alexander.
   The Samaritans. A tale of to-day. New York, F.H. Revell. c1903
   Wright bibliography number 56.
   Reel: 6

Steuart, John Alexander.
   Wright bibliography number 57.
   Reel: 6
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Atkinson, Eleanor (Stackhouse).
   Mamzell Fifine. A romance of the girlhood of the
   Empress Josephine on the island of Martinique.
   New York, D. Appleton and co. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 64.
   Reel: 7

Augustin, George.
   The haunted bridal chamber. A romance of old-
   time. New Orleans.
   New Orleans, La. The author. [1902]
   Wright bibliography number 65.
   Reel: 7

Austin, John Osborne.
   Philip and Philippa. A genealogical romance of
   today.
   [Newport, R.I., Newport daily news]. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 66.
   Reel: 7

Austin, John Osborne.
   A week's wooing, and Dolph and Dolly.
   Wright bibliography number 68.
   Reel: 7

Austin, Martha W[addill].
   Veronica.
   New York, Doubleday, Page & Company. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 69.
   Reel: 7

Austin, Oscar Phelps.
   Uncle Sam's secrets. A story of national affairs for
   the youth of the nation.
   New York, D. Appleton & co. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 67.
   Reel: 7

Axtell, Archie Guy.
   The legend of the leaves.
   Blair, Neb. The Courier print. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 70; by Rev. A.G. Axtell.
   Reel: 7

Babcock, Bernie (Samed).
   At the mercy of the state.
   Chicago, The New voice press. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 71.
   Reel: 7

Babcock, Bernie (Samed).
   Justice to the woman.
   Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 72.
   Reel: 7

Babcock, Wiliam Henry.
   Philadelphia, H.T. Coates. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 73.
   Reel: 7

Babcock, Wiliam Henry.
   The tower of Wye. A romance.
   Philadelphia, H.T. Coates & co. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 74.
   Reel: 7

Bailey, Alice (Ward).
   The sage brush parson.
   Boston, Little, Brown. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 60; by A.B. Ward.
   Reel: 7

Baird, Jean Katherine.
   The boy next door.
   New York, American Tract Society. c1910
   Wright bibliography number 62.
   Reel: 7

Baird, Jean Katherine.
   Sixty-five on time.
   Chicago, Saalfield Pub. Co. c1909
   Wright bibliography number 62; halftones by Arthur
   De Bebian.
   Reel: 7

Baird, John Cranmer.
   Avenell; or, The lone tree of Arlington.
   Boston, Mayhew Pub. Co. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 63.
   Reel: 7

Baird, John Cranmer.
   The traveler and the grapes.
   New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1907
   Wright bibliography number 64.
   Reel: 7

Balbach, Julia Anna Nenninger.
   Cupid intelligent.
   New York, Press of J.J. Little & Ives. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 65.
   Reel: 7

Balmer, Edwin.
   The achievements of Luther Trant.
   Boston, Small, Maynard. c1910
   Wright bibliography number 66; by Edwin Balmer,
   William MacHarg; illustrated by William Oberhardt.
   Reel: 7

Balmer, Edwin.
   Waylaid by wireless. A suspicion, a warning, a
   sporting proposition, and a transatlantic pursuit.
   Boston, Small, Maynard. [1909]
   Wright bibliography number 67; illustrated by
   Edmund Frederick.
   Reel: 7

Bangs, Ella Matthews.
   Bangs, Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 68.
   Reel: 7
Babcock, Winnifred (Eaton).

Daughters of Nijo. A romance of Japan.
New York; London, The Macmillan co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 75; by Onoto Watanna [pseud.]; with illustrations and decorations by Kiyokichi Sano.
Reel: 8

Babcock, Winnifred (Eaton).

The heart of Hyacinth.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 76; by Onoto Watanna [pseud.]; decorations by Kiyokichi Sano.
Reel: 8

Babcock, Winnifred (Eaton).

A Japanese nightingale.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1901
Wright bibliography number 77; by Onoto Watanna [pseud.]; illustrated by Genjiro Yeto.
Reel: 8

Babcock, Winnifred (Eaton).

The wooing of Wisteria.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1902
Wright bibliography number 79; by Onoto Watanna [pseud.].
Reel: 8

Bacheller, Irving.

DarReel of the Blessed isles.
Boston, Lothrop publishing company. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 80; illustrated by Arthur L. Keller.
Reel: 8

Bacheller, Irving.

D’ri and I. A tale of daring deeds in the second war with the British: being the memoirs of Colonel Ramon Bell, U.S.A.
Boston, Lothrop publishing company. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 81; illustrated by F.C. Yoha.
Reel: 8

Bacheller, Irving.

Vergilius. A tale of the coming of Christ.
New York; London, Harper & Brothers. 1904
Wright bibliography number 83.
Reel: 8

Bacon, Alice Mabel.

In the land of the gods. Some stories of Japan.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 84.
Reel: 8

Bacon, John Harwood.

The pursuit of Phyllis.
New York, H. Holt & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 85.
Reel: 8

Banks, Elizabeth L.

The mystery of Frances Farrington.
New York, [s.n.]. 1909
Wright bibliography number 71.
Reel: 8

Banks, John Kendrick.

The autobiography of Methuselah.
New York, B.W. Dodge. 1909
Wright bibliography number 69; ed. by John Kendrick Bangs; illustrated in color by F.G. Cooper.
Reel: 8

Barber, Eli.

Home memories.
Boston, E.G. Badger. 1908
Wright bibliography number 72.
Reel: 8

Barber, Marcin.

Britz, of headquarters.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1910
Wright bibliography number 73.
Reel: 8

Barbour, Anne Maynard, pseud.

Breakers ahead.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1906
Wright bibliography number 74; with frontispiece by James L. Wood.
Reel: 8

Barbour, Ralph Henry.

The golden heart.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1910
Wright bibliography number 75; with ill. in color by Clarence F. Underwood and decorations by Edward Stratton Holloway.
Reel: 8

Barbour, Ralph Henry.

Holly, the romance of a southern girl.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1907
Wright bibliography number 76; With ill. by Edwin F. Bayha.
Reel: 8
Barbour, Ralph Henry.
   "The lilac girl."
   Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 77; with ill. in color by
   Clarence F. Underwood and decorations by Edward
   Stratton Holloway.
   Reel: 8

Barbour, Ralph Henry.
   "The maid in Arcady."
   Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 78; with ill. by Frederic
   J. von Rapp.
   Reel: 8

Bacon, [Mary Schell (Hoke)].
   The diary of a musician.
   New York, H. Holt and company. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 93; ed. by Dolores
   Marbourg Bacon [pseud.]; pictures by H. Latimer
   Brown; decorations by Chas. Edw. Hooper.
   Reel: 9

Bacon, Josephine Dodge (Daskam).
   Fables for the fair.
   New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 86.
   Reel: 9

Bacon, Josephine Dodge (Daskam).
   Her fiance. Four stories of college life.
   Philadelphia, H. Altemus company. [1904]
   Wright bibliography number 87; by Josephine
   Daskam (Mrs. Selden Bacon); with illustrations by
   Elizabeth Shippen Green.
   Reel: 9

Bacon, Josephine Dodge (Daskam).
   The madness of Phillip, and other tales of
   childhood.
   New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 88; illustrated by F.Y.
   Cory.
   Reel: 9

Bacon, Josephine Dodge (Daskam).
   The memoirs of a baby.
   New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 89; by Josephine
   Daskam (Mrs. Selden Bacon); illustrated by F.Y.
   Cory.
   Reel: 9

Bacon, Josephine Dodge (Daskam).
   Middle aged love stories.
   New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 90.
   Reel: 9

Bacon, Josephine Dodge (Daskam).
   "Whom the gods destroyed."
   New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 92.
   Reel: 9

Bagby, Albert Morris.
   "Mammy Rosie."
   New York, The author. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 94.
   Reel: 9

Bagot, Richard.
   Casting of nets.
   London; New York, John Lane. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 95.
   Reel: 9

Bagot, Richard.
   Donna Diana.
   New York, Longmans, Green, and co. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 96.
   Reel: 9

Bagot, Richard.
   The just and the unjust.
   London; New York, J. Lane. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 97.
   Reel: 9

Bardeen, Charles William.
   The cloak room thief, and other stories about
   schools.
   Syracuse, N.Y., C.W. Bardeen. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 80.
   Reel: 9

Bardeen, Charles William.
   John Brody's astral body and other stories about
   schools.
   Syracuse, N.Y., C.W. Bardeen. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 81.
   Reel: 9

Barnaby, Horace Thomas.
   The decade. A story of political and municipal
corruption.
   Wright bibliography number 82.
   Reel: 9

Barnaby, Horace Thomas.
   The water scandal. A story of political and
   municipal graft and corruption.
   Wright bibliography number 83; by Horace T.
   Barnaby, jr.
   Reel: 9
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Barnard, Annie E.
   My first cousin or myself.
   New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 84.
   Reel: 9

Barnard, Melville Clemens.
   The mystery of the sandal-wood box: being an
   adventure of Harlan Nims, the amateur American
   detective.
   Boston, Mayhew Pub. Co. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 85.
   Reel: 9

Barnes, James.
   Midshipman Farragut.
   New York, D. Appleton. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 86; with ill. by Carlton
   T. Chapman and others.
   Reel: 9

Barnett, Evelyn Scott Snead.
   The dragnet.
   New York, B.W. Huebach. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 87.
   Reel: 9

Barnum, Phineas Taylor.
   Jack in the jungle. A tale of land and sea: being
   perilous adventures among wild men, and the
   capturing of wild beasts, showing how menageries
   are made.
   New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1908
   Wright bibliography number 88.
   Reel: 9

Bagot, Richard.
   Love's proxy.
   New York, Longmans, Green, and co. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 98.
   Reel: 10

Bagot, Richard.
   The passport.
   New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 99.
   Reel: 10

Bagot, Richard.
   A Roman mystery.
   London; New York, John Lane. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 100.
   Reel: 10

[Baker, Louisa "Alien"][pseud.].
   Another woman's territory.
   New York, T.Y. Crowell & co. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 102; by Alien [pseud.].
   Reel: 10

[Baker, Louisa "Alien"][pseud.].
   A maid of mettle.
   Philadelphia, G.W. Jacobs & co. [1902]
   Wright bibliography number 103; by "Alien" (Mrs.
   L. "Alien" Baker).
   Reel: 10

Balch, Frank.
   A submarine tour.
   New York, Broadway Publishing Company. [1905]
   Wright bibliography number 104.
   Reel: 10

Baldwin, Aaron Dwight.
   The gospel of Judas Iscariot.
   Chicago, Jamieson-Higgins co. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 105.
   Reel: 10

Barr, Amelia E[dith (Huddleston)].
   The man between. An international romance.
   New York, Authors and Newspapers Association.
   1906
   Wright bibliography number 89; by Amelia E. Barr;
   illustrated in water-colors by Frank T. Merrill.
   Reel: 10

Barr, Amelia E[dith (Huddleston)].
   A reconstructed marriage.
   New York, Dodd, Mead. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 90; by Amelia E. Barr;
   frontispiece by Z.P. Nikolai.
   Reel: 10

Barr, Martin, W.
   The king of Thomond. A story of yesterday.
   Boston, H.B. Turner. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 91.
   Reel: 10

Barron, Elwyn Alfred.
   Marcel Levignet.
   New York, Duffield. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 92.
   Reel: 10

Barrows, Wayne Groves.
   The child of the plains.
   Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 93; ill. by Roland S.
   Stebbins.
   Reel: 10

Barrows, Wayne Groves.
   The law of the range.
   Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 94.
   Reel: 10
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Barry, Richard Hayes.
Sandy from the Sierras.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1906
Wright bibliography number 95; illustrated by Fletcher C. Ransom.
Reel: 10

Bartlett, Frederick Orin.
The prodigal pro tem.
Boston, Small, Maynard. [1910]
Wright bibliography number 96; illustrated by Howard Chandler Christy.
Reel: 10

Smith, Moses.
Naval scenes in the last war; or, Three years on board the frigate Constitution, and the Adams; including the capture of the Guerriere.
Boston, Gleason. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2460A.
Reel: 10

Baldwin, James.
The wonder-book of horses.
New York, The Century co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 106.
Reel: 11

Ballard, Eva C.
She wanted to vote; or, Home influences.
Crawfordsville, Ind., Brower bros. 1901
Wright bibliography number 107.
Reel: 11

[Ballard, Robert].
Poppaeanum. The autobiography of a ghost.
Hawthorne, N.Y., The Hawthorne press. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 108; by Poppaea Sabina [pseud].
Reel: 11

Balmer, Helen Clark.
Bellevue sketches and others.
Chicago, Press of Hollister brothers. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 109.
Reel: 11

Bancroft, Alberta.
Royal Rogues.
New York; London, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 110; illustrated by L. Betts.
Reel: 11

Banks, John Kendrick.
The inventions of the idiot.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1904
Wright bibliography number 113.
Reel: 11

Banks, John Kendrick.
Mollie and the unwiseman.
Philadelphia, H.T. Coates & co. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 114; illustrations by Albert Levering and Clare Victor Dwiggins.
Reel: 11

Banks, John Kendrick.
Mr. Munchausen: being a true account of some of the recent adventures beyond the Styx of the late Hieronymous Carl Friedrich, sometime Baron Munchausen of Bodenwerder.
Boston, Noyes, Platt & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 115; embellished drawings by Peter Newell.
Reel: 11

Banks, John Kendrick.
Mrs. Raffles: being the adventures of an amateur crackswoman. Narrated by Bunny.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 116; ed. by John Kendrick Bangs; illustrated by Albert Levering.
Reel: 11

Banks, John Kendrick.
Olympian nights.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1902
Wright bibliography number 117.
Reel: 11

Banks, John Kendrick.
Over the plum-pudding.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1901
Wright bibliography number 118.
Reel: 11

Bartlett, Frederick Orin.
The seventh moon.
Boston, Small, Maynard. [1910]
Wright bibliography number 97; with ill. By Edmund Frederick.
Reel: 11

Bartlett, Frederick Orin.
The web of the golden spider.
Boston, Small, Maynard. 1909
Wright bibliography number 98; illustrated by Harrison Fisher and Charles M. Reelyea.
Reel: 11

Bass, Edward Cary.
Joseph and Judith; or, A bundle of old love letters.
Boston, J.H. Earle. c1906
Wright bibliography number 99.
Reel: 11

Batchelor, David Oren.
The unstrung bow. A story of conquest.
Boston, Sherman, French. 1910
Wright bibliography number 101.
Reel: 11
Bates, Arlo.
The intoxicated ghost, and other stories.
Boston, Houghton Mifflin. 1908
Wright bibliography number 102.
Reel: 11

Bates, Margret Holmes (Ernsperger).
In the first degree.
New York, R.G. Cooke. 1907
Wright bibliography number 103; By Margret
Holmes Bates.
Reel: 11

Bates, Margret Holmes (Ernsperger).
Paying the piper.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 104; By Margret
Holmes Bates.
Reel: 11

Bates, Margret Holmes (Ernsperger).
Silas Kirkendown's sons.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 105; By Margret
Holmes Bates.
Reel: 11

Banister, Corrilla.
I'm a brick. A congress of Reeligions.
Boston, Banner of light pub. Co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 119.
Reel: 12

Banks, Elizabeth L.
The autobiography of a "newspaper girl.".
New York, Dodd, Mead & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 120.
Reel: 12

Banks, Mrs. Nancy Huston.
The little hills.
New York; London, The Macmillan company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 121.
Reel: 12

Banks, Mrs. Nancy Huston.
Oldfield. A Kentucky tale of the last century.
New York; London, The Macmillan company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 122.
Reel: 12

Banks, Mrs. Nancy Huston.
Round Anvil Rock. A romance.
New York, The Macmillan company; London,
Macmillan & co., ltd. 1903
Wright bibliography number 123.
Reel: 12

[Banta], Adele Weber.
The fortunes of the Van der Bergs.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie publishing company. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 124.
Reel: 12

Barbour, Anne Maynard, pseud.
At the time appointed.
Philadelphia; London, J.B. Lippincott co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 125; with a frontispiece
by J.N. Marchand.
Reel: 12

Barbour, Anne Maynard, pseud.
The award of justice; or, Told in the Rockies. A
poem picture of the West.
Chicago; New York, Rand, McNally & company.
[c1901]
Wright bibliography number 126.
Reel: 12

Barbour, Anne Maynard, pseud.
That Mainwaring affairs.
Philadelphia; London, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 127; illustrated by E.
Plaisted Abbott; [7th ed.].
Reel: 12

Barbour, Ralph Henry.
Kitty of the roses.
Philadelphia; London, J.B. Lippincott company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 128; with illustrations
of Frederic J. von Rapp.
Reel: 12

Baum, Lyman Frank.
Daughters of destiny.
Chicago, Reilly & Britton. [1906]
Wright bibliography number 106; By Schuyler
Staunton; illustrated with color reproductions of
paintings by Thomas Mitchell Peirce and Harold De
Lay.
Reel: 12

Baum, Lyman Frank.
The last Egyptians. A romance of the Nile.
Philadelphia, E. Stern. 1908
Wright bibliography number 107; Ill. by Francis P.
Wightman.
Reel: 12

Bausman, Frederick.
New York, Duffield. 1908
Wright bibliography number 108; By Aix.
Reel: 12

Beals, May.
The rebel at large.
Chicago, C.H. Kerr. 1906
Wright bibliography number 109.
Reel: 12

Beasley, Rosalind.
Virginia Rose and other stories.
Chicago, [s.n.]. c1910
Wright bibliography number 110.
Reel: 12
Bechdolt, Frederick Ritchie.
The hard rock man.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1910
Wright bibliography number 111.
Reel: 12

Beckman, Nellie Sims.
Unclean and spotted from the world.
San Francisco, Whitaker & Ray. 1906
Wright bibliography number 112; By Mrs. William Beckman.
Reel: 12

Bedford, Randolph.
The snare of strength.
Boston, H.B. Turner. 1906
Wright bibliography number 113.
Reel: 12

Barbour, Ralph Henry.
The land of joy. [A novel].
New York, Doubleday, Page & company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 129.
Reel: 13

Barbour, Ralph Henry.
An orchard princess.
Philadelphia; London, J.B. Lippincott company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 130; with illustrations by James Montgomery Flagg.
Reel: 13

Bardeen, Charles William.
The false entry: and other stories about schools.
Syracuse, N.Y., C.W. Bardeen. 1905
Wright bibliography number 131.
Reel: 13

Bardeen, Charles William.
Fifty-five years old: and other stories about teachers.
Syracuse, N.Y., C.W. Bardeen. 1904
Wright bibliography number 132.
Reel: 13

Bardeen, Charles William.
The woman trustee: and other stories about schools.
Syracuse, N.Y., C.W. Bardeen. 1904
Wright bibliography number 133.
Reel: 13

Barksdale, George.
Punch. A novel of Negro life.
New York; Washington, The Neale publishing company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 134; by George Barksdale, M.D.
Reel: 13

Barnes, Edwin Ninyon Chaloner.
The reconciliation of Randall Claymore.
Boston, J.H. Earle & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 135.
Reel: 13

Barnes, James.
Outside the law.
New York, D. Appleton and company. 1906
Wright bibliography number 136.
Reel: 13

Barnes, James.
The unpardonable war.
Wright bibliography number 137.
Reel: 13

Beeckman, Ross.
The last woman.
Frontispiece by Howard Chandler Christy; illustrations by Bert Knight. New York, W.J. Watt. c1909
Wright bibliography number 114.
Reel: 13

Beeckman, Ross.
Princess Zara.
Illustrated by Bert Knight. New York, W.J. Watt. [1909]
Wright bibliography number 115.
Reel: 13

Bell, Archie.
The Clevelanders.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1907
Wright bibliography number 116; By Archie Bell.
Reel: 13

Bell, Katherine Virginia.
Stella Russell.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 117.
Reel: 13

Bell, Lilian [Lida] "Mrs. A.H. Bogue."
Angela's quest.
New York, Duffield. 1910
Wright bibliography number 118; With ill. By A.B. Wenzel.
Reel: 13

Bell, Lilian [Lida] "Mrs. A.H. Bogue."
The concentrations of Bee.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1909
Wright bibliography number 119; Frontispiece by A.P. Button.
Reel: 13

Bell, William Mara.
The heart of a rose. A narrative drama.
New York, Klebold Press. c1906
Wright bibliography number 120; 1st ed.
Reel: 13

Bell, William Mara.
[San Francisco], The author. c1907
Wright bibliography number 121; By William Marabell.
Reel: 13
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Barnes, Willis.
Doctor Josephine. A love story of profit-sharing.
New York, The Abbey press. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 138.
Reel: 14

Barnum, Phineas Taylor.
Lion Jack. A story of perilous adventures among wild men and the capturing of wild beasts, showing how menageries are made.
New York, G.W. Dillingham co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 139.
Reel: 14

Barr, Amelia E[dith (Huddleston)].
The bell of Bowling Green.
New York, Dodd, Mead and company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 140; by Amelia E. Barr; illustrated by Walter H. Everett.
Reel: 14

Barr, Amelia E[dith (Huddleston)].
The black shilling. A tale of Boston towns.
New York, Dodd, Mead & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 141; by Amelia E. Barr.
Reel: 14

Barr, Amelia E[dith (Huddleston)].
Cecilia's lovers.
New York, Dodd, Mead & company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 142; by Amelia E. Barr.
Reel: 14

Barr, Amelia E[dith (Huddleston)].
The lion's whelp. A story of Cromwell's time.
New York, Dodd, Mead & company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 143; by Amelia E. Barr; with illustrations by Lee Woodward Zeigler.
Reel: 14

Barr, Amelia E[dith (Huddleston)].
A song of a single note. A love story.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 144; by Amelia E. Barr.
Reel: 14

Barr, Amelia E[dith (Huddleston)].
Souls of passage.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 145; illustrations by Emelen McConnell.
Reel: 14

Barr, Amelia E[dith (Huddleston)].
Thyra Varrick. A love story.
New York, J.F. Taylor & Company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 146; by Amelia E. Barr; illustrated by Lee Woodward Zeigler.
Reel: 14

Benedict, Clare.
A resemblance, and other stories.
New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1909
Wright bibliography number 122.
Reel: 14

Bennet, Robert Ames.
In the primitive.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1908
Wright bibliography number 123; With ill. In color by Allen T. True.
Reel: 14

Bennet, Robert Ames.
The shogun's daughter.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1910
Wright bibliography number 124; With 5 pictures in color by W.D. Goldbeck.
Reel: 14

Bennet, Robert Ames.
A volunteer with Pike. The true narrative of one Dr. John Robinson and of his love for the fair Senorita Vallois.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1909
Wright bibliography number 125; With four ill. In color by Charlotte Weber-Ditzler.
Reel: 14

Bennett, John.
The treasure of Peyre Gaillard: being an account of the recovery, on a South Carolina plantation, of a treasure, which had remained buried and lost in a vast swamp for over a hundred years.
New York, Century. 1906
Wright bibliography number 126; Arranged by John Bennett, after the ms. Narrative by Buck Guignard; in the French manuscript entitled "Le Monticule du Jude.”.
Reel: 14

Benson, Ramsey.
A lord of lands.
New York, H. Holt. 1908
Wright bibliography number 127.
Reel: 14

Barr, Walter.
Shacklett, the evolution of the statesman.
New York, D. Appleton and co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 147.
Reel: 15

Barrett, Wilson.
The Never-Never Land.
Philadelphia; London, J.B. Lippincott company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 148.
Reel: 15

Barry, John D[aniel].
New York; London, The Smart set publishing co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 149; illustrated by Rollin G. Kirby.
Reel: 15
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Barry, John D[aniel].
A daughter of Thespis. A novel.
Boston, L.C. Page & company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 150.
Reel: 15

Barry, John D[aniel].
Our best society. [A novel].
New York; London, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1905
Wright bibliography number 151.
Reel: 15

Bartlett, Frederick Orin.
Joan of the ally.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 152; with illustrations by Eleanor Winslow.
Reel: 15

Bartnett, Harriet.
Angelo, the musician.
New York, G.A.S. Wieners. 1903
Wright bibliography number 153.
Reel: 15

Baskett, James Newton.
Sweetbrier and thistledown. A story.
Boston, Chicago, W.A. Wilde Company. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 154; With frontispiece illustration by W.F. Skecher.
Reel: 15

Benson, Ramsey.
Melchisedec.
New York, H. Holt. 1909
Wright bibliography number 128.
Reel: 15

Berman, Henry.
New York, Grafton Press. c1907
Wright bibliography number 130.
Reel: 15

Berman, Henry.
The tyrant in white.
New York, F.F. Lovell. c1909
Wright bibliography number 130.
Reel: 15

Berman, Henry.
New York, Grafton Press. [1906]
Wright bibliography number 131.
Reel: 15

Berrien, Katharine.
Daddy Ben (a study in black and white): being a story of the lives of real personages during the Civil War.
Savannah, Ga., Savannah Morning News. 1906
Wright bibliography number 132.
Reel: 15

Berry, Mary Anne.
A woman of uncertain age.
New York, Stuyvesant Press. 1909
Wright bibliography number 133.
Reel: 15

Beyerle, Lincoln Hamlin.
The quitters.
Chicago, W.B. Conkey. [c1910]
Wright bibliography number 134; Ill. by Will Carqueville.
Reel: 15

Bicknell, Frank Martin.
Blitzen the conjurer.
Philadelphia, H. Altemus. 1906
Wright bibliography number 136; With ill. By Bart Haley.
Reel: 15

Bill, Edward Lyman.
The sword of the pyramids. A story of many wars.
New York, R.F. Fenno. c1910
Wright bibliography number 139.
Reel: 15

Blanchi, Martha Gilbert Dickenson.
A modern Prometheus.
New York, Duffied. 1908
Wright bibliography number 135.
Reel: 15

Bassett, Mary E. (Stone).
Judith's garden.
Boston, Lothrop pub. Co. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 155; Illustrated by George Wright.
Reel: 16

Bassett, Mary E. (Stone).
The little green door. A novel.
Boston, Lothrop publishing co. [1905]
Wright bibliography number 156; Illustrations by Louise Clark, decoration by Ethel Pearch Clements.
Reel: 16
Bates, Arlo.
The diary of a saint.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 157.
Reel: 16

Bates, Morgan.
Martin Brook. A Novel.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1901
Wright bibliography number 158.
Reel: 16

Bates, Oric.
A madcap cruise.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 159.
Reel: 16

Bateson, Carlen.
The man in the camlet cloak: being an old writing transcribed and ed. By Carlen Bateson.
Akron, O; Chicago, The Saalfield Pub. Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 160.
Reel: 16

Bauder, Emma Pow (Smith).
Anarchy: its cause and cure, told in story.
Oakland, Cal., Occidental pub. Co. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 161; By Rev. Emma Pow Bauder.
Reel: 16

Bayer, Charles J.
Studies of life and its variations. The mystery of character revealed: being descriptive sketches of scenes and personages taken from life.
Chicago, Scientific Pub. Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 162; 2d enl. eEd.
Reel: 16

Beach, Alligood.
A discipline of Plato.
Boston, Roberts pub. Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 163.
Reel: 16

Bingham, Kate Boyles.
The homesteaders.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1909
Wright bibliography number 140; By Kate and Virgil Boyles; with four ill. In color by Maynard Dixon.
Reel: 16

Bingham, Kate Boyles.
Langford of the three bars.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1907
Wright bibliography number 141; By Kate and Virgil D. Boyles; with ill. In color by N.C. Wyeth.
Reel: 16

Bingham, Kate Boyles.
The spirit trail.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1910
Wright bibliography number 142; By Kate and Virgil D. Boyles; with four ill. In full color by Maynard Dixon.
Reel: 16

A Bit of old ivory, and other stories.
New York, Benziger Brothers. 1910
Wright bibliography number 142A; By Mary F. Nixon-Roulet [et al].
Reel: 16

Blackburn, Ivy Chambers.
In the toils of slavery.
Chicago, American Baptist Publication Society. c1906
Wright bibliography number 143; By Mrs. W.S. Blackburn.
Reel: 16

Blake, Emily Calvin.
Engaged girl sketches.
Chicago, Forbes. 1910
Wright bibliography number 144.
Reel: 16

Blake, Emily Calvin.
The great moments in a woman's life.
Chicago, Forbes. 1910
Wright bibliography number 145.
Reel: 16

Blakeman, Wilbert C.
The black hand.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 146.
Reel: 16

Blanchard, Amy Ella.
The glad lady.
Boston, D. Estes. c1910
Wright bibliography number 147.
Reel: 16

Blanchard, Grace.
Phil's happy girlhood. A story.
Boston, W.A. Wilde. c1910
Wright bibliography number 148; With illustrations by William F. Stecher.
Reel: 16

Blanchard, Grace.
The Annie Laurie mine. A story of love, economics and religion.
Boston; Chicago, The Pilgrim press. [c1902]
Wright bibliography number 164; With illustrations by Charles Copeland.
Reel: 17
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reel: 17</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Beach, Edgar Rice.  
  Hands of clay. A great city's half--and the other half.  
  St. Louis, E.R. Eddins & co. 1904  
  Wright bibliography number 165. |
| Beach, Rex Ellingwood.  
  Pardners.  
  New York, A.L. Burt co. [1905]  
  Wright bibliography number 166. |
  Adam Shuffler.  
  Jackson, Miss., Harmon pub. Co. 1901  
  Wright bibliography number 167. |
  New York; London, F.T. Neely. [c1902]  
  Wright bibliography number 168. |
| Beale, Mary (Barnes).  
  A misunderstood hero.  
  Boston; New York, The Pilgrim press. [1905]  
  Wright bibliography number 169. |
| Beatty, John.  
  The Acolhuans. A narrative of the sojourn and adventure among the mound builders of the Ohio Valley: being a free translation from the Norraena of the Memoirs of Ivarr Bartholdsson.  
  Columbus, O., McClelland & co. 1902  
  Wright bibliography number 170. |
| Beatty, John.  
  McLean. A romance of the war.  
  Columbus, O., F.J. Herr. 1904  
  Wright bibliography number 171. |
  The oracle of Moccasin Bend. A story of Lookout Mountain.  
  New York; Washington. The Neale pub. Co. 1903  
  Wright bibliography number 172. |
| Beecher, May Howell.  
  Jacqueminot. The romance of a rose.  
  New York; London, F.T. Neely co. [1901]  
  Wright bibliography number 173. |
| [Beekman, Helen].  
  New York, W.H. Young & co. 1903  
  Wright bibliography number 174. |
| Blaney, Charles E.  
  Josie, the little madcap. A novel founded upon the drama of the same title.  
  New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. c1907  
  Wright bibliography number 160. |
| Blaney, Charles E.  
  Old Isaacs from the Bowery. A novel founded upon the melodrama of the same title.  
  New York, J.S. Ogilvie. 1906  
  Wright bibliography number 151. |
| Blankman, Edgar Gerritt.  
  Deacon Babbitt. A tale of fact and fiction.  
  Philadelphia, J.C. Winston. 1906  
  Wright bibliography number 152. |
| Blissett, Nellie K.  
  The silver key. A romance of the days of Charles II.  
  New York, Smart Set Pub. Co. 1906  
  Wright bibliography number 153. |
| Bliven, Mary Ann Lillibridge.  
  The web of destiny.  
  New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1907  
  Wright bibliography number 154. |
| Blum, Edgar C.  
  Robert Emmet's wooing.  
  New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1910  
  Wright bibliography number 155. |
| Boggs, Sara Elisabeth Siegrist.  
  Sandpeep.  
  Boston, Little, Brown. 1906  
  Wright bibliography number 156; Illustrated by May Bartlett. |
| Bogue, Virgilia.  
  The strength to yield: the psychology of a great temptation.  
  San Francisco, Cunningham, Curtiss, & Welch. 1909  
  Wright bibliography number 157. |
| Bohan, Elizabeth Baker.  
  The drag-net. A prison story of the present day.  
  Boston, C.M. Clark. 1909  
  Wright bibliography number 158; Illustrated by Langdon Smith. |
| Behymer, Ida Holmes.  
  The seal of destiny.  
  New York; London, F.T. Neely co. [1901]  
  Wright bibliography number 175. |
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Belden, Jessie Perry (Van Zile).
Antonia.
Boston, L.C. Page & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 176; Illustrated by Amy M. Sacker.
Reel: 18

[Bell, Clara Ingraham].
Deborah Gray.
New York; Washington, The Neale publishing company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 177; By Frances C. Ingraham [pseud.]; illustrated by Harry B. Bradford and Eugenie De Land.
Reel: 18

Bell, Lilian [Lida] "Mrs. A.H. Bogue.".
Abroad with the Jimmies.
Boston, L.C. Page & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 178; By Lilian Bell.
Reel: 18

Bell, Lilian [Lida] "Mrs. A.H. Bogue.".
At home with the Jardines.
Boston, L.C. Page & company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 179.
Reel: 18

Bell, Lilian [Lida] "Mrs. A.H. Bogue.".
A book of girls.
Boston, L.C. page & company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 180; With frontispiece by W.B. Stevens.
Reel: 18

Bell, Lilian [Lida] "Mrs. A.H. Bogue.".
The dowager countess and the American girl.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 181.
Reel: 18

Bell, Lilian [Lida] "Mrs. A.H. Bogue.".
Hope Loring.
Boston, L.C. Page & company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 182; Illustrated by Frank T. Merrill.
Reel: 18

Bell, Lilian [Lida] "Mrs. A.H. Bogue.".
The interference of Patricia.
Boston, C. Page & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 183; With a frontispiece by Frank T. Merrill.
Reel: 18

Bell, Lilian [Lida] "Mrs. A.H. Bogue.".
Sir John and the American girl.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1901
Wright bibliography number 184.
Reel: 18

Bell, William Mara.
[New York, The Klebold press]. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 185; By William Marabell [pseud.] 1st ed.
Reel: 18

Bohannon, Hattie Donovan.
The light of stars.
New York, R.F. Fenno. c1909
Wright bibliography number 159.
Reel: 18

Bonner, Geraldine.
The emigrant trail.
New York, Duffield. 1910
Wright bibliography number 160.
Reel: 18

Borne, Emily Heloise.
Poland, the public inn.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 161.
Reel: 18

Bosworth, Jane M.
The Monteiths.
New York, Knickerbocker Press. 1910
Wright bibliography number 162; By Mrs. Foster Bosworth "Collesands.".
Reel: 18

Boucicault, Ruth Holt.
The woman herself.
New York, Stuyvesant Press. 1909
Wright bibliography number 163.
Reel: 18

The time to strike; or, Our nation's curse.
Louisville, Ky., Pentecostal Pub. Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 164; Foreword by Charles B. Allen.
Reel: 18

Boyce, Neith, "Mrs. Hutchins Hapgood.".
The bond.
New York, Duffield. 1908
Wright bibliography number 165.
Reel: 18

Boyce, Neith, "Mrs. Hutchins Hapgood.".
The eternal spring. A novel.
New York, Fox, Duffield. 1906
Wright bibliography number 166; Illustrated by Blendon Campbell.
Reel: 18

Bencliff, Thomas.
His American birthright; and other stories.
Saint Louis, Western Junior pub. Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 186.
Reel: 19
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Bengough, Elisa (Armstrong).
The talk of the town. A neighborhood novel.
New York, D. Appleton & Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 187.
Reel: 19

Bennet, John.
Barnaby Lee.
New York, The Century co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 190.
Reel: 19

Bennet, Robert Ames.
For the white Christ. A story of the days of Charlemagne.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 188; Having pictures and designs by Troy & Margaret West Kinney.
Reel: 19

Bennet, Robert Ames.
Thyra. A romance of the polar pit.
New York, H. Holt and Company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 189; Illustrated by E.L. Blumenshein.
Reel: 19

Benson, Blackwood Ketcham.
Bayard's courier. A story of love and adventure in the cavalry campaigns.
New York; London, The Macmillan company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 191.
Reel: 19

Benson, Blackwood Ketcham.
A friend with the countersign.
Wright bibliography number 192.
Reel: 19

Benson, Blackwood Ketcham.
Old Squire. The romance of a black Virginian.
New York, The Macmillan company; London, Macmillan & co., ltd. 1903
Wright bibliography number 193.
Reel: 19

Blaney, Charles E.
His terrible secret; or, The man monkey. A novel founded upon the romantic melodrama of the same title.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. c1907
Wright bibliography number 149.
Reel: 19

Boynes, Richard Edward.
The Pharisee and the publication.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 167; By Edward Bosanketh.
Reel: 19

Brace, Benjamin.
The seventh person.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1906
Wright bibliography number 167A.
Reel: 19

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
The adventures of Lady Susan.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1908
Wright bibliography number 168; With frontispiece by C. Weber-Ditzler.
Reel: 19

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
The blue ocean's daughter.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1907
Wright bibliography number 169.
Reel: 19

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
The patriots. The story of Lee and the last hope.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. c1906
Wright bibliography number 170; Illustrations in colour by Walter H. Everett.
Reel: 19

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
Reuben James. A hero of the forecastle.
New York, D. Appleton. 1906
Wright bibliography number 171; With ill. By G. Gibbs and others.
Reel: 19

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
Richard the Brazen.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1906
Wright bibliography number 172; By Cyrus Townsend Brady and Edward Peple.
Reel: 19

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
The ring and the man, with some incidental relation to the woman.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1909
Wright bibliography number 173; Illustrated by George Gibbs.
Reel: 19

Bentley, Robert Thomson.
Forestfield. A story of the old South (in two periods).
New York, The Grafton press. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 194.
Reel: 20

Benton, Frank.
Cowboy life on the sidetrack: being an extremely humorous and sarcastic story of the trials and tribulations endured by a party of stockmen making a shipment from the West to the East.
Denver, Col., The Western stories syndicate. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 195; Illustrated by E.A. Filleau.
Reel: 20
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Details</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The devil's plough. The romantic history of a soul conflict.</td>
<td>Anna Bergengren (Farquhar)</td>
<td>Boston, L.C. Page &amp; company. 1901 Wright bibliography number 196; With a frontispiece in colour by Frank T. Merrill.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An Evans of Suffolk.</td>
<td>Anna Bergengren (Farquhar)</td>
<td>Boston, L.C. Page &amp; company. 1904 Wright bibliography number 197.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Her Washington experiences, as Reelated by a cabinet minister's wife in a series of letters to her sister.</td>
<td>Anna Bergengren (Farquhar)</td>
<td>Boston, L.C. Page &amp; co. 1902 Wright bibliography number 198; Illustrated by T. De Thulstrup.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contrite hearts.</td>
<td>Herman Bernstein</td>
<td>New York, A. Wessels company. [c1905] Wright bibliography number 199.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In the gates of Israel. Stories of the Jews.</td>
<td>Herman Bernstein</td>
<td>New York, J.F. Taylor &amp; company. 1902 Wright bibliography number 200.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hillside. A tale of New England country life.</td>
<td>Henry H. Berry</td>
<td>Lockport, Ill., Will County printing co. 1904 Wright bibliography number 202.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Art thou the man?.</td>
<td>Guy Berton, pseud. of Guy Robert La Costa and Eadfrid A. Bringham</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead &amp; co. 1905 Wright bibliography number 204; Illustrations by Charles R. Macauley.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The story of an East-side family.</td>
<td>Lillian Williams Betts</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead &amp; Co. 1903 Wright bibliography number 205.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The late returning.</td>
<td>Margery Bianco (Williams)</td>
<td>New York; London, Macmillan. 1902 Wright bibliography number 205.1</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tales of many lands.</td>
<td>Rose Anne O'Byrne Braendale</td>
<td>Washington, D.C., Press of Gibson Bros. c1906 Wright bibliography number 174.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The personal conduct of Belinda.</td>
<td>Eleanor Hoyt Brainerd</td>
<td>New York, Doubleday, Page. 1910 Wright bibliography number 176; Illustrated by George Brehm.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;A noble girl.&quot; A book devoted to the uplifting of character and modern society.</td>
<td>Ada Cornelius Brannon</td>
<td>Cisco, Tex., Collie Printing Co. c1906 Wright bibliography number 177.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A romance of Barnstable.</td>
<td>Mary Matthews Bray</td>
<td>Boston, R.G. Badger. 1909 Wright bibliography number 180.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mahanomah.</td>
<td>Bertha Anna Kelsey Breckenridge</td>
<td>New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1910 Wright bibliography number 181; By Mrs. John Breckenridge.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bill Truetell. A story of theatrical life.</td>
<td>George Hugh Brennan</td>
<td>Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1909 Wright bibliography number 182; With frontispiece in color and twenty-three drawings in the text by James Montgomery Flagg.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The black cross.</td>
<td>Olive Mary Briggs</td>
<td>New York, Moffat, Yard. 1909 Wright bibliography number 183; Frontispiece by Sigismond de Ivanowski.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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#### Reel Listing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reel</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Bibliography</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Bigelow, [Edith Evelyn (Jaffray)].</td>
<td>While Charlie was away.</td>
<td>London, W. Heinemann. 1901</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 209; By Mrs. Poultney Bigelow.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Bigelow, [Edith Evelyn (Jaffray)] &quot;Mrs. Poultney Bigelow.&quot;</td>
<td>The middle course.</td>
<td>New York, The Smart set publishing co. 1903</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 208; By Mrs. Poultney Bigelow; illustrated by C.B. Currier.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Bigelow, [Edith Evelyn (Jaffray)].</td>
<td>&quot;The brand. A tale of the Flathead Reservation.</td>
<td>Seattle, Alice Harriman. 1909</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 187; By Therese Broderick (Tin Schreiner.).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Broderick, Therese.</td>
<td>The soul of the world.</td>
<td>Pasadena, Cal., Equitist Pub. House. 1909</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 188.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Brooks, Asa Passavant.</td>
<td>The reservation. A romance of the pioneer days of Minnesota and of the Indian massacre of 1862.</td>
<td>[Comfrey, Minn.]. c1907</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 189.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Brooks, Hildegard.</td>
<td>The larky furnace and other adventures of Sue Betty.</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 190; With cover and ill. by Peter Newell.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Brooks, Mary Wallace.  
A prodigal.  
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1907  
Wright bibliography number 191.  
Reel: 21

Blake, Adam.  
The man with the hoe. A picture of American farm life as it is today.  
Cincinnati, The R. Clarke company. 1904 [1903]  
Wright bibliography number 215.  
Reel: 22

Blake, Katherine Evans.  
Heart's haven.  
Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill co. [c1905]  
Wright bibliography number 216; Illustrated by E.M. Ashe.  
Reel: 22

Blanchard, Amy Ella.  
Bonny Lesley of the border.  
Boston; Chicago, W.A. Wilde co. [1904]  
Wright bibliography number 217.  
Reel: 22

Blanchard, Amy Ella.  
A frontier knight.  
Boston; Chicago, W.A. Wilde. [c1905]  
Wright bibliography number 218; A story of early Texas borderlife.  
Reel: 22

Blanchard, Amy Ella.  
A heroine of 1812. A Maryland romance.  
Boston; Chicago, W.A. Wilde. [c1901]  
Wright bibliography number 219.  
Reel: 22

"In the world celestial.".  
Chicago, T.A. Bland & co. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 220; With an introduction by Rev. H.W. Thomas. 2nd ed.  
Reel: 22

Blaney, Charles E.  
Across the Pacific. A novel founded upon the melodrama of the same title.  
New York, J.S. Ogilvie pub. Co. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 221.  
Reel: 22

Blaney, Charles E.  
Mr. Blarney from Ireeland. A novel.  
New York, J.S. Ogilvie pub. Co. c1905  
Wright bibliography number 223.  
Reel: 22

Blease, Bessie Lee.  
Eilene, or, The invisible side of a visible character.  
New York; London, F.T. Neely. [1901]  
Wright bibliography number 224.  
Reel: 22

Block, Rudolph Edgar.  
Children of men.  
New York, McClure, Phillip & co. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 224; By Bruno Lessing [pseud.].  
Reel: 22

Brower, James Hattan.  
The mills of Mammon.  
Joliet, Ill., P.H. Murray. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 192.  
Reel: 22

Brown, Demetra Vaka.  
The first secretary. A novel.  
New York, B.W. Dodge. 1907  
Wright bibliography number 193; By Demetra and Kenneth Brown; drawings by Sydney Adamson.  
Reel: 22

Brown, Elizabeth Deborah Jewett.  
Nell Beverly, farmer. A story of farm life.  
New York, Rural Pub. Co. c1908  
Wright bibliography number 194; By Elizabeth Jewett Brown and Susan Jewett Howe.  
Reel: 22

Brown, Henry Collins.  
Mr. Goggles.  
New York, B.W. Dodge. 1907  
Wright bibliography number 195; With eight ill. by Eliot Keen and from photographs.  
Reel: 22

Brown, Joseph MacKey.  
Astyanax. An epic romance of Ilion, Atlantis & Amarsca.  
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. 1907  
Wright bibliography number 196; Illustrated by William Lincoln Hudson.  
Reel: 22

Brown, Katharine Holland.  
Dawn.  
New York, T.Y. Crowell. c1907  
Wright bibliography number 197; III. by F. Walter Taylor.  
Reel: 22

Bloomer, James M.  
D'Mars' affinity. Romance of love's final test in time and tide.  
New York, J.S. Ogilvie pub. Co. [c1903]  
Wright bibliography number 226; Illustrated by A.D. Condo.  
Reel: 23

Bloomingdale, Charles, Jr.  
A failure.  
Philadelphia; London, J.B. Lippincott company. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 227; By Charles Bloomingdale, jr. ("Karl"); illustrated by V. Floyd Campbell.  
Reel: 23
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Boardman, William Henry.
The lovers of the woods.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 228.
Reel: 23

Bolt, Robert Apthorp.
Boston, S.J. Parkhill & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 229.
Reel: 23

Bolton, Charles E[dward].
The Harris-Ingram experiment.
Cleveland, The Burrows brothers company. 1905 [1904]
Wright bibliography number 230.
Reel: 23

Bond, Oliver James.
Amzi. A novellette.
New York, Broadway publishing company. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 231.
Reel: 23

Bonner, Geraldine.
The Castlecourt diamond case: being a compilation of the statements made by the various participants in this curious case now, for the first time, given to the public.
New York; London. Funk & Wagnalls company. 1906
Wright bibliography number 232; Frontispiece illustration by Harrie F. Stoner.
Reel: 23

Bonner, Geraldine.
The pioneer. A tale of two states.
Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill company. [1905]
Wright bibliography number 233; With illustrations by Harrison Fisher.
Reel: 23

Bonner, Geraldine.
Tomorrow's tangle.
Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill Company. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 234; Illustrations by Arthur L. Kellar.
Reel: 23

Bonner, John Sturgis.
K. Lamity's Texas tales.
Austin, Tex., Press of Von Boockmann (!) Jones company. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 235; By John S. Bonner (alias K. Lamity).
Reel: 23

Book, Mrs. Amanda M.
A romance of Glenwood Springs.
Denver, Col., Colorado book company. c1905
Wright bibliography number 236.
Reel: 23

Brown, Katharine Holland.
The messenger.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1910
Wright bibliography number 198.
Reel: 23

Brown, Kenneth.
New York, M. Kennerley. [1906]
Wright bibliography number 200.
Reel: 23

Brown, Theron.
Under the mulberry trees. A romance of the old 'forties.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1909
Wright bibliography number 201.
Reel: 23

Browne, Alice Harriman.
Chaperoning Adrienne. A tale of the Yellowstone national park.
Seattle, Metropolitan Press. 1907
Wright bibliography number 202; With ill. By Charles M. Russell…and photographs.
Reel: 23

Browne, Alice Harriman.
A man of two countries.
New York, Alice Harriman. 1910
Wright bibliography number 203; Chapter headings by C.M. Dowling.
Reel: 23

Browne, George Waldo.
Ruel Durkee, master of men.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1910
Wright bibliography number 204.
Reel: 23

Browne, Porter Emerson.
A foot there was.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. [1909]
Wright bibliography number 205; Illustrated by Edmund MacGrath and W.W. Fawcett.
Reel: 23

Brownell, Gertrude (Hall).
The unknown quantity.
New York, H. Holt. 1910
Wright bibliography number 206.
Reel: 23

Broyles, Lester Everett.
A man without principles?.
Norfolk, Va., Hocking Pub. Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 207; By Retsel Terreve [pseud.]; with ill. by McKee Barclay.
Reel: 23

Boone, Henry Burnham.
The career triumphant.
New York, D. Appleton and company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 237.
Reel: 24
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Boone, Henry Burnham.
   New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 238; By Henry Burnham Boone and Kenneth Brown.
   Reel: 24

Boone, Henry Burnham.
   New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 239; By Henry Burnham Boone & Kenneth Brown.
   Reel: 24

Borders, Joseph H.
   The queen of Appalachia.
   Wright bibliography number 240.
   Reel: 24

Borland, James H.
   Boston, Eastern publishing company. [c1904]
   Wright bibliography number 241.
   Reel: 24

Bosher, Kate Lee (Langley).
   When love is love. A novel.
   Wright bibliography number 242; By Kate Langley Bosher.
   Reel: 24

Boteler, Mattie M.
   The evolution of Juliet.
   Cincinnati, O., The Standard publishing company. [1903]
   Wright bibliography number 243.
   Reel: 24

Boteler, Mattie M.
   Joe Binder's wild westing.
   Cincinnati, O., The Standard publishing company. [1903]
   Wright bibliography number 244.
   Reel: 24

Boteler, Mattie M.
   Like as we are.
   Cincinnati, O., The Standard publishing company. [1903]
   Wright bibliography number 245.
   Reel: 24

Bowen, L[ittleton[ P[urnell]].
   A daughter of the covenant. A tale of Louisiana.
   Richmond, Va., The Presbyterian committee of publication. [1910]
   Wright bibliography number 246; By Rev. L.P. Bowen.
   Reel: 24

Bruce, Andasia Kimbrough.
   Uncle Tom's cabin of today.
   New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 208; By Mrs. William Liddell Bruce.
   Reel: 24

Bruce, Jerome.
   Studies in black and white. A novel in which are exemplified the lights and shades in the friendship and trust between black and white--master and slave--in their intercourse with each other in antebellum days.
   New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 209.
   Reel: 24

Bruce, Kenneth.
   The return of the half moon.
   New York, Broadway Pub. Co. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 210; By Diedrick Crayon, jr.
   Reel: 24

Brudno, Ezra S[elig].
   The tether.
   Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 211.
   Reel: 24

Brumbaugh, Henry Boyer.
   Onesimus, the runaway slave.
   Elgin, Ill., Brethren Pub. House. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 212.
   Reel: 24

Bryce, Clarence Archibald.
   Kitty Dixon, belle of the South Anna. A wee bit of love and war.
   [Richmond, Va. The "Southern clinic" Press]. [1907]
   Wright bibliography number 213.
   Reel: 24

Buckley, Edith E.
   The snare of circumstance.
   Boston, Little, Brown. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 214; With ill. by Arthur E. Becher.
   Reel: 24

Buckley, Richard Wallace.
   New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 215.
   Reel: 24

Bump, Charles Weathers.
   His Baltimore madonna and other stories.
   Baltimore, Nunn. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 216.
   Reel: 24
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Bump, Charles Weathers.
The mermaid of Druid Lake, and other stories.
Baltimore, Nunn. 1906
Wright bibliography number 217.
Reel: 24

Burgess, Gelett.
A little sister of destiny.
Boston, Houghton Mifflin. 1906
Wright bibliography number 218.
Reel: 24

Boker, E. Vernon.
Daniel Kuben's partner; with an introduction by A.M. Starkweather.
Buffalo, N.Y., Condensed World Pub. Co. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 247; Illustrated.
Reel: 25

Bowyer, Edith M. (Nicholl).
By their fruits.
New York, The Abbey press. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 248; By Edith M. Nicholl (Mrs. Bowyer).
Reel: 25

Boyce, Neith, "Mrs. Hutchins Hapgood.".
The folly of others.
New York, Fox, Duffield & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 250; Neith Boyce; with pictures by Horace T. Carpenter.
Reel: 25

Boyce, Neith, "Mrs. Hutchins Hapgood.".
The forerunner.
New York, Fox, Duffield & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 251.
Reel: 25

Boylan, Grace (Duffie).
The kiss of glory.
New York, G.W. Dillingham company. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 252; Illustrations and cover by J.C. Leyendecker.
Reel: 25

Boyle, Virginia (Frazer).
New York, A.S. Barnes & company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 253; Portrait of Serena by Elizabeth Gowdy Baker.
Reel: 25

Boynten, Helen (Macon)]
The song of a heart. Christmas milestones.
Cincinnati, The Robert Clarke Co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 254; By Helen Hall [pseud.].
Reel: 25

Brace, Benjamin.
Sunrise acres. [A novel].
New York, Dodd, Mead and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 255.
Reel: 25

Bradford, Gamaliel, Jr.
The private tutor.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 256.
Reel: 25

Burhans, Viola.
The cave-woman. A novel of today.
New York, H. Holt. 1910
Wright bibliography number 220.
Reel: 25

Burhans, Viola.
The conflict.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1907
Wright bibliography number 221; Illustrations & cover by Wm. L. Hudson.
Reel: 25

Burnett, Frances Eliza (Hodgson).
Earlier stories.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1906
Wright bibliography number 222.
Reel: 25

Burnett, Frances Eliza (Hodgson).
Emily Fox-Seton: being "The making of a marchioness" and "The methods of Lady Walderhurst.".
New York, Grosset and Dunlap. [1909]
Wright bibliography number 223; Illustrated by C.D. Williams.
Reel: 25

Burnett, Frances Eliza (Hodgson).
The land of the blue flower.
New York, Moffat, Yard. [1909]
Wright bibliography number 223; With a frontispiece by Sigismond de Ivanowski.
Reel: 25
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Burnett, Frances Eliza (Hodgson).
Vagbondia. A love story.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1909
Wright bibliography number 225.
Reel: 25

Talbot, Grace.
Much-married saints and some sinners. Sketches from life among Mormons and Gentiles in Utah.
New York, The Grafton Press. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2204.
Reel: 25

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
The bishop: being some account of his strange adventures on the plains.
New York; London, Harper & Brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 257.
Reel: 26

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
The corner in coffee.
New York, G.W. Dillingham company. [c1904]
Wright bibliography number 258; Illustrations by Gordon H. Grant.
Reel: 26

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
A doctor of philosophy [A novel].
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1903
Wright bibliography number 260.
Reel: 26

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
Hohenzollern. A story of the time of Frederick Barbarossa.
New York, The Century co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 260; With illustrations by Will Crawford and decorations by Mills Thompson.
Reel: 26

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
A little traitor to the South. A war-time comedy, with a tragic interlude.
Wright bibliography number 261; The illustrations are by A.D. Rahn; decorations by T.E. Hooper.
Reel: 26

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
... A midshipman in the Pacific. His adventures on whaler, trader and frigate.
New York, Grosset & Dunlaps. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 262; Illustrated by G.A. Williams.
Reel: 26

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
My lady's slipper.
New York, Dodd, Mead & company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 263; Pictures by Charlotte Weber Ditsler.
Reel: 26

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
The Quiberon touch. A romance of the days when "the great Lord Hawke" was king of the sea.
New York, D. Appleton and company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 264.
Reel: 26

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
The records: being truthful accounts, grave and gay, of the doings of certain real people here--inafter set down for the edification of the wise and the foolish, and the amusement of the tired and the unhappy.
New York, G.W. Dillingham company. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 265; Illustrations by Louis D. Arata.
Reel: 26

Burnham, Clara Louise [(Root)].
The opened shutters. A novel.
Boston, Houghton Mifflin. 1906
Wright bibliography number 226; With frontispiece by Harrison Fisher.
Reel: 26

Burns, John H.
Memoirs of a cow pony, as told by himself.
Boston, Eastern Pub. Co. [1906]
Wright bibliography number 227.
Reel: 26

Burr, Anna Robeson (Brown).
The Jessop bequest.
Boston, Houghton Mifflin. 1907
Wright bibliography number 228.
Reel: 26

Burr, Jane.
Letters of a Dakota divorcee.
Boston, Roxburgh Pub. Co. [c1909]
Wright bibliography number 229.
Reel: 26

Burton, Frederick Russell.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. [1909]
Wright bibliography number 230; Ill. by Elfrieda Burton.
Reel: 26

Burton, Frederick Russell.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1908
Wright bibliography number 231; Founded on William C. de Mille's play; illustrations by Clarence Rowe.
Reel: 26

Burton, Frederick Russell.
Three of a kind. The story of an old musician, a newsboy and a cocker dog.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1908
Wright bibliography number 232; Illustrated from drawings by Frank T. Merrill.
Reel: 26
The diary of an enlisted man.
Columbus, O., E.T. Miller. 1908
Wright bibliography number 233.
Reel: 26

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
Sir Henry Morgan, buccaneer. A romance of the Spanish Main.
New York, G.W. Dillingham company. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 266; Illustrations by J.N. Marchand and Will Crawford.
Reel: 27

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
The southerners. A story of the civil war.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1903
Wright bibliography number 167; Illustrated by George Wright; with vignettes by Louis D. Arata.
Reel: 27

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
Three daughters of the confederacy. The story of their loves and their hatreds, their joys and their sorrow, during many surprising adventures on land and sea.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Company. [1905]
Wright bibliography number 268; Illustrated by J.N. Marchand.
Reel: 27

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
The two captains. A romance of Bonaparte and Nelson.
Wright bibliography number 269.
Reel: 27

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
Under tops'ls and tends.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 270.
Reel: 27

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
When blades are out and love's afield. A comedy of cross-purposes in the Carolinas.
Philadelphia; London, J.B. Lippincott Company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 271; With illustrations by E. Plaisted Abbott, and decorations by Edward Stratton Holloway.
Reel: 27

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
Woven with the ship. A novel of 1865; together with certain other veracious tales of various sorts.
Philadelphia; London, J.B. Lippincott company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 272; With illustrations by Howard Chandler Christy, Frank X. Leyendecker, W. Glackena, Will Crawford, and H.L.V. Parkhurst.
Reel: 27

Bushnell, Belle Johnston.
John Arrowsmith.--planter.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Torch Press. 1910
Wright bibliography number 234; With ill. By Walter Biggs.
Reel: 27

Butler, Elinor Brotherton.
The diamond spider and other stories.
New York, Alice Harriman. 1910
Wright bibliography number 235; Illustrated by C.M. Dowling.
Reel: 27

Butler, Ellis Parker.
The cheerful smugglers.
New York, Century. 1908
Wright bibliography number 236; With ill. By May Wilson Preston.
Reel: 27

Butler, Ellis Parker.
Perkins of Portland, Perkins the Great.
Boston, H.B. Turner. 1906
Wright bibliography number 237.
Reel: 27

Butler, George Frank.
The exploits of a physician detective.
Chicago, Clinic Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 238.
Reel: 27

Byrd, Evie Sartor.
A modern evil.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 239.
Reel: 27

Cabell, James Branch.
Gallantry. An eighteenth century dizain in ten comedies, with an afterpiece.
New York, Harper Brothers. 1907
Wright bibliography number 240; Illustrated in color by Howard Pyle.
Reel: 27

Cable, George W[ashington].
Kincaid's battery.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1908
Wright bibliography number 242; Illustrated by Alonzo Kimball.
Reel: 27
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Brainerd, Eleanor Hoyt.
The misdemeanors of Nancy.
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 273; Illustrated by Penrhyn Stanlaws.
Reel: 28

Brainerd, Eleanor Hoyt.
Nancy's country Christmas, and other stories.
New York, Doubleday, Page & company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 274; Frontispiece by Anna Whelan Betts.
Reel: 28

Brainerd, Henry Clark.
The old family doctor.
By Henry C. Brainerd, M.D. Cleveland. The A.H. Clark co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 275; By Henry C. Brainerd, M.D.
Reel: 28

Branham, Adelia Pope.
A daughter of April.
Wright bibliography number 276.
Reel: 28

Brenholts, Edwin Arnold.
In the last degree.
Westwood, Mass., The Ariel press. [c1904]
Wright bibliography number 278.
Reel: 28

Brenholts, Edwin Arnold.
The recording angel. A novel.
Chicago, C.H. Kerr & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 279.
Reel: 28

Brenton, Hilda.
Uncle Jed's country letters.
Boston; New York, H.A. Dickerman & Son. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 280.
Reel: 28

Bridgman, Raymond [Landon].
Boston, J.H. West co. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 281.
Reel: 28

[B Brigham, Johnson].
The old man's idyl.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 282; By Wolcott Johnson [pseud.].
Reel: 28

Broaker, Julia Frederika (Luth) "Mrs. Frank Broaker".
The younger Mrs. Courtney. A novel.
New York, Alwood Company, 1903
Wright bibliography number 283; Illustrations by Mr. Freeland A. Carter.
Reel: 28

Brooke, Alison [pseud.].
When she came to herself.
Philadelphia, American Baptist publication society.
[c1901]
Wright bibliography number 285.
Reel: 28

Brooks, Elisabeth Willard.
As the world goes by.
Boston, Little, Brown, and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 286.
Reel: 28

Cady, Jay.
The moving of the waters. A novel.
New York, J. McBride. 1909
Wright bibliography number 243; With illustrations by H. Richard Boehm.
Reel: 28

Calkins, Franklin Welles.
The wooing of Tokala. An intimate tale of the wild life of the American Indian drawn from cap and trail.
New York, F.H. Revell. [c1907]
Wright bibliography number 244.
Reel: 28

Cameron, Margaret.
The cat and the canary.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1908
Wright bibliography number 245; Ill. by W.D. Stevens; decorations by Bertha Stuart.
Reel: 28

Campbell, William Carey.
Neenie, the coffeemane's daughter. Storyette in two parts.
Waukomis, Oklahoma, The Hornet. c1907
Wright bibliography number 246.
Reel: 28

Canfield, Chauncey de Leon.
The city of six.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1910
Wright bibliography number 247; With five illustrations by John W. Norton.
Reel: 28

Canfield, William Walker.
Along the way.
New York, R.F. Fenno. [1909]
Wright bibliography number 248.
Reel: 28
Canfield, William Walker.
   The spotter. A romance of the oil region.
New York, R.F. Fenno. [c1907]
Wright bibliography number 249.
   Reel: 28

Cannon, Alanson Beard.
   Richard Gordon, an echo from the hills.
Nashville, B.L. Foster. 1906
Wright bibliography number 250; By Felix Fontaine.
   Reel: 28

Capes, Bernard Edward Joseph.
   Bembo. A tale of Italy.
New York, E.P. Dutton. 1906
Wright bibliography number 251; By Bernard Capes.
   Reel: 28

Brooks, Geraldine.
   Romances of colonial days.
New York, T.Y. Crowell & company. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 287.
   Reel: 29

Brooks, Hildegard.
   The daughters of desperation.
New York, McClure, Phillips & company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 288; Illustrated by Charlotte Harding.
   Reel: 29

Brooks, Hildegard.
   The master of Caxton.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1902
Wright bibliography number 289.
   Reel: 29

Brooks, Hildegard.
   Without a warrant.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 290.
   Reel: 29

Brooks, Sarah (Warner).
   Alamo ranch. A story of New Mexico.
Cambridge [Mass.] Priv. Print. 1903
Wright bibliography number 291.
   Reel: 29

Brown, Alice.
   High noon.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 292.
   Reel: 29

Brown, Alice.
New York; London. Harper & brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 293; Illustrated by W.T. Smedley.
   Reel: 29

Brown, Alice.
   King's end.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 294.
   Reel: 29

Brown, Alice.
   The mannerings.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 295.
   Reel: 29

Brown, Alice.
   Margaret Warrener.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 296.
   Reel: 29

Carleton, Monroe Guy.
   Autobiography of a disembodied soul.
New York, Vreeland Pub. Co. [1910]
Wright bibliography number 252.
   Reel: 29

Carling, John R.
   By Neva's waters: being an episode in the secret history of Alexander the First, czar of all the Russias.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1907
Wright bibliography number 253.
   Reel: 29

Carling, John R.
   The doomed city.
New York, E.J. Clode. [1910]
Wright bibliography number 254; Ill. by A. Forestier.
   Reel: 29

Carothers, Rose.
   Mother's Walter and Walter's mother. A story from incidents of real life.
Toledo, O., Studio Press. 1906
Wright bibliography number 255.
   Reel: 29

Carpenter, Edward Childs.
   Captain Courtesy.
Philadelphia, G.W. Jacobs. [1906]
Wright bibliography number 256; Five illustrations in color by Elenore Plaisted Abbott.
   Reel: 29

Carradine, Beverly.
   People I have met.
Chicago, Christian Witness. c1910
Wright bibliography number 257.
   Reel: 29

Carrel, Frederic.
   The methods of Mr. Ames.
New York, M. Kennerley. c1908
Wright bibliography number 258.
   Reel: 29
Carter, Russell Kelso.
Caleb Koons, a 'postle of common sense.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. c1910
Wright bibliography number 260; By Russell Kelso Carter, [Orr Kenyon, pseud.].
Reel: 29

Cartmell, Fannie Sydnor.
Two demands.
East Aurora, N.Y., The Roycrofters. 1909
Wright bibliography number 261.
Reel: 29

Brown, Alice.
Paradise.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 297.
Reel: 30

Brown, Clinton Giddings.
Ramrod Jones, hunter and patriot. A tale of the Texas revolution against Mexico.
Akron, O.; New York, The Saalfield pub. Co. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 298; Written by Robert Blalock and now set forth by Clinton Giddings Brown; illustrated by E.S. Paxson.
Reel: 30

Brown, H[andy] N[ereus].
The necromancer; or, Voo-doo doctor. A story based on facts.
[Opelika? Ala., s.n.]. c1904
Wright bibliography number 299; By Rev. H.N. Brown.
Reel: 30

Brown, John T[homass].
Bruce Norman. [A novel].
Louisville, Ky., J.T. Brown pub. House. 1901
Wright bibliography number 300.
Reel: 30

Brown, Katharine Holland.
Diane. A romance of the Icarian settlement on the Mississippi River.
New York, Doubleday, Page & company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 301; Illustrated by S.J. Dudley.
Reel: 30

Brown, M[erton] V[olney].
The Burton manor.
New York, Broadway publishing company. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 302.
Reel: 30

Brown, Stirling Wilson.
Deacon White's idées.
Boston, Mass., Mayhow publishing company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 303.
Reel: 30

Brown, William Garrett.
A gentleman of the South. A memory of the black belt, from the manuscript memoirs of the late Colonel Stanton Elmore.
New York, The Macmillan company; London, Macmillan & co., ltd. 1903
Wright bibliography number 304; Edited without change by William Garrett Brown.
Reel: 30

Browne, Sara Elizabeth.
Currents and undercurrents; or, Life as we see it to-day.
Wright bibliography number 305.
Reel: 30

Browne, Walter Scott.
The rose of the wilderness; or, Washington's first love.
Camden, N.J., A.C. Graw. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 306; Taken and rev. from authentic sources, by Walter Scott Brown.
Reel: 30

[Case], Frances Powell.
Old Dr. Davenant's money.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1908
Wright bibliography number 262; By Frances Powell.
Reel: 30

[Case], Frances Powell.
The prisoner of Ornith farm.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1906
Wright bibliography number 263; By Frances Powell.
Reel: 30

Casparian, Gregory.
Floral Park, N.Y, Mayflower presses. 1906
Wright bibliography number 264; Illustrated and published by the author.
Reel: 30

Castle, Agnes Sweetman.
Wroth.
New York, Macmillan. 1908
Wright bibliography number 265; By Agnes and Egerton Castle.
Reel: 30

Castleman, Virginia Carter.
Roger of Fairfield.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 266.
Reel: 30

Chadwick, Lester.
A quarter-back's pluck. A story of college football.
New York, Cupples & Leon. c1910
Wright bibliography number 267.
Reel: 30
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Chalmers, Stephen.
The vanishing smuggler.
New York, E.J. Clode. [1909]
Wright bibliography number 268; Ill. by Nesbitt Benson.
Reel: 30

Chalmers, Stephen.
When love calls men to arms. An autobiography of love and adventure. Truthfully set down by Rorie Maclean, laird of Kilellan, in the seventeenth century, and here rewritten from the original ms. Into clearer English.
Boston, Small, Maynard. [1910]
Wright bibliography number 269; Illustration by Howard Chandler Christy.
Reel: 30

Browne, William Trevelyan.
The way of peace.
New York, Printed for private circulation by Wynkoop Hallenbeck Crawford co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 307.
Reel: 31

Brownson, Mary Wilson.
His sister.
Chicago, The Winona pub. Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 308.
Reel: 31

Brudno, Ezra S[elig].
The fugitive: being memoirs of a wanderer in search of a home.
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 309.
Reel: 31

Brudno, Ezra S[elig].
The little conscript. A tale of the reign of Nicholas 1.
New York, Doubleday, page & company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 310.
Reel: 31

Brush, Mary Elizabeth (Quackenbush).
The coming of Caroline.
New York, American tract society. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 311.
Reel: 31

Brush, Mary Elizabeth (Quackenbush).
Island Patty.
New York, American tract society. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 312.
Reel: 31

Brush, Mary Elizabeth (Quackenbush).
The scarlet patch. The story of a patriot boy in the Mohawk Valley.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. [1905]
Wright bibliography number 313; Brush; illustrated by George W. Picknell.
Reel: 31

Bryce, Clarence Archibald.
"Ups and downs" of a Virginia doctor. By his lifelong and personal friend Clarence A. Bryce.
Ashland, Va., Ashland Printing Company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 314.
Reel: 31

Buchanan, Benjamin Franklin.
Bogus Hollow. A tale of the Blue jeans town and vicinity.
Dayton, O., The Walker litho. & print. Co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 315.
Reel: 31

Buchanan, Thompson.
The castle comedy.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1904
Wright bibliography number 316; Illustrated and decorated by Elizabeth Shippen Green.
Reel: 31

Buchanan, Thompson.
Judith triumphant.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 317.
Reel: 31

Buck, Charles W[illiam].
Under the sun; or, The passing of the Incas. A story of old Peru.
Louisville, Ky., Sheltman & Company. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 318.
Reel: 31

Bumlong, George, pseud.
George's letters home.
[Saranac Lake, N.Y., A.I. Vosburgh]. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 319.
Reel: 31

Chamberlin, Frederick Carleton.
In the shoe string country. A true picture of southern life.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 270.
Reel: 31

Chamberlin, Susie M.
Three moral girls.
[s.l.: s.n.]. c1910
Wright bibliography number 271.
Reel: 31

Chambers, Robert William.
The fighting chance.
New York, D. Appleton. 1906
Wright bibliography number 273; With illustrations by A.B. Wenzell.
Reel: 31
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Chance, Frank Leroy.
The bride and the pennant. The greatest story in the history of America's national game.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. c1910
Wright bibliography number 274; With a preface by Charles A. Comisky.
Reel: 31

Chancellor, Louise Isabel Beecher.
The players of London. A tale of an Elizabethan smart set.
New York, B.W. Dodge. c1909
Wright bibliography number 275; Written by Louis Beecher Chancellor; decorations by Harry B. Matthews.
Reel: 31

Charles, Frances [(Asa)].
Pardner of Blossom Range.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1906
Wright bibliography number 276.
Reel: 31

Charlton, Emanuel Carlson.
A Puritan captain.
Wright bibliography number 277.
Reel: 31

Charlton, Randal.
The virgin widow. A novel.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. [1908]
Wright bibliography number 278.
Reel: 31

Chase, Amanda Mathews.
The hieroglyphics of love. Stories of Sonoratown and Old Mexica.
Los Angeles, Artemisia bindery. 1906
Wright bibliography number 279; By Amanda Mathews.
Reel: 31

Bunker, Alonzo.
Soo Thah. A tale of the making of the Karen nation.
New York; London, F.H. Revell company. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 320; By Alonzo Bunker...for thirty years a resident among the Karens; with an introduction by Henry C. Mable, D.D.
Reel: 32

Bunker, Ira S.
A thousand years hence; or, Startling events in the year A.D. 3000. A trip to Mars, incidents by the way.
Portland, Ore., The Irwin Hudson Co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 321.
Reel: 32

Burick, Annie M.
Furnished room houses. A tale of New York city.
New York; London, F.T. Neely. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 322; By Silas Wright's widow (Annie M. Burdick).
Reel: 32

Burgess, Gelett.
The picaroons.
New York, McClure, Phillips & company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 323; By Gelett Burgess and Will Irwin.
Reel: 32

Burgess, Gelett.
The reign of Queen Isyl.
New York, McClure, Phillips & company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 324; By Gelett Burgess and Will Irwin.
Reel: 32

A life sentence; or, Duty in dealing with crime.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1905
Wright bibliography number 325; By W. Watson Burgess.
Reel: 32

Burke, Adam J.
Too much brother-in-law.
Los Angeles, Cal. The Times-mirror print. and binding house. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 326.
Reel: 32

Burnett, Frances Eliza (Hodgson).
In the closed room.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 327; Illustrated by Jessie Willcox Smith.
Reel: 32

Burnett, Frances Eliza (Hodgson).
The making of a marchioness.
New York, F.A. Stokes co. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 328; Illustrated by C.D. Williams.
Reel: 32

Burnett, Frances Eliza (Hodgson).
The methods of Lady Walderhurst.
New York, Frederick A. Stokes company. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 339; Illustrated by C.D. Williams.
Reel: 32

Burnett, Irwin.
The heretic. A story of New Jersey love and Puritanism in 1799.
Wright bibliography number 330.
Reel: 32
Chater, Melville.
   The eternal rose. A story without a beginning or an end.
New York, Fleming H. Revell. [1910]
Wright bibliography number 280.
Reel: 32

Cheney, Warren.
   The challenge.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill. [1906]
Wright bibliography number 281; With illustrations by N.C. Wyeth.
Reel: 32

Chester, Lillian Gimblin.
   Taming a vaquero.
San Francisco, Press Whitaker & Ray-Wiggin. 1909
Wright bibliography number 282.
Reel: 32

Child, Richard Washburn.
   Jim Hands.
New York, Macmillan. 1910
Wright bibliography number 283; Frontispiece by J.A. Williams.
Reel: 32

Childs, Jessie Dow Hopkins.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. [1909]
Wright bibliography number 284.
Reel: 32

Chipman, Charles Phillips.
   The page and the prince; or, a right for the throne.
Boston, Ball Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 285; Ill. by John Goss.
Reel: 32

Church, Virginia Woodson Frame.
   Commencement days. A novel.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1910
Wright bibliography number 286.
Reel: 32

Churchill, Winston.
   Coniston.
New York, Macmillan. 1906
Wright bibliography number 287; With illustrations by Florence Scovel Shina.
Reel: 32

Burnham, Clara Louise [(Root)].
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 333.
Reel: 33

Burnham, Clara Louise [(Root)].
   The right Princess.
Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 334.
Reel: 33

Burnham, Sarah Maria.
   A choice in the gathering; or, Sowing and waiting.
Boston, A.I. Bradley & co. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 335.
Reel: 33

Burr, Anna Robeson (Brown).
   The millionaire's son.
Boston, D. Estes & company. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 336; By Anna Robeson Brown.; Illustrated by Arthur E. Becher.
Reel: 33

Burr, Anna Robeson (Brown).
   Truth and a woman.
Chicago, H.S. Stone & company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 337; By Anna Robeson Brown.
Reel: 33

Burr, Anna Robeson (Brown).
   The wine-press.
New York, D. Appleton and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 338; By Anna Robeson Brown.
Reel: 33

Clark, Charles Heber.
   The great natural healer.
Philadelphia, G.W. Jacobs. 1910
Wright bibliography number 288; By Charles Heber Clark (Max Adeler).
Reel: 33

Clark, Charles Sumner.
   The tyranny of power. A romance of two notable wars of the United States, before the rebellion. An American story for Americans.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 289.
Reel: 33

Clark, Ellery Harding.
   The Carleton case.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill. [1910]
Wright bibliography number 290; With illustrations by George Brehm.
Reel: 33
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Place of Publication</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Wright Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Felicia Buttz.</td>
<td>The Jesuit</td>
<td>New York, Eaton &amp; Mains. c1908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 291.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Imogen.</td>
<td>A charming humbug</td>
<td>New York, E.P. Dutton. 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 292.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Susanna Rebecca Graham.</td>
<td>Gail Weston</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Griffith &amp; Rowland Press. 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 293.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Susanna Rebecca Graham.</td>
<td>Janet Vardoff</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Griffith &amp; Rowland Press. 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 294.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Susie Champney.</td>
<td>All that man should be unto woman. A psychic story.</td>
<td>Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 295.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burrell, William Richard.</td>
<td>From out the flame. A story of the re-creation.</td>
<td>New York, Burr printing house. 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 339; Autograph ed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burroughs, Joseph Birkbeck.</td>
<td>Titan, son of Saturn, the coming world emperor.</td>
<td>Oberlin, O., The Emeth Publishers. 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 340; By Joseph Birkbeck Burroughs, M.D.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 341.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 342.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busch, William.</td>
<td>A triple smile from Cupid. &quot;Dedicated to the magic lute of love.&quot;.</td>
<td>[St. Louis?]. [1904]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 343; This volume contains 2 of 3 romantic similies mentioned in the title.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 344.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 345.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabell, James Branch.</td>
<td>The eagle's shadow.</td>
<td>New York, Doubleday, Page &amp; co. 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 346; Illustrated by Will Grefe; decorated by Blanche Ostertag.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 347; Illustrated in color by Howard Pyle.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 296.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 297.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 298.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 299; With a frontispiece in colour by Griswold Tyng.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Cleghorn, Sarah Norcliffe.
Wright bibliography number 300.
Reel: 34

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
The $30,000 bequest and other stories. New York, Harper & Brothers. 1906
Wright bibliography number 302; By Mark Twain.
Reel: 34

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
A horse's tale. New York, Harper & Brothers. 1907
Wright bibliography number 301; By Mark Twain; illustrated by Lucius Hitchcock.
Reel: 34

Clouston, Adella Octavia.
The lady of the robins. A romance of some of New York's 400. Boston, American Humane Education Society. [1910]
Wright bibliography number 303.
Reel: 34

Cable, George W[ashington].
Bylow Hill. New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1902
Wright bibliography number 348; With illustrations in color by F.C. Yohn.
Reel: 35

Cable, George W[ashington].
The cavalier. New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 349; With illustrations by Howard Chandler Christy.
Reel: 35

Caden, Arthur Brooke.
An imaginary story. Chicago, 1903
Wright bibliography number 350.
Reel: 35

Cahan, A[braham].
The white terror and the red. A novel of revolutionary Russia. New York, A.B. Barnes & company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 351.
Reel: 35

Caldwell, William A[lexander].
Wright bibliography number 352; By William A. Caldwell, M.D.
Reel: 35

Calhoun, Alice J.
Wright bibliography number 353.
Reel: 35

Calkins, Franklin Welles.
My host the enemy and other tales. Chicago; New York, F.H. Revell co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 354; Sketches of life and adventure on the order line of the West.
Reel: 35

Calkins, Franklin Welles.
Two wilderness voyagers. A true tale of Indian life. Chicago; New York, F.H. Revell co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 355.
Reel: 35

Calkins, Harvey Reeves.
The victory of Mary Christopher. A story of tomorrow. Cincinnati, Jennings & Pye; New York, Eaton & Mains. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 356.
Reel: 35

Callahan, C[harles] E[dward].
Wright bibliography number 357; By C.E. Callahan, from his drama of the same name.
Reel: 35

Calvin, Emily Ruth.
A Jewish carol and The insuperable barrier. Chicago, Westminster pub. Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 358; With preface by Dr. Emil G. Hirsh.
Reel: 35

Coates, Joseph Hornor.
The counterpart. New York, Macauley. 1909
Wright bibliography number 304; By Hornor Cotes; frontispiece by George Gibbs.
Reel: 35

Cobb, Margaret Smith.
Wright bibliography number 305.
Reel: 35

Coburn, George Francis.
Life in the Wabash Valley. A story of the pioneers and their descendants, 1860-1907. Danville, Ill., [s.n.]. [c1907]
Wright bibliography number 306.
Reel: 35
Cochran, John Salisbury.
Bonnie Belmont. A historical romance of the days of slavery and the Civil War.
[Wheeling, W. Va., Wheeling News Lith. Co.].
c1907
Wright bibliography number 307.
Reel: 35

Cody, Sherwin.
The lover's club.
Chicago, Old Greek Press. c1907
Wright bibliography number 308; By Philetus Brown.
Reel: 35

Coffey, William Harrison.
Sis. A Missouri Valley story.
Kansas City, Mo., Burton Pub. Co. c1909
Wright bibliography number 309; By W.H. Coffey.
Reel: 35

Coffey, William Harrison.
Tim. A Kentucky mountain story.
Kansas City, Mo., Burton Pub. Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 310; Ill. by Herman P. Keusch.
Reel: 35

Colbron, Grace Isabel.
Joe Muller, detective: being the account of some adventures in the professional experience of a member of the imperial Austrian police.
New York, Duffield. 1910
Wright bibliography number 311; By Grace Isabel Colbron and Augusta Groner.
Reel: 35

Cole, Charles Foster.
Donald McLane. A Religious novel.
Dowagiac, Mich., Republican Printing Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 312.
Reel: 35

Cole, Donna Rieta Bramhall.
Dhums; or, An experiment in economics.
New York, G.O. Tubby. c1908
Wright bibliography number 313; By D.R.C.; ed. by G.O. Tubby.
Reel: 35

Campbell, Helen (Stuart).
Boston, Little, Brown & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 359.
Reel: 36

Campbell, William Carey.
A Colorado colonel, and other sketches.
Topeka. Kan., Crane & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 360.
Reel: 36

Candee, Helen (Churchill) Hungerford.
An Oklahoma romance.
New York, The Century co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 361; By Helen Churchill Candee.
Reel: 36

Canfield, Henry Spafford.
Fergy the guide, and his moral and instructive lies about beasts, birds, and fishes.
New York, H. Holt & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 362; With illustrations by Albert D. Blashfield.
Reel: 36

Canfield, Henry Spafford.
A paladin in khaki.
Chicago, Jamieson-Higgins co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 363.
Reel: 36

Capewell, Irene Stoddard.
Mrs. Alderman Casey.
New York, R.F. Fenno. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 364.
Reel: 36

[Carden, W. Thomas].
The Squash family; or, A history of a Methodist preacher and his family.
By Major Tom Noodle [pseud.], Pulaski, Tenn., W.T. Carden. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 365.
Reel: 36

Carleton, R.W.
Will-o'-the wisp. A romance of the Mississippi.
Chicago, Scroll publishing company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 366.
Reel: 36

Carling, John R.
The shadow of the czar.
Boston, Little, Brown and company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 367.
Reel: 36

Cole, Donna Rieta Bramhall.
Faith-Hope, child of the slums.
New York, G.O. Tubby. 1909
Wright bibliography number 314; By D.R.C; edited by G.O. Tubby.
Reel: 36

Colestock, Henry Thomas.
New York, T.Y. Crowell. c1907
Wright bibliography number 315.
Reel: 36

Colleton, Arthur Stanley.
The isle of temptation.
New York, Stuyvesant Press. 1909
Wright bibliography number 316.
Reel: 36
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Wright bibliography number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comstock, Seth Cook.</td>
<td>Marcelle the mad.</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton. 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carling, John R.</td>
<td>The viking’s skull.</td>
<td>Boston, Little, Brown and company. 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carling, John R.</td>
<td>The weird picture.</td>
<td>Boston, Little, Brown and Company. 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carr, Clark E[zra].</td>
<td>The Illini. A story of the prairies.</td>
<td>Chicago, A.C. McClurg &amp; co. 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carroll, Mary Tarver.</td>
<td>The renewal.</td>
<td>New York, Broadway publishing company. [1905]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carryl, Guy Wetmore.</td>
<td>Far from the maddening girls.</td>
<td>New York, McClure, Phillips &amp; co. 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conley, John Wesley.</td>
<td>The church at Libertyville as seen by Thomas Bradley.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Griffith and Rowland Press. 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conly, Ella Madge Smith.</td>
<td>A lady of France.</td>
<td>Chicago, Homewood Pub. Co. c1908</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Connor, Jean.
So as by fire.
New York, Benziger brothers. 1909
Wright bibliography number 329.
Reel: 37

Cook, Marion.
The child and the dream. A Christmas story.
Portland, Or., Metropolitan press. c1908
Wright bibliography number 331.
Reel: 37

Cook, Metta Horton.
Yennycott folks. An historical romance of the
pioneer days of Long Island, touching upon well-
known families.
Wright bibliography number 332.
Reel: 37

Cook, Samuel Newton.
Norma Lane, the daughter of an Elk.
Columbus, O., Wayne-Cook Pub. Co. 1909
Wright bibliography number 333.
Reel: 37

Cook, William Wallace.
A quarter to four; or, The secret of Fortune Island.
New York, G.W. Dillingham, c1909
Wright bibliography number 336; Ill. by Louis F.
Grant.
Reel: 37

Cooke, Edmund Vance.
A morning's mail.
Philadelphia, Pearson brothers. 1907
Wright bibliography number 338.
Reel: 37

Cooke, Grace (MacGowan).
Their first formal call.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1906
Wright bibliography number 339; Illustrated by Peter
Newell.
Reel: 37

Carryl, Guy Wetmore.
...Zut and other Parisians.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company.
1903
Wright bibliography number 378.
Reel: 38

Carson, William H[enry].
The fool.
New York, G.W. Dillingham company. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 379; Illustrations by
W.H. Worrall.
Reel: 38

Carson, William H[enry].
Hester Blair. The romance of a country girl.
Boston, C.M. Clark pub. Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 380; With illustrations
by Charles H. Stephens.
Reel: 38

Carson, William H[enry].
Tito.
[1903]
Wright bibliography number 381; Illustrations by
Charles H. Stephens.
Reel: 38

Carter, John Henton.
Mississippi Argonauts. A tale of the South.
New York, Dawn publishing company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 382; Illustrated by B.
Berneker.
Reel: 38

[Carter, Russell Kelso].
Amor victor. A novel of Ephesus and Rome, 95-
105 A.D.
New York, Frederick A. Stokes co. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 383; By Orr Kenyon
[pseud.].
Reel: 38

[Carter, Russell Kelso].
What God hath (not) joined.
New York, Dodge pub. Co. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 384; By Orr Kenyon
[pseud.].
Reel: 38

[Case], Frances Powell.
The by-ways of Braithe.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1904
Wright bibliography number 385; By Frances Powell.
Reel: 38

Cooke, Jane Grosvenor.
The ancient miracle.
New York, A.S. Barnes. 1906
Wright bibliography number 340.
Reel: 38

Cooke, Jane Grosvenor.
An interrupted honeymoon.
New York, A.S. Barnes. 1907
Wright bibliography number 341.
Reel: 38

Cooley, Stoughton.
The captain of the Amaryllis.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. c1910
Wright bibliography number 343.
Reel: 38
Coolidge, Asenath Carver.
   Between two rebellions.
   Watertown, N.Y., Hungerford-Holbrook. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 344.
   **Reel: 38**

Coolidge, Asenath Carver.
   Christmas vs. fourth of july.
   Watertown, N.Y., Hungerford-Holbrook. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 345.
   **Reel: 38**

Coolidge, Asenath Carver.
   Human beings vs. things.
   Watertown, N.Y., Hungerford-Holbrook. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 346.
   **Reel: 38**

Coolidge, Asenath Carver.
   Our nation's altar.
   Watertown, N.Y., Hungerford-Holbrook. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 347.
   **Reel: 38**

Coolidge, Asenath Carver.
   Prophet of peace. Penned by Asenath Carver
   Coolidge.
   Watertown, N.Y., Hungerford-Holbrook. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 348; Pictured by
   Cassius M. Coolidge.
   **Reel: 38**

Cooper, Edward Herbert.
   The Marquis and Pamela.
   New York, Duffield. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 349; Pictures by Julia
   Roper.
   **Reel: 38**

[Case], Frances Powell.
   The house on the Hudson. [A novel].
   New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 386; By Frances Powell.
   **Reel: 39**

Castello, Mrs. Almeda Merchant.
   Four in hand. [a novel].
   Boston; Chicago, The Pilgrim press. [c1901]
   Wright bibliography number 387.
   **Reel: 39**

Cather, Willa Sibert.
   The troll garden.
   New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 388.
   **Reel: 39**

Catherwood, Mary (Hartwell).
   Lazarre.
   Indianapolis, The Bowen-Merrill company. [c1901]
   Wright bibliography number 389; With illustrations
   by André Castaigne.
   **Reel: 39**

Chamberlain, Esther.
   Mrs. Essington. The romance of a house-party.
   New York, The Century co. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 390; Esther
   Chamberlain, Lucia Chamberlain.
   **Reel: 39**

Chambers, Robert William.
   Wright bibliography number 391.
   **Reel: 39**

Chambers, Robert William.
   In search of the unknown.
   Wright bibliography number 392.
   **Reel: 39**

Chambers, Robert William.
   Iole.
   New York, D. Appleton & co. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 393.
   **Reel: 39**

Chambers, Robert William.
   New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 394; Illus. By Howard
   Chandler Christie.
   **Reel: 39**

Cooper, Edward Herbert.
   Resolved to be rich. A novel.
   New York, Dugfield. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 350.
   **Reel: 39**

Copus, John Edwin.
   Andros of Ephesus. A tale of early Christianity.
   Milwaukee, M.H. Wiltzius. c1910
   Wright bibliography number 351.
   **Reel: 39**

Corbin, John.
   The cave man.
   New York, D. Appleton. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 352.
   **Reel: 39**

Corkey, Alexander.
   The victory of Allan Rutledge. A tale of the
   middle West.
   New York, Grosset & Dunlap. [1910]
   Wright bibliography number 353; Illustrations by
   Florence Rutledge Wilde.
   **Reel: 39**

Cornell, Hughes.
   Kenelm's desire.
   Boston, Little Brown. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 354.
   **Reel: 39**
Corwin, Minnie Lahr.  
Ethel Wright; or, Only a music teacher.  
New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 355.  
Reel: 39

[Coryell, John Russell].  
The old homestead. Novelized from Deman Thompson’s great play.  
New York, G.W. Dillingham. [1908]  
Wright bibliography number 356; with illustrations from scenes in the play. Authorized ed.  
Reel: 39

Costantini, Anna Miller.  
New York, Sturgis and Walton. 1910  
Wright bibliography number 357; By Madame Anna Costantini.  
Reel: 39

Chambers, Robert William.  
And young man in a hurry, and other short stories.  
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 397.  
Reel: 40

Chambers, Robert William.  
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 295.  
Reel: 40

Chambers, Robert William.  
The reckoning.  
New York, D. Appleton and company. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 396.  
Reel: 40

Chamblin, Jean.  
Lady Bobs, her brother, and I. A romance of the Azores.  
New York; London, G.P. Putnam’s sons. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 398.  
Reel: 40

Chambliss, Paul.  
At the heart of old Pelee.  
New York; London, F.T. Neely. [1903]  
Wright bibliography number 399; Illustrated from full page drawings by the author.  
Reel: 40

Champney, Elizabeth (Williams).  
A daughter of the Huguenots.  
New York, Dodd, Mead & co. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 400.  
Reel: 40

Champney, Elizabeth (Williams).  
Margarita. A legend of the fight for the great river.  
New York, Dodd, Mead & company. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 401.  
Reel: 40

Chapeau, Ellen Chazal.  
Under the darkness of the night. Historical romance.  
Wright bibliography number 402.  
Reel: 40

Chapin, Anna Alice.  
Discords.  
New York, Pelham Press. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 403.  
Reel: 40

Chapman, Katharine Hopkins.  
Love’s way in Dixie. Some short stories from Cupid's favorite field.  
New York; Washington, The Neale publishing company. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 4040.  
Reel: 40

Costello, Frederick Hankerson.  
Sure-dart. A story of strange hunters and stranger game in the days of monsters.  
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 358; With five illustrations by Walter J. Enright.  
Reel: 40

Cottrell, Minnye Creighton.  
Norton Hardin; or, The knight of the XX century.  
Boston, Mayhew Pub. Co. 1907  
Wright bibliography number 359; By Mrs. Minnye Creighton Cottrell.  
Reel: 40

Craig, Cola Amanda Barr.  
Was she? A novel.  
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1906  
Wright bibliography number 360; By Mrs. Benjamin H. Craig.  
Reel: 40

Cramp, Walter Samuel.  
Across the arid zone.  
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. c1910  
Wright bibliography number 361.  
Reel: 40

Cramp, Walter Samuel.  
The biter.  
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 362.  
Reel: 40

Cramp, Walter Samuel.  
The heart of silence.  
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 363.  
Reel: 40
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Cranke, J.P.
In the land of to-morrow.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 364.
Reel: 40

Craveison, Ollis.
Fun on the farm in old Kentucky.
Newport, N.Y., Kuyahorn press. c1909
Wright bibliography number 365.
Reel: 40

Craven, Roger Carey.
In the twilight zone.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1909
Wright bibliography number 366.
Reel: 40

Crawford, Francis Marion.
A lady of Rome.
New York, Macmillan. 1906
Wright bibliography number 367.
Reel: 40

Charles, Cecil.
Miss Sylvester's marriage.
New York: London, The Smart Set pub. Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 405.
Reel: 41

Charles, Frances ([Asa]).
The awakening of the duchess.
Boston, Little, Brown, & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 406; Illustrated by L.H. Caliga.
Reel: 41

Charles, Frances ([Asa]).
In the country God forgot. A story of today.
Boston, Little, Brown, & company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 407.
Reel: 41

Charles, Frances ([Asa]).
The siege of youth.
Boston, Little, Brown & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 408; Illustrated by Harry E. Townsend.
Reel: 41

Chater, Melville.
Little love stories of Manhattan.
New York, The Grafton press. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 409.
Reel: 41

Chatfield-Taylor, H[obart] C[hatfield].
The crimson wing.
Chicago; New York, H.S. Stone & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 410.
Reel: 41

Chatterton, A[ugustus] L[eonard].
The strange story of the Quillmores.
New York, Stitt Publishing Co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 411.
Reel: 41

Cheaney, Winifred A.
Chapters from life.
Belton, Tex., E.M. Townsend. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 412.
Reel: 41

Cheever, Mrs. Harriet A[nn].
Elmcover.
New York, American tract society. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 413.
Reel: 41

Cheever, Mrs. Harriet A[nn].
Lord Dolphin.
Boston, D. Estes & co. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 414.
Reel: 41

Chenault, Fletcher.
Children of destiny.
Wright bibliography number 415.
Reel: 41

Crawford, Francis Marion.
The prima donna. A sequel to "Fair Margaret."
New York, Macmillan. 1908
Wright bibliography number 368.
Reel: 41

Crawford, Oswald John Frederick.
The revelations of inspector Morgan.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1907
Wright bibliography number 369; By Oswald Crawford.
Reel: 41

Crockett, George Langtry.
The plunderer. A political story of Maine, exposing the piratical system and explaining the remedy.
Boston, J.K. Waters. 1907
Wright bibliography number 370.
Reel: 41

Crosby, Edward Harold.
Boston, Ivy press. 1906
Wright bibliography number 371; Ill. by P.B. Dakyn.
Reel: 41

Crosby, Kingsland.
The strange case of Eleanor Cuyler.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1910
Wright bibliography number 372; with frontispiece in colour by Harrison Fisher.
Reel: 41
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**Crouch, Haden.**  
The guides' story. A Filipino romance.  
Columbus, O. [s.n.]. 1910  
Wright bibliography number 373.  
Reel: 41

**Crowell, Joseph Edgar.**  
The young volunteer. The every day experiences of a soldier boy in the Civil War.  
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1906  
Wright bibliography number 374.  
Reel: 41

**Chenery, Susan, pseud.**  
As the twig is bent. A story for mothers and teachers.  
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Company. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 415.  
Reel: 42

**Cheney, Frank J.**  
A life of unity. And other stories.  
Toledo, [The Blade printing & paper co.].  
Wright bibliography number 416.  
Reel: 42

**Cheney, Warren.**  
The way of the North. A romance of the days of Baranof.  
New York, Doubleday, Page & company. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 418.  
Reel: 42

**Chestnutt, Charles W[addell].**  
The colonel's dream.  
New York, Doubleday, Page & company. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 419.  
Reel: 42

**Chestnutt, Charles W[addell].**  
The marrow of tradition.  
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 420.  
Reel: 42

**[Chetwood, John].**  
...Our search for the missing millions (of Cocos Island): being an account of a curious cruise, and a more than curious character. By one of the searchers. [San Francisco?], The South Sea Bubble co. [1904]  
Wright bibliography number 421; [Subscription ed.].  
Reel: 42

**Chipman, Charles Phillips.**  
Through an unknown isle. A story of New Guinea.  
Akron, O.; New York, The Saafield Publishing Company. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 422; Illustrated by F. Gilbert Edge.  
Reel: 42

**Christian, W[illiam] Asbury.**  
Marah. A story of old Virginia.  
Richmond, Va., L.H. Jenkins, printer. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 423.  
Reel: 42

**Christianson, Barbara.**  
A triumphant defeat.  
New York; London, F.T. Nealy Co. [1901]  
Wright bibliography number 424; With introduction by Joseph Tyler Butts.  
Reel: 42

**Crowley, Mary Catherine.**  
In treaty with honor. A romance of old Quebec.  
Boston, Little Brown. 1906  
Wright bibliography number 375; Illustrated from drawings by Clyde O. De land.  
Reel: 42

**Cullen, Clarence Louis.**  
The eddy. A novel of to-day.  
New York, G.W. Dillingham. [1910]  
Wright bibliography number 377; Illustrations by Ch. Weber Ditzler.  
Reel: 42

**Cullen, Clarence Louis.**  
The serpent's trail; or, Memoirs of Harold Bagote, physician. A tale of the South and of Cuba.  
New York. c1910  
Wright bibliography number 378; By F.B. Cullens.  
Reel: 42

**Culter, Mary Nantz (McCrae).**  
A prodigal daughter.  
Cincinnati, Monfort. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 379.  
Reel: 42

**Cuppy, William Jacob.**  
Maroon tales. University of Chicago stories.  
Chicago, Forbes. 1910  
Wright bibliography number 380; By Will J. Cuppy.  
Reel: 42

**Curran, John Joseph.**  
Mr. Foley of Salmon. A story of life in California village.  
San Jose, Calif., Curran. 1907  
Wright bibliography number 381.  
Reel: 42

**Curtis, Albert Charles.**  
The good sword Belgarde; or, How De Burgh held Dover.  
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 382.  
Reel: 42
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Curtis, David A.</td>
<td>Stand pat; or, Poker stories from the Mississippi.</td>
<td>Boston, L.C. Page.</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis, Louisa Cutler Francis.</td>
<td>The violin solo, and other stories.</td>
<td>Newport, R.I. Milne Printery.</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis, Marion.</td>
<td>The note of discord.</td>
<td>New York, Broadway Pub. Co.</td>
<td>c1907</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curwood, James Oliver.</td>
<td>The wolf hunters. A tale of adventure in the wilderness.</td>
<td>Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill.</td>
<td>[1908]</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark, Charles Heber.</td>
<td>The wolf hunters.</td>
<td>Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill.</td>
<td>[1908]</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dahlinger, Charles William.</td>
<td>Where the red volleys poured.</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham.</td>
<td>c1907</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Clark, Charles Heber.
The Quakeress. A tale.
Philadelphia, The J.C. Winston co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 433; By Charles Heber
Clark (Max Adeler); with illustrations in color by
George Gibbs.
Reel: 44

Clark, Felicia Buttz.
David Golding.
Cincinnati, Jennings and Pye; New York, Eaton and
Mains. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 435.
Reel: 44

Clark, Felicia Buttz.
The sword of Garibaldi. [A story].
New York, Eaton & Mains; Cincinnati, Jennings &
Graham. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 436.
Reel: 44

Clark, Hattie Arnold.
El Padre Jeronimo. O, Una historia del tiempo de
la inquisicion espanola.
New York, Sociedad Americana de Tratados. 1903
Wright bibliography number 437; Traducido por
H.W.B. y P.A.
Reel: 44

Clark, Helen F.
A child of the slums.
Boston, J.H. Earle. 1901
Wright bibliography number 438; With full-page
illustrations by C. Pym.
Reel: 44

Clark, Henry Howard.
Boston, Lathrop pub. Co. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 439.
Reel: 44

Clark, Imogen.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 440.
Reel: 44

Luella Blassingame; or, The blue and the gray.
By J. Mat. Clark. Nashville, Tenn., McQuiddy
printing company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 441.
Reel: 44

Clark, Joseph.
Timothy Stand-by, the Sunday-school man.
Philadelphia, The Sunday School Times Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 442.
Reel: 44

Daniel, Ferdinand Eugene.
The strange case of Dr. Bruno.
New York, Guarantee Pub. Co. [1906]
Wright bibliography number 397; Fourteen
illustrations by J.L. Brooks.
Reel: 44

[D'Apery, Helen (Burrell)].
Joe Welch in the Shoemaker. A powerful picture
of nature, adapted from Hal Reid's famous drama of
the same name.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. c1907
Wright bibliography number 400; By Olive Harper.
Reel: 44

Darby, Sarah.
That affair in Philadelphia.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1909
Wright bibliography number 405; By Mrs. Darby.
Reel: 44

Daviess, Maria Thompson.
Miss Selina Lue and the soap-box babies.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill. [1909]
Wright bibliography number 406; With illustrations
by Paul J. Meylan.
Reel: 44

Davis, Charles Belmont.
The lodger overhead, and others.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1909
Wright bibliography number 407.
Reel: 44

Davis, Charles Belmont.
The stage door.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1908
Wright bibliography number 408.
Reel: 44

Davis, Elisabeth S.
Ropes of sand.
New York, Guarantee Pub. Co. [1906]
Wright bibliography number 409; Illustrated by
William L. Hudson.
Reel: 44

Davis, Frederick William.
Below the dead-line.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. [1906]
Wright bibliography number 410; By Scot Campbell.
Reel: 44

Davis, James Francis.
Frenological finance: being a true history of the
life and adventures of Mortimer Kensington Queen.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 411; By Nick Sherlock
Collier.
Reel: 44
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Davis, Mary Evelyn (Moore).
The price of silence.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1907
Wright bibliography number 412; By M.E.M. Davis;
with illustrations by Griswold Tyng.
Reel: 44

Clark, Kate (Upson).
Up the Witch Brook road. A summer idyl.
New York, J.F. Taylor & Company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 443.
Reel: 45

Wright bibliography number 446; By Mrs. John M.
Clay.
Reel: 45

Cleaveland, Frank Edward.
A rift in the cloud. A novel. Written by one who
sees only with the eyes of the mind.
Washington, D.C., Columbia polytechnic institute for
the blind, c1904
Wright bibliography number 447.
Reel: 45

Cleaves, Charles Poole.
Boston: New York, [etc]. The Pilgrim press. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 448.
Reel: 45

[ Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
A dog's tale.
Wright bibliography number 449; Mark Twain
[pseud.].
Reel: 45

[ Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
A double barReelled detective story.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1902
Wright bibliography number 450; By Mark Twain
[pseud.]; illustrated by Lucine Hitchcock.
Reel: 45

[ Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
The Jumping Frog. In English; then in French;
then clawed back into a civilized language once more
by patient, unremunerated toil.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 451; By Mark Twain
[pseud.]. Illustrated by F. Strothman.
Reel: 45

Clemens, William Montgomery.
The gilded lady: being the true story of a crime
against the United States government as recorded by
Henry V. Chardon, late of the secret service.
New York, G.W. Dillingham company. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 452; By Will M.
Clemens; illustrations by Louis F. Grant.
Reel: 45

Davis, Norah.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1909
Wright bibliography number 413.
Reel: 45

Davis, Norah.
The world's warrant.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1907
Wright bibliography number 414; With a frontispiece
by F.C. Yohn.
Reel: 45

Davis, Schroeder, pseud.
The storm birds.
New York, Moffat, yard. 1910
Wright bibliography number 415.
Reel: 45

Davis, William Stearns.
A victor of Salamis. A tale of the days of Xerxes,
Leonidas, Themistocles.
New York, Macmillan. 1907
Wright bibliography number 416.
Reel: 45

Davis, Yorke, pseud.
The green cloak.
New York, Sturgis and Walton. 1910
Wright bibliography number 417; with illustrations
by E.C. Caswell.
Reel: 45

Dawson, Francis Warrington.
The scourge.
London, Methuen. [1908]
Wright bibliography number 418.
Reel: 45

Dawson, Marjorie.
Miss Eagle, the suffragette.
New York, Aberdeen Pub. Co. 1909
Wright bibliography number 419; By Mary Dale.
Reel: 45

Day, Ernest Everett.
Adventures of an enthusiast.
Excelsior, Minn., Tri-state Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 420.
Reel: 45

Day, George Edward.
A wilderness cry. The story of a great sacrifice.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 421; Illustrations by
William Kirkpatrick.
Reel: 45

Donoho, Milford Hill.
Circle-Dot. A true story of cowboy life forty years
ago.
Topeka, Crane. 1907
Wright bibliography number 456.
Reel: 45
Cleveland, Treadwell, Jr.
  A night with Alessandro. An episode in Florence under her last Medici.
New York, H. Holt and company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 453; With three views in color by Eliot Keen.
  Reel: 46

Clinkscales, J[ohn] G[eorge].
  How Zach came to college.
Spartanburg, S.C. W.F. Barnes. 1904
Wright bibliography number 454.
  Reel: 46

Cobb, Benjamin F[ranklin].
  Jack Henderson down East.
New York, Hurst and company. [c1902]
Wright bibliography number 455; Illustrations by Marshall D. Smith.
  Reel: 46

Cobb, Benjamin F[ranklin].
  Jack Henderson down South.
New York, Hurst and company. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 456; Illustrations by Marshall D. Smith.
  Reel: 46

Cobb, Benjamin F[ranklin].
  Jack Henderson on experience.
New York, Hurst & company. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 457; Illustrations by Marshall D. Smith.
  Reel: 46

Cobb, Benjamin F[ranklin].
  Jack Henderson on matrimony.
New York, Hurst and company. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 458; Illustrations by Marshall D. Smith.
  Reel: 46

Cobb, Benjamin F[ranklin].
  Jack Henderson on tipping.
New York, Hurst and company. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 459; Illustrations by Marshall D. Smith.
  Reel: 46

Cobb, Benjamin F[ranklin].
  Jack Henderson out West.
New York, Hurst and company. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 460; Illustrations by Marshall D. Smith.
  Reel: 46

Cobb, Benjamin F[ranklin].
  Richard Vaughn.
Chicago & New York, The Henneberry co. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 461.
  Reel: 46

[Cobden, Ellen Melicent].
  Winstons. A story in three parts.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1902
Wright bibliography number 462, Miles Amber [pseud.].
  Reel: 46

Coghlan, Lida L[avinia].
  The waters of Lethe.
Baltimore, Md.; New York, J. Murphy company. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 463; With illustrations by Clara M. Coghlan.
  Reel: 46

Day, Thomas Fleming.
  The adventures of two yachtsmen. Transcribed from the note-book of the late John Gordon Falcon.
New York, Rudder Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 422.
  Reel: 46

Day, Thomas Fleming.
  The four and the fire; or, Five nights in a yacht club.
New York, Rudder Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 423; Ill. by J.W. Sheppard.
  Reel: 46

De Esque, Jean Louis.
Jersey City, Connoisseur's Press. 1908
Wright bibliography number 428; By Stewart.
  Reel: 46

Deakin, Dorothea.
  "Georgie.".
New York, Century. 1906
Wright bibliography number 429; By Stewart.
  Reel: 46

Dean, John Marvin.
  The promotion. A story of the Philippine war.
Philadelphia, Griffith and Rowland. 1906
Wright bibliography number 425.
  Reel: 46

Dean, Sara.
  A discipline of chance. An eighteenth-century love story.
New York, Frederick A. Stokes. [1910]
Wright bibliography number 426.
  Reel: 46

Dean, Sara.
  Travers. A story of the San Francisco earthquake.
New York, F.A. Stokes. [1908]
Wright bibliography number 427; With illustrations in colour by W. Herbert Dunton.
  Reel: 46
Dejeans, Elizabeth.
The heart of desire.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1910
Wright bibliography number 429; With illustrations in color by the Kinneys.
Reel: 46

Dejeans, Elizabeth.
The winning chance.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1909
Wright bibliography number 430; With a frontispiece by Gayle Porter Hoskins.
Reel: 46

[Cohen, Alfred J.]
A girl who wrote.
New York, Quail & Warner. 1902
Wright bibliography number 464; By Alan Dale [pseud.].
Reel: 47

[Cohen, Alfred J.]
Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill co. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 465; By Alan Dale [pseud.].
Reel: 47

Colbert, Vesalius.
Jewel Goldsmith's fight of faith.
Greenville, Ill., The Sun press. 1903
Wright bibliography number 466.
Reel: 47

Colcock, Annie T.
Her American daughter.
New York; Washington, The Neale publishing company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 467.
Reel: 47

Colcock, Annie T.
Margaret Tudor. A romance of old St. Augustine.
New York, Frederick A. Stokes company. [c1909]
Wright bibliography number 468; Illustrated by W.S. Gilbert.
Reel: 47

Cole, Charles.
Visitors from Mars.
[Portland, Or.], c1901
Wright bibliography number 459.
Reel: 47

Collin, Grace Lathrop.
Putnam Place.
New York, London, Harper & brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 470.
Reel: 47

Collins, George.
A strange railroad wreck.
New York, Broadway Publishing Company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 471.
Reel: 47

Collins, Hilda C.
San Antonio, Tex., [s.n.]. 1902
Wright bibliography number 472.
Reel: 47

Colton, Arthur [Willis].
The belted seas.
New York, H. Holt and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 473.
Reel: 47

Colton, Arthur [Willis].
New York; London, Harper & Bros. 1901
Wright bibliography number 474.
Reel: 47

De Morgan, John.
A Yankee ship and a Yankee crew in the good ship United States, Commodore John Barry commanding.
New York, McLoughlin brothers. [1908]
Wright bibliography number 436; Illustrated by E.B. Comstock.
Reel: 47

De Waters, Lillian Stephenson.
Glad tidings.
Boston, Davis & Bond. c1909
Wright bibliography number 440.
Reel: 47

Deland, Ellen Douglas.
The friendship of Anne. A story.
Boston, W.A. Wilde. [1907]
Wright bibliography number 431; Illustrated by William F. Stecher.
Reel: 47

Deland, Margaret Wade (Campbell).
The awakening of Helena Ritchie.
New York, Harper and Brothers, 1906
Wright bibliography number 432; Ill. by Walter Appleton Clark.
Reel: 47

Demarest, Virginia.
The fruit of desire. A novel.
New York, Harper and brothers. 1910
Wright bibliography number 434.
Reel: 47

Deming, Philander.
The story of a pathfinder.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1907
Wright bibliography number 435.
Reel: 47

Denio, Louise Coddington.
The purple butterfly.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1907
Wright bibliography number 437.
Reel: 47
Devereux, William.
Raleigh. A romance of Elizabeth's court.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1910
Wright bibliography number 438; Founded on the successful drama "Sir Walter Raleigh" as played by Lewis Waller.
Reel: 47

Devney, Raymond Smith.
A brand new doctor.
Lexington, Ky., J.E. Hughes. 1908
Wright bibliography number 439.
Reel: 47

Colton, Arthur [Willis].
The delectable mountains.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 475.
Reel: 48

Colton, Arthur [Willis].
Port Argent. A novel.
New York, H. Holt and company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 476; With frontispiece by Eliot Keen.
Reel: 48

Colton, Arthur [Willis].
Tioba, and other tales.
New York, H. Holt and Company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 477; With a frontispiece by A.B. Frost.
Reel: 48

Comfort, Will Levington.
The lady of Fallen Star Island.
New York; London, Street and Smith. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 478.
Reel: 48

Commelin, Anna Olcott.
Twos and threes; and other stories.
New York, Fowler & Wells co. [c1902]
Wright bibliography number 479.
Reel: 48

Condict, Anna Yearman.
"My lil' Angelo.".
New York, D. Appleton & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 480.
Reel: 48

Cone, Joe.
The waybackers.
Boston, The Colonial Press, Inc. [1905]
Wright bibliography number 481; [by] Joe Cone; full page illustrations by Eliot Keen; portrait studies by Horace Dummer.
Reel: 48

Conklin, David Bruce.
Russell Ryder.
New York, A. Wessels co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 482.
Reel: 48

Connolly, James Brendan.
The deep sea's toll.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1905
Wright bibliography number 483; With illustrations by W.J. Aylward & H. Renterdahl.
Reel: 48

Connolly, James Brendan.
New York, A.S. Barnes & company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 484; Illustrated by Ch. Weber-Ditzler.
Reel: 48

Dey, Frederic Van Rensselaer.
The three keys.
New York, W.J. Watt. [1909]
Wright bibliography number 441; Frontispiece by Harrison Fisher.
Reel: 48

Dickson, Harris.
Fabrielle, transgressor.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1906
Wright bibliography number 442; Frontispiece by Walter H. Everett.
Reel: 48

Dickson, Sallie O'Hear.
Ralph Fabian's mistakes.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. [c1906]
Wright bibliography number 443; By S. O'H. Dickson.
Reel: 48

Dillon, Mary C. Johnson.
In old Bellaire.
New York, Century. 1906
Wright bibliography number 444; With ill. by C.M. Relyea.
Reel: 48

Dillon, Mary C. Johnson.
The patience of John Morland.
New York, A.L. Burt. c1909
Wright bibliography number 445; With illustrations by C.M. Relyea.
Reel: 48

Dix, Edwin Asa.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1907
Wright bibliography number 446.
Reel: 48

Dix, William Frederick.
The face in the girandole. A romance of old furniture.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1906
Wright bibliography number 447.
Reel: 48
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Dix, William Frederick.
The lost princess.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1907
Wright bibliography number 448.
Reel: 48

Dixon, Thomas.
The clansman. An historical romance of the Ku Klux Klan.
New York, Doubleday, Page. 1905
Wright bibliography number 449; By Thomas Dixon, jr.; illustrated by Arthur I. Keller.
Reel: 48

Connolly, James Brendan.
Out of Gloucester.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1902
Wright bibliography number 485.
Reel: 49

Converse, Florence.
Long Will. A romance.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 487.
Reel: 49

Converse, Frank H.
In search of an unknown race.
Philadelphia, D. McKay. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 488.
Reel: 49

Conway, Katherine Eleanor.
Lalor's maples.
Boston, The Pilot publishing company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 489.
Reel: 49

Cook, George Cram.
Roderick Taliaferro. A story of Maximilian's empire.
New York, The Macmillan company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 490; With illustrations by Seymour M. Stone.
Reel: 49

Cook, Grace Louise.
Wellesley stories.
Boston, R.G. Badger & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 491.
Reel: 49

Dodd, Anna Bowman (Blake).
In and out of a French country-house.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1910
Wright bibliography number 450; With illustrations by Robert Demachy.
Reel: 49

Dodd, Anna Bowman (Blake).
On the knees of the gods.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1908
Wright bibliography number 451.
Reel: 49

Dodge, Henry Irving.
The hat and the man. An allegorical tale.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. [1906]
Wright bibliography number 452; Illustrations by Dan Beard.
Reel: 49

Don-Carlos, Louisa Cooke.
A bottle in the smoke.
New York, R.F. Fenno. [1908]
Wright bibliography number 454.
Reel: 49

Donnell, Annie Hamilton.
A very small person.
New York, Harper and Brothers. 1906
Wright bibliography number 455; Illustrated by Elizabeth Shippen Green.
Reel: 49

Donworth, Grace.
The letters of Jennie Allen to her friend Miss Musgrove.
Boston, Small, Maynard. 1908
Wright bibliography number 457; With sixteen illustrations by Frederick R. Gruger.
Reel: 49

Dooley, Sallie May.
Deim good ole times.
New York, Doubleday, Page. 1906
Wright bibliography number 458; By Mrs. James H. Dolley; illustrated by Suzanne Guthertz; decorated by Cora Parker.
Reel: 49

Doree, Nadage.
The sinful bachelor and his sinful doings. A novel.
New York, The News. 1908
Wright bibliography number 460.
Reel: 49

Cook, William Wallace.
The goal of a million.
New York, Street & Smith. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 493.
Reel: 50
Cook, William Wallace.
   The gold gleaners.
New York, Street & Smith. [c1904]
Wright bibliography number 494.
   Reel: 50

Cook, William Wallace.
   Marooned in 1492.
New York, Street & Smith. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 495.
   Reel: 50

Cook, William Wallace.
   Wilby's Dan.
New York, Dodd, Mead and company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 496; Illustrated by G.B. Falls.
   Reel: 50

Cooke, Grace (MacGowan).
   A gourd fiddle.
Philadelphia, H. Altemus co. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 497; Illustrations by E. Lynn Mudge, E.B. Miles.
   Reel: 50

Cooke, Grace (MacGowan).
Boston, L.C. Page & company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 498; With a frontispiece in color from a drawing by Arthur W. Brown.
   Reel: 50

Cooke, Grace (MacGowan).
   Huldah, proprietor of the Wagon-Tire house and genial philosopher of the cattle country.
Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill company. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 499; By Grace MacGowan Cooke and Alice MacGowan; illustrated by Fanny Y. Cory.
   Reel: 50

Cooke, Grace (MacGowan).
New York, The Century co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 500; By Grace MacGowan Cooke and Annie Booth McKinney.
   Reel: 50

Coolidge, Asenath Carver.
   The Independence day horror at Killsbury.
Watertown, N.Y., Hungerford-Holbrook company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 501; Illustrated by Cassius M. Coolidge.
   Reel: 50

Dorrance, Ethel Arnold Smith.
   A maid and a man.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1909
Wright bibliography number 461; By Ethel Smith Dorrance; with illustrations by Ch. Weber-Ditzler.
   Reel: 50

Dorset, G.
   A successful wife. A story.
New York, Harper and Brothers. 1910
Wright bibliography number 462.
   Reel: 50

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
   In the Sherburne line.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1907
Wright bibliography number 463.
   Reel: 50

Douglass, John Jordan.
   The girdle of the great. A story of the new South.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. [1908]
Wright bibliography number 464.
   Reel: 50

Dounce, Harry Esty.
   Cliarthe Philanders. A very ancient idyll newly refurbished for another spring.
Clinton, N.Y., G.W. Browning. 1909
Wright bibliography number 465.
   Reel: 50

Dowding, Henry Wallace.
   The man from Mars; or, Service, for service's sake.
New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 466; By Henry Wallace Dowding (Dunraven).
   Reel: 50

Doyle, Martha Claire MacGowan.
   Mint Julep.
New York, W.D. Lane. 1909
Wright bibliography number 467; By Martha James; illustrated by Reginald F. Bolles.
   Reel: 50

Driscoll, Clara.
   In the shadow of the Alamo.
New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1906
Wright bibliography number 468; Illustrated by Florence Edgar.
   Reel: 50

Driver, John Merritt.
   A modern tragedy. A romance of Italy and America.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. c1906
Wright bibliography number 469.
   Reel: 50

Coolidge, Asenath Carver.
   The modern Blessing fire. [A story].
Wright bibliography number 502.
   Reel: 51
Coom, Charles S[leeman].
  The baronet rag-picker. A story of love and adventure.
  Boston, Mass. C.M. Clark publishing co., inc. 1905
  Wright bibliography number 503.
  Reel: 51

Coopenhaver, Laura Scherer.
  An adventurous quest. A story of three boys as told by the friend in whom they confided.
  Philadelphia, Pa., Lutheran publication society. [1903]
  Wright bibliography number 507.
  Reel: 51

Cooper, Edward Herbert.
  A fool's year.
  New York, D. Appleton and company. 1902
  Wright bibliography number 504.
  Reel: 51

Cooper, J[acob] C[alvin].
  The Yamhills. An Indian romance.
  M'Minnville, Or, J.C. Cooper. 1904
  Wright bibliography number 505; Illustrated with sketches by Fred G. Cooper.
  Reel: 51

Cope, Henry Frederick.
  The Bonanza Bible class.
  Chicago, The Winona publishing company. 1904
  Wright bibliography number 506.
  Reel: 51

Copus, John Edwin.
  Harry Russell, a Rockland college boy.
  New York; Cincinnati, Benziger brothers. 1903
  Wright bibliography number 508; By Rev. J.E. Copus, S.J. <Cuthberg>.
  Reel: 51

Copus, John Edwin.
  Saint Cuthbert's.
  New York; Cincinnati, Benziger brothers. 1903
  Wright bibliography number 509; By Rev. J.E. Copus.
  Reel: 51

Copus, John Edwin.
  Shadows lifted. A sequel to Saint Cuthbert's.
  New York; Cincinnati, Benziger brothers. 1904
  Wright bibliography number 510; By Rev. J.E. Copus, S.J. <Cuthbert>.
  Reel: 51

Droke, Anna Elizabeth Scott.
  At the foot of No-Man.
  Cincinnati, Monfort. [c1906]
  Wright bibliography number 470.
  Reel: 51

Drummon, Andrew Lewis.
  True detective stories.
  New York, M.A. Donohue. c1908-1909
  Wright bibliography number 471.
  Reel: 51

Du Bois, James T.
  Fun and pathos of one life.
  New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1908
  Wright bibliography number 472.
  Reel: 51

Du Bose, Horace Mellard Bishop.
  The men of Sapio ranch.
  Nashville, Tenn., Publishing House of the M.E. church, South Smith & Lamar, agents. 1909
  Wright bibliography number 473.
  Reel: 51

Du Chaillu, Paul Belloni.
  Ivar the Viking. A romantic history based on authentic facts of the third and fourth centuries.
  New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1907
  Wright bibliography number 474.
  Reel: 51

Dudley, Edward Lawrence.
  The Isle of Whispers. A tale of the New England seas.
  New York, H. Holt. 1910
  Wright bibliography number 475; By E. Lawrence Dudley.
  Reel: 51

Duffy, James Oscar Greeley.
  An adventure in exile. A sentimental comedy.
  New York, B.W. Dodge. 1908
  Wright bibliography number 476; By Richard Duffy.
  Reel: 51

Dunckel, John.
  The Molly joggers. Tales of the campfire.
  Springfield, Mo., H.S. Jewell. [1907]
  Wright bibliography number 478.
  Reel: 51

Dunham, Anna Cross.
  The corduroy road. A tale of pioneer life in the Middle West in the early 40's.
  Akron, O., Werner. c1909
  Wright bibliography number 479; Ill. by E.N. Clark.
  Reel: 51

Dunham, Curtis.
  Gambolling with Galatea. A bucolic romance.
  Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1909
  Wright bibliography number 480; With illustrations by Oliver Herford.
  Reel: 51
Corbin, John.
   The first loves of Perilla.
New York, Fox, Duffel and company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 511; With a frontispiece
in color by C. Allan Gilbert.
   Reel: 52

Corbyn, Clara A.B.
   La Gran Quibira. A musical mystery. Opera
   historique. A romanza in five acts, with overture,
   Prelude and interlude.
   The author's ed. [Los Angeles, Cal.]. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 512.
   Reel: 52

Corstvet, Alexander.
   Elling, and some things that helped to shape his
   life.
Milwaukee, S.Y. Gillan & co. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 514; [by] Alexander
Corstvet.
   Reel: 52

[Coryell, John Russell].
   A child of love. A startling story of struggles of a
   girl born out of wedlock against the sins and
   perversions of to-day.
New York; London, Physical culture publishing co.
[1904]
Wright bibliography number 516; By Margaret Grant
[pseud.].
   Reel: 52

[Coryell, John Russell].
   Run to earth; or, The tale of a daring forgery.
New York, Street & Smith. [c1902]
Wright bibliography number 517; Nicholas Carter
[pseud.].
   Reel: 52

Coughlin, Hanorah.
   Strange fates; or, Detta.
New York, Broadway Publishing Company. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 519.
   Reel: 52

Dunn, Bryon Archibald.
   With Lyon in Missouri.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1910
Wright bibliography number 481; With eight ill. by
H.S. De Lay.
   Reel: 52

Dunn, Ella Heustis.
   The castle of many mirrors and their sequel.
Chicago, M.A. Donohue. c1906
Wright bibliography number 482.
   Reel: 52

Dunning, James Edmund.
   The master builders.
New York, D. Appleton. 1909
Wright bibliography number 483.
   Reel: 52

Durham, Robert Lee.
   The call of the South.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1908
Wright bibliography number 485; Illustrated by
Henry Roth.
   Reel: 52

Dushaw, Amos Isaac.
   Proselytes of the ghetto.
New Brunswick, N.J., Heidingsfeld. [1909]
Wright bibliography number 486.
   Reel: 52

Dyar, Muriel Campbell.
   Davie and Elisabeth. Wonderful adventures.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1908
Wright bibliography number 487.
   Reel: 52

Dye, Eva (Emery).
   McDonald of Oregon. A tale of two shores.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1906
Wright bibliography number 488; Illustrated by
Walter J. Enright.
   Reel: 52

Earls, Michael.
   Melchior of Boston.
New York, Benziger brothers. 1910
Wright bibliography number 489.
   Reel: 52

Eastman, Elaine Goodale.
   Little Brother o’ Dreams.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1910
Wright bibliography number 490.
   Reel: 52

Cowen, Kittie (Skidmore).
   An unconditional surrender.
Chicago, M.A. Donohue & co. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 520.
   Reel: 53

Cox, John E.
   Sang Sammy. A story of the mountain people.
Providence, Ky., Press of the Enterprise. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 521; By Rev. John E.
Cox. [2d ed.].
   Reel: 53

Cox, Leland Dolph.
   Stolen from a duchy’s throne. A romance of
   Tuscany.
Washington, The Neale Publishing Company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 522; With illustrations
by A.G. Heaton.
   Reel: 53

Craig, Katherine Lee.
   Judge Greyburn and Kathlene Lee.
Wright bibliography number 523.
   Reel: 53
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Cram, George Franklin.
Minette. A story of the first crusade.
Chicago, J.W. Iliff & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 524; With illustrations by Waldo Bowser and F.D. Schook.  
Reel: 53

Cramp, Walter Samuel.
Psyche.
Boston, Little Brown and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 525; With illustrations from drawings by W.T. Bendad.  
Reel: 53

Crandall, C.E.
Z, a boy.
Cincinnati, Printed for the author by Jennings and Graham. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 526.  
Reel: 53

Crane, Stephen.
The O'Ruddy. A romance.
New York, F.A. Stokes co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 527; Stephen Crane, Robert Barr.  
Reel: 53

Eaton, Isabel Graham.
By the shores of Arcady.
New York, Outing Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 491; Decorations by W.G. Krieghoff.  
Reel: 53

Eaton, Walter Prichard.
The runaway place. A May idyl of Manhattan.
New York, H. Holt. 1909
Wright bibliography number 492; By Walter Prichard Eaton and Elise Morris Underhill.  
Reel: 53

Eby, Anson Doner.
Showers of blessings.
Lancaster, Pa., Examiner Printing House. 1908
Wright bibliography number 493; By Anson D. Eby.  
Reel: 53

Eddy, Arthur Jerome.
Ganton & co., A story of Chicago commercial and social life.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1908
Wright bibliography number 494; Illustrated by Thomas Fogarty.  
Reel: 53

Eddy, Arthur Jerome.
Tales of a small town. By one who lived there.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1907
Wright bibliography number 495.  
Reel: 53

Edes, Robert Thaxter.
Parson Gay's three sermons; or, Saint Sacrement.
New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 496.  
Reel: 53

Eggleston, George Cary.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard. [1906]
Wright bibliography number 497; Illustrated by E. Pollak.  
Reel: 53

Eggleston, George Cary.
Irene of the mountains. A romance of Old Virginia.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard. [1909]
Wright bibliography number 498; Illustrated by Frank T. Merrill.  
Reel: 53

Crampsey, Algernon Sidney.
The greater love.
Wright bibliography number 528.  
Reel: 54

Crawford, Francis Marion.
New York, The Macmillan company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 529.  
Reel: 54

Crawford, Francis Marion.
Fair Margaret. A portrait.
Wright bibliography number 530; with illustrations by Horace T. Carpenter.  
Reel: 54

Crawford, Francis Marion.
The heart of Rome. A tale of the "lost water.".
New York, The Macmillan company; London, Macmillan & co., ltd. 1903
Wright bibliography number 531.  
Reel: 54

Crawford, Francis Marion.
Man overboard!!.
New York; London, The Macmillan company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 532.  
Reel: 54

Crawford, Francis Marion.
Marietta; a maid of Venice.
Wright bibliography number 533.  
Reel: 54
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Crawford, Francis Marion.
Soprano. A portrait.
Macmillan Co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 534.
Reel: 54

Eggleston, George Cary.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee and Shepard. 1906
Wright bibliography number 499; Ill. by G.W.
Picknell.
Reel: 54

Eggleston, George Cary.
Love ins the sum of it all. A plantation romance.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard. 1907
Wright bibliography number 500; Illustrated by
Hermann Heyer.
Reel: 54

Eggleston, George Cary.
Two gentlemen of Virginia. A novel of the old
regime in the Old Dominion.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard. c1908
Wright bibliography number 501; Illustrated by
Frank T. Merrill.
Reel: 54

Eggleston, George Cary.
The Warrens of Virginia. A novel by George Cary
Eggleston; founded on the play of William C. De
Mille.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1906
Wright bibliography number 502; Ill. from scenes in
the play.
Reel: 54

Eggleston, George Cary.
Westover of Wanalah: A story of love and life in
old Virginia.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard. [1910]
Wright bibliography number 503; Illustrated by Emil
Pollak Ottendorff.
Reel: 54

Eldridge, William Tillinghast.
An American princess.
New York, Sturgis & Walton. 1909
Wright bibliography number 504; With a frontispiece
by E. Pollak Ottendorff.
Reel: 54

Eldridge, William Tillinghast.
Hilma.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1907
Wright bibliography number 505; Illustrations by
Harrison Fisher and Martin Justice.
Reel: 54

Crawford, Francis Marion.
Whosoever shall offend.
New York; London, The Macmillan company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 535; with eight
illustrations drawn in Rome with the author's
suggestions, by Horace T. Carpenter.
Reel: 55

Creelman, James.
Eagle blood.
Boston, Lothrop publishing company. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 536; Illustrated by Rose
Cecil O'Neill.
Reel: 55

Crewdon, Charles N[ewman].
Tales of the road.
Chicago, Thompson & Thomas. 1905
Wright bibliography number 537; Illustrated by J.J.
Gould.
Reel: 55

Crissey, Forrest.
The country boy.
Chicago; New York, F.H. Revell company. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 538; Illustrated by
Griselda Marshall McClure.
Reel: 55

Crissey, Forrest.
Tattlings of a retired politician.
Chicago, Thompson & Thomas. 1904
Wright bibliography number 539; With fifty-eight
illustrations by John T. McCutcheon.
Reel: 55

Crockett, Ingram.
New York, Broadway publishing company. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 540; Illustrated in color
by Hartman.
Reel: 55

Crosby, Ernest [Howard].
Captain Jinks, hero.
New York; London, Funk & Wagnall co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 541; Illustrations by
Dan Beard.
Reel: 55

Eldridge, William Tillinghast.
Meryl.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1908
Wright bibliography number 506; Frontispiece by
John Rae.
Reel: 55

Elison, Edith Nicholl Bradley.
The blossoming of the waste.
New York, Calkins. 1908
Wright bibliography number 514.
Reel: 55
Elliott, Nina Mills.
The accused.
New York, Saxonia Press. 1909
Wright bibliography number 507.
Reel: 55

Ellis, Edward Sylvester.
Low twelve. "By their deeds ye shall know them."
A series of striking and truthful incidents illustrative of the fidelity of Free Masons to one another in times of distress and danger.
New York, Macoy Pub. And Mason Supply Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 508.
Reel: 55

Ellis, Elizabeth.
Barbara Winslow, rebel.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. 1906
Wright bibliography number 509; Ill. by John Rae.
Reel: 55

Ellis, Elizabeth.
The king's spy.
Edinburgh, W. Blackwood. 1910
Wright bibliography number 510; By Beth Ellis.
Reel: 55

Ellis, John Breckenridge.
Arkinsaw cousins. A story of the Ozarks.
New York, H. Holt. 1908
Wright bibliography number 511.
Reel: 55

Ellis, John Breckenridge.
The soul of a serf. A romance of love and valor among the Anglos and Saxons.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. [1910]
Wright bibliography number 512.
Reel: 55

Ellis, J[ohn] Breckenridge.
Twin Starrs A. A novel.
Boston, Mayhew Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 513.
Reel: 55

Crowley, Mary Catherine.
A daughter of New France. With some account of the gallant Sieur Cadillac and his colony on the Detroit.
Boston, Little, Brown, and company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 542; Illustrated by Clyde O. De Land.
Reel: 56

Crowley, Mary Catherine.
The heroine of the Strait. A romance of Detroit in the time of Pontiac.
Boston, Little, Brown, and co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 543; Illustrated by Ch. Grunwald.
Reel: 56

Crowley, Mary Catherine.
Love thrives in war. A romance of the frontier in 1812.
Boston, Little, Brown, and company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 544; Illustrated by Clyde O. De Land.
Reel: 56

Crowninshield, Mary (Bradford).
Mysterious Miss Dacres.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 545.
Reel: 56

Crowninshield, Mary (Bradford).
Valencia's garden.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 546.
Reel: 56

[Cruger, Julie Grinnell (Storrow)] "Mrs. Van Rensselaer Cruger.".
The story of a social career.
New York, D. Appleton and Company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 547; By Julien Gordon [pseud.].
Reel: 56

[Cruger, Julie Grinnell (Storrow)] "Mrs. Van Rensselaer Cruger.".
The wage of character. A social study.
New York, D. Appleton and co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 548; By Julien Gordon [pseud.].
Reel: 56

[Cruger, Julie Grinnell (Storrow)] "Mrs. Van Rensselaer Cruger.".
World's people.
New York, J.F. Taylor & company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 549; By Julien Gordon (Mrs. Van Rensselaer Cruger).
Reel: 56

Cullaton, Harriet C[arpenter].
Firm of Nan & Sue, stenographers.
New York, Broadway publishing co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 550.
Reel: 56

Elison, Edith Nicholl Bradley.
The burnt-offering.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. [1908]
Wright bibliography number 515; By Edith Nicholl Ellison.
Reel: 56

Elson, Robert.
The magnate.
New York, Brentano's. 1909
Wright bibliography number 516.
Reel: 56
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Embree, Emily Davant.
Mine inheritance.
Belton, Tex., Cottage Home. c1907
Wright bibliography number 517.
Reel: 56

Emerson, William H.
Josiah. A story of the old South.
Astoria, Ill., Searchlight. 1906
Wright bibliography number 519.
Reel: 56

Emerson, Willis George.
The builders.
Chicago, Forbes. 1909
Wright bibliography number 520.
Reel: 56

Emerson, Willis George.
The smoky god; or, A voyage to the inner world.
Chicago, Forbes. 1908
Wright bibliography number 521; With ill. By John A. Williams.
Reel: 56

Enright, Maurice.
The Ridgefield Tavern. A romance of Sarah Bishop, hermitess, during the American Revolution.
Brooklyn, Eagle Book and Job Ptg. Dept. 1908
Wright bibliography number 522; With illustrations by Katherine Enright.
Reel: 56

Erixon, Alexandre.
The vale of shadows.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. [1908]
Wright bibliography number 523.
Reel: 56

Cullen, Clarence Louis.
More ex-tank tales.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie publishing company. c1902
Wright bibliography number 551; With introduction by the author.
Reel: 57

Culter, Mary Nantz (McCrae).
The girl who kept up.
1903
Wright bibliography number 553; By Mary McCrae Culter; illustrated by C. Louise Williams. Boston, Lee and Shepard.
Reel: 57

Cummins, Harle Oren.
Welsh rarebit tales.
Boston, Mass., The Mutual Book Company. [c1902]
Wright bibliography number 554; Illustrated by R. Emmet Owen; cover and decorations by Bird.
Reel: 57

Cunningham, Francis A[loysius].
The awakening.
Boston, Marlier and co., limited. 1901
Wright bibliography number 555; By Rev. Francis A. Cunningham.
Reel: 57

Cunningham, William Bennett.
Legends of Lost River Valley. As Reelated by Joseph Pontus.
Chicago, Champlin & Carlisle. [c1903]
Wright bibliography number 556.
Reel: 57

Curtis, Albert Charles.
Captured by the Navajos. By Captain Charles A. Curtis.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1904
Wright bibliography number 558.
Reel: 57

Cutting, Mary Stewart [(Doubleday)].
Heart of Lynn.
Philadelphia; London, J.B. Lippincott company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 559.
Reel: 57

Cutting, Mary Stewart [(Doubleday)].
Little stories of courtship.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 560.
Reel: 57

Espy, Ella Gray.
What will the answer be?.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 524.
Reel: 57

Estabrook, Alma Martin.
The rule of three. A story of Pike's peak.
Boston, Small, Maynard. 1909
Wright bibliography number 526; Illustrated by George Brehm.
Reel: 57

Evans, Henry Ridgely.
The house of the sphinx. A novel.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 527.
Reel: 57

Everard, Florence.
A noble fool.
New York, Stitt Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 528.
Reel: 57

Everett, Bert Noland.
Accomplished through sacrifice.
Decatur, Ill., Review Press. c1910
Wright bibliography number 529.
Reel: 57
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Place, Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eyre, Archibald.</td>
<td>The girl in waiting.</td>
<td>Boston, J.W. Luce.</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>531</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairweather, Mary.</td>
<td>The passion stroke. A tale of ancient masonry.</td>
<td>Boston, B.G. Badger.</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>533</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farman, Emma W. Shogren.</td>
<td>Where the Mississippi flows and other stories.</td>
<td>Chicago, Ill., Swedish M.E. Book Concern.</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Fenollosa, Mary (McNeil)].</td>
<td>Red horse hill.</td>
<td>Boston, Little Brown.</td>
<td>1909</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting, Mary Stewart [(Doubleday)].</td>
<td>Little stories of married life.</td>
<td>New York, McClure, Phillips &amp; co.</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>537</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dague, Robert Addison.</td>
<td>Henry Ashton. A thrilling story and how the famous co-operative commonwealth was established in Zanland.</td>
<td>Alameda, Cal., The author.</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daingerfield, Nettie Gray.</td>
<td>That dear old sword. [A story].</td>
<td>Richmond, Va., Presbyterian committee of publication.</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>539</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dake, Laura M.</td>
<td>In the crucible.</td>
<td>New York, The Alliance pub. Co.</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dake, Laura M.</td>
<td>A man o'wax.</td>
<td>San Francisco, The Whitaker and Ray company (incorporated).</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalton, Test i.e. Charles Test.</td>
<td>The role of the unconquered.</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham co.</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana, Marvin.</td>
<td>A Puritan witch. A romance.</td>
<td>New York; London, the Smart set publishing co.</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>546</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fenwick, Frances De Wolfe.</td>
<td>The arch-satirist.</td>
<td>Boston, Lothrop, Lee &amp; Shepard.</td>
<td>c.1910</td>
<td>547</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferguson, Esther Baldwin.</td>
<td>The lump of gold.</td>
<td>San Francisco, Gilmarin.</td>
<td>c.1910</td>
<td>548</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Field, Edward Salisbury.
   Cupid's understudy.
   New York, Grosset & Dunlap. c1909
   Wright bibliography number 541; Ill. by Will Grefe.
   Reel: 58

Field, Edward Salisbury.
   In pursuit of Priscilla. A chronicle of the man willing and the woman wilful.
   Philadelphia, H. Altemus. [1906]
   Wright bibliography number 542; With ill. by Will Grefe.
   Reel: 58

Field, Edward Salisbury.
   The sapphire bracelet.
   New York, W.J. Watt. [1910]
   Wright bibliography number 543; Ill. by Will Grefe.
   Reel: 58

Field, Edward Salisbury.
   A six-cylinder courtship.
   New York, J. McBride. [1907]
   Wright bibliography number 544; Frontispiece by Harrison Fisher; ill. by Clarence F. Underwood.
   Reel: 58

Field, Louise Maunsell.
   Katherine Trevalyan.
   New York, McClure. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 545.
   Reel: 58

Field, Roswell [Martin].
   Madeline.
   Chicago, [s.n.]. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 546.
   Reel: 58

Fillmore, Parker Hoysted.
   The hickory limb.
   New York, John Lane. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 547; Ill. by Rose Cecil O'Neill.
   Reel: 58

Daniels, Gertrude Potter.
   Eshek the oppressor.
   Chicago; New York, Rand McNally & company. [1902]
   Wright bibliography number 572; Illustrations by G.C. Widney.
   Reel: 59

Daniels, Gertrude Potter.
   Chicago, Jamieson-Higgins co. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 573.
   Reel: 59

[Dankoler, Harry Edward].
   ...James Griffin's adventures in Alaska.
   Milwaukee, Wis., J.H. Yewdale and sons co. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 574; By Harry Dee [pseud.]; with sixteen full-page halftone illustrations.
   Reel: 59

[Dankoler, Harry Edward].
   ...James Griffin's adventures in South Africa.
   Milwaukee, Wis., J.H. Yewdale & sons co. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 574; By Harry Dee [pseud.]; with sixteen full-page halftone illustrations.
   Reel: 59

[D'Apery, Helen (Burrell)].
   Letters of an American countess to her friend.
   New York, J.S. Ogilvie publishing company. c1902
   Wright bibliography number 577; By the countess herself.
   Reel: 59

[D'Apery, Helen (Burrell)].
   "The show girl"; or, The cop of fortune.
   New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. c1902
   Wright bibliography number 578; Olive Harper [pseud.].
   Reel: 59

[D'Apery, Helen (Burrell)].
   The sociable ghost: being the adventures of a reporter.
   New York, J.S. Ogilvie publishing company. c1903
   Wright bibliography number 579; Written down by Olive Harper [pseud.] and another; illustrated by Thomas McIlvaine and A.W. Schwartz.
   Reel: 59

Darling, Mary Greenleaf.
   A girl of this century. A continuation of "We four girls."
   Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 580; Illustrated by Lilian Crawford True.
   Reel: 59

Darrow, Clarence Seward.
   An eye for an eye.
   New York, Fox, Duffield & company. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 581.
   Reel: 59

Finley, Martha.
   Mildred's married life. A sequel to Mildred and Elsie.
   New York, A.L. Burt. c1910
   Wright bibliography number 548; By Martha Finley (Martha Farquharson).
   Reel: 59

Finn, Francis James.
   Ada Merton.
   St. Louis, Mo., B. Herder. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 549; 8th ed.
   Reel: 59
Fischer, George Alexander.  
This labyrinthine life. A tale of the Arizona desert.  
New York, B.W. Dodge. 1907  
Wright bibliography number 550.  
Reel: 59

Fisher, Dorothea Frances Canfield.  
The secret of serenity.  
[s.n.]. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 551; By Dorothy Canfield; ill. by Falls.  
Reel: 59

Fisher, Mary Ann.  
The ghost in the garret, and other stories.  
New York, Aberdeen Pub. Co. [1910]  
Wright bibliography number 552.  
Reel: 59

Fisher, Mary Ann.  
Young Doctor Hamilton.  
New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 553.  
Reel: 59

Fitch, Clyde.  
New York, M. Kennerley. [1909?]  
Wright bibliography number 554.  
Reel: 59

Fitzgerald, John Tornrose.  
Bixby of Boston: being the little story of a young railway-office clerk.  
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. 1906  
Wright bibliography number 555; Illustrated with twenty drawings by the author.  
Reel: 59

Fitzhugh, Percy Keese.  
The galleon treasure.  
New York, T.Y. Crowell. c1908  
Wright bibliography number 556.  
Reel: 59

Fitzpatrick, Catherine.  
Lizbeth.  
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1906  
Wright bibliography number 557; Frontispiece by Hudson.  
Reel: 59

Fleharty, Clara Viola.  
A study in life tints.  
Chicago, M.A. Long. 1907  
Wright bibliography number 558.  
Reel: 59

Darrow, Clarence Seward.  
Farmington.  
Chicago, A.C. McClurg & co. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 582.  
Reel: 60

Datchet, Charles.  
New York; London, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 583.  
Reel: 60

Davenport, Benjamin Rush.  
Blood will tell. The strange story of a son of Ham by Benj. Rush Davenport.  
Cleveland, Caxton book co. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 584; Illustrations by J.H. Donahey.  
Reel: 60

Davenport, Willard Goss.  
New York, The Grafton press. [1904]  
Wright bibliography number 585; Illustrations by Fanny Knights Ide.  
Reel: 60

Davidge, Frances.  
The game and the candle.  
New York, D. Appleton & co. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 586.  
Reel: 60

Davidge, Frances.  
The misfit crown.  
New York, D. Appleton & co. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 587.  
Reel: 60

Davidson, George Trimble.  
The moderns. A tale of New York.  
New York, F.A. Stokes co. [1901]  
Wright bibliography number 588.  
Reel: 60

Davis, Charles Edward.  
Paul Leonard's sacrifice. A New England story read at the Sunday evening services of the First Methodist Episcopal church in Lynn, Massachusetts, and the Tremont Street Methodist Episcopal church in Boston, Massachusetts.  
Boston, H.L. Davis. [c1902]  
Wright bibliography number 589.  
Reel: 60

Fleming, George Elliott.  
A beggar in evening dress.  
[New York? s.n.]. c1908  
Wright bibliography number 559.  
Reel: 60
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Fogg, Lawrence Daniel.
The asbestos society of sinners: detailing the diversions of Dives and others on the playground of Pluto. With some broken threads of dropstitch history, picked up by a newspaper man in Hades and woven into a Stygian nights' entertainment.
Boston, Mayhew Pub. Co. c1906
Wright bibliography number 560.
Reel: 60

Foote, Mary (Hallock).
The royal Americans.
Boston, Houghton Mifflin. 1910
Wright bibliography number 561.
Reel: 60

Forbes, Harrie Rebecca Piper Smith.
Mission tales in the days of the dons.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1909
Wright bibliography number 562; By Mrs. A.S.C. Forbes; with nine full page ill. and decorative drawings by Langdon Smith.
Reel: 60

Ford, Paul Leicester.
A warning to lovers, and "Sauce for the goose is sauce for the gander."
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1906
Wright bibliography number 563; With ill. By Henry Hutt and decorations by T.M. Cleland.
Reel: 60

Ford, Sewell.
New York, M. Kennerley. c1909
Wright bibliography number 564.
Reel: 60

Ford, Sewell.
Honk, honk! Shorty McCabe at the wheel.
New York, M. Kennerley. 1909
Wright bibliography number 565; Ill. by F. Vaux Wilson.
Reel: 60

Ford, Sewell.
Shorty McCabe.
New York, M. Kennerley. c1906
Wright bibliography number 566; Illustrated by Francis Vaux Wilson.
Reel: 60

Ford, Sewell.
Side-stepping with Shorty.
New York, M. Kennerley. c1908
Wright bibliography number 567; Illustrated by Francis Vaux Wilson.
Reel: 60

Ford, Sewell.
Truegate of Mogador and other Cedarton folks.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1906
Wright bibliography number 568.
Reel: 60

Davis, Garrett Morrow.
In the footsteps of Boone. An historical romance of pioneer days in Kentucky.
Washington, D.C., The Neale pub. Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 590; [By] Garrett M. Davis.
Reel: 61

Davis, Kate.
A perilous path; or, Apples of Sodom.
New York, The Abbey press. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 591.
Reel: 61

Davis, Mary Evelyn (Moore).
Jaconetta: her loves.
Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 592; M.E.M. Davis.
Reel: 61

Davis, Norah.
The northerner.
New York, The Century co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 594.
Reel: 61

Davis, Oscar King.
At the emperor's wish. A tale of the new Japan.
New York, D. Appleton and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 595.
Reel: 61

Davis, Pearl Ulilla.
Ignorance unveiled.
New York; London, Broadway pub. Co. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 596.
Reel: 61

Davis, Rebecca (Harding).
Kent Hampder.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1903
Wright bibliography number 597.
Reel: 61

Davis, Richard Harding.
The bar sinister.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1903
Wright bibliography number 598.
Reel: 61

Davis, Richard Harding.
Captain Macklin: his memoirs.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1902
Wright bibliography number 599; Illustrated by Walter Appleton Clark.
Reel: 61
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Davis, Richard Harding.
Her first appearance.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1901
Wright bibliography number 600; Illustrated by C.D. Gibson and E.M. Ashe.
Reel: 61

Davis, Richard Harding.
In the fog.
New York, R.H. Russell. 1901
Wright bibliography number 601; Illustrated by Thomas Mitchell Peirce & F.D. Steele.
Reel: 61

Davis, Richard Harding.
Ranson's folly.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1902
Wright bibliography number 602; With illustrations by Frederic Remington, Walter Appleton Clark, Howard Chandler Christy, E.M. Ashe & F. Dorr Steele.
Reel: 61

Forman, Justus Miles.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1910
Wright bibliography number 569.
Reel: 61

Forman, Justus Miles.
Jason. A romance.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1909
Wright bibliography number 570; With ill. By W. Hatherell.
Reel: 61

Forman, Justus Miles.
A stumbling block.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1907
Wright bibliography number 571.
Reel: 61

Forrest, Joshua Rhodes.
Retribution. A border mystery.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. c1906
Wright bibliography number 572.
Reel: 61

Forrest, Joshua Rhodes.
The student cavaliers.
New York, R.F. Fenno. c1908
Wright bibliography number 573.
Reel: 61

Forrester, Isola Louise.
Boston, W.A. Wilde. c1910
Wright bibliography number 574; Ill. by Chase Emerson.
Reel: 61

Forrester, Isola Louise.
"Us fellers."
Philadelphia, G.W. Jacobs. 1907
Wright bibliography number 575; Text by Isola L. Forrester. Pictures by B. Cory Kilvert.
Reel: 61

Davis, William Henry.
Something worth reading; or, A checked life.
Oregon City, Oregon, [s.n.]. 1905
Wright bibliography number 603; By Rev. W.H. Davis.
Reel: 62

Davis, William Stearns.
Belshazzar. A tale of the fall of Babylon.
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 604; With illustrations by Lee Woodward Zigler; decorations by J.E. Laub.
Reel: 62

Davis, William Stearns.
Falaise of the blessed voice. A tale of the youth of St. Louis, king of France.
Wright bibliography number 605.
Reel: 62

Davis, William Stearns.
"God wills it!" A tale of the first crusade.
Wright bibliography number 606; With illustrations by Louis Betts.
Reel: 62

Davis, William Stearns.
New York; London, The Macmillan company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 607.
Reel: 62

Davison, Charles Stewart.
"Selling the bear's hide" and other tales.
Wright bibliography number 608.
Reel: 62

Dawson, Elinor.
Merciful unto me, a sinner. [A novel].
Chicago, Thompson & Thomas. 1905
Wright bibliography number 609.
Reel: 62

Day, Charles H.
...Actress and clerk. A blending of professional and commercial life. A story of stage and store.
Chicago, W. Rossiter. c1905
Wright bibliography number 610.
Reel: 62
Day, Holman F[francis].
New York, A.S. Barnes & Company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 611.
   Reel: 62

Fort, Charles.
   The outcast manufacturers.
New York, B.W. Dodge. 1909
Wright bibliography number 576.
   Reel: 62

Foster, Ardeen.
   The reign of John Rudd. A novel.
New York, McElroy Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 576A.
   Reel: 62

Foster, David Skaats.
   Flighty Arethusa.
[Philadelphia], Press of J.B. Lippincott. 1910
Wright bibliography number 577; By David Foster: with three ill. And cover design by Paul Wilhelmi.
   Reel: 62

Foster, Isabel.
   The true possession.
Baltimore, W.J.C. Dulany. 1907
Wright bibliography number 578.
   Reel: 62

Foster, Joshua Hill.
   The judgment day. A story of the seven years of great tribulation.
Louisville, Ky., Baptist World Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 579.
   Reel: 62

Foster, Mary Louise.
   Old lady number 31.
New York, Century. 1909
Wright bibliography number 580; By Mary Louise Forsslund [pseud.].
   Reel: 62

Foster, Maximilian.
   Corrie who?.
Boston, Small, Maynard. 1908
Wright bibliography number 581; Illustrated by George Brehm.
   Reel: 62

Foster, Robert Frederick.
   Cab no. 44.
New York, Frederick A. Stokes. [1910]
Wright bibliography number 582.
   Reel: 62

[Foulke, William Dudley].
   The Quaker boy: a tale of the outgoing generation as it appears chronicled in the autobiography of Robert Barclay Dillingham.
New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 583.
   Reel: 62

France, Lewis B.
   No stranger to my neighbor.
Denver, Outdoor Life Pub. Co. c1906
Wright bibliography number 584; Ill. by Charles Edgar Shaw.
   Reel: 62

De Castre, Adolphe Danziger.
   Children of fate. A story of passion.
New York, Brentano's. 1905
Wright bibliography number 614.
   Reel: 63

De Courcy, M[atthias] B[odine].
   Sons of the Red Rose. A story of the rail in the early '80's.
Washington, D.C. J.W. Cannon. c1905
Wright bibliography number 615.
   Reel: 63

De Koven, Anna (Farwell) "Mrs. Reginald De Koven.".
   ...By the waters of Babylon. [A novel].
Chicago, H.S. Stone and company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 616.
   Reel: 63

Dearborn, Malcolm.
   Bethsaida. A story of the time of Christ.
New York, G.W. Dillingham company. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 612.
   Reel: 63

Dearborn, Malcolm.
   Lionel Ardon. A tale of chivalry in the days of Queen Mary, Elizabeth, and Lady Jane Grey.
New York, G.W. Dillingham company. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 613.
   Reel: 63

Deland, Margaret Wade (Campbell).
   The common way.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1904
Wright bibliography number 617.
   Reel: 63

Deland, Margaret Wade (Campbell).
   Dr. Lavendar's people.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 618; Illustrated by Lucius Hitchcock.
   Reel: 63

Delannoy, Burford.
   M.R.C.S.
London, New York, Ward, Lock & co., ltd. [1903?]
Wright bibliography number 620; Illustrations by Adolf Thiede.
   Reel: 63

Delannoy, Burford.
   The Margate mystery.
New York, Brentano's. 1901
Wright bibliography number 619.
   Reel: 63
Delanoy, Mary Frances Hanford.
Coals of fire.
New York; London, The Abbey press. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 621.
Reel: 63

Fraser, Georgia.
Crow-step.
New York, Witter and Kintner. [1910]
Wright bibliography number 585.
Reel: 63

Frayser, Nannie Lee.
Little prodigals.
Cleveland, O., F.M. Barton. 1910
Wright bibliography number 586.
Reel: 63

Freear, Robert Louis.
Nancy Hart, an American heroine.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 587.
Reel: 63

Freeman, Mary Eleanor (Wilkins).
"Doc" Gordon.
New York, Authors and Newspapers Association. 1906
Wright bibliography number 588; By Mary E. Wilkins-Freeman; illustrated in water-colors by Frank T. Merrill.
Reel: 63

[Freeman, William Neely].
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 589.
Reel: 63

[French, Alloe].
By inheritance.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill company. [1910]
Wright bibliography number 590; Octave Thanet; with ill. by Thomas Fogarty.
Reel: 63

French, Anna Richmond (Warner).
The panther. A tale of temptation.
Boston, Small, Maynard. 1908
Wright bibliography number 591; By Anne Warner; with pictures by Paul K.M. Thomas.
Reel: 63

French, Anna Richmond (Warner).
Seeing England with Uncle John.
New York, Century. 1908
Wright bibliography number 592; By Anne Warner; with ill. by Frederic R. Gruger.
Reel: 63

De Morgan, John.
On to Quebec; or, With Montgomery in Canada.
New York, Street & Smith. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 622.
Reel: 64

De Pue, Edward Spence.
Dr. Nicholas Stone.
New York, G.W. Dillingham company. [1905]
Wright bibliography number 625; Illustrated by Frank X. Chamberlin.
Reel: 64

De Vane, L.C.
Doctor Carrington.
New York, The Abbey press. 1901
Wright bibliography number 628.
Reel: 64

Denny, Mary Louise.
The doctor and the parson.
Wright bibliography number 623.
Reel: 64

Deppen, Anna Chase.
Our right to love.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie pub. Co. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 624.
Reel: 64

[Desmond, Arthur].
Rival Caesars. A romance of ambition, love and war: being the tale of a vice-president, a major-general and three brilliant and beautiful women.
Chicago, Thurland & Thurland. 1903
Wright bibliography number 626; By Desmond Dilg [pseud. Of Arthur Desmond and Will H. Dilg].
Reel: 64

Desmond, Harry William.
The heart of woman. The love story of Catrina Rutherford. Contained in the writing of Alexander Adams; transmitted to Harry W. Desmond.
New York, J.F. Taylor & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 627.
Reel: 64

Devereux, Mary.
Lafitte of Louisiana.
Boston, Little, Brown, and company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 629; Illustrated by Harry C. Edwards.
Reel: 64

Devereux, Mary.
Up and down the sands of gold.
Boston, Little, Brown and Company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 630.
Reel: 64

French, Anna Richmond (Warner).
Seeing France with Uncle John.
New York, Century. 1906
Wright bibliography number 593; By Anne Warner; with ill. by May Wilson Preston.
Reel: 64
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French, Anna Richmond (Warner).
Susan Clegg and a man in the house.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1907
Wright bibliography number 594; By Anne Warner;
illustrated from drawings by Alice Barber Stephens.
Reel: 64

French, Anna Richmond (Warner).
Susan Clegg and her neighbors' affairs.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1906
Wright bibliography number 595; By Anne Warner.
Reel: 64

French, Anna Richmond (Warner).
Your child and mine.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1909
Wright bibliography number 596; By Anne Warner.
Reel: 64

French, Charles Seldon.
The worship of the golden calf. A story of wage-
slavery in Massachusetts.
Dalton, Mass., C.S. French. 1908
Wright bibliography number 597.
Reel: 64

French, Davida.
No included in a sheepskin. Stanford stories.
Stanford, Calif., Stanford Book Store. [1907]
Wright bibliography number 598; By Davida French,
Esther Stevens, Laura Wells.
Reel: 64

Friedman, Isaac K.[ahn].
The radical.
New York, D. Appleton. 1907
Wright bibliography number 599.
Reel: 64

Frost, Thomas Gold.
The man of destiny.
New York, Gramercy Pub. Co. 1909
Wright bibliography number 600; With ill. by S.
Nemtzoff.
Reel: 64

De Vore, James W[illiam].
Somewhat of a liar myself. [A story].
New York; London, F.T. Neely Co. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 631; With an
introduction by Joseph Tyler Butts.
Reel: 65

Dibble, Henry C.
The sequel to a tragedy. A story of the far West.
Philadelphia; London, J.B. Lippincott company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 634.
Reel: 65

Dickson, Harris.
Duke of Devil-May-Care.
New York, D. Appleton and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 635.
Reel: 65

Dickson, Harris.
Philadelphia; London, J.B. Lippincott co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 636; Illustrated by
Seymour M. Stone [4th ed.].
Reel: 65

Dickson, Harris.
She that hesitates.
Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill company. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 637; The illustrations by
C.M. Reelyea.
Reel: 65

Dickson, Harris.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1902
Wright bibliography number 638.
Reel: 65

Dillon, Mary C. Johnson.
The rose of old St. Louis.
New York, The Century co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 639; With illustrations
by Andre Castaigne and C.M. Reyes.
Reel: 65

Dix, Beulah Marie.
The beau's comedy.
New York; London, Harper & bros. 1902
Wright bibliography number 640; By Beulah Marie
Dix & Carrie A. Harper.
Reel: 65

Dix, Beulah Marie.
The fair maid of Graystones.
New York; London, The Macmillan company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 641.
Reel: 65

Frothingham, Eugenia Brooks.
The evasion.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1906
Wright bibliography number 601.
Reel: 65

Fuller, Caroline Macomber.
Brunhilde's paying guest. A story of the South-
today.
New York, Century. 1907
Wright bibliography number 603; By Caroline Fuller.
Reel: 65

Fuller, Henry B[lake].
Waldo Trench, and others. Stories of Americans
in Italy.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1908
Wright bibliography number 604.
Reel: 65
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Futrelle, Jacques.
The diamond master.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill. [1909]
Wright bibliography number 605; Illustrated by
Herman Pfeifer.
Reel: 65

Futrelle, Jacques.
The simple case of Susan.
New York, D. Appleton. 1908
Wright bibliography number 606.
Reel: 65

Gale, Oliver Marble.
A knight of the wilderness.
Chicago, Reilly & Britton. 1909
Wright bibliography number 607; By Oliver Marble
Gale and Harriet Wheeler; illustrated by Ivin Ney.
Reel: 65

Gallatin, Francis Dawson.
An unfinished divorce; or, Her better self.
New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1909
Wright bibliography number 608.
Reel: 65

Gardenshire, Samuel Major.
The long arm.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1906
Wright bibliography number 609.
Reel: 65

Dix, Beulah Marie.
The life, treason, and death of James Blount of
Breckenhow.
New York; London, The Macmillan company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 642; Comp. From the
Rowlastone papers and ed. By Beulah Marie Dix.
Reel: 66

Dix, Beulah Marie.
A little captive lad.
New York, The Macmillan company; London,
Macmillan & co., ltd. 1902
Wright bibliography number 643; With illustrations
by Will Grefe.
Reel: 66

Dix, Beulah Marie.
The making of Christopher Ferringham.
New York, The Macmillan company; London,
Macmillan & co., ltd. 1902
Wright bibliography number 644.
Reel: 66

Dix, Beulah Marie.
Soldier Rigdale. How he sailed in the
"Mayflower." And how he served Miles Standish.
& co., ltd. 1905
Wright bibliography number 645; With illustrations
by Reginald B. Birch.
Reel: 66

Dix, Edwin Asa.
Old Bowen's legacy. A novel.
New York, The Century co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 646.
Reel: 66

Dixon, J[ames] Qallan.
Genevieve de Brabant. An original novel of fact
and fiction. A romance of love, travel, self-sacrifice,
adventure and war in France, England, Italy, Malta
and South Africa.
[Chicago]. [c1904]
Wright bibliography number 647.
Reel: 66

Dixon, Thomas.
... The leopard's spots. A romance of the white
man's burden--1865-1900.
New York, Doubleday, Page & Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 649; By Thomas Dixon,
jr.; illustrated by C.D. Williams.
Reel: 66

Gardenshire, Samuel Major.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1908
Wright bibliography number 610.
Reel: 66

Gardiner, Ruth Kimball.
The world and the woman.
New York, A.S. Barnes. 1907
Wright bibliography number 611.
Reel: 66

Gardner, Ethellyn.
Letters of the motor girl.
Boston, New England News. c1906
Wright bibliography number 612.
Reel: 66

Garland, Hamlin.
Witch's gold: being a new and enlarged version of
"The spirit of Sweetwater."
New York, Doubleday, Page. 1906
Wright bibliography number 613.
Reel: 66

Gates, Eleanor.
Good-night (Buenas noches).
New York, T.Y. Crowell. c1907
Wright bibliography number 614; Ill. by Arthur
Rackham.
Reel: 66

Gates, Susa Young.
John Stevens' courtship. A story of the Echo
Canyon war.
Salt Lake City, Deseret News. 1909
Wright bibliography number 616.
Reel: 66
Gay, Mary Ann Harris.
   The transplanted. A story of Dixie before the war.
New York, Neal Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 617.
   Reel: 66

Gay, Maude (Clark).
   Paths crossing. A romance of the plains.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 618.
   Reel: 66

Geiermann, Peter.
   Margaret's influence. A secret of the confessional.
St. Louis, B. Herder. 1910
Wright bibliography number 619.
   Reel: 66

Gellibrand, Emma.
   J. Cole, the story of a boy.
New York, Dodge Pub. Co. c1907
Wright bibliography number 620; Illustrated by
Christine Wright and Charles Whitlock Pancoast.
   Reel: 66

Dixon, Thomas.
   The leopard's spots. A romance of the white man's
burden--1865-1900.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. [c1902]
Wright bibliography number 650; Illustrated by C.D.
Williams.
   Reel: 67

Dixon, Thomas.
   The one woman. A story of modern Utopia.
New York, Doubleday, Page & company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 651; By Thomas Dixon,
Jr., illustrated by B. West Clinedinst.
   Reel: 67

Dodd, Anna Bowman (Blake).
   The American husband in Paris.
Boston, Little, Brown & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 652.
   Reel: 67

Dolly Winter. The letters of a friend which Joseph
Harald is permitted to publish.
New York, J. Pott & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 653.
   Reel: 67

Donnelly, Eleanor Cecilia.
   Miss Varney's experience, and other stories.
Philadelphia, H.L. Kilner & co. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 654; By Eleanor C.
Donnelly and Mary Genevieve Kilpatrick.
   Reel: 67

Doonan, Grace (Wallace).
   The ruler of the kingdom. And other phases of life
and character.
New York, Cincinnati, Benziger brothers. 1904
Wright bibliography number 655; By Grace Keon
[pseud.].
   Reel: 67

Doree, Nadage.
   Delta; or, The czar and the songstress. A novel.
New York, Neely. [1907?]
Wright bibliography number 656; 3d and rev. ed.
   Reel: 67

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
   Honor Sherburne.
New York, Dodd, Mead & company. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 658.
   Reel: 67

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
   A question of silence.
New York, Dodd, Mead & company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 659.
   Reel: 67

Gellibrand, Emma.
   Why the robin's breast is red.
[Chicago]. F.H. Revell. c1906
Wright bibliography number 621.
   Reel: 67

George, Henry.
   The romance of John Bainbridge.
New York, Macmillan. 1906
Wright bibliography number 622; By Henry George,
Jr.
   Reel: 67

Gerry, Margarita Spalding.
   The flowers.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1910
Wright bibliography number 623; With ill. By
Elizabeth Shippen Green.
   Reel: 67

Gerry, Margarita Spalding.
   The toy shop. A romantic story of Lincoln the
man.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1908
Wright bibliography number 624.
   Reel: 67

Ghosh, Sarath Kumar.
   The prince of destiny. The new Krishna.
London, Rebman. 1909
Wright bibliography number 625.
   Reel: 67
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[Giberga, Ovidio].
Teddy in darkest Africa; or, The daring exploits of Bwana-Tumbo. An exciting narrative of thrilling adventures, and a song to nature.
[New York? s.n.]. 1910
Wright bibliography number 626; By Dr. Coggs. 1st ed.
Reel: 67

[Gibson, Peter].
The Medici viola. A legend.
New York, Priv. Print. 1909
Wright bibliography number 627; By Mario Malanotte.
Reel: 67

Gibson, Walter Ernest.
A marital messenger.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 628.
Reel: 67

Gielow, Martha (Sawyer).
Old Andy, the moonshiner.
Washington, D.C., W.F. Roberts. c1910
Wright bibliography number 629.
Reel: 67

Gifford, Franklin Kent.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard. 1908
Wright bibliography number 630; By Richard Brinsley Newman; illustrated by Wallace Goldsmith.
Reel: 67

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
A Sherburne inheritance.
New York, Dodd, Mead & company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 660.
Reel: 68

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
A Sherburne quest.
New York, Dodd, Mead & company. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 661.
Reel: 68

Douglas, Malcolm.
He would be an actor. A story of the stage.
New York, The Metropolis publishing co. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 662.
Reel: 68

Douglass, James M.
The riding master and other stories.
New York, F.T. Neely. [c1902]
Wright bibliography number 663.
Reel: 68

Dow, Mrs. J.O.
The blue and the grey; or, After many days.
Chicago, M.A. Donohue & company. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 664; By Mrs. J.C. Dow, sr.
Reel: 68

Downs, [Sarah Elizabeth (Forbush)] "Mrs. G.S. Downs.".
Katherine's sheaves.
New York; London, Street & Smith. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 665; By Mrs. Georgie Sheldon (Mrs. George Sheldon Downs).
Reel: 68

Doyen, Edward Grattan.
Satan of the modern world.
New York, Broadway publishing company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 667; [By] E. Grattan Doyen.
Reel: 68

Drayton, Henry Shipman.
New York, The Grafton press. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 668; Ed. by Henry S. Drayton.
Reel: 68

Drew, Anna Atwood.
The Karls of Karltonville and their new thought; or The life beautiful.
Boston, J.H. Earle & company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 669.
Reel: 68

Gilchrist, Annie (Somers).
Katharine Somerville; or, The Southland before and after the Civil War.
Nashville, Tenn., Press of Marshall & Bruce. 1906
Wright bibliography number 631; Illustrated by Rena Bernal Roberts.
Reel: 68

Gilchrist, Annie (Somers).
The night-riding's daughter.
Nashville, Tenn., Marshall and Bruce. c1910
Wright bibliography number 632.
Reel: 68

Gill, George Creswell.
Beyond the blue-grass. A Kentucky novel.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 633.
Reel: 68

Gill, Mary Gill.
A strange record.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 834; By Mount Houmas.
Reel: 68

Gilliam, Charles Frederic.
A victorious defeat. The story of a franchise.
Boston, Roxburgh Pub. Co. c1906
Wright bibliography number 635; Illustrated by Ted Ireland.
Reel: 68
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gilliam, David Tod.</td>
<td>The rose croix.</td>
<td>New York, Saalfield Pub. Co.</td>
<td>c1906</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 636; Illustrated by Ted Ireland.</td>
<td>Reel: 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drew, Reginald.</td>
<td>By the king's command.</td>
<td>New York, Broadway publishing company.</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 670.</td>
<td>Reel: 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duer, Caroline King.</td>
<td>Unconscious comedians.</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead &amp; Company.</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 676; By Caroline Duer.</td>
<td>Reel: 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Givins, Robert Cartwright.</td>
<td>&quot;Mlle. L'Inconnue,&quot; the automatic vocalist.</td>
<td>[s.l.;s.n.].</td>
<td>1909</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 640.</td>
<td>Reel: 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godfrey, Hollis.</td>
<td>The man who ended war.</td>
<td>Boston, Little, Brown.</td>
<td>1908</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 643; Illustrated from drawings by Charles Grunwald.</td>
<td>Reel: 69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodwin, Maud (Wilder).</td>
<td>The up grade.</td>
<td>Boston, Little, Brown.</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 648; By Wilder Goodwin; with ill. by Charles Grunwald.</td>
<td>Reel: 69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Goodwin, Maud (Wilder).
Veronica Playfair.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1909
Wright bibliography number 647; Illustrated by Lester Ralph.
Reel: 69

Dunbar, Paul Laurence.
The fanatics.
New York, Dodd, Mead & company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 678.
Reel: 70

Dunbar, Paul Laurence.
The heart of Happy Hollow.
New York, Dodd, Mead and company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 679; Illustrated by E.W. Kemble.
Reel: 70

Dunbar, Paul Laurence.
In old plantation days.
New York, Dodd, Mead and company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 680.
Reel: 70

Dunbar, Paul Laurence.
The sport of the gods.
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 681.
Reel: 70

Duncan, Georgia Elizabeth.
Samanthy Billins of Hangin’-Dog.
Atlanta, Ga., Mutual publishing company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 682; Illustrated by Rosine Raoul.
Reel: 70

Dungan, D[avid] R[oberts].
Rosa Gray. A story taken from real life.
Cincinnati, O., The Standard publishing co. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 683.
Reel: 70

Dunlavy, Abigail (Scott).
From the West to the West. Across the plains to Oregon.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 684; With frontispiece in color.
Reel: 70

Dunlap, Fanny E.
New York, The Knickerbocker Press. 1904
Wright bibliography number 685; With introduction by Alice Hegen Rice.
Reel: 70

[Dunlap, Roberta K.].
New York, J.W., Ogilvie pub. Co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 686; By R.K.D.
Reel: 70

Dunn, Martha (Baker).
Lisa’s wife. An island story.
Boston, L.C. Page & company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 687; Illustrated by Albert F. Schmidt.
Reel: 70

Gordon, Armistead Churchill.
Robin Aroon. A comedy of manners.
New York, Neal Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 649.
Reel: 70

Gordon, Grant.
Angelward.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1907
Wright bibliography number 650.
Reel: 70

[Gordon, Harry Morris].
The cho-fur: is a true automobile love story where the chauffeur gets engaged to his own sister and eventually marries her.
New York City, N.M. Gordon. c1907
Wright bibliography number 651.
Reel: 70

Goss, Charles Frederic.
The other hand upon the helm.
Cincinnati, Jennings and Graham. c1910
Wright bibliography number 652.
Reel: 70

Goss, Herbert Irvin.
T. Thorndyke, attorney-at-law. The romance of a young lawyer.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 653.
Reel: 70

Gourand, Aimee Crocker.
Moon-madness, and other fantasies.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1910
Wright bibliography number 654.
Reel: 70

Gourlay, Reginald.
The necklace of Pandura.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1907
Wright bibliography number 655.
Reel: 70

Gowen, Herbert Henry.
Hawaiian idylls of love and death.
New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 656.
Reel: 70

Grant, John Wesley.
Out of the darkness; or, Diabolism and destiny.
National Baptist Pub. Board. 1909
Wright bibliography number 657; By W.J. Grant.
Reel: 70
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Grant, Robert.
   The law-breakers and other stories.
   New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 658.
   Reel: 70

Dunn, Waldo H[ilary].
   The vanished empire. A tale of the Mound builders.
   Cincinnati, The R. Clarke company. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 688; With an introduction by J.P. MacLean.
   Reel: 71

Dunseth, W[illiam] H[enry].
   Seven days in spirit garb; or, With the seen and the unseen.
   [Pittsburg], Pittsburgh printing company. [c1903]
   Wright bibliography number 689; With an introduction by Thomas J. Burrill.
   Reel: 71

Duryea, Nina Larrey (Smith).
   Among the palms.
   New York, J.F. Taylor & company. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 690.
   Reel: 71

Duxbury, Mrs. C. Richmond.
   New England folk.
   New York, The Abbey press. [1901]
   Wright bibliography number 691.
   Reel: 71

   Cruising for the cross.
   New York, American tract society. [c1903]
   Wright bibliography number 692; [By] Rev. C.A.S. Dwight.
   Reel: 71

   Railroading with Christ.
   New York, American tract society. [1902]
   Wright bibliography number 693; By Rev. Charles A.S. Dwight.
   Reel: 71

Dye, Eva (Emery).
   The conquest. The true story of Lewis and Clark.
   Chicago, A.C. McClurg & company. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 694.
   Reel: 71

Earle, Mary Tracy.
   The flag on the hilltop.
   Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 695; [By] Mary Tracy Earle.
   Reel: 71

Eastman, Charles Alexander.
   Red hunters and the animal people.
   New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 696; By Charles A. Eastman (Ohiyesa).
   Reel: 71

Eaton, Isabel Graham.
   Wright bibliography number 697; By Isabel Graham Eaton and Charlotte Carr Bachelder.
   Reel: 71

Eaton, Seymour.
   Dan Black, editor and proprietor. A story.
   Philadelphia, The Library publishing company. [c1904]
   Wright bibliography number 698.
   Reel: 71

Eaves, Catherine.
   ...How I twice eloped. An Indiana Idyll, suggested by Abraham Lincoln elaborated by Catherine Eaves.
   Chicago, Oak print. And pub. Co. [1901]
   Wright bibliography number 699.
   Reel: 71

Eckstorm, Fannie (Hardy).
   The Penobscot man.
   Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 700.
   Reel: 71

Edwards, Jeannette Llewellyn.
   New York; London, Broadway publishing company. [1903]
   Wright bibliography number 701.
   Reel: 71

Granville-Barker, Helen Manchester Gates.
   An apprentice to truth.
   New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 659; By Helen Huntington.
   Reel: 71

Granville-Barker, Helen Manchester Gates.
   The sovereign good.
   New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 660; By Helen Huntington.
   Reel: 71

Gratacap, Louis Pope.
   New York, Brentano's. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 661.
   Reel: 71
Gratacap, Louis Pope.
The mayor of New York. A romance of days to come.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1910
Wright bibliography number 662.
Reel: 71

Gratacap, Louis Pope.
A woman of the ice age.
New York, Brentano's. 1906
Wright bibliography number 663.
Reel: 71

Grattan, Francis William.
With those that were. Stories of two wars.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1909
Wright bibliography number 664; Illustrated by Wm. L. Hudson.
Reel: 71

Gray, Isabel McReynolds.
Florizel.
Los Angeles, [s.n.]. 1910
Wright bibliography number 665.
Reel: 71

Gray, Mary Agatha.
The turn of the tide. A story of humble life by the sea.
New York, Benziger Brothers. 1910
Wright bibliography number 667.
Reel: 71

Edwards, Louise Betta.
Philadelphia, H.T. Coates & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 702.
Reel: 72

Edwards, Sue.
Jewels of paste.
Wright bibliography number 703.
Reel: 72

Eggleston, George Cary.
A captain in the ranks. A romance of affairs.
New York, A.S. Barnes & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 704; With frontispiece by Charles D. Williams.
Reel: 72

Eggleston, George Cary.
Dorothy South. A love story of Virginia just before the wary.
Boston, Lothrop pub. Co. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 707; Illustrated by C.D. Williams.
Reel: 72

Eggleston, George Cary.
The master of Warlock. A Virginia war story.
Boston, Lothrop publishing company. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 709; Illustrated by C.D. Williams.
Reel: 72

Green, Helen.
At the actor's boarding house; and other stories.
New York, Nevada Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 668.
Reel: 72

Green, Helen.
The maison de Shine. More stories of the actors' boarding house.
New York, B.W. Dodge. 1908
Wright bibliography number 669.
Reel: 72

Green, Helen.
Mr. Jackson.
New York, B.W. Dodge. 1909
Wright bibliography number 670.
Reel: 72

Greene, Frances Nimmo.
Into the night. A story of New Orleans.
New York, T.Y. Crowell. c1909
Wright bibliography number 671; Illustrated by C.F. Neagle.
Reel: 72

Greene, Harry Irving.
Yozonde of the wilderness.
Toronto, McLeod & Allen. c1910
Wright bibliography number 672.
Reel: 72
Greenleaf, Sue.
   Don Miguel Lehumada, discoverer of liquid from the sun's rays. An occult romance of Mexico and the United States.
   New York, B.W. Dodge. c1906
   Wright bibliography number 673.
   Reel: 72

Gresham, Robert Jesse.
   Sentiment and story.
   New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 674.
   Reel: 72

Grey, Zane.
   The last trail. A story of early days in the Ohio Valley.
   New York, A.L. Burt. c1909
   Wright bibliography number 675.
   Reel: 72

Eggleston, George Cary.
   Running the river. A story of adventures and success.
   New York, A.S. Barnes & co. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 710.
   Reel: 73

Eggleston, Joseph William.
   Tuckahoe. An old-fashioned story of an old-fashioned people.
   New York; Washington, The Neale Publishing Company. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 711.
   Reel: 73

Ehrmann, Max.
   A fearsome riddle.
   Indianapolis, The Bowen-Merrill company. [c1901]
   Wright bibliography number 712; Illustrated by Virginia Keep.
   Reel: 73

Elder, Orville.
   The Frank stories.
   [Chicago, Rogers & Smith co., printers]. [1905]
   Wright bibliography number 714.
   Reel: 73

Eldridge, Clement.
   Rescued by a prince.
   Wright bibliography number 715.
   Reel: 73

Eldridge, Edward Flavatine.
   The Sinbad mines. A tale of the Rockies.
   Denver, Col., The Reed publishing company. [c1905]
   Wright bibliography number 716; By Dr. E.F. Eldridge.
   Reel: 73

Eldridge, Frederick Williamson.
   A social cockatrice.
   Boston, Lothrop publishing company. [1903]
   Wright bibliography number 717.
   Reel: 73

Eldridge, George Dyre.
   I will repay. A novel.
   New York, Lewis, Scribner & co. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 718.
   Reel: 73

Eldridge, George Dyre.
   The Millbank case. A Maine mystery of to-day.
   New York, H. Holt and company. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 719; With a frontispiece in colour by Eliot Keen.
   Reel: 73

Elliott, James Thomas.
   Chicago, International press association. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 720; By Capt. James T. Elliott; illustrated by Dearborn Melvill.
   Reel: 73

Grey, Zane.
   The spirit of the border. A romance of the early settlers in the Ohio Valley.
   New York, A.L. Burt. c1906
   Wright bibliography number 676.
   Reel: 73

Griffis, William Elliott.
   The fire-fly's lovers and other fairy tales of old Japan.
   New York, T.Y. Crowell. c1908
   Wright bibliography number 677.
   Reel: 73

Griggs, George Benton.
   Houston, J.V. Dealy. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 678.
   Reel: 73

Griggs, Sutton F[illbert].
   Pointing the way.
   Nashville, Orion Pub. Co. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 679.
   Reel: 73

Grindell, Clara Garner Froelich.
   Consider the lilies.
   New York, Knickerbocker Press. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 680; By Clara Froelich Grindell; illustrations by Ida W. Prentice.
   Reel: 73

Grisewood, Robert Norman.
   Zarlah, the Martian.
   New York, R.F. Freno. c1909
   Wright bibliography number 681.
   Reel: 73
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#### Reel Listing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gross, Myra Geraldine.</td>
<td>The star of Valhalla. A romance of early Christianity in Norway.</td>
<td>New York, F.A. Stokes. 1907 Wright bibliography number 682; By Myra Gross; with ill. in colour by Archie Gunn. Reel: 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grumbine, Jesse Charles Fremont.</td>
<td>The great secret, and other stories.</td>
<td>Boston, Order of the White Rose. c1906 Wright bibliography number 683. Reel: 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habberton, John.</td>
<td>Budge &amp; Toddie; or, Helen's babies at play: being an account of the further doings of these marvelously precocious children.</td>
<td>New York, Grosset and Dunlap. c1908 Wright bibliography number 686; With fifty illustrations by Tod Dwiggins. Reel: 73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elliott, Maud (Howe).</td>
<td>Two in Italy.</td>
<td>Boston, Little, Brown, and Company. 1905 Wright bibliography number 721; By Maud Howe; with illustrations from drawings by John Elliott. Reel: 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis, J[ohn] Breckenridge.</td>
<td>The Holland wolves.</td>
<td>Chicago, A.C. McClurg &amp; company. 1902 Wright bibliography number 725; With six full-page illustrations by Troy and Margaret Kinney. Reel: 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ellis, J[ohn] Breckenridge.</td>
<td>The red box clew. For the young from seven to seventy.</td>
<td>Chicago, New York, F.H. Revell company. 1902 Wright bibliography number 726. Reel: 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elmore, James Buchanan.</td>
<td>Twenty-five years in Jackville. A romance in the days of &quot;the golden circle,&quot; and selected poems.</td>
<td>Alamo, Ind., The author. 1904 Wright bibliography number 728. Reel: 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hackathorn, Emma Johnson.</td>
<td>A little child shall lead them. A tale of every-day life that will be helpful to all.</td>
<td>Cleveland, Hackathorn. 1907 Wright bibliography number 687. Reel: 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haffner, Louise von.</td>
<td>The mystic 'phone; or, Winning a millionaire.</td>
<td>New York, [s.n.]. 1907 Wright bibliography number 689. Reel: 74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hains, Thornton Jenkins.
   The voyage of the Arrow to the China seas. Its adventures and perils, including its capture by sea vultures from the Countess of Warwick, as set down by William Gore, chief mate.
   Wright bibliography number 691; With six ill. by H.C. Edwards.
   Reel: 74

[Hale, Marice Rutledge Gibson].
   Anne of Treboul.
   New York, Century. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 692; By Marie Louise Goetchius.
   Reel: 74

Halphide, Alvan Cavala.
   The fulfilling of the law.
   Chicago, M.A. Donohue. c1907
   Wright bibliography number 694; 1st ed.
   Reel: 74

Halsey, Forrest.
   Fate and the butterfly.
   New York, B.W. Dodge. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 695.
   Reel: 74

Halsted, Leonora B.
   A victorious life.
   New York, Metropolitan Press. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 696; Frontispiece by H. Richard Boehm.
   Reel: 74

Hammond, Harold.
   West Point. It’s glamour and its grind.
   New York, Cupples & Leon. c1910
   Wright bibliography number 698.
   Reel: 74

Embree, Emily Davant.
   A lesser light. [a story].
   Belton, Tex., Baylor college. [1904]
   Wright bibliography number 730; Illustrated by Grace Wilson.
   Reel: 74

Emerson, Evalyn.
   Sylvia. The story of an American countess.
   Boston, Small, Maynard & Co. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 731.
   Reel: 75

Emerson, Willis George.
   Buell Hampton.
   Boston; Chicago, Forbes & company. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 733.
   Reel: 75

Emory, Frederic.
   A Maryland manor. A novel of plantation aristocracy and its fall.
   New York, Frederick A. Stokes company. [c1901]
   Wright bibliography number 734; With a frontispiece by B. West Clinedinst. [3d ed.]
   Reel: 75

Ensign, Hermon Lee.
   Lady Lee; and other animal stories.
   Chicago, A.C. McClurg & co. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 735; Illustrated in photogravure from original drawings by M.F. Klepper, J.C. Beard, J. Hambidge and W.H. Drake.
   Reel: 75

   For the house of La Cromie. A story of piracy and the commune.
   New York, Broadway publishing company. [1905]
   Wright bibliography number 736.
   Reel: 75

Epstein, A.J.
   Tarquinius Superbus.
   New York, Mutual Pub. Co. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 737.
   Reel: 75

Erskine, Emma Payne.
   When the gates lift up their heads. A story of the seventies.
   Boston, Little, Brown, and Company. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 738.
   Reel: 75

Hancock, Elizabeth Hazlewood.
   Betty Pembroke.
   New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 699.
   Reel: 75

Hannis, Margaret.
   The emancipation of Miss Susana.
   New York, Funk & Wagnalls. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 700; Frontispiece by August Spaenkuch; text ill. by George E. Hausmann.
   Reel: 75

Hanson, Joseph Mills.
   With Sully into the Sioux land.
   Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 701; Illustrated by John W. Norton.
   Reel: 75

Hapgood, Hutchins.
   An anarchist woman.
   New York, Duffield. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 702.
   Reel: 75
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reel</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harbaugh, Thomas Chalmers.</td>
<td>Middletown valley in song and story.</td>
<td>[New York?; s.n.]. c1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>75</td>
<td>703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evans, Anna D.</td>
<td>It beats the Shakers; or, A new tune.</td>
<td>London; New York, Anglo-American corporation. [c1905]</td>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
<td>741</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evans, George (Samuel).</td>
<td>Wylackie Jake of Covelo.</td>
<td>San Francisco, Press of the Hicks-Judd company. 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
<td>743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evans, Zella.</td>
<td>The tragedy of Montiville.</td>
<td>Fort Wayne, Ind., The Author. [c1904]</td>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
<td>744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eyre, Archibald.</td>
<td>The custodian.</td>
<td>New York, H. Holt &amp; co. 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harding, Ellison.</td>
<td>The demetrian.</td>
<td>New York, Brentano's. 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
<td>704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harriman, Karl Edwin.</td>
<td>The girl out there.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, G.W. Jacobs. 1906</td>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
<td>707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris, Joel Chandler.</td>
<td>The kidnapping of President Lincoln and other war detective stories.</td>
<td>New York, Doubleday, page. 1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris, Joel Chandler.</td>
<td>The shadow between his shoulder-blades.</td>
<td>Boston, Small, Maynard. c1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrison, Constance (Cary) &quot;Mrs. Burton Harrison.&quot;</td>
<td>The count and the congressman.</td>
<td>New York, Cupples &amp; Leon. c1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>76</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Harrison, Constance (Cary) "Mrs. Burton Harrison".
Latter day sweethearts.
New York, Authors and Newspapers Association. 1907
Wright bibliography number 713; By Burton Harrison; ill. in water-colors by Frank T. Merrill. The Reid & Hughes Co. Special ed.
Reel: 76

Harrison, Edith Ogden.
Princess Sayrane. A romance of the days of Prester John.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1910
Wright bibliography number 714; With four pictures in color by Harold H. Betts.
Reel: 76

Hart, Jerome Alfred.
A vigilante girl.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1910
Wright bibliography number 715; By Jerome Hart; illustrated by John W. Norton.
Reel: 76

Faber, Christine, pseud.
An original girl.
New York, P.J. Kenedy. 1901
Wright bibliography number 748.
Reel: 77

Fales, William E.S.
Bits of broken china.
New York; London, Street & Smith. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 750.
Reel: 77

Fane, Frances Gordon, "Mrs. R.J. Hanley".
New York, G.W. Dillingham co. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 751; By Frances Gordon Fane.
Reel: 77

Fane, Frances Gordon, "Mrs. R.J. Hanley".
The way of a man with a maid.
New York, G.W. Dillingham co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 752.
Reel: 77

Fariss, Amy Cameron.
The sin of Saint Desmond.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1905
Wright bibliography number 753; By Amy Fariss.
Reel: 77

Farmer, James Eugene.
Brinton Elliot from Yale to Yorktown.
New York; London, The Macmillan company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 754.
Reel: 77

Faulkner, [Wilbur] Finley.
After midnight. A romantic story adopted from Lawrence Marston and Finley Faulkney's play of the same name.
New York, Ogilvie. [c1904]
Wright bibliography number 755.
Reel: 77

Fawcett, Edgar.
The vulgarians.
New York; London, The Smart set publishing co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 756; Illustrated by Archie Gunn.
Reel: 77

[Fenollosa, Mary (McNeil)].
The breath of the gods.
Boston, Little, Brown, and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 757; By Sidney McCall [pseud.].
Reel: 77

Harte, Bret.
Novels and stories.
Boston, [s.n.]. 1910
Wright bibliography number 716; Fireside ed.
Reel: 77

Harte, Bret.
Tennessee's partner.
San Francisco, P. Elder. c1907
Wright bibliography number 717; Including an introduction by William Dallam Armes; the frontispiece in photogravure from a painting by Albertine Randall Wheelan.
Reel: 77

Hartmann, George.
Tales of Aztlan. The romance of a hero of our late Spanish American war. Incidents of interest from the life of a western pioneer, and other tales.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 718; Rev. ed.
Reel: 77

Haselden, Florence Taylor.
Marion.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 719.
Reel: 77

[Fenollosa, Mary (McNeil)].
Truth Dexter. [a novel].
Boston, Little, Brown & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 758; Sidney McCall [pseud.].
Reel: 78

Fernald, Chester Bailey.
Under the jack-staff.
New York, The Century co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 759.
Reel: 78
Field, Isabel (Osbourne).
The girl from home. A story of Honolulu.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 761; By Isobel Strong.
Reel: 78

Field, Roswell [Martin].
The bondage of Ballinger.
Chicago; New York, F.H. Revell company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 762.
Reel: 78

Field, Roswell [Martin].
Little Miss Dee.
Chicago; New York, F.H. Revell company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 763.
Reel: 78

Field, Roswell [Martin].
The passing of mother's portrait.
Evanston, W.S. Lord. 1901
Wright bibliography number 764.
Reel: 78

Field, Roswell [Martin].
The romance of an old fool.
Evanston, W.S. Lord. 1902
Wright bibliography number 765.
Reel: 78

Field, Sylvester.
Job Trotter seeks health, finds negroes' earthly paradise is Africa.
New York, Broadway publishing company. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 766.
Reel: 78

Fisher, Mary.
Gertrude Dorrance. A story.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 767.
Reel: 78

Fisher, Mary Ann.
Louisa Forrester.
New York, [Printed by J.J. Little & co.]. 1905
Wright bibliography number 768.
Reel: 78

Fisk, May Isabel.
Monologues.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 769.
Reel: 78

Fitzgerald, Denis Gerald.
The quest of Coronado. An historical romance of the Spanish cavaliers in Nebraska.
Baltimore, Md.; New York, J. Murphy company. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 770; By the Rev. Denis Gerald Fitzgerald.
Reel: 78

Flandrau, Charles Macomb.
The diary of a freshman.
New York, Page and company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 771.
Reel: 78

Hastings, Frank Warren.
The untamed philosopher at home and with Plugonians of Plugolia: being a tale of hens and some other people.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 720.
Reel: 78

Hastings, Rosetta Butler.
Coffin nails. The story of Jane McGregor.
Clay Center, Kan., Dispatch Pub. Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 721.
Reel: 78

Haubold, Herman Arthur.
The forsaken.
New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 722; By Ivan Trepoff.
Reel: 78

Haubold, Herman Arthur.
Spiritmist.
New York, D.W. Newton. c1909
Wright bibliography number 723; By Ivan Trepoff.
Reel: 78

Hauser, Isaiah L.
Caste: a novel.
Chicago, Hauser. 1908
Wright bibliography number 724.
Reel: 78

Havermyer, Alfred.
The conversion of John Stoneman.
Berea, O., Berea Printing Co. c1910
Wright bibliography number 725.
Reel: 78

Hawes, George Edward.
The fresh air child.
New York, Fleming H. Revell. c1907
Wright bibliography number 726.
Reel: 78

Hawkins, Flora Legler.
An unfinished melody.
Chula Vista, Calif., Denrich Press. c1908
Wright bibliography number 727.
Reel: 78

Hawks, Wells.
Moonshine strategy, and other stories.
Baltimore, I. & M. Ottenheimer. 1906
Wright bibliography number 728; Frontispiece by Harrison Fisher.
Reel: 78
Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
Dr. Heidegger's experiment; The birthmark; Ethan Brand; Wakefield; Drowne's wooden image; The ambitious quest; The great stone face; The gray champion.
New York, Doubleday, Page. 1906
Wright bibliography number 730.
Reel: 78

Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
In colonial days.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1906
Wright bibliography number 731.
Reel: 78

Hayes, Hiram Wallace.
The peacemakers. A tale of love.
Boston, Davis and Bond. c1909
Wright bibliography number 732.
Reel: 78

Hays, Milton D.
My grandfather's best brand; or, No, I thank you and A parent's mistake. Two romances of the sixties.
Pittsburgh, M.D. Hays. 1908
Wright bibliography number 733; Illustrated by F.R. Murray.
Reel: 78

Wife or maid?.
Wright bibliography number 772; By D. Flattery. 3d ed.
Reel: 79

Flint, Annie Austin.
A girl of ideas.
By Annie Flint. New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1903
Wright bibliography number 773.
Reel: 79

Flower, Elliott.
The best policy.
Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill company. c[1905]
Wright bibliography number 774; Illustrated by George Brehm.
Reel: 79

Flower, Elliott.
Delightful Dodd.
Boston, L.C. Page & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 775; Illustrated by Frank T. Merrill.
Reel: 79

Flower, Elliott.
Policeman Flynn.
New York, The Century co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 776; With illustrations by Frederic Dorr Steele.
Reel: 79

Flower, Elliott.
Slaves of success.
Boston, L.C. Page & Company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 777; Illustrated by Jay Hambidge.
Reel: 79

Flower, Elliott.
The spoilsmen.
Boston, L.C. Page & Company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 778.
Reel: 79

Foote, Mary (Hallock).
The desert and the sown.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 780.
Reel: 79

Foote, Mary (Hallock).
A touch of sun, and other stories.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 781.
Reel: 79

Haywood, John Campbell.
The silver cleek.
New York, M. Kennerley. c1908
Wright bibliography number 734; Illustrations by Gordon Grant.
Reel: 79

Hazzard, John Edward.
The four-flushers.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1908
Wright bibliography number 736.
Reel: 79

Hedges, Florence Edythe Blake.
I am. A novel of psychotherapy.
Boston, Roxburgh Pub. Co. c1910
Wright bibliography number 737.
Reel: 79

Heermann, Edgar Laing.
The Christ child. Three Christmas stories.
Mankoto, Minn., Endeavor Press. 1907
Wright bibliography number 738.
Reel: 79

Henderson, C[harles] Hanford.
The lighted lamp. A novel.
Boston, Houghton Mifflin. 1908
Wright bibliography number 739.
Reel: 79

Henry, Clyde A.
A little black man.
[Farson, Iowa? s.a.]. c1907
Wright bibliography number 740.
Reel: 79
Henry, O.
Cabbages and kings.
New York, McClure. 1908
Wright bibliography number 741.
Reel: 79

Henry, O.
The four million.
New York, McClure, Phillips. 1906
Wright bibliography number 742.
Reel: 79

Henshaw, Nevil Gratiot.
New York, Outing Pub. Co. 1909
Wright bibliography number 743.
Reel: 79

Her brother's letters: wherein Miss Christine Carson, of Cincinnati, is shown how the affairs of girls and women are regarded by men in general and, in particular, by her brother, Lent Carson, lawyer, of New York city.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1906
Wright bibliography number 744; Anonymous; drawings by F. Vaux Wilson and C.M. Relyea.
Reel: 79

Ford, James L[auren].
The brazen calf.
New York, Dodd, Mead and company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 782; With illustrations by W. Glackens.
Reel: 80

Ford, James Tooker.
The dying lamp: the glorious dawn. A tale of the fall of Jerusalem.
Freeport, Ill., Brown & Dollmeyer. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 783.
Reel: 80

Ford, Paul Leicester.
A checked love affair; and "The Cortelyou feud.".
New York, Dodd, Mead & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 784; With photogravures by Harrison Fisher and with cover and decorations by George Wharton Edwards.
Reel: 80

Ford, Paul Leicester.
His version of it.
New York, Dodd, Mead and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 785; With illustrations by Henry Hutt and decorations by Theodore B. Hapgood.
Reel: 80

Ford, Paul Leicester.
Love finds the way.
New York, Dodd, Mead and company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 784; [by] Paul Leicester Ford; with illustrations by Harrison Fisher; decorations by Margaret Armstrong.
Reel: 80

Ford, Paul Leicester.
Wanted--a chaperon.
New York, Dodd, Mead and Company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 787; With illustrations by Howard Chandler Christy; decorations by Margaret Armstrong.
Reel: 80

Forest, Arthur.
The Biddle boys and Mrs. Soffel. The great Pittsburg tragedy and romance. With full description of their lives and crimes.
Baltimore, Md., Phoenix pub. Co. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 793; Arthur Forrest (journalist).
Reel: 80

Forman, Justus Miles.
The garden of lies. A romance.
New York, F.A. Stokes company. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 788; With a frontispiece by William James Hurlbut.
Reel: 80

Forman, Justus Miles.
The island of enchantment.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 789; Illustrated by Howard Pyle.
Reel: 80

Forman, Justus Miles.
Journeys end. A romance of to-day.
New York, Doubleday, Page & company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 790; Illustrated by Karl J. Anderson.
Reel: 80

Forman, Justus Miles.
Monsigny. [a novel].
New York, Doubleday, Page & company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 791; With drawings by Karl Anderson.
Reel: 80

Forman, Justus Miles.
New York, Doubleday, Page & Company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 792; Illustrations in color by H.H. Foley.
Reel: 80

Fosdick, James William.
New York, J.F. Taylor & company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 794.
Reel: 80

Her Highness. An Adirondack romance.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1910
Wright bibliography number 745.
Reel: 80
Hereford, William Richard.
   The demagog.
   New York, H. Holt. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 746.
   Reel: 80

Herman, Paul Howard.
   The bear and the lamb. A tale of ancient barbarity
   practised in modern times.
   New York, Cochrane pub. Co. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 747.
   Reel: 80

Heston, Winifred.
   A bluestocking in India. Her medical wards and
   messages home.
   New York, Fleming H. Revell. c1910
   Wright bibliography number 748.
   Reel: 80

Hewitt, Charles Edward.
   Hazal.
   New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1906
   Wright bibliography number 749.
   Reel: 80

Hewitt, Charles Edward.
   "The spirit of Penn." A tale founded upon the faith
   of the Quakers; told in tow parts.
   New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. c1909
   Wright bibliography number 750.
   Reel: 80

Hicks, John.
   Something about Singlefoot. Chapters in the life
   of an Oshkosh man.
   New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 751.
   Reel: 80

Hiemenz, Clara.
   Cress.
   St. Louis, Nixon-Jones Ptg. Co. c1906
   Wright bibliography number 752; Illustrations by
   H.E. Steinbruegge.
   Reel: 80

Hill, Grace (Livingston).
   Phoebe Deane.
   Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 753; By Grace
   Livingston Hill Lutz; with illustrations by E.L.
   Henry.
   Reel: 80

Hill, Marion.
   The Pettison twins.
   New York, McClure, Phillips. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 755; Illustrated by F.Y.
   Cory.
   Reel: 80

Foster, Frank Keyes.
   The evolution of a trade unionist.
   Boston, Mass., Allied printing trades counsell. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 796.
   Reel: 81

Foster, Mabel G.
   The heart of the doctor. A story of the Italian
   quarter.
   Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company.
   1902
   Wright bibliography number 797.
   Reel: 81

Foster, Mary Louise.
   The story of Sarah.
   New York, Brentano’s. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 799; By M. Louise
   Forsslund [pseud.].
   Reel: 81

Foster, Maxmilian.
   In the forest. Tales of wood-life.
   New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 800.
   Reel: 81

Fowler, Nathaniel C[lark].
   Gumption. The progressions of Newson New.
   Boston, Small, Maynard and company. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 801; By Nathaniel C.
   Fowler, jr.
   Reel: 81

Fox, Henry Clay.
   Uncle Zeek and Aunt Liza. A tale of episodes.
   Boston, Mass., Mayhew Pub. Co. [c1905]
   Wright bibliography number 802; By Hon. Henry C.
   Fox.
   Reel: 81

Fox, John.
   Christmas eve on Lonesome; and other stories.
   New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 803; By John Fox, jr.
   Reel: 81
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Fox, John.
The little shepherd of Kingdom Come.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1903
Wright bibliography number 804; By John Fox, jr.; illustrated by F.C. Yohn.
Reel: 81

Hillier, Amelia Willard.
Ebb and Flo, and other short stories.
Waunakee, Wis., J.M. Williams & son. 1908
Wright bibliography number 756.
Reel: 81

Hillman, Harry W.
Looking forward. The phenomenal progress of electricity in 1912.
Wright bibliography number 757; Illustrated by W.L. Greene.
Reel: 81

Hirsch, Charlotte Teller.
The case.
New York, D. Appleton. 1907
Wright bibliography number 758; By Charlotte Teller.
Reel: 81

[Hobart, George Vere].
Beat it!.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1907
Wright bibliography number 759; By Hugh McHugh (George V. Hobart); ill. by Gordon H. Grant.
Reel: 81

[Hobart, George Vere].
Go to it.
Toronto, Copp, Clark. c1908
Wright bibliography number 761; By Hugh McHugh (George V. Hobart); illustrations by Gordon H. Grant.
Reel: 81

[Hobart, George Vere].
Ikey's letters to his father.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1907
Wright bibliography number 762; By George V. Hobart.
Reel: 81

[Hobart, George Vere].
Skiddoo!.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1906
Wright bibliography number 763; By Hugh McHugh (George V. Hobart); ill. by Gordon H. Grant.
Reel: 81

Hobbs, Roe Raymond.
The court of Pilate. A story of Jerusalem in the days of Christ.
New York, R.F. Fenno. c1906
Wright bibliography number 764; Ill. by S. Di Franco.
Reel: 81

Hobbs, Roe Raymond.
Gates of flame.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 765.
Reel: 81

Hobbs, Roe Raymond.
Zaos (a novel).
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 766.
Reel: 81

Hobson, Richmond Pearson.
In line of duty.
New York, D. Appleton. 1910
Wright bibliography number 767.
Reel: 81

Francis, Mary C[ornelia].
Dalrymple. A romance of the British prison ship, the Jersey.
New York, J. Pott & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 805.
Reel: 82

Francis, Mary C[ornelia].
A son of destiny. The story of Andrew Jackson.
New York, The Federal Book Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 806.
Reel: 82

Frazier, Esther Yates.
Pearl: an ocean waif.
Denver, Col. The Reed publishing company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 807.
Reel: 82

Freeland, Holman.
Trelawny.
New York, E.J. Clode. 1903
Wright bibliography number 808; With illus. By Arthur W. Brown.
Reel: 82

Freeman, Mary Eleanor (Wilkins).
The debtor. A novel.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 809; By Mary E. Wilkins Freeman; illustrations by W.D. Stevens.
Reel: 82

Freeman, Mary Eleanor (Wilkins).
The givers. Short Stories.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1904
Wright bibliography number 810; By Mary E. Wilkins Freeman.
Reel: 82

Freeman, Mary Eleanor (Wilkins).
The portion of labor.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1901
Wright bibliography number 811; By Mary E. Wilkins.
Reel: 82
Freeman, Mary Eleanor (Wilkins).
Six trees. Short stories.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 812; By Mary E. Wilkins.
Reel: 82

Hochwalt, Albert Frederick.
Arrows of ambition. A romance of the thirty years' war.
Boston, Mayhew Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 768.
Reel: 82

Holder, Charles Frederick.
The marooner.
New York, B.W. Dodge. 1908
Wright bibliography number 769.
Reel: 82

Holland, Josephine Park.
Calhoun Strout: psychic.
Rochester, N.Y., Austin Pub. Co. 1909
Wright bibliography number 770.
Reel: 82

Holland, Rupert Sargent.
The count at Harvard: being an account of the adventures of a young gentleman of fashion at Harvard University.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1906
Wright bibliography number 771.
Reel: 82

Holland, Rupert Sargent.
The man in the tower.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1909
Wright bibliography number 772; With ill. by Frank H. Desch.
Reel: 82

Holley, Marietta.
Samantha on children's rights.
New York, G.W. Dillingham company. c1909
Wright bibliography number 773; By Josiah Allen's wife (Marietta Holley); illustrations by Charles Grunwald.
Reel: 82

Holmes, Richard Sill.
The maid of honor.
New York, F.H. Revell. c1907
Wright bibliography number 774; 2d ed.
Reel: 82

Holmes, Richard Sill.
The victor.
New York, F.H. Revell. c1908
Wright bibliography number 775.
Reel: 82

Holt, Henry.
Calmire, man and nature.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1906
Wright bibliography number 776; 6th ed., rev.
Reel: 82

Freeman, Mary Eleanor (Wilkins).
Understudies. Short stories.
New York; London, Harper & Brothers. 1901
Wright bibliography number 813; By Mary E. Wilkins.
Reel: 83

Freeman, Mary Eleanor (Wilkins).
The wind in the rose-bush and other stories of the supernatural.
New York, Doubleday, Page & company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 814; By Mary E. Wilkins; illustrated by Peter Newall.
Reel: 83

French, Allen.
The barrier. A novel.
New York, Doubleday, Page & company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 816.
Reel: 83

French, Allen.
The colonials: being a narrative of events chiefly connected with the siege and evacuation of the town of Boston in New England.
New York, Doubleday, Page and co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 817; Written by Allen French.
Reel: 83

[French, Alley].
The man of the hour.
Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill company. [1905]
Wright bibliography number 815; By Octave Thanet [pseud.]; with illustrations by Lucius Wolcott Hitchcock.
Reel: 83

French, Anna Richmond (Warner).
His story, their letters. A prologue by F.D.B.
Chicago, F.J. Drake & company. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 818.
Reel: 83

French, Anna Richmond (Warner).
The rejuvenation of Aunt Mary.
Boston, Little, Brown and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 819; By Anne Warner.
Reel: 83

French, Anna Richmond (Warner).
Susan Clegg and her friend Mrs. Lathrop.
Boston, Little, Brown & Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 820; By Anne Warner.
Reel: 83
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French, Anna Richmond (Warner).
A woman's will.
Boston, Little, Brown, and company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 821; By Anne Warner; illustrated by J.H. Caliga.
Reel: 83

Honeymoon confidence.
New York City, Hudson Press. c1909
Wright bibliography number 777; By the bride herself.
Reel: 83

[Hoopes, Mary Howard Peterson].
The master-man.
New York, John Lane. 1906
Wright bibliography number 778.
Reel: 83

Hopkins, Herbert Muller.
The mayor of Warwick.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1906
Wright bibliography number 779.
Reel: 83

Hopkins, Herbert Muller.
Priest and pagan.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1908
Wright bibliography number 780.
Reel: 83

Hopkins, Louise Martin.
Signal lights. A story of life on the prairies.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 781.
Reel: 83

Hopkins, William John.
Old harbor.
Boston, Houghton Mifflin. 1909
Wright bibliography number 783.
Reel: 83

[Hopkins], Margaret Sutton (Briscoe).
The image of Eve. A romance with alleviations.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1909
Wright bibliography number 782; By Margaret Sutton Briscoe.
Reel: 83

Hopper, James Marie.
9009.
New York, McClure. 1908
Wright bibliography number 784; By James Hopper and Fred B. Bechdolt.
Reel: 83

Hopper, James Marie.
The trimming of Goosie.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1909
Wright bibliography number 785; By James Hopper.
Reel: 83

French, Lillie Hamilton.
Mrs. Van Twiller's salon.
New York, J. Pott & company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 822; Records by George Leake, expurgations by Lillie Hamilton French.
Reel: 84

French, Lillie Hamilton.
My old maid's corner.
New York, The Century co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 823.
Reel: 84

Friedman, Isaac Kahl.
The autobiography of a beggar, prefaced by some of the humorous adventures & incidents Related in the Beggars' club.
Boston, Small, Maynard & company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 824; With eighteen illustrations by W. Glackens.
Reel: 84

Friedman, Isaac Kahl.
By bread alone. A novel.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 825.
Reel: 84

Frothingham, Eugenia Brooks.
The turn of the road.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 827; [by] Eugenia Brooks Frothingham.
Reel: 84

Fry, Lena Jane.
Other worlds. A story concerning the wealth earned by American citizens and showing how it can be secured to them instead of to the trusts.
Chicago, L.J. Fry. 1905
Wright bibliography number 828.
Reel: 84

Fuller, Anna.
Katherine Day.
New York; London, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 829.
Reel: 84

Fuller, Edward.
Providence, R.I., Snow & Farnham. 1902
Wright bibliography number 830.
Reel: 84

Hornblow, Arthur.
By right of conquest. A novel.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1909
Wright bibliography number 786; Illustrations by Archie Gunn and Charles Grunwald.
Reel: 84
Hornblow, Arthur.
   The end of the game. A novel.
   New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1907
   Wright bibliography number 787; Ill. by A.E. Jameson.
   Reel: 84

Hornblow, Arthur.
   The lion and the mouse. A story of American life novelized from the play by Arthur Hornblow.
   New York, Grosset and Dunlap. c1906
   Wright bibliography number 788; By Charles Klein; illustrated by Stuart Travis.
   Reel: 84

Hoskins, Bertha Ladd.
   The double fortune.
   New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 789.
   Reel: 84

Hotchkiss, Chauncey Crafts.
   A prisoner of the sea.
   [New York], J. McBride. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 790; Illustrated by Bert Knight.
   Reel: 84

Hough, Emerson.
   The way of a man.
   New York, Outing Pub. Co. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 791; With ill. by George Wright.
   Reel: 84

Houk, L.C. Violett.
   The girl in question. A story of not so long ago.
   New York, J. Lane. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 792.
   Reel: 84

Houston, Edwin James.
   At school in the cannibal islands.
   Philadelphia, Griffith and Rowland Press. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 793.
   Reel: 84

Fuller, Henry B[lake].
   Under the skylights.
   New York, D. Appleton and co. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 831.
   Reel: 85

Fuller, Phoebe W.
   Shadows cast before. [a novel].
   Wright bibliography number 832.
   Reel: 85

Fuller, Robert Higgison.
   The golden hope. A story of the time of King Alexander the Great.
   New York, The Macmillan company. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 833.
   Reel: 85

Fuller, W[jilliam] O[liver].
   What happened to Wigglesworth.
   Boston, H.A. Dickerman & son. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 834; Illustrated by E.D. Allen.
   Reel: 85

Fulton, Samuel.
   The Stoner family. [a novel].
   Wright bibliography number 836.
   Reel: 85

Gaines, Charles Kelsey.
   Gorgo. A romance of old Athens.
   Boston, Lothrop publishing company. [1903]
   Wright bibliography number 837.
   Reel: 85

Gallizier, Nathan.
   Castel del Monte. A romance of the fall of the Hohenstaufen dynasty in Italy.
   Boston, L.C. Page & company. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 838; Illustrated by H.C. Edwards.
   Reel: 85

Hewes, Charles Edwin.
   The theatre terrible. A creation presenting various aspects of the greater drama.
   Chicago, Egerton-Palmer Press. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 798.
   Reel: 85

Howard, Bronson Crocker.
   Kate. A comedy in four acts.
   New York, Harper & Brothers. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 795; By Bronson Howard.
   Reel: 85

Howard, John Hamilton.
   In the shadow of the pines. A tale of tidewater Virginia.
   New York, Eaton and Mains. c1906
   Wright bibliography number 796.
   Reel: 85

Howard, William Lee.
   Lila Sari.
   Boston, R.G. Badger. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 797.
   Reel: 85
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Hubbard, Lindley Murray.
An express of '76. A chronicle of the town of York in the war for independence.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1906
Wright bibliography number 799; Ill. by I.B. Beales.
Reel: 85

Hudson, Charles Bradford.
The crimson conquest. A romance of Pizarro and Peru.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1907
Wright bibliography number 800; With frontispiece in full color by J.C. Leyendicker.
Reel: 85

Gardenshire, Samuel Major.
Lux crucis. A tale of the great apostle.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1904
Wright bibliography number 839.
Reel: 86

Gardenshire, Samuel Major.
The silence of Mrs. Harrold.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 840.
Reel: 86

Garla, Howard R.
With force and arms. A tale of love and Salem witchcraft.
Wright bibliography number 841.
Reel: 86

Garis, Howard Roger.
The king of Unadilla. Stories of court secrets concerning His majesty.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie pub. Co. c1903
Wright bibliography number 842.
Reel: 86

Garland, Hamlin.
New York, Harper & bros. 1902
Wright bibliography number 843.
Reel: 86

Garland, Hamlin.
Her mountain lover.
New York, The Century co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 844.
Reel: 86

Garland, Hamlin.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 845.
Reel: 86

Garland, Hamlin.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1904
Wright bibliography number 846.
Reel: 86

Hudson, William Cadwalader.
New York, B.W. Dodge. 1906
Wright bibliography number 801.
Reel: 86

Hughes, Bruce.
"The coveted inheritance.”.
Harrisburg, Pa., Central Printing & Pub. House. 1907
Wright bibliography number 802.
Reel: 86

Hughes, Rupert.
Colonel Crockett's co-operative Christmas.
Philadelphia, G.W. Jacobs. c1906
Wright bibliography number 803.
Reel: 86

Humphrey, Zephine.
Over against Green Peak.
New York, H. Holt. 1908
Wright bibliography number 804.
Reel: 86

Hunting, Henry Gardner.
Witter Whitehead's own story about a lucky splash of whitewash, some stolen silver, and a house that wasn't vacant.
New York, H. Holt. 1909
Wright bibliography number 805; With illustrations by H.S. DeLay.
Reel: 86

Huntley, Florence (Chance).
The gay gnani of Gingalee; or, Discords of devolution. A tragical entanglement of modern mysticism and modern science.
Chicago, Indo-American Book Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 806; By Florence Hungley.
Reel: 86

Hurst, Edward Harry.
Mystery Island.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1907
Wright bibliography number 807; With a frontispiece in colour by Griswold Tyng.
Reel: 86

Hurt, Walter.
The scarlet shadow. A story of the great Colorado conspiracy.
Girard, Kan. The appeal to reason. 1907
Wright bibliography number 808.
Reel: 86

Hutton zum Stoilsenberg, Betsey (Riddle), freifrau von.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1909
Wright bibliography number 809; By Bettina von Hutten; with frontispiece by Will Foster.
Reel: 86
Hutton zum Stoilsenberg, Betsey (Riddle), freifrau von.
   Pam decides. A sequel to "Pam.".
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1906
Wright bibliography number 810; By Bettina von Hutten; with ill. by B. Martin Justice.
   Reel: 86

Garland, Hamlin.
   The tyranny of the dark.
Wright bibliography number 847.
   Reel: 87

Garrett, Luda Bell.
St. Louis, Mo., Becktold Printing and Book Mfg. Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 848.
   Reel: 87

Gause, Henry Colford.
   Floyd Ireson.
Salem, Mass., Newcomb & Causs. 1901
Wright bibliography number 849.
   Reel: 87

Gay, Maude (Clark).
   The knitting of the souls. A tale of 17th century Boston.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1904
Wright bibliography number 850; Illustrated by Frank T. Merrill.
   Reel: 87

Gaylor, Katherine.
   Tithes of talent. The story of a noble love.
New York, Broadway Publishing Company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 851.
   Reel: 87

Ghosh, Sarath Kumar.
   The verdict of the gods.
New York, Dodd, Mead & company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 852; By Sarath Kumar Ghosh.
   Reel: 87

Gibbons, William Futhey.
New York; Chicago, F.H. Revell company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 853.
   Reel: 87

Gibbs, George Fort.
   In search of Mademoiselle.
Philadelphia, H.T. Coates & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 854; George Gibbs.
   Reel: 87

Gibbs, George Fort.
   The love of Monsieur. A Novel.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 855; By George Gibbs.
   Reel: 87

Hyde, Cornelius Willet Gillam.
   The green valley school. A pedagogical story.
Minneapolis, North-western School Supply Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 811; B. C.W.G. Hyde.
   Reel: 87

Hyde, Jack.
   The dreamer: the man, the devil and the girl.
Boston, Roxburgh Pub. Co. [191?] Wright bibliography number 813.
   Reel: 87

Hyde, Jack.
   The upstart.
New York, Century. 1906
Wright bibliography number 812.
   Reel: 87

Iglehart, Fanny Chambers Gooch.
   The boy captive of the Texas Mier expedition.
[San Antonio, Tex.], Press of J.R. Wood. c1909
Wright bibliography number 814; Rev., reprinted and republished by the author; illustrations by Bock.
   Reel: 87

Inman, Herbert Escott.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1908
Wright bibliography number 818; With decorations and frontispiece by Troy & Margaret West Kinney.
   Reel: 87

Innes, Norman.
   The lonely guard.
Philadelphia, G.W. Jacobs. [19-?] Wright bibliography number 819; Frontispiece by J.C. Leyendecker.
   Reel: 87

Innes, Norman.
   My lady's kiss. A romance.
Chicago, Rand, McNally. c1908 Wright bibliography number 820.
   Reel: 87

Ireland, Mary Eliza (Haines).
   Hilda's mascot. A tale of "Maryland, my Maryland."
Akron, O., Saalfield Pub. Co. c1910 Wright bibliography number 821; By Mary E. Ireland; halftones by Donald Gardner.
   Reel: 87
Ireland, Mary Eliza (Haines).
Otterbrook people.
Dayton, Ohio, Press of United Brethren Pub. House. 1907
Wright bibliography number 822; By Mary E. Ireland.
Reel: 87

Irwin, Grace Luce.
The diary of a show-girl.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1909
Wright bibliography number 825; Illustrated by Wallace Morgan.
Reel: 87

Gidley, William S[elden].
A dicker in souls, and other stories.
New York, The M.W. Hazen company. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 856; By Will S. Gidley; illustrated by C.L. Wrenn and Paul G. Rogers.
Reel: 88

Gielow, Martha (Sawyer).
Old plantation days.
New York, R.H. Russell. 1902
Wright bibliography number 857.
Reel: 88

Giffen, Lilian.
The ghost of the Belle-Alliance plantation and other stories.
[Baltimore, Friedenwald co.?]. 1901
Wright bibliography number 858.
Reel: 88

Gifford, Alice Sherman.
A romance of Hellerism.
New York; London, F.T. Neely co. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 859.
Reel: 88

Gifford, Franklin Kent.
Aphrodite. The romance of a sculptor's masterpiece.
Boston, Small, Maynard & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 860; With frontispiece drawn by E.K. Blashfield.
Reel: 88

Gilbert, Caroline Mortimer.
A dictionary gentleman and his family.
New York, Broadway publishing company. [1905]
Wright bibliography number 861.
Reel: 88

Gilchrist, Rosetta Luce.
Tibby. A novel dealing with psychic forces and telepathy.
Wright bibliography number 862.
Reel: 88

Gilder, Jeannette Leonard.
The Tomboy at work.
New York, Doubleday, Page & Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 863; Illustrated by Florence Scovel Shinn.
Reel: 88

Gilfillan, Joseph A[lxander].
The Ojibway. A novel of Indian life of the period of the early advance of civilization in the great Northwest.
New York; Washington, The Neale publishing company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 864.
Reel: 88

Gilman, Bradley.
Back to the soil; or, From tenement house to farm colony. A circular solution of an angular problem.
Boston, L.C. Page & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 866; With an introduction by Edward Everett Hale.
Reel: 88

Gilman, Bradley.
Ronald Carnaquay. A commercial clergyman.
New York; London, The Macmillan company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 867.
Reel: 88

Irwin, Inez Haynes.
June jeopardy.
New York, B.W. Huebsch. 1908
Wright bibliography number 826; By Inez Haynes Gillmore.
Reel: 88

Ives, Percy.
The seamy side. A story of the true condition of things theatrical. By one who has spent twenty years among them.
Boston, Percy Ives Pub. Co. c1906
Wright bibliography number 827.
Reel: 88

Ivey, Thomas Neal.
Raleigh, N.C., Mutual Pub. Co. c1909
Wright bibliography number 828; Ed. by Thomas N. Ivey.
Reel: 88

Jack, Ellen E.
The fate of a fairy.
Chicago, W.B. Cokey. c1910
Wright bibliography number 829.
Reel: 88
Jackson, Charles Ross.
The sheriff of Wasco.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1907
Wright bibliography number 830; Ill. by Louis F. Grant.
Reel: 88

Jackson, Charles Tenney.
The day of souls. A novel.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill. c1910
Wright bibliography number 831; With ill. by Paul J. Meylan.
Reel: 88

Jackson, Helen Maria (Fiske) Hunt.
Saxe Holm's stories.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1906-08
Wright bibliography number 833.
Reel: 88

Gilman, Stella Lucile.
A gumbo lily, and other tales.
New York; London, The Abbey press. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 868; By Stella Gilman.
Reel: 89

Gilman, Stella Lucile.
Fables of the elite.
New York, R.F. Fenno & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 869; Dorothy Dix [pseud.]; illustrated by James A. Swinnerton.
Reel: 89

Glasgow, Ellen Anderson Gholson.
The deliverance. A romance of the Virginia tobacco fields.
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 875; By Ellen Glasgow;
with illustrations by Frank E. Schoonover.
Reel: 89

Glentworth, Marguerite Linton.
The tenth commandment. A romance.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1902
Wright bibliography number 876.
Reel: 89

Gogin, Oliver Woodruff.
The country jake; or, Recollections of a city boy who "lived, moved and had his being" with the Suckers in the backwoods of Illinois in the '40's.
New York; London, Broadway Publishing company. [c1903]
Wright bibliography number 878.
Reel: 89

Jackson, Loulia.
The nameless woman. A story of my life.
Kansas City, Mo., Press of Burd & Fletcher. c1910
Wright bibliography number 879.
Reel: 89

Jacobi, Mary (Putnam).
Stories and sketches.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1907
Wright bibliography number 880.
Reel: 89

Glasgow, Ellen Anderson Gholson.
The battle-ground.
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 874; By Ellen Glasgow;
illustrated by W.F. Baer and W. Granville Smith.
Reel: 89

Jacobs, Thornwell.
The law of the white circle.
Nashville, Taylor-Trotwood Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 881; With illustrations by Gilbert Gaul.
Reel: 89

Jacobs, Thornwell.
Sinful Sadday, son of a cotton mill. A story of a little orphan boy who lived to triumph.
Nashville, Smith & Lamar. 1907
Wright bibliography number 882.
Reel: 89

James, Howard.
The wraith of Knopf, and other stories.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 883.
Reel: 89
Jamieson, Guy Arthur.
   In the shadow of God.
New York, R.F. Fenno. c1910
Wright bibliography number 840.
Reel: 89

Jenkins, Stephen.
   A princess and another.
New York, B.W. Huebsch. 1907
Wright bibliography number 841.
Reel: 89

Golden, Richard.
   Old Jed Prouty. A narrative of the Penobsbot.
New York, G.W. Dillingham co. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 879; By R. Golden and Mary C. Francis.
Reel: 90

Goldsmith, Milton.
Philadelphia, H.T. Coates & company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 880.
Reel: 90

   At the foot of the Rockies.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1905
Wright bibliography number 881; By Carter Goodloe.
Reel: 90

   Calvert of Strathore.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1903
Wright bibliography number 882; By Carter Goodloe; frontispiece from a drawing by Howard Chandler Christy.
Reel: 90

Goodwin, Maud (Wilder).
   Claims and counterclaims.
New York, Doubleday, Page & company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 883.
Reel: 90

Goodwin, Maud (Wilder).
   Four roads to paradise.
New York, The Century co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 884; With illustrations by Arthur L. Keller.
Reel: 90

Goodwin, Maud (Wilder).
   Sir Christopher. A romance of a Maryland manor in 1644.
Boston, Little, Brown, and company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 885; Illustrated by Howard Pyle, and other artists.
Reel: 90

The Goose creek church. A morbid tale.
New York, Printed at the Sign of the eagle. 1901
Wright bibliography number 886.
Reel: 90

Gordon, Armistead Churchill.
   The gift of the morning star. A story of Sherande.
New York; London, Funk & Wagnalls co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 887; Frontispiece by George Sensenay.
Reel: 90

Jenks, George Charles.
   The climax.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. c1909
Wright bibliography number 842; From the celebrated play of the same name by Edward Locke; ill. by W.W. Fawcett.
Reel: 90

Jett, Ann Searey.
   A Kentucky girl; or, A question unanswered.
Berea, Ky., Printing Dept., Berea college. 1909
Wright bibliography number 843; By Ann Se Arcy.
Reel: 90

[Johnson, Anna].
   Father John; or, Ruth Webster's question.
New York, American Tract Society. c1907
Wright bibliography number 844; By Hope Daring.
Reel: 90

[Johnson, Anna].
   A Virginian holiday.
New York, American Tract Society. c1909
Wright bibliography number 845; By Hope Daring.
Reel: 90

Johnston, Annie (Fellows).
   The jester's sword. How Aldebaran, the king's son, wore the sheathed sword of conquest.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1909
Wright bibliography number 847.
Reel: 90

Johnston, James Perry.
   Told in the smoker.
Chicago, Thompson & Thomas. c1908
Wright bibliography number 848; Drawings by Howard Heath.
Reel: 90

Johnston, William Andrew.
   The innocent murderers.
New York, Duffiend. 1910
Wright bibliography number 849; By William Johnston and Paul West.
Reel: 90

Jones, Caleb.
Chicago, W.B. Conkey. c1909
Wright bibliography number 850; By C. and J.A. Jones.
Reel: 90
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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**Jones, Erasmus W.**
A story of Judah and Babylon.
Elgin, Ill., D.C. Cook Pub. Co. c1907
Wright bibliography number 851.
Reel: 90

**Jones, Morgan D.**
A nest of vipers.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1910
Wright bibliography number 852.
Reel: 90

**Jones, Paul, novelist.**
A lady of the lotos.
Cincinnati, Press of Runyan & Harris. c1907
Wright bibliography number 853; Written by Paul Jones.
Reel: 90

**Gordon, George.**
Twenty minute tales. A few short stories.
New York, Welton press. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 888.
Reel: 91

**Gordon, Helen (Van Metre) Van-Anderson.**
Carrol's conversation. A story of life.
New York city, The New York magazine of mysteries. [c1904]
Wright bibliography number 889; By Helen Van-Anderson.
Reel: 91

**Gordon, Nathaniel.**
Stella. A sketch.
[NY]. c1905
Wright bibliography number 890.
Reel: 91

**Gordon, Terry Bockover.**
Oakford. The story of a Virginia plantation.
Oakford, The story of a Virginia plantation.
New York; London, F.T. Neely co. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 891; With an introduction by Joseph Tyler Butts.
Reel: 91

**Gordon, William St. Clair.**
Recollections of the old quarter.
Lynchburg, Va., Moose bros. Company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 892; By Wm. S. Gordon, M.D.
Reel: 91

**Goss, Charles Frederic.**
The loom of life.
Indianapolis, The Bowen-Merrill company. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 894.
Reel: 91

**Gould, Elizabeth Porter.**
A pioneer doctor. A story of the seventies.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1904
Wright bibliography number 895.
Reel: 91

**Graham, [Sarah Melissa Cary Downing] "Mrs. J.E. Graham.".**
The Toltec savior. A historical romance of ancient Mexico.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 897; By Mrs. John Ellsworth Graham.
Reel: 91

**Graham, Margaret (Collier).**
The wizard's daughter, and other stories.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 896.
Reel: 91

**Grant, Ethel (Watts) Mumford.**
Dupes.
New York; London, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 898; By Ethel Watts Mumford.
Reel: 91

**Grant, Ethel (Watts) Mumford.**
Whitewash.
Boston, D. Estes & company. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 899; By Ethel Watts Mumford; illustrated by A.G. Learned.
Reel: 91

**[Jones, Susan] Carleton.**
Out of Drowning Valley.
New York, H. Holt. 1910
Wright bibliography number 854; By S. Carleton Jones.
Reel: 91

**Jordan, David Starr.**
The story of Matka. A tale of the Mist Islands.
San Francisco, Whitaker & Ray-Wiggin. 1910
Wright bibliography number 856; By David Starr Jordan.
Reel: 91

**Kauffman, Reginald Wright.**
Miss Frances Baird, detective. A passage from her memoirs. As narrated to and now set down by Reginald Wright Kauffman.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1906
Wright bibliography number 858; With a frontispiece in colour by William Kirkpatrick.
Reel: 91

**Kauffman, Reginald Wright.**
My heart and Stephanie. A novel.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1910
Wright bibliography number 859; With two portraits in colour from paintings by A.G. Learned.
Reel: 91
Kaufman, Herbert.
The stolen throne.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1907
Wright bibliography number 860; By Herbert Kaufman & May Isabel Fisk; illustrated by Howard Chandler Christy & Herman Rountree.
Reel: 91

Kaup, Elizabeth Bartol Dewing.
Other people's houses.
New York, Macmillan. 1909
Wright bibliography number 861; By E.B. Dewing.
Reel: 91

Kealing, Ethel Black.
Desra of the Egyptians. A romance of the earlier centuries.
Indianapolis, Printed by Wheeler & Kalb. c1910
Wright bibliography number 862.
Reel: 91

Keays, Hersilia A. Mitchell (Copp).
I and my true love.
Boston, Small, Maynard. 1908
Wright bibliography number 863; Illustrated by Lester Ralph.
Reel: 91

Keays, Hersilia A. Mitchell (Copp).
The road to Damascus. A novel.
Boston, Small, Maynard. 1907
Wright bibliography number 864.
Reel: 91

Grant, Robert.
The orchid. [a novel].
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1905
Wright bibliography number 900; Illustrated by Alonzo Kimball.
Reel: 92

Grant, Robert.
The undercurrent.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1904
Wright bibliography number 901; With illustrations by F.C. Yohn.
Reel: 92

Gratacap, Louis Pope.
The certainty of a future life in Mars: being the posthumous papers in Bradford Torrey Dodd.
[New York], Irving press. 1903
Wright bibliography number 902; Edited by L.P. Gratacap.
Reel: 92

Gray, David.
Gallops 2.
New York, The Century co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 903.
Reel: 92

Graydon, William Murray.
The princess of the purple palace.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 906.
Reel: 92

Greene, Frances Nimmo.
Legends of King Arthur and his court.
Boston; London, Ginon & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 907.
Reel: 92

Greene, Frances Nimmo.
With spurs of gold. Heroes of chivalry and their deeds.
Boston, Little, Brown, and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 908; By Francis Nimmo Greene and Dolly Williams Kirk.
Reel: 92

Greene, Sarah Pratt (McLean).
Deacon Lysander.
New York, The Baker & Taylor co. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 909.
Reel: 92

Greene, Sarah Pratt (McLean).
Flood tide.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1901
Wright bibliography number 910.
Reel: 92

Greene, Sarah Pratt (McLean).
Winslow Plain.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1902
Wright bibliography number 911.
Reel: 92

Kelly, Florence (Finch).
The Delafield affair.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1909
Wright bibliography number 865; With four ill. in color by Maynard Dixon.
Reel: 92

Kelly, Florence (Finch).
Rhoda of the underground.
New York, Sturgis & Walton. 1909
Wright bibliography number 866; With ill. by the Kinneys.
Reel: 92

Kelly, Myra.
The golden season.
New York, Doubleday, Page. 1909
Wright bibliography number 867; Illustrated by R.M. Crosby, H. Heyer and W. Morgan.
Reel: 92

Kelly, Myra.
The isle of dreams.
New York, D. Appleton. 1907
Wright bibliography number 868.
Reel: 92
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher/Details</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kelly, Myra</td>
<td>New faces</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1910</td>
<td>Ill. by Charles F. Neagle.</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 869; Ill. by Charles F. Neagle.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly, Myra</td>
<td>Rosnah</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton. 1909</td>
<td>Ill. by Wallace Morgan.</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 870; Illustrated by Wallace Morgan.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly, Myra</td>
<td>Wards of liberty</td>
<td>New York; McClure. 1907</td>
<td>Ill. by Frederic Dorr Steele.</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelty, Richard Albert</td>
<td>Quaker Jim</td>
<td>New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1909</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 872.</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gresham, Fanny Williams</td>
<td>The cowboy's courtships; and other courtships.</td>
<td>New York; Washington, The Neale pub. Co. 1904</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 914.</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffis, William Elliott</td>
<td>In the Mikado's service. A story of two battle summers in China</td>
<td>Boston; Chicago, W.A. Wilde company. [c1901]</td>
<td>Ill. by William F. Stecher.</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 916; Illustrated by William F. Stecher.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffith, Frank Carlos</td>
<td>A man from Maine. A humorous episode in the life of Asa King</td>
<td>Boston, Mass., C.M. Clark publishing co., inc. 1905</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 917; Pictures by A.B. Shute.</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffith, Susan M.</td>
<td>Hazel Gray; or, One little lamp.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, American Baptist publication society.  [1902]</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 918; By Susan M. Griffith.</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griggs, Sutton Elbert</td>
<td>... The hindered hand; or, The reign of the repressionist.</td>
<td>Nashville, Tenn. The Orion Publishing Company. 1905</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 920.</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimes, Edward Breene</td>
<td>A kettle of coin.</td>
<td>Dayton, O., United brethren publishing house. 1901</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 921.</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kemp, Randall Harold</td>
<td>A half-breed dance, and other far western stories: mining camp,</td>
<td>Spokane, Wash., Inland Printing Co. c1909</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 873.</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Indian and Hudson's Bay tales based on the experiences of the author.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kempster, Aquila.</td>
<td>Salvage</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton. 1906</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 874.</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendall, Ezra Fremont</td>
<td>Top soil, rich in wit and humor. Reelating the happenings to one</td>
<td>Cleveland, J.B. Savage. 1909</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 875; By Ezra Kendall.</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;Sandy Loam&quot; a Simon pure Hoosire character.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendall, Ezra Fremont</td>
<td>The vinegar buyer. Sharp sayings of sharp people.</td>
<td>Cleveland, J.B. Savage. 1909</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 876; By Ezra Kendall; founded on James Whitcomb Riley's poem &quot;Jap Miller.&quot;</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Wright Bibliography Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy, Henry Clinton.</td>
<td>A damphool in the Kentuck legislature.</td>
<td>Chicago, W.B. Conkey.</td>
<td>c1909</td>
<td>877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerr, Alvah Milton.</td>
<td>The diamond key and how the railway heroes won it.</td>
<td>Boston, Lothrop, Lee &amp; Shepard.</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>879; Illustrated by F.B. Masters [et al.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kester, Vaughan.</td>
<td>John O'Jamestown.</td>
<td>New York, McClure.</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grimm, George.</td>
<td>Pluck: being a faithful narrative of the fortunes of a little &quot;greenhorn&quot; in America.</td>
<td>Milwaukee, Wis., Germania publishing co.</td>
<td>[1904]</td>
<td>922; Illustrated by Mark Forrest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guernsey, Alice M[argarata].</td>
<td>Home mission readings, for use in missionary meetings.</td>
<td>New York; Chicago, F.H. Revell company.</td>
<td>[c1905]</td>
<td>925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guenter, Archibald Clavering.</td>
<td>The city of mystery (taken from the archives of ancient Paris, as found in the secret prison of the exempt, Pomereu in the Rue de la Tixeranderie when the buildings were torn down in 1851).</td>
<td>New York, The Home publishing company.</td>
<td>[1902]</td>
<td>929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King, Basil.</td>
<td>The giant's strength.</td>
<td>New York, Harper and Brothers.</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King, Charles.</td>
<td>Lanier of the cavalry; or, A week's arrest.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott.</td>
<td>1909</td>
<td>885; With ill. by Frank McKernan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King, Charles.</td>
<td>Lost in the Mammoth cave.</td>
<td>New York, Broadway publishing company.</td>
<td>[c1905]</td>
<td>926</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King, Charles.</td>
<td>Lost in the Mammoth cave.</td>
<td>New York, Broadway publishing company.</td>
<td>[c1905]</td>
<td>926</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
King, Charles.
The rock of Chickamauga.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1907
Wright bibliography number 887; Ill. by Gilbert Gaul and Chas J. Post.
Reel: 94

King, Charles.
Tonio, son of the Sierras. A story of the Apache war.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1906
Wright bibliography number 888; By General Charles King; with illustrations by Charles J. Post.
Reel: 94

Kingsbury, Carl Louis.
The mystery of the Carrol ranch. A story of the Southwest.
Elgin, Ill., David C. Cook Pub. Co. c1910
Wright bibliography number 889.
Reel: 94

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
My Japanese prince: being some startling excerpts from the diary of Hilda Patience Armstrong of Meriden, Connecticut, at present of travelling in the Far East.
New York, The Home publishing company. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 933.
Reel: 95

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
New York, The Home publishing company. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 934.
Reel: 95

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
New York, The Home publishing company. [1905]
Wright bibliography number 935.
Reel: 95

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
The spy company. A story of the Mexican war.
New York, The Home Publishing Company. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 936.
Reel: 95

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
The surprises of an empty hotel. A novel.
Wright bibliography number 937.
Reel: 95

Haas, Charles Edmund.
A maid of Sonora.
New York, Broadway publishing company. [1905]
Wright bibliography number 938.
Reel: 95

Habberton, John.
Caleb Wright. A story of the West.
Boston, Lathrop publishing company. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 939.
Reel: 95

Hains, Thornton Jenkins.
The black barque. A tale of the pirate slave-ship Gentle Hand on her last African cruise.
Boston, L.C. Page & company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 940; Illustrated by W. Herbert Dunton.
Reel: 95

Hains, Thornton Jenkins.
The cruise of the PetReel. A story of 1812.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 941.
Reel: 95

Hains, Thornton Jenkins.
The strife of the sea.
New York, The Baker & Taylor Co. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 942; [By] T. Jenkins Hains.
Reel: 95

Kingsley, Florence (Morse).
The intellectual Miss Lamb.
New York, Century. 1906
Wright bibliography number 890.
Reel: 95

Kingsley, Florence (Morse).
The princess and the ploughman.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1907
Wright bibliography number 891.
Reel: 95

Kingsley, Florence (Morse).
The star of love.
New York, D. Appleton. 1909
Wright bibliography number 892; With eight ill. in color by Arthur E. Becher.
Reel: 95

Kingsley, Florence (Morse).
Truthful Jane.
New York, D. Appleton. 1907
Wright bibliography number 893.
Reel: 95

Kinkaid, Mary Holland McNeish.
The man of yesterday. A romance of a vanishing race.
New York, F.A. Stokes. c1908
Wright bibliography number 894; By Mary Holland Kinkaid; with ill. in color by Volney A. Richardson.
Reel: 95

Kipling, Arthur Wellesley.
The new dominion. A tale of tomorrow's wars.
London, F. Griffiths. 1908
Wright bibliography number 895.
Reel: 95
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kirkland, Winifred</td>
<td>The home-comers</td>
<td>Boston, Houghton Mifflin. 1910</td>
<td></td>
<td>896</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkland, Winifred</td>
<td>Polly Pat's parish</td>
<td>New York, F.H. Revell. c1907</td>
<td></td>
<td>897</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkman, Marshall</td>
<td>The romance of Alexander the king: being one of</td>
<td>Chicago, Copley Phillips. c1909</td>
<td></td>
<td>898</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall, Asa Zadel</td>
<td>Stanton White. A romance of the new South.</td>
<td>Cleveland, The Burrows Brothers Company. 1905</td>
<td></td>
<td>945</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall, Howard</td>
<td>A soldier of the Empire. A romance of the</td>
<td>New York; Washington, The Neale publishing company. 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>947</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall, Ruth</td>
<td>A downreenter's son</td>
<td>Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>949</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall, Ruth</td>
<td>The golden arrow. A story of Roger William's</td>
<td>Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>950</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kittrell, Norman</td>
<td>Ned, nigger an' gent'man. A story of war and reconstruction days.</td>
<td>New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1907</td>
<td></td>
<td>954</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Klarmann, Andrew</td>
<td>Nizra, the flower of the Parsa. The visit of the Wisemen.</td>
<td>St. Louis, B. Herder. 1908</td>
<td></td>
<td>955</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Klein, Charles.
The third degree.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. c1909
Wright bibliography number 904; By Charles Klein
and Arthur Hornblow; illustrations by Clarence
Rowe.
Reel: 96

Knapp, Adeline.
The well in the desert.
New York, Century. 1908
Wright bibliography number 906.
Reel: 96

Knapp, George Leonard.
The scales of justice.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1910
Wright bibliography number 907; With ill. in color
by the Kenneys.
Reel: 96

Knapp, Harriet Loretta.
Miriam's tower.
Wichita, Kan., Wichita Pub. Co. 1909
Wright bibliography number 908; 2d ed.
Reel: 96

Hamblen, Herbert Elliott.
The red-shirts. A romance of the old volunteer fire
department.
New York; London, Street & Smith. [c1902]
Wright bibliography number 954.
Reel: 97

Hamilton, Sylla W[ithers (Thomas)].
Forsaking all others. A story of Sherman's march
through Georgia.
New York; Washington, The Neale publishing
company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 955; By Sylla W.
Hamilton.
Reel: 97

Hammond, Lily Hardy.
The master-word. A story of the South to-day.
New York; London, The Macmillan company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 956.
Reel: 97

Hammond, Thomas West.
On board a whaler. An adventurous cruise through
southern seas.
New York; London, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 957; Illustrated by
Harry George Burgess.
Reel: 97

Hancock, Albert Elmer.
Henry Bourland. The passing of the cavalier.
New York, The Macmillan company; London,
Macmillan & co., ltd. 1901
Wright bibliography number 958.
Reel: 97

Hannibal, Peter M.
Protect our schools. A story with a ring to it.
Dannebrog, Neb., P.M. Hannibal. 1901
Wright bibliography number 961.
Reel: 97

Hannibal, Peter M.
Thrice a pioneer. A story of forests, plains, and
mountains.
[1901]
Wright bibliography number 962.
Reel: 97

Harben, William N[athaniel].
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1902
Wright bibliography number 964; By Will. N.
Harben.
Reel: 97

Harben, William N[athaniel].
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1904
Wright bibliography number 965; By Will. N.
Harben.
Reel: 97

Knapp, Margaret Lizzie.
But still a man.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1909
Wright bibliography number 909.
Reel: 97

Knight, Adele Ferguson.
Mademoiselle Celeste. A romance of the French
Revolution.
Philadelphia, G.W. Jacobs. 1910
Wright bibliography number 910; Frontispiece by
Clarence F. Underwood.
Reel: 97

Knight, William Allen.
No room in the inn.
Boston, Pilgrim Press. c1910
Wright bibliography number 911.
Reel: 97

Knight, William Allen.
The shepherd of Jebel Nur.
Boston, Pilgrim Press. 1909
Wright bibliography number 912.
Reel: 97

Knight, William Allen.
The signs in the Christmas fire.
Boston, Pilgrim Press. 1908
Wright bibliography number 913.
Reel: 97
Kohr, Herbert Ornanco.
The escort of an emperor. A story of China during the great Boxer movement.
[Akron? O.: s.n.]. [1910]
Wright bibliography number 914.
Reel: 97

Kramer, Harold Morton.
The castle of dawn.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard. c1908
Wright bibliography number 915; Illustrated by H.C. Edwards.
Reel: 97

Kramer, Harold Morton.
The chrysalis.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard. 1909
Wright bibliography number 916; Illustrated by H.C. Edwards.
Reel: 97

Kramer, Harold Morton.
Gayle Langford: being the romance of a Tory belle and a patriot captain.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard. 1907
Wright bibliography number 917; Illustrated by H.C. Edwards.
Reel: 97

Kramer, Harold Morton.
Hearts and the cross.
Boston, Grosset & Dunlap. 1906
Wright bibliography number 918; Illustrated by Harold Matthews Brett.
Reel: 97

Harben, William N[athaniel].
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 966; By Will N. Harben.
Reel: 98

Harben, William N[athaniel].
The substitute. By Will N. Harben.
New York; London, Harper & Brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 967.
Reel: 98

Harben, William N[athaniel].
New York; London, Harper & Brothers. 1901
Wright bibliography number 968; By Will N. Harben.
Reel: 98

Harboe, Paul.
The son of Magnus.
New York, J.F. Taylor & Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 970.
Reel: 98

Hardy, Arthur Sherburne.
His daughter first.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 971.
Reel: 98

Hargreaves, William.
The lost and found; or, Who is the heir.
New York, National temperance society and publication house; Philadelphia, The author. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 973.
Reel: 98

Harkins, Edward F[rancis].
The schemers. A tale of modern life.
Boston, L.C. Page & company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 974; With a frontispiece by Ernest Fosbery.
Reel: 98

Harland, Henry.
The lady paramount.
London; New York, John Lane. 1902
Wright bibliography number 975.
Reel: 98

Harland, Henry.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 976; Frontispiece by Louis Loeb.
Reel: 98

Kunst, Earle.
The mystery of Evangeline Fairfax.
New York, Metropolitan Press. 1910
Wright bibliography number 919; Drawings by H. Richard Boehm.
Reel: 98

Kussy, Nathan.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1907
Wright bibliography number 920; Ill. by Wm. L. Hudson.
Reel: 98

Kyle, George Alexander.
The morning glory club.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1907
Wright bibliography number 921; With a frontispiece in colours by Arthur O. Scott.
Reel: 98

Landis, David Rogers.
The pastorate of Martin Wentz. A segment of a consistent life.
Greenwood, Ind., Greenwood Printing Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 929.
Reel: 98
Harrigan, Edward.  
The Mulligans.  
New York, G.W. Dillingham company. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 977; Illustrations by L.F.A. Lorenz.  
Reel: 99

Harriman, Karl Edwin.  
Ann Arbor tales.  
Philadelphia, G.W. Jacobs and company. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 978.  
Reel: 99

Harriman, Karl Edwin.  
The girl and the deal.  
Philadelphia, C.W. Jacobs & co. [c1905]  
Wright bibliography number 979; With illustrations by W.H.D. Koerner.  
Reel: 99

Harriman, Karl Edwin.  
The homebuilders.  
Philadelphia, J.W. Jacobs and company. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 980.  
Reel: 99

Harriman, Karl Edwin.  
The house between the trees. A novel.  
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 981.  
Reel: 99

Harris, Brady.  
The spirit of the West. A tale of the Ozarks.  
West Plains, Mo., [s.n.]. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 982.  
Reel: 99

Harris, Frances Allen.  
Among the meadows. A novel.  
New York, Washington, The Neale publishing company. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 983.  
Reel: 99

Harris, Frank Burlingame.  
The road to Ridgeby's.  
Boston, Small, Maynard & company. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 984.  
Reel: 99

Harris, Joannis Oriande.  
Colonel Johnson of Johnson's Corners.  
Chicago, C.A. Hewitt. [c1901]  
Wright bibliography number 985; Illustrated by Buckton Nendick.  
Reel: 99

Harris, Joel Chandler.  
Gabriel Tollerive. A story of reconstruction.  
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 986; Illustrated by George Gibbs.  
Reel: 99

Harris, Joel Chandler.  
A little Union scout.  
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 987.  
Reel: 100

Harris, Joel Chandler.  
The making of a statesman, and other stories.  
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 988.  
Reel: 100

Lane, Anna (Eichberg).  
According to Maria.  
New York, J. Lane. 1910  
Wright bibliography number 930; By Mrs. John Lane; with ten ill. by Joseph Gofton.  
Reel: 99

Lane, Elinor Macartney.  
All for the love of a lady.  
New York, D. Appleton. 1906  
Wright bibliography number 931.  
Reel: 99

Lane, John Haden.  
The birth of liberty. A story of Bacon's rebellion.  
Richmond, Hermitage Press. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 932.  
Reel: 99

Lane, John Russell.  
The house between the trees. A novel.  
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 933.  
Reel: 99

Lanza, Clara (Hammond).  
The dweller on the borderland.  
Philadelphia, J.J. McVey. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 935; By the Marquise Clara Lanza.  
Reel: 99

Large, Mary Harriott.  
The twelfth juror.  
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 936.  
Reel: 99

Laughlin, Clara Elizabeth.  
The lady in grey. A story of the steps by which we climb.  
New York, F.H. Revell. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 937. Ill. by Alice Barber Stephens.  
Reel: 99

Laughlin, Clara Elizabeth.  
The twelfth juror.  
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1907  
Wright bibliography number 938.  
Reel: 99

Lawler, James Joseph.  
From pit to palace. A romantic autobiography.  
New York, Palace Pub. Co. c1906  
Wright bibliography number 939.  
Reel: 99
Harris, Joel Chandler.
Told by Uncle Remus: new stories of the old plantation.
New York, McClure, Phillips & Co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 988.
Reel: 100

Harris, Linnie Sarah.
Sweet Peggy.
Boston, Little, Brown and Company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 989.
Reel: 100

Harris, Virginia Fisher.
Tillie. A love story.
[Tyler, Tex., Lee & Burnett, printers.]. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 900.
Reel: 100

Harris, William Shuler.
Life in a thousand worlds.
Cheona, Pa., G. Holzapfel. [1905]
Wright bibliography number 991; By Rev. W.S. Harris.
Reel: 100

Harrison, Constance (Cary) "Mrs. Burton Harrison.
The Carlyles. A story of the fall of the Confederacy by Mrs. Burton Harrison.
New York, D. Appleton and company. 1906
Wright bibliography number 993.
Reel: 100

Harrison, Constance (Cary) "Mrs. Burton Harrison.
A princess of the hills. An Italian romance.
Boston, Lothrop publishing company. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 995; By Mrs. Burton Harrison; illustrated by Orson Lowell.
Reel: 100

Harrison, Constance (Cary) "Mrs. Burton Harrison.
Sylvia's husband.
New York, D. Appleton & Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 996; By Mrs. Burton Harrison.
Reel: 100

Harrison, Constance (Cary) "Mrs. Burton Harrison.
The unwelcome Mrs. Hatch.
New York, D. Appleton & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 997; By Mrs. Burton Harrison.
Reel: 100

Lawrence, Alberta Chamberlain.
The travels of Phoebe Ann.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 940; By Albert Lawrence.
Reel: 100

Lea, Homer.
The vermilion pencil. A romance of China.
New York, McCure. 1908
Wright bibliography number 941.
Reel: 100

Leckey, Phoebe Baker.
The beckoning heights.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 942; Ill. by Ashley Evelyn Baker.
Reel: 100

Lee, Albert.
The pie and the pirate.
New York, P.F. Collier. c1910
Wright bibliography number 943; Illustrated by Orson Lowell.
Reel: 100

Lee, George Taylor.
A Virginia feud. The story of a mountain lassie.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 944.
Reel: 100

Lee, James Hampton.
The waist of the world.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1906
Wright bibliography number 945.
Reel: 100

Lee, Jennette Barbour Perry.
Uncle William, the man who was shiftless.
New York, Century. 1906
Wright bibliography number 946; By Jennette Lee.
Reel: 100

Lee, Marion Beveridge.
Barselma's kiss. A romance.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 947; By Marion Beveridge.
Reel: 100

Lefevre, Edwin.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1907
Wright bibliography number 948.
Reel: 100

Harrison, Ellanetta.
The stage of life. A Kentucky story.
Cincinnati. The R. Clarke Company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 998.
Reel: 101

Hart, Edwin Kirkman.
...Claire. A romance of American nursehood.
Philadelphia, The American Sunday-school union. 1905
Wright bibliography number 999; [By] Edwin Kirkman Hart. Published by the author.
Reel: 101
### American Fiction, 1774-1910
#### Reel Listing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher Details</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harte, Bret.</td>
<td>Opennings in the old trail.</td>
<td>Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin &amp; co. 1902</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartzell, Albert A.</td>
<td>Alicia</td>
<td>Buffalo, N.Y., Revere publishing company. 1904</td>
<td>1004</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hastings, Henry.</td>
<td>Mistress Dorothy of Haddon Hall: being the true love story of Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall.</td>
<td>New York, R.F. Fenno &amp; co. 1902</td>
<td>1007</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hatof, Judge, pseud.</td>
<td>One summer at Lundy. A true history and not a summer idyl.</td>
<td>[San Francisco?]. [1903]</td>
<td>1009</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Le Rossignol, James Edward.</td>
<td>Little stories of Quebec.</td>
<td>Cincinnati, Jennings and Graham. c1908</td>
<td>1011</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis, Alfred Henry.</td>
<td>The throwback. A romance of the Southwest.</td>
<td>New York, Outing Pub. Co. 1906</td>
<td>955; Illustrated with a frontispiece in color and three other pictures from paintings by N.C. Wyeth.</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis, Elizabeth Portia Goodson.</td>
<td>Lorenzo of Sarzana.</td>
<td>Boston, R.G. Badger. 1907</td>
<td>956; By Elizabeth Lewis.</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawkins, May Anderson.</td>
<td>A week lassie; or, A unique republic.</td>
<td>Richmond, Va., Presbyterian committee of publication. [1902]</td>
<td>1010</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawks, Wells.</td>
<td>Red wagon stories; or, Tales told under the tend.</td>
<td>Baltimore, I. &amp; M. Ottenheimer. c1904</td>
<td>1011</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hawthorne, Hildegarde.
A country interlude. A novelette.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1013.
Reel: 102

Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
The miraculous pitcher; and biographical stories.
Topeka, Kan., Crane & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1015; With biography
and notes by Margaret Hill McCarter.
Reel: 102

Hayden, Eleanor G.
From a thatched cottage.
New York, T.Y. Growell. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1016.
Reel: 102

Hazelton, George Cochrane.
Mistress Nell, a merry tale of a merry time; (t'wixt
fact and fancy).
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 1017.
Reel: 102

Hearn, Lafcadio.
A Japanese miscellany.
Boston, Little, Brown, and Co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1018.
Reel: 102

Hearn, Lafcadio.
The romance of the Milky Way, and other studies &
stories.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1020.
Reel: 102

Helm, Nellie Lathrop.
When Jesus was here among men. [a story].
Chicago; London, F.H. Revell Company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1021.
Reel: 102

Lewis, Herbert Pierce.
Eb Peechrap and wife at the fair; being the
experience of residents of 'Possum Ridge, Arkansaw,
in St. Louis.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 957; By Herb Lewis.
Reel: 102

Lewisohn, Ludwig.
The broken snare.
New York, B.W. Dodge. 1908
Wright bibliography number 958.
Reel: 102

Lighton, William Rheem.
The shadow of a great rock.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1907
Wright bibliography number 959.
Reel: 102

Liljenerantz, Otilie Adelina.
Randvar the songsmith. A romance of
Norumbega.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1906
Wright bibliography number 960.
Reel: 102

Lillibridge, William Otis.
The dissolving circle.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1908
Wright bibliography number 961; By Will
Lillibridge.
Reel: 102

Lillibridge, William Otis.
The dominant dollar.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1909
Wright bibliography number 962; By Will
Lillibridge; with four ill. by Lester Ralph.
Reel: 102

Lillibridge, William Otis.
The quest eternal.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1908
Wright bibliography number 963; By Will
Lillibridge; frontispiece in color by the Kinneys.
Reel: 102

Lillibridge, William Otis.
Where the trail divides.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1907
Wright bibliography number 964; By Will
Lillibridge; with ill. in color by the Kinneys.
Reel: 102

Lincoln, Joseph Crosby.
Cape Cod stories.
New York, A.L. Burt. c1907
Wright bibliography number 965.
Reel: 102

Hempstead, Junius L[ackland].
A chequered destiny.
New York, Ben-Franklin publishing co. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 1023.
Reel: 103

Hempstead, Junius L[ackland].
The Deschanos. A thrilling romance.
New York, Ben-Franklin publishing co. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 1024.
Reel: 103

Hempstead, Junius L[ackland].
Thompson, the detective. A thrilling story of
adventure.
Wright bibliography number 1025.
Reel: 103

Hemstreet, Charles.
Flower of the fort.
New York, J. Pott & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1026.
Reel: 103
Henderson, C[harles] Hanford.
   John Percyfield. The anatomy of cheerfulness.
   Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company.
   1903
   Wright bibliography number 1027.
   Reel: 103

Henderson, Howard Andrew Millet.
   Diomed the centurion; or, Sowing scarlet seed.
   [Cincinnati, Western Methodist book concern]. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 1028; Author'd ed.
   Reel: 103

Hennessy, Roland Burke.
   Beautiful, bad Broadway.
   Chicago, Ill., W. Rossiter, 1901
   Wright bibliography number 1030; Illustrated by G.
   Granby.
   Reel: 103

Henry, Alfred Hyias.
   By order of the prophet. A tale of Utah.
   Chicago; New York, Fleming H. Revell company.
   1902
   Wright bibliography number 1031.
   Reel: 103

Henry, Arthur.
   The house in the woods.
   New York, A.S. Barnes & company, 1904
   Wright bibliography number 1032.
   Reel: 103

Lindsay, Flora Alice.
   A glimpse of love; or, the Doctor's wooing.
   Seattle, Lindsay Pub. Co. c1910
   Wright bibliography number 966.
   Reel: 103

Lindsey, William.
   The severed mantle.
   Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 967; With seven ill. in
   color by Arthur I. Keller.
   Reel: 103

Litchfield, Grace Denio.
   The supreme gift.
   Boston, Little, Brown. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 968; With a frontispiece
   by Alice Barber Stephens.
   Reel: 103

Little, Mary Wilson.
   Retrospection.
   New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1909
   Wright bibliography number 969; Cover drawing by
   Edith Tadd-Little.
   Reel: 103

Lloyd, Nelson McAllister.
   The Robberies company, ltd.
   New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 970; By Nelson Lloyd.
   Reel: 103

Lloyd, Nelson McAllister.
   Six stars.
   New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 971; By Nelson Lloyd.
   Reel: 103

Locke, James.
   The plotting of Frances Ware.
   New York, Moffat, Yard. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 972.
   Reel: 103

Locke, James.
   The stem of the crimson dahlia.
   New York, Moffat, Yard. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 973; With frontispiece
   by Ch. Weber-Ditzler.
   Reel: 103

Lombard, Louis.
   The vicious virtuoso.
   Boston, D. Estes. c1909
   Wright bibliography number 974.
   Reel: 103

Henry, Arthur.
   An island cabin.
   New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 1033.
   Reel: 104

Henry, Arthur.
   Lodgings in town.
   New York, A.S. Barnes & company. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 1034.
   Reel: 104

Henry, Arthur.
   The unwritten law. A novel.
   New York, A.S. Barnes and Company. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 1035.
   Reel: 104

Herrick, Robert.
   The common lot.
   New York; London. The Macmillan company. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 1036.
   Reel: 104

Herrick, Robert.
   The memoirs of an American citizen.
   New York; London, The Macmillan company. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 1037.
   Reel: 104

Herrick, Robert.
   The real world.
   New York, The Macmillan company; London,
   Macmillan & co. ltd. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 1038.
   Reel: 104
Herrick, Robert.
Their child.
New York; London, The Macmillan Company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1039.
Reel: 104

Hibler, Charles Henry Rand.
Down in Arkansas. [a story].
Wright bibliography number 1040.
Reel: 104

Hicks, William Campbell.
Joachim's daughter. A story of the time of Herod the Great, "king of the Jews."
Benton Harbor, Mich. Peters & Alger. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1041.
Reel: 104

Long, John Luther.
Felice.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1908
Wright bibliography number 975; With frontispiece by James Montgomery Flagg.
Reel: 104

Long, Lily Augusta.
The Hemlock avenue mystery.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1908
Wright bibliography number 976; By Roman Doubleday; illustrated from drawings by Charles Grunwald.
Reel: 104

Long, Lily Augusta.
The red house on Rowan Street.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1910
Wright bibliography number 977; By Roman Doubleday; with ill. by William Kirkpatrick.
Reel: 104

Loomis, Charles Battell.
Araminta and the automobile.
New York, T.P. Crowell. c1907
Wright bibliography number 978; With illustrations by Otlo Lang.
Reel: 104

Loomis, Charles Battell.
A holiday touch, and other tales of undaunted Americans.
New York, H. Holt. 1908
Reel: 104

Loomis, Charles Battell.
Poe's "Raven" in an elevator, and other tales: being the third edition of More Cheerful Americans.
New York, H. Holt. 1907
Wright bibliography number 980; With illustrations by Florence Scoval Shinn, Fanny Y. Cory, F.R. Gruger, and May Wilson Watkins.
Reel: 104

Loose, Katharine Riegel.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1910
Wright bibliography number 981; By Georgschock; frontispiece by Denman Fink.
Reel: 104

Louthan, Hattie Horner.
A Rocky Mountain feud.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. c1910
Wright bibliography number 982.
Reel: 104

Louthan, Hattie Horner.
"This was a man!" A romance.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 983.
Reel: 104

Higginson, Ella (Rhoads).
Mariella: of out-west.
New York; London, The Macmillan company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1042; By Ella Higginson.
Reel: 105

The Highroad: being the autobiography of an ambitious mother.
Chicago, H.S. Stone & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1043.
Reel: 105

Hill, Francis.
The outlaws of Horseshoe Hole. A tale of the Montana vigilantes.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1044.
Reel: 105

Hill, Frederick Trevor.
The accomplice.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1045.
Reel: 105

Hill, Frederick Trevor.
The minority. A novel.
New York, F.A. Stokes co. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 1046.
Reel: 105
Hill, Frederick Trevor.
The web.
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1047; Illustrated by A.J. Keller.
Reel: 105

Hill, Grace (Livingston).
According to the pattern.
Philadelphia, The Griffith and Rowland press. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1048.
Reel: 105

Hill, Grace (Livingston).
The story of a whim.
Boston, The Golden rule Co. [c1903]
Wright bibliography number 1051; Illustrations by Etheldred B. Barry.
Reel: 105

Hill, Grace (Livingston).
An unwilling guest.
[1902]
Wright bibliography number 1052.
Reel: 105

Louttit, George William.
The Eddyite. A Christian science tale.
Fort Wayne, Ind., Colonial Press. 1908
Wright bibliography number 984.
Reel: 105

Loveridge, Rose Taylor.
Twins in twain.
Marcellus, Mich., F.W. Brown. 1909
Wright bibliography number 985.
Reel: 105

Lovett, Robert Morss.
A winged victory.
New York, Duffield. 1907
Wright bibliography number 986.
Reel: 105

Lowenberg, I.
The irresistible current.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 987; By Mrs. I. Lowenberg.
Reel: 105

Lowenberg, I.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 988; By Mrs. I. Lowenberg.
Reel: 105

Luby, James Patrick Kenyon.
The black cross clove. A story and a study.
New York, B.W. Huebsch. 1910
Wright bibliography number 989; By James Luby.
Reel: 105

Luby, William Jeremiah.
The vandal; or, Half a Christian. A novel on Irish-American life.
Chicago, J.S. Hyland. 1909
Wright bibliography number 990.
Reel: 105

Hillis, Newell Dwight.
Across the continent of the years.
Chicago, F.H. Revell co. c1901
Wright bibliography number 1053.
Reel: 106

Hillis, Newell Dwight.
The quest of John Chapman. The story of a forgotten hero.
New York; London, The Macmillan co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1054.
Reel: 106

Hinkley, Henrietta R.
From out of the West.
Boston, Mayhew publishing company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1055.
Reel: 106

Hiirichsen, William H.
Plots and penalties.
Chicago, Rhodes & McClure. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1056.
Reel: 106

[Hobart, George Vere].
Back to the woods. The story of a fall from grade.
New York, G.W. Dillingham co. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 1057; By Hugh McHugh [pseud.].
Reel: 106

[Hobart, George Vere].
Down the line with John Jenry.
New York, G.W. Dillingham co. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 1058; By Hugh McHugh [pseud.; illustrations by McKee Barclay.
Reel: 106

[Hobart, George Vere].
Eppy grams.
New York, G.W. Dillingham co. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 1059; By Dinkels per George V. Hobart.
Reel: 106

[Hobart, George Vere].
Get next.
New York, G.W. Dillingham co. [1905]
Wright bibliography number 1060; By Hugh McHugh [pseud.; illustrations by Gordon H. Grant.
Reel: 106
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[Hobart, George Vere].
I need the money.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 1062; By Hugh McHugh [pseud.].
Reel: 106

[Hobart, George Vere].
I'm from Missouri (they had to show me).
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 1061; By Hugh McHugh [pseud.]; illustrations by Gordon H. Grant.
Reel: 106

[Hobart, George Vere].
It's up to you. A story of domestic bliss.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 1063; Hugh McHugh [pseud.]; illustrations by G.H. Grant.
Reel: 106

[Hobart, George Vere].
Jim Hickey. A story of the one-night stands.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 1064; By George V. Hobart; illustrations by McKee Barclay.
Reel: 106

[Hobart, George Vere].
John Henry.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 1065; Hugh McHugh [pseud.].
Reel: 106

[Hobart, George Vere].
Out for the coin.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 1066; By Hugh McHugh [pseud.]; illustrations by Gordon H. Grant.
Reel: 106

[Hobart, George Vere].
You can search me.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. [1905]
Wright bibliography number 1067; Hugh McHugh [pseud.]; illustrations by Gordon H. Grant.
Reel: 106

Hobson, Anne.
In old Alabama: being the chronicles of Miss Mouse, the little black merchant.
New York, Doubleday, Page & company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1068; Illustrated by Carol McPherson.
Reel: 106

Ludlow, James Meeker.
Jesse ben David, a shepherd of Bethlehem.
Chicago, F.H. Revell. c1907
Wright bibliography number 991.
Reel: 106

Lull, D.
Celestia.
New York, Press of the Reeliance Trading Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 992.
Reel: 106

Lusk, Alice Freeman.
A woman's answer to Roosevelt. A story on race suicide.
Los Angeles, Commercial Printing House. 1908
Wright bibliography number 993.
Reel: 106

Lutes, Della Thompson.
Just away. A story of hope.
Cooperstown, N.Y., Crist, Scott & Parshall. 1906
Wright bibliography number 994.
Reel: 106

Luther, Mark Lee.
The crucible.
New York, Macmillan. 1909
Wright bibliography number 995; With illustrations by Rose Cecil O'Neill.
Reel: 106

Lyman, Olin Linus.
The lash.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1909
Wright bibliography number 997.
Reel: 106

Lyndston, George Frank.
Poker Jim, gentleman and other tales and sketches.
Chicago, Monarch Book Co. [1908?]
Wright bibliography number 966.
Reel: 106

Lyon, Harris Merton.
Sardonics. Sixteen sketches.
New York, Metropolitan Syndicate. c1908
Wright bibliography number 998.
Reel: 106

Hodder, Alfred.
The new Americans.
Wright bibliography number 1070.
Reel: 107

Hodge, William T[homas].
Eighteen miles from home.
Boston, Small, Maynard & company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1071.
Reel: 107

Hodges, Leigh Mitchell.
The great optimist. And other essays.
New York, Dodge pub. Co. [c1903]
Wright bibliography number 1072.
Reel: 107
Hoff, John D.
   Tenderfoot and Expert. A true story and experience of a Tenderfoot at Goldfield and Tonopah.
   [San Francisco, s.n.]. [1905]
   Wright bibliography number 1073.
   Reel: 107

[Holden, Mary Elizabeth (Douglas)].
   Uncovered ears and opened vision. [a novel].
   New York, Broadway Publishing Company. [c1904]
   Wright bibliography number 1074; By "The princess."
   Reel: 107

Holder, Charles Frederick.
   The adventures of Torqua: being the life and remarkable adventures of three boys, refugees on the island of Santa Catalina (Pimugna) in the eighteenth century.
   Boston, Little, Brown & company. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 1075.
   Reel: 107

Holderness, Herbert Owen.
   The reminiscences of a Pullman conductor; or, Character sketches of life in a Pullman car.
   Chicago. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 1076.
   Reel: 107

Holland, Annie J.
   Talitha cumi. A story of freedom through Christian science.
   Boston, Lee & Shepard. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 1077.
   Reel: 107

Holley, Marietta.
   Around the world with Josiah Allen's wife.
   New York, G.W. Dillingham company. [1905]
   Wright bibliography number 1078; Illustrations by H.M. Pettit.
   Reel: 107

McCahan, Belle Travers.
   The preshus child.
   New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 1002.
   Reel: 107

McCants, Elliott Crayton.
   One of the gray jackets, and other stories.
   Columbia, S.C., State. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1003; By E.C. McCants.
   Reel: 107

McCordell, Roy Larcom.
   Jimmy Jones. The autobiography of an office boy.
   Boston, D. Estes. c1907
   Wright bibliography number 1004.
   Reel: 107

McCarter, Margaret Hill.
   Cuddy, and other stories.
   Topeka, Kan., Crane. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1005; 4th ed.
   Reel: 107

McCarter, Margaret Hill.
   In old Quivira.
   Topeka, Kan., Crane. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1006.
   Reel: 107

McCord, Peter B.
   Wolf. The memories of a cave-dweller.
   New York, B.W. Dodge. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1009; With drawings by the author.
   Reel: 107

McCutcheon, George Barr.
   The husbands of Edith.
   New York, Dodd, Mead. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1012; With illustrations by Harrison Fisher and decorations by Theodore B. Hapgood.
   Reel: 107

McCutcheon, George Barr.
   The man from Brodney's.
   New York, Grosset & Dunlap. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1013; With illustrations by Harrison Fisher.
   Reel: 107

McDonald, Lucretia S.
   Checkerberry.
   New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1015.
   Reel: 107

McAndrew, William.
   Looking for trouble. A school story.
   Syracuse, N.Y., C.W. Bardeen. c1907
   Wright bibliography number 999.
   Reel: 107

Holley, Marietta.
   Samantha at the St. Louis expedition.
   New York, G.W. Dillingham company. [1904]
   Wright bibliography number 1079; By Josiah Allen's wife (Marietta Holley); illustrations by Ch. Grunwald.
   Reel: 108
Holmes, Charles B[essett].
Elsieville. A tale of yesterday.
New York, C.B. Holmes. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1080.
Reel: 108

Holmes, Charles E[llis] Proctor.
Oaky, the son of his dad. A humorous story of New England life.
Chicago, Scroll pub. Co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1081.
Reel: 108

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
The Cromptons.
New York, Street & Smith corp. [c1902]
Wright bibliography number 1083.
Reel: 108

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
Lucy Harding. A story of the nihilists.
New York, Street & Smith. [1905]
Wright bibliography number 1084.
Reel: 108

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
The Merivale banks.
New York; Street & Smith. [c1903]
Wright bibliography number 1085.
Reel: 108

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
Rena's experiment.
New York, P.F. Collier & Son. [c1904]
Wright bibliography number 1086.
Reel: 108

Holt, Henry.
Sturmsie, man and man.
Wright bibliography number 1087; By the author of "Calmire."
Reel: 108

MacDonald, Ronald.
The sea maid.
New York, H. Holt. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1017.
Reel: 108

MacFarlane, Charles Albert.
Letitia. A thrilling novel of western life.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1023.
Reel: 108

[MacGonigle, Jane Gracey].
The blooming of the lilies.
[Pittsburg: s.n.]. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1029.
Reel: 108

McDonald, Stella Breyfogle.
Clear shining after rain, and other stories.
New York, Calkins. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1018; Illustrations by Lillian Marie Harmer.
Reel: 108

McElroy, John.
Si Klegg thru the Stone River campaign and in winter quarters at Murfreesboro.
Washington, D.C., National Tribune. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1022; 2d ed., enl. and rev.
Reel: 108

McElroy, John.
Si Klegg. Experiences of Si and Shorty on the great tullahoma campaign.
Washington, D.C., National Tribune. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1019; 2d ed., enl. and rev.
Reel: 108

McElroy, John.
Si Klegg. His transformation from a raw recruit to a veteran.
Washington, D.C., National Tribune. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1020; 2d ed., enl. and rev.
Reel: 108

McElroy, John.
Si Klegg. Si and Shorty meet Mr. Rosenbaum, the spy, who Reelates his adventures.
Washington, D.C., National Tribune. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1021; 2d ed., enl. and rev.
Reel: 108

McGee, Agnes Potter.
Dorothy Angsleigh. A story of war times.
Chicago, W.B. Conkey. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1025; Illustrations by Max Bihn.
Reel: 108

McGeeney, Patrick Sylvester.
Down at Cross Timbers.
Boston, Angel Guardian Press. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1026.
Reel: 108

McGeeney, Patrick Sylvester.
Down at Stein's Pass. A romance of New Mexico.
Boston, Angel Guardian Press. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1027.
Reel: 108

For bush or bonnet?.
Wright bibliography number 1088; By M.E. Hoogstraat; illustrated by Robt. L. Stearns.
Reel: 109
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[Hooke, Charles Witherie].
Equal partners.
New York, G.W. Dillingham company. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 1089; By Howard Fielding [pseud.]; illustrations by Seymour M. Stone.
Reel: 109

Hooper, Cyrus Lauron.
Gee-boy.
New York; London, J. Lane. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1090.
Reel: 109

[Hoopes, Mary Howard Peterson].
The potter and the clay. A romance of today.
Boston, Lothrop publishing company. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 1091; By Maud Howard Peterson [pseud.]; illustrated by Charlotte Harding.
Reel: 109

Hopkins, Alice (Kimbball).
Mona the druidess; or, The astral science of old Britain.
Boston, Eastern publishing company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1092; By Alice K. Hopkins; illustrations and cover design by Victor Q. Searles.
Reel: 109

Hopkins, Herbert Muller.
The fighting bishop.
Indianapolis, The Bowen-Merrill co. [c1902]
Wright bibliography number 1093.
Reel: 109

Hopkins, Herbert Muller.
The torch.
Toronto, McLeod & Allen. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 1094.
Reel: 109

Hopkins, Pauline Bradford (Mackie).
The girl and the Kaiser.
Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill company. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 1096; By Pauline Bradford Mackie; illustrated by John Cecil Clay.
Reel: 109

[Hopkins], Margaret Sutton (Briscoe).
The change of heart. Six love stories.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1095; By Margaret Sutton Briscoe.
Reel: 109

MacGowan, Alice.
Judith of the Cumberlands.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1033; With illustrations in colour by George Wright.
Reel: 109

MacGowan, Alice.
The sword in the mountains.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1034.
Reel: 109

MacGowan, Alice.
The wiving of Lance Cleaverage.
New York, G.P. Putnam. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1035; With illustrations in colour by Robert Edwards.
Reel: 109

MacGrath, Harold.
The lure of the mask.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1036; With illustrations by Harrison Fisher and Karl Anderson.
Reel: 109

MacGregor, Mary Esther Miller.
The silver maple. A story of upper Canada.
New York, F.H. Revell. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1037; By Marian Keith.
Reel: 109

M'Govern, Chauncey.
By bolo and Kraig.
Manila, Escolta Press. [1907?]
Wright bibliography number 1030.
Reel: 109

M'Govern, Chauncey.
Sarjint Larry an' frinds.
Manila, Escolta Press. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1031.
Reel: 109

M'Govern, Chauncey.
When the Krag is laid away.
Manila, Escolta Press. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1032.
Reel: 109

Hopkins, Pauline Bradford (Mackie).
The voice in the desert.
New York, McClure, Phillips and company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1097; By Pauline Bradford Mackie <Mrs. Herbert Muller Hopkins>.
Reel: 110

Hopkins, Pauline Bradford (Mackie).
The Washingtonians.
Boston, L.C. Page & company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1098; By Pauline Bradford Mackie (Mrs. Herbert Muller Hopkins); with a frontispiece by Philip R. Goodwin.
Reel: 110

Hopkins, William B.
Milliner to a mouse. A capital chat.
New York, The Knickerbocker press. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 1099.
Reel: 110
Horton, George.
    Like another Helen.
Indianapolis, The Bowen-Merrill company. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 1100; Illus. by C.M. Relyea.
Reel: 110

Horton, George.
    The long straight road.
Indianapolis, The Bowen-Merrill company. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 1101; Illustrated by Troy and Margaret West Kinney.
Reel: 110

Horton, George.
    The monks’ treasure.
New York, A.L. Burt co. [1905]
Wright bibliography number 1102; With a frontispiece by C.M. Relyea.
Reel: 110

Hoskins, Baker B., Jr.
    A great big grown-up love. A tale of Texas.
New York, Broadway publishing company. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 1104.
Reel: 110

Hotchkiss, Chauncey Crafts.
    Betsy Ross. A romance of the flag.
New York, D. Appleton & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1105.
Reel: 110

MacKay, Helen Gansevoort Edward.
New York, Duffield. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1041; Helen Mackay; illustrations by E.F. Folsom.
Reel: 110

McIntyre, John Thomas.
    Ashton-Kirk, investigator.
Philadelphia, Penn Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1038; Ill. by Ralph L. Boyer.
Reel: 110

McIntyre, John Thomas.
    In the dead of night.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1039; With ill. by Frances Rogers.
Reel: 110

Mclvor, Allan.
    The mechanic.
New York, W. Ritchie. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1040.
Reel: 110

McKean, Thomas.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1042; With illustrations in color by Will Grefe.
Reel: 110

McKean, Thomas.
    The mercy of fate.
New York, Wessels & Bissell. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1043.
Reel: 110

McKinney, Kate Slaughter.
    The silent witness. A tale of Kentucky tragedy.
New York, Neal Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1045; By Kate Slaughter McKinney (Katydid).
Reel: 110

McKishnie, Archie P.
    Love of the wild.
New York, D. Fitzgerald. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1046.
Reel: 110

McLaws, Lafayette.
    Maid of Athens.
Boston, Little Brown. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1047; With ill. from drawings by Harry C. Edwards.
Reel: 110

Hotchkiss, Chauncey Crafts.
    For a maiden brave.
New York, D. Appleton & company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1106; Illustrated in colors by Frank T. Merrill.
Reel: 111

Hotchkiss, Chauncey Crafts.
    The land hero of 1812.
New York, D. Appleton and company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1107.
Reel: 111

Hotchkiss, Chauncey Crafts.
    Mistress Hetty.
New York; London, Street & Smith. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 1108.
Reel: 111

Hotchkiss, Chauncey Crafts.
    The strength of the weak. A romance by Chauncey C. Hotchkiss.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1109.
Reel: 111
Hough, Emerson.
Reel: 111

Hough, Emerson.
Reel: 111

Hough, Emerson.
Reel: 111

Houghton, Jeanette.
Fourthly; also The revenge of Great Oak. New York, Broadway publishing company. 1904 Wright bibliography number 1113. 
Reel: 111

MacVane, Edith.
The adventures of Joujou. Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1906 Wright bibliography number 1053; With fifteen ill. in color by Frank Ver Beck and decorations by Edward Stratton Holloway. 
Reel: 111

MacVane, Edith.
The black flier. New York, Moffat, Yard. 1909 Wright bibliography number 1054; With frontispiece by Howard Chandler Christy. 
Reel: 111

MacVane, Edith.
Duchess of dreams. Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1908 Wright bibliography number 1055; With a frontispiece by Alonzo Kimball. 
Reel: 111

MacVane, Edith.
The thoroughbred. New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1909 Wright bibliography number 1056; Ill. by Charles Grunwald. 
Reel: 111

Matter, John.
Reel: 111

McLaws, Lafayette.
The welding. Boston, Little, Brown. 1907 Wright bibliography number 1048. 
Reel: 111

McLean, Eddie.
The old sweet days in Dixie. Raleigh, N.C., Edwards & Broughton Prtg. Co. 1907 Wright bibliography number 1049. 
Reel: 111

McMahon, John Robert.
Reel: 111

Houk, Eliza [Phillips Thruston].
Reel: 112

Howard, William Lee.
The perverts. [a novel]. New York, G.W. Dillingham co. [1901] Wright bibliography number 1115; By William Lee Howard, M.D. 
Reel: 112

Howells, W[illiam] D[ean].
Reel: 112

Howells, W[illiam] D[ean].
Reel: 112

Howells, W[illiam] D[ean].
Reel: 112

Howells, W[illiam] D[ean].
Reel: 112
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Howells, W[illiam] D[ean].
Questionable shapes.
New York, London, Harper & brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1120; By W.D. Howells.
Reel: 112

Howells, W[illiam] D[ean].
The son of Royal Langbrith. A novel.
Wright bibliography number 1121; By W.D. Howells.
Reel: 112

Major, Charles.
Uncle Tom Andy Bill. A story of bears and Indian treasure.
New York, Macmillan. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1060; With illustrations by P. Van E. Ivory.
Reel: 112

Mallory, Herbert Samuel.
Tempered steel. A romance.
New York, R.F. Fenno. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1062.
Reel: 112

The Man trap. A mystery story.
Boston, Riverton Press. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1063.
Reel: 112

Manlove, Oliver Perry.
The hospital cap. A story.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1064.
Reel: 112

Manning, Gloria.
Improper Prue.
New York, B.W. Dodge. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1066; With colored frontispiece by A.T. Tornrose.
Reel: 112

Mansfield, Lawrence Rogers.
Fires of desire. A tragedy of modern India.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1067; Illustrations by F. Gilbert Edge.
Reel: 112

Mantle, Beatrice.
Gret, the story of a pagan.
New York, Century. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1068.
Reel: 112

Mapes, Victor.
The gilded way. A novel.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1069.
Reel: 112

[Howland, Frances Louise (Morse)].
Cliveden.
Boston, Lothrop publishing company. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 1122; By Kenyon West [pseud.].
Reel: 113

Howland, Legrand.
Jacques of Bruges.
Wilmington, Del., G.A. Wolf. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1123.
Reel: 113

Huebner, Francis C[hristian].
Charles Killbuck. An Indian's story of the border wars of the American revolution.
Washington, D.C., The Herbert publishing company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1124; Illustrated by W.F. Gilmore.
Reel: 113

Hughes, Rupert.
The dozen from Lakerim.
New York, The Century co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1126.
Reel: 113

Hughes, Rupert.
The whirlwind. [a novel].
Boston, Lothrop Publishing Company. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 1127.
Reel: 113

Hughes, Rupert.
Zal. An international romance.
New York, The Century co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1128.
Reel: 113

Hulbert, Archer Butler.
The queen of Quelparte. A story of Russian intrigue in the Far East.
Boston, Little, Brown, and company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1129; Illustrated by Winfield S. Lukens.
Reel: 113

Humphrey, Zephine.
Uncle Charley.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1131.
Reel: 113

Mapes, Victor.
Partners three. A novel.
New York, F.A. Stokes. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1070.
Reel: 113
Marcy, Mary Edna Tobias.  
Out of the dump.  
Chicago, C.H. Kerr. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 1071; Illustrated by R.H. Chaplin.  
Reel: 113

Marks, Jeannette Augustus.  
Through Welsh doorways.  
Boston, Houghton Mifflin. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 1072; By Jeannette Marks; with ill. by Anna Whelan Betts.  
Reel: 113

Marmon, Willie Fain.  
A daughter of the hills.  
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 1073.  
Reel: 113

Marsden, John Pennington.  
Patrick Dunbar; or, What came of a "personal in the Times." A novel.  
Philadelphia, Hallowell. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 1074.  
Reel: 113

Marshall, Edward.  
In old Kentucky. A story of the bluegrass and the mountains founded on Charles T. Dazey's play.  
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1910  
Wright bibliography number 1076; By Edward Marshall and Charles T. Dazey; ill. by Clarence Rowe.  
Reel: 113

Marshall, Edward.  
The old flute-player. A romance of to-day.  
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1910  
Wright bibliography number 1075; By Edward Marshall and Charles T. Dazey; ill. by Clarence Rowe; frontispiece by J. Knowles Hare, jr.  
Reel: 113

Marshall, Edward.  
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1910  
Wright bibliography number 1077; Ill. from scenes in the play.  
Reel: 113

Marshall, Edward.  
The writing on the wall. A novel founded on Olga Nethersole's play by William J. Hurlbut.  
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1909  
Wright bibliography number 1078; By Edward Marshall; illustrations by Clarence Rowe.  
Reel: 113

Martin, Dorothea Knox.  
The heart of Washington.  
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 1079.  
Reel: 113

[Humphreys, Mary Gay].  
Jack Racer.  
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 1132; By Henry Somerville [pseud.]; decorations by Anne Goldthwaite.  
Reel: 114

[Humphreys, Mary Gay].  
Racer of Illinois.  
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1133; By Henry Somerville [pseud.].  
Reel: 114

Huneker, James Gibbons.  
Melomaniacs.  
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1134; By James Huneker.  
Reel: 114

Huneker, James Gibbons.  
Visionaries.  
New York, C. Scribner. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1135.  
Reel: 114

Hunt, George Dillwyn.  
Sophia Sidwell. An Heiress. Also narrations of tragedy and romance in farm life.  
Salem, Ohio, T.J. Walton Printing Co. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1136.  
Reel: 114

Hutton zum Stoilsenberg, Betsey (Riddle), freifrau von.  
Araby.  
New York, The Smart set publishing co. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1137; By Baroness von Hutton; illustrated by C.J. Budd.  
Reel: 114

Hutton zum Stoilsenberg, Betsey (Riddle), freifrau von.  
He and Hecuba. A novel.  
New York, D. Appleton and company. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1138; By Baroness von Hutton.  
Reel: 114

Hutton zum Stoilsenberg, Betsey (Riddle), freifrau von.  
"Marr'd in making ".  
Philadelphia; London, J.B. Lippincott company. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 1139; By Baroness von Hutton; with a frontispiece by E. Plaisted Abbott.  
Reel: 114
Hutton zum Stoilsenberg, Betsey (Riddle), freifrau von.
   Our lady of the beeches.
   Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin & co. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 1140; By the Baroness von Hutten.
   Reel: 114

Martin, Helen (Reimensnyder).
   The betrothal of Elypholate, and other tales of the Pennsylvania Dutch.
   New York, Century. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 1080; With ill. by Charlotte Harding and Alice Barber Stephens.
   Reel: 114

Martin, Helen (Reimensnyder).
   The revolt of Anne Royle.
   New York, Century. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1081; By Helen R. Martin.
   Reel: 114

Martin, James.
   Jason Jones, the life story of an American politician. An autobiographical sketch found among the papers of a capitalist and political boss, recently deceased.
   Orange, N.J., Chronicle Pub. Co. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 1082; Ed. by James Martin.
   Reel: 114

Martin, John Andrew.
   The jayhawker.
   Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1083.
   Reel: 114

Martin, Nettie Parrish.
   A pilgrim's progress in other worlds. Recounting the wonderful adventures of Ulysum Storries and his discovery of the lost star "Eden ".
   Boston, Mayhew Pub. Co. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1084.
   Reel: 114

Martin, William McCchesney.
   Shoes of iron. A tale of witch town.
   Boston, Mayhew Pub. Co. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 1085.
   Reel: 114

Martyn, Wyndham.
   The man outside.
   New York, A.L. Burt. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 1086; With four illustrations in color.
   Reel: 114

Marvin, Dwight Edwards.
   The Christman.
   New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1908
   Wright bibliography number 1087; Frontispiece by Hudson.
   Reel: 114

Marvin, Dwight Edwards.
   Prof. Slagg. of London.
   New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1908
   Wright bibliography number 1088.
   Reel: 114

Hutton zum Stoilsenberg, Betsey (Riddle), freifrau von.
   Violett. A chronicle.
   Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Company. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 1141; By Bettina von Hutten; with illustrations by B. Martin Justice.
   Reel: 115

Hutton zum Stoilsenberg, Betsey (Riddle), freifrau von.
   Pam.
   New York, Dodd, Mead and company. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 1142; By Baroness von Hutten.
   Reel: 115

Hyde, Mary Caroline.
   Hester Hyde. A colonial romance.
   Wright bibliography number 1145.
   Reel: 115

Hydel Henry M[orrow].
   The buccaneers. A story of the black flag in business.
   New York; London, Funk & Wagnalls company. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 1143; Frontispiece by Bert Knight.
   Reel: 115

Hydel Henry M[orrow].
   One forty-two. The reformed messenger boy.
   Chicago, H.S. Stone and company. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 1144.
   Reel: 115

I: in which a woman tells the truth about herself.
   New York, D. Appleton & co. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 1146.
   Reel: 115

Iliowisi, Henry.
   The archierey of Samara. A semitoric romance of Russian life.
   Philadelphia, H.T. Coates. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 1147.
   Reel: 115
Imhaus, Elizabeth Vigoureux.
Exiled by the world. A story of the heart.
New York; London, Mutual publishing company. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 1148; [by] Elizabeth Vigoureux Imhaus; illustrations by Aug. Will.
Reel: 115

Ingalesse, Isabella.
Mata the magician. A romance of the new era.
Wright bibliography number 1149; 3d ed.
Reel: 115

Lathews, Frances Aymar.
"Allee same."
New York, T.Y. Crowell. c1907
Wright bibliography number 1094; Illustrated by C.F. Neagle.
Reel: 115

Lathews, Frances Aymar.
The flame dancer.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1095; Illustrations by C.F. Neagle.
Reel: 115

Lathews, Frances Aymar.
If David knew. A novel.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1096; Illustrations by Joseph Cummings Chase.
Reel: 115

Lathews, Frances Aymar.
The undefiled. A novel of today.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1097.
Reel: 115

Mason, Caroline (Atwater).
The binding of the strong. A love story.
New York, F.H. Revell. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1089.
Reel: 115

Mason, Caroline (Atwater).
The mystery of Miss Motte.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1090; With a frontispiece in colour by Albert R. Thayer.
Reel: 115

Mason, Edith Huntington.
The real Agatha. The unusual adventures of two young men and an heiress.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1091; Frontispiece by W.T. Smedley.
Reel: 115

Mason, Roy.
When I am rich. A novel.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1092; Ill. by Roy Martell Mason.
Reel: 115

Masson, Thomas Lansing.
The Von Blumers.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1093; By Tom Masson; illustrated by Bayard Jones.
Reel: 115

Mathews, Robert Valentine.
The lost legion.
New York, E.C. Hill. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1098.
Reel: 115

Maxwell, Claretta.
We Brandons.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1907
Wright bibliography number 1100.
Reel: 115

Ingersoll, Ernest.
An island in the air. A story of the singular adventures in the mesa country.
New York; London, The Macmillan company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1150.
Reel: 116

Ingham, Ellery Pery.
At the point of the sword. A romance of the Netherlands.
Wright bibliography number 1151.
Reel: 116

Ingraham, Prentiss.
The girl rough riders. A romantic and adventurous trail of fair rough riders through the wonderland of mystery and silence.
Boston, D. Estes & company. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 1152; By Colonel Prentiss Ingraham; illustrated by Bertha G. Davidson.
Reel: 116

[Ink], Evangeline.
The new Acadians.
Chicago, Hammond press, W.B. Conkey co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1153; By Évangeline [pseud.]; illustrated by Kate Van Buskirk.
Reel: 116

Innes, Albert Ernest.
Tales of an optician. A collection of true stories of romance, adventure, comedy.
New York, F. Boger Pub. Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1154; Frederick A. Airlie, spectacle marker.
Reel: 116
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Ireland, Mary Eliza (Haines).
Otterbrook parsonage. Sequel to "Otterbrook's blessing."
Dayton, O., United Brethren publishing house. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1156; By Mary E. Ireland.
Reel: 116

Ireland, Mary Eliza (Haines).
Otterbrook's blessing. A delightful story gleaned from a girl's diary.
Dayton, O., United Brethren publishing house. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1155; By Mary E. Ireland.
Reel: 116

Irvine, Leigh Hadley.
London; T.F. Unwin; San Francisco, Cal, Payot, Upham & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1157.
Reel: 116

Irving, Elizabeth.
A new world; or, The way to win.
Le Roy, Ill. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1158.
Reel: 116

Mayer, Frank.
The song of the wolf.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1101.
Reel: 116

Mearns, Lillian Hathaway.
A Philippine romance.
New York, Aberdeen Pub. Co. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1102.
Reel: 116

Mears, Mary Martha.
The bird in the box.
New York, Frederick A. Stokes. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1103; By Mary Mears.
Reel: 116

Mears, Mary Martha.
The breath of the runners. A novel.
New York, F.A. Stokes. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1104; By Mary Mears.
Reel: 116

Mears, Mary Martha.
Rosemond the second: being the true record of the unparalleled romance of one Claudine Fuller.
New York, F.A. Stokes. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1105; By Mary Mears.
Reel: 116

Megargel, Percy Freeman.
The car and the lady.
New York, Baker and Taylor. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1106; By Percy F. Megargel and Grace Sartwell Mason.
Reel: 116

Melton, Frances Jones.
A daughter of the highlanders.
Boston, Roxburgh Pub. Co. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1107.
Reel: 116

Meredith, Ellis.
Under the harrow.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1108.
Reel: 116

Merington, Marguerite.
Scarlett of the Mounted.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1109.
Reel: 116

Isham, Frederic S[tewart].
Black Friday.
Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill company. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 1159; With illustrations by Harrison Fisher.
Reel: 117

Isham, Frederic S[tewart].
The strollers.
Indianapolis, The Bowen-Merrill Co. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 1160; With illustrations by Harrison Fisher.
Reel: 117

Isham, Frederic S[tewart].
Under the rose.
Indianapolis, The Bowen-Merrill Company. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 1161; With illustrations by Howard Chandler Christy.
Reel: 117

Jackson, Birdsall.
Pipe dreams and twilight tales.
New York, F.M. Buckles & company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1162.
Reel: 117

Jackson, Charles Ross.
Quintus Oakes. A detective story.
New York, G.W. Dillingham company. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 1163.
Reel: 117

Jackson, Charles Ross.
The third degree.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 1164.
Reel: 117
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Jackson, Charles Ross.
Tucker Dan.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Company. [1905]
Wright bibliography number 1165; Illustrations by Gordon H. Grant.
Reel: 117

Jackson, Charles Tenney.
Losers' luck: being the questionable enterprises of a yachtsman, a princess, and certain filibusters in Central America.
New York, H. Holt and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1166.
Reel: 117

Meriwether, Elizabeth (Avery).
The sowing of swords; or, The soul of the sixties.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1110; By Hannah Parting; ed. by Elizabeth A. Meriwether.
Reel: 117

Merrill, James Milford.
An American sovereign.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1111.
Reel: 117

Merritt, Edward A.
The city of St. Anna. The story of the man child.
[Salt Lake: s.n.], c1908
Wright bibliography number 1112; Written by Edward A. Merrit.
Reel: 117

New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1113; Illustrations from scenes in the American production.
Reel: 117

Merwin, Samuel.
Comrade John.
New York, Macmillan. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1114; By Merwin-Webster; with a frontispiece in color by George E. Burr.
Reel: 117

Metcalf, Edwin Styles.
Talien, a Spanish princess.
Chicago, L'Ora Quota Pub. Co. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1116.
Reel: 117

Metcalf, Francis.
Side show studies.
New York, Outing Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1117; Illustrated with many amusing drawings by Oliver Herford.
Reel: 117

Metcalf, James Stetson.
Another three weeks, not by El-n-r Gl-n.
New York, Life Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1118.
Reel: 117

Metcalf, Richard Lee.
"Bishop Sunbeams," and other stories of service.
Lincoln, Neb., Woodruff-Collins. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1119.
Reel: 117

Metour, Eugene Paul.
In the wake of the green banner.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1120; Ill. by E.M. Ashe.
Reel: 117

Middleton, Cornelia Scribner.
Polly for short.
New York City, Aberdeen Pub. Co. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1121; Drawings by Isabella Morton.
Reel: 117

Jackson, Gabrielle Emilie (Snow).
Little Miss Sunshine.
New York, J.F. Taylor & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1167.
Reel: 118

James, Bushrod Washington.
The political freshman.
Philadelphia, Bushrod library. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1168.
Reel: 118

James, Henry.
The ambassadors. A novel.
New York, London, Harper & brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1169.
Reel: 118

James, Henry.
The better sort.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1170.
Reel: 118

James, Henry.
The golden bowl.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1171.
Reel: 118

James, Henry.
The sacred fount. [a novel].
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1172.
Reel: 118
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Mighels, Ella Sterling Clark.
  The full gory of Diantha.
  Chicago, Forbes. 1909
  Wright bibliography number 1122; By Mrs. Philip
  Verrill Mighels.
  Reel: 118

Mighels, Philip Verrill.
  Dunny, a mountain romance.
  New York, Harper & Brothers. 1906
  Wright bibliography number 1123.
  Reel: 118

Mighels, Philip Verrill.
  The furnace of gold.
  New York, Grosset & Dunlap. c1909
  Wright bibliography number 1124; Illustrations by
  J.N. Marchand.
  Reel: 118

Mighels, Philip Verrill.
  New York, D. Fitzgerald. c1909
  Wright bibliography number 1125. 
  Reel: 118

Millard, Bailey.
  The Sea Hawk.
  New York, Wessels & Bissell. 1910
  Wright bibliography number 1128.
  Reel: 118

Miller, Delavan S.
  A drum's story, and other tales.
  Watertown, N.Y., Hungerford-Holbrook. c1909
  Wright bibliography number 1129.
  Reel: 118

Miller, John Henderson.
  Where the rainbow touches the ground.
  New York, Funk and Wagnalls. 1906
  Wright bibliography number 1131; Frontispiece by
  James A. Kempster.
  Reel: 118

Mills, Weymer Jay.
  The ghosts of their ancestors.
  New York, Fox, Duffield. 1906
  Wright bibliography number 1134; Pictures by John
  Rae.
  Reel: 118

James, Henry.
  The wings of the dove.
  New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1902
  Wright bibliography number 1173.
  Reel: 119

Jamieson, Guy Arthur.
  At the edge of the yellow sky.
  New York, M.W. Hagen co. 1905
  Wright bibliography number 1174.
  Reel: 119

[Janvier, Margaret Thomson].
  Umbrellas to mend.
  Boston, R.G. Badger. 1905
  Wright bibliography number 1175; By Margaret
  Vandegrift [pseud.].
  Reel: 119

Janvier, Thomas A[libone].
  In great waters. Four stories.
  Wright bibliography number 1176.
  Reel: 119

  Shadow of absent love.
  Memphis, Tenn., Southern publishing co. 1903
  Wright bibliography number 1177; By Mrs. L.
  Gilbert Jarman.
  Reel: 119

Jarrold, Ernest.
  Tales of the Bowery.
  New York, J.S. Ogilvie pub. Co. c1903
  Wright bibliography number 1181.
  Reel: 119

Jervey, Theodore D[ehon].
  The elder brothers. A novel in which are presented
  the vital questions now confronting the South
  growing out of reconstruction, and in which the
  author defines the true Reelations between the races
  now existing in the South.
  New York; Washington, The Neale publishing
  company. 1905
  Wright bibliography number 1182.
  Reel: 119

Jewett, Sarah Orne.
  The Tory lover.
  Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Company.
  1901
  Wright bibliography number 1183.
  Reel: 119

  New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1905
  Wright bibliography number 1184.
  Reel: 119

Mills, Weymer Jay.
  The girl I left behind.
  New York, Dodd, Mead. 1910
  Wright bibliography number 1135; Pictures and
  decorations by John Rae.
  Reel: 119

Mills, Weymer Jay.
  The Van Rensselaers of old Manhattan. A
  romance.
  New York, F.A. Stokes. c1907
  Wright bibliography number 1136; Illustrated and
  decorated by John Rae.
  Reel: 119
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Mitchell, Edward Bedinger.
The shadow of the crescent.
New York, F.A. Stokes. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1137.
Reel: 119

Mitchell, John Ames.
Dr. Thorne’s idea.
New York, Life Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1138; Ill. by Balfour Ker.
Reel: 119

Mitchell, John Ames.
The silent war.
New York, Life Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1139; Illustrations by William Balfour Ker.
Reel: 119

Mitchell, Silas Weir.
A diplomatic adventure.
New York, Century. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1141.
Reel: 119

Moffett, Cleveland.
The battle.
Chicago, M.A. Donohue. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1142.
Reel: 119

Moffett, Cleveland.
A king in rags.
New York, D. Appleton. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1143.
Reel: 119

Mole, Marion.
Vera of the strong heart.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1144.
Reel: 119

Montagu, Gordon.
Glen Ellyn, paint maker. The original paint novel.
St. Louis, Little & Becker. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1145.
Reel: 119

Montague, Margaret Prescott.
In Calvert’s Valley.
New York, Baker & Taylor. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1146.
Reel: 119

[Johnson, Anna].
The appointed way. A tale of the Seventh-day Adventists.
Wright bibliography number 1185; By Hope Daring [pseud.].
Reel: 120

[Johnson, Anna].
To the third generation.
New York, American Tract Society. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 1186; By Hope Daring [pseud.].
Reel: 120

Johnson, Daniel Harris.
The Hazel Green man's story, and other tales.
Milwaukee, The Young churchman co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1187; With a memoir by Electra Amanda Johnson.
Reel: 120

Johnson, Owen McMahon.
Arrows of the Almighty.
Wright bibliography number 1188; By Owen Johnson.
Reel: 120

Johnson, Owen McMahon.
In the name of liberty. A story of the terror.
New York, The Century co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1189; By Owen Johnson.
Reel: 120

Johnson, Shirley Everton.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1191.
Reel: 120

Johnson, William Franklin.
Poco a poco. A novel.
Akron, O.; New York, The Saalfield publishing co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1192; Illustrated by W.H. Fry.
Reel: 120

Johnson, William Henry.
Sir Galahad of New France.
Boston, H.B. Turner & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1193.
Reel: 120

Moffett, Cleveland.
The battle.
Chicago, M.A. Donohue. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1142.
Reel: 119

Moffett, Cleveland.
A king in rags.
New York, D. Appleton. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1143.
Reel: 119

Mole, Marion.
Vera of the strong heart.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1144.
Reel: 119

Montagu, Gordon.
Glen Ellyn, paint maker. The original paint novel.
St. Louis, Little & Becker. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1145.
Reel: 119

Montague, Margaret Prescott.
In Calvert’s Valley.
New York, Baker & Taylor. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1146.
Reel: 119

[Johnson, Anna].
The appointed way. A tale of the Seventh-day Adventists.
Wright bibliography number 1185; By Hope Daring [pseud.].
Reel: 120
Moore, Charles Chilton.
Tamam.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1148.
Reel: 120

Moore, Francis Marion.
"Ghosts or devils," I'm done. The startling adventure of two officers of the 62nd Ohio infantry on Polly Island, S.C. during General Gilmore's siege of Fort Sumpter in the war of the rebellion, and the story which incited their adventure.
Deadwood, S.D., O.C. Cole. [1908]
Wright bibliography number 1149.
Reel: 120

Moore, John Trotwood.
The bishop of Cottontown. A story of the southern cotton mills.
Philadelphia, J.C. Winston. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1150.
Reel: 120

Moore, John Trotwood.
Uncle Wash, his stories.
Philadelphia, John C. Winston. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1151.
Reel: 120

Moran, Pearl Van Antwerp.
In a monk's cassock.
Chicago, W.B. Conkey. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1152.
Reel: 120

Mordecal, Margaret Gregg.
The flower of destiny. Old days of the serial.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1153; By Margaret Mordecai.
Reel: 120

Morgan, Jacque Lloyd.
The invaders. A story of the "Hole-in-the-wall" country.
New York, R.F. Fenno. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1155; By John Lloyd.
Reel: 120

Morris, Clara.
The new "East Lynne." An entirely new and original novel.
New York, C.H. Doscher. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1156.
Reel: 120

The house that Jack built.
New York, Eaton & Mains; Cincinnati, Jennings & Graham. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 1197; By Wesley Johnston.
Reel: 121

The mystery of Miriam.
Boston, H.B. Turner & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1198.
Reel: 121

Philip Yoakley. A story of to-day.
New York, Eaton & Mains. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1199.
Reel: 121

Johnston, Annie (Fellows).
Asa Holmes; or, At the cross-roads.
Boston, L.C. Page & company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1194; With a frontispiece by Ernest Fosbery.
Reel: 121

Johnston, Annie (Fellows).
The three weavers. A fairy tale for fathers and mothers as well as for their daughters.
Boston, L.C. Page & Co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1195.
Reel: 121

Johnston, Elizabeth Bryant.
The days that are no more.
New York; London [etc.], The Abbey Press. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 1196; Elizabeth Johnston.
Reel: 121

Cincinnati, Jennings & Pye; New York, Eaton & Mains. [c1902]
Wright bibliography number 1200.
Reel: 121

A visit to a life factory.
New York, [s.n.]. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 1201.
Reel: 121

Johnston, Mary.
Audrey.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1202; With illustrations by F.C. Yohn.
Reel: 121

Johnston, Mary.
By order of the company.
Westminster, A. Constable & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1203.
Reel: 121
Morris, Daniel Henry.
   As the gods decree. A novel of the time of Augustus.
   New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1910
   Wright bibliography number 1157.
   Reel: 121

Morris, George Van Derveer.
   Polly: being a fairy-tale of love, in which it is shown that men love not so much the reality, the substance, as they do their own ideals.
   New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 1158.
   Reel: 121

Morris, Gouverneur.
   The footprint, and other stories.
   New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1159.
   Reel: 121

Morris, Gouverneur.
   Putting on the screws.
   New York, Doubleday, Page. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 1160; Illustrated by Paul Meylan.
   Reel: 121

Morrow, William Chambers.
   Lentala of the South Seas. The romantic tale of a lost colony.
   New York, F.A. Stokes. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1161; The illustrations from oil paintings by Maynard Dixon.
   Reel: 121

Morse, Margaret Fessenden.
   On the road to Arden.
   Boston, Houghton Mifflin. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 1162; By Margaret Morse; ill. by Harold M. Brett.
   Reel: 121

Morse, Margaret Fessenden.
   Scottie and his lady.
   Boston, Houghton Mifflin. c1910
   Wright bibliography number 1163; By Margaret Morse; ill. by Harold M. Brett.
   Reel: 121

Morse, Margaret Fessenden.
   The spirit of the pines.
   Boston, Houghton Mifflin. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 1164; By Margaret Morse.
   Reel: 121

Mortimer, James Howard.
   A sprig of Plantagenet; or, The national debt of England.
   Chicago, Independent Pub. Co. c1909
   Wright bibliography number 1165.
   Reel: 121

Moses, Barr.
   Dreaming River.
   New York, F.A. Stokes. c1909
   Wright bibliography number 1167.
   Reel: 121

Moss, Mary.
   The poet and the parish.
   New York, H. Holt. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 1168.
   Reel: 121

Johnston, Mary.
   New York; London, Harper and brothers. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 1204.
   Reel: 122

Johnston, Raymond B. Carew.
   ...Maud Blackstone, the millionaire's daughter.
   Chicago; New York, The Henneberry co. [1901]
   Wright bibliography number 1205; By Ray R. Johnston.
   Reel: 122

Jones, Alice.
   Gabriel Praed's castle.
   Boston, H.B. Turner & co. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 1206.
   Reel: 122

Jones, Edward F[ranz].
   New York, The Grafton press. [1903]
   Wright bibliography number 1208.
   Reel: 122

[Jones, Susan] Carleton.
   The career of Mrs. Osborne.
   New York; London, The Smart set publishing co. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 1210; By Carleton-Milecete; illustrated by Bayard Jones.
   Reel: 122

[Jones, Susan] Carleton.
   The Micmac.
   New York, H. Holt and company. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 1211; By S. Carleton [pseud.]; with three decorations by Adam Empie.
   Reel: 122
Jones, [Theodore] E[lden].
Leaves from an Argonaut's note book. A collection of holiday and other stories illustrative of the brighter side of mining life in pioneer days.
San Francisco, Cal., The Whitaker & Ray company (inc.). 1905
Wright bibliography number 1212; By Judge T.E. Jones; illustrations by Laura Adams Armer.
Reel: 122

Jordan, Elizabeth Garver.
May Iverson - her book.
New York; London, Harper & Brothers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1213; By Elizabeth Jordan.
Reel: 122

Mott, Lawrence.
The credit of the sea.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1169.
Reel: 122

Mott, Lawrence.
The white darkness, and other stories of the great Northwest.
New York, Outing Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1170; Ill. by Frank E. Schoonover and Cyrus Cuneo.
Reel: 122

Mullany, Katherine Frances.
Miriam of Magdala. A study.
New York, Magdala. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1171.
Reel: 122

Mumma, Rosa Meyers.
Angela, a salvation army lassie.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1172.
Reel: 122

Mumma, Rosa Meyers.
Fallina. A tale of modern American social life.
Boston, Roxburgh Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1173.
Reel: 122

Munn, Charles Clark.
The castle builders.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1175; Ill. by Frank T. Merrill.
Reel: 122

Munn, Charles Clark.
The girl from Tim's place.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1176; Ill. by Frank T. Merrill.
Reel: 122

Munn, Charles Clark.
Myrtle Baldwin.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1177; Illustrated by Henry Roth.
Reel: 122

Jordan, Elizabeth Garver.
Tales of destiny.
New York, London, Harper & Brothers. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1215.
Reel: 123

Jordan, Elizabeth Garver.
Tales of the cloister.
New York; London, Harper & Brothers. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1214.
Reel: 123

Jordan, Kate.
Time, the comedian.
New York, D. Appleton. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1216.
Reel: 123

Jordan, Maggie Olive.
God's smiles and a look into his face.
New York; London, E.T. Neely co. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 1217.
Reel: 123

Kaler, James Otis.
Reuben Green's adventures at Yale.
New York; London, Street & Smith. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 1219; By James Otis [pseud.]
Reel: 123

Kane, E.C.S.
A woman's protest.
Wright bibliography number 1220.
Reel: 123

Kauffman, Reginald Wright.
New York, D. Appleton and company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1221; By Reignald Wright Kauffman. And Edward Childs Carpenter.
Reel: 123

Kauffman, Reginald Wright.
Boston, L.C. Page & company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1222; Illustrated by Robert Edwards.
Reel: 123

Kauffman, Reginald Wright.
The things that are Caesar's. A novel.
New York, D. Appleton & Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1223.
Reel: 123
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Library Call Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kavanagh, Herminie Templeton.</td>
<td>Darby O’Gill and the good people.</td>
<td>New York, McClure, Phillips &amp; co. 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>1224; By Herminie Templeton.</td>
<td><strong>124</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keays, Hersilia A. Mitchell (Copp).</td>
<td>He that eateth bread with me.</td>
<td>New York, McClure, Phillips &amp; co. 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>1225.</td>
<td><strong>124</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kempster, Aquila.</td>
<td>The mark.</td>
<td>New York, Doubleday, page and co. 1903</td>
<td></td>
<td>1233.</td>
<td><strong>124</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kempster, Aquila.</td>
<td>The way of the gods.</td>
<td>New York, Quall &amp; Warner. 1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>1234.</td>
<td><strong>124</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerfoot, Isidor.</td>
<td>The Vatican; or, The heir of Limerick.</td>
<td>Chicago, [s.n.]. 1904</td>
<td></td>
<td>1242.</td>
<td><strong>125</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Musick, John Roy.
The real America in romance.
New York, W.H. Wise. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1181; Ill. by Freeland A. Carter.
Reel: 125

Myers, Frank A.
Apologies for love.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1182.
Reel: 125

Mygatt, John Tracy.
What I do not know of farming.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1183.
Reel: 125

Nantucket's first tea. An old time romance.
Nantucket Mass., Inquirer and Mirror Press. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1184.
Reel: 125

Narodny, Ivan.
Echoes of myself. Romantic studies of the human soul.
Wright bibliography number 1185; Illustrated by Eugene Higgins. Studio ed.
Reel: 125

Kester, Vaughan.
The fortunes of the Landrays.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1243; Illustrated by the Kinneys.
Reel: 126

Kester, Vaughan.
The manager of the B & A. A novel.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1244.
Reel: 126

Kildare, Owen Frawley.
The good of the wicked, and The party sketches.
New York, The Baker & Taylor co. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 1245; By Owen Kildare.
Reel: 126

Kildare, Owen Frawley.
The wisdom of the simple. A tale of lower New York.
New York; Chicago, F.H. Revell co. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 1246; Owen Kildare.
Reel: 126

Kimball, George Selwyn.
Boston, C.M. Clark publishing co., inc. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1247.
Reel: 126

Kimball, George Selwyn.
Pinney Home.
Boston, H.B. Turner & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1248.
Reel: 126

King, Basil.
In the garden of charity.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. [1903]
Wright bibliography number 1250.
Reel: 126

Naylor, James Ball.
The misadventures of Marjory.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1186.
Reel: 126

Naylor, James Ball.
The scalawags.
New York, B.W. Dodge. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1187; Illustrated by Otto Lang.
Reel: 126

Neff, Elizabeth (Hyer).
Altars to Mammon.
New York, F.A. Stokes. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1189; By Elizabeth Neff; with illustrations by F. Dana Marsh.
Reel: 126

Neihardt, John Gneisenau.
The lonesome trail.
New York, John Lane. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1190.
Reel: 126

Nesbit, Wilbur Dick.
New York, Harbor & Brothers. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1191; By Wilbur Nesbit.
Reel: 126

Nevin, Theodore Williamson.
Confessions of a modern Midas.
Pittsburgh [s.n.]. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1192; By Theodore W. Nevin.
Reel: 126

Nevin, Theodore Williamson.
Ralph Ranscomb, banker.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1193.
Reel: 126

Newhall, Roberts De Saussure.
The discourses of Jimmy.
Cincinnati, Circular Advertising Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1194.
Reel: 126
Nicchia, Lillian McArthur.
The leveller.
New York, C.H. Doscher. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1195; By Alexander McArthur.
Reel: 126

Nicholas, Francis Child.
The power supreme. A novel of church and state in South America.
Boston, R.E. Lee. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1196; Ill. by William Kirkpatrick.
Reel: 126

Nicholson, Meredith.
The port of missing men.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill. c1907
Wright bibliography number 1197; With ill. by Clarence F. Underwood.
Reel: 126

King, Basil.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1251.
Reel: 127

King, Basil.
The steps of honor.
New York; London, Harper & Brothers. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1252.
Reel: 127

King, Charles.
A daughter of the Sioux. A tale of the Indian Frontier.
New York, The Hobart company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1256; By General Charles King; illustrations by Frederick Remington and Edwin Willard Deming.
Reel: 127

King, Charles.
Found in the Philippines. The story of a woman's letters.
New York, The Hobart company. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 1257; By Capt. Charles King.
Reel: 127

Nicholson, Meredith.
The siege of the seven suitors.
New York; London, Harper & brothers. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1253; By General Charles King.
Reel: 127

Nicolovius, Ludwig.
Dorothy of Anglewood.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1901
Wright bibliography number 1201; By M.Y.T.H. Myth.
Reel: 127

Nicolls, William Jasper.
Brunhilda of Orr's Island.
Philadelphia, G.W. Jacobs. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1199.
Reel: 127

Nicolls, William Jasper.
The daughter of Suffolk.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott company. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1200.
Reel: 127

Nicolovius, Ludwig.
An eastern lion in the west; or, Marvelous find of an ideal.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1202; By M.Y.T.H. Myth.
Reel: 127

Nicolls, William Jasper.
Tales of enchantment.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1204; By M.Y.T.H. Myth.
Reel: 127
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Noble, William Arthur.
Ewa, a tale of Korea.
New York, Eaton & Mains. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1206.
Reel: 127

Norris, Mary Harriot.
The veil. A fantasy.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1208.
Reel: 127

Norton, Roy.
The toll of the sea.
New York, D. Appleton. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1209.
Reel: 127

King, Charles.
The iron brigade. A story of the Army of the Potomac.
New York, G.W. Dillingham company. [c1902]
Wright bibliography number 1259; By General Charles King; illustrations by R.F. Zogbaum.
Reel: 128

King, Charles.
A knight of Columbia. A story of the war.
New York, The Hobart company. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 1260; By General Charles King; illustrations by George Gibbs.
Reel: 128

King, Charles.
The medal of honor. A story of peace and war.
New York, The Hobart company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1261; By General Charles King; illustrations by George Gibbs and E.W. Deming.
Reel: 128

King, Charles.
Norman Holt. A story of the Army of the Cumberland.
New York, G.W. Dillingham company. [c1901]
Wright bibliography number 1262; By General Charles King; with illustrations by John Huybers and Seymour M. Stone.
Reel: 128

King, Charles.
Ray's daughter. A story of Manila.
Philadelphia; London, J.B. Lippincott co. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 1263; By General Charles King.
Reel: 128

King, Charles.
A soldier's trial. An episode of the canteen crusade.
New York, The Hobart Company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1264; By General Charles King.
Reel: 128

King, Charles.
The way of the West.
Chicago; New York, Rand, McNally & co. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 1265.
Reel: 128

King, William Harvey.
Medical union number six.
New York, [The Monograph press]. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 1266.
Reel: 128

Kingsbury, Sara.
The atonement. [A story].
Boston, Eastern publishing company. [c1905]
Wright bibliography number 1267.
Reel: 128

Kingsley, Florence (Morse).
Kindly light.
Philadelphia, H. Altemus co. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 1268; Illustrations by E.M. Nagel.
Reel: 128

Kingsley, Florence (Morse).
The needle's eye.
New York; London, Funk & Wagnalls company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1269; Illustrations by William E. Mears.
Reel: 128

Norton, Roy.
The vanishing fleets.
New York, D. Appleton. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1210.
Reel: 128

Norton, William Harrison.
The ideal Christian life.
Atlanta, Index Print. Co. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1211.
Reel: 128

Norvell, Joseph Elgon.
The lost guide.
Chicago, Christian Witness. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1212.
Reel: 128

Noyes, Parker Jewitt.
Why Doctor Dobson became a quack, and other stories.
New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1213.
Reel: 128

Nye, Ned.
Nachette.
New York, J.H. Remick. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1214; By Ned Nye and Robert A. Wason; Ill. by Andre De Takacs.
Reel: 128
Oakley, E. Clarence.
Dyke's corners.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1216.
Reel: 128

Obenchain, Eliza Caroline Calvert.
Aunt Jane of Kentucky.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1217; By Eliza Calvert Hall; with a frontispiece and page decorations by Beulah Strong.
Reel: 128

Obenchain, Eliza Caroline Calvert.
The land of long ago.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1218; By Eliza Calvert Hall; illustrated by G. Patrick, Nelson & Beulah Strong.
Reel: 128

Obenchain, Eliza Caroline Calvert.
Sally Ann's experience.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1219; By Eliza Calvert Hall; with frontispiece by G. Patrick Nelson and decorations by Theodore B. Hapgood.
Reel: 128

O'Higgins, Harvey Jerrold.
Don-a-dreams. A story of love and youth.
New York, Century. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1221.
Reel: 128

Kingsley, Florence (Morse).
The resurrection of Miss Cynthia.
New York, Dodd, Mead & company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1270; With frontispiece by Martin Justice.
Reel: 129

Kingsley, Florence (Morse).
The singular Miss Smith.
New York; London, The Macmillan company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1271; With illustrations by Will Grefe.
Reel: 129

Kingsley, Florence (Morse).
Tor, a street boy of Jerusalem.
Philadelphia, H. Altemus Company. [c1904]
Wright bibliography number 1272; With illustrations by F.A. Eckman.
Reel: 129

Kingsley, Florence (Morse).
The transfiguration of Miss Philura.
New York; London, Funk & Wagnalls Company. [1902]
Wright bibliography number 1273.
Reel: 129

Kinkaid, Mary Holland McNeish.
New York; London, Harper & Brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1274; By Mary Holland Kinkaid.
Reel: 129

Lady Century.
New York, Broadway publishing company. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 1275; Mrs. A.G. Kintzel.
Reel: 129

Leave me my honor.
New York, Broadway publishing company. [1904]
Wright bibliography number 1276; By Mrs. A.G. Kintzel.
Reel: 129

The apology of Ayliffe.
Boston; New York, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1277; By Ellen Olney Kirk.
Reel: 129

Good-bye, proud world.
Boston; New York, Houghton Mifflin and company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1278; By Ellen Olney Kirk.
Reel: 129

Our Lady Vanity.
Boston; New York, Houghton Mifflin and company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1279; By Ellen Olney Kirk.
Reel: 129

A remedy for love.
Boston; New York, Houghton Mifflin and company. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1280; By Ellen Olney Kirk.
Reel: 129

O'Higgins, Harvey Jerrold.
Old clinkers. A story of the New York fire department.
Boston, Small, Maynard. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1222; With ill. by Martin Justice.
Reel: 129
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Wright bibliography number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Olmsted, Stanley.</td>
<td>The emotionalist. The romance of an awakening in temperament.</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton.</td>
<td>1908</td>
<td>1224</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppenheim, James.</td>
<td>Wild oats.</td>
<td>New York, B.W. Huebech.</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td>1228; With a foreword by Edward Bok.</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organ, Margaret Stephenson.</td>
<td>The last battleground. By Margaret Stephenson.</td>
<td>New York, G.T. Long.</td>
<td>c1910</td>
<td>1231; By Margaret S. Organ.</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiser, Samuel Ellsworth.</td>
<td>Charles the chauffeur.</td>
<td>New York, F.A. Stokes company.</td>
<td>[1904]</td>
<td>1282; By S.E. Kiser.</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kobbe, Gustav.</td>
<td>Signora, a child of the opera house.</td>
<td>New York, R.H. Russell.</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>1289</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Krause, Lyda Farrington].</td>
<td>Honor D. Everel.</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead &amp; co.</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>1291; Barbara Yechton [pseud.].</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Krause, Lyda Farrington].</td>
<td>Young Mrs. Teddy. New York, Dodd, Mead &amp; co. 1901 Wright bibliography number 1292; Barbara Yechton [pseud.].</td>
<td>Reel: 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osborne, Duffield.</td>
<td>The angels of Messer Ercole. A tale of Perugia. New York, F.A. Stokes. c1907 Wright bibliography number 1234; With a frontispiece by F. Luis Mora and illustrations from photographs.</td>
<td>Reel: 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osborne, William Hamilton.</td>
<td>The running fight. New York, Dodd, Mead. 1910 Wright bibliography number 1235; With illustrations by Harrison Fisher and George Brehm.</td>
<td>Reel: 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osbourne, Lloyd.</td>
<td>Harm’s way. London, Mills &amp; Boon. 1909 Wright bibliography number 1236.</td>
<td>Reel: 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osbourne, Lloyd.</td>
<td>Schmidt. New York, T.Y. Crowell. c1907 Wright bibliography number 127; Illustrated by Allen True.</td>
<td>Reel: 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osbourne, Lloyd.</td>
<td>The tin diskers. The story of an invasion that all but failed. Philadelphia, H. Altemus. c1906 Wright bibliography number 1238; With ill. by F.L. Fithlan</td>
<td>Reel: 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osbourne, Lloyd.</td>
<td>Wild justice. New York, D. Appleton. 1906 Wright bibliography number 1239.</td>
<td>Reel: 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osgood, Irene.</td>
<td>Servitude. Boston, D. Estes. c1908 Wright bibliography number 1240.</td>
<td>Reel: 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacey, Joseph Berry.</td>
<td>The DeWiltons of Virginia. Wright bibliography number 1294; By A.D. Knoppe [i.e. J.B. Lacey].</td>
<td>Reel: 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lagen, Mary Julia.</td>
<td>Daphne and her lad. New York, H. Holt and co. 1904 Wright bibliography number 1295; By M.J. Lagen and Cally Ryland; with a frontispiece by Eliot Keen.</td>
<td>Reel: 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lange, Frederick Charles.</td>
<td>The industrial crisis; or, Giant labor and giant capital face to face. A story of the 'toiling masses' and the 'thifty rich.' [Hartford? Conn.]. 1903 Wright bibliography number 1298.</td>
<td>Reel: 131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lanston, Aubrey.</td>
<td>The harvesters. New York, R.H. Russell. 1903 Wright bibliography number 1300.</td>
<td>Reel: 131</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lathrop, Annie Wakeman.
A gentlewoman of the slums: being the autobiography of a charwoman. As chronicled by Annie Wakeman.
Boston, L.C. Page & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1301.
Reel: 131

Otis, Alexander.
The man and the dragon.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1242; With ill. by J.V. McFall.
Reel: 131

Page, Walter Hines.
The southerner. Novel: being the autobiography of Nicholas Worth.
New York, Doubleday, Page. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1245.
Reel: 131

Paine, Albert Bigelow.
From van dweller to commuter. The story of a strenuous quest for a home and a little hearth and garden.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1246.
Reel: 131

Paine, Ralph Delahaye.
J. Archibald McKackney (collector of whiskers): being certain episodes taken from the diary and notes of that estimable gentleman-student and now for the first time set forth.
New York, Outing Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1248; Edited by Ralph D. Paine; with illustrations by Wallace Morgan.
Reel: 131

Paine, Ralph Delahaye.
The praying skipper, and other stories.
New York, Outing Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1249.
Reel: 131

Paine, Ralph Delahaye.
The story of Martin Coe.
Toronto, W. Briggs. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1250; Ill. by Howard Giles.
Reel: 131

Paine, Ralph Delahaye.
The stroke oar.
New York, Outing Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1251; Ill. by Walter J. Enright.
Reel: 131

Palmer, Frederick.
The big fellow.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1252; Illustrated by M. Leone Bracker.
Reel: 131

La Voie, Julia.
A tale half told.
New York, Broadway pub. Co. c1904
Wright bibliography number 1307.
Reel: 132

Latimer, Mary Elizabeth (Wormeley).
The prince incognito.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1302.
Reel: 132

Laughlin, Clara Elizabeth.
Divided. The story of a poem.
New York, F.H. Revell co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1303.
Reel: 132

Laughlin, Clara Elizabeth.
"Miladi": being sundry little chapters devoted to your day-dreams, dear Miladi, and your realizations, harking back to your education, your experience in the industrial world and your decision in favor of the claims of home, and coming down to the development of your love, the building of your house o'dreams, and your motherhood.
Chicago, F.H. Revell co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1304.
Reel: 132

Laughlin, Clara Elizabeth.
When joy begins. A little story of the woman-heart.
New York, F.H. Revell co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1305.
Reel: 132

Laughlin, Elmer Osborn.
Johnnie. A memory of boyhood.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1306; Illustrated by Will Vawter.
Reel: 132

Lawrence, Albert Lathrop.
Juell Demming. A story.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1310.
Reel: 132
Lawrence, William Vicars.
   Defeated but victor still; or, Heirs of the Fonca estate. A story of the mysteries of New Orleans, following the civil war and reconstruction.
New York, F.T. Neely. c1901
Wright bibliography number 1308; By Wm. V. Lawrance [!] 2d ed.
   Reel: 132

Lawrence, William Vicars.
   Under which master; or, The story of the long strike at Coverdale. A romance of labor.
New York, Abbey Press. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1309.
   Reel: 132

Palmer, Frederick.
   Danbury Rodd, aviator.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1253.
   Reel: 132

Palmer, Frederick.
   Lucy of the stars.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1254; Ill. by Alonzo Kimball.
   Reel: 132

Parke, Joseph Richardson.
   The wizard of the Damavant. A tale of the crusades.
Wright bibliography number 1255.
   Reel: 132

Parker, Frances.
   Winding waters. The story of a long trail and strong hearts.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1256.
   Reel: 132

Parker, George Augustus.
   Out of the depths.
Boston, Reeld Pub. Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1257; With illustrations by Alfredo L. Demorest.
   Reel: 132

Parker, Lottie Blair.
New York, H. Holt. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1258.
   Reel: 132

Parker, Prescott Alphonse.
   Tom and Kitty. A story of Mobile Bay.
Volanta, Ala., P.A. Parker. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1259.
   Reel: 132

Parrish, Randall.
   Beth Norvell. A romance of the west.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1260; With frontispiece in color by N.C. Wyeth.
   Reel: 132

Lawrence, Albert Lathrop.
   The wolverine. A romance of early Michigan.
Boston, Little Brown, and co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1311; With illustrations from drawings by Arthur E. Becher.
   Reel: 133

Lawrence, Lou.
   The confessions of an old maid.
New York, Press of "The Rose-jur.". 1904
Wright bibliography number 1313.
   Reel: 133

Lawson, Alfred William.
New York, Wox, Conrad co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1312.
   Reel: 133

Lawson, Laura Burnett.
New York, Neale pub. Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1314.
   Reel: 133

Le Cato, Nathaniel James Walter.
   The curse of caste.
New York, Walker-Ellerson pub. Co. c1903
Wright bibliography number 1318; By N.J.W. Le Cato.
   Reel: 133

Leach, Le Roy.
   [Tales of adventure].
[s.l.:s.n.]. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1315.
   Reel: 133

Leamon, Sarah Cannon.
   Tom Morgan's farm.
Cincinnati, Jennings & Pye. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1316; By Mrs. Sarah Cannon Leamon.
   Reel: 133

Leandro. A Catholic tale.
New York, P.J. Kenedy & sons. [1900?]
Wright bibliography number 1317.
   Reel: 133

Leddy, James.
   The new republic.
New York, The Abbey Press. c1902
Wright bibliography number 1319.
   Reel: 133
Lee, Albert.  
The baronet in corduroy.  
New York, D. Appleton and co. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1320.  
Reel: 133

Parrish, Randall.  
Bob Hampton of Placer.  
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1906  
Wright bibliography number 1261; Ill. by Arthur I. Keller.  
Reel: 133

Parrish, Randall.  
Don MacGrath. A tale of the river.  
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1910  
Wright bibliography number 1262; Ill. by John W. Norton.  
Reel: 133

Parrish, Randall.  
Keith of the border. A tale of the plains.  
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1910  
Wright bibliography number 1263; With four illustrations in full color by W. Herbert Dunton. 3d ed.  
Reel: 133

Parrish, Randall.  
The last voyage of the Donna Isabel. A romance of the sea.  
New York, A.L. Burt. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 1264.  
Reel: 133

Parrish, Randall.  
Prisoners of chance. The story of what befell Geoffrey Benteen, borderman, through his love for a lady of France.  
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 1266; Illustrated in full color by the Kinneys.  
Reel: 133

Parry, David Maclean.  
The scarlet empire.  
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. c1906  
Wright bibliography number 1267; With illustrations by Hermann C. Wall.  
Reel: 133

Parson, Kirk.  
A fast game.  
Boston, Roxburgh Pub. Co. c1910  
Wright bibliography number 1268.  
Reel: 133

Le Gate, Rosa Bottoms.  
[Le Gate's library].  
New Albany, Ind., Cottage pub. & printing co. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1329.  
Reel: 134

Lee, James Hampton.  
Letters of two; or, The true history of a late love affair.  
New York, Abbey press. c1901  
Wright bibliography number 1321; Edited and compiled by James Hampton Lee.  
Reel: 134

Lee, Jennette Barbour Perry.  
A pillar of salt.  
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and co. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 1322.  
Reel: 134

Lee, Jennette Barbour Perry.  
The son of a fiddler.  
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1323.  
Reel: 134

Lee, Margaret.  
The man with the rake.  
London; New York, The Abbey press. c1901  
Wright bibliography number 1325; By Marion Beveridge Lee.  
Reel: 134

Lee, Margaret.  
Separation. [A story].  
New York, F.M. Buckles & co. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1324.  
Reel: 134

Lee, Mary Catherine (Jenkins).  
Lois Mallet's dangerous gift.  
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and co. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1326; By Mary Catherine Lee.  
Reel: 134

Lefevre, Edwin.  
The golden flood.  
New York, McClure, Philips & co. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1327; Illustrated by W.R. Leight.  
Reel: 134

Lefevre, Edwin.  
Wall street stories.  
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 1328.  
Reel: 134

Legum, Rey John.  
Rachel and Leah. A Jewish story.  
Butler, Pa., Ziegler printing co. c1901  
Wright bibliography number 1330; By John Legum.  
Reel: 134

Leland, Charles Godfrey.  
Flaxius. Leaves from the life of an immortal.  
London, P. Wellby. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1331.  
Reel: 134
Partridge, William Ordway.
The czar's gift.
New York, Funk & Wagnalls. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1269; Ill. by Victor Perard.
Reel: 134

Patten, Harrison Eastman.
Three crimson days.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1270.
Reel: 134

Patten, Harrison Eastman.
The town and the trust. A novel.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1271.
Reel: 134

Patterson, Burd Shippen.
"The head of iron." A romance of colonial Pennsylvania.
Pittsburgh, T.M. Walker. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1272.
Reel: 134

Patterson, Joseph Medill.
A little brother of the rich. A novel.
Chicago, Reilly and Britton. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1273.
Reel: 134

Patterson, Joseph Medill.
Rikasten pikku veli. Kirjoittanut Joseph Medill
Patterson; suomentanut Geo. Gratchef.
1910
Wright bibliography number 1274.
Reel: 134

Payne, Will.
The automatic capitalists.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1275; Ill. by Leslie I. Benson.
Reel: 134

Payne, Will.
The losing game. A novel.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1276; Illustrations by F.R. Gruger.
Reel: 134

Payne, Will.
When love speaks.
New York, Macmillan. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1277.
Reel: 134

Payson, William Farquhar.
Periwinkle. An idyl of the dunes.
New York, Sturgis & Walton. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1278; With ill. by Thomas Fogarty.
Reel: 134

Peadro, Robert Mandiville.
Idle hours of a busy lawyer.
Shelbyville, Ill., Shelby County Leader. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1279; By Robert M. Peadro.
Reel: 134

Peck, Theodora Agnes.
The sword of Dundee. A tale of "bonnie Prince Charlie."
New York, Duffield. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1280; By Theodora Peck; pictures of John Rae.
Reel: 134

Lesser, Elizabeth.
Just a little tag.
New York, Broadway pub. Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1332; Drawings by the author.
Reel: 135

Lewis, Alfred Henry.
The Black Lion inn.
New York, R.H. Russell. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1333; Illustrated by Frederic Remington.
Reel: 135

Lewis, Alfred Henry.
The boss, and how he came to rule New York.
New York, A.S. Barnes & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1334.
Reel: 135

Lewis, Alfred Henry.
Peggy O'Neal.
Philadelphia, D. Biddle. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1335; Illustrated by Henry Hutt.
Reel: 135

Lewis, Alfred Henry.
The president. A novel.
New York, A.S. Barnes and co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1336.
Reel: 135

Lewis, Alfred Henry.
The sunset trail.
New York, A.S. Barnes & Co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1337.
Reel: 135
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Lewis, Alfred Henry.
Wolfville days.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1338; With frontispiece by Frederic Remington.
Reel: 135

Peirce, Grace Howard.
Elizabeth's story.
[Fond du Lac, Wis., Haber Print. Co.]. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1281.
Reel: 135

Pendexter, Hugh.
Tiberius Smith: as chronicled by his right-hand man, Billy Campbell.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1282.
Reel: 135

Pennell, William Wesley.
Jonas Hawley.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1283.
Reel: 135

Peple, Edward Henry.
The mallet's masterpiece.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1284; Ill. by C.M. Burd.
Reel: 135

Peple, Edward Henry.
Semiramis. A tale of battle and of love.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1285.
Reel: 135

Peple, Edward Henry.
The spitfire.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1286; By Edward Peple; ill. by Howard Chandler Christy and J.V. McFall.
Reel: 135

Perrin, Lee James.
My three years at Andover.
Boston, Mayhew Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1288; By Ewer Struly.
Reel: 135

Perry, Frederick Albertus.
Cressy, a maid of Japan. A story of the conversion of a high class girl to Christianity, setting forth religious and social conditions in Japan.
Wright bibliography number 1290; By Fred A. Perry.
Reel: 135

Perry, Lawrence.
Dan Merrithew.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1291; Ill. by J.V. McFall.
Reel: 135

Lewis, Alfred Henry.
Wolfville nights.
New York, F.A. Stokes co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1339.
Reel: 136

Lewis, Hattle Graham.
Guyndine, a women with a conscience. A novel.
Guthrie, Okla., State capital ptg. Co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1340; By Mrs. Graham Lewis.
Reel: 136

Lewis, Julius A.
Sir Walter of Kent. A truthful history of three centuries ago.
New York, Bonnell, Silver & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1341; Ed. by Julius A. Lewis.
Reel: 136

Libbey, Laura Jean.
In love's springtime; or, Gladys, the beautiful.
New York, Street & Smith. c1901
Wright bibliography number 1342.
Reel: 136

Libbey, Laura Jean.
The pride of my heart; or, When love conspires.
New York, Street & Smith. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1343.
Reel: 136

Lichtenstein, Joy.
For the blue and gold. A tale of life at the University of California.
San Francisco, A.M. Robertson. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1344.
Reel: 136

Lighton, William Rheem.
The ultimate moment.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1345; Illustrated by A.I. Keller.
Reel: 136

Peterson, Henry.
Dulcibel. A tale of old Salem.
Philadelphia, J.C. Winston. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1292; Ill. of Howard Pyle.
Reel: 136

Phelps, F.A.
Joe Monigan. A tale of the early west.
Chicago, American Pub. House. c1907
Wright bibliography number 1294.
Reel: 136
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phelps, Sarah.</td>
<td>Grandma Faithful's happy day.</td>
<td>[Chicago? s.n.], [c1907]</td>
<td></td>
<td>1297</td>
<td>Reel: 136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liljencrantz, Ottilie Adelina.</td>
<td>The thrall of Leif the Lucky. A story of Viking days.</td>
<td>Chicago, A.C. McClurg &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>1348</td>
<td>Reel: 137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liljencrantz, Ottilie Adelina.</td>
<td>The vinland champions.</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton and co.</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>1349</td>
<td>Reel: 137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liljencrantz, Ottilie Adelina.</td>
<td>The ward of king Canute. A romance of the Danish conquest.</td>
<td>Boston, Small, Maynard &amp; co.</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>1350</td>
<td>Reel: 137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lillibridge, William Otis.</td>
<td>Ben Blair, the story of a plainsman.</td>
<td>Chicago, A.C. McClurg &amp; co.</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>1351</td>
<td>Reel: 137</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Limerick, Oliver Victor.
A feast of fun. Twelve new stories picked from the fun tree.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie pub. Co. c1904
Wright bibliography number 1354; By Billy Burgundy [i.e. O.V. Limerick].
Reel: 137

Limerick, Oliver Victor.
Toothsome tales told in slang.
New York, Street & Smith. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1355; By Billy Burgundy [i.e. O.V. Limerick].
Reel: 137

Lincoln, Frederick S.
An Indiana girl.
Washington, [D.C.], The Neale pub. Co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1357.
Reel: 137

Lincoln, Jeanie Thomas (Gould).
A javelin of fate.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1358; By Jeanie Gould Lincoln.
Reel: 137

Phillips, M.J.
In our country's service.
Columbus, E.T. Miller. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1308.
Reel: 137

Pickering, Sidney.
The basket of fate.
New York, Longmans, Green. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1309.
Reel: 137

Pidgin, Charles Felton.
The Corsican lovers. A story of the vendetta.
New York, B.W. Dodge. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1310; With eight illustrations by Malcom Strauss.
Reel: 137

Pidgin, Charles Felton.
The further adventures of Quincy Adams Sawyer and Mason Corner folks. A novel.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1311; Illustrated by Henry Roth.
Reel: 137

Pidgin, Charles Felton.
Boston, Mayhew Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1312.
Reel: 137

Pidgin, Charles Felton.
Labor; or, The money-god! Which? A story of the times.
Boston, Mayhew Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1313; By Chas. Felton Pidgin.
Reel: 137

Pidgin, Charles Felton.
Boston, J.K. Waters. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1314.
Reel: 137

Pidgin, Charles Felton.
The toymakers.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1315.
Reel: 137

Pierce, Ernest Frederic.
The traveller's joy.
New York, E.P. Dutton. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1316.
Reel: 137

Lincoln, Joseph Crosby.
Cap'n Erie. A story of the coast.
New York, A.L. Burt co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1359.
Reel: 138

Lincoln, Joseph Crosby.
Partners of the tide.
New York, A.S. Barnes & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1360; Frontispiece in colors by Charlotte Weber; decorations by John Rae.
Reel: 138

Lindelof, Otte Julius Swanson.
A trip to the north pole; or, The discovery of the ten tribes as found in the Arctic ocean.
Salt Lake City, Tribune Printing Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1361; And published by O.J.S. Lindelof, owner and proprietor.
Reel: 138

Linn, James Weber.
The chameleon.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1362.
Reel: 138

Linn, James Weber.
The second generation.
New York, Macmillan co., ltd. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1363.
Reel: 138

Linton, Lulu.
More than coronets. Stories of kind hearts.
Cincinnati, O., The Standard pub. Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1364.
Reel: 138
Litchfield, Grace Denio.
The letter D.
New York, Dodd, Mead and co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1365.
Reel: 138

Pinckney, Susanna Shulrick Hayne.
Dearcy Pinckney.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1317; By Sue Pinckney.
Reel: 138

Pinkham, Edwin George.
Fate's a fiddler.
Boston, Small, Maynard. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1319; Ill. by Lester Ralph.
Reel: 138

Pinkston, Lady Lois of Tennessee.
The Earl of Roseville hall.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1320l By Lady L. Pinkston.
Reel: 138

Pinnix, Hannah Courtney.
Chaney's stratagem.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1321.
Reel: 138

Pitblado, Charles Bruce.
Nareen.
Toledo, The Hadley Press. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1322; By the late Charles Bruce Pitblado and Rev. Edwy Guthrie Pitblado.
Reel: 138

Pittman, Hannah Daviess.
The belle of the Bluegrass country. Studies in black and white.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1323.
Reel: 138

Pittman, Hannah Daviess.
The heart of Kentucky.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1324.
Reel: 138

Poe, Edgar Allan.
The Chess Payer and eleven other masterful stories and essays.
Akron, O., Superior Print. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1325.
Reel: 138

Litsey, Edwin Carlile.
The love story of Abner Stone.
New York, A.S. Barnes and co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1366.
Reel: 139

Litsey, Edwin Carlile.
The race of the swift.
Boston, Little, Brown, and co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1367; Illustrated from drawings by Charles Livingston Bull.
Reel: 139

Lloyd, Beatrix Demarest.
The pastime of eternity.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1368.
Reel: 139

Lloyd, John Uri.
Red Head.
New York, Dodd, Mead and co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1369; Illustrations and decorations by Reginald B. Birch.
Reel: 139

Lloyd, John Uri.
Scroggins.
New York, Dodd, Mead & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1370; Illustrations and decorations by Reginald B. Birch.
Reel: 139

Lloyd, John Uri.
Warwick of the knobs. A story of Stringtown county, Kentucky.
New York, Dodd, Mead & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1371; With photographic illustrations of Knob county.
Reel: 139

Lloyd, John William.
The dwellers in Vale Sunrise: A sequel to "The natural man:"
Westwood, Mass., The Ariel press. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1372.
Reel: 139

Lloyd, John William.
The natural man. A romance of the golden age.
Newark, N.J., B. Prieth. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1373.
Reel: 139

Lloyd, Nelson McAllister.
A drone and a dreamer.
New York, J.F. Taylor & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1374; By Nelson Loyd.
Reel: 139

Lloyd, Nelson McAllister.
Mrs. Radigan. Her biography, with that of Miss Pearl Veal, and the memoirs of J. Madison Mudison.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1375; By Nelson Lloyd.
Reel: 139
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**Poe, Edgar Allan.**
Mystery tales of Edgar Allan Poe.
New York, A.L. Burt. c1907
Wright bibliography number 1326; with an
introduction by G. Mercer Adam; illustrated by J.
Watson Davis.
Reel: 139

**Pollock, Frank Lillie.**
The frozen fortune.
New York, Macauley. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1331; Illustrations by
H.J. Peck.
Reel: 139

**Pollock, Frank Lillie.**
The treasure trail.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1332; With a
frontispiece in colour by Louis D. Growing.
Reel: 139

**Pool, Bettie Freshwater.**
Under Brazilian skies.
Elizabeth City, N.C., G.P.E. Hart. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1334.
Reel: 139

**Poole, Ernest.**
The voice of the street.
New York, A.S. Barnes. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1335.
Reel: 139

**Pope, Franklin.**
The stranger's visit.
Cleveland, O., Zuriel Pub. Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1336.
Reel: 139

**Popham, William Lee.**
Love's rainbow dream.
[Louisville, Ky., s.n.]. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1337.
Reel: 139

**Popham, William Lee.**
She dared to win.
[Louisville, Ky., Printed by Westerfield-Bonte].
c1910
Wright bibliography number 1338.
Reel: 139

**Popham, William Lee.**
A tramp's love.
[Louisville, Ky., s.n.]. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1339.
Reel: 139

**Popham, William Lee.**
The valley of love.
Louisville, Ky., printed by Westerfield-Bonte. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1340.
Reel: 139

**Popham, William Lee.**
The village by the sea.
Louisvile, Ky., printed by Westerfield-Bonte. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1341.
Reel: 139

**Porter, Gene Stratton.**
Freckles.
New York, Doubleday, Page. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1343; Decorations by E.
Stetson Crawford.
Reel: 139

**Post, Emily Price.**
The title market.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1344; With illustrations
by J.H. Gardner Soper.
Reel: 139

**Post, Emily Price.**
Woven in the tapestry.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1345.
Reel: 139

**Lloyd, Nelson McAllister.**
The soldier of the valley.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1376; By Nelson Lloyd;
illustrated by A.B. Frost.
Reel: 140

**Lockwood, William Lewis.**
Trailers of the North.
New York, Broadway pub. Co. c1905
Wright bibliography number 1377.
Reel: 140

**Lonargan, John P.**
Cwan and Genevieve. A tale of love and romance
in the days of Roderick, last monarch of all IReeland.
New York, T.J. Carey & co. c1904
Wright bibliography number 1378; By Rev. John P.
Lonargan.
Reel: 140

**London, Jack.**
The call of the wild.
New York, Macmillan & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1379; Illustrated by
Philip R. Goodwin and Charles Livingston Bull;
decorated by Charles Edw. Hooper.
Reel: 140

**London, Jack.**
Children of the frost.
New York, Macmillan co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1380; With illustrations
by Raphael M. Reay.
Reel: 140
London, Jack.
A daughter of the snows.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1381; With illustrations by Frederick C. Yohn.
Reel: 140

London, Jack.
The faith of men, and other stories.
New York, Macmillan co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1382.
Reel: 140

London, Jack.
The game.
New York, Macmillan co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1383; With illustrations and decorations by Henry Hutt and T.C. Lawrence.
Reel: 140

Post, Melville Davison.
The corrector of destinies: being tales of Randolph mason as Reelated by his private secretary, Courtland Parks.
New York, E.J. Clode. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1346.
Reel: 140

Potter, David.
The eleventh hour.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1347; Frontispiece in colour by the Kinneys.
Reel: 140

Potter, David.
The lady of the Spur.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1348; With a frontispiece by Clarence F. Underwood.
Reel: 140

Potter, David.
The lost goddess.
New York, H. Holt. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1349.
Reel: 140

Potter, Margaret Horton.
The genius.
New York, Harper and Brothers. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1350; By Margaret Potter.
Reel: 140

Potter, Margaret Horton.
The golden ladder. A novel.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1351; By Margaret Potter.
Reel: 140

Potter, Margaret Horton.
The princess.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1352; By Margaret Potter.
Reel: 140

Pottle, Emery Bemsley.
Handicapped.
New York, J. Lane. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1353; By Emery Pottle.
Reel: 140

Pratt, Lucy.
Ezekiel.
New York, Doubleday, Page. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1355; Illustrated by Frederic Dorr Steele.
Reel: 140

London, Jack.
The god of his fathers, and other stories.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1384.
Reel: 141

London, Jack.
The Kempton-Wace letters.
New York, Macmillan co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1385.
Reel: 141

London, Jack.
The sea-wolf.
New York, Macmillan co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1386; With illustrations by W.J. Aylward.
Reel: 141

London, Jack.
Tales of the fish patrol.
New York, International library. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1387; With illustrations by George Varian.
Reel: 141

Long, John Luther.
Wright bibliography number 1389.
Reel: 141

Long, John Luther.
Naughty Nan.
New York, Century co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1390.
Reel: 141
Long, John Luther.
   ... The prince of illusion: "Dolce": Ein nix-nuts: The honorable Christmas: Gift of Yoshida Aramidzu: "Dizzy Dave": The horse trade: "Jaue an' me": The dream woman. New York, Century Co. 1901 Wright bibliography number 1391.
   Reel: 141

Long, John Luther.
   Seffy. A little comedy of country manners. Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill co. 1905 Wright bibliography number 1392; Illustrations by C.D. Williams.
   Reel: 141

Prentis, John Harcourt.
   Reel: 141

Preston, Sydney Herman.
   On common ground. New York, H. Holt. 1906 Wright bibliography number 1357.
   Reel: 141

Prichard, Sarah Johnson.
   Reel: 141

Prior, James.
   Reel: 141

Propper, Albert Herschel.
   Reel: 141

Quick, Herbert.
   The broken lance. Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill. c1907 Wright bibliography number 1361; With illustrations by C.D. Williams.
   Reel: 141

Quick, Herbert.
   Double trouble. Indianapolis, [s.n.]. c1906 Wright bibliography number 1362.
   Reel: 141

Raine, William MacLeod.
   Ridway of Montana. A story of today, in which the hero is also the villain. New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1909 Wright bibliography number 1363; Illustrations by O.T. Jackson.
   Reel: 141

Raine, William MacLeod.
   Wyoming. A story of the outdoor west. New York, Grosset & Dunlap. 1908 Wright bibliography number 1364; Illustrations by Clarence H. Rowe.
   Reel: 141

Ramsay, Franklin Pierce.
   Reel: 141

Loomis, A. Perry.
   The two r's; or, Stepping stones. Catskill, N.Y., Enterprise Printing House. 1903 Wright bibliography number 1394; By Mrs. A. Perry Loomis.
   Reel: 142

Loomis, Annie Elizabeth.
   The Sylvester quarry. Sequel to "Over at Little Acorns." Richmond, Va., Presbyterian committee of publication. [1901] Wright bibliography number 1395; Elizabeth Olmis.
   Reel: 142

Loomis, Charles Battell.
   Reel: 142

Loomis, Charles Battell.
   I've been thinking. New York, J. Pott & co. 1905 Wright bibliography number 1397.
   Reel: 142
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Looney, Louisa Preston.</td>
<td>Tennessee sketches.</td>
<td>Chicago, A.C. McClurg &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td></td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ramsay, Rina.</td>
<td>The straw</td>
<td>New York, Macmillan.</td>
<td>1909</td>
<td>1367</td>
<td></td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randolph, Mary.</td>
<td>Love letters from the Nile.</td>
<td>New York, Knickerbocker Press.</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td>1368</td>
<td></td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranlett, Susan Alice.</td>
<td>The shepherd who did not go to Bethlehem.</td>
<td>Boston, R.G. Badger.</td>
<td>1909</td>
<td>1369</td>
<td></td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raphael, Alice Pearl.</td>
<td>The fulfillment</td>
<td>New York, Sturgis &amp; Walton.</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td>1370</td>
<td>With a frontispiece from an etching by W.D. Steele.</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rath, E.J.</td>
<td>The sixth speed</td>
<td>New York, Moffat, Yard.</td>
<td>1908</td>
<td>1371</td>
<td>With a frontispiece by Č. Weber-Ditzler.</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raum, Harry Angle.</td>
<td>Affinity</td>
<td>Atlantic City, N.J., [s.n.].</td>
<td>1908</td>
<td>1372</td>
<td></td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray, Anna Chapin.</td>
<td>The bridge builders</td>
<td>Boston, Little, Brown.</td>
<td>1909</td>
<td>1374</td>
<td></td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ray, Anna Chapin.</td>
<td>Hearts and creeds</td>
<td>Boston, Little, Brown.</td>
<td>1906</td>
<td>1375</td>
<td>Illustrated from the drawings by Alice Barber Stephens.</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lorimer, George Claude.</td>
<td>The master of millions. A novel.</td>
<td>New York, F.H. Revell co.</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>1403</td>
<td></td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Lorimer, George Horace].</td>
<td>Letters from a self-made merchant to his son.</td>
<td>Boston, Small, Maynard &amp; co.</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>1402</td>
<td></td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lothrop, Harriet Mulford (Stone).</td>
<td>Sally, Mrs. Tubbs.</td>
<td>Boston, Lothrop pub. Co.</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>1405</td>
<td>By Margaret Sidney [i.e. H.M.S. Lothrop].</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Louthan, Hattie Horner.
In passion's dragnet. A novel.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1406.
Reel: 143

Louttit, George William.
The gentleman from Jay.
New York, G.W. Dillingham co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1407; Illustrations by Louis F. Grant.
Reel: 143

Louttit, George William.
The maid of the wildwood. A romance of the Middle West in early days.
Fort Wayne, Ind., Colonial press. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1408.
Reel: 143

Ray, Frederick Augustus.
The devil worshipper.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1377.
Reel: 143

Ray, Frederick Augustus.
Maid of the Mohawk.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1378.
Reel: 143

Raymond, Ibbie.
S'Ancre.
New York, [s.n.]. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1379.
Reel: 143

Read, Opie Percival.
The mystery of Margaret.
New York, A. Wessels. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1381.
Reel: 143

Reade, Willoughby.
When hearts were true.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1383.
Reel: 143

Redford, Elizabeth Adamson.
Neither do I.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1384; Illustrated by Wm. L. Hudson.
Reel: 143

Reed, Myrtle.
A spinner in the sun.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1385.
Reel: 143

Reed, Sarah Ann.
A romance of Arlington house.
Boston, Chapple Pub. Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1386.
Reel: 143

Reeve, J. Stanley.
"Rhubarb," the diary of a gentleman's hunter.
Philadelphia, Press of J.B. Lippincott. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1387; With illustrations by the author.
Reel: 143

Reeve, Katharine Roosevelt.
Covert-side courtship.
Philadelphia, Printed by J.P. Lippincott. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1388; With silhouettes by J. Stanley Reeve.
Reel: 143

Reilly, James M.
Veldt, the lion hunter. A comic opera whirl.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1389.
Reel: 143

Louix, DuBois Henry.
Ongon. A tale of early Chicago.
New York, C. Francis press. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1409.
Reel: 144

Lovejoy, Mary Evelyn Wood.
Dandelion; or, Out of the shadows.
New York, F. Tennyson Neely. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1410; By Evelyn M. Wood Lovejoy.
Reel: 144

Lovett, Robert Morss.
Richard Gresham.
New York, Macmillan co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1411.
Reel: 144

Low, Alfred Maurice.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1412.
Reel: 144

Ludlow, James Meeker.
Deborah. A tale of the times of Judas Maccabaeus.
New York, F.H. Revell co. c1901
Wright bibliography number 1413.
Reel: 144

Ludlow, James Meeker.
Sir Raoul. A tale of the theft of an empire.
New York, F.H. Revell co. c1905
Wright bibliography number 1414.
Reel: 144
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Lush, Charles Keeler.
   The autocrats. A novel.
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1415.
   Reel: 144

Luther, Mark Lee.
   The henchman.
New York, Macmillan co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1416.
   Reel: 144

Rennolds, Harney.
   Out of the ashes. A possible solution to the social
   problem of divorce.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1390.
   Reel: 144

Reynolds, William Hampton.
   Our brother's child, and other stories.
Boston, Mayhew Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1391.
   Reel: 144

Reynolds, William Hampton.
   The tide of destiny. A story with a purpose. A
   popular adaptation of the great fraternal story Our
   brother's child.
Boston, Mayhew Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1392.
   Reel: 144

Rhodes, Eugene Manlove.
   Good men and true.
New York, H. Holt. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1393; Rhodes;
illustrations by H.T. Dunn.
   Reel: 144

Rhodes, H. Henry.
   Where men have walked. A story of the Lucayos.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1394.
   Reel: 144

Rhodes, Harrison Garfield.
   The adventures of Charles Edward.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1395; By Harrison
Rhodes; illustrated by Penrhyn Stanlaws.
   Reel: 144

Rhodes, Harrison Garfield.
   The flight to Eden. A Florida romance.
By Harrison Rhodes. New York, H. Holt. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1396.
   Reel: 144

Rhodes, William Henry.
   The case of Summerfield.
San Francisco, P. Elder. c1907
Wright bibliography number 1397; With an
introduction by Geraldine Bonner; the photogravure
frontispiece from an oil painting by Galen J. Parrett.
   Reel: 144

Rice, Harry E.
   Eve and the evangelist. A romance of A.D. 2106.
Boston, Roxburgh Pub. Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1399; Illustrated by D.
Orria Steinberger.
   Reel: 144

Rice, Ruth Little Mason.
New York, Fleming H. Revell. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1400.
   Reel: 144

Richards, Laura Elizabeth (Howe).
   The silver crown. Another book of fables.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1401; By Laura E.
Richards.
   Reel: 144

Richardson, Charles.
   Tales of a warrior. Sanguine but not sanguinary
   for old-time people.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1402.
   Reel: 144

Luther, Mark Lee.
   The mastery.
New York, Macmillan co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1417.
   Reel: 145

Lyle, Eugene Percy.
   The Missourian.
New York, Doubleday, Page. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1418; Illustrated by
Ernest Haskell.
   Reel: 145

Lyman, Olin Linus.
   The trail of the Grand Seigneur.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1420; With colored
illustrations from paintings by J. Steeple Davis and
Clara Angell.
   Reel: 145

Lynch, Gertrude.
   The fighting chance. The romance of an ingenue.
New York, Smart set pub. Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1421; Illustrated by
Bayard Jones.
   Reel: 145
Lynch, Harriet Louise (Husted).  
Told by two. A romance of Bermuda.  
Chicago, M.A. Donohue & Co. c1901  
Wright bibliography number 1422; By Marie St. Felix (Mrs. Jerome Morley Lynch).  
Reel: 145

Lynde, Francis.  
A fool for love.  
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill co. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1423; Illustrated by George Brehm.  
Reel: 145

Lynde, Francis.  
The grafters.  
New York, A. Wessels. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1424; Illustrated by L. Keller.  
Reel: 145

Richardson, Frank Collins.  
The other man's wife.  
New York, M. Kennerley. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 1403.  
Reel: 145

Richardson, Norval.  
The lead of honour.  
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. c1910  
Wright bibliography number 1404; with a frontispiece in colour by Frank T. Merrill.  
Reel: 145

Rickert, Edith.  
Folly.  
New York, Baker & Taylor. c1906  
Wright bibliography number 1406; With frontispiece by Sigismond De Ivanowski.  
Reel: 145

Rickert, Edith.  
The golden hawk.  
New York, Baker and Taylor. 1907  
Wright bibliography number 1407.  
Reel: 145

Rideout, Henry Milner.  
Admiral's light.  
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1907  
Wright bibliography number 1408.  
Reel: 145

Rideout, Henry Milner.  
Beached keels.  
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1906  
Wright bibliography number 1409.  
Reel: 145

Rideout, Henry Milner.  
Dragon's blood.  
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 1410; With illustrations by Harold M. Brett.  
Reel: 145

Rideout, Henry Milner.  
The Siamese cat.  
New York, McClure, Phillips. 1907  
Wright bibliography number 1411; Illustrations by W.F. Grefe.  
Reel: 145

Rideout, Henry Milner.  
The twisted foot.  
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1910  
Wright bibliography number 1412; With illustrations by G.D. Widney.  
Reel: 145

Lynde, Francis.  
The master of Appleby. A novel tale concerning itself in part with the great struggle in the two Carolinas, but chiefly with the adventures therein of two gentlemen who loved one and the same lady.  
Indianapolis, Bowen-Merrill co. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1425; Illustrations by T. de Thulstrup.  
Reel: 146

Lyne, Moncure.  
From the Alamo to San Jacinto; or, The Grito.  
New York, R.F. Fenno & co. c1904  
Wright bibliography number 1426.  
Reel: 146

Lyon, Anne E.  
Prudence Pratt.  
New York, G.V. Blackburne co. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1427; By Mrs. Dore Lyon; illustrated with eight original drawings by Malcolm A. Strauss.  
Reel: 146

Lyons, Albert Edwin.  
Mister Bill. "a man.".  
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1428.  
Reel: 146

Mabry, William Dudley.  
When love is king. A story of American life.  
New York, R.F. Fenno & co. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1429.  
Reel: 146

McAleese, Susan Elizabeth.  
The ambitions of a worldly woman.  
New York, F.T. Neely co. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 1430; By Alice E. Murray. [i.e. S.E. McAleese].  
Reel: 146

McAlilly, Alice.  
Hercules Carlson.  
Cincinnati, Jennings & Pye. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1431.  
Reel: 146
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Ridgely, Newton.
By law of might; or, the campaign in Sunset. A romance of the real Wall Street.
New York, H.A. Simmons. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1413.
Reel: 146

Riley, James.
Christy of Rathglin. An entertaining and exciting story of the life of an Irish lad.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1414.
Reel: 146

Rives, Hallie Erminie.
The kingdom of slender swords.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1416; By Hallie Erminie Rives (Mrs. Post Weeler); with a foreword by His Excellency Baron Makino; illustrations by A.B. Wenzell.
Reel: 146

Roach, Abby McGuire.
Some successful marriages.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1417; Illustrated by Alice Barber Stephens.
Reel: 146

Roberson, Harriette Gunn.
Mary of Magdala. A tale of the first century.
Chicago, Saalfield Pub. Co. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1418.
Reel: 146

Roberts, Everard.
The jealous Mrs. Simkins.
New York, Knickerbocker Press. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1419.
Reel: 146

Roberts, Osseannah.
Son of the north.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1420.
Reel: 146

Robertson, Alice Alberthe.
Tamar Curze.
New York, R.F. Fenno. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1421; By Berthe St. Lus.
Reel: 146

Robertson, Florence Royall Henderson.
Shadow land. Stories of the South.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1422; By Florence H. Robertson.
Reel: 146

Robertson, Harrison.
The pink typhoon.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1423.
Reel: 146

McAlilly, Alice.
Hilda Lane's adoptions.
Cincinnati, Jennings and Graham. c1905
Wright bibliography number 1432.
Reel: 147

McAlilly, Alice.
The Larkins wedding.
New York, Moffat, Yard & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1433.
Reel: 147

McAlilly, Alice.
Terra Cotta. A study of life in the clay.
Cincinnati, Jennings & Pye. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1435.
Reel: 147

McCain, George Nox.
The crimson dice.
Philadelphia, J.M. Jordan. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1436.
Reel: 147

McCane, Virginia (Yates).
The MacGregors.
Chicago, Schroll pub. Co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1437; By Marshall Home [i.e. V. McCane].
Reel: 147

McCants, Elliott Crayton.
In the red hills. A story of the Carolina country.
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1438.
Reel: 147

McCardell, Roy Larcom.
Conversations of a chorus girl.
New York, Street & Smith. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1439; Illustrated by Gene Carr.
Reel: 147

McChesney, Dora Greenwell.
Cornet Strong of Ireton's horse. An episode of the Ironsides.
New York, J. Lane. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1441; Illustrated by Maurice Greiffenhagen.
Reel: 147

McClure, Walter Tennant.
A betrayed tryst. A story of our own times and country. A romance of the middle West.
Wright bibliography number 1442.
Reel: 147
Robins, Elizabeth.
   Come and find me.
New York, Century. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1424; With illustrations
by E.L. Blumenschein.
   Reel: 147

Robins, Elizabeth.
   The convert.
New York, Macmillan. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1425.
   Reel: 147

Robins, Elizabeth.
   The Florentine frame.
New York, Moffat, yard. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1426.
   Reel: 147

Robins, Elizabeth.
   The mills of the gods.
New York, Moffat, yard. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1427.
   Reel: 147

Robins, Elizabeth.
   Under the Southern cross.
New York, F.A. Stokes. c1907
Wright bibliography number 1428; Illustrated &
decorated by John Rae.
   Reel: 147

Robinson, Hellie Grace.
   Philo's daughter. The story of the daughter of the
   thief with whom Christ was crucified.
Cincinnati, Press of Jennings and Graham. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1429.
   Reel: 147

[Robinson, Nina Hill].
   That boy o' mine.
House of M.E. Church, South, Smith & Lamar,
agents. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1430; By the author of
   Reel: 147

Rock, James.
   Thro' space.
Wright bibliography number 1431.
   Reel: 147

Roe, Edward Reynolds.
   Rum and ruin, the story of Dr. Caldwell. A
   thrilling romance.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1432.
   Reel: 147

Roeder, Adolph.
   Symbol stories for children of all ages.
New York, New Church Board of Publication. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1433.
   Reel: 147

McCoid, Moses Ayers.
   John Williamson of Hardscrabble.
Chicago, M.A. Donohue & co. c1902
Wright bibliography number 1443; Drawings by H.
Shriner.
   Reel: 148

McCord, Lottie.
   Only a horse; or, Tom's reform.
Emporia, Kan., M'Cord & M'Cord. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1444.
   Reel: 148

[McCormick, Frank Joseph].
   Mr. Dunbar's toast.
[Dayton, O., United brethren pub. house]. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1445.
   Reel: 148

McCowan, Archibald.
   The prisoners of war. A reminiscence of the
   rebellion.
New York, Abbey press. c1901
Wright bibliography number 1446.
   Reel: 148

McCracken, Robert Anzly.
   Hidalgo and home life at West Lawn.
Chicago, M.A. Donohue & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1447.
   Reel: 148

McCutcheon, George Barr.
   Beverly of Graustark.
New York, Dodd, Mead & co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1448; With ill. by
Harrison Fisher.
   Reel: 148

McCutcheon, George Barr.
   Brewster's millions.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. c1902
Wright bibliography number 1449.
   Reel: 148

McCutcheon, George Barr.
   Castle Craneycrow.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1450.
   Reel: 148

McCutcheon, George Barr.
   The day of the dog.
New York, Dodd, Mead & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1451; With ill. by
Harrison Fisher; decorations by Margaret & Helen
Maitland Armstrong.
   Reel: 148

McCutcheon, George Barr.
   Graustark. The story of a love behind the throne.
Chicago, H.S. Stone. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1452.
   Reel: 148
Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).
The chief legatee.
New York, Authors and Newspapers Association. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1434; Illustrated in water-colors by Frank T. Merrill.
Reel: 148

Ronzone, Benjamin Anthony.
The marquis of Murray Hill. The story of a criminal case.
New York City, [s.n.]. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1436.
Reel: 148

Root, Edward Clary.
Huntington, jr. A romance of to-day.
New York, F.A. Stokes. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1437; With illustrations in colour by Samuel M. Palmer.
Reel: 148

Root, Edward Tallmadge.
The redemption of Paradise Pond; Barbara. Stories of Rhode Island life.
Providence, Remington Press. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1439.
Reel: 148

Rose, Edward Everett.
Father Kelly of the Rosary.
[Chicago?], Rosary Pub. Co. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1440; Novelized from his beautiful play "The rosary." [.
Reel: 148

Rose, Martha Emily Parmelee.
Character building; or, The life of the college bred woman.
[s.l.:s.n.]. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1441; By Charles C. Lee (pseud.).
Reel: 148

Rowell, Harvey.
Allan, son of a gunmaker.
New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1442.
Reel: 148

Rowland, Helen.
The widow (to say nothing of the man).
New York, Dodge Pub. Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1443; Illustrated by Esther P. Hill.
Reel: 148

Rowland, Henry Cottrell.
The Countess Diane.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1444; Illustrations & decorations by John Rae.
Reel: 148

Rowland, Henry Cottrell.
Germaine.
London, [s.n.]. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1445.
Reel: 148

MacDonald, Robert.
The herr Doctor.
New York, Funk & Wagnalls co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1456; Ill. by W.E. Mears.
Reel: 149

MacDonald, Thomas Anthony.
Two lovers and two loves.
Paterson, N.J., Published by the author. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1457.
Reel: 149

McCUTCHEON, George Barr.
Nedra.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1453; Ill. by Harrison Fisher.
Reel: 149

McCUTCHEON, George Barr.
The purple parasol.
New York, Dodd, Mead and co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1454; With ill. by Harrison Fisher; decorations by Chas. B. Falls.
Reel: 149

McCUTCHEON, George Barr.
The Sherrods.
New York, Dodd, Mead and co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1455; With ill. by C.D. Williams.
Reel: 149

McELRATH, Frances.
The rustler. A tale of love and war in Wyoming.
New York, Funk & Wagnalls co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1458; Ill. by Edwin Willard Deming.
Reel: 149

McELROY, Lucy (Cleaver).
Juletty. A story of old Kentucky.
New York, T.Y. Crowell & co. c1901
Wright bibliography number 1459.
Reel: 149

McELROY, Lucy (Cleaver).
The silent pioneer.
New York, T.Y. Crowell & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1460.
Reel: 149
Rowland, Henry Cottrell.
   In the shadow.
   New York, D. Appleton. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 1446.
   Reel: 149

Royle, Edwin Milton.
   The silent call.
   New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 1447.
   Reel: 149

Roys, Cyrus D.
   Captain Jack. A story of Vermont; illustrating the
   struggles of the Green Mountain boys during the
   most romantic period of their history.
   Chicago, Lakeside Press. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 1448.
   Reel: 149

Rumsey, Frances.
   New York, D. Appleton. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 1449.
   Reel: 149

Runkle, Bertha.
   The truth about Tolna.
   New York, Century. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 1450.
   Reel: 149

Rupp, Frederick Augustine.
   John Montcalm, heretic. A tale of the Maryland
   hills.
   Reading, Pa., L.M. Beaver. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1451.
   Reel: 149

Russell, John.
   The society wolf.
   New York, Cupples & Leon. c1910
   Wright bibliography number 1452; By Luke Thrice;
   illustrated by W.H. Loomis and Modest Stein.
   Reel: 149

Ryan, Marah Ellis (Martin).
   Indian love letters.
   Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 1454; By Marah Ellis
   Ryan.
   Reel: 149

Sage, William.
   By right divine.
   Boston, Little, Brown. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 1456; With a
   frontispiece by Ch. Grunwald.
   Reel: 149

MacFadden, Bernarr Adolphus.
   The athlete's conquest. The romance of an athlete.
   New York, Physical culture pub. co. c1901
   Wright bibliography number 1461; By Bernarr
   MacFadden; Rev. by the author.
   Reel: 150

MacFadden, Bernarr Adolphus.
   A strenuous lover. A romance of a natural love's
   vast power. Original story.
   New York, Physical Culture Pub. Co. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 1462; Revised with the
   assistance of John Coryell.
   Reel: 150

MacFarlane, Charles Albert.
   ...For old times' sake. [a story].
   Methuen, Mass., The Macfarlane company. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 1463.
   Reel: 150

MacGowan, Alice.
   The last word.
   Boston, L.C. Page & co. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 1464.
   Reel: 150

MacGrath, Harold.
   Enchantment.
   Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill co. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 1466.
   Reel: 150

MacGrath, Harold.
   The grey cloak.
   Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill co. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 1467; The illustrations
   by Thomas Mitchell Peirce.
   Reel: 150

McGrady, Thomas.
   Beyond the black ocean.
   Chicago, C.H. Kerr & co. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 1465; By Rev. T.
   McGrady.
   Reel: 150

Sage, William.
   The district attorney.
   Boston, Little, Brown. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 1457.
   Reel: 150

Salmonson, Morris.
   Among Jews. Sketches by M. Salmonson.
   Chicago, Meyer & Brothers. c1907
   Wright bibliography number 1458; With a preface by
   Dr. Emil G. Hirsch and a copy of an etching by the
   Danish painter, Carl Block.
   Reel: 150
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Saltus, Edgar Evertson.  
Daughters of the rich.
New York, M. Kennerley. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1459; By Edgar Saltus.  
Reel: 150

Saltus, Edgar Evertson.  
Vanity square. A story of Fifth Avenue life.
Philadelphia, J.P. Lippincott, 1906
Wright bibliography number 1460; By Edgar Saltus.  
Reel: 150

Sanborn, Mary Farley (Sanborn).  
The canvas door.
New York, B.W. Dodge. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1461.  
Reel: 150

Sands, Beatrice.  
Weepers in playtime.
New York, J. Lane. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1462.  
Reel: 150

Sangster, Urania Nott.  
Buffalo, N.Y., Matthews-Northrup Works. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1463; By (Rena) Iurania Nott Sangster.  
Reel: 150

Sapplington, Joe.  
Joe Sap's tales. By himself.
Belton, Texas, Embree Prtg. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1464; Illustrated by Ha. B. Crandall.  
Reel: 150

Saunders, Marshall.  
The girl from Vermont. The story of a vacation school teacher.
Philadelphia, Griffith & Rowland Press. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1465.  
Reel: 150

Savage, Charles Woodcock.  
A lady in waiting: being extracts from the diary of Julie de Chesnil, sometime lady in waiting to her majesty, Queen Marie Antoinette.
New York, D. Appleton. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1466.  
Reel: 150

Savidge, Eugene Coleman.  
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1467.  
Reel: 150

Savile, Frank Mackenzie.  
The pursuit.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1468; By Frank Savile; with illustrations by Herman Pfeifer.  
Reel: 150

MacGrath, Harold.  
Hearts and masks.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1469; By Harrison Fisher; decorations by Ralph Fletcher Seymour.  
Reel: 151

MacGrath, Harold.  
The man on the box.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1470.  
Reel: 151

MacGrath, Harold.  
The princess elopes.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1471.  
Reel: 151

MacGrath, Harold.  
The puppet crown.
Indianapolis, Bowen-Merrill co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1472; The ill. by R. Martine Reay.  
Reel: 151

McIntire, John Jackson.  
As I saw it.
San Francisco, Cal, Home pub. Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1473; By Harvey Argyle [i.e. J.J. McIntire].  
Reel: 151

McIntyre, John Thomas.  
The ragged edge. A tale of ward life & politics.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1473.  
Reel: 151

Sawyer, Reuben Herbert.  
The livery of heaven.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1469.  
Reel: 151

Schade Van Westrum, Adriaan.  
The devil. Founded on Ferenc Molnar's play. As produced by Harrison Grey Fiske at the Belasco theatre, New York.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1470; By Adriaan Schade van Westrum; illustrations from scenes in the play.  
Reel: 151
Schleppey, Blanche Bloor.
   The soul of a mummy, and other stories.
   [Indianapolis? Ind., s.n.]. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1472.
   Reel: 151

Schoonmaker, Moses.
   "Waywide gleanings": A Religious novel.
   Kansas City, J.D. Havens. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 1473.
   Reel: 151

Schoonmaker, Nancy Musselman.
   The eternal fires.
   New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1910
   Wright bibliography number 1474.
   Reel: 151

Scollard, Clinton.
   A knight of the highway.
   Clinton, N.Y., G.W. Browning. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1476.
   Reel: 151

Scott, Henry Brownfield.
   The ioReelei and other poems with prose settings.
   Akron, O., Werner. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 1477; Illustrations by
   Samuel A. Martin.
   Reel: 151

Scudder, Vida Dutton.
   The disciple of a saint: being the imaginary
   biography of Raniero di Landoccio dei Pagliaresi.
   New York, E.P. Dutton. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 1479.
   Reel: 151

Seabrook, Phoebe Hamilton.
   A daughter of the confederacy. A story of the old
   South and the new.
   New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 1480.
   Reel: 151

Seager, Frances Mead.
   Twentieth century goslings. A modern love story.
   New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1906
   Wright bibliography number 1481.
   Reel: 151

MacKay, Katherine.
   The stone of destiny.
   New York, Harper & Brothers. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 1475.
   Reel: 152

MacKaye, Harold Steele.
   The panchronicon.
   New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 1476.
   Reel: 152

MacKaye, Harold Steele.
   The winged helmet.
   Wright bibliography number 1477; Illustrated by
   H.C.
   Reel: 152

MacLane, Mary.
   My friend Annabel Lee.
   Chicago, H.S. Stone and co. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 1480.
   Reel: 152

MacLane, Mary.
   The story of Mary MacLane.
   Chicago, H.S. Stone. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 1481; By herself.
   Reel: 152

McIntyre, Robert.
   A modern Apollos [a story].
   Cincinnati, Jennings & Pye. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 1474.
   Reel: 152

McKean, Thomas.
   The vortex. A novel.
   Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott co. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 1478.
   Reel: 152

McKibbin, Julia Baldwin.
   Miriam.
   Cincinnati, Jennings and Graham. c1905
   Wright bibliography number 1479.
   Reel: 152

Sears, Margaret L.
   Menotomy: Romance of 1776.
   Boston, R.G. Badger. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1482.
   Reel: 152

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
   The chateau of Montplaisir.
   New York, D. Appleton. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 1483.
   Reel: 152

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
   The last Duchess of Belgarde.
   New York, D. Appleton. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1484.
   Reel: 152

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
   The marriage of Theodora.
   New York, Dodd, Mead. 1910
   Wright bibliography number 1485.
   Reel: 152
Seawell, Molly Elliot.
   The secret of Toni.
   New York, D. Appleton. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 1486; Illustrated by George Brehm.
   **Reel: 152**

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
   The victory.
   New York, D. Appleton. 1906
   Wright bibliography number 1487.
   **Reel: 152**

Seymour, Pliny Berthier.
   Woodhull.
   Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 1489; Illustrations by William Kirkpatrick.
   **Reel: 152**

Shackelford, Ethel.
   The life of me.
   New York, Dodge Pub. Co. c1910
   Wright bibliography number 1490; With illustrations by Harry L. Miller.
   **Reel: 152**

Shaffner, Lillyan.
   Suzanne.
   Chicago, Monarch Book Co. c1906
   Wright bibliography number 1491.
   **Reel: 152**

Sharts, Joseph William.
   The black sheep.
   New York, Duffield. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 1492; By Joseph Sharts; pictures by John Rae.
   **Reel: 152**

McLaws, Lafayette.
   Jezebel. A romance in the days when Ahab was king of Israel.
   Boston, Lothrop pub. Co. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 1482; Illustrated by Corwin K. Linson.
   **Reel: 153**

McLaws, Lafayette.
   When the land was young: being the true romance of Mistress Antoinette Huguenin and Captain Jack Middleton in the days of the buccaneers.
   Boston, Lothrop pub. Co. c1901
   Wright bibliography number 1483; Illustrated by Will Crawford.
   **Reel: 153**

McMahon, John O.
   The million dollar prize.
   Syracuse, N.Y. : [s.n.], 1901
   Wright bibliography number 1484.
   **Reel: 153**

   New York, The Grafton press. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 1485.
   **Reel: 153**

McRa, Duncan.
   ... The quaint family of three.
   Charleston, V. Va., Tribune company print. [1902?]
   Wright bibliography number 1486.
   **Reel: 153**

McVickar, Harry Whitney.
   Reptiles.
   New York, D. Appleton & co. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 1487; Illustrated by his own hand.
   **Reel: 153**

McVickar, Henry Goelet.
   A parish of two. Douglas Dayton letters.
   Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard co. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 1488; Percy Dashiel letters by Price Collier. (Percy Collins).
   **Reel: 153**

Shaw, Adele Marie.
   The lady of the dynamos.
   New York, H. Holt. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 1493; By Adele Marie Shaw and Carmelite Beckwith.
   **Reel: 153**

Sheldon, Charles Monroe.
   Paul Douglas - journalist.
   Chicago, Advance Pub. Co. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 1496.
   **Reel: 153**

Sherwood, Margaret Pollock.
   The Princess Pourquoi.
   Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 1498; By Margaret Sherwood.
   **Reel: 153**

Shoemaker, Henry Wharton.
   Pennsylvania mountain stories.
   Bradford, Pa., Bradford Record Pub. Co. c1908
   Wright bibliography number 1500.
   **Reel: 153**

Sholl, Anna McClure.
   The greater love.
   New York, Outing Pub. Co. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1501.
   **Reel: 153**

Shotland, Julia Eliza.
   Restdale.
   New York, Burre Pub. Co. c1906
   Wright bibliography number 1502.
   **Reel: 153**
Shurts, Jacob Van der Veer.
Kedar Kross. A tale of the North country.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1503.
Reel: 153

Shute, Henry Augustus.
The country band.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1909, c1908
Wright bibliography number 1504; Illustrated by Bert Sayre Groesbeck.
Reel: 153

Silvani, Anita.
The strange story of Ahrinsiman.
London, Office of Light. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1505; By A.F.S.
Reel: 153

Madison, Lucy Foster.
A colonial maid of old Virginia.
Philadelphia, Penn pub. Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1489; Illustrated by Clyde O. Deland.
Reel: 154

Madison, Lucy Foster.
A daughter of the union.
Philadelphia, Penn pub. Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1490; By Lucy Foster Madison; illustrated by Clyde O. Deland.
Reel: 154

Magistrate, Mrs.
When Teddy swings his stick.
Houghton, Tex., Gulf pub. Co. c1905
Wright bibliography number 1491.
Reel: 154

Magruder, Julia.
A sunny southerner.
Boston, L.C. Page & Co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1492.
Reel: 154

Major, Charles.
Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall.
New York, Macmillan co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1493; With ill. by Howard Chandler Christy.
Reel: 154

Major, Charles.
A forest hearth. A romance of Indiana in the thirties.
New York, Macmillan co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1494; With ill. by Clyde O. De land.
Reel: 154

Major, Charles.
Yolanda, maid of Burgundye.
New York, Macmillan co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1495; With ill. by Charlotte Weber Ditzler.
Reel: 154

Makepeace, Carrie Jane.
The whitest man.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1496.
Reel: 154

Simpson, Harold.
The dollar princess. The novel of the play.
London, Mills & Boon. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1506.
Reel: 154

Sinclair, Bertha Muzzy.
Chip, of the Flying U.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1508; By B.M. Bower (B.M. Sinclair); illustrations by Charles M. Russell.
Reel: 154

Sinclair, Bertha Muzzy.
The happy family.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1509; By B.M. Bower (B.M. Sinclair).
Reel: 154

Sinclair, Bertha Muzzy.
Her prairie knight, and Rowdy of the "Cross L."
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1907
Wright bibliography number 1510; By B.M. Bower (B.M. Sinclair); illustrated in colors by W. Herbert Dunton.
Reel: 154

Sinclair, Bertha Muzzy.
The lonesome trail.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1511; By B.M. Bower (B.M. Sinclair).
Reel: 154

Sinclair, Bertha Muzzy.
The lure of the dim trails.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1907
Wright bibliography number 1513; By B.M. Bower; illustrations by C.M. Russell.
Reel: 154

Sinclair, Bertha Muzzy.
The range dwellers.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1514; By B.M. Bower (B.M. Sinclair); ill. by Charles M. Russell.
Reel: 154
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher and Date</th>
<th>Wright Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sinclair, Upton Beall.</strong></td>
<td>A captain of industry: being the story of a civilized man.</td>
<td>Girard, Kan., Appeal to Reason. 1906</td>
<td>1517; By Upton Sinclair.</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sinclair, Upton Beall.</strong></td>
<td>The jungle.</td>
<td>New York, Doubleday, Page. 1906</td>
<td>1519; By Upton Sinclair.</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Malone, Joseph S.</strong></td>
<td>Guided and guarded; or, Some incidents in the life of a minister-soldier.</td>
<td>New York, Abbey press. [1901]</td>
<td>1497; By Upton Sinclair.</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Malone, Joseph S.</strong></td>
<td>Sons of vengeance. A tale of the cumberland highlanders.</td>
<td>New York, F.H. Revell Co. c1903</td>
<td>1498; By Upton Sinclair.</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mann, Henry.</strong></td>
<td>Adam Clarke. A story of the toilers: being a narrative of the experiences of a family of British emigrants to the United States in cotton mill, iron foundry, coal mine, and other fields of labor.</td>
<td>New York, Popular book co. 1904</td>
<td>1499; By Upton Sinclair.</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mann, Horace, pseud.</strong></td>
<td>The world destroyer.</td>
<td>Washington, D.C., Lucas-Lincoln co. 1903</td>
<td>1500; By Upton Sinclair.</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manning, Estelle Hempstead.</strong></td>
<td>Hafiz. A story of adventure and romance told from old family love letters written during the exciting events of the baronial feuds of seventeen hundred and thirty-four, and now given to the world for the first time.</td>
<td>Washington, D.C., Neale pub. Co. 1902</td>
<td>1501; By Upton Sinclair.</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manning, Marie.</strong></td>
<td>Judith of the plains. A novel.</td>
<td>New York, Harper &amp; brothers. 1903</td>
<td>1502; By Upton Sinclair.</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Manning, Marie.</strong></td>
<td>Lord Alingham, bankrupt.</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead &amp; co. 1902</td>
<td>1503; By Upton Sinclair.</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mannix, Mary Ellen.</strong></td>
<td>A life's labyrinth.</td>
<td>Notre Dame, Ind., The Ave Maria. c1901</td>
<td>1504; By Upton Sinclair.</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sinclair, Upton Beall.</strong></td>
<td>The metropolis.</td>
<td>New York, Moffat, Yard. 1908</td>
<td>1520; By Upton Sinclair.</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sinclair, Upton Beall.</strong></td>
<td>The moneychangers.</td>
<td>New York, B.W. Dodge. 1908</td>
<td>1521; By Upton Sinclair.</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sinclair, Upton Beall.</strong></td>
<td>The overman.</td>
<td>New York, Doubleday, page. 1907</td>
<td>1522; By Upton Sinclair.</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Slosson, Annie (Trumbull).</strong></td>
<td>A dissatisfied soul, and A prophetic romancer.</td>
<td>New York, Bonnell, Silver. 1908</td>
<td>1524; By Annie Trumbull Slosson.</td>
<td>155</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Slosson, Annie (Trumbull).
  Simples from the master's garden.
Philadelphia, The Sunday School Times Co. c1907
Wright bibliography number 1525; Annie Trumbull Slosson.
  Reel: 155

Small, Charles Wilder.
  Poinsettia.
  [Malden? Mass.] [s.n.]. c1907
Wright bibliography number 1526.
  Reel: 155

Smiley, James Lawrenson.
  Maud Muller's ministry; or, The claims of Christian socialism.
Annapolis, Md., [s.n.]. c1907
Wright bibliography number 1527.
  Reel: 155

Smirnow, Louis.
  The last days of St. Pierre.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1528; With illustrations by R.I. Conklin.
  Reel: 155

Smith, Bridges.
  100 stories in black. A collection of bright, breezy, humorous stories of the colored race as seen in the sunny South.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1530.
  Reel: 155

Smith, Elsie Rhea.
Dallas, Tex., Johnston. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1531.
  Reel: 155

Smith, Francis Hopkinson.
  Forty minutes late, and other stories.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1532.
  Reel: 155

Mapes, Ella Stryker.
  Because of power.
New York, G.W. Dillingham company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1505; Ill. by Latimer J. Wilson.
  Reel: 156

Marks, William Dennis.
  An equal opportunity. A plea for individualism.
Philadelphia, Patterson & White co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1506.
  Reel: 156

Marquis, George Hersey.
  Fairview's mystery.
New York, Abbey Press. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1507.
  Reel: 156

Marsh, Charles Leonard.
  Not on the chart. A romance of the Pacific.
New York, F.A. Stokes co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1508.
  Reel: 156

Marsh, George Cook.
  A singular will.
New York, F.T. Neely. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1509; With an introduction by Joseph Tyler Butts.
  Reel: 156

Marshall, Edward.
  Lizette. A story of the Latin quarter.
New York, Lewis, Scribner & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1501; With ill. by C.D. Williams and J.C. Fireman.
  Reel: 156

Marshall, Edward.
  The middle wall.
New York, G.W. Dillingham co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1511.
  Reel: 156

Marshall, Sidney John.
  The kind of Kor; or, She's promise kept. A continuation of the great story of "She" of H. Rider Haggard.
Washington, S.J. Marshall. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1512.
  Reel: 156

[Marshall, William Kennedy].
  [Bud. A story of the Church of the new humanity].
  [s.l.]: Jennings & Pye. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1513; [By William Kennedy Marshall].
  Reel: 156

[Marshall, William Kennedy].
  The entering wedge. A romance of the heroic days of Kansas.
Cincinnati, Jennings & Graham. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1514; By William Kennedy Marshall.
  Reel: 156

Smith, Frank Berkeley.
  The lady of Big Shanty.
New York, Doubleday, Page. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1533.
  Reel: 156

Smith, Frank Berkeley.
  A village of vagabonds.
New York, Doubleday, Page. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1534; Color illustrations by F. Hopkinson Smith; pen drawings by the author.
  Reel: 156
Smith, Frederick Miller.
The stolen signet.
New York, Duffield. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1535; Pictures by F.R. Shaler.
Reel: 156

Smith, Harry James.
Amedee's sons.
Boston, Houghton Mifflin. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1536.
Reel: 156

Smith, Henry E.
The pride of the rancho. A novel founded upon his play of the same name.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1537.
Reel: 156

Smith, James Henry.
Maudelle. A novel founded on facts gathered from living witnesses.
Boston, Mayhew Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1538.
Reel: 156

Smith, John Leonard.
The merchant of Mount Vernon.
Los Angeles, The author. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1539.
Reel: 156

Smith, John Randolph.
Gladys, the angel of the good.
Wright bibliography number 1540.
Reel: 156

Smith, Lydia Annie Jocelyn.
The black mask; or, Bonnie Oreille's lovers.
Worcester, Mass., E.I. Tyler. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1541; By Annie L. Smith (Lydia A. Jocelyn).
Reel: 156

Smith, Myra Malinda Johonnot.
Out of tune.
Boston, Mayhew Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1542; By Myra M. Smith.
Reel: 156

Martin, Edward Sanford.
The courtship of a careful man. And a few other courtships.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1515.
Reel: 157

Martin, Helen (Reimensnyder).
Tillie, a Mennonite maid. A story of the Pennsylvania Dutch.
New York, Century Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1519; With illustrations by Florence Scovel Shinn.
Reel: 157

Martin, Mrs. George Madden.
Emmy Lou. Her book and heart.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1516; By George Madden Martin; illustrated by Charles Louis Hinton.
Reel: 157

Martin, Mrs. George Madden.
The house of fulfillment.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1517; By George Madden Martin; illustrated by George Alfred Williams.
Reel: 157

[Martindell, Mrs. Charlotte S.].
The diary of a bride.
New York, T.Y. Crowell & co. c1905
Wright bibliography number 1520.
Reel: 157

Mason, Caroline (Atwater).
Holt of Heatherfield.
New York, Macmillan co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1521.
Reel: 157

Mason, Caroline (Atwater).
A lily of France.
Philadelphia, Griffith & Rowland press. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1522.
Reel: 157

Mason, Caroline (Atwater).
The little green god.
New York, F.H. Revell. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1523.
Reel: 157

Mason, Caroline (Atwater).
Waxwing.
New York, F.H. Revell co. c1905
Wright bibliography number 1524.
Reel: 157

Snow, Ellen.
The confession of Seymour Vane.
New York, R.F. Fenno. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1543.
Reel: 157

Snow, Ellen.
The evolution of Rose.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1544.
Reel: 157
Snow, Etta Udora Glines.  
When immortals wed.  
Concord, N.H., Rumford Prtg. Co. 1907  
Wright bibliography number 1545; By Etta U. Snow.  
Reel: 157

Snyder, Charles McCoy.  
The flaw in the sapphire.  
New York, Metropolitan Press. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 1546.  
Reel: 157

Somerville, Charles.  
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. c1909  
Wright bibliography number 1547.  
Reel: 157

Sparrow, Maria Dunton.  
Hereford. A story.  
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1910  
Wright bibliography number 1554.  
Reel: 157

Spencer, Katharine Smith.  
Nurse Lee.  
Racine, Wis., The Journal Prtg. Co. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 1555; Illustration by Bertha L. Corbett.  
Reel: 157

Spivey, Thomas Sawyer.  
Dr. Paul McKim.  
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 1556; Illustrated by Glen Tracy.  
Reel: 157

Spivey, Thomas Sawyer.  
The Hoosier widow.  
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 1557; Illustrated by Glen Tracy.  
Reel: 157

Spofford, Harriet Elizabeth (Prescott).  
Old Washington.  
Boston, Little, Brown. 1906  
Wright bibliography number 1558; With a frontispiece from a drawing by George Alfred Williams.  
Reel: 157

Spooner, Cecil.  
The fortunes of Betty. A sweet and tender romance of an old soldier's daughter. Novelized from the successful play of the same name by Cecil Spooner.  
New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. c1910  
Wright bibliography number 1559.  
Reel: 157

Springer, Mary Elizabeth.  
Dolly Madison. A story of the war of 1812.  
New York, Bonnell, Silver. 1906  
Wright bibliography number 1561.  
Reel: 157

Lathews, Frances Aymar.  
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1528.  
Reel: 158

Lathews, Frances Aymar.  
A little tragedy in Tien-Tsin.  
New York, R.G. Cooke. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1529.  
Reel: 158

Lathews, Frances Aymar.  
The marquise's millions. A novel.  
New York, Funk & Wagnalls co. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1530; Frontispiece illustration by Charlotte Weber Ditzler.  
Reel: 158

Lathews, Frances Aymar.  
My lady Peggy goes to town.  
Indianapolis, Bowen-Merrill co. c1901  
Wright bibliography number 1531; Illustrated by Harrison Fischer.  
Reel: 158

Lathews, Frances Aymar.  
New York, Dodd, Mead and co. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1532.  
Reel: 158

Lathews, Frances Aymar.  
The staircase of surprise.  
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1533.  
Reel: 158

Mason, Caroline (Atwater).  
The white shield.  
Philadelphia, Griffith & Rowland Press. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1525.  
Reel: 158

Mason, Eveleen Laura.  
Mad? Which? Neither.  
Boston, G.H. Ellis. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1526; By Mrs. Eveleen Laura Mason.  
Reel: 158

Mason, Eveleen Laura.  
Who builds? A romance. Dedicated to brother builders of the 32 degree and 33 degree of Ancient Scottish rites. And to builders yet more ancient the world throughout. Written.  
Brookline?, Mass. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1527.  
Reel: 158
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Springer, Rebecca (Ruter).  
Marcus and Miriam. A story of Jesus.  
Elgin, Ill., Cook Pub. Co. c1908  
Wright bibliography number 1562.  
Reel: 158

Stafford, John Richard.  
When cattle kingdom fells.  
New York, B.W. Dodge. 1910  
Wright bibliography number 1563.  
Reel: 158

Stanard, Mary Mann Page Newton.  
Richmond, Bell Book and Stationery Co. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 1565.  
Reel: 158

Stanley, Caroline Abbot.  
A modern Madonna.  
New York, Century. 1906  
Wright bibliography number 1566.  
Reel: 158

Staunton, Schuyler.  
Daughters of destiny.  
Chicago, Reilly & Britton. c1906  
Wright bibliography number 1569.  
Reel: 158

Steele, Jack.  
A husband by proxy.  
New York, D. Fitzgerald. c1909  
Wright bibliography number 1570.  
Reel: 158

Steere, Charles Allen.  
When things were doing.  
Chicago, C.H. Kerr. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 1572.  
Reel: 158

Steiner, Edward Alfred.  
The mediator. A tale of the old world and the new.  
New York, F.H. Revell. c1907  
Wright bibliography number 11574.  
Reel: 158

Stephens, Charles Asbury.  
Off to the geysers; or, the young yachters in Iceland. As recorded by "Wade.".  
New York, Hurst. [1906?]  
Wright bibliography number 1575.  
Reel: 158

Mathews, Robert Valentine.  
Child of the stars.  
New York, E.C. Hill. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1535.  
Reel: 159

Matthews, Mary Anderson.  
Love vs. law.  
New York, Broadway pub. Co. c1905  
Wright bibliography number 1534.  
Reel: 159

Maxwell, Hu.  
Jonathan Fish and his neighbors.  
Morgantown, W. Va., Acme pub. Co. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1536.  
Reel: 159

Mayo, Clayton.  
Cap'n Titus. Sketches of New England country folk.  
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1537; By Clay Emery [i.e. C. Mayo].  
Reel: 159

Mays, Malie Eskie.  
The schoolma'ams of district 91. By one of them.  
Topeka; Kan., R.I. Palmer. c1903  
Wright bibliography number 1538.  
Reel: 159

Meeker, Nellie J.  
In the market place.  
New York, Abbey press. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1539; By Jane Valentine [i.e. N.J. Meeker].  
Reel: 159

Meeker, Nellie J.  
Jonas Brand; or, Living within the law.  
New York, Abbey press. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 1540; By Jane Valentine [i.e. N.J. Meeker], 2d ed.  
Reel: 159

Meekins, Lynn Roby.  
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott co. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1541; With a frontispiece by Francis Day.  
Reel: 159

Meixner, Anna.  
Life and love. In prose and rhyme.  
New York, Broadway pub. Co. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1542.  
Reel: 159

Mendes, Henry Pereira.  
In old Egypt. A story about the Bible, but not in the Bible.  
New York, F.A. Stokes co. c1903  
Wright bibliography number 1543; Illustrated by Mabel L. Humphrey.  
Reel: 159
Stephens, Kate.
A woman's heart. Manuscripts found in the papers of Katherine Peshconet.
New York, Doubleday, Page. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1576; And edited by her executor Olive Ransom.
Reel: 159

Stephens, Robert Neilson.
Tales from Bohemia.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1577; Illustrated by Wallace Goldsmith.
Reel: 159

Stephenson, Cora Bennett.
The hand of God.
Boston, Ball Pub. Co. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1578.
Reel: 159

Stehns, Justin.
Osru. A tale of many incarnations. The history of a soul.
New York, Lenox Pub. Co. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1579.
Reel: 159

Stevens, Isaac Newton.
New York, B.W. Dodge. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1580; Illustrations by Nella Fountain Binkley.
Reel: 159

Stevenson, Burton Egbert.
The girl with the blue sailor.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1581.
Reel: 159

Stevenson, Burton Egbert.
The quest for the rose of Sharon.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1582.
Reel: 159

Stewart, Charles David.
Partners of providence.
New York, Century. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1583; Illustrated by C.J. Taylor.
Reel: 159

Meredith, Ellis.
The master-knot of human fate.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1545.
Reel: 160

Meredith, Katharine Mary Cheever.
The wing of love.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1546.
Reel: 160

Merriman, Charles Eustace, pseud.
Letters from a son to his self-made father: being the replies to letters from a self-made merchant to his son.
Boston, New Hampshire pub. Corp. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1547; Illustrations by Fred Kulz.
Reel: 160

Merriman, Charles Eustace, pseud.
A self-made man's wife: her letters to her son: being the woman's view of certain famous correspondence.
New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1548; Illustrated by F.T. Richards.
Reel: 160

Mertins, Gustave Frederick.
The storm signal.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill Co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1549; Illustrated by Arthur L. Keller.
Reel: 160

Merwin, Samuel.
Calumet "K".
New York, Macmillan co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1550; By Merwin-Webster; with many illustrations by Harry C. Edwards.
Reel: 160

Merwin, Samuel.
His little world. The story of Hunch Badeau.
New York, A.S. Barnes & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1551; Illustrated by Alonzo Kimball.
Reel: 160

Merwin, Samuel.
The Merry Anne.
New York, Macmillan co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1552; With ill. and decorations by Thomas Fogarty.
Reel: 160

Merwin, Samuel.
The road-builders.
New York, Macmillan co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1553; With ill. by F.B. Masters.
Reel: 160
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Stimson, Frederic Jesup.
In cure of her soul.
New York, D. Appleton. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1584.
Reel: 160

Stine, Milton Henry.
The devil's bride. A present day arraignment of
formalism and doubt in the church and in society, in
the light of the Holy Scriptures. Given in the form of
a pleasing story.
Harrisburg, Pa., Minter. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1585; Illustrated by
Paul Krafft.
Reel: 160

Stine, Wilbur Morris.
Ariel and other writers.
Swarthmore, Pa., Acorn Press. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1586.
Reel: 160

Stockton, Frank Richard.
The magic egg, and other stories.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1587.
Reel: 160

Stoddard, William Bliss.
A lovable degenerate.
New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1588.
Reel: 160

Stollnitz, Henry Sande.
Glimpses of a strange world.
Cambridge, Mass., Printed for the author [The
University Press]. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1589.
Reel: 160

Stone, Ella Blake.
O-So-Ge-To, the Hopi maiden, and other stories.
Chicago, W.B. Conkey. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1590; Decorated and
illustrated by Laura A. Humphreys.
Reel: 160

Stone, Matilda Woods.
every man his chance.
Stone, R.G. Badger. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1591.
Reel: 160

Stone, Pattie Wright.
As ye sow. A romance of Coosa valley.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1592.
Reel: 160

Stovall, Dennis H.
Denver, Reinert Pub. Co. [1906?]
Wright bibliography number 1593; By a western
writer Dennis H. Stovall.
Reel: 160

[Stowell, John].
Don Coronado through Kansas, 1541, then known
as Quivira. A story of the Kansas, Osage, and
Pawnee Indians.
Seneca, Kan., Don Coronado. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1595.
Reel: 160

Merwin, Samuel.
The road to Frontenac.
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1554.
Reel: 161

Merwin, Samuel.
The whip hand. A tale of the pine country.
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1555.
Reel: 161

Meyer, Annie Nathan.
Robert Annys: poor priest. A tale of the great
uprising.
New York, Macmillan co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1556.
Reel: 161

Meyer, George Homer.
The nine swords of Morales. The story of an old-
time California feud.
Philadelphia, H. Altemus co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1557.
Reel: 161

Meyer, Lucy Jane Rider.
Mary North. A novel.
New York, F.H. Revell co. c1903
Wright bibliography number 1558; By Lucy Rider
Meyer.
Reel: 161

Michelson, Miriam.
In the bishop's carriage.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1559; The ill. by
Harrison Fisher.
Reel: 161

Michelson, Miriam.
The Madigans.
New York, Century co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1560; With ill. by Orson
Lowell.
Reel: 161
Michelson, Miriam.
A yellow journalist.
New York, D. Appleton and co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1561.
Reel: 161

Mighels, Philip Verrill.
Bruvver Jim's baby.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1562.
Reel: 161

Strange stories of 1812.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1596; By W.J. Henderson. [et al.].
Reel: 161

Stratton, George Frederick.
Richard Elliott, financier.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1597; By George Carling (pseud.); illustrated by Henry S. Watson.
Reel: 161

Street, Julian Leonard.
My enemy the motor. A tale in eight honks and one crash.
New York, J. Lane. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1598.
Reel: 161

Strange stories of 1812.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1596; By W.J. Henderson. [et al.].
Reel: 161

Street, Julian Leonard.
My enemy the motor. A tale in eight honks and one crash.
New York, J. Lane. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1598.
Reel: 161

Street, Julian Leonard.
Boston, Little, Brown. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1601; By Arthur Stringer.
Reel: 161

Stringer, Arthur John Arbuthnott.
The wire tappers.
Boston, Little, Brown. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1603; By Arthur Stringer, ill. by Arthur William Brown.
Reel: 161

Strobridge, Idaho (Meacham).
The land of purple shadows.
Los Angeles, Artemisia Bindery. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1604.
Reel: 161

Strobridge, Idaho (Meacham).
The loom of the desert.
Los Angeles, [Artemisia Bindery]. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1605.
Reel: 161

Strobridge, Idaho (Meacham).
The loom of the desert.
Los Angeles, [Artemisia Bindery]. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1605.
Reel: 161

Strobridge, Idaho (Meacham).
The loom of the desert.
Los Angeles, [Artemisia Bindery]. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1605.
Reel: 161

Stringer, Arthur John Arbuthnott.
New York, B.W. Dodge. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1600; By Arthur Stringer.
Reel: 161

Stringer, Arthur John Arbuthnott.
The ultimate passion. A novel.
New York, McClure. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1602; By Arthur Stringer.
Reel: 161

Stringer, Arthur John Arbuthnott.
The under groove. A novel.
New York, McClure. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1566; B 4-19-69 [i.e P.V. Mighels].
Reel: 162
Millard, Bailey.  
The lure o'gold.  
New York, E.J. Clode. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1568; Drawings & decorations by Arthur William Brown.  
Reel: 162

Miller, Alice Duer.  
Calderon's prisoner.  
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1569.  
Reel: 162

Miller, Alice Duer.  
The modern obstacle.  
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1570.  
Reel: 162

Miller, Edwin Jabez.  
Machias, A.B. Furbush. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1571.  
Reel: 162

Stuart, Charles Duff.  
New York, H. Holt. 1906  
Wright bibliography number 1608.  
Reel: 162

Stuart, Henry Longan.  
Weeping cross. An unworthy story.  
New York, Doubleday, Page. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 1609.  
Reel: 162

Stuart, Ruth (McEnery).  
Aunt Amity's silver wedding, and other stories.  
New York, Century. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 1610.  
Reel: 162

Stuart, Ruth (McEnery).  
Sonny's father. In which the father, now become grandfather, a kindly observer of life and a genial philosopher, in his desultory talks with the family doctor, carries along the story of Sonny.  
New York, Century. 1910  
Wright bibliography number 1611.  
Reel: 162

Stuart, Ruth (McEnery).  
The unlived life of little Mary Ellen.  
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill. c1910  
Wright bibliography number 1612; With decorations by Ruth Sypherd Clements.  
Reel: 162

Sturgess, Ethyl P. Cooke.  
A chime of wedding bells.  
Philadelphia, Bell Pub. Co. c1906  
Wright bibliography number 1614.  
Reel: 162

Sturgis, Howard Overing.  
All that was possible: being the record of a summer in the life of Mrs. Sibyl Crofts, comedian.  
New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1906  
Wright bibliography number 1615.  
Reel: 162

Sullivan, May Kellogg.  
The trail of a sourdough. Life in Alaska.  
Boston, R.G. Badger. c1910  
Wright bibliography number 1616.  
Reel: 162

Sutphen, William Gilbert Van Tassel.  
The doomsman.  
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1906  
Wright bibliography number 1618; By Van Tassel Sutphen.  
Reel: 162

Swayze, George Banghart Henry.  
Yarb and Cretine; or, Rising from bonds.  
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1906  
Wright bibliography number 1619.  
Reel: 162

Sweny, Harry Roy.  
Through the tall pine's top. A vision of the old school.  
Albany, N.Y., Press of the J.B. Lyon Co. 1910  
Wright bibliography number 1620.  
Reel: 162

Miller, Elizabeth Gore.  
Romances of the California mission days.  
Portland, Me., Press of Lefavor-Tower co. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1572.  
Reel: 163

Miller, Elizabeth Jane.  
The yoke. A romance of the days when the Lord redeemed the children of Israel from the bondage of Egypt.  
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill co. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1573; By Elizabeth Miller.  
Reel: 163

Miller, Webb Rockfeller.  
Such things as dreams are made of.  
Chicago, C.J. Lawrence Co. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1574; With his own ill. and cover designs.  
Reel: 163

Mills, Jane Dearborn.  
Leaves from a life-book of to-day.  
Germantown, Pa., Swedenborg pub. Association. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 1575.  
Reel: 163
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Mills, Weymer Jay.
Caroline of Courtlandt street.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1576; Ill. by Anna Whelan Betts; decorations by W.E. Mears.
Reel: 163

Mills, Weymer Jay.
Through the gates of old romance.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1577; With ill. by John Rae.
Reel: 163

Minogue, Anna Catherine.
Cardome. A romance of Kentucky.
New York, P.F. Collier & co. c1904
Wright bibliography number 1578.
Reel: 163

Mitchell, John Ames.
The pines of Lory.
New York, Life pub. Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1579; Decorations by Albert D. Blashfield.
Reel: 163

Mitchell, John Ames.
The Villa Claudia.
New York, Life pub. Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1580; Ill. by A.D. Blashfield, by the author, and from ancient sources.
Reel: 163

Swift, Ike.
New York, R.K. Fox. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1621.
Reel: 163

Swift, Lance.
Her caveman's letter and her's in reply.
Philadelphia, Gillam's sons. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1622; By Lance Swift and Carol Steele.
Reel: 163

Swift, Morrison Isaac.
The damask girl, and other stories.
New York, M.I. Swift. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1623.
Reel: 163

Swigart, Frank.
Mary Lawson.
Boston, Roxburgh Pub. Co. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1624.
Reel: 163

Szymanowski, Stephen Korwin.
The searchers.
Los Angeles, Southern California Prtg. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1625.
Reel: 163

Tapp, Sidney Calhoun.
The struggle.
New York, A. Wessels. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1626.
Reel: 163

Tarbell, Ida Minerva.
Father Abraham.
New York, Moffat, Yard. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1627; With illustrations by Blendon Campbell.
Reel: 163

Tarkington, Booth.
The quest of Quessay.
New York, McClure. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1628; Illustrations by W.J. Duncan.
Reel: 163

Taulman, Francis Asbury.
The poplars; or, The good results of an evil deed.
New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1630.
Reel: 163

Taylor, Bert Leston.
The charlatans.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1831; With illustrations by George Brehm.
Reel: 163

Taylor, C. Bryson.
Nicanor, teller of tales. A story of Roman Britain.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1632; Having pictures and designs by Troy and Margaret West Kinney.
Reel: 163

Mitchell, Silas Weir.
Circumstance.
New York, Century co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1581.
Reel: 164

Mitchell, Silas Weir.
A comedy of conscience.
New York, Century co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1582.
Reel: 164

Mitchell, Silas Weir.
New York, The Century co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1583.
Reel: 164

Mitchell, Silas Weir.
Little stories.
New York, Century Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1584.
Reel: 164
Mitchell, Silas Weir.
    New Samaria, and the summer of St. Martin.
    Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott co. 1904
    Wright bibliography number 1585.
    Reel: 164

Mitchell, Silas Weir.
    The youth of Washington. Told in the form of an autobiography.
    New York, Century co. 1904
    Wright bibliography number 1586.
    Reel: 164

Mock, Fred G.
    Blue Eye. A story of the old people of the plains.
    Portland, Or., The Irwin-Hodson co. 1905
    Wright bibliography number 1587; By Ogil Alia [i.e.
    F.G. Mock].
    Reel: 164

Moffat, Jessie Emerson.
    A friend at court. A romance of the days of Louis XIV.
    New York, W. Ritchie. 1904
    Wright bibliography number 1588.
    Reel: 164

Molineux, Roland Burnham.
    The room with the little door.
    New York, G.W. Dillingham co. 1903
    Wright bibliography number 1589.
    Reel: 164

Molineux, Roland Burnham.
    The vice admiral of the blue. A biographical romance, supposedly the chronicle left by Lord Nelson's friend, Thomas Masterman Hardy, vice admiral and baronet.
    New York, G.W. Dillingham co. 1903
    Wright bibliography number 1590; Ill. by Troy and Margaret Kinney.
    Reel: 164

Taylor, Emerson Gifford.
    The upper hand.
    New York, A.S. Barners. 1906
    Wright bibliography number 1633.
    Reel: 164

Taylor, Job.
    Broken links.
    Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1908
    Wright bibliography number 1634; Illustrations by John Goss.
    Reel: 164

Taylor, Lee Mays.
    The Texan. A tale of Texas.
    [Georgetown, Tex.], [s.n.]. 1908
    Wright bibliography number 1635.
    Reel: 164

Taylor, Mary Imlay.
    Caleb Trench.
    Boston, Little, Brown. 1910
    Wright bibliography number 1636; With frontispiece by Emlen McConnell.
    Reel: 164

Taylor, Mary Imlay.
    The impersonator.
    Boston, Little, Brown. 1906
    Wright bibliography number 1637; Illustrated by Ch. Grunwald.
    Reel: 164

Taylor, Mary Imlay.
    The reaping.
    Boston, Little, Brown. 1908
    Wright bibliography number 1638; With a frontispiece in color by George Alfred Williams.
    Reel: 164

Teed, Cyrus Reed.
    The great red dragon; or, The Flaming devil of the Orient.
    Estero, Fla., Guiding Star Pub. House. 1909
    Wright bibliography number 1640; By Lord Chester (pseud.).
    Reel: 164

Templeton, Frank.
    Margaret Bullentine; or, The fall of the Alamo. A romance of the Texas revolution.
    Houston, Tex., State Prtg. Co. 1907
    Wright bibliography number 1641.
    Reel: 164

Terhune, Albert Payson.
    Caleb Conover, railroader.
    New York, Authors and Newspapers Association. 1907
    Wright bibliography number 1642; Illustrated in water-colors by Frank Parker. Complimentary ed.
    Reel: 164

Terhune, Albert Payson.
    The fighter.
    New York, F.F. Lovell. c1909
    Wright bibliography number 1643.
    Reel: 164

Monday Afternoon Literary Circle.
    A romance of the Catskills.
    Paris, Tenn., Press Parisian. [1903]
    Wright bibliography number 1591.
    Reel: 165

Montague, Elizabeth May.
    New York, The Neale pub. Co. 1905
    Wright bibliography number 1592.
    Reel: 165
Montague, Margaret Prescott.
The poet: Miss Kate and I.
New York, Baker & Taylor co. c1905
Wright bibliography number 1593; Decorations and ill. by George W. Hood.
Reel: 165

Moore, John Trotwood.
A summer hymnal. A romance of Tennessee.
Philadelphia, H.T. Coates & Co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1595.
Reel: 165

Moore, Thomas Emmet.
My Lord Farquhar. A romance.
New York, Abbey press. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1596.
Reel: 165

Moorehead, Warren King.
Tonda. A story of the Sioux.
Cincinnati, The R. Clarke Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1597.
Reel: 165

More, Enoch Anson.
A captain of men.
Boston, L.C. Page & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1598; With a frontispiece by Henry W. Moore.
Reel: 165

[More, Paul Elmer].
The Jessica letters.
New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1599; An editor's romance.
Reel: 165

Morehouse, William Russell.
Mystica Algooot. An Indian legend and story of southern California.
Franklin, O., The Editor pub. Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1600.
Reel: 165

Morgan, George.
The issue.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1601; Illustrated by George A. Williams.
Reel: 165

Terhune, Albert Payson.
The new mayor. Founded upon George Broadhurst's successful play The man of the hour.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. c1907
Wright bibliography number 1644; Under the direction of Wm. A. Brady and Jos. R. Grismer.
Reel: 165

Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes).
The distractions of Martha.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1645; Illustrated by R. Emmett Owen.
Reel: 165

Terwilliger, Roy Lawrence.
The way of the little king. Stories told at the Carmen de Deas. By the way of the little king in Granada. 1908.
Chicago, Printed by J.C. Veeder. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1646; Composed and illustrated by R.L. Terwilliger.
Reel: 165

Thacker, May Dixon.
The strength of the weak.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1647.
Reel: 165

Thayer, Alford Finley.
The forest empire. A story of the land frauds in the est.
New York, International Co. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1648; By Alford Finley Thayer and Eliene Finley Thayer.
Reel: 165

Their Husband wives.
New York, Harper and Brothers. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1649; Edited by William Dean Howells and Henry Mills Alden.
Reel: 165

Thomas, Edwin M.
Negotiable.
Frontispiece drawing by C.A. Marrisette. New York, [s.n.]. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1650.
Reel: 165

Thomas, Henry Wilton.
The sword of wealth.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1651.
Reel: 165

Thomas, Rowland.
The little gods. A masque of the Far East.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1652; Illustrated by Charles Sarka.
Reel: 165

Thompson, Adele Eugenia.
Polly of the pines. A patriot girl of the Carolinas.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1653; Ill. by Henry Roth.
Reel: 165
Morris, Clara.
Left in charge.
New York, G.W. Dillingham co. c1904
Wright bibliography number 1602.
Reel: 166

Morris, Clara.
A pasteboard crown. A story of the New York stage.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1603; With a frontispiece from a drawing by Howard Chandler Christy.
Reel: 166

Morris, Clara.
A silent singer.
New York, Brentano's. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1604.
Reel: 166

Morris, George Van Derveer.
A man for a' that.
Cincinnati. Jennings & Pye. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1606.
Reel: 166

Morris, Gouverneur.
Aladdin O'Brien.
New York, Century co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1607.
Reel: 166

Morris, Gouverneur.
Ellen and Mr. Man.
New York, Century co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1608.
Reel: 166

Morris, Gouverneur.
The pagan's progress.
New York, A.S. Barnes & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1609; Illustrated by John Rae.
Reel: 166

Morris, Gouverneur.
Tom Beauling.
New York, Century Co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1610.
Reel: 166

Morroso, Lowell Howard.
Boston, Eastern publishing company. c1902
Wright bibliography number 1611.
Reel: 166

Thompson, Edith Chetwood.
New York, Evening Post Job Ptg. Office. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1654; By Edith Chetwood and Edward P. Thompson.
Reel: 166

Thompson, Marshall Putnam.
The lieutenant, the girl and the viceroy. The story of the adventurers of these three with II liberator in South America.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1656.
Reel: 166

Thomson, Priscilla (Norton).
Not to have and to hold.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1657; By Mrs. L. Norton-Thomson; illustrated by Hudson.
Reel: 166

Thruston, Lucy Meacham Kidd.
Called to the field. A story of Virginia in the Civil War.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1658; By Lucy Meacham Thruston.
Reel: 166

Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher).
The coin of sacrifice.
Notre Dame, Indiana, Ave Maria Press. [1909]
Wright bibliography number 1660; By Christian Reid.
Reel: 166

Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher).
Princess Nadine.
New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1661; By Christian Reid.
Reel: 166

Tilton, Dwight.
The golden greyhound. A novel.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1664; Illustrated by E. Pollak.
Reel: 166

Tilton, Dwight.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1663.
Reel: 166

Todd, Mary Van Lennup (Ives).
An American madonna. A story of love.
New York, Binghamton Book Mfg. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1666; By Mary Ives Todd.
Reel: 166
Todd, Mary Van Lennup (Ives).  Just friends. A common sense story.  New York, Calkins. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 1667; By Mary Ives Todd.  
Reel: 166

Mortimer, James Howard.  The dawn; or, The story of a British army officer in Ireland, Africa and America.  [Chicago], Mortimer. c1904  
Wright bibliography number 1612.  
Reel: 167

Morton, Martha.  Her lord and master.  Philadelphia, D. Biddle. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1613; Illustrated by Howard Chandler Christy and Esther Macnamara.  
Reel: 167

Wright bibliography number 1614.  
Reel: 167

Morton, Thomas Bottomley.  Daniel Hovey. Supposed to be a posthumous romance, of unknown authorship, the manuscript of which was discovered in a very peculiar manner.  Little Rock, Ark., F.W. Allsopp. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 1615; Edited by T.B. Morton.  
Reel: 167

Wright bibliography number 1617.  
Reel: 167

Mosby, Thomas Speed.  Ben Blunt, his life and story, greatly abridged and truly told with much thrilling and ingenious comment thereon: An historical romance.  St. Louis, Press of Commercial printing co. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1616; By Speed Mosby.  
Reel: 167

Moss, Mary.  A sequence in hearts.  Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott co. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1618.  
Reel: 167

Mott, Frederick Blout.  Before the crisis.  New York, J. Lane. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1619.  
Reel: 167

Mott, Lawrence.  Jules of the great heart. "Free" trapper and outlaw in the Hudson Bay region in the early days.  New York, Century co. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1620; With frontispiece by F.E. Schoonover.  
Reel: 167

Tomlinson, Everett Titsworth.  The fruit of the desert.  Philadelphia, Judson Press. 1907  
Wright bibliography number 1668.  
Reel: 167

Wright bibliography number 1669.  
Reel: 167

Wright bibliography number 1672.  
Reel: 167

Wright bibliography number 1673.  
Reel: 167

Tompkins, Juliet Wilbor.  The top of the morning.  New York, Baker & Taylor. 1910  
Wright bibliography number 1674.  
Reel: 167

Torbett, D.  The schemers.  New York, C.H. Doscher. c1908  
Wright bibliography number 1676.  
Reel: 167

Wright bibliography number 1677.  
Reel: 167

Totten, Martha Barr.  Lew Ott.  [Crawfordsville? Inc.:s.n.], c1909  
Wright bibliography number 1678.  
Reel: 167
Townley, Houghton.
The bishop's emeralds.
New York, W.J. Watt. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1679.
Reel: 167

Muller, Julius Washington.
Fish yarns and other salt water tales.
Brooklyn, Knolison & Muller. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1621; By Cap'n Hawser [i.e. J.W. Muller].
Reel: 168

Muller, Julius Washington.
Starboard lights. Salt water tales.
New York, Quail & Warner. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1622; By A.B. Hawser, master [i.e. J.W. Muller].
Reel: 168

Munn, Charles Clark.
The hermit. A story of the wilderness.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1623; Illustrated by A. Burnham Shute.
Reel: 168

Munn, Charles Clark.
Rockhaven.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1624; Illustrated by Frank T. Merrill.
Reel: 168

Munn, Margaret Crosby.
The path of stars.
New York, Dodd, Mead & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1625.
Reel: 168

Munro, John.
"Father Jack." A tale of the Rockies.
Fernande, Cal., John Monro. c1904
Wright bibliography number 1626.
Reel: 168

Munroe, Kirk.
Dorymates. A tale of the fishing banks.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1627.
Reel: 168

Munroe, Kirk.
For the mikado; or, A Japanese middy in action.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1628.
Reel: 168

Munroe, Kirk.
Under the Great Bear.
New York, International Association of Newspapers and Authors. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1629.
Reel: 168

Murdock, Annie Gilchrist.
Liang from China. A story of a child widow.
Nashville, Tenn., Cumberland press. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1630; Mrs. Annie Gilchrist Murdock.
Reel: 168

Murfree, Mary Noailles.
The champion.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1631; By Charles Egbert Craddock [i.e. M.N. Murfree].
Reel: 168

Townley, Houghton.
The gay lord Waring.
New York, W.J. Watt. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1680; Illustrations by Will Grefe.
Reel: 168

Townley, Houghton.
The scarlet feather.
New York, W.J. Watt. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1681; Illustrations by Will Grefe.
Reel: 168

Townsend, Edward Waterman.
The climbing Courvatels.
New York, Frederick A. Stokes. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1682; With eight full-page illustrations in colour by J.V. McFall.
Reel: 168

Townsend, Metta Folger.
In the Nantahalas. A novel.
Nashville, Publishing house M.E. Church, South. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1683; By Mrs. F.L. Townsend.
Reel: 168

Trace, Granville.
The rescuers.
St. Paul, Sentinel. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1684.
Reel: 168

Tracy, Virginia.
Merely players. Stories of stage life.
New York, Century. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1685.
Reel: 168

Trask, Kate (Nichols).
In my lady's garden. Pages from the diary of Sir John Elwynne.
London, J. Lane. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1686; By Katrina Trask.
Reel: 168
Travels of a lady's maid.  
Boston, L.C. Page. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 1687; By A.B.  
Reel: 168

Travers, Libbie Miller.  
The honor of a Lee.  
New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 1688.  
Reel: 168

Travis, Elma Allen.  
The cobbler.  
New York, Outing Pub. Co. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 1689.  
Reel: 168

Murfree, Mary Noailles.  
The frontiersmen.  
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin & co. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1632; By Charles Egbert Craddock [i.e. M.N. Murfree].  
Reel: 169

Murfree, Mary Noailles.  
A spectre of power.  
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 163; By Charles Egbert Craddock [i.e. M.N. Murfree].  
Reel: 169

Murfree, Mary Noailles.  
The storm center. A novel.  
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1634; By Charles Egbert Craddock [i.e. M.N. Murfree].  
Reel: 169

Murray, Charles Theodore.  
Mlle. Fouchette.  
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott co. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1635; Illustrated by W.H. Richardson, E. Benson Kennedy & Francis Cay.  
Reel: 169

Musick, W.H. Harrison.  
Urlov, the wanderer. A realistic story of vicissitude and adventure, on sea and land.  
[Hartville? Mo.]. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1636.  
Reel: 169

Muzzy, Alice M.  
Three fair philanthropists.  
New York, Abbey press. c1901  
Wright bibliography number 1637.  
Reel: 169

Myers, Cortland.  
Henry Fielding's dream; or, The labor union.  
New York, Street & Smith. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1638.  
Reel: 169

Myers, Cortland.  
Would Christ belong to a labor union?; or Henry Fielding's dream.  
New York, Street & Smith. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 1639.  
Reel: 169

Tripp, Howard.  
In whaling days.  
Boston, Little, Brown. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 1690.  
Reel: 169

Trites, William Budd.  
John Cave.  
London, A. Treherne. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 1691.  
Reel: 169

Troop, Edna Willa Sullivan.  
The pendulum. A story.  
New York, Duffield. 1910  
Wright bibliography number 1693; By Scotia Sorin.  
Reel: 169

Troubetzkoy, Amelie (Rives) Chanler.  
The golden rose. The romance of a strange soul.  
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 1694; By Amelia Rives (Princess Troubetzkoy).  
Reel: 169

Troubetzkoy, Amelie (Rives) Chanler.  
Pan's mountain.  
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1910  
Wright bibliography number 1695; By Amelia Rives (Princess Troubetzkoy).  
Reel: 169

Troubetzkoy, Amelie (Rives) Chanler.  
Trix and Over-the-moon.  
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 1697; By Amelia Rives (Princess Troubetzkoy); with illustrations by F. Walter Taylor.  
Reel: 169

Tuck, Clyde Edwin.  
The bald knobbers. A romantic and historical novel.  
Indianapolis, B.F. Bowen. c1910  
Wright bibliography number 1699; With illustrations by Will Vawter.  
Reel: 169

Tupper, Edith Sessions.  
Hearts triumphant.  
New York, D. Appleton. 1906  
Wright bibliography number 1700.  
Reel: 169
Tupper, Edith Sessions.  
The stuff of dreams.  
New York, B.W. Dodge. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 1701.  
Reel: 169

Turner, George Frederic.  
Frost and friendship.  
Boston, Little, Brown. 1907  
Wright bibliography number 1702; Illustrations by B.C. Wilmhurst.  
Reel: 169

Mason, Frank Lewis.  
The Blue Goose.  
New York, McClure, Phillips and co. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1643.  
Reel: 170

Mason, Frank Lewis.  
To the end of the trail.  
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1644.  
Reel: 170

Mason, Frank Lewis.  
The vision of Elijah Berl.  
Boston, Little, Brown, and co. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1645.  
Reel: 169

Myers, William Wilshire.  
Hotep. A dream of the Nile.  
Cincinnati, R. Clarke co. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1640.  
Reel: 170

Myrick, Herbert.  
Cache is poudre. The romance of a tenderfoot in the days of Custer.  
New York, O. Judd co. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1605; Illustrated.  
Reel: 170

Nash, Theodore Edward Delafayette.  
Love and vengeance; or, Little Viola's victory. A story of love and romance in the South, also society and its effects.  
Wright bibliography number 1642; By T.E.D. Nash.  
Reel: 170

Naylor, James Ball.  
The cabin in the big woods.  
Akron, O., Saalfield pub. Co. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1646; Illustrated by Fred A. Elliott.  
Reel: 170

Naylor, James Ball.  
In the days of St. Clair. A romance of the Muskingum valley.  
Akron, O., Saalfield pub. Co. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 1647; Illustrated by W.H. Fry.  
Reel: 170

Naylor, James Ball.  
The Kentuckian. A thrilling tale of Ohio life in the early sixties.  
Boston, C.M. Clark publishing co., inc. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1648; Illustrations by A.B. Shute.  
Reel: 170

Turner, George Frederic.  
Gloria.  
New York, Dodd, mead. 1910  
Wright bibliography number 1703; With illustrations in color by C.M. Relyea.  
Reel: 170

Tuttle, Hudson.  
Stories from beyond the borderland.  
Berlin Heights, O., Tuttle Pub. Co. 1910  
Wright bibliography number 1704; By Hudson Tuttle and Emma Rood Tuttle.  
Reel: 170

Tuttle, Mary McArthur Thompson.  
Types of men and women (as studied through ideality).  
[Cincinnati? O.:s.n.,]. [1907]  
Wright bibliography number 1705; Mary McArthur T. Tuttle (Mrs. Herbert Tuttle).  
Reel: 170

Tybout, Ella Middleton.  
The smuggler.  
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1907  
Wright bibliography number 1706; with illustrations in color by Howard Everett Smith.  
Reel: 170

Upton, Charles Elmer.  
Down Wild Goose Canyon.  
Placerville, Ca., C.E. Upton. 1910  
Wright bibliography number 1708.  
Reel: 170

Van Dresser, Jasmine Stone.  
The little brown hen hears the song of the nightingale and the golden harvest.  
San Francisco, P. Elder. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 1713; With an introduction by Margaret Beecher White; illustrations by William T. Van Dresser.  
Reel: 170

Van Dyne, Edith.  
Aunt Jane's nieces abroad.  
Chicago, Reilly & Britton. c1906  
Wright bibliography number 1714.  
Reel: 170
Van Norden, Charles.  
Yoland of Idle Isle.  
New York, D. Appleton. 1907  
Wright bibliography number 1715.  
Reel: 170

Van Steinburg, Dora F.  
York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1910  
Wright bibliography number 1716.  
Reel: 170

Vance, Louis Joseph.  
The bronze bell.  
New York, A.L. Burt. c1909  
Wright bibliography number 1709; With frontispiece in colors by Harrison Fisher.  
Reel: 170

Vance, Wilson J.  
Big John Baldwin. Extracts from the journal of an officer of Cromwell's army recording some of his experiences at the court of Charles I and subsequently at that of the lord protector and on the fields of love and war, and finally in the colony of Virginia.  
New York, H. Holt. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 1710; Ed. with sparing hand by Wilson Vance.  
Reel: 170

Naylor, James Ball.  
Akron, O., Saalfield pub. Co. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 1649.  
Reel: 171

Naylor, James Ball.  
The sign of the prophet. A tale of Tecumseh and Tippecanoe.  
Akron, O., Saalfield pub. Co. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 1650.  
Reel: 171

Neilson, Francis.  
Madam Bohemia.  
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott co. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 1651; Illustrated by Charlotte Harding.  
Reel: 171

Neville, Elizabeth O'Reilly.  
Father Tom of Connemara.  
Chicago, Rand, McNally & co. c1902  
Wright bibliography number 1652.  
Reel: 171

Newton, Emma (Mersereau).  
The veil of Solana.  
New York, F.F. Lovell Book Co. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1653.  
Reel: 171

Nicholls, Josephine Hamilton.  
Bayou triste. A story of Louisiana.  
New York, A.S. Barnes and co. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1654.  
Reel: 171

Nicholson, Meredith.  
The house of a thousand candles.  
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill co. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1655; With illustrations by Howard Chandler Christy.  
Reel: 171

Van Vorst, Bessie McGinnis.  
Letters to women in love.  
New York, D. Appleton. 1906  
Wright bibliography number 1717; By Mrs. John Van Vorst.  
Reel: 171

Van Vorst, Marie.  
In ambush.  
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1909  
Wright bibliography number 1718.  
Reel: 171

Van Vorst, Marie.  
The sentimental adventures of Jimmy Bulstrode.  
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1908  
Wright bibliography number 1719; With illustrations by Alonzo Kimball.  
Reel: 171

Van Vorst, Marie.  
The sin of George Warrener.  
New York, Macmillan. 1906  
Wright bibliography number 1720.  
Reel: 171

Varney, George Reuben.  
Out of the depths. A story of western love, Reeligion and reform.  
Philadelphia, Griffith & Rowland Press. c1909  
Wright bibliography number 1721.  
Reel: 171

Veatch, Byron Elbert.  
Men who dared.  
Chicago, H. Harisun. c1908  
Wright bibliography number 1722; 2d ed.  
Reel: 171

Verrall, Anthony.  
The new commandment.  
New York, E.J. Clode. c1909  
Wright bibliography number 1724.  
Reel: 171

Vesey, Arthur Henry.  
The castle of lies.  
New York, D. Appleton. 1906  
Wright bibliography number 1725.  
Reel: 171
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Viele, Herman Knickerbocker.
On the lightship.
New York, Duffield. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1726; Introduction by
Thomas A. Janvier.
Reel: 171

Nicholson, Meredith.
The main chance.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merril co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1656; Illustrated by
Harrison Fisher.
Reel: 172

Nicholson, Meredith.
Zelda Dameron.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1657; With drawings by
John Cecil Clay.
Reel: 172

Nicolls, William Jasper.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1658.
Reel: 172

Nicolovius, Ludwig.
Unique tales.
New York, Abbey Press. c1901
Wright bibliography number 1659; By M.Y.T.H.
Myth [i.e. L. Nicolovius].
Reel: 172

Nicolovius, Ludwig.
The way to wings, and kindred sallies.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1660; By M.Y.T.H.
Myth [i.e. L. Nicolovius].
Reel: 172

Nixdorff, Henry Morris.
White Rock, and other stories.
New York, Abbey press. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1661.
Reel: 172

Noble, Alden Charles.
Scott, who was nine. A tale of the joyous universe.
Chicago, Blue Sky press. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1663.
Reel: 172

Noble, Annette Lucile.
A crazy angel.
New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1664; With the collaboration of Grace Lathrop Collin.
Reel: 172

Noble, Annette Lucile.
Under twelve flags.
New York, American Tract Society. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1665.
Reel: 172

Noble, Lydia Lvovna Pimenoff.
Before the dawn. A story of Russian life.
Boston: New York, Houghton, Mifflin and co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1666; By Pimenoff-Noble.
Reel: 172

Stevens, Thomas Wood.
The parchment in the hollow hilt.
Chicago, Blue sky press. c1904
Wright bibliography number 1662; By Thomas Wood Stevens & Alden Charles Noble.
Reel: 172

Viereck, George Sylvester.
The house of the vampire.
New York, Maffat, Yard. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1727.
Reel: 172

Vincent, Clarence A.
Night and the stars. A tale of the Western Reserve.
Chicago, Winona Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1728.
Reel: 172

Vinson, Elmer Ellsworth.
An amateur performance.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1730.
Reel: 172

Vorse, Mary Marvin Heaton.
The breaking in a yachtman's wife.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1733; With illustrations by Reginald B. Birch.
Reel: 172

Vorys, George W.
Billikin and others: being a collection of express stories.
Ann Arbor, Mich., Ann Arbor Press. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1734; Written and illustrated by George W. Vorys.
Reel: 172

Wade, Blanche Elizabeth.
The stained glass lady. An idyl.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1735; With frontispiece and other drawings by Blanche Ostertag.
Reel: 172

Waggaman, Mary Teresa McKee.
Eric; or, The black finger.
Philadelphia, H.L. Kilner. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1737; Reprinted from "The Messenger."
Reel: 172
Walcott, Earle Ashley.
  The open door. A romance of mystery, time, 1905.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1740; Illustrated by
  Reel: 172

Walk, Charles Edmonds.
  The Paternoster ruby.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1741; With five
illustrations by J.V. McFall.
  Reel: 172

Walk, Charles Edmonds.
  The silver blade. The true chronicle of a double
mystery.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1742; With five
illustrations in color by A.B. Wenzell.
  Reel: 172

Norman, English.
  Melvina Drew.
New York, Broadway pub. Co. c1905
Wright bibliography number 1667.
  Reel: 173

Norris, Frank.
  A deal in wheat and other stories of the new and
old West.
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1668; Illustrated by
Remington, Leyendecker, Hitchcock and Hooper.
  Reel: 173

Norris, Frank.
  The octopus. A story of California.
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1669.
  Reel: 173

Norris, Frank.
  The pit. A story of Chicago.
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1670.
  Reel: 173

Norris, Mary Harriott.
  The grapes of wrath. A tale of North and South.
Boston, Small, Maynard & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1671.
  Reel: 173

Norris, Zoe Anderson.
  The color of his soul.
New York, R.F. Fenno & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1672.
  Reel: 173

Norris, Zoe Anderson.
  The quest of Polly Locke.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie pub. Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1673.
  Reel: 173

North, Mary M.
  A prairie-schooner. A romance of the plains of
Kansas.
Washington, Neale pub. Co. c1902
Wright bibliography number 1674.
  Reel: 173

Walk, Charles Edmonds.
  The yellow circle.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1743; With four
illustrations by Will Grete.
  Reel: 173

Wall, Ida Blanche Ford.
  Comedy of petty conflicts.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1745.
  Reel: 173

Wall, Mary Virginia.
  The daughter of Virginia Dare.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1746.
  Reel: 173

Wallace, Dillon.
  Ungava Bob. A winter's tale.
New York, F.H. Revell. c1907
Wright bibliography number 1747; Ill. by Samuel M.
Palmer.
  Reel: 173

Wallin, Clarence Monroe.
  Gena of the Appalachians.
New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1749.
  Reel: 173

Walsh, Julia C.
  Tooralladdy.
New York, Benziger Brothers. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1750.
  Reel: 173

Walter, Eugene.
  The great issue; or, The undertow.
New York, C.H. Doscher. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1751.
  Reel: 173

Walton, Esmee.
  Aurora of Poverty hill.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1756; Illustrated by
Hudson.
  Reel: 173

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
  A chariot of fire.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1757.
  Reel: 173
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Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
The empty house, and other stories.
Boston, Houghton Mifflin. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1758.
Reel: 173

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
Jonathan and David.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1759; With illustrations by W.T. Smedley.
Reel: 173

Northrop, Henry Davenport.
John Winslow.
New York, G.W. Dillingham co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1675; Illustrated by J.S. Moyer.
Reel: 174

Norton, Roy.
Guilty. The magazine-gun tragedy.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. c1904
Wright bibliography number 1676; By Roy E. Norton and Wm. C. Hallowell…over thirty pen drawings and half-tones from original photographs.
Reel: 174

Noyes, Charles Johnson.
Patriot and Tory. A tale of stirring times and sturdy souls.
Boston, H.A. Dickerman & son. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1677.
Reel: 174

Ober, Frederick Albion.
"Old Put" the patriot.
New York, D. Appleton and co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1678.
Reel: 174

Ober, Frederick Albion.
Tommy Foster's adventures among the Southwest Indians.
Philadelphia, H. Altemus Co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1679; With illustrations by S.M. Arthur.
Reel: 174

Ober, Frederick Albion.
The war chiefs. A story of the Spanish conquerors in Santo Domingo.
New York, E.P. Dutton and co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1680.
Reel: 174

[O'Connor, John Francis Xavier].
The tragedy that wins, and other short stories.
Philadelphia, J.J. McVey, 1905
Wright bibliography number 1681.
Reel: 174

O’Day, John Christopher.
Oil wells in the woods.
Deposit, N.Y., Oquaga press. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1682; With illustrations by Ethel Farmer and photographs collected by the author.
Reel: 174

Odenheimer, Cordelia Powell.
The phantom caravan.
New York, Abbey press. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1683.
Reel: 174

Oeston, Agata Dolores Marcedes.
A story within a story.
Washington, Neale Pub. Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1684; By Dawn Graye [i.e. A.D.M. Oeston].
Reel: 174

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
The man in the case.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1760; Illustrated by Henry J. Peck.
Reel: 174

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
Though life us do part.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1762; With a frontispiece by Clarence F. Underwood.
Reel: 174

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
Walled in. A novel.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1763; Illustrated by Clarence F. Underwood.
Reel: 174

Waring, Robert Lewis.
As we see it.
Washington, D.C., Press of C.F. Sudwarth. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1767.
Reel: 174

Warman, Cy.
The last spike, and other railroad stories.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1768.
Reel: 174

Warner, Adam Dixon.
Folcarinia. A political love story.
Denver, Col., Smith-Brooks Prtg. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1770.
Reel: 174

Warren, Benjamin Clark.
In the land of the Romburg. A society story.
New York, Broadway Pub Co. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1771.
Reel: 174
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Warren, Maude lavinia Radford.
The land of the living. A novel.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1772.
Reel: 174

Warren, Maude lavinia Radford.
Peter-Peter. A romance out of town.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1773; By Maude Radford Warren; illustrated by Rose O'Neill.
Reel: 174

Ogden, George Washington.
New York, A.S. Barnes & Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1685; With frontispiece by W. Herbert Dunton.
Reel: 175

O'Higgins, Harvey Jerrold.
The smoke-eaters. The story of a fire crew.
New York, Century. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1686.
Reel: 175

Older, Cora Miranda Baggerly.
The giants.
New York, D. Appleton and co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1687; By Mrs. Fremont Older.
Reel: 175

Older, Cora Miranda Baggerly.
The socialist and the prince.
New York, Funk & Wagnalls Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1688; By Mrs. Fremont Older; frontispiece by Harrison Fisher.
Reel: 175

Oldham, Callie Bruce.
Down South in Dixie.
Akron, O., Werner co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1689; Illustrated by W.L. Sheppard.
Reel: 175

Oliphant, Blossom Drum.
A dog-day journal.
New York, Abbey Press. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1691; By Blossom Drum.
Reel: 175

Oliphant, Blossom Drum.
Mrs. Lemon's neighbors.
New York, Neale pub. Co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1692.
Reel: 175

Watrous, Elizabeth Snowden Nichols.
It: being our individual magneto.
New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1780.
Reel: 175

Watson, Gilbert.
Forbidden ground.
New York, John Lane. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1781.
Reel: 175

Wasson, George Savary.
Home from sea.
Boston, Houghton Mifflin. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1777; With illustrations by the author.
Reel: 175

Waterloo, Stanley.
The Cassowary. What chanced in the Cleft mountains.
Chicago, Monarch Book Co. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1778.
Reel: 175

Waters, Russell Judson.
El extranjero (The stranger). A story of Southern California.
Chicago, Rand, McNally. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1779; Ill. by Will E. Chapin.
Reel: 175

Washburn, Eva Jane.
"Eureka".
Paducah, Ky., Sun Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1774.
Reel: 175

Wason, Robert Alexander.
Happy Hawkins.
Boston, Small, Maynard. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1776; Illustrated by Howard Giles.
Reel: 175

O'Loan, Charlotte A.
A blighted rose.
Detroit, Mich., Angelus pub. Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1690; By Joseph F. Wynne [i.e. C.A. O'Loan].
Reel: 175

O'Neill, Frederic Charles.
Short talks to young toilers.
New York, Christian press association pub. Co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1693; By Rev. Fred C. O'Neill.
Reel: 175

Oliphant, Blossom Drum.
A blighted rose.
Detroit, Mich., Angelus pub. Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1772.
Reel: 174

Wason, Robert Alexander.
Happy Hawkins.
Boston, Small, Maynard. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1776; Illustrated by Howard Giles.
Reel: 175

Wasson, George Savary.
Home from sea.
Boston, Houghton Mifflin. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1777; With illustrations by the author.
Reel: 175

Waterloo, Stanley.
The Cassowary. What chanced in the Cleft mountains.
Chicago, Monarch Book Co. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1778.
Reel: 175

Waters, Russell Judson.
El extranjero (The stranger). A story of Southern California.
Chicago, Rand, McNally. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1779; Ill. by Will E. Chapin.
Reel: 175

Watrous, Elizabeth Snowden Nichols.
It: being our individual magneto.
New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1780.
Reel: 175

Watson, Gilbert.
Forbidden ground.
New York, John Lane. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1781.
Reel: 175
Wattles, Wallace Delois.
- Hell-fire Harrison.
  Boston, L.C. Page. 1910
  Wright bibliography number 1782; Illustrated and decorated in colors by Frank T. Merrill.
  Reel: 175

Way, L.N.
- The call of the heart.
  New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1909
  Wright bibliography number 1783; Frontispiece illustration by Ch. Weber Ditzler.
  Reel: 175

O’Neill, Frederic Charles.
- Twenty-nine chats and one scolding.
  Wright bibliography number 1694; By Rev. Fred C. O’Neill.
  Reel: 176

O’Neill, Rose Cecil.
- The loves of Edwy. Tale and drawings.
  Boston, Lothrop publishing company. 1904
  Wright bibliography number 1695.
  Reel: 176

Orcutt, Emma Louise.
- Esther Mather. A romance.
  New York, Grafton press. 1901
  Wright bibliography number 1697.
  Reel: 176

Orcutt, William Dana.
- The flower of destiny. An episode.
  Chicago, A.C. McClurg & co. 1905
  Wright bibliography number 1698; Illustrated by Charlotte Weber.
  Reel: 176

Orcutt, William Dana.
- Robert Cavalier. The romance of the Sieur de La Salle and his discovery of the Mississippi River.
  Chicago, A.C. McClurg & co. 1904
  Wright bibliography number 1699; Illustrated by Charlotte Weber.
  Reel: 176

Orgain, Kate Alma.
- A waif from Texas.
  Austin, Tex., B.C. Jones & co., printers. 1901
  Wright bibliography number 1700.
  Reel: 176

Osborne, Duffield.
- The lion's brood.
  New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1901
  Wright bibliography number 1701; Illustrated by Walter Satterlee.
  Reel: 176

Osbourne, Lloyd.
- Baby Bullet. The bubble of destiny.
  New York, D. Appleton. 1905
  Wright bibliography number 1702.
  Reel: 176

Way, Norman.
- Mary Jane's pa.
  New York, Grossett & Dunlap. 1909
  Wright bibliography number 1784; From the play of the same name by Edith Ellis.
  Reel: 176

Wayne, Charles Stokes.
- The city of encounters.
  New York, M. Kennerley. c1908
  Wright bibliography number 1785; Illustrations by Harry Stacey Benton.
  Reel: 176

Wayne, Charles Stokes.
- The marriage of Mrs. Merlin.
  New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1907
  Wright bibliography number 1786; Illustrations by Louis F. Grant.
  Reel: 176

Webster, Henry Kitchell.
- The whispering man.
  New York, D. Appleton. 1908
  Wright bibliography number 1787.
  Reel: 176

[Webster, Jean].
- The four-pools mystery.
  New York Century. 1908
  Wright bibliography number 1788.
  Reel: 176

Weiman, Rita.
- Playing the game. The story of a society girl.
  New York, Cupples & Leon. c1910
  Wright bibliography number 1789.
  Reel: 176

Wells, Amos Russel.
- Tuxedo avenue to Walter street: being the story of a transplanted church.
  New York, Funk and Wagnalls. 1906
  Wright bibliography number 1790; Illustrated by Josephine Bruce.
  Reel: 176
Wells, Carolyn.
The clue.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1791; With a frontispiece by Frances Rogers.
Reel: 176

Osbourne, Lloyd.
Love, the fiddler.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1703.
Reel: 177

Osbourne, Lloyd.
The motormaniacs.
Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1704.
Reel: 177

O'Sullivan, Vincent.
A dissertation upon second fiddles.
London, G. Richards. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1705.
Reel: 177

Overton, Gwendolen.
Anne Carmel.
New York, Macmillan co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1706; With illustrations by Arthur I. Keller.
Reel: 177

Overton, Gwendolen.
Captains of the world.
New York, Macmillan co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1707.
Reel: 177

Overton, Gwendolen.
The heritage of unrest.
New York, Macmillan co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1709.
Reel: 177

Overton, Gwendolen.
The olden chain.
New York; London, The Macmillan company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1708.
Reel: 177

[Owen, Belle].
A prairie winter.
New York, The Outlook company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1710; By an Illinois girl.
Reel: 177

Pafflow, Charles W.
The mysteries of the Zimniy dvoretz (Winter palace): a Russian historical novel.
New York, Neale pub. Co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1711.
Reel: 177

Page, Kate Nelson.
Tommy Atkins episode and other stories.
New York, Abbey Press. c1902
Wright bibliography number 1712.
Reel: 177

Page, Thomas Nelson.
Bred in the bond.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1713; Illustrated.
Reel: 177

Welty, Cora Gottschalk.
The masquerading of Margaret.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1792.
Reel: 177

Westermayr, Arthur Joseph.
Power of innocence.
New York, R.F. Fenno. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1793; Illustrated by Lillian Adams.
Reel: 177

Westley, George Hembert.
The maid and the miscreant.
Boston, Mayhew Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1794.
Reel: 177

Whalen, William Wilfrid.
Bridget; or, What's in a name?.
Boston, Mayhew Pub. Co. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1795.
Reel: 177

Whalen, William Wilfrid.
The lilly of the coal fields.
Boston, Mayhew Pub. Co. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1796.
Reel: 177

Wheat, Lu.
Ah Moy. The story of a Chinese girl.
New York, Grafton Press. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1798; Illustrated by Mary E. Curren.
Reel: 177

Wheat, Lu.
Helen. A story of things to be.
New York, Grafton Press. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1799.
Reel: 177

Wheat, Lu.
The third daughter. A story of Chinese home life.
Los Angeles, Cal., Oriental Pub. Co. [1906]
Wright bibliography number 1800.
Reel: 177
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler, James Cooper</td>
<td>Captain Pete of Cortesana.</td>
<td>New York, E.P. Dutton</td>
<td>c1909</td>
<td>1802</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pangborn, Frederic Werden</td>
<td>The silent maid: being the story of Stille Maegth, her strange bewitchment and her wondrous song, and how she came to love a mortal man.</td>
<td>Boston, L.C. Page &amp; company</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>1722</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitaker, Lydia</td>
<td>The prophet of Martinique. A love story embracing a vivid account of the historic destruction by Mont Pelee.</td>
<td>New York, J.S. Barcus</td>
<td>c1906</td>
<td>1805</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer, Frederick</td>
<td>The ways of the service.</td>
<td>New York, C. Scribner's sons</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>1721</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer, Frederick</td>
<td>The Vagabond.</td>
<td>New York, C. Scribner's Sons</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>1730</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, Ansley DeForest</td>
<td>The transgressor (published anonymously) and other stories: showing the effects of liquor upon society: and its coalition of evil sequalae [sic].</td>
<td>Buffalo? N.Y., Inter-state Prohibition Pub. Association</td>
<td>1909</td>
<td>1810</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
White, Buchanan.
The rural school-teacher; or, A double West Virginia love story.
New York, Broadway Pub. C o. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1811; Illustrated by photos & drawings.
Reel: 178

White, Eliza Orne.
The wares of Edgefield.
Boston, Houghton Mifflin. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1812.
Reel: 178

White, Fred Merrick.
The corner house.
New York, R.F. Fenno. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1814.
Reel: 178

Pangborn, Georgia Wood.
Roman Biznet.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1723.
Reel: 179

Parker, Frances.
Hope Hathaway. A story of western ranch life.
Boston, Mass., C.M. Clark publishing co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1724.
Reel: 179

Parker, Frances.
Marjie of the lower ranch.
Boston, C.M. Clark pub. Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1725.
Reel: 179

Parker, William Hendrix.
Malcomb Douglas. A work of fiction.
Bessemer, Ala., Herald-journal. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1727; By Rekrap [i.e. W.H. Parker].
Reel: 179

Parrish, Randall.
My lady of the North. The love story of a gray-jacket.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1728.
Reel: 179

Parrish, Randall.
A sword of the old frontier. A tale of Fort Chartres and Detroit: being a plain account of sundry adventures befalling Chevalier Raoul de Coubert, one time captain in the hussars of Languedoc, during the year 1763.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg & Co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1729; Illustrated by F.C. Yohn.
Reel: 179

Parrish, Randall.
When wilderness was king. A tale of the Illinois country.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1730; With six pictures in full color and other decorations by Troy and Margaret West Kinney.
Reel: 179

White, Fred Merrick.
A crime on canvas.
New York, R.F. Fenno. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1815.
Reel: 179

White, Fred Merrick.
The five knots.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1816.
Reel: 179

White, Fred Merrick.
The mystery of the four fingers.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1817; Illustrated by Will Grefe.
Reel: 179

White, Fred Merrick.
The nether millstone.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1819.
Reel: 179

White, Fred Merrick.
The slave of silence.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1820.
Reel: 179

White, Fred Merrick.
The weight of the crown.
New York City, R.F. Fenno. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1821.
Reel: 179

White, Fred Merrick.
The yellow face.
New York, R.F. Fenno. c1907
Wright bibliography number 1822.
Reel: 179

Parson, Caroline.
Esther Hills, housemaid.
Wright bibliography number 1732.
Reel: 180
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Parson, Kirk.
On the mountain division.
New York, Eaton & Mains. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1731.
Reel: 180

Pattee, Fred Lewis.
The house of the black ring.
New York, H. Holt and co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1733.
Reel: 180

Pattee, Fred Lewis.
Mary Garvin. The story of a New Hampshire summer.
New York, T.Y. Crowell & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1734.
Reel: 180

Patterson, Ada.
By the stage door.
New York, Grafton Press. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1735; By Ada Patterson & Victory Bateman.
Reel: 180

Patton, Abel.
"Har Lampkins." A narrative of mountain life on the borders of the two Virginias.
New York, Abbey press. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1736.
Reel: 180

Paxson, William Alpha.
A buckeye baron. A rural story of a Buckeye boy.
Cincinnati, R. Clarke co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1737; Illustrated by H.H. Walker, Dorothy Cole, W. Mock.
Reel: 180

Payne, George Henry.
A great part, and other stories of the stage.
New York, Continental pub. Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1738.
Reel: 180

Payne, Lamar Strickland.
20th century fables.
Montreal; New York, Broadway pub. Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1739; Ten illustrations by O'Malley.
Reel: 180

Payne, Philip.
Duchess of few clothes. A comedy.
Chicago, Rand, McNally & co. c1904
Wright bibliography number 1740.
Reel: 180

White, Grace Miller.
Tess of the storm country.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1834; Illustrations by Howard Chandler Christy.
Reel: 180

[Whiteford, Daniel].
Hank Long's first voyage.
New York, Printed under supervision of J.J. Rafter. [1908]
Wright bibliography number 1840.
Reel: 180

Whitelock, William Wallace.
When kings go forth to battle. A novel.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1837; With illustrations in color by Frank H. Desch.
Reel: 180

Whiteside, Mary Brent.
Bill Possum, His book.
[Atlanta, Ga., s.n.]. [c1909?]
Wright bibliography number 1839; Ill. by G.P. Haynes.
Reel: 180

Whiting, Robert Rudd.
A ball of yarn. Its unwinding.
San Francisco, P. Elder. c1907
Wright bibliography number 1841; The Illustrations by Merle Johnson.
Reel: 180

Whitman, Stephen French.
New York, P.F. Collier. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1842; Illustrations by F.C. Yohn.
Reel: 180

Whitney, Adeline Dutton (Train).
Odd, or even?.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1843.
Reel: 180

Whitson, John Harvey.
The castle of doubt.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1844; With a frontispiece in color from a drawing by I.H. Caliga.
Reel: 180

The Whole family: a novel by twelve authors.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1845; William Dean Howells [et al.].
Reel: 180

Wiggin, Kate Douglas (Smith).
...Finding a home.
Boston, Houghton Mifflin. c1907
Wright bibliography number 1846.
Reel: 180

Payne, Philip.
Chicago, Rand, McNally & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1741.
Reel: 181
Payne, Will.
Mr. Salt. A novel.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1742; With illustrations
by Charles H. White.
Reel: 181

Payne, Will.
On fortune's road. Stories of business.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1743; With eight full-page drawings by Thomas Fogarty.
Reel: 181

Payson, William Farquhar.
Debonnaire.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1745; Ill. by Thomas Fogarty.
Reel: 181

Payson, William Farquhar.
John Vytal. A tale of the lost colony.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1746.
Reel: 181

Payson, William Farquhar.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1747.
Reel: 181

Peake, Elmore Elliott.
The house of Hawley.
New York, D. Appleton and co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1748.
Reel: 181

Wiggin, Kate Douglas (Smith).
Homespun tales: rose o' the river; The old Peabody pew; and Susanna and Sue.
Boston, Houghton Mifflin. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1847.
Reel: 181

Wilder, Nathaniel Parker.
A royal tragedy. When kings and savages ruled.
New York, Press of the Fireside Pub. Co. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1849; By Nat Wilder, jr.; illustrations by J. Hodson Redman.
Reel: 181

Wilkinson, Cary Hamilton.
The tragedy of Baden.
New York, Neale Pub. Co. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1850.
Reel: 181

Willets, Gilson.
The double cross. A romance of mystery and adventure in Mexico of to-day.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1851; Illustrations by Joseph Cummings Chase.
Reel: 181

Williams, Egerton Ryerson.
Ridolfo, the coming of the dawn. A tale of the renaissance.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1852; By Egerton R. Williams, jr.; with illustrations in color by Joseph C. Leyendecker.
Reel: 181

Williams, Isabel Cecilia.
The alchemist's secret.
New York, P.J. Kenedy. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1853.
Reel: 181

Williams, Isabel Cecilia.
In the crucible. Tales from real life.
New York, P.J. Kennedy. c1909
Wright bibliography number 1854.
Reel: 181

Williams, Jesse Lynch.
The day-dreamer. Being the full narrative of "The stolen story."
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1906
Wright bibliography number 1855.
Reel: 181

Williams, Jesse Lynch.
The girl and the game, and other college stories.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. c1908
Wright bibliography number 1856.
Reel: 181

Peattie, Elia Wilkinson.
The beleaguered forest.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1749.
Reel: 182

Peattie, Elia Wilkinson.
The pride of Tellfair.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1750.
Reel: 182
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Peattie, Elia Wilkinson.</td>
<td>The edge of things.</td>
<td>Chicago, F.H. Revell co.</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>1752</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peck, Samuel Minturn.</td>
<td>Alabama sketches.</td>
<td>Chicago, A.C. McClurg &amp; co.</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>1754</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peek, Comer Leonard.</td>
<td>Lorna Carswell. A story of the South.</td>
<td>New York, Broadway pub. Co.</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>1757; Fully illustrated by S. Mary Norton; forword by May S. Gilpatrick</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pendleton, Louis Beauregard.</td>
<td>A forest drama.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, H.T. Coates &amp; co.</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>1758; By Louis Pendleton</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Williamson, Clara Marion Young.</td>
<td>'Neath sunny southern skies.</td>
<td>New Orleans, La., Press of Palfrey-Rodd-Pursell.</td>
<td>1908</td>
<td>1858</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, Augusta Jane (Evans).</td>
<td>Devota.</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham.</td>
<td>c1907</td>
<td>1859; Illustrations by Stuart Travis</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, Guy H.</td>
<td>His beautiful life.</td>
<td>Dallas, Tex., Johnston Prg. Co.</td>
<td>1910</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, William Thomas.</td>
<td>For the love of Lady Margaret. A romance of the lost colony.</td>
<td>Charlotte, N.C., Stone &amp; Barringer.</td>
<td>1908</td>
<td>1863</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, Wood Levette.</td>
<td>The end of the dreams.</td>
<td>New York, M. Kennerly.</td>
<td>c1909</td>
<td>1864; Illustrations by A.G. Learned</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winn, Mary Polk.</td>
<td>The law and the letter. A story of the province of Louisiana.</td>
<td>New York, Neale Pub. Co.</td>
<td>1907</td>
<td>1867; By Mary Polk Winn and Margaret Hannis</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winslow, Helen Maria.</td>
<td>Peggy at Spinster farm.</td>
<td>Boston, L.C. page.</td>
<td>1908</td>
<td>1868; Illustrated from photographs by Mary G. Huntsman</td>
<td>182</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Winslow, Helen Maria.
The present of Quex. A woman's club story.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard. c1906
Wright bibliography number 1869; Illustrated by W.L. Jacobs.
Reel: 182

Pennell, William Wesley.
The buckeye doctor. A tale for physicians and for physicians' patients.
New York, Grafton Press. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1759; By William W. Pennell, M.D.
Reel: 183

Pennington, Jeanne Gillespie.
The sea of circumstance.
New York, Abbey press. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1760.
Reel: 183

Pennoyer, Virginia Elmamds.
Rodari, sculptor. A story of Pisa.
San Francisco, D.P. Elder and M. Shepard. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1761.
Reel: 183

Peple, Edward Henry.
A broken rosary.
New York, J. Lane. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1762; Illustrated by Scotson Clark.
Reel: 183

Peple, Edward Henry.
The prince chap. A story in three curtains and several scenes.
New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1763.
Reel: 183

Perkins, Margaret Mower.
The greater Waterloo. A love story.
New York, G.W. Dillingham co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1764; By Robert Richardson [i.e. M.M. Perkins].
Reel: 183

Petersilea, Carlyle.
Mark Chester; or, A mill and a million. A tale of southern California.
Boston, Banner of light pub. Co. c1901
Wright bibliography number 1765.
Reel: 183

Pettit, Henry.
A twentieth century idealist.
New York, Grafton press. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1766.
Reel: 183

Pettus, Maia.
Washington, Neale pub. Co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1766.
Reel: 183

Phelom, William P.
San Francisco, Cal, Hermetic book concern. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1768.
Reel: 183

Phelps, Charles Edward Davis.
The accolade; or, The canon and his yeoman.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1769; By C.E.D. Phelps.
Reel: 183

Winslow, Helen Maria.
Spinster farm.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1908
Wright bibliography number 1870; Illustrated from photographs by Mary G. Huntsman.
Reel: 183

Winslow, Helen Maria.
A woman for mayor. A novel of to-day.
Chicago, Reilly & Britton. 1909
Wright bibliography number 1871; Frontispiece by Walter Dean Goldbeck.
Reel: 183

Winslow, William Henry.
Southern buds and sons of war.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1907
Wright bibliography number 1872.
Reel: 183

Winter, Charles Edwin.
Grandon of Sierra.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1907
Wright bibliography number 1873; Ill. by Hudson.
Reel: 183

Woodman, Mary.
A touch of Portugal; or, The little count of Villa Moncao.
Boston, Atlantic Prtg. Co. 1910
Wright bibliography number 1878.
Reel: 183

Woodrow, Nancy Mann Waddel.
The beauty.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. c1910
Wright bibliography number 1879; By Mrs. Wilson Woodrow; with illustrations by Will Grefe.
Reel: 183
Woodrow, Nancy Mann Waddel.
  The new missioner.
  New York, McClure. 1907
  Wright bibliography number 1881; By Mrs. Wilson Woodrow.
  Reel: 183

Woolwine, Thomas Lee.
  In the valley of the shadows.
  New York, Doubleday, Page. 1909
  Wright bibliography number 1884; Illustrated by Charles M. Relyea.
  Reel: 183

  New York, D. Appleton and company. 1905
  Wright bibliography number 1776.
  Reel: 184

Phillips, David Graham.
  The cost.
  New York, Grosset & Dunlap. 1904
  Wright bibliography number 1770; Illustrated by Harrison Fisher.
  Reel: 184

Phillips, David Graham.
  The deluge.
  New York, Grosset & Dunlap. c1905
  Wright bibliography number 1771; With ill. by George Gibbs.
  Reel: 184

Phillips, David Graham.
  Golden fleece. The American adventures of a fortune hunting earl.
  New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1903
  Wright bibliography number 1771; Ill. by Harrison Fisher.
  Reel: 184

Phillips, David Graham.
  The great god Success. A novel.
  New York, Frederick A. Stokes co. c1901
  Wright bibliography number 1773; By John Graham [i.e. D.G. Phillips]. 2d ed.
  Reel: 184

Phillips, David Graham.
  New York, Harper & brothers. 1902
  Wright bibliography number 1774.
  Reel: 184

Phillips, David Graham.
  The master-rogue. The confessions of a Croesus.
  New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1903
  Wright bibliography number 1775; Illustrated by Gordon H. Grant.
  Reel: 184

Phillips, David Graham.
  The plum tree.
  New York, Grosset & Dunlap. c1905
  Wright bibliography number 1777; Illustrated by E.M. Ashe.
  Reel: 184

Worden, Hattie Weller.
  Lily Dale, N.Y., Sunflower Pub. Co. 1906
  Wright bibliography number 1885.
  Reel: 184

Workman, Mary Christiana Sheedy.
  Cincinnati, Tribune Prtg. Co. 1908
  Wright bibliography number 1886; By Mrs. Hanson Workman; illustrated by Glen Tracy.
  Reel: 184

Wright, Clara Parrish.
  An up-to-date courtship.
  New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1909
  Wright bibliography number 1888.
  Reel: 184

Wright, Harold Bell.
  Shepherd of the hills. A novel.
  New York, A.L. Burt. c1907
  Wright bibliography number 1889; With illustrations by F. Graham Cootes.
  Reel: 184

Wright, Mabel Osgood.
  Poppea of the post-office.
  New York, Macmillan. 1909
  Wright bibliography number 1890; By Mabel Osgood Wright (Barbara); with frontispiece by the Kinneys.
  Reel: 184

Wright, Mabel Osgood.
  Princess Flower Hat. A comedy from the perplexity book of Barbara, the commuter's wife.
  New York, Macmillan. 1910
  Wright bibliography number 1891.
  Reel: 184

Wright, Mary (Tappan).
  New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1906
  Wright bibliography number 1892.
  Reel: 184

Phillips, David Graham.
  New York, Grosset & Dunlap. c1902
  Wright bibliography number 1779; With frontispiece by William James Hurlbut.
  Reel: 184
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Phillips, Henry Wallace.
   Plain Mary Smith. A romance of Red Saunders.
   New York, Century co. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 1780; With ill. by Martin Justice.
   Reel: 185

Phillips, Henry Wallace.
   Red Saunders, His adventures West & East.
   New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 1781.
   Reel: 185

Phipps, Sarah E.
   The old house by the sea.
   New York, F.T. Neely co. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 1782.
   Reel: 185

Picard, George Henry.
   The bishop's niece.
   Boston, H.B. Turner & co. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 1783.
   Reel: 185

Pickard, Florence Willingham.
   The idea of March.
   New York, Broadway pub. Co. c1904
   Wright bibliography number 1784; By Florie Willingham Pichard.
   Reel: 185

Pickett, La Salle (Corbell).
   Ebid eye.
   Washington, Neale co. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 1785; Illustrated by Hattie E. Burdett, H.L. Macdonald, Anna Sands, and portrait of the author by H.L. Macdonald.
   Reel: 185

Pickett, La Salle (Corbell).
   Jinny.
   Washington, The Neale co. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 1786; Illustrated by H.L. Macdonald, M. Weyl, R.N. Brooke, C.K. Berryman; and reprints by Sully.
   Reel: 185

Picton, Nina.
   The panorama of sleep; or, Soul and symbol.
   New York, The Philosophic co. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 1787; Illustrations by Remington W. Lane.
   Reel: 185

Pidgin, Charles Felton.
   Blennerhassett; or, The decrees of fate. A romance founded upon events in American history.
   Boston, C.M. Clark pub. co. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 1788; With ill. by Charles H. Stephens.
   Reel: 185

Pidgin, Charles Felton.
   The climax; or, What might have been. A romance of the great republic.
   Boston, C.M. Clark pub. co. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 1789.
   Reel: 185

Wynken, Leopold Ernest.
   Chronicles of Manuel Alanus. A true story of old San Francisco.
   New York, Cochrane Pub. Co. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1893.
   Reel: 185

York, Wealthy Ann.
   Some adventures of two vagabonds, by one of 'em.
   New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1908
   Wright bibliography number 1895.
   Reel: 185

Young, Rida Johnson.
   New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1907
   Wright bibliography number 1898; By Rida Johnson Young, Gilbert P. Coleman.
   Reel: 185

Zeman, Josephine.
   New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. c1907
   Wright bibliography number 1899.
   Reel: 185

Zimmerman, Leander M.
   "Dot." A novel of today.
   Baltimore, Meyer & Thalheimer. 1909
   Wright bibliography number 1900.
   Reel: 185

Zogbaum, Rufus Fairchild.
   The junior officer of the watch.
   New York, D. Appleton. 1908
   Wright bibliography number 1901; Illustrated by the author.
   Reel: 185

Pidgin, Charles Felton.
   New York, G.W. Dillingham co. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 1790; Ill. by Ch. Weber Ditzler.
   Reel: 186

Pidgin, Charles Felton.
   Little Burr, the Warwick of America. A tale of the old revolutionary days.
   Boston, Robinson Luce co. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 1791; Ill. by Isaac Brewster Hazleton.
   Reel: 186
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Pidgin, Charles Felton.
A nation's idol. A romance of Franklin's nine years of happiness at the court of France.
Philadelphia, H. Altemus co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1792.
Reel: 186

Pidgin, Charles Felton.
Stephen Holton. A story of life as it is in town and country.
Boston, L.C. Page & Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1793; With a frontispiece by Frank T. Merrill.
Reel: 186

Pier, Arthur Stanwood.
The ancient grudge.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and co. [1905]
Wright bibliography number 1794.
Reel: 186

Pier, Arthur Stanwood.
The sentimentalists. A novel.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1795.
Reel: 186

Pier, Arthur Stanwood.
The triumph.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1796.
Reel: 186

Pierce, Dexter Vinton.
Caleb Abbott.
Boston, Farrington printing co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1797.
Reel: 186

Pierce, Frederick E.
The new goddess.
New York, Converse D. March. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1798; By Percy Fredericks [i.e. F.E. Pierce].
Reel: 187

Pierce, George Winslow.
A select circle.
[Boston? s.n.]. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1799; With designs and songs by George Winslow Pierce.
Reel: 187

Pinkerton, Colin McKenzie.
The hidden fortune. An educational story.
Des Moines, Iowa, Shissler-Chase co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1800.
Reel: 187

In white and black. A story.
Akron, O., Saalfield pub. co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1801; Illustrated by Bert Ball.
Reel: 187

Pitkin, Helen.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1802.
Reel: 187

Plympton, Almira George.
In the shadow of the black pine. A romance of the Massachusetts Bay colony.
Boston, Small, Maynard & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1804.
Reel: 187

Politzer, Anthony Philip.
The rabbi of Liszka and possibilities of Christian Science in the twentieth century. A personal experience.
New York, M.J. Roth. c1901
Wright bibliography number 1805.
Reel: 187

Pollard, Edward Bagby.
Paul Judson. A story of the Kentucky mountains.
Louisville, Ky., Baptist Argus. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1806.
Reel: 187

[Pollard, Percival].
The imitator. A novel.
Saint Louis, W.M. Reedy. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1807.
Reel: 187

[Pollard, Percival].
Washington, D.C., Neale pub. co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1808.
Reel: 188

Pollock, Bernice McCally.
Morgantown, W.Va., Acme pub. co. 1809
Wright bibliography number 1809; By Mrs. Bernice McCally Pollock.
Reel: 188

Pollock, Channing.
Behold the man: being a novel, dealing with the dual personalities of the peasants who appear in the sacred performance at Ober-Ammergau.
Washington, [D.C.], Neale pub. co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1810.
Reel: 188

Pool, Bettie Freshwater.
The Eyrie, and other southern stories.
New York, Broadway pub. co. c1905
Wright bibliography number 1811.
Reel: 188
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Poor, Agnes Blake.
Under guiding stars. A Massachusetts story of the century end.
New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1812.
Reel: 188

Porter, Delia (Lyman).
An anti-worry recipe and other stories.
Boston, American Tract Society. c.1905
Wright bibliography number 1813.
Reel: 188

Porter, Edward.
Dennis McGrath: autocrat and other horseless tales hanging thereby.
Boston, Herbert B. Turner & company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1814.
Reel: 188

Porter, Gene Stratton.
The song of the cardinal. A love story.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1815; The ill. being camera studies from life by the author.
Reel: 188

Porter, Linn Boyd.
Riverfall [A novel.].
New York, G.W. Dillingham co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1816; Ill. by Louis F. Grant.
Reel: 188

Porter, William Sydney.
Cabbages and kings.
New York, A.L. Burt co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1817; By O. Henry [i.e. W.S. Porter].
Reel: 188

Post, Emily Price.
The flight of a moth.
New York, Dodd, Mead & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1818; Frontispiece by the author.
Reel: 188

Post, Emily Price.
Purple & fine linen.
New York, D. Appleton and co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1819.
Reel: 188

Post, Melville Davisson.
Dwellers in the hills.
New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1820.
Reel: 188

Postell, Catherine.
On Toplecote Bayou.
New York, The Editor publishing company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1821.
Reel: 189

Potter, Frances Boardman Squire.
Boston, Little, Brown, and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1822; By Frances Squire.
Reel: 189

Potter, Margaret Horton.
The castle of twilight.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1823; With six illustrations by Ch. Weber.
Reel: 189

Potter, Margaret Horton.
The fire of spring.
New York, D. Appleton and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1824; Illustrated by Sydney Adamson.
Reel: 189

Potter, Margaret Horton.
The flame-gatherers.
New York, The Macmillan company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1825.
Reel: 189

Potter, Margaret Horton.
The house of de Mailly. A romance.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1826; Illustrated by A.I. Keller.
Reel: 189

Potter, Margaret Horton.
Istar of Babylon. A phantasy.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1827.
Reel: 189

Potter, Mary Knight.
Councils of Croesus.
Boston, L.C. Page & company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1828; Illustrations by W.H. Dunton.
Reel: 190

Pounds, Jessie Hunter (Brown).
A popular idol.
Cincinnati, O., The Standard publishing co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1829; By Jessie Brown Pounds.
Reel: 190

Pounds, Jessie Hunter (Brown).
Rachel Sylvestre. A story of the pioneers.
Cincinnati, O., The Standard publishing company. c1904
Wright bibliography number 1830; By Jessie Brown Pounds.
Reel: 190
Pounds, Jessie Hunter (Brown).  
The young man from Middlefield.  
St. Louis, Christian Publishing Company. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 1831; By Mrs. Jessie Brown Pounds.  
Reel: 190

Powers, Frederick William.  
In the shadow of the Cumberlands. A story of Kentucky mountain life.  
Columbus, O., The Champlin printing company. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1832.  
Reel: 190

Pratt, John Tinsley.  
In point of honor. A novel.  
Tiptonville, Tenn., Pratt, painstaking printer, the printer. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1833.  
Reel: 190

Pratt, Magee.  
The orthodox preacher and Nancy: being a tale of the misfortunes of a minister who tried to do as Jesus would. A story of ministerial life as it is.  
Hartford, Conn., Connecticut magazine co. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 1834; By the Rev. M. Pratt.  
Reel: 190

Presbrey, Eugene Wiley.  
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1901  
Wright bibliography number 1835.  
Reel: 190

Preston, Laura Fitzhugh.  
Uncle Bob. His reflections.  
New York, Grafton press. [1904]  
Wright bibliography number 1836; With frontispiece by R.F. Outcault.  
Reel: 190

Preston, South G.  
The shadow of the King, or, The unknown friend of Jesus. A story of interpretation.  
New York, The Abbey press. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 1837; By S.G. Preston (Stauros Stephanos).  
Reel: 190

Preston, William Morton.  
Long draws. A short story of the day.  
Kansas City, Hudson-Kimberly pub. co. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1838.  
Reel: 190

Price, Edward D.  
The letters of Mildred's mother to Mildred. Satirical sketches of stage life.  
New York, J.S. Ogilvie pub. co. c1901  
Wright bibliography number 1839; By E.D. Price (The man behind the scenes”).  
Reel: 190

Price, Ella Perry.  
Her realm. By Ella Perry Price.  
Cincinnati, Jennings and Pye. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1840.  
Reel: 190

Priest, Ezra Fairbanks.  
Ashes of roses.  
Wausau, Wis., The Philosophar press. c1905  
Wright bibliography number 1841.  
Reel: 191

Priest, John.  
LauReel Rock.  
West Chester, Pa., The Grove publishing house. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1842.  
Reel: 191

Prince, Helen Choate (Pratt).  
The strongest master.  
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and Company. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1843; By Helen Coate Prince.  
Reel: 191

Prindle, Frances Weston Carruth.  
The way of Belinda.  
New York, Dodd, Mead & co. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 1845; By Frances W. Carruth.  
Reel: 191

Puddefoot, William George.  
Boston, The Pilgrim press. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1846; By William G. Puddefoot and Isaac Ogden Rankin; illustrated by Edith Browning Brand.  
Reel: 191

Pullen, Elisabeth Jones.  
Mrs. Whitman. A story of the brigands.  
Boston, Lothrop pub. co. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1847; By Elisabeth Pullen (Mrs. Stanley T. Pullen).  
Reel: 191

Putnam, Israel.  
Daniel Everton, volunteer-regular. A romance of the Phillippines.  
New York, London, Funk & Wagnalls company. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1848; Illustrations by Sewell Collins.  
Reel: 191
Putnam, Israel.  
The "shavetail" and other stories.  
Manila, P.L. Manila pub. co. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1850.  
Reel: 191

Pyle, Howard.  
New York, Harper & brothers. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1851.  
Reel: 192

Quick, John Herbert.  
Aladdin & co. A romance of Yankee magic.  
New York. H. Holt and co. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1852.  
Reel: 192

Quillin, Horace Stewart.  
Dolly's folly. A Saratoga conventions story.  
Bloomfield, N.J., H.B. Wiggins sons. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1853; By Harry Eskew [i.e. H.S. Quillin].  
Reel: 192

Quillin, Horace Stewart.  
A fair prize. A world's fair story.  
Bloomfield, N.J., H.B. Wiggins sons. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1854; By Harry Eskew [i.e. H.S. Quillin].  
Reel: 192

Quillin, Horace Stewart.  
The house of the honeymoon. A story.  
Bloomfield, N.J., H.B. Wiggins sons. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1855; By Harry Eskew [i.e. H.S. Quillin].  
Reel: 192

Raine, William MacLeod.  
A daughter of Raasay. A tale of the '45.  
New York, F.A. Stokes company. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1860; Illustrated by Stuart Travis.  
Reel: 192

Ralph, Julian.  
The millionairess.  
Boston, Lothrop pub. co. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1861; Illustrated by C.F. Underwood.  
Reel: 192

Rand, Edward Augustus.  
Ships ashore.  
Cincinnati, Jennings and Pye. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1862.  
Reel: 192

Randolph, Mary.  
Because you love me.  
New York. Broadway pub. co. c1904  
Wright bibliography number 1863.  
Reel: 192

Rangeler, Harry H.  
Silenced by gold. The story of a wildcat well.  
New York, The Abbey press. 1902  
Wright bibliography number 1864.  
Reel: 192

Ray, Anna Chapin.  
By the good Sainte Anne. A story of modern Quebec.  
Boston, Little, Brown, and company. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1870.  
Reel: 193

Ray, Anna Chapin.  
The dominant strain.  
Boston, Little, Brown, and company. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1871; Illustrated by Harry C. Edwards.  
Reel: 193

Ray, Anna Chapin.  
Nathalie's sister the last of the McAlister records.  
Boston, Little, Brown, and company. 1904  
Wright bibliography number 1872; Illustrated by Alice Barber Stephens.  
Reel: 193

Ray, Anna Chapin.  
On the firing line. A romance of South Africa.  
Boston, Little, Brown, and company. 1905  
Wright bibliography number 1873; By Anna Chapin Ray and Hamilton Brock Fuller.  
Reel: 193

Ray, Anna Chapin.  
Sheba.  
New York, T.Y. Crowell. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1874.  
Reel: 193

Ray, Anna Chapin.  
Boston, Little, Brown, and Company. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 1875; Illustrated by J.B. Graff.  
Reel: 193

Ray, Anna Chapin.  
Ursala's freshman.  
Boston, Little, Brown, and Company. 1903  
Wright bibliography number 1876; Illustrated by Harriet Roosevelt Richards.  
Reel: 193

Raymond, Evelyn Hunt.  
A Yankee girl in old California. A story for girls.  
Philadelphia. The Penn pub. co. 1901  
Wright bibliography number 1877; By Mrs. Evelyn Raymond; illustrated by Ida Waugh.  
Reel: 193
Raymond, James F.
   The old mountain hermit.
   New York, Broadway pub. co. c1904
   Wright bibliography number 1878.
   Reel: 193

As Related by Jim Higgers to one of the rough writers.
Chicago, The H.J. Smith & Devereaux co. [1901]
Wright bibliography number 1882.1; illustrated by Heinrich.
   Reel: 194

Raymond, Walter Marion.
   Rebels of the new South.
   Chicago, C.H. Kerr & Co. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 1879; Illustrated by Percy Bertram Ball.
   Reel: 194

Rayner, Emma.
   Doris Kingsley, child and colonist.
   New York, G.W. Dillingham co. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 1880; Illustrations by W.B. Davis.
   Reel: 194

Rayner, Emma.
   Handicapped among the free.
   New York, Dodd, Mead & co. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 1881.
   Reel: 194

Read, Opie Percival.
   The American cavalier.
   Chicago, Thompson & Thomas. c1904
   Wright bibliography number 1883; By Opie Read; with illustrations by J.J. Gould, F.R. Gruger.
   Reel: 194

Read, Opie Percival.
   Chicago, Thompson and Thomas. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 1884; By Opie Read; illustrated by Emien McConnell and Howard Heath.
   Reel: 194

Read, Opie Percival.
   Confessions of Marguerite. The story of a girl's heart.
   Chicago, Rand, McNally & co. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 1885; By Opie Read.
   Reel: 194

Read, Opie Percival.
   The Harkriders: A novel.
   Chicago, Laird & Lee. c1903
   Wright bibliography number 1886; By Opie Read.
   Reel: 194

Read, Opie Percival.
   Old Lim Jucklin. The opinions of an open-air philosopher.
   New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 1887; By Opie Read.
   Reel: 194

Read, Opie Percival.
   Our Josephine, and other tales.
   New York, Street & Smith. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 1888; By Opie Read.
   Reel: 195

Read, Opie Percival.
   The son of the swordmaker. A romance.
   Chicago, Laird & Lee. c1905
   Wright bibliography number 1889; By Opie Read.
   Reel: 195

Read, Opie Percival.
   By Opie Read. Chicago, Laird & Lee. c1904
   Wright bibliography number 1891; By Opie Read.
   Reel: 195

Reed, Eleanor C.
   The battle invisible, and other stories.
   Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 1892.
   Reel: 195

Reed, Helen Leah.
   Amy in Acadia. A story for girls.
   Boston, Little, Brown, and company. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 1893; With illustrations by Katharine Pyle.
   Reel: 195

Reed, Helen Leah.
   Brenda's bargain. A story for girls.
   Boston, Little, Brown. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 1894; Illustrated by Ellen Bernard Thompson.
   Reel: 195

Reed, Helen Leah.
   Brenda's cousin at Radcliffe. A story for girls.
   Boston, Little, Brown & co. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 1895; Illustrated by Alice Barber Stephens.
   Reel: 195

Reed, Myrtle.
   At the sign of the Jack o'Lantern.
   New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 1896.
   Reel: 195
Reed, Myrtle.
Lavender and old lace.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1897.
Reel: 196

Reed, Myrtle.
The master's violin.
New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1898.
Reel: 196

Reed, Myrtle.
The shadow of victory. A romance of Fort Dearborn.
New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1899.
Reel: 196

Remington, Frederic.
John Ermine of the Yellowstone.
New York, The Macmillan company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1900; Illustrated by the author.
Reel: 196

Rene, Joseph Adelard.
Priest and man. A story of love and duty.
New York, The Editor pub. co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1901.
Reel: 196

Repplier, Agnes.
In our convent days.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1902.
Reel: 196

Rhoads, John Nealy.
A thunderstorm.
Philadelphia, Ferris and Leach. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1903.
Reel: 196

Rhodes, Hattie H.
One American girl.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1904; By Virginia Webb [i.e. H.H. Rhodes].
Reel: 196

Rhodes, Thomas Daniel.
The crest of the Little Wolf. A tale of "the young Lovell" and the wars of the roses.
Cincinnati, The R. Clarke co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1905.
Reel: 196

Rhone, Rosamond (Dodson).
The days of the Son of man. A tale of Syria.
New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1906.
Reel: 197

Rice, Alice Caldwell.
Lovey Mary.
New York, The Century co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1907; By Alice Hegan Rice.
Reel: 197

Rice, Alice Caldwell.
Mrs. Wiggs of the cabbage patch.
New York, The Century co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1908.
Reel: 197

Rice, Alice Caldwell.
Sandy.
New York, The Century co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1909; By Alice Hegan Rice.
Reel: 197

Richards, Laura Elizabeth (Howe).
The Armstrongs.
Boston, D. Estes & Company. c1905
Wright bibliography number 1910; By Laura E. Richards; illustrated by Julia Ward Richards.
Reel: 197

Richards, Laura Elizabeth (Howe).
Geoffrey Strong.
Boston, D. Estes & co. c1901
Wright bibliography number 1911.
Reel: 197

Richards, Laura Elizabeth (Howe).
The golden windows. A book of fables for young and old.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1912; By Laura E. Richards.
Reel: 197

Richards, Laura Elizabeth (Howe).
Mrs. Tree's will.
Boston, D. Estes & co. c1905
Wright bibliography number 1913; By Laura E. Richards.
Reel: 197

Richardson, Norval.
The heart of hope.
New York, Dodd, Mead and company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1914; Illustrations by Walter H. Everett.
Reel: 197

Richmond, Grace Louise Smith.
The indifference of Juliet.
New York, Doubleday, Page & company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1916; By Grace S. Richmond; illustrated by Henry Hutt.
Reel: 197
Ricker, Sarah B.
In the sixties.
New York; London. The Abbey press. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1917.
Reel: 197

Rickert, Edith.
The reaper.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1918.
Reel: 198

Rideing, William Henry.
New York, J. Lane. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1919.
Reel: 198

Riis, Jacob August.
Children of the tenements.
New York, The Macmillan co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1920; with illustrations by C.M. Relyea and others.
Reel: 198

Riis, Jacob August.
Is there a Santa Claus?.
New York, The Macmillan co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1921.
Reel: 198

Riley, James Whitcomb.
Eccentric Mr. Clark. Stories in prose.
New York, New York Book co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1923.
Reel: 198

Risley, Richard Voorhees.
The life of a woman.
Chicago, H.S. Stone & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1924.
Reel: 198

Ritter, John P.
The crossroads of destiny.
New York, G.W. Dillingham co. c1901
Wright bibliography number 1925.
Reel: 198

Rives, Hallie Erminie.
The castaway. Three great men ruined in one year--a king, a cad and a castaway.
Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill co. c1904
Wright bibliography number 1926; Illustrations by Howard Chandler Christy.
Reel: 198

Rives, Hallie Erminie.
Hearts courageous.
Indianapolis, The Bowen-Merrill co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1927; Illustrated by A.B. Wenzell.
Reel: 198

Roberts, Brigham Henry.
Corianton. A Nephite story.
Salt Lake City?, [1902]
Wright bibliography number 1928.
Reel: 198

Roberts, Ina Breevoort (Deane).
The lifting of a finger.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1929; By Ina Brevoort Roberts.
Reel: 198

Robertson, Alice Alberthe.
New York, R.F. Fenno & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1930; By Berthe St. Luz [i.e. A.A. Robertson].
Reel: 199

Robertson, Harrison.
The inlander.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1931.
Reel: 199

Robertson, Harrison.
The opponents.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1932.
Reel: 199

Robertson, Morgan Andrew.
Down to the sea.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1933; By Morgan Robertson.
Reel: 199

Robertson, Morgan Andrew.
Land ho!.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1934; By Morgan Robertson.
Reel: 199

Robertson, Morgan Andrew.
Masters of men. A romance of the new navy.
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1935; By Morgan Robertson.
Reel: 199

Robertson, Morgan Andrew.
Shipmates.
New York, D. Appleton and co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1936; By Morgan Robertson.
Reel: 199
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Robertson, Morgan Andrew.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1937; By Morgan Robertson.
Reel: 199

Robertson, Peter B.
The seedy gentleman.
San Francisco, A.M. Robertson. 1903, c1902
Wright bibliography number 1938; By Peter Robertson; cover design and frontispiece by Gordon Ross.
Reel: 200

Robins, Elizabeth.
A dark lantern. A story with a prologue.
New York, The Macmillan company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1939; By Elizabeth Robins (C.E. Raimond).
Reel: 200

Robins, Elizabeth.
The magnetic north.
New York, Frederick A. Stokes co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1940; By Elizabeth Robins (C.E. Raimond); with a map.
Reel: 200

Robinson, Adelaide Fox.
When fate decrees; or, Her life and her love.
New York, Street & Smith corp. c1905
Wright bibliography number 1941.
Reel: 200

Robinson, Charles Asbury.
The roving red rangers; or, Laura Lamar, of the Susquehanna. A thrilling romance of the old colonial days.
Greenfield, Ind., Robinson. c1902
Wright bibliography number 1942.
Reel: 200

Robinson, Margaret Blake.
The left-side man.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie pub. co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1943.
Reel: 200

Robinson, Rowland Evans.
Hunting without a gun. And other papers.
New York, Forest and stream pub. co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1944; With illustrations by Rachael Robinson.
Reel: 200

Robinson, Rowland Evans.
Out of bondage, and other stories.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin, and co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1945.
Reel: 200

Robinson, Susanne (Antrobus).
The king's messenger. A novel.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1946; By Susanne Antrobus.
Reel: 200

Robinson, William Henry.
New Navajo lover.
Phoenix, Ariz. c1903
Wright bibliography number 1947.
Reel: 201

Roche, James Jeffrey.
The sorrows of Sap'ed. A problem story of the East.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1948; Illustrated by W.E. Mears.
Reel: 201

Rogers, Alice Ashmore.
A waiting race.
New York, The Abbey Press. c1902
Wright bibliography number 1950.
Reel: 201

Rogers, Anna (Alexander).
Peace and the vices.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1951.
Reel: 201

Rogers, Bessie Story.
As it may be. A story of the future.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1952.
Reel: 201

Rogers, Charles Asbury.
Jack Barnaby.
New York, G.W. Dillingham co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1953; Illustrations by Ch. Weber Ditzler.
Reel: 201

Rogers, Henry James.
Tom Johnson.
New York, R.T. Neeley. c1903
Wright bibliography number 1954.
Reel: 201

Rood, Henry Edward.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1955.
Reel: 201

Rose, Henry Martin.
A streak of yellow.
Wright bibliography number 1956; By Matt Rose.
Reel: 201
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Roseboro', Viola.
The joyous heart.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1957.
Reel: 201

Roseboro', Viola.
Players and vagabonds.
New York, The Macmillan co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1958.
Reel: 201

Rosenberger, Elizabeth Delp.
The scarlet line. And other Bible stories.
Elgin, Ill., Brethren pub. house. 1903
Wright bibliography number 19659.
Reel: 201

Ross, Hendry Durie.
From far Dakota, and otherwise.
New York, The Grafton press. c1905
Wright bibliography number 1960.
Reel: 201

Holt, Martin.
Out of bondage.
New York, Benziger brothers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1961.
Reel: 201

Rouse, Adelaide Louise.
The letters of Theodora.
New York, The Macmillan co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1962.
Reel: 202

Rouse, Adelaide Louise.
Under my own roof.
New York, Funk & Wagnalls co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1963; Illustrations by Harrie A. Stoner.
Reel: 202

Rowe, Henrietta (Gould).
A maid of Bar Harbor.
Boston, Little, Brown, and co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1964; Illustrated from drawings by Ellen Wetherald Ahrens.
Reel: 202

Rowland, Helen.
The digressions of Polly.
New York, The Baker & Taylor co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1965.
Reel: 202

Rowland, Henry Cottrell.
The mountain of fears.
New York, A.S. Barnes & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1966.
Reel: 202

Rowland, Henry Cottrell.
Sea scamps. Three adventures of the East.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 1967.
Reel: 202

Rowland, Henry Cottrell.
To windward. The story of a stormy course.
New York, A.S. Barnes & Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1969; Frontispiece in colors by Charlotte Weber.
Reel: 202

Rowland, Henry Cottrell.
The wanderers. A novel.
New York, A.S. Barnes & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1968; Frontispiece in colors by Charlotte Weber.
Reel: 202

Royce, George Monroe.
The son of Amram.
New York, T. Whittaker. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1970; By Rev. G. Monroe Royce.
Reel: 203

Ruffin, Margaret Ellen (Henry).
The north star. A tale of Norway in the tenth century.
Boston, Little, Brown, and co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 1971; Illustrated by Wilbur Dean Hamilton.
Reel: 203

Ruger, Florence White.
Constance d'Brolie.
New York, The Abbey press. 1902
Wright bibliography number 1972.
Reel: 203

Runkle, Bertha.
The helmet of navarre.
New York, The Century co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1973; Illustrations by Andre Castaigne.
Reel: 203

Rush, Philip Augustus.
The teller's tale. A banking story for bankers, a law story for lawyers, a love story for lovers.
New York, The Knickerbocker press. 1905
Wright bibliography number 1974.
Reel: 203

Russell, Marion.
The little church around the corner. A romantic story. Written from the successful play of the same name now being presented in various parts of the country. Endorsed by the clergy, the press, and the great public.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie pub. co. c1903
Wright bibliography number 1975.
Reel: 203
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Russell, Walter Bowman.
- The age of innocence.
- New York, Dodd, Mead & co. 1904
- Wright bibliography number 1976; Text and pictures by Walter Russell.
  - Reel: 203

Russell, Walter Bowman.
- The bending of the twig.
- New York, Dodd, Mead & co. 1903
- Wright bibliography number 1977; Text and pictures by Walter Russell.
  - Reel: 203

Russell, Wille Drennen.
- Dick.
- New York, The Neale pub. co. 1905
- Wright bibliography number 1979; Illustrated by Charles Sykes.
  - Reel: 203

Ryan, Marah Ellis (Martin).
- Miss Moccasins.
- Chicago, Rand, McNally, & Co. 1904
- Wright bibliography number 1981; By Marah Ellis Ryan.
  - Reel: 204

Ryan, Marah Ellis (Martin).
- That girl Montana.
- Chicago, Rand, McNally & Co. 1901
- Wright bibliography number 1980; By Marah Ellis Ryan.
  - Reel: 204

Ryan, Margaret.
- Sue Terry; or, Two hearts - two minds - two women's ways.
- New York, The M.W. Hazen Co. 1904
- Wright bibliography number 1982; With illustrations by prominent artists.
  - Reel: 204

Sabin, Edwin Legrand.
- The magic mashie and other goldifish stories.
- New York, A. Wessels Co. 1902
- Wright bibliography number 1983.
  - Reel: 204

Sadlter, William Augustus.
- Under two captains. A romance of history.
- Philadelphia, [The General council press]. [c1902]
- Wright bibliography number 1984.
  - Reel: 204

Sage, William.
- The Claybornes. A romance of the civil war.
- Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1902
- Wright bibliography number 1985.
  - Reel: 204

Sage, William.
- Frenchy. The story of a gentleman.
- New York, Scott-Thaw co. 1904
- Wright bibliography number 1986; Illustrated by L.L. Roush.
  - Reel: 204

Salle, John Milton.
- Mable Clement.
- Fulton, Ky., The National Baptist pub. house. 1903
- Wright bibliography number 1987.
  - Reel: 204

Saltus, Edgar Evertson.
- Mary of Magdala. A chronicle.
- London, Greening and Co. 1903
- Wright bibliography number 1988.
  - Reel: 205

Saltus, Edgar Evertson.
- The perfume of Eros. A fifth avenue incident.
- New York, A. Wessels co. 1905
- Wright bibliography number 1989; By Edgar Saltus.
  - Reel: 205

Sanborn, Mary Farley (Sanborn).
- The revelation of herself.
- New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1904
- Wright bibliography number 1992.
  - Reel: 205

Sandys, Edwyn.
- Sportsman "Joe".
- New York, The Macmillan Co. 1904
- Wright bibliography number 1993; With illustrations by J.M. Gleeson and C.W. Pancoast.
  - Reel: 205

Sandys, Miles.
- Chicago, Laird & Lee. 1902
- Wright bibliography number 1994.
  - Reel: 205

Sangster, Margaret Elizabeth (Munson).
- New York, F.H. Revell Co. 1903
- Wright bibliography number 1995; By Margaret E. Sangster.
  - Reel: 205

Sangster, Margaret Elizabeth (Munson).
- Janet Ward, a daughter of the manse.
- New York, Fleming H. Revell Co. c1902
- Wright bibliography number 1996; By Margaret E. Sangster.
  - Reel: 205

Saunders, Ripley Dunlap.
- John Kenadie; being the story of his perplexing inheritance.
- Boston, Houghton Mifflin and Co. 1902
- Wright bibliography number 1997.
  - Reel: 205
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Savage, Richard Henry.
Special orders for Commander Leigh. A story of the lower coast of Louisiana.
New York, The Home pub. Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2000; By Col. Richard Henry Savage.
Reel: 206

Savile, Frank Mackenzie.
Beyond the great south wall. The secret of the antarctic.
New York, New Amsterdam book co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2001; By Frank Savile; with sundry graphic illustrations painted by one Robert L. Mason.
Reel: 206

Sawyer, Josephine Caroline.
Every inch a king. The romance of Henry of Monmouth, sometime prince of Wales.
New York, Dodd, mead & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2003.
Reel: 206

Sawyer, Nellie Tolman.
The Egyptian ring.
New York, Abbey Press. c1901
Wright bibliography number 2004.
Reel: 206

Sayre, Theodore Burt.
Tom Moore. An unhistorical romance, founded on certain happenings in the life of Ireland's greatest poet.
New York, F.A. Stokes Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2005.
Reel: 206

Schmidt, Carl George.
Notturno. A romance.
New York, Abbey Press. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2006; By George S. Carrol [i.e. C.G. Schmidt].
Reel: 206

Schmidt, William.
(Sri Ramuldu).
Columbus, O., F.J. Heer. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2007.
Reel: 206

Schneider, Martha Lemon.
New York, The Neale pub. co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2008; By Martha Lemon Schneider (Mrs. Charles W. Schneider).
Reel: 206

Scofield, Charles Josiah.
Altar stairs.
Chicago, Christian century co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2009; Illustrations by E. Bert Smith.
Reel: 206

Scollard, Clinton.
The cloistering of Ursula: being certain chapters from the memoirs of Andrea, marquis of Uccelli, and count of Castelpulchio, done into English.
Boston, L.C. Page & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2010; Illustrated by Harry C. Edwards.
Reel: 207

Scollard, Clinton.
Count Falcon of the Eyrie. A narrative wherein are set forth the adventures of Guido Orrabelli dei Falchi during a certain autumn of his career.
New York, J. Pott & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2011.
Reel: 207

Scollard, Clinton.
The son of a Tory. A narrative of the experiences of Wilton Aubrey in the Mohawk Valley and elsewhere during the summer of 1777.
Boston, R.G. Badger & Co. (incorporated). 1901
Wright bibliography number 2012; Now for the first time ed. by Clinton Scollard.
Reel: 207

Scott, Francina.
The romance of a trained nurse.
New York, Cooke & Fry. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2013; With three illustrations.
Reel: 207

Scott, George.
Tamarack farm. The story of Rube Wolcott and his Gettysburg girl.
New York, The Grafton Press. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2014.
Reel: 207

Scott, Jessie.
Runnymede. A romance of Australia.
San Francisco, The Whitaker and Ray co. (Incorporated). 1903
Wright bibliography number 2016.
Reel: 207

Scott, Leroy.
The walking delegate.
New York, Doubleday, Page & Co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2017; With frontispiece.
Reel: 207

Scudder, Vida Dutton.
A listener in Babel: being a series of imaginary conversations held at the close of the last century and reported.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2018.
Reel: 207
Sears, Baldwin.
The circle in the square. The story of a new battle on old fields.
New York, A.S. Barnes. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2019.
Reel: 207

Sears, Hamblen.
A box of matches.
New York, Dodd, Mead & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2020; Illustrations by Will Grefe.
Reel: 207

Sears, Hamblen.
None but the brave.
New York, Dodd, Mead & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2021.
Reel: 208

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
Despotism and democracy. A study in Washington society and politics.
New York, McClure, Phillips and co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2022.
Reel: 208

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
The fortunes of Fifi.
Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2023; The illustrations by T. de Thulstrup.
Reel: 208

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
Francezka.
Indianapolis, The Bowen-Merrill co. c1902
Wright bibliography number 2024; Illustrated by Harrison Fisher.
Reel: 208

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
The great scoop.
Boston, L.C. Page & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2025; Illustrated by W.F. Stecher.
Reel: 208

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
Mrs. DarReell.
New York, The Macmillan co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2026; By Foxcroft Davis [i.e. M.E. Seawell]; with illustrations by William Sherman Potts.
Reel: 208

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
Papa Bouchard.
New York, C. Scribner’s sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2027; Illustrated by W. Glackens.
Reel: 208

The Secret of Table rock. A composite tale.
St. Albans, Vt., R.A. Bush. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2028; Written by members of the Winter Evening Reading Club of St. Albans, Vt.
Reel: 208

Selph, Fannie Eoline (Atkinson).
Texas; or, The broken link in the chain of family honors. A romance of the civil war.
West Nashville, Tenn., [s.n.], c1905
Wright bibliography number 2029.
Reel: 208

Severy, Melvin Linwood.
The Darrow enigma.
London, T. Nash. [1909?]
Wright bibliography number 2030; By Melvin L. Severy; with illustrations by C.D. Williams.
Reel: 208

Severy, Melvin Linwood.
The mystery of June 13th.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2031; Illustrated by the Kinneys.
Reel: 209

Shackelford, Henry.
The lost king.
New York, Brentano’s. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2032.
Reel: 209

Shackleton, Robert.
The great adventurer.
New York, Doubleday, Page and co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2033.
Reel: 209

Shackleton, Robert.
New York, D. Appleton and co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2034.
Reel: 209

Sharts, Joseph William.
Ezra Caine.
Chicago, H.S. Stone & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2035.
Reel: 209

Sharts, Joseph William.
The hills of freedom.
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2036; By Joseph Sharts; illustrated by S.J. Dudley.
Reel: 209

Sharts, Joseph William.
The romance of a rogue.
Chicago, H.S. Stone & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2037; By Joseph Sharts.
Reel: 209
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Shaw, Adele Marie.
The coast of freedom. A romance of the adventurous times of the first self-made American.
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2038.
Reel: 209

Sheldon, Charles Monroe.
The heart of the world. A story of Christian socialism.
New York, F.H. Revell co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2040.
Reel: 210

Sheldon, Charles Monroe.
His mother’s prayers.
Chicago, Advance pub. co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2041.
Reel: 210

Sheldon, Charles Monroe.
The narrow gate.
Chicago, Advance pub. co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2042.
Reel: 210

Sheldon, Charles Monroe.
The reformer.
Chicago, Advance pub. co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2043.
Reel: 210

Sheldon, Lurana W.
As we forgive.
New York, Street & Smith. c1901
Wright bibliography number 2044.
Reel: 210

Sheldon, Ruth Louise.
Dolly, a daughter of New England.
Akron, O., The Saalfield pub. co. c1905
Wright bibliography number 2045; Illustrated by Whilelmina Frederick.
Reel: 210

Shelton, William Henry.
The three prisoners. A true story of adventure.
New York, A.S. Barnes & Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2046; Illustrated by Jay Hambidge.
Reel: 210

Sherlock, Charles Reginald.
The red anvil. A romance of fifty years ago.
New York, F.A. Stokes co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2047; With a frontispiece by Walter Russell.
Reel: 210

Sherlock, Charles Reginald.
New York, Frederick A. Stokes co. c1901
Wright bibliography number 2048; With a frontispiece by B. West Clinedinst.
Reel: 210

Sherman, Andrew Magoun.
Phil Carver. A romance of the war of 1812.
Morristown, N.J., G.H. Sherman. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2049.
Reel: 210

Sherwood, Margaret Pollock.
The coming of the tide.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2050; By Margaret Sherwood.
Reel: 211

Sherwood, Margaret Pollock.
Daphne, an autumn pastoral.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2051; By Margaret Sherwood.
Reel: 211

Sherwood, Margaret Pollock.
The story of King Sylvain and Queen Aimee.
New York, The Macmillan Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2052; With illustrations and decorations by Sarah S. Stillwell.
Reel: 211

Sherwood, Walter James.
The story of three.
Evanston, Ill., W.S. Lord. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2053; Illustrated by Edward James Carey.
Reel: 211

Shipman, Louis Evan.
The curious courtship of Kate Poins. A romance of the regency.
New York, D. Appleton and co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2054; Illustrated by A.I. Keller.
Reel: 211

Shipman, Louis Evan.
The quality of youth.
New York, Scott-Thaw co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2055; Illustrated by L.L. Roush.
Reel: 211

Sholl, Anna McClure.
The law of life.
New York, D. Appleton and company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2056.
Reel: 211
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sholl, Anna McClure.</td>
<td>The port of storms.</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton and co.</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>2057</td>
<td>211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sibley, Louise Lyndon.</td>
<td>A lighthouse village.</td>
<td>Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and co.</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>2061</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sidner, Aurelia.</td>
<td>The price inevitable; or, The confessions of Irene. An autobiography.</td>
<td>New York, Popular</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>2062</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siegel, Henrietta.</td>
<td>The sin of ignorance.</td>
<td>New York, Broadway pub. co.</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>2063</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siem, Conrad.</td>
<td>The menace. A semi-scientific story of particular interest to the people of Nome.</td>
<td>Nome, Alaska.</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>2064</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siviter, Mrs. Anna (Pierpont).</td>
<td>Nehe. A tale of the times of Artaxerxes.</td>
<td>Boston, W.A. Wilde co.</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>2069</td>
<td>212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slade, A.F.</td>
<td>Annie Deane, a wayside weed.</td>
<td>New York, Brentano's</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>2072</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slade, A.F.</td>
<td>Mary Neville. The history of a woman who attempted too much.</td>
<td>New York, Brentano's</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>2073</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Slosson, Annie (Trumbull).</td>
<td>Aunt Abby's neighbors.</td>
<td>New York, F.H. Revell co.</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2075; By Annie Trumbull Slosson.</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slosson, Annie (Trumbull).</td>
<td>White Christopher.</td>
<td>New York, J. Pott &amp; company.</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2076; By Annie Trumbull Slosson.</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sly, Winfield Scott.</td>
<td>Anneeti, the gypsy artist.</td>
<td>Lansing, Mich., W.S. Sly.</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2077; Illustrated from life.</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smedberg, Harold V.</td>
<td>The improprieties of Noah, and other stories.</td>
<td>New York, Abbey press.</td>
<td>c1901</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2078.</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Alice Prescott.</td>
<td>The legatee.</td>
<td>Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and co.</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2079.</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Alice Prescott.</td>
<td>Off the highway.</td>
<td>Boston, Houghton, Mifflin.</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2080.</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Anna May.</td>
<td>Naomi Westworth; or, &quot;He leadeth me.&quot; A love story.</td>
<td>New York,</td>
<td>c1903</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2081; By Anna May [i.e. A.M. Smith].</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Anna May.</td>
<td>Rosemary Leigh. A story of the South.</td>
<td>New York, The Neale pub. co.</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2082; By Annie H. Smith.</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Annie Laura.</td>
<td>Rosine. The story of a fair young girl.</td>
<td>New York, Broadway pub. co.</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2083; By Catherine Von Scyler [i.e. A.L. Smith].</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Arthur Cossclett.</td>
<td>The turquoise cup and The desert.</td>
<td>New York, C. Scribner's sons.</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2084.</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Ernest Urial.</td>
<td>Rachel. A story of the great deluge, with an introduction giving the results of the author's investigations into the question of the location of the lands of Eden and Nod, and incidentally explaining the origin of the American Indians.</td>
<td>New York, The Grafton press.</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2085; Illustrated by five maps.</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Francis Hopkinson.</td>
<td>A close range.</td>
<td>New York, C. Scribner's sons.</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2086.</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Francis Hopkinson.</td>
<td>Colonel Carter's Christmas.</td>
<td>New York, C. Scribner's sons.</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2087; Illustrated by F.C. Yohn.</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Francis Hopkinson.</td>
<td>The fortunes of Oliver Horn.</td>
<td>New York, C. Scribner's sons.</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2088; Illustrated by Walter Appleton Clark.</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Francis Hopkinson.</td>
<td>The under dog.</td>
<td>New York, C. Scribner's sons.</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2089.</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Francis Hopkinson.</td>
<td>The wood fire in no. 3.</td>
<td>New York, C. Scribner's Sons.</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2090; Illustrated in colors by Alonso Kimball.</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, John Talbot.</td>
<td>The art of disappearing.</td>
<td>New York, W.H. Young and co.</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2091.</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faber, Christine, pseud.</td>
<td>Reaping the whirlwind. A story of to-day.</td>
<td>New York, P.J. Kenedy &amp; sons.</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2096; By Christine Faber.</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Smith, Juliet C.
Until seventy times seven.
New York, T. Whittaker. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2092.
Reel: 215

Smith, Lydia Annie Jocelyn.
"Lords of the soil." A romance of Indian life among the early English settlers.
Boston, Mass., C.M. Clark pub. co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2093; By Lydia A. Jocelyn and Nathan J. Cuffee.
Reel: 215

Smith, Mabell Shippie (Clarke).
A tar-heel baron.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2094; By Mabell Shippie Clarke Pelton [i.e. M.S.C. Smith]; with illustrations by Edward Stratton Holloway.
Reel: 215

Smith, Ruel Perley.
The rival campers; or, The Adventures of Henry Burns.
Boston, L.C. Page & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2097; Illustrated by A.B. Shute.
Reel: 215

Smith, Samuel Harper.
Circumvented; or, Success despite opposition. A true tale tersely told.
McKeesport, Pa., Daily news pub. co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2098.
Reel: 215

Smith, Sara Trainer.
Milly Aveling.
New York, Benziger brothers. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2099.
Reel: 216

Smith, Titus Kelper.
New York, Thomson and Smith. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2100; By Joshua Wright, B.A. [i.e. T.K. Smith].
Reel: 216

Smith, William Augustus.
His pseudoic Majesty; or, The knights of the fleece.
New York, The Liberty pub. co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2101; Illustrated by A. West, from original drawings by the author.
Reel: 216

Smith, William Hawley.
The promoters. A novel without a woman.
Chicago, Rand, McNally & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2102; Illustrated by John Citheroe Gilbert.
Reel: 216

Snead, Georgie Tillman.
Beneath Virginia skies.
New York, Scott-Thaw co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2103.
Reel: 216

Snowden, Elizabeth.
"Ti": being a rustic local idyl.
New York, Press of Sentinel. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2104.
Reel: 216

Sonnichsen, Albert.
Deep sea vagabonds.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2105.
Reel: 216

Sosey, Frank Hanley.
Robert Devoy. A tale of the Palmyra massacre.
Palmyra, Mo., Press of Sosey bros. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2106.
Reel: 216

Sousa, John Philip.
The fifth string.
Indianapolis, Bowen-Merrill co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2107; Illus. by Howard Christy.
Reel: 216

Spalding, Henry Stanislaus.
The cave by the Beech fork. A story of Kentucky-1815.
New York, Benziger brothers. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2108; By Henry S. Spalding, S.J.
Reel: 216

Spalding, Henry Stanislaus.
The sheriff of the Beech Fork. A story of Kentucky.
New York, Benziger brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2110.
Reel: 216

Sparhawk, Frances Campbell.
New York, F.H. Revell co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2111.
Reel: 217

Speake, Cornelia.
Reminiscences.
Baltimore, Cushing & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2112.
Reel: 217

Spearman, Frank Hamilton.
The close of the day.
New York, D. Appleton and co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2113.
Reel: 217
Spearman, Frank Hamilton.
The daughter of a magnate.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2114; Illustrated by T.R. Gruger.
Reel: 217

Spearman, Frank Hamilton.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2115.
Reel: 217

Spearman, Frank Hamilton.
Held for orders: being stories of railroad life.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2116; Illustrations by Jay Hambridge.
Reel: 217

Spencer, May.
The spray of honeysuckle; or, Cast up by the waves.
Leitchfield, Ky., Gazette Pub. Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2117.
Reel: 217

Spivey, Thomas Sawyer.
Autobiography of a Johnny.
New York, The Neale pub. co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2118; Edited by one who knew him well, Thomas Sawyer Spivey; illustrations by Tula Tanner.
Reel: 217

Spivey, Thomas Sawyer.
Jane and I.
New York, The Neale pub. co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2119; Illustrated by Tula Tanner.
Reel: 217

Spofford, Harriet Elizabeth (Prescott).
That Betty.
New York, F.H. Revell. c1903
Wright bibliography number 2130; By Harriet Prescott Spofford.
Reel: 217

Spotswood, Dillon Jordan.
Out of the beaten track. A story of the old South, love, hypnotism, and adventure.
New York, The Abbey press. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2121; By "Nuverbis."
Reel: 217

Baum, Lyman Frank.
The fate of a crown.
Chicago, The Reilly & Britton co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2129; By Shuyler Staunton [i.e. L.F. Baum].
Reel: 218

Sprague, William Cyrus.
Felice Constant; or, The master passion. A romance.
New York, F.A. Stokes co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2122.
Reel: 218

Springer, Mary Elizabeth.
New York, Press of I.H. Blanchard co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2123.
Reel: 218

Squier, Lee Welling.
A lamb to the slaughter. An American girl's experience in the Orient from the China-Japan war to the Relief of Peking.
Greensburg, Pa., The Patriot pub. co. c1901
Wright bibliography number 2124; Lee Welling Squier.
Reel: 218

Stanger, Wesley Allen.
Rescued from fiery death. A powerful narrative of the Iroquois theater disaster.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2125.
Reel: 218

Stanley, Caroline Abbot.
Order no. 11. A tale of the border.
New York, The Century co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2126; With illustrations by Harry C. Edwards.
Reel: 218

Stanley, Hiram Alonso.
The backwoodsman. The autobiography of a Continental on the New York frontier during the revolution.
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2127.
Reel: 218

Stanwood, Alida.
Memories; or, How Sara Winters found fullness of joy.
New York, Eaton & Mains. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2128.
Reel: 218

Stearns, Edgar Franklin.
Mr. Hawkins' humorous adventures.
New York, Dodge pub. co. c1904
Wright bibliography number 2130; By Edgar Franklin [i.e. E.F. Stearns].
Reel: 218

Stanzel, Lulu Vinette.
The Darkwood tragedy.
Washington, D.C., The Neale pub. co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2133.
Reel: 219
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### Reel Listing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Publication Date</th>
<th>Wright Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Steele, Charles Homer.</td>
<td>Helen Parker.</td>
<td>Chicago, The Heeneberry co.</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>2131</td>
<td>Reel: 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephens, Dan Voorhees.</td>
<td>Phelps and his teachers.</td>
<td>Fremont, Neb., Hammond &amp; Stephens co.</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>2134</td>
<td>Reel: 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephens, Louise G.</td>
<td>Letters from an Oregon ranch.</td>
<td>Chicago, A.C. McClurg &amp; co.</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>2137</td>
<td>Reel: 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephens, Nathaniel Wright.</td>
<td>The beautiful Mrs. Moulton.</td>
<td>London, John Lane.</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephens, Nathaniel Wright.</td>
<td>They that took the sword.</td>
<td>London, John Lane.</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: 220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Publisher and Date</td>
<td>Wright Bibliography Number</td>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: 220</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: 221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevenson, Burton Egbert.</td>
<td>The heritage. A story of defeat and victory.</td>
<td>Boston, Houghton Mifflin and co. 1902</td>
<td>2152</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: 221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: 221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: 221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stevenson, Burton Egbert.</td>
<td>The young section-hand.</td>
<td>Boston, L.C. Page &amp; Co. 1905</td>
<td>2156</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: 221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: 221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stickney, Mary (Smith).</td>
<td>Ouray Jim, and other stories.</td>
<td>Longmont, Col., The Ledger Pub. Co. 1904</td>
<td>2158</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: 221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: 221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: 221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: 222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stine, Milton Henry.</td>
<td>Baron Stiegel.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Pa., Lutheran Publication Society. 1903</td>
<td>2162</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: 222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: 222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: 222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: 222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: 222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: 222</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stoddard, William Osborn.
Montanye; or, The slavers of old New York.
Philadelphia, H. Altemus co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2169.
Reel: 222

Stoddard, William Osborn.
The talking leaves. An Indian story.
New York, Harper & Brothers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2170; Illustrated.
Reel: 223

Stode, Charles Derwin.
Cornfield philosophy.
Chicago, The Blakely printing co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2179.
Reel: 223

Stokely, Edith Keeley.
Miss Billy. A neighborhood story.
Boston, Lothrop pub. co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2180; By Edith Keeley
Stokely and Marion Kent Hurd; illustrated by Charles
Copeland.
Reel: 223

Stovall, Dennis H.
Suzanne of Kerbyville.
New York, The Editor Pub. Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2172.
Reel: 223

Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).
Young folks' Uncle Tom's cabin. Adopted for
children by Grace Duffie Boylan.
Chicago, Jamieson-Higgins co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2173; with original
illustrations by Ike Morgan.
Reel: 223

Street, Julian Leonard.
Violets and vexation.
Troy, N.Y., United Shirt and Collar Co. c1904
Wright bibliography number 2174; By Julian Street
and Frank Finney.
Reel: 223

Streeter, John Williams.
Doctor Tom, the coroner of Brett.
New York, The Macmillan co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2175.
Reel: 223

Stretch, Minne Curry.
Snap shots.
Christy, Mo., Curry. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2176.
Reel: 223

Stringer, George Alfred.
The king and the cross. A tale of old and new
France.
Boston, Eastern pub. co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2177; By George Alfred
Stringer and Eliza C. Walker Stringer.
Reel: 223

Strobridge, Idaho (Meacham).
In miners' mirage-land.
Los Angeles, Printed by The Baumgardt pub. co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2178.
Reel: 223

Stuart, Ruth (McEnery).
George Washington Jones, a Christmas gift that
went a-begging.
Philadelphia, H. Altemus co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2180; With pictures by
Edward Potthast.
Reel: 223

Stuart, Ruth (McEnery).
Napoleon Jackson. The gentleman of the plush
rocker.
New York, The Century co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2181; With pictures by
Edward Potthast.
Reel: 223

Stuart, Ruth (McEnery).
The river's children. An idyl of the Mississippi.
New York, The Century co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2182; With pictures by
Harry C. Edwards.
Reel: 223

Stuart, Ruth (McEnery).
The second wooing of Salina Sue, and other
stories.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2183; Illustrations by
Kemble and Frost.
Reel: 224

Stuntz, Stephen Conrad.
Mrs. Jim ad Mrs. Jimmie. Certain town
experiences of the second Mrs. Jim as Reelated to
Jimmie's wife.
Boston, L.C. Page & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2184; By Stephen
Conrad [i.e. S.C. Stuntz]; with a frontispiece in
colours from a drawing by Arthur W. Brown.
Reel: 224

Stuntz, Stephen Conrad.
The second Mrs. Jim.
Boston, L.C. page & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2185; By Stephen
Conrad [i.e. S.C. Stuntz]; with frontispiece by Ernest
Fosbery.
Reel: 224
Sturdy, William Allen.
   The open door.
   Boston, W.A. Sturdy. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 2186.
   Reel: 224

Sturgis, Howard Overing.
   Belchamber.
   Westminster, A. Constable & co., ltd. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 2187.
   Reel: 224

Sub Rosa, pseud.
   Drifting: or, The romance of an octopus. A novel
   of love, politics and newspaper life under the rule of
   the commercial trusts.
   Chicago, Elysonian fields pub. co. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 2188; By Sub Rosa.
   Reel: 224

Sullivan, Elizabeth Higgins.
   New York, Harper & brothers. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 2189; By Elizabeth
   Higgins.
   Reel: 224

Sullivan, Josephine Byrne.
   Father Joseph, and other stories.
   Detroit, Mich., The Michigan Catholic. c1905
   Wright bibliography number 2190; By Josephine
   Byrne Sullivan (Aunt Rowena).
   Reel: 224

Sullivan, Thomas Russell.
   The courage of conviction. A novel.
   New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 2191.
   Reel: 224

Surbridge, Agnes.
   The confessions of a club woman.
   New York, Doubleday, Page. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 2193; Illustrated by A.J.
   Keller.
   Reel: 225

Sutherland, Jerusha Melissa.
   Childhood home and scenes on the farm.
   Paris. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 2194.
   Reel: 225

Sutphen, William Gilbert Van Tassel.
   The gates of chance.
   N.Y., Harper & brothers. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 2195; By Van Tassel
   Sutphen.
   Reel: 225

Sutphen, William Gilbert Van Tassel.
   The nineteenth hole: being tales of the fair green.
   New York, Harper & brothers. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 2196; By Van Tassel
   Sutphen--2d series.
   Reel: 225

Sutton, Henry Sidney.
   Rhoda Roland. A woman from the West in
   Washington.
   Washington, D.C., The H.E. Wilkens printing co.
   1902
   Wright bibliography number 2197; Author's
   autograph ed.
   Reel: 225

Swan, E.W.
   Along the line; or, Western railroad stories.
   New York, Broadway pub. co. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 2198.
   Reel: 225

Swift, Fletcher Harper.
   The most beautiful thing in the world.
   New York, E.P. Dutton & co. c1905
   Wright bibliography number 2199; With illustrations
   by George Alfred Williams.
   Reel: 225

Swift, Morrison Isaac.
   The monarch billionaire.
   New York, J.S. Ogilvie pub. co. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 2200.
   Reel: 225

Taggart, Marion Ames.
   One afternoon, and other stories.
   New York, Benziger brothers. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 2201.
   Reel: 225

Taggart, Marion Ames.
   The unraveling of a tangle.
   New York, Benziger Brothers. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 2202.
   Reel: 225

Talbot, Ellen V.
   The courtship of sweet Anne Page.
   New York, Funk & Wagnalls. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 2203; Illustrations by
   Sewell Collins.
   Reel: 225

Tappan, Eva March.
   In the days of Queen Elizabeth.
   Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 2205; Illustrated from
   famous paintings.
   Reel: 225
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Tappan, Eva March.
In the days of Queen Victoria.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2206; Illustrated from
colorful paintings and engravings and from
photographs.
Reel: 226

Tappan, Eva March.
In the days of William the Conqueror.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2207; Illustrated by
J.W. Kennedy.
Reel: 226

Tappan, Eva March.
Old ballads in prose.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2208; Illustrated by
Fanny Y. Cory.
Reel: 226

Tarkington, Booth.
The beautiful lady.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2209.
Reel: 226

Tarkington, Booth.
Cherry.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2210; Illustrated.
Reel: 226

Tarkington, Booth.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2211; Illustrations by
Lucius W. Hitchcock.
Reel: 226

Tarkington, Booth.
In the arena. Stories of political life.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2212; Illustrated by A.I.
Keller, Power O'Malley, and J.J. Gould.
Reel: 226

Tarkington, Booth.
The two Vanrevels.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2231; Illustrations by
Henry Hutt.
Reel: 226

Tate, Henry.
Aaron Crane.
New York, The Abbey press. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2214.
Reel: 226

Taylor, Bert Leston.
Monsieur d'En Brochette: being an historical
account of some of the adventures of Huevos Pasada
par Agua, marquis of Pollio Grille, count of Pate de
Foie Gras, and much else besides.
New York, Keppler & Scharzmann. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2215; By Bert Leston
Taylor, Arthur Hamilton Folwell and John Kendrick
Bangs; illustrated by Frank A. Nankivell.
Reel: 226

Taylor, C. Bryson.
In the dwellings of the wilderness.
New York, H. Holt. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2216.
Reel: 226

Taylor, Charles Maus.
Only a grain of sand.
Philadelphia, The J.C. Winston Co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2217; Illustrations by
Clare Victor Dwiggins.
Reel: 227

Taylor, Emerson Gifford.
A daughter of Dale.
New York, The Century co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2218.
Reel: 227

Taylor, Mary Imlay.
Anne Scarlett.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2220.
Reel: 227

Taylor, Mary Imlay.
The rebellion of the princess.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2221.
Reel: 227

Taylor, William Alexander.
Intermere.
Columbus, Ohio, The XX Century pub. co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2223.
Reel: 227

Tenney, Edward Payson.
The dream of my youth.
Boston, Lothrop pub. co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2224.
Reel: 227
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Terhune, Everit Bogert.
Michel Gulpe.
New York, G.W. Dillingham co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2225; Illustrations by Sidney Marsh Chase.

Reel: 227

Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes).
In our country. Stories of old Virginia life.
New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2226; By Marion Harland [i.e. Mrs. M.V. Hawes Terhune].

Reel: 227

Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes).
When grandmamma was fourteen.
Boston, Lothrop pub. co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2227; By Marion Harland [i.e. Mrs. M.V. Hawes Terhune]; illustrated by Etheldred B. Barry.

Reel: 227

Thaxton, Jesse B.
Cain; or, The Vagabond of Nod.
New York, Broadway pub. co. c1905
Wright bibliography number 2228.

Reel: 228

Thayer, Stephen Henry.
Daughters of the revolution.
New York, The Abbey press. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2229.

Reel: 228

Thomas, Albert Ellsworth.
Cynthia's rebellion.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2230.

Reel: 228

Thomas, John Singleton.
Two old letters.
Parsons, Kan., The Foley Railway Printing Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2231; A true history that reads like fiction.

Reel: 228

Thompson, Garrett William.
Threads. A story.
Philadelphia, The J.C. Winston Co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2232.

Reel: 228

Thompson, Maurice i.e. James Maurice.
Milly: at love's extremes. A romance of the Southland.
New York, New Amsterdam book co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2234; By Maurice Thompson.

Reel: 228

Thompson, Maurice i.e. James Maurice.
Rosalynde's lovers.
Indianapolis, The Bowen-Morrill co. c1901
Wright bibliography number 2235; By Maurice Thompson; illus. by G.A. Pierson.

Reel: 228

Thompson, Maurice i.e. James Maurice.
Sweetheart Manette.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2236; By Maurice Thompson; with a frontispiece by Emlen McConnell.

Reel: 228

Thompson, Charles Vance.
Spinners of life.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2237; Illustrated by E.M. Ashe and Rollin Kirby.

Reel: 229

Thornton, Marcellus Eugene.
The lady of New Orleans. A novel of the present.
New York, The Abbey press. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2238.

Reel: 229

Thorpe, Francis Newton.
The divining rod. A story of the oil regions.
Boston, Little, Brown, and co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2239.

Reel: 229

Thorpe, Francis Newton.
The spoils of empire. A romance of the Old world and the New.
Boston, Little, Brown, and Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2240; Illustrated by Frank B. Masters.

Reel: 229

Thruston, Lucy Meacham Kidd.
A girl of Virginia.
Boston, Little, Brown, and co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2241; By Lucy M. Thruston; illustrated by Ch. Grunwald.

Reel: 229

Thruston, Lucy Meacham Kidd.
Mistress Brent. A story of Lord Baltimore's colony in 1638.
Boston, Little, Brown, and co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2242; By Lucy Meacham Thruston; illustrated by Charles Grunwald.

Reel: 229
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Thruston, Lucy Meacham Kidd.
Where the tide comes in.
Boston, Little, Brown, and company. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2243; By Lucy Meacham Thruston; illustrated by Ch. Grunwald.
Reel: 229

Thurman, Mary Cochran.
Sketches in ebony and gold.
N.Y., Broadway pub. co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2244.
Reel: 229

Thurston, Mabel Nelson.
On the road to Arcady.
New York, Fleming H. Revell co. c1903
Wright bibliography number 2245; Illustrated by Samuel M. Palmer.
Reel: 229

Thwing, Eugene.
The men from Red Keg.
New York, Dodd, Mead & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2246; Illustrations by Walter H. Everett.
Reel: 230

Thwing, Eugene.
The Red-Keggers.
New York, Book-lover pr. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2247; Illustrated by W. Herbert Dunton.
Reel: 230

Tibbetts, Edgar Alfred.
Joessa; or, So spins the flying world away.
New York, F.T. Neely co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2248; By Ivar Jonsson [i.e. E.A. Tibbetts].
Reel: 230

Ticknor, Caroline.
Miss Belladonna. A social satire.
Boston, Little, Brown, and co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2249; Illustrated by L.J. Bridgman. New ed., with additional chapters.
Reel: 230

Tilston, Merrill.
Chiquita. An American novel. The romance of a Ute chief's daughter.
Chicago, The Merrill co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2252.
Reel: 230

Tilford, Tilden.
Butternut Jones, a lambkin of the West.
New York, D. Appleton & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2253.
Reel: 230

Tilton, Dwight.
Miss Petticoats.
Boston, Mass., C.M. Clark pub. co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2253.1; With illustrations by Charles H. Stephens.
Reel: 230

Tilton, Dwight.
My Lady Laughter. A romance of Boston town in the days of the great siege.
Boston, Mass., C.M. Clark pub. co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2253.2; Illustrated by Charles H. Stephens.
Reel: 230

Tilton, Dwight.
On Satan's mount.
Boston, C.M. Clark pub. co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2253.3; Ill. by Charles H. Stephens.
Reel: 230

Tingle, Anna Adams.
The Barleyville sewin' circle discuss "syance what ain't syance."
[Moville? Ia.], [1903]
Wright bibliography number 2254; Illustrated by C.S. Hammock.
Reel: 231

To Nazareth or Tarsus? By the author of "Not on Calvary," "The First Millennial Faith," etc.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2256.
Reel: 231

Todd, Mary Van Lennup (Ives).
New York, The Grafton press. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2257; By Mary Ives Todd.
Reel: 231

Tomlinson, Everett Titsworth.
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2258.
Reel: 231

Tomlinson, Everett Titsworth.
The fort in the forest. A story of the Fall of Fort William Henry in 1757.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2259; With illustrations by Chase Emerson.
Reel: 231

Tomlinson, Everett Titsworth.
In the camp of Cornwallis: being the story of Reuben Denton and his experiences during the New Jersey campaign of 1777.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2260; With illustrations by Charles Copeland.
Reel: 231
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Tomlinson, Everett Titsworth.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2261.
Reel: 231

Tomlinson, Everett Titsworth.
The rider of the black horse. A story of the American revolution.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2262.
Reel: 232

Tompkins, Florence.
The man in the moon; or, The unexpected.
New York, Bonnell, Silver & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2263; By Bertram Dendron [i.e. F. Tompkins.
Reel: 232

Tooker, Lewis Frank.
Under rocking skies.
New York, The Century co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2264.
Reel: 232

Townsend, Charles.
The Mahoney million.
New York, New Amsterdam book co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2265; With illustrations by Clare Angell.
Reel: 232

Townsend, Edward Waterman.
Chimmie Fadden and Mr. Paul.
New York, printed by the Century co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2266.
Reel: 232

Townsend, Edward Waterman.
Days like these. A novel.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2267.
Reel: 232

Townsend, Edward Waterman.
Fort Birkett. A story of mountain adventure.
New York, W.J. Ritchie. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2268.
Reel: 232

Townsend, Edward Waterman.
Lees & leaven. A New York story of to-day.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2269.
Reel: 232

Townsend, Edward Waterman.
New York, G.W. Dillingham co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2270; Illustrations by Wallace Morgan.
Reel: 232

Townsend, Edward Waterman.
A summer in New York, a love story told in letters.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2271.
Reel: 232

Townsend, Edward Waterman.
“Sure”: new "Chimie Fadden" stories.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2272.
Reel: 233

Townsend, Horace.
A handful of silver. Six stories of silversmiths.
New York, The Gorham co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2273; Pictured by Alex M. McEllan.
Reel: 233

Townsend, William Capron.
Love and liberty. A romance of anti-slavery days.
New York, The Abbey press. c1901
Wright bibliography number 2274.
Reel: 233

Train, Arthur Cheney.
McAllister and his double.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2275.
Reel: 233

Trask, Kate (Nichols).
Free not bound.
New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2276; By Katrina Trask.
Reel: 233

Travis, Elma Allen.
The Pang-Yanger.
Jimmie Moore of Bucktown.
Chicago, The Winona pub. co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2278.
Reel: 233

Trotter, Melvin Earnest.
Jimmie Moore of Bucktown.
Chicago, The Winona pub. co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2278.
Reel: 233

Trumbull, Annie Eliot.
Life's common way.
New York, A.S. Barnes and co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2280.
Reel: 233

True, John Preston.
The iron star and what it saw on its journey through the ages from myth to history.
Boston, Little, Brown & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2279; Illustrated by Lilian Crawford True.
Reel: 233
Tulloch, Eliza C.
Alicia's ambition.
Washington [D.C.], The Neale pub. co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2281; Lida C. Tulloch.
Reel: 233

Turner, George Kibbe.
The taskmasters.
New York, McClure, Phillips & Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2282.
Reel: 234

Twells, Julia Helen, Jr.
By the higher law.
Philadelphia, H.T. Coates and co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2283.
Reel: 234

Twing, Carolinn Edna (Skinner).
Jim: or, The touch of an angel mother.
Lily Dale, N.Y., Sunflower pub. co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2284.
Reel: 234

Tybout, Ella Middleton.
Poketown people; or, Parables in black.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2286; With illustrations in color by Frank Verbeck and Beulah S. Moore.
Reel: 234

Tybout, Ella Middleton.
The wife of the secretary of state.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2287.
Reel: 234

Tyler, Charles Waller.
The K.K.K.
New York, The Abbey press. c1902
Wright bibliography number 2288.
Reel: 234

Tyson, Annie Arrington.
Dramana. A romance of the stage.
New York, The Neale pub. co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2289.
Reel: 234

Tyson, John Aubrey.
The stirrup cup.
New York, D. Appleton & Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2290.
Reel: 234

Underwood, J. Cabiniss.
Gilbert; or, Then and now. A thrilling story of the life and achievements of a Virginia Negro.
Philadelphia, H.D. Schaeffer. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2291.
Reel: 234

Upham, Francis Bourne.
Simon Peter, fisherman.
New York, Eaton & Mains. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2292; By "Thomas" [i.e. F.B. Upham].
Reel: 234

Valentine, Edward Abram Uffington.
Hecla Sandwith.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2293; By Edward Uffington Valentine.
Reel: 235

Van Amringe, Jennie Elizabeth Wilmuth.
Wise old Deacon. The story of a dog.
New York, Broadway pub. co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2294; By Jennie E. Van [i.e. J.E. Van Amringe].
Reel: 235

Van Bergen, Robert.
A boy of old Japan.
Boston, Lee & Shepard. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2295; Illustrated with original Japanese color pictures.
Reel: 235

Van Buren, Sara.
The major's niece.
New York, The Abbey press. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2296; By Sara Van Buren Brugiere and Adeline Brady.
Reel: 235

Van Denburg, Frank Augustus.
Hezekiah's courtship.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2298; By Hezekiah Jones' wife, Frank A. Van Denburg.
Reel: 235

Van Der Naillen, Albert.
Balthazar the magus.
New York, R.F. Fenno & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2299.
Reel: 235

Van Duesen, Rebecca.
Sea breezes and sand dunes.
New York, Abbey Press. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2300.
Reel: 235

Van Dyke, Henry.
The blue flower.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2301.
Reel: 235
Van Dyke, Henry.
The ruling passion. Tales of nature and human nature.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2302; With illustrations by W. Appleton Clark.
Reel: 235

Vance, Louis Joseph.
Terence O'Rourke, gentleman adventurer.
New York, A. Wessels Co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2297; By Louis Joseph Vance.
Reel: 235

Vane, Isabella Cornelia de.
Doctor Carrington.
New York, The Abbey press. c1901
Wright bibliography number 2303; By I.C. de Vane; illustrated by the author.
Reel: 235

Van Gorden, Scott.
Rough life on the frontier.
Chicago, T.W. Jackson pub. co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2304.
Reel: 236

Van Praag, Charles Francis Wells.
Clayton Halowell.
New York, R.F. Fenno & co. c1901
Wright bibliography number 2305; By Francis van Praag; illustrations by Winthrop Earle.
Reel: 236

Van Praag, Charles Francis Wells.
The weaving of webs [a novel].
New York, R.F. Fenno & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2306; By F.W. Van Praag.
Reel: 236

Van Slingerland, Nellie Bingham.
Cupid the devil's stoker; or, Heaven's gate to hell.
A romance of heredity in Argentina and old Spain.
New York, Fifth avenue pub. co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2307; By Nellie Bingham Van Slingerland (Nellie Bovans); eighteen illustrations by Charles Dalton Cathcart.
Reel: 236

Van Vorst, Bessie McGinnis.
Bagsby's daughter.
New York, Harper & bros. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2308; By Bessie & Marie Van Vorst.
Reel: 236

Van Vorst, Bessie McGinnis.
The issues of life. A novel of the American woman of to-day.
New York, Doubleday, page & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2309; By Mrs. John Van Vorst.
Reel: 236

Van Vorst, Marie.
Amanda of the mill.
Indianapolis, The Bobbs-Merrill publishers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2310.
Reel: 236

Van Vorst, Marie.
Miss Desmond. An impression.
New York, The Macmillan co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2311.
Reel: 236

Van Vorst, Marie.
New York, Harper & bros. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2312.
Reel: 237

Van Zile, Edward Sims.
A duke and his double.
New York, H. Holt and co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2313; With frontispiece by Florence Scovel Shinn.
Reel: 237

Van Zile, Edward Sims.
Perkins, the fakeer. A travesty on reincarnation.
His wonderful workings in the cases of "When Reginald was Caroline," "How Chopin came to Remsen," and "Clarissa's troublesome baby.".
New York, Smart set pub. co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2314; Illustrated by Hy Mayer.
Reel: 237

Vernon, Thomas R.
Rob Baxter. A romance of a country boy.
Media, Pa., T.V. Cooper & sons. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2317; Illustrated by Wilson Redheffer.
Reel: 237

Vesey, Arthur Henry.
The clock and the key.
New York, D. Appleton. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2318.
Reel: 237
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Viele, Herman Knickerbocker.
The last of the Knickerbockers. A comedy romance.
Chicago, H.S. Stone & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2319.
Reel: 237

Viele, Herman Knickerbocker.
Myra of the pines.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2320.
Reel: 237

Vila, Annie Fields.
Inherited freedom. Dedicated to the Daughters of the revolution in America, the D.R. and the D.A.R.; written by a daughter.
Boston, W.B. Clarke co. c1905
Wright bibliography number 2321.
Reel: 237

Viljoen, Benjamin Johannis.
Under the vierkleur. A romance of a lost cause.
Boston, Small, Maynard & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2322.
Reel: 238

Villars, Isaiah.
Ministerial misfit; or, The biography of Rev. Timothy Tanglefoot.
Springfield, Ill., Press of Illinois state register. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2323; 1st ed.
Reel: 238

Vincent, Edgar La Verne.
Margaret Bowlby. A love story.
Boston, Lothrop pub. co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2324.
Reel: 238

Visscher, William Lightfoot.
Amos Hudson's motto: A story.
Ojie, Estate of P.D. Beckwith. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2325.
Reel: 238

Von Ravn, Clara Iza Tibbetts.
The scribe of a soul.
Seattle, Wash., Denny-Coryell co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2326; By Clara Iza Price; introduction by Professor A. Van der Naillen.
Reel: 238

Vynne, Harold Richard.
Fetters that sear.
New York, Town Topics pub. co. c1903
Wright bibliography number 2327; By Bynne.
Reel: 238

Waddel, Charles Carey.
The Van Suyden sapphires.
New York, Dodd, Mead and co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2328; By Charles Carey [i.e. C.C. Waddel].
Reel: 238

Wade, Blanche Elizabeth.
A garden in pink.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg and co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2329; With numerous drawings and decorations in color by Lucy Fitch Perkins, and twelve illustrations from photographs.
Reel: 238

Waggaman, Mary Teresa McKee.
Carroll Dare.
New York, Benziger Bros. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2330.
Reel: 238

Waggaman, Mary Teresa McKee.
Corinne's vow.
New York, Benziger brothers. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2330.
Reel: 238

Waggoner, George Andrew.
Stories of old Oregon.
Salem, Or., Statesman Pub. Co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2332.
Reel: 238

Wakefield, Frank Henry.
New York, The Neale pub. co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2333.
Reel: 239

Wall, Ida Blanche Ford.
Romance and tragedy of a summer.
New York, F.T. Neely. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2334; By Mrs. D.H. Wall; with an introduction by Joseph Butts.
Reel: 239

Wall, Ida Blanche Ford.
Sister in name only.
New York, F.T. Neely. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2335; By Mrs. D.H. Hall.
Reel: 239

Wallace, John H., Jr.
The senator from Alabama. A romance treating of the disfranchisement of the negro and including a scathing arraignment of the White House social-equality policy.
New York, Neale Pub. co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2336.
Reel: 239

Waller, Mary Ella.
A daughter of the rich.
Boston, Little, Brown & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2337; Illustrated by Ellen Bernard Thompson.
Reel: 239
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Wright Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waller, Mary Ella.</td>
<td>The wood-carver of 'Lymphus.</td>
<td>Boston, Little, Brown, and Co.</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>2339; With a frontispiece from a drawings by C.C. Emerson.</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh, George Ethelbert.</td>
<td>Allin Winfield.</td>
<td>New York, F.M. Buckles &amp; co.</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>2340</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh, Lavinia.</td>
<td>When the dead walk. A novel.</td>
<td>New York, Mutual pub. co.</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>2341</td>
<td>239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh, Mary Catherine Frances.</td>
<td>While hopes were kindling.</td>
<td>Buffalo, New York, P. Paul &amp; co.</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>2342</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).</td>
<td>Confessions of a wife.</td>
<td>New York, Century co.</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>2347; By Mary Adams [i.e. E.S.P. Ward]; With illustrations by Granville Smith.</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, Josiah Mason.</td>
<td>Come with me into Babylon.</td>
<td>New York, F.A. Stokes co.</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>2351</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warder, George Woodward.</td>
<td>The stairway to the stars; or, Enola Reverof.</td>
<td>New York [s.n.].</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>2352; Illustrated by James E. Mcburney and W.B. Gilbert.</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ware, William.</td>
<td>Zenobia, queen of Palmyra.</td>
<td>Boston, D. Estes &amp; co.</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>2353</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner, Anna Bartlett.</td>
<td>West Point colors.</td>
<td>New York, F.H. Revell co.</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>2354</td>
<td>241</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Warren, Stanley Sevier.
In defense of His Excellency. An incident of political Washington.
New York, Broadway pub. co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2358.
Reel: 241

Washburn, Marion Foster.
A little fountain of life.
Chicago, Rand, McNally. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2361.
Reel: 241

Washburn, William Tucker.
The deuce of hearts.
New York, R.F. Fenno & co. c1901
Wright bibliography number 2359.
Reel: 241

Washburn, William Tucker.
The first stone, and other stories.
New York, R.F. Fenno & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2360.
Reel: 241

Wasson, George Savary.
Cap'n Simeon's store.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2362.
Reel: 241

Wasson, George Savary.
The green shay.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2363; With frontispiece by the author.
Reel: 241

Waters, Patrick Henry.
A scheme for millions.
New York, Broadway pub. co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2364.
Reel: 241

Watrous, Andrew Edward.
Young Howson's wife.
New York, Quail & Warner. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2365.
Reel: 242

Watson, Evelyn, i.e. Alice Evelyn.
The house by the red pump. A story.
Wright bibliography number 2366.
Reel: 242

Watson, Jeannette Grace Watkins.
Ole Ann, and other stories.
Akron, O., Saalfield pub. co. c1905
Wright bibliography number 2367; Illustrated by Bertha Rockwell.
Reel: 242

Watson, Thomas Edward.
Bethany. A story of the old South.
New York, D. Appleton & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2368.
Reel: 242

Watt, Marion Frances.
Maurice, and other stories.
Seattle, The Ivy press. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2369.
Reel: 242

Wayne, Charles Stokes.
A prince to order. A novel.
New York, J. Lane. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2370.
Reel: 242

Wayne, Thomas.
Uncle Ike.
New York, F.T. Neely. c1902
Wright bibliography number 2371; By John Farrar [i.e. T. Wayne].
Reel: 242

Webb, Anna Spanuth.
Her naked soul.
New York, Broadway pub. co. c1905
Wright bibliography number 2372; By Curer Bute. [i.e. A.S. Webb].
Reel: 242

Webster, Henry Kitchell.
The duke of Cameron avenue.
New York, Macmillan co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2373.
Reel: 242

Webster, Henry Kitchell.
Roger Drake, captain of industry.
New York, Macmillan co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2374.
Reel: 242

Webster, Henry Kitchell.
Traitor and loyalist; or, The man who found his country.
New York, Macmillan Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2375.
Reel: 242

[Webster, Jean].
The wheat princess.
New York, Century co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2376.
Reel: 243

[Webster, Jean].
When Patty went to college.
New York, Century co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2377; With illustrations by C.D. Williams.
Reel: 243
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author/Title</th>
<th>Publisher/Printer</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wells, Carolyn. Abeniki Caldwell. A burlesque historical novel.</td>
<td>New York, R.H. Russell.</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2379; Illustrated with numerous engravings printed from the original wood blocks.</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, Carolyn. The Gordon elopement. The story of a short vacation.</td>
<td>New York, Doubleday, Page &amp; co.</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2380; By Carolyn Wells and Harry Persons Taber; illustrated by Frederic Dorr Steele.</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, Carolyn. The matrimonial bureau.</td>
<td>Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and co.</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2381; By Carolyn Wells and Harry Persons Taber.</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, Carolyn. Patty at home.</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead.</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2382.</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, Carolyn. Patty Fairfield.</td>
<td>New York, Grosset &amp; Dunlap. c1901</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2383.</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, Carolyn. Patty in the city.</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead.</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2384.</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, Carolyn. A phenomenal fauna.</td>
<td>New York, R.H. Russell.</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2385; Pictures by Oliver Herford.</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wells, Elizabeth Adams. My dog days, and other animal stories.</td>
<td>Battle Creek Mich., Review and herald pub. co. 1901</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2386.</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Werner, Orilla. Helen Custer.</td>
<td>Franklin Pr. 1902</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2387.</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wertheim, Alexander. Humorous tales and ghost stories.</td>
<td>New York, Broadway pub. co.</td>
<td>1904</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2388.</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wesselhoeft, Elizabeth Foster Pope. Torpeanuts the tomboy. A story for children.</td>
<td>Boston, Little, Brown, and Co. 1905</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2389.</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westcott, Edward Noyes. The teller. A story.</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton and Co.</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2390; With the letters of Edward Noyes Westcott; ed. by Margaret Westcott Muzzey, and an account of his life by Forbes Heermans.</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westover, Clyde C. The romance of gentle will. A hitherto unpublished chapter in the story of the love of the immortal bard.</td>
<td>New York, Neale pub. co. 1905</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2391.</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetmore, Claude Hazeltine. Fighting under the Southern cross. A story of the Chile-Peruvian war.</td>
<td>Boston, W.A. Wilde co. c1901</td>
<td>1901</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2392; Containing pronouncing vocabulary and map of Callao Bay; with illustrations by H. Burgess.</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetmore, Claude Hazeltine. In a Brazilian jungle: being a story of adventure, with an insight into Brazilian life and industries.</td>
<td>Boston, W.A. Wilde co. 1903</td>
<td>1903</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2393; With illustrations by H. Burgess.</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetmore, Claude Hazeltine. Incaland. A story of adventure in the interior of Peru and the closing chapters of the war with Chile.</td>
<td>Boston, W.A. Wilde co. 1902</td>
<td>1902</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2394; With illustrations by H. Burgess.</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Publisher and Date</td>
<td>Wright Bibliography Number</td>
<td>Reel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetmore, Claude Hazeltine.</td>
<td>Out of a fleur-de-lis. The history, romance and biography of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition.</td>
<td>Boston, W.A. Wilde. 1903</td>
<td>2395</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wetmore, Elizabeth (Bisland).</td>
<td>A candle of understanding.</td>
<td>New York, Harper &amp; brothers. 1903</td>
<td>2396</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weymouth, John.</td>
<td>College chaps.</td>
<td>Boston, Mutual book co. 1902</td>
<td>2397; By Nat Prune [i.e. J. Weymouth]; illustrations by Hazelton.</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weymouth, John.</td>
<td>Wedding bells and other sketches.</td>
<td>New York; Abbey Press. 1901</td>
<td>2398; By Nat Prune [i.e. J. Weymouth].</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wharton, Edith Newbold (Jones).</td>
<td>The descent of man, and other stories.</td>
<td>New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1904</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wharton, Edith Newbold (Jones).</td>
<td>The house of mirth.</td>
<td>New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1905</td>
<td>2402; With illustrations by A.B. Wenzell.</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wharton, Edith Newbold (Jones).</td>
<td>Sanctuary.</td>
<td>New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1903</td>
<td>2403; With illustrations by Walter Appleton Clark.</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheaton, Emily.</td>
<td>TheRussells in Chicago.</td>
<td>Boston, L.C. Page and co. 1902</td>
<td>2405; Illustrated by Fletcher C. Ransom.</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler, Andrew Carpender.</td>
<td>The conquering of Kate.</td>
<td>New York, Doubleday, Page &amp; co. 1903</td>
<td>2406; By J.P. Mowbray (&quot;J.P.M.&quot;) [i.e. A.C. Wheeler].</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler, Andrew Carpenter.</td>
<td>A journey to nature.</td>
<td>New York, Doubleday, page. 1901</td>
<td>2407; By J.P. Mowbray [i.e. A.C. Wheeler].</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler, Andrew Carpenter.</td>
<td>The making of a country home.</td>
<td>New York, Doubleday, Page and co. 1901</td>
<td>2408; By J.P. Mowbray [i.e. A.C. Wheeler].</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler, Harriet Martha.</td>
<td>Cub's career.</td>
<td>New York, Abbey Press. c1902</td>
<td>2409; By A.C. Wheeler.</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wheeler, Harriet Martha.</td>
<td>The woman in stone.</td>
<td>New York, Broadway pub. co. 1903</td>
<td>2410; By A.C. Wheeler.</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitaker, Evelyn.</td>
<td>Gay. A story.</td>
<td>Boston, Little, Brown, and co. 1903</td>
<td>2412; With illustrations by Percy Tarrant.</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitaker, Evelyn.</td>
<td>Laddie. By the author of &quot;Miss Toosey's mission&quot;.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Henry Altemus co. 1903</td>
<td>2413</td>
<td>246</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Whitaker, Evelyn.
Miss Toosey's mission, and Laddie.
Boston, Roberts bros. 1884
Wright bibliography number 2414.
Reel: 246

Whitaker, Herman.
The probationer and other stories.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2415.
Reel: 246

Whitaker, Olivar Barr.
Chicago, M.A. Donahue & co. c1905
Wright bibliography number 2416.
Reel: 246

White, Caroline (Earle).
An ocean mystery.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2417.
Reel: 246

White, Eliza Orne.
John Forsyth's aunts.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2418.
Reel: 247

White, Grace Miller.
Down by the sea. A romantic story. Founded upon Phil Hunt's famous play of the same name.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie pub. co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2420.
Reel: 247

White, George Miles.
From Boniface to bank burglar; or, The price of persecution. How a successful business man, through the miscarriage of justice, became a notorious bank looter.
Bellows Falls, Vt., Traux printing co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2422; By George M. White, alias George Bliss.
Reel: 247

White, Grace Miller.
The house of mystery. A romantic story. Founded upon the play of the same name.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie pub. co. c1905
Wright bibliography number 2423.
Reel: 247

White, Grace Miller.
Human hearts. A romantic story. Based upon the play of the same name.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie pub. co. c1904
Wright bibliography number 2424.
Reel: 247

White, Grace Miller.
Queen of the white slaves. A thrilling story.
Adapted from Arthur J. Lamb's famous play of the same name.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie pub. co. c1904
Wright bibliography number 2425.
Reel: 247

White, Grace Miller.
When woman love.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie pub. co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2427.
Reel: 247

White, Grace Miller.
Why women sin. A romantic story. Based upon the famous play of the same name.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie pub. co. c1904
Wright bibliography number 2428.
Reel: 247

White, Hervey.
When Eve was not created, and other stories.
Boston, Small, Maynard & co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2429.
Reel: 247

White, Matthew, Jr.
Guy Hammersley; or, Clearing his name.
New York, Street & Smith. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2430.
Reel: 248

White, Stewart Edward.
The blazed trail.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2431; Illustrated by Thomas Fogarty.
Reel: 248

White, Stewart Edward.
Blazed trail stories, and Stories of the wild life.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2432.
Reel: 248

White, Stewart Edward.
The claim jumpers. A romance.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2433.
Reel: 248
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White, Stewart Edward.
   Conjuror's house. A romance of the free forest.
   New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 2434.
   Reel: 248

White, Stewart Edward.
   The silent places.
   New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 2435; Illustrated by Philip R. Goodwin.
   Reel: 248

White, Stewart Edward.
   The westerners.
   New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 2436.
   Reel: 248

White, William Allen.
   Stratagems and spoils; stories of love and politics.
   New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1901
   Wright bibliography number 2437.
   Reel: 248

Whitehouse, Florence Brooks.
   The effendi. A romance of the Soudan.
   Boston, Little, Brown and co. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 2438; Illustrated by I.H. Caliga.
   Reel: 249

Whitehouse, Florence Brooks.
   Boston, Little, Brown and co. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 2439; With illustrations from drawings by the author.
   Reel: 249

Whiteley, Isabel (Nixon).
   Wanted—a situation, and other stories.
   St. Louis, B. Herder. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 2440.
   Reel: 249

Whitlock, Brand.
   The 13th district. A story of a candidate.
   Indianapolis, The Bowen-Merrill co. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 2443.
   Reel: 249

Whitlock, Brand.
   The happy average.
   Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill co. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 2441.
   Reel: 249

Whitlock, Brand.
   Her infinite variety.
   Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill co. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 2442; With illustrations by Howard Chandler Christy; decorations by Ralph Fletcher Seymour.
   Reel: 249

Whitney, Adeline Dutton (Train).
   Biddy's episodes.
   Boston, Houghton, Mifflin, and co. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 2444.
   Reel: 249

Whitney, Louisa Marette Bailey.
   Goldie's inheritance. A story of the siege of Atlanta.
   Burlington, Vt., Free press association. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 2445.
   Reel: 250

Whitson, John Harvey.
   Barbara, a woman of the West.
   Boston, Little, Brown, and co. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 2446; Illustrated by Chase Emerson.
   Reel: 250

Whitson, John Harvey.
   Justin Wingate, ranchman.
   Boston, Little, Brown, and co. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 2447; With illustrations from drawings by Arthur E. Becher.
   Reel: 250

Whitson, John Harvey.
   The rainbow chasers. A story of the plains.
   Boston, Little, Brown, and co. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 2448; with illustrations from drawings by Arthur E. Becher.
   Reel: 250

Whitson, John Harvey.
   With Fremont the pathfinder; or, Winning the empire of gold.
   Boston, W.A. Wilde. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 2449; Illustrated by William F. Stecher.
   Reel: 250

Wiechmann, Ferdinand Gerhard.
   Maid of Montauk.
   New York, W.R. Jenkins. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 2450; By Forest Monroe [i.e. F.G. Wiechmann].
   Reel: 250

Wiggin, Kate Douglas (Smith).
   The affair at the inn.
   Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and co. 1904
   Wright bibliography number 2451; By Kate Douglas Wiggin [et al.].
   Reel: 250

Wiggin, Kate Douglas (Smith).
   The diary of a goose girl.
   Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and co. 1902
   Wright bibliography number 22452; With illustrations by Claude A. Shepperson.
   Reel: 250
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Wiggin, Kate Douglas (Smith).
Penelope's Irish experiences.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2453.
Reel: 250

Wiggin, Kate Douglas (Smith).
Rebecca of Sunnybrook farm.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin, and co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2454.
Reel: 251

Wiggin, Kate Douglas (Smith).
Rose o' the river.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2455; Illustrated by George Wright.
Reel: 251

Wilcox, Ella (Wheeler).
Sweet danger.
Chicago, M.A. Donohue & Co. c1902
Wright bibliography number 2456.
Reel: 251

Wiley, George Ephraim.
Southern plantation stories and sketches.
New York, Press of J.J. Little & Co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2457; Illustrations by Frank S. Dixon.
Reel: 251

Willard, Josiah Flynt.
The little brothers. A story of tramp life.
New York, Century co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2458; By Josiah Flynt [i.e. J.F. Willard].
Reel: 251

Willard, Josiah Flynt.
The rise of Ruderick Clowd.
New York, Dodd, Mead & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2459; By Josiah Flynt.
Reel: 251

Willard, Rosseter.
The senator's sweetheart.
New York, Grafton press. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2460; With an introduction by Mrs. Cushman K. Davis; illustrated by Felix Mahoney.
Reel: 251

Wiley, George Franklyn.
Solitaire. A romance of the Willey slide and the White mountains.
Manchester, N.H., New Hampshire pub. corp. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2461; Illustrated by Hiram P. Barnes.
Reel: 251

Willey, Mary B.
The poorhouse lark.
New York, F.T. Nealy. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2462.
Reel: 251

Williams, Adene.
Elgin, Ill., D.C. Cook pub. co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2463.
Reel: 251

Williams, Blanche Catherine.
Variety tales. Examples of kinds of short stories.
Cincinnati, Press of Jennings and Graham. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2464.
Reel: 251

Williams, Flora McDonald.
The blue cockade. A story of the confederacy.
New York, Neale pub. co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2465.
Reel: 251

Williams, Francis Churchill.
The captain.
Boston, Lothrop pub. co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2466; Illustrated by Arthur I. Keller.
Reel: 252

Williams, Francis Churchill.
Boston, Lothrop pub. co. c1901
Wright bibliography number 2467; Illustrated by Clifford Carlton.
Reel: 252

Williams, Martha McCulloch.
Next to the ground. Chronicles of a countryside.
New York, McClure, Phillips. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2468.
Reel: 252

[Williams, Nathan Winslow].
A master hand. The story of a crime.
New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2469; By Richard Dallas [i.e. N.W. Williams].
Reel: 252

Williams, Wilbur Herschel.
Uncle Bob and Aunt Becky's strange adventures at the World's great exposition.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. c1904
Wright bibliography number 2470; 105 striking pen and ink sketches especially drawn for this work.
Reel: 252

Williamson, Corolin Crawford.
Mary Starkweather.
London; New York, Abbey Press. c1901
Wright bibliography number 2471.
Reel: 252
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Williamson, N.B.
Lamech.
San Francisco, Whitaker & Ray co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2472; By Mrs. N.B. Williamson.
Reel: 253

Willing, Clara Hunter.
Gibbons millions.
[Erin, Pa.: s.n.], 1903
Wright bibliography number 2473.
Reel: 253

Wills, Anthony E.
Monsieur Paul de Fere. 1880.
New York, Abbey Press. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2474.
Reel: 253

Wilson, Anne Florence.
The wars of peace.
Boston, Little, Brown, and co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2475; Illustrated by H.C. Ireland.
Reel: 253

Wilson, Augusta Jane (Evans).
A speckled bird.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2476.
Reel: 253

Wilson, Charles Robert.
Bear Wallow belles. A love story of the civil war.
Louisville, Ky., R.A. Carothers. c1903
Wright bibliography number 2477.
Reel: 253

Wilson, Harry Leon.
The boss of Little Arcady.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard co. c1905
Wright bibliography number 2478; Illustrated by Rose Cecil O’Neill.
Reel: 253

Wilson, Harry Leon.
The lions of the Lord. A tale of the old West.
Boston, Lothrop, Lee & Shepard co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2479; Illustrated by Rose Cecil O’Neill.
Reel: 253

Wilson, Harry Leon.
The seeker.
New York, Doubleday, page & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2480; Illustrated by Rose Cecil O’Neill.
Reel: 254

Wilson, Harry Leon.
The spenders. A tale of the third generation.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2481; Illustrated by O’Neill Latham.
Reel: 254

Wilson, Olivia Lovell.
Janita’s dower.
New York, The Abbey press. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2482.
Reel: 254

Wilson, Richard Henry.
Mazel.
Chicago, H.S. Stone & co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2483; By Richard Fisguill [i.e. R.H. Wilson].
Reel: 254

Wilson, Richard Henry.
The Venus of Cadiz. An extravaganza.
New York, H. Holt and co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2484; By Richard Fisguill [i.e. R.H. Wilson].
Reel: 254

Wilson, William Robert Anthony.
A knot of blue.
Boston, Little, Brown and co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2485; With illustrations by Charles Grunwald.
Reel: 254

Wilson, William Robert Anthony.
A rose of Normandy.
Boston, Little, Brown, and co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2486; Illustrated by Ch. Grunwald.
Reel: 254

Winston, Annie Steger.
Memoirs of a child.
New York, Longmans, Green, and co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2490.
Reel: 255

Winslow, Helen Maria.
Concerning Polly and some others.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2488; Illustrated by Charles Copeland.
Reel: 255

Winslow, William Henry.
The sea letter. A mystery of Martha’s Vineyard.
Boston, H.A. Dickerman & son. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2489.
Reel: 255

Winston, Annie Steger.
Memoirs of a child.
New York, Longmans, Green, and co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2490.
Reel: 255
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Winter, Alice Amos.
The prize to the hardy.
Indianapolis, Bobbs-Merrill co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2491; With drawings by R.M. Crosby.
Reel: 255

Winter, Louise.
Hearts aflame.
New York, Smart set pub. co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2492; Illustrated by Archie Gunn.
Reel: 255

Winthrop, Theodore.
Mr. Waddy's return.
New York, H. Holt and co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2493; Ed. by Burton E. Stevenson.
Reel: 255

Winthrop, William Young.
A 20th century CindeReella; or, $20,000 reward.
An Anglo-American up-to-date realistic romance.
New York, Abbey Press. c1902
Wright bibliography number 2494.
Reel: 255

Wise, John Sergeant.
The lion's skin. A historical novel and a novel history.
New York, Doubleday, Page & co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2495.
Reel: 255

Wister, Owen.
The dragon on Wantley, his tale.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2496; Illustrations by John Stewardson. 3d ed.
Reel: 256

Wister, Owen.
A journey in search of Christmas.
New York, Harper & brothers. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2497; Illustrated by Frederic Remington.
Reel: 256

Wister, Owen.
New York, Macmillan co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2498.
Reel: 256

Wister, Owen.
The Virginian. A horseman of the plains.
New York, Macmillan co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2499; With illustrations by Arthur I. Keller.
Reel: 256

Wittigschlager, Wilhelmina.
Minna, wife of the young rabbi. A novel.
New York, Consolidated retail booksellers. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2500; Drawings by W. Herbert Dunton.
Reel: 256

Wolcott, Geneva V.
Rings of smoke.
Wilmington, Del., Electric press. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2501.
Reel: 256

Wolfenstein, Martha.
Idyls of the Gass.
Philadelphia, Jewish publication society of America. c1901
Wright bibliography number 2502.
Reel: 256

Wolfenstein, Martha.
A renegade, and other tales.
Philadelphia, The Jewish publication society of America. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2503.
Reel: 256

Wolfrom, Anna.
A romance of Wolf Hollow.
Boston Gorham press. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2504.
Reel: 256

Wood, Edith (Elmer).
Shoulder-straps and sun-bonnets.
New York, H. Holt and co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2505.
Reel: 256

Wood, Edith (Elmer).
The spirit of the service.
New York, Macmillan Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2506; Illustrated by Rufus F. Zogbaum.
Reel: 256

Wood, Eugene.
Back home.
Wright bibliography number 2507; Illus. By A.B. Frost.
Reel: 257

Wood, Lydia Cope.
For a free conscience.
New York, F.H. Revell co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2508.
Reel: 257

Wood, Mary Rosalie Alling.
The turn of the current. A study of the new consciousness.
Washington, M.R.A. Wood. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2509.
Reel: 257
Woodman, Hannah Rea.
The Noahs afloat. An historical romance.
New York, Neale pub. co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2510.
Reel: 257

Woodman, Mary.
A touch of New England. An old-fashioned story
for young and old hearts.
Boston, J.G. Cupples. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2511.
Reel: 257

Woods, Alice.
Edges.
Indianapolis, Bowen-Merrill co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2512; With illustrations
by the author.
Reel: 257

Wooley, Edward Mott.
Roland of Altenburg.
Chicago, H.S. Stone & co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2514.
Reel: 258

Worthington, D.
The broken sword; or, A pictorial page in
reconstruction.
Wilson, N.C., P.D. Gold. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2516.
Reel: 258

Wright, Harold Bell.
That printer of Udell's. A story of the middle
West.
Chicago, Book Supply Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2518; Illustrated by
John Clitheroe Gilbert.
Reel: 258

Wright, James North.
Where copper was king. A tale of the early mining
days on Lake Superior.
Boston, Small, Maynard, & company. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2519.
Reel: 258

Wright, Mabel Osgood.
Aunt Jimmy's will.
New York, Macmillan co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2521; Illustrated by
Florence Scovell Shinn.
Reel: 258

Wright, Mabel Osgood.
The garden of a commuter's wife. Recorded by the
gardener.
New York, The Macmillan company. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2522; With eight
illustrations in photogravure.
Reel: 258

Wright, Mabel Osgood.
People of the whirlpool. From the experience
book of a commuter's wife.
New York, The Macmillan company. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2523; With eight full-
page illustrations.
Reel: 258

Wright, Mary (Tappan).
Aliens.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1902
Wright bibliography number 2525.
Reel: 259

Wright, Mary (Tappan).
The test.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1904
Wright bibliography number 2524; With illustrations
by Will Grefe.
Reel: 259

Wyatt, Edith Franklin.
Every one his own way.
New York, McClure, Phillips. 1901
Wright bibliography number 2527.
Reel: 259

Wyatt, Edith Franklin.
True love. A comedy of the affections.
New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 2528.
Reel: 259

Yates, Katherine M.
At the door. A tale to read both on the lines and
between.
Chicago, K.M. Yates. 1905
Wright bibliography number 2529.
Reel: 259
Yerington, Charles William.
    Simple Simon.
    New York, Broadway pub. co. 1905
    Wright bibliography number 2530; By Professor
    C.W. Yerington.
    Reel: 259

Yoes, John Wesley.
    Jack Brainard. A romance of the Cherokee hills.
    Boston, Eastern pub. co. 1904
    Wright bibliography number 2531; Photograph
    illustrations by Mrs. Forest and Geo. B. Michael.
    Reel: 260

Yopp, William Isaac.
    A dual role. A romance of the civil war.
    Dallas, Tex., J.F. Worley. c1902
    Wright bibliography number 2532.
    Reel: 260

Young, Mary Stuart.
    The griffins. A colonial tale.
    New York, Neale pub. co. 1904
    Wright bibliography number 2534; By Mary Stuart
    Young (Mrs. Louis G. Young).
    Reel: 260

Young, Rose Emmet.
    Henderson.
    Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and co. 1904
    Wright bibliography number 2535.
    Reel: 260

Young, Rose Emmet.
    Sally of Missouri.
    New York, McClure, Phillips & co. 1903
    Wright bibliography number 2536.
    Reel: 260

Young, Virginia (Durant).
    One of the blue hen's chickens.
    Bangor, Me., C.W. Close. 1901
    Wright bibliography number 2537; By Virginia
    Durant Young.
    Reel: 260

Yulee, Charles Wickliffe.
    New York, Neale. 1905
    Wright bibliography number 2538.
    Reel: 260

Zeman, Josephine.
    The victim's triumph. A panorama of modern
    society.
    New York, G.W. Dillingham co. 1903
    Wright bibliography number 2539.
    Reel: 260

A., Miss M.L.
    Illma; or, Which was wife?.
    New York, Cornwell & Johnson. 1881
    Wright bibliography number 1.
    Reel: A-1

    Autumn leaves.
    Cambridge, J. Bartlett. 1853
    Wright bibliography number 1.
    Reel: A-1

Abbott, Alice Irving.
    Circumstantial evidence.
    New York, W. B. Smith. [c1882]
    Wright bibliography number 1A.
    Reel: A-1

Abbott, Charles Conrad.
    A colonial wooing.
    Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1895
    Wright bibliography number 2.
    Reel: A-1

Abbott, Charles Conrad.
    The Hermit of Nottingham.
    Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1898
    Wright bibliography number 2.
    Reel: A-1

Abbott, Charles Conrad.
    When the century was new.
    Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1897
    Wright bibliography number 4.
    Reel: A-1

Abbott, Isabella (Kendrick).
    Leah Mordecai.
    New York, Baker, Pratt. [c1875]
    Wright bibliography number 2.
    Reel: A-1

[Abbott, L.A.].
    Seven wives and seven prisoners; or, Experiences
    in the life of a matrimonial monomaniac.
    New York, The Author. 1870
    Wright bibliography number 3.
    Reel: A-1

Abbott, Lyman.
    Laicus; or, The experiences of a layman in a
    country parish.
    New York, Dodd & Mead. 1872
    Wright bibliography number 4.
    Reel: A-1

Abbott, Mary Perkins (Ives).
    Alexia.
    Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1889
    Wright bibliography number 6.
    Reel: A-1

Abbott, Mary Perkins (Ives).
    The Beverleys: a story of Calcutta.
    Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1890
    Wright bibliography number 7.
    Reel: A-1
Abrams, Alexander St. Clair.  
   The trials of the soldier's wife: a tale of the Second American Revolution.  
   Atlanta, Intelligencer Steam Power Press. 1864  
   Wright bibliography number 5.  
   Reel: A-1

An account of the marvelous doings of Prince Alcohol, as seen by one of his enemies, in dreams.  
[n.p.]. 1847  
Wright bibliography number 1.  
   Reel: A-1

Aconite, Tobias [pseud.].  
A narrative of startling interest!! Edward Barnett, a neglected child of South Carolina, who rose to be a peer of Great Britain.  
St. Louis, H.H. Randall. [c1855]  
Wright bibliography number 6.  
   Reel: A-1

The actress in high life: an episode in winter quarters.  
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1860  
Wright bibliography number 7.  
   Reel: A-1

[Alden, Charles].  
The adventures of my cousin Smooth.  
New York, Miller, Orton & Mulligan. 1856  
Wright bibliography number 9; by Timothy Templeton [pseud.].  
   Reel: A-1

Adams, John Stowell.  
Sam Squab, the Boston boy: containing a sketch of his early life, and wonderful adventures.  
Boston, J. Jones. 1844  
Wright bibliography number 2.  
   Reel: A-1

[Alden, Joseph].  
A journey to Philadelphia: or, Memoirs of Charles Coleman Saunders.  
Hartford, Lincoln & Gleason. 1804  
Wright bibliography number 3.  
   Reel: A-1

Adelsonville; or, Marrying out.  
Albany, S. Shaw. 1824  
Wright bibliography number 4.  
   Reel: A-1

Adventures in a castle. Written by a citizen of Philadelphia.  
Harrisburg, J. Elder. 1806  
Wright bibliography number 5.  
   Reel: A-1

Adventures of a bachelor; or, Stolen vigils.  
Philadelphia, Grigg & Elliot. 1837  
Wright bibliography number 6.  
   Reel: A-1

Aesop [pseud.].  
The Hypocrite; or, Sketches of American society from a residence of forty years.  
New York, Thomas Fox. 1844  
Wright bibliography number 7.  
   Reel: A-1

Alden, Joseph.  
   Alice Gordon. Or, The uses of orphanages.  
   New York, Harper. [1847]  
   Wright bibliography number 8.  
   Reel: A-1

Alden, Joseph.  
   Elizabeth Benton; or, Religion in connection with fashionable life.  
   New York, Harper. 1846  
   Wright bibliography number 9.  
   Reel: A-1

Alden, Joseph.  
   The lawyer's daughter.  
   New York, Harper. [1847]  
   Wright bibliography number 10.  
   Reel: A-1

Alden, Joseph.  
   The old Revolutioner.  
   [New York, Gates & Stedman]. [1847]  
   Wright bibliography number 11.  
   Reel: A-1

Alden, Joseph.  
   The young schoolmistress.  
   New York, Harper. 1848  
   Wright bibliography number 13.  
   Reel: A-1

Abrams, Albert.  
Scattered leaves from a physician's diary.  
St. Louis, Forthnightly Press Co. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 8.  
   Reel: A-2

Abrams, Albert.  
Transactions of the Antiseptic club.  
New York, E.B. Treat [etc.]. 1895  
Wright bibliography number 9.  
   Reel: A-2

Abrojal, Tulis [pseud.].  
   An index finger.  
   New York, R.F. Fenno & Co. 1898  
   Wright bibliography number 10.  
   Reel: A-2

Aby, Joseph C.  
The tales of Rube Hoffenstein.  
New York, W.B. Smith & Co. [1888]  
Wright bibliography number 11.  
   Reel: A-2
Ackerman, A.W.
   The price of peace. A story of the times of Ahab, king of Israel.
   Chicago, A.C. McClurg and Co. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 12.
   Reel: A-2

Acklan, William Hayes.
   Sterope: the veiled Pleiad.
   Washington, Gibson Bros. 1892
   Wright bibliography number 13.
   Reel: A-2

Adams, Evelyn.
   Is marriage a lottery?.
   New York, E. Adams. 1891
   Wright bibliography number 15; 16547.
   Reel: A-2

Adams, Francis Alexandre.
   The transgressors. Story of a great sin.
   Philadelphia, Independence Pub. Co. [c1900]
   Wright bibliography number 16.
   Reel: A-2

Adams, Francis Colburn.
   Justice in the by-ways.
   New York, Livermore & Rudd. 1856
   Wright bibliography number 10.
   Reel: A-2

Adams, Francis Colburn.
   The life and adventures of Maj. Roger Sherman Potter; together with an accurate…account of his great achievements in politics, diplomacy and war.
   New York, Stanford & Delisser. 1858
   Wright bibliography number 11; by Pheleg Van Trusedale [pseud.].
   Reel: A-2

Adams, Francis Colburn.
   Manuel Pereira; or, The sovereign rule of South Carolina. With views of southern laws, life, and hospitality.
   Washington, Buell & Blanchard. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 12.
   Reel: A-2

Adams, Francis Colburn.
   Our world; or, The slaveholder's daughter.
   New York, Miller, Orton & Mulligan. 1855
   Wright bibliography number 13.
   Reel: A-2

Allen, Elizabeth.
   Sketches of Green Mountain life; with an autobiography of the author.
   Lowell [Mass.] N. L. Dayton. 1846
   Wright bibliography number 14.
   Reel: A-2

[Allen, Hannah (Bowen)].
   Farmer Housten, and the speculator.
   Portland, O.L. Sanborn. 1839
   Wright bibliography number 15.
   Reel: A-2

[Allen, Samuel Adams].
   My own home and fireside: being illustrative of the speculations of Martin Chuzzlewitt and Co., among the "wenom of the walley of Eden."
   Philadelphia, J.W. Moore. 1846
   Wright bibliography number 16; by Syr [pseud.].
   Reel: A-2

[Allston, Washington].
   Monaldi.
   Boston, C.C. Little and J. Brown. 1841
   Wright bibliography number 17.
   Reel: A-2

Ambrose and Eleanor; or, The disinherited pair.
   New York, J.A. Clussman. 1834
   Wright bibliography number 19; by an officer.
   Reel: A-2

Amelia Sherwood; or, Bloody scenes at the California gold mines. With a narrative of the tragic incidents on a voyage to San Francisco.
   New York, C.W. & G.E. Kenworthy. 1849
   Wright bibliography number 23.
   Reel: A-2

Amelia; or, The faithless Briton. An original American novel, founded upon recent facts. To which is added, Amelia; or, Malevolence defeated: and Miss Seward's monody on Major Andre.
   Boston, W. Spotswood, and C.P. Wayne. 1798
   Wright bibliography number 22.
   Reel: A-2

The American bee; a collection of entertaining histories, selected from different authors, and calculated for amusement and instructions.
   Leominster, Mass., Printed by and for C. Prentiss. 1797
   Wright bibliography number 23.
   Reel: A-2

Augur, C.H.
   Half-true tales: stories founded on fiction.
   New York, Puck, Keppler & Schwarzmann. 1891
   Wright bibliography number 168.
   Reel: A-2
Adams, Francis Colburn.
   The Von Toodleburgs; or, The history of a very
distinguished family.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1868
Wright bibliography number 16.
   Reel: A-3

Adams, Harriet A.
   Mrs. J.S. Adams' Allegories of life.
Boston, Lee & Shepard. 1872
Wright bibliography number 18.
   Reel: A-3

[Adams, Henry].
   ...Democracy.
New York, H. Holt & Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 17.
   Reel: A-3

[Adams, Henry].
   ...Esther.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 18; by Frances Snow
Compton.
   Reel: A-3

Adams, Henry Austin.
   Westchester.
St. Louis, B. Herder. 1898
Wright bibliography number 19.
   Reel: A-3

[Adams, James Alonzo].
   Colonel Hungerford's daughter.
Chicago, C.H. Kerr & Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 20; by Grapho [pseud.].
   Reel: A-3

Adams, John Stowell.
   Town and country; or, Life at home and abroad,
without and within us.
Boston, J. Buffum. 1855
Wright bibliography number 19.
   Reel: A-3

[Adams, John Turvill].
   The knight of the golden melice.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1857
Wright bibliography number 20.
   Reel: A-3

Adams, Mary.
   An honorable surrender.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1883
Wright bibliography number 21.
   Reel: A-3

[Adams, Mrs. H.A.].
   Dawn.
Boston, Adams. 1868
Wright bibliography number 17.
   Reel: A-3

Adams, Oscar Fay.
   The archbishop's unguarded moment and other
stories.
Boston, L.C. Page and Co. (Inc.). 1899
Wright bibliography number 22.
   Reel: A-3

Adams, William Taylor.
   Living too fast; or, The confessions of a bank
officer.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1876
Wright bibliography number 23.
   Reel: A-3

Ames, Nathaniel.
   An old sailor's yarns.
New York, G. Dearborn. 1835
Wright bibliography number 27.
   Reel: A-3

[Amory, John H.].
   Alnomuc; or, The golden rule.
Boston, Weeks, Jordan. 1837
Wright bibliography number 28.
   Reel: A-3

[Amory, John H.].
   Old Ironside. First number. The story of a
shipwreck.
Boston, B.B. Mussey. 1837
Wright bibliography number 33.
   Reel: A-3

Anna Archdale; or, The Lowell factory girl. And
other tales.
Boston, F. Gleason. [185?]
Wright bibliography number 36.
   Reel: A-3

Appleton, Emily.
   Alice Mannering: or, The nobleman's son.
Boston, Gleason. 1845
Wright bibliography number 37.
   Reel: A-3

Appleton, Emily.
   The miser's daughter; or, The coined heart.
Boston, Gleason. 1846
Wright bibliography number 38.
   Reel: A-3

Appleton, Jane Sophia.
   Voices from the Kenduskeag.
Bangor, D. Bugbee. 1848
Wright bibliography number 39; ed. by Mrs. Jane
Sophia Appleton and Mrs. Cornelia Crosby Barrett.
   Reel: A-3

Arden, the unfortunate stranger, who was tried for the
murder of Miss Harriet Finch.
New York, J. Broderick. 1822
Wright bibliography number 40.
   Reel: A-3
Arden, the unfortunate stranger, who was tried for the murder of Miss Harriet Finch...To which is added, Glenwar, the Scottish bandit. Interspersed with original poetry, by an Etonian.
Philadelphia, F. Scott. 1827
Wright bibliography number 43.
Reel: A-3

Argus [pseud.].
A tale of Lowell. Norton: or, The lights and shades of a factory village: wherein are developed some of the secret incidents in the history of Lowell. Lowell, "Vox Populi Office.". 1849
Wright bibliography number 45.
Reel: A-3

Armstrong, Arthur.
The mariner of the mines; or, The maid of the monastery.
Boston, F. Gleason, at the Flag of Our Union Office. [18507]
Wright bibliography number 46.
Reel: A-3

Arrington, Alfred W.
The desperadoes of the South-West; containing an account of the Cane-Hill Murders, together with the lives of several of the most notorious regulators and moderators of that region.
New York, W.H. Graham. 1847
Wright bibliography number 47; by Charles Summerfield [pseud.].
Reel: A-3

Arrington, Alfred W.
Duelists and duelling in the South-West. With sketches of southern life. Being the second and concluding part of "The desperadoes of the South-West."
New York, W.H. Graham [etc.]. 1847
Wright bibliography number 50; by Charles Summerfield [pseud.].
Reel: A-3

[Adams, John Turvill].
The lost hunter.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1856
Wright bibliography number 21.
Reel: A-4

[Adams, Nehemiah].
Bertha and her baptism.
Boston, S.K. Whipple. 1857
Wright bibliography number 22.
Reel: A-4

[Adams, Nehemiah].
Catharine.
Boston, J.E. Tilton. 1859
Wright bibliography number 23.
Reel: A-4

Adams, William Taylor.
The sable cloud: a Southern tale, with Northern comments.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1861
Wright bibliography number 24.
Reel: A-4

Adams, William Taylor.
Hatchie, the guardian slave; or, The heiress of Bellevue.
Boston, B.B. Mussey. 1853
Wright bibliography number 25; by Warren T. Ashton [pseud.].
Reel: A-4

Adams, William Taylor.
In doors and out; or, Views from the chimney corner.
Boston, Brown, Bazin. [c1854]
Wright bibliography number 26; by Oliver Optic [pseud.].
Reel: A-4

Ade, George.
Artie.
Chicago, H.S. Stone & Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 24.
Reel: A-4

Ade, George.
Doc Horne.
Chicago and New York, H. S. Stone and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 25.
Reel: A-4

Ade, George.
Fables in slang.
Chicago, H.S. Stone. 1900
Wright bibliography number 26.
Reel: A-4

Ade, George.
More fables.
Chicago & New York, H.S. Stone and Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 27.
Reel: A-4

Ade, George.
Pink Marsh.
Chicago & New York, H.S. Stone and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 28.
Reel: A-4

Adler, Cyrus.
Told in the coffee house. Turkish tales. Collected and done into English by Cyrus Adler and Allan Ramsay.
Wright bibliography number 29.
Reel: A-4
[Adolph, Anna].
  Arqtiq: a study of the marvels at the North Pole.
  [Oakland, Calif., Carruth & Carruth, printers];
  published for the author. 1899
  Wright bibliography number 30.
  Reel: A-4

Affery, Charles.
  Misled.
  Wright bibliography number 31.
  Reel: A-4

Agnew, Cora.
  Peerless Cathleen; or, The stolen casket.
  New York, G.W. Carleton. 1883
  Wright bibliography number 32.
  Reel: A-4

Agnus, Felix.
  A woman of war, and other stories.
  Baltimore, The American Job Printing Office. 1895
  Wright bibliography number 33.
  Reel: A-4

Arrington, Alfred W.
  Illustrated lives and adventures of the desperadoes
  of the new world: containing an account of the
  different modes of lynching; the Cane Hill murders;
  the victims.
  Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1849]
  Wright bibliography number 51; by Charles
  Summerfield [pseud.].
  Reel: A-4

Arrington, Alfred W.
  The lives and adventures of the desperadoes of the
  South-West: containing an account of the
dueling; together with the lives of several of the most
  notorious regulators and moderators of that region.
  New York, W.H. Graham. 1849
  Wright bibliography number 52; by Charles
  Summerfield [pseud.].
  Reel: A-4

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
  Agnes; or, The possessed.
  Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1848]
  Wright bibliography number 53.
  Reel: A-4

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
  All for the best; or, The old peppermint man.
  Boston, Crosby & Nichols. 1850
  Wright bibliography number 54.
  Reel: A-4

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
  Anna Milnor: the young lady who was not
  punctual, and other tales.
  New York, E. Ferrett. 1845
  Wright bibliography number 55.
  Reel: A-4

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
  The beautiful widow.
  Philadelphia, Carey and Hart. 1847
  Wright bibliography number 56.
  Reel: A-4

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
  Bell Martin; or, The heiress.
  Philadelphia, Burgess & Zieber. 1843
  Wright bibliography number 57.
  Reel: A-4

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
  Cecilia Howard: or, The young lady who had
  finished her education.
  New York, J. Allen. 1844
  Wright bibliography number 61.
  Reel: A-4

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
  A Christmas box for the sons and daughters of
  temperance.
  Philadelphia, W. Sloanaker. 1847
  Wright bibliography number 62.
  Reel: A-4

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
  The club room, and other temperance tales.
  Philadelphia, E. Ferrett. 1845
  Wright bibliography number 63.
  Reel: A-4

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
  Debtor and creditor.
  New York, Baker & Scribner. 1848
  Wright bibliography number 64.
  Reel: A-4

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
  The debtor's daughter; or, Life and its changes.
  Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1850]
  Wright bibliography number 68.
  Reel: A-4

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
  The divorced wife.
  Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1850]
  Wright bibliography number 69.
  Reel: A-4

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
  Family pride; or, The palace and the poor house.
  Philadelphia, Lindsay & Blakiston. 1844
  Wright bibliography number 70.
  Reel: A-4

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
  Fanny Dale; or, The first year after marriage.
  Philadelphia, Burgess & Zieber. 1843
  Wright bibliography number 76.
  Reel: A-4
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Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Golden grains from life's harvest field.
Philadelphia, J.W. Bradley. 1850
Wright bibliography number 80.
Reel: A-4

Adams, William Taylor.
The way of the world.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1867
Wright bibliography number 27.
Reel: A-5

Addison, Alvin.
Ellen Walton; or, The villain and his victims.
Cincinnati, H.M. Rulison. 1855
Wright bibliography number 27A.
Reel: A-5

Addison, Alvin.
Eveline Mandeville.
Cincinnati, U. P. James. [c1837]
Wright bibliography number 28.
Reel: A-5

The adopted daughter; or, The trials of Sabra.
Ogdensburg [N.Y.] Hitchcock, Tillotson & Stilwell. 1858
Wright bibliography number 29.
Reel: A-5

Agnes Arlington; or, Life, times, troubles, tribulations, and sad end of Agnes Arlington, the cotton planter's daughter...an autobiographical narrative.
Baltimore, A.R. Orton. 1854
Wright bibliography number 30A; ed. by Rev. A.R.B.
Reel: A-5

Aiken, Clementine Edith.
The days we live in.
Boston, W.F. Brown & Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 31.
Reel: A-5

Albert, Bessie.
How Bob and I kept house.
New York, The Authors' Pub. Co. [c1880]
Wright bibliography number 32.
Reel: A-5

Alcott, Louisa May.
Hospital sketches.
Boston, J. Redpath. 1863
Wright bibliography number 33.
Reel: A-5

Alcott, Louisa May.
Hospital sketches and Camp and fireside stories.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1869
Wright bibliography number 34.
Reel: A-5

Alcott, Louisa May.
... A modern Mephistopheles.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1877
Wright bibliography number 35.
Reel: A-5

Alcott, Louisa May.
A modern Mephistopheles, and A whisper in the dark.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1889
Wright bibliography number 36.
Reel: A-5

Alcott, Louisa May.
Moods.
Boston, Loring. [c1864]
Wright bibliography number 37.
Reel: A-5

Alcott, Louisa May.
On picket duty, and Other tales.
Boston, J. Redpath. [c1864]
Wright bibliography number 38.
Reel: A-5

Alden, Isabella (MacDonald).
Aunt Hanna and Martha and John.
Boston, D. Lothrop. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 39; by Pansy (Mrs. G.R. Alden and Mrs. C.M. Livingston).
Reel: A-5

Alden, Isabella (MacDonald).
By way of the wilderness.
Boston, Lothrop Pub. Co. [1899]
Wright bibliography number 40; by "Pansy" (Mrs. G.R. Alden and Mrs. C.M. Livingston).
Reel: A-5

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The heiress.
Philadelphia, E. Ferrett. 1845
Wright bibliography number 41.
Reel: A-5

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Hints and helps for the home circle; or, The mother's friend.
New York, J. Allen. 1844
Wright bibliography number 42; by Mary Elmwood [pseud.].
Reel: A-5

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Hiram Elwood, the banker; or, "Like father, like son."
New York, J. Allen. 1844
Wright bibliography number 43.
Reel: A-5
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Illustrated temperance tales.
Philadelphia, J.W. Bradley. 1850
Wright bibliography number 87; with an autobiography, and a portrait of the author.
Reel: A-5

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Insubordination.
New York, S. Colman [etc.]. 1841
Wright bibliography number 88.
Reel: A-5

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Keeping up appearances; or, A tale for the rich and poor.
New York, Baker & Scribner. 1847
Wright bibliography number 91.
Reel: A-5

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The lady at home; or, Leaves from the every-day book of an American woman.
New York, J. Allen. 1844
Wright bibliography number 96; by Mrs. Mary Elmwood [pseud.].
Reel: A-5

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The lady's fair, How to be a gentleman; and other tales.
Philadelphia, Godey & McMichael. 1843
Wright bibliography number 95.
Reel: A-5

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The little pilgrims: a sequel to The tailor's apprentice.
Philadelphia, Godey & McMichael. 1843
Wright bibliography number 99.
Reel: A-5

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The lost children: a temperance tale.
New York, Oliver & Bro. 1848
Wright bibliography number 100.
Reel: A-5

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Love in a cottage.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1848]
Wright bibliography number 101.
Reel: A-5

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Love in high life.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1849]
Wright bibliography number 102.
Reel: A-5

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Lovers and husbands.
New York, Harper. 1845
Wright bibliography number 103.
Reel: A-5

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Madeline; or A daughter's love, and other tales.
Philadelphia, H.F. Anners. [1845]
Wright bibliography number 109.
Reel: A-5

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The maiden.
Philadelphia, E. Ferrett. 1845
Wright bibliography number 110.
Reel: A-5

Alcott, Louisa May.
Work.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1873
Wright bibliography number 34.
Reel: A-6

Alden, Isabella (MacDonald).
John Remington, martyr.
Boston, D. Lothrop. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 40; by Mrs. G.R. Alden (Pansy) and Mrs. C.M. Livingston.
Reel: A-6

Alden, Isabella (MacDonald).
Missent; or, The story of a letter.
Boston, Lothrop Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 41; by "Pansy" (Mrs. G.R. Alden).
Reel: A-6

Alden, William Livingston.
Domestic explosives, and other sixth column fancies.
New York, Lovell, Adam, Wesson. 1877
Wright bibliography number 42; (from The New York Times).
Reel: A-6

Alden, William Livingston.
Shooting stars as observed from the "sixth column" of the Times.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1878
Wright bibliography number 43.
Reel: A-6

Alden, William Livingston.
Told by the colonel.
New York. J.S. Tait. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 44.
Reel: A-6

Aldrich, Anne Reeve.
The feet of love.
New York, Worthington Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 45.
Reel: A-6

Aldrich, Anne Reeve.
Gabriel Lusk.
New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1894
Wright bibliography number 46.
Reel: A-6
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Aldrich, Anne Reeve.
A village Ophelia.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 47.
Reel: A-6

Aldrich, Thomas Bailey.
Daisy's necklace: and what came of it.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1857
Wright bibliography number 35.
Reel: A-6

Aldrich, Thomas Bailey.
The little violinist.
[Cambridge, University Press, J. Wilson], 1880
Wright bibliography number 48; reprinted with the
author's permission, and sold at the Fair of the
Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Children.
Reel: A-6

Aldrich, Thomas Bailey.
Marjorie Daw, and Other people.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1873
Wright bibliography number 36.
Reel: A-6

Aldrich, Thomas Bailey.
Out of his head.
New York, Carleton. 1862
Wright bibliography number 37.
Reel: A-6

Aldrich, Thomas Bailey.
Pere Antoine's date palm.
Cambridge, Welch, Bigelow. 1866
Wright bibliography number 38.
Reel: A-6

Aldrich, Thomas Bailey.
Prudence Palfrey.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1874
Wright bibliography number 39.
Reel: A-6

Aleck and Pete; or "The hand of the diligent maketh
rich."
St. Louis, S.W. Book and Pub. Co. 1870
Wright bibliography number 40.
Reel: A-6

Aleth [pseud.].
Ernestin; or, The heart's longing.
New York, Stanford & Delisser. 1858
Wright bibliography number 41.
Reel: A-6

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Making a sensation, and other tales.
Philadelphia, Godey & McMichael [etc.]. 1843
Wright bibliography number 113.
Reel: A-6

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Making haste to be rich; or, The temptation and
fall.
New York, Baker & Scribner. 1848
Wright bibliography number 114.
Reel: A-6

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Married and single; or, Marriage and celibacy
contrasted, in a series of domestic pictures.
New York, Harper. 1845
Wright bibliography number 116.
Reel: A-6

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The martyr wife.
New York, J. Allen. 1844
Wright bibliography number 122.
Reel: A-6

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Mary Ellis; or the runaway match.
Philadelphia, H.F. Anners. [1850]
Wright bibliography number 125.
Reel: A-6

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Mary Moreton; or, The broken promise.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1849]
Wright bibliography number 126.
Reel: A-6

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The mother.
Philadelphia, E. Ferrett. 1846
Wright bibliography number 127.
Reel: A-6

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The orphan children.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1850]
Wright bibliography number 133.
Reel: A-6

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Our children: how shall we have them? Also,
Keeping it up, and the problem, by James Nack.
New York, Brognard. 1850
Wright bibliography number 134.
Reel: A-6

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Pride and prudence; or, The married sisters.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1850]
Wright bibliography number 135.
Reel: A-6

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Pride or principle, which makes the lady?.
Philadelphia, R.G. Berford. 1844
Wright bibliography number 136.
Reel: A-6
Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Prose fictions. Written for the illustration of true principles, in their bearing upon every-day life.
Philadelphia, G.B. Zieber. 1844
Wright bibliography number 143.
Reel: A-6

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Random recollections of an old doctor.
Baltimore, W. Taylor. 1846
Wright bibliography number 144.
Reel: A-6

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Retiring from business: or, The rich man’s error.
New York, Baker & Scribner. 1848
Wright bibliography number 145.
Reel: A-6

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Riches have wings; or, A tale for the rich and poor.
New York, Baker & Scribner. 1847
Wright bibliography number 148.
Reel: A-6

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Rising in the world; or, A tale for the rich and poor.
New York, Baker & Scribner. 1848
Wright bibliography number 150.
Reel: A-6

Aldrich, Thomas Bailey.
...Marjorie Daw, and other stories.
Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 49.
Reel: A-7

Aldrich, Thomas Bailey.
A midnight fantasy, and The little violinist.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co., late Ticknor & Fields, and Fields, Osgood & Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 50.
Reel: A-7

Aldrich, Thomas Bailey.
Miss Mehetabel's son.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 51.
Reel: A-7

Aldrich, Thomas Bailey.
... The queen of Sheba.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 52.
Reel: A-7

Aldrich, Thomas Bailey.
A Rivermouth romance.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 53.
Reel: A-7

Aldrich, Thomas Bailey.
The Stillwater tragedy.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 54.
Reel: A-7

Aldrich, Thomas Bailey.
Two bites at a cherry, with other tales.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 55.
Reel: A-7

[Alexander, Charles Wesley].
Angel Agnes; or, The heroine of the Yellow Fever plague in Shreveport.
Philadelphia, Old Franklin Pub. House. c1873
Wright bibliography number 42; by Wesley Bradshaw [pseud.].
Reel: A-7

[Alexander, Charles Wesley].
The angel of the battle-field.
New York, American News Co. 1865
Wright bibliography number 43; by Wesley Bradshaw [pseud.].
Reel: A-7

[Alexander, Charles Wesley].
The baby on the door step; or, A rich jealous woman's revenge. How she broke up the happy home of her rival, and her terrible punishment when detected.
Philadelphia, Old Franklin Pub. House. c1886
Wright bibliography number 56.
Reel: A-7

[Alexander, Charles Wesley].
Bertha Barton, the boat builder's daughter: the most lucky high school girl of this city, who rescued Sir George Gaunt during the great yacht race between the Puritan and Genesta and was afterwards married by him.
Philadelphia, Old Franklin Pub. House. c1886
Wright bibliography number 57; edited by Wellesley Bradshaw [pseud.].
Reel: A-7

[Alexander, Charles Wesley].
Brigham Young's daughter: a most thrilling narrative of her escape from Utah with her intended husband.
Philadelphia, C.W. Alexander. [c1870]
Wright bibliography number 44.
Reel: A-7

[Alexander, Charles Wesley].
Carrie Clancy, the heroine of the Atlantic. A full account of the services which this noble young lady, who is a poor fisherman's daughter, rendered on the occasion of the wreck of the Atlantic on the Nova Scotian coast.
Philadelphia, Old Franklin Pub. House. c1873
Wright bibliography number 45.
Reel: A-7
[Alexander, Charles Wesley].
General Sherman's Indian spy: a singularly thrilling narrative of Wenonah...Scouting from Atlanta through Georgia and South Carolina.
Philadelphia, C.W. Alexander. c1865
Wright bibliography number 46; by Wesley Bradshaw [pseud.].
Reel: A-7

[Alexander, Charles Wesley].
Mattie Stephenson, the sweet young martyr of Memphis.
Philadelphia, Old Franklin Pub. House. c1873
Wright bibliography number 45A.
Reel: A-7

[Alexander, Charles Wesley].
Maud of the Mississippi. A companion to Pauline of the Potomac.
Philadelphia, C.W. Alexander. c1863
Wright bibliography number 47; by Wesley Bradshaw [pseud.].
Reel: A-7

[Alexander, Charles Wesley].
Only a mill girl! Or, Vinnie Roche's sad fate. A true and touching account of "The beauty of Glendale Silk Mill." How she was cruelly betrayed by the son of a wealthy mill owner. Sent to America and cast adrift among strangers!.
Philadelphia, Old Franklin Pub. House. c1879
Wright bibliography number 58.
Reel: A-7

[Alexander, Charles Wesley].
Pauline of the Potomac; or, General McClellan's spy.
Philadelphia, Barclay. c1862
Wright bibliography number 48.
Reel: A-7

[Alexander, Charles Wesley].
The picket slayer: the most thrilling story of the War.
Philadelphia, Alexander. c1863
Wright bibliography number 49; by Wesley Bradshaw [pseud.].
Reel: A-7

[Alexander, Charles Wesley].
Poor Lizzie Lee, another victim of the notorious Madam La Farge. The full history of how a beautiful New York heiress was induced to elope with her father's coachman.
Philadelphia, Old Franklin Pub. House. c1872
Wright bibliography number 50; edited by Wesley Bradshaw [pseud.].
Reel: A-7

[Alexander, Charles Wesley].
Washington's vision.
Philadelphia, C.W. Alexander. [c1864]
Wright bibliography number 51.
Reel: A-7

Alexander, Matilda (Greathouse).
Going West; or, Homes for the homeless.
Indianapolis, Carlton & Hollenbeck. 1881
Wright bibliography number 60.
Reel: A-7

[Alexander, O.C.].
The hermit of Aleova: or, The shepherd girl's triumph.
By Rob. Rapler [pseud.] Albany, J. Munsell. 1857
Wright bibliography number 52A.
Reel: A-7

Alfredus [pseud.].
The needle-woman.
[Boston], 1871
Wright bibliography number 52B.
Reel: A-7

Alger, Horatio, Jr.
Bertha's Christmas vision.
Boston, Brown, Bazin. 1856
Wright bibliography number 53.
Reel: A-7

Alger, Horatio, Jr.
Timothy Crump's ward.
Boston, Loring. 1866
Wright bibliography number 54.
Reel: A-7

Alice Granger: a tale of the West.
Cincinnati, I. Hart. 1852
Wright bibliography number 55; by a lady.
Reel: A-7

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The ruined family and other tales.
Philadelphia, Godey & McMichael. 1843
Wright bibliography number 151.
Reel: A-7

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The ruined gamester; or, Two eras in my life.
Philadelphia, H.F. Anners. [1842]
Wright bibliography number 152.
Reel: A-7

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The seamstress.
Philadelphia, R.G. Berford. 1843
Wright bibliography number 153.
Reel: A-7

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Six nights with the Washingtonians: a series of temperance tales.
New York, E. Ferrett. [1842]
Wright bibliography number 154.
Reel: A-7
American Fiction, 1774-1910  
Reel Listing

Arthur, Timothy Shay.  
Sketches of life and character.  
Philadelphia, J. W. Bradley. 1850  
Wright bibliography number 162.  
Reel: A-7

Arthur, Timothy Shay.  
The stolen wife.  
Philadelphia, R.G. Berford. 1843  
Wright bibliography number 163.  
Reel: A-7

Arthur, Timothy Shay.  
Sweethearts and wives; or, Before and after marriage.  
New York, Harper. 1843  
Wright bibliography number 164.  
Reel: A-7

Arthur, Timothy Shay.  
The tailor's apprentice.  
Philadelphia, Godey & McMichael. 1843  
Wright bibliography number 171.  
Reel: A-7

Arthur, Timothy Shay.  
The three eras in a woman's life. The maiden, wife and mother.  
Philadelphia, H.F. Anners. 1848  
Wright bibliography number 174.  
Reel: A-7

Arthur, Timothy Shay.  
Tired of housekeeping.  
New York, D. Appleton. [1842]  
Wright bibliography number 175.  
Reel: A-7

Alexander, Matilda (Greathouse).  
Worth wins.  
St. Louis, Commercial Printing Co. 1882  
Wright bibliography number 61.  
Reel: A-8

Alexander, Sigmund Bowman.  
A moral blot.  
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1894  
Wright bibliography number 62.  
Reel: A-8

Alexander, Sigmund Bowman.  
Ten of us.  
Boston, Laughton, Macdonald & Co. [c1887]  
Wright bibliography number 63.  
Reel: A-8

Alexander, Sigmund Bowman.  
The veiled beyond.  
New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1888]  
Wright bibliography number 64.  
Reel: A-8

Aligatchie [pseud.].  
Seen and unseen.  
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1876  
Wright bibliography number 65.  
Reel: A-8

Aliunde; or, Love ventures.  
New York, C.P. Somerby. 1877  
Wright bibliography number 66.  
Reel: A-8

All for her; or, St. Jude's assistant.  
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1877  
Wright bibliography number 67; by...?  
Reel: A-8

Allen, Martha.  
Day-dreams.  
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1852  
Wright bibliography number 56.  
Reel: A-8

Ames, Eleanor Maria (Easterbrook).  
Up Broadway, and its sequel.  
New York, Carleton. 1870  
Wright bibliography number 57; by Eleanor Kirk [pseud.].  
Reel: A-8

Ames, Mary (Clemmer).  
Eirene; or, A woman's right.  
New York, Putnam. 1871  
Wright bibliography number 58.  
Reel: A-8

Ames, Mary (Clemmer).  
His two wives.  
New York, Hurd and Houghton. 1875  
Wright bibliography number 59.  
Reel: A-8

Ames, Mary (Clemmer).  
Victoire.  
New York, Carleton. 1864  
Wright bibliography number 60.  
Reel: A-8

The amorous intrigues and adventures of Aaron Burr.  
New York, Pub. For the proprietors. [ca. 1861]  
Wright bibliography number 61.  
Reel: A-8

Arthur, Timothy Shay.  
Temperance tales.  
Philadelphia, Godey & McMichael. 1843  
Wright bibliography number 172.  
Reel: A-8

Arthur, Timothy Shay.  
True riches; or, Wealth without wings.  
Philadelphia, J.W. Bradley. 1852  
Wright bibliography number 179.  
Reel: A-8
Arthur, Timothy Shay.
   The two brides.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1850]
Wright bibliography number 180.
Reel: A-8

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
   The two husbands, and other tales.
Philadelphia, E. Ferrett. 1845
Wright bibliography number 181.
Reel: A-8

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
   The two merchants; or, Solvent and insolvent.
Philadelphia, Burgess & Zieber. 1843
Wright bibliography number 182.
Reel: A-8

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
   The village doctors, and other tales.
Philadelphia, Godey & McMichael. 1843
Wright bibliography number 184.
Reel: A-8

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
   The wife: a story for my young country-women.
Philadelphia, E. Ferrett. 1845
Wright bibliography number 185.
Reel: A-8

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
   The young artist; or, The dream of Italy.
New York, M.W. Dodd. 1850
Wright bibliography number 188.
Reel: A-8

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
   The young music teacher, and other tales.
Philadelphia, H.F. Anners. 1847
Wright bibliography number 189.
Reel: A-8

Ashby, Professor.
   Helen Howard, or The bankrupt and broker.
Boston, F. Gleason. 1845
Wright bibliography number 191.
Reel: A-8

Ashby, Professor.
   Viola; the redeemed.
Boston, Gleason. 1845
Wright bibliography number 192.
Reel: A-8

Ashland, Aria.
   Muscom: or, Faith Campbell.
Boston, Hotchkiss. 1848
Wright bibliography number 193.
Reel: A-8

Asmodeus [pseud.].
   Sharps and flats; or, The perils of city life. Being
the adventures of one who lived by his wits.
Boston, W. Berry. [1850]
Wright bibliography number 194.
Reel: A-8

The Atlantic club-book: being sketches in prose and
verse, by various authors.
New York, Harper. 1834
Wright bibliography number 195.
Reel: A-8

Austin, Charles.
   Frank Marston; or, The queen of the May.
Boston, Gleason. 1847
Wright bibliography number 197.
Reel: A-8

Autobiography of a reformed drunkard; or, Letters
and recollections of an inmate of the Alms-house.
[Norwich, Conn.] Philadelphia, Griffith and Simon
[etc.]. 1845
Wright bibliography number 198.
Reel: A-8

Averill, Charles E.
   The cholera-field; or, The plague spreaders of
New-York.
Boston, G.H. Williams. 1850
Wright bibliography number 199.
Reel: A-8

Averill, Charles E.
   The corsair king, or, The blue water rovers.
Boston, F. Gleason. 1847
Wright bibliography number 200.
Reel: A-8

A[llderice], E[lizabeth] W[inslow].
   Heart's delight.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1879
Wright bibliography number 70.
Reel: A-9

All for him.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1877
Wright bibliography number 68; by…?.
Reel: A-9

All on account of Eliza.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1881
Wright bibliography number 69.
Reel: A-9

Allen, Alfred.
   The heart of Don Vega.
Westerly, R.I., G.G. Champlin. 1888
Wright bibliography number 71.
Reel: A-9
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

[Allen, Elizabeth Ann (Chase) Akers].
   The triangular society. Leaves from the life of a Portland family.
   Portland, Hoyt, Fogg & Donham. 1886
   Wright bibliography number 72.
   Reel: A-9

Allen, Frank Waller.
   My ships aground.
   [n.p.]. [n.d.]
   Wright bibliography number 73.
   Reel: A-9

[Allen, Henry Francis].
   The key of industrial co-operative government.
   St. Louis, The Author. 1886
   Wright bibliography number 74; by Pruning Knife [pseud.].
   Reel: A-9

[Allen, Henry Francis].
   St. Louis, The Monitor Pub. Co. 1891
   Wright bibliography number 75; by Pruning Knife [pseud.].
   Reel: A-9

Allen, James Lane.
   Aftermath. Part second of "A Kentucky cardinal."
   New York, Harper & Bros. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 76.
   Reel: A-9

Anderson, Florence.
   Zenaida.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1858
   Wright bibliography number 62.
   Reel: A-9

Annals of the Empire City, from its Colonial days to the present.
   New York, J.F. Trow. 1852
   Wright bibliography number 64; by a New-Yorker.
   Tale 1: The Quadroon; or New-York under the English.
   Reel: A-9

Appell, Theron B.
   Belshazzar; or, The fall of Babylon.
   New Haven, Tuttle, Morehouse & Taylor. 1861
   Wright bibliography number 65.
   Reel: A-9

Appell, Theron B.
   The knight of Castille.
   New Haven, Tuttle, Morehouse & Taylor. 1862
   Wright bibliography number 66.
   Reel: A-9

The Arch fiend; or, The life, confession, and execution of Green H. Long…Who was a member of that celebrated gang, known as the "Banditti of the West".
   Wright bibliography number 67.
   Reel: A-9

[Archer, George W.].
   Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1872
   Wright bibliography number 68; by Hesper Bendbow [pseud.].
   Reel: A-9

Archibald Cameron; or, Heart's trials.
   New York, Scribner. 1852
   Wright bibliography number 69.
   Reel: A-9

Argyle, Anna [pseud.].
   The Cecilias; or, The force of circumstances.
   New York, American News Co. 1866
   Wright bibliography number 70.
   Reel: A-9

Argyle, Anna [pseud.].
   The general's daughter. Being a sequel to "The Cecilias."
   New York, American News Co. 1869
   Wright bibliography number 71.
   Reel: A-9

Argyle, Anna [pseud.].
   Money and marriage.
   New York, S. & A. Hoyt. 1862
   Wright bibliography number 72.
   Reel: A-9

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
   The two sisters; or, Life's changes.
   Philadelphia, G.B. Zieber. 1844
   Wright bibliography number 183.
   Reel: A-9

Averill, Charles E.
   Kit Carson, the prince of the gold hunters; or, The adventures of the Sacramento.
   Boston, G.C. Williams. 1849
   Wright bibliography number 202.
   Reel: A-9

Averill, Charles E.
   Life in California; or, The treasure seekers' expedition. A sequel to Kit Carson.
   Boston, G.H. Williams. [1849]
   Wright bibliography number 203.
   Reel: A-9
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Averill, Charles E.
The Mexican ranchero; or, The maid of the chapparal.
Boston, Gleason. 1847
Wright bibliography number 206.
Reel: A-9

Averill, Charles E.
The pirates of Cape Ann; or, The freebooter's foe.
Boston, Gleason. [1848]
Wright bibliography number 208.
Reel: A-9

Averill, Charles E.
The secret service ship; or, The fall of San Juan d'Ulloa.
Boston, Gleason. 1848
Wright bibliography number 209.
Reel: A-9

Averill, Charles E.
The secrets of the high seas; or, The mysterious wreck in the Gulf Stream.
Boston, G.H. Williams. 1849
Wright bibliography number 211.
Reel: A-9

Averill, Charles E.
The secrets of the twin cities; or, The great metropolis unmasked.
Boston, G. H. Williams. 1849
Wright bibliography number 212.
Reel: A-9

Averill, Charles E.
The wanderers; or, The haunted nobleman.
Boston, Gleason. [1848]
Wright bibliography number 213.
Reel: A-9

Averill, Charles E.
The wreckers; or, The ship-plunderers of Barnegat.
Boston, Gleason. 1848
Wright bibliography number 214.
Reel: A-9

Aztec revelations; or, Leaves from the life of the fate-doomed. An autobiography of an early adventurer in Mexico.
Oquawaka, Ill., J.B. & E.H.N. Patterson. 1849
Wright bibliography number 215; Tr. by an officer of the army.
Reel: A-9

Allen, James Lane.
The choir invisible.
New York and London. The Macmillan Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 77.
Reel: A-10

Allen, James Lane.
Flute and violin, and other Kentucky tales and romances.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1891
Wright bibliography number 78.
Reel: A-10

Allen, James Lane.
John Gray.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1893
Wright bibliography number 79.
Reel: A-10

Allen, James Lane.
A Kentucky cardinal.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1895
Wright bibliography number 80.
Reel: A-10

Allen, James Lane.
Summer in Arcady.
Wright bibliography number 82.
Reel: A-10

Allen, James Lane.
Two gentlemen of Kentucky.
Wright bibliography number 83.
Reel: A-10

[Allen, Linda Marguerite Sangree].
The devil and I.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1889
Wright bibliography number 84.
Reel: A-10

Argyle, Anna [pseud.].
Olive Lacey.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1874
Wright bibliography number 73.
Reel: A-10

Argyle, Archie [pseud.].
Cupid's album.
New York, M. Doolady. 1866
Wright bibliography number 74.
Reel: A-10

Armstrong, Henry S.
Trifles for the Christmas holidays.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1869
Wright bibliography number 75.
Reel: A-10
[Armstrong, William H.].
Red-tape and pigeon-hole generals as seen from the ranks during a campaign in the Army of the Potomac.
New York, Carleton. 1864
Wright bibliography number 76; by a citizen-soldier.
Reel: A-10

Arnold, Alexander Streeter.
The Benson family.
Central Falls, R.I., E.L. Freeman. 1869
Wright bibliography number 77.
Reel: A-10

Arnold, August C.L.
The signet of King Solomon; or, The Templar's daughter. To which is added, A memoir of Elizabeth Aldworth, or The female Freemason.
New York, Macoy & Sickels. 1860
Wright bibliography number 78.
Reel: A-10

Arrest, confession and suicide of Almira Cathcart, who...was arrested last week in Cincinnati. And, after writing her confession...poisoned herself.
Philadelphia, C.W. Alexander. c1869
Wright bibliography number 79.
Reel: A-10

[Allen, Linda Marguerite Sangree].
Florine: or, The inner life of one of the "four hundred.".
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1891
Wright bibliography number 85.
Reel: A-11

[Allen, Linda Marguerite Sangree].
Mignonnette.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1885
Wright bibliography number 86; by Sangree [pseud.].
Reel: A-11

Allen, Luman.
Dane Walraven.
Chicago, Donohue, Henneberry & Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 87.
Reel: A-11

Allen, Luman.
Lucia Lascar.
Chicago, Donohue, Henneberry & Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 88.
Reel: A-11

Allen, Richard.
Miss Eaton's romance.
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 89.
Reel: A-11

Allerton, James Martin.
Hawk's Nest; or, The last of the Cahoonshees.
Port Jervis, N.Y., The Gazette Book & Job Print. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 90.
Reel: A-11

[Allison, Charles Henry].
Jones and Brown; or, Value and waste.
San Francisco, Allison, Neff & Co. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 91; by John Paul [pseud.].
Reel: A-11

Arrington, Alfred W.
The rangers and regulators of the Tanaha; or, Life among the lawless.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. [c1856]
Wright bibliography number 80; by Charles Summerfield [pseud.].
Reel: A-11

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
After a shadow, and other stories.
New York, Sheldon. [c1868]
Wright bibliography number 82.
Reel: A-11

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
After the storm.
Philadelphia, J.E. Potter. [c1868]
Wright bibliography number 83.
Reel: A-11

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The Allen house; or, Twenty years ago and now.
Philadelphia, J.E. Potter. [c1860]
Wright bibliography number 84.
Reel: A-11

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
All's for the best.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1869
Wright bibliography number 83A.
Reel: A-11

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The angel and the demon.
Philadelphia, J.W. Bradley. 1860
Wright bibliography number 85.
Reel: A-11

Allyn, Eunice Gibbs.
One thousand smiles.
[ Dubuque, Iowa, M.S. Hardie]. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 92; [2d ed.].
Reel: A-12

[Altgeld, Emma F.].
Sarah's choice; or, The Norton family.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. c1887
Wright bibliography number 93.
Reel: A-12
Altsheler, Joseph Alexander.  
A herald of the West.  
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1898  
Wright bibliography number 94.  
Reel: A-12

Altsheler, Joseph Alexander.  
The hidden mine.  
New York, J.S. Tait & Sons. [c1896]  
Wright bibliography number 95.  
Reel: A-12

Altsheler, Joseph Alexander.  
In circling camps.  
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 96.  
Reel: A-12

Altsheler, Joseph Alexander.  
In hostile red.  
New York, Doubleday, Page and Co. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 97.  
Reel: A-12

Altsheler, Joseph Alexander.  
The last rebel.  
Philadelphia & London, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 98.  
Reel: A-12

Altsheler, Joseph Alexander.  
The rainbow of gold.  
New York, Continental Pub. Co. 1898  
Wright bibliography number 99.  
Reel: A-12

Arthur, Timothy Shay.  
The angel of the household.  
Philadelphia, J.W. Bradley. 1854  
Wright bibliography number 86.  
Reel: A-12

Arthur, Timothy Shay.  
Before and after the election; or, The political experiences of Mr. Patrick Murphy.  
Philadelphia, J.W. Bradley. 1853  
Wright bibliography number 87.  
Reel: A-12

Arthur, Timothy Shay.  
Cast adrift.  
Philadelphia, J.M. Stoddart. 1873  
Wright bibliography number 88.  
Reel: A-12

Arthur, Timothy Shay.  
Danger; or, Wounded in the house of a friend.  
Wright bibliography number 90.  
Reel: A-12

Altsheler, Joseph Alexander.  
A soldier of Manhattan, and his adventures at Ticonderoga and Quebec.  
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1897  
Wright bibliography number 100.  
Reel: A-13

Altsheler, Joseph Alexander.  
The sun of Saratoga.  
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1897  
Wright bibliography number 101.  
Reel: A-13

American coin.  
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1889  
Wright bibliography number 102; by the author of "Aristocracy.".  
Reel: A-13

Ames, Eleanor Maria (Easterbrook).  
Libra.  
Brooklyn, E. Kirk. [1896]  
Wright bibliography number 103; by Eleanor Kirk [pseud.].  
Reel: A-13

[Andersen, Mary E.].  
The merchant's wife; or, He blundered. A political romance of our own day, and other miscellanies.  
Boston, The Author. 1876  
Wright bibliography number 104; By "A Looker-on Here in Vienna.".  
Reel: A-13

Anderson, C.H.  
Amour; or, What are you going to do about it?.  
New York, W.B. Smith. [c1881]  
Wright bibliography number 105.  
Reel: A-13

Anderson, Celia.  
Jule Maghee's anarchy.  
Mobile. 1892  
Wright bibliography number 106.  
Reel: A-13
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Anderson, Edward.
Camp fire stories. A series of sketches of the Union Army in the Southwest.
Chicago, Star Pub. Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 107.
Reel: A-13

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Growler's income tax.
[New York, Frances & Loutrel]. [1864?]
Wright bibliography number 94.
Reel: A-13

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The hand but not the heart; or, The life-trials of Jessie Loring.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1858
Wright bibliography number 95.
Reel: A-13

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Heart-histories and life-pictures.
New York, Scribner. 1853
Wright bibliography number 96.
Reel: A-13

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Hidden wings, and other stories.
New York, Sheldon. 1865
Wright bibliography number 97.
Reel: A-13

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Home lights and shadows.
New York, Scribner. 1853
Wright bibliography number 99.
Reel: A-13

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The home mission.
Boston, L.P. Crown. 1853
Wright bibliography number 100.
Reel: A-13

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Home-heroes, saints, and martyrs.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1865
Wright bibliography number 98.
Reel: A-13

Anderson, Edward.
Camp fire stories: a series of sketches of the Union Army in the Southwest.
Chicago, Star Pub. Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 108.
Reel: A-14

Anderson, Finley.
A woman with a record.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 109.
Reel: A-14

Anderson, Nephi.
Added upon.
Salt Lake City, Deseret News Pub. Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 110.
Reel: A-14

[Anderson, Olive Santa Louise].
An American girl and her four years in a boys' college.
By Sola [pseud.] New York, D. Appleton. 1878
Wright bibliography number 111.
Reel: A-14

[Anderson, Olive Santa Louise].
Stories and sketches.
[San Francisco?]. [1886]
Wright bibliography number 112.
Reel: A-14

Andrews, Eliza Frances.
A family secret.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 113; by "Elzey Hay".
Reel: A-14

Andrews, Eliza Frances.
A mere adventurer.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 114; by Elzey Hay [pseud.].
Reel: A-14

Andrews, Eliza Frances.
Prince Hal; or, The romance of a rich young man.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 115; by Fanny Andrews (Elzey Hay).
Reel: A-14

Andrews, Jessie Agnes.
Eteocles.
New York, L. Vanderpoole Pub. Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 117.
Reel: A-14

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Home scenes, and home influence. A series of takes and sketches.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1854
Wright bibliography number 101.
Reel: A-14

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The iron rule; or, Tyranny in the household.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1853]
Wright bibliography number 102.
Reel: A-14

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Leaves from the book of human life.
Boston, L.P. Crown. 1855
Wright bibliography number 103.
Reel: A-14
American Fiction, 1774-1910

Reel Listing

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Lessons in life for all who will read them.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1851
Wright bibliography number 104.
Reel: A-14

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Light on shadowed paths.
New York, Carleton. 1864
Wright bibliography number 105.
Reel: A-14

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The lights and shadows of real life.
Philadelphia, J.W. Bradley. 1851
Wright bibliography number 106.
Reel: A-14

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Lizzy Glenn; or, The trials of a seamstress.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1859]
Wright bibliography number 107.
Reel: A-14

Andrews, Jessie Agnes.
The narrow way.
[n.p.]. 1889
Wright bibliography number 117a.
Reel: A-15

Andrews, Shang.
Chicago after dark.
Chicago. 1882
Wright bibliography number 118.
Reel: A-15

Andrews, Shang.
Wicked Nell, a gay girl of the town.
Chicago. 1880
Wright bibliography number 119.
Reel: A-15

Angelo [pseud.].
The adventures of an atom: its autobiography, by itself.
New York, Hurst. [c1880]
Wright bibliography number 120.
Reel: A-15

Angelo [pseud.].
The dancing imps of the wine; or, Stories and fables.
New York, Hurst & Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 121.
Reel: A-15

Angelo [pseud.].
...Inexorable; or, The wages of sin.
New York, Hurst & Co. [c1881]
Wright bibliography number 122.
Reel: A-15

Anthony, Sarah E. Hoag.
True love.
Boston, Reproduced in Facsimile by the Photocellotype Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 123.
Reel: A-15

Antona, Annetta Halliday.
Captives of Cupid.
Detroit, J.F. Eby & Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 124.
Reel: A-15

...The Arab wife.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 125.
Reel: A-15

Aristocracy.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 126.
Reel: A-15

[Arkell, William J.].
Napoleon Smith. Author, a well-known New Yorker.
Wright bibliography number 127.
Reel: A-15

[Armant, Ferand].
"Honni soit que mal y pense!".
Nouvelle-Orleans, P. & E. Marchand. 1883
Wright bibliography number 128; Nouvelles par On-Se-Ki [pseud.].
Reel: A-15

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The lost bride; or, The astrologer's prophecy fulfilled.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1866]
Wright bibliography number 108.
Reel: A-15

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Married life: its shadows and sunshine.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1852
Wright bibliography number 109.
Reel: A-15

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
...The Arab wife.
New York, Sheldon. 1869
Wright bibliography number 111.
Reel: A-15
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Nothing but money.
New York, Carleton. 1865
Wright bibliography number 112.
Reel: A-15

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Off-hand sketches, a little dashed with humour.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1851
Wright bibliography number 113.
Reel: A-15

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The old man's bride.
New York, Scribner. 1853
Wright bibliography number 115.
Reel: A-15

Armstrong, Le Roy.
An Indiana man.
Chicago, The Schulte Pub. Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 129.
Reel: A-16

Armstrong, Mary Frances (Morgan).
A haunted house. Chautauqua ed.
New York, Pub. For the Hampton Tract Committee,
by Putnam. 1882
Wright bibliography number 130.
Reel: A-16

Armstrong, Minnie L.
The social crime.
New York, W.L. Allison Co. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 131; by Minnie L. Armstrong and Geo. N. Sc eets.
Reel: A-16

Armstrong, William.
An American nobleman.
Chicago, F.J. Schulte & Co.; The Ariel Press. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 132.
Reel: A-16

Armstrong, William.
Cleopatra's daughter.
Boston, De Wolfe, Fiske & Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 133.
Reel: A-16

Armstrong, William.
Thekla.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 134.
Reel: A-16

Arnold, Alexander Streeter.
Building to win; or, Fortunes and misfortunes.
Boston, J.H. Earle. 1894
Wright bibliography number 135.
Reel: A-16

Arnold, Alexander Streeter.
Henry Lovell: a temperance story.
Valley Falls, R.I., A.L. Arnol d. 1878
Wright bibliography number 136.
Reel: A-16

[Arnold, Josephine].
Bachelors and butterflies.
New York, W.B. Smith & Co. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 137; by Allis Arnould [pseud.].
Reel: A-16

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Our homes: their cares and duties, joys and sorrows.
Philadelphia, Peck and Bliss. 1856
Wright bibliography number 117.
Reel: A-16

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Our neighbors in the corner house.
New York, Carleton. 1866
Wright bibliography number 118.
Reel: A-16

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Out in the world.
New York, Carleton. 1864
Wright bibliography number 119.
Reel: A-16

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The peacemaker, and other stories.
New York, Sheldon. 1869
Wright bibliography number 120.
Reel: A-16

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Seed-time and harvest; or, Whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he also reap.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1851
Wright bibliography number 121.
Reel: A-16

Arrington, Ora.
Leona: or, Shadows and sunbeams.
Nashville, Pub. For the Author by Wheeler, Marshall, & Bruce. [c1876]
Wright bibliography number 138.
Reel: A-17

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The bar-rooms at Brantley; or, The great hotel speculation.
Philadelphia, Porter & Coates. [c1877]
Wright bibliography number 139.
Reel: A-17
Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Saved as by fire. A story illustrating how one of nature's noblemen was saved from the demon of drink.
Wright bibliography number 141.
Reel: A-17

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The son of my friend.
Philadelphia, T.S. Arthur & Son. [1867]
Wright bibliography number 123.
Reel: A-17

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Sowing the wind and other stories.
New York, Sheldon. 1865
Wright bibliography number 124.
Reel: A-17

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Sparing to spend; or, The Loftons and Pinkertons.
New York, Scribner. 1853
Wright bibliography number 125.
Reel: A-17

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Steps towards heaven; or, Religion in common life. A series of lay sermons for converts in the great awakening.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1858
Wright bibliography number 126.
Reel: A-17

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Stories for parents.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1851
Wright bibliography number 127.
Reel: A-17

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Stories for young housekeepers.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1851
Wright bibliography number 128.
Reel: A-17

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The Strike at Tivoli Mills: and what came of it.
Philadelphia, Garrigues Bros. 1879
Wright bibliography number 142.
Reel: A-17

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Strong drink; the curse and the cure.
Philadelphia [etc.] Hubbard Bros.; St. Louis, N.D. Thompson & Co. [etc.]. c1877
Wright bibliography number 143.
Reel: A-17

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Sunshine at home, and other stories.
New York, Sheldon. 1864
Wright bibliography number 129.
Reel: A-17

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The tavern-keeper's victims; or, Six nights with the Washingtonians.
Philadelphia, Leary, Getz. 1860
Wright bibliography number 130; new and complete ed.
Reel: A-17

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Temptations: a story for the reformed….With other tales.
New York, Oliver & Bro. 1854
Wright bibliography number 131.
Reel: A-18

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Ten nights in a bar-room, and What I saw there.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1854
Wright bibliography number 132.
Reel: A-18

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Tom Blinn's Temperance Society, and other tales.
New York, National Temperance Society and Publication House. 1870
Wright bibliography number 133.
Reel: A-18

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Trial and triumph; or, Firmness in the household.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1855]
Wright bibliography number 134.
Reel: A-18

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Trials and confessions of a housekeeper.
Philadelphia, J.W. Bradley. 1859
Wright bibliography number 135.
Reel: A-18

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The tried and the tempted.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1851
Wright bibliography number 137.
Reel: A-18

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The true path; and how to walk therein.
New York, J.W. Lovell. [1888]
Wright bibliography number 138.
Reel: A-18

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The wife's engagement ring.
New York, National Temperance Society and Pub. House. 1877
Wright bibliography number 144.
Reel: A-18
Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Window curtains.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie. [c1880]
Wright bibliography number 145.
Reel: A-18

Ashleigh, Rose A.
His other wife.
New York, George W. Carleton. 1881
Wright bibliography number 146.
Reel: A-18

Aspinwall, Sherman N.
...Garnered sheaves. An intensely interesting narration of the good deeds of a young lady of wealth and fashion.
Grand Rapids, W.W. Hart, Printer. 1886
Wright bibliography number 147.
Reel: A-18

Astor, John Jacob.
A journey in other worlds.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 148.
Reel: A-18

Astor, William Waldorf Astor, 1st viscount.
Sforza, a story of Milan.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1889
Wright bibliography number 149.
Reel: A-18

Astor, William Waldorf Astor, 1st viscount.
Valentino. An historical romance of the sixteenth century in Italy.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1885
Wright bibliography number 150.
Reel: A-18

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
True riches; or, Wealth without wings.
Philadelphia, J.W. Bradley. 1852
Wright bibliography number 138A.
Reel: A-19

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Twenty-years ago, and now.
Philadelphia, G.G. Evans. 1860
Wright bibliography number 139.
Reel: A-19

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The two wives; or, Lost and won.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1851
Wright bibliography number 140.
Reel: A-19

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The way to prosper; or, In union there is strength, and other tales.
Philadelphia, J.W. Bradley. 1851
Wright bibliography number 141.
Reel: A-19

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The ways of providence; or, "He doeth all things well."
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1852
Wright bibliography number 142.
Reel: A-19

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The wedding guest: a friend of the bride and bridegroom.
Chicago, Keen & Lee. 1856
Wright bibliography number 143.
Reel: A-19

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
What came afterwards. Being a sequel to "Nothing but money."
New York, Carleton. 1865
Wright bibliography number 144.
Reel: A-19

At Wellesley: legends for 1896.
New York, Putnam. 1896
Wright bibliography number 151; pub. for the Senior Class of Wellesley College.
Reel: A-19

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
American wives and English husbands.
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 152.
Reel: A-19

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
Before the Gringo came.
New York, J. Selwin Tait & Sons. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 153.
Reel: A-19

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
The Californians.
London and New York, J. Lane. 1898
Wright bibliography number 154; [2d ed.].
Reel: A-19

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
Los cerritos.
New York, J.W. Lovell Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 155.
Reel: A-19

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
A daughter of the vine.
London and New York, J. Lane. 1899
Wright bibliography number 156.
Reel: A-19

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
The doomswoman.
New York, J.S. Tait. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 157.
Reel: A-19
Arthur, Timothy Shay.
What can woman do?.
Philadelphia, J.W. Bradley. 1856
Wright bibliography number 145.
Reel: A-20

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
The withered heart.
Boston, L.P. Crown. 1857
Wright bibliography number 146.
Reel: A-20

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Woman to the rescue.
Philadelphia, J.M. Stoddart. [1874]
Wright bibliography number 147.
Reel: A-20

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Woman's trials; or, Tales and sketches from the life around us.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1851
Wright bibliography number 148.
Reel: A-20

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Words for the wife.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1851
Wright bibliography number 149.
Reel: A-20

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
Words of cheer for the tempted, the toiling, and the sorrowing.
Philadelphia, H.C. Peck & T. Bliss. 1856
Wright bibliography number 150.
Reel: A-20

Asheton, Francis.
A modern Cressida, by Francis Asheton; and On the church steps, by Sarah C. Hallowell.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1875
Wright bibliography number 151.
Reel: A-20

Ashland, Aria.
The rebel scout: a romance of the Revolution.
New York, Stringer & Townsend. [c1852-55]
Wright bibliography number 152.
Reel: A-20

Aspenwold.
New York, Livermore & Rudd. 1856
Wright bibliography number 153.
Reel: A-20

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
Hermia Suydam.
Wright bibliography number 158.
Reel: A-20

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
His fortunate grace.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 159.
Reel: A-20

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
Patience Sparhawk and her times.
London and New York, J. Lane. 1897
Wright bibliography number 160.
Reel: A-20

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
A question of time.
New York, J.W. Lovell. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 161.
Reel: A-20

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
Senator North.
New York and London, J. Lane. 1900
Wright bibliography number 163.
Reel: A-20

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
What dreams may come.
Chicago, Belford, Clarke. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 163; by Frank Lin [pseud.]
Reel: A-20

Atherton, Gertrude Franklin (Horn).
A whirl asunder.
New York, Frederick A. Stokes Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 164.
Reel: A-20

Athey, Henry.
What gyves of gold.
New York, G. W. Dillingham Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 165; By Henry Athey and A. Herbert Bowers.
Reel: A-20

Atlantic tales: a collection of stories from the Atlantic monthly.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1866
Wright bibliography number 155.
Reel: A-21

Atlantis, A.A. [pseud.].
Mildred Brainridge; or, Passing through the "Vale of tears."
Philadelphia, J.E. Potter and Co. [c1879]
Wright bibliography number 166.
Reel: A-21

Atwood, Horace G.
Avenged: or, Dick Thorne's mistake.
Jacksonville, Ill., W.W. Barrett. 1877
Wright bibliography number 167.
Reel: A-21
Augustin, George.
Romances of New Orleans.
New Orleans, L. Graham & Son. 1891
Wright bibliography number 169.
Reel: A-21

[Augustin, Marie].
Le Macandal. Episode de l'insurrection des noirs a St. Domingue.
Nouvelle-Orleans, Impr. G. Muller. 1892
Wright bibliography number 170; Par Tante Marie [pseud.].
Reel: A-21

Austin, Jane (Goodwin).
...Mrs. Beauchamp Brown.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1880
Wright bibliography number 175.
Reel: A-22

Austin, Jane (Goodwin).
... A nameless nobleman.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 176.
Reel: A-22

Austin, Jane (Goodwin).
Nantucket scraps: being the experiences of an off-islander in season and out of season, among a passing people.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 177.
Reel: A-22

Austin, Jane (Goodwin).
The shadow of Moloch Mountain.
New York, Sheldon. 1870
Wright bibliography number 159.
Reel: A-22

Austin, Jane (Goodwin).
Standish of Standish.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1889
Wright bibliography number 178.
Reel: A-22

New York, S.A. Rollo. 1859
Wright bibliography number 160.
Reel: A-22

The Autobiography of Charles Moore, revealing the history of the most remarkable robberies...and his terrible revenge in the murder of Richard White at Marseilles, France.
Baltimore, A. R. Orton. 1854
Wright bibliography number 160A.
Reel: A-22

[Avery, Jane Greenough].
The old distillery; or, Hope Archer.
Boston, H. Hoyt. 1865
Wright bibliography number 161.
Reel: A-22

Avery, M.A.
The rebel general's loyal bride.
Springfield, Mass., W.J. Holland. 1874
Wright bibliography number 162.
Reel: A-22

Avery, Samuel Putnam.
The harp of a thousand strings; or, Laughter for a lifetime.
New York, Dick & Fitzgerald. [c1858]
Wright bibliography number 163; by Spavery [pseud.].
Reel: A-22
Avery, Samuel Putnam.
  Mrs. Partington's carpet-bag of fun.
  New York, Garrett. 1854
  Wright bibliography number 164.
  Reel: A-22

Austin, Jane (Goodwin).
  More Seven Club takes found in Mr. Jefferay's papers marked: "some strange relatings, sent by divers of mine acquaintance...".
  [Newport, Newport Daily News]. [c1900]
  Wright bibliography number 180; limited ed.
  Reel: A-23

Austin, John Osborne.
  The journal of William Jefferay, gentleman. Born at Chiddingly, old England...1591; died at Newport, New England...1675.
  [Providence, Press of E.L. Freeman & Sons]. 1899
  Wright bibliography number 179; limited ed.
  Reel: A-23

Austin, Maude Mason.
  Cension. A sketch from Paso Del Norte.
  New York, Harper & Bros. 1896 [1895]
  Wright bibliography number 181.
  Reel: A-23

Averitt, William.
  Stories and poems of western Texas.
  New York, J.B. Alden. 1890
  Wright bibliography number 182.
  Reel: A-23

Avery, M.A.
  Shadowed perils.
  New York, Authors' Pub. Co. 1876
  Wright bibliography number 183.
  Reel: A-23

Avery-Stuttle, Lilla Dale.
  Making home peaceful: sequel to "Making home happy."
  Mountain View, Cal., Pacific Press Pub. Assoc. [c1899]
  Wright bibliography number 185.
  Reel: A-23

Aylesworth, Barton Orville.
  "Thirteen" and twelve others from the Adirondacks and elsewhere.
  St. Louis, Christian Pub. Co. 1892
  Wright bibliography number 186.
  Reel: A-23

"B., and R.".
  Helen Elwood, the female detective; or A celebrated forger's fate.
  Chicago, G.W. Oglevie. [c1885]
  Wright bibliography number 187.
  Reel: B-1

B., J.
  Wolfsden: an authentic account of things there and thereunto pertaining as they are and have been.
  Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1856
  Wright bibliography number 165.
  Reel: B-1

B., J.A.
  Mary Bean: the factory girl. A domestic story, illustrative of the trials and temptations of factory life.
  Boston, Hotchkiss. 1850
  Wright bibliography number 216.
  Reel: B-1

[B., M.].
  Philip English's two cups. "1692."
  New York, A.D.F. Randolph. 1869
  Wright bibliography number 166.
  Reel: B-1

B., M.A.A.
  Clouded in mystery.
  Philadelphia, H.M. McKinney. 1874
  Wright bibliography number 167.
  Reel: B-1

B., N.
  Carrie Lee's talisman.
  Philadelphia, T.K. Collins, Jr. 1854
  Wright bibliography number 168.
  Reel: B-1

Baars, F[red] D.
  The story of the seas.
  Arkadelphia, Ark. Baars & Neeley. [c1896]
  Wright bibliography number 188.
  Reel: B-1

Babcock, Bernie (Smade).
  The daughter of a Republican.
  Chicago, The New Voice Press. 1900
  Wright bibliography number 189.
  Reel: B-1

Babcock, Bernie (Smade).
  The martyr; a story of the great reform.
  Chicago, New Voice Press. 1900
  Wright bibliography number 190.
  Reel: B-1

Babcock, John Martin Luther.
  The dawning.
  Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1886
  Wright bibliography number 191.
  Reel: B-1

Babcock, Retta B.
  Clemence: the schoolmistress of Waveland.
  Cleveland, Leader Printing Co. 1870
  Wright bibliography number 169.
  Reel: B-1
Babcock, Retta B.  
Graham Lodge; or, Laura Clifford's life romance.  
Chicago, Rounds & James. 1868  
Wright bibliography number 170.  
Reel: B-1

Babcock, Rufus.  
The emigrant's mother.  
New York, Sheldon. 1871  
Wright bibliography number 171.  
Reel: B-1

[Babcock, Sarah A.].  
The itinerant side; or, Pictures of life in the itinerancy.  
New York, Carleton & Porter. 1857  
Wright bibliography number 172.  
Reel: B-1

Babcock, William H[enry].  
...Cypress Beach.  
Washington, W.H. Babcock. 1890  
Wright bibliography number 192.  
Reel: B-1

Bache, Anna.  
The fire-screen, or Domestic sketches.  
Philadelphia, W.J. & J.K. Simon [etc.]. 1841  
Wright bibliography number 217.  
Reel: B-1

Bache, Richard Meade.  
Under the palmetto in peace and war.  
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1880  
Wright bibliography number 193.  
Reel: B-1

[Bachelder, John].  
A.D. 2050. Electrical development at Atlantis.  
San Francisco, The Bancroft Co. 1890  
Wright bibliography number 194.  
Reel: B-1

Bacheller, Irving.  
Best things from American literature.  
New York, The Christian Herald. 1899  
Wright bibliography number 195.  
Reel: B-1

[Bacon, Delia Salter].  
The bride of Fort Edward.  
New York, S. Colman. 1839  
Wright bibliography number 218.  
Reel: B-1

[Bacon, Delia Salter].  
 Tales of the Puritans. The regicides--The fair Pilgrim--Castine.  
New Haven, A.H. Maltby. 1831  
Wright bibliography number 219.  
Reel: B-1

Bailey, Charles.  
The drop of blood; or, The maiden's rescue.  
Springfield, W.B. Brockett. 1845  
Wright bibliography number 220.  
Reel: B-1

Bailey, Charles.  
The jilted doctor; or, "Circumstances make the man.".  
Springfield, B.F. Brown. 1844  
Wright bibliography number 221.  
Reel: B-1

Bailey, Charles.  
The reclaimed student.  
Springfield, B.F. Brown. 1844  
Wright bibliography number 222.  
Reel: B-1

The twin brothers.  
New York, Harper. 1843  
Wright bibliography number 223.  
Reel: B-1

Baker, T.M.  
The slave lover, or Pride humbled.  
Boston, The Author. 1848  
Wright bibliography number 225.  
Reel: B-1

Ballou, Maturin Murray.  
The adventurer; or, The wreck on the Indian Ocean.  
Boston, F. Gleason. 1848  
Wright bibliography number 226; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].  
Reel: B-1

Ballou, Maturin Murray.  
Albert Simmons; or, The midshipman's revenge.  
Boston, F. Gleason. 1845  
Wright bibliography number 227; by Frank Forester [pseud.].  
Reel: B-1

Ballou, Maturin Murray.  
Albert Simmons; or, The midshipman's revenge.  
Boston, F. Gleason. 1849  
Wright bibliography number 229; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].  
Reel: B-1

Ballou, Maturin Murray.  
The belle of Madrid: or, The unknown mask.  
Boston, F. Gleason. 1849  
Wright bibliography number 230; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].  
Reel: B-1
Ballou, Maturin Murray.
The cabin boy: or, Life on the wing.
Boston, F. Gleason. [1848]
Wright bibliography number 232; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].
Reel: B-1

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
The child of the sea, or The smuggler of colonial times, and The love test.
Boston, United States Pub. Co. 1846
Wright bibliography number 233; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].
Reel: B-1

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
Fanny Campbell, the female pirate captain.
Boston, F. Gleason. 1845
Wright bibliography number 234; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].
Reel: B-1

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
Fanny Campbell: or The female pirate captain.
New York, S. French. [1844]
Wright bibliography number 238.
Reel: B-1

C., X.Q.
Jones himself; or, Coals of fire.
Richmond, Whittet & Shepperson. 1887
Wright bibliography number 863.
Reel: B-1

Bacheller, Irving.
...Eben Holden.
Boston, Lothrop Pub. Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 196.
Reel: B-2

Bacheller, Irving.
The master of silence.
New York, C.L. Webster & Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 197.
Reel: B-2

Bacheller, Lois H.
The Dabney will.
New York, Warner & Brownell. 1900
Wright bibliography number 198.
Reel: B-2

Bacheller, Lois H.
The bachelor's surrender.
Boston, Loring. [c1880]
Wright bibliography number 199.
Reel: B-2

[Bachman, Maurice A.]
Prejudice? By Ovidius [pseud.].
New York, M.A. Bachman. [1900]
Wright bibliography number 200.
Reel: B-2

Bacon, Edgar Mayhew.
The pocket piece; short stories and sketches by American authors.
New York, Walbridge & Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 201; 1st series, no. 1.
Reel: B-2

Bacon, Eugenia (Jones).
Lyddy.
New York, Continental Pub. Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 202.
Reel: B-2

Bacon, Josephine Dodge (Daskam).
Smith college stories.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1900
Wright bibliography number 203.
Reel: B-2

[Bacon, Mary Schell (Hoke)].
"I will n'er consent".
New York, R. Belford. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 204; by Dolores Marbourg [pseud.].
Reel: B-2

Badeau, Adam.
The Vagabond.
New York, Rudd & Carleton. 1859
Wright bibliography number 173.
Reel: B-2

Baer, Mrs. Benjamin F.
Irene; or, Beach-broken billows.
New York, Author's Pub. Co. 1875
Wright bibliography number 174.
Reel: B-2

Baer, Warren.
Carmine; or, The trader at the fort.
Galveston, Advocate Pub. Co. 1872
Wright bibliography number 175.
Reel: B-2

Baer, Warren.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. c1868
Wright bibliography number 176.
Reel: B-2

Baer, Warren.
The sentinel at the Pass.
Galveston, Printed at the "News" Steam Job Office. 1873
Wright bibliography number 177.
Reel: B-2

Baer, Warren.
Baffled schemes.
Boston, Loring. 1867
Wright bibliography number 178.
Reel: B-2
Bagby, George William.
   The letters of Mozis Addums [pseud.] to Billy Ivins.
   Richmond, West & Johnston. 1862
   Wright bibliography number 179.
   Reel: B-2

Bagby, George William.
   Mozis Addums' new letters. Lettur wun.
   Richmond, MacFarlane & Ferguson. 1860
   Wright bibliography number 180.
   Reel: B-2

Bagby, George William.
   What I did with my fifty millions.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1874
   Wright bibliography number 181; By Moses Adams [pseud.].
   Reel: B-2

Bailey, James Montgomery.
   Life in Danbury: being a brief but comprehensive record of the doings of a remarkable people.
   Boston, Shepard and Gill. 1873
   Wright bibliography number 182.
   Reel: B-2

Bailey, Margaret Jewett (Smith).
   The Grains; or, Passages in the life of Ruth Rover, with occasional pictures of Oregon, natural and moral...to be published in monthly numbers till completed.
   Portland, Carter & Austin. 1854
   Wright bibliography number 183.
   Reel: B-2

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
   The gipsey: or, The robbers of Naples.
   Boston, F. Gleason. 1847
   Wright bibliography number 239; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].
   Reel: B-2

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
   The magician of Naples: or, Love and necromancy.
   New York, S. French. [1850?]
   Wright bibliography number 240; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].
   Reel: B-2

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
   The naval officer; or, The pirate's cave.
   Boston, F. Gleason. 1845
   Wright bibliography number 241; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].
   Reel: B-2

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
   The protégé of the grand duke.
   Boston, F. Gleason. 1845
   Wright bibliography number 246; by Frank Forester [pseud.].
   Reel: B-2

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
   Red Rupert, the American bucanier.
   Boston, Gleason. 1845
   Wright bibliography number 247; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].
   Reel: B-2

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
   Red Rupert, the American buccaneer.
   Boston, F. Gleason. 1848
   Wright bibliography number 248; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].
   Reel: B-2

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
   Roderick the rover; or, The spirit of the wave.
   Boston, Gleason. 1847
   Wright bibliography number 249; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].
   Reel: B-2

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
   Rosalette; or, The flower girl of Paris.
   Boston, Gleason. 1848
   Wright bibliography number 252; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].
   Reel: B-2

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
   The Spanish musketeer.
   Boston, Gleason. 1847
   Wright bibliography number 254; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].
   Reel: B-2

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
   The Turkish slave; or, The Mohametan and his harem.
   Boston, F. Gleason. 1850
   Wright bibliography number 245; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].
   Reel: B-2

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
   The mysteries of Papermill Village.
   Papermill Village, N.H., W. Tufts, Jr. 1845
   Wright bibliography number 257.
   Reel: B-2

Bang, Theodore [pseud.].
   The maniac; or, The mother her own victim.
   New York, Nafis & Cornish. 1843
   Wright bibliography number 258; by M. Ro. Bar-(Lev.) [pseud.].
   Reel: B-2

Bar, M. Ro. [pseud.].
   Mary the maniac; or, The mother her own victim.
   New York, Nafis & Cornish. 1843
   Wright bibliography number 258; by M. Ro. Bar-(Lev.) [pseud.].
   Reel: B-2

Barker, Benjamin.
   Blackbeard; or, The pirate of the Roanoke.
   Boston, F. Gleason. 1847
   Wright bibliography number 260.
   Reel: B-2
Barker, Benjamin.
  Cecilia; or, The white nun of the wilderness.
  Boston, Gleason. 1845
  Wright bibliography number 261.
  Reel: B-2

Barker, Benjamin.
  Clarilda; or, The female pickpocket.
  Boston, F. Gleason. 1846
  Wright bibliography number 262.
  Reel: B-2

Barker, Benjamin.
  Coriila; or, The Indian enchantress.
  Boston, Flag of Our Union Office. 1847
  Wright bibliography number 263.
  Reel: B-2

Barker, Benjamin.
  The dwarf of the channel. Or, The commodore's daughter.
  Boston, Gleason. 1846
  Wright bibliography number 264.
  Reel: B-2

Barker, Benjamin.
  Ellen Grafton, the lily of Lexington; or, The bride of liberty.
  Boston, F. Gleason. 1845
  Wright bibliography number 265.
  Reel: B-2

Barrett, John Pressley.
  Iola: or, Facing the truth.
  Raleigh, Edwards, Broughton. 1886
  Wright bibliography number 351.
  Reel: B-2

Badeau, Adam.
  Conspiracy.
  New York, R. Worthington. 1885
  Wright bibliography number 205.
  Reel: B-3

Badger, Alfred S.
  Christmas at the ABEC'S.
  New York, National Temperance Society. [c1891]
  Wright bibliography number 206.
  Reel: B-3

Badger, Henry C[lay].
  Bethlehem, or Border lands of faith.
  [Boston?]. 1895
  Wright bibliography number 207.
  Reel: B-3

Bagby, Albert Morris.
  "Miss Träumerei.".
  New York, The Author. 1895
  Wright bibliography number 208.
  Reel: B-3

Bagby, George William.
  ...Meekins's twinses, a perduckshun uv Mozis Addums [pseud.].
  Richmun, Westun, Jonsum & Kumpny. 1877
  Wright bibliography number 209.
  Reel: B-3

Bagby, George William.
  A week in Hepsidam: being the first and only true account of the mountains, men, manners, and morals thereof.
  Richmond, G.W. Gary. 1879
  Wright bibliography number 210; by Go. Wash.
  Meekins [pseud.].
  Reel: B-3

Bagnell, N.D.
  Carl and Violet.
  New York, Hunt & Eaton; Cincinnati, Cranston & Stowe. 1890
  Wright bibliography number 211.
  Reel: B-3

Bagnell, N.D.
  Poky Clark.
  New York, Hunt & Eaton. Cincinnati, Cranston & Stowe. 1890
  Wright bibliography number 212.
  Reel: B-3

Bailey, Alice (Ward).
  Mark Heffron.
  New York, Harper. 1896
  Wright bibliography number 213.
  Reel: B-3

Bailey, Anna Eliza (Clay).
  My god! Whose wife am I? or, The lost heir.
  Chicago. 1879
  Wright bibliography number 214.
  Reel: B-3

Bailey, Frances Stoughton.
  Story and song.
  Providence, Snow & Farnham. [c1894]
  Wright bibliography number 215.
  Reel: B-3

The baked head, and other tales. Now first collected, and forming the second volume of "Putnam's Story library.".
  New York, Putnam. 1856
  Wright bibliography number 184.
  Reel: B-3

[Bagby, Delphine (Paris)].
  Solon; or, The Rebellion of '61.
  Chicago, S.P. Rounds. 1862
  Wright bibliography number 205; by Delphine [pseud.].
  Reel: B-3
  Art and artlessness.  Boston, Lee & Shepard. 1875
  Wright bibliography number 186; by Mrs. Madeline
  Leslie [pseud.].  
  Reel: B-3

  Behind the curtain; or, Leelinau.  Boston, A.F. Graves. [c1869]
  Wright bibliography number 187.  
  Reel: B-3

  The breach of trust; or, The professor and
  possessor of piety.  New York, W.R. Spinney. [c1869]
  Wright bibliography number 188.  
  Reel: B-3

  Cora and the doctor; or, Revelations of a
  physician's wife.  Boston, J.P. Jewett. 1855
  Wright bibliography number 189.  
  Reel: B-3

  The first and the second marriages; or, The
  courtesies of wedded life.  Boston, Shepard, Clark. 1856
  Wright bibliography number 189; by Mrs. Madeline
  Leslie [pseud.].  
  Reel: B-3

Barker, Benjamin.
  Emily Elwood; or, The hermit of the crags.  Boston, F. Gleason. 1845
  Wright bibliography number 267.  
  Reel: B-3

Barker, Benjamin.
  The female spy; or, The child of the brigade.  Boston, Gleason. 1846
  Wright bibliography number 268.  
  Reel: B-3

Barker, Benjamin.
  Francisco, or The pirate of the Pacific.  Boston, Gleason. 1845
  Wright bibliography number 269.  
  Reel: B-3

Barker, Benjamin.
  The gold hunters; or, The spectre of the sea king.  Boston, Gleason. 1846
  Wright bibliography number 270.  
  Reel: B-3

Barker, Benjamin.
  The Indian bucanier or, The trapper's daughter.  Boston, F. Gleason. 1847
  Wright bibliography number 271.  
  Reel: B-3

Barker, Benjamin.
  The land pirate; or, The wild girl of the beach.  Boston, F. Gleason. 1847
  Wright bibliography number 272.  
  Reel: B-3

Barker, Benjamin.
  Mary Moreland; or, The fortunes and misfortunes
  of an orphan.  Boston, Gleason. 1845
  Wright bibliography number 273.  
  Reel: B-3

Barker, Benjamin.
  Mornilva; or, The outlaw of the forest.  Boston, Gleason. 1846
  Wright bibliography number 274.  
  Reel: B-3

Barker, Benjamin.
  The nymph of the ocean; or, The pirate's betrothal.  Boston, United States Pub. Co. 1846
  Wright bibliography number 275.  
  Reel: B-3

Barker, Benjamin.
  The pirate queen: or, The magician of the sea.  Boston, Flag of Our Union Office. 1847
  Wright bibliography number 277.  
  Reel: B-3

Barker, Benjamin.
  The Sea Serpent: or, The queen of the coral cave.  Boston, F. Gleason. 1847
  Wright bibliography number 278.  
  Reel: B-3

Barker, Benjamin.
  The suicide restored; or, Mystery unravelled.  Boston, Gleason. 1846
  Wright bibliography number 179.  
  Reel: B-3

Barker, Benjamin.
  The widow's bridal; or, The signal light of the
  sands.  Boston, Gleason. 1846
  Wright bibliography number 280.  
  Reel: B-3

Barker, Benjamin.
  Zoraida; or, The witch of Naumkeag!.  Boston, Gleason. 1845
  Wright bibliography number 281; by Egbert
  Augustus Cowslip, Esq. [pseud.].  
  Reel: B-3

Bastinado: a political romance in four chapters.  Charleston, The Author. 1834
  Wright bibliography number 281a.  
  Reel: B-3
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

[Batchelder, Eugene].
A romance of the sea serpent, or, The ichthyosaurus.
Cambridge, J. Bartlett. 1848
Wright bibliography number 282; [By Wave, pseud.]
Also a collection of the ancient and modern authorities, with letters from distinguished merchants and men of science.
Reel: B-3

[Bates, Mary].
Recollections of Jamie.
Charleston, J. Russell. 1850
Wright bibliography number 284.
Reel: B-3

The Beacon! Rhode-Island temperance tale. [No. 2].
Providence, B.T. Albro. 1839
Wright bibliography number 285; By a gentleman of Providence.
Reel: B-3

Beardsley, Charles E.
The victims of tyranny.
Buffalo, D. June. 1847
Wright bibliography number 286.
Reel: B-3

[Chapin, William].
Village sketches; or, Tales of Somerville.
Norristown, Pa., D. Sower, Jr. 1825
Wright bibliography number 503.
Reel: B-3

Bailey, James Montgomery.
The Danbury boom! With a full account of Mrs. Cobleigh's action therein!
Boston, Lee and Shepard; [etc.]. 1880
Wright bibliography number 216.
Reel: B-4

Bailey, James Montgomery.
England from a back-window, with view of Scotland and Ireland.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1878
Wright bibliography number 217.
Reel: B-4

Bailey, James Montgomery.
Mr. Philips' goneness.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1879
Wright bibliography number 218.
Reel: B-4

Bailey, James Montgomery.
They all do it; or, Mr. Miggs of Danbury and his neighbors.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1877
Wright bibliography number 219.
Reel: B-4

Bailey, Nathan J.
Johns ville in the olden time, and other stories.
New York, Printed by E.O. Jenkins' Sons. 1884
Wright bibliography number 220.
Reel: B-4

Baily, T[omas] L.
Dr. Wallsten's way.
Wright bibliography number 221.
Reel: B-4

The household angel in disguise.
Boston, Shepard. Clark. 1857
Wright bibliography number 191; by Mrs. Madeline Leslie [pseud.].
Reel: B-4

Juliette; or, Now and forever.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1869
Wright bibliography number 192; by Mrs. Madeline Leslie [pseud.].
Reel: B-4

Old Moll and little Agnes; or, The rich poor and the poor rich.
Boston, Shepard. Clark. 1857
Wright bibliography number 193; by Madeline Leslie [pseud.].
Reel: B-4

The two homes; or Earning and spending.
Boston, A.F. Graves. 1862
Wright bibliography number 194; by Mrs. Madeline Leslie [pseud.].
Reel: B-4

Baker, William Mumford.
Inside: a chronicle of secession.
New York, Harper. 1866
Wright bibliography number 195; by George F. Harrington [pseud.].
Reel: B-4

Baker, William Mumford.
Mose Evans.
New York, Hurd and Houghton. 1874
Wright bibliography number 196.
Reel: B-4

Baker, William Mumford.
The beauty of Baltimore; or, The fate of the coquette.
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 287.
Reel: B-4
Beecher, Charles.
   The incarnation; or, Pictures of the Virgin and her Son.
   New York, Harper. 1849
   Wright bibliography number 288.
   Reel: B-4

Belknap, Jeremy.
   The foresters, an American tale: being a sequel to the History of John Bull, the clothier.
   Boston, I. Thomas and E.G. Andrews. 1792
   Wright bibliography number 289.
   Reel: B-4

Bell, Mrs. Martin.
   Julia Howard.
   New York, Harper. 1850
   Wright bibliography number 294.
   Reel: B-4

Bennett, Emerson.
   The bandits of the Osage.
   Cincinnati, Robinson & Jones. 1847
   Wright bibliography number 295.
   Reel: B-4

Bennett, Emerson.
   The forest rose.
   Cincinnati, J.A. & U. P. James. 1850
   Wright bibliography number 297.
   Reel: B-4

Bennett, Emerson.
   Kate Clarendon: or, Necromancy in the wilderness.
   Cincinnati, Stratton & Barnard. 1848
   Wright bibliography number 298.
   Reel: B-4

Bennett, Emerson.
   The League of the Miami.
   Louisville, C. Hagan. [1850]
   Wright bibliography number 299; New...ed., enl., rev., and corrected by the author.
   Reel: B-4

Bennett, Emerson.
   Leni-Leoti; or, Adventures in the far West.
   Cincinnati, J.A. & U.P. James. 1851
   Wright bibliography number 200.
   Reel: B-4

Bennett, Emerson.
   Mike Fink: a legend of the Ohio.
   Cincinnati, Robinson & Jones. 1848
   Wright bibliography number 302.
   Reel: B-4

Bennett, Emerson.
   Oliver Goldfinch; or, The hypocrite.
   Cincinnati, Stratton & Barnard. 1850
   Wright bibliography number 303.
   Reel: B-4

Bennett, Emerson.
   The prairie flower; or, Adventures in the far West.
   Cincinnati, Stratton & Barnard. [1850]
   Wright bibliography number 304.
   Reel: B-4

Bennett, Emerson.
   The renegade.
   Cincinnati, Robinson & Jones. 1848
   Wright bibliography number 305.
   Reel: B-4

Bennett, Emerson.
   The traitor, or, The fate of ambition.
   Cincinnati, Stratton and Barnard. 1850
   Wright bibliography number 306.
   Reel: B-4

Beresford, Fanny.
   Confessions of a lady's waiting maid.
   New York, The author. 1848
   Wright bibliography number 307.
   Reel: B-4

Baily, T[thomas] L.
   An entire stranger.
   New York, T.Y. Crowell & Co. [c1891]
   Wright bibliography number 222.
   Reel: B-5

Baily, T[thomas] L.
   "Nat" the coal-miner's boy; or, One step at a time.
   Wright bibliography number 223.
   Reel: B-5

Baily, T[thomas] L.
   Only me.
   Boston, D. Lothrop Co. [c1887]
   Wright bibliography number 224.
   Reel: B-5

Baily, T[thomas] L.
   Possibilities.
   Boston, D. Lothrop Co. [c1887]
   Wright bibliography number 225.
   Reel: B-5

Bainbridge, William Folwell.
   Self-giving.
   Boston, D. Lothrop. [c1883]
   Wright bibliography number 226.
   Reel: B-5

Baker, Beth.
   Mystery Evans.
   Boston, De Wolfe, Fiske & Co. 1890
   Wright bibliography number 227.
   Reel: B-5
Baker, William Mumford.
The new Timothy.
New York, Harper. 1870
Wright bibliography number 197.
Reel: B-5

[Baldwin, Isaac].
The wonderful adventures and horrible disclosures of a Louisville policeman.
Cincinnati, H.M. Rulison. 1852
Wright bibliography number 198.
Reel: B-5

Baldwin, Joseph Glover.
The flush times of Alabama and Mississippi: a series of sketches.
New York, Appleton. 1853
Wright bibliography number 199.
Reel: B-5

[Baldwin, Oliver P.].
Southern and South-Western sketches.
Richmond, J.W. Randolph. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 200; ed. by a gentleman of Richmond.
Reel: B-5

Ballou, John.
The lady of the West; or, The gold seekers.
Cincinnati, The Author. 1855
Wright bibliography number 201.
Reel: B-5

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
The Circassian slave; or, The sultan's favorite.
Boston, F. Gleason. 1851
Wright bibliography number 202; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].
Reel: B-5

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
The duke's prize.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 203; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].
Reel: B-5

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
The gipsey daughter; or, The fortunes of a Spanish cavalier.
Boston, F. Gleason. 1851
Wright bibliography number 204; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].
Reel: B-5

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
The heart's secret; or, The fortunes of a soldier.
Boston, F. Gleason. 1852
Wright bibliography number 205; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].
Reel: B-5

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
The outlaw; or, The female bandit.
New York. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 206; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].
Reel: B-5

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
The sea-witch; or, The African quadroon.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 207; by Lieutenant Murray [pseud.].
Reel: B-5

Beschke, William.
The dreadful sufferings and thrilling adventures of an overland party of emigrants to California.
St. Louis, Mo., Barclay & Co. 1850
Wright bibliography number 308.
Reel: B-5

[Bickley, Lloyd Wharton].
The aristocrat.
Philadelphia, Key & Biddle. 1833
Wright bibliography number 310.
Reel: B-5

[Bickley, Lloyd Wharton].
Zoe; or, The Sicilian Sayda.
Philadelphia, Key & Biddle. 1833
Wright bibliography number 311.
Reel: B-5

[Bigelow, Jacob].
The wars of the gulls.
New York, Pub. At the Dramatic Repository, Shakespeare Gallery. 1812
Wright bibliography number 312; By Jacob Bigelow and Nathan Hale.
Reel: B-5

The biography of a bottle.
Boston, Perkins, Marvin. 1835
Wright bibliography number 313; By a friend of temperance.
Reel: B-5

[Bird, Robert Montgomery].
The adventures of Robin Day.
Philadelphia, Lea & Blanchard. 1839
Wright bibliography number 314.
Reel: B-5

Baker, Emma Eugene (Hall).
The master of L'Etrange.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1886]
Wright bibliography number 228.
Reel: B-6

Baker, Frances Davis.
Uplands.
Buffalo, G.M. Hausauer. 1898
Wright bibliography number 229.
Reel: B-6
Baker, George Augustus.
Mrs. Hephaestus, and other short stories, together
with West Point, a comedy in three acts.
New York, White, Stokes & Allen. 1887
Wright bibliography number 230.
Reel: B-6

Out of the depths; or, The rector's trial.
Boston, Ira Bradley. 1879
Wright bibliography number 231; by Mrs. Madeline
Leslie [pseud.].
Reel: B-6

Rebecca, the Jewess.
1879
Wright bibliography number 232.
Reel: B-6

Ten millions; or, Uncle Jacob's legacy.
Boston, I. Bradley & Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 233; by Mrs. Madeline
Leslie [pseud.].
Reel: B-6

Baker, Josephine R.
Calvin the sinner.
Boston, H. Hoyt & Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 234.
Reel: B-6

Baker, Josephine R.
Tom's heathen.
Boston, H. Hoyt & Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 235.
Reel: B-6

Ballou, Maturin Murray.
The Turkish spies Ali Abubeker Kaled and
Zenobia Marrita Mustapha: or, The Mohammedan
prophet of 1854.
Baltimore, A.R. Orton. 1855
Wright bibliography number 208; by Lieutenant
Murray [pseud.].
Reel: B-6

Barnard, Charles.
Camilla: a tale of a violin. Being the artist life of
Camilla Urso.
Boston, Loring. [c1874]
Wright bibliography number 214.
Reel: B-6

Barnard, Charles.
Farming by inches; or, "With brains, Sir."
Boston, Loring. [c1869]
Wright bibliography number 215.
Reel: B-6

Barnard, Charles.
Gardening for money.
Boston, Loring. [c1869]
Wright bibliography number 216.
Reel: B-6

Barnard, Charles.
Money and music. Being the sequel to "The
Soprano."
[Boston, H.L. Shepard]. [c1874]
Wright bibliography number 217.
Reel: B-6

Bird, Robert Montgomery.
Calavar; or, The knight of the conquest.
Philadelphia, Carey, Lea & Blanchard. 1834
Wright bibliography number 315.
Reel: B-6

Bird, Robert Montgomery.
The Hawks of Hawk-Hollow.
Philadelphia, Carey, Lea & Blanchard. 1835
Wright bibliography number 319.
Reel: B-6

Bird, Robert Montgomery.
The infidel; or, The fall of Mexico.
Philadelphia, Carey, Lea & Blanchard. 1835
Wright bibliography number 320.
Reel: B-6

Barlow, David Hatch.
The Howards.
Philadelphia, Getz & Buck. 1851
Wright bibliography number 213.
Reel: B-6

Barlow, David Hatch.
"Little Cuba"; or, Circumstantial evidence.
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1873]
Wright bibliography number 211.
Reel: B-6

Barker, Benjamin.
The bandit of the ocean; or, The female privateer.
New York, R.M. De Witt. [c1855]
Wright bibliography number 212.
Reel: B-6

[Barclay, George Lippard].
"Little Cuba"; or, Circumstantial evidence.
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1873]
Wright bibliography number 211.
Reel: B-6
Baker, Julia Keim (Wetherill).  
Wings.  
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1878  
Wright bibliography number 236.  
Reel: B-7

Baker, Mary Marsh.  
Ruby Dana.  
New York, J.B. Alden. 1890  
Wright bibliography number 237.  
Reel: B-7

Baker, William Elliott Smith.  
The battle of Coney Island; or, Free trade overthrown.  
Philadelphia, J.A. Wagenseller. 1883  
Wright bibliography number 238.  
Reel: B-7

Baker, William Elliott Smith.  
The widow Seymour.  
Philadelphia, J. A. Wagenseller. 1876  
Wright bibliography number 239.  
Reel: B-7

Baker, William Mumford.  
Blessed Saint Certainty.  
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1881  
Wright bibliography number 240.  
Reel: B-7

Baker, William Mumford.  
Carter Quarterman.  
New York, Harper & Bros. 1876  
Wright bibliography number 241.  
Reel: B-7

Barnard, Charles.  
My ten-rod farm; or, How I became a florist.  
Boston, Loring. 1869  
Wright bibliography number 218; by Mrs. Maria Gilman [pseud.].  
Reel: B-7

Barnard, Charles.  
The Soprano.  
Boston, Loring. [c1869]  
Wright bibliography number 219; by Jane Kingsford [pseud.].  
Reel: B-7

Barnard, Charles.  
The strawberry garden.  
Boston, Loring. [c1871]  
Wright bibliography number 220.  
Reel: B-7

Barnes, Euphemia.  
Ellen Durand.  
Cincinnati, Moore, Wilstach, Keys. 1855  
Wright bibliography number 221.  
Reel: B-7

Barnes, Josiah.  
The old inn; or, The travellers' entertainment.  
New York, J.C. Derby. 1855  
Wright bibliography number 222.  
Reel: B-7

[Barnitz, William Tell].  
The recluse of the Conewaga; or, The little valley of the blue spring.  
Carlisle, E. Cormman. 1863  
Wright bibliography number 223.  
Reel: B-7

Barrell, George Jr.  
Bubbles of fiction.  
New York, DeWitt & Davenport. 1852  
Wright bibliography number 244.  
Reel: B-7

Barrington, Charles F.  
Emily; or, The orphan sisters.  
New York, S. French. [c1853]  
Wright bibliography number 225.  
Reel: B-7

Barrington, Charles F.  
Nancy Waterman; or, Woman's faith triumphant.  
[New York, S. French]. c1853  
Wright bibliography number 226.  
Reel: B-7

[Barrow, Frances Elizabeth (Mease)].  
The wife's stratagem.  
New York, Appleton. 1862  
Wright bibliography number 227.  
Reel: B-7

[Bird, Robert Montgomery].  
Nick of the woods, or The Jibbenainosay.  
Philadelphia, Carey, Carey, Lea & Blanchard. 1837  
Wright bibliography number 322.  
Reel: B-7

[Bird, Robert Montgomery].  
Peter Pilgrim: or A rambler's recollections.  
Philadelphia, Lea & Blanchard. 1838  
Wright bibliography number 323.  
Reel: B-7

[Bird, Robert Montgomery].  
Sheppard Lee.  
New York, Harper. 1836  
Wright bibliography number 324.  
Reel: B-7
Blackbeard. A page from the colonial history of Philadelphia.
New York, Harper. 1835
Wright bibliography number 325.
Reel: B-7

Bleecker, Ann Eliza (Schuyler).
The history of Maria Kittle.
Hartford, E. Babcock. 1797
Wright bibliography number 326.
Reel: B-7

Bleecker, Ann Eliza (Schuyler).
The posthumous works of Ann Eliza Bleecker, in prose and verse. To which is added, a collection of essays, prose and poetical, by Margaretta V. Faugeres.
New York, T. and J. Swords. 1793
Wright bibliography number 328.
Reel: B-7

Baker, William Mumford.
...His majesty, myself.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1880
Wright bibliography number 243.
Reel: B-8

Baker, William Mumford.
The making of a man.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1884
Wright bibliography number 244.
Reel: B-8

Baker, William Mumford.
Mustard leaves; or, A glimpse of London society.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1885
Wright bibliography number 248; by D.T.S. [pseud.].
Reel: B-8

Baker, William Mumford.
The Virginians in Texas.
New York, Harper. 1878
Wright bibliography number 245.
Reel: B-8

Baker, William Mumford.
A year worth living.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1878
Wright bibliography number 246.
Reel: B-8

Baker, William Mumford.
Zorah.
Boston, Cupples and Hurd. 1887
Wright bibliography number 249.
Reel: B-8

Bartlett, Mrs. C.A.
Lillie Ray; or, Every cloud has a silver lining.
Hartford, Press of the Case, Lockwood & Brainard Co. 1874
Wright bibliography number 228.
Reel: B-8

Bartlett, Napier.
Clarimonde.
Richmond, M.A. Malsby. 1863
Wright bibliography number 229.
Reel: B-8

Bartlett, Napier.
Stories of the Crescent City.
New Orleans, Stele & Company's Time Job Print. 1869
Wright bibliography number 230.
Reel: B-8

[Bartol, Mary].
Honor May.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1866
Wright bibliography number 231.
Reel: B-8

Barton, K.
Io: a tale of the olden fane.
New York, Appleton. 1851
Wright bibliography number 232.
Reel: B-8

Bascom, Major Dick [pseud.].
The carpet-bagger in Tennessee.
[Clarksville, Tenn., J. Jay Buck]. [c1869]
Wright bibliography number 233.
Reel: B-8

Bates, Lizzie.
Downward and upward.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1871
Wright bibliography number 234.
Reel: B-8

Bates, Lizzie.
The gabled house; or, Self-sacrifice.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1869
Wright bibliography number 235.
Reel: B-8

[Bloodgood, Simeon De Witt].
A sketch of the olden time; or, General Lee's farewell dinner, at New-York.
New York, G. & C. Carvill. 1829
Wright bibliography number 236.
Reel: B-8

Bloomfield, Obadiah Benjamin Franklin [pseud.].
The life and adventures of Obadiah Benjamin Franklin Bloomfield, M.D.
Philadelphia, Pub. For the Proprietor. 1818
Wright bibliography number 237.
Reel: B-8
A Blossom in the desert.
New York, Scofield & Voorhies. 1838
Wright bibliography number 331.
Reel: B-8

[Bokum, Hermann].
Never despair.
New York, Scofield & Voorhies. 1837
Wright bibliography number 332.
Reel: B-8

Bolokitten, Oliver, Esq. [pseud.].
A sojourn in the City of Amalgamation in the year of our Lord 19.
New York, The Author. 1835
Wright bibliography number 333.
Reel: B-8

Bonney, Edward.
The banditti of the prairies; or, The murderer's doom!
Chicago, E. Bonney. 1850
Wright bibliography number 335.
Reel: B-8

Borgia, Experience [pseud.].
The confessions of a Magdalen; or, Some passages in the life of Experience Borgia.
New York, Printed for the Publisher. 1831
Wright bibliography number 336.
Reel: B-8

Boston two hundred years ago, or The romantic story of Miss Ann Carter...and the celebrated Indian chief, Tundersquall.
Boston. 1830
Wright bibliography number 337.
Reel: B-8

Botsford, Edmund.
The spiritual voyage, performed in the ship Convert.
Philadelphia, Anderson and Meehan. 1819
Wright bibliography number 338.
Reel: B-8

Botsford, Margaret.
Adelaide.
Philadelphia, D. Heartt. 1816
Wright bibliography number 340.
Reel: B-8

Botsford, Margaret.
The reign of reform, or, Yankee Doodle court.
Baltimore, Printed for the Authoress. 1830
Wright bibliography number 341.
Reel: B-8

[Boyce, John].
Shandy Mc'Guire; or, Tricks upon travellers.
New York, E. Dunigan. 1848
Wright bibliography number 347; By Paul Peppergrass, Esq. [pseud.].
Reel: B-8

Balch, Frederick Homer.
The bridge of the gods.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg and Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 250.
Reel: B-9

Balch, William Stevens.
a peculiar people; or, Reality in romance.
Chicago, H.A. Sumner & Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 251.
Reel: B-9

Baldwin, Eugene F.
Doctor Cavallo, by Eugene F. Baldwin and Maurice Eisenberg.
Peoria [Press of J.W. Franks & Sons]. 1895
Wright bibliography number 253.
Reel: B-9

[Baldwin, Mrs. A.E. Corey].
on the Battery; or, Mildred's dishes.
New York, The Author. 1879
Wright bibliography number 252.
Reel: B-9

Baldy, Alice Montgomery.
The romance of a Spanish nun.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 255.
Reel: B-9

Balestier, Wolcott.
The average woman.
New York, United States Book Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 256.
Reel: B-9

Bates, Lizzie.
Had you been in his place.
New York, R. Carter. 1873
Wright bibliography number 236.
Reel: B-9

Bates, Lizzie.
How it was paid.
Philadelphia, A. Martien. 1871
Wright bibliography number 237.
Reel: B-9

[Beal, Nathan Stone Reed].
Diamond leaves from the lives of the Dimond family.
Macedon, N.Y., The Author. 1872
Wright bibliography number 239; By an old, old bachelor.
Reel: B-9
[Bean, Francis A.].
An allegory: containing an interesting analogy between the order for discovering natural curiosities and founding cities, and the United States of America.
Philadelphia. c1872
Wright bibliography number 239A.
Reel: B-9

[Beasley, Frederick Williamson].
Papers from Overlook-House.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1866
Wright bibliography number 240.
Reel: B-9

[Beaumont, Donna Brooks].
Garangula, the Ongua-Honwa chief: a tale of Indian life among the Mohawks and Onondagas two hundred years ago. By a citizen of Milwaukee.
Milwaukee, Strickland. 1857
Wright bibliography number 240A.
Reel: B-9

Boynton, B.H., Jr.
The white dart; or, The cruiser of the Gulf of Mexico.
Boston, "Star Spangled Banner" Office. 1848
Wright bibliography number 349.
Reel: B-9

Brace, John Pierce.
Tales of the devils.
Hartford, S. Andrus and Son. 1846
Wright bibliography number 351.
Reel: B-9

Brackenridge, Hugh Henry.
Modern chivalry.
Philadelphia, J. Conrad. 1804-07
Wright bibliography number 356.
Reel: B-9

Brackenridge, Hugh Henry.
Modern chivalry. Part II.
Carlisle, A. Loudon. 1804-05
Wright bibliography number 355.
Reel: B-9

Brackenridge, Hugh Henry.
Modern chivalry. v. II.
Philadelphia, J. Johnson. 1807
Wright bibliography number 357.
Reel: B-9

Bradbury, Osgood.
Alice Marvin; or, The fisherman's daughter.
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 366.
Reel: B-9

Bradbury, Osgood.
The belle of the Bowery.
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1846
Wright bibliography number 367.
Reel: B-9

Bradbury, Osgood.
The distiller's daughter; or, The power of woman.
[n.p.]. [1844?]
Wright bibliography number 369.
Reel: B-9

Bradbury, Osgood.
The Eastern belle; or, The betrayed one!.
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 370.
Reel: B-9

Bradbury, Osgood.
Ellen Templeton; or, The spectral cloud.
Boston. 1846
Wright bibliography number 372.
Reel: B-9

Bradbury, Osgood.
Emily Mansfield.
[Boston, "Yankee" Office]. [1845]
Wright bibliography number 373.
Reel: B-9

Bradbury, Osgood.
Empress of beauty: second series of mysteries of Boston.
Boston, J.N. Bradley. 1844
Wright bibliography number 374.
Reel: B-9

Bradbury, Osgood.
Frances Carleton; or, The Boston blacksmith.
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1846
Wright bibliography number 375.
Reel: B-9

Bradbury, Osgood.
Francis Abbott; or, The hermit of Niagara.
Boston, Gleason. 1846
Wright bibliography number 376.
Reel: B-9
Bradbury, Osgood.
Helen Clarence.
[Boston, H.L. Williams]. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 377.
Reel: B-9

Bradbury, Osgood.
Henriette; or, The maiden and priest.
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 378.
Reel: B-9

Bradbury, Osgood.
Hutoka; or, The maid of the forest.
Boston, Gleason. 1846
Wright bibliography number 379.
Reel: B-9

Bradbury, Osgood.
Isabelle; or, The emigrant's daughter.
Boston, Gleason. 1848
Wright bibliography number 380.
Reel: B-9

Bradbury, Osgood.
Julia Bicknell; or, Love and murder!.
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 381.
Reel: B-9

Balestier, Wolcott.
Benefits forgot.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 257.
Reel: B-10

Balestier, Wolcott.
A victorious defeat.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1886
Wright bibliography number 258.
Reel: B-10

Ball, Walter Savage.
Amherst life.
Amherst, W.C. Howland. 1896
Wright bibliography number 260; selections from the undergraduate publications at Amherst college.
Reel: B-10

Ballard, Robert E.
Myrtle lawn.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bro. [c1879]
Wright bibliography number 261.
Reel: B-10

[Ballou, Clara E.].
Ethelind.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie & Co. [c1885]
Wright bibliography number 262; by "Carlottah" [pseud.].
Reel: B-10

[Ballou, Clara E.].
A leaf in the storm.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 263; by "Carlottah" [pseud.].
Reel: B-10

Bandelier, Adolph Francis Alphonse.
The delight makers.
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 164.
Reel: B-10

Beckwith, Mrs. J.R.
The Winthrops.
New York, Carleton. 1864
Wright bibliography number 244.
Reel: B-10

Beebe, Carrie D.
Violets.
Middletown, N.Y., "Banner of Liberty" Pub. House. 1873
Wright bibliography number 245.
Reel: B-10

[Beebe, Charles Washington].
Edmund Dawn; or, Ever forgive.
New York, G. W. Carleton. 1873
Wright bibliography number 246; By Ravenswood [pseud.].
Reel: B-10

[Beecher, Eunice White (Bullard)].
From dawn to daylight; or, The simple story of a Western home.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1859
Wright bibliography number 247; By a minister's wife.
Reel: B-10

Beecher, Henry Ward.
Norwood; or, Village life in New England.
New York, Scribner. 1868
Wright bibliography number 248.
Reel: B-10

Bradbury, Osgood.
Larooka: the belle of the Penobscots.
Bangor, D. Bugbee. 1846
Wright bibliography number 382.
Reel: B-10

Bradbury, Osgood.
Larooka: the belle of the Penobscots.
Bangor, D. Bugbee. 1846
Wright bibliography number 382.
Reel: B-10

Bradbury, Osgood.
Little Emma.
[Boston, H.L. Williams]. [1845]
Wright bibliography number 383.
Reel: B-10

Bradbury, Osgood.
Louise Kempton; or, Vice and virtue contrasted.
Boston, F. Gleason. 1844
Wright bibliography number 384.
Reel: B-10
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Bradbury, Osgood.
Lucelle; or, The young Iroquois. Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 386.
Reel: B-10

Bradbury, Osgood.
Manita of the pictured rocks; or, The copper speculation. Boston, Gleason. 1848
Wright bibliography number 387.
Reel: B-10

Bradbury, Osgood.
Metallak: the lone Indian of the Magalloway. Boston, Gleason. 1844
Wright bibliography number 388.
Reel: B-10

Bradbury, Osgood.
Monira; or, The wandering heiress. Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 391.
Reel: B-10

Bradbury, Osgood.
The mysteries of Boston; or, Woman's temptation. Boston, J.N. Bradley. 1844
Wright bibliography number 392.
Reel: B-10

Bradbury, Osgood.
Mysteries of Lowell. Boston, E.P. Williams. 1844
Wright bibliography number 393.
Reel: B-10

Bradbury, Osgood.
The mysterious mother; or, Theory of second love. Boston, F. Gleason. 1844
Wright bibliography number 394.
Reel: B-10

Bradbury, Osgood.
Pierpold the avenger; or, The lost child. Boston, F. Gleason. 1848
Wright bibliography number 395.
Reel: B-10

Bradbury, Osgood.
Pontiac: or, The last battle of the Ottawa chief. Boston, F. Gleason. 1848
Wright bibliography number 396.
Reel: B-10

Bradbury, Osgood.
The Spanish pirate: or, The terror of the ocean. Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 397.
Reel: B-10

Bradbury, Osgood.
Walton; or, The bandit's daughter. Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 398.
Reel: B-10

[Bradford, Ebenezer].
The art of courting, displayed in eight different scenes. Newburyport, W. Barrett. 1795
Wright bibliography number 399.
Reel: B-10

[Brainard, John Gardiner Calkins].
Letters found in the ruins of Fort Bradford, including an interesting American tale. New York, O. Wilder and J. Campbell. 1824
Wright bibliography number 400.
Reel: B-10

Brice, James F.]
Castle Crosier. Annapolis, W.M. NeNeir. 1827
Wright bibliography number 404.
Reel: B-10

The Brigantine; or, Admiral Lowe. By an American. New York, Crowen & Decker. 1839
Wright bibliography number 406.
Reel: B-10

Briggs, Charles Frederick.
The adventures of Harry Franco. New York, F. Saunders. 1839
Wright bibliography number 407.
Reel: B-10

Briggs, Charles Frederick.
Bankrupt stories. New York, J. Allen. 1843
Wright bibliography number 408; ed. By Harry Franco [pseud.].
Reel: B-10

Banfield, Agnes Houghton.
Under blue skies, and other stories. Philadelphia, Printed for the Author by International Printing Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 265.
Reel: B-11

Bangs, John Kendrick.
Wright bibliography number 267.
Reel: B-11

Bangs, John Kendrick.
Coffee and repartee. New York, Harper & Bros. c1893
Wright bibliography number 268.
Reel: B-11
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Bangs, John Kendrick.
The dreamers; a club.
Wright bibliography number 269.
Reel: B-11

Bangs, John Kendrick.
The enchanted typewriter.
Wright bibliography number 270.
Reel: B-11

Bangs, John Kendrick.
Ghosts I have met and some others.
Wright bibliography number 271.
Reel: B-11

Bangs, John Kendrick.
A house-boat on the Styx.
New York, Harper. 1896
Wright bibliography number 272.
Reel: B-11

Bangs, John Kendrick.
The idiot.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1895
Wright bibliography number 273.
Reel: B-11

Bangs, John Kendrick.
The Idiot at home.
Wright bibliography number 274.
Reel: B-11

Belisle, David W.
The American Family Robinson; or, The adventures of a family lost in the Great Desert of the West.
Philadelphia, W.P. Hazard. 1854
Wright bibliography number 250.
Reel: B-11

Belisle, Orville S.
The Arch Bishop or, Romanism in the United States.
Philadelphia, W.W. Smith. 1855
Wright bibliography number 251.
Reel: B-11

Belisle, Orville S.
The Prophets; or, Mormonism unveiled.
Philadelphia, W.W. Smith. 1855
Wright bibliography number 252.
Reel: B-11

Bell, Alfreda Eva.
Boardicea; the Mormon wife.
Baltimore, A.R. Orton. [c1855]
Wright bibliography number 253.
Reel: B-11

Bell, Alfreda Eva.
The rebel cousins; or, Life and love in Secessia.
Philadelphia, Barclay. 1864. 1864
Wright bibliography number 254.
Reel: B-11

Bellamy, Elizabeth Whitfield (Croom).
Four-oaks.
New York. G.W. Carleton. 1867
Wright bibliography number 255; By Kamba Thorpe [pseud.]
Reel: B-11

Briggs, Charles Frederick.
The trippings of Tom Pepper; or, The results of romancing.
New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1847-50
Wright bibliography number 410; By Harry Franco [pseud.]
Reel: B-11

Briggs, Charles Frederick.
Working a passage; or, Life in a liner.
New York, J. Allen. 1844
Wright bibliography number 411.
Reel: B-11

[Briggs, Emily Edson].
Ellen Parry; or, Trials of the heart.
New York, Appleton. 1850
Wright bibliography number 413; By Olivia [pseud.]
Reel: B-11

Brisbane, Abbott Hall.
Ralpton; or, The young Carolinian of 1776.
Charleston, Burges and James. 1848
Wright bibliography number 414.
Reel: B-11

Brisbane, William Henry.
Amanda.
Philadelphia, Merrihew & Thompson. 1848
Wright bibliography number 415.
Reel: B-11

[Brooks, Maria (Gowen)].
Idomen; or, The vale of Yumuri.
New York, S. Colman. 1843
Wright bibliography number 417; By Maria del Occidente [pseud.]
Reel: B-11

[Brown, Charles Brockden].
Arthur Mervyn; or, Memoirs of the year 1793.
Philadelphia, H. Maxwell. 1799
Wright bibliography number 418.
Reel: B-11
[Brown, Charles Brockden].
   Clara Howard; in a series of letters.
   Philadelphia, A. Dickins. 1801
   Wright bibliography number 419.
   Reel: B-11

[Brown, Charles Brockden].
   Edgar Huntley; or, Memoirs of a sleep-walker.
   Philadelphia, H. Maxwell. 1799
   Wright bibliography number 420.
   Reel: B-11

Bangs, John Kendrick.
   Mr. Bonaparte of Corsica.
   New York, Harper & Bros. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 275.
   Reel: B-12

Bangs, John Kendrick.
   New waggings of old tales. By two wags.
   Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1888
   Wright bibliography number 276.
   Reel: B-12

Bangs, John Kendrick.
   Paste jewels, being seven tales of domestic woe.
   Wright bibliography number 277.
   Reel: B-12

Bangs, John Kendrick.
   Peeps at people, being certain papers from the
   writings of Anne Warrington Witherup [pseud.].
   Wright bibliography number 278.
   Reel: B-12

Bangs, John Kendrick.
   The pursuit of the house-boat.
   New York, Harper & Bros. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 279.
   Reel: B-12

Bangs, John Kendrick.
   A rebellious heroine.
   New York, Harper & Bros. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 280.
   Reel: B-12

Bangs, John Kendrick.
   Roger Camerden.
   New York, G.J. Coombes. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 281.
   Reel: B-12

Bangs, John Kendrick.
   Three weeks in politics.
   New York, Harper and Bros. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 282.
   Reel: B-12

[Brown, Charles Brockden].
   Jane Talbot.
   Washington City, J. Bioren. 1801
   Wright bibliography number 422.
   Reel: B-12

Bangs, John Kendrick.
   Toppleton's client; or, A spirit in exile.
   New York, C.L. Webster & Co. 1893
   Wright bibliography number 283.
   Reel: B-12

Bangs, John Kendrick.
   The water ghost and others.
   New York, Harper & Bros. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 284.
   Reel: B-12

Belmont, Cara.
   The city side; or, Passages from a pastor's
   portfolio.
   Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1854
   Wright bibliography number 256.
   Reel: B-12

Benauly [pseud.].
   Cone cut corners: the experiences of a
   conservative family in fanatical times.
   New York, Mason Bros. [c1855]
   Wright bibliography number 257.
   Reel: B-12

Benauly [pseud.].
   Matthew Caraby.
   New York, Mason Bros. 1859
   Wright bibliography number 258.
   Reel: B-12

Benedict, Frank Lee.
   John Worthington's name.
   New York, Harper. 1874
   Wright bibliography number 259.
   Reel: B-12

Benedict, Frank Lee.
   Miss Dorothy's charge.
   New York, Harper. 1873
   Wright bibliography number 260.
   Reel: B-12

Benedict, Frank Lee.
   Miss Van Kortland.
   New York, Harper. 1870
   Wright bibliography number 261.
   Reel: B-12

Benedict, Frank Lee.
   Mr. Vaughan's heir.
   New York, Harper. 1875
   Wright bibliography number 262.
   Reel: B-12

Belmont, Cara.
   The city side; or, Passages from a pastor's
   portfolio.
   Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1854
   Wright bibliography number 256.
   Reel: B-12

Bangs, John Kendrick.
   Toppleton's client; or, A spirit in exile.
   New York, C.L. Webster & Co. 1893
   Wright bibliography number 283.
   Reel: B-12

Bangs, John Kendrick.
   The water ghost and others.
   New York, Harper & Bros. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 284.
   Reel: B-12

Belmont, Cara.
   The city side; or, Passages from a pastor's
   portfolio.
   Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1854
   Wright bibliography number 256.
   Reel: B-12

Benauly [pseud.].
   Cone cut corners: the experiences of a
   conservative family in fanatical times.
   New York, Mason Bros. [c1855]
   Wright bibliography number 257.
   Reel: B-12

Benauly [pseud.].
   Matthew Caraby.
   New York, Mason Bros. 1859
   Wright bibliography number 258.
   Reel: B-12

Benedict, Frank Lee.
   John Worthington's name.
   New York, Harper. 1874
   Wright bibliography number 259.
   Reel: B-12

Benedict, Frank Lee.
   Miss Dorothy's charge.
   New York, Harper. 1873
   Wright bibliography number 260.
   Reel: B-12

Benedict, Frank Lee.
   Miss Van Kortland.
   New York, Harper. 1870
   Wright bibliography number 261.
   Reel: B-12

Benedict, Frank Lee.
   Mr. Vaughan's heir.
   New York, Harper. 1875
   Wright bibliography number 262.
   Reel: B-12

[Brown, Charles Brockden].
   Jane Talbot.
   Washington City, J. Bioren. 1801
   Wright bibliography number 422.
   Reel: B-12
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[Brown, Charles Brockden].

Ormond; or, The secret witness.
New York, Printed by G. Forman, for H. Caritat.
1799
Wright bibliography number 424.
Reel: B-12

[Brown, Charles Brockden].

Wieland; or, The transformation.
New York, Printed by T. & J. Swords, for H. Caritat.
1798
Wright bibliography number 426.
Reel: B-12

[Brown, John Walker].

Julia of Baiae; or, The days of Nero.
New York, Saxton & Miles. 1843
Wright bibliography number 428.
Reel: B-12

Brown, Phoebe (Hinsdale).

The tree and its fruits, or, Narratives from real life.
New York, E. Collier. 1836
Wright bibliography number 430.
Reel: B-12

Brown, William Hill.

Ira and Isabelle; or, The natural children.
Boston, Belcher and Armstrong. 1807
Wright bibliography number 432.
Reel: B-12

Brown, William Hill.

The power of sympathy; or, The triumph of nature.
Boston, I. Thomas. 1789
Wright bibliography number 433.
Reel: B-12

Browne, John Ross.

Confessions of a quack; or, The autobiography of a modern Aesculapiian.
Louisville, J.B. Marshall. 1841
Wright bibliography number 434.
Reel: B-12

Banks, Charles Eugene.

In Hampton roads; by Charles Eugene Banks and George Cram Cook.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. [1899]
Wright bibliography number 285.
Reel: B-13

Banks, Mary Ross.

Bright days in the old plantation time.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1882
Wright bibliography number 286.
Reel: B-13

Barbe, Waitman.

In the Virginias: stories and sketches.
Akron, Werner Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 287.
Reel: B-13

[Barber, Harriet Boomer].

Drafted in: a sequel to The bread-winners.
New York, Bliss Pub. Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 288; by Faith Templeton [pseud.].
Reel: B-13

[Barber, Harriet Boomer].

Wrecked, but not lost.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 289; by Faith Templeton [pseud.].
Reel: B-13

Barbour, Anna Maynard.

Told in the Rockies.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 290.
Reel: B-13

Barbour, Sarah G.

Spiders and rice pudding.
New York, The authors' Pub. Co. [c1879]
Wright bibliography number 291.
Reel: B-13

Benedict, Frank Lee.

My daughter Elinor.
New York, Harper. 1869
Wright bibliography number 263.
Reel: B-13

Benedict, Frank Lee.

St. Simon's niece.
New York, Harper. 1875
Wright bibliography number 264.
Reel: B-13

Benjamín, Samuel Greene Wheeler.

The choice of Paris.
New York, Hurd and Houghton. 1870
Wright bibliography number 265.
Reel: B-13

Bennett, Emerson.

Alfred Moreland; or, The legacy.
Cincinnati [H.M. Rulison]. 1855
Wright bibliography number 266.
Reel: B-13

Bennett, Emerson.

The artist's bride; or, The pawnbroker's heir.
New York, Garrett, Dick & Fitzgerald. [c1856]
Wright bibliography number 267.
Reel: B-13

Bennett, Emerson.

The bandit queen.
New York, Street & Smith. 1869
Wright bibliography number 268.
Reel: B-13
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Bennett, Emerson.
The border rover.
Philadelphia, T. B. Peterson. [c1857]
Wright bibliography number 269.
Reel: B-13

Bennett, Emerson.
The bride of the wilderness.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1854]
Wright bibliography number 270.
Reel: B-13

[Brownlee, William Craig].
The Whigs of Scotland: or, The last of the Stuarts.
New York, J. & J. Harper. 1833
Wright bibliography number 435.
Reel: B-13

Brownson, Orestes Augustus.
Charles Elwood; or, The infidel converted.
Boston, Little and Brown. 1840
Wright bibliography number 436.
Reel: B-13

Bryant, John Delavan.
Pauline Seward.
Baltimore, J. Murphy [etc.]. 1847
Wright bibliography number 437.
Reel: B-13

[Bryant, William Cullen] ed.
Tales of Glauber-Spa. By several American authors.
New York, J. & J. Harper. 1832
Wright bibliography number 439.
Reel: B-13

Bryne, Frank.
The Spanish beauty; or, The cruise of the Gentile.
Boston, "Star Spangled Banner" Office. [1848]
Wright bibliography number 442.
Reel: B-13

Buchanan, Harrison Gray.
Asmodeus: or, Legends of New York.
New York, J.D. Munson. 1848
Wright bibliography number 443.
Reel: B-13

Bullard, Anne Tuttle (Jones).
The Reformation.
Boston, Massachusetts Sabbath School Society. 1832
Wright bibliography number 445.
Reel: B-13

Bullard, Anne Tuttle (Jones).
The wife for a missionary.
Cincinnati, Truman, Smith. 1834
Wright bibliography number 446.
Reel: B-13

[Barclay, Cornelia S.].
Mrs. Singleton.
New York, The Authors' Pub. Co. [c1880]
Wright bibliography number 292.
Reel: B-14

Bardeen, Charles William.
…Commissioner Hume.
Syracuse, C. W. Bardeen. 1899
Wright bibliography number 293.
Reel: B-14

Bardeen, Charles William.
Roderick Hume.
Syracuse, Davis, Bardeen & Co.; New York, Baker, Pratt & Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 295.
Reel: B-14

Barker, Laura (Cooke).
Society silhouettes: collection of short stories.
Cleveland, Helman-Taylor Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 296.
Reel: B-14

Barnard, Charles.
Knights of to-day; or, Love and science.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1881
Wright bibliography number 298.
Reel: B-14

Barnard, Edna A.
…Maple Range.
Chicago, H.A. Summer & Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 300.
Reel: B-14

Bennett, Emerson.
Clara Moreland; or, Adventures in the far South-West.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1853]
Wright bibliography number 271.
Reel: B-14

Bennett, Emerson.
Ellen Norbury; or, The adventures of an orphan.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1855]
Wright bibliography number 272.
Reel: B-14

Bennett, Emerson.
The fair rebel.
Cincinnati, U.P. James. [c1853]
Wright bibliography number 273.
Reel: B-14
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Bennett, Emerson.
The female spy; or, Treason in the camp.
Cincinnati, U.P. James. [c1853]
Wright bibliography number 274.
Reel: B-14

Bennett, Emerson.
The heiress of Bellefonte.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1855]
Wright bibliography number 275.
Reel: B-14

Bennett, Emerson.
Intriguing for a princess. An adventure with Mexican banditti.
Philadelphia, J.W. Bradley. 1859
Wright bibliography number 276.
Reel: B-14

Bennett, Emerson.
The League of the Miami.
Cincinnati, L. Stratton. 1851
Wright bibliography number 277; A new and stereotyped ed., enl., rev., and corr. by the author.
Reel: B-14

Bennett, Emerson.
The orphan's trials; or, Alone in a great city.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1874]
Wright bibliography number 278.
Reel: B-14

Bennett, Emerson.
The outlaw's daughter; or, Adventures in the south.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1874
Wright bibliography number 279.
Reel: B-14

Burdett, Charles.
Arthur Martin; or, The other's trials.
New York, Harper. [1847]
Wright bibliography number 449.
Reel: B-14

Burdett, Charles.
Chances and changes; or, Life as it is.
New York, Appleton. 1846
Wright bibliography number 450; [i.e. 1845].
Reel: B-14

Burdett, Charles.
The convict's child.
New York, Baker and Scribner. 1846
Wright bibliography number 451.
Reel: B-14

Burdett, Charles.
The Elliot family; or, The trials of New York seamstresses.
New York, E. Winchester. 1845
Wright bibliography number 452.
Reel: B-14

Burdett, Charles.
The gambler; or, The policeman's story.
New York, Baker and Scribner. 1848
Wright bibliography number 455.
Reel: B-14

Burdett, Charles.
Lilla Hart.
New York, Baker and Scribner. 1846
Wright bibliography number 456.
Reel: B-14

Burdett, Charles.
Mary Grover; or, The trusting wife.
New York, Harper. 1848
Wright bibliography number 457.
Reel: B-14

Burdett, Charles.
Never too late.
New York, Appleton. 1845
Wright bibliography number 458.
Reel: B-14

[Burleigh, George Shepard].
Mason Hodges.
Philadelphia, Merrihew & Thompson. 1848
Wright bibliography number 459; By S.C. Merrick [pseud.].
Reel: B-14

Burnham, George Pickering.
The banker's clerk; or, Lost and found.
Boston, Hotchkiss. 1850
Wright bibliography number 460; By the "Young un." [pseud.].
Reel: B-14

Burnham, George Pickering.
Gleanings from the portfolio of the "Young Un"
[pseud.].
Boston, R.B. Fitts. 1849
Wright bibliography number 461.
Reel: B-14

[Burton, Warren].
The district school as it was.
Boston, Carter, Hendee. 1833
Wright bibliography number 463; By one who went to it.
Reel: B-14

[Barnard, J. Howard].
A bright idea and what came of it.
[San Francisco]. [1891]
Wright bibliography number 301.
Reel: B-15

[Barnard, J. Howard].
How they did it.
[San Francisco]. [1891]
Wright bibliography number 302.
Reel: B-15
[Barnard, J. Howard].
Over a late cigar.
[San Francisco]. [1891]
Wright bibliography number 303.
Reel: B-15

Barnes, James.
A Princetonian; a story of undergraduate life at the College of New Jersey.
New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1896
Wright bibliography number 304.
Reel: B-15

Barnes, Willis.
Dame Fortune smiled.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 305.
Reel: B-15

Barnett, Evelyn Snead.
Mrs. Delire's euchre party, and other tales.
Franklin, O., The Editor Pub. Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 306.
Reel: B-15

Barnes, Charles Edward.
A disillusioned occultist.
New York, Willard Fracker & Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 307.
Reel: B-15

Barnes, Charles Edward.
A portrait in crimsons.
New York, Fracker & Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 309.
Reel: B-15

Barnes, Charles Edward.
A Venetian study in black and white.
New York, W. Fracker & Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 310.
Reel: B-15

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
The beads of Tasmer.
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. 1891
Wright bibliography number 311.
Reel: B-15

Bennett, Emerson.
The phantom of the forest.
Philadelphia, J.E. Potter. 1868
Wright bibliography number 280; Author's rev. ed.
Reel: B-15

Bennett, Emerson.
The pioneer's daughter; and The unknown countess.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1851]
Wright bibliography number 281.
Reel: B-15

Bennett, Emerson.
Rosalie Du Pont; or, Treason in the camp. A sequel to The female spy.
Cincinnati, L. Stratton. [c1851]
Wright bibliography number 282.
Reel: B-15

Bennett, Emerson.
The unknown countess.
Cincinnati, Stratton. 1851
Wright bibliography number 283.
Reel: B-15

Bennett, Emerson.
The unknown countess; or, Crime and its results.
Cincinnati, U.P. James. [ca.1854]
Wright bibliography number 284.
Reel: B-15

Bennett, Emerson.
Viola; or, Adventures in the far South-West...A companion to the "Prairie flower.".
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1852]
Wright bibliography number 285.
Reel: B-15

Bennett, Emerson.
Walde-Warren: a tale of circumstantial evidence...A companion to the "Prairie flower.".
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1852]
Wright bibliography number 286.
Reel: B-15

Bennett, Emerson.
Wild scenes on the frontiers; or, Heroes of the West.
Philadelphia, Hamelin. 1859
Wright bibliography number 287.
Reel: B-15

Bennett, Martha Haines (Butt).
Antifanaticism.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1853
Wright bibliography number 288.
Reel: B-15

Bennett, Martha Haines (Butt).
The leisure moments of Miss Martha Haines Butt.
New York, E.D. Long. 1860
Wright bibliography number 289.
Reel: B-15

Bennett, Mary E.]
Poems and tales.
New York, T.W. Strong. 1851
Wright bibliography number 290; By Mary Campbell, Mary Mel, etc., noms de plume of M.E. B.
Reel: B-15
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Burton, William Evans.
Waggeries and vagaries. A series of sketches, humorous and descriptive.
Philadelphia, Carey & Hart. 1848
Wright bibliography number 466.
Reel: B-15

[Burts, Robert].
The scourge of the ocean. By an officer of the U.S. Navy.
Philadelphia, Carey & Hart. 1837
Wright bibliography number 467.
Reel: B-15

Butler, James.
Fortune's foot-ball; or, The adventures of Mercutio.
Harrisburgh, J. Wyeth. 1797-98
Wright bibliography number 469.
Reel: B-15

The Buttonwoods; or, The refugees of the Revolution. By the author of "Legends of the Revolution." [etc.].
Philadelphia, M.E. Harmstead. 1849
Wright bibliography number 470.
Reel: B-15

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
Bernicia.
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 312.
Reel: B-16

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
Between two loves.
New York, Dodd, Mead. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 313.
Reel: B-16

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
A border shepherdess.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 314.
Reel: B-16

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
The bow of orange ribbon.
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 315.
Reel: B-16

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
Christopher, and other stories.
New York, Hunt & Eaton. [1888]
Wright bibliography number 316.
Reel: B-16

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
A daughter of Fife.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 317.
Reel: B-16

Berkley, Cora.
The Beauforts.
Philadelphia, P.F. Cunningham. 1866
Wright bibliography number 291.
Reel: B-16

Berkley, Cora.
The Hamiltons; or, Sunshine in storm.
New York, E. Dunigan. 1856
Wright bibliography number 292.
Reel: B-16

Berlin, Eliza Annie.
Earth angels and hidden oppression; or, The life of little Annie.
Columbus, Nevins & Myers. 1868
Wright bibliography number 292A.
Reel: B-16

Berriedale [pseud.].
Unforgiven.
New York, T.W. Brown. 1869
Wright bibliography number 293.
Reel: B-16

[Berry, Martha Eugenia].
Bella; or, The cradle of liberty.
Boston, N.D. Berry. 1874
Wright bibliography number 294; By Mrs. Eugenia St. John [pseud.].
Reel: B-16

Bickford, Mrs. J.T.
Scandal.
Boston, Shepard, Clark and Brown. 1857
Wright bibliography number 295.
Reel: B-16

Bickley, Charles Powell.
Garnelle; or, The rover's oath of blood.
New York, Garrett. 1853
Wright bibliography number 296.
Reel: B-16

Bickley, George W.L.
Adalaska; or, The strange and mysterious family of the Cave of Generva.
Cincinnati, H.M. Rulison. 1853
Wright bibliography number 297.
Reel: B-16

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
Feet of clay.
New York, Dodd, Mead, and Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 318.
Reel: B-17

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
The flower of Gala Water.
New York, Robert Bonner's Sons. [1894]
Wright bibliography number 319.
Reel: B-17
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
*Friend Olivia.*
New York, Dodd, Mead. [1889-90]
Wright bibliography number 320.
Reel: B-17

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
*Girls of a feather.*
New York, R. Bonner’s Sons. 1893
Wright bibliography number 321.
Reel: B-17

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
*The Hallam succession.*
New York, Phillips & Hunt; Cincinnati, Cranston & Stowe. 1885
Wright bibliography number 322.
Reel: B-17

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
*I, thou and the other one.*
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 324.
Reel: B-18

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
*Jan Vedder's wife.*
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 325.
Reel: B-18

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
*The Black crook. A most wonderful history. Now being performed with immense success in all the principal theatres throughout the United States.*
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1866]
Wright bibliography number 304.
Reel: B-17

Blackson, Lorenzo Dow.
*The rise and progress of the kingdoms of light and darkness; or, The reigns of Kings Alpha and Abadon.*
Philadelphia, J. Nicholas. 1867
Wright bibliography number 305.
Reel: B-17

Blackwell, Antoinette Louise (Brown).
*The island neighbors.*
New York, Harper. 1871
Wright bibliography number 306.
Reel: B-17

Bigelow, Harriet Hamline.
*The curse entailed.*
Boston, Wentworth. 1857
Wright bibliography number 299.
Reel: B-17

Binder, William Earle.
*Madelon Hawley; or, The Jesuit and his victim.*
New York, H. Dayton. 1857
Wright bibliography number 300.
Reel: B-17

Binder, William Earle.
*Viola; or, The triumphs of love and faith.*
New York, Evans. 1858
Wright bibliography number 301.
Reel: B-17

Binder, William Earle.
*Dora Raymond; or, Truth triumphant.*
Binghamton, Daily Republican Book and Job Office. 1863
Wright bibliography number 302; By Azile [pseud.].
Reel: B-17

Birdsall, Eliza R.M..
*The Birthday gifts.*
New York, Sutton, Bowne. 1867
Wright bibliography number 303.
Reel: B-17
Blake, Lillie (Devereux) Umsted.
   Fettered for life; or, Lord and master.
New York, Sheldon. 1874
Wright bibliography number 307.
Reel: B-18

Blake, Lillie (Devereux) Umsted.
   Rockford; or, Sunshine and storm.
New York, Carleton. 1863
Wright bibliography number 308.
Reel: B-18

Blake, Lillie (Devereux) Umsted.
   Southwold.
New York, Rudd & Carleton. 1859
Wright bibliography number 309.
Reel: B-18

Blanchard, G.C.
   Metropolitan tales and sketches.
New York. 1873
Wright bibliography number 309A.
Reel: B-18

Blanche Dearwood.
New York, Bunce. 1855
Wright bibliography number 310.
Reel: B-18

Blanche Seymour. By the author of "Erma's engagement".
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1873
Wright bibliography number 31.
Reel: B-18

Bland, Thomas Augustus.
   Farming as a profession; or, How Charles Loring made it pay.
Boston, Loring. 1870
Wright bibliography number 311A.
Reel: B-18

Bland, William.
   The awful doom of the traitor; or, The terrible fate of the deluded and guilty.
Cincinnati, H.M. Rulison. 1852
Wright bibliography number 312.
Reel: B-18

[Blauvelt, Mrs. Isaac Remsen].
   The yoke and burden.
New York, United States Pub. Co. 1869
Wright bibliography number 313.
Reel: B-18

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
   Love for an hour is love forever.
New York, Dodd, Mead. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 331.
Reel: B-19

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
   The maid of Maiden lane; a sequel to "The bow of orange ribbon".
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 332.
Reel: B-19

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
   Master of his fate.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 333.
Reel: B-19

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
   The mate of the "Easter Bell", and other stories.
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 334.
Reel: B-19

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
   Mrs. Barr's short stories.
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 335.
Reel: B-19

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
   Paul and Christina.
New York, Dodd, Mead. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 336.
Reel: B-19

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
   The preacher's daughter.
Boston, Bradley & Woodruff. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 337.
Reel: B-19

Bloomfield-Moore, Clara Sophia (Jessup).
   Tight times; or, The diamond cross, and other tales.
Philadelphia, W.P. Hazard. 1855
Wright bibliography number 314; By Clara Moreton [pseudo.].
Reel: B-19

[Blox, John E.].
   Justo Ucundono, Prince of Japan.
Baltimore, J. Murphy. 1854
Wright bibliography number 315; By Philalethes [pseud.].
Reel: B-19

Blunt, Ellen (Key).
   Bread to my children.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1856
Wright bibliography number 316.
Reel: B-19

Blunt, Ellen (Key).
   The +mas star for the poor.
Washington, G.S. Gideon. 1856
Wright bibliography number 317.
Reel: B-19
Boaz, Ben [pseud.].
The winged chariot.
Cincinnati, A.B. Volney. 1858
Wright bibliography number 318.
Reel: B-19

[Bogart, William Henry].
Quentin Durward, the loser and the winner.
Albany, J. Munsell. 1869
Wright bibliography number 319.
Reel: B-19

Bolton, Sarah (Knowles).
The present problem.
New York, Putnam. 1874
Wright bibliography number 320.
Reel: B-19

Börnstein, Heinrich.
Die Geheimnisse von St. Louis.
Cassel, H. Hotop. 1851
Wright bibliography number 318A; 1. Bd., 1 Abt.
Reel: B-19

Bouderby, Oliver [pseud.]?
The law student; or, The struggles of a heart.
New York, S. French. [185?]
Wright bibliography number 321.
Reel: B-19

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
Prisoners of conscience.
New York, The Century Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 338.
Reel: B-20

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
Remember the Alamo.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 339.
Reel: B-20

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
Romances and realities.
New York, J. B. Ford and Cod. 1876
Wright bibliography number 340.
Reel: B-20

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
A rose of a hundred leaves.
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 341.
Reel: B-20

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
Scottish sketches.
New York, Dodd, Mead. [1883]
Wright bibliography number 342.
Reel: B-20

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
She loved a sailor.
New York, Dodd, Mead. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 343.
Reel: B-20

Bouton, John Bell.
Round the block.
New York, Appleton. 1864
Wright bibliography number 322.
Reel: B-20

[Bowen, Sue (Petigru) King].
Busy moments of an idle woman.
New York, Appleton. 1854
Wright bibliography number 323.
Reel: B-20

[Bowen, Sue (Petigru) King].
Gerald Gray's wife.
[Augusta, Ga.] Stockton. 1864
Wright bibliography number 324.
Reel: B-20

[Bowen, Sue (Petigru) King].
Lily.
New York, Harper. 1855
Wright bibliography number 325.
Reel: B-20

[Bowen, Sue (Petigru) King].
Sylvia's world [and] Crimes which the law does not reach.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1859
Wright bibliography number 326.
Reel: B-20

Bowline, Charley.
The iron tomb; or, The mock Count of New York.
Boston, G.H. Williams. [c1852]
Wright bibliography number 327.
Reel: B-20

Bowman, Jacob L.
You and me; or, Sketches for both of us.
St. Louis, Mo., G. Knapp. 1867
Wright bibliography number 328; By Hans Le Connor [pseud.].
Reel: B-20

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
A singer from the sea.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 344.
Reel: B-21

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
A sister to Esau.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 345.
Reel: B-21

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
The squire of Sandal-Side.
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 346.
Reel: B-21
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
Stories of life and love.
New York, The Christian Herald. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 347.
Reel: B-21

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
Trinity bells.
New York, J.F. Taylor and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 348.
Reel: B-21

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
Was it right to forgive?
Chicago and New York, H.S. Stone and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 349.
Reel: B-21

Barr, Amelia Edith (Huddleston).
Winter evening tales.
New York, The Christian Herald. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 350.
Reel: B-21

Boyce, John.
Mary Lee; or, The Yankee in Ireland.
Baltimore, Kelly, Hedian & Piet. 1860
Wright bibliography number 329; By Paul Peppergrass [pseud.].
Reel: B-21

Boyce, John.
The spaewife; or, The queen's secret.
Baltimore, J. Murphy. 1853
Wright bibliography number 330; By Paul Peppergrass [pseud.].
Reel: B-21

Boyesen, Hjalmar Hjorth.
Gunnar.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1874
Wright bibliography number 331.
Reel: B-21

Boyesen, Hjalmar Hjorth.
A Norseman's pilgrimage.
New York, Sheldon. 1875
Wright bibliography number 332.
Reel: B-21

Brace, John Pierce.
The fawn of the pale faces; or, Two centuries ago.
New York, Appleton. 1853
Wright bibliography number 333.
Reel: B-21

Bradbury, Osgood.
Agnes the beautiful; or, The gamblers' conspiracy.
Boston, G.H. Williams. c1853
Wright bibliography number 334.
Reel: B-21

Barrett, Jonathan.
How he lost her; or, True love never runs smooth.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1887
Wright bibliography number 352.
Reel: B-22

Barrett, Wilson.
Boston, L.C. Page and Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 353.
Reel: B-22

Barren, Elwyn Alfred.
Manders.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1899
Wright bibliography number 354.
Reel: B-22

Barrow, Elizabeth N.
The fortune of war.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 355.
Reel: B-22

Barrow, Elizabeth N.
The king's rivals.
New York, Longmans, Green. 1898
Wright bibliography number 356.
Reel: B-22

Bradbury, Osgood.
Alice Barber; or, The adventures of a young woman.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 335.
Reel: B-22

Bradbury, Osgood.
The banker's victim; or, The betrayed seamstress.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. [c1857]
Wright bibliography number 3346.
Reel: B-22

Bradbury, Osgood.
The beautiful half breed; or, The border rovers.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. [c1867]
Wright bibliography number 337.
Reel: B-22

Bradbury, Osgood.
Ellen Grant; or, Fashionable life in New-York.
New York, Dick & Fitzgerald. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 338.
Reel: B-22

Bradbury, Osgood.
Ellen: the pride of Broadway.
New York, F.A. Brady. [1865]
Wright bibliography number 339.
Reel: B-22
Bradbury, Osgood.
Emily, the beautiful seamstress; or, The danger of the first step.
Boston, G.H. Williams. [c1853]
Wright bibliography number 339A.
Reel: B-22

Bradbury, Osgood.
The fair Quakeress; or, The perjured lawyer.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. [c1857]
Wright bibliography number 340.
Reel: B-22

Bradbury, Osgood.
Female depravity; or, The house of death.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. [c1857]
Wright bibliography number 341.
Reel: B-22

Bradbury, Osgood.
The flower of the forest; or, The discarded daughter.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. [c1857]
Wright bibliography number 342.
Reel: B-22

Bradbury, Osgood.
The gambler's league; or, The trials of a country maid.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. [c1857]
Wright bibliography number 343.
Reel: B-22

Bradbury, Osgood.
The haunted castle; or, The abducted niece.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. [1857]
Wright bibliography number 344.
Reel: B-22

Bradbury, Osgood.
Jane Clark; or, Scenes in metropolitan life.
Boston, G.H. Williams. c1855
Wright bibliography number 345.
Reel: B-22

Bradbury, Osgood.
Louise Martin, the village maiden; or, The dangers of city life.
Boston, G.H. Williams. c1853
Wright bibliography number 346.
Reel: B-22

Bradbury, Osgood.
The modern Othello. Or the guilty wife.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. [c1855]
Wright bibliography number 347.
Reel: B-22

Bradbury, Osgood.
The Mutiler; or, Heaven's vengeance.
Wright bibliography number 348.
Reel: B-22

Bradbury, Osgood.
The mysterious foundling; or, The gamester's fate.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. [c1857]
Wright bibliography number 249.
Reel: B-22

Bradbury, Osgood.
The old distiller.
New York, Brognard. 1851
Wright bibliography number 350.
Reel: B-22

Bradbury, Osgood.
The rival lovers; or, The midnight murder.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. [c1857]
Wright bibliography number 351.
Reel: B-22

Bradbury, Osgood.
Therese; or, The Iroquois maiden.
Boston, G.H. Williams. [c1852]
Wright bibliography number 352.
Reel: B-22

Bradford, Sarah Elizabeth (Hopkins).
Lewie; or, The bended twig.
Auburn, Alden, Beardsley. 1853
Wright bibliography number 353; By Cousin Cicely [pseud.].
Reel: B-22

Barry, John Daniel.
The intriguers.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 357.
Reel: B-23

Barry, John Daniel.
Mademoiselle Blanche.
New York, Stone and Kimball. 1896
Wright bibliography number 358.
Reel: B-23

Bartlett, Alice Elinor (Bowen).
A new aristocracy.
New York, Detroit, Bartlett Pub. Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 359; by "Birch Arnold" [pseud.].
Reel: B-23

Bartlett, Alice Elinor (Bowen).
Until the day break.
Philadelphia, Porter and Coates. [c1877]
Wright bibliography number 360.
Reel: B-23

Bartlett, George Herbert.
A commercial trip with an uncommercial ending.
New York [etc.] G.P., Putnam's Sons. 1884
Wright bibliography number 361.
Reel: B-23
Bartlett, George Herbert.
Water tramps; or, The cruise of the "Sea bird.".
New York, London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1895
Wright bibliography number 362.
Reel: B-23

Bartlett, Theodore.
Heart stories.
New York and London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1889
Wright bibliography number 363.
Reel: B-23

Bartlett, William Chambers.
An idyl of war-times.
New York, L. Vanderpoole Pub. Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 364.
Reel: B-23

Bradford, Sarah Elizabeth (Hopkins).
The Linton family; or, The fashion of this world.
New York, Pudney & Russell. 1860
Wright bibliography number 354.
Reel: B-23

Bradford, Sarah Elizabeth (Hopkins).
Ups and downs; or, Silver Lake sketches.
Auburn, J.E. Beardsley. [c1854]
Wright bibliography number 355; By cousin Cicely [pseud.].
Reel: B-23

Bradley, James A.
Clayton Berry; or, New Year's calls.
New York, Mcdonald. 1871
Wright bibliography number 356.
Reel: B-23

Bradley, James A.
A story of Ocean Grove.
[Asbury park, N.J.]. [1874?]
Wright bibliography number 356A.
Reel: B-23

Brady, James Topham.
A Christmas dream.
New York. Appleton. 1860
Wright bibliography number 358.
Reel: B-23

Brady, James Topham.
A Christmas dream.
New York, Printed by C.A. Alvord. 1860
Wright bibliography number 357.
Reel: B-23

[Bragg, Henry A.]
Tekel; or, Cora Glencoe.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1870
Wright bibliography number 359; By Braganza [pseud.].
Reel: B-23

Brandon, Curris.
David Woodburn, the mountain missionary.
Boston, H. Hoyt. [c1865]
Wright bibliography number 360.
Reel: B-23

Brewster, Anna Maria Hampton.
Compensation; or, Always a future.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1860
Wright bibliography number 361.
Reel: B-23

Barton, C. Josephine.
Evangel Ahvallah; or, The white spectrum.
Kansas City, The Author. 1895
Wright bibliography number 365.
Reel: B-24

Barton, Samuel.
Ask her, man! Ask her!.
New York, G.W. Dillingham; London, S. Low, Son & Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 366; By A.B. Roker [pseud.].
Reel: B-24

Barton, Samuel.
The Battle of the Swash and The capture of Canada.
New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1888
Wright bibliography number 367.
Reel: B-24

Barton, William Eleazar.
A hero in homespun.
Boston, New York and London, Lamson, Wolfe and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 368l.
Reel: B-24

Barton, William Eleazar.
Life in the hills of Kentucky.
Oberlin, E.J. Goodrich. 1890
Wright bibliography number 369.
Reel: B-24

Barton, William Eleazar.
Pine knot.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 370.
Reel: B-24

Barton, William Eleazar.
Sir Galloway's daughter-in-law.
Boston, Pilgrim Press. [1897]
Wright bibliography number 371.
Reel: B-24

Brewster, Anna Maria Hampton.
St. Martin's summer.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1866
Wright bibliography number 362.
Reel: B-24
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Bridges, James.
The collier's tale.
New York, R. Carter. 1853
Wright bibliography number 363.
Reel: B-24

Brierwood, Frank [pseud.?].
Mabel Clifton.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelinger. 1869
Wright bibliography number 364.
Reel: B-24

Bright, Amanda (Metcalf).
The three Bernices; or, Ansermo of the Crag.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1869
Wright bibliography number 365.
Reel: B-24

[Brinton, Bulah].
Man is love. By one who knows.
[Philadelphia] Lippincott. 1873
Wright bibliography number 366.
Reel: B-24

Brisee.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1862
Wright bibliography number 367.
Reel: B-24

Barton, William Eleazar.
The truth about the trouble at Roundstone.
Boston, Pilgrim Press. 1897
Wright bibliography number 372.
Reel: B-25

Barton, William Eleazar.
... The wind-up of the big meetin' on No Bus'ness.
Oberlin, Pub. For the Author by the Oberlin News. 1887
Wright bibliography number 373.
Reel: B-25

Bascom, Lee.
A god of Gotham.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1891
Wright bibliography number 374.
Reel: B-25

Baskett, James Newton.
"At you-all's house".
Wright bibliography number 376.
Reel: B-25

[Brooks, Alice].
Day dreams.
Baltimore, Turnbull. 1874
Wright bibliography number 371A.
Reel: B-25

Bassett, George.
Hippolyte and golden-beak.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1895
Wright bibliography number 377.
Reel: B-25

[Bassett], Mary E. (Stone).
... A fair plebeian.
Chicago, H.A. Sumner and co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 378.
Reel: B-25

[Bassett], Mary E. (Stone).
Jerusha's Jim.
New York, W.B. Smith & Co. [c1881]
Wright bibliography number 379.
Reel: B-25

Bristed, Charles Astor.
The upper ten thousand.
New York, Stringer & Townsend. 1852
Wright bibliography number 368.
Reel: B-25

Brittan, Harriette G.
Shoshie, the Hindoo Zenana teacher.
New York, T. Whittaker. [c1873]
Wright bibliography number 369.
Reel: B-25

Brother Mason, the circuit rider; or, Ten years a Methodist preacher.
Cincinnati, H.M. Rulison. 1858
Wright bibliography number 372.
Reel: B-25

Bates, Arlo.
Albrecht.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1890
Wright bibliography number 382.
Reel: B-26
**Bates, Arlo.**
- A book o'nine tales.
  - Boston, Roberts Bros. 1891
  - Wright bibliography number 383.
  - **Reel: B-26**
- In the bundle of time.
  - Boston, Roberts Bros. 1893
  - Wright bibliography number 384.
  - **Reel: B-26**
- A lad's love.
  - Boston, Roberts Bros. 1887
  - Wright bibliography number 385.
  - **Reel: B-26**
- Love in a cloud.
  - Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1900
  - Wright bibliography number 386.
  - **Reel: B-26**
- Mr. Jacobs.
  - Boston, W.B. Clarke & Carruth. 1883
  - Wright bibliography number 387.
  - **Reel: B-26**
- ... The pagans.
  - New York, H. Holt and Co. 1884
  - Wright bibliography number 388.
  - **Reel: B-26**

**Brotherhead, Alfred Paxton.**
- Himself his worst enemy: or, Philip Duke of Wharton's career.
  - Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1871
  - Wright bibliography number 373.
  - **Reel: B-26**

**Brougham, John.**
- A basket of chips.
  - New York, Bunce. 1866
  - Wright bibliography number 374.
  - **Reel: B-26**
- The Bunsby papers (Second series). Irish echoes.
  - New York, Derby & Jackson. 1856
  - Wright bibliography number 375.
  - **Reel: B-26**

**Brougham, John.**
- The light of home.
  - New York, American News Co. 1868
  - Wright bibliography number 376.
  - **Reel: B-26**

**Brown, David.**
- The planter; or, Thirteen years in the South.
  - Philadelphia, H. Hooker. 1853
  - Wright bibliography number 377.
  - **Reel: B-26**

**Brown, Emma Elizabeth.**
- From night to light.
  - Boston, D. Lothrop. [1872]
  - Wright bibliography number 378; By B.E.E. [pseud.].
  - **Reel: B-26**

**Brown, James E.**
- Mose Skinner's bridal tour, and other sketches.
  - Boston, New England News Co. [c1871]
  - Wright bibliography number 379.
  - **Reel: B-26**
- Mose Skinner's great world's jubilee and humstrum convulsion.
  - Boston, W. Richardson. 1872
  - Wright bibliography number 380.
  - **Reel: B-26**
- Mose Skinner's silver wedding.
  - Boston, W. Richardson. [c1873]
  - Wright bibliography number 381.
  - **Reel: B-26**
- Our Great Peace Festival and Pow wow; to be held in Boston, June, 1869.
  - Boston, W. Richardson. 1869
  - Wright bibliography number 382.
  - **Reel: B-26**
- Recollections of a lazy life.
  - Boston, W. Richardson. 1869
  - Wright bibliography number 383; By Mose Skinner [pseud.].
  - **Reel: B-26**
- De histori ov Magnus Maha'rb and de Blak Dragun.
  - Nu-York, Printed for de Filolojikal Gemana. 1866
  - Wright bibliography number 384; Bai Kristofur Kadmus [pseud.].
  - **Reel: B-26**

**Bates, Arlo.**
- ...Patty's perversities.
  - Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1881
  - Wright bibliography number 389.
  - **Reel: B-27**

**Bates, Arlo.**
- The Philistines.
  - Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1889
  - Wright bibliography number 390.
  - **Reel: B-27**
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Bates, Arlo.
   The Puritans.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1898
   Wright bibliography number 391.
   Reel: B-27

Bates, Arlo.
   A wheel of fire.
   New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1885
   Wright bibliography number 392.
   Reel: B-27

[Bates, Fanny D.].
   My sister Kitty.
   Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1881
   Wright bibliography number 393.
   Reel: B-27

[Bates, Fanny D.].
   Tatters.
   Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1892
   Wright bibliography number 394; By Beulah [pseud.].
   Reel: B-27

Brown, Thurlow Weed.
   Minnie Hermon, the rumseller's daughter; or,
   Woman in the temperance reform.
   New York, Goodspeed. [c1874]
   Wright bibliography number 388.
   Reel: B-27

Brown, Thurlow Weed.
   Minnie Hermon; or, The night and its morning.
   Auburn, Miller, Orton & Mulligan. 1854
   Wright bibliography number 387.
   Reel: B-27

Brown, Thurlow Weed.
   Why I am a temperance man…Together with tales
   and sketches from real life, and Hearth-stone reveries.
   Auburn. Derby and Miller. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 389.
   Reel: B-27

Brown, William Wells.
   Clotelle.
   Boston, J. Redpath. [c1864]
   Wright bibliography number 390.
   Reel: B-27

Brown, William Wells.
   Clotelle; or, The colored heroine.
   Boston, Lee & Shepard. 1867
   Wright bibliography number 391.
   Reel: B-27

[Browne, Charles Farrar].
   New York, Carleton. 1862
   Wright bibliography number 392.
   Reel: B-27

   The history of Magnus Maharba and the Black Dragon.
   New York, Printed for the Proprietor. 1867
   Wright bibliography number 385; By Kristofur Kadmus [pseud.].
   Reel: B-27

   The ZYX and his fairy; or, The soul in search of peace.
   New York, Brown and Duer. 1867
   Wright bibliography number 386.
   Reel: B-27

[Bates, Fanny D.].
   Bunch-grass stories.
   Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 399.
   Reel: B-28

[Bates, Fanny D.].
   A nameless wrestler.
   Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1889
   Wright bibliography number 400.
   Reel: B-28

[Bates, Harriet Leonora (Vose)].
   Zarailla.
   New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1889
   Wright bibliography number 395; By Beulah [pseud.].
   Reel: B-28

[Bates, Harriet True].
   Two men of the world.
   New York, G. W. Dillingham. 1891
   Wright bibliography number 397.
   Reel: B-28

[Bates, Josephine (White)].
   A blind lead.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1888
   Wright bibliography number 398.
   Reel: B-28

[Bates, Margret Holmes (Ernsperger)].
   The chamber over the gate.
   Indianapolis, C.A. Bates. 1886
   Wright bibliography number 401; by Margret Holmes [pseud.].
   Reel: B-28

[Browne, Charles Farrar].
   Artemus Ward in London, and other papers.
   New York, G.W. Carleton. 1867
   Wright bibliography number 394.
   Reel: B-28
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[Browne, Charles Farrar].
Artemus Ward, his travels. Part I - Miscellaneous.
Part II - Among the Mormons.
New York, Carleton. 1865
Wright bibliography number 393.
   Reel: B-28

[Browne, Charles Farrar].
Artemus Ward's panorama.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1869
Wright bibliography number 395.
   Reel: B-28

Browne, John Ross.
Adventures in the Apache country. A tour through Arizona and Sonora, with notes on the silver regions of Nevada.
New York, Harper. 1869
Wright bibliography number 397.
   Reel: B-28

Browne, John Ross.
An American family in Germany.
New York, Harper. 1866
Wright bibliography number 398.
   Reel: B-28

Browne, John Ross.
Crusoe's island. A ramble in the footsteps of Alexander Selkirk.
New York, Harper. 1864
Wright bibliography number 399.
   Reel: B-28

Sandwiches.
New York, Carleton. c1870
Wright bibliography number 396; by Artemus Ward [pseud.].
   Reel: B-28

Bates, Margret Holmes (Ernsperger).
Jasper Fairfax.
New York, R.F. Fenno & co. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 402; By Margaret Holmes.
   Reel: B-29

Bates, Margret Holmes (Ernsperger).
Manitou.
Indianapolis, Carlon & Hollenbeck. 1881
Wright bibliography number 403; By Margret Holmes.
   Reel: B-29

Bates, Margret Holmes (Ernsperger).
Shylock's daughter.
Chicago, C.H. Kerr & Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 404.
   Reel: B-29

Battershall, Fletcher Williams.
A daughter of this world.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 406.
   Reel: B-29

Battershall, Fletcher Williams.
Mists.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1894
Wright bibliography number 407.
   Reel: B-29

Battey, Charles H.
Tales and sketches.
Providence, F.H. Townsend. 1898
Wright bibliography number 408.
   Reel: B-29

Bauder, Emma Pow (Smith).
Chrysolyte: or, The journey to light.
San Francisco, Brunt. 1891
Wright bibliography number 409.
   Reel: B-29

Browne, John Ross.
Yusef; or, The journey of the Frangi.
New York Harper. 1853
Wright bibliography number 401.
   Reel: B-29

[Browne, Mattie (Griffith)].
Autobiography of a female slave.
New York, Redfield. 1857
Wright bibliography number 402.
   Reel: B-29

Browning, Meshach.
Forty-four years of the life of a hunter: being reminiscences of Meshach Browning, a Maryland hunter.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1859
Wright bibliography number 403.
   Reel: B-29

Brownson, Orestes Augustus.
The spirit-rapper: an autobiography.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1854
Wright bibliography number 404.
   Reel: B-29

Bauder, Emma Pow (Smith).
Ruth and Marie.
[n.p., L.W. Walter]. [1895]
Wright bibliography number 410.
   Reel: B-30
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Baylor, Frances Courtenay.
Behind the Blue Ridge.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1887
Wright bibliography number 411.
Reel: B-30

Baylor, Frances Courtenay.
Claudia Hyde.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1894
Wright bibliography number 412.
Reel: B-30

Baylor, Frances Courtenay.
The ladder of fortune.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1899
Wright bibliography number 413.
Reel: B-30

Baylor, Frances Courtenay.
On both sides.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1886
Wright bibliography number 414.
Reel: B-30

Browne, John Ross.
The land of Thor.
New York, Harper. 1867
Wright bibliography number 400.
Reel: B-30

Bruce, Mrs. E.M.
A thousand a year.
Boston, Lee & Shepard. 1866
Wright bibliography number 406.
Reel: B-30

Buckingham, Emma May.
A self-made woman; or, Mary Idyl's trials and triumphs.
New York, S.R. Wells. 1873
Wright bibliography number 407.
Reel: B-30

Buckingham, Henry A.
Harry Burnham, the young Continental; or,
Memoirs of an American officer during the campaigns of the Revolution.
New York, Burgess & Garrett. 1851
Wright bibliography number 408.
Reel: B-30

Buckley, Maria L.
Amanda Willson; or, The vicissitudes of life.
New York, Urner. 1856
Wright bibliography number 409.
Reel: B-30

Buckley, Maria L.
Edith Moreton; or, Temperance versus intemperance.
Philadelphia, Pub. For the Author. 1852
Wright bibliography number 410.
Reel: B-30

Bulfinch, Stephen Greenleaf.
Honor; or, The slave-dealer's daughter.
Boston, W.V. Spencer. 1864
Wright bibliography number 411.
Reel: B-30

Bullard, Anne Tuttle (Jones).
Love affairs in our village twenty years ago.
St. Louis, Printed and Pub. At Intelligencer Buildings. 1852
Wright bibliography number 412; By Mrs. Caustic [pseud.].
Reel: B-30

Bullard, Anne Tuttle (Jones).
Matrimony; or, Love affairs in our village twenty years ago.
New York, M.W. Dodd. 1853
Wright bibliography number 413; By Mrs. Caustic [pseud.].
Reel: B-30

Baylor, Frances Courtenay.
A shocking example, and other sketches.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1889
Wright bibliography number 415.
Reel: B-31

Bayne, Charles Joseph.
The fall of Utopia.
Boston, Eastern Pub. Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 416.
Reel: B-31

Beach, David Nelson.
How we rose.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1895
Wright bibliography number 417.
Reel: B-31

Beach, Edgar Rice.
Joshua Humble.
St. Louis, E.R.. Eddins. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 418.
Reel: B-31

Beach, Edgar Rice.
Stranded.
Chicago, Donohue, Henneberry & Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 419.
Reel: B-31

[Beach, Rebecca (Gibbons)].
The Puritan and the Quaker.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1879
Wright bibliography number 420.
Reel: B-31

Beale, Charles Willing.
The ghost of Guir house.
Cincinnati, The Editor Pub. Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 421.
Reel: B-31
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Beale, Maria ([Taylor]).
Jack O'Doon.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 422.
Reel: B-31

Bullard, Laura J. (Curtis).
Christine; or, Woman's trials and triumphs.
New York, DeWitt & Davenport. [c1856]
Wright bibliography number 414.
Reel: B-31

Bullard, Laura J. (Curtis).
Now-a-days!.
New York, T.L. Magagnos. 1854
Wright bibliography number 415.
Reel: B-31

Bunce, Oliver Bell.
A bachelor's story.
New York, Rudd & Carleton. 1859
Wright bibliography number 416.
Reel: B-31

Bunce, Oliver Bell.
Bensley.
New York, J.G. Gregory. 1863
Wright bibliography number 417.
Reel: B-31

Bunce, Oliver Bell.
Life before him.
New York, W.A. Townsend. 1860
Wright bibliography number 418.
Reel: B-31

Bunkley, Josephine M. [pseud.].
The testimony of an escaped novice from the sisterhood of St. Joseph, Emmettsburg, Maryland.
New York, Harper. 1855
Wright bibliography number 419.
Reel: B-31

Bean, Fannie.
Col. Judson of Alabama; or, A Southerner's experience at the North.
New York, United States Book Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 423.
Reel: B-32

Bean, Fannie.
Dr. Mortimer's patient.
New York, G. W. Carleton & Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 424.
Reel: B-32

Bean, Fannie.
...Pudney and Walp.
New York, J.W. Lovell Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 425.
Reel: B-32

Bean, Fannie.
Ruth Marsh.
New York, United States Book Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 426.
Reel: B-32

[Bean, Helen Marr].
The widow Wyse.
Boston, Cupples, Upham and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 427.
Reel: B-32

Beard, Daniel Carter.
Moonblight and Six feet of romance.
New York, C.L. Webster and Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 428.
Reel: B-32

Beard, Oliver Thomas.
Bristling with thorns.
New York, Worthington. 1888
Wright bibliography number 429.
Reel: B-32

Burckett, Florence.
Wildmoor.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1875
Wright bibliography number 420.
Reel: B-32

Burdett, Charles.
Dora Barton, the banker's ward.
New York, S.A. Rollo. 1860
Wright bibliography number 421.
Reel: B-32

Burdett, Charles.
Margaret Moncrieffe, the first love of Aaron Burr.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1860
Wright bibliography number 422.
Reel: B-32

Burdett, Charles.
The second marriage; or, A daughter's trials.
New York, Scribner. 1856
Wright bibliography number 423.
Reel: B-32

Burdett, Charles.
Three per cent a month; or, The perils of fast living.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1856
Wright bibliography number 424.
Reel: B-32

Burk, James H., ed.
First quarrels and first discords in married life; To which is added: A matrimonial peace-offering.
Cincinnati, Applegate. 1864
Wright bibliography number 425.
Reel: B-32
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Beard, Wolcott Le Clear.
Sand and cactus.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1899
Wright bibliography number 431.
Reel: B-33

[Beasley, Charles Oscar].
Those American R's: rule, ruin, restoration. By one who has been R'd.
Philadelphia, E.E. Wensley. 1882
Wright bibliography number 432.
Reel: B-33

Beattie, Hans Stevenson.
Joshua Wray.
New York, United States Book Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 433.
Reel: B-33

Beattie, Hans Stevenson.
Mike Moriarty, alderman.
New York, Columbia Pub. Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 434; By A.S. Phinx [pseud.].
Reel: B-33

Betty, John.
The belle o'Becket's lane.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 435.
Reel: B-33

Beaulieu.
.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1881
Wright bibliography number 436.
Reel: B-33

A story from Pullmantown.
Chicago, C.H. Kerr. 1894
Wright bibliography number 437.
Reel: B-33

Burke, Thomas A., ed.
Polly Peablossom's wedding, and other tales. By the authors of "Major Jones's courtship" [etc.].
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1851]
Wright bibliography number 426.
Reel: B-33

Burnham, George Pickering.
The belle of the Orient: or, The Hindoo merchant's legacy.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 427.
Reel: B-33

Burnham, George Pickering.
The history of the hen fever.
Boston, J. French. [c1855]
Wright bibliography number 428.
Reel: B-33

Burnham, George Pickering.
A hundred thousand dollars in gold. How to make it. A practical narrative, suggesting how to use and not abuse it.
Springfield, Mass., W.J. Holland. 1875
Wright bibliography number 429.
Reel: B-33

Burnham, George Pickering.
Nell Noell, the light-keeper's treasure.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 430.
Reel: B-33

Burnham, George Pickering.
The rag-picker: or, Bound and free.
New York, Mason Bros. 1855
Wright bibliography number 431.
Reel: B-33

Burns, William.
Female life in New York City.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 432.
Reel: B-33

[Burton, Mrs. Henry S.]
Who would have thought it?.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1872
Wright bibliography number 433.
Reel: B-33

Who is John Noman?.
New York, Cassell & co., Ltd. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 438.
Reel: B-34

[Beckman, Edwin].
A member of Congress.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 439; By William Wentworth [pseud.].
Reel: B-34

Beckwith, Anna Louise.
Constance winter's choice.
Chicago, Rand McNally. 1891
Wright bibliography number 440.
Reel: B-34

Beers, Henry Augustin.
A suburban pastoral, and other tales.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 441.
Reel: B-34

Belden, Jessie [Perry] (Van Zile).
Fate at the door.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 442.
Reel: B-34
Bell, Alice.
   Tangerines.
   Jacksonville, Fla., Vance-Garrett Press. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 443.
   Reel: B-34

Bell, Lilian Lida, "Mrs. A.H. Bogue".
   The expatriates.
   Wright bibliography number 445.
   Reel: B-34

Bell, Mrs. Lenox.
   Not to be won.
   New York, N.L. Munro. c1883
   Wright bibliography number 444.
   Reel: B-34

[Burts, Robert].
   The sea-king.
   Philadelphia, Hart, Carey & Hart. 1851
   Wright bibliography number 434.
   Reel: B-34

[Burwell, William MacCreary].
   White acre vs. black acre. A case at law, reported by J.G., Esq. [pseud.].
   Richmond, J.W. Randolph. 1856
   Wright bibliography number 435.
   Reel: B-34

Bushnell, William H.
   Ah-meek, the beaver; or, The copper-hunters of Lake Superior.
   New York, American News Co. [1867]
   Wright bibliography number 436.
   Reel: B-34

Bushnell, William H.
   The pearl of Panama; or, The Spaniard's vengeance.
   Boston, Elliott, Thomes & Talbot. [c1867]
   Wright bibliography number 437.
   Reel: B-34

Bushnell, William H.
   Prairie fire!.
   Chicago, W.B. Sloan. 1854
   Wright bibliography number 438.
   Reel: B-34

Butler, Caroline H.
   Life in varied phases.
   Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1851
   Wright bibliography number 439.
   Reel: B-34

Buz [pseud.].
   Dolby and father.
   New York, P.S. Wynkoop. 1868
   Wright bibliography number 439A.
   Reel: B-34

[Byrn, Marcus Lafayette].
   The adventures of Fudge Fumble; or, The love scrapes of his whole life.
   Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1865]
   Wright bibliography number 441; By David Rattlehead, M.D. [pseud.].
   Reel: B-34

[Byrn, Marcus Lafayette].
   The life and adventures of an Arkansaw doctor.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1851
   Wright bibliography number 440; By David Rattlehead, M.D. [pseud.].
   Reel: B-34

[Byrn, Marcus Lafayette].
   Rattlehead's chronicles; or, A little experience with old maids and young maids, old bachelors, fools, and drunkards; quack doctors, men of science, and the world at large.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1852
   Wright bibliography number 442; By David Rattlehead, M.D. [pseud.].
   Reel: B-34

[Byrn, Marcus Lafayette].
   Rattlehead's travels; or, The recollections of a backwoodsman, that has travelled many thousand miles on the highway of human destiny.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1852
   Wright bibliography number 443; By David Rattlehead, M.D. [pseud.].
   Reel: B-34

Bell, Lilian Lida, "Mrs. A.H. Bogue".
   From a girl's point of view.
   Wright bibliography number 446.
   Reel: B-35

Bell, Lilian Lida, "Mrs. A.H. Bogue".
   The instinct of step-fatherhood.
   Wright bibliography number 447.
   Reel: B-35

Bell, Lilian Lida, "Mrs. A.H. Bogue".
   A little sister to the wilderness.
   Chicago, Stone & Kimball. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 448.
   Reel: B-35

Bell, Lilian Lida, "Mrs. A.H. Bogue".
   The love affairs of an old maid.
   New York, Harper & Bros. [1893]
   Wright bibliography number 449.
   Reel: B-35

Bell, Lilian Lida, "Mrs. A.H. Bogue".
   The under side of things.
   New York, Harper & Bros. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 450.
   Reel: B-35
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Bella Starr, the bandit queen, or, The female Jesse James. A full and authentic history of the dashing female highwayman, with copious extracts from her journal.
New York, R.K. Fox. 1889
Wright bibliography number 451.
Reel: B-35

Bellamy, Charles Joseph.
The Breton mills.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1879
Wright bibliography number 452.
Reel: B-35

Bellamy, Charles Joseph.
An experiment in marriage.
Albany, Albany Book Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 453.
Reel: B-35

Bellamy, Charles Joseph.
A moment of madness.
New York, A. L. Burt. [1888]
Wright bibliography number 454.
Reel: B-36

Bellamy, Charles Joseph.
Were they sinners?
Springfield, Mass., Author's Pub. Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 455.
Reel: B-36

Bellamy, Edward.
The blindman's world and other stories.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 456.
Reel: B-36

Bellamy, Edward.
...Dr. Heidenhoff's process.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 457.
Reel: B-36

Bellamy, Edward.
The Duke of Stockbridge.
New York, Boston [etc.] silver, Burdett and Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 458.
Reel: B-36

Bellamy, Edward.
Equality.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 459.
Reel: B-36

Bellamy, Edward.
Looking backward. 2000-1887.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 460; 8th ed.
Reel: B-36

Bellamy, Edward.
Miss Ludington's sister.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 461.
Reel: B-37

Bellamy, Edward.
Six to one.
New York, Putnam. 1878
Wright bibliography number 462.
Reel: B-37

Bellamy, Elizabeth Whitfield (Croom).
The little Joanna.
New York., D. Appleton and Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 463; By Kamba Thorpe [pseud.].
Reel: B-37

Bellamy, Elizabeth Whitfield (Croom).
Old man Gilbert.
Chicago, New York [etc.] Belford, Clarke & Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 464.
Reel: B-37

Bellamy, Elizabeth Whitfield (Croom).
Old man Gilbert.
Chicago, New York [etc.] Belford, Clarke & Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 464.
Reel: B-37

Bellamy, Elizabeth Whitfield (Croom).
Penny Lancaster, farmer.
New York, F.F. Lovell & Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 465.
Reel: B-37

Belleville, Belle.
The written leaves; a story of the new year and other holiday stories.
Cincinnati, R. Clarke & Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 466.
Reel: B-37

Bellew, Frank.
The tramp: his tricks, tallies and tell-tales, with all his signs, countersigns, grips, pass-words and villainies exposed.
New York, Dick & Fitzgerald. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 467.
Reel: B-37

Bellsmith, Henry Wentworth.
Henry Cadavere: a study of life and work.
New York, Commonwealth Co. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 468.
Reel: B-37

Belt, Harriett Pennawell.
Marjorie Huntingdon.
Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott & Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 469.
Reel: B-37
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benedict, Frank Lee.</td>
<td>Twixt hammer and anvil.</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Carleton.</td>
<td>1876</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>B-38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benham, Howard Curtiss.</td>
<td>In after years they met.</td>
<td>Buffalo, G.M. Hausauer.</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>B-39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Benjamin, Charles A.].</td>
<td>The strike in the B—Mill.</td>
<td>Boston, Ticknor.</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>B-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin, Elizabeth Dundas (Bedell).</td>
<td>Hilda and I.</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Carleton.</td>
<td>1880</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>B-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin, Lewis.</td>
<td>Why was it.</td>
<td>Chicago, national Book Co.</td>
<td>[c1888]</td>
<td>486</td>
<td>B-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin, Samuel Greene Wheeler.</td>
<td>Sea-spray; or, Facts and fancies of a yachtsman.</td>
<td>New York, Benjamin &amp; Bell.</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td>487</td>
<td>B-40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Benson, Blackwood Ketcham.
Who goes there? The story of a spy in the civil war.
Wright bibliography number 491.
Reel: B-41

Benson, Percival R.
New York, A.S. Barnes & Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 492.
Reel: B-41

Bentley, Charles S.
The fifth of November.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 493; By Charles S. Bentley and F. Kimball Scribner.
Reel: B-41

Bentley, Thomas.
False honors.
New York, E. Walker. 1879
Wright bibliography number 494.
Reel: B-41

Benton, Kate A.
Geber: a tale of the reign of Harun al Raschid, khalif of Baghdad.
New York, Frederick A. Stokes Co. [1900]
Wright bibliography number 495.
Reel: B-41

Bergengren, Anna (Farquhar).
Her Boston experiences; a picture of modern Boston society and people.
Boston, L. C. Page. 1900
Wright bibliography number 496; by Margaret Allston [pseud.]
Reel: B-41

Bergengren, Anna (Farquhar).
The professor's daughter.
New York, Doubleday & McClure Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 497.
Reel: B-42

Bergengren, Anna (Farquhar).
A singer's heart.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1897
Wright bibliography number 498.
Reel: B-42

Berkeley, August.
A modern Quixote, or My wife's fool of a husband.
Wright bibliography number 499.
Reel: B-42

[Bernard, Mary N.]
Where the world kneels.
Culler, N.C., W.C. Phillips, Printer. 1893
Wright bibliography number 500; By Christie Steele [pseud.]
Reel: B-42

Berringer, Mrs. Oscar.
… The new virtue.
New York, E. Arnold. 1896
Wright bibliography number 501.
Reel: B-42

Berry, Abel B.
The last Penacook.
Boston, D. Lothrop. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 502.
Reel: B-42

Berry, Edward Payson.
Leah of Jerusalem.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 503.
Reel: B-42

Berry, Edward Payson.
Where the tides meet.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 504.
Reel: B-43

Berry, John Benton Nathaniel.
Maurice Burton; or, The warp and weft of fate.
Baltimore, Printed by J. Murphy & Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 505.
Reel: B-43

Berry, Mary Lee.
Philip Harum, the nihilist student.
New York, St. Louis, I.H. Brown Pub. Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 506; By Gerald Stewart [pseud.]
Reel: B-43

Bettersworth, Alexander Pitts.
John Smith, democrat: his two days' canvass (Sunday included) for the office of mayor of the city of Bunkumville.
Springfield, Ill., Printed by H.W. Rokker. 1877
Wright bibliography number 508.
Reel: B-43

Bettersworth, Alexander Pitts.
The strange ms.
Springfield, Ill., H.W. Rokker, Printer. 1883
Wright bibliography number 509.
Reel: B-43

Bey, Aleph [pseud.].
That Eurasian.
Chicago, New York, F.T. Neely. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 510.
Reel: B-43
### American Fiction, 1774-1910
#### Reel Listing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Wright Biblio.</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beynon, Marie Edith.</td>
<td>Saints, sinners and queer people; novellettes and short stories.</td>
<td>New York, Authors' Pub. Assoc. [c1897]</td>
<td></td>
<td>511</td>
<td>B-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bickford, Luther H.</td>
<td>A hopeless case.</td>
<td>Chicago, C.H. Kerr &amp; Co. 1889</td>
<td></td>
<td>513</td>
<td>B-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phyllis in Bohemia.</td>
<td>Chicago and New York, H.S. Stone &amp; Co. 1897</td>
<td></td>
<td>514</td>
<td>B-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shantytown sketches.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, D. Biddle. 1897</td>
<td></td>
<td>517</td>
<td>B-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Word for word and letter for letter.</td>
<td>London [Gay &amp; Bird]. 1898</td>
<td></td>
<td>518</td>
<td>B-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bidwell, Jennie.</td>
<td>There's nothing in it.</td>
<td>San Francisco, Henry Keller &amp; Co. 1877</td>
<td></td>
<td>519</td>
<td>B-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bien, Hermann M.</td>
<td>Ben-Beor; a story of the Anti-Messiah, in two divisions.</td>
<td>Baltimore, I. Friedenwald Co. 1891</td>
<td></td>
<td>510</td>
<td>B-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 519; Pt. 1.</td>
<td>Lunar intaglios....Pt. 2.</td>
<td>Historical phantasmagoria.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bierbower, Austin.</td>
<td>From monkey to man; or, Society in the Tertiary age.</td>
<td>Chicago, Dibble Pub. Co. 1894</td>
<td></td>
<td>520</td>
<td>B-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>New York and London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td>524</td>
<td>B-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bingham, Joel Foote.</td>
<td>The twin sisters of Martigny.</td>
<td>Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td>527</td>
<td>B-46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A pessimist in theory and practice.</td>
<td>New York, J. B. Alden. 1888</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Bishop, Putnam P.
   The psychologist.  
   New York & London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1886  
   Wright bibliography number 531.  
   Reel: B-46

Bishop, R.F.
   Camerton slope.  
   Cincinnati, Cranston & Curts; New York, Hunt & Eaton. 1893  
   Wright bibliography number 532.  
   Reel: B-46

Bishop, William Henry.
   The brown stone boy, and other queer people.  
   New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1888]  
   Wright bibliography number 534.  
   Reel: B-46

Bishop, William Henry.
   The garden of Eden, U.S.A.  
   Chicago, C.H. Kerr & Co. 1895  
   Wright bibliography number 533.  
   Reel: B-46

Bishop, William Henry.
   Choy Susan, and other stories.  
   Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1885  
   Wright bibliography number 535.  
   Reel: B-47

Bishop, William Henry.
   Detmold.  
   Boston, Houghton, Osgood and Co. 1879  
   Wright bibliography number 536.  
   Reel: B-47

Bishop, William Henry.
   The golden justice.  
   Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1887  
   Wright bibliography number 537.  
   Reel: B-47

Bishop, William Henry.
   The house of a merchant prince.  
   Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1883  
   Wright bibliography number 538.  
   Reel: B-47

Bishop, William Henry.
   A pound of cure.  
   New York, C. Scribner’s Sons. 1894  
   Wright bibliography number 539.  
   Reel: B-47

Bishop, William Henry.
   Sergeant Von; or, A long chase.  
   New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1889]  
   Wright bibliography number 540.  
   Reel: B-47

Bishop, William Henry.
   Writing to Rosina.  
   New York, Century Co. 1894  
   Wright bibliography number 541.  
   Reel: B-47

Bishop, William Henry.
   The yellow snake.  
   New York, J.W. Lovell Co. [c1891]  
   Wright bibliography number 542.  
   Reel: B-48

Black, [Margaret S.].
   Hadassah; or, Esther, queen to Ahasuerus.  
   Chicago, Laird & Lee. [c1895]  
   Wright bibliography number 548; By Mrs. T.F. Black.  
   Reel: B-48

Black, Alexander.
   A capital courtship.  
   New York, C. Scribner’s Sons. 1897  
   Wright bibliography number 543.  
   Reel: B-48

Black, Alexander.
   The girl and the guardsman.  
   New York, C. Scribner’s Sons. 1900  
   Wright bibliography number 544.  
   Reel: B-48

Black, Alexander.
   Miss Jerry.  
   New York, C. Scribner’s Sons. 1895  
   Wright bibliography number 545.  
   Reel: B-48

Black, Alexander.
   Modern daughters.  
   New York, C. Scribner’s Sons. 1899  
   Wright bibliography number 546.  
   Reel: B-48

Black, Anita Ciprico.
   Sketches in prose and verse.  
   San Francisco, Press of H.S. Crocker Co. 1897  
   Wright bibliography number 547.  
   Reel: B-48

[Black, Robert Lee].
   The deserter.  
   Talladega, Ala., Press of Our Mountain Home. 1900  
   Wright bibliography number 549; By Herbert Shelton [pseud.].  
   Reel: B-48

Black, William.
   Green pastures and Piccadilly.  
   New York, Harper & Bros. 1878  
   Wright bibliography number 550.  
   Reel: B-48
Blackall, Emily Lucas.
Superior to circumstances.
Boston, D. Lothrop Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 551.
Reel: B-48

Blackall, Emily Lucas.
Won and not one.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 552.
Reel: B-48

Blackburn, Margaret E.
Katharine Conway.
Buffalo, C.W. Moulton. 1899
Wright bibliography number 553.
Reel: B-49

Blackfan, Josephine H.
Between two worlds.
Chicago, F.T. Neely. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 554.
Reel: B-49

Bladen, Elizabeth Simpson.
The family Bush.
[Philadelphia, Spangler & Davis]. [1888]
Wright bibliography number 557.
Reel: B-49

Bladen, Elizabeth Simpson.
Romada.
Wright bibliography number 558.
Reel: B-49

[Blair, Edward Tyler].
Lloyd Lee.
[New Haven, Privately printed]. [1878]
Wright bibliography number 560.
Reel: B-49

Blair, Eliza (Nelson).
Lisbeth Wilson, a daughter of New Hampshire hills.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 561.
Reel: B-49

Blaisdell, Elijah W[hitier].
The hidden record; or, The old sea mystery.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 563.
Reel: B-49

[Blaisdell, Mrs. A.H.].
Our Odyssey club.
Boston, D. Lothrop and Co. [c1886]
Wright bibliography number 562; By Agnes Gragg [pseud.].
Reel: B-49

Blake, Lillie (Devereux) Umsted.
A daring experiment, and other stories.
New York, Lovell, Coryell & Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 564.
Reel: B-50

Blakely, Elizabeth Seal.
Unto the fourth generation: one solution of the negro problem.
Cincinnati, H.H. Bevis. 1894
Wright bibliography number 565.
Reel: B-50

Blanchard, Evangeline B.
The devil's dream.
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls. 1889
Wright bibliography number 566.
Reel: B-50

Bland, Thomas Augustus.
esau; or, The banker's victim.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 567.
Reel: B-50

Bliss, Edgar Janes.
The peril of Oliver Sargent.
New York, C.L. Webster & Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 568.
Reel: B-50

Blodgett, Mabel Louise (Fuller).
The aspen shade.
Boston, De Wolfe, Fiske. 1889
Wright bibliography number 569.
Reel: B-50

Blodgett, Mabel Louise (Fuller).
At the queen's mercy.
Boston, New York and London, Lamson, Wolffe and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 570.
Reel: B-50

[Bloede, Gertrude].
The story of two lives, by Stuart Sterne [pseud.].
New York, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 571.
Reel: B-50

Bloomfield, Will J.
Fay Banning.
Chicago, Dibble Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 572.
Reel: B-50

Bradford, William.
Yesterdays in Paris.
New York, Authors' Pub. Co. [c1880]
Wright bibliography number 646.
Reel: B-50
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Cultural Period</th>
<th>Wright Bib.</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bradshaw, Margaret</td>
<td>My heart remembers how.</td>
<td>Boston, J.H. Earle. [c1897]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boggs, Martha Frye</td>
<td>Jack Crews.</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brady, Cyrus Townsend</td>
<td>For the freedom of the sea.</td>
<td>New York, C. Scribner’s Sons. 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomfield-Moore, Clara Sophia (Jessup)</td>
<td>On dangerous ground; or, Agatha’s friendship.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Porter and Coates. [c1876]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B-51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boggs, Martha Frye</td>
<td>A cynic’s sacrifice.</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1893</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloomingdale, Charles</td>
<td>Mr., Miss, &amp; Mrs.</td>
<td>Philadelphia &amp; London, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B-51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bohan, Elizabeth Baker</td>
<td>Un Americano.</td>
<td>Los Angeles, Los Angeles Printing Co. 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bloor, Mrs. N.A.</td>
<td>Nothing; or, The dream of my life.</td>
<td>Indianapolis, Carlon &amp; Hollenbeck, 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B-51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boit, Robert Apthorp</td>
<td>Eustis.</td>
<td>Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1884</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B-52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bolton, Sarah (Knowles)</td>
<td>A country idyl, and other stories.</td>
<td>New York, Crowell, [c1898]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B-53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bogart, Clara Loring</td>
<td>Emily.</td>
<td>Ithaca [Printed by Andrus &amp; Church]. 1894</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>B-52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Bond, Lewis H.
One year at Briartown.
Cincinnati, J. Hamilton & Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 592.
Reel: B-53

[Bone, Will, Jr.].
The "impenetrable mystery" of Zora Burns.
Chicago, 1888
Wright bibliography number 593; Author's copyright ed.
Reel: B-53

Bonner, Geraldine.
Hard-pan.
New York, The Century Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 594.
Reel: B-53

Bonsal, Stephen, ed.
The golden horseshoe; extracts from the letters of Captain H.L. Herndon of the 21st U.S. Infantry,...and Lieutenant Lawrence Gill, A.D.C. to the military governor of Puerto Rico.
New York, Macmillan. 1900
Wright bibliography number 596.
Reel: B-53

Book, John William.
Mollie's mistake; or, Mixed marriages.
St. Louis, Mo., R. Herder. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 597; New ed.
Reel: B-53

The Book of Algoonah.
St. Louis, Mo., Little & Becker, Printers. 1884
Wright bibliography number 598.
Reel: B-54

Booth, Bulkeley.
The autocracy of love.
[New Britain, Conn., Herald Pub. Co.]. [1890?]
Wright bibliography number 599.
Reel: B-54

Booth, Emma (Scarr).
Karan Kringle's journal.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1885]
Wright bibliography number 600; By Miss Karen Kringle [pseud.].
Reel: B-54

Booth, Emma (Scarr).
A wilful heiress.
Buffalo, C.W. Moulton. 1892
Wright bibliography number 601.
Reel: B-54

Boring, Charles O.
A Christmas mystery.
Wright bibliography number 602.
Reel: B-54

[Bornemann, Mary].
Madame Jane Junk and Joe.
San Francisco, A.L. Bancroft and Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 603; By Oraquill [pseud.].
Reel: B-54

[Bosher, Kate Lee (Langley)].
"Bobbie".
Richmond, Presses of B.F. Johnson Pub. Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 604; by Kate Cairns [pseud.].
Reel: B-54

Boteler, Mattie M.
The conversion of Brian O'Dillon.
Wright bibliography number 605.
Reel: B-54

Botsford, Eva Bell.
Lucky.
Buffalo, The Peter Paul Book Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 607.
Reel: B-55

Boutell, Henry Sherman.
A deserted village.
Wright bibliography number 608.
Reel: B-55

Boulle, Clarence Miles.
The man of Mt. Moriah.
[Chicago] J. W. Brown. c1898
Wright bibliography number 609.
Reel: B-55

Boutelle, Clarence Miles.
The man outside.
New York, Pollard & Moss. 1888
Wright bibliography number 610.
Reel: B-55

Bouton, John Bell.
The enchanted; an authentic account of the strange origin of the new psychical club.
New York, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 611.
Reel: B-55

Bouve, Edward Tracy.
Centuries apart.
Boston, Little, Brown, and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 612.
Reel: B-55

Bouve, Pauline Carrington (Rust).
Their shadows before.
Boston, Small, Maynard & Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 613.
Reel: B-55
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Bouvet, Marguerite i.e. Marie Marguerite.
   My lady.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 614.
   Reel: B-55

Bower, Ella E.
   Leaves from a bad girl's diary.
Chicago, Owens Pub. Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 619.
   Reel: B-56

Bouvier, Clara.
   The lily he plucked.
New York, St. Louis, I.H. Brown & Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 615.
   Reel: B-56

Bowen, Grace Greenwood.
   Rosalys Harper; or, The turn of the wheel of fortune.
   [n.p.]. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 616.
   Reel: B-56

Bowen, Helen M.
   A daughter of Cuba.
Chicago, Rand McNally. [1898]
Wright bibliography number 617.
   Reel: B-56

[Bowen, William Abraham].
   Chained lightning.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie. [c1883]
Wright bibliography number 618; By Ike Philkins [pseud.].
   Reel: B-56

Bowers, S. Jay.
   "Pleasure promoter".
Chicago. 1888
Wright bibliography number 620.
   Reel: B-56

Bowles, John.
   The masked prophet. One's hidden self.
New York, Caxton Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 621.
   Reel: B-56

Bowles, John.
   The stormy Petrel.
New York, A. Lovell & Co.; [etc.]. c1892
Wright bibliography number 622.
   Reel: B-56

Bowyer, Edith M. (Nicholl).
   Tales of mountain and mesa.
Cincinnati, The Editor Pub. Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 623.
   Reel: B-56

Bowyer, James T.
   The pollinctor.
Richmond, Va., J.W. Randolph & Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 624.
   Reel: B-56

Bowyer, James T.
   The witch of Jamestown.
Richmond, Va., J.W. Randolph & English. 1890
Wright bibliography number 625.
   Reel: B-56

Boyd, E.E.
   Quaint folk of Haverly.
New York, Phillips & Hunt. 1882
Wright bibliography number 626.
   Reel: B-57

Boyd, John Edward.
   The Berkeley heroine, and other stories.
Berkeley, Berkeley Printing Co. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 627.
   Reel: B-57

Boyd, Lucinda Joan (Rogers).
   The sorrows of Nancy.
Richmond, O.E. Flanhart Print Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 628.
   Reel: B-57

Boyden, Emma.
   Both were mistaken.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1892
Wright bibliography number 629; By Arline Dare [pseud.].
   Reel: B-57

Boyesen, Hjalmar Hjorth.
   … A daughter of the Philistines.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1883
Wright bibliography number 630.
   Reel: B-57

Boyesen, Hjalmar Hjorth.
   Falconberg
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1879
Wright bibliography number 631.
   Reel: B-57

Boyesen, Hjalmar Hjorth.
   The golden calf.
Meadville, Pa., Flood and Vincent. 1892
Wright bibliography number 632.
   Reel: B-57

Boyesen, Hjalmar Hjorth.
   Ilka on the hill-top, and other stories.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1881
Wright bibliography number 633.
   Reel: B-57
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Boyesen, Hjalmar Hjorth.
The light of her countenance.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 634.
Reel: B-57

Boyesen, Hjalmar Hjorth.
The mammon of unrighteousness.
New York, Lovell, Coryell. [1891]
Wright bibliography number 635.
Reel: B-58

Boyesen, Hjalmar Hjorth.
Queen Titania.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1881
Wright bibliography number 636.
Reel: B-58

Boyesen, Hjalmar Hjorth.
Social strugglers.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1893
Wright bibliography number 637.
Reel: B-58

Boyesen, Hjalmar Hjorth.
Tales from two hemispheres.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 638.
Reel: B-58

Boyesen, Hjalmar Hjorth.
Vagabond tales.
Boston, D. Lothrop Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 639.
Reel: B-58

Boylan, Grace (Duffie).
If Tam O'Shanter'd had a wheel, and other poems
and sketches.
New York, E.R. Herrick. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 640.
Reel: B-58

Boylan, Grace (Duffie).
The old house, and other poems and sketches.
Chicago, Palmer & Co.; New York, E.R. Herrick &
Co. [1897]
Wright bibliography number 641.
Reel: B-58

Boyle, Virginia (Frazer).
Brokenburne.
New York, E.R. Herrick & Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 642.
Reel: B-58

Boyle, Virginia (Frazer).
Devil tales.
Wright bibliography number 643.
Reel: B-59

Boyle, Zola M.
A master of life.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1900
Wright bibliography number 644.
Reel: B-59

Bradford, William.
Rosebush; or, Life in California.
New York, W.B. Smith. [c1881]
Wright bibliography number 645.
Reel: B-59

Bradshaw, William Richard.
The goddess of Atvatabar.
New York, J.F. Douthitt. 1892
Wright bibliography number 648.
Reel: B-59

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
For love of country.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1898
Wright bibliography number 649.
Reel: B-59

Brady, Cyrus Townsend.
The grip of honor.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1900
Wright bibliography number 651.
Reel: B-59

Brady, Jasper Ewing.
Tales of the telegraph.
New York, Doubleday & McClure Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 652.
Reel: B-60

Braendle, R.A.
Only a waif.
New York, D. & J. Sadlier & Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 653.
Reel: B-60

Brake, Josephine Winfield.
How it happened.
New York, The American News Company. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 654.
Reel: B-60

Branch, Edward P.
Plain people.
New York, The Publishers' Printing Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 655.
Reel: B-60

Branch, Homer P.
Zeyna el Zegal, the phantom lady of the Villa
Montinni.
Mitchell, Ia., Pub. by the Author. 1890
Wright bibliography number 656.
Reel: B-60
Branscom, Alexander.
   Mystic romances of the Blue and the Grey.
   New York, Mutual Pub. Co. [c1883]
   Wright bibliography number 657.
   Reel: B-60

Brazelton, Ethel Maude (Colson).
   The story of a dream.
   Chicago, C.H. Kerr & Co. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 658.
   Reel: B-60

Brearley, William Henry.
   ...Wanted, a copyist.
   Wright bibliography number 659.
   Reel: B-60

Breckinridge, Julia.
   In dead earnest.
   New York, The Authors' Pub. Co. [c1878]
   Wright bibliography number 660.
   Reel: B-60

Breese, W.W.
   Drifting.
   Nashville, South Western Pub. House. 1879
   Wright bibliography number 661.
   Reel: B-61

Brennan, John.
   Erin Mor.
   San Francisco, P.M. Diers & Co. 1892
   Wright bibliography number 662.
   Reel: B-61

Brewer, Charles.
   Retribution at last.
   Cincinnati, The Editor Pub. Co. 1899
   Wright bibliography number 663.
   Reel: B-61

[Brewer, Willis].
   The children of Isaccar (I Chronicles, xii: 32.).
   New York & London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1884
   Wright bibliography number 664.
   Reel: B-61

[Brewer, Willis].
   The secret of mankind.
   New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 665.
   Reel: B-61

Brewster, Henry Pomeroy.
   The story of a Welsh girl.
   [Rochester, N.Y.]. [1888]
   Wright bibliography number 666.
   Reel: B-61

[Bridge, James Howard].
   A fortnight in heaven.
   New York, H. Holt. 1886
   Wright bibliography number 667; By Harold Brydges [pseud.].
   Reel: B-61

[Briggs, William H.F.].
   The career of the stolen boy, Charlie.
   Oakland, W.H. Briggs. 1881
   Wright bibliography number 668; By Mrs. Caroline Oakley and Willie Fern [pseud.s.].
   Reel: B-61

[Brigham, Harriet Conway].
   The new Saint Cecilia.
   Detroit, Farrand & Votey. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 669.
   Reel: B-61

Brine, Mary Dow (Northam).
   Angels of commerce; or, thirty days with the drummers of Arkansas.
   New York, Press of the Publishers' Printing Co. 1891
   Wright bibliography number 672.
   Reel: B-62

Bristow, G.O.
   Lost on Grand river.
   Nowta, I.T., Cherokee Air Pub. Co. 1900
   Wright bibliography number 674.
   Reel: B-62

Bristol, E[llas] L. Macomb.
   Before he was born; or, The scarlet arms.
   [New York, M.J. Roth, Printer]. 1891
   Wright bibliography number 673.
   Reel: B-62

Bristol, E[llas] L. Macomb.
   What would you have done?.
   Wright bibliography number 674.
   Reel: B-62

Brodhead, Eva Wilder (McGlasson).
   Bound in shallows.
   New York, Harper & Bros. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 676.
   Reel: B-62
Brodhead, Eva Wilder (McGlasson).
Diana's livery.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1891
Wright bibliography number 677.
Reel: B-62

Brodhead, Eva Wilder (McGlasson).
An earthly paragon.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1892
Wright bibliography number 678.
Reel: B-62

Brodhead, Eva Wilder (McGlasson).
Ministers of grace.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1894
Wright bibliography number 679.
Reel: B-62

Brodhead, Eva Wilder (McGlasson).
One of the Visconti.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1896
Wright bibliography number 680.
Reel: B-62

Bronson, Thomas Curry.
Grace Baldwin; or, Schnell's place.
Chicago, Franklin Printing and Pub. Co. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 680a.
Reel: B-63

Brooks, Byron Alden.
Earth revisited.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 681.
Reel: B-63

Brooks, Byron Alden.
Those children and their teachers.
New York, Putnam. 1882
Wright bibliography number 682.
Reel: B-63

Brooks, Elbridge, Streeter.
A son of Isaachar.
New York, Putnam. 1890
Wright bibliography number 683.
Reel: B-63

Brooks, Elbridge, Streeter.
The story of Miriam of Magdala, sometimes
called the Magdalen.
New York, W.B. Perkins. 1895
Wright bibliography number 684.
Reel: B-63

Brooks, Henry S.
A catastrophe in Bohemia, and other stories.
New York, C.L. Webster & Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 685.
Reel: B-63

Brooks, Noah.
Tales of the Maine coast.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1894
Wright bibliography number 686.
Reel: B-63

Brooks, Sarah Perot.
In divers paths.
Hartford, The Student Pub. Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 687.
Reel: B-63

Brooks, Sarah (Warner).
My fire opal, and other tales.
Boston, Estes and Lauriat. 1896
Wright bibliography number 689.
Reel: B-64

Brooks, Sarah (Warner).
Poverty Knob.
New York, A. Wessels Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 690.
Reel: B-64

Brooks, Sarah Perot.
In the bivouac of life.
Philadelphia, Drexel Biddle. 1899
Wright bibliography number 688.
Reel: B-64

Broughton, Rhoda.
A widower indeed.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 694; by Rhoda
Broughton and Elizabeth Bisland.
Reel: B-64

Brown, Abby Whitney.
Can she atone?.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 695.
Reel: B-64
Brown, Abram English.  
Boston, R.H. Blodgett. [c1892]  
Wright bibliography number 696.  
Reel: B-64

Brown, Alice.  
The day of his youth.  
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1897  
Wright bibliography number 697.  
Reel: B-65

Brown, Alice.  
Fools of nature.  
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1887  
Wright bibliography number 698.  
Reel: B-65

Brown, Alice.  
Meadow-grass.  
Boston, Copeland. 1895  
Wright bibliography number 699.  
Reel: B-65

Brown, Alice.  
Stratford-by-the-Sea.  
New York, H. Holt. 1884  
Wright bibliography number 700.  
Reel: B-65

Brown, Alice.  
Tiverton tales.  
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1899  
Wright bibliography number 701.  
Reel: B-65

Brown, Almedia Morton.  
Diary of a minister's wife.  
New York, J.S. Ogilvie. [c1881]  
Wright bibliography number 702.  
Reel: B-65

Brown, Arthur Aladine.  
Lumbering on the Cumberland.  
Cincinnati, The Lumber worker Co. 1887  
Wright bibliography number 703.  
Reel: B-66

[Brown, Carrie L.].  
But half a heart.  
Boston, D. Lothrop and Co. [c1885]  
Wright bibliography number 705; by Marie Oliver [pseud.].  
Reel: B-66

Brown, Clara Spalding.  
Life at Shut-in Valley, and other Pacific coast tales.  
[Franklin, O., The Editor Pub. Co]. c1895  
Wright bibliography number 706.  
Reel: B-66

Brown, Fred H.  
One dollar's worth.  
[Chicago]. c1893  
Wright bibliography number 707.  
Reel: B-66

Brown, Fred S.  
Strange fancies.  
Cincinnati, F.S. Brown. 1888  
Wright bibliography number 708.  
Reel: B-66

Brown, Helen Dawes.  
A civilian attache.  
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1899  
Wright bibliography number 709.  
Reel: B-66

Brown, Helen Dawes.  
The Petrie estate.  
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1893  
Wright bibliography number 710.  
Reel: B-66

Brown, Helen Dawes.  
Two college girls.  
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1886  
Wright bibliography number 711.  
Reel: B-66

[Brown, Mrs. C.R.].  
Ethel Dutton; or, Love's triumph.  
Boston, A.K. Loring. [c1880]  
Wright bibliography number 704; By Mattie May [pseud.].  
Reel: B-66

Brown, Herbert E.  
Betsey Jane on the new woman.  
Chicago, C.H. Kerr & Co. 1897  
Wright bibliography number 712.  
Reel: B-67

Brown, James Cabell.  
Calabazas; or, Amusing recollections of an Arizona "city".  
San Francisco, Valleau & Peterson. [c1892]  
Wright bibliography number 713.  
Reel: B-67

[Brown, James E.].  
Mose Skinner's great world's Jubilee and Humstrum Convulsion.  
Boston, W. Richardson. 1872  
Wright bibliography number 714.  
Reel: B-67

[Brown, James E.].  
The tribulations of an office seeker, of The Doolittle boom.  
Boston, New England News Co. c1885  
Wright bibliography number 715; By Mose Skinner [pseud.].  
Reel: B-67
Brown, Joseph M.
Kennesaw's bombardment; or, How the sharpshooters woke up the batteries.
Atlanta, Record Pub. Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 716.
Reel: B-67

Brown, Kate Clark.
Beauty for ashes.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 717.
Reel: B-67

Brown, L. Melyzia.
My Solomon.
New York, W.L. Hyde & Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 418.
Reel: B-67

Brown, L. Q.C.
Kenneth Cameron.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 719.
Reel: B-67

Brown, Mary E.A.
Ellice Larrabee.
Cincinnati, Elm Street Printing Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 720.
Reel: B-67

[Brown, S.A.]
The dissolution.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1894
Wright bibliography number 721; By Ritter Dandelyon [pseud.].
Reel: B-67

Brown, Sebastian.
John Smith: a journey along the highways and byways of life.
Boston, Monumental Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 723.
Reel: B-68

Brown, Sterling Wilson.
In the Limestone valley.
[West Salem? Wis.], 1900
Wright bibliography number 724.
Reel: B-68

[Brown, Walter].
Mitylene. By "Mi esposa e yo."
Chicago, Donohue and Henneberry. 1879 [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 725.
Reel: B-68

Brown, Walter W.
How the victory was won.
Nashville, Printed for the Author. 1892
Wright bibliography number 726.
Reel: B-68

Brown, Walter W.
Money don' mak 'ristercrats.
Nashville, Printed for the Author. 1893
Wright bibliography number 727.
Reel: B-68

Brown, William Horace.
The slaves of folly.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 728.
Reel: B-68

Brown, William Perry.
A Sea-island romance.
New York, J.B. Alden. 1888
Wright bibliography number 729.
Reel: B-68

Browne, Lida Briggs.
Words that burn.
Utica, D.B. Briggs. 1900
Wright bibliography number 730.
Reel: B-68

Browne, Walter Scott.
Andrew Bentley: or, How he retrieved his honor.
Camden, A.C. Graw. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 732.
Reel: B-69

Brownell, Gertrude (Hall).
April's sowing.
New York, McClure, Phillips & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 733.
Reel: B-69

Brownell, Gertrude (Hall).
Far from to-day.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1892
Wright bibliography number 734.
Reel: B-69

Brownell, Gertrude (Hall).
Foam of the sea, and other tales.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1895
Wright bibliography number 735.
Reel: B-69

Brownell, Gertrude (Hall).
The hundred and other stories.
Wright bibliography number 736.
Reel: B-69

Brownlee, Alice Vivian.
The affinities.
Atlanta, Constitution Pub. Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 737.
Reel: B-69
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Bruce, Thomas.
That bruisin' lad o' Greystone Lodge.
Roanoke, Bell Printing and Manufacturing Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 738.
Reel: B-70

Bruner, Jane W.
Free prisoners.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1877
Wright bibliography number 739.
Reel: B-70

Brush, Christine (Chaplin).
The colonel's opera cloak.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1879
Wright bibliography number 740.
Reel: B-70

Brush, Christine (Chaplin).
Inside our gate.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1889
Wright bibliography number 741.
Reel: B-70

[Bryan, Ella Howard].
Behind the veil.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1899
Wright bibliography number 742.
Reel: B-70

Bryan, Emma Lyon.
1860-1865. A romance of the valley of Virginia.
[Harrisonburg, J. Taliaffero]. c1892
Wright bibliography number 743.
Reel: B-70

Bryan, Mary (Edwards).
Manch.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 744.
Reel: B-70

Bryan, Mary (Edwards).
Wild work.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 745.
Reel: B-70

Bryansen, Jennes [pseud.].
The homesteader's daughter.
New York. 1900
Wright bibliography number 746.
Reel: B-70

Bryce, Lloyd Stephens.
A dream of conquest.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 747.
Reel: B-70

Bryce, Lloyd Stephens.
Friends in exile.
New York, Cassell. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 748.
Reel: B-70

Bryce, Lloyd Stephens.
Lady Blanche's salon.
New York, F.T. Neely. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 749.
Reel: B-71

Bryce, Lloyd Stephens.
Paradise.
New York, Funk & Wagnalls. 1887
Wright bibliography number 750.
Reel: B-71

Bryce, Lloyd Stephens.
Romance of an alter ego.
New York, Brentano's. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 751.
Reel: B-71

Buchanan, Fannie.
The lonely trail.
Eureka, Calif. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 752.
Reel: B-71

Buck, Francis Tillow.
A fiance on trial.
New York, The Merriam Co. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 753.
Reel: B-71

Buck, Francis Tillow.
A man of two minds.
New York, The Merriam Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 754.
Reel: B-71

[Buck, James Smith].
The chronicles of the land of Columbia, commonly called America. From the landing of the Pilgrim Fathers, to the second reign of Ulysses the I.
Milwaukee, F.W. Stearns. 1876
Wright bibliography number 755; By the Prophet James [pseud.].
Reel: B-71

Buckingham, Emma May.
Parson Thorne's trial.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1880
Wright bibliography number 756.
Reel: B-71

Buckman, H.H.
Parson Thorne's trial.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1880
Wright bibliography number 756.
Reel: B-71

Buckman, H.H.
Merope; or, The destruction of Atlantis.
Jacksonville, Fla., Da Costa Printing and Pub. House. 1898
Wright bibliography number 757.
Reel: B-72

[Buckner, Alice Morris].
Towards the Gulf.
New York, Harper. 1887
Wright bibliography number 758.
Reel: B-72
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

[Buckner, J.P.].
The Hoosier doctor.
Columbus, Cott & Hann. 1881
Wright bibliography number 758a; By Karl Kringle [pseud.].
  Reel: B-72

Buel, James William.
The border outlaws: an authentic and thrilling history of...the Younger brothers, Jesse and Frank James, and their comrades in crime.
St. Louis, Mo., Historical Pub. Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 759.
  Reel: B-72

Buel, James William.
Heroes of the plains; or, Lives and wonderful adventures of Wild Bill, Buffalo Bill, Kit Carson...and other celebrated Indian fighters...including a history of Gen. Custer's famous "Last fight."
St. Louis, A.L. Bancroft. 1881
Wright bibliography number 760.
  Reel: B-72

Buell, Mary E.
The sixth sense; or, Electricity.
Boston, Colby & Rich. 1891
Wright bibliography number 762.
  Reel: B-72

[Buffet, Edward P.].
And then came spring.
New York, E.R. Herrick & Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 763; By Garret Van Arkel [pseud.].
  Reel: B-73

Buffington, Thomas Patrick.
Green Valley.
New York, The Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 764.
  Reel: B-73

Bugg, Lelia Hardin.
Orchids.
St. Louis, B. Herder. 1894
Wright bibliography number 765.
  Reel: B-73

Bugg, Lelia Hardin.
The people of our parish.
Boston, Marlier, Callanan, & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 766.
  Reel: B-73

Bugg, Lelia Hardin.
The prodigal's daughter, and other tales.
New York, Cincinnati [etc.] Benziger Bros. 1898
Wright bibliography number 767.
  Reel: B-73

[Bull, Katherine Thomas (Jarboe)].
Aila.
San Francisco, W. Doxey. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 768.
  Reel: B-73

Bullard, Phebe Consalus.
Earl Stimson.
New York, The American News Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 769.
  Reel: B-73

Bullock, Cynthia.
A cluster of roses.
New York, Printed for the Author by Styles & Cash. 1877
Wright bibliography number 770.
  Reel: B-73

Bullock, Harriet Osgood (Nowlin).
On shifting sands.
Chicago, Donohue, Henneberry. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 771.
  Reel: B-74

Bumstead, Samuel Josiah.
The Riversons.
New York, Welch, Fracker Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 773.
  Reel: B-74

Bunce, Oliver Bell.
The adventures of Timias Terrystone.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 773.
  Reel: B-74

Bunce, Oliver Bell.
Bachelor Bluff: his opinions sentiments, and disputations.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 774.
  Reel: B-74

Bunce, Oliver Bell.
The story of Happinolande, and other legends.
New York, Appleton. 1889
Wright bibliography number 775.
  Reel: B-74

Bunner, Henry Cuyler.
Jersey Street and Jersey lane.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1896
Wright bibliography number 777.
  Reel: B-74
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Bunner, Henry Cuyler.
Love in old cloathes, and other stories.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1896
Wright bibliography number 778.
Reel: B-74

Bunner, Henry Cuyler.
"Made in France;" French tales retold with a
United States twist.
New York, Keppler & Schwarzmann. 1893
Wright bibliography number 779.
Reel: B-74

Bunner, Henry Cuyler.
The midge.
New York, Scribner. 1886
Wright bibliography number 780.
Reel: B-75

Bunner, Henry Cuyler.
More "Short sixes".
New York, Keppler & Schwarzmann. 1894
Wright bibliography number 781.
Reel: B-75

Bunner, Henry Cuyler.
The runaway Browns.
New York, Keppler & Schwarzmann. 1892
Wright bibliography number 782.
Reel: B-75

Bunner, Henry Cuyler.
"Short sixes"; stories to be read while the candle
burns.
New York, Keppler & Schwarzmann. 1891
Wright bibliography number 783.
Reel: B-75

Bunner, Henry Cuyler.
The story of a New York house.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1887
Wright bibliography number 784.
Reel: B-75

Bunner, Henry Cuyler.
The suburban sage: stray notes and comments on
his simple life.
New York, Keppler & Schwarzmann. 1896
Wright bibliography number 785.
Reel: B-75

Bunner, Henry Cuyler.
A woman of honor.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 786.
Reel: B-75

Bunner, Henry Cuyler.
Zadoc Pine, and other stories.
New York, Scribner. 1891
Wright bibliography number 787.
Reel: B-75

Burdette, Robert Jones.
Chimes from a jester's bells; stories and sketches.
Indianapolis and Kansas City, The Bowen-Merrill
Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 788.
Reel: B-75

Burdette, Robert Jones.
Hawk-eyes.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 789.
Reel: B-76

Burdette, Robert Jones.
The rise and fall of the mustache and other
"Hawk-eyetems."
Burlington, Ia., Burlington Pub. Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 790.
Reel: B-76

Burdette, Robert Jones.
Schooners that pass in the dark.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1894
Wright bibliography number 791.
Reel: B-76

[Burg, Swan].
The light of Eden; or, A historical narrative of the
Barbarian age.
Seattle, S. Burg. 1896
Wright bibliography number 792.
Reel: B-76

Burgess, Gelett.
Vivette; or, The memoirs of the romance
association.
Boston, Copeland & Day. 1897
Wright bibliography number 793.
Reel: B-76

Burgess, M[arie] L[ouise].
Ave Maria.
Boston, Press of the Monthly Review. 1895
Wright bibliography number 794.
Reel: B-76

Burgwyn, Collinson Pierrepont Edwards.
The Huguenot lovers.
Richmond, Pub. by the Author. 1889
Wright bibliography number 795.
Reel: B-76

Pingleton; or, Queer people I have met.
New York, W.T. Burke & Co. [c1886]
Wright bibliography number 797.
Reel: B-76

[Burke, R.R.].
"Keep the change." A sketch of the life of a news
agent.
Pittsburg, Commercial Printing & Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 796.
Reel: B-76
Burmeister, Kate.
"The Indian maiden's dream.".
Kansas City, Pub. by the Author. 1895
Wright bibliography number 798.
Reel: B-76

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
Dolly.
Philadelphia, Porter & Coates. [c1877]
Wright bibliography number 799.
Reel: B-77

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
The Drury Lane boy's club.
Washington, D.C., Press of "The Moon.". 1892
Wright bibliography number 800.
Reel: B-77

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
A fair barbarian.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 801.
Reel: B-77

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
Haworth's.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1879
Wright bibliography number 802.
Reel: B-77

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
His Grace of Osmonde: being the portions of that
nobleman's life omitted in the relation of his lady's
story presented…under the title of A lady of quality.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1897
Wright bibliography number 803.
Reel: B-77

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
In connection with the De Willoughby claim.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1899
Wright bibliography number 804.
Reel: B-77

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
Jarl's daughter: or other stories.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1879]
Wright bibliography number 805; Reprinted from
"Peterson's magazine", for which they were originally
written.
Reel: B-77

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
Jarl's daughter: and other novelettes.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 806; Reprinted from
"Peterson's magazine."
Reel: B-78

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
Kathleen.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 807; Reprinted from
"Peterson's magazine.".
Reel: B-78

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
A lady of quality; being a most curious, hitherto
unknown history, as related to Mr. Isaac Bickerstaff
but not presented to the world of fashion through the
pages of The Tatler, and now for the first time written
down.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1896
Wright bibliography number 808.
Reel: B-78

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
...Lindsay's luck.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 809.
Reel: B-78

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
Louisiana.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1880
Wright bibliography number 810.
Reel: B-78

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
Miss Crespigny.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 811; Reprinted from
"Peterson's magazine.".
Reel: B-78

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
The one I know the best of all.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1893
Wright bibliography number 812.
Reel: B-78

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
Pretty Polly Pemberton.
Philadelphia, T. B. Peterson & Bros. [c1877]
Wright bibliography number 813; Reprinted from
"Peterson's magazine".
Reel: B-78

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
The pretty sister of Jose.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1889
Wright bibliography number 814.
Reel: B-78

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
A quiet life: and, The tide on the morning bar.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 815.
Reel: B-79

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
Surly Tim, and other stories.
New York, Scribner, Armstrong & Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 816.
Reel: B-79

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
That lass o'Lowrie's. 3d thousand.
New York, Scribner, Armstrong & Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 817.
Reel: B-79
Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
"Theo.".
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1877]
Wright bibliography number 818.
Reel: B-79

Burnett, Frances (Hodgson).
Through one administration.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 819.
Reel: B-79

Burnham, Clara Louise (Root).
...Dearly bought.
Chicago, H.A. Sumner & Co.; Boston, C.H. Whiting. 1884
Wright bibliography number 820.
Reel: B-79

Burnham, Clara Louise (Root).
Dr. Latimer.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 821.
Reel: B-80

Burnham, Clara Louise (Root).
A great love.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 822.
Reel: B-80

Burnham, Clara Louise (Root).
Miss Archer Archer.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 823.
Reel: B-80

Burnham, Clara Louise (Root).
Miss Bagg's secretary.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 824.
Reel: B-80

Burnham, Clara Louise (Root).
The mistress of Beech Knoll.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 825.
Reel: B-80

Burnham, Clara Louise (Root).
Next door.
Boston, Ticknor. 1886
Wright bibliography number 826.
Reel: B-80

Burnham, Clara Louise (Root).
"No gentlemen".
Boston and New York, Houghton Mifflin Co. [c1881]
Wright bibliography number 827.
Reel: B-81

Burnham, Clara Louise (Root).
...A sane lunatic.
Chicago, H.A. Sumner and Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 828.
Reel: B-81

Burnham, Clara Louise (Root).
We, Von Arldens.
Chicago, H.A. Sumner & Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 830; By Edith Douglas [pseud.].
Reel: B-81

Burnham, Clara Louise (Root).
A West Point wooing, and other stories.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 831.
Reel: B-81

Burnham, Clara Louise (Root).
The wise woman.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 832.
Reel: B-82

Burnham, Clara Louise (Root).
Young maids and old.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 833.
Reel: B-82

Burnham, Hampden.
Adeline Gray.
[New York, Wynkoop & Hallenbeck]. c1894
Wright bibliography number 834.
Reel: B-82

Burr, Anna Robeson (Brown).
The black lamb.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1896
Wright bibliography number 835.
Reel: B-82

Burr, Anna Robeson (Brown).
A cosmopolitan comedy.
New York, D. Appleton. 1899
Wright bibliography number 836.
Reel: B-82
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Edition Details</th>
<th>Wright Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Burr, Anna Robeson (Brown)</td>
<td>The immortal garland</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton. 1900</td>
<td>837</td>
<td>B-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burr, Anna Robeson (Brown)</td>
<td>Sir Mark</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton &amp; Co. 1896</td>
<td>838</td>
<td>B-82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burr, Enoch Fitch</td>
<td>Aleph, the Chaldean; or, The Messiah as seen from Alexandria</td>
<td>New York, W.B. Ketcham. [c1891]</td>
<td>839</td>
<td>B-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burr, Enoch Fitch</td>
<td>Dio, the Athenian; or, From Olympus to Calvary</td>
<td>New York, Phillips &amp; Hunt; Cincinnati, Hitchcock &amp; Walden. 1880</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>B-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burr, Enoch Fitch</td>
<td>Fabius, the Roman; or, How the church became militant</td>
<td>New York, The Baker &amp; Taylor Co. [c1897]</td>
<td>841</td>
<td>B-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burroughs, Elton</td>
<td>College-bred Ruth</td>
<td>New York, New York Recorder. 1895</td>
<td>842</td>
<td>B-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burt, Pitts Harrison</td>
<td>Regret of spring</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1898</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>B-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burton, Frederick Russell</td>
<td>Shifting sands</td>
<td>Chicago and New York, Rand McNally &amp; Co. [c1898]</td>
<td>844</td>
<td>B-83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Burton, Maria Amparo (Ruiz)]</td>
<td>The squatter and the don</td>
<td>San Francisco [S. Carson &amp; Co.]. 1885</td>
<td>845</td>
<td>B-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busch, Franc</td>
<td>The jewess, Leonora</td>
<td>New York, W.P. Caruthers. 1896</td>
<td>846</td>
<td>B-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bush, Clara Roxana</td>
<td>Ninety-nine days</td>
<td>New York, Authors' Pub. Co. [c1879]</td>
<td>847</td>
<td>B-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butler, William Allen</td>
<td>Domesticus</td>
<td>New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1886</td>
<td>848</td>
<td>B-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butler, William Allen</td>
<td>Mrs. Limber's raffle; or, A church fair and its victims</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1876</td>
<td>849</td>
<td>B-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butterworth, Hezekiah</td>
<td>In old New England</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1895</td>
<td>850</td>
<td>B-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butterworth, Hezekiah</td>
<td>Up from the Cape. A plea for republican simplicity</td>
<td>Boston, Estes and Lauriat. 1883</td>
<td>851</td>
<td>B-84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bynner, Edwin Lassetter</td>
<td>Agnes Surriage</td>
<td>Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1887</td>
<td>852</td>
<td>B-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bynner, Edwin Lasseter</td>
<td>The begum's daughter</td>
<td>Boston, Little, Brown, and Co. 1890</td>
<td>853</td>
<td>B-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bynner, Edwin Lasseter</td>
<td>Damen's ghost</td>
<td>Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1881</td>
<td>854</td>
<td>B-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bynner, Edwin Lasseter</td>
<td>Nimport</td>
<td>Boston, Lockwood, Brooks and Co. 1877</td>
<td>855</td>
<td>B-85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bynner, Edwin Lasseter</td>
<td>Penelope's suitors</td>
<td>Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1887</td>
<td>856</td>
<td>B-85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Bynner, Edwin Lassetter.
   Tritons.
   Boston, Lockwood, Brooks and Co. 1878
   Wright bibliography number 857.
   Reel: B-86

Bynner, Edwin Lassetter.
   Zachary Phips.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1892
   Wright bibliography number 858.
   Reel: B-86

[Byrd, Ella Billingsley].
   Marston hall.
   New York, G.W. Carleton. 1880
   Wright bibliography number 859; By Beryl Carr [pseud.].
   Reel: B-86

[Byrn, Marcus Lafayette].
   Ragged edge rambles.
   New York, M.L. byrn. [c1882]
   Wright bibliography number 860; By David Rattlehead, M.D. [pseud.].
   Reel: B-86

[Byrn, Marcus Lafayette].
   Wailings of a wife hunter; or, The mishaps and the hit-haps of my courtships.
   New York, M.L. Byrn. [c1882]
   Wright bibliography number 862; By David Rattlehead, M.D. [pseud.].
   Reel: B-86

C., X.Q.
   Who? Which? And what?.
   Richmond, West, Johnston. 1885
   Wright bibliography number 864.
   Reel: C-1

Cabell, Isa Carrington.
   Seen from the saddle.
   New York, Harper & Bros. 1893
   Wright bibliography number 865.
   Reel: C-1

Cabell, Julia (Mayo).
   An odd volume of facts and fictions, in prose and verse.
   Richmond, Nash and Woodhouse. 1852
   Wright bibliography number 444.
   Reel: C-1

Cable, George Washington.
   Bonaventure.
   New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1888
   Wright bibliography number 866.
   Reel: C-1

Cable, George Washington.
   Dr. Sevier.
   Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1885
   Wright bibliography number 867.
   Reel: C-1

Cable, George Washington.
   The Grandissimes.
   New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1880
   Wright bibliography number 868.
   Reel: C-1

Cable, George Washington.
   John March, southerner.
   New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 869.
   Reel: C-1

[Caillou, Andrew].
   The adventures of a lodger.
   Boston, Printed for the Author. 1868
   Wright bibliography number 445.
   Reel: C-1

[Caldeleugh, William George].
   Eastern tales.
   Philadelphia, J. Challen. 1863
   Wright bibliography number 446.
   Reel: C-1

Caldwell, John H.
   The mysterious messenger.
   Nashville, Pub. for the Author by J.B. M'Ferrin. 1860
   Wright bibliography number 448.
   Reel: C-1

Caldwell, John H.
   The Thurstons of the old Palmetto state; or Varieties of southern life.
   New York, J. Russell. 1861
   Wright bibliography number 449.
   Reel: C-1

[Calvert, George Henry].
   A volume from the life of Herbert Barclay.
   Baltimore, William & Joseph Neal. 1833
   Wright bibliography number 471.
   Reel: C-1

Cambridge, William G.
   Glenwood; or, The parish boy.
   Boston, Shepard, Clark. 1855
   Wright bibliography number 450.
   Reel: C-1

Cambridge, William G.
   Henri; or, The web and woof of life.
   Boston, A Tompkins and B.B. Mussey. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 451.
   Reel: C-1

Cambridge, William G.
   Moral tales, and sketches from real life.
   Lowell, Printed and Pub. For the Author. 1842
   Wright bibliography number 472.
   Reel: C-1
Camp Charlotte. A tale of 1774. By a member of the bar.
Philadelphia, G.B. Zieber. 1844
Wright bibliography number 473.
Reel: C-1

Cannon, Charles James.
Facts, feelings and fancies.
New York, Bliss, Wadsworth. 1835
Wright bibliography number 474.
Reel: C-1

Cannon, Charles James.
Father Felix.
New York, E. Dunigan. 1845
Wright bibliography number 475.
Reel: C-1

Cannon, Charles James.
Harry Layden.
New York, J.A. Boyle. 1842
Wright bibliography number 476.
Reel: C-1

Cannon, Charles James.
Mora Carmody; or, Woman's influence.
New York, E. Dunigan. 1844
Wright bibliography number 477.
Reel: C-1

Cannon, Charles James.
Scenes and characters from the comedy of life.
New York, E. Dunigan. 1847
Wright bibliography number 478.
Reel: C-1

Capricorn, Cornelius [pseud.].
Speculations on the comet.
New York, J. Kelly. 1832
Wright bibliography number 479.
Reel: C-1

Carey, Charles.
The lady of the green and blue; or, The magic figure head.
Boston, G.H. Williams. 1847
Wright bibliography number 480.
Reel: C-1

Caroline Hargrove, the merchant's daughter; being the first series of The mysteries of Salem! Or, Modern witchcraft.
Salem, Varney, Parsons. 1845
Wright bibliography number 481.
Reel: C-1

Caroline Tracy, the Spring Street milliner's apprentice; or, Life in New York in 1847-8.
New York, Stearns. 1849
Wright bibliography number 483.
Reel: C-1

Carpenter, William Henry.
Claiborne the rebel.
New York, E. Ferrett. 1845
Wright bibliography number 484.
Reel: C-1

Carpenter, William Henry.
Ruth Emsley, the betrothed maiden.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1850
Wright bibliography number 485.
Reel: C-1

Cable, George Washington.
Madame Delphine.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1881
Wright bibliography number 870.
Reel: C-2

Cable, George Washington.
Old Creole days.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1879
Wright bibliography number 871.
Reel: C-2

Cable, George Washington.
Strong hearts.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1899
Wright bibliography number 872.
Reel: C-2

[Cabot, Arthur Winslow].
Two gentlemen of Gotham.
New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 873; By C. & C. [pseud.].
Reel: C-2

Cabot, Elisabeth Lyman.
In plain air.
New York, Henry Holt. 1897
Wright bibliography number 874.
Reel: C-2

Cahan, Abraham.
The imported bridegroom, and other stories of the New York ghetto.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 875.
Reel: C-2

Cahan, Abraham.
Yekl.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 876.
Reel: C-2

Cahill, Mabel Esmonde.
Her playthings, men.
New York, Worthington. 1890
Wright bibliography number 877.
Reel: C-2
Caldwell, Willie Walker.
The tie that binds.
Franklin, O., The Editor Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 878.
Reel: C-2

Cambridge, William G.
The Mechanic's bride; or, The autobiography of Elwood Gorden.
Boston, Shepard, Clark and Brown. 1857
Wright bibliography number 452.
Reel: C-2

Cameron, Reb.
Salted with fire.
New York, E.J. Hale. 1872
Wright bibliography number 453; By H.M. LeGrange [pseud.].
Reel: C-2

Campbell, Florence M.
"Jack's afire," or The Burton torch.
Chicago, J.L. Regan. [1887]
Wright bibliography number 886.
Reel: C-2

Campbell, Jane C.
The money maker, and other tales.
New York, J.C. Derby. 1854
Wright bibliography number 454.
Reel: C-2

[Campbell, Juliet Hamersley (Lewis)].
Eros and anteros; or, The bachelor's ward.
New York, Rudd, Carleton. 1857
Wright bibliography number 455; By Judith Canute [pseud.].
Reel: C-2

Cannon, Charles James.
Bickerton; or, The immigrant's daughter.
New York, P. O'Shea. 1855
Wright bibliography number 456.
Reel: C-2

Cannon, Charles James.
Ravellings from the web of life.
New York, D. & J. Sadlier. 1855
Wright bibliography number 457; By Grandfather Greenway [pseud.].
Reel: C-2

Cannon, Charles James.
Tighe Lyfford.
New York, J. Miller. 1859
Wright bibliography number 458.
Reel: C-2

The Carpenter and his family. Also, Pride subdued.
By the author of "The black velvet bracelet," [etc.].
Boston, Light and Horton. 1835
Wright bibliography number 486.
Reel: C-2

Carra, Emma [pseud.].
Estelle; or, The castle of M'Anvah.
Boston, Gleason. [1848]
Wright bibliography number 488.
Reel: C-2

Carra, Emma [pseud.].
The hermit of the Hudson; or, The farmer's daughter.
Boston, Gleason. 1848
Wright bibliography number 489.
Reel: C-2

Carra, Emma [pseud.].
A tale of the West; or, Life with a sister.
Providence, H.H. Brown. 1846
Wright bibliography number 490.
Reel: C-2

Carra, Emma [pseud.].
Viroqua; or, The flower of the Ottawas.
Boston, Gleason. [1848]
Wright bibliography number 491.
Reel: C-2

Carter, St. Leger Landon.
Nugae, by Nugator; or, Pieces in prose and verse.
Boston, Woods and Crane. 1844
Wright bibliography number 492.
Reel: C-2

[Caruthers, William Alexander].
The cavaliers of Virginia; or, The recluse of Jamestown.
New York, Harper. 1834-35
Wright bibliography number 493.
Reel: C-2

[Caruthers, William Alexander].
New York, Harper. 1834
Wright bibliography number 494.
Reel: C-2

Call, William T.
Josh Hayseed in New York.
New York, Excelsior Pub. House. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 879.
Reel: C-3

[Callender, Edward Belcher].
The gigantic meddler.
Boston, The Blaxton Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 880.
Reel: C-3

[Callender, Edward Belcher].
The leg-pullers; or Politics as she is applied.
Boston, Pemberton Square Pub. Co. [1895]
Wright bibliography number 811.
Reel: C-3
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Camera, Cara [pseud.].
Sifting matrimony.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. c1890
Wright bibliography number 882.
Reel: C-3

Camera, Cara [pseud.].
Society rapids.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 833.
Reel: C-3

Camp, Walter Chauncey.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1899
Wright bibliography number 884.
Reel: C-3

Campbell, Alvin.
John Norton, M.D.
New York, W.B. Smith & co. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 885.
Reel: C-3

Campbell, Floy.
Camp Arcady: the story of four girls, and some others, who "Kept house" in a New York "flat".
Boston, G. Badger. 1900
Wright bibliography number 887.
Reel: C-3

Cannon, Susan.
Maidee, the alchemist; or, Turning all to gold.
New York, M. Doolady. 1871
Wright bibliography number 459.
Reel: C-3

Canty, Samuel.
George Seten, or, The chip boy of the dry dock.
New York, Garrett. 1855
Wright bibliography number 460.
Reel: C-3

Capron, Carrie.
Helen Lincoln.
New York, Harper. 1856
Wright bibliography number 461.
Reel: C-3

Captain Le Diable [pseud.].
Historical sketch of the third annual conquest of Florida.
Port Royal, S.C. 1864
Wright bibliography number 462.
Reel: C-3

Carpenter, William Henry.
The regicide's daughter.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1851
Wright bibliography number 464.
Reel: C-3

Carra, Emma [pseud.].
Edna; or, An antique tale.
Boston, J. French. 1858
Wright bibliography number 464A.
Reel: C-3

Carter, John Henton.
The log of Commodore Rollingpin: his adventures afloat and ashore.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1874
Wright bibliography number 465.
Reel: C-3

[Caruthers, William Alexander].
The knights of the horse-shoe.
Wetumpka, Ala., C. Yancey. 1845
Wright bibliography number 495.
Reel: C-3

Cary, Alice.
The adopted daughter...and other tales.
Philadelphia, J.B. Smith. 1859
Wright bibliography number 466.
Reel: C-3

Cassimer Saral.
Charleston, W. Riley. 1835
Wright bibliography number 496.
Reel: C-3

The Catastrophe, a tale of the nineteenth century.
Lowell, Rand & Southmayd. 1833
Wright bibliography number 497.
Reel: C-3

Cate, Eliza Jane.
A year with the Franklins; or, To suffer and be strong.
New York, Harper. 1846
Wright bibliography number 498.
Reel: C-3

Caudle, Job [pseud.].
Job Caudle's dinner-table harangues. Revealed in self-defence, by the ghost of Mrs. Caudle.
New York, E. Winchester, New Yord Press. 1845
Wright bibliography number 499.
Reel: C-3

Caudle, Job [pseud.].
Job Caudle's dinner-table harangues. Revealed in self-defense, by the ghost of Mrs. Caudle.
New York, E. Winchester, New Yord Press. 1845
Wright bibliography number 499.
Reel: C-3
Celadon [pseud.].
   The golden age; or, Future glory of North America discovered by an angel to Celadon, in several entertaining visions.
   [n.p.]. 1785
   Wright bibliography number 500.
   Reel: C-3

Celadon [pseud.].
   The golden age; or, Future glory of North America discovered by an angel to Celadon, in several entertaining visions.
   [n.p.]. 1785
   Wright bibliography number 500.
   Reel: C-3

The chameleon; or, The mysterious cruiser! By an old salt, - author of "the meteor.".
   New York, Smith, Adams & Smith. 1848
   Wright bibliography number 501.
   Reel: C-3

Changing scenes, containing a description of men and manners of the present day, with humorous details of the Knickerbockers. By a lady of New-York.
   New York, Printed for the author. 1825
   Wright bibliography number 502.
   Reel: C-3

Campbell, Helen (Stuart).
   His grandmothers; a summer salad.
   New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1877
   Wright bibliography number 888.
   Reel: C-4

Campbell, Helen (Stuart).
   Miss Melinda's opportunity.
   Boston, Roberts Bros. 1886
   Wright bibliography number 889.
   Reel: C-4

Campbell, Helen (Stuart).
   Mrs. Herndon's income.
   Boston, Roberts Bros. 1886
   Wright bibliography number 890.
   Reel: C-4

Campbell, Helen (Stuart).
   Roger Berkeley's probation.
   Boston, Roberts Bros. 1888
   Wright bibliography number 891.
   Reel: C-4

Campbell, Helen (Stuart).
   Some passages in the practice of Dr. Martha Scarborough.
   Boston, Roberts Bros. 1893
   Wright bibliography number 892.
   Reel: C-4

Campbell, Helen (Stuart).
   ...Under green apple boughs.
   New York, Fords, Howard & Hulbert 1882
   Wright bibliography number 893.
   Reel: C-4

Campbell, Helen (Stuart).
   Unto the third and fourth generation.
   New York, Fords, Howard & Hulbert 1880
   Wright bibliography number 894.
   Reel: C-4

Campbell, Mary Bruce.
   The secret vow, and Life's battle-fields: story and essay.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1880
   Wright bibliography number 895.
   Reel: C-4

Canfield, Henry Spofford.
   A maid of the frontier.
   Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. 1898
   Wright bibliography number 896.
   Reel: C-4

Cary, Alice.
   The bishop's son.
   New York, G.W. Carleton. 1867
   Wright bibliography number 467.
   Reel: C-4

Cary, Alice.
   Clovernook; or, Recollections of our neighborhood in the West.
   New York, Redfield. 1852
   Wright bibliography number 468.
   Reel: C-4

Cary, Alice.
   Clovernook; or, Recollections of our neighborhood in the West.
   New York, Redfield. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 469; 2d ser.
   Reel: C-4

Cary, Alice.
   From year to year! A token of remembrance.
   Wright bibliography number 470; Ed. by Alice and Phoebe Cary.
   Reel: C-4

Cary, Alice.
   Hagar.
   New York, Redfield. 1852
   Wright bibliography number 471.
   Reel: C-4

Cheever, George Barrell.
   The dream; or, The true history of Deacon Giles's distillery, and Deacon Jones's brewery.
   New York, Printed for the Publishers. [1843]
   Wright bibliography number 504.
   Reel: C-4
Cheever, George Barrell.
   The hill difficulty, and some experiences of life in the plains of ease. With other miscellanies.
   New York, J. Wiley. 1849
   Wright bibliography number 508.
   Reel: C-4

Cheever, George Barrell.
   The rival brothers; or, The corsair and privateer.
   Boston, Gleason. 1845
   Wright bibliography number 509.
   Reel: C-4

Cheever, George Barrell.
   The witch of the wave; or, The corsair’s captive.
   Boston, Gleason. 1847
   Wright bibliography number 510.
   Reel: C-4

Cheney, Elizabeth.
   A peep at the Pilgrims in sixteen hundred thirty-six.
   Boston, Wells and Lilly. 1824
   Wright bibliography number 512.
   Reel: C-4

Cheney, Elizabeth.
   The rivals of Acadia.
   Boston, Wells and Lilly. 1827
   Wright bibliography number 515.
   Reel: C-4

Cheney, Harriet Vaughan (Foster).
   Confessions of an early martyr.
   Boston, B.H. Greene. 1846
   Wright bibliography number 511.
   Reel: C-4

Child, Lydia Maria (Francis).
   The coronal. A collection of miscellaneous pieces, written at various times.
   Boston, Carter and Hendee. 1832
   Wright bibliography number 516.
   Reel: C-4

Cann, Marion Stuart.
   On Skidd’s Branch.
   Scranton, Republican Job Rooms. 1884
   Wright bibliography number 897.
   Reel: C-5

Cantwell, Annie F.S.
   A little love and laughter.
   Coshocton O., Shaw & Co. 1886
   Wright bibliography number 898.
   Reel: C-5

Capers, Henry Dickson.
   Bellevue.
   New York, E.J. Hale. 1880
   Wright bibliography number 899.
   Reel: C-5

Carden, W. Thomas.
   A year with Uncle Jack.
   Nashville, Printed for the Author. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 900.
   Reel: C-5

Carew, Rachel.
   Tangled.
   Chicago, S.C. Griggs and Co. 1877
   Wright bibliography number 901.
   Reel: C-5

Carey, Aimee.
   Heliotrope; or, The soldier’s legacy.
   Baltimore. 1884
   Wright bibliography number 902.
   Reel: C-5

Carey, Alice V.
   Louisa Avondale; or, Two southern girls.
   New York, The Irving Co. [c1894]
   Wright bibliography number 903.
   Reel: C-5

Carey, John B.
   The oddities of short-hand; or, The coroner and his friends.
   Wright bibliography number 904.
   Reel: C-5

Carey, Mary Elizabeth.
   Alice O’Connor’s surrender.
   Boston, Angel Guardian Press. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 905.
   Reel: C-5

Carhart, John Wesley.
   Norma Trist; or, Pure carbon.
   Austin, E. von Boeckmann. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 906.
   Reel: C-5

Carhart, John Wesley.
   Under palmetto and pine.
   Cincinnati, Editor Pub. Co. 1890
   Wright bibliography number 907.
   Reel: C-5

Cary, Alice.
   Married, not mated; or, How they lived at Woodside and Throckmorton Hall.
   New York, Derby, & Jackson. 1856
   Wright bibliography number 472.
   Reel: C-5

Cary, Alice.
   Pictures of country life.
   New York, Derby & Jackson. 1859
   Wright bibliography number 473.
   Reel: C-5
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**Casseday, Davis B.**
The Hortons or, American life at home.
Philadelphia, J.S. Claxton. 1866
Wright bibliography number 474.
**Reel: C-5**

**Cassidy, Patrick Sarsfield.**
Glenveigh; or, The victims of vengeance.
Boston, P. Donahoe. 1870
Wright bibliography number 475.
**Reel: C-5**

Cassy, or, Early trials.
Boston, J.P. Jewett. 1855
Wright bibliography number 475A.
**Reel: C-5**

**Catherwood, Mary (Hartwell).**
A woman in armor.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1875
Wright bibliography number 476.
**Reel: C-5**

**Catherwood, Mary (Hartwell).**
A woman in armor.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1875
Wright bibliography number 476.
**Reel: C-5**

[Cazneau, Mrs. William Leslie].
Eagle Pass; or, Life on the Border.
New York, Putnam. 1852
Wright bibliography number 477; By Cora Montgomery [pseud.]
**Reel: C-5**

[Cazneau, Mrs. William Leslie].
Eagle Pass; or, Life on the Border.
New York, Putnam. 1852
Wright bibliography number 477; By Cora Montgomery [pseud.]
**Reel: C-5**

The Chained wife; or, The frightful sufferings of
Mary Lesley, a beautiful young American girl, who
foolishly married the notorious Lord Gordon who
lately committed suicide.
Philadelphia, Old Franklin Pub. House. c1874
Wright bibliography number 478.
**Reel: C-5**

The Chained wife; or, The frightful sufferings of
Mary Lesley, a beautiful young American girl, who
foolishly married the notorious Lord Gordon who
lately committed suicide.
Philadelphia, Old Franklin Pub. House. c1874
Wright bibliography number 478.
**Reel: C-5**

**Child, Lydia Maria (Francis).**
Fact and fiction: a collection of stories.
New York, C.S. Francis. 1846
Wright bibliography number 517.
**Reel: C-5**

**Child, Lydia Maria (Francis).**
Hobomok.
Boston, Cummings, Hilliard. 1824
Wright bibliography number 520.
**Reel: C-5**

**Child, Lydia Maria (Francis).**
Letters from New York.
New York, C.S. Francis. 1843
Wright bibliography number 521.
**Reel: C-5**

**Child, Lydia Maria (Francis).**
Letters from New-York.
New York, C.S. Francis. 1843
Wright bibliography number 521.
**Reel: C-5**

**Child, Lydia Maria (Francis).**
The rebels; or, Boston before the revolution.
Boston, Cummings, Hilliard. 1825
Wright bibliography number 538.
**Reel: C-5**

**Child, Lydia Maria (Francis).**
Philothea.
Boston, Otis, Braoders. 1836
Wright bibliography number 584.
**Reel: C-5**

**Child, Lydia Maria (Francis).**
Edward Vernon, my cousin's story.
New York, Harper. 1848
Wright bibliography number 540.
**Reel: C-5**

[Carleton, Henry Guy].
Lectures before the Thompson street poker club.
New York and London, White and Allen. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 908.
**Reel: C-6**

[Carleton, Henry Guy].
The South Fifth Avenue Poker Club.
New York, M.J. Ivers. 1888
Wright bibliography number 909.
**Reel: C-6**

[Carleton, Henry Guy].
The Thompson Street Poker Club, from "Life".
Paris, Brenano's. [1884]
Wright bibliography number 910.
**Reel: C-6**

[Carleton, Henry Guy].
The old infant, and similar stories.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1896
Wright bibliography number 911.
**Reel: C-6**

**Carpenter, Edith.**
Your money or your life.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1896
Wright bibliography number 912.
**Reel: C-6**
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Carpenter, Edmund Janes.
   A woman of Shawmut.
   Boston, Little, Brown and Co. 1891
   Wright bibliography number 913.
   Reel: C-6

Carpenter, Esther Bernon.
   South-county neighbors.
   Boston, Roberts Bros. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 914.
   Reel: C-6

Carpenter, Frank De Yeaux.
   Round about Rio.
   Chicago, Jansen, McClurg. 1884
   Wright bibliography number 915.
   Reel: C-6

Carper, Minnette Slayback.
   The dance of death. And other stories.
   St. Louis, Buxton & Skinner. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 916.
   Reel: C-6

Carret, Alice de.
   Flames and ashes.
   New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1898
   Wright bibliography number 917.
   Reel: C-6

Challen, James.
   Frank Elliott; or, Wells in the desert.
   Philadelphia, J. Challen. 1859
   Wright bibliography number 479.
   Reel: C-6

Chamberlain, Charles Jr.
   Put to the test.
   New York, H.L. Hinton. 1874
   Wright bibliography number 480.
   Reel: C-6

Chamberlain, Charles Jr.
   The servant-girl of the period the greatest plague
   of life.
   New York, J.S. Redfield. 1873
   Wright bibliography number 481.
   Reel: C-6

[Chamberlain, J.E.]
   Cotton stealing.
   Chicago, J.R. Walsh. 1866
   Wright bibliography number 482.
   Reel: C-6

Chamberlain, Nathan Henry.
   The autobiography of a New England farmhouse.
   New York, Carleton. 1865
   Wright bibliography number 483.
   Reel: C-6

Chintz, Charley [pseud.].
   The gem of the mines; or, The conjuror of Iron
   cave.
   Springfield, W.B. Brockett. 1845
   Wright bibliography number 541.
   Reel: C-6

Chipman, J.L.
   George Pembleton; or, Love and hate.
   Boston, Gleason. 1848
   Wright bibliography number 542.
   Reel: C-6

   The Christian Indian; or, Times of the first settlers.
   The first of a series of American tales.
   New York, Collins and Hannay. 1825
   Wright bibliography number 543.
   Reel: C-6

   A Chronicle of Louisiana: being an account of one of
   the wars of Don Diego Rosa, called He of the Iron
   Arm, the last Catholic governor of that province.
   Paraphrased from the Spanish of the learned Doctor
   Frai Pedro Prado.
   New York, Linen & Fennell. 1838
   Wright bibliography number 544.
   Reel: C-6

Clark, Lewis Gaylord, ed.
   The Knickerbocker sketch-book: a library of
   select literature.
   New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1845
   Wright bibliography number 545.
   Reel: C-6

Clark, Willis Gaylord.
   The literary remains of the late Willis Gaylor
   Clark.
   New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1844
   Wright bibliography number 546; Ed. by Lewis
   Gaylord Clark.
   Reel: C-6

Cleveland, Alice.
   Lucy Morley; or, The young officer.
   Boston, Gleason. 1846
   Wright bibliography number 549.
   Reel: C-6

Clewline, Frank [pseud.].
   The Nautilus; or, The American privateer.
   Boston, Gleason. 1847
   Wright bibliography number 550.
   Reel: C-6

[Clopper, Jonas].
   Fragments of the history of Bawlfredonia.
   [Baltimore?] American Booksellers. 1819
   Wright bibliography number 551; By Herman
   Thwackius [pseud.].
   Reel: C-6
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[Carrington, Kate].
...Aschenbroedel.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1882
Wright bibliography number 918.
Reel: C-7

Carroll, John.
Leola.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 919.
Reel: C-7

Carroll, John.
St. Maur: an earl's wooing.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1879]
Wright bibliography number 920.
Reel: C-7

Carruth, Hayden.
The adventures of Jones.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1895
Wright bibliography number 921.
Reel: C-7

Carruth, Hayden.
Mr. Milo Bush and other worthies; their recollections.
Wright bibliography number 922.
Reel: C-7

Carruth, Hayden.
The voyage of the Rattletrap.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1897
Wright bibliography number 923.
Reel: C-7

Carryl, Charles Edward.
The River syndicate and other stories.
Wright bibliography number 924.
Reel: C-7

Carter, John Henton.
The Impression club.
New York, Carter & Bros. 1899
Wright bibliography number 925.
Reel: C-7

Chandler, Joseph Ripley.
The Beverly family; or, Home influence of religion.
Philadelphia, P.F. Cunningham. 1875
Wright bibliography number 485.
Reel: C-7

Chanter, Washington.
The Nautch girl!
Philadelphia, O. Crook. [c1868]
Wright bibliography number 486.
Reel: C-7

Chapin, Gardner B.
Tales of the St. Lawrence.
Rouse's Point, J. Lovell. 1873
Wright bibliography number 487.
Reel: C-7

Chapin, Sallie F. (Moore).
Fitz-Hugh St. Clair, the south Carolina rebel boy; or, It is no crime to be born a gentleman.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1872
Wright bibliography number 488.
Reel: C-7

[Chaplin, Jane (Dunbar)].
The convent and the manse.
Boston, J.P. Jewett. 1853
Wright bibliography number 489; By Hyla [pseud.].
Reel: C-7

[Chaplin, Jane (Dunbar)].
Out of the wilderness.
Boston, H.A. Young. 1870
Wright bibliography number 490.
Reel: C-7

Charley Hunter; or, The forger's fate.
New York, Dick & Fitzgerald. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 492.
Reel: C-7

Chase, Lucien Bonaparte.
English serfdom and American slavery; or, Ourselves as others see us.
New York, H. Long. [c1854]
Wright bibliography number 493.
Reel: C-7

Clough, Martha Ann.
Paolina; or, The sybil of the Arno.
Boston, Gleason. 1849
Wright bibliography number 552.
Reel: C-7

Clough, Martha Ann.
Zuleika; or, The Castilian captive.
Boston, Gleason. 1849
Wright bibliography number 553.
Reel: C-7

Cobb, Joseph Beckham.
The Creole; or, Siege of New Orleans.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1850
Wright bibliography number 554.
Reel: C-7

Cobb, Sylvanus.
Drosendorf; or, The wild mountain chieftan.
New York, S. French. [1850?]
Wright bibliography number 555.
Reel: C-7
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Cobb, Sylvanus.
The Golden Eagle; or, The privateer of '76.
Boston, Gleason. 1850
Wright bibliography number 556.
Reel: C-7

Cobb, Sylvanus.
The Golden Eagle; or, The privateer of '76.
New York, French. [1850]
Wright bibliography number 557.
Reel: C-7

Cobb, Sylvanus.
The prophet of the Bohmer Wald; or, The Venetian buccaneer.
Boston, Gleason. 1850
Wright bibliography number 558.
Reel: C-7

[Codman, John].
Sailors' life and sailors' yarns.
New York, C.S. Francis. 1847
Wright bibliography number 559; By Captain Ringbolt [pseud.].
Reel: C-7

Cole, Emma [pseud.?].
The life and sufferings of Miss Emma Cole.
Boston, M. Aurelius [Mead and Beal, printers]. 1844
Wright bibliography number 560.
Reel: C-7

A Collection of moral and entertaining stories, calculated for the instruction and entertainment of youth.
Northampton. 1798
Wright bibliography number 563.
Reel: C-7

[Comfield, Amelia Stratton].
Alida: or, Miscellaneous sketches of occurrences during the late American war.
New York, Printed for the Author. 1841
Wright bibliography number 564; By an unknown author: 2d ed.
Reel: C-7

Comstock, William.
The life of Samuel Comstock, the terrible whaleman.
Boston, J. Fisher. 1840
Wright bibliography number 568.
Reel: C-7

Carter, John Henton.
The man at the wheel.
St. Louis, E.B. Carter. 1898
Wright bibliography number 926.
Reel: C-8

Carter, John Henton.
Ozark postoffice.
St. Louis, Carter & Bro. 1899
Wright bibliography number 927.
Reel: C-8

Carter, John Henton.
Thomas Rutherton.
New York, H.C. Nixon. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 928.
Reel: C-8

Carter, Mary Nelson.
North Carolina sketches; phases of life where the galax grows.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 929.
Reel: C-8

Carter, Sarah Nelson.
For pity's sake.
Boston, De Wolfe, Fiske. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 930.
Reel: C-8

Carteret, John Dunloe.
A fortune hunter; or, The old stone corral.
Cincinnati, The Author. 1888
Wright bibliography number 931.
Reel: C-8

Carus, Paul.
Truth in fiction: twelve tales with a moral.
Chicago, Open-court Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 932.
Reel: C-8

Cary, James.
Halted between two opinions; or, A madman's confession.
Birmingham, Dispatch Print. Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 933.
Reel: C-8

Cheever, George Barrell.
A reel in a bottle, for Jack in the doldrums; being the adventures of two of the king's seamen.
New York, Scribner. 1852
Wright bibliography number 494.
Reel: C-8

Cheever, George Barrell.
The rival brothers; or, The corsair and privateer.
New York, S. French. [1852]
Wright bibliography number 495.
Reel: C-8

Chellis, Mary Dwinell.
At Lion's Mouth.
New York, National Temperance Society. 1872
Wright bibliography number 496.
Reel: C-8

Chellis, Mary Dwinell.
Aunt Dinah's pledge.
New York, National Temperance society. 1869
Wright bibliography number 497.
Reel: C-8
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Chellis, Mary Dwinell.
Bill Drock’s investment.
Boston, H.A. Young. [1869]
Wright bibliography number 498.
Reel: C-8

Chellis, Mary Dwinell.
Deacon Sims’ prayers.
Boston, H.A. Young. [1868]
Wright bibliography number 499.
Reel: C-8

The Confession of a rum-seller.
Boston, Lothrop and Bense. 1845
Wright bibliography number 569; By the author of "Passing thoughts."
Reel: C-8

The Confessions of a magnetiser, being an expose of animal magnetism.
Boston, Gleason. 1845
Wright bibliography number 570.
Reel: C-8

Confessions of a reformed inebriate.
New York, American Temperance Union. 1844
Wright bibliography number 571.
Reel: C-8

Conkey, Mrs. M.
The perennial flower; or, Virtue's conquest.
New York, A.S. Gould. 1841
Wright bibliography number 573.
Reel: C-8

Constance; or, The merchant's daughter.
New York, Gould, Newman and Saxton. 1841
Wright bibliography number 574.
Reel: C-8

The Consul's daughter, and other interesting stories.
New York, Nafis and Cornish. [1841]
Wright bibliography number 577; By the author of Peter Parley.
Reel: C-8

Conway, William B.
The cottage on the cliff.
Ebensburg, Pa., J. Morgan. 1838
Wright bibliography number 578.
Reel: C-8

Cooper, James Fenimore.
Afloat and ashore; or, The adventures of Miles Wallingford.
Philadelphia, The Author. 1844
Wright bibliography number 579.
Reel: C-8

Case, William Scoville.
Forward house.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1895
Wright bibliography number 934.
Reel: C-9

Cash, Charles E.
The great Oriental and Trans-Continental Railroad.
Vicksburg, Commercial Herald Print. And Pub. House. 1896
Wright bibliography number 935.
Reel: C-9

Cash, Mrs. M.I.
Naaman, the leper, and Princess Sarah, the captive maid.
Cincinnati, The Editor Pub. Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 936.
Reel: C-9

Cassedy, Frank H.
The Milton tragedy.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1891
Wright bibliography number 937.
Reel: C-9

Cassel, A.J.
It isn't a joke.
[SPring City, Pa.], c1896
Wright bibliography number 938.
Reel: C-9

Castle, Henry Anson.
The army mule, and other war sketches.
Indianapolis and Kansas City, The Bowen-Merrill Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 939.
Reel: C-9

Cather, George R.
Dora's device.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1885]
Wright bibliography number 940.
Reel: C-9

Catherwood, Mary (Hartwell).
The chase of Saint-Castin and other stories of the French in the New world.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 941.
Reel: C-9

Catherwood, Mary (Hartwell).
Craque-o'-Doom.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 942.
Reel: C-9

Catherwood, Mary (Hartwell).
The days of Jeanne d'Arc.
New York, The Century Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 943.
Reel: C-9

Chellis, Mary Dwinell.
Father Merrill.
Boston, I.P. Warren. [c1872]
Wright bibliography number 500.
Reel: C-9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher &amp; Date</th>
<th>Wright Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chellis, Mary Dwinell.</td>
<td>Molly's Bible.</td>
<td>Boston, H.A. Young. [c1869]</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>C-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chellis, Mary Dwinell.</td>
<td>The Old Doctor's Son.</td>
<td>Boston, H.A. Young. [1870]</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>C-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooper, James Fenimore.</td>
<td>The Bravo.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Carey &amp; Lea. 1831</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>C-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooper, James Fenimore.</td>
<td>The Chainbearer; or, The Littlepage Manuscripts.</td>
<td>New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1845</td>
<td></td>
<td>C-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooper, James Fenimore.</td>
<td>The Deerslayer; or, The First War-Path.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Lea &amp; Blanchard. 1841</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>C-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherwood, Mary (Hartwell).</td>
<td>Old Kaskaskia.</td>
<td>Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1893</td>
<td>946</td>
<td>C-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherwood, Mary (Hartwell).</td>
<td>The Queen of the Swamp, and Other Plain Americans.</td>
<td>Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td>C-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherwood, Mary (Hartwell).</td>
<td>The Romance of Dollard.</td>
<td>New York, Century Co. [c1889]</td>
<td>948</td>
<td>C-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherwood, Mary (Hartwell).</td>
<td>The Story of Tony.</td>
<td>Chicago, A.C. McClurg and Co. 1890</td>
<td>951</td>
<td>C-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherwood, Mary (Hartwell).</td>
<td>The White Islander.</td>
<td>New York, The Century Co. 1893</td>
<td>952</td>
<td>C-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherwood, Mary (Hartwell).</td>
<td>The White Islander.</td>
<td>New York, The Century Co. 1893</td>
<td>952</td>
<td>C-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catlin, Henry G.</td>
<td>Yellow Pine Basin.</td>
<td>New York, G.H. Richmond &amp; Co. 1897</td>
<td>953</td>
<td>C-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catlin, Henry G.</td>
<td>Yellow Pine Basin.</td>
<td>New York, G.H. Richmond &amp; Co. 1897</td>
<td></td>
<td>C-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chellis, Mary Dwinell.  
Old times.  
New York, National Temperance Society. 1873  
Wright bibliography number 505.  
Reel: C-10

Chellis, Mary Dwinell.  
Out of the fire.  
New York, National Temperance Society. 1869  
Wright bibliography number 506.  
Reel: C-10

Chellis, Mary Dwinell.  
The temperance doctor.  
New York, National Temperance Society. 1868  
Wright bibliography number 507.  
Reel: C-10

Chellis, Mary Dwinell.  
Wealth and wine.  
New York, National Temperance Society. 1874  
Wright bibliography number 508.  
Reel: C-10

Cher, Henry W.B. [pseud.].  
Gnaw-Wood; or, New England life in a village.  
New York, National News Co. [c1868]  
Wright bibliography number 509.  
Reel: C-10

Chesebro', Caroline.  
The children of light.  
New York, Redfield. 1853  
Wright bibliography number 510.  
Reel: C-10

Cooper, James Fenimore.  
The headsman; or, The Abbaye des Vignerons.  
Philadelphia, Lea & Blanchard. 1833  
Wright bibliography number 594.  
Reel: C-10

Cooper, James Fenimore.  
The heidenmauer; or, The Benedictines.  
Philadelphia, Carey & Lea. 1832  
Wright bibliography number 601.  
Reel: C-10

Cooper, James Fenimore.  
Home as found.  
Philadelphia, Lea & Blanchard. 1838  
Wright bibliography number 610.  
Reel: C-10

Cavendish, E. Cecile.  
Popular opinion.  
Meriden, Conn., The Journal Pub. Co. 1898  
Wright bibliography number 954.  
Reel: C-10

Cawthorne, Elsie M.  
Confessions of that little English girl; or, So inexperienced.  
Wright bibliography number 955.  
Reel: C-11

Cawthorne, Elsie M.  
Confessions of that little English girl; or, So inexperienced.  
Wright bibliography number 955.  
Reel: C-11

Caylor, O.P.  
A fated promise.  
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1890  
Wright bibliography number 956.  
Reel: C-11

Caylor, O.P.  
A fated promise.  
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1890  
Wright bibliography number 956.  
Reel: C-11

Chadwick, J.H.  
The whole truth.  
New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1887]  
Wright bibliography number 957.  
Reel: C-11

Chadwick, J.H.  
The whole truth.  
New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1887]  
Wright bibliography number 957.  
Reel: C-11

Chaffee, Frank.  
Bachelor buttons.  
New York, G.M. Allen Co. 1892  
Wright bibliography number 958.  
Reel: C-11

Chaffee, Frank.  
Bachelor buttons.  
New York, G.M. Allen Co. 1892  
Wright bibliography number 958.  
Reel: C-11

Chamberlain, Henry Richardson.  
6,000 tons of gold.  
Meadville, Pa., Flood and Vincent. 1894  
Wright bibliography number 959.  
Reel: C-11

Chamberlain, Nathan Henry.  
The Sphinx in Aubrey parish.  
Boston, Cupples and Hurd. 1889  
Wright bibliography number 960.  
Reel: C-11
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Chesebro', Caroline.
Dream-land by daylight.
New York, Redfield. 1851
Wright bibliography number 511.
Reel: C-11

Chesebro', Caroline.
The foe in the household.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1871
Wright bibliography number 512.
Reel: C-11

Chesebro', Caroline.
Isa.
New York, Redfield. 1852
Wright bibliography number 514.
Reel: C-11

Chesebro', Caroline.
Peter Carradine; or, The martindale pastoral.
New York, Sheldon. 1863
Wright bibliography number 515.
Reel: C-11

Chesebro', Caroline.
Susan, the fisherman's daughter; or, Getting along.
New York, J.C. Derby. 1855
Wright bibliography number 513.
Reel: C-11

Cooper, James Fenimore.
Homeward bound; or, The chase.
Philadelphia, Lea & Blanchard. 1838
Wright bibliography number 612.
Reel: C-11

Cooper, James Fenimore.
Jack Tier; or, The Florida reef.
New York, Burgess, Stringer. [1848]
Wright bibliography number 617.
Reel: C-11

Cooper, James Fenimore.
The last of the Mohicans.
Philadelphia, H.C. Carey and I. Lea. 1826
Wright bibliography number 619.
Reel: C-11

Chamberlain, Nathan Henry.
What's the matter; or, Out tariff and its taxes.
Boston, De Wolfe, Fiske. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 961.
Reel: C-12

[Chamberlain, William Mellen].
...Manuela Paredes.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1881
Wright bibliography number 962.
Reel: C-12

Chambers, Julius.
"In Sargasso." Missing, a romance; narrative of Capt. Austin Clark.
New York [etc.] The Transatlantic Pub. Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 964.
Reel: C-12

Chambers, Julius.
Lovers four and maidens five [25th thousand].
Philadelphia, Porter & Coates. 1886
Wright bibliography number 963.
Reel: C-12

Chambers, Julius.
On a margin.
New York, Fords, Howard & Hulbert. 1884
Wright bibliography number 965.
Reel: C-12

Chambers, Robert William.
Ashes of empire.
New York, F.A. Stokes co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 966.
Reel: C-12

Chambers, Robert William.
The cambric mask.
New York, F.A. Stokes Co. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 967.
Reel: C-12

Chesebro', Caroline.
Philly and Kit; or, Life and raiment.
New York, Redfield. 1856
Wright bibliography number 516.
Reel: C-12

Chesebro', Caroline.
Victoria; or, The world overcome.
New York, Derby and Jackson. 1856
Wright bibliography number 517.
Reel: C-12

Child, Lydia Maria (Francis).
Autumnal leaves: tales and sketches in prose and rhyme.
New York, C.S. Francis. 1857
Wright bibliography number 518.
Reel: C-12

Child, Lydia Maria (Francis).
A romance of the Republic.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1867
Wright bibliography number 519.
Reel: C-12

Chinquopin [pseud.].
George Denny; or, Sketches of life in the Far West.
San Francisco, P.P. Hull. 1856
Wright bibliography number 520.
Reel: C-12
Choat, J.F.
   George Welding; or, Crime and its consequences.
   Cincinnati, H.M. Rulison. [c1859]
   Wright bibliography number 521.
   Reel: C-12

Cholula; or, The young Mexican.
   Philadelphia, J.P. Skelly. 1869
   Wright bibliography number 522.
   Reel: C-12

The Chronicles of the "Great Peace Jubilo."
   Boston, New England News Co. [c1860]
   Wright bibliography number 522A.
   Reel: C-12

Cooper, James Fenimore.
   Lionel Lincoln; or, The leaguer of Boston.
   New York, C. Wiley. 1824-25
   Wright bibliography number 631.
   Reel: C-12

Cooper, James Fenimore.
   Mercedes of Castile; or, The voyage to Cathay.
   Philadelphia, Lea and Blanchard. 1840
   Wright bibliography number 644.
   Reel: C-12

Cooper, James Fenimore.
   The Monikins.
   Philadelphia, Lea & Blanchard. 1835
   Wright bibliography number 647.
   Reel: C-12

Cooper, James Fenimore.
   Ned Myers; or, A life before the mast.
   Philadelphia, Lea and Blanchard. 1843
   Wright bibliography number 652.
   Reel: C-12

Chambers, Robert William.
   The conspirators.
   Wright bibliography number 968.
   Reel: C-13

Chambers, Robert William.
   The haunts of men.
   New York, F.A. Stokes co. [c1898]
   Wright bibliography number 969.
   Reel: C-13

Chambers, Robert William.
   "In the quarter".
   Chicago, New York, F.T. Neely. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 970.
   Reel: C-13

Chambers, Robert William.
   A king and a few dukes.
   New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 971.
   Reel: C-13

Chambers, Robert William.
   The king in yellow.
   New York, F.T. Neely. [c1895]
   Wright bibliography number 972.
   Reel: C-13

Chambers, Robert William.
   Lorraine.
   Wright bibliography number 973.
   Reel: C-13

[Church, Ella Rodman (MacIlvaine)].
   The Catanese; or, The real and the ideal.
   New York, Bunnell & Price. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 524; By Ella Rodman.
   Reel: C-13

[Church, Ella Rodman (MacIlvaine)].
   Flights of fancy.
   New York, J.S. Taylor. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 525; By Ella Rodman.
   Reel: C-13

[Church, Pharelus].
   Mapleton; or, More work for the Maine law.
   Boston, Jenks, Hickling and Swan. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 526.
   Reel: C-13

Clack, Louise.
   Our refugee household.
   New York, Blelock. 1866
   Wright bibliography number 527.
   Reel: C-13

Clare, Marie J.
   The Trial.
   Albany, E.H. Pease. 1851
   Wright bibliography number 529.
   Reel: C-13

Clare, Mrs. A.
   A night at Isley's grange.
   Cincinnati, The author. 1859
   Wright bibliography number 528.
   Reel: C-13

Claremont; or, The individual household.
   Philadelphia, Parry and McMillan. 1857
   Wright bibliography number 530.
   Reel: C-13

Clark, Alexander.
   The old log school house.
   Philadelphia, Leary, Getz. 1861
   Wright bibliography number 531.
   Reel: C-13

[Clark, Charles Heber].
   Out of the hurly-burly; or, Life in an odd corner.
   Philadelphia, G. Maclean. 1874
   Wright bibliography number 532; By Max Adeler [pseud.].
   Reel: C-13
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reel</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The oak openings; or, The bee-hunter.</td>
<td>Cooper, James Fenimore.</td>
<td>New York, Burgess, Stringer.</td>
<td>1848</td>
<td>C-13</td>
<td>654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The pilot.</td>
<td>Cooper, James Fenimore.</td>
<td>New York, C. Wiley.</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>C-13</td>
<td>659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...Bourbon lilies.</td>
<td>Champney, Elizabeth (Williams).</td>
<td>Boston, Lockwood, Brooks and Co.</td>
<td>1878</td>
<td>C-14</td>
<td>979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love's dream; or, Did he mean to wrong her?.</td>
<td>Champney, Mrs. Eben Fremont.</td>
<td>New York, J.S. Ogilvie.</td>
<td>c1900</td>
<td>C-14</td>
<td>978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From the sublime to the ridiculous.</td>
<td>Clark S.W.</td>
<td>Chicago.</td>
<td>1875</td>
<td>C-14</td>
<td>534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Happy home, woman's rights, and divorce.</td>
<td>Clark S.W.</td>
<td>Chicago.</td>
<td>1875</td>
<td>C-14</td>
<td>535</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seven years of a sailor's life.</td>
<td>Clark, George Edward.</td>
<td>Boston, Adams.</td>
<td>[c1867]</td>
<td>C-14</td>
<td>533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Whopper the newsboy.</td>
<td>[Clark, Thomas March] Bp.</td>
<td>Boston, Roberts.</td>
<td>1871</td>
<td>C-14</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agnes Farriday: or, The harlot's friend.</td>
<td>[Clark, William Adolphus].</td>
<td>New York, F.A. Brady.</td>
<td>[c1869]</td>
<td>C-14</td>
<td>537</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lovers and thinkers.</td>
<td>[Clarke, E.G.H.].</td>
<td>New York, Carleton.</td>
<td>1865</td>
<td>C-14</td>
<td>539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lizzie Maitland.</td>
<td>[Clarke, Mrs. DeWitt].</td>
<td>New York, Dunigan.</td>
<td>[c1857]</td>
<td>C-14</td>
<td>538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Their children&quot;.</td>
<td>Clarke, Mrs. Henry Steele.</td>
<td>Boston, D. Lothrop.</td>
<td>[c1875]</td>
<td>C-14</td>
<td>540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The pioneers; or, The sources of the Susquehanna.</td>
<td>Cooper, James Fenimore.</td>
<td>New York, C. Wiley.</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>C-14</td>
<td>671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The prairie.</td>
<td>Cooper, James Fenimore.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Lea and Carey.</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>C-14</td>
<td>688</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rosemary and Rue.</td>
<td>Champney, Elizabeth (Williams).</td>
<td>Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co.</td>
<td>1881</td>
<td>C-14</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chandler, Bessie.
A woman who failed and others.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1893
Wright bibliography number 981.
Reel: C-15

Chandler, Mrs. Izora Cecilia.
Anthe.
New York, Phillips & Hunt; Cincinnati, Cranston & Stowe. 1885
Wright bibliography number 982.
Reel: C-15

Chandler, Mrs. Izora Cecilia.
A dog of Constantinople.
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 983.
Reel: C-15

Chandler, Mrs. Izora Cecilia.
Elvira Hopkins of Tompkin's corner.
New York, W.B. Ketcham. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 984.
Reel: C-15

Chaney, James M.
Polioopolis and Polioland; a trip to the North Pole.
Kansas City, J.M. Chaney, Jr. 1900
Wright bibliography number 985.
Reel: C-15

[Chaplin, Heman White].
Five hundred dollars, and other stories of New England life.
Boston, Little, Brown, and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 986; By C.H.W. [pseud.].
Reel: C-15

Chapman, C.I.A.
Franklin's oath.
Pittston, Pa., Hart, Pr., Gazette Office. 1880
Wright bibliography number 987.
Reel: C-15

Chapman, Samuel E.
Doctor Jones' picnic.
San Francisco, The Whitaker & Ray Co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 988.
Reel: C-15

Clarke, Mary G., comp.
Sunshine and shadows along the pathway of life.
Chicago, Clarke. 1865
Wright bibliography number 541.
Reel: C-15

Clarke, Thomas.
Avondale.
Chicago, The Author. 1874
Wright bibliography number 541A.
Reel: C-15

Clay, Joseph Russell.
What will the world say? And Only a woman.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1873
Wright bibliography number 542; By Ojos Morenos [pseud.].
Reel: C-15

Clemens, Jeremiah.
Bernard Lile.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1856
Wright bibliography number 543.
Reel: C-15

Clemens, Jeremiah.
Mustang Gray.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1858
Wright bibliography number 544.
Reel: C-15

Clemens, Jeremiah.
The rivals.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1860
Wright bibliography number 545.
Reel: C-15

Cooper, James Fenimore.
The Red Rover.
Philadelphia, Carey, Lea & Carey. 1827-28
Wright bibliography number 703.
Reel: C-15

Cooper, James Fenimore.
The redskins; or, Indian and Injin: being the conclusion of the Littlepage manuscripts.
New York, Burgess & Stringer. 1846
Wright bibliography number 713.
Reel: C-15

Cooper, James Fenimore.
Satanstoe; or, The Littlepage manuscripts.
New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1845
Wright bibliography number 715.
Reel: C-15

Charles, Frances (Asa).
[Charley, and other stories].
[San Francisco?]. 1889
Wright bibliography number 989.
Reel: C-16

Charles, Frances (Asa).
Siftings from Poverty Flat; short stories.
San Francisco, The Californian Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 990.
Reel: C-16

[Charles, James].
Caddo: or, Cupid in the gas belt.
Richmond, Ind., J. Charles. 1889
Wright bibliography number 991; By Chas. J. Wayne [pseud.].
Reel: C-16
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[Chase, Charles G.].
That old man and his dream.
[Boston, The Author]. 1893
Wright bibliography number 993.
Reel: C-16

Chase, Herbert E.
A double life; or, Starr Cross.
New York, S.W. Green's son. 1884
Wright bibliography number 994.
Reel: C-16

Chatfield-Taylor, Hobart Chatfield.
An American peeress.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1894
Wright bibliography number 995.
Reel: C-16

Chatfield-Taylor, Hobart Chatfield.
The idle born, a comedy of manners, by H.C. Chatfield-Taylor [and] Reginald De Koven.
Chicago, H.S. Stone and Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 996.
Reel: C-16

Chatfield-Taylor, Hobart Chatfield.
Two women & a fool.
Chicago, Stone & Kimball. 1895
Wright bibliography number 997.
Reel: C-16

Chatfield-Taylor, Hobart Chatfield.
The vice of fools.
Chicago & New York, H.S. Stone & co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 998.
Reel: C-16

Clemens, Jeremiah.
Tobias Wilson.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1865
Wright bibliography number 546.
Reel: C-16

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
A book for an hour, containing choice reading and character sketches. A curious dream, and other sketches.
New York, Pub. At 65 Liberty St. 1873
Wright bibliography number 547; Rev. and selected for this work by the author Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-16

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
The celebrated jumping frog of Calaveras County, and other sketches.
Ed. by John Paul [pseud.] New York, C.H. Webb. 1867
Wright bibliography number 548; By Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-16

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
The gilded age.
Hartford, American Pub. Co. 1873
Wright bibliography number 549; By Mark Twain [pseud.]...and Charles Dudley Warner.
Reel: C-16

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
The innocents abroad; or, The new Pilgrim's progress.
Hartford, American Pub. Co. 1869
Wright bibliography number 550; By Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-16

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
Mark Twain's (Burlesque) autobiography and first romance.
New York, Sheldon. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 551.
Reel: C-16

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
Mark Twain's sketches.
New York, American News Co. [1874]
Wright bibliography number 552; Authorized ed.
Reel: C-16

Cooper, James Fenimore.
The sea lions; or, The lost sealers.
New York, Stringer & Townsend. 1849
Wright bibliography number 716.
Reel: C-16

Cooper, James Fenimore.
The spy.
New York, Wiley & Halsted. 1821
Wright bibliography number 717.
Reel: C-16

Cooper, James Fenimore.
Tales for fifteen; or, Imagination and heart.
New York, C. Wiley. 1823
Wright bibliography number 730; By Jane Morgan [pseud.].
Reel: C-16

Cooper, James Fenimore.
The two admirals.
Philadelphia, Lea and Blanchard. 1842
Wright bibliography number 731.
Reel: C-16

Chatfield-Taylor, Hobart Chatfield.
With edge tools.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 999.
Reel: C-17

Chavannes, Albert.
In brighter climes; or, Life in Socioland.
Knoxville, Chavannes and Co. c1895
Wright bibliography number 1000.
Reel: C-17
Chellis, Mary Dwinell.
All for money.
New York, National Temperance Society and Publication House. 1876
Wright bibliography number 1001.
Reel: C-17

Chellis, Mary Dwinell.
The attic tenant.
New York, The National Temperance Society and Publication House. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1002.
Reel: C-17

Chellis, Mary Dwinell.
The brewer's fortune.
New York, National Temperance Society and Publication House. 1877
Wright bibliography number 1003.
Reel: C-17

Chellis, Mary Dwinell.
From father to son.
New York, National Temperance Society and Publication House. 1879
Wright bibliography number 1004.
Reel: C-17

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
Mark Twain's sketches, new and old. Now first published in complete form.
Hartford, American Pub. Co. 1875
Wright bibliography number 553.
Reel: C-17

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
Roughing it.
Hartford, American Pub. Co. 1872
Wright bibliography number 554; By Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-17

Cleveland, Cecilia Pauline.
The story of a summer; or, Journal leaves from Chappaqua.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1874
Wright bibliography number 555.
Reel: C-17

Clifford, Frank S.
A romance of perfume lands; or, The search for Capt. Jacob Cole.
Boston, Clifford. 1875
Wright bibliography number 556; By Clifford Perfumer [pseud.] (F.S.C.).
Reel: C-17

[Clift, William].
The Tim Bunker papers; or, Yankee farming.
New York, Orang Judd. [1868]
Wright bibliography number 557; By Timothy Bunker [pseud.].
Reel: C-17

Cooper, James Fenimore.
The water-witch; or, The skimmer of the seas.
Philadelphia, Carey & Lea. 1831
Wright bibliography number 734.
Reel: C-17

Cooper, James Fenimore.
The ways of the hour.
New York, Putnam. 1850
Wright bibliography number 744.
Reel: C-17

Cooper, James Fenimore.
The wept of Wish-ton-wish.
Philadelphia, Carey, Lea & Carey. 1829
Wright bibliography number 734.
Reel: C-17

Chellis, Mary Dwinell.
Miss Belinda's friends.
New York, National Temperance Society and Publication House. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1005.
Reel: C-18

Chellis, Mary Dwinell.
Old benches with new props.
New York, The National Temperance Society and Publication House. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1006.
Reel: C-18

Chellis, Mary Dwinell.
Our homes.
New York, National Temperance Society. 1881
Wright bibliography number 1007.
Reel: C-18

Chellis, Mary Dwinell.
Profit and loss.
New York, National Temperance Society and Publication House. 1884
Wright bibliography number 1008.
Reel: C-18

Chellis, Mary Dwinell.
The Revere estate.
New York, and Chicago, Fairbanks, Palmer & Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 1009.
Reel: C-18

Cline, A.J.
Henry Courtland; or, What a farmer can do.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1870
Wright bibliography number 558.
Reel: C-18

Clinton, Park.
Glanmore; or, The bandits of Saratoga.
Cincinnati, U.P. James. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 559.
Reel: C-18
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Cobb, Cyrus.
The veteran of the Grand Army.
1870
Wright bibliography number 560; By the brothers
Cobb. Boston Cyrus and Darius Cobb.
Reel: C-18

Cobb, Joseph Beckham.
Mississippi scenes; or, Sketches of southern and
Western life and adventure,….including the legend of
Black Creek.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1851
Wright bibliography number 561.
Reel: C-18

Cobb, Sophia Dickinson.
Hillsboro' farms.
Boston. Lee and Shepard. 1869
Wright bibliography number 562.
Reel: C-18

Cobb, Sylvanus.
Alice the fisher girl; or, The old man of the wreck.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 563; By Austin C.
Burdick [pseud.].
Reel: C-18

Cooper, James Fenimore.
The Wing-and-wing; or, Le Feu-follet.
Philadelphia, Lea and Blanchard. 1842
Wright bibliography number 743.
Reel: C-18

Cooper, Susan Fenimore.
Elinor Wyllys; or, The young folk of Longbridge.
Philadelphia, Carey and Hart. 1846
Wright bibliography number 759; By Amabel
Penfeather [pseud.].
Reel: C-18

Chellis, Mary Dwinell.
The turning of the wheel.
New York, The National Temperance Society and
Publication House. 1887
Wright bibliography number 1010.
Reel: C-19

Cheney, Ednah Dow (Littlehale).
Nora's return; a sequel to "The doll's house" of
Henry Ibsen.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T.
Dillingham. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1012.
Reel: C-19

Cheney, Elizabeth.
The king's gold.
New York, Eaton & Mains; Cincinnati, Jennings &
Pye. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 1013.
Reel: C-19

Cheney, Walter Thomas.
An apocalypse of life.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1016.
Reel: C-19

Cheney, John Vance.
The old doctor.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1015.
Reel: C-19

[Cooper, Thomas] supposed author.
Memoirs of a nullifier.
Columbia, The Telescope Office. 1832
Wright bibliography number 760; By a native of the
South.
Reel: C-18

The Cooper's son; or, The prize of virtue.
Boston, J. French. 1846
Wright bibliography number 761; Written for the
young, by the author of "One eyed Dick.".
Reel: C-18

Cheney, Susan Fenimore.
The old doctor.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1015.
Reel: C-19

Cheney, Elizabeth.
The lapidaries and Aunt Deborah hears "The
Messiah".
New York, Eaton & Mains; Cincinnati, Jennings &
Pye. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 1014.
Reel: C-19
Chestnutt, Charles Waddell.
The conjure woman.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1017.
Reel: C-19

Chestnutt, Charles Waddell.
The house behind the cedars.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1018.
Reel: C-19

Chestnutt, Charles Waddell.
The wife of his youth, and other stories of the color line.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1019.
Reel: C-19

Cobb, Sylvanus.
The countess: or, The iron cross.
Boston, American Union. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 568.
Reel: C-19

Cobb, Sylvanus.
Fernando: or, The moor of Castile.
Boston, Gleason. 1853
Wright bibliography number 567.
Reel: C-19

Cobb, Sylvanus.
Henry la Nuit: or, The foundling of the Castle of Estelle.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 567A; By Austin C. Burdick [pseud.].
Reel: C-19

Cobb, Sylvanus.
Isidore de Montigny; or, The smuggler of St. Malo.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 569.
Reel: C-19

Cobb, Sylvanus.
Ivan the serf; or, The Russian and Circassian.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 570; By Austin C. Burdick [pseud.].
Reel: C-19

Cobb, Sylvanus.
The juggler of Nankin; or, The grandee's plot.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 571.
Reel: C-19

Cobb, Sylvanus.
The king and cobbler.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 572; By Austin C. Burdick [pseud.].
Reel: C-19

Cobb, Sylvanus.
The king's talisman; or, The young lion of Mount Hor.
Boston, Gleason. 1851
Wright bibliography number 573.
Reel: C-19

Cobb, Sylvanus.
The knight of Leon; or, The monarch's last bride.
Boston, Gleason. 1853
Wright bibliography number 574.
Reel: C-19

Cobb, Sylvanus.
The lost heir; or, The duke of the Lazzarone.
Boston, Gleason. 1853
Wright bibliography number 575.
Reel: C-19

Cobb, Sylvanus.
The maniac's secret; or, The privateer of Massachusetts Bay.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 576.
Reel: C-19

Cobb, Sylvanus.
Marco: or, The female smuggler.
Boston. 1857
Wright bibliography number 577.
Reel: C-19

Cobb, Sylvanus.
The ocean martyr; or, The hunter spy of Virginia.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 578; By Austin C. Burdick [pseud.].
Reel: C-19

Cobb, Sylvanus.
Olivia Trevett: or, The patriot cruiser.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 579.
Reel: C-19

Cobb, Sylvanus.
Orlando Chester; or, The adventures of a young hunter.
Boston, Gleason. 1852
Wright bibliography number 580.
Reel: C-19

Cobb, Sylvanus.
Paul Laroon; or, The scourge of the Antiles.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 581.
Reel: C-19

Cobb, Sylvanus.
The phantom; or, The wrecking smuggler of the ken.
Boston, National Pub. Co. 1851
Wright bibliography number 582.
Reel: C-19
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Cobb, Sylvanus.
The royal yacht: or, Logan the warlock.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 583.
Reel: C-19

Cobb, Sylvanus.
The sea lion; or, The privateer of the Penobscot.
New York, S. French. 1853
Wright bibliography number 584; By Austin C. Burdick [pseud.].
Reel: C-19

Cobb, Sylvanus.
The storm children; or, The light-keeper of the Channel.
Boston, American Union. 1863
Wright bibliography number 585.
Reel: C-19

Cora; or, The genius of America.
Philadelphia, E. Littell. 1828
Wright bibliography number 764.
Reel: C-19

Corbin, Austin.
Mneomi; or, The Indian of the Connecticut.
Boston, Gleason. 1847
Wright bibliography number 765.
Reel: C-19

[Corcoran, D.].
Pickings from the portfolio of the reporter of the New Orleans "Picayune."
Philadelphia, Carey & Hart. 1846
Wright bibliography number 766.
Reel: C-19

Coultershoggle, Mungo [pseud.].
Goslington Shadow.
New York, Collins and Hannay. 1825
Wright bibliography number 768.
Reel: C-19

Coultershoggle, Mungo [pseud.].
Leslie Linkfield.
Rochester, E. Scrantom. 1826
Wright bibliography number 769.
Reel: C-19

Cowen, John.
The first and last days of Alcohol the Great, in the empire of Nationolia; or, Manxman's records of the temperance revolution.
Providence, B.T. Albro. 1848
Wright bibliography number 770.
Reel: C-19

Chester, John.
Ruth, the Christian scientist; or, The new hygeia.
Boston, H.H. Carter & Karrick. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1021.
Reel: C-20

Child, Frank Samuel.
A colonial witch; being a study of the black art in the colony of Connecticut.
New York, The Baker & Taylor Co. [1897]
Wright bibliography number 1022.
Reel: C-20

Child, Frank Samuel.
Friend or foe.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1023.
Reel: C-20

Child, Frank Samuel.
A puritan wooing.
New York, The Baker & Taylor Co. [1898]
Wright bibliography number 1024.
Reel: C-20

Child, Frank Samuel.
An unknown patriot.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1025.
Reel: C-20

Cobb, Sylvanus.
The wandering guerrilla: or, The infant bride of Truxillo.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 586.
Reel: C-20

Cobb, Sylvanus.
The Yankee champion: or, The Tory and his league.
Boston, Gleason. 1852
Wright bibliography number 586A.
Reel: C-20

Cochran, Wesley.
The emigrants, an allegory: or, Christians vs. the world.
Auburn, W.J. Moses. 1854
Wright bibliography number 587.
Reel: C-20

Coffin, Charles Carleton.
Caleb Krinkle.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1875
Wright bibliography number 588.
Reel: C-20

[Coffin, Robert Barry].
Cakes and ale at Woodbine; from Twelfth Night to New Year's Day.
New York, Hurd and Houghton. 1868
Wright bibliography number 589; By Barry Gray [pseud.].
Reel: C-20
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[Coffin, Robert Barry].
Castles in the air, and other phantasies.
New York, Hurd and Houghton. 1871
Wright bibliography number 590; By Barry Gray [pseud.].
Reel: C-20

[Coffin, Robert Barry].
Matrimonial infelicities, with an occasional felicity...To which is added...My neighbors, and
Down in the valley.
New York, Hurd and Houghton. 1865
Wright bibliography number 591; By Barry Gray [pseud.].
Reel: C-20

[Coffin, Robert Barry].
My married life at Hillside.
New York, Hurd and Houghton. 1865
Wright bibliography number 592; By Barry Gray [pseud.].
Reel: C-20

Cox, William.
Cray on sketches.
New York, Conner and Cooke. 1833
Wright bibliography number 771.
Reel: C-20

Cozzens, Frederick Swartwout.
Prismatics.
New York, Appleton. 1853
Wright bibliography number 650; by Richard Haywarde [pseud.].
Reel: C-20

The Cranberry meadow.
Boston, J. Ford. 1835
Wright bibliography number 772; By the author of "the poor man's house repaired."
Reel: C-20

Creamer, Hannah Gardner.
Eleanor; or, Life without love.
Boston, J. French. 1850
Wright bibliography number 775.
Reel: C-20

Croome, W.
The golden sands of Mexico.
Philadelphia, Lindsay and Blakiston. 1850
Wright bibliography number 776.
Reel: C-20

The Cruiser; or 'Tis thirty years ago.
[n.p.]. 1845?
Wright bibliography number 777.
Reel: C-20

Cummings, Ariel Ivers.
The factory girl; or, Gardez la coeur.
Lowell, J.E. Short. 1847
Wright bibliography number 778.
Reel: C-20

Cummings, J.S.
Eolah: the white flower of the prairie! Or, the trapper's bride.
Boston, Gleason. [1848]
Wright bibliography number 779.
Reel: C-20

[Curtis, Harriot F.].
Jessie's flirtations.
New York, Harper. 1846
Wright bibliography number 780.
Reel: C-20

Childs, Carrie (Goldsmith).
And the sword fell.
Floral Park, N.Y., Mayflower Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1026.
Reel: C-21

Childs, Carrie (Goldsmith).
Lost lineage.
Floral Park, N.Y., Mayflower Pub. Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1027.
Reel: C-21

[Childs, Eleanor Stuart (Patterson)].
Averages.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1028; by Eleanor Stuart [pseud.].
Reel: C-21

[Childs, Eleanor Stuart (Patterson)].
Stonepastures, by Eleanor Stuart [pseud.].
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1029.
Reel: C-21

Chiles, Rosa Pendleton.
Down among the Crackers.
Cincinnati, The Editor Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1030.
Reel: C-21

Chipman, De Witt C.
Beyond the verge; home of ten lost tribes of Israel.
Boston, J.H. Earle. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1031.
Reel: C-21

Chisholm, Belle V.
Stephen Lyle.
Cincinnati, Cranston & Stowe. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1032.
Reel: C-21

[Coffin, Robert Barry].
Out of town.
New York, Hurd and Houghton. 1866
Wright bibliography number 593; By Barry Gray [pseud.].
Reel: C-21
Coggeshall, William Turner.

Easy Warren and his contemporaries.
New York, Redfield. 1854
Wright bibliography number 594.
Reel: C-21

Coggeshall, William Turner.

Frontier life and character in the South and West.
Columbus, Follett, Foster. 1860
Wright bibliography number 595.
Reel: C-21

Coggeshall, William Turner.

Oakshaw; or, The victims of avarice.
Cincinnati, U.P. James. 1855
Wright bibliography number 596.
Reel: C-21

Coleman, William Macon.

The wandering Jew in America.
Washington, J.G. Hester. [c1875]
Wright bibliography number 597.
Reel: C-21

Colesworthy, Daniel Clement.

The old bureau, and other tales.
Boston, Antique Book Store. 1861
Wright bibliography number 598.
Reel: C-21

Colfax, Jasper.

Over the brink; or, The peril of beauty.
Lewiston, Me. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 598A.
Reel: C-21

Colley, James, ed.

The thrilling adventures of Alice Dunbar, the celebrated horse thief and female Jack Sheppard.
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1869]
Wright bibliography number 599.
Reel: C-21

Collins, Angelina Maria (Lorraine).

Mrs. Ben Darby; or, The weal and woe of social life.
Cincinnati, Moore, Anderson, Wilstach & Keys. 1853
Wright bibliography number 600.
Reel: C-21

Curtis, Newton Mallory.

The black-plumed rifleman.
New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1846
Wright bibliography number 784.
Reel: C-21

Curtis, Newton Mallory.

The bride of the northern wilds.
New York, Burgess & Stringer. 1843
Wright bibliography number 787.
Reel: C-21

Curtis, Newton Mallory.

Bryan Blonday; or, The blue ranger of the Mohawk.
New York, Garrett. [1854]
Wright bibliography number 792.
Reel: C-21

Curtis, Newton Mallory.

The doom of the tory's guard.
New York, Burgess and Stringer. 1843
Wright bibliography number 793.
Reel: C-21

Curtis, Newton Mallory.

The foundling of the Mohawk.
New York, Williams Bros. 1848
Wright bibliography number 796.
Reel: C-21

Curtis, Newton Mallory.

The hunted chief; or, The female ranchero.
New York, Williams Bros. 1847
Wright bibliography number 797.
Reel: C-21

Curtis, Newton Mallory.

The maid of the Saranac.
New York, Williams Bros. 1848
Wright bibliography number 798.
Reel: C-21

Curtis, Newton Mallory.

The marksmen of Monmouth.
Troy, L. Willard. [1848]
Wright bibliography number 800.
Reel: C-21

Curtis, Newton Mallory.

The matricide's daughter.
New York, Williams Bros. 1847
Wright bibliography number 801.
Reel: C-21

Curtis, Newton Mallory.

The patrol of the mountain.
New York, W.F. Burgess. 1849
Wright bibliography number 803.
Reel: C-21

Curtis, Newton Mallory.

The prairie guide; or, The rose of the Rio Grande.
New York, Williams Bros. [1847]
Wright bibliography number 805.
Reel: C-21

Curtis, Newton Mallory.

The ranger of Ravenstream.
Boston, Williams Bros. 1847
Wright bibliography number 806.
Reel: C-21
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Curtis, Newton Mallory.
The scout of the Silver Pond.
New York, H.L. Williams. 1847
Wright bibliography number 808.
Reel: C-21

Curtis, Newton Mallory.
The star of the fallen.
New York, Williams Bros. [1847]
Wright bibliography number 811.
Reel: C-21

Chittenden, Richard Handy.
The knight of the lily.
Brooklyn, Rome Bros., Printers. 1880
Wright bibliography number 1033; By Philip May [pseud.].
Reel: C-22

Chittenden, Richard Handy.
Owls of the Always open.
Brooklyn, The Author. 1883
Wright bibliography number 1034.
Reel: C-22

Chittenden, Richard Handy.
A safe investment.
Brooklyn. 1879
Wright bibliography number 1035; By Philip May [pseud.].
Reel: C-22

Chopin, Kate (O'Flaherty).
At fault.
St. Louis, Mixon-Jones Print. Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1036.
Reel: C-22

Chopin, Kate (O'Flaherty).
The awakening.
Chicago & New York, H.S. Stone & Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1037.
Reel: C-22

Chopin, Kate (O'Flaherty).
Bayou folk.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 1038.
Reel: C-22

Chopin, Kate (O'Flaherty).
A night in Acadie.
Chicago, Way & Williams. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1039.
Reel: C-22

Chubbuck, Judson.
Shadowgraphs.
Chicago, Atwell & Goodall, Printers. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 1040; Proctor, Ill., Pub. by the Author.
Reel: C-22

Church, Samuel Harden.
Horatio Poldgers.
New York, W.B. Smith. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 1041.
Reel: C-22

Church, Samuel Harden.
John Marmaduke.
New York & London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1042.
Reel: C-22

[Collins, J.L.].
Queen Krinaleen's plagues; or, How a simple people were destroyed.
New York, American News Co. 1874
Wright bibliography number 601; By "Jonquil" [pseud.].
Reel: C-22

[Collins, J.L.].
Was she engaged?.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1871
Wright bibliography number 602; By "Jonquil" [pseud.].
Reel: C-22

Collis, Lauriston.
The mystery of Holly Tavern.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1873
Wright bibliography number 603.
Reel: C-22

[Comins, Elizabeth Barker].
The Hartwell farm.
Philadelphia, Porter & Coates. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 605.
Reel: C-22

Comstock, William.
Betsey Jane Ward [Better-half to Artemus]...and Mr. Ward's cutting-up with the Mormon fare secks.
New York, J. O'Kane. [c1866]
Wright bibliography number 606.
Reel: C-22

Connelly, Emma Mary.
Under the surface.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1873
Wright bibliography number 607.
Reel: C-22

The Conspiracy of Col. Aaron Burr.
New York, G.W. Simmons. 1854
Wright bibliography number 608.
Reel: C-22

Curtis, Newton Mallory.
The victim's revenge.
New York, Williams Bros. 1848
Wright bibliography number 813.
Reel: C-22
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Curtis, Newton Mallory.
   The vidette; or, The girl of the robber's pass.
   New York, Williams Bros. 1848
   Wright bibliography number 815.
   Reel: C-22

[Cushing, Eliza Lansford (Foster)].
   Saratoga.
   Boston, Cummings, Hilliard. 1824
   Wright bibliography number 816.
   Reel: C-22

[Cushing, Eliza Lansford (Foster)].
   Yorktown.
   Boston, Wells and Lilly. 1826
   Wright bibliography number 817.
   Reel: C-22

Church, Winston.
   The celebrity.
   New York, Macmillan. 1898
   Wright bibliography number 1043.
   Reel: C-23

Church, Winston.
   Richard Carvel.
   Wright bibliography number 1044.
   Reel: C-23

Claflin, Mary Bucklin (Davenport).
   Brampton sketches.
   New York, T.Y. Crowell & Co. [c1890]
   Wright bibliography number 1045.
   Reel: C-23

Claflin, Mary Bucklin (Davenport).
   Real happenings.
   New York, T.Y. Crowell & Co. [c1890]
   Wright bibliography number 1046.
   Reel: C-23

Clagett, Sue Harry.
   Her lovers.
   Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1877
   Wright bibliography number 1047.
   Reel: C-23

Claiborne, F.
   The unfinished tale; or, The daughter of the mill.
   New York, W.L. Allison & Son. 1881
   Wright bibliography number 1048.
   Reel: C-23

Clark, Arnold.
   Beneath the dome; a posthumous novel.
   Chicago, Schulte Pub. Co. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 1049.
   Reel: C-23

Cook, Capt. William [pseud.].
   A history of the great Narraticon Exploring Expedition of 1866.
   Swedesboro, N.J., Pub. by the Expedition. 1867
   Wright bibliography number 610.
   Reel: C-23

Cook, Mary Louise (Redd).
   Ante bellum.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1868
   Wright bibliography number 609; By Mary Lennox [pseud.].
   Reel: C-23

Cooke, John Esten.
   Doctor Vandyke.
   New York, Appleton. 1872
   Wright bibliography number 611.
   Reel: C-23

Cooke, John Esten.
   Ellie: or, The human comedy.
   Richmond, A. Morris. 1855
   Wright bibliography number 612.
   Reel: C-23

Cooke, John Esten.
   Fairfax; or, The master of Greenway Court.
   New York, Carleton. 1868
   Wright bibliography number 613.
   Reel: C-23

Cooke, John Esten.
   Hammer and rapier.
   New York, Carleton. 1870
   Wright bibliography number 614.
   Reel: C-23

Cooke, John Esten.
   The heir of Gaymount.
   New York, Van Evrie, Horton. [c1870]
   Wright bibliography number 615.
   Reel: C-23

[Clark, Charles Heber].
   Elbow-room.
   Philadelphia, J.M. Stoddart. [c1876]
   Wright bibliography number 1050; By Max Adeler [pseud.].
   Reel: C-24

[Clark, Charles Heber].
   The fortunate island, and other stories.
   Boston, Lee & Shepard. 1882
   Wright bibliography number 1051; By Max Adeler [pseud.].
   Reel: C-24

[Clark, Charles Heber].
   Random shots.
   Philadelphia, J.M. Stoddart & Co. 1879
   Wright bibliography number 1052; By Max Adeler [pseud.].
   Reel: C-24
Clark, Charlotte (Moon).  
...Baby Rue.  
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1881  
Wright bibliography number 1053.  
Reel: C-24

Clark, Charlotte (Moon).  
How she came into her kingdom.  
Chicago, Jansen, McClurg & Co. 1878  
Wright bibliography number 1054.  
Reel: C-24

Clark, Charlotte (Moon).  
... The modern Hagar.  
New York, G.W. Harlan & Co. 1882  
Wright bibliography number 1055; By Charles M. Clay [pseud.].  
Reel: C-24

Cooke, John Esten.  
Henry St. John, gentleman, of "Flower of Hundreds," in the County of Prince George, Virginia.  
New York, Harper. 1859  
Wright bibliography number 616.  
Reel: C-24

Cooke, John Esten.  
Her Majesty, the Queen.  
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1873  
Wright bibliography number 617.  
Reel: C-24

Cooke, John Esten.  
Hilt to hilt; or, Days and nights on the banks of the Shenandoah in the Autumn of 1864.  
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1869  
Wright bibliography number 618.  
Reel: C-24

Cooke, John Esten.  
Justin Harley.  
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1875  
Wright bibliography number 619.  
Reel: C-24

Cooke, John Esten.  
The last of the foresters; or, Humors on the Border.  
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1856  
Wright bibliography number 620.  
Reel: C-24

Cooke, John Esten.  
Leather stocking and silk; or, Hunter John Myers and his times.  
New York, Harper. 1854  
Wright bibliography number 621.  
Reel: C-24

Clark, Fanny Beckwith.  
A modern experience.  
Cleveland [The Imperial Press]. 1897  
Wright bibliography number 1056.  
Reel: C-25

Clark, Felicia Buttz.  
The cripple of Nuremberg.  
Cincinnati, Jennings & Pye; New York, Eaton & Mains. [1900]  
Wright bibliography number 1057.  
Reel: C-25

Clark, Frederick.  
A Mexican girl.  
Boston, Ticknor & Co. 1888  
Wright bibliography number 1059; By Frederick Thickstun [pseud.].  
Reel: C-25

Clark, Frederick Thickstun.  
In the valley of Havilah.  
New York, F. Lovell & Co. [1890]  
Wright bibliography number 1058.  
Reel: C-25

Clark, Frederick Thickstun.  
The mistress of the ranch.  
New York, Harper & Bros. 1897  
Wright bibliography number 1060.  
Reel: C-25

Clark, Frederick Thickstun.  
On Cloud mountain.  
New York, Harper & Bros. 1894  
Wright bibliography number 1061.  
Reel: C-25

Clark, Helen F.  
The lady of the lily feet and other stories of Chinatown.  
Philadelphia, The Griffith & Rowland Press. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 1062.  
Reel: C-25

[Clark, Hugh A.].  
After many years.  
New York, Authors' Publishing Co. [c1880]  
Wright bibliography number 1063; By Robert Boggs [pseud.].  
Reel: C-25

Cooke, John Esten.  
Mohen; or, The last days of Lee and his paladins.  
New York, F.J. Huntington. 1869  
Wright bibliography number 622.  
Reel: C-25

Cooke, John Esten.  
Out of the foam.  
New York, Carleton. 1871  
Wright bibliography number 623.  
Reel: C-25

Cooke, John Esten.  
Pretty Mrs. Gaston, and other stories.  
New York, Judd. [c1874]  
Wright bibliography number 624.  
Reel: C-25
Cooke, John Esten.
Surry of Eagle's-Nest; or, The memoirs of a staff-officer serving in Virginia.
New York, Bunce and Huntington. 1866
Wright bibliography number 625.
Reel: C-25

Cooke, John Esten.
The Virginia comedians; or, Old days in the Old Dominion.
New York, Appleton. 1854
Wright bibliography number 626.
Reel: C-25

[Clark, Hugh A.].
A stepdaughter of Israel.
New York, F. Tennyson Neely. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 1064; By Robert Boggs [pseud.].
Reel: C-26

Clark, Imogen.
The heresy of Parson Medlicott.
New York, T.Y. Crowell & Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 1065.
Reel: C-26

Clark, Imogen.
The las' day.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 1066.
Reel: C-26

Clark, Imogen.
The victory of Ezry Gardner.
New York, Boston, T.Y. Crowell & Co. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 1067.
Reel: C-26

Clark, J.F.
The society in search of truth; or, Stock gambling in San Francisco.
Oakland, Cal., Pub. by the Author. 1878
Wright bibliography number 1068.
Reel: C-26

[Clark, John A.].
A young disciple.
New York, W.B. Smith & Co. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 1069.
Reel: C-26

Clark, Kate (Upson).
White butterflies, and other stories.
New York, J.F., Taylor & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1071.
Reel: C-26

Clark, Kate Elizabeth.
The dominant seventh; a musical story.
New York, D. Appleton & Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1070.
Reel: C-26

Clark, Mary J.
The record of a ministering angel.
Chicago and New York, Belford, Clarke & Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1072.
Reel: C-26

Cooke, John Esten.
Wearing of the Gray.
New York, E.B. Treat. 1867
Wright bibliography number 627.
Reel: C-26

Cooke, John Esten.
The youth of Jefferson; or, A chronicle of the college scrapes at Williamsburg, in Virginia, A.D. 1764.
New York, Redfield. 1854
Wright bibliography number 628.
Reel: C-26

[Coolidge, Sarah E.].
Ambition.
Boston, J. French. 1856
Wright bibliography number 629; By Kate Willis [pseud.].
Reel: C-26

Cooper, S.M.
Life in the forest; or, The trials and sufferings of a pioneer.
Philadelphia, Perry and Eretry. 1854
Wright bibliography number 630.
Reel: C-26

Copcutt, Francis.
Leaves from a bachelor's book of life.
New York, S.A. Rollo. 1860
Wright bibliography number 631.
Reel: C-26

[Coppinger, John B.].
The renegade.
New York, Sherman. 1855
Wright bibliography number 632.
Reel: C-26

Corbin, Caroline Elizabeth (Fairfield).
His marriage vow.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1874
Wright bibliography number 633.
Reel: C-26

Clark, Susie Champney.
Lorita, an Alaskan maiden.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1892
Wright bibliography number 1073.
Reel: C-27

Clark, Susie Champney.
Pilate's query.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1074.
Reel: C-27
Clark, Susie Champney.
To bear witness!.
Boston, H.H. Carter. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1074A; By Cecil St. Clair [pseud.].
Reel: C-27

Clarke, Hugh Archibald.
The "Scratch club".
Philadelphia, The Poet-lore Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 1075.
Reel: C-27

Clarke, James Freeman.
Deacon Herbert's Bible-class.
Boston, G.H. Ellis. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1076.
Reel: C-27

Clarke, O.P.
The colonel of the 10th cavalry.
Utica, L.C. Childs & Son. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1077.
Reel: C-27

[Clarke, Rebecca Sophia].
The Campion diamonds.
Boston, Lee and Shepard Pub. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1078; By Sophie May [pseud.].
Reel: C-27

[Clarke, Rebecca Sophia].
Drones' honey.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1887
Wright bibliography number 1079; By Sophie May [pseud.].
Reel: C-27

[Clarke, William Horatio].
The organist's retrospect: an autobiography of
Ernest Onslow, MUS.D., illustrating the development of
a musical artist.
Reading, E.T. Clarke. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 1081.
Reel: C-27

Clay, Joseph Russell.
Some little of the angel still left.
Cincinnati, R. Clarke & Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1082.
Reel: C-27

Corbin, Caroline Elizabeth (Fairfield).
Our bible-class, and the good that came of it.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1860
Wright bibliography number 634.
Reel: C-27

Corbin, Caroline Elizabeth (Fairfield).
A woman's secret.
Chicago, Central Pub. House. 1867
Wright bibliography number 635.
Reel: C-27

Cornelio; or, The false vocation.
New York, P. O'Shea. 1863
Wright bibliography number 636.
Reel: C-27

Cornelius, Mary Ann (Man).
Little wolf.
Cincinnati, Journal and Messenger. [c1872]
Wright bibliography number 637.
Reel: C-27

Cornwallis, Kinahan.
Adrift with a vengeance.
New York, Carleton. 1870
Wright bibliography number 638.
Reel: C-27

Cornwallis, Kinahan.
Pilgrims of fashion.
New York, Harper. 1862
Wright bibliography number 639.
Reel: C-27

Claytor, Graham.
Pleasant Waters.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1084.
Reel: C-28

Claytor, Graham.
Wheat and tares.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1085.
Reel: C-28

Cleary, Kate M.
Like a gallant lady.
Chicago, Way & Williams. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1086.
Reel: C-28

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (Tom Sawyer's comrade).
New York, C.L. Webster ad Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1087; By Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-28

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
Adventures of Tom Sawyer.
Hartford [etc.] The American Pub. Co.; San Francisco, A. Roman & Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 1088; by Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-28
[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].

The American claimant.
New York, C.L. Webster. 1892
Wright bibliography number 1089; By Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-28

Cornyn, John K.

Dick Wilson, the rumseller's victim; or, Humanity pleading for the "Maine law.
Auburn, Derby & Miller. 1853
Wright bibliography number 640.
Reel: C-28

Cottage piety exemplified.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1869
Wright bibliography number 641.
Reel: C-28

[Coulson, George James Arkinson].

Harwood.
New York, E.J. Hale. 1875
Wright bibliography number 642.
Reel: C-28

[Coulson, George James Arkinson].

The lacy diamonds.
New York, E.J. Hale. 1875
Wright bibliography number 643.
Reel: C-28

[Coulson, George James Arkinson].

The odd trump.
New York, E.J. Hale. 1875
Wright bibliography number 644.
Reel: C-28

Cowan, Frank.

Zomara.
Pittsburgh. 1873
Wright bibliography number 645A.
Reel: C-28

Cowdin, Mrs. V.G.

Ellen; or, The fanatic's daughter.
Mobile, S.H. Goetzel. 1860
Wright bibliography number 646.
Reel: C-28

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].

The 1,000,000 bank-note, and other stories.
New York, C.L. Webster. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1095; By Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-29

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].

The American claimant.
New York, C.L. Webster. 1892
Wright bibliography number 1089; By Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-29

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].

Date 1601. Conversation as it was by the social fireside, in the time of the Tudors.
[West Point, N.Y.]. 1882
Wright bibliography number 1091.
Reel: C-29

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].

Life on the Mississippi.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1883
Wright bibliography number 1092; By Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-29

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].

The man that corrupted Hadley burg, and other stories and essays.
New York, Harper. [1900]
Wright bibliography number 1093; By Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-29

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].

Merry tales.
New York, C.L. Webster & Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 1094; By Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-29

[Cowning, Fanny].

Harvestings: sketches in prose and verse.
Boston, W.P. Fetridge. 1855
Wright bibliography number 647; By Sybil Hastings [pseud.].
Reel: C-29

Cox, M.H.

Emily Mayland; or, The faithful governess.
Philadelphia, J.B. Rodgers. 1864
Wright bibliography number 648.
Reel: C-29

Cox, Palmer.

Squibs of California; or, Every-day life illustrated.
Hartford, Mutual Pub. Co. 1874
Wright bibliography number 648A.
Reel: C-29

Cozzens, Frederick Swartwout.

The sayings of Dr. Bushwhacker, and other learned men.
New York, A. Simpson. 1867
Wright bibliography number 651.
Reel: C-29

Cozzens, Frederick Swartwout.

The sparrowgrass papers: or, Living in the country.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1856
Wright bibliography number 652.
Reel: C-29
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[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
Personal recollections of Joan of Arc.
New York, Harper. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1906; By the Sieur Louis de Conte [pseud.].
Reel: C-30

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
The Prince and the pauper.
Boston, Osgood. 1882
Wright bibliography number 1097; By Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-30

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
Punch, brothers, punch! And other sketches.
New York, Slote, Woodman & Co. [1878]
Wright bibliography number 1098; By Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-30

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
The stolen white elephant, etc.
Boston, Osgood. 1882
Wright bibliography number 1099; By Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-30

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
Tom Sawyer abroad.
New York, C.S., Webster & Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 1100; By Huck Finn [pseud.] E. by Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-30

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
Tom Sawyer abroad. Tom Sawyer, detective, and other stories, etc., etc.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1101; By Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-30

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
The tragedy of Pudd'nhead Wilson, and the comedy, Those extraordinary twins.
Hartford, American Pub. Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 1102; By Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-30

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
A tramp abroad.
Wright bibliography number 1103; By Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-31

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
A true story, and The recent carnival of crime.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 1104; By Mark Twain [pseud.].
Reel: C-31

Cremer, Hannah Gardner.
Delia's doctors; or, A glance behind the scenes.
New York, Fowlers and Wells. 1852
Wright bibliography number 655.
Reel: C-30

Creswell, Julia (Pleasants).
Callamura.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1868
Wright bibliography number 657.
Reel: C-30

Cridge, Annie Denton.
Man's rights; or, How would you like it?.
Boston, W. Denton. 1870
Wright bibliography number 658.
Reel: C-30

[Cripen, William G.].
Green peas, picked from the patch of Invisible Green, Esq. [pseud.].
Cincinnati, Moore, Wilstach, Keys & Overend. [c1856]
Wright bibliography number 659.
Reel: C-30

Criswell, Robert.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" contrasted with Buckingham Hall, the planter's home; or, A fair view of both sides of the slavery question.
New York, D. Fanshaw. 1852
Wright bibliography number 660.
Reel: C-30

Crofton, Francis Blake.
The bewildered querists and other nonsense.
New York, Putnam. 1875
Wright bibliography number 661.
Reel: C-30

[Clemens, Samuel Langhorne].
The border ruffian; or, Kansas and Missouri.
Cincinnati, The Author. 1863
Wright bibliography number 653.
Reel: C-30

Craven, Braxton.
Mary Barker.
Raleigh Branson & Farrar. 1865
Wright bibliography number 654; 2d ed; by Charlie Vernon [pseud.].
Reel: C-30

Cleveland, Cynthia E[loise].
His honor; or, Fate's mysteries.
New York, The American News co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1105.
Reel: C-31
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Place of Publication</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>See-saw, or Civil service in the departments. By one of m.</td>
<td>Cleveland, Cynthia E[loise]</td>
<td>Detroit, F.B. Dickerson &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1106.</td>
<td>Reel: C-31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From Boston, Mass., to Sodom, N.B., on a bicycle.</td>
<td>[Cleveland, Mayhew B.].</td>
<td>Salem. c1887</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1107; By Sam Hitchet [pseud.].</td>
<td>Reel: C-31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The long run.</td>
<td>Cleveland, Rose Elizabeth.</td>
<td>Detroit, F.B. Dickerson &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1886</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1108.</td>
<td>Reel: C-31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fortuna.</td>
<td>Clews, James Blanchard.</td>
<td>New York, J.S. Ogilvie. c1898</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1109.</td>
<td>Reel: C-31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pedagogue of Widow's Gulch; or, The adventures of a pioneer school teacher in a secluded vale in California, where married men could not live and where widows did not die.</td>
<td>Clippiner, John Albert.</td>
<td>Sacramento, Robert Young. 1876</td>
<td>1876</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1111.</td>
<td>Reel: C-31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The mystery; or, Platonic love.</td>
<td>Crosby, George S.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1875</td>
<td>1875</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 662.</td>
<td>Reel: C-31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azile.</td>
<td>Cross, Jane Tandy (Chinn) Hardin.</td>
<td>Nashville, Pub. For the Author by A.H. Redford. 1868</td>
<td>1868</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 663.</td>
<td>Reel: C-31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duncan Adair; or, Captured in escaping.</td>
<td>Cross, Jane Tandy (Chinn) Hardin.</td>
<td>Macon, Ga., Burke, Boykin. 1864</td>
<td>1864</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 664.</td>
<td>Reel: C-31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three successful girls.</td>
<td>Crouch, Julia.</td>
<td>New York, Hurd and Houghton. 1871</td>
<td>1871</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 665.</td>
<td>Reel: C-31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The bloody junto; or, The escape of John Wilkes Booth.</td>
<td>Crozier, Robert Haskins.</td>
<td>Little Rock, Woodruff &amp; Blocher. 1869</td>
<td>1869</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 666.</td>
<td>Reel: C-31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The blessed bees.</td>
<td>[Clute, Oscar].</td>
<td>New York, Putnam. 1878</td>
<td>1878</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1118; By John Allen [pseud.].</td>
<td>Reel: C-32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Coale, Mrs. James Carey.
   The cottage by the sea.
   Baltimore, J. Murphy & Co. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 1120.
   Reel: C-32

Cobb, Sylvanus.
   The gun-maker of Moscow; or, Vladimir, the monk.
   New York, Robert Bonner's Sons. 1888
   Wright bibliography number 1121.
   Reel: C-32

[Cruise, Mary Anne].
   Cameron Hall.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1867
   Wright bibliography number 668.
   Reel: C-32

[Cudlip, Annie Hall (Thomas)].
   Lady Lorne's stratagem, and other tales.
   New York, American News Co. [c1865]
   Wright bibliography number 669.
   Reel: C-32

Cummins, Margaret.
   Leaves from my port folio, original and selected, together with a religious narrative.
   St. Louis, W.E. Foote. 1860
   Wright bibliography number 669A.
   Reel: C-32

[Cummins, Maria Susanna].
   El Fureidis.
   Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1860
   Wright bibliography number 670.
   Reel: C-32

[Cummins, Maria Susanna].
   Haunted hearts.
   Boston, J.E. Tilton. 1864
   Wright bibliography number 671.
   Reel: C-32

Cobb, Sylvanus.
   The painter of Parma; or, The magic of a masterpiece.
   New York, Cassell & Co. [c1889]
   Wright bibliography number 1122.
   Reel: C-33

Cobbe, William Rosser.
   Doctor Judas.
   Chicago, S.C. Griggs and Co. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 1123.
   Reel: C-33

Cochran, Katharine Madison.
   Posie; or, From reveille to retreat.
   Cincinnati, R. Clark Co. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 1124.
   Reel: C-33

Cocke, James R.
   Blind leaders of the blind.
   Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 1125.
   Reel: C-33

[Coe, Carrie M.].
   Me! July and August.
   New York, G. W. Carleton & Co. 1877
   Wright bibliography number 1126.
   Reel: C-33

Coffin, P.J.
   Evaline; or, Weighed and not wanting.
   New York, P. O'Shea. [n.d.]
   Wright bibliography number 1127.
   Reel: C-33

Coffin, Charles Carleton.
   Daughters of the revolution and their times, 1769-1776.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. [c1895]
   Wright bibliography number 1128.
   Reel: C-33

Coffin, Roland Folger.
   Archibald the cat, and other sea yarns. By the Old Sailor "Out of the World."
   New York, The World. 1878
   Wright bibliography number 1128a.
   Reel: C-33

[Cummins, Maria Susanna].
   The lamplighter.
   Boston, J.P. Jewett. 1854
   Wright bibliography number 672.
   Reel: C-33

[Cummins, Maria Susanna].
   Mabel Vaughan.
   Boston, J.P. Jewett. 1857
   Wright bibliography number 673.
   Reel: C-33

Currier, Sophronia.
   Alice Tracy; or, Faint, yet pursuing.
   Boston, Dutton. 1868
   Wright bibliography number 674.
   Reel: C-33

Currier, Sophronia.
   By the sea.
   New York, Dutton. 1871
   Wright bibliography number 675.
   Reel: C-33

Curtis, George William.
   The Potiphar papers.
   New York, Putnam. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 676; Reprinted from "Putnam's monthly."
   Reel: C-33
Curtis, George William.

Prue and I.
New York, Dix, Edwards. 1856
Wright bibliography number 677.
	Reel: C-33

Cogswell, Frederick Hull.

The regicides.
New York, Colonial Pub. Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1129.
	Reel: C-34

[Cohen, Alfred J.].

Conscience on ice.
Chicago, N.C. Smith Pub. Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 1130; By Alan Dale [pseud.].
	Reel: C-34

[Cohen, Alfred J.].

An eerie he and she.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1131; By Alan Dale [pseud.].
	Reel: C-34

[Cohen, Alfred J.].

His own image.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1132; By Alan Dale [pseud.].
	Reel: C-34

[Cohen, Alfred J.].

Jonathan's home.
Boston, Doyle & Whittle. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1133; By Alan Dale [pseud.].
	Reel: C-34

[Cohen, Alfred J.].

A marriage below zero.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1134; By Alan Dale [pseud.].
	Reel: C-34

[Cohen, Alfred J.].

My footlight husband.
New York, Cleveland Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1135; By Alan Dale [pseud.].
	Reel: C-34

Curtis, George William.

Trumps.
New York, Harper. [c1861]
Wright bibliography number 678.
	Reel: C-34

Custard, Ethelinda.

The discipline of storms.
New York, H. Dayton. 1859
Wright bibliography number 679.
	Reel: C-34

Cutler, Helen R.

Jottings from life; or, Passages from the diary of an itinerant's wife.
Cincinnati, Poe & Hitchcock. 1864
Wright bibliography number 680.
	Reel: C-34

Cutler, Lizzie (Pettit).

Household mysteries.
New York, Appleton. 1856
Wright bibliography number 681.
	Reel: C-34

Cutler, Lizzie (Pettit).

Light and darkness; or, The shadow of fate.
New York, Appleton. 1855
Wright bibliography number 682.
	Reel: C-34

Cutter, Louise J.

Cypress leaves...With a biography.
Boston, J.M. Usher. 1856
Wright bibliography number 683; By Mary W. Janvrin.
	Reel: C-34

[COHEN, David Solis].

One hundred years a republic. Our show: A humorous account of the International Exposition.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen, & Haffelfinger. 1876
Wright bibliography number 1137; By Daisy Shortcut and 'Arry O'Pagus [pseud.].
	Reel: C-35

Colburn, Frona Eunice Wait (Smith).

Yermah the Dorado.
San Francisco, W. Doxey. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1138.
	Reel: C-35

Colby, Frederick Myron.

The daughter of Pharaoh.
New York, Phillips & Hunt; Cincinnati, Cranston & Stowe. 1886
Wright bibliography number 1139.
	Reel: C-35

[COLE, Cornelius].

California three hundred and fifty years ago.
San Francisco, S. Carson & Co.; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1141.
	Reel: C-35
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Cole, Cyrus.
The auroraphone.
Chicago, C.H. Kerr & Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1142.
Reel: C-35

[Cole, William Morse].
An old man's romance.
Boston, Copeland and Day. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1143; By Christopher Craigie [pseud.].
Reel: C-36

Collingwood, Herbert Winslow.
Andersonville violets.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1144.
Reel: C-36

[Collins, Clara].
Rented a husband.
New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 1145; By Voisin [pseud.].
Reel: C-36

[Collins, Clarence B.].
Tom and Joe.
Richmond, E. Waddey. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1146.
Reel: C-36

Collins, Jane S.
Free at last.
Pittsburgh, Press of Murdoch, Kerr & Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1147.
Reel: C-36

Collins, Paul Valorous.
A baton for a heart.
Chicago, Rand McNally. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1148; By "Besval," [pseud.].
Reel: C-36

Collins, Paul Valorous.
A country romance.
Milwaukee, J.H. Yewdale & Sons Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1149.
Reel: C-36

[Collins, S.M.A.].
The homestretch.
New York, G.W. Harlan. 1882
Wright bibliography number 1551.
Reel: C-36

Medeline Selwyn's work.
Boston, I. Bradley & Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 1152.
Reel: C-37

Coltharp, Jeannette Downes.
Burrill Coleman, colored.
Franklin, O., The Editor Pub. Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1153.
Reel: C-37

Colton, Arthur Willis.
Bennie Ben Cree.
New York, Doubleday & McClure. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1154.
Reel: C-37

Colville, William Wilberforce Juvenal.
Dashed against the rock.
Boston, Colby & Rich. 1894
Wright bibliography number 1155.
Reel: C-37

Comer, Cornelia Atwood (Pratt).
A book of martyrs.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1156.
Reel: C-37

Comer, Cornelia Atwood (Pratt).
The daughter of a stoic.
Wright bibliography number 1157.
Reel: C-37

Comfort, Luci Randall.
The belle of Saratoga.
New York, G. Munro. [c1876]
Wright bibliography number 1158.
Reel: C-37

Comfort, Will Levington.
Trooper tales.
New York, Street & Smith. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 1159.
Reel: C-37

Commelin, Anna Olcott.
Not in it.
New York, Fowler & Wells Co.; [etc.]. c1897
Wright bibliography number 160.
Reel: C-37

Cone, John Albert.
A musical reformation.
New York, Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 1161.
Reel: C-38

The Confessions of a convict.
Philadelphia, R.C. Hartranft. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1162; Ed. by Julian Hawthorne.
Reel: C-38
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Conklin, Carrie.
Lady Leonora; or, The father's curse.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1883
Wright bibliography number 1163.
Reel: C-38

Connelly, Emma Mary.
Tilting at windmills.
Boston, D. Lothrop Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 1164.
Reel: C-38

Connery, Thomas Bernard Joseph.
In the Mafia's clutches: Don Tiburcio.
New York, Minerva Pub. Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1165.
Reel: C-38

Conover, James Francis.
The Church Dramatic and Terpsichorean
Association (Limited), promoters of novity.
Detroit, Raynor & Taylor. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1166.
Reel: C-38

Converse, Clarence Conyers.
Mr. Isolate of Lonelyville.
New York, R.H. Russell. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1167.
Reel: C-38

Converse, Florence.
The burden of Christopher.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co.
1900
Wright bibliography number 1168.
Reel: C-38

Converse, Florence.
Diana Victrix.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin & Co.
1897
Wright bibliography number 1169.
Reel: C-38

Converse, James Booth.
Uncle Sam's Bible; or, Bible teachings about politics.
Chicago, The Schulte Pub. Co. [1899]
Wright bibliography number 1170.
Reel: C-39

Conway, Clara L.
Life's promise to pay.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 1171.
Reel: C-39

Conway, John Joseph.
Stories told for revenue only.
St. Paul, St. Paul Press Club. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1172.
Reel: C-39

Conway, Katherine Eleanor.
The way of the world and other ways.
Boston, The Pilot Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1173.
Reel: C-39

Conway, Moncure Daniel.
...Pine and palm.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 1174.
Reel: C-39

Conway, Moncure Daniel.
Prisons of Air.
New York, John W. Lovell Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 1175.
Reel: C-39

Conyngham, D[avid] P[ower].
The O'Mahony, chief of the Comeraghs.
New York [etc.] D. & J. Sadlier & Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 1176.
Reel: C-40

Conyngham, D[avid] P[ower].
Rose Parnell, the flower of Avondale.
New York, D. & J. Sadlier & Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 1177.
Reel: C-40

Cook, Mary Louise (Redd).
A woman's perils: or, Driven from home.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1882]
Wright bibliography number 1178.
Reel: C-40

Cooke, John Esten.
Canolles.
Detroit, E.B. Smith & Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 1179.
Reel: C-40

Cooke, John Esten.
...Fanchette.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 1180.
Reel: C-40

Cooke, John Esten.
The Maurice mystery.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1181.
Reel: C-40

Cooke, John Esten.
Mr. Grantley's idea.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1879
Wright bibliography number 1182.
Reel: C-41
Cooke, John Esten.
My lady Pokahontas.
Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1183; By Anas Todkill [pseud.].
Reel: C-41

Cooke, John Esten.
Professor Pressensee, materialist and inventor.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1878
Wright bibliography number 1184.
Reel: C-41

Cooke, John Esten.
The Virginia Bohemians.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1880
Wright bibliography number 1185.
Reel: C-41

Cooke, Matilda Vance.
The zig-zag paths of life.
Chicago, C.H. Kerr and Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1186.
Reel: C-41

Cooke, Rose (Terry).
The deacon's week.
Wright bibliography number 1187.
Reel: C-41

Cooke, Rose (Terry).
Huckleberries gathered from New England hills.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1188.
Reel: C-41

Cooke, Rose (Terry).
The sphinx's children and other people's.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 1190.
Reel: C-41

Cooke, Rose (Terry).
Steadfast: the story of a saint and a sinner.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1191.
Reel: C-42

Cooley, Alice (Kingsbury).
Asaph.
New York, United States Book Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 1192.
Reel: C-42

Cooley, Ellen Hodges.
The boom of a western city.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1193.
Reel: C-42

Cooley, William Forbes.
Emmanuel; the story of the Messiah.
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1194.
Reel: C-42

Coolidge, Erwin L.
A main girl.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1892
Wright bibliography number 1195.
Reel: C-42

Coombs, Anne Sheldon.
As common mortals.
New York, Cassell & Co. [1886]
Wright bibliography number 1196.
Reel: C-42

Coombs, Anne Sheldon.
A game of chance.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 1197.
Reel: C-42

Coombs, Anne Sheldon.
A garden of Armida.
New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 1198.
Reel: C-43

[Cooper, Jennie].
Those orphans; or, The trials of a stepmother.
Cleveland, W.W. Williams. 1883
Wright bibliography number 1199.
Reel: C-43

Cooper, Louise Battles.
Is this true?.
San Francisco, The Author. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1200.
Reel: C-43

Cooper, Samuel Williams.
The confessions of a society man.
New York and Chicago, Belford, Clarke & Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 1201; Ed. by Miss Blanche Conscience [pseud.].
Reel: C-43

Cooper, Samuel Williams.
Three days.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1202.
Reel: C-43
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Wright Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cornelius, Mary Ann (Man).</td>
<td>Uncle Nathan's farm.</td>
<td>Chicago, Laird &amp; Lee.</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>1203</td>
<td>C-43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornelius, Mary Ann (Man).</td>
<td>The white flame.</td>
<td>Chicago, Stockham.</td>
<td>[1900]</td>
<td>1204</td>
<td>C-43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corey, Charles Barney.</td>
<td>Montezuma's castle and other weird tales.</td>
<td>New York, R.S. Mighill.</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>1209</td>
<td>C-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corey, Charles Barney.</td>
<td>Southern rambles.</td>
<td>Boston, A. Williams &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1881</td>
<td>1210</td>
<td>C-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornell, William W.M.</td>
<td>Behind plastered walls.</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham Co.</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>1206</td>
<td>C-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornwallis, Kinahan.</td>
<td>A marvellous coincidence; or, A chain of misadventures and mysteries.</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham.</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>1207</td>
<td>C-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coryell, Eleanor Hooper.</td>
<td>Out of the past.</td>
<td>New York, Street &amp; Smith.</td>
<td>[c1899]</td>
<td>1211</td>
<td>C-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costello, Frederick H.</td>
<td>Master Ardick, buccaneer.</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton and Co.</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>1213</td>
<td>C-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Costello, Fred H.</td>
<td>The sale of Mrs. Adral.</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham.</td>
<td>1889</td>
<td>1212</td>
<td>C-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cottman, George Streibe.</td>
<td>Four Hoosier holiday stories.</td>
<td>Irvington, Ind., G.S. Cottman.</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>1214</td>
<td>C-44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Coulson, George James Arkinson].</td>
<td>The Clifton picture.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1878</td>
<td>1215</td>
<td>C-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Coulson, George James Arkinson].</td>
<td>Flesh &amp; spirit.</td>
<td>New York, E.J. Hale &amp; Son.</td>
<td>1876</td>
<td>1216</td>
<td>C-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Coulson, George James Arkinson].</td>
<td>The ghost of Redbrook.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1879</td>
<td>1217</td>
<td>C-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coulter, James W.</td>
<td>The larger faith.</td>
<td>Chicago, C.H. Kerr.</td>
<td>[1898]</td>
<td>1218</td>
<td>C-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coulter, John.</td>
<td>Mr. Desmond, U.S.A.</td>
<td>Chicago, A.C. McClurg and Co.</td>
<td>1886</td>
<td>1219</td>
<td>C-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Countryman, Asa.</td>
<td>A tale of the Wyo. And Mo. Valley.</td>
<td>[Great Bend, Kan., Democrat Print.].</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>1220</td>
<td>C-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney, Lydia L.D.</td>
<td>Pauline's trial.</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Carleton &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1877</td>
<td>1221</td>
<td>C-45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Coverdale, Sir Henry Standish, pseud.].</td>
<td>The fall of the great republic.</td>
<td>Boston, Roberts Bros.</td>
<td>1885</td>
<td>1222</td>
<td>C-45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cowan, Pamela H.
Aimee's marriage.
Philadelphia, W.H. Hirst; New York, J.L. Spicer. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1227.
Reel: C-46

Cowan, Frank.
Greensburg, Pa. 1881
Wright bibliography number 12323.
Reel: C-46

Cowan, Frank.
Revi-Lona.
[Greensburg, Pa.], [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1224.
Reel: C-46

Cowan, James.
Daybreak.
New York, G.H. Richmond & Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1225.
Reel: C-46

Cowan, John Franklin.
Endeavor dinn's down to the Corners.
Boston, D. Lothrop Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1226.
Reel: C-46

Cowdrey, Robert H.
Foiled.
Chicago, Clark & Longley, Printers. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1228.
Reel: C-46

Cowdrey, Robert H.
A tramp in society.
Chicago, F.J. Schulte & co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1229.
Reel: C-47

Cowles, M.L.
Redbank.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1230.
Reel: C-47

[Cowley, Winifred Jennings].
Lorin Mooruck; and other Indian stories.
Boston, J.S. Smith & co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1231; By George Truman Kercheval [pseud.].
Reel: C-47

Cox, Charlotte Crisman.
Ione. A sequel to "Vashti."
Boston, Eastern Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1232.
Reel: C-47

Cox, George D.
Run down.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 1233.
Reel: C-47

[Cox, Millard F.].
The legionaries.
Indianapolis, The Bowen-Merrill Co. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 1234; 4th ed; by Henry Scott Clark [pseud.].
Reel: C-47

Coxe, Virginia Rosalie.
The embassy ball.
New York, F. Tennyson Neely. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 1235.
Reel: C-47

Coxey, Willard Douglas.
Tales by the way: a little book of odd stories.
Chicago. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1238.
Reel: C-48

[Cozzens, Samuel Woodworth].
Nobody's husband.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1878
Wright bibliography number 1239.
Reel: C-48

Cracraft, Louise Dudley.
Between me and thee.
Cleveland, Burrows Bros. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1240.
Reel: C-48

Craddock, Florence Nightingale.
The soldier's revenge; or, Roland and Wilfred.
New York, London [etc.] The Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 1241.
Reel: C-48

Craig, Alexander.
Ionia, land of wise men and fair women.
Chicago, E.A. Week Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1242.
Reel: C-48
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher and Date</th>
<th>Wright Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Craig, B.F.</td>
<td>The rough diamond.</td>
<td>[Kansas City, Ramsey, Millet &amp; Hudson]. 1880</td>
<td>1243</td>
<td>C-48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craigie, Mary E.</td>
<td>John Anderson and I.</td>
<td>Buffalo, Moulton, Wenborne and Co. 1888</td>
<td>1244</td>
<td>C-48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cram, Ralph Adams.</td>
<td>Black spirits &amp; white.</td>
<td>Chicago, Stone &amp; Kimball. 1895</td>
<td>1245</td>
<td>C-48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cram, Ralph Adams.</td>
<td>The decadent: being the gospel of inaction.</td>
<td>[Boston] Priv. Print., for the Author. 1893</td>
<td>1246</td>
<td>C-48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane, Clarence.</td>
<td>In the next generation, and other stories.</td>
<td>Brooklyn, Franklin Print. Co. 1896</td>
<td>1247</td>
<td>C-48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane, Mrs. L.H.</td>
<td>The startled sewing society.</td>
<td>New York and Chicago, F.H. Revell Co. [c1891]</td>
<td>1249</td>
<td>C-48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane, Stephen.</td>
<td>Active service.</td>
<td>New York, F.A. Stokes Co. [c1899]</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>C-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane, Stephen.</td>
<td>George's mother.</td>
<td>New York, E. Arnold. 1896</td>
<td>1251</td>
<td>C-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane, Stephen.</td>
<td>The Little Regiment, and other episodes of the American Civil War.</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton. 1896</td>
<td>1252</td>
<td>C-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane, Stephen.</td>
<td>Maggie, a girl of the streets.</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton. 1896</td>
<td>1254</td>
<td>C-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane, Stephen.</td>
<td>Maggie, a girl of the streets.</td>
<td>[New York, The Author]. 1893</td>
<td>1253</td>
<td>C-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane, Stephen.</td>
<td>The open boat, and other tales of adventure.</td>
<td>New York, Doubleday &amp; McClure Co. 1898</td>
<td>1256</td>
<td>C-49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane, Stephen.</td>
<td>The red badge of courage.</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton. 1895</td>
<td>1257</td>
<td>C-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane, Stephen.</td>
<td>The third violet.</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1897</td>
<td>1258</td>
<td>C-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crane, Stephen.</td>
<td>Wounds in the rain; war stories.</td>
<td>New York, Frederick A. Stokes Co. [c1900]</td>
<td>1260</td>
<td>C-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crawford, Francis Marion.</td>
<td>Casa Braccio.</td>
<td>New York, Macmillan. 1895</td>
<td>1264</td>
<td>C-50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Crawford, Francis Marion.
The children of the king.
New York and London, Macmillan and Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1265.
Reel: C-51

Crawford, Francis Marion.
A cigarette-maker's romance.
London, Macmillan. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1266.
Reel: C-51

Crawford, Francis Marion.
Corleone.
New York, Macmillan. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1267.
Reel: C-51

Crawford, Francis Marion.
Doctor Claudius.
New York, Macmillan. 1883
Wright bibliography number 1268.
Reel: C-51

Crawford, Francis Marion.
Don Orsino.
New and London, Macmillan and Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 1269.
Reel: C-51

Crawford, Francis Marion.
Greifenstein.
New York and London, Macmillan and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 1270.
Reel: C-52

Crawford, Francis Marion.
In the palace of the king.
New York, Macmillan. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1271.
Reel: C-52

Crawford, Francis Marion.
Katharine Lauderdale.
New York, Macmillan. 1894
Wright bibliography number 1272.
Reel: C-52

Crawford, Francis Marion.
Love in idleness.
New York and London, Macmillan and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 1273.
Reel: C-52

Crawford, Francis Marion.
Marion Darche.
New York and London, Macmillan and Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1274.
Reel: C-52

Crawford, Francis Marion.
Marzio's crucifix.
London and New York, Macmillan and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 1275.
Reel: C-52
Crawford, Francis Marion.
The three fates.
London and New York, Maccmillan and Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 1286.
Reel: C-55

Crawford, Francis Marion.
To leeward.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 1287.
Reel: C-55

Crawford, Francis Marion.
... The upper berth.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1894
Wright bibliography number 1288.
Reel: C-55

Crawford, Francis Marion.
Via crucis.
& Co., Ltd. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1289.
Reel: C-55

Crawford, Francis Marion.
The witch of Prague.
London and New York, Macmillan and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1290.
Reel: C-55

Crawford, Francis Marion.
With the immortals.
London, Macmillan. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1291.
Reel: C-55

Crawford, Francis Marion.
Zoroaster.
London, Macmillan. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1292.
Reel: C-55

Crawford, Theron Clark.
The disappearance syndicate and Senator Stanley's
story. [Also Napoleon Wolff and his newspaper of
the future].
New York, C.B. Reed. 1894
Wright bibliography number 1293.
Reel: C-55

Crawford, Theron Clark.
A man and his soul.
New York, C.B. Reed. 1894
Wright bibliography number 1294.
Reel: C-55

Creamer, Hannah Gardner.
The household myth.
Boston, C.H. Whiting. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1295.
Reel: C-55

Cridge, Annie Denton.
Utopia; or, The history of an extinct planet.
Oakland, Winchester & Pew, Printers. 1884
Wright bibliography number 1296.
Reel: C-56

Crim, Martha Jane.
Adventures of a fair rebel.
New York, C.L. Webster. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1297; By Matt Crim.
Reel: C-56

Crim, Martha Jane.
In Beaver Cove and elsewhere.
New York, C.L. Webster & Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 1298; By Matt Crim.
Reel: C-56

Crisp, Cassius.
An enchanted ghost, and other stories.
New York, Findlay, Sackett. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1300.
Reel: C-56

Crist, Mrs. Maley (Bainbridge).
Patchwork; the poems and prose sketches of
Maley Bainbridge Crist.
Atlanta, The Martin & Hoyt Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1301.
Reel: C-57

Criswell, R.W.
Grandfather Lickshingle.
New York, J. W. Lovell Co. [c1883]
Wright bibliography number 1302.
Reel: C-57

Crittenden, Edward B., Bp.
The entwined lives of Miss Gabrielle Austin,
daughter of the late Rev. Ellis C. Austin, and of
Redmond, the outlaw, leader of the North Carolina
"Moonshiners."
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1879]
Wright bibliography number 1303.
Reel: C-57

[Crocker, Samuel].
That island.
Kansas City, S.F. Woody Printing Co. c1892
Wright bibliography number 1304; By Theodore
Oceanic Islet [pseud.].
Reel: C-57

Crosby, Margaret.
A violin obligato, and other stories.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1306.
Reel: C-57
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Crowninshield, Mary (Bradford).
The archbishop and the lady.
New York, McClure, Phillips & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1307.
Reel: C-57

Crowninshield, Mary (Bradford).
Latitude 19 degrees.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1308.
Reel: C-57

Crowninshield, Mary (Bradford).
San Isidro.
Chicago, H.S. Stone. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1309.
Reel: C-57

Crowninshield, Mary (Bradford).
Where the trade-wind blows.
Wright bibliography number 1310.
Reel: C-58

Crozier, Robert Haskins.
Deep waters, or A strange story.
St. Louis, Farris, Smith & Co. [1887]
Wright bibliography number 1311.
Reel: C-58

Crozier, Robert Haskins.
Fiery trials, or A story of an infiden's family.
Memphis, Rogers & Co., Printers. 1882
Wright bibliography number 1312.
Reel: C-58

Crozier, Robert Haskins.
Golden rule.
Richmond, Whittet & Shepperson, Printers. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1313.
Reel: C-58

[Cruger, Julie Grinnell (Storrow)].
A diplomat's diary.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1315; By Julien Gordon [pseud.].
Reel: C-58

[Cruger, Julie Grinnell (Storrow)].
Eat not thy heart.
Chicago & New York, H.S. Stone & Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1316; By Julien Gordon [pseud.].
Reel: C-58

[Cruger, Julie Grinnell (Storrow)].
His letters.
New York, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 1317; By Julien Gordon [pseud.].
Reel: C-59

[Cruger, Julie Grinnell (Storrow)].
Marionettes.
New York, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 1318; By Julien Gordon [pseud.].
Reel: C-59

[Cruger, Julie Grinnell (Storrow)].
Poppaea.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1319; By Julien Gordon [pseud.].
Reel: C-59

[Cruger, Julie Grinnell (Storrow)].
A Puritan pagan.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1320; By Julien Gordon [pseud.].
Reel: C-59

[Cruger, Julie Grinnell (Storrow)].
A successful man.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1321; By Julien Gordon [pseud.].
Reel: C-59

[Cruger, Julie Grinnell (Storrow)].
Vampires; Mademoiselle Reseda.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1322; By Julien Gordon [pseud.].
Reel: C-59

[Cruger, Julie Grinnell (Storrow)].
A wedding, and other stories.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1323; By Julien Gordon [pseud.].
Reel: C-59

Cruger, Mary.
Brotherhood.
Boston, D. Lothrop Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 1324.
Reel: C-60

Cruger, Mary.
How she did it; or, Comfort on $150 a year.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1326.
Reel: C-60

Cruger, Mary.
Hyperaesthesia.
New York, Fords, Howard & Hulbert. 1886
Wright bibliography number 1327.
Reel: C-60

Cruger, Mary.
A den of thieves; or, The lay-reader of St. Mark's.
New York, London, Funk & Wagnalls. 1886
Wright bibliography number 1325.
Reel: C-60
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Place of Publication</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Wright Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cruger, Mary</td>
<td>The Vanderheyde manor-house</td>
<td>New York, Worthington Co.</td>
<td>[c1887]</td>
<td>1328</td>
<td>C-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crumpton, M. Nataline</td>
<td>The silver buckle</td>
<td>Philadelphia, H. Altemus</td>
<td>[1899]</td>
<td>1329</td>
<td>C-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cullen, Clarence Louis</td>
<td>Taking chances</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham.</td>
<td>[c1900]</td>
<td>1330</td>
<td>C-60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culter, Mary Nantz (McCrae)</td>
<td>Four roads to happiness</td>
<td>Philadelphia, The Union Press.</td>
<td>[c1900]</td>
<td>1331</td>
<td>C-61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cumming, Duncan</td>
<td>A change with the seasons; or, An episode of Castle Crags.</td>
<td>Dunsmuir, Cal., Dunsmuir Pub. Co.</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>1332</td>
<td>C-61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cummings, Arthur</td>
<td>The fall of Kilman Kon</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham.</td>
<td>1889</td>
<td>1333</td>
<td>C-61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis, Caroline Gardiner (Cary)</td>
<td>From Madge to Margaret</td>
<td>Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson &amp; Bros.</td>
<td>[c1886]</td>
<td>1346</td>
<td>C-63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curtis, Caroline Gardiner (Cary)</td>
<td>The love of a lifetime</td>
<td>Boston, Cupples, Upham.</td>
<td>1884</td>
<td>1348</td>
<td>C-63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Curtis, David A.
Queer luck; poker stories from the New York sun.
New York, Brentano's. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1349.
Reel: C-63

Curtis, Emma Ghent.
The administratrix.
New York, J.B. Alden. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1350.
Reel: C-63

Curtis, Emma Ghent.
The fate of a fool.
New York, J.A. Berry & Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1351.
Reel: C-64

[Curtis, George Ticknor].
John Charaxes.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1352; By Peter Boylston [pseud.].
Reel: C-64

[Custead, Elizabeth].
Rose and Eliza: songs and stories.
New York, E.O. Jenkins. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 1353.
Reel: C-64

Cutler, Hannah Maria (Conant) Tracy.
Phillipia, a woman's question.
[Dwight, Ill., The C.L. Palmer Print. House.]. c1886
Wright bibliography number 1354.
Reel: C-64

Cutler, J[ohn] E[wood].
Every man's brother.
[Sioux City, Ia.]. c1892
Wright bibliography number 1355.
Reel: C-64

Cutler, Mary C.
Philip; or, What may have been.
New York, T.Y. Crowell & Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 1356.
Reel: C-64

Crane, James L.
The two circuits.
Chicago, Jansen, McClurg & Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 21248.
Reel: C49

Crane, Stephen.
The monster and other stories.
New York, Harper. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1255.
Reel: CD-49

Dabney, Julia Parker.
Little daughter of the sun.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1357.
Reel: D-1

Dabney, Owen P.
True story of the lost shackle; or, Seven years with the Indians.
[Salem, Or., Capital Print. Co.], c1897
Wright bibliography number 1358.
Reel: D-1

Dabney, Virginius.
Gold that did not glitter.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1359.
Reel: D-1

Dabney, Virginius.
The story of Don Miff.
Philadelphia, J. B. Lippincott Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 1360.
Reel: D-1

Daggett, Mary (Stewart).
Mariposilla.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1361.
Reel: D-1

Daggett, Rollin Mallory.
Braxton's bar.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1882
Wright bibliography number 1362.
Reel: D-1

Dahlgren, Madeleine (Vinton).
Chim: his Washington winter.
Baltimore, J. Murphy. 1892
Wright bibliography number 1363.
Reel: D-1

Dallam, James Wilmer.
The deaf spy.
Baltimore, W. Taylor. 1848
Wright bibliography number 818.
Reel: D-1

Dallam, James Wilmer.
The lone star.
New York, E. Ferrett. 1845
Wright bibliography number 819.
Reel: D-1

[Damon, Norwood].
The chronicles of Mount Benedict.
Boston, Printed for the Pub. 1837
Wright bibliography number 820.
Reel: D-1
Dana, John Jay.
Humpy Dumpy; or, The corner grocery.
New York, National Temperance Society. 1874
Wright bibliography number 684.
Reel: D-I

Dana, Richard Henry.
Poems and prose writings.
Boston, Russello, Odiorne. 1833
Wright bibliography number 821.
Reel: D-I

[Darden, John P.].
The secret of success; or, Family affairs.
Cincinnati, W. Scott. 1853
Wright bibliography number 685.
Reel: D-I

Davidson, Margaret (Miller).
Selections from the writings of Mrs. Margaret M. Davidson.
Philadelphia, Lea & Blanchard. 1843
Wright bibliography number 824.
Reel: D-I

Davies, Theodore.
Losing to win.
New York, Sheldon. 1874
Wright bibliography number 687.
Reel: D-I

Davis, Andrew Jackson.
Tale of a physician; or, The seeds and fruits of crime.
Boston, W. White. 1869
Wright bibliography number 688.
Reel: D-I

[Davis, Charles Augustus].
Letter of J. Downing, major [pseud.]...to his old friend, Mr. Dwight, of the New-York advertiser.
New York, Harper. 1834
Wright bibliography number 826; Also I.827, Reel D-I and I.835, Reel D-1.
Reel: D-I

Davis, Eliza B.
Edith; or, The light of home.
Boston, Crosby, Nichols. 1856
Wright bibliography number 689.
Reel: D-I

Davis, Lemuel Clarke.
A stranded ship.
New York, Putnam. 1869
Wright bibliography number 690.
Reel: D-I

Davis, Mary Elizabeth (Moragne).
The British partisan.
Augusta, Ga., W.T. Thompson. 1839
Wright bibliography number 839.
Reel: D-I

Dahlgren, Madeleine (Vinton).
Divorced.
Chicago and New York, Belford, Clarke & Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 1364.
Reel: D-2

Dahlgren, Madeleine (Vinton).
Lights and shadows of a life.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 1365.
Reel: D-2

Dahlgren, Madeleine (Vinton).
The lost name.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 1366.
Reel: D-2

Dahlgren, Madeleine (Vinton).
The secret directory.
Philadelphia, H.L. Kilner & Co. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 1367.
Reel: D-2

Dahlgren, Madeleine (Vinton).
A Washington winter.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 1368.
Reel: D-2

Dahlgren, Madeleine (Vinton).
The Woodley lane ghost, and other stories.
Philadelphia, D. Biddle. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1369.
Reel: D-2

Dail, C.C.
Willmoth the wanderer; or, The man from Saturn.
[Atchison, Kan., Haskell Print Co.]. c1890
Wright bibliography number 1370.
Reel: D-2

Davis, Lucius Daniel.
Life in the itinerancy, in its relations to the circuit and station, and to the minister's home and family.
New York, Miller, Orton & Mulligan. 1856
Wright bibliography number 691.
Reel: D-2

Davis, Lucius Daniel.
Life in the laity; or, The history of a station.
New York, Pub. For the Author by Carlton & Porter. 1858
Wright bibliography number 692.
Reel: D-2

Davis, Minnie S.
The harvest of love.
Boston, A. Tompkins. 1859
Wright bibliography number 693.
Reel: D-2
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Davis, Minnie S.
Marion Lester; or, The mother's mistake.
Boston, A. Tompkins. 1856
Wright bibliography number 694.
Reel: D-2

Davis, Peter Seibert.
The young parson.
Philadelphia, Smith, English. 1863
Wright bibliography number 695.
Reel: D-2

Davis, Rebecca (Harding).
Dallas Galbraith.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1868
Wright bibliography number 696.
Reel: D-2

Davis, Rebecca (Harding).
John Andross.
New York, Orange Judd Co. [c1874]
Wright bibliography number 697.
Reel: D-2

The Dead child.
Boston, Kidder & Wright. 1842
Wright bibliography number 841; By a lady.
Reel: D-2

The Debtor's prison.
New York, A. Greene. 1834
Wright bibliography number 842.
Reel: D-2

Decoris, Amicus [pseud.].
Major Jones; or, My cigar.
New York, M.W. Dodd. 1846
Wright bibliography number 844.
Reel: D-2

Denison, Charles Wheeler.
Old Ironsides and old Adams. Stray leaves from the log book of a man-of-war's man.
Boston, W.W. Page. 1846
Wright bibliography number 846.
Reel: D-2

Denison, Charles Wheeler.
Old Slade; or, Fifteen years of a sailor.
Boston, J. Putnam. [1844]
Wright bibliography number 847.
Reel: D-2

Denison, Charles Wheeler.
The Yankee cruiser.
Boston, J.E. Farwell. 1848
Wright bibliography number 848.
Reel: D-2

Denison, Mary (Andrews).
Edna Etheril, the Boston seamstress…And, Crime and consequence.
New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1847
Wright bibliography number 849.
Reel: D-2

Denison, Mary (Andrews).
Raphael Inglesse; or, The Jew of Milan!.
Boston, J.E. Farwell. 1848
Wright bibliography number 850.
Reel: D-2

Desultoria: the recovered mss. of an eccentric.
New York, Baker and Scribner. 1850
Wright bibliography number 851.
Reel: D-2

The Diary of a pawnbroker; or, The three golden balls.
New York, H. Long. [1849]
Wright bibliography number 852.
Reel: D-2

Donaldson, John.
Jack Datchett, the clerk.
Baltimore, H. Colburn. 1846
Wright bibliography number 853.
Reel: D-2

[Dorr, Benjamin].
The history of a pocket prayer book.
Philadelphia, G.W. Donohue. 1839
Wright bibliography number 854.
Reel: D-2

Dorsey, Anna Hanson (McKenney).
The Orient pearl; or, The Catholic emigrants.
Baltimore, J. Murphy. [1849]
Wright bibliography number 856.
Reel: D-2

Dorsey, Anna Hanson (McKenney).
The sisters of charity.
New York, E. Dunigan. 1846
Wright bibliography number 857.
Reel: D-2

Daintrey, Laura.
Actaeon.
New York, The Empire City Pub. Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 1371.
Reel: D-3

Daintrey, Laura.
The arrows of love.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1372.
Reel: D-3

Daintrey, Laura.
Eros.
Chicago, New York [etc.] Belford, Clarke & Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 1373.
Reel: D-3

Daintrey, Laura.
Fedor.
New York, The Empire City Pub. Co.; [etc.]. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1374.
Reel: D-3
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Daintrey, Laura.
Gold.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1375.
Reel: D-3

Daintrey, Laura.
Miss Varian, of New York.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1887
Wright bibliography number 1376.
Reel: D-3

Dake, Laura M.
The flight of the shadow.
Cincinnati, Editor Pub. Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1377.
Reel: D-3

Dallas, Mary (Kyle).
Adrietta; or, Her grandfather’s heiress.
New York, N. Munro. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1378.
Reel: D-3

Dallas, Mary (Kyle).
Bilitty.
New York, The Merriam Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 1379.
Reel: D-3

Davis, Rebecca (Harding).
Kitty’s choice.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1874
Wright bibliography number 698.
Reel: D-3

Davis, Rebecca (Harding).
Margret Howth.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1862
Wright bibliography number 699.
Reel: D-3

Davis, Rebecca (Harding).
Waiting for the verdict.
New York, Sheldon. 1868
Wright bibliography number 700.
Reel: D-3

The Day after tomorrow.
Boston, H. Hoyt. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 702.
Reel: D-3

[Dayton, Amos Cooper].
Theodosia Ernest; or, The heroine of faith.
Nashville, Graves, Marks. 1857
Wright bibliography number 704.
Reel: D-3

Dorsey, Anna Hanson (McKenney).
The student of Blenheim Forest [or, The trials of a convert.].
Baltimore, J. Murphy. [1867]
Wright bibliography number 858.
Reel: D-3

Dorsey, Anna Hanson (McKenney).
Tears on the diadem; or, The crown and the cloister.
New York, E. Dunigan. 1846
Wright bibliography number 859.
Reel: D-3

Downer, Sarah A.
The contrast; or, Which is the Christian?.
Hudson, A. Stoddard. 1837
Wright bibliography number 860.
Reel: D-3

Downer, Sarah A.
The triumph of truth.
Hudson, A. Stoddard. 1837
Wright bibliography number 861.
Reel: D-3

Drake, Benjamin.
Tales and sketches, from the Queen City.
Cincinnati, E. Morgan. 1838
Wright bibliography number 862.
Reel: D-3

The Dream fulfilled; or, The trials and triumphs of the Moreland family.
Boston, J. French. 1846
Wright bibliography number 863.
Reel: D-3

The Drunkard; or, The fallen saved.
Boston, E.P. Williams. [1844]
Wright bibliography number 865.
Reel: D-3

The Drunkard's orphan son: his life in London, his astonishing adventures, and.
Boston, Pub. for the Author. 1842
Wright bibliography number 866.
Reel: D-3

Duer, John K.
The matricide.
New York, W.H. Graham. 1846
Wright bibliography number 867.
Reel: D-3

Duer, John K.
The Nautilus; a collection of select nautical tales and sea sketches.
New York, New York World. 1843
Wright bibliography number 868.
Reel: D-3

Duganne, Augustine Joseph Hickey.
The Bravo's daughter; or, The Tory of Carolina.
New York, E. Winchester. 1850
Wright bibliography number 869.
Reel: D-3
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Duganne, Augustine Joseph Hickey.
The daguerreotype miniature; or, Life in the Empire City.
Philadelphia, G.B. Zieber. 1846
Wright bibliography number 870.
Reel: D-3

Duganne, Augustine Joseph Hickey.
The knights of the seal; or, The mysteries of the three cities.
Philadelphia, Colon and Adriance. 1845
Wright bibliography number 871.
Reel: D-3

Edwards, George Wharton.
The rivalries of Long and Short Codiac.
New York, The Century Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1708.
Reel: D-3

Dallas, Mary (Kyle).
The devil's anvil.
New York, Belford, Clarke. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 1380.
Reel: D-4

Dallas, Mary (Kyle).
... The Grinder papers.
New York, G. W. Carleton & Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 1381.
Reel: D-4

Dalton, Edith Leverett.
A slight romance.
Boston, Damrell & Upham. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1382.
Reel: D-4

Daly, James.
The little blind god on rails.
[Chicago, Rand, McNally & Co.]. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1383.
Reel: D-4

Damon, Sophie M. (Buckman).
Old New-England days.
Boston, De Wolfe, Fiske. [1887]
Wright bibliography number 1384.
Reel: D-4

Dana, Francis.
Leonora of the Yawmish.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1385.
Reel: D-4

Dana, Katharine Floyd.
Our Phil, and other stories.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1386.
Reel: D-4

Dana, Olive E.
Under friendly eaves.
Augusta, Maine, Burleigh & Flynt. 1894
Wright bibliography number 1387.
Reel: D-4

[De Costa, Benjamin Franklin].
Rector of Roxburgh.
New York, Dutton. 1873
Wright bibliography number 705; By William Hickling [pseud.].
Reel: D-4

De Forest, John William.
Honest John Vane.
New Haven, Richmond & Patten. 1875
Wright bibliography number 707.
Reel: D-4

De Forest, John William.
Kate Beaumont.
Boston, Osgood. 1872
Wright bibliography number 708.
Reel: D-4

De Forest, John William.
Miss Ravenel's conversion from secession to loyalty.
New York, Harper. 1867
Wright bibliography number 709.
Reel: D-4

De Forest, John William.
Overland.
New York, Sheldon. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 710.
Reel: D-4

[Deen, Mrs. E.W.].
The fixed stars; or, The goddess of truth and justice.
New York, J. Miller. 1865
Wright bibliography number 706.
Reel: D-4

Duganne, Augustine Joseph Hickey.
Secret guilt; or, The counterfeiter's.
Boston, Brainard. 1844
Wright bibliography number 873.
Reel: D-4

Duganne, Augustine Joseph Hickey.
The two clerks; or, The orphan's gratitude.
Boston, Brainard. 1843
Wright bibliography number 874.
Reel: D-4

[Dunlap, William].
Memoirs of a water drinker.
New York, Saunders and Otley. 1837
Wright bibliography number 876; 2d ed.
Reel: D-4
[Dunlap, William].
Thirty years ago; or, The memoirs of a water drinker.
New York, Bancroft & Holley. 1836
Wright bibliography number 875.
Reel: D-4

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
The conspirator.
New York, D. Appleton. 1850
Wright bibliography number 877.
Reel: D-4

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
The pirate's daughter.
New York, Ely and Robinson. 1845
Wright bibliography number 878.
Reel: D-4

[Durell, Edward Henry].
New Orleans as I found it.
New York, Harper. 1845
Wright bibliography number 880; By H. Didimus [pseud.].
Reel: D-4

Durivage, Francis Alexander.
Angela: or, Love and guilt.
[Boston, C.H. Brainard,] [1843]
Wright bibliography number 881.
Reel: D-4

Durivage, Francis Alexander.
Edith Vernon; or, Crime and retribution.
Boston, Gleason. 1845
Wright bibliography number 882.
Reel: D-4

Durivage, Francis Alexander.
Hugh Capet, Count of Paris; or, The diadem of Charlemagne.
Boston, Gleason. 1850
Wright bibliography number 883.
Reel: D-4

Durivage, Francis Alexander.
Mike Martin; or, The last of the highwaymen.
Boston, C.H. Brainard. 1845
Wright bibliography number 884.
Reel: D-4

Durivage, Francis Alexander.
Stray subjects, arrested and bound over.
Philadelphia, Carey and Hart. 1849
Wright bibliography number 886.
Reel: D-4

Duty versus will; or, Decision makes the man.
New York, M.W. Dodd. 1849
Wright bibliography number 888.
Reel: D-4

Dande, Leon [pseud.].
Blue blood; or, White May and Black June.
Boston, H.L. Shepard. 1877
Wright bibliography number 1388.
Reel: D-5

Daniel, Charles S.
A.I.
Philadelphia, Miller Pub. Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 1389.
Reel: D-5

Daniel, Eloise Matilda.
The truth about it, and other sketches.
St. Paul, Minn., Dispatch Job Print. Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1390.
Reel: D-5

Daniels, Cora Linn (Morrison).
The bronze Buddha.
Boston, Little, Brown and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1392.
Reel: D-5

Daniels, Cora Linn (Morrison).
As it is to be.
[Milwaukee, Press of King, Fowle & Co.]. c1892
Wright bibliography number 1391.
Reel: D-5

Daniels, Cora Linn (Morrison).
Sardia.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1393.
Reel: D-5

De Forest, John William.
Playing the mischief.
New York, Harper. 1875
Wright bibliography number 711.
Reel: D-5

De Forest, John William.
Seacliff: or, The mystery of the Westervelts.
Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1859
Wright bibliography number 712.
Reel: D-5

De Forest, John William.
The Wetherel affairs.
New York, Sheldon. 1873
Wright bibliography number 713.
Reel: D-5

De Leon, Edwin.
Askaros Kassis, the Copt.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1870
Wright bibliography number 715.
Reel: D-5

De Leon, Thomas Cooper.
Cross purposes.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1871
Wright bibliography number 716.
Reel: D-5
De Lesdernier, Emily Pierpont.

Berenice.
Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1856
Wright bibliography number 717.
Reel: D-5

De Lesdernier, Emily Pierpont.

Fannie St. John.
New York, Hurd and Houghton. 1874
Wright bibliography number 718.
Reel: D-5

Delaplain, Sophia [pseud.].

A thrilling and exciting account of the sufferings and horrible tortures inflicted on Mortimer Bowers and Miss Sophia Delaplain.
Charleston, S.C., E.E. Barclay. 1851
Wright bibliography number 714.
Reel: D-5

[Davieson, Sarah].

The Seldens in Chicago.
New York, Chicago [etc.] Brentano's. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1403.
Reel: D-6

Daniels, Gertrude Potter.

Halamar.
Chicago, New York, G.M. Hill Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1394.
Reel: D-6

[Daniels, Ione G.].

A social conspiracy; or, Under the ban.
Wright bibliography number 1395; By Veen Iogo [pseud.].
Reel: D-6

[D'Apery, Helen (Burrell)].

A fair Californian.
New York, Minerva Pub. Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1396; By Olive Harper [pseud.].
Reel: D-6

Daring Donald McKay; or, The last war-trail of the Modocs.
Chicago, Rounds Bros. 1881
Wright bibliography number 1397.
Reel: D-6

Darling, Mary Greenleaf.

Gladys.
Boston, D. Lothrop Co. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 1398.
Reel: D-6

Darton, Alice Weldon (Wasserbach).

Hexandra.
Washington, D.C., Pathfinder Pub. Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 1399.
Reel: D-6

Daughters of Aesculapius; stories written by alumnae and students of the Woman's medical college of Pennsylvania, and ed. By a committee appointed by the Students' association of the college.
Philadelphia, G.W. Jacobs & Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1400.
Reel: D-6

Davenport, Benjamin Rush.

Anglo-Saxons, onward!.
Cleveland, Hubbell Pub. Co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 1401.
Reel: D-6

Davidson, Mrs. Dan M.

Alice Moon; or, A brother's crime.
Detroit, Detroit Speaker Print. Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1402.
Reel: D-6

Davis, Arline E.

The romance of Guardamonte.
New York. J.S. Tait & Son. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 1404.
Reel: D-6

De Lesdernier, Emily Pierpont.

Headland home; or, A soul's pilgrimage.
New York, J. Miller. 1868
Wright bibliography number 719.
Reel: D-6

De Lesdernier, Emily Pierpont.

Hortense.
New York, W. Maxwell. 1867
Wright bibliography number 720.
Reel: D-6

Denison, Mary (Andrews).

The days and ways of the cocked hats; or, The dawn of the Revolution.
New York, S.A. Rollo. 1860
Wright bibliography number 721.
Reel: D-6

Denison, Mary (Andrews).

Gracie Amber.
New York, Sheldon, Blakeman. 1857
Wright bibliography number 722.
Reel: D-6

Denison, Mary (Andrews).

Home pictures.
New York, Harper. 1853
Wright bibliography number 723.
Reel: D-6

Davis, Charles Belmont.

The borderland of society.
Chicago & New York, H.S. Stone & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1405.
Reel: D-7
Davis, Edith (Smith).
   Two, and Bits of life.
New York, Burr Print. House. 1888  
Wright bibliography number 1406.
   Reel: D-7

Davis, Edith (Smith).
   Whether white or black, a man.
Chicago, New York [etc.] F.H. Revell Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1407.
   Reel: D-7

Davis, Ella Harding.
   Coranna.
St. Louis, Mixon-Jones Print. Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1408.
   Reel: D-7

Davis, Ethel.
   When love is done.
Boston, Estes and Lauriat. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1409.
   Reel: D-7

[Davis, Frederick William].
   Union down; a signal of distress, by Scott Campbell [pseud.].
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1411.
   Reel: D-7

Davis, Garrett Morrow.
   Hugh Darnaby.
Washington, DC., Gibson Bros. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1412.
   Reel: D-7

Davis, Harold McGill.
   The City of Endeavor.
Brooklyn, Collins & Day. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1413.
   Reel: D-7

Davis, Mrs. Frankie (Parker).
   Kentucky folks and some others.
Cincinnati, The Editor Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1410.
   Reel: D-7

Denison, Mary (Andrews).
   The lover's trials; or, The days before the Revolution.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1865]
Wright bibliography number 726.
   Reel: D-7

Denison, Mary (Andrews).
   The master.
Boston, Walker, Wise. 1862
Wright bibliography number 727.
   Reel: D-7

Denison, Mary (Andrews).
   The mill agent.
Boston, Graves and Young. 1864
Wright bibliography number 728.
   Reel: D-7

Denison, Mary (Andrews).
   Nobody's child, and other stories.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1857
Wright bibliography number 729.
   Reel: D-7

Davis, Harriet Riddle.
   In sight of the goddess.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1415.
   Reel: D-8

Davis, J.H.
   The Possum Creek Poultry Club.
Chatham, N.Y., The Fanciers' Review. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1416.
   Reel: D-8

Davis, John E.
   Bellevue.
New York, John B. Alden. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1417.
   Reel: D-8

Davis, Leela B.
   A modern Argonaut.
San Francisco, Whitaker & Ray. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 1418.
   Reel: D-8

Davis, Leopold.
   Strange occurrences.
Boston, Pub. For the Author. 1877
Wright bibliography number 1419.
   Reel: D-8
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Davis, Martha Caroly.
The refiner's fire.
New York, J. Pott and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1420.
Reel: D-8

Davis, Mary Diuguid.
She waited patiently.
Lynchburg, Va., J.P. Bell Co., Printers. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1421.
Reel: D-8

De Normand, Hugh.
The brigand captive; or, Gipsy queen.
Auburn, Alden, Beardsley. 1855
Wright bibliography number 735.
Reel: D-8

Denison, Mary (Andrews).
Old Hepsy.
New York, A.B. Burdick. 1858
Wright bibliography number 730.
Reel: D-8

Denison, Mary (Andrews).
Opposite the jail.
Boston, H. Hoyt. 1859
Wright bibliography number 731.
Reel: D-8

Denison, Mary (Andrews).
Out of prison.
Boston, Graves and Young. 1864
Wright bibliography number 732.
Reel: D-8

Denison, Mary (Andrews).
Victor Norman, rector.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1873
Wright bibliography number 733.
Reel: D-8

Denison, Mary (Andrews).
What not.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1855
Wright bibliography number 734.
Reel: D-8

Davis, Mary Evelyn (Moore).
An elephant's track, and other stories.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1422.
Reel: D-9

Davis, Mary Evelyn (Moore).
The queen's garden.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1423.
Reel: D-9

Davis, Mary Evelyn (Moore).
Under the man-fig.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1424.
Reel: D-9

Davis, Mary Evelyn (Moore).
The wire cutters.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1425.
Reel: D-9

Davis, Rebecca (Harding).
Doctor Warrick's daughters.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1426.
Reel: D-9

Davis, Rebecca (Harding).
Frances Waldeaux.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1427.
Reel: D-9

Davis, Rebecca (Harding).
A law unto herself.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott. 1878
Wright bibliography number 1428.
Reel: D-9

Davis, Rebecca (Harding).
Silhouettes of American life.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1892
Wright bibliography number 1429.
Reel: D-9

Davis, Richard Harding.
The adventures of my freshman.
[Bethlehem, Pa., Moravian Print.]. 1884
Wright bibliography number 1430; By R.H. Davis and H.W. Rowley.
Reel: D-9

De Normand, Hugh.
Julienne, the daughter of the hamlet.
New Orleans, Burnett & Bostwick. 1854
Wright bibliography number 736.
Reel: D-9

Denslow, Van Buren.
Owned and disowned; or, The chattel child.
New York, H. Dayton. 1857
Wright bibliography number 737.
Reel: D-9

[Derby, Caroline Rosina].
Salem.
New York, Harper. 1874
Wright bibliography number 738; By D.R. Castleton [pseud.].
Reel: D-9
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Derby, George Horatio.
- The miller of Silcott Mill.
  New York, G.W. Carleton. 1875
  Wright bibliography number 742.
  Reel: D-9

Derby, George Horatio.
- Phoenixiana; or, Sketches and burlesques.
  New York, Appleton. 1856
  Wright bibliography number 739; By John Phoenix [pseud.].
  Reel: D-9

Derby, George Horatio.
- The Squibob papers.
  New York, Carleton. 1865
  Wright bibliography number 740.
  Reel: D-9

The Derienni; or, Land pirates of the Isthmus.
New Orleans, A.R. Orton. 1853
Wright bibliography number 741.
Reel: D-9

Davis, Richard Harding.
- Cinderella, and other stories.
  New York, Scribner's Sons. 1896
  Wright bibliography number 1431.
  Reel: D-10

Davis, Richard Harding.
- Episodes in Van Bibber's life.
  Wright bibliography number 1432.
  Reel: D-10

Davis, Richard Harding.
- The exiles, and other stories.
  New York, Harper. 1894
  Wright bibliography number 1433.
  Reel: D-10

Davis, Richard Harding.
- Gallegher, and other stories.
  New York, Scribner. 1891
  Wright bibliography number 1434.
  Reel: D-10

Davis, Richard Harding.
- The king's jackal.
  New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1898
  Wright bibliography number 1435.
  Reel: D-10

Davis, Richard Harding.
- The lion and the unicorn.
  New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1899
  Wright bibliography number 1436.
  Reel: D-10

Davis, Richard Harding.
- The princess Aline.
  New York, Harper & Bros. 1895
  Wright bibliography number 1437.
  Reel: D-10

Davis, Richard Harding.
- Soldiers of fortune.
  New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1897
  Wright bibliography number 1438.
  Reel: D-10

Davis, Richard Harding.
- Van Bibber and others.
  Wright bibliography number 1439.
  Reel: D-10

De Witt, Jennie Dowling.
- Kate Weston; or, To will and to do.
  New York, DeWitt & Davenport. [c1855]
  Wright bibliography number 747.
  Reel: D-10

Desmos [pseud.].
- Old Toney and his master; or, The abolitionist and the land-pirate.
  Nashville, Southwestern Pub. House. 1861
  Wright bibliography number 743.
  Reel: D-10

Detter, Thomas.
- Nellie Brown; or, The jealous wife, with other sketches.
  San Francisco, Cuddy & Hughes. 1871
  Wright bibliography number 744.
  Reel: D-10

Devereux, George Humphrey.
- Sam Shirk.
  New York, Hurd and Houghton. 1871
  Wright bibliography number 745.
  Reel: D-10

Dexter, Henry Martyn.
- Street thoughts.
  Boston, Crosby, Nichols. 1859
  Wright bibliography number 748.
  Reel: D-10

Diaz, Abby (Morton).
- Lucy Maria.
  Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1874
  Wright bibliography number 749.
  Reel: D-10

[Davis, Robert S.].
- As it may happen.
  Philadelphia, Porter & Coates. [c1787]
  Wright bibliography number 1440; By Trebor [pseud.].
  Reel: D-11

Davis, Samuel Post.
- Short stories.
  San Francisco, Golden Era Co. 1886
  Wright bibliography number 1442.
  Reel: D-11
Davis, Varina Anne Jefferson.
A romance of summer seas.
Wright bibliography number 1443.
Reel: D-11

Davis, Varina Anne Jefferson.
The veiled doctor.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1444.
Reel: D-11

Davis, W.E.
Ziba Foote: or, "Foote's grave pond," and other stories.
[New Vienna, Ohio] The Author. 1877
Wright bibliography number 1445.
Reel: D-11

Davis, Washington.
Shut the gate, by Washington Davis and Ashley W. Cole.
New York, The American News Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1446.
Reel: D-11

Davis, William Stearns.
A friend of Caesar.
Wright bibliography number 1447.
Reel: D-11

Dawes, Rufus.
Nix's mate.
New York, S. Colman. 1839
Wright bibliography number 840.
Reel: D-11

Diaz, Abby (Morton).
The schoolmaster's trunk containing papers on home-life in Tweenito.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1874
Wright bibliography number 750.
Reel: D-11

Dickens, Charles.
The mystery of Edwin Drood.
Brattleboro, Vt., T.P. James. 1873
Wright bibliography number 750A.
Reel: D-11

Dickinson, Anna Elizabeth.
What answer?.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1868
Wright bibliography number 751.
Reel: D-11

Dimmick, Francis Marion.
Anna Clayton; or, The inquirer after truth.
Philadelphia, Presbyterian Board of Publication. [c1859]
Wright bibliography number 753.
Reel: D-11

Disosway, Ella Taylor.
South Meadows.
Philadelphia, Porter and Coates. [c1874]
Wright bibliography number 754.
Reel: D-11

Emersie, John.
Allisto.
New York, J.D. Williams. [c1884]
Wright bibliography number 1767.
Reel: D-11

Daws, Maud.
Crankadom.
Lincoln, Neb., J. North & Co., Printers. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1448.
Reel: D-12

Dawson, Emma Frances.
An itinerant house, and other stories.
San Francisco, W. Doxey. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1449.
Reel: D-12

[Day, Albert A.].
The mysterious beggar.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 1450.
Reel: D-12

[Day, Maie Dove].
Virginia, prehistoric and antebellum.
[Danville, Va., Dunc Bros.]. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1451.
Reel: D-12

De Cordova, Rafael J.
Mrs. Fizzlebury's new girl.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1878
Wright bibliography number 1455.
Reel: D-12

De Cou, May Allis.
Destiny.
Cincinnati, Editor Pub. Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1456.
Reel: D-12

Dean, Frederic Alva.
The heroines of Petosega.
Wright bibliography number 1452.
Reel: D-12
Dean, Teresa H.
Reveries of a widow.
New York, Town Topics Pub. Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1453.
Reel: D-12

[Decon, Thomas William].
The experiences of an Englishman in Philadelphia society.
[Philadelphia]. c1887
Wright bibliography number 1454; By Raconteur [pseud.].
Reel: D-12

Ditson, George Leighton.
Crimora: or, Love's cross.
Boston, The Author. 1852
Wright bibliography number 755.
Reel: D-12

Ditson, George Leighton.
The Federati of Italy.
Boston, W. White. 1871
Wright bibliography number 756.
Reel: D-12

Divoll, Willard.
The fatal stroke; or, The philosophy of Intemperance.
New York, Baker & Godwin. 1869
Wright bibliography number 757.
Reel: D-12

Dixon, Edward H.
Scenes in the practice of a New York surgeon.
New York, DeWitt & Davenport. [c1855]
Wright bibliography number 758.
Reel: D-12

Docwra, Edwin Hill.
The devil's race course.
Baltimore, H. Taylor. 1854
Wright bibliography number 759.
Reel: D-12

Doe Charles Henry.
Buffets.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1875
Wright bibliography number 760.
Reel: D-12

Dollie [pseud.].
Our own heroes. By "Dollie" and "Mollie."
Volume 1.
Atlanta, Office of "The soldier's Friend.". 1863
Wright bibliography number 761.
Reel: D-12

[Donaldson, James Lowry].
Sergeant Atkins.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1871
Wright bibliography number 762.
Reel: D-12

Doowrof [pseud.].
The young empress and the reclaimed deserter.
Baltimore, J. Lucas. 1857
Wright bibliography number 763.
Reel: D-12

De Forest, John William.
The bloody chasm.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 1457.
Reel: D-13

De Forest, John William.
Irene the missionary.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1879
Wright bibliography number 1458.
Reel: D-13

De Forest, John William.
Justine's lovers.
New York, Harper. 1878
Wright bibliography number 1459.
Reel: D-13

De Forest, John William.
A lover's revolt.
New York, London [etc.] Longmans, Green, and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1460.
Reel: D-13

De Kay, Charles.
The Bohemian.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 1461.
Reel: D-13

De Koven, Anna (Farwell).
A sawdust doll.
Chicago, Stone and Kimball. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1462.
Reel: D-13

De Kroyft, Susan Helen (Aldrich).
Mortara.
Cambridge, Riverside Press. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1463.
Reel: D-13

De La Houssaye, Mme. S.
...Amis et fortune.
Bonnet Carre, L.a., Impr. Du Meschacebe. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1464.
Reel: D-13

Dora Grafton; or, Every cloud has a silver lining.
Boston, J. French. 1856
Wright bibliography number 764.
Reel: D-13

Dora, the heroine of the Cumberland; or, The American Amazon.
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1864]
Wright bibliography number 765.
Reel: D-13
Dorr, Julia Caroline (Ripley).
Expiation.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1873
Wright bibliography number 766.
Reel: D-13

Dorr, Julia Caroline (Ripley).
Farmingdale.
New York, Appleton. 1854
Wright bibliography number 767; By Caroline Thomas [pseud.].
Reel: D-13

Dorr, Julia Caroline (Ripley).
Lanmere.
New York, Mason Bros. 1856
Wright bibliography number 768.
Reel: D-13

Dorr, Julia Caroline (Ripley).
Sibyl Huntington.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1856
Wright bibliography number 769.
Reel: D-13

De La Houssaye, Mme. S.
Pouponne et Balthazar, nouvelle acadienne.
New Orleans, Librairie de l'Opinion. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1465.
Reel: D-14

Deland, Margaret Wade (Campbell).
Good for the soul.
Wright bibliography number 1466.
Reel: D-14

Deland, Margaret Wade (Campbell).
John Ward, preacher.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1467.
Reel: D-14

Deland, Margaret Wade (Campbell).
Mr. Tommy Dove, and other stories.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1468.
Reel: D-14

Deland, Margaret Wade (Campbell).
Old Chester tales.
Wright bibliography number 1469.
Reel: D-14

Deland, Margaret Wade (Campbell).
Philip and his wife.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 1470.
Reel: D-14

Deland, Margaret Wade (Campbell).
Sidney.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1471.
Reel: D-14

Dorsey, Anna Hanson (McKenney).
Coaina, the rose of the Algonquins.
New York, P. O'Shea. 1867
Wright bibliography number 770.
Reel: D-14

Dorsey, Anna Hanson (McKenney).
Conscience; or, The trials of May Brooke.
New York, P.J. Kenedy. [c1856]
Wright bibliography number 771.
Reel: D-14

Dorsey, Anna Hanson (McKenney).
The Flemmings; or, Truth triumphant.
Philadelphia, H.L. Kilner. [c1869]
Wright bibliography number 772.
Reel: D-14

Dorsey, Anna Hanson (McKenney).
Nora Brady's vow; and, Mona the vestal.
Boston, Donahoe. 1869
Wright bibliography number 773.
Reel: D-14

Dorsey, Anna Hanson (McKenney).
The old gray rosary.
New York, P. O'Shea. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 774.
Reel: D-14

Dorsey, Anna Hanson (McKenney).
Woodreve Manor; or, Six months in town.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1852
Wright bibliography number 775.
Reel: D-14

Dorsey, Sarah Anne (Ellis).
Agnes Graham.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen and Haffelfinger. 1869
Wright bibliography number 776; By Filia [pseud.].
Reel: D-14

Dorsey, Sarah Anne (Ellis).
Athalie; or, A Southern villeggiatura: "A winters tale."
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen and Haffelfinger. 1872
Wright bibliography number 777; By "Filia" [pseud.].
Reel: D-14

Pomeroy, Marcus Mills.
Sense, or Saturday-night musings and thoughtful papers.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1868
Wright bibliography number 1923.
Reel: D-14
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De Leon, Stuart.

De Leon, Thomas Cooper.
Crag-nest. Mobile, Gossip Print. Co. 1897 Wright bibliography number 1475. Reel: D-15

De Leon, Thomas Cooper.

De Leon, Thomas Cooper.
Juny: or, Only one girl's story. Mobile, The Gossip Print Co. 1890 Wright bibliography number 1477. Reel: D-15

De Leon, Thomas Cooper.
The pride of the Mercers. Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1898 Wright bibliography number 1478. Reel: D-15

De Leon, Thomas Cooper.
The Puritan's daughter. Mobile, The Gossip Print Co. 1891 Wright bibliography number 1479. Reel: D-15

De Leon, Thomas Cooper.
The Rock or the Rye. Mobile, Gossip Print Co. 1888 Wright bibliography number 1480. Reel: D-15

De Leon, Thomas Cooper.
Schooners that bump on the bar. Mobile, Gossip Print Co. 1894 Wright bibliography number 1481. Reel: D-15

Deland, Margaret Wade (Campbell).

Deland, Margaret Wade (Campbell).
The wisdom of fools. Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1897 Wright bibliography number 1473. Reel: D-15

Dorsey, Sarah Anne (Ellis).
Lucia Dare. New York, M. Doolady. 1867 Wright bibliography number 778; By Filia [pseud.]. Reel: D-15

Doten, Elizabeth.
Hesper, the home-spirit. Boston, A. Tompkins. 1859 Wright bibliography number 779. Reel: D-15

Doten, Elizabeth.


Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
Claudia. Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1868 Wright bibliography number 782. Reel: D-15

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
Home nook; or, The crown of duty. Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1874 Wright bibliography number 783. Reel: D-15

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
In trust; or, Dr. Bertrand's household. Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1866 Wright bibliography number 784. Reel: D-15

De Leon, Thomas Cooper.
Society as I have foundered it, or The microscopic metropolitan menu-manipulator marvellously money-magnetized. Mobile, The Gossip Print Co. 1890 Wright bibliography number 1482; By Cad McBallastir [pseud.] Original 400 ed. Reel: D-16

De Lestry, Edmond Louis.
Leaves from a note book; a collection of short stories. St. Paul. 1897 Wright bibliography number 1483; Special limited ed. Reel: D-16

Dement, Isaac Strange.
Baron Kinatas. Chicago, M.T. Need. 1894 Wright bibliography number 1484. Reel: D-16
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Dement, R[ichmond] S[heffield].
Ronbar.
New York, G.W. Dillingham, successor to G.W.
Carleton & Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1485.
Reel: D-16

Demetrak, Charles.
The unfortunate merchant and experiences of
drummers.
Berkeley [World Pub. Co.]. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1486.
Reel: D-16

Deming, Philander.
Adirondack stories.
Boston, Houghton, Osgood and Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 487.
Reel: D-16

Deming, Philander.
Tompkins, and other folks.
Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1488.
Reel: D-16

Denison, Charles Wheeler.
The child-hunters.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelinger. 1877
Wright bibliography number 1489.
Reel: D-16

Denison, Mary (Andrews).
Captain Molly.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1490.
Reel: D-16

Denison, Mary (Andrews).
Cracker Joe.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1887
Wright bibliography number 1491.
Reel: D-16

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
Lucia: her problem.
New York, Sheldon. 1872
Wright bibliography number 785.
Reel: D-16

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
Stephen Dane.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1867
Wright bibliography number 786.
Reel: D-16

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
Sydney Adriance; or, Trying the world.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1869
Wright bibliography number 787.
Reel: D-16

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
There's no place like home.
Boston, W.F. Gill. 1875
Wright bibliography number 788.
Reel: D-16

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
With fate against him.
New York, Sheldon. 1870
Wright bibliography number 789.
Reel: D-16

[Doutney, Harriet G. (Storer)].
An autobiography, being passages from a life now
progressing in the city of Boston.
[Cambridge, Mass.] Sold by Subscription Only. 1871
Wright bibliography number 790; By R.L.B. [pseud.
Reel: D-16

Downing, Frances (Murdaugh).
Nameless.
Raleigh, W.B. Smith. 1865
Wright bibliography number 791.
Reel: D-16

Denison, Mary (Andrews).
Ethel's triumph.
Boston, Bradley & Woodruff. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 1493.
Reel: D-17

Denison, Mary (Andrews).
Grandmother Normandy.
Boston, D. Lothrop and Co. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 1494.
Reel: D-17

Denison, Mary (Andrews).
His triumph.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1883
Wright bibliography number 1495.
Reel: D-17

Denison, Mary (Andrews).
How she helped him.
Boston, Ira Bradley. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1496.
Reel: D-17

Denison, Mary (Andrews).
Like a gentleman.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T.
Dillingham. 1882
Wright bibliography number 1498.
Reel: D-17

Drake, Richard [pseud.?].
Revelations of a slave smuggler: being the
autobiography of Capt. Rich'd Drake.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. [c1860]
Wright bibliography number 792.
Reel: D-17
Drury, P. Shelden, ed.  
The startling and thrilling narrative of the dark and terrible deeds of Henry Madison, and his associate and accomplice Miss Ellen Stevens.  
Cincinnati, Barclay. [c1857]  
Wright bibliography number 793.  
Reel: D-17

[Duane, William].  
Ligan: a collection of tales and essays.  
Philadelphia, Merrihew & Thompson. 1857  
Wright bibliography number 794.  
Reel: D-17

Duffy, Owen.  
Walter Warren; or, The adventurer of the Northern wilds.  
New York, Stringer & Townsend. [c1854]  
Wright bibliography number 795.  
Reel: D-17

Duganne, Augustine Joseph Hickey.  
Bianca; or, The star of the valley.  
New York, S. French. [n.d.]  
Wright bibliography number 796.  
Reel: D-17

Duganne, Augustine Joseph Hickey.  
The Prince Corsair; or, The three brothers of Guzan. [And other tales].  
New York, S. French. [n.d.]  
Wright bibliography number 797.  
Reel: D-17

Duganne, Augustine Joseph Hickey.  
The tenant-hours; or, Embers from poverty's hearthstone.  
New York, R. M. DeWitt. [c1857]  
Wright bibliography number 799.  
Reel: D-17

Dumond, Annie [(Hamilton)] Nelles.  
Ravenia; or, The outcast redeemed.  
Topeka, Commonwealth Printing Co. 1872  
Wright bibliography number 800.  
Reel: D-17

Dumont, Julia Louisa (Carey).  
Life sketches from common paths.  
New York, Appleton. 1856  
Wright bibliography number 801.  
Reel: D-17

[Dunham, Robert Carr].  
The Grecian Bend. What it is.  
Wright bibliography number 802.  
Reel: D-17

[Dunham, Robert Carr].  
No throughfare.  
Boston, Loring. 1868  
Reel: D-17

Duniway, Abigail (Scott).  
Captain Gray's Company; or, Crossing the Plains and living in Oregon.  
Portland, S.J. McCormick. 1859  
Wright bibliography number 804.  
Reel: D-17

Denison, Mary (Andrews).  
Mr. Peter Crewitt.  
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1878  
Wright bibliography number 1499.  
Reel: D-18

Denison, Mary (Andrews).  
Old Sip Warehouse.  
New York, Harper. 1878  
Wright bibliography number 1500.  
Reel: D-18

Denison, Mary (Andrews).  
Rothmell.  
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1878  
Wright bibliography number 1501.  
Reel: D-18

Denison, Mary (Andrews).  
Sequel to Opposite the jail; or, On trial for his life.  
Boston, I. Bradley & Co. [1883]  
Wright bibliography number 1502.  
Reel: D-18

Denison, Mary (Andrews).  
Tell your wife.  
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1886  
Wright bibliography number 1503.  
Reel: D-18

Denison, Mary (Andrews).  
That husband of mine.  
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1877  
Wright bibliography number 1504.  
Reel: D-18
Denison, Mary (Andrews).
That wife of mine.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T.
Dillingham. 1877
Wright bibliography number 1505.
Reel: D-18

Denison, Thomas Stewart.
An iron crown.
Chicago, T.S. Denison. [c1855]
Wright bibliography number 1506.
Reel: D-18

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
All for love; or, The outlaw's bride.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1873]
Wright bibliography number 806.
Reel: D-18

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
Annie Selden; or, The concealed treasure.
Cincinnati, H.M. Rulison. 1854
Wright bibliography number 807.
Reel: D-18

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
Ashleigh.
Cincinnati, H.B. Pearson. 1854
Wright bibliography number 808.
Reel: D-18

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
The cancelled will.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1872]
Wright bibliography number 809.
Reel: D-18

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
The clandestine marriage.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1875]
Wright bibliography number 810.
Reel: D-18

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
The country neighborhood.
New York, Harper. 1855
Wright bibliography number 811.
Reel: D-18

Denison, Thomas Stewart.
The man behind.
Chicago, T.S. Denison. [1888]
Wright bibliography number 1507.
Reel: D-19

Denison, Thomas Stewart.
My invisible partner.
Chicago & New York, Rand, McNally & Co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 1508.
Reel: D-19

Dennis, James Hogarth.
Andrew.
Rochester, Sunday Herald Print. Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 1509.
Reel: D-19

Dennis, James Hogarth.
The wooden bottle.
Rochester, R.H. Dennis. 1887
Wright bibliography number 1510.
Reel: D-19

Denton, Lyman W.
Under the magnolias.
New York [etc.] Funk and Wagnalls. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1511.
Reel: D-19

Denton, William.
Garrison in heaven.
Wellesley, Mrs. E.M.F. Denton, Pub. [1882]
Wright bibliography number 1512.
Reel: D-19

Derby, Aleck [pseud.?].
Ida Goldwin; or, The perils of fortune.
New York, De Witt. 1876
Wright bibliography number 1513.
Reel: D-19

Deslonde, Maria Darrington.
John Maribel.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; London, S. Low Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 1514.
Reel: D-19

Despard, Matilda (Pratt).
Kilrogan Cottage.
New York, Harper. 1878
Wright bibliography number 1515.
Reel: D-19

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
The discarded wife; or, Will she succeed.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1875]
Wright bibliography number 813.
Reel: D-19

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
Florence: or, The fatal vow.
Cincinnati, L. Stratton. [c1852]
Wright bibliography number 815.
Reel: D-19

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
The gipsy's warning.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1873]
Wright bibliography number 816.
Reel: D-19
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Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
The hidden sin. A sequel to "The dethroned heiress.".
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1874]
Wright bibliography number 817.
Reel: D-19

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
How he did it.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 818.
Reel: D-19

De Vlieger, Con, Jr.
The devil's reception room.
Grand Haven, Mich., C. De Vlieger, jr. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 1520.
Reel: D-20

De Witt, Julia A.W.
Life's battle won.
New York, Hunt & Eaton; Cincinnati, Cranston & Curtis. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1523.
Reel: D-20

Dessar, Leo Charles.
A royal enchantress.
New York, Continental Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1516.
Reel: D-20

Dessommes, George.
Tante Cydette.
Nouvelle-Orleans, Imprimerie Franco-Americaine. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1517.
Reel: D-20

Devereux, Mary.
Betty Peach.
Marblehead [Mass.] M.H. Graives. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1518.
Reel: D-20

Devereux, Mary.
From kingdom to colony.
Boston, Little, Brown and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1519.
Reel: D-20

Devoore, Ann.
Oliver Iverson.
Chicago and New York, H.S. Stone and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1521.
Reel: D-20

Dewey, Mrs. Byrd (Spilman).
Bruno.
Boston, Little, Brown and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1522.
Reel: D-20

Diaz, Abby (Morton).
Bybury to Beacon street.
Boston, D. Lothrop Co. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 1524.
Reel: D-20

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
The Huguenot exiles; or, The times of Louis XIV.
New York, Harper. 1856
Wright bibliography number 819.
Reel: D-20

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
Michael Rudolph.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1870]
Wright bibliography number 820.
Reel: D-20

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
The mysterious guest.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1873]
Wright bibliography number 821.
Reel: D-20

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
The mysterious marriage.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1858]
Wright bibliography number 822.
Reel: D-20

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
A new way to win a fortune.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1875]
Wright bibliography number 823.
Reel: D-20

[Dickinson, Edith May].
So runs the world away.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1523; By Ansley May [pseud.].
Reel: D-21

Dickinson, Ellen E.
The King's daughters.
Philadelphia, Hubbard Bros. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1526.
Reel: D-21

Dickinson, J.
A winter picnic.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1527; By J. and E.E. Dickinson and S.E. Dowd.
Reel: D-21

Dickinson, Mary (Lowe).
Among the Thorns.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1880
Wright bibliography number 1528.
Reel: D-21
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Dickinson, Mary (Lowe).
Spring blossoms.
Philadelphia, C.H. Banes. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 1529.
Reel: D-21

Dickinson, Mary (Lowe).
The temptation of Katharine Gray.
Philadelphia, A.J. Rowland. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1530.
Reel: D-21

Dickson, Capers.
John Ashton.
Atlanta. The Foote & Davies Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1531.
Reel: D-21

Dickson, Harris.
The black wolf's breed.
Indianapolis, The Bowen-Merrill Co. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 1532.
Reel: D-21

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
The planter's daughter.
New York, W. P. Fetridge. 1857
Wright bibliography number 824.
Reel: D-21

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
The separation: The divorce: and the coquette's punishment.
Cincinnati, J. A. & U.P. James. 1851
Wright bibliography number 825.
Reel: D-21

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
Who shall be the victor? A sequel to "The cancelled will."
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1872]
Wright bibliography number 826.
Reel: D-21

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
Why did he marry her.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1870]
Wright bibliography number 827.
Reel: D-21

Durivage, Francis Alexander.
Life scenes.
Boston, B.B. Mussey. 1853
Wright bibliography number 828.
Reel: D-21

Durivage, Francis Alexander.
Steel and gold: or, The heir of Glenville.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 828A.
Reel: D-21

Dutcher, George M.
Disenthralled.
Hartford, Columbian Book Co. 1872
Wright bibliography number 830.
Reel: D-21

Didier, Charles Peale.
The exhibits in an attachment suit.
Baltimore, Press of J.H. Williams Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1533.
Reel: D-22

Didier, Charles Peale.
Would any man?.
[Baltimore] Williams & Wilkins Co. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 1534.
Reel: D-22

Diekenga, Inje Eildert.
Between times; or, Tales, sketches, and poems.
Boston, J.H. Earle. 1882
Wright bibliography number 1535.
Reel: D-22

Dieudonne, Florence [Lucinda] (Carpenter).
Katherine.
Washington, D.C., W.J. Brewer. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 1539.
Reel: D-22

Dieudonne, Florence [Lucinda] (Carpenter).
Rondah; or, Thirty-three years in a star.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 1540.
Reel: D-22

Dieudonne, Florence [Lucinda] (Carpenter).
Xartella.
[Minneapolis;] The Author. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1541.
Reel: D-22

Dieudonne, Florence [Lucinda] (Carpenter).
Zardec.
[Minneapolis;] The Author. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1542.
Reel: D-22

Dillingham, Lucy.
The missing chord.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1894
Wright bibliography number 1543.
Reel: D-22
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Diltz, Hanson Penn.
The Duchesse Undine; or, Slain by a woman's lie.
Philadelphia, T.B.. Peterson & Bros. [c1883]
Wright bibliography number 1544.
Reel: D-23

Disosway, Ella Taylor.
The grey guest chamber.
Wright bibliography number 1545.
Reel: D-23

Ditson, Lina Bartlett.
The soul and the hammer.
New York, G.A.S. Wieners. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1546.
Reel: D-23

Dittenhoefer, Mortimer A.
A Dowie elder.
Mansfield, O., The News Printery. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1547.
Reel: D-23

Dix, Burton W.
The satin tie.
Carbondale, Pa. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1548.
Reel: D-23

Dix, Edwin Asa.
Deacon Bradbury.
New York, Century Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1549.
Reel: D-23

Dix, Gertrude.
The girl from the farm.
Boston, Roberts Bros.; London, J. Lane. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1550.
Reel: D-23

Dix, Gertrude.
The image breakers.
New York, F.A. Stokes Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 1551.
Reel: D-24

[Dixon, Samuel Houghton].
Robert Warren, the Texan refugee.
Philadelphia, J.E. Potter. [c1879]
Wright bibliography number 1552.
Reel: D-24

Dod, Samuel Bayard.
A Highland chronicle.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 1553.
Reel: D-24

Dod, Samuel Bayard.
A hillside parish.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1554.
Reel: D-24

Dod, Samuel Bayard.
Stubble or wheat?.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 1555.
Reel: D-24

Dodd, Anna Bowman (Blake).
Glorindal.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1556.
Reel: D-24

Dodd, Anna Bowman (Blake).
The republic of the future; or, Socialism a reality.
New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 1557.
Reel: D-25

Dodd, Anna Bowman (Blake).
Struthers, and The comedy of the masked musicians.
New York, Lovell, Coryell & Co. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 1558.
Reel: D-25

Dodge, Charles Richards.
Louise and I; a seaside story.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 1559.
Reel: D-25

[Dodge, Louise].
A question of identity.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1887
Wright bibliography number 1560.
Reel: D-25

[Dodge, Mary Abigail].
First love is best.
Boston, Estes and Lauriat. 1877
Wright bibliography number 1561; By Gail Hamilton [pseud.]
Reel: D-25

Dodge, Walter Phelps.
Three Greek tales.
New York, G.M. Allen. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1562.
Reel: D-25

Doggett, Solon.
Jumping Judas.
Boston, B.B. Russell. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1564.
Reel: D-25
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher and Date</th>
<th>Wright Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doggett, Solon</td>
<td>Victims of Mammon</td>
<td>Boston, B.B. Russell, 1897</td>
<td>1565</td>
<td>D-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Doissy, Louise.]</td>
<td>A business venture in Los Angeles; or, A Christian optimist.</td>
<td>Cincinnati, R. Clarke, 1899</td>
<td>1567</td>
<td>D-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dole, Nathan Haskell</td>
<td>Not angels quite</td>
<td>Boston, Lee and Shepard, 1893</td>
<td>1570</td>
<td>D-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dole, Nathan Haskell</td>
<td>Omar, the tentmaker</td>
<td>Boston, L.C. Page and Co, 1899</td>
<td>1571</td>
<td>D-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dole, Nathan Haskell</td>
<td>On the Point</td>
<td>Boston, J. Knight Co, 1895</td>
<td>1572</td>
<td>D-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donaldson, A.L.</td>
<td>A Millbrook romance, and other tales</td>
<td>New York, T. Whittaker, 1893</td>
<td>1573</td>
<td>D-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donaldson, Marion C.</td>
<td>Marguerite's mistake</td>
<td>Chicago, E.A. Weeks, [c1899]</td>
<td>1574</td>
<td>D-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donelson, Katharine</td>
<td>Rodger Latimer's mistake</td>
<td>Chicago, Laird &amp; Lee, [c1891]</td>
<td>1576</td>
<td>D-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donnelly, Eleanor Cecilia</td>
<td>The fatal diamonds</td>
<td>New York, Cincinnati [etc.] Benziger Bros, 1897</td>
<td>1577</td>
<td>D-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dooner, Pierton W.</td>
<td>Last days of the republic</td>
<td>San Francisco, Alta California Pub. House, 1880</td>
<td>1583</td>
<td>D-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doran, James</td>
<td>In the depths of the first degree</td>
<td>Buffalo, The Peter Paul Book Co, 1898</td>
<td>1584</td>
<td>D-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doran, James</td>
<td>Zanthon</td>
<td>San Francisco, The Bancroft Co, 1891</td>
<td>1585</td>
<td>D-28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[Dorr, Dalton].
   The Sultan of Cathay.
   Philadelphia, J.E. Caldwell & Co. [c1890]
   Wright bibliography number 1586.
   Reel: D-28

Dorr, Julia Caroline (Ripley).
   In king's houses.
   Boston, L.C. Page and Co. 1898
   Wright bibliography number 1587.
   Reel: D-28

Dorr, Louise Snow.
   The mills of the gods.
   New York, A.S. Barnes. 1900
   Wright bibliography number 1588.
   Reel: D-28

Dorset, Maria.
   Bought or won?.
   Boston, J.H. Earle. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 1589.
   Reel: D-28

Dorsey, Anna Hanson (McKenney).
   Ada trust.
   Baltimore, J. Murphy Co. [c1887]
   Wright bibliography number 1590.
   Reel: D-29

Dorsey, Anna Hanson (McKenney).
   Adrift.
   Baltimore, J. Murphy & Co. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 1591.
   Reel: D-29

Dorsey, Anna Hanson (McKenney).
   'Beth's promise.
   Baltimore, J. Murphy & Co. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 1592.
   Reel: D-29

Dorsey, Anna Hanson (McKenney).
   The fate of the Dane, and other stories.
   Baltimore, J. Murphy & Co. [c1888]
   Wright bibliography number 1593.
   Reel: D-29

Dorsey, Anna Hanson (McKenney).
   The heiress of Carrigmona.
   Baltimore, J. Murphy & Co. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 1594.
   Reel: D-29

Dorsey, Anna Hanson (McKenney).
   The old house at Glenaran.
   Baltimore, J. Murphy & Co. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 1595.
   Reel: D-30

Dorsey, Anna Hanson (McKenney).
   Palms.
   Baltimore, J. Murphy & Co. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 1596.
   Reel: D-30

Dorsey, Anna Hanson (McKenney).
   Tangled paths.
   New York [etc.] D. & J. Sadlier & Co. 1879
   Wright bibliography number 1597.
   Reel: D-30

Dorsey, Anna Hanson (McKenney).
   Warp and woof.
   Baltimore, J. Murphy & Co. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 1598.
   Reel: D-30

Dorsey, Sarah Anne (Ellis).
   Panola.
   Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1877]
   Wright bibliography number 1600.
   Reel: D-31

Doubleday, E. Stillman.
   Just plain folks.
   Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 1601.
   Reel: D-31

Doughty, Francis Worcester.
   Mirrikh; or, A woman from Mars.
   New York, The Burleigh & Johnston Co. 1892
   Wright bibliography number 1602.
   Reel: D-31

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
   Bethia Wray's new name.
   Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1893
   Wright bibliography number 1603.
   Reel: D-31

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
   Drifted asunder; or, The tide of fate.
   Boston, W.F. Gill & Co. 1876
   Wright bibliography number 1604.
   Reel: D-31

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
   Floyd Grandon's honor.
   Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1884
   Wright bibliography number 1605.
   Reel: D-31

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
   Foes of her household.
   Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 1606.
   Reel: D-32
Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
The fortunes of the Faradays.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T.
Dillingham. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1607.
Reel: D-32

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
From hand to mouth.
Boston, Lee & Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1878
Wright bibliography number 1608.
Reel: D-32

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
The heirs of Bradley house.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1892
Wright bibliography number 1609.
Reel: D-32

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
Her place in the world.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 1610.
Reel: D-32

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
Hope Mills: or, Between friend and sweetheart.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1880
Wright bibliography number 1611.
Reel: D-32

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
In the King's country.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1894
Wright bibliography number 1612.
Reel: D-33

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
In wild rose time.
Boston, Lee & Shepard. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1613.
Reel: D-33

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
Lost in a great city.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T.
Dillingham. 1881
Wright bibliography number 1614.
Reel: D-33

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
A modern Adam and Eve in a garden.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T.
Dillingham. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1615.
Reel: D-33

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
Nelly Kinnard's kingdom.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T.
Dillingham. 1876
Wright bibliography number 1616.
Reel: D-33

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
Osborne of Arrochar.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T.
Dillingham. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1617.
Reel: D-33

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
Our wedding gifts.
New York, The Authors' Pub. Co. [1878]
Wright bibliography number 1618.
Reel: D-34

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
Out of the wreck; or, Was it a victory?.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T.
Dillingham. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1619.
Reel: D-34

Douglas, Amanda Minnie.
A woman's inheritance.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T.
Dillingham. 1886
Wright bibliography number 1620.
Reel: D-34

Douglas, L.G.
Jeannette.
New York, G.A. Leavitt, Jr. 1880
Wright bibliography number 1621.
Reel: D-34

Douglas, Mark [pseud.].
Can love sin?.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 1622.
Reel: D-34

[Douglas, Sarah E..]
Mahaly Sawyer; or, "Putting yourself in her place."
Boston, Cupples and Hurd. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1623.
Reel: D-34

Douglass, Mrs. Aken.
Beryl; or, The silent prompter.
Chicago, Scroll Pub. And Literary Syndicate. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1624.
Reel: D-34

Douglass, Mrs. R. Dun.
A romance at the Antipodes.
New York and London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1625.
Reel: D-35

[Dow, Joy Wheeler].
Miss Polly Fairfax.
New York, Printed at the Printing House of P.F. McBreen. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1626.
Reel: D-35
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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[Dow, Joy Wheeler].
Two days.
New York, Fords, Howard & Hulbert. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 1627; By W. Newport [pseud.].
Reel: D-35

Dowd, F[reeman] B[enjamin].
The double man.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1628.
Reel: D-35

Dowden, Darnall.
The contrast.
Louisville [Ky.] A.C. Caperton & Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 1629.
Reel: D-35

Dowling, George Thomas.
The wreckers.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 1630.
Reel: D-35

[Downs, Sarah Elizabeth (Forbush)].
Brownie's triumph.
New York, D.W. Dillingham. [c1881]
Wright bibliography number 1631; By Georgie Sheldon [pseud.].
Reel: D-35

[Downs, Sarah Elizabeth (Forbush)].
Earle Wayne's nobility.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co. [etc.]. 1882
Wright bibliography number 1632; By Mrs. Georgie Sheldon [pseud.].
Reel: D-35

[Downs, Sarah Elizabeth (Forbush)].
The forsaken bride.
New York, G.W. Dillingham [etc.]. 1886
Wright bibliography number 1633; By Mrs. Georgie Sheldon [pseud.].
Reel: D-36

[Downs, Sarah Elizabeth (Forbush)].
Geoffrey's victory: or, The double deception.
New York, Street & Smith. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 1634; By Georgie Sheldon [pseud.].
Reel: D-36

[Downs, Sarah Elizabeth (Forbush)].
Lost--a pearl.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1883
Wright bibliography number 1635; By Mrs. Georgie Sheldon [pseud.].
Reel: D-36

[Downs, Sarah Elizabeth (Forbush)].
Queen Bess; or, A struggle for a name.
New York, Street & Smith. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 1636; By Georgie Sheldon [pseud.].
Reel: D-36

[Downs, Sarah Elizabeth (Forbush)].
Stella Rosevelt.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1886
Wright bibliography number 1637; By Georgie Sheldon [pseud.].
Reel: D-36

[Downs, Sarah Elizabeth (Forbush)].
A true aristocrat.
New York, A.L. Burt. [1889]
Wright bibliography number 1638; By Mrs. Georgie Sheldon [pseud.].
Reel: D-37

[Downs, Sarah Elizabeth (Forbush)].
Wedded by fate; or, Sister Angela.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 1639; By Mrs. Georgie Sheldon [pseud.].
Reel: D-37

Doyle, Charles William.
The shadow of Quong Lung.
Philadelphia & London, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1640.
Reel: D-37

Doyle, Charles William.
The taming of the jungle.
Philadelphia & London, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1641.
Reel: D-37

Drake, Janet.
Wedding bells out of tune, and The devil's wife.
New York, Republic Press. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1642.
Reel: D-37

Drake, Jeanie.
In old St. Stephen's.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 1643.
Reel: D-37

Drake, Jeanie.
The metropolitans.
New York, The Century Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1644.
Reel: D-37

Drake, Samuel Adams.
Captain Nelson.
New York, Harper. 1879
Wright bibliography number 1645.
Reel: D-37
[Draper, John Smith].
Shams; or, Uncle Ben's experience with hypocrites.
Chicago, The Lewis Pub. Co. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 1646; By Benjamin Morgan [pseud.].
Reel: D-38

Dreiser, Theodore.
Sister Carrie.
New York, Doubleday, Page & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1647.
Reel: D-38

Drey, Sylvan.
Lights and shadows of the soul; collected sketches and stories.
Baltimore, Cushing & Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 1648.
Reel: D-38

Dromgoole, Miss William Allen.
Cinch, and other stories.
Boston, D. Estes & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1649.
Reel: D-38

Dromgoole, Miss William Allen.
The heart of Old Hickory and other stories of Tennessee.
Boston, The Arena Pub. Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 1650.
Reel: D-38

Dromgoole, Miss William Allen.
The sunny side of the Cumberland.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 1651; By Will Allen [pseud.].
Reel: D-38

Dromgoole, Miss William Allen.
The valley path.
Boston, Estes and Lauriat. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1652.
Reel: D-39

Drysdale, William.
The Princess of Montserrat.
Albany, Albany Book Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1653.
Reel: D-39

Du Bois, Constance Goddard.
The modern pagan.
New York, Merriam Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 1656.
Reel: D-39

Du Bois, Constance Goddard.
The shield of the fleur de lis.
New York, Merriam Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 1657.
Reel: D-39

Du Bois, Constance Goddard.
A soul in bronze.
Chicago, H.S. Stone. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1658.
Reel: D-39

Dubois, Louise.
Hilton hall; or, A thorn in the flesh.
Salt Lake City, G.Q. Cannon & Sons Co., Printers. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1659.
Reel: D-40

Duff, Conover.
The master-knot and "Another story.".
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1660.
Reel: D-40

[Duffell, Annie].
In the meshes.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1878
Wright bibliography number 1662; By Christine McKenzie [pseud.].
Reel: D-40

Dugan, James.
Doctor Dispachemquic.
New Orleans, Clark & Hofeline. 1879
Wright bibliography number 1664.
Reel: D-40

Dugger, Shepherd Monroe.
The balsam groves of the Grandfather mountain.
Banner Elk [N.C.; Printed by J.B. Lippincott Co., Philadelphia]. 1892
Wright bibliography number 1664.
Reel: D-40

Dumond, Annie [(Hamilton) Nelles].
Christlike--save the fallen.
St. Louis, The Author. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1665.
Reel: D-40

Dumond, Annie [(Hamilton) Nelles].
The hard times: the cause of the remedy [and other temperance stories].
St. Louis, Pub. by the Author. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 1666.
Reel: D-40
Dumont, Joseph.
The false heir of Martin Manor; or, Adroit plotters of crime for money.
Philadelphia, C.S. Turner. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1667.
Reel: D-41

Dunbar, Paul Laurence.
Folks from Dixie.
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1668.
Reel: D-41

Dunbar, Paul Laurence.
The love of Landry.
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1669.
Reel: D-41

Dunbar, Paul Laurence.
The strength of Gideon, and other stories.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1670.
Reel: D-41

Dunbar, Virginia Lyndall.
A Cuban amazon.
Cincinnati, The Editor Pub. Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1672.
Reel: D-41

Duncan, Florence I.
My intimate friend.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 1673.
Reel: D-41

Duncan, Norman.
The soul of the street; correlated stories of the New York Syrian quarter.
New York, McClure, Phillips & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1674.
Reel: D-41

Dunham, Curtis.
The Casino girl in London, by herself.
New York, R.F. Fenno & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1675.
Reel: D-42

Dunn, Julia E.
The bewildering widow.
New York, W.B. Smith & Co. [c1881]
Wright bibliography number 1676.
Reel: D-42

Dunn, Martha (Baker).
Memory Street.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1677.
Reel: D-42

Dunn, N.J.
The vultures of Erin.
New York, P.J. Kenedy. 1884
Wright bibliography number 1678.
Reel: D-42

[Dunne, Finley Peter].
Mr. Dooley in peace and war.
Boston, Small, Maynard & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1679.
Reel: D-42

[Dunne, Finley Peter].
Mr. Dooley in the hearts of his countrymen.
Boston, Small, Maynard & Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1680.
Reel: D-42

[Dunne, Finley Peter].
Mr. Dooley's philosophy.
New York, R.H. Russell. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1681.
Reel: D-43

Duysters, George F.
Opals from a Mexican mine.
New York, New Amsterdam Book Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1682; By George De Valliere [pseud.].
Reel: D-43

Duysters, George F.
A senator at sea.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1894
Wright bibliography number 1683.
Reel: D-43

Dye, Eva (Emery).
McLoughlin and old Oregon; a chronicle.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1684.
Reel: D-43

Dyer, Annie Russell.
The touch of a vanished hand.
Providence, American Book Exchange. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1685.
Reel: D-43

Dysart, Joseph Patterson.
Grace Porter.
Milwaukee, The Author. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 1686.
Reel: D-43
Earle, Alice (Morse).
In old Narragansett.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1687.
Reel: E-1

Earle, Anne Richardson.
Her great ambition.
Boston, Roberts. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1688.
Reel: E-1

Earle, Mary Tracy.
The man who worked for Collister.
Boston, Copeland and Day. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1689.
Reel: E-1

Earle, Mary Tracy.
Through old rose glasses, and other stories.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1690.
Reel: E-1

Earle, Mary Tracy.
The wonderful wheel.
New York, The Century Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1691.
Reel: E-1

East, John R.
Theophilus Wallop.
New York, J.B. Alden. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1692.
Reel: E-1

Eastman, Annis Ford.
Have and Give, and other parables.
[Elmira, N.Y.]. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 1693.
Reel: E-1

Eastman, Charlotte Whitney.
The evolution of Dodd's sister.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1694.
Reel: E-1

Eastman, Mary (Henderson).
Dahcotah; or, Life and legends of the Sioux around Fort Snelling.
New York, J. Wiley. 1849
Wright bibliography number 890.
Reel: E-1

Eastman, Mary (Henderson).
Fashionable life.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1856
Wright bibliography number 832.
Reel: E-1

Eastman, Mrs. C.F.
"Considerations."
New York, J.B. Alden. 1894
Wright bibliography number 1695.
Reel: E-1

Eastman, P.O.
The young captive prince.
Sandusky, Register Steam Printing Establishment. 1870
Wright bibliography number 833.
Reel: E-1

Easy Nat; or, Boston bars and Boston boys.
Boston, Redding. 1844
Wright bibliography number 891.
Reel: E-1

Eaton, Arthur Wentworth Hamilton.
Tales of a garrison town.
New York and St. Paul, D.D. Merrill Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 1696; By Arthur Wentworth Eaton and Craven Langstroth Betts.
Reel: E-1

Edgar, Mary C.
Father Drummond and his orphans; or, The children of Mary.
Philadelphia, H. & C. McGrath. 1854
Wright bibliography number 834.
Reel: E-1

Edgerton, Wild [pseud.?].
Railroad life in America.
Chicago, B. Hand. 1870
Wright bibliography number 834A.
Reel: E-1

Edgeville, Edward.
Castine.
Raleigh, W.B. Smith. 1865
Wright bibliography number 835.
Reel: E-1

Edith; or, The Quaker's daughter.
New York, Mason Bros. 1856
Wright bibliography number 836; By one of her descendants.
Reel: E-1

Edmund and Margaret; or, Sobriety and faithfulness rewarded.
Cambridge, Hilliard and Metcalf. 1822
Wright bibliography number 893.
Reel: E-1

Edward Clavering; or, The fatal marriage.
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1846
Wright bibliography number 894.
Reel: E-1
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Edwards, Charles R.
   A story of Niagara. To which are appended reminiscences of a custom-house officer.
   Buffalo, Breed, Lent. 1870
   Wright bibliography number 837.
   Reel: E-1

Edwards, Charles, 1797-1868.
   Feathers from my own wings.
   New York, W. Stodart. 1832
   Wright bibliography number 895.
   Reel: E-1

Edwards, Henry.
   Annie.
   Wright bibliography number 838.
   Reel: E-1

   Ellen Merton, the belle of Lowell; or, The confessions of the "G.F.K." Club.
   Boston, Brainard. 1844
   Wright bibliography number 896.
   Reel: E-1

   Ellen Woodville; or, Life in the West.
   New York, H.G. Langley. 1844
   Wright bibliography number 897.
   Reel: E-1

Ellet, Elizabeth Fries (Lummis).
   Evenings at Woodlawn.
   New York, Baker and Scribner. 1849
   Wright bibliography number 898.
   Reel: E-1

Ellet, Elizabeth Fries (Lummis).
   Rambles about the country.
   Boston, Webb. [1840]
   Wright bibliography number 899.
   Reel: E-1

Ellet, Elizabeth Fries (Lummis).
   Scenes in the life of Joanna of Sicily.
   Boston, Marsh, Capen, Lyon and Webb. 1840
   Wright bibliography number 902.
   Reel: E-1

[Elliot, Samuel Hayes].
   Rolling Ridge; or, The book of four and twenty chapters.
   Boston, Crocker and Brewster. 1838
   Wright bibliography number 903.
   Reel: E-1

[Eaton, Frances U.].
   A fearless investigator.
   Chicago, A.C. McClurg and Co. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 1697.
   Reel: E-2

Eaton, Harry D.
   The emancipation of Silas Graves.
   [New York]. [c1895]
   Wright bibliography number 1698.
   Reel: E-2

Eaton, Imogene.
   Gwendolene Hope.
   Fall River, Mass., J.H. Franklin. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 1699.
   Reel: E-2

[Edes, Robert Thaxter].
   The story of Rodman Heath; or, Mugwumps.
   Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 1700.
   Reel: E-2

Edmister, Henry.
   The curse of Malvern.
   Columbus, W.G. Hubbard & Co. 1892
   Wright bibliography number 1701.
   Reel: E-2

Edson, Milan C.
   Solaris Farm.
   Washington, D.C., The Author. 1900
   Wright bibliography number 1702.
   Reel: E-2

Edwards, Almus Hugh.
   Romance and Rome.
   New York, The Abbey Press. [c1900]
   Wright bibliography number 1703.
   Reel: E-2

Edwards, Charles.
   A comic journey to Washington.
   [New York?]. [c1894]
   Wright bibliography number 1704; By Joe Kosey [pseud.].
   Reel: E-2

Edwards, Charles.
   The New York Hooraoer.
   New York, Humboldt Pub. Co. [c1893]
   Wright bibliography number 1705; 2d ed.
   Reel: E-2

Edwards, Henry.
   The belle of Central Park.
   Wright bibliography number 839.
   Reel: E-2

Edwards, Henry.
   Fashion and famine.
   Wright bibliography number 839A.
   Reel: E-2
Edwards, Henry.
  The poor of New York...From the play of "The poor of New York".
  New York, Hilton. 1865
  Wright bibliography number 840.
  Reel: E-2

Eggleston, Edward.
  The circuit rider.
  New York, J.B. Ford. 1874
  Wright bibliography number 841.
  Reel: E-2

Eggleston, Edward.
  The end of the world.
  New York, Orange Judd. [c1872]
  Wright bibliography number 842.
  Reel: E-2

Eggleston, Edward.
  The mystery of Metropolisville.
  New York, Orange Judd. [c1873]
  Wright bibliography number 844.
  Reel: E-2

Eggleston, George Cary.
  A man of honor.
  New York, Orange Judd. [c1873]
  Wright bibliography number 845.
  Reel: E-2

Elder, William.
  The enchanted beauty, and other tales.
  New York, J.C. Derby. 1855
  Wright bibliography number 846.
  Reel: E-2

[Elliot, Samuel Hayes].
  The sequel to Rolling Ridge.
  Boston, Crocker and Brewster. 1844
  Wright bibliography number 904.
  Reel: E-2

Embury, Emma Catherine (Manley).
  The blind girl, with other tales.
  New York, Harper. 1845
  Wright bibliography number 906.
  Reel: E-2

Embury, Emma Catherine (Manley).
  Constance Latimer; or, The blind girl. With other tales.
  New York, Harper. 1838
  Wright bibliography number 905.
  Reel: E-2

Embury, Emma Catherine (Manley).
  Glimpses of home life; or, Causes and consequences.
  New York, J.C. Riker. 1848
  Wright bibliography number 907.
  Reel: E-2

Embury, Emma Catherine (Manley).
  The home offering; or, Causes and consequences.
  New York, J.C. Riker. [Pref. 1848]
  Wright bibliography number 908.
  Reel: E-2

Embury, Emma Catherine (Manley).
  Emma Somerville; or, The violated sanctuary.
  Lowell, N.L. Dayton. 1845
  Wright bibliography number 909; By an American lady.
  Reel: E-2

English, Thomas Dunn.
  ...1844; or, The power of the "S.F.".
  New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1847
  Wright bibliography number 910.
  Reel: E-2

English, Thomas Dunn.
  Walter Woolfe; or, The doom of the drinker.
  New York, W.B. Smith. 1847
  Wright bibliography number 911.
  Reel: E-2

English, William B.
  Gertrude Howard, the maid of humble life; or, Temptations resisted.
  Boston, Redding. [1843]
  Wright bibliography number 912.
  Reel: E-2

English, William B.
  Hazards of the heart; or, Woman's wrongs, and woman's revenge.
  [Boston, J.N. Bradley]. [1843?
  Wright bibliography number 914.
  Reel: E-2

English, William B.
  Morton; or, Smiles and Tears.
  Boston, Redding. 1845
  Wright bibliography number 915.
  Reel: E-2

English, William B.
  Rosina Meadows, the village maid; or, Temptations unveiled.
  Boston, Redding. 1843
  Wright bibliography number 917.
  Reel: E-2

Engolls, William.
  The countess; or, The inquisitor's punishments.
  Boston, Gleason. 1847
  Wright bibliography number 920.
  Reel: E-2
Ernest Harcourt; or, The Loyalist's son.  
Philadelphia, A.J. Rockafellar. 1843  
Wright bibliography number 921; By the author of "Marion's men," [etc.].  
Reel: E-2

Eugeni and Selima; or, The fatal effects of parental tyranny.  
West Springfield [Mass.] Sold at the Printing Office. 1798  
Wright bibliography number 922.  
Reel: E-2

[Evans, Sarah Ann].  
Resignation.  
Boston, Printed for the Author by J.B. Russell. 1825  
Wright bibliography number 923; By a lady.  
Reel: E-2

Eveline Neville; or, "A spirit, yet a woman too".  
New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1845  
Wright bibliography number 924; By a lady of the South.  
Reel: E-2

Edwards, Elisha Jay.  
Shad or Shed; or, The remarkable adventures of the Puritan brothers.  
Washington, United Service Pub. Co. 1889  
Wright bibliography number 1706.  
Reel: E-3

Edwards, George Wharton.  
Break o'day, and other stories.  
New York, The Century Co. 1896  
Wright bibliography number 1707.  
Reel: E-3

Edwards, Harry Stillwell.  
His defense, and other stories.  
New York, The Century Co. 1899  
Wright bibliography number 1709.  
Reel: E-3

Edwards, Harry Stillwell.  
The Marbeau cousins.  
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally and Co. [c1898]  
Wright bibliography number 1710.  
Reel: E-3

Edwards, Harry Stillwell.  
Sons and fathers.  
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. 1896  
Wright bibliography number 1711.  
Reel: E-3

Edwards, Harry Stillwell.  
Two runaways, and other stories.  
New York, The Century Co. [c1889]  
Wright bibliography number 1712.  
Reel: E-3

Edwards, James.  
True love and its consequences.  
Detroit, Traynor's Pub. and Printing House. 1881  
Wright bibliography number 1713.  
Reel: E-3

Edwards, James Alexander.  
In the court circle.  
Washington, D.C. [Columbian Pub. Co.]. 1895  
Wright bibliography number 1714.  
Reel: E-3

Elemjay, Louise.  
Censoria lictoria of facts and folks.  
New York, J.F. Trow. 1859  
Wright bibliography number 849; 3d ed., rev., and enl.  
Reel: E-3

Elemjay, Louise.  
Censoria lictoria of facts and folks.  
New York, J.F. Trow. 1859  
Wright bibliography number 850;8th ed. rev. and enl.  
Reel: E-3

Elemjay, Louise.  
Censoria lictoria; or, What I think if you.  
New York, J.F. Trow. 1855  
Wright bibliography number 848.  
Reel: E-3

Elemjay, Louise.  
Rising young men, and other tales.  
New York, J.F. Trow. 1859  
Wright bibliography number 851; 3d ed.  
Reel: E-3

Elizabeth Masters, the doubly affianced; being the life of a Southern belle; or, The terrible consequences of being betrothed to two lovers at once.  
Philadelphia, Barclay. 1859  
Wright bibliography number 852.  
Reel: E-3

Ella Cameron; or, The maid, wife, and widow of a day.  
Philadelphia, Barclay. 1861  
Wright bibliography number 853; By an ex-member of Congress.  
Reel: E-3
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Ellen Maynard; or, The death wail of the Hawkshawes.
New York, F.A. Brady. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 854.
Reel: E-3

Elliot, Elizabeth Fries (Lummis).
Love in a maze; or, The debutante's disenchantment.
New York, Beadle and Adams. [c1865]
Wright bibliography number 855.
Reel: E-3

Elliot, Elizabeth Fries (Lummis).
Nouvellettes of the musicians.
New York, Cornish, Lamport. [c1851]
Wright bibliography number 856.
Reel: E-3

Elliot, Samuel Hayes.
Dreams and realities in the life of a pastor and teacher.
New York, J.C. Derby. 1856
Wright bibliography number 858.
Reel: E-4

Elliot, Samuel Hayes.
New England's chattels: or, Life in the Northern poor-house.
New York, H. Dayton. 1858
Wright bibliography number 859.
Reel: E-4

Elliot, Charles Wyllys.
Wind and whirlwind.
New York, Putnam. 1868
Wright bibliography number 861; By Thom. White [pseud.].
Reel: E-4

Ellsworth, Mary Wolcott (Janvrin).
Peace; or The stolen will!.
Boston, J. French. 1857
Wright bibliography number 862.
Reel: E-4

Egan, Lavina Hartwell.
A bundle of fagots.
Franklin, O., The Editor Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1715.
Reel: E-4

Egan, Maurice Francis.
The disappearance of John Longworthy.
Notre Dame, Ind., Office of the Ave Maria. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1717.
Reel: E-4

Egan, Maurice Francis.
The life around us: a collection of stories.
New York and Cincinnati, F. Pustet & Co. [c1885]
Wright bibliography number 1718.
Reel: E-4

Egan, Maurice Francis.
A marriage of reason.
Baltimore, J. Murphy & Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1719.
Reel: E-4

Egan, Maurice Francis.
Short stories. Series II.
New York, C. Wildermann. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 1720.
Reel: E-4

Eggleston, Edward.
Duffels.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1724.
Reel: E-5

Eggleston, Edward.
The faith doctor.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1726.
Reel: E-5
Ellsworth, Mary Wolcott (Janvrin).
Smith's saloon; or, The Grays and the Grants.
New York, Warren and Wyman. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 863; By Mrs. L.L. Worth [pseud.].
Reel: E-5

Ellsworth, Oliver [of Boston].
A single gentleman.
Boston, O. Ellsworth. 1867
Wright bibliography number 864; By Timothy Thistle [pseud.].
Reel: E-5

Emeralda [pseud.].
Myrtle leaves in spring time; or, Early friends and friendships.
Cincinnati, J.A. Hemann. 1863
Wright bibliography number 864A.
Reel: E-5

[Emerson, Nannette Snow].
The history of Dungeon Rock.
Boston [Bela Marsh]. [c1856]
Wright bibliography number 865; By Enesee [pseud.].
Reel: E-5

Emery, Miss E.B.
Queens.
Boston, Estes & Lauriat. [c1872]
Wright bibliography number 866.
Reel: E-5

Emery, Sarah Anna.
Three generations.
Boston, Lee & Shepard. 1872
Wright bibliography number 867.
Reel: E-5

Emmons, L.
A prophetic abstract from the proceedings of the Trojan Society for the Retardation of Science.
Troy, Young & Blake. 1870
Wright bibliography number 869A.
Reel: E-5

English, Thomas Dunn.
Ambrose fecit; or, The peer and the printer.
New York, Hilton. 1867
Wright bibliography number 870.
Reel: E-5

Eggleston, Edward.
The Graysons.
New York, The Century Co. [1888]
Wright bibliography number 1727.
Reel: E-6

Eggleston, Edward.
Roxy.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1878
Wright bibliography number 1728.
Reel: E-6

Eggleston, George Cary.
Juggernaut.
New York, Fords, Howard, & Hulbert. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1730; By George Cary Eggleston and Dolores Marbourg.
Reel: E-6

Eggleston, George Cary.
Southern soldier stories.
Wright bibliography number 1731.
Reel: E-6

Elshemus, Louis Michel.
Sweetbrier.
New York, Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 1734.
Reel: E-6

English, Thomas Dunn.
Zara; or, The girl of the period.
New York, Hilton and Syme. [1869]
Wright bibliography number 870A.
Reel: E-6

Erhmann, Max.
A farrago.
Cambridge, Co-operative Pub. Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1732.
Reel: E-6

Erhmann, Max.
The mystery of Madeline Le Blanc.
Cambridge, The Co-operative Pub. Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 1733.
Reel: E-6

Estelle Grant; or, The lost wife.
New York, Garrett, Dick & Fitzgerald. [c1855]
Wright bibliography number 872.
Reel: E-6

Estvan, Mathilde.
Harry Delaware; or, An American in Germany.
New York, Putnam. 1872
Wright bibliography number 874.
Reel: E-6
Eugene, Maurice.
The oak shade; or, Records of a village literary association.
Philadelphia, W.P. Hazzard. 1855
Wright bibliography number 875.
Reel: E-6

Evans, Warren Felt.
The happy islands; or, paradise restored.
Boston, H.V. Degen. 1860
Wright bibliography number 876.
Reel: E-6

The Eventful lives of Helen and Charlotte Lenoxa, the twin sisters of Philadelphia.
Memphis, A.R. Orton. 1853
Wright bibliography number 877.
Reel: E-6

[Elder, Mrs. D.H.].
Mahetible Hopkins and her travels.
Denver and Chicago, W.H. Lawrence & Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 1736.
Reel: E-7

Eleven possible cases.
London, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 1737; By Frank R. Stockton [and others].
Reel: E-7

Eliscu, Eugenie R.
Satan's hoof and the two witches.
Boston, Banner of Light Pub. Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1738.
Reel: E-7

Ellerton, Edward.
A fatal resemblance.
New York, F.P. Lennon. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1739.
Reel: E-7

Elliot, Henry Rutherford.
The Bassett claim.
New York & London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1884
Wright bibliography number 1740.
Reel: E-7

Elliot, Henry Rutherford.
The common chord.
New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1886]
Wright bibliography number 1741.
Reel: E-7

Elshemus, Louis Michel.
A triple flirtation.
New York, Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 1735.
Reel: E-7

Elliott, Maud (Howe).
Atalanta in the South.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1886
Wright bibliography number 1742.
Reel: E-8

Elliott, Maud (Howe).
Honor.
St. Paul, The Price-McGill Co. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 1743.
Reel: E-8

Elliott, Maud (Howe).
A Newport aquarelle.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1883
Wright bibliography number 1744.
Reel: E-8

Elliott, Maud (Howe).
Phillida.
New York, J.W. Lovell Co. [1891]
Wright bibliography number 1745.
Reel: E-8

Elliott, Sarah A.
Days long ago.
Raleigh, Uzzell & Wiley. 1881
Wright bibliography number 1747.
Reel: E-8

Elliott, Sarah Barnwell.
The Durket sperret.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1748.
Reel: E-8

Elliott, Sarah Barnwell.
The Felmeres.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 1749.
Reel: E-9

Elliott, Sarah Barnwell.
An incident, and other happenings.
Wright bibliography number 1750.
Reel: E-9

Elliott, Sarah Barnwell.
Jerry.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1751.
Reel: E-9

Elliott, Sarah Barnwell.
John Paget.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1752.
Reel: E-9
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Elliott, Sarah Barnwell.
A simple heart.
New York, J. Ireland. 1887
Wright bibliography number 1753.
Reel: E-9

Ellis, Anna C.
Unforgiven.
St. Louis, R.P. Studley & Co., Printers. 1882
Wright bibliography number 1754.
Reel: E-9

Ellis, John Breckenridge.
The dread and fear of kings.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1755.
Reel: E-10

Ellis, John Breckenridge.
In the days of Jehu.
St. Louis, Christian Pub. Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1756.
Reel: E-10

Ellis, John Breckenridge.
King Saul.
St. Louis, Christian Pub. Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1757.
Reel: E-10

Ellis, John Breckenridge.
Shem.
St. Louis, Christian Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1758.
Reel: E-10

Ellis, Leonora (Beck).
Star heights, and other stories, pastels, and poems.
Atlanta, Foote & David Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1759.
Reel: E-10

Ellison, Nina E.
Nadine.
Nashville, Gospel Advocate Pub. Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1760.
Reel: E-10

Ellsworth, Louise C.
Furono amati.
New York, United States Book Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 1761.
Reel: E-10

Ellsworth, Louise C.
A little worldling.
New York, The American News Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1762; By Ellis Worth [pseud.]
Reel: E-10

Eastman, Mary (Henderson).
Aunt Phillis’s cabin; or, Southern life as it is.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1852
Wright bibliography number 831.
Reel: E-11

Elmore, Mrs. A.
“Billy’s mother.”.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie & Co. [c1884]
Wright bibliography number 1763.
Reel: E-11

Elmore, Wess [pseud.?].
The political biography of the Hon. Sylvester MacFinnegan, a man of high renown.
New York, Brentano Bros. 1884
Wright bibliography number 1764.
Reel: E-11

Embree, Charles Fleming.
A dream of a throne.
Boston, Little, Brown, and Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1765.
Reel: E-11

Embree, Charles Fleming.
For the love of Tonita, & other tales of the mesas.
Chicago & New York, H.S. Stone & Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1766.
Reel: E-11

Emerson, Edwin.
Pepys's ghost.
Boston, R.G. Badger & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1768.
Reel: E-11

Emerson, Florence Brooks.
Vagaries.
Boston, Small, Maynard & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1769.
Reel: E-11

[Emerson, Mary S.].
Among the chosen.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 1770.
Reel: E-11

Emerson, Willis G[eorge].
Winning winds.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1771.
Reel: E-12

Emery, Sarah Anna.
My generation.
Newburyport, M.H. Sargent. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1772.
Reel: E-12
English, Thomas Dunn.
Jacob Schuyler's millions.
New York, A. Appleton and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 1773.
Reel: E-12

Erichsen, Emma.
The waif; or, The web of life.
Atlanta, J.P. Harrison. 1883
Wright bibliography number 1774.
Reel: E-12

Ervin, Mabel Clare.
As told to the typewriter girl.
New York, E.R. Herrick. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 1775.
Reel: E-12

[Evans, Abigail A.].
Aunt Nabby, her rambles, her adventures, and her
notions.
Boston, Cupples and Hurd. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 1766; By Mrs. Peleg
NewsBy [pseud.].
Reel: E-12

Evans, Elizabeth Edson (Gibson).
Laura, an American girl.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 1777.
Reel: E-12

Evans, Florence (Wilkinson).
The lady of the flag-flowers.
Chicago and New York, H.S. Stone and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 1778.
Reel: E-13

Everett, Edith Townsend.
A duel with destiny and other stories.
Philadelphia, D. Biddle. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1779.
Reel: E-13

Everett, Henry Lexington.
The people's program; the twentieth century is
theirs.
New York, Workmen's Pub. Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 1780.
Reel: E-13

Everts, Orpheus.
The Cliffords; or, "Almost persuaded".
Cincinnati, R. Clarke. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1781.
Reel: E-13

Everts, Orpheus.
Giles & Co.; or, Views and interviews concerning
civilization.
Indianapolis, Bowen, Stewart. 1878
Wright bibliography number 1782.
Reel: E-13

Ewell, Alice Maude.
A white guard to Satan.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co.
1900
Wright bibliography number 1783.
Reel: E-13

Ewing, Hugh Boyle.
A castle in the air.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1784.
Reel: E-13

Expatriation.
New York, D. Appleton. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1785; By the author of
"Aristocracy."
Reel: E-13

Fabens, Joseph Warren.
The camel hunt.
Boston, J. Munroe. 1851
Wright bibliography number 878.
Reel: F-1

Fabens, Joseph Warren.
In the tropics.
New York, Carleton. 1863
Wright bibliography number 879; By a settler in
Santo Domingo.
Reel: F-1

Fabens, Joseph Warren.
The Prince of Kashna.
New York, Carleton. 1866
Wright bibliography number 880.
Reel: F-1

Fabens, Joseph Warren.
A story of life on the Isthmus.
New York, Putnam. 1853
Wright bibliography number 811.
Reel: F-1

The Factory girl. By a friend.
Providence, Knowles, Anthony. 1854
Wright bibliography number 882.
Reel: F-1

Facts. By a woman.
Oakland, Pacific Press Pub. House. 1881
Wright bibliography number 1786.
Reel: F-1

[Fagan, T.A.].
Uncle Jim, a modern Roman.
Caldwell, Tex., E.P. Hutchings. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1787; By Leon Sule
[pseud.].
Reel: F-1
**American Fiction, 1774-1910**  
**Reel Listing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reel: F-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Fairfield, Sumner Lincoln.**  
The last night of Pompeii: a poem; and lays and legends.  
New York, Elliott and Palmer. 1832  
Wright bibliography number 926. |
| **Fairman, Henry Clay.**  
The third world.  
Atlanta, Third World Pub. Co. 1895  
Wright bibliography number 1788. |
| **Falconer, William, of Snowdoun, Alabama.**  
Bloom and brier; or, As I saw it, long ago.  
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1870  
Wright bibliography number 833. |
| **Falkner, William C.**  
The little brick church.  
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1882  
Wright bibliography number 1789. |
| **Falkner, William C.**  
The Spanish heroine.  
Cincinnati, I. Hart. 1851  
Wright bibliography number 884. |
| **Falkner, William C.**  
The white rose of Memphis,  
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1881  
Wright bibliography number 1790. |
| **Fall, Anna Christy.**  
The tragedy of a widow's third.  
Boston, I.P. Fox. 1898  
Wright bibliography number 1791. |
| **Falls, Rose C.**  
Cheniere Caminada, or, The wind of death.  
New Orleans, Hopkins' Printing Office. 1893  
Wright bibliography number 1792. |
| **Fay, Theodore Sedgwick.**  
The Countess Ida.  
New York, Harper. 1840  
Wright bibliography number 934. |
| **Farley, Judith Elizabeth.**  
Don Lopez De Vere.  
Wright bibliography number 1793. |
| **Farlow, Kate M.**  
Silent life and silent language, or, The inner life of a mute in an institution for the deaf and dumb.  
Dayton, Christian Pub. House Print. 1883  
Wright bibliography number 1794. |
| **Farmer, James Eugene.**  
The Grand mademoiselle.  
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. 1899  
Wright bibliography number 1795. |
| **Farmer, James Eugene.**  
The grenadiier.  
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1898  
Wright bibliography number 1796. |
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Farmer, Lydia (Hoyt).
Aunt Belindy's points of view, and A modern Mrs. Malaprop.
New York, The Merriam Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 1797.
Reel: F-2

Farmer, Lydia (Hoyt).
The doom of the Holy City.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph and Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 1798.
Reel: F-2

Farmer, Lydia (Hoyt).
A knight of faith.
New York, Chicago, J.S. Ogilvie. [1889]
Wright bibliography number 1799.
Reel: F-2

[Farmer, Mrs. P.W.].
Louisa Williams; or, The orphan bound-girl.
Cincinnati, The Author. 1859
Wright bibliography number 886.
Reel: F-2

Farnham, Eliza Woodson (Burhans).
The ideal attained.
New York, C.M. Plumb. 1865
Wright bibliography number 887.
Reel: F-2

Farnham, Eliza Woodson (Burhans).
My early days.
New York, Thatcher & Hutchinson. 1859
Wright bibliography number 888.
Reel: F-2

Farrenc, Edmund.
Carlotina and the Sandfedesti; or, A night with the Jesuits at Rome.
New York, J.S. Taylor. 1853
Wright bibliography number 889.
Reel: F-2

The Fatal secret; or, Crime and retribution!.
New York, A.F. Joy. 1852
Wright bibliography number 890.
Reel: F-2

Fawcett, Edgar.
Purple and fine linen.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1873
Wright bibliography number 891.
Reel: F-2

Fay, Theodore Sedgwick.
Norman Leslie.
New York, Harper. 1835
Wright bibliography number 936.
Reel: F-2

Fay, Theodore Sedgwick.
Robert Rueful; or, A lesson to valetudinarians.
Philadelphia, L.A. Godey. 1844
Wright bibliography number 940.
Reel: F-2

Fay, Theodore Sedgwick.
Sidney Clifton; or, Vicissitudes in both hemispheres.
New York, Harper. 1839
Wright bibliography number 941.
Reel: F-2

Female Robinson Crusoe.
New York, J.W. Bell. 1837
Wright bibliography number 942.
Reel: F-2

The Female wanderer.
[n.p.] Printed for the Proprietor. 1824
Wright bibliography number 943; Written by herself.
Reel: F-2

Fidfaddy, Frederick Augustus [pseud.].
The adventures of Uncle Sam, in search after his lost honor.
Middletown [Conn.] S. Richards. 1816
Wright bibliography number 952.
Reel: F-2

Field, Joseph M.
The drama in Pokerville; The bench and bar of Jurytown, and other stories.
Philadelphia, Carey and Hart. 1847
Wright bibliography number 953; By "Everpoint." [pseud.].
Reel: F-2

Field, Joseph M.
Taos.
Saint Louis, Reveille Job Office. 1847
Wright bibliography number 955; By Everpoint [pseud.].
Reel: F-2

Fields, William, Jr.
The literary and miscellaneous scrap book: consisting of tales and anecdotes.
Knoxville, The Author. 1837
Wright bibliography number 957.
Reel: F-2

Farnell, George.
Providence, Journal of Commerce Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1800.
Reel: F-3
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Farrar, Charles Alden John.
   From lake to lake; or, A trip across country.
   Jamaica Plain, Mass., Jamaica Pub. Co. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 1801.
   **Reel: F-3**

Farrar, Irene.
   On the rock.
   Atlanta, J.P. Harrison. 1889
   Wright bibliography number 1802.
   **Reel: F-3**

Farrars, Francis.
   Jim Cummings; or, The crime of the Frisco Express.
   Chicago, R.R. Pub. Co. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 1803.
   **Reel: F-3**

Farrington, Joseph J.
   The uncrowned prince; or, The mystery of the yellow manse.
   New York. 1900
   Wright bibliography number 1804.
   **Reel: F-3**

Farris, John H.
   Nearly home; or, The shelving rock.
   Springfield, Mo., Casebeer & Copeland, Printers.
   1892
   Wright bibliography number 1805.
   **Reel: F-3**

Farrow, John Pendleton.
   The romantic story of David Robertson.
   Belfast, Maine, Belfast Age Pub. Co. 1898
   Wright bibliography number 1806.
   **Reel: F-3**

Fawcett, Edgar.
   The adopted daughter.
   Chicago, F.T. Neely. [c1892]
   Wright bibliography number 1806a.
   **Reel: F-3**

Fawcett, Edgar.
   The adventures of a widow.
   Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1884
   Wright bibliography number 1807.
   **Reel: F-3**

Fay, Alice.
   Lily Bell; or, The lost child.
   Boston, J. French, 1857
   Wright bibliography number 892.
   **Reel: F-3**

Fearful adventures in Pennsylvania's wilds; or, The startling narrative of Adelaide Lane.
   Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1857]
   Wright bibliography number 893.
   **Reel: F-3**

The Female skeptic; or, Faith triumphant.
   New York, R.M. DeWitt. [c1859]
   Wright bibliography number 894.
   **Reel: F-3**

The Female volunteer; or, The life, and wonderful adventures of Miss Eliza Allen.
   [n.p.]. [c1851]
   Wright bibliography number 895.
   **Reel: F-3**

Field, Ada M.
   Altha; or, Shells from the strand.
   Boston, J. French. 1856
   Wright bibliography number 896.
   **Reel: F-3**

Field, Kate.
   Planchette's diary.
   New York, J.S. Redfield. 1868
   Wright bibliography number 897.
   **Reel: F-3**

Field, Margaret.
   Bertha Percy; or, L'Esperance.
   New York, Appleton. 1860
   Wright bibliography number 898.
   **Reel: F-3**

[Flint, Timothy].
   Francis Berrian; or, The Mexican patriot.
   Boston, Cummings, Hilliard. 1826
   Wright bibliography number 958.
   **Reel: F-3**

[Flint, Timothy].
   George Mason, the young backwoodsman; or, "Don't give up the ship."
   Boston, Hilliard, Gray, Little and Wilkins. 1829
   Wright bibliography number 961.
   **Reel: F-3**

[Flint, Timothy].
   The life and adventures of Arthur Clenning.
   Philadelphia, Towar & Hogan. 1828
   Wright bibliography number 962.
   **Reel: F-3**

[Flint, Timothy].
   The Shoshonee Valley.
   Cincinnati, E.H. Flint. 1830
   Wright bibliography number 963.
   **Reel: F-3**

Florenc de Lacey; or, The coquette.
   New York, E. Winchester. 1830
   Wright bibliography number 964; By the author of "Abel Parsons, a tale of the great fire."
   **Reel: F-3**

Foley, Fanny [pseud.].
   Romance of the ocean.
   Philadelphia, Lindsay and Blakiston. 1850
   Wright bibliography number 965.
   **Reel: F-3**
Follen, Eliza Lee (Cabot).
   The skeptic.
   Boston, J. Munroe. 1835
Wright bibliography number 966.
   Reel: F-3

Follen, Eliza Lee (Cabot).
   Sketches of married life.
   Boston, Hilliard, Gray. 1838
Wright bibliography number 968.
   Reel: F-3

Forbes, Gerritt Van Husen.
   Green Mountain annals.
   New York, Burnett & Smith. 1832
Wright bibliography number 972.
   Reel: F-3

Fawcett, Edgar.
   An ambitious woman.
   Boston, New York, Houston, Mifflin and Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 1808.
   Reel: F-4

Fawcett, Edgar.
   American push.
   Chicago, F.J. Schulte & Co. [1892]
Wright bibliography number 1809.
   Reel: F-4

Fawcett, Edgar.
   The confessions of Claud.
   Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 1810.
   Reel: F-4

Fawcett, Edgar.
   A daughter of silence.
   New York, Belford Co. [1890]
Wright bibliography number 1811.
   Reel: F-4

Fawcett, Edgar.
   A demoralizing marriage.
   Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1812.
   Reel: F-4

Fawcett, Edgar.
   Divided lives.
   Chicago, New York [etc.] Belford, Clarke & Co. [1888]
Wright bibliography number 1813.
   Reel: F-4

Fawcett, Edgar.
   Ellen Story.
   New York, E.J. Hale & Son. 1876
Wright bibliography number 1814.
   Reel: F-4

[Fiel]ds, Annie (Adams)].
   Asphodel.
   Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1866
Wright bibliography number 899.
   Reel: F-4

[Fiel]ds, James Thomas.
   Good company for every day in the year.
   Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1866
Wright bibliography number 900.
   Reel: F-4

Finley, Martha.
   Casella; or, The children of the valleys.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1869
Wright bibliography number 901; By Martha Farquharson [pseud.].
   Reel: F-4

Finley, Martha.
   Wanted--a pedigree.
   New York, Dodd, Mead. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 903.
   Reel: F-4

[Fish]er, Mary Ann].
   A spinster's story.
   New York, Carleton. 1866
Wright bibliography number 904.
   Reel: F-4

Ford, Captain Edward.
   The Duchess of Baden.
   Philadelphia, Carey & Hart. 1849
Wright bibliography number 973.
   Reel: F-4

Forrest, H.P.
   Nancie; or, The witch of the ruined abbey.
   Boston, Gleason. 1848
Wright bibliography number 974.
   Reel: F-4

The Fortunate discovery; or, The history of Henry Villars.
   New York, R. Wilson. 1798
Wright bibliography number 975; By a young lady of the state of New York.
   Reel: F-4

Foster, George G.
   Celio; or, New York above-ground and underground.
   New York, Dewitt & Davenport. [1850]
Wright bibliography number 978.
   Reel: F-4
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Foster, George G.
New York by gas-light: with here and there a streak of sunshine.
New York, DeWitt & Davenport. 1850
Wright bibliography number 979.
Reel: F-4

Foster, George G.
New York in slices: by an experienced carver, being the original slices published in the N.Y. Tribune.
New York, H. Graham. 1849
Wright bibliography number 980; Rev., enl., and cor. by the author.
Reel: F-4

[Foster, Hannah (Webster)].
The boarding school; or, Lessons of a preceptress to her pupils.
Boston, I. Thomas and E.T. Andrews. 1798
Wright bibliography number 984.
Reel: F-4

[Foster, Hannah (Webster)].
The coquette; or, The history of Eliza Wharton.
Boston, S. Etheridge, for E. Larkin. 1797
Wright bibliography number 986.
Reel: F-4

Foster, Henri.
Ellen Grafton; or, The den of crime.
Boston, Star Spangled Banner Office. 1850
Wright bibliography number 995.
Reel: F-4

The Fountain and the bottle.
Boston, H. Wentworth. 1850
Wright bibliography number 996; Ed. by a son of temperance.
Reel: F-4

Fawcett, Edgar.
The evil that men do.
New York, Belford Co. [1889]
Wright bibliography number 1815.
Reel: F-5

Fawcett, Edgar.
Her fair fame.
New York, Merrill & Baker. 1894
Wright bibliography number 1819.
Reel: F-5

Fawcett, Edgar.
A hopeless case.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 1820.
Reel: F-5

Fawcett, Edgar.
The house at High Bridge.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 1821.
Reel: F-5

Fitch, Anna (Mariska).
Bound down. Or, Life and its possibilities.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1870
Wright bibliography number 905.
Reel: F-5

The Five fiends; or, The Bender Hotel horror in Kansas.
Philadelphia, Old Franklin Pub. House. c1874
Wright bibliography number 906.
Reel: F-5

Flagg, William Joseph.
A good investment.
New York, Harper. 1872
Wright bibliography number 907.
Reel: F-5

[Flanders, Mrs. G.M.].
The ebony idol.
New York, Appleton. 1860
Wright bibliography number 908.
Reel: F-5

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
Erminie; or, The gipsy's vow.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1862]
Wright bibliography number 910; By Cousin May Carleton [pseud.].
Reel: F-5

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
Eulalie; or, The wife's tragedy.
New York, F.A. Brady. [1866]
Wright bibliography number 911.
Reel: F-5

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
Guy Earlecourt's wife.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1873
Wright bibliography number 912.
Reel: F-5
Fowler, George.
A flight to the moon; or, The vision of Randalthus.
Baltimore, A. Miltenberger. 1813
Wright bibliography number 997.
Reel: F-5

Fowler, George.
The wandering philanthropist; or, Letters from a Chinese.
Philadelphia, B. Graves. 1810
Wright bibliography number 998.
Reel: F-5

[Fox, Mary Anna].
George Allen, the only son.
Boston, W. Peirce. 1835
Wright bibliography number 999.
Reel: F-5

[Fox, Mary L.].
The ruined deacon.
Boston, Ford and Damrell. 1834
Wright bibliography number 1003.
Reel: F-5

Franklin, Augustus.
Anne Melbourne: or, The return to virtue.
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1007.
Reel: F-5

Franklin, Augustus.
Izora; or, The lost one found.
Boston, Gleason. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1008.
Reel: F-5

Franklin, Augustus.
The sea-gull; or, The pirates league!
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1009.
Reel: F-5

Franklin, Augustus.
The widow's pirate son: or, Pauline Country, the corsair's mate.
Boston, H.L. Williams. [1845]
Wright bibliography number 1010.
Reel: F-5

[French, James Strange].
Elkswatawa; or, The prophet of the West.
New York, Harper. 1836
Wright bibliography number 1011.
Reel: F-5

Frink, Hency Clay.
Alow and aloft.
Rochester, W. Alling. 1842
Wright bibliography number 1013.
Reel: F-5

[Fuman, Garrit].
Redfield.
New York, O. Wilder. 1825
Wright bibliography number 1014.
Reel: F-5

Riday Christian; or, The first-born on Pitcairn's Island.
New York, Appleton. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1012; By a poor "Member of Christ."
Reel: F-5

Fawcett, Edgar.
How a husband forgave.
New York, Belford Co. [1890]
Wright bibliography number 1822.
Reel: F-6

Fawcett, Edgar.
Loaded dice.
New York, Tait. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 1823.
Reel: F-6

Fawcett, Edgar.
A man's will.
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1824.
Reel: F-6

Fawcett, Edgar.
Miriam Balestier.
Chicago, New York [etc.] Belford, Clarke & Co. [1888]
Wright bibliography number 1826.
Reel: F-6

Fawcett, Edgar.
A New York family.
New York, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 1827.
Reel: F-6

Fawcett, Edgar.
Olivia Delaplaine.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1828.
Reel: F-6

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
A mad marriage.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1875
Wright bibliography number 813.
Reel: F-6
Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
Norine's revenge, and Sir Noel's heir.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1875
Wright bibliography number 916.
Reel: F-6

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
Silver star; or, The mystery of Fontelle Hall.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1861]
Wright bibliography number 917; By Cousin May Carleton [pseud.].
Reel: F-6

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
Sybil Campbell; or, The queen of the isle.
New York, Beatle. [c1861]
Wright bibliography number 918.
Reel: F-6

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
A terrible secret.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1874
Wright bibliography number 919.
Reel: F-6

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
Victoria; or, The heiress of Castle Cliffe.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1862]
Wright bibliography number 920; By Cousin May Carleton [pseud.].
Reel: F-6

Fawcett, Edgar.
Outrageous fortune.
New York, C.T. Dillingham & Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 1829.
Reel: F-7

Fawcett, Edgar.
A romance of old New York.
Philadelphia & London, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1830.
Reel: F-7

Fawcett, Edgar.
Rutherford.
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls. 1884
Wright bibliography number 1831.
Reel: F-7

Fawcett, Edgar.
Social silhouettes.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1832.
Reel: F-7

Fawcett, Edgar.
Tinkling cymbals.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 1833.
Reel: F-7

Fawcett, Edgar.
Women must weep.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 1834.
Reel: F-7

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
A wonderful woman.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1873
Wright bibliography number 921.
Reel: F-7

Fletcher, Miriam.
The Methodist; or, Incidents and characters from life in the Baltimore Conference.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1859
Wright bibliography number 923.
Reel: F-7

[Fletcher, Miss A.].
Ballyshan Castle.
New York, N. Tibbals. 1857
Wright bibliography number 922; By Sheelah [pseud.].
Reel: F-7

Fletcher, Miriam.
Florence Erwin's three homes.
Boston, Crosby and Nichols. 1862
Wright bibliography number 924.
Reel: F-7

Fearing, Lilian Blanche.
Asleep and awake.
Chicago, Kerr. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1835; By Raymond Russell [pseud.].
Reel: F-8

Fearing, Lilian Blanche.
Roberta.
Chicago, Kerr. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1836.
Reel: F-8

Featherstone, William.
It's a way love has.
New York, G.W. Dillingham; [etc.]. 1887
Wright bibliography number 1837.
Reel: F-8

Feguson, Thompson B.
The Jayhawks.
Guthrie, Okl., State Capital Printing Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 1842.
Reel: F-8

Feldsmith, Mattie Doherty.
The home on the mountain.
Milwaukee, Press of the Evening Wisconsin Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1838.
Reel: F-8
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher Details</th>
<th>Reel</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Floyd, Mary Faith.</td>
<td>The Nereid.</td>
<td>Macon, Ga., J.W. Burke. 1871</td>
<td>F-8</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 925.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Folio, Fred [pseud.].</td>
<td>Lucy Boston; or, Woman's rights and spiritualism.</td>
<td>New York, J.C. Derby. 1855</td>
<td>F-8</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 926.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford, E.L.</td>
<td>Madelaine Darth.</td>
<td>Chicago, Western News Co. 1867</td>
<td>F-8</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 927.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford, Sallie (Rochester).</td>
<td>Evangel Wiseman; or, The mother's question.</td>
<td>St. Louis, Barnes &amp; Beynon. 1874</td>
<td>F-8</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 928.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford, Sallie (Rochester).</td>
<td>Mary Bunyan, the dreamer's blind daughter.</td>
<td>New York, Sheldon. 1860</td>
<td>F-8</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 930.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernald, Chester Bailey.</td>
<td>The original papers.</td>
<td>San Francisco [Press of H.S. Crocker Co.]. 1892</td>
<td>F-9</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1844.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferris, Mary C.</td>
<td>As a man lives.</td>
<td>Cincinnati, The Editor Pub. Co. 1898</td>
<td>F-9</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1845.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field, Alice Durand.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>F-9</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1848.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Field, Caroline C.</td>
<td>Two gentlemen of Boston.</td>
<td>Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1887</td>
<td>F-9</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1849.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford, Sallie (Rochester).</td>
<td>Raids and romance of Morgan and his men.</td>
<td>New York, C.B. Richardson. 1864</td>
<td>F-9</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 932; Reprinted from the Mobile ed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fort, G.
We four villagers.
Philadelphia, J.S. McCalla. 1861
Wright bibliography number 934.
Reel: F-9

Fosdick, William Whiteman.
Malmiztic the Toltec and the Cavaliers of the Cross.
Cincinnati, Moore & Anderson. 1851
Wright bibliography number 935.
Reel: F-9

Foster, George G.
Fifteen minutes around New York.
New York, DeWitt & Davenport. [c1854]
Wright bibliography number 936.
Reel: F-9

Foster, George G.
New York naked.
Wright bibliography number 937.
Reel: F-9

The "Fourth." 1854. Log of The Smoothing Iron.
New York, W.H. Tinson. 1854
Wright bibliography number 938.
Reel: F-9

Frame, Elizabeth.
The twilight of faith.
Boston, H.D. Brown. 1873
Wright bibliography number 939.
Reel: F-9

Field, Eugene.
The holy cross, and other tales.
Cambridge & Chicago, Stone & Kimball. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1853.
Reel: F-10

Field, Eugene.
The holy cross, and other tales.
New York, Scribner. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1854.
Reel: F-10

Field, Eugene.
The house.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1855.
Reel: F-10

Field, Eugene.
How one friar met the devil and two pursued him.
Chicago, F.M. Morris. [1900]
Wright bibliography number 1856.
Reel: F-10

Field, Eugene.
A little book of profitable tales.
Chicago [Cambridge, J. Wilson & Son, Printers]. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1857.
Reel: F-10

Field, Eugene.
Second book of tales.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1858.
Reel: F-10

Field, Eugene.
The symbol and the saint.
[Chicago?]. [1886]
Wright bibliography number 1859.
Reel: F-10

Field, Mary Hannah.
The evolution of Mrs. Thomas.
[Boston] Chautauqua Press. 1887
Wright bibliography number 1860.
Reel: F-10

Field, Mary Hannah.
Kate Thurston's Chautauqua circles.
Meadville, Penn., Flood and Vincent. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1861; 2d ed.
Reel: F-10

Field, Roswell Martin.
In sunflower land.
Chicago, F.J. Schulte. 1892
Wright bibliography number 1862.
Reel: F-10

[Filer, Mrs. G.].
From out the shadows. Tried by fire.
[Detroit]. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 1863; By Gwinnie [pseud.].
Reel: F-10

Frances, Margaret.
Rose Carleton's reward.
Cincinnati, Bosworth, Chase & Hall. 1881
Wright bibliography number 940.
Reel: F-10

[Francis, Mary O.].
Clifford and the actress; or, The reigning favorite.
Philadelphia, Peterson. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 941; By Margaret Blount [pseud.].
Reel: F-10

[Francis, Mary O.].
A dangerous woman.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1858]
Wright bibliography number 942; By Margaret Blount [pseud.].
Reel: F-10
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[Francis, Mary O.].
The Downe reserve; or, The mystery at Wishing Well.
New York, F.A. Brady. 1864
Wright bibliography number 943; By Margaret Blount [pseud.].
Reel: F-10

[Francis, Mary O.].
Kitty Atherton; or, A broken life.
New York, F.A. Brady. [1863]
Wright bibliography number 945; By Margaret Blount [pseud.].
Reel: F-10

[Francis, Mary O.].
The orphan of Charnley.
New York, F.A. Brady. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 946; By Margaret Blount [pseud.].
Reel: F-10

Francis, Samuel Ward.
The autobiography of a Latin reader.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph. 1859
Wright bibliography number 947; By Samuel Syntax, Esq. [pseud.].
Reel: F-10

Francis, Samuel Ward.
A Christmas story.
New York, G.H. Mathews. 1867
Wright bibliography number 948.
Reel: F-10

Francis, Samuel Ward.
Inside out.
New York, Miller, Mathews & Clasback. 1862
Wright bibliography number 949.
Reel: F-10

Francis, Samuel Ward.
Life and death.
New York, Carleton. 1871
Wright bibliography number 950.
Reel: F-10

Franklin, Josephine.
Rachele.
Boston, Thayer & Eldridge. 1860
Wright bibliography number 951.
Reel: F-10

Fredair, Anna.
Minor Place.
New York, Pub. for the Author [by] E.J. Hale. 1869
Wright bibliography number 952.
Reel: F-10

Finley, Martha.
Signing the contract.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. [c1879]
Wright bibliography number 1864.
Reel: F-11

Finley, Martha.
The thorn in the nest.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 1885.
Reel: F-11

Finley, Martha.
The tragedy of Wild River Valley.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 1866.
Reel: F-11

Firestone, May Elizabeth (Costello).
The crucial test.
Chicago, The A. Lincoln Firestone Co. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 1867.
Reel: F-11

Fish, Williston.
Short rations.
Wright bibliography number 1869.
Reel: F-11

Fish, Williston.
Won at West Point.
Chicago, Rand, McNally & Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 1870; By Fush [pseud.].
Reel: F-11

Freelance, Radical, Esq. [pseud.].
The philosophers of Foufouville.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1868
Wright bibliography number 953.
Reel: F-11

Freeman, Theresa J.
Silver Lake; or, The belle of Bayou Luie.
Saint Louis, P.M. Pinckard. 1867
Wright bibliography number 954.
Reel: F-11

French, Lucy Virginia (Smith).
My roses.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1872
Wright bibliography number 956.
Reel: F-11

Friend, Julia M.
The Chester family; or, The curse of the drunkard's appetite.
Boston, W. White. 1869
Wright bibliography number 957.
Reel: F-11

The Frontiersmen.
New York, Stringer & Townsend. [c1854]
Wright bibliography number 958.
Reel: F-11
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Frost, Jennett Blakeslee.
The gem of the mines.
Hartford, The Author. 1866
Wright bibliography number 959.
Reel: F-11

Fisher, Frederick Vining.
The transformation of Job.
Elgin, Ill., D.C. Cook Pub. Co. [1900]
Wright bibliography number 1871.
Reel: F-12

Fisher, George P., Jr.
Out of the woods.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1872.
Reel: F-12

Fisher, Robert.
The Reverend Green Willingwood; or, Life among the clergy.
New York, The Authors' Pub. Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 1873.
Reel: F-12

Fisk, May Isabel.
The repentant Magdalen, and other stories.
New York, Zimmerman's. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1874.
Reel: F-12

Fiske, Amos Kidder.
Beyond the bourn.
New York, Fords, Howard, & Hubert. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1875.
Reel: F-12

Fiske, Amos Kidder.
Midnight talks at the club.
New York, Fords, Howard, & Hubert. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1876.
Reel: F-12

Fiske, Mary H. (Farnham).
The Giddy Gusher papers.
New York, The New York Dramatic Mirror. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1877.
Reel: F-12

Fiske, Stephen.
Holiday stories.
Boston, B.R. Tucker. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1878.
Reel: F-12

Fitch, Clyde.
The smart set; correspondence and conversations.
Chicago & New York, H.S. Stone & Co. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 1879.
Reel: F-12

Frost, John.
Border wars of the West.
Auburn, Derby & Miller. 1853
Wright bibliography number 960.
Reel: F-12

Frothingham, Charles W.
The convent's doom. Also, The haunted convent.
Boston, Graves & Weston. 1854
Wright bibliography number 961; Fifth ed.
Reel: F-12

Frothingham, Charles W.
Six hours in a convent; or, The stolen nuns!.
Boston, Graves & Weston. 1855
Wright bibliography number 962; 8th ed.
Reel: F-12

Frothingham, Washington.
Once more.
New York, Sheldon. 1875
Wright bibliography number 962A.
Reel: F-12

Frothingham, Washington.
Zoe; or, The Martel papers.
New York, Sheldon. 1865
Wright bibliography number 963.
Reel: F-12

Fuller, Edwin Wiley.
Sea-gift.
New York, E.J. Hale. 1873
Wright bibliography number 964.
Reel: F-12

Fitch, [H.P.].
Through shadow to sunshine.
Hastings, Neb., Gazette-Journal Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1881; By Fitch.
Reel: F-13

Fitch, Clyde.
Some correspondence and six conversations.
New York, Stone & Kimball. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1880.
Reel: F-13

Fitch, Thomas.
Better days; or, A millionaire of tomorrow.
San Francisco, Better Days Pub. Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1882.
Reel: F-13

Fitzporter, John L.
My vacation; or, The millennium.
St. Louis, Mo. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1883.
Reel: F-13

Fitzsimon, E.A.
The joint venture.
New York, Boston [etc.] J. Sheehy. 1878
Wright bibliography number 1884.
Reel: F-13
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Five thousand in gold.
Boston, Oliver Ellsworth & Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 1885.
Reel: F-13

Flaacke, Marie.
How it ended.
New York, The Authors' Pub. Co. [c1879]
Wright bibliography number 1887.
Reel: F-13

Flaacke, Marie.
As some men are.
New York, American News Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1886.
Reel: F-13

Flagg, Edmund.
De Molai.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 1888.
Reel: F-13

Fuller, Jane Gay.
Bending willow.
New York, R. Carter. 1872
Wright bibliography number 965.
Reel: F-13

Fuller, Jane Gay.
The Brownings.
New York, M.W. Dodd. 1867
Wright bibliography number 966.
Reel: F-13

Fuller, Jane Gay.
The Grahams.
New York, M.W. Dodd. 1864
Wright bibliography number 967.
Reel: F-13

Fuller, Lydia.
Mistaken; or, The seeming and the real.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1870
Wright bibliography number 968.
Reel: F-13

Fulton, Chandos.
A brown stone front.
New York, H.L. Hinton. 1873
Wright bibliography number 969.
Reel: F-13

Furber, George C.
Ike McCandliss, and other stories; or, Incidents in the life of a soldier.
Cincinnati, U.P. James. [c1852]
Wright bibliography number 970.
Reel: F-13

Flagg, Elizabeth E.
Between two opinions; or, The question of the hour.
Chicago, National Christian Association. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1889.
Reel: F-14

Flagg, Elizabeth E.
Holden with cords; or, The power of the secret empire.
Chicago, E.A. Cook. 1883
Wright bibliography number 1890.
Reel: F-14

Flagg, William Joseph.
Wall Street and the woods; or, Woman the stronger.
New York, Baker & Taylor. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1891.
Reel: F-14

[Flanders, Henry].
The adventures of a Virginian.
Philadelphia, E. Claxton & Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 1892; By Oliver Thurston [pseud.].
Reel: F-14

Flandrau, Charles Macomb.
Harvard episodes.
Boston, Copeland and Day. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1893.
Reel: F-14

Flattery, Maurice Douglas.
A pair of knaves and a few trumps.
New York, Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 1894.
Reel: F-14

The Flaw in the marble.
New York and London, F.A. Stokes Co. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 1895.
Reel: F-15

Fleckenstein, Alfred C.
The Prince of Gravas.
Philadelphia, G.W. Jacobs & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1896.
Reel: F-15

Fleming, Andrew Magnus.
Captain Kiddle.
New York, J.B. Alden. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1897.
Reel: F-15

Fleming, Augustin.
The sway of the black.
[Chicago] The Lakeside Press. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1898.
Reel: F-15
Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
   The actress' daughter.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co. [etc. c1885]
Wright bibliography number 1899.
   Reel: F-15

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
   Carried by storm.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1880
Wright bibliography number 1900.
   Reel: F-15

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
   A changed heart.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1881
Wright bibliography number 1901.
   Reel: F-15

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
   Edith Percival.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1902.
   Reel: F-16

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
   The heir of Charlton.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1879
Wright bibliography number 1903.
   Reel: F-16

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
   Kate Danton; or, Captain Danton's daughters.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1876
Wright bibliography number 1904.
   Reel: F-16

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
   Lost for a woman.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; London, S. Low & Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 1905.
   Reel: F-16

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
   Made Percy's secret.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1884
Wright bibliography number 1906.
   Reel: F-16

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
   The midnight queen.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1907.
   Reel: F-17

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
   One night's mystery.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1876
Wright bibliography number 1908.
   Reel: F-17

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
   Pride and passion.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1882
Wright bibliography number 1909.
   Reel: F-17

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
   The secret sorrow.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie & Co. [1883]
Wright bibliography number 1910.
   Reel: F-17

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
   Sharing her crime.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co., Publishers. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 1911.
   Reel: F-17

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
   Silent and true; or, A little queen.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1877
Wright bibliography number 1912.
   Reel: F-18

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
   The sisters of Torwood.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1898
Wright bibliography number 1913.
   Reel: F-18

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
   Wedded for pique.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1914.
   Reel: F-18

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
   A wife's tragedy.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 1915.
   Reel: F-18

Fleming, May Agnes (Early).
   A wronged wife.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1883
Wright bibliography number 1916.
   Reel: F-18

Fletcher, Coyne.
   The bachelor's baby.
New York, Clark & Zugalla. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1917.
   Reel: F-18

Fletcher, Coyne.
   Me and Chummy.
Washington, D.C., Sterling Pub. Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 1918.
   Reel: F-19
[Fletcher, Julia Constance].
Andromeda.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1919; By George Fleming [pseud.]
Reel: F-19

[Fletcher, Julia Constance].
For plain women only.
New York, The Merriam Co.; [etc.]. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1920; By George Fleming [pseud.]
Reel: F-19

[Fletcher, Julia Constance].
The head of Medusa.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1880
Wright bibliography number 1921; By George Fleming [pseud.]
Reel: F-19

[Fletcher, Julia Constance].
Kismet.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1877
Wright bibliography number 1922.
Reel: F-19

[Fletcher, Julia Constance].
Mirage.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1878
Wright bibliography number 1923.
Reel: F-19

[Fletcher, Julia Constance].
The truth about Clement Ker.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1924; By George Fleming [pseud.]
Reel: F-20

[Fletcher, Julia Constance].
Vestigia.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1884
Wright bibliography number 1925; By George Fleming [pseud.]
Reel: F-20

Fletcher, Robert Howe.
A blind bargain.
Chicago, New York, Belford, Clarke & Co. [etc., 1889]
Wright bibliography number 1926.
Reel: F-20

Fletcher, Robert Howe.
The Johnstown stage, and other stories.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 1927.
Reel: F-20

Flinn, John J[oseph].
The mysterious disappearance of Helen St. Vincent.
Chicago, G.K. Hazlitt & Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1928.
Reel: F-20

Flink, Joseph Frederick.
His perpetual adoration; or, The captain's old diary.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1930.
Reel: F-20

Flink, Sam.
On the road to the lake.
Chicago, C.H. Kerr & Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1930.
Reel: F-20

Flisch, Julia A.
ashes of hopes.
New York, Funk & Wagnalls. 1886
Wright bibliography number 1931.
Reel: F-21

Flood, John H[eber].
The great seven--the greater nine.
Chicago, New York, W.B. Conkey Co. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 1932.
Reel: F-21

Florence, William Jermyn.
Florence fables.
Chicago, New York [etc.] Belford, Clarke & Co. [1888]
Wright bibliography number 1933.
Reel: F-21

Flower, Sydney Blanshard.
A study in hypnotism.
Wright bibliography number 1934.
Reel: F-21

Flowers, N. Cleona.
The end of a skein.
Washington, D.C., Hartman & Cadick. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1935.
Reel: F-21

[Floyd, John G.].
Talford.
New York, Funk & Wagnalls. 1885
Wright bibliography number 1936.
Reel: F-21

Floyd, Nicholas Jackson.
Thorns in the flesh.
Philadelphia, New York [etc.] Hubbard Bros. 1884
Wright bibliography number 1937.
Reel: F-21
Fogg, W. Le Roy.
   An even dozen: short stories.
   Manchester, N.H., J.B. Clarke. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 1938.
   Reel: F-22

Folsom, Montgomery M.
   Scraps of song and Southern scenes.
   Atlanta, C.P. byrd. 1889
   Wright bibliography number 1939.
   Reel: F-22

Fontaine, Francis.
   Amanda, the octoroon.
   Atlanta, J.P. Harrison. 1891
   Wright bibliography number 1940.
   Reel: F-22

Fontaine, Francis.
   Etowah.
   Atlanta, F. Fontaine. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 1941.
   Reel: F-22

Fontaine, Francis.
   The modern pariah.
   Atlanta, F. Fontaine. [c1892]
   Wright bibliography number 1942.
   Reel: F-22

Foote, Mary (Hallock).
   The chosen valley.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1892
   Wright bibliography number 1943.
   Reel: F-22

Foote, Mary (Hallock).
   Coeur d'Alene.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 1944.
   Reel: F-22

Foote, Mary (Hallock).
   The cup of trembling, and other stories.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 1945.
   Reel: F-22

Foote, Mary (Hallock).
   In exile, and other stories.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 1946.
   Reel: F-23

Foote, Mary (Hallock).
   John Bodewin's testimony.
   Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1886
   Wright bibliography number 1947.
   Reel: F-23

Foote, Mary (Hallock).
   The last assembly ball, and The fate of a voice.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1889
   Wright bibliography number 1948.
   Reel: F-23

Foote, Mary (Hallock).
   The Led-Horse claim.
   Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1883
   Wright bibliography number 1949.
   Reel: F-23

Foote, Mary (Hallock).
   The prodigal.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1900
   Wright bibliography number 1950.
   Reel: F-23

For each other.
   New York, G.W. Carleton. 1878
   Wright bibliography number 1951.
   Reel: F-23

For her baby's sake; or, A heroine in real life.
   Philadelphia, Old Franklin Pub. House. c1880
   Wright bibliography number 1952.
   Reel: F-23

Foran, Martin Ambrose.
   The other side.
   Cleveland, Ingham, Clarke & Co.; Washington, D.C.,
   Gray & Clarkson. 1886
   Wright bibliography number 1953.
   Reel: F-23

Ford, D[aniel] N.
   Born again: or, The romance of a dual life.
   Falmouth, Mass., Succesanet Press. 1893
   Wright bibliography number 1954.
   Reel: F-24

Ford, Harriet.
   Me an' Methuselar, and other episodes.
   Buffalo, Peter Paul Book Co. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 1955.
   Reel: F-24

Ford, James Lauren.
   Bohemia invaded, and other stories.
   New York and London, F.A. Stokes Co. [c1895]
   Wright bibliography number 1956.
   Reel: F-24

Ford, James Lauren.
   Cupid and the footlights.
   New York, F.A. Stokes. [1899]
   Wright bibliography number 1957.
   Reel: F-24
Ford, James Lauren.
   Dolly Dillenbeck.
   New York, G.H. Richmond & Co. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 1958.
   Reel: F-24

Ford, James Lauren.
   Hypnotic tales and other tales.
   New York, Keppler & Schwarzmann. 1891
   Wright bibliography number 1959.
   Reel: F-24

Ford, James Lauren.
   The literary shop, and other tales.
   New and enl. Ed. New York, Chelsea Co. [c1899]
   Wright bibliography number 1961.
   Reel: F-24

Ford, Mary Hanford (Finney).
   Otto's inspiration.
   Chicago, S.C. Griggs & Co. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 1962.
   Reel: F-25

Ford, Paul Leicester.
   The great K. & A. train-robbery.
   New York, Dodd, Mead 1897
   Wright bibliography number 1963.
   Reel: F-25

Ford, Paul Leicester.
   The honorable Peter Stirling and what people thought of him.
   New York, H. Holt and Co. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 1964.
   Reel: F-25

Ford, Paul Leicester.
   Janice Meredith.
   New York, Dodd, Mead. 1899
   Wright bibliography number 1965.
   Reel: F-25

Ford, Paul Leicester.
   The story of an untold love. [73d thousand].
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. [c1897]
   Wright bibliography number 1966.
   Reel: F-25

Ford, Paul Leicester.
   Tattle-tales of cupid.
   New York, Dodd, Mead. 1898
   Wright bibliography number 1967.
   Reel: F-25

Ford, Paul Leicester.
   Wanted--a match maker.
   New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. 1900
   Wright bibliography number 1968.
   Reel: F-25

Ford, Sallie (Rochester).
   Ernest Quest; or, The search for truth.
   New York, Sheldon & Co. 1878
   Wright bibliography number 1969.
   Reel: F-26

Ford, Sallie (Rochester).
   Foreordained.
   New York, Fowler & Wells Co. 1886
   Wright bibliography number 1970; By an observer.
   Reel: F-26

Forney, John Wien.
   The new nobility.
   New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1881
   Wright bibliography number 1971.
   Reel: F-26

Fosdick, Gertrude Christian.
   Out of Bohemia.
   New York, G.H. Richmond & Co. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 1972.
   Reel: F-26

Foster, Charles James.
   The white horse of Wootton.
   Philadelphia, Porter & Coates. [c1878]
   Wright bibliography number 1973.
   Reel: F-26

Foster, David Skaats.
   Elinor Fenton.
   Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1893
   Wright bibliography number 1974.
   Reel: F-26

Foster, David Skaats.
   Prince Timoteo.
   New York, F. Tennison Neely. [c1899]
   Wright bibliography number 1975.
   Reel: F-27

Foster, David Skaats.
   Spanish castles by the Rhine.
   New York, H. Holt and Co. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 1976.
   Reel: F-27

Foster, Harriet Townsend.
   The "wind-flower," or, A legend of the Ozarks.
   Chicago, R.R. Donnelley & Sons. 1888
   Wright bibliography number 1977.
   Reel: F-27

Foster, Mary Farringon.
   Doty Dountcare.
   Boston, Estes & Lauriat. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 1978.
   Reel: F-27
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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[Foster, Theodosia Maria (Toll)].
Echoing and re-echoing.
Boston, D. Lothrop. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 1979; By Faye Huntington [pseud.].
Reel: F-27

[Foster, Theodosia Maria (Toll)].
His first charge.
Boston, Lothrop. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 1980; By Faye Huntington [pseud.].
Reel: F-27

Foulke, William Dudley.
Maya.
New York and London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 1982.
Reel: F-28

Fowler, Harriet P.
Our smoking husbands, and what to do with them.
New York, The Authors' Pub. Co. [c1879]
Wright bibliography number 1983.
Reel: F-28

Fowler, Sada Bailey.
Irene; or, The road to freedom.
Philadelphia, H.N. Fowler & Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 1984.
Reel: F-28

[Fowles, Mary A.].
A hero's last days, or, Nepenthe.
Columbia, S.C., W.J. Duffie. 1883
Wright bibliography number 1986.
Reel: F-28

[Fox, Emily].
Gemini.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1878
Wright bibliography number 1987.
Reel: F-28

[Fox, Emily].
Off the rocks.
Chicago, H.A. Sumner & Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 1988; By Toler King [pseud.].
Reel: F-28

[Fox, Emily].
Rose O'Connor.
Chicago, H.A. Sumner. 1881
Wright bibliography number 1989; By Toler King [pseud.] 2d ed.
Reel: F-28

[Fox, Henry C.].
The adventures of a philosopher, a dun mule, and a brindle dog.
Richmond, Ind., M. Cullaton & Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 1990.
Reel: F-29

Fox, John.
Crittenden.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1900
Wright bibliography number 1991.
Reel: F-29

Fox, John.
A Cumberland vendetta, and other stories.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1992.
Reel: F-29

Fox, John.
"Hell for Sartain" and other stories.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1897
Wright bibliography number 1993.
Reel: F-29

Fox, John.
The Kentuckians.
Wright bibliography number 1994.
Reel: F-29

Fox, John.
A mountain Europa.
Wright bibliography number 1995.
Reel: F-29

Fox, Nettie Pease.
Mysteries of the border land: or, The conscious side of unconscious life.
Ottumwa, Ia., D.M. & N.P. Fox. 1883
Wright bibliography number 1996.
Reel: F-29

Fox, Nettie Pease.
The phantom form.
Newton, Ia., D.M. Fox. 1881
Wright bibliography number 1997.
Reel: F-29

[Fox, Richard Kyle].
Devil Anse; or, The Hatfield-McCoy outlaws...[and] Trujillo; or, Bob Montclair, the terror of Eldorado.
New York, R.K. Fox. 1889
Wright bibliography number 1998.
Reel: F-29

[Fox, Richard Kyle].
New York, R.K. Fox. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 1999.
Reel: F-29

France, Lewis Browne.
Mountain trails and parks in Colorado.
Denver, Chain, Hardy & Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2001.
Reel: F-30
France, Lewis Browne.
Mr. Dide, his vacation in Colorado, and other sketches.
New York, Bromfield. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2000.
Reel: F-30

France, Lewis Browne.
Over the old trail.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2002.
Reel: F-30

France, Lewis Browne.
Pine valley.
Denver, The Chain and Hardy Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 2003.
Reel: F-30

France, Lewis Browne.
Pine valley.
New York, T.Y. Crowell. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 2004.
Reel: F-30

France, Lewis Browne.
Scraps.
Denver, The W.F. Robinson Printing Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2005.
Reel: F-30

Frances [pseud.].
With the Church in an early day.
Lamoni, Ia., Decatur Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 2006.
Reel: F-30

Frank, Henry.
His bold experiment.
New York, Twentieth Century. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2007.
Reel: F-30

Frank, Henry.
A vision of the invisible.
New York. c1898
Wright bibliography number 2008.
Reel: F-30

Frankel, A.H.
In God we trust.
Philadelphia, William H. Pile’s Sons. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2009.
Reel: F-30

Fraser, Mrs. C.A.
Constance Beverly.
Charleston, S.C., Sunday Times Pub. House. 1879
Wright bibliography number 2009a.
Reel: F-31

Frayser, Lou H.
Then and now; or, Hope's first school.
Wilmington, N.C., Jackson & Bell. 1883
Wright bibliography number 2010; By Zillah Raymond [pseud.].
Reel: F-31

Frazee, Theo D.
The farmer's niece.
Newark, Heinz Printing Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2011.
Reel: F-31

Frederic, Harold.
The Copperhead.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2012.
Reel: F-31

Frederic, Harold.
The damnation of Theron Ware; or, Illumination.
New York, Stone & Kimball. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2013.
Reel: F-31

Frederic, Harold.
The deserter, and other stories.
Boston, Lothrop Pub. Co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 2014.
Reel: F-31

Frederic, Harold.
Gloria mundi.
Chicago, H.S. Stone. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2015.
Reel: F-31

Frederic, Harold.
In the sixties.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2016.
Reel: F-32

Frederic, Harold.
In the valley.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2017.
Reel: F-32

Frederic, Harold.
The Lawton girl.
New York, Scribner. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2018.
Reel: F-32

Frederic, Harold.
March hares.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2019.
Reel: F-32
Frederic, Harold.
The market-place.
New York, F.A. Stokes Co. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 2020.
Reel: F-32

Frederic, Harold.
Marsena, and other stories of the wartime.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2021.
Reel: F-32

Frederic, Harold.
The return of the O'Mahony.
New York, Robert Bonner's Sons. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2022.
Reel: F-33

Frederic, Harold.
Seth's brother's wife.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2023.
Reel: F-33

[Freeland, Caroline J.].
The good fight of faith.
New York, T.Y. Crowell. [c1876]
Wright bibliography number 2024.
Reel: F-33

Freeley, Mary Belle.
Fair to look upon.
Chicago, Morrill, Higgins & Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 2025.
Reel: F-33

Freeman, Mary Eleanor (Wilkins).
Evelina's garden.
Wright bibliography number 2028.
Reel: F-33

Freeman, Mary Eleanor (Wilkins).
The heart's highway.
New York, Doubleday, Page & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2029.
Reel: F-33

Freeman, Mrs. A.M.
Altha.
Boston, B.B. Russell. [c1876]
Wright bibliography number 2026.
Reel: F-33

Freeman, Mrs. A.M.
Somebody's Ned.
Chicago, S.C. Griggs & Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 2027.
Reel: F-33

Freeman, Mary Eleanor (Wilkins).
A humble romance, and other stories.
New York [etc.] Harper & Bros. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2030.
Reel: F-34

Freeman, Mary Eleanor (Wilkins).
The Jamesons.
New York, Doubleday & McClure. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2031.
Reel: F-34

Freeman, Mary Eleanor (Wilkins).
Jane Field.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2032.
Reel: F-34

Freeman, Mary Eleanor (Wilkins).
Jerome, a poor man.
Wright bibliography number 2033.
Reel: F-34

Freeman, Mary Eleanor (Wilkins).
The love of parson Lord, and other stories.
New York, Harper. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2034.
Reel: F-34

Freeman, Mary Eleanor (Wilkins).
Madelon.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2035.
Reel: F-34

Freeman, Mary Eleanor (Wilkins).
A New England nun, and other stories.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1891
Wright bibliography number 2036.
Reel: F-35

Freeman, Mary Eleanor (Wilkins).
Pembroke.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2037.
Reel: F-35

Freeman, Mary Eleanor (Wilkins).
The people of our neighborhood.
Wright bibliography number 2038.
Reel: F-35

Freeman, Mary Eleanor (Wilkins).
Silence and other stories.
Wright bibliography number 2039.
Reel: F-35

Freese, Jacob R.
Elizabeth's mission.
Philadelphia, Crombargar & Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 2040.
Reel: F-35
[French, Alice].
A book of true lovers.
Chicago, Way and Williams. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2041; By Octave Thanet [pseud.].
Reel: F-35

[French, Alice].
The captured dream, and other stories.
Wright bibliography number 2042; By Octave Thanet [pseud.].
Reel: F-35

[French, Alice].
Expiation.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2043; By Octave Thanet [pseud.].
Reel: F-36

[French, Alice].
The heart of toil.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2044; By Octave Thanet [pseud.].
Reel: F-36

[French, Alice].
Knitters in the sun.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2045; By Octave Thanet [pseud.].
Reel: F-36

[French, Alice].
The missionary sheriff.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2046; By Octave Thanet [pseud.].
Reel: F-36

[French, Alice].
Otto the knight, and other trans-Mississippi stories.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 2047; By Octave Thanet [pseud.].
Reel: F-36

[French, Alice].
A slave to duty & other women.
Chicago & New York, H.S. Stone & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2048; By Octave Thanet [pseud.].
Reel: F-36

[French, Alice].
Stories of a western town.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2049; By Octave Thanet [pseud.].
Reel: F-36

[French, Henry Willard].
Castle Foam; or, The heir of Meerschaum.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1880
Wright bibliography number 2050.
Reel: F-37

[French, Henry Willard].
Ego.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1880
Wright bibliography number 2051.
Reel: F-37

[French, Henry Willard].
Nuna, the Bramin girl.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1882
Wright bibliography number 2052.
Reel: F-37

[French, Henry Willard].
The only one.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1884
Wright bibliography number 2053.
Reel: F-37

[French, Minnie Reid].
A little court of yesterday.
New York [etc.] The Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 2054.
Reel: F-37

[Friedman, Isaac Kahn].
The lucky number.
Chicago, Way and Williams. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2055.
Reel: F-37

[Friedman, Isaac Kahn].
Poor people.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2056.
Reel: F-37

[Friend, James Edward].
One thousand liars.
National City, Calif., Record Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2057.
Reel: F-37

[Frisbie, Frank Dunlap].
Number B, sixty-seven million.
Newton [Mass.], Circuit Press. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2058.
Reel: F-38

[Frisbie, Frank Dunlap].
Sir Tommy.
Newton [Mass.] Circuit Press. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2059.
Reel: F-38
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Fry, Susanna Margaret Davidson.
A Paradise Valley girl.
New York, Abbey Press. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 2061; 2d ed.
Reel: F-38

Frye, James Albert.
Fables of field and staff.
Boston, The Colonial Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2062.
Reel: F-38

Frye, James Albert.
From headquarters; odd tales picked up in the
volunteer service.
Boston, Estes and Lauriat. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2063.
Reel: F-38

Fuller, Anna.
A literary courtship under the auspices of Pike's
Peak.
New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2065.
Reel: F-38

Furst, Hugo.
Iphigenia.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1886]
Wright bibliography number 2064.
Reel: F-38

Fuller, Anna.
One of the Pilgrims.
New York, Putnam. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2066.
Reel: F-39

Fuller, Anna.
Peak and prairie.
New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2067.
Reel: F-39

Fuller, Anna.
Pratt portraits.
New York, London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2068.
Reel: F-39

Fuller, Anna.
A Venetian June.
Wright bibliography number 2069.
Reel: F-39

Fuller, Caroline Macomber.
Across the campus.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2070.
Reel: F-39

Fuller, Edward.
The complaining millions of men.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2071.
Reel: F-39

Fuller, Edward.
Fellow travellers.
Boston, Cupples, Upham and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 2072.
Reel: F-40

Fuller, Edward.
Forever and a day.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 2073.
Reel: F-40

Fuller, Hector.
Roach & co.--pirates, and other stories.
Indianapolis and Kansas City, The Bowen-Merrill
Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2074.
Reel: F-40

Fuller, Henry Blake.
The chatelaine of La Trinite.
New York, The Century Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2075.
Reel: F-40

Fuller, Henry Blake.
The Chevalier of Pensieri-Vani.
Boston, J.G. Cupples Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 2076; By Stanton Page
[pseud.].
Reel: F-40

Fuller, Henry Blake.
The cliff-dwellers.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2077.
Reel: F-40

Fuller, Henry Blake.
From the other side.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co.
1898
Wright bibliography number 2078.
Reel: F-40

Fuller, Henry Blake.
The last refuge.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co.
1900
Wright bibliography number 2079.
Reel: F-40

Fuller, Henry Blake.
With the procession.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2080.
Reel: F-41
Fuller, Hulbert.
   God's rebel.
Chicago, Regan Printing House. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2081.
   Reel: F-41

Fuller, Hulbert.
   Vivian of Virginia.
Boston, New York [etc.] Lamson, Wolffe and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2082.
   Reel: F-41

[Fullerton, George H.].
   Persis.
New York, Authors' Pub. Co. [c1879]
Wright bibliography number 2083; By Rambler [pseud.].
   Reel: F-41

Fulton, Chandos.
   A society star; or, She would be an actress.
New York, Dillingham. 1888
Wright bibliography number 2084.
   Reel: F-41

Furman, Lucy S.
   Stories of a sanctified town.
New York, The Century Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2085.
   Reel: F-41

[Furniss, Louise E.].
   An operetta in profile.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2086; By Czeika [pseud.].
   Reel: F-41

G., M.A.
   Jeanne.
Albany, Press of Brandow Printing Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2088.
   Reel: G-1

Gage, Frances Dana (Barker).
   Elsie Magoon; or, The old still-house in the hollow.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1867
Wright bibliography number 971.
   Reel: G-1

Gage, Frances Dana (Barker).
   Gertie's sacrifice; or, Glimpses at two lives.
New York, National Temperance Society. 1869
Wright bibliography number 972.
   Reel: G-1

Gage, Frances Dana (Barker).
   Steps upward.
Utica, Temperance Patriot Office. 1870
Wright bibliography number 973.
   Reel: G-1

Gallagher, George W.
   One man's struggle.
New York, London, Funk & Wagnalls. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2089.
   Reel: G-1

Gallagher, James.
   The McAllisters on the tariff.
Boston, W.H. Brine. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2091A.
   Reel: G-1

Gallagher, James.
   The Western sketch-book.
Boston, Crocker and Brewster. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1015.
   Reel: G-1

Gally, James Wellesley.
   Sand, and Big Jack Small.
Chicago, Belford, Clarke. 1880
Wright bibliography number 2093.
   Reel: G-1

[Ganilh, Anthony].
   Ambrosio de Letinez; or, The first Texian novel.
New York, C. Francis. 1842
Wright bibliography number 1018; By A.T. Myrthe [pseud.].
   Reel: G-1

[Ganilh, Anthony].
   Mexico versus Texas.
Philadelphia, N. Siegfried. 1838
Wright bibliography number 1017; By a Texian.
   Reel: G-1
Gard, Anson Albert.
  My friend Bill.
  Reel: G-1

Gardener, Helen Hamilton (Chenoweth).
  Is this your son, my lord?.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1890 Wright bibliography number 2095.
  Reel: G-1

[Gardiner, Frederick].
  The island of life.
Boston, J. Munroe. 1851 Wright bibliography number 975; By a clergyman.
  Reel: G-1

Gardiner, Mary L.
  A collection from the prose and poetical writings.
New York, Printed and Pub. For the Author, by J. Winchester. 1843 Wright bibliography number 1019.
  Reel: G-1

[Gardner, ------].
  The life and death of Sam, in Virginia.
Richmond, Pub. For the Author [by] A. Morris. 1856 Wright bibliography number 976; By a Virginian.
  Reel: G-1

Gardner, Celia Emmeline.
  Tested; or, Hope's fruition.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1874 Wright bibliography number 978.
  Reel: G-1

Gazer, Giles [pseud.].
  Frederick de Algeroy.
New York, Collins and Hannay. 1825 Wright bibliography number 1020.
  Reel: G-1

Gertrude, Mary.
  Philip Randolph.
New York, Appleton. 1845 Wright bibliography number 1021.
  Reel: G-1

Gibson, T. Ware.
  The priest of the black cross.
Cincinnati, The "Great West" Office. 1848 Wright bibliography number 1023.
  Reel: G-1

Gilman, Caroline (Howard).
  Love's progress.
New York, Harper. 1840 Wright bibliography number 1024.
  Reel: G-1

Gilman, Caroline (Howard).
  Recollections of a housekeeper.
New York, Harper. 1834 Wright bibliography number 1025; By Mrs. Clarissa Packard [pseud.].
  Reel: G-1

Gardener, Helen Hamilton (Chenoweth).
  Pray you, sir, whose daughter?.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1892 Wright bibliography number 2096.
  Reel: G-2

Gardener, Helen Hamilton (Chenoweth).
  Pushed by unseen hands.
New York, Commonwealth Co. [c1892] Wright bibliography number 2097.
  Reel: G-2

Gardener, Helen Hamilton (Chenoweth).
  An unofficial patriot.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1894 Wright bibliography number 2099.
  Reel: G-2

Gardiner, Alfred Paul.
  A drummer's parlor stories.
New York, The Author. 1898 Wright bibliography number 2100.
  Reel: G-2

Gardiner, Alfred Paul.
  The House of Cariboo, and other tales from Arcadia.
New York, The Author. 1900 Wright bibliography number 2101.
  Reel: G-2

Gardner, Celia Emmeline.
  Seraph--or mortal?.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1890 Wright bibliography number 2102.
  Reel: G-2

Gardner, Celia Emmeline.
  Terrace roses.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co. 1878 Wright bibliography number 2103.
  Reel: G-2

Gardner, Mrs. H.C.
  Extracts from the diary of a country pastor.
Cincinnati, Poe & Hitchcock. 1864 Wright bibliography number 979.
  Reel: G-2
Gardner, Mrs. H.C.
Glimpses of our lake region in 1863, and other papers.
New York, Nelson & Phillips. [c1874]
Wright bibliography number 981.
Reel: G-2

Gardner, Mrs. H.C.
Mehetabel.
New York, Nelson & Phillips. 1875
Wright bibliography number 982.
Reel: G-2

Gardner, Mrs. H.C.
Rosedale.
Cincinnati, Poe & Hitchcock. 1863
Wright bibliography number 984.
Reel: G-2

Gilman, Caroline (Howard).
Recollections of a Southern matron.
New York, Harper. 1838
Wright bibliography number 1029.
Reel: G-2

Gilman, Caroline (Howard).
Tales and ballads.
New York, S. Colman. 1839
Wright bibliography number 1031.
Reel: G-2

[Gilman, Chandler Robbins].
Legends of a log cabin.
New York, G. Dearborn. 1835
Wright bibliography number 1033; By a Western man.
Reel: G-2

[Gilman, Chandler Robbins].
Life on the lakes; being tales and sketches collected during a trip to the pictured rocks of Lake Superior.
New York, G. Dearborn. 1836
Wright bibliography number 1034.
Reel: G-2

[Gilman, Samuel].
Memoirs of a New England village choir.
Boston, S.G. Goodrich. 1829
Wright bibliography number 1035.
Reel: G-2

Glenn, Samuel F.
Gravities and gaities.
Washington, R. Farnham. 1839
Wright bibliography number 1038.
Reel: G-2

[Goodrich, Samuel Griswold].
A home in the sea; or, The adventures of Philip Brusque.
Philadelphia, Sorin & Ball. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1039.
Reel: G-2

[Goodrich, Samuel Griswold].
Moral tales.
Boston, E. Littlefield. 1840
Wright bibliography number 1040.
Reel: G-2

Gardner, Celia Emmeline.
A woman's wiles.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1876
Wright bibliography number 2104.
Reel: G-3

Gardner, Celia Emmeline.
Won under protest.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2105.
Reel: G-3

Gardner, Etta M.
The old Graham place.
New York, London [etc.] The Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 2106.
Reel: G-3

Gardner, Fulton.
Checkered lights.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. c1887
Wright bibliography number 2107.
Reel: G-3

Gardner, S.A.
Outwitted at last.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc]. 1878
Wright bibliography number 2108.
Reel: G-3

Gardner, Sarah M.H.
The fortunes of Margaret Weld.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2109.
Reel: G-3

Gardner, Sarah M.H.
Quaker idyls.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2110.
Reel: G-3

Gardner, William Henry.
The curious case of Gen. Delaney Smythe.
New York, London [etc.] The Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 2111.
Reel: G-3

Gay, Mary Ann Harris.
The pastor's story and other pieces; or, Prose and poetry.
Baltimore, Turnbull. 1874
Wright bibliography number 986; 9th ed.
Reel: G-3
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Gay, Mary Ann Harris.
   The pastor's story, and other pieces; or, Prose and poetry.
   Nashville, Pub. for the Author by Goodwyn. 1871
   Wright bibliography number 986.
   Reel: G-3

Gay, Mrs. M.M.
   Gleanings from real life.
   Buffalo, C.E. Felton. 1858
   Wright bibliography number 985.
   Reel: G-3

Gayarre, Charles Etienne Arthur.
   Fernando de Lemos.
   New York, G.W. Carleton. 1872
   Wright bibliography number 988.
   Reel: G-3

Gayarre, Charles Etienne Arthur.
   The school for politics.
   New York, Appleton. 1854
   Wright bibliography number 989.
   Reel: G-3

Gayler, Charles.
   Out of the streets.
   New York, R.M. DeWitt. [1869]
   Wright bibliography number 990.
   Reel: G-3

[Gazlay, Allen W.].
   Races of mankind; with Travels in Grubland.
   Cincinnati, Longley. [c1856]
   Wright bibliography number 991; By Cephas Broadluck [pseud.].
   Reel: G-3

[Goodrich, Samuel Griswold].
   The rose bud: being a selection of interesting stories.
   New York, Nafis & Cornish. [1841]
   Wright bibliography number 1042.
   Reel: G-3

[Goodrich, Samuel Griswold].
   Short stories; or, A selection of interesting tales.
   New York, Nafis & Cornish. [1840]
   Wright bibliography number 1043.
   Reel: G-3

[Goodrich, Samuel Griswold].
   A tale of adventure; or, The Siberian sable hunter.
   New York, Wiley & Putnam. 1843
   Wright bibliography number 1044.
   Reel: G-3

Gould, Edward Sherman.
   The sleep-rider; or, The old boy in the omnibus.
   New York, J. Winchester. [1843]
   Wright bibliography number 1045.
   Reel: G-3

Gould, Hannah Flagg.
   Gathered leaves; or, Miscellaneous papers.
   Boston, W.J. Reynolds. 1846
   Wright bibliography number 1046.
   Reel: G-3

Gould, John W.
   Forecastle yarns.
   Baltimore, W. Taylor. 1845
   Wright bibliography number 1047.
   Reel: G-3

Gould, John W.
   John W. Gould's private journal, of a voyage from New York to Rio de Janeiro.
   New York, Printed for Private Circulation Only. 1838
   Wright bibliography number 1050.
   Reel: G-3

Grace, Pierce C.
   The unknown.
   St. Louis, Chambers and Knapp. 1849
   Wright bibliography number 1052.
   Reel: G-3

Grammont, Justin.
   The league of the Merrimack. Mysteries of Manchester, no. 2, founded on facts.
   Manchester, N.H., Fisk & Moore. 1848
   Wright bibliography number 1053.
   Reel: G-3

Grannis, Mrs. M.C.
   Emma Clermont; or Life's changes.
   Hartford, J.G. Wells. 1850
   Wright bibliography number 1054.
   Reel: G-3

Graves, Mrs. A.J.
   Girlhood and womanhood; or, Sketches of my schoolmates.
   Boston, T.H. Carter. 1844
   Wright bibliography number 1055.
   Reel: G-3

Gray, Arthur.
   The neglected wife; or, A hint to husbands and wives, young men and young women.
   Boston. 1847
   Wright bibliography number 1058.
   Reel: G-3

[Gray, Thomas].
   The Vestal; or, A tale of Pompeii.
   Boston, Gray and Bowen. 1839
   Wright bibliography number 1059.
   Reel: G-3

Garland, Hamlin.
   The eagle's heart.
   New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1900
   Wright bibliography number 2112.
   Reel: G-4
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Garland, Hamlin.
Jason Edwards.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2113.
Reel: G-4

Garland, Hamlin.
A little Norsk; or, Ol' pap's Flaxen.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2114.
Reel: G-4

Garland, Hamlin.
Main-travelled roads.
New York, Macmillan. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2116; New ed., with additional stories.
Reel: G-4

Garland, Hamlin.
Main-travelled roads; six Mississippi valley stories.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 2115.
Reel: G-4

Garland, Hamlin.
A member of the third house.
Chicago, F.J. Schulte & Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 2117.
Reel: G-4

Garland, Hamlin.
Prairie folks.
Chicago, F.J. Schulte & Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2118.
Reel: G-4

Garland, Hamlin.
Rose of Dutcher's Cooly.
Chicago, Stone & Kimball. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2119.
Reel: G-4

Garland, Hamlin.
The spirit of Sweetwater.
Wright bibliography number 2120.
Reel: G-4

General Sheridan's squaw spy, and Mrs. Clara Blynn's captivity among the wild Indians of the prairies.
Philadelphia, Cooperative Pub. House. c1869
Wright bibliography number 992.
Reel: G-4

Gerard Carlton.
New York, American News Co. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 995; By the author of "Twice married."
Reel: G-4

[Gerard, James Watson].
Full and true report after the manner of the Abbe Rabelais, of the suit recently promoted in the Superlative Court of Gotham.
New York, Wm. C. Bryant. 1853
Wright bibliography number 994.
Reel: G-4

Gersoni, Henry.
Sketches of Jewish life and history.
New York, Hebrew Orphan Asylum Printing Establishment. 1873
Wright bibliography number 997.
Reel: G-4

Gertrude Morgan; or, Life and adventures among the Indians of the far West.
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1866]
Wright bibliography number 999.
Reel: G-4

Gifts of genius: a miscellany of prose and poetry.
New York, C.A. Davenport. [c1859]
Wright bibliography number 1000; By American authors.
Reel: G-4

Gill, Julia.
Legends of New England.
New York, Carlton & Lanahan. [c1864]
Wright bibliography number 1001.
Reel: G-4

[Gilmore, James Roberts].
Among the guerillas.
New York, Carleton. 1866
Wright bibliography number 1002; By Edmund Kirke [pseud.].
Reel: G-4

[Gilmore, James Roberts].
Among the pines; or, South in secession-time.
New York, J.R. Gilmore. 1862
Wright bibliography number 1003; By Edmund Kirke [pseud.].
Reel: G-4

The Greatest blessing of life; or, The adventures of Catherine Sinclair, a domestic in search of a good mistress. By a servant of servants.
Pawtucket, Bliss, Potter. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1060.
Reel: G-4

Greeley, Robert F.
Arthur Woodleigh.
New York, W.B. Smith. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1061.
Reel: G-4
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Greeley, Robert F.
   The child of the islands; or, The shipwrecked gold seekers.
   New York, Stringer & Townsend. 1850
   Wright bibliography number 1062.
   Reel: G-4

Greeley, Robert F.
   The crimes of Paris.
   New York, For Sale by Wm. H. Graham. 1849
   Wright bibliography number 1063.
   Reel: G-4

Greeley, Robert F.
   Old Cro' Nest; or, The outlaws of the Hudson.
   New York, Ward. 1846
   Wright bibliography number 1064.
   Reel: G-4

Greene, Asa.
   The life and adventures of Dr. Dodimus Duckworth, A.N.Q. [pseud.] To which is added: The history of a steam doctor.
   New York, P. Hill. 1833
   Wright bibliography number 1065.
   Reel: G-4

Greene, Asa.
   The perils of Pearl Street, including, A taste of the dangers of Wall Street.
   New York, Betts & Anstice. 1834
   Wright bibliography number 1066.
   Reel: G-4

Greene, Asa.
   Travels in America.
   New York, W. Pearson. 1833
   Wright bibliography number 1067; By George Fibbleton, Esq. [pseud.].
   Reel: G-4

Greene, Asa.
   A Yankee among the nullifiers.
   New York, W. Stodart. 1833
   Wright bibliography number 1068; By El Nathan Elmwood, Esq. [pseud.].
   Reel: G-4

Gregory, James.
   Nag's Head; or, Two months among "The bankers."
   Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1850
   Wright bibliography number 1070; By Gregory Seaworthy [pseud.].
   Reel: G-4

Griffith, Mary.
   Camperdown; or, News from our neighbourhood.
   Philadelphia, Carey, Lea & Blanchard. 1836
   Wright bibliography number 1071.
   Reel: G-4

Garland, Hamlin.
   A spoil of office.
   Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1892
   Wright bibliography number 2121.
   Reel: G-5

Garland, Hamlin.
   The trail of the goldseekers.
   Wright bibliography number 2122.
   Reel: G-5

Garland, Hamlin.
   Wayside courtships.
   New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 2123.
   Reel: G-5

Garland, Rufus Cummins.
   Zalea.
   Washington, The Neale Co. 1900
   Wright bibliography number 2124.
   Reel: G-5

Garland, Will A.
   Matthew Doyle.
   New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1900
   Wright bibliography number 2126.
   Reel: G-5

Garner, Louis.
   An unmistakable flirtation.
   New York, G.G.W. Carleton. 1879
   Wright bibliography number 2127.
   Reel: G-5

Gilmore, James Roberts.
   Down in Tennessee, and Back by way of Richmond.
   New York, Carleton. 1864
   Wright bibliography number 1004; By Edmund Kirke [pseud.].
   Reel: G-5

Gilmore, James Roberts.
   My Southern friends.
   New York, Carleton. 1863
   Wright bibliography number 1005; By Edmund Kirke [pseud.].
   Reel: G-5

Gilmore, James Roberts.
   On the border.
   Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1867
   Wright bibliography number 1006; By Edmund Kirke [pseud.].
   Reel: G-5

Gladding, Mrs. E.N.
   Leaves from an invalid's journal, and poems.
   Providence, G.H. Whitney. 1858
   Wright bibliography number 1007.
   Reel: G-5
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Glen, Kneller.
Isabel Carrottton.
Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1008.
Reel: G-5

Glossnap, Francis.
The victim of the mysterious mark; or, The magic mirror.
New York, Baker, Godwin. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1009.
Reel: G-5

Godman, Stuart Adair.
The ocean-born.
New York, Bunce. [c1852]
Wright bibliography number 1010.
Reel: G-5

Godwin, Parke.
Vala.
New York, Putnam. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1011.
Reel: G-5

Good stories.
Boston, Ticknor & Fields. 1867-1868
Wright bibliography number 1012.
Reel: G-5

Griffith, Mary.
Our neighbourhood; or, Letters on horticulture and natural phenomena.
New York, E. Bliss. 1831
Wright bibliography number 1072.
Reel: G-5

Griffith, Mary.
The two defaulters; or, A picture of the times.
New York, Appleton. 1842
Wright bibliography number 1073.
Reel: G-5

Grummett, Flexible [pseud.].
Grummett's log.
Philadelphia, Carey, Lea & Blanchard. 1835
Wright bibliography number 1074.
Reel: G-5

Guy, W.H.
Abby Forbes.
Boston, The Author. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1075.
Reel: G-5

Garner, Zelota M.
Sex in sin.
Battle Creek, Gage, De Vos & Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 2128s.
Reel: G-6

Garrigues, Adele M.
Summer boarders.
New York, The Authors' Pub. Co. [1880]
Wright bibliography number 2129.
Reel: G-6

Garrison, Wendell Phillips.
The new Gulliver.
Jamaica, Queensborough, N.Y., The Marion Press. 1898
Wright bibliography number 130.
Reel: G-6

Garver, William Lincoln.
Brother of the third degree.
Chicago, Purdy. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 2131.
Reel: G-6

Gash, Abram Dale.
The false star.
Chicago, W.B. Conkey. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2132.
Reel: G-6

[Gaston, Henry A.].
Mars revealed; or, Seven days in the spirit world.
San Francisco, Pub. for the Writer, by A.L. Bancroft. 1880
Wright bibliography number 2133.
Reel: G-6

Gatchell, Charles.
Haschisch.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1886
Wright bibliography number 2134; By Thorold King [pseud.].
Reel: G-6

Goodwin, Edward.
Lily White.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1858
Wright bibliography number 1013.
Reel: G-6

[Gordon, Clarence].
Christmas at Under-Tor.
New York, Mohun, Ebbs & Hough. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1013A.
Reel: G-6

[Gorton, Cynthia M.R.].
The fatal secret.
Philadelphia, J.E. Potter. [c1873]
Wright bibliography number 1014; By Ida Glenwood [pseud.].
Reel: G-6

Gott, Ada Augusta.
Dare Fairfax.
New York, E.J. Hale. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1014A.
Reel: G-6
Gould, Edward Sherman.
John Doe and Richard Roe; or, Episodes of life in New York.
New York, Carleton. 1862
Wright bibliography number 1015.
Reel: G-6

Grainger, Arthur M.
Golden feather; or, The buccaneer of King's Bridge.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1860]
Wright bibliography number 1016.
Reel: G-6

The Great "Trunk Mystery" of New York City.
Murder of the beautiful Miss Alice A. Bowlsby, of Patterson, N.J.
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 1018.
Reel: G-6

Greeley, Robert F.
Cedarcliffe.
New York, H.L. Williams. [1872]
Wright bibliography number 1018A.
Reel: G-6

Greeley, Robert F.
The partisan's oath; or, The trooper's revenge.
New York, Bunce. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1019.
Reel: G-6

Greeley, Robert F.
Violet, the child of the city.
New York, Bunce. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1020.
Reel: G-6

Gatchell, Charles.
What a woman did.
Chicago, Era Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2135.
Reel: G-7

Gates, Lou.
A hell and heaven to "even up:'.
Atlanta, Franklin Printing and Pub. Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2136.
Reel: G-7

Gatewood, Julia Howard.
Wedded unwedded.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2137.
Reel: G-7

Gay, Eva.
A tale of the Twin cities.
Minneapolis. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2138.
Reel: G-7

Gayarre, Charles Etienne Arthur.
Aubert Dubayet; or, The two sister republics.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 2139.
Reel: G-7

Gayler, Charles.
Fritz.
New York, Frank Leslie's Pub. House. 1876
Wright bibliography number 2140.
Reel: G-7

Gayler, Charles.
Montague; or, The belle of the matinee.
New York, Frank Leslie's Pub. House. 1877
Wright bibliography number 2143.
Reel: G-7

Greene, Joseph H., Jr.
Athaliah.
New York, Carleton. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1021.
Reel: G-7

Greene, Talbot.
American nights' entertainments.
Jonesborough, Tenn., W.A. Sparks. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1022.
Reel: G-7

Greenough, Henry.
Apelles and his contemporaries.
Boston, T.O.H.P. Burham. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1023.
Reel: G-7

Greenough, Henry.
Ernest Carroll; or, Artist-life in Italy.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1858
Wright bibliography number 1024.
Reel: G-7

Greenough, Sarah Dana (Loring).
Arabesques: Monare; Domita; Apollyona; Ombra.
Boston, Roberts. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1025.
Reel: G-7

Greenough, Sarah Dana (Loring).
In extremis.
Boston, Roberts. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1026.
Reel: G-7

Greenough, Sarah Dana (Loring).
Lilian.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1863
Wright bibliography number 1027.
Reel: G-7

[Gazzam, Anna Reading].
A sketch in the ideal.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 2143.
Reel: G-8
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Gedney, Frederick G.
Shenandoah: or, The horizon's bar.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie. c1890
Wright bibliography number 2144.
Reel: G-8

Geppert, Dora (Higbee).
In "God's country."
New York, American Pub. Corp. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 2146.
Reel: G-8

Geppert, Dora (Higbee).
"Un ze studio."
Atlanta, The Franklin Printing and Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2147.
Reel: G-8

Gestefeld, Ursula N[ewell].
The leprosy of Miriam.
Wright bibliography number 2148.
Reel: G-8

Gestefeld, Ursula N[ewell].
The woman who dares.
New York, Lovell, Gestefeld & Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 2149.
Reel: G-8

Gibbons, Louise Elise.
Janet; or, The Christmas stockings.
New York, Knickerbocker Press. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2150.
Reel: G-8

Gibbons, Louise Elise.
Truth.
New York, The Author. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2151; By Louis de Villeneuve [pseud.].
Reel: G-8

Greenough, Sarah Dana (Loring).
Treason at home.
T.B. Peterson. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1028.
Reel: G-8

Greey, Edward.
Blue jackets; or, The adventures of J. Thompson, A.B. among "The heathen Chinee."
Boston, J.E. Tilton. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1029.
Reel: G-8

[Grey, Jeannie H.].
Tactics; or, Cupid in shoulder-straps.
New York, Carleton. 1863
Wright bibliography number 1030; By Hearton Drill, U.S.A. [pseud.].
Reel: G-8

Griest, Ellwood.
John and Mary; or, The fugitive slaves.
Lancaster, Inquirer Printing and Pub. Co. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1031.
Reel: G-8

Gibson, Eva Katherine (Clapp).
Her bright future.
Chicago, H.A. Sumner and Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 2153.
Reel: G-9

Gibson, Eva Katherine (Clapp).
A lucky mishap.
Chicago, Belford, Clarke & Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 2154.
Reel: G-9

Gibson, Eva Katherine (Clapp).
A woman's triumph.
Chicago, A.H. Andrews & Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 2155.
Reel: G-9

[Gibson, Louis Henry].
A romance of the milling revolutions; or, The history of a typical modern mill.
Kansas City, C.F. Hall. 1886
Wright bibliography number 2156; By "Cereal."
Reel: G-9

Gielow, Martha (Sawyer).
Mammy's reminiscences, and other sketches.
New York, A.S. Barnes and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2157.
Reel: G-9

Gifford, Philip A.
The Quaker schoolmarm.
New York, The Mershon Co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 2158.
Reel: G-9

Gilbert, Frank M.
Plunkett's troubles.
New York, W.B. Smith. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 2159.
Reel: G-9

[Gilbert, Mrs. R.L.].
Thump's client.
New York, The Authors' Pub. Co. [c1880]
Wright bibliography number 2160; By Charles D. Knight [pseud.].
Reel: G-9

Gilchrist, Annie (Somers).
Harcourt; or, A soul illumined.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 2161.
Reel: G-9
[Griffin, Edmund D.].
Dreams within dreams; a plagiarism of the seventeenth century.
New York, P. O'Shea. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1032; By Ulric De Lazie [pseud.].
Reel: G-9

Griffiths, Julia, ed.
Autographs for freedom.
Auburn, Alden, Beardsley. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1034; [2d ser.].
Reel: G-9

Griffiths, Julia, ed.
Autographs for freedom.
Boston, J.P. Jewett. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1033.
Reel: G-9

Griswold, Frances Irene (Burge) Smith.
Asleep.
Brooklyn, T.B. Ventrea. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 1035.
Reel: G-9

Griswold, Frances Irene (Burge) Smith.
The bishop and Nanette.
New York, T. Whittaker. [c1873]
Wright bibliography number 1036.
Reel: G-9

Gilchrist, Annie (Somers).
Rosehurst; or, The step-daughter.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 2162.
Reel: G-10

[Gilchrist, Rosetta Luce].
Apples of Sodom.
Cleveland, W.W. Williams. 1883
Wright bibliography number 2163.
Reel: G-10

[Gilder, Jeannette Leonard].
Taken by siege.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2164.
Reel: G-10

[Gill, J. Thompson].
Within and without, a philosophical lego-ethical and religious romance in 4 parts.
Chicago, J.T. Gill, Manager, C & B Pub. Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2165.
Reel: G-10

Gill, William Fearing, ed.
Golden treasures of poetry, romance, and art. By eminent poets, novelists, and essayists.
Boston, W.F. Gill and Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 2166.
Reel: G-10

Gill, William Fearing, ed.
Laurel leaves. Original poems, stories, and essays.
Boston, W.F. Gill and Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 2167.
Reel: G-10

Griswold, Frances Irene (Burge) Smith.
Elm tree tales.
New York, Mason. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1037.
Reel: G-10

Griswold, Frances Irene (Burge) Smith.
Nina; or, Life's caprices.
New York, Pub. for the home of the Aged and Orphan of the Brooklyn Church Charity Foundation, by Donald Dana. 1861
Wright bibliography number 1038.
Reel: G-10

Griswold, V.M.
Hugo Blanc, the artist.
New York, Hilton. 1867
Wright bibliography number 1039.
Reel: G-10

Guernsey, Clara Florida.
The merman and the figure-head.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1039A.
Reel: G-10

Guernsey, Lucy Ellen.
Lady Betty's governess; or, The Corbet chronicles.
New York, T. Whittaker. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1040.
Reel: G-10

Gill, William Fearing, ed.
Papyrus leaves. Poems, stories, and essays.
New York, R. Worthington. 1880 [1879]
Wright bibliography number 2168.
Reel: G-11

Gillette, William Hooker.
A LEGAL WRECK.
New York, Rockwood Pub. Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 2169.
Reel: G-11

Gilliam, Charles F[rederic].
Love and medicine.
Washington, D.C., Gray & Clarkson. 1886
Wright bibliography number 2170.
Reel: G-11

Gilliam, Edward Winslow.
1791: a tale of San Domingo.
Baltimore, J. Murphy & Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2172.
Reel: G-11
Gilliam, Edward Winslow.
  Paul Beaumont.
  Baltimore, Press of the Sun Printing Office. 1899
  Wright bibliography number 2171.
  
  Reel: G-11

Guernsey, Lucy Ellen.
  Lady Rosamond's book, being the second part of
  the Stanton-Corbet chronicles.
  New York, T. Whittaker. [c1874]
  Wright bibliography number 1041.
  
  Reel: G-11

Guernsey, Lucy Ellen.
  Winifred; or, "After many day".
  New York, T. Whittaker. [c1869]
  Wright bibliography number 1043.
  
  Reel: G-11

[Guild, Caroline Snowden (Whitmarsh)].
  The Sisters of Soleure.
  Concord, E.C. Eastman. 1860
  Wright bibliography number 1044.
  
  Reel: G-11

"Guilty, or not guilty;" the true story of Manhattan
  Well.
  New York, Carleton. 1870
  Wright bibliography number 1045.
  
  Reel: G-11

Gunn, Thomas Butler.
  The physiology of New York boarding-houses.
  New York, Mason. 1857
  Wright bibliography number 1046.
  
  Reel: G-11

Gustafson, Zadel (Barnes) Buddington.
  Can the old love?.
  Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1871
  Wright bibliography number 1047.
  
  Reel: G-11

Guthrie, Mrs. M.J.
  The silver lining; or, Fair-hope prospect.
  Philadelphia. 1872
  Wright bibliography number 1048.
  
  Reel: G-11

Gilliam, Edward Winslow.
  Thomas Ruffin.
  Baltimore, Nichols, Killam & Maffitt. 1896
  Wright bibliography number 2173.
  
  Reel: G-12

Gillman, Henry.
  Hassan.
  Boston, Little, Brown and Co. 1898
  Wright bibliography number 2174.
  
  Reel: G-12

Gillman, Nathaniel Isaiah.
  Circumstantial affection.
  New York, F.T. Neely. [c1900]
  Wright bibliography number 2175.
  
  Reel: G-12

Gilman, Bradley.
  The parsonage porch: seven stories from a
  clergyman's note-book.
  Boston, Little, Brown and Co. 1900
  Wright bibliography number 2176.
  
  Reel: G-12

Gilman, Charlotte (Perkins) Stetson.
  The yellow wall paper.
  Boston, Small, Maynard & Co. 1899
  Wright bibliography number 2177.
  
  Reel: G-12

Gilman, Samuel C.
  The story of a western claim.
  Philadelphia, Printed by J.B. Lippincott Co. 1893
  Wright bibliography number 2178.
  
  Reel: G-12

Gilman, Stella Lucile.
  That Dakota girl.
  New York, United States Book Co. [c1892]
  Wright bibliography number 2179.
  
  Reel: G-12

[Gilmore, James Roberts].
  The last of the Thorndikes.
  New York, People's Pub. Co. 1889
  Wright bibliography number 2180.
  
  Reel: G-12

Gilmore, Minnie L.
  A son of Esau.
  New York, Lovell, Coryell & Co. [c1892]
  Wright bibliography number 2181.
  
  Reel: G-13

Gilmore, Minnie L.
  The woman who stood between.
  New York, Lovell, Coryell. [c1892]
  Wright bibliography number 2182.
  
  Reel: G-13

Givins, Robert C.
  Land poor.
  Chicago [The Franklin Printing Co.]. 1884
  Wright bibliography number 2183; By Snivig C.
  Trebor [pseud.].
  
  Reel: G-13

Givins, Robert C.
  The millionaire tramp.
  Chicago, Cook County Review. 1886
  Wright bibliography number 2184; By Snivig C.
  Trebor [pseud.].
  
  Reel: G-13
Givins, Robert C.
The rich man's fool.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2185.
Reel: G-13

Givins, Robert C.
The unwritten will.
Chicago, Rhodes & McClure. 1886
Wright bibliography number 2186; By Snivig C. Trebor [pseud.].
Reel: G-13

Gladden, Washington.
The Cosmopolis city club.
New York, The Century Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2187.
Reel: G-13

Glascock, Mary Willis (Wall).
Dare.
Wright bibliography number 2188.
Reel: G-13

[Glasgow, Cary].
A successful failure.
Richmond, West, Johnston. 1883
Wright bibliography number 2189.
Reel: G-13

Glasgow, Ellen Anderson Gholson.
The descendant.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2190.
Reel: G-14

Glasgow, Ellen Anderson Gholson.
Phases of an inferior planet.
Wright bibliography number 2191.
Reel: G-14

Glasgow, Ellen Anderson Gholson.
The voice of the people.
New York, Doubleday, Page & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 23192.
Reel: G-14

Glasier, Jessie C.
Gaining the heights.
Cincinnati, Standard Pub. Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2193.
Reel: G-14

[Glass], Maximillian.
Van Alder, jr., or, A New York gentleman.
[Newark]. [1892]
Wright bibliography number 2194; By Maximillian [pseud.].
Reel: G-14

Gleason, Adele.
The Georgia belle.
New York, Charles Francis. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2195.
Reel: G-14

Glennon, M.J.
Boomville.
Minneapolis, L. Kimball. 1891
Wright bibliography number 2196.
Reel: G-14

Goff, George Paul.
Johnnie Quickstep's whaling voyage.
San Francisco. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2197.
Reel: G-14

Goff, George Paul.
Nick Babab's last drink, and other sketches.
Lancaster, Penn., Inquirer Printing and Pub. Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 2198.
Reel: G-14

Goff, Harriet Newell (Kneeland).
Other fools and their doings, or, Life among the freedmen.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie & Co. [c1880]
Wright bibliography number 2199.
Reel: G-15

Goff, Harriet Newell (Kneeland).
Was it an inheritance; or, Nannie Grant.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1876
Wright bibliography number 2200.
Reel: G-15

Goldsborough, Edmund K.
Ole Mars an' ole Miss.
Washington, D.C., National Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2201.
Reel: G-15

Gooch, Fani Pusey.
Miss Mordeck's father.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 2202.
Reel: G-15

Goodhue, James M.
Struck a lead.
Chicago, Jameson & Morse. 1883
Wright bibliography number 2203.
Reel: G-15

College girls.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2204.
Reel: G-15
Goodwin, Charles Carroll.
The Comstock club.
Salt Lake City, Tribune Printing Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 2205.
Reel: G-15

Goodwin, Charles Carroll.
The wedge of gold.
Salt Lake City, Tribune Job Printing Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2206.
Reel: G-15

Goodwin, Charles Jaques.
The rose and the thorn.
New York [etc.] London, The Neely Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 2207.
Reel: G-16

[Goodwin, Henry Leavitt].
Clare Duval.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 2208; By Clement Wilkes [pseud.]
Reel: G-16

[Goodwin, Henry Leavitt].
Sidney Forrester.
New York, H.W. Hagemann. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2209; By Clement Wilkes [pseud.]
Reel: G-16

Goodwin, Maud (Wilder).
Flint, his faults, his friendships and his fortunes.
Boston, Little, Brown and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2210.
Reel: G-16

Goodwin, Maud (Wilder).
The head of a hundred.
Boston, Little Brown & Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2211.
Reel: G-16

Goodwin, Maud (Wilder).
White aprons.
Boston, Little, Brown and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2212.
Reel: G-16

Gordon, C.I.
The bankrupt's son.
Denver, G.M. Collier Printer. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2213.
Reel: G-17

[Gordon, Emma E.].
Cousin John's extravagant wife.
Brattleboro, Vt., C.M. Colburn. [188?]
Wright bibliography number 2214.
Reel: G-17

Gordon, Helen (Van Metre) Van-Anderson.
It is possible.
Chicago, New Era Pub. Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 2215.
Reel: G-17

Gordon, Helen (Van Metre) Van-Anderson.
The journal of a live woman.
Boston, G.H. Wright. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2216.
Reel: G-17

Gordon, Helen (Van Metre) Van-Anderson.
The right knock.
Chicago, The Author. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2217.
Reel: G-17

Gordon, Henri.
Alva Vine; or, Art versus duty.
New York, The American News Co. [c1880]
Wright bibliography number 2218.
Reel: G-17

Gordon, Nancy McKay.
Her bungalow.
Chicago, Hermetic Pub. Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2219.
Reel: G-17

[Gorton, Cynthia M.R.].
Lily Pearl and the mistress of Rosedale.
Chicago, Dibble Pub. Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2221; By Ida Glenwood [pseud.]
Reel: G-18

Gosewisch, Walter R.
Memoirs of student life in Germany, and vacation trips in the Tyrol, Switzerland, and Austria.
Los Angeles, J.H. Train. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2222.
Reel: G-18

Goss, Charles Frederic.
The redemption of David Corson.
Indianapolis, The Bowen-Merrill Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 2223.
Reel: G-18

Gould, Anthony.
A woman of Sorek.
New York, The American News Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 2224.
Reel: G-18

[Gould, Jennie W.].
Truth is stranger than fiction.
[Port Henry, N.Y.] W. Lansing & Son. 1891
Wright bibliography number 2225; By Zelma Hope [pseud.]
Reel: G-18
Graham, Andrew Jackson.
  The lost document.
  Minneapolis, F.F. Hennig. [n.d.]
  Wright bibliography number 2226.
  Reel: G-18

[Graham, Edwin Brown].
  In the coils; or, The coming conflict.
  Philadelphia, A.T. McDill. 1882
  Wright bibliography number 2227.
  Reel: G-18

Graham, Margaret (Collier).
  Stories of the foot-hills.
  Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1895
  Wright bibliography number 2228.
  Reel: G-19

Graham, Marie.
  A devoted bluebeard.
  New York, Abbey Press. [c1900]
  Wright bibliography number 2229.
  Reel: G-19

Grant, Robert.
  The art of living.
  New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1895
  Wright bibliography number 2230.
  Reel: G-19

Grant, Robert.
  An average man.
  Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. [1883]
  Wright bibliography number 2231.
  Reel: G-19

Grant, Robert.
  The bachelor's Christmas, and other stories.
  New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1895
  Wright bibliography number 2232.
  Reel: G-19

Grant, Robert.
  The Carletons.
  New York, R. Bonner's Sons. 1891
  Wright bibliography number 2233.
  Reel: G-19

Grant, Robert.
  The confessions of a frivolous girl.
  Boston, A. Williams. 1880
  Wright bibliography number 2234.
  Reel: G-19

Grant, Robert.
  Face to face.
  New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1886
  Wright bibliography number 2235.
  Reel: G-20

Grant, Robert.
  The king's men.
  New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1884
  Wright bibliography number 2236; By Robert Grant,
  John Boyle O'Reilly, J.S. Dale, and John T. Wheelwright.
  Reel: G-20

Grant, Robert.
  The knave of hearts.
  Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1886
  Wright bibliography number 2237.
  Reel: G-20

Grant, Robert.
  The opinions of a philosopher.
  New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1893
  Wright bibliography number 2239.
  Reel: G-20

Grant, Robert.
  The reflections of a married man.
  New York, Scribner. 1892
  Wright bibliography number 2240.
  Reel: G-20

Grant, Robert.
  A romantic young lady.
  Boston, Ticknor. 1886
  Wright bibliography number 2241.
  Reel: G-20

Grant, Robert.
  Unleavened bread.
  New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1900
  Wright bibliography number 2242.
  Reel: G-21

Granville, Austyn.
  The fallen race.
  New York, F.T. Neely. [c1892]
  Wright bibliography number 2243.
  Reel: G-21

[Gray, Clarence F.].
  Ancilla DeMontes; or, One summer.
  [San Francisco] The Author. 1885
  Wright bibliography number 2244; By The cricket
  [pseud.].
  Reel: G-21

Gray, David.
  Gallops.
  New York, The Century Co. 1898
  Wright bibliography number 2245.
  Reel: G-21
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Wright Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pyrrha</td>
<td>Grayson, Pauline</td>
<td>New York, The American News Co. 1889</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2248</td>
<td>Reel: G-21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Great wrongs of the shop girls: the life and persecutions of Miss Beatrice Claflin.</td>
<td>The American News Co. 1889</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2249</td>
<td>Reel: G-21</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The fight for dominion.</td>
<td>[Green, Miss M.P.],</td>
<td>New York, E.R. Herrick. [c1899]</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2251; By Gay Parker [pseud.].</td>
<td>Reel: G-22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sacrifice: or, The living dead.</td>
<td>Green, William Semple</td>
<td>Colusa [Calif.] Addington &amp; Green. 1882</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2255</td>
<td>Reel: G-22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. and Mrs. Hannibal Hawkins.</td>
<td>Greene, Isabel Catherine (Colton)</td>
<td>New York, American Publishers Corp. [c1897]</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2259</td>
<td>Reel: G-22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A New England conscience.</td>
<td>Greene, Isabel Catherine (Colton)</td>
<td>New York, Putnam. 1885</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2260</td>
<td>Reel: G-23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A New England idyl.</td>
<td>Greene, Isabel Catherine (Colton)</td>
<td>Boston, D. Lothrop. [c1886]</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2261</td>
<td>Reel: G-23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cape Cod folks.</td>
<td>Greene, Sarah Pratt (McLean)</td>
<td>Boston, A. Williams &amp; Co. 1881</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2264; [2d ed.].</td>
<td>Reel: G-23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lastchance Junction, far, far West.</td>
<td>Greene, Sarah Pratt (McLean)</td>
<td>Boston, Cupplies and Hurd. 1889</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2265</td>
<td>Reel: G-23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some other folks.</td>
<td>Greene, Sarah Pratt (McLean)</td>
<td>Boston, Cupples, Upham and Co. 1884</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2268</td>
<td>Reel: G-24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Greene, Sarah Pratt (McLean).
Stuart and Bamboo.
Wright bibliography number 2269.
Reel: G-24

Greene, Sarah Pratt (McLean).
Towhead.
Boston, A. Williams and Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 2270.
Reel: G-24

Greene, Sarah Pratt (McLean).
Vesty of the Basins.
New York, Harper. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2271.
Reel: G-24

Greeneleaf, Elizabeth.
The working ten of the King’s daughters.
New York, E.P. Dutton & Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 2272.
Reel: G-24

Greenlee, W.M.
“SPES” in the shadow of the Alhambra; or, The last of the Moorish kings.
Knoxville, S.B. Newman. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2273.
Reel: G-24

[Greeneough, Frances Boott].
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 2274.
Reel: G-25

Greensword, M[athias] P.
Twenty years in the tropics.
Poughkeepsie, W.F. Boshart, Printer. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2275.
Reel: G-25

Greey, Edward.
A captive of love.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1886
Wright bibliography number 2276.
Reel: G-25

Gregg, Hortense Gardner.
Jac and Gill; or, A sister’s fidelity.
Norway, Me., Advertiser. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2277.
Reel: G-25

Gregory, Pauline.
Living and loving: or, Ideal letters about life.
Memphis, S.C. Toof & Co., Printers. 1884
Wright bibliography number 2278.
Reel: G-25

Grendel, M.R.
Contrasts.
New York, G.P. Putnam’s Sons. 1881
Wright bibliography number 2279.
Reel: G-25

[Griffen, Annie M.].
All wrong.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 2280.
Reel: G-25

Griffin, John A.
Leola.
[Troy] The Author. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 2281.
Reel: G-25

Griffin, La Roy Freese.
The abduction of Princess Chriemhild.
New York, R.L. Weed Co. [etc., c1898]
Wright bibliography number 2282.
Reel: G-25

Griffis, William Elliott.
The pathfinders of the revolution.
Boston and Chicago, W.A. Wilde Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 2283.
Reel: G-26

Griffith, B[enjamin] L[ease] C[rozer].
By the light of the fire; a collection of short stories.
Wright bibliography number 2284.
Reel: G-26

Griffith, W.C.
Gifts without graces; or, Life at Powhatan.
Hagerstown, Morning News. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2285.
Reel: G-26

Griggs, Sutton Elbert.
Imperium in imperio.
Cincinnati, Editor Pub. Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2286.
Reel: G-26

[Grigsby, Alcanoan O.].
Nequa; or, The problem of the ages.
Topeka, Equity Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2287; By Jack Adams [pseud.].
Reel: G-26

Grimshaw, Robert.
Fifty years hence; or, What may be in 1943.
New York, Practical Pub. Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2288.
Reel: G-26
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Grinnell, Elizabeth (Pratt).
John and I and the church.
New York, F.H. Revell. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2289.
Reel: G-26

Grinnell, Morton.
An eclipse of memory.
New York, F. A. Stokes. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 2290.
Reel: G-26

Grismer, Joseph Rhode.
Way down East.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. c1900
Wright bibliography number 2291.
Reel: G-27

[Griswold, Jane Emmet].
The lost wedding-ring.
New York and London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2293; By Mrs. Winter and Mrs. Boy [pseud].
Reel: G-27

Griswold, Sarah Elizabeth.
Out of law into Gospel; or, God in man.
Chicago, F.M. Harley. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2295.
Reel: G-27

[Grumbine, Jesse Charles Fremont].
Lethe.
Cincinnati, Knight & Co. Steam Printing Works. 1883
Wright bibliography number 2296; By May Wright [pseud].
Reel: G-27

Guernsey, Lucy Ellen.
The chevalier's daughter.
New York, T. Whittaker. 1880
Wright bibliography number 2997.
Reel: G-27

Guernsey, Lucy Ellen.
The Foster-sisters; or, Lucy Corbet's Chronicle.
New York, T. Whittaker. 1882
Wright bibliography number 2298.
Reel: G-27

Guernsey, Lucy Ellen.
The beautiful eyes of Ysidria.
[San Francisco, Commercial Pub. Co.]. [1894]
Wright bibliography number 2306.
Reel: G-28

Guernsey, Lucy Ellen.
Through unknown ways; or, The journal-books of Mrs. Dorothea Studley.
New York, T. Whittaker. 1886
Wright bibliography number 2302.
Reel: G-28

Guiney, Louise Imogen.
Lovers' Saint Ruth's, and three other tales.
Boston, Copeland and Day. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2303.
Reel: G-28

Guirey, George.
Deacon Cranky, the old sinner.
New York, The Authors' Pub. Co. [1878]
Wright bibliography number 2305.
Reel: G-28

Gunnison, Charles Andrew.
The butler's story.
[San Francisco, Press of Commercial Pub. Co.]. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 2307.
Reel: G-28

Gunnison, Charles Andrew.
Fuji-No-Yama.
[San Francisco, Commercial Pub. Co.]. [1893]
Wright bibliography number 2308.
Reel: G-28
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Gunnison, Charles Andrew.
   In Macao.
   [San Francisco, Commercial Pub. Co.]. [1892]
   Wright bibliography number 2309.
   Reel: G-29

Gunnison, Charles Andrew.
   In the San Benito hills, etc.
   [San Francisco, Commercial Pub. Co.]. [1891]
   Wright bibliography number 2310.
   Reel: G-29

Gunnison, Charles Andrew.
   A Napa Christchild, and Benicia's letters.
   [San Francisco, Commercial Pub. Co.]. [1869]
   Wright bibliography number 2311.
   Reel: G-29

Gunnison, Charles Andrew.
   Though given in vain, The mysterious egg and A Berkshire story.
   Wright bibliography number 2312.
   Reel: G-29

Gunsaulus, Frank Wakeley.
   Monk and knight.
   Chicago, A.C. McClurg and Co. 1891
   Wright bibliography number 2313.
   Reel: G-29

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
   Adrienne de Portalis.
   New York, Home Pub. Co. [c1900]
   Wright bibliography number 2314.
   Reel: G-29

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
   The adventures of a naval officer.
   New York, The Home Pub. Co. [c1898]
   Wright bibliography number 2315; By Lieut Warneford [pseud.].
   Reel: G-29

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
   Baron Montez of Panama and Paris.
   Wright bibliography number 2316.
   Reel: G-29

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
   Billy Hamilton.
   New York, The Home Pub. Co. [c1898]
   Wright bibliography number 2317.
   Reel: G-29

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
   Bob Covington.
   New York, Home Pub. Co. [c1897]
   Wright bibliography number 2318.
   Reel: G-30

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
   Don Balasco of Key West.
   New York, Home Pub. Co. [c1896]
   Wright bibliography number 2319.
   Reel: G-30

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
   The fighting troubadour.
   Wright bibliography number 2320.
   Reel: G-30

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
   The first of the English.
   New York, The Home Pub. Co. [c1894]
   Wright bibliography number 2321.
   Reel: G-30

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
   A Florida enchantment.
   New York, The Home Pub. Co. 1892
   Wright bibliography number 2322; By Archibald Clavering Gunter and Fergus Redmond.
   Reel: G-30

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
   Her senator.
   Wright bibliography number 2323.
   Reel: G-30

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
   Jack Curzon.
   New York, Home Pub. Co. [c1898]
   Wright bibliography number 2324.
   Reel: G-30

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
   The king's stockbroker.
   Wright bibliography number 2325.
   Reel: G-30

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
   The ladies' juggernaut.
   New York, The Home Pub. Co. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 2326.
   Reel: G-31

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
   M.S. Bradford, special.
   Wright bibliography number 2327.
   Reel: G-31

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
   Miss Dividends.
   New York, Home Pub. Co. 1892
   Wright bibliography number 2328.
   Reel: G-31
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
Miss Nobody of Nowhere.
New York, Home Pub. Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2329.
Reel: G-31

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
Mr. Barnes of New York.
New York, Home Pub. Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2330.
Reel: G-31

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
Mr. Potter of Texas.
Wright bibliography number 2331.
Reel: G-31

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
The power of woman.
New York, Home Pub. Co. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 2332.
Reel: G-31

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
The princess of copper.
New York, Home Pub. Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 2333.
Reel: G-32

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
A princess of Paris.
New York, Home Pub. Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2334.
Reel: G-32

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
Tangled flags.
New York, Home Pub. Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 2335.
Reel: G-32

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
That Frenchman.
New York, Home Pub. Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2336.
Reel: G-32

Guy Averall. As written by a private solidier of the U.S. Army.
Philadelphia, E. Claxton. 1881
Wright bibliography number 2337.
Reel: G-32

Gwyn, Laura.
Wanita.
Charleston, Walker, Evans & Cogswell. 18850
Wright bibliography number 2338.
Reel: G-32

H., C.J.
Miss Percie of Clifden.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Heffelfinger. 1876
Wright bibliography number 2339.
Reel: H-1

Haas, Caroline Hook.
A white slave of the north; or, Lucy Manchester.
Atlanta, Foote & Davies. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2340.
Reel: H-1

Habberton, John.
All he knew.
Meadville, Penna., Flood and Vincent. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2341.
Reel: H-1

Habberton, John.
The Barton experiment.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1877
Wright bibliography number 2342.
Reel: H-1

Habberton, John.
The Bowsham puzzle.
New York, Funk & Wagnalls. 1884
Wright bibliography number 2343.
Reel: H-1

Habberton, John.
Brueton's bayou.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1888
Wright bibliography number 2344; By John Habberton. Miss Defarge. By F. Hodgson Burnett.
Reel: H-1

Habberton, John.
The Chautauquans.
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. [1891]
Wright bibliography number 2345.
Reel: H-1

Habberton, John.
Couldn't say no.
New York, Belford Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 2346.
Reel: H-1

Haco, Dion [pseud.].
The private journey and diary of John H. Surratt, the conspirator.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1866]
Wright bibliography number 1049.
Reel: H-1

Hale, Edward Everett.
Christmas Eve and Christmas Day: ten Christmas stories.
Boston, Roberts. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1051.
Reel: H-1

Hale, Edward Everett.
His level best, and other stories.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1052.
Reel: H-1
Hale, Edward Everett.
   If, yes, and perhaps. Four possibilities and six exaggerations, with some bits of fact.
   Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1868
   Wright bibliography number 1053.
   Reel: H-1

Hale, Edward Everett.
   In His name.
   Boston, Pub. by the Proprietors of Old and New. 1873
   Wright bibliography number 1054.
   Reel: H-1

Hale, Edward Everett.
   The Ingham papers.
   Boston, Fields, Osgood. 1869
   Wright bibliography number 1055.
   Reel: H-1

Hale, Edward Everett.
   The man without a country.
   Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1865
   Wright bibliography number 1056.
   Reel: H-1

Hale, Edward Everett.
   Margaret Percivil in America.
   Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1850
   Wright bibliography number 1077.
   Reel: H-1

Hale, Edward Everett.
   Our new crusade.
   Boston, Roberts. 1875
   Wright bibliography number 1057.
   Reel: H-1

Hale, Edward Everett.
   Six of one by half a dozen of the other.
   Boston, Roberts. 1872
   Wright bibliography number 1058.
   Reel: H-1

Hale, Sarah Josepha (Buell).
   "Boarding out."
   New York, Harper. 1846
   Wright bibliography number 1079.
   Reel: H-1

Hale, Sarah Josepha (Buell).
   Keeping house and housekeeping.
   New York, Harper. 1845
   Wright bibliography number 1080.
   Reel: H-1

Hale, Sarah Josepha (Buell).
   The lecture: or, Woman's sphere.
   Boston, Whipple ad Damrell. 1839
   Wright bibliography number 1081.
   Reel: H-1

Hale, Sarah Josepha (Buell).
   My cousin Mary: or, The inebriate.
   Boston, Whipple and Damrell. 1839
   Wright bibliography number 1082.
   Reel: H-1

Hale, Sarah Josepha (Buell).
   Northwood.
   Boston, Bowles & Dearborn. 1827
   Wright bibliography number 1083.
   Reel: H-1

Hale, Sarah Josepha (Buell).
   Sketches of American character.
   Boston, Putnam & Hunt. 1829
   Wright bibliography number 1084.
   Reel: H-1

Habberton, John.
   Country luck.
   Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 2347.
   Reel: H-2

Habberton, John.
   The crew of the "Sam Weller."
   New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1878
   Wright bibliography number 2348.
   Reel: H-2

Habberton, John.
   Helen's babies.
   Boston, Loring. c1876
   Wright bibliography number 2349.
   Reel: H-2

Habberton, John.
   The Jericho road.
   Chicago, Jansen, McClurg & Co. 1877
   Wright bibliography number 2350.
   Reel: H-2

Habberton, John.
   A lucky lover.
   Boston, Bradley & Woodruff. c1892
   Wright bibliography number 2352.
   Reel: H-2

Habberton, John.
   Other people's children.
   New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1877
   Wright bibliography number 2353.
   Reel: H-2

Habberton, John.
   The scripture club of Valley Rest: or, Sketches of everybody's neighbours.
   New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1877
   Wright bibliography number 2354.
   Reel: H-2
Hale, Edward Everett.
Sybaris, and other homes.
Boston, Fields, Osgood. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1059.
Reel: H-2

Hale, Edward Everett.
Ten times one is ten.
Boston, Roberts. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1060; By Col. Frederic Ingham [pseud.].
Reel: H-2

Hale, Edward Everett.
Ups and downs.
Boston, Roberts. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1061.
Reel: H-2

Hale, Edward Everett.
Workingmen's homes. Essays and stories.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1062.
Reel: H-2

Hale, Lucretia Peabody.
Struggle for life.
Boston, Walker, Wise. 1861
Wright bibliography number 1063.
Reel: H-2

Hale, Sarah Josepha (Buell).
Liberia; or, Mr. Peyton's experiments.
New York, Harper. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1064.
Reel: H-2

Hale, Sarah Josepha (Buell).
Northwood; or, Life North and South.
New York, H. Long. [c1852]
Wright bibliography number 1065.
Reel: H-2

Hale, Sarah Josepha (Buell).
Traits of American life.
Philadelphia, Carey & Hart. 1825
Wright bibliography number 1094.
Reel: H-2

Hall, Abraham Oakey.
The Congressman's Christmas dream, and the lobby member's Happy New Year.
New York, Scribner, Welford. 1870-71
Wright bibliography number 1066.
Reel: H-2

Hall, Baynard Rush.
The new purchase: or, Seven and a half years in the far West.
New York, Appleton. 1843
Wright bibliography number 1095; By Robert Carlton [pseud.].
Reel: H-2

Hall, Baynard Rush.
Something for everybody.
New York, Appleton. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1096; By Robert Carlton [pseud.].
Reel: H-2

Hall, James.
The Harpe's head.
Philadelphia, Key & Biddle. 1833
Wright bibliography number 1097.
Reel: H-2

Hall, James.
Legends of the West.
Philadelphia, H. Hall. 1832
Wright bibliography number 1098.
Reel: H-2

Hall, James.
The soldier's bride and other tales.
Philadelphia, Key and Biddle. 1833
Wright bibliography number 1100.
Reel: H-2

Habberton, John.
Some folks.
New York, Derby Bros. 1877
Wright bibliography number 2355.
Reel: H-3

Hadselle, Celia Antoinette Chapman.
Scraps: new and old.
Pittsfield, Mass., Sun Printing Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2360.
Reel: H-3

Hagan, Francis J.
A mountain exile.
Cincinnati, S. Rosenthal & Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2361.
Reel: H-3

Hageman, Samuel Miller.
Once.
New York, W.B. Smith & Co. [c1881]
Wright bibliography number 2362.
Reel: H-3

Hains, Thornton Jenkins.
Captain Gore's courtship.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2363.
Reel: H-3

Hains, Thornton Jenkins.
Mr. Trunnell, mate of the ship Pirate.
Boston, Lothrop Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2364.
Reel: H-3
Hall, Abraham Oakey.
  Old Whitey's Christmas trot.
  New York, Harper. 1857
  Wright bibliography number 1067.
  Reel: H-3

Hall, Baynard Rush.
  Frank Freeman's barber shop.
  New York, Scribner. 1852
  Wright bibliography number 1068.
  Reel: H-3

Hall, Charles Winslow.
  Twice taken.
  Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1867
  Wright bibliography number 1069.
  Reel: H-3

Hall, James.
  Tales of the border.
  Philadelphia, H. Hall. 1835
  Wright bibliography number 1101.
  Reel: H-3

Hall, James.
  The wilderness and the war path.
  New York, Wiley and Putnam. 1846
  Wright bibliography number 1102.
  Reel: H-3

Hall, James.
  Winter evenings.
  Philadelphia, T.T. Ash. 1829
  Wright bibliography number 1104.
  Reel: H-3

Hall, Louisa Jane (Park).
  Alfred. And The better part.
  Boston, J. Munroe. 1836
  Wright bibliography number 1106.
  Reel: H-3

Hall, Louisa Jane (Park).
  Joanna of Naples.
  Boston, Hilliard, Gray. 1838
  Wright bibliography number 1107.
  Reel: H-3

Hall, Louisa Jane (Park).
  Miriam, and Joanna of Naples, with other pieces
  in verse and prose.
  Boston, Crosby and Nichols. 1850
  Wright bibliography number 1108.
  Reel: H-3

Hall, Louisa Jane (Park).
  The sheaves of love.
  Boston, L.J. Pratt. 1861
  Wright bibliography number 1070.
  Reel: H-3

Hall, Nevil.
  The Red wing; or, Belmont, the buccaneer of the
  bay.
  Boston, H.L. Williams. 1846
  Wright bibliography number 1109.
  Reel: H-3

Hall, Nevil.
  [Hallett, Miss E.V.]
  Natalie; or, A gem among the sea-weeds.
  Andover, W.F. Draper. 1859
  Wright bibliography number 1071; By Ferna Vale
  [pseud.].
  Reel: H-3

Hall, Nevil.
  [Halpine, Charles Graham]
  Baked meats of the funeral: a collection of essays,
  poems, speeches, histories, and banquet.
  New York, Carlton. 1866
  Wright bibliography number 1072; By Private Miles
  O'Reilly [pseud.].
  Reel: H-3

Halyard, Harry [pseud.]
  The chieftan of Churubusco; or, The spectre of the
  cathedral.
  Boston, Gleason. 1848
  Wright bibliography number 1110.
  Reel: H-3

Halyard, Harry [pseud.]
  The doom of the Dolphin: or, The sorceress of the
  sea.
  Boston, Gleason. [1848]
  Wright bibliography number 1111.
  Reel: H-3

Halyard, Harry [pseud.]
  Geraldine: or, The gipsy of Germantown.
  Boston, Gleason. 1848
  Wright bibliography number 1112.
  Reel: H-3

Halyard, Harry [pseud.]
  The haunted bride: or, The witch of Gallows Hill.
  Boston, Gleason. 1848
  Wright bibliography number 1113.
  Reel: H-3

Hains, Thornton Jenkins.
  Richard Judkins' wooing.
  New York and London, F.T. Neely. 1898
  Wright bibliography number 2365.
  Reel: H-4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Place</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Wright bibliography number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hains, Thornton Jenkins.</td>
<td>Tales of the South Seas.</td>
<td>Portland, Me.</td>
<td>Brown Thurston Co.</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>2366</td>
<td>H-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haldane, Winifred Agnes.</td>
<td>A chord from a violin.</td>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>Laird &amp; Lee.</td>
<td>[c1896]</td>
<td>2369</td>
<td>H-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hale, Edward Everett.</td>
<td>The brick moon, and other stories.</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Little, Brown and Co.</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>2372</td>
<td>H-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halsey, Harlan Page.</td>
<td>Annie Wallace; or, The exile of Penang.</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>Miller &amp; Holman</td>
<td>1857</td>
<td>1074</td>
<td>H-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halsey, Harlan Page.</td>
<td>Something to wear, and some other things.</td>
<td>Brooklyn</td>
<td>Brockway</td>
<td>1857</td>
<td>1076</td>
<td>H-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halyard, Harry [pseud.].</td>
<td>The heroine of Tampico: or, Wildfire the Wanderer.</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Gleason</td>
<td>1847</td>
<td>1115</td>
<td>H-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halyard, Harry [pseud.].</td>
<td>The Mexican spy: or, The bride of Buena Vista.</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Gleason</td>
<td>1848</td>
<td>1117</td>
<td>H-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halyard, Harry [pseud.].</td>
<td>The ocean monarch: or, The ranger of the Gulf.</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Gleason</td>
<td>1848</td>
<td>1118</td>
<td>H-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halyard, Harry [pseud.].</td>
<td>The Peruvian nun: or, The empress of the ocean.</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Gleason</td>
<td>1848</td>
<td>1119</td>
<td>H-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halyard, Harry [pseud.].</td>
<td>The rover of the reef, or, The nymph of the Nightingale.</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Gleason</td>
<td>[1848]</td>
<td>1120</td>
<td>H-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halyard, Harry [pseud.].</td>
<td>The warrior queen: or, The buccaneer of the Brazos!.</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Gleason</td>
<td>1848</td>
<td>1121</td>
<td>H-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halyard, Harry [pseud.].</td>
<td>Wharton the whale-killer! Or, The pride of the Pacific.</td>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>Gleason</td>
<td>[1848]</td>
<td>1122</td>
<td>H-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Hamilton, John A.].</td>
<td>Chris Spangler; or, The scout’s revenge.</td>
<td>Orangeburg</td>
<td>Berry &amp; Howell</td>
<td>[n.d.]</td>
<td>1077</td>
<td>H-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Hammett, Samuel Adams].</td>
<td>Piney Woods Tavern; or, Sam Slick in Texas.</td>
<td>Philadelphia</td>
<td>T.B. Peterson</td>
<td>[c1858]</td>
<td>1079</td>
<td>H-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

[Hammett, Samuel Adams].
A stray Yankee in Texas.
New York, Redfield. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1080; By Philip Paxton [pseud.].
Reel: H-4

[Hammett, Samuel Adams].
The wonderful adventures of Captain Priest. With other legends.
New York, H. Long. [c1855]
Wright bibliography number 1081.
Reel: H-4

Hammond, Adelaide F.
Josephine Eloise.
Baltimore, Baltimore News Co. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1082.
Reel: H-4

Handiboe, Edward J.
Will Crittenden; or, The lone star of Cuba.
Cincinnati, U.P. James. [1850]
Wright bibliography number 1123.
Reel: H-4

Hannigan, Dennis.
Leon de Calavar; or, The age of the Inquisition.
New York, Graham. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1124.
Reel: H-4

Hannigan, Dennis.
The orange girl of Venice, or, The downfall of "The Council of Ten.".
New York, J. Slater. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1125.
Reel: H-4

Hannigan, Dennis.
New York, W.H. Graham. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1126.
Reel: H-4

The Hapless orphan; or, Innocent victim of revenge.
In a series of letters from Caroline Francis to Maria B---- by an American lady.
Boston, Printed at the Apollo Press by Belknap and Hall. 1893
Wright bibliography number 1127.
Reel: H-4

[Hare, Robert].
Standish the Puritan.
New York, Harper. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1128; By Eldred Grayson [pseud.].
Reel: H-4

Harris, H.A.
The horse thief: or, The maiden and Negro.
Boston, Gleason. 1845
Wright bibliography number 12129.
Reel: H-4

Hart, Cyrus Wadsworth.
Essay on industry, and Theophilus Radclipp and Emma Jones.
Steubenville, J. Wilson. 1833
Wright bibliography number 1130.
Reel: H-4

Hale, Edward Everett.
Col. Clipsham's calendar.
Boston, J.S. Smith & Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 2374.
Reel: H-5

Hale, Edward Everett.
Crusoe in New York, and other tales.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1880
Wright bibliography number 2375.
Reel: H-5

Hale, Edward Everett.
Daily broad.
Boston, J.S. Smith & Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 2376.
Reel: H-5

Hale, Edward Everett.
East and West.
New York, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 2377.
Reel: H-5

Hale, Edward Everett.
The fortunes of Rachel.
New York, Funk & Wagnalls. 1884
Wright bibliography number 378.
Reel: H-5

Hale, Edward Everett.
G.T.T.: or, The wonderful adventures of a Pullman.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1877
Wright bibliography number 2379.
Reel: H-5

Hale, Edward Everett.
Hands off.
Boston, J.S. Smith. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 2380.
Reel: H-5

Hale, Edward Everett.
If Jesus came to Boston.
Boston, J.S. Smith. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 2381.
Reel: H-5
Hale, Edward Everett.
Mr. Tangier's vacations.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1888
Wright bibliography number 2382.
Reel: H-5

Hale, Edward Everett.
My double & how he undid me.
Boston, New York, Lamson, Wolfe & Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2383.
Reel: H-5

Hale, Edward Everett.
My friend the boss.
Boston, J.S. Smith & Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 2384.
Reel: H-5

Hale, Edward Everett.
The new Harry and Lucy.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2385.
Reel: H-5

Hammond, Samuel H.
Country margins and rambles of a journalist.
New York, J.C. Derby. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1084; By S.H. Hammond and L.W. Mansfield.
Reel: H-5

Hammond, William Alexander.
Robert Severne, his friends and his enemies.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1867
Wright bibliography number 1085.
Reel: H-5

Hampden, Allen.
Hartley Norman.
New York, Rudd & Carleton. 1859
Wright bibliography number 1086.
Reel: H-5

Hanaford, Phebe Ann (Coffin).
Lucretia, the Quakeress; or, Principle triumphant.
Boston, J. Buffum. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1087.
Reel: H-5

Hancock, Sallie J.
Etta Vandemir.
New York, Cutter. Tower. 1863
Wright bibliography number 1088.
Reel: H-5

Hart, Cyrus Wadsworth.
Essay on industry, and Biographical sketches of Theopholus Radclipp and Emma Jones.
Steubenville, J. Wilson. 1835
Wright bibliography number 1131.
Reel: H-5

Hart, Cyrus Wadsworth.
Selections from the philosophical, polemical, amatory, moral, and other works.
Cincinnati, S.W. Johns. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1132.
Reel: H-5

[Hart, Joseph C.].
Miriam Coffin, or The whale-fishermen.
New York, G. & C. & H. Carvill. 1834
Wright bibliography number 1133.
Reel: H-5

The Haunted house.
Rochester, A.P. Brooks. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1134.
Reel: H-5

Haven, Alice (Bradley).
The gossips of Rivertown; with sketches in prose and verse.
Philadelphia, Hazard and Mitchell. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1136.
Reel: H-5

Hawes, William Post.
Sporting scenes and sundry sketches; being the miscellaneous writings of J. Cypress, Jr. [pseud.].
New York, Gould, Banks. 1842
Wright bibliography number 1138; Edited by Frank Forester [pseud.].
Reel: H-5

Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
The celestial rail-road.
Boston, Wilder. 1843
Wright bibliography number 1139.
Reel: H-5

Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
Fanshawe.
Boston, Marsh & Capen. 1828
Wright bibliography number 1141.
Reel: H-5

Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
The gentle boy.
Boston, Weeks, Jordan. 1839
Wright bibliography number 1143.
Reel: H-5

Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
Mosses from an old manse.
New York, Wiley and Putnam. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1143.
Reel: H-5
Hale, Edward Everett.
   Our Christmas in a palace. New York, Funk & Wagnalls. 1883 Wright bibliography number 2387.  
   Reel: H-6

Hale, Edward Everett.
   Reel: H-6

Hale, Edward Everett.
   Reel: H-6

Hale, Edward Everett.
   Reel: H-6

Hale, Edward Everett.
   Susan's escort, and others. New York, Harper & Bros. 1897 Wright bibliography number 2391.  
   Reel: H-6

Hale, Edward Everett.
   Reel: H-6

Hale, Edwin W.
   Random skits. Cleveland, The Brooks Co. 1896 Wright bibliography number 2393.  
   Reel: H-6

Hale, Lucretia Peabody.
   Reel: H-6

Hale, Robert Beverley.
   Reel: H-6

Hancock, Sallie J.
   The Montanas: or, Under the stars. New York, Carleton. 1866 Wright bibliography number 1089.  
   Reel: H-6

Hankins, Colonel.
   Dakota land; or, The beauty of St. Paul. To which is added: "A round of pleasure.". New York, Hankins. 1868 Wright bibliography number 1090.  
   Reel: H-6

Hankins, Marie Louise.
   Reality; or, A history of human life. New York, The Author. 1858 Wright bibliography number 1091.  
   Reel: H-6

Hankins, Marie Louise.
   Reel: H-6

Hanna, Abigail Stanley.
   Withered leaves, from memory's garland. Providence, A. Crawford Greene. 1857 Wright bibliography number 1093.  
   Reel: H-6

Hannigan, Dennis.
   The swamp steed; or, The days of Marion and his merry men. New York, DeWitt & Davenport. [c1852] Wright bibliography number 1094.  
   Reel: H-6

Hannigan, Dennis.
   Reel: H-6

Harbert, Elizabeth Morrison (Boynton).
   "Amore.". New York, Gestefeld & Co. [c1892] Wright bibliography number 2450.  
   Reel: H-6

Harbert, Elizabeth Morrison (Boynton).
   Out of her sphere. Des Moines, Mills. 1871 Wright bibliography number 1096.  
   Reel: H-6

Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
   The scarlet letter. Boston, Ticknor, Reed, and Fields. 1850 Wright bibliography number 1146.  
   Reel: H-6

Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
   The scarlet letter. Boston, Ticknor, Reed, and Fields. 1850 Wright bibliography number 1147.  
   Reel: H-6
Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
Twice-told tales.
Boston, American Stationers Co. 1837
Wright bibliography number 1149.
Reel: H-6

Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
Twice-told tales.
Boston, J. Munroe. 1842
Wright bibliography number 1150.
Reel: H-6

Hazelton, Frank.
The mysteries of Troy.
Troy, Troy Pub. Co. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1152.
Reel: H-6

[Heath, James Ewell].
Edge-Hill; or, The family of the Fitzroyals.
Richmond, T.W. White. 1828
Wright bibliography number 1153.
Reel: H-6

Hemenway, S.R.
The sculptor's beau-ideal; or, The Circassian orphan.
Woodstock, Vt., Printed at the Office of The Spirit of the Age. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1154.
Reel: H-6

Henry Russell; or, The year of our Lord two thousand.
New York, W.H. Graham. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1155.
Reel: H-6

Hentz, Caroline Lee (Whiting).
Aunt Patty's scrap-bag.
Philadelphia, Carey and Hart. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1156.
Reel: H-6

Hall, Alice C.
Miss Leighton's perplexities.
New York, Fords, Howard, & Hulbert. 1882
Wright bibliography number 2396.
Reel: H-7

Hall, Arthur Dudley.
Anselma; or, In spite of all.
Chicago, Rand, McNally & Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 2397.
Reel: H-7

Hall, Arthur Dudley.
La Tosca.
Chicago, Rand, McNally. 1888
Wright bibliography number 2398.
Reel: H-7

Hall, Cara Oakey.
Sweet bells jangled.
New York, American News Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 2399.
Reel: H-7

Hall, Charles Winslow.
Cartagena; or, The lost brigade.
New York and London, Lamson, Wolffe and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2400.
Reel: H-7

Hall, Granville Davison.
Daughter of the elm.
Chicago, Mayer & Miller. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2402.
Reel: H-7

Hardiman, H.M.
The free flag of Cuba; or, The martyrdom of Lopez.
New York, DeWitt & Davenport. [1855]
Wright bibliography number 1097.
Reel: H-7

[Hare, Mrs. R.].
Standish.
Boston, Loring. 1865
Wright bibliography number 1098.
Reel: H-7

[Hare, Robert].
Overing; or, The heir of Wycherly.
New York, Cornish, Lamport. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1099; By Eldred Grayson [pseud.].
Reel: H-7

[Harlan, Mary B.].
Ellen; or, T he chained mother.
Cincinnati, Pub. For the Author by Applegate. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1100.
Reel: H-7

Harrington, J.
Josephine; or, The Romish poison.
New York, Burgess & Day. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1102.
Reel: H-7

[Harrington, John A.].
Between the crusts; or, "Ticket 1939.".
New York, Collin & Small. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1103; By John Carboy [pseud.].
Reel: H-7
Harris, George Washington.
Sut Lovingood.
New York, Dick & Fitzgerald. [c1867]
Wright bibliography number 1104.
Reel: H-7

Harris, Helena J.
Southern sketches. Cecil Gray; or, The soldier's revenge. Rosa Sherwood; or, The avenger.
New Orleans, Crescent Job Print. 1866
Wright bibliography number 1105.
Reel: H-7

Harris, Louise S.
Linden Hill; or, The vanquished life-dream.
St. Louis, Southwestern Book and Pub. Co. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1106.
Reel: H-7

Hentz, Caroline Lee (Whiting).
Linda; or, The young pilot of the belle Creole.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1157.
Reel: H-7

Hentz, Caroline Lee (Whiting).
Lovell's folly.
Cincinnati, Hubbard and Edmands. 1833
Wright bibliography number 1158.
Reel: H-7

[Hentz, Nicholas Marcellus].
Tadeuskund, the last king of the Lenape.
Boston, Cummings, Hilliard. 1825
Wright bibliography number 1159.
Reel: H-7

Herbert, Henry William.
The Brothers.
New York, Harper. 1835
Wright bibliography number 1160.
Reel: H-7

Herbert, Henry William.
Cromwell.
New York, Harper. 1838
Wright bibliography number 1161.
Reel: H-7

Herbert, Henry William.
The Deersstalkers; or, Circumstantial evidence.
Philadelphia, Carey and Hart. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1162; By Frank Forester [pseud.].
Reel: H-7

Herbert, Henry William.
Dermot O'Brien; or, The taking of Tredagh.
New York, Stringer & Townsend. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1163.
Reel: H-7

James, Henry.
What Maisie knew.
Chicago & New York, H.S. Stone & Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2936.
Reel: H-7

Hall, Mary L[ucy].
Preparation.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie and Co. [c1883]
Wright bibliography number 2403.
Reel: H-8

Hall, Ruth.
The black gown.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2404.
Reel: H-8

Hall, Thomas Winthrop.
An experimental wooing.
New York, E.R. Herrick & Co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 2405.
Reel: H-8

Hall, Thomas Winthrop.
The little lady, some other people, and myself.
New York, E.R. Herrick & Co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 2406.
Reel: H-8

Hall, Thomas Winthrop.
Tales.
New York, F.A. Stokes Co. [1899]
Wright bibliography number 2407.
Reel: H-8

Hallowell, Alice.
Forgetmenot; or, Sunshine in affliction.
Washington, Gibson Bros. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2408.
Reel: H-8

Halpin, Will R.
Juan Pico.
New York, Robert Lewis Weed Co. [1899]
Wright bibliography number 2409.
Reel: H-8

Halsey, Harlan Page.
The confessions of an imp.
New York, J.E. Rhodes & Co. [c1886]
Wright bibliography number 2410.
Reel: H-8

Harris, Miriam (Coles).
Frank Warrington.
New York, Carleton. 1863
Wright bibliography number 1107.
Reel: H-8
Harris, Miriam (Coles).
A perfect Adonis.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1108.
Reel: H-8

Harris, Miriam (Coles).
Richard Vandermarck.
New York, Scribner. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1109.
Reel: H-8

Harris, Miriam (Coles).
Rutledge.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1110.
Reel: H-8

Harris, Miriam (Coles).
St. Philip's.
New York, Carleton. 1865
Wright bibliography number 1111.
Reel: H-8

Herbert, Henry William.
Guarica.
Philadelphia, A.J. Rockafellar. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1164.
Reel: H-8

Herbert, Henry William.
Ingleborough Hall, and Lord of the manor.
New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1165.
Reel: H-8

Herbert, Henry William.
The innocent witch.
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1166.
Reel: H-8

Herbert, Henry William.
Isabel Graham, or, Charity's reward.
New York, Williams. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1167.
Reel: H-8

Herbert, Henry William.
The lord of the manor; or, Rose Castleton's temptation.
Philadelphia, A.J. Rockafellar. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1168.
Reel: H-8

Herbert, Henry William.
Marmaduke Wyvil; or, The maid's revenge.
New York, W. Winchester. [1843]
Wright bibliography number 1169.
Reel: H-8

Herbert, Henry William.
The miller of Martigne.
New York, Richards. [1847]
Wright bibliography number 1171.
Reel: H-8

Herbert, Henry William.
My shooting box.
Philadelphia, Carey and Hart. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1172; By Frank Forester [pseud.].
Reel: H-8

Herbert, Henry William.
Pierre, the partisan.
New York, Williams. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1173.
Reel: H-8

Herbert, Henry William.
The revolt of Boston.
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1174.
Reel: H-8

Herbert, Henry William.
Ringwood the Rover.
Philadelphia, W.H. Graham. 1843
Wright bibliography number 1175.
Reel: H-8

Herbert, Henry William.
The Roman traitor.
New York, W. Taylor. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1176.
Reel: H-8

Herbert, Henry William.
Ruth Whalley; or, The fair Puritan.
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1178.
Reel: H-8

Herbert, Henry William.
Tales of the Spanish seas.
New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1179.
Reel: H-8

Herbert, Henry William.
The village inn; or, The adventure of Bellechassaigne.
New York, J. Winchester. 1843
Wright bibliography number 1180.
Reel: H-8

Herbert, Henry William.
The Warwick woodlands; or, Things as they were there ten years ago.
Philadelphia, G.B. Zieber. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1181; By Frank Forester [pseud.].
Reel: H-8
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**Halsey, Harlan Page.**
Gibsy Blair, the western detective.
New York, International Book Co. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2411; By Judson R. Taylor [pseud.]
Reel: H-9

**Halsey, Harlan Page.**
Macon Moore, the southern detective.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie. [1883]
Wright bibliography number 2412; By Judson R. Taylor [pseud.]
Reel: H-9

**Halsey, Harlan Page.**
Phil Scott, the Indian detective.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2413; By Judson R. Taylor [pseud.]
Reel: H-9

**[Halsted, Leonora B.].**
Bethesda.
New York, Macmillan. 1884
Wright bibliography number 2414; By Barbara Elbon [pseud.]
Reel: H-9

**Hamblen, Herbert Elliott.**
The general manager's story.
New York [etc.] Macmillan Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2415.
Reel: H-9

Scrabble of the Fairchilds.
Boston, J.H. Earle. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 2418.
Reel: H-9

**Hamilton, Alice King.**
Mildred's cadet; or, Hearts and bell-buttons.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1881]
Wright bibliography number 2416.
Reel: H-9

**Hamilton, Alice King.**
One of the Duanes.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 2417.
Reel: H-9

**Harris, Miriam (Coles).**
The Sutherlands.
New York, Carleton. 1862
Wright bibliography number 1112.
Reel: H-9

**Harris, Samuel Smith.**
Sheltern.
New York, Blelock. 1868
Wright bibliography number 1113; By Christopher Coningsby [pseud.]
Reel: H-9

**[Harrison, William Pope].**
Theophilus Walton; or, The majesty of truth.
Nashville, Pub. For the Author by Stevenson & Owen. 1858
Wright bibliography number 1114.
Reel: H-9

**Harte, Bret.**
Condensed novels.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1116.
Reel: H-9

**Harte, Bret.**
Condensed novels, and other papers.
New York, G.W. Carlton. 1867
Wright bibliography number 1115.
Reel: H-9

**Harte, Bret.**
The luck of Roaring Camp, and other sketches.
Boston, Fields, Osgood. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1117.
Reel: H-9

**Herr, Andrew Jackson.**
Fanny Roberteen; or, The chain of destiny.
Boston, Gleason. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1184.
Reel: H-9

**Hildreth, Richard.**
The slave; or, Memoirs of Archy Moore.
Boston, J.H. Eastburn. 1836
Wright bibliography number 1186.
Reel: H-9

**Hinckley, Mary.**
Sequel to The Seymour family; or, Domestic scenes.
Boston, L.C. Bowles. 1830
Wright bibliography number 1192.
Reel: H-9

**Hinckley, Mary.**
The Seymour family; or, Domestic scenes.
Boston, L.C. Bowles. 1830
Wright bibliography number 1193.
Reel: H-9
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Hine, E. Curtiss.
Orlando Melville; or, Victims of the pressgang.
Boston, Gleason. [1848]
Wright bibliography number 1194.
Reel: H-9

Hartmann, Theodore.
Charity Green; or, The varieties of love.
New York, J.W. Norton. 1859
Wright bibliography number 1122.
Reel: H-10

Hamilton, George W.
Kit Caffrey's grit.
Wright bibliography number 2419.
Reel: H-10

Hamilton, George W.
Tom Croly's word.
Wright bibliography number 2420.
Reel: H-10

Hamilton, Kate Waterman.
The parson's proxy.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2421.
Reel: H-10

Hatch, Alice J.
Under the Cedars; or, What the years brought.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1124.
Reel: H-10

Harte, Bret.
Mliss.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. [1873]
Wright bibliography number 1120.
Reel: H-10

Harte, Bret.
Mrs. Skagg's husbands, and other sketches.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1119.
Reel: H-10

Harte, Bret.
Tales of the Argonauts, and other sketches.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1121.
Reel: H-10

Harte, Bret.
The History of Constantius & Pulchera; or, Constancy rewarded.
Boston, New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 1195.
Reel: H-10

Harte, Bret.
The History of Constantius and Pulchera; or, Virtue rewarded. To which is added, Love and generosity.
Exeter, W.C. & S. Hardy. 1831
Wright bibliography number 1205.
Reel: H-10

Hamlen Georgianna.
Our hotel. From the Boston evening transcript.
Boston [Rand Avery Co.]. 1888
Wright bibliography number 2425.
Reel: H-10

Hamlin, Myra Louisa (Sawyer).
A politician's daughter.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 2426.
Reel: H-10

Hine, E. Curtiss.
Roland de Vere; or, The knight of the black plume.
Boston, Gleason. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1195.
Reel: H-10

Hinen, Curtiss.
Orlando Melville; or, Victims of the pressgang.
Boston, Gleason. [1848]
Wright bibliography number 1194.
Reel: H-9

Riskwell, Theodore.
Charity Green; or, The varieties of love.
New York, J.W. Norton. 1859
Wright bibliography number 1122.
Reel: H-10

Hastings, Anna.
The Russell family.
New York, M.W. Dodd. 1861
Wright bibliography number 1123.
Reel: H-10

Harte, Bret.
The History of Constantius & Pulchera; or, Constancy rewarded.
Boston, 1794
Wright bibliography number 1197.
Reel: H-10

Harte, Bret.
The History of Constantius and Pulchera; or, Virtue rewarded. To which is added, Love and generosity.
Exeter, W.C. & S. Hardy. 1831
Wright bibliography number 1205.
Reel: H-10

Harte, Bret.
A History of the "Striped Pig."
Boston, Whipple & Damrell. 1838
Wright bibliography number 1209.
Reel: H-10

History of Lorenzo and Virginia; or, Virtue rewarded.
Concord, Eastman & Chadwick. 1834
Wright bibliography number 1206.
Reel: H-10
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The History of the bottle, as originally published in the New York Organ.
New York, Oliver. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1207.
Reel: H-10

Hitchcock, Enos.
The farmer's friend; or, The history of Mr. Charles Worthy.
Boston, Thomas and Andrews. 1793
Wright bibliography number 1213.
Reel: H-10

Hitchcock, Enos.
Memoirs of the Bloomsgrove family.
Boston, Thomas and Andrews. 1790
Wright bibliography number 1214.
Reel: H-10

Hodges, M.C.
The Mestico; or, The war-path and its incidents.
New York, W.H. Graham. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1215.
Reel: H-10

Hoffman, Charles Fenno.
Greyslaer.
New York, Harper. 1840
Wright bibliography number 1216.
Reel: H-10

Hoffman, Charles Fenno.
Greyslaer.
Philadelphia, Lea & Blanchard. 1841
Wright bibliography number 1217; A new ed., corr. by the author.
Reel: H-10

Hoffman, Charles Fenno.
Wild scenes in the forest and prairie.
New York, W.C. Colyer. 1843
Wright bibliography number 1220.
Reel: H-10

[Hammond, Henrietta Hardy].
A fair philosopher.
New York, G.W. Harlan & Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 2427; By Henri Dauge [pseud.].
Reel: H-11

[Hammond, Henrietta Hardy].
The Georgians.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 2428.
Reel: H-11

Hammond, William Alexander.
Doctor Grattan.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 2429.
Reel: H-11

Hammond, William Alexander.
Lal.
New York, Appleton. 1885
Wright bibliography number 2430.
Reel: H-11

Hammond, William Alexander.
Mr. Oldmixon.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 2431.
Reel: H-11

Hathaway, William E.
Christopher Crooked.
New York, Putnam. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1125.
Reel: H-11

Hathaway, William E.
My grandfather's old coat.
Cincinnati, R. Clarke. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1126; By Reisender [pseud.].
Reel: H-11

The Haunted school-house at Newburyport, Mass.
Boston, Loring. [c1873]
Wright bibliography number 1127.
Reel: H-11

The Haunted school-house at Newburyport, Mass.
Boston, Loring. [c1873]
Wright bibliography number 1128.
Reel: H-11

Haven, Alice (Bradley).
The Coopers; or, Getting under way.
New York, Appleton. 1858
Wright bibliography number 1129.
Reel: H-11

Haven, Alice (Bradley).
Home stories.
New York, Appleton. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1130.
Reel: H-11

Haw, Mary Jane.
The rivals.
Richmond, Ayres & Wade. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1131.
Reel: H-11

Hawthorne, Julian.
Bressant.
New York, Appleton. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1132.
Reel: H-11

Hawthorne, Julian.
Idolatry.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1133.
Reel: H-11
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Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
The Blithedale romance.
Boston, Ticknor, Reed. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1134.
Reel: H-11

[Holbrook, Silas Pinckney].
Sketches by a traveller.
Boston, Carter and Hendee. 1830
Wright bibliography number 1221.
Reel: H-11

Holman, Jesse Lynch.
The prisoners of Niagara; or, Errors of education.
Frankfort, W. Gerar[d]. 1810
Wright bibliography number 1222.
Reel: H-11

[Holmes, Isaac Edward].
Recreations of George Talletell, F.Y.C. [pseud.].
Charleston, Duke & Browne. 1822
Wright bibliography number 1223.
Reel: H-11

Hooper, Johnson Jones.
Some adventures of Captain Simon Suggs, late of the Tallapoosa Volunteers; together with "Taking the census," and other Alabama sketches.
Philadelphia, Carey and Hart. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1225.
Reel: H-11

Hooper, Lucy.
Scenes from real life.
New York, J.P. Griffig. 1840
Wright bibliography number 1227.
Reel: H-11

Hooper, Lucy.
Scenes from real life; and other American tales.
New York, Linen & Fennell. 1841
Wright bibliography number 1228.
Reel: H-11

Hopkinson, Francis.
The miscellaneous essays and occasional writings.
Philadelphia, T. Dobson. 1792
Wright bibliography number 1229.
Reel: H-11

[Houston, George].
National tales.
New York, W.B. Gilley. 1825
Wright bibliography number 1233.
Reel: H-11

Hammond, William Alexander.
On the Susquehanna.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2432.
Reel: H-12

Hammond, William Alexander.
The son of perdition.
Chicago and New York, H.S. Stone & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2433.
Reel: H-12

Hammond, William Alexander.
A strong-minded woman; or, Two years after.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 2434.
Reel: H-12

Hammond, William Alexander.
Tales of eccentric life.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 2435; By William Hammond and Clara Lanza.
Reel: H-12

Hancock, Anson Uriel.
The genius of Galilee.
Chicago, C.H. Kerr & Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 2436.
Reel: H-12

Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
The house of the seven gables.
Boston, Ticknor, Reed and Fields. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1135.
Reel: H-12

Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
The marble fawn: or, The romance of Monte Beni.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1136.
Reel: H-12

Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
The marble fawn; or, The romance of Monte Beni.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1137.
Reel: H-12

Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
Mosses from an old manse.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1138; New ed., carefully rev. by the author.
Reel: H-12

Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
Septimius Felton; or, The elixir of life.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1139.
Reel: H-12
Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
   The snow-image, and other twice-told tales.
   Boston, Ticknor, Reed and Fields. 1852
   Wright bibliography number 1140.
   Reel: H-12

[Houston, George].
   National tales. Vol. II.
   New York, A.P. Houston. 1825
   Wright bibliography number 1234.
   Reel: H-12

Howard, H.R.
   The history of Virgil A. Stewart.
   New York, Harper. 1836
   Wright bibliography number 1235.
   Reel: H-12

Howard, H.R.
   The life and adventures of Henry Thomas.
   Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1848]
   Wright bibliography number 1236.
   Reel: H-12

Howard, H.R.
   The life and adventures of John A. Murrell.
   New York, H. Long. 1847
   Wright bibliography number 1237.
   Reel: H-12

Howard, H.R.
   The life and adventures of Joseph T. Hare.
   New York, H. Long. 1847
   Wright bibliography number 1239.
   Reel: H-12

Howard, Waldo.
   The mistake of a life-time: or, The robber of the Rhine Valley.
   Boston, Gleason. 1850
   Wright bibliography number 1240.
   Reel: H-12

Humanity in Algiers; or, The story of Azem.
   Troy, R. Moffitt. 1801
   Wright bibliography number 1241; By an American, late a slave in Algiers.
   Reel: H-12

Hunt, Thomas Poage.
   It will never injure me; or, Those who never drink often suffer most.
   Philadelphia, Griffith & Simon. 1846
   Wright bibliography number 1243.
   Reel: H-12

Hunt, Thomas Poage.
   Jesse Johnston and his times.
   Philadelphia, Griffith & Simon. 1845
   Wright bibliography number 1244.
   Reel: H-12

Hunt, Thomas Poage.
   The wedding days of former times.
   Philadelphia, Griffith & Simon. 1845
   Wright bibliography number 1246.
   Reel: H-12

Hunter, Fred.
   The child of the wreck: or, The stolen bracelets.
   Boston, Gleason. [1848]
   Wright bibliography number 1247.
   Reel: H-12

Hunter, Fred.
   Hermione: or, The foundling of St. Antoine.
   Boston, Gleason. 1849
   Wright bibliography number 1248.
   Reel: H-12

Hunter, Fred.
   The Spaniard: or, The cruiser of Long Island.
   Boston, Gleason. 1849
   Wright bibliography number 1249.
   Reel: H-12

Huntington, Jedediah Vincent.
   Lady Alice; or, The new Una.
   New York, Appleton. 1849
   Wright bibliography number 1250.
   Reel: H-12

Hancock, Anson Uriel.
   John Auburntop, novelist.
   Chicago, C.H. Kerr & Co. 1891
   Wright bibliography number 2437.
   Reel: H-13

Hancock, Anson Uriel.
   Silhouettes from life on the prairie, in the backwoods.
   Chicago, C.H. Kerr & Co. 1893
   Wright bibliography number 2438.
   Reel: H-13

[Handy, Mrs. John].
   Clip her wing or Let her soar.
   New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1889
   Wright bibliography number 2440.
   Reel: H-13

[Hanifin, John M.].
   The blind men and the devil.
   Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1891
   Wright bibliography number 2441; By Phineas [pseud.].
   Reel: H-13

Hanks, Beulah Downey.
   For the honor of a child.
   New York, Continental Pub. Co. 1899
   Wright bibliography number 2442.
   Reel: H-13
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Hanks, Stedman Wright.
The Crystal River turned upon the Black Valley railroad and Black Valley country.
Boston, D. Lothrop and Co. [c1879]
Wright bibliography number 2443; New ed.
Reel: H-13
Hanks: assorted yarns from Puck.
New York, Keppler & Schwarzmann. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2444; By Puck's authors.
Reel: H-13

Hanshew, Thomas W.
Young Mrs. Charnleigh.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 2445.
Reel: H-13

Hayden, Caroline A.
Carrie Emerson; or, Life at Cliftonville.
Boston, J. French. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1141.
Reel: H-13

[Hayden, Sarah Marshall].
Early engagements: and Florence (a sequel).
Cincinnati, Moore, Anderson, Wilstach & Keys. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1143; by Mary Frazaer [pseud.].
Reel: H-13

Hayward, Maria Louise.
The Huntingdons; or, Glimpses of inner life.
Boston, H.V. Degen. 1863
Wright bibliography number 1143.
Reel: H-13

Hazard, Ann.
Emma Stanley, or, The orphans.
New York, Clark, Austin & Smith. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1144.
Reel: H-13

Hazen, Jacob A.
Five years before the mast, or Life in the forecastle aboard of a whaler and man-of-war.
Philadelphia, W.P. Hazard. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1145.
Reel: H-13

Hazlett, Helen.
The cloud with a golden border.
Philadelphia, T.E. Zell. 1861
Wright bibliography number 1146.
Reel: H-13

Hapgood, Herbert Jackson.
Echoes from Dartmouth: a collection of poems, stories, and historical sketches by graduate and undergraduate writers of Dartmouth college.
Wright bibliography number 2446; Ed. by H.J. Hapgood and Craven Laycock.
Reel: H-14

Harben, William Nathaniel.
The land of the changing sun.
New York, The Merriam Co. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 2447.
Reel: H-14

Harben, William Nathaniel.
A mute confessor.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2448.
Reel: H-14

Harben, William Nathaniel.
Northern Georgia sketches.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2449.
Reel: H-14

Harding, John W[illiam].
The art failure.
New York, Chicago, F.T. Neely. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2451.
Reel: H-14

Harding, Marie Virginia.
The soul of Lady Agnes.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2452.
Reel: H-14

Hardy, Albert H.
The maid of Bethany.
Springfield, Mass. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2453; Author's ed.
Reel: H-14

Hardy, Arthur Sherburne.
But yet a woman.
Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 2454.
Reel: H-14

Hazlett, Helen.
Glennair; or, Life in Scotland.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1147.
Reel: H-14

Hazlett, Helen.
The heights of Eidelberg.
Philadelphia, William S. & Alfred Martien. 1859
Wright bibliography number 1148.
Reel: H-14
Heads and hearts; or, My brother the colonel.
New York, DeWitt & Davenport. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1149; By the author of "Cousin Cecil." [etc.].
Reel: H-14

The Heart of Mabel Ware.
New York, J.C. Derby. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1150.
Reel: H-14

The Heart of the West.
Chicago, Hand & Hart. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1151; By an Illinoian.
Reel: H-14

Heaven, Louise (Palmer).
Aldeane.
New York, A. Roman. 1868
Wright bibliography number 1152; By Laura Preston [pseud.].
Reel: H-14

Hardy, Arthur Sherburne.
Passe Rose.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2455.
Reel: H-15

Hardy, Arthur Sherburne.
The wind of destiny.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 1456.
Reel: H-15

Harfield, G. Eugene.
An Oriental constellation.
Richmond, Va., Hewlett & Pierce. 1888
Wright bibliography number 2457.
Reel: H-15

Hargis, Thomas F.
A patriot's strategy.
Louisville, C.T. Dearing. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2458.
Reel: H-15

Harlan, Caleb.
The fate of Marcel.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1883
Wright bibliography number 2459.
Reel: H-15

Harland, Henry.
The cardinal's snuff box.
London & New York, J. Lane. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2461.
Reel: H-15

Harland, Henry.

Harland, Henry.

Heaven, Louise (Palmer).
In bonds.
San Francisco, A. Roman. 1867
Wright bibliography number 1153; By Laura Preston [pseud.].
Reel: H-15

Heaven, Louise (Palmer).
Leah's confessions.
San Francisco, A. Roman. 1867
Wright bibliography number 1153A.
Reel: H-15

[Hebbard, William Wallace].
Will it come?.
Hyde Park, Mass., Hildreth & Getchell. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1153B; By Leland Searcher [pseud.].
Reel: H-15

Helen Leeson.
Philadelphia, Parry & McMillan. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1154.
Reel: H-15

Helen Mulgrave; or Jesuit executorship.
New York, De Witt & Davenport. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1155.
Reel: H-15

Hentz, Caroline Lee (Whiting).
Courtship and marriage; or, The joys and sorrows of American life.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1856]
Wright bibliography number 1156.
Reel: H-15

Harland, Henry.
Grandison Mather; or, An account of the fortunes of Mr. And Mrs. Thomas Gardiner.
New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 2462; By Sidney Luska [pseud.].
Reel: H-16

Harland, Henry.
Gray roses.
Boston, Roberts Bros.; London, J. Lane. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2463.
Reel: H-16

Harland, Henry.
A Latin-quarter courtship, and other stories.
New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 2464; By Sidney Luska [pseud.].
Reel: H-16
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Harland, Henry.
Mademoiselle Miss; to which is added: The
funeral march of a marionette.--The prodigal father.--
A sleeveless errand.--A light sovereign.
New York, Lovell, Coryell & Co. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 2465.
Reel: H-16

Harland, Henry.
Mea culpa; a woman's last word.
New York, J.W. Lovell Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 2466.
Reel: H-16

Harland, Henry.
Mrs. Peixada.
New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1886]
Wright bibliography number 2467; By Sidney Luska
[pseud.].
Reel: H-16

Harland, Henry.
Two voices.
New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 2468.
Reel: H-16

Harland, Henry.
Two women or one?
New York, Cassell. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 2469.
Reel: H-16

Hentz, Caroline Lee (Whiting).
Eoline; or, Magnolia Vale.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1852]
Wright bibliography number 1157.
Reel: H-16

Hentz, Caroline Lee (Whiting).
Ernest Linwood.
Boston, J.P. Jewett. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1158.
Reel: H-16

Hentz, Caroline Lee (Whiting).
Helen and Arthur; or, Miss Thusa's spinning-wheel.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1159.
Reel: H-16

Hentz, Caroline Lee (Whiting).
The lost daughter, and other stories of the heart.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1857]
Wright bibliography number 1160.
Reel: H-16

Hentz, Caroline Lee (Whiting).
Marcus Warland; or, The long moss spring.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1161.
Reel: H-16

Harland, Henry.
The yoke of the Thorah.
New York, Cassell. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 2470; By Sidney Luska
[pseud.].
Reel: H-17

Harlow, William Burt.
Aunt Elvira abroad.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2471.
Reel: H-17

Harmon, S.L.
Ptocowa.
Rochester, John P. Smith. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2472.
Reel: H-17

Harper, Ella Adelaide.
A face in the crowd, and other stories.
New York, Priv. Print. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2473.
Reel: H-17

Harper, Ella Jeanette.
Our Thanksgiving.
Indianapolis, Carlon & Hollenbeck. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2474.
Reel: H-17

Harper, Frances Ellen Watkins.
Iola Leroy; or, Shadows uplifted.
Philadelphia, Garrigues Bros. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2475.
Reel: H-17

Harper, Harry.
File no. 115; or, A man of steel.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie and Co. c1886
Wright bibliography number 2476.
Reel: H-17

Harper, Lizzie (St. John).
St. Peter's bride.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1878
Wright bibliography number 2477.
Reel: H-17

Harper, Margaret.
Clouds and sunshine.
Philadelphia, Printed by J.B. Lippincott Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2478.
Reel: H-17
**American Fiction, 1774-1910**  
**Reel Listing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reel</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author, Edition</th>
<th>Publisher, Year</th>
<th>Wright Bibliography Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Hentz, Caroline Lee (Whiting). The banished son; and other stories of the heart.</em> Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1856]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Hentz, Caroline Lee (Whiting). The planter's Northern bride.</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Hentz, Caroline Lee (Whiting). Rena; or, The snow bird.</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Hentz, Caroline Lee (Whiting). Robert Graham.</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Hentz, Caroline Lee (Whiting). Ugly Effie; or, The neglected one and the pet beauty; and other tales.</em> Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1852?]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Hentz, Caroline Lee (Whiting). The victim of excitement; The bosom serpent, etc.</em> Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1853</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Harrington, Frank. A Dixie gentleman.</em> Indianapolis, The Syndicate Press. 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Harrington, John A.</em> Blue grass.* New York, J.B. Collin &amp; Co. 1877</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>“The strange woman;” or, The way of the world.</em> New York, Collin &amp; Small. 1876</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2483</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Herbert, Henry William.
   The Quorndon hounds; or, A Virginian at Melton Mowbray.
Philadelphia, Getz, Buck. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1173.
   Reel: H-18

Harris, Joel Chandler.
   On the wing of occasions.
New York, Doubleday, Page & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2490.
   Reel: H-19

Harris, Joel Chandler.
   Sister Jane, her friends and acquaintances.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co.
1896
Wright bibliography number 2491.
   Reel: H-19

Harrington, W.D.
   The man who tramps.
Indianapolis, Douglass & Carlon. 1878
Wright bibliography number 2493.
   Reel: H-19

Harrington, W.D.
   The deserter's daughter.
Raleigh, W.B. Smith. 1865
Wright bibliography number 1181.
   Reel: H-19

Hertford, Joseph.
   Personals; or, Perils of the period.
New York, The Author. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1182.
   Reel: H-19

Herschel, Henry William.
   Wager of battle.
New York, Mason. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1174.
   Reel: H-19

[Herbert, Sarah Ann (Flanders)].
   Trust; or, A peep at Eaton parsonage.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph. 1866
Wright bibliography number 1175.
   Reel: H-19

Herndon, Mary Eliza (Hicks).
   Louise Elton; or, Things seen and heard.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1178.
   Reel: H-19

Herne, Peregrine [pseud.].
   Perils and pleasures of a hunter's life; or, The romance of hunting.
Philadelphia, J.W. Bradley. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1179.
   Reel: H-19

Herrington, W.D.
   The captain's bride.
Raleigh, W.B. Smith. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1180.
   Reel: H-19

Herrington, W.D.
   The deserter's daughter.
Raleigh, W.B. Smith. 1865
Wright bibliography number 1181.
   Reel: H-19

Herrington, W.D.
   The man who tramps.
Indianapolis, Douglass & Carlon. 1878
Wright bibliography number 2493.
   Reel: H-19

Herrington, W.D.
   The man who tramps.
Raleigh, W.B. Smith. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1180.
   Reel: H-19

Herrington, W.D.
   The man who tramps.
Raleigh, W.B. Smith. 1865
Wright bibliography number 1181.
   Reel: H-19

Herrington, W.D.
   The man who tramps.
Raleigh, W.B. Smith. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1180.
   Reel: H-19

Herrington, W.D.
   The man who tramps.
Raleigh, W.B. Smith. 1865
Wright bibliography number 1181.
   Reel: H-19

Hertford, Joseph.
   Personals; or, Perils of the period.
New York, The Author. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1182.
   Reel: H-19

Harris, Miriam (Coles).
   Missy.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1880
Wright bibliography number 2496.
   Reel: H-20

Harris, Miriam (Coles).
   Phoebe.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 2497.
   Reel: H-20

Harris, Miriam (Coles).
   An utter failure.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 2498.
   Reel: H-20

Harris, Miriam (Coles).
   Pioneer life in California.
Stockton, Calif., D.H. Berdine. 1884
Wright bibliography number 2499.
   Reel: H-20

Harris, Walter Butler.
   The Hermit of the Chesapeake; or, Lessons of a lifetime.
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c 1869]
Wright bibliography number 1177.
   Reel: H-19

Herne, Peregrine [pseud.].
   Perils and pleasures of a hunter's life; or, The romance of hunting.
Philadelphia, J.W. Bradley. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1179.
   Reel: H-19

Herrington, W.D.
   The captain's bride.
Raleigh, W.B. Smith. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1180.
   Reel: H-19

Herrington, W.D.
   The deserter's daughter.
Raleigh, W.B. Smith. 1865
Wright bibliography number 1181.
   Reel: H-19

Herrington, W.D.
   The man who tramps.
Indianapolis, Douglass & Carlon. 1878
Wright bibliography number 2493.
   Reel: H-19

Herrington, W.D.
   The man who tramps.
Raleigh, W.B. Smith. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1180.
   Reel: H-19

Herrington, W.D.
   The man who tramps.
Raleigh, W.B. Smith. 1865
Wright bibliography number 1181.
   Reel: H-19

Herrington, W.D.
   The man who tramps.
Raleigh, W.B. Smith. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1180.
   Reel: H-19

Herrington, W.D.
   The man who tramps.
Raleigh, W.B. Smith. 1865
Wright bibliography number 1181.
   Reel: H-19

Herrington, W.D.
   The man who tramps.
Raleigh, W.B. Smith. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1180.
   Reel: H-19

Herrington, W.D.
   The man who tramps.
Raleigh, W.B. Smith. 1865
Wright bibliography number 1181.
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Harris, William Shuler.
Mr. World and Miss Church-member; or, The secret service of Satan.
Cleona, Pa., G. Holzapfel. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2500.
Reel: H-20

Harrison, Constance (Cary).
The Anglomaniacs.
New York, Cassell. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 2501.
Reel: H-20

Harrison, Constance (Cary).
A bachelor maid.
New York, The Century Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2502.
Reel: H-20

Hervey, James Walter.
The scroll and locket; or, The maniac of the mound.
Indianapolis, Indianapolis Journal Co. 1858
Wright bibliography number 1183.
Reel: H-20

Heywood, Joseph Converse.
How will it end?
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1184.
Reel: H-20

Hiatt, James M.
The test of loyalty.
Indianapolis, Merrill and Smith. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1185.
Reel: H-20

[Hicks, Jennie E.].
Sparkles from Saratoga.
New York, American News Co. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1186; By Sophie Sparkle [pseud.].
Reel: H-20

Hicks, Rebecca.
The lady killer.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1187.
Reel: H-20

Hicks, Rebecca.
The milliner and the millionaire.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1188.
Reel: H-20

[Higgins, Alvin S.].
The mishaps of Mr. Ezekiel Pelter.
Chicago, S.C. Griggs. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1189.
Reel: H-20

[Higgins, Thomas W.].
The crocked elm; or, Life by the wayside.
Boston, Pub. for the Author, by Wittemore, Niles and Hall. 1857
Wright bibliography number 1190.
Reel: H-20

Harrison, Constance (Cary).
Bar Harbor days.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2503.
Reel: H-21

Harrison, Constance (Cary).
Belhaven tales; Crow's nest; Una and King David.
New York, The Century Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2504.
Reel: H-21

Harrison, Constance (Cary).
The Carcellini emerald, with other tales.
Chicago, H.S. Stone. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2505.
Reel: H-21

Harrison, Constance (Cary).
The circle of a century.
New York, Century Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2506.
Reel: H-21

Harrison, Constance (Cary).
A daughter of the South, and shorter stories.
New York, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 2507.
Reel: H-21

Harrison, Constance (Cary).
An edelweiss of the Sierras; Golden-rod; and other tales.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2508.
Reel: H-21

Harrison, Constance (Cary).
An errant wooing.
New York, The Century Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2509.
Reel: H-21

Harrison, Constance (Cary).
Flower de Hundred.
New York, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 2510.
Reel: H-21

Harrison, Constance (Cary).
Golden-rod.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1880
Wright bibliography number 2511.
Reel: H-21
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Higginson, Thomas Wentworth.
Malbone.
Boston, Fields, Osgood. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1191.
Reel: H-21

Higham, Mary R.
Athol.
New York, Pott, Young. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1192.
Reel: H-21

Higham, Mary R.
Cloverly.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph. [c1875]
Wright bibliography number 1193.
Reel: H-21

Hilbourne, Charlotte S.
Alice Waters; or, The Sandown victory.
Portland [Me.] F.G. Rich. 1867
Wright bibliography number 1194.
Reel: H-21

Hilbourne, Charlotte S.
The diamond necklace; or, The island recluse.
Lowell, Mass. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1195.
Reel: H-21

Hilbourne, Charlotte S.
Effie and I; or, Seven years in a cotton mill.
Cambridge, Allen and Farnham. 1863
Wright bibliography number 1196.
Reel: H-21

Hilbourne, Charlotte S.
Elmwood; or, The children of the manse.
Lowell, S.N. Merrill. 1857
Wright bibliography number 1197.
Reel: H-21

[Hildreth, Richard].
The white slave; or, Memoirs of a fugitive.
Boston, Tappan and Whitttemore. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1198.
Reel: H-21

Hill, Agnes (Leonard) Scanland.
Heights and depths.
Chicago, H.A. Sumner. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1199.
Reel: H-21

Harrison, Constance (Cary).
Good Americans.
New York, The Century Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2512.
Reel: H-22

Harrison, Constance (Cary).
The merry maid of Arcady, His lordship, and
other stories.
Boston, London, New York, Lamson, Wolffe and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2513.
Reel: H-22

Harrison, Constance (Cary).
Short stories.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2514.
Reel: H-22

Harrison, Constance (Cary).
A son of the Old Dominion.
Boston, Lamson, Wolffe. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2515.
Reel: H-22

Harrison, Constance (Cary).
The story of Helen Troy.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1881
Wright bibliography number 2516.
Reel: H-22

Harrison, Constance (Cary).
Sweet bells out of tune.
New York, The Century Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2517.
Reel: H-22

Harrison, Constance (Cary).
A triple entanglement.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2518.
Reel: H-22

Harrison, Constance (Cary).
A Virginia cousin, & Bar Harbor tales.
Boston and New York, Lamson, Wolffe and Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2519.
Reel: H-22

Hill, Agnes (Leonard) Scanland.
Myrtle blossoms.
Chicago, Pub. For the authoress by J.C.W. Bailey. 1863
Wright bibliography number 1200; By Molly Myrtle [pseud.].
Reel: H-22

Hill, Agnes (Leonard) Scanland.
Vanquished.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1867
Wright bibliography number 1201.
Reel: H-22
Hill, Alonzo F.
John Smith's funny adventures on a crutch; or, The remarkable peregrinations of a one-legged soldier after the War. Philadelphia, J.E. Potter. 1869 Wright bibliography number 1202. Reel: H-22

Hill, Alonzo F.

Hill, Alonzo F.

Harrison, James Albert.

Harrison, Louis Reeves.

[Harsha, William Justin].

Hart, Edwin Kirkman.
The sleeping sentinel of Valley Forge. Philadelphia. 1897 Wright bibliography number 2523. Reel: H-23

Hart, Fred H.
The Sazerac lying club. San Francisco, H. Keller & Co. 1878 Wright bibliography number 2524. Reel: H-23

Hart, Thomas W.
Robert Sanders; or, Light out of darkness. New York, Irving Co. 1897 Wright bibliography number 2525. Reel: H-23

Harte, Bret.

Harte, Bret.

Hill, George Canning.
Amy Lee; or, Without and within. Boston, Brown, Bazin. 1856 Wright bibliography number 1205. Reel: H-23

Hill, George Canning.
Cap sheaf, a fresh bundle. New York, Redfield. 1853 Wright bibliography number 1206; By Lewis Myrtle [pseud.]. Reel: H-23

Hill, George Canning.
Dovecote; or, The heart of the homestead. Boston, J.P. Jewett. 1854 Wright bibliography number 1207. Reel: H-23

Hill, George Canning.
Esmerelda. Boston, F. Gleason. 1852 Wright bibliography number 1208. Reel: H-23

Hill, George Canning.
Homespun; or, Five and twenty years ago. New York, Hurd and Houghton. 1867 Wright bibliography number 1209; By Thomas Lackland [pseud.]. Reel: H-23

Hill, George Canning.

Hill, George Canning.
Rodolpho; or, The mystery of Venice. Boston, Gleason. 1853 Wright bibliography number 1210A. Reel: H-23

Harte, Bret.

Harte, Bret.
By shore and sedge. Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1885 Wright bibliography number 2529. Reel: H-24
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harte, Bret.</td>
<td>Colonel Starbottle's client, and some other people</td>
<td>Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co.</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>2531</td>
<td>H-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harte, Bret.</td>
<td>The crusade of the Excelsior</td>
<td>Boston, Houghton, Mifflin.</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td>2533</td>
<td>H-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harte, Bret.</td>
<td>Drift from two shores</td>
<td>Boston, Houghton, Osgood and Co.</td>
<td>1878</td>
<td>2534</td>
<td>H-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilliard, Henry</td>
<td>De Vane</td>
<td>New York, Blelock.</td>
<td>1865</td>
<td>1212</td>
<td>H-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hills, Alfred C.</td>
<td>MacPherson</td>
<td>New York, J. Miller.</td>
<td>1864</td>
<td>1213</td>
<td>H-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinckley, Mary.</td>
<td>The camphene lamp; or, Touch not, taste not, handle not.</td>
<td>Lowell, J.P. Walker.</td>
<td>1852</td>
<td>1214</td>
<td>H-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hine, Lucius Alonzo</td>
<td>Currie Cummings; or, Love's labor not lost.</td>
<td>Cincinnati, Longley.</td>
<td>1853</td>
<td>1215</td>
<td>H-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinton, Howard</td>
<td>History of the Mulligan Guard</td>
<td>New York, Collin &amp; Small.</td>
<td>1874</td>
<td>1216B</td>
<td>H-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinton, Howard</td>
<td>Hits and hints</td>
<td>Boston, J.J. Dyer.</td>
<td>1867</td>
<td>1217</td>
<td>H-24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harte, Bret.</td>
<td>A first family of Tasajara</td>
<td>Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co.</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>2535</td>
<td>H-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harte, Bret.</td>
<td>From sand-hill to pine</td>
<td>London, C.A. Pearson, Ltd.</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>2537</td>
<td>H-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harte, Bret.</td>
<td>Frontier stories</td>
<td>Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co.</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td>2538</td>
<td>H-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harte, Bret.</td>
<td>The heritage of Dedlow Marsh, and other tales</td>
<td>Boston and New York, Houghton Mifflin and Co.</td>
<td>1889</td>
<td>2540</td>
<td>H-25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoffman, Mary Jane</td>
<td>Agnes Hilton; or, Practical views of Catholicity.</td>
<td>New York, P. O'Shea.</td>
<td>1864</td>
<td>1218</td>
<td>H-25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hoffman, Mary Jane.
Alice Murray.
New York, P. O'Shea. [c1869]
Wright bibliography number 1219.
Reel: H-25

Hoffman, Mary Jane.
Felix Kent; or, The new neighbors.
New York, P. O'Shea. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1220.
Reel: H-25

Hoffman, Mary Jane.
The orphan sisters; or, The problem solved.
New York, D. & J. Sadlier. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1221.
Reel: H-25

Holcombe, William Henry.
In both worlds.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1222.
Reel: H-25

Harte, Bret.
In a hollow of the hills.
London, Chapman & Hall, Ld. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2541.
Reel: H-26

Harte, Bret.
In the Carquinez woods.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 2542.
Reel: H-26

Harte, Bret.
Maruja.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 2543.
Reel: H-26

Harte, Bret.
A millionaire of Rough-and-Ready and Devil's Ford.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2544.
Reel: H-26

Harte, Bret.
Mr. Jack Hamlin's mediation, and other stories.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2545.
Reel: H-26

Harte, Bret.
On the frontier.
Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 2546.
Reel: H-26

Harte, Bret.
A Phyllis of the Sierras, and A drift from Redwood camp.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 2547.
Reel: H-26

Harte, Bret.
A protégé of Jack Hamlin's, and other stories.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2548.
Reel: H-26

Holland, C.
Aspasia.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1225.
Reel: H-26

Holland, Josiah Gilbert.
Arthur Bonnicastle.
New York, Scribner, Armstrong. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1226.
Reel: H-26

Holland, Josiah Gilbert.
The bay-path.
New York, Putnam. 1857
Wright bibliography number 1227.
Reel: H-26

Holland, Josiah Gilbert.
Miss Gilbert's career.
New York, Scribner. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1228.
Reel: H-26

Harte, Bret.
Sally Dows, etc.
London, Chatto & Windus. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2549.
Reel: H-27

Harte, Bret.
A Sappho of Green springs, and other stories.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 2550.
Reel: H-27
Harte, Bret.
   Snow-bound at Eagle's.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1886
   Wright bibliography number 2551.
   Reel: H-27

Harte, Bret.
   Stories in light and shadow.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1898
   Wright bibliography number 2552.
   Reel: H-27

Harte, Bret.
   The story of a mine.
   Boston, J.R. Osgood & Co. 1878
   Wright bibliography number 2553.
   Reel: H-27

Harte, Bret.
   Tales of trail and town.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1898
   Wright bibliography number 2555.
   Reel: H-27

Harte, Bret.
   Thankful Blossom.
   Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1877
   Wright bibliography number 2556.
   Reel: H-27

Hollanda, Josiah Gilbert.
   Sevenoaks.
   New York, Scribner, Armstrong. 1875
   Wright bibliography number 1229.
   Reel: H-27

Hollister, Gideon Hiram.
   Mount Hope; or, Philip, King of the Wampanoags.
   New York, Harper. 1851
   Wright bibliography number 1231.
   Reel: H-27

Holly, Marietta.
   My opinions and Betsey Bobbet's, designed as a beacon light, to guide women to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.
   Hartford, American Pub. Co. 1873
   Wright bibliography number 1230; By Josiah Allen's wife [pseud.].
   Reel: H-27

Holmes, Alice A.
   Arcadian leaves.
   New York, Pudney & Russell. 1858
   Wright bibliography number 1232.
   Reel: H-27

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
   The Cameron pride; or, Purified by suffering.
   New York, G.W. Carleton. 1867
   Wright bibliography number 1233.
   Reel: H-27

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
   Cousin Maud and Rosamond.
   New York, Carleton. 1864
   Wright bibliography number 1234.
   Reel: H-27

Harte, Bret.
   Three partners; or, The big strike on Heavy Tree hill.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 2557.
   Reel: H-28

Harte, Bret.
   Tales of Table mountain and other stories.
   Boston, Houghton, Osgood and Co. 1879
   Wright bibliography number 2558.
   Reel: H-28

Harte, Bret.
   A waif of the plains.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1890
   Wright bibliography number 2559.
   Reel: H-28

Harte, Bret.
   A ward of the Golden Gate.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1890
   Wright bibliography number 2560.
   Reel: H-28

[Hartwell, Lola G.].
   Told by a photo.
   [St. Louis, Mo.]. [c1898]
   Wright bibliography number 2563.
   Reel: H-28

Harvey, George Cockburn.
   The light that lies.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 2564.
   Reel: H-28

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
   Darkness and daylight.
   New York, Carleton. 1864
   Wright bibliography number 1235.
   Reel: H-28
Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).  
Dora Deane; or, The East India uncle; and Maggie Miller, or, Old Hagtar's secret.  
New York, C.M. Saxton. 1859  
Wright bibliography number 1236.  
Reel: H-28

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).  
Edna Browning; or, The Leighton homestead.  
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1872  
Wright bibliography number 1237.  
Reel: H-28

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).  
The English orphans; or, A home in the new world.  
New York, Appleton. 1855  
Wright bibliography number 1238.  
Reel: H-28

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).  
Ethelyn's mistake; or, The home in the West.  
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1869  
Wright bibliography number 1239.  
Reel: H-28

Harvey, Minnie L.  
Louisa Van Benthusen.  
Philadelphia, W.H. Thompson. 1882  
Wright bibliography number 2565.  
Reel: H-29

Harvey, William Hope.  
A tale of two nations.  
Chicago, Coin Pub. Co. 1894  
Wright bibliography number 2566.  
Reel: H-29

Hassaurek, Friedrich.  
The secret of the Andes.  
Cincinnati, R. Clarke & Co. 1879  
Wright bibliography number 2567.  
Reel: H-29

Hastings, Frank Warren.  
Wed to a lunatic.  
St. Johnsbury, Vt., L.W. Rowell. 1896  
Wright bibliography number 2568.  
Reel: H-29

[Hatch, David Patterson].  
El Reshid.  
Los Angeles, B.R. Baumgardt & Co. 1899  
Wright bibliography number 2569.  
Reel: H-29

Hatch, Mary R. (Platt).  
The bank tragedy.  
New York, Welch, Fracker Co. 1890  
Wright bibliography number 2570.  
Reel: H-29

[Haven, J.].  
The adventures of Frank Friendless and Elder Webber; or, The pirate's ghost.  
Philadelphia [Standard Print, Salem, N.J.]. 1878  
Wright bibliography number 2574.  
Reel: H-30

Haw, Mary Jane.  
The Beechwood tragedy.  
Richmond, J.W. Randolph & English. 1889  
Wright bibliography number 2575.  
Reel: H-30
Hawkins, Thomas Hayden.
Drifting.
Denver, Printed by the Chain & Hardy Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2576; by Vigilans [pseud.]
Reel: H-30

Hawthorne, Julian.
An American penman.
New York, Cassell. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 2577.
Reel: H-30

Hawthorne, Julian.
Another's crime.
New York, Cassell & Co. c1888
Wright bibliography number 2578.
Reel: H-30

Hawthorne, Julian.
Archibald Malmaison.
New York, Funk & Wagnalls. 1884
Wright bibliography number 2579.
Reel: H-30

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
Millbank; or, Roger Irving's ward.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1245.
Reel: H-30

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
Rose Mather.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1868
Wright bibliography number 1246.
Reel: H-30

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
Tempest and sunshine; or, Life in Kentucky.
New York, Appleton. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1247.
Reel: H-30

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
West Lawn, and the rector of St. Mark's.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1248.
Reel: H-30

Holmes, Oliver Wendell.
Elsie Venner.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1861
Wright bibliography number 1249.
Reel: H-30

Hawthorne, Julian.
Beatrix Randolph.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 2580.
Reel: H-31

Hawthorne, Julian.
Constance, and Calbot's rival; tales.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2581.
Reel: H-31

Hawthorne, Julian.
David Poindexter's disappearance, and other tales.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 2582.
Reel: H-31

Hawthorne, Julian.
A dream and a forgetting.
Chicago, New York [etc.] Belford, Clarke & Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 2583.
Reel: H-31

Hawthorne, Julian.
Dust.
New York, Fords, Howard & Hulbert. 1883
Wright bibliography number 2584.
Reel: H-31

Hawthorne, Julian.
A fool of nature.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2585.
Reel: H-31

Hawthorne, Julian.
Fortune's fool.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 2586.
Reel: H-31

Holmes, Oliver Wendell.
The guardian angel.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1867
Wright bibliography number 1250.
Reel: H-31

[Holt, John Saunders].
Abraham Page, Esq.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1868
Wright bibliography number 1251.
Reel: H-31

[Holt, John Saunders].
What I know about Ben Eccles.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1252; By Abraham Page [pseud.]
Reel: H-31

Home is home.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1253.
Reel: H-31

Home on a furlough.
Springfield, Mass., W.J. Holland. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1254.
Reel: H-31
A Home on the deep; or, The mariner's trials on the dark blue sea.
Boston, Higgins, Bradley & Dayton. 1857
Wright bibliography number 1255; By a son of the ocean.
Reel: H-31

A Home scene; or, Mr. Ashton's first evening with Grover & Baker's celebrated family sewing machine.
New York, T. Holman, Printer. 1861
Wright bibliography number 1255A.
Reel: H-31

Hawthorne, Julian.
Garth.
New York, Appleton. 1877
Wright bibliography number 2587.
Reel: H-32

Hawthorne, Julian.
The golden fleece.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2588.
Reel: H-32

Hawthorne, Julian.
The great bank robbery.
New York, Cassell & Co. Ltd. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 2589.
Reel: H-32

Hawthorne, Julian.
John Parmelee's curse.
New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1886]
Wright bibliography number 2590.
Reel: H-32

Hawthorne, Julian.
Kildhurm's oak.
New York, A.L. Burt. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 2591.
Reel: H-32

Hawthorne, Julian.
Love is a spirit.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2592.
Reel: H-32

Hawthorne, Julian.
Love—or a name.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 2593.
Reel: H-32

Hawthorne, Julian.
Mrs. Gainsborough's diamonds.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 2594.
Reel: H-32

Hawthorne, Julian.
Noble blood.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 2595.
Reel: H-32

[Homes, Mary Sophie (Shaw) Rogers].
Carrie Harrington; or, Scenes in New Orleans.
New York, A. Atchison. 1857
Wright bibliography number 1256; By Millie Mayfield [pseud.].
Reel: H-32

[Hooper, George W.].
Down the river; or, Practical lessons under the Code Duello.
New York, E.J. Hale. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1257.
Reel: H-32

Hooper, Henry.
The lost model.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1258.
Reel: H-32

Hooper, Johnson Jones.
The Widow Rugby's husband. And night at the Ugly Man's, and other takes of Alabama.
[Philadelphia, A. Hart]. [c1851]
Wright bibliography number 1259.
Reel: H-32

Hope, Cecil.
Seabury Castle.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1260.
Reel: H-32

Hope's anchor.
New York, Everit Bros. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1261.
Reel: H-32

Hopkins, Alphonso Alva.
His prison bars, and The way of escape.
Rochester, Rural Home Pub. Co. [c1874]
Wright bibliography number 1262.
Reel: H-32

[Hopkins, Eliza Ann (Woodruff)].
Ella Lincoln; or, Western prairie life.
Boston, J. French. 1857
Wright bibliography number 1263.
Reel: H-32

Hawthorne, Julian.
One of those coincidences, and ten other stories.
New York and London, Funk & Wagnalls Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2596; By Julian Hawthorne, Count Leo Tolstoy, Charles G.D. Roberts, Florence M. Kingsley and others.
Reel: H-33
Hawthorne, Julian.
  Pauline [also Ellice Quentin, and The countess's ruby].
New York, United States Book Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 2597.
  Reel: H-33

Hawthorne, Julian.
  Prince Saroni's wife, and The pearl-shell necklace.
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls. 1884
Wright bibliography number 2598.
  Reel: H-33

Hawthorne, Julian.
  The professor's sister.
Chicago, New York [etc.] Belford, Clarke & Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 2599.
  Reel: H-33

Hawthorne, Julian.
  Sebastian Strome.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 2600.
  Reel: H-33

Hawthorne, Julian.
  Section 558: or, The fatal letter.
New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 2601.
  Reel: H-33

Hawthorne, Julian.
  Sinfire.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1888
Wright bibliography number 2602; By Julian Hawthorne. Douglas Duane. By Edgar Fawcett.
  Reel: H-33

Hawthorne, Julian.
  Six cent Sam's.
St. Paul, The Price-McGill Co. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 2603.
  Reel: H-33

Hopkins, Samuel.
  The youth of the Old Dominion.
Boston, J.P. Jewett. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1264.
  Reel: H-33

[Horn, Henry J.].
  Strange visitors: a series of original papers...By the spirits of Irving, Willis, Thackeray...and other now dwelling in the spirit world. Dictated through a clairvoyant.
New York, Carleton. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1265.
  Reel: H-33

[Hornblower, Jane Elizabeth (Roscoe)].
  "The Julia."
New York, R. Carter. 1859
Wright bibliography number 1266.
  Reel: H-33

[Hornblower, Jane Elizabeth (Roscoe)].
  Nellie of Truro.
New York, R. Carter. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1267.
  Reel: H-33

[Hornblower, Jane Elizabeth (Roscoe)].
  Vara; or, The child of adoption.
New York, R. Carter. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1268.
  Reel: H-33

Horrible and awful developments, from the confession of William Morrison, the rocky Mountain trapper.
Philadelphia, E.E. Barclay. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1269.
  Reel: H-33

Hawthorne, Julian.
  A tragic mystery.
New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 2604.
  Reel: H-34

Hawthorne, Julian.
  The trial of Gideon, and Countess Almara's murder.
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls. 1886
Wright bibliography number 2605.
  Reel: H-34

Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
  Doctor Grimshawe's secret.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 2606; Ed. with preface and notes by Julian Hawthorne.
  Reel: H-34

Hawthorne, Nathaniel.
  The Dolliver romance, and other pieces.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 2607.
  Reel: H-34

[Hay, John Milton].
  The bread-winners.
New York, Harper. 1884
Wright bibliography number 2608.
  Reel: H-34

Hayes, Augustus Allen.
  The Jesuit's ring.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2609.
  Reel: H-34

Hayes, Jeff W.
  Tales of the Sierras.
Portland, F.W. Baltes. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2610.
  Reel: H-34
Haynes, Emory James.
   Dollars and duty.
   Boston, J.H. Earle. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 2611.
   Reel: H-34

Horton, Mrs. M.B.
   The wife's messengers.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1869
   Wright bibliography number 1270.
   Reel: H-34

Hosmer, Hezekiah Lord.
   Adela, the octoroon.
   Columbus, Follett, Foster. 1860
   Wright bibliography number 1271.
   Reel: H-34

Hosmer, Hezekiah Lord.
   The octoroon.
   New York, Follett, Foster. 1863
   Wright bibliography number 1272.
   Reel: H-34

Hosmer, James Kendall.
   The thinking bayonet.
   Boston, Walker, Fuller. 1865
   Wright bibliography number 1273.
   Reel: H-34

Hosmer, Margaret (Kerr).
   Blanche Gilroy.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1871
   Wright bibliography number 1274.
   Reel: H-34

Hosmer, Margaret (Kerr).
   The Morrisons.
   New York, J. Bradburn. 1864
   Wright bibliography number 1275.
   Reel: H-34

Haynes, Emory James.
   A farm-house cobweb.
   New York, Harper & Bros. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 2613.
   Reel: H-35

Haynes, Emory James.
   None such.
   Boston, The North Pub. Co. 1893
   Wright bibliography number 2614.
   Reel: H-35

Haynes, Emory James.
   A wedding in war-time.
   Boston, J.H. Earle. 1890
   Wright bibliography number 2615.
   Reel: H-35

Hays, Helen Ashe.
   Aspirations.
   New York, T. Whittaker. 1886
   Wright bibliography number 2616.
   Reel: H-35

Hayward, C.F.R.
   The Mentons.
   Chicago, R.R. Donnelley & Sons. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 2617.
   Reel: H-35

[Heald, Sarah E.].
   The eagle's plume.
   Philadelphia, Sunshine Pub. Co. 1890
   Wright bibliography number 2618.
   Reel: H-35

Heard, J.E.
   Revoked vengeance.
   Baltimore, John Cox's Sons. 1886
   Wright bibliography number 2619.
   Reel: H-35

Hosmer, Margaret (Kerr).
   The subtle spell.
   Philadelphia, A. Martien. 1873
   Wright bibliography number 1276.
   Reel: H-35

Hosmer, Margaret (Kerr).
   Ten years of a lifetime.
   New York, M. Doolady. 1866
   Wright bibliography number 1277.
   Reel: H-35

Housekeeper, M.R. [pseud.].
   My husband's crime.
   New York, Harper. 1868
   Wright bibliography number 1278.
   Reel: H-35

[Howard, Joseph].
   Corry, O'Lanus [pseud.]: his views and experiences.
   New York, G.W. Carleton. 1867
   Wright bibliography number 1280.
   Reel: H-35

Howe, Mary A.
   The merchant-mechanic.
   New York, J. Bradburn. 1865
   Wright bibliography number 1281.
   Reel: H-35

Howe, Mary A.
   The rival volunteers; or, The black plume rifles.
   New York, J. Bradburn. 1864
   Wright bibliography number 1282.
   Reel: H-35

H[eaton], E[llen] M[arvin].
   The Octagon club.
   New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1880
   Wright bibliography number 2622.
   Reel: H-36
Hearne, Lafcadio.
Chita.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2620.
Reel: H-36

Hearne, Lafcadio.
Youma.
New York, Harper & Bro. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2621.
Reel: H-36

Heaton, John Langdon.
The book of lies.
New York, The Morse Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2623.
Reel: H-36

Heaven, Louise (Palmer).
Chata and Chinita.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2624.
Reel: H-36

Hedden, William D.
Sunshine among the clouds; or, The Macdonalds.
New York, U.D. Ward. [c1877]
Wright bibliography number 2625.
Reel: H-36

Heermans, Forbes.
Thirteen.
Syracuse, C.W. Bardeen. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2626.
Reel: H-36

Howe, Sarah M.
Eustatia; or, The sybil's prophecy.
Boston, F. Gleason. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1283.
Reel: H-36

Howe, Sarah M.
The soldier's daughter; or, The conspirators of Le Vendee.
New York, Garret. [c1853]
Wright bibliography number 1284.
Reel: H-36

Howe, Sarah M.
The woodman's rifle, and the forest maiden.
New York, Dick & Fitzgerald. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1285.
Reel: H-36

[Howe, William Wirt].
The Pasha papers.
New York, Scribner. 1859
Wright bibliography number 1286.
Reel: H-36

Howells, William Dean.
A chance acquaintance.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1287.
Reel: H-36

Howells, William Dean.
A forgone conclusion.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1288.
Reel: H-36

Howells, William Dean.
Their wedding journey.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1289.
Reel: H-36

Howland, Marie.
Papa's own girl.
New York, J.P. Jewett. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1290.
Reel: H-36

[Heller, Levi D.].
Victims of marriage.
Columbus, The Heller Pub. Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2627; By Judge Bullion [pseud.].
Reel: H-37

Heller, Robley E.
The Free Soil prophet of the verdigris.
[Topeka]. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 2628.
Reel: H-37

Helm, Flora.
Between two forces.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2629.
Reel: H-37

Helmbold, Masson Pell.
Althea St. John.
New York, Brentano. 1886
Wright bibliography number 2630.
Reel: H-37

Hemenway, Myles.
Doomsday.
Boston, Copeland and Day. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2631; By Crabtree Hemenway [pseud.].
Reel: H-37

Hemenway, Myles.
Passengers. Doomsday. April.
Boston, Small, Maynard. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2632.
Reel: H-37
Henderson, Isaac.
Agatha Page.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 2633.
Reel: H-37

Henderson, Isaac.
The relate.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 2634.
Reel: H-37

Hoyt, Jehiel Keeler.
The romance of the table, in three parts.
New Brunswick, Times Pub. Co. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1291.
Reel: H-37

[Hubbell, Martha (Stone)].
The shady side; or, Life in a country parsonage.
Boston, J.P. Jewett. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1292.
Reel: H-37

[Huet, M.M.].
Alexander Tardy.
New York, H. Long. [c1852]
Wright bibliography number 1293.
Reel: H-37

[Huet, M.M.].
Davis, the pirate; or, The true history of the freebooters of the Pacific.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1294.
Reel: H-37

[Huet, M.M.].
Eva May, the foundling; or, The secret dungeon.
New York, Garrett. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1295.
Reel: H-37

[Huet, M.M.].
Kit Clayton; or, The hero of the road.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1296.
Reel: H-37

[Huet, M.M.].
Morgan the buccaneer; or, The true history of the freebooters of the Antilles.
New York, H. Long. [c1853]
Wright bibliography number 1297.
Reel: H-37

[Huet, M.M.].
Silver and pewter.
New York, H. Long. [c1852]
Wright bibliography number 1298.
Reel: H-37

Hughes, Margie S.
Annetta; or, The story of a life.
Cincinnati, Hitchcock and Walden. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1299.
Reel: H-37

[Hughes, Mrs. Reginald].
Margaret.
New York, Scribner. 1868
Wright bibliography number 1300; By Lyndon [pseud.].
Reel: H-37

Henderson, Mrs. S.E.
Jelard.
Logansport, Ind., Longwell & Cummings. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2635.
Reel: H-38

Hennessy, Roland Burke.
Tales of the heart.
New York, Meyer Bros. & Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2636.
Reel: H-38

Henry, Arthur.
Nicholas Blood.
New York, Oliver Dodd. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 2637.
Reel: H-38

Henry, Arthur.
A princess of Arcady.
New York, Doubleday, Page. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2638.
Reel: H-38

Hepworth, George Hughes.
!!!.
New York, Harper. 1881
Wright bibliography number 2640.
Reel: H-38

Hepworth, George Hughes.
Brown studies, or Camp fires and morals.
New York, E.P. Dutton & Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2639.
Reel: H-38

Hepworth, George Hughes.
The farmer and the Lord.
New York, E.P. Dutton and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2641.
Reel: H-38

Hepworth, George Hughes.
Hiram Golf's religion; or, The "shoemaker by the grace of God".
New York, E.P. Dutton & Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2642.
Reel: H-38
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Hughes, Mrs. Reginald.
Oxley.
New York, Scribner. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1301; By Lyndon [pseud.]
Reel: H-38

Hume, John Ferguson.
Five hundred majority; or, The days of Tammany.
New York, Putnam. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1302; By Willys Niles [pseud.]
Reel: H-38

Hume, Mrs. R.S.
Woman's wrongs.
Portland [Me.] B. Thurston. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1303.
Reel: H-38

Hungerford, James.
The old plantation, and what I gathered there in an autumn month.
New York, Harper. 1859
Wright bibliography number 1304.
Reel: H-38

Hunt, Jedediah.
An adventure on a frozen lake.
Cincinnati, Ben Franklin Book and Job Office. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1305.
Reel: H-38

[Hunt, Sara Keables].
The brook, and The tide turning.
New York, National Temperance Society. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1306.
Reel: H-38

Hunter, Fred.
The belle of Paris; or, The wrecker of the cliff.
Boston, Gleason. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1306A.
Reel: H-38

Hunter, Fred.
The heiress of Toulon; or, A sailor's fortune.
Boston, Gleason. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1306B.
Reel: H-38

[Hunter, Martha Fenton].
The Clifford family; or, A tale of the Old Dominion.
New York, Harper. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1307.
Reel: H-38

Hepworth, George Hughes.
The queerest man alive, and other stories.
New York, R.F. Fenno & Co. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 2643.
Reel: H-39

Hepworth, George Hughes.
They met in heaven.
New-York, E.P. Dutton & Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2644.
Reel: H-39

Herbert, Will [pseud.?].
Not his daughter.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1886]
Wright bibliography number 2647.
Reel: H-39

The Hermit of the lake; or, The island princess.
Presented by the Connecticut Valley & Passumpsic Railroads, season of 1886.
[New York, Liberty Printing Co.], [1886?]
Wright bibliography number 2648.
Reel: H-39

[Hern, Henry, pseud.].
Rev. Waldo Messaro's case and Miss Ryler's suicide at Niagara Falls.
Philadelphia, Old Franklin Pub. House. c1886
Wright bibliography number 2649.
Reel: H-39

[Hern, Henry, pseud.].
A stepmother's victim.
Philadelphia, Old Franklin Pub. House. c1886
Wright bibliography number 1650.
Reel: H-39

Herrick, Robert.
The gospel of freedom.
Wright bibliography number 2651.
Reel: H-39

Herrick, Robert.
Literary love-letters, and other stories.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2652.
Reel: H-39

[Huntington, Cornelia].
Sea-spray, a Long Island village.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1857
Wright bibliography number 1308; By Martha Wickham [pseud.]
Reel: H-39

Huntington, Jedediah Vincent.
Alban.
New York, Putnam. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1309.
Reel: H-39
Huntington, Jedediah Vincent.
Blonde and brunette; or, The Gothamite Arcady.
New York, Appleton. 1858
Wright bibliography number 1310.
Reel: H-39

Huntington, Jedediah Vincent.
The forest.
New York, Redfield. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1311.
Reel: H-39

Huntington, Jedediah Vincent.
Rosemary; or, Life and death.
New York, D. & J. Sadlier. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1312.
Reel: H-39

Herrick, Robert.
Love's dilemmas.
Chicago, H.S. Stone & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2653.
Reel: H-40

Herrick, Robert.
The man who wins.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2654.
Reel: H-40

Herrick, Robert.
The web of life.
Wright bibliography number 2655.
Reel: H-40

Hervey, Sara E.
The Esty family.
Onset, Mass, Pub. by the Author. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2656.
Reel: H-40

Hibbard, George Abiah.
The governor, and other stories.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2659.
Reel: H-40

Hibbard, George Abiah.
Iduna, and other stories.
New York, Harper. 1891
Wright bibliography number 2660.
Reel: H-41

Hibbard, George Abiah.
Nowadays, and other stories.
New York, Harper. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2661.
Reel: H-41

Hicks, Henry S.
Christmas-Eve in a light-house; or, A batch of old stories re-told.
New York, American News Co. [c1877]
Wright bibliography number 2662.
Reel: H-41

[Hicks, William Watkin].
Angels' visits to my farm in Florida.
New York, United States Book Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 2663; By Golden Light [pseud.].
Reel: H-41

Higginson, Elizabeth Channing.
Life in a country village in war times.
Brattleboro, Vt., F.E. Housh. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2664.
Reel: H-41

Higginson, Ella (Rhoads).
The flower that grew in the sand, and other stories.
Seattle, Calvert Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 1665.
Reel: H-41

Higginson, Ella (Rhoads).
A forest orchid, and other stories.
New York, Macmillan. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2666.
Reel: H-41

Higginson, Ella (Rhoads).
From the land of snow-pearls.
New York, Macmillan. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2667.
Reel: H-41

Higginson, Sarah Jane (Hatfield).
The Bedouin girl.
New York, J. Selwin Tait & Sons. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 2668.
Reel: H-41

Higginson, Sarah Jane (Hatfield).
A princess of Java.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2669.
Reel: H-42

Higginson, Thomas Wentworth.
The monarch of dreams.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2670.
Reel: H-42

Higham, Mary R.
Agatha Lee's inheritance.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 2671.
Reel: H-42
Higham, Mary R.
The other house.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 2672.
Reel: H-42

Hildreth, Harry Dean.
Wauneta.
Chicago, Donohue, Henneberry. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 2673.
Reel: H-42

Hill, Beveridge.
"The story of a canon."
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2674.
Reel: H-42

Hill, Frederick Trevor.
The case and exceptions; stories of counsel and clients.
New York, F.A. Stokes Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 2675.
Reel: H-42

Hill, John Alexander.
Jim Skeevers' object lessons on railroading for railroaders.
New York, Press of Railway & Locomotive Engineering. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2676.
Reel: H-42

Hillhouse, Mansfield Lovell.
Iola, the senator's daughter.
New York, Doubleday & McClure Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2677.
Reel: H-43

Hilles, Lewis Baker.
Chickens come home to roost.
London, New York [etc.] F.T. Neely. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 2678.
Reel: H-43

Hill, Walter N.

Hinman, Walter N.
Under the maples.
Chicago, New York [etc.] Belford, Clarke & Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 2682.
Reel: H-44

His dear little wife.
Philadelphia, J.M. Stoddart. 1878
Wright bibliography number 2683.
Reel: H-44

His way to greatness.
Philadelphia, E. Claxton & Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 2684.
Reel: H-44

Hobart, George Vere.
D. Dinkelspiel.
New York, New Amsterdam Book Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2686.
Reel: H-44

[Hoes, Robert R.].
Two broken hearts.
New York, Putnam. 1885
Wright bibliography number 2687.
Reel: H-44

Hoey, Ellen Mary (Griffin).
Moll Pitcher's prophecies; or, The American sibyl.
Boston, The Eastburn Press. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2688.
Reel: H-44

Hoff, J. Wallace.
Seven strange stories.
Trenton, The Brandt Press. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2689.
Reel: H-44

Hoff, J. Wallace.
Some strange stories.
Somerville, N.J., Press of the Unionist-Gazette. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2690.
Reel: H-44

Hofman, Mary Jane.
The king's daughters; or, The heiress and the outcast.
New York, N.L. Munro. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2692.
Reel: H-44

Hoffman, Frederick B.
The trouble of living alone.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2693.
Reel: H-45

Hogbin, Alfred C.
Elsa.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 2694.
Reel: H-45
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Holbrook, Amelia Weed.
One of the McIntyres.
[Chicago] Chicago Waifs' Mission and Training School, American Youth Dept. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2695.
Reel: H-45

Holbrook, Elizabeth.
Old 'Kaskia days.
Chicago, The Schulte Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2697.
Reel: H-45

Holbrook, Richard Thayer.
Boys and men.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2698.
Reel: H-45

Holcombe, William Henry.
A mystery of New Orleans.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2699.
Reel: H-45

[Holden, E. Goodman].
A famous victory.
Chicago, Jansen, McClurg. 1880
Wright bibliography number 2700.
Reel: H-46

Holford, Castello N.
Aristopia.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2701.
Reel: H-46

Holland, Annie Jefferson.
The refugees.
Austin, Pub. for the Author. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2702.
Reel: H-46

Holland, H[ulda] T[heodate (St. Bernard)].
Marfa.
Detroit. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2707.
Reel: H-46

[Holland, Jane Jansen].
Jane Jansen.
Greensburgh, Pa., The Oliver Pub. House. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2703; Writer's proof ed.
Reel: H-46

Holland, Josiah Gilbert.
Nicholas Minturn.
New York, Scribner, Armstrong & Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 2704.
Reel: H-46

Holland, M.
The love adventures of Lola Mortz.
Chicago, M. Holland. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 2705.
Reel: H-46

Holly, Marietta.
Josiah Allen's wife as a P.A. and P.I. Samantha at the Centennial.
Hartford, American Pub. Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 2708.
Reel: H-46

Holly, Marietta.
Josiah's alarm, and Abel Perry's funeral.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2709; By Josiah Allen's wife [pseud.].
Reel: H-47

Holly, Marietta.
Miss Jones' quilting.
New York, International Book Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2710; By Josiah Allen's wife [pseud.]. ...and other stories.
Reel: H-47

Holly, Marietta.
My wayward pardner; or, My trials with Josiah, America, the Widow Bump, and etcetery.
Hartford, American Pub. Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 2712; By Josiah Allen's wife [pseud.].
Reel: H-47

Holly, Marietta.
Samantha among the brethren.
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2713.
Reel: H-47

Holly, Marietta.
Miss Richards' boy, and other stories.
Hartford, American Pub. Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 2711.
Reel: H-48

Holly, Marietta.
Samantha at Saratoga; or, "Flirtin' with fashion."
Philadelphia, Boston [etc.] Hubbard Bros., San Francisco. The History Co. [1887]
Wright bibliography number 2714.
Reel: H-48

Holly, Marietta.
Samantha at the World's fair.
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2715.
Reel: H-48
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Holly, Marietta.
Samantha in Europe.
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2716.
Reel: H-48

Hollister, Gideon Hiram.
Kinley Hollow.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 2720.
Reel: H-49

[Holloway, Anna].
Kate Comerford; or, Sketches of garrison life.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 2721; By Teresa A. Thornet [pseud.].
Reel: H-49

Holloway, Charlotte Molyneux.
A story of five.
New York, Dutton. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2722.
Reel: H-49

Holly, Marietta.
Samantha among the colored folks.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2717.
Reel: H-49

Holly, Marietta.
Sweet Cicely; or, Josiah Allen as a politician.
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls. 1885
Wright bibliography number 2718.
Reel: H-49

Holly, Marietta.
The Widder Doodle's courtship, and other sketches.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 2719; By Josiah Allen's wife [pseud.].
Reel: H-49

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
Daisy Thornton and Jessie Graham.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1878
Wright bibliography number 2729.
Reel: H-50

Holmes, Mrs. M.E.
Her fatal sin.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. c1886
Wright bibliography number 2724.
Reel: H-50

Holmes, Mrs. M.E.
The tragedy of Redmount.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. c1886
Wright bibliography number 2725.
Reel: H-50

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
Doctor Hathern's daughters.
New York, G.W. Dillingham, Successor to G.W. Carleton & Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2730.
Reel: H-51

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
Edith Lyle.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1876
Wright bibliography number 2731.
Reel: H-51

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
Forrest house.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1879
Wright bibliography number 2732.
Reel: H-51

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
Gretchen.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2733.
Reel: H-51

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
Madeline.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1881
Wright bibliography number 2734.
Reel: H-51

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
Marguerite.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1891
Wright bibliography number 2735.
Reel: H-52

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
Mildred.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 2736.
Reel: H-52
Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
Mrs. Hallam's companion. And The Spring farm, and other tales.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2737.
Reel: H-52

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
Paul Ralston.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2738.
Reel: H-52

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
Queenie Hetherton.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1883
Wright bibliography number 2739.
Reel: H-52

Holmes, Mary Jane (Hawes).
The Tracy diamonds.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2740.
Reel: H-53

Holmes, Mary Johnson.
Ashes.
New York, Hurst & Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2741.
Reel: H-53

Holmes, Mary Johnson.
The house of five gables.
New York, Hurst and Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2743.
Reel: H-53

Holmes, Oliver Wendell.
A mortal antipathy.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 2744.
Reel: H-53

[Holmes, Thomas J.].
The adventures of Ferdinand Tomasso.
New York, The Irving Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2745; By Lehmos [pseud.].
Reel: H-53

Holt, Tilbury.
Miss Beck.
New York, G.W. Carleton & C.; [etc.]. 1882
Wright bibliography number 2746.
Reel: H-53

Hood, Emma Nelson.
Bob Dean; or, "Our other boarder".
Philadelphia, E. Claxton. 1882
Wright bibliography number 28747.
Reel: H-54

Hood, Frances Hamilton.
Maud Mansfield.
Macon, Ga., J.W. Burke. 1876
Wright bibliography number 2748.
Reel: H-54

Hood, William I. of New Philadelphia, O.
Betsy Gaskins (Dimicrat), wife of Jobe Gaskins (Republican); or, Uncle Tom's Cabin up to date.
Chicago, Schulte Pub. Co. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 2749.
Reel: H-54

Hoogstraat, Moree E. von.
Where the sage and cactus grow.
Chicago, Scroll Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2750.
Reel: H-54

[Hooke, Charles Witherle].
Automatic Bridget, and other humorous sketches.
New York, Manhattan Therapeutic Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 2751; By Howard Fielding [pseud.].
Reel: H-54

[Hooke, Charles Witherle].
Col. Evans from Kentucky, and other humorous sketches.
New York, Manhattan Therapeutic Co. c1889
Wright bibliography number 2751A; By Howard Fielding [pseud.].
Reel: H-54

[Hooke, Charles Witherle].
The mind cure, and other humorous sketches.
New York, Manhattan Therapeutic Co. c1888
Wright bibliography number 2752; By Howard Fielding [pseud.].
Reel: H-54

Hooper, Cyrus Lauron.
A Cloverdale skeleton.
New York, John B. Alden. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2753.
Reel: H-54

Hooper, Lucy Hamilton (Jones).
Those pretty St. George girls.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1883]
Wright bibliography number 2754.
Reel: H-54

Hooper, Lucy Hamilton (Jones).
The tsar's window.
Philadelphia, Roberts Bros. 1881
Wright bibliography number 2755.
Reel: H-55

Hooper, Lucy Hamilton (Jones).
Under the tricolor; or, The American colony in Paris.
Philadelphia [etc.] J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 2756.
Reel: H-55
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Hoover, Francis Trout.
Enemies in the rear; or, A golden circle squared.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2757.
Reel: H-55

Hope, Andrew J.
The ghost of Pumptown.
New York. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2758.
Reel: H-55

Hope, Ernest.
A day of reckoning; or, She rode a bicycle.
Chicago, Scroll Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2759.
Reel: H-55

[Hope, James Barron].
Under the empire; or, The story of Madelon.
Norfolk, J.B. Hope & Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 2760.
Reel: H-55

Hope, Janey B.
Stories and papers.
[Norfolk, Norfolk Landmark]. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2761.
Reel: H-55

[Hopkins, Alice (Kimball)].
A daughter of the druids.
Boston. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2762.
Reel: H-55

[Hopkins, Alice (Kimball)].
The romance of a letter.
Boston, D. Lothrop Co. [1887]
Wright bibliography number 2763; By Lowell Choate [pseud.].
Reel: H-55

Hopkins, Alphonso Alva.
Sinner and saint.
Boston, D. Lothrop and Co. [c1881]
Wright bibliography number 2764.
Reel: H-56

Hopkins, Livingston.
A comic history of the United States.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1876
Wright bibliography number 2765.
Reel: H-56

Hopkins, Margaret Sutton (Briscoe).
Jimty, and others.
Wright bibliography number 2766.
Reel: H-56

Hopkins, Margaret Sutton (Briscoe).
Links in a chain.
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2767.
Reel: H-56

Hopkins, Margaret Sutton (Briscoe).
“Perchance to dream,” and other stories.
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2768.
Reel: H-56

Hopkins, Margaret Sutton (Briscoe).
The sixth sense, and other stories.
New York and London, Harper and Bros. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2769.
Reel: H-56

Hopkins, Mark.
The world’s verdict.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 2770.
Reel: H-56

Hopkins, Pauline Bradford (Mackie).
A Georgian actress.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2771.
Reel: H-57

Hopkins, Pauline Bradford (Mackie).
Mademoiselle de Berny.
Boston, Lamson, Wolffe and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2773.
Reel: H-57

Hopkins, Pauline Elizabeth.
Contending forces.
Boston, The Colored Co-operative Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2774.
Reel: H-57

Hopkins, Squire D.
The mysterious hunter; or, The last of the Aztecs.
Chicago, The Geune Hopkins Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 2775.
Reel: H-57

Hoppin, Augustus.
A fashionable sufferer; or, Chapters from life's comedy.
Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 2776.
Reel: H-57
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Hoppin, Emily Howland.
From out of the past.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 2777.
Reel: H-57

Hoppin, Emily Howland.
Under the Corsican.
New York, J.S. Tait and Sons. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 2778.
Reel: H-58

Hornaday, William Temple.
A man who became a savage.
Buffalo, Peter Paul Book Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2779.
Reel: H-58

Horner, Frederick.
The seal of love.
San Francisco, T.R. Tilley. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2780.
Reel: H-58

Horton, Ellis.
The Hoosier practitioner, or, Medicine on the Wabash.
Indianapolis, T.A. Randall & Co., Printers. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 2781.
Reel: H-58

Horton, George.
Constantine.
Chicago, Way and Williams. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2782.
Reel: H-58

Horton, George.
A fair brigand.
Chicago, H.S. Stone. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2783.
Reel: H-58

[Hosea, Lucy Klinck Rice].
Eastward; or, A Buddhist lover.
Boston, J.G. Cupples Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 2784.
Reel: H-58

Hosmer, George Washington.
"As we went marching on.”.
New York, Harper. 1885
Wright bibliography number 2785.
Reel: H-58

Hosmer, James Kendall.
How Thankful was bewitched.
New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2786.
Reel: H-59

Hotchkiss, Chauncey Crafts.
A colonial free-lance.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2787.
Reel: H-59

Hotchkiss, Chauncey Crafts.
In defiance of the king.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2788.
Reel: H-59

Hotchkiss, Louise Sarah.
Their own wedding.
Boston, G.H. Ellis. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2789.
Reel: H-59

Hough, Emerson.
The girl at the halfway house.
New York, Appleton. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2790.
Reel: H-59

[Houk, Eliza Phillips Thruston].
The Lamarks; or, Marriageable women.
Cincinnati, R. Clarke & Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2791.
Reel: H-59

House, Edward Howard.
Yone Santo, a child of Japan.
Chicago, New York [etc.] Belford, Clark and Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 2792.
Reel: H-59

Houston, A.C.
Hugh Harrison (a mulatto).
Richmond, J.W. Randolph & English. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2793.
Reel: H-59

How is your man? Or, The sharks of Sharksville.
Boston, Lee & Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1882
Wright bibliography number 2795.
Reel: H-60

How, Louis.
The penitentes of San Rafael.
Indianapolis, The Bowen-Merrill Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2794.
Reel: H-60

Howard, James H.W.
Bond and free.
Harrisburg [Pa.] E.K. Meyers, Printer. 1886
Wright bibliography number 2797.
Reel: H-60
Howe, Cora E.
The pilgrim's Christmas.
Sandy Creek, N.Y., News Book Print. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2798.
Reel: H-60

Howe, Edgar Watson.
A man story.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2799.
Reel: H-60

Howe, Edgar Watson.
A moonlight boy.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 2800.
Reel: H-60

Howe, Edgar Watson.
The mystery of The Locks.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 2801.
Reel: H-60

Howe, Edward Everett.
The chronicles of Break o'Day.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2803.
Reel: H-61

Howe, Elizabeth.
Hazleburgh.
New York, W.B. Smith. [c1883]
Wright bibliography number 2804.
Reel: H-61

Howe, Murray.
Stable conversation.
Chicago, Horse Review Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2805.
Reel: H-61

Howe, Susan Howard (Jewett).
Kate Ford's family.
Cincinnati, Editor Pub. Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2806.
Reel: H-61

Howell, George Rogers.
Noah's log book.
New York, Tennyson Neely. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2807.
Reel: H-61

Howell, Jeanne M.
A common mistake.
New York, St. Paul, The Merriam Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 2808.
Reel: H-61

Howells, William Dean.
Annie Kilburn.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2809.
Reel: H-61

Howells, William Dean.
April hopes.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1888 [1887]
Wright bibliography number 2810.
Reel: H-62

Howells, William Dean.
The coast of Bohemia.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2811.
Reel: H-62

Howells, William Dean.
The day of their wedding.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2812.
Reel: H-62

Howells, William Dean.
A day's pleasure.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1876
Wright bibliography number 2813.
Reel: H-62

Howells, William Dean.
A day's pleasure, and other sketches.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 2814.
Reel: H-62

Howells, William Dean.
Doctor Breen's practice.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. [c1881]
Wright bibliography number 2815.
Reel: H-62

Howells, William Dean.
A fearful responsibility, and other stories.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 2816.
Reel: H-62

Howells, William Dean.
A hazard of new fortunes.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2817.
Reel: H-63

Howells, William Dean.
An imperative duty.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2818.
Reel: H-63

Howells, William Dean.
Indian summer.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 2819.
Reel: H-63
Howells, William Dean.
   The lady of the Aroostook.
   Boston, Houghton, Osgood and Co. 1879
   Wright bibliography number 2820.
   Reel: H-63

Howells, William Dean.
   The landlord at Lion's Head.
   New York, Harper. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 2821.
   Reel: H-63

Howells, William Dean.
   The minister's charge; or, The apprenticeship of
   Lemuel Barker.
   Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 2822.
   Reel: H-64

Howells, William Dean.
   A modern instance.
   Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1882
   Wright bibliography number 2823.
   Reel: H-64

Howells, William Dean.
   Niagara revisited.
   Chicago, D. Dalziel. [n.d.]
   Wright bibliography number 2824.
   Reel: H-64

Howells, William Dean.
   An open-eyed conspiracy.
   Wright bibliography number 2825.
   Reel: H-64

Howells, William Dean.
   A parting and a meeting.
   New York, Harper & Bros. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 2826.
   Reel: H-64

Howells, William Dean.
   The quality of mercy.
   New York, Harper. 1892
   Wright bibliography number 2827.
   Reel: H-64

Howells, William Dean.
   Ragged lady.
   Wright bibliography number 2828.
   Reel: H-64

Howells, William Dean.
   The rise of Silas Lapham.
   Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1885
   Wright bibliography number 2829.
   Reel: H-65

Howells, William Dean.
   The shadow of a dream.
   New York, Harper & Bros. 1890
   Wright bibliography number 2830.
   Reel: H-65

Howells, William Dean.
   The story of a play.
   Wright bibliography number 2831.
   Reel: H-65

Howells, William Dean.
   Their silver wedding journey.
   New York, Harper. 1899
   Wright bibliography number 2832.
   Reel: H-65

Howells, William Dean.
   A traveler from Alturia.
   New York, Harper & Bros. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 2833.
   Reel: H-65

Howells, William Dean.
   The undiscovered country.
   Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1880
   Wright bibliography number 2834.
   Reel: H-66

Howells, William Dean.
   A woman's reason.
   Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1883
   Wright bibliography number 2835.
   Reel: H-66

Howells, William Dean.
   The world of chance.
   New York, Harper & Bros. 1893
   Wright bibliography number 2836.
   Reel: H-66

[Hoxie, Walter Palmer].
   Eugenia, a friend's victim.
   New York, Minerva Pub. Co. 1889
   Wright bibliography number 2837; By Alton Hurlba
   [pseud.].
   Reel: H-66

Hubard, Sue W.
   "As thyself!".
   Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1881
   Wright bibliography number 2838.
   Reel: H-66

Hubbard, Elbert.
   Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 2839.
   Reel: H-66
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hubbard, Elbert.</td>
<td>This is the story of the legacy.</td>
<td>East Aurora, Roycroft Printing Shop. 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td>2842</td>
<td>H-67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubbard, Elbert.</td>
<td>Time and chance.</td>
<td>East Aurora, The Roycrofters. 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td>2843</td>
<td>H-67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hucker, Annie M.</td>
<td>Nearly lost.</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1890</td>
<td></td>
<td>2846</td>
<td>H-67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudson, William Cadwalader.</td>
<td>The diamond button: whose was it?</td>
<td>New York, Cassell &amp; Co., Ltd. [c1889]</td>
<td></td>
<td>2849; By Barclay North [pseud.]</td>
<td>H-68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hudspeth, Rosa.</td>
<td>In the market places.</td>
<td>Omaha, Douglas Printing Co. 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td>2855</td>
<td>H-69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, Harry.</td>
<td>Katherine Barry.</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td>2857</td>
<td>H-69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, Mrs. Reginald.</td>
<td>Sybil Trevylian.</td>
<td>New York, Ward &amp; Drummond. [c1892]</td>
<td></td>
<td>2858; By Lyndon [pseud.]</td>
<td>H-69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Hulsey, Augustus Jennings.
Philip [and] Warp and woof.
Atlanta, V.P. Sisson. 1879
Wright bibliography number 2860.
Reel: H-69

Hume, Etta Louis.
Etalee.
Columbia, Mo., C.R. Barns. 1879
Wright bibliography number 2861.
Reel: H-69

Hume, Robert W.
My lodger's legacy; or, The history of a recluse.
[Also, The powers of woman].
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls. 1886
Wright bibliography number 2862.
Reel: H-70

Humphrey, Frank Pope.
A New England cactus, and other tales.
New York, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 2863.
Reel: H-70

Humphrey, Mrs. Frank Pope.
Phoebe Tilson.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co.
[c1898]
Wright bibliography number 2864.
Reel: H-70

Humphrey, Mrs. Mary A. (Vance).
The squatter sovereign, or Kansas in the '50's.
Chicago, Coburn & Newman Pub. Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 2865.
Reel: H-70

Hunt, George Dillwyn.
Albert Merton, the farm hand.
Salem, O., The T.J. Walton Job Printing House. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2866.
Reel: H-70

Hunt, Julia Morrell.
A woman's talent, and other stories.
Boston, De Wolfe, Fiske & Co. c1891
Wright bibliography number 2867.
Reel: H-70

[Huntington, Edward Stanton].
Dreams of the dead.
Boston, Lee and Shepard, 1892
Wright bibliography number 2868; By Edward Stanton [pseud.].
Reel: H-70

Huntington, Mary H.
The strange envelope; or, Twice married.
New York, The American News Co. c1893
Wright bibliography number 2869.
Reel: H-70

Huntley, Florence (Chance).
The dream child.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2870.
Reel: H-71

Huntley, Stanley.
Mr. And Mrs. Spoopendyke.
New York, W.B. Smith & Co. [c1881]
Wright bibliography number 2871.
Reel: H-71

Hurd, Grace Marguerite.
The Bennett twins.
& Co., Ltd. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2872.
Reel: H-71

Hurlbut, Ella Childs.
Mrs. Clift-Crosby's niece.
New York, Tait, Sons & Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2873.
Reel: H-71

Husband-hunters: or, Matrimony and misery. The experience of a Philadelphia polygamist with ten wives.
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1877]
Wright bibliography number 2874.
Reel: H-71

Hutson, Charles Woodward.
The story of Beryl.
New York, J.B. Alden. 1888
Wright bibliography number 2875.
Reel: H-71

Hyde, Emily.
The way.
Baltimore, J. Murphy & Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 2876.
Reel: H-71

Hyde, Miles Goodyear.
The girl from Mexico, and other stories and sketches.
New York, I.H. Blanchard. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 2877.
Reel: H-71

[Hyde, Thomas Alexander].
Won by a bicycle; or, A race for a wife.
Boston, Greater Boston Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2878; By Luke Double, B.A. [pseud.].
Reel: H-71

[Harrington, John A.].
Beanwhacker's trouble; or, Not a bit like his uncle.
New York, M.J. Ivers. 1882
Wright bibliography number 2480A; By John Carboy [pseud.].
Reel: H-81
I was lean, and I became stout.  
Boston, A. Williams. 1868  
Wright bibliography number 1313.  
Reel: I-1

Ida of Tokenburg; or, The force of jealousy.  
New York, J.D. Myers & W. Smith. 1821  
Wright bibliography number 1254.  
Reel: I-1

Ike [pseud.].
   The girl from Oshkosh.  
Chicago, E.A. Weeks. [c1896]  
Wright bibliography number 2879; By Ike [pseud.].  
Reel: I-1

Ilmen, Haras [pseud.].
   Jack o'Hearts; or, Her protégé.  
New York, Lowe. 1880  
Wright bibliography number 2880.  
Reel: I-1

Ilsley, Charles Parker.
   Forest and shore; or, Legends of the Pine-tree state.  
Boston, J.P. Jewett. 1856  
Wright bibliography number 1314.  
Reel: I-1

I'm off!.
Wright bibliography number 2881; [2d ed.].  
Reel: I-1

Incidents of the Revolution.  
Wright bibliography number 1255.  
Reel: I-1

Ingersoll, Justine.
   Chronicles of Teapot Town.  
New Haven [The Tuttle, Morehouse & Taylor Press]. 1895  
Wright bibliography number 2882.  
Reel: I-1

[Ingraham, Ellen M.].
   Bond and free.  
Indianapolis, Carlon & Hollenbeck. 1882  
Wright bibliography number 2883; By Grace Lintner [pseud.].  
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
   Alice May, and Bruising Bill.  
Boston, Gleason. 1845  
Wright bibliography number 1256.  
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
   The American lounger; or, Tales, sketches, and legends, gathered in sundry journeyings.  
Philadelphia, Lea & Blanchard. 1839  
Wright bibliography number 1257.  
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
   Arnold; or, The British spy!.  
Boston, "Yankee" Office. 1844  
Wright bibliography number 1258.  
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
   The arrow of gold; or, The shell gatherer.  
New York, S. French. [n.d.]  
Wright bibliography number 1314A.  
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
   Arthur Denwood; or, The maiden of the inn.  
Boston, H.L. Williams, Yankee Office. 1846  
Wright bibliography number 1259.  
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
   Beatrice, the goldsmith's daughter.  
New York, Williams. 1847  
Wright bibliography number 1260.  
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
   The beautiful cigar vender; and its sequel, Herman de Ruyter.  
New York, Williams. 1849  
Wright bibliography number 1270.  
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
   Berkeley; or, The lost and redeemed.  
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1846  
Wright bibliography number 1261.  
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
   Bertrand; or, The story of Marie de Heywode.  
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845  
Wright bibliography number 1262.  
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
   Biddy Woodhull; or, The pretty haymaker.  
Boston, E.P. Williams. 1844  
Wright bibliography number 1263.  
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
   Black Ralph: or, The helmsman of Hurlgate.  
Boston, E.P. Williams. 1844  
Wright bibliography number 1264.  
Reel: I-1
Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Blanche Talbot; or, The maiden's hand.
New York, Williams. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1266.
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Bonfield; or, The outlaw of the Bermudas.
New York, H.L. Williams. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1267.
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
La bonita cigarera; or, The beautiful cigar vender.
Boston, "Yankee" Office. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1268.
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The Brigantine; or, Guitierro and the Castilian.
New York, Williams. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1271.
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Burton; or, The sieges.
New York, Harper. 1838
Wright bibliography number 1272.
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The life and adventures of Percival Mayberry [pseud.].
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1854]
Wright bibliography number 1316.
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Mortimer; or, The bankrupt's heiress.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1865]
Wright bibliography number 1315.
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The pillar of fire; or, Israel in bondage.
New York, Pudney & Russell. 1859
Wright bibliography number 1317.
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The pirate chief; or, The cutter of the ocean.
New York, Dick & Fitzgerald. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1318.
Reel: I-1

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The Prince of the House of David; or, Three years in the Holy City.
New York, Pudney & Russell. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1319.
Reel: I-1

Inman, Henry.
A pioneer from Kentucky.
Topeka, Crane & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2884.
Reel: I-1
Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Ellen Hart; or, The forger's daughter.
Boston, "Yankee" Office. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1287.
Reel: I-2

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Ellen Hart: or, The forger's daughter.
Boston, 'Yankee' Office. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1288.
Reel: I-2

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Estelle: or, The conspirator of the isle.
Boston, 'Yankee' Office. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1289.
Reel: I-2

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Fanny; or, The hunchback and the roue.
[Boston, E.P. Williams]. [1843]
Wright bibliography number 1290.
Reel: I-2

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Fleming Field; or, The young artisan.
New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1291.
Reel: I-2

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Forrestal: or, The light of the reef.
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1292.
Reel: I-2

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Forrestal: or, The light of the reef.
New York, Morning Star. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1292.
Reel: I-2

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Frank Rivers; or, The dangers of the town.
Boston, E.P. Williams. 1843
Wright bibliography number 1293.
Reel: I-2

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The free-grader; or, The cruiser of Narragansett Bay.
New York, Williams. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1296.
Reel: I-2

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Freemantle; or, The privateersman!.
Boston, G.W. Redding. [1845]
Wright bibliography number 1295.
Reel: I-2

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The gipsy of the Highlands; or, The Jew and the heir.
Boston, Redding. 1843
Wright bibliography number 1297.
Reel: I-2

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Grace Weldon; or, Frederica, the bonnet-girl.
Boston, Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1299.
Reel: I-2

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Morris Graeme; or, The cruise of the Sea-Sipper.
Boston, Williams. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1282.
Reel: I-2

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Rivingstone; or, The young ranger hussar.
New York, Dewitt & Davenport. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1319A.
Reel: I-2

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The sunny South; or, The southerner at home.
Philadelphia, G.G. Evans. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1320.
Reel: I-2

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The throne of David.
Philadelphia, G.G. Evans. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1321.
Reel: I-2

An Interesting love story found in a Rebel camp ground.
New York. 1863
Wright bibliography number 1322; Written by a Southern soldier.
Reel: I-2

Ireland, Howard.
A green mariner.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2885.
Reel: I-2

Ireland, Mary Eliza (Haines).
What I told Dorcas.
New York, E.P. Dutton and Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2886.
Reel: I-2

Ireland, Mary Eliza (Haines).
Irene: a tale of Southern life; and Hathaway Strange.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1323.
Reel: I-2

[Irion, Alfred Briggs].
Boaz.
Nashville, Wheeler, Marshall & Bruce. [c1874]
Wright bibliography number 1324.
Reel: I-2
American Fiction, 1774-1910

Reel Listing

[Irvine, F.K.].
Hialdo.
Logansport, Ind., Olympic Pub. Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2887; By Frederick S. Butt [pseud.].
Reel: I-2

[Irvine, F.K.].
Labienus.
Logansport, Ind., Olympic Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2888; By Frederick S. Butt [pseud.].
Reel: I-2

Irving, John Treat.
Harry Harson; or, The benevolent bachelor.
New York, S. Hueston. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1325.
Reel: I-2

Irving, John Treat.
The Van Gelder papers, and other sketches.
New York & London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2889.
Reel: I-2

Irwin, Harvey Samuel.
Helena.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2890.
Reel: I-2

Issacs, Abram Samuel.
Stories from the rabbis.
New York, C.L. Webster & Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2891.
Reel: I-2

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Harry Harefoot.
[Boston, "Yankee" Office]. [1845?]
Wright bibliography number 1301.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Henry Howard; or, Two noes make one yes.
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1302.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Herman de Ruyter; or, The mystery unveiled.
Boston, "Yankee" Office. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1303.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Howard; or, The mysterious disappearance.
[Boston, E.P. Williams]. [1844?]
Wright bibliography number 1305.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Jemmy Daily; or, The little news vender.
Boston, Brainard. 1843
Wright bibliography number 1306.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Jennette Alison; or, The young strawberry girl.
Boston, Gleason. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1307.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The knights of seven lands.
Boston, Gleason. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1308.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The lady of the gulf.
Boston, Williams. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1309.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Leisler; or, The rebel and king's man.
Boston, Williams. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1310.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Marie; or, The fugitive.
Boston, "Yankee" Office. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1315.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Mark Manly; or, The skipper's lad.
New York, Williams. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1316.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Mark Manly; or, The skipper's lad.
New York, Williams. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1318.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Mary Wilbur; or, The deacon and the widow's daughter.
Boston, "Yankee" Office. [1845]
Wright bibliography number 1319.
Reel: I-3
Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The mast-ship; or, The bombardment of Failmouth.
Boston, Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1320.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Mate Burke; or, The foundlings of the sea.
New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1321.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The midshipman; or, The corvette and brigantine.
Boston, Gleason. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1322.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The miseries of New York; or, The burglar and counsellor.
Boston, 'Yankee' Office. 1844
Wright bibliography number 12325.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Montezuma, the serf; or, The revolt of the Mexitili.
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1326.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Morris Graeme: or, The cruise of the Sea-Slipper.
Boston, Williams. 1843
Wright bibliography number 1327.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The mysterious state-room.
Boston, Gleason. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1329.
Reel: I-3

[Irving, Thomas J.].
In the rapids.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1326; By Gerald Hart [pseud.].
Reel: I-3

[Irving, Washington].
Wolfert's roost, and other papers.
New York, Putnam. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1327.
Reel: I-3

Isabella Gray.
Philadelphia, C. Desilver. 1858
Wright bibliography number 1329.
Reel: I-3

Ivy Fennhaven; or, Womanhood in Christ.
Boston, D. Lothrop. [c1872]
Wright bibliography number 1330.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Neal Nelson.
[Boston, Williams]. [1845]
Wright bibliography number 1330.
Reel: I-4

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Norman; or, The privateersman's bride.
Boston, Yankee Office. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1332.
Reel: I-4

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The Odd fellow; or, The secret association, and Foraging Peter.
Boston, United States Pub. Co. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1333.
Reel: I-4

Isabel Mortimer; or, The Southerner's revenge.
Cincinnati, H.M. Rullison. 1858
Wright bibliography number 1328.
Reel: I-3

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Neal Nelson.
[Boston, Williams]. [1845]
Wright bibliography number 1330.
Reel: I-4

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Ramero; or, The prince and the prisoner!.
Boston, Williams. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1339.
Reel: I-4
Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Ringold Griffitt: or, The raftsman of the Susquehannah.
Boston, Gleason. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1340.
Reel: I-4

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Rodolphe in Boston!.
Boston, Williams. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1341.
Reel: I-4

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
A romance of the sunny South. Or, Feathers from a traveller's wing.
Boston, Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1342.
Reel: I-4

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Santa Claus; or, The merry king of Christmas.
Boston, Williams. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1343.
Reel: I-4

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Scarlet feather; or, The young chief of the Abenaquies.
Boston, Gleason. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1344.
Reel: I-4

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The seven knights; or, Tales of many lands.
Boston, Williams. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1345.
Reel: I-4

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The silver bottle; or, The adventures of "Little Marlboro" in search of his father.
Boston, "Yankee" Office. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1346.
Reel: I-4

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The silver ship of Mexico.
New York, Williams. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1347.
Reel: I-4

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The slave king; or, The triumph of liberty.
Boston, Williams. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1348.
Reel: I-4

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The South-West.
New York, Harper. 1835
Wright bibliography number 1349.
Reel: I-5

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The Spanish galleon; or, The pirate of the Mediterranean.
Boston, Gleason. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1350.
Reel: I-5

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The spectre steamer, and other tales.
Boston, United States Pub. Co. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1353.
Reel: I-5

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The seven knights; or, Tales of many lands.
Boston, Williams. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1345.
Reel: I-4

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The truce: or, On and off soundings.
New York, Williams. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1359.
Reel: I-5

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The seven knights; or, Tales of many lands.
Boston, Williams. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1345.
Reel: I-4

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The Spanish galleon; or, The pirate of the Mediterranean.
Boston, Gleason. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1350.
Reel: I-5

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The surf skiff: or, The heroine of the Kennebec.
New York, Williams. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1355.
Reel: I-5

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The treason of Arnold.
Jonesville (Templeton), Mass., J.M. Barnes. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1358.
Reel: I-5

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The truce: or, On and off soundings.
New York, Williams. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1359.
Reel: I-5

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Will Terril.
Boston, 'Yankee Office.'. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1361.
Reel: I-5

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The wing of the wind.
New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1362.
Reel: I-5
Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Winwood: or, The fugitive of the seas.
New York, Williams. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1363.
Reel: I-5

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The young artist, and The bold insurgent.
Boston, United States Pub. Co. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1364.
Reel: I-5

Ingram, J.K.
Amelia Somers, the orphan: or, The buried alive!.
Boston, Wright. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1365.
Reel: I-5

Ingram, J.K.
The pirate's revenge; or, A tale of Don Pedro and Miss Lois Maynard.
Boston, Wright. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1366.
Reel: I-5

The Irish emigrant.
Winchester, Va, J.T. Sharrocks. 1817
Wright bibliography number 1367; By an Hibernian [pseud.]
Reel: I-5

Irving, John Treat.
The Hawk chief.
Philadelphia, Lea and Blanchard. 1837
Wright bibliography number 1368.
Reel: I-6

Irving, John Treat.
The Quod correspondence. Or, The attorney.
New York, J. Allen. 1842
Wright bibliography number 1370; By John Quod [pseud.]
Reel: I-6

[Irving, Peter].
Giovanni Sbogarro.
New York, C.S. Van Winkle. 1820
Wright bibliography number 1372; By Percival G…. [pseud.]
Reel: I-6

[Irving, Washington].
The Alhambra.
Philadelphia, Carey & Lea. 1832
Wright bibliography number 1373.
Reel: I-6

[Irving, Washington].
The beauties of Washington Irving.
Philadelphia, Carey, Lea, and Blanchard. 1835
Wright bibliography number 1376.
Reel: I-6

[Irving, Washington].
A book of the Hudson.
New York, G.P. Putnam. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1378; Ed. by Geoffrey Crayon [pseud.]
Reel: I-6

[Irving, Washington].
Bracebridge Hall; or, The humourists.
New York, C.S. Van Winkle. 1822
Wright bibliography number 1380; By Geoffrey Crayon, Gent. [pseud.]
Reel: I-7

[Irving, Washington].
A chronicle of the conquest of Granada.
Philadelphia, Carey, Lea & Carey. 1829
Wright bibliography number 1392; By Fray Antonio Agapida [pseud.]
Reel: I-7

[Irving, Washington].
The Crayon miscellany. Complete in one volume.
New York, G.P. Putnam. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1404.
Reel: I-7

[Irving, Washington].
The crayon miscellany. No. 1.
Philadelphia, Carey, Lea & Blanchard. 1835
Wright bibliography number 1401.
Reel: I-7

[Irving, Washington].
The Crayon miscellany. No. 2.
Philadelphia, Carey, Lea & Blanchard. 1835
Wright bibliography number 1402.
Reel: I-7

[Irving, Washington].
The Crayon miscellany. No. 3.
Philadelphia, Carey, Lea & Blanchard. 1835
Wright bibliography number 1403.
Reel: I-7

[Irving, Washington].
The Crayon reading book.
New York, G.P. Putnam. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1405.
Reel: I-7

[Irving, Washington].
The devil and Tom Walker: together with Deacon Grubb and Old Nick.
Woodstock, Vt., R. & A. Colton. 1830
Wright bibliography number 1407.
Reel: I-7

[Irving, Washington].
A history of New York, from the beginning of the world to the end of the Dutch dynasty.
New York, Inskeep & Bradford. 1809
Wright bibliography number 1408; By Diedrich Knickerbocker [pseud.]
Reel: I-8
[Irving, Washington].
Letters of Jonathan Oldstyle, Gent. [pseud.].
New York, W.B. Clayton. 1824
Wright bibliography number 1429.
Reel: I-8

[Jackson, Edward Payson].
A demigod.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1887
Wright bibliography number 2896.
Reel: J-1

[Jackson, Frederick].
The Effingham's. Or, Home as I found it.
New York, S. Colman. 1841
Wright bibliography number 1463.
Reel: J-1

[Jackson, Frederick].
Riches and honor.
New York, J. Adams. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1464.
Reel: J-1

[Jackson, Frederick].
The victim of chancery: or, A debtor's experience.
New York. 1841
Wright bibliography number 1465.
Reel: J-1

[Jackson, Frederick].
A week in Wall Street.
New York. 1841
Wright bibliography number 12466.
Reel: J-1

[Jackson, Helen Maria (Fiske) Hunt].
Saxe Holm's [pseud.] stories.
New York, Scribner, Armstrong. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1332.
Reel: J-1

[Jacobs, Harriet (Brent)].
Incidents in the life of a slave girl. Written by herself.
Boston, The Author. 1861
Wright bibliography number 1333; Ed. by L. Maria Child.
Reel: J-1

[James, George Payne Rainsford].
Adrian; or, The clouds of the mind.
New York, Appleton. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1334; By G.P.R. James and Maunsell B. Field.
Reel: J-1

[James, Henry].
A passionate pilgrim, and other tales.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1335.
Reel: J-1

[Jamison, Cecilia Viets (Dakin) Hamilton].
A crown from the spear.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1882
Wright bibliography number 1336.
Reel: J-1

[Jackman, Abi S.]
Fatima.
Watertown, N.Y. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 2892.
Reel: J-1

[Jackman, Abi S.]
In the arms of love.
Wright bibliography number 2893.
Reel: J-1

[Jackman, Abi S.]
A silver ray.
Chicago, R.R. Donnelley & Sons. 1885
Wright bibliography number 2894.
Reel: J-1

[Jackson, Ambrose Lester].
When Shiloh came.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 2895.
Reel: J-1
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Jamison, Cecilia Viets (Dakin) Hamilton.
  Ropes of sand, and other stories.
  Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1873
  Wright bibliography number 1337.
  Reel: J-1

Jamison, Cecilia Viets (Dakin) Hamilton.
  Something to do.
  Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1871
  Wright bibliography number 1338.
  Reel: J-1

[Jenks, William].
  Memoir of the Northern Kingdom.
  [Boston], [1808]
  Wright bibliography number 1467; By the late Rev.
  Williamson Jahsenykes [pseud.]; Quebec 1901.
  Reel: J-1

Jerauld, Charlotte Ann (Fillebrown).
  Poetry and prose. With a memoir by Henry Bacon.
  Boston, A. Tompkins. 1850
  Wright bibliography number 1458.
  Reel: J-1

Joe Anderson and Old Jim Bayley.
  Wright bibliography number 1469.
  Reel: J-1

John Elliott, the reformed.
  Boston, Usher & Strickland. 1841
  Wright bibliography number 1471.
  Reel: J-1

Jones, Alexander.
  The privateer; or, The black boatswain of the Atlantic.
  Boston, Redding. 1846
  Wright bibliography number 1472.
  Reel: J-1

Jones, J. Elizabeth.
  The young abolitionists; or, Conversations on slavery.
  Boston, Anti-Slavery Office. 1848
  Wright bibliography number 1473.
  Reel: J-1

Jones, James Athearn.
  Haverhill; or, Memoirs of an officer in the army of Wolfe.
  New York, J. & J. Harper. 1831
  Wright bibliography number 1474.
  Reel: J-1

Jackson, George Anson.
  The son of a prophet.
  Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1893
  Wright bibliography number 2897.
  Reel: J-2

Jackson, Helen Maria (Fiske) Hunt.
  Between whiles.
  Boston, Robert Bros. 1887
  Wright bibliography number 2898.
  Reel: J-2

Jackson, Helen Maria (Fiske) Hunt.
  Hetty's strange history.
  Boston, Roberts Bros. 1877
  Wright bibliography number 2899.
  Reel: J-2

Jackson, Helen Maria (Fiske) Hunt.
  Mercy Philbrick's choice.
  Boston, Roberts Bros. 1876
  Wright bibliography number 2900.
  Reel: J-2

Jackson, Helen Maria (Fiske) Hunt.
  Ramona.
  Boston, Roberts Bros. 1884
  Wright bibliography number 2901.
  Reel: J-2

Jackson, Helen Maria (Fiske) Hunt.
  Saxe Holm's stories. Second series.
  New York, Scribner. 1878
  Wright bibliography number 2902.
  Reel: J-2

Jamison, Cecilia Viets (Dakin) Hamilton.
  Woven of many threads.
  Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1871
  Wright bibliography number 1339.
  Reel: J-2

Jarves, James Jackson.
  Kiana.
  Boston, J. Munroe. 1857
  Wright bibliography number 1340.
  Reel: J-2

Jarves, James Jackson.
  Why and what am I?.
  Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1857
  Wright bibliography number 1341.
  Reel: J-2

Jay, Charles W.
  My new home in northern Michigan, and other tales.
  Trenton, W.S. & E.W. Sharp. 1874
  Wright bibliography number 1342.
  Reel: J-2

Jeffrey, Rosa (Vertner).
  Woodburn.
  New York, Sheldon. 1864
  Wright bibliography number 1344.
  Reel: J-2
Jenkins, Daphne Smith (Giles).
   East and West.
New York, R. Craighead. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1345.
   Reel: J-2

Jones, James Athearn.
   The refugee.
New York, Wilder & Campbell. 1825
Wright bibliography number 1475; By Captain Matthew Margatroyd [pseud.].
   Reel: J-2

Jones, John Beauchamp.
   The western merchant.
Philadelphia, Grigg, Elliot. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1476; By Luke Shortfield [pseud.].
   Reel: J-2

Jones, John Beauchamp.
   Wild west scenes.
New York, S. Colman. 1841
Wright bibliography number 1477.
   Reel: J-2

Jones, Joseph Stevens.
   Moll Pitcher, the fortune-teller of Lynn.
Boston, Redding. 1843
Wright bibliography number 1480.
   Reel: J-2

Jones, Justin.
   The belle of Boston: or, The rival students of Cambridge.
Boston, Gleason. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1481; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
   Reel: J-2

Jones, Justin.
   The belle of Boston: or, The rival students of Cambridge.
Boston, Gleason. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1483; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
   Reel: J-2

Jones, Justin.
   Big Dick, the king of the Negroes: or, Virtue and vice contrasted.
Boston, Pub. At the "Star Spangled Banner" Office. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1484; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
   Reel: J-2

Jones, Justin.
   The burglars: or, The mysteries of the League of Honor.
Boston, Hatch. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1486; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
   Reel: J-2

Jones, Justin.
   The corsair: or, The foundling of the sea.
Boston, Gleason. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1488; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
   Reel: J-2

Jones, Justin.
   Fourpe Tap: or, The middy of the Macedonian….Big Dick, king of the Negroes.
Boston, Jones's Pub. House. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1489; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
   Reel: J-2

Jones, Justin.
   Hasserac, the thief-taker; or, The rival sisters of Tri-Mount.
Boston, Jones's Pub. House. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1490; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
   Reel: J-2

Jones, Justin.
   Inez, the beautiful: or, Love on the Rio Grande.
Boston, The Author. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1491; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
   Reel: J-2

Jones, Justin.
   Jessie Manton: or, The novice of Sacrecoeur.
Boston, "Star Spangled Banner" Office. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1492.
   Reel: J-2

Jones, Justin.
   The Light Dragoon: or, The rancheros of the poisoned lance.
Boston, "Star Spangled Banner" Office. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1494; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
   Reel: J-2

Jones, Justin.
   Mad Jack and Gentleman Jack; or, The last cruise of Old Ironsides around the world!.
Boston, Star Spangled Banner Office. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1495; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
   Reel: J-2

Jackson, Helen Maria (Fiske) Hunt.
   Zeph.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1885
Wright bibliography number 2903.
   Reel: J-3

Jackson, Mary E.
   The spy of Osawatomie: or, The mysterious companions of old John Brown.
St. Louis, W.S. Bryan. 1881
Wright bibliography number 2904.
   Reel: J-3
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Jacob, Carrye Silvey.
Love can conquer pride.
Nashville, The University Press. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2905.
Reel: J-3

Jacobi, Mary (Putnam).
Found and lost.
New York, London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2906.
Reel: J-3

Jacobus, Russell P.
An escape from Philistia.
Boston, J.G. Cupples Co. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 2907.
Reel: J-3

Jaeger, Carl.
Verana.
New York, Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 2908.
Reel: J-3

James, Henry.
The American.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 2909.
Reel: J-3

James, Henry.
The author of Beltraffio; Pandora; Georgina's reasons; The path of duty; Four meetings.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 2910.
Reel: J-3

Jenkins, Daphne Smith (Giles).
Half-past ten.
[Mount Holyoke?] The Author. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1346.
Reel: J-3

Jewett, Susan W.
From fourteen to fourscore.
New York, Hurd and Houghton. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1350.
Reel: J-3

Jewett, Susan W.
The old corner cupboard; or, The everyday life of every-day people.
Cincinnati, Truman and Spofford. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1351.
Reel: J-3

John Norton's conflict.
Buffalo, Express Printing Co. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1353.
Reel: J-3

John, The Outcast [pseud.].
The homeless heir; or, Life in Bedford Street.
Philadelphia, J.H.C. Whiting. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1352.
Reel: J-3

Jones, Justin.
The nun of St. Ursula. Or, The burning of the convent.
Boston, Gleason. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1496; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
Reel: J-3

Jones, Justin.
The pirate's daughter; or, The rovers of the Atlantic.
Boston, "Star Spangled Banner" Office. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1497.
Reel: J-3

Jones, Justin.
The prince and the queen; or, Scenes in high life.
Boston, U.S. Pub. Co. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1498; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
Reel: J-3

Jones, Justin.
Red King, the corsair chieftan.
New York, H. Long. [1850]
Wright bibliography number 1499; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
Reel: J-3

Jones, Justin.
The rival chieftans; or, The brigands of Mexico.
Boston, Gleason. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1500; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
Reel: J-3
Jones, Justin.
Sylvia Seabury; or, Yankees in Japan.
New York, H. Long. [1850]
Wright bibliography number 1502; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
Reel: J-3

Jones, Justin.
Tom, Dick & Harry; or, The boys and girls of Boston.
Boston, Star Spangled Banner Office. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1503; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
Reel: J-3

Jones, Justin.
The West Point cadet; or, The young officer's bride.
Boston, Gleason. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1504; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
Reel: J-3

Jones, Justin.
The young refugee; or, Love in a village.
Boston, United States Pub. Co. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1506; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
Reel: J-3

Jones, Pascal.
My Uncle Hobson and I; or, Slashes at life with a free broad-axe.
New York, Appleton. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1507.
Reel: J-3

Jones, Uriah James.
Simon Girty.
Philadelphia, G.B. Zeiber. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1508.
Reel: J-3

[Judah, Samuel Benjamin Herbert].
The buccaneers.
New York. 1827
Wright bibliography number 1509; collated from...Terentius Phlogobombos [pseud.].
Reel: J-3

[Judd, Sylvester].
Margaret.
Boston, Jordan and Wiley. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1512.
Reel: J-3

James, Henry.
The awkward age.
London, W. Heinemann. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2911.
Reel: J-4

James, Henry.
A bundle of letters.
Boston, Loring. [1880]
Wright bibliography number 2912.
Reel: J-4

James, Henry.
Confidence.
Boston, Houghton, Osgood. 1880
Wright bibliography number 2913.
Reel: J-4

James, Henry.
Daisy Miller.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1879
Wright bibliography number 2914.
Reel: J-4

James, Henry.
The diary of a man of fifty, and A bundle of letters.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1880
Wright bibliography number 2915.
Reel: J-4

James, Henry.
Embarrassments.
Wright bibliography number 2916.
Reel: J-4

James, Henry.
The Europeans.
Boston, Houghton, Osgood and Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 2917.
Reel: J-4

James, Henry.
In the cage.
Chicago & New York, H.S. Stone & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2918.
Reel: J-4

James, Henry.
An international episode.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1879
Wright bibliography number 2919.
Reel: J-4

Johnson, Virginia Wales.
The Calderwood secret.
New York, Harper. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1354.
Reel: J-4

Johnson, Virginia Wales.
Joseph the Jew.
New York, Harper. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1356.
Reel: J-4
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Johnson, Virginia Wales.
A sack of gold.
New York, Harper. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1357.
Reel: J-4

Johnson, Virginia Wales.
Travels of an American owl.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1358.
Reel: J-4

Johnson, Virginia Wales.
What the world made them.
New York, Putnam. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1359.
Reel: J-4

Johnston, Maria Isabella (Barnett).
The siege of Vicksburg.
Boston, Pratt Bros. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1360.
Reel: J-4

Dukesborough tales.
Baltimore, Turnbull. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1361; By Philemon Perch [pseud.].
Reel: J-4

Georgia sketches.
[Augusta] Stockton. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1362; By Philemon Perch [pseud.].
Reel: J-4

[Johnstone, Miss O.A.].
Sophie de Brentz; or, The sword of truth.
Boston, H. Hoyt. 1859
Wright bibliography number 1363.
Reel: J-4

[Jolliffe, John].
Belle Scott; or, Liberty overthrown!.
Columbus, D. Anderson. 1856
Wright bibliography number 21364.
Reel: J-4

[Judd, Sylvester].
Richard Edney and the governor's family.
Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1513.
Reel: J-4

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
The b'hoys of New York.
New York, Dick & Fitzgerald. [1850]
Wright bibliography number 1514; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
Reel: J-4

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
The black avenger of the Spanish Main: or, The fiend of blood.
Boston, Gleason. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1515; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
Reel: J-4

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
Cruisings, afloat and ashore, from the private log of Ned Buntline [pseud.].
New York, R. Craighead. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1416.
Reel: J-4

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
The curse!.
Boston, Roberts & Garfield. [1847]
Wright bibliography number 1518; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
Reel: J-4

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
The g'hals of New York.
New York, Dewitt and Davenport. [1850]
Wright bibliography number 1519; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
Reel: J-4

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
The ice king; or, The fate of the lost steamer.
Boston, G.H. Williams. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1520; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
Reel: J-4

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
The king of the sea.
Boston, Flagg of Our Union Office. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1521; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
Reel: J-4

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
The last days of Callao; or, The doomed city of sin!.
Boston, Star Spangled Banner Office. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1523; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
Reel: J-4

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
Love's desperation; or, The President's only daughter. And other tales.
Boston, Gleason. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1524; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
Reel: J-4

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
Magdalena.
New York, Williams. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1525; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
Reel: J-4
Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
  Matanzas; or, A brother's revenge.
  Boston, G.R. Williams. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1526; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
  Reel: J-4

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
  The mysteries and miseries of New York.
  New York, Berford. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1527; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
  Reel: J-4

James, Henry.
  New York, Macmillan. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2921.
  Reel: J-5

James, Henry.
  The other house.
  New York, London, Macmillan Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2922.
  Reel: J-5

James, Henry.
  The portrait of a lady.
  Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1882 [1881]
Wright bibliography number 2923.
  Reel: J-5

James, Henry.
  The private life, Lord Beaupre. The visits.
  New York, Harper & Bros. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2924.
  Reel: J-5

James, Henry.
  The real thing, and other tales.
  New York and London, Macmillan and Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2925.
  Reel: J-5

James, Henry.
  Roderick Hudson.
  Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 2926.
  Reel: J-5

[Jones, Clementina].
  The shades of sorrow dispelled by the sunshine of love.
  Troy, N.Y., Daily Times. 1870
Wright bibliography number 21366A.
  Reel: J-5

[Jones, Cornelia].
  Heavenward led; or, The two bequests.
  Philadelphia, Porter & Coates. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 1367; By Jane R. Sommers [pseud.].
  Reel: J-5

Jones, Erasmus W.
  The captive youths of Judah.
  New York, J.C. Derby. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1368.
  Reel: J-5

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
  Norwood; or, Life on the prairies.
  New York, W.F. Burgess. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1530; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
  Reel: J-5

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
  The queen of the sea; or, Our lady of the ocean.
  Boston, Gleason. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1531; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
  Reel: J-5

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
  The red revenger; or, The pirate king of the Floridas.
  Boston, Gleason. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1532; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
  Reel: J-5

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
  Three years after.
  New York, Burgess. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1535; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
  Reel: J-5

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
  The red revenger; or, The pirate king of the Floridas.
  New York, S. French. [1847]
Wright bibliography number 1533.
  Reel: J-5

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
  The virgin of the sun.
  Boston, Hotchkiss. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1536; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
  Reel: J-5
Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
   The volunteer: or, The maid of Monterey.
   Boston, Gleason. 1847
   Wright bibliography number 1537; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
   Reel: J-5

Judson, Emily (Chubbuck).
   Alderbrook: a collection of Fanny Forester's [pseud.] village sketches, poems, etc.
   Boston, Ticknor. 1847
   Wright bibliography number 1539.
   Reel: J-5

Judson, Emily (Chubbuck).
   Allen Linn; or, How to observe the Golden Rule. With other stories.
   New York, Dayton and Saxton. 1841
   Wright bibliography number 1550.
   Reel: J-5

Judson, Emily (Chubbuck).
   Charles Linn; or, How to observe the Golden Rule. With other stories.
   New York, Dayton and Saxton. 1841
   Wright bibliography number 1550.
   Reel: J-5

Judson, Emily (Chubbuck).
   The great secret; or, How to be happy.
   New York, L. Colby. 1847
   Wright bibliography number 1554.
   Reel: J-5

James, Henry.
   The siege of London, The Pension Beaurepas, and The point of view.
   Boston, J.R., Osgood and Co. 1883
   Wright bibliography number 2927; 2d ed.
   Reel: J-6

James, Henry.
   The soft side.
   London, Methuen. 1900
   Wright bibliography number 2928.
   Reel: J-6

James, Henry.
   The spoils of Poynton.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 2929.
   Reel: J-6

James, Henry.
   Tales of three cities.
   Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1884
   Wright bibliography number 2930.
   Reel: J-6

James, Henry.
   New York, Harper & Bros. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 2931.
   Reel: J-6

James, Henry.
   The tragic muse.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1890
   Wright bibliography number 2932.
   Reel: J-6

Jones, John Beauchamp.
   Adventures of Col. Gracchus Vanderbomb, of Sloughcreek, in pursuit of the presidency: also The exploits of Mr. Numius Plutarch Kipps, his private secretary.
   Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1852
   Wright bibliography number 1369.
   Reel: J-6

Jones, John Beauchamp.
   Border war.
   New York, Rudd & Carleton. 1859
   Wright bibliography number 1370.
   Reel: J-6

Jones, John Beauchamp.
   The city merchant; or, The mysterious failure.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1851
   Wright bibliography number 1371.
   Reel: J-6

Jones, John Beauchamp.
   Freaks of fortune; or, The history and adventures of Ned Lorn.
   Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1854]
   Wright bibliography number 1372.
   Reel: J-6

Jones, John Beauchamp.
   Life and adventures of a country merchant.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1854
   Wright bibliography number 1373.
   Reel: J-6

Jones, John Beauchamp.
   Love and money.
   Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1865]
   Wright bibliography number 1374.
   Reel: J-6

Judson, Emily (Chubbuck).
   Lilias Fane, and other tales.
   Boston, Gleason. 1846
   Wright bibliography number 1557; By Fanny Forrester [pseud.].
   Reel: J-6
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Judson, Emily (Chubbuck).
Trippings in author-land.
New York, Paine and Burgess. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1558; By Fanny Forrester [pseud.].
Reel: J-6

Judson, Emily (Chubbuck).
Trippings in author-land.
New York, Paine and Burgess. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1558; By Fanny Forrester [pseud.].
Reel: J-6

Julia, the maniac; or, The mother her own victim.
New York, Printed for the Publisher. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1559.
Reel: J-6

James, Henry.
The two magics: the turn of the screw, Covering End.
Wright bibliography number 2933.
Reel: J-7

James, Henry.
The two magics: the turn of the screw, Covering End.
Wright bibliography number 2933.
Reel: J-7

James, Henry.
Washington square.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1881
Wright bibliography number 2934.
Reel: J-7

James, Henry.
Watch and ward.
Boston, Houghton, Osgood and Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 2935.
Reel: J-7

James, Henry.
The wheel of time; Collaboration; Owen Wingrave.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2937.
Reel: J-7

James, Paul.
What became of Eugene Ridgewood?.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1883
Wright bibliography number 2938.
Reel: J-7

James, Paul.
What became of Eugene Ridgewood?.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1883
Wright bibliography number 2938.
Reel: J-7

[James, Samuel Humphreys].
A prince of good fellows.
New York, The American News Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 2939.
Reel: J-7

Jones, John Beauchamp.
The monarchist.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1375.
Reel: J-7

Jones, John Beauchamp.
The Spanglers and Tingles; or, The rival belles.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1376.
Reel: J-7

Jones, John Beauchamp.
Wild western scenes - Second series.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1377.
Reel: J-7

Jones, John Beauchamp.
Wild western scenes; or, The white spirit of the wilderness.
Richmond, M.A. Malsby. 1863
Wright bibliography number 1378; New series.
Reel: J-7

Jones, John Beauchamp.
The Winkles; or, The merry monomaniacs.
New York, Appleton. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1379.
Reel: J-7

Jones, John Hilton.
The domine's son.
New York, Putnam. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1380.
Reel: J-7

[James, Samuel Humphreys].
A woman of New Orleans.
[n.p.] The Author. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2940.
Reel: J-8

Jamison, Cecilia Viets (Dakin) Hamilton.
The lily of San Miniato.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 2941.
Reel: J-8

Jamison, Cecilia Viets (Dakin) Hamilton.
The story of an enthusiast.
Boston, Estes and Lauriat. [c1877]
Wright bibliography number 2942.
Reel: J-8

Jamison, Cecilia Viets (Dakin) Hamilton.
My bonnie lass.
Boston, Estes and Lauriat. [c1877]
Wright bibliography number 2943.
Reel: J-8

[James, Samuel Humphreys].
"His love for Helen."
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2944.
Reel: J-8

Janeway, J.B.H.
Reel: J-8
Janney, Lucy N.
  Alton-Thorpe. Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1880
  Wright bibliography number 2945.
  **Reel: J-8**

Janvier, Thomas Allibone.
  The Aztec treasure-house. New York, Harper & Bros. 1890
  Wright bibliography number 2946.
  **Reel: J-8**

[Jones, John Richter].
  The Quaker soldier; or, The British in Philadelphia. Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1858]
  Wright bibliography number 1381.
  **Reel: J-8**

Jones, Joseph Stevens.
  Life of Jefferson S. Batkins, Member from Cranberry Centre. Boston, Loring. [c1871]
  Wright bibliography number 1382; Written by himself.
  **Reel: J-8**

Jones, Justin.
  The brigand; or, The mountain chief. New York, H. Long. [c1852]
  Wright bibliography number 1383.
  **Reel: J-8**

Jones, Justin.
  The doomed ship: or, The wreck of the Arctic regions. Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1864]
  Wright bibliography number 1384; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
  **Reel: J-8**

Jones, Justin.
  The flying artillerist; or, The child of the battlefield. Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [n.d.]
  Wright bibliography number 1385; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
  **Reel: J-8**

Jones, Justin.
  The flying Dutchman; or, The wedding guest of Amsterdam. New York, H. Long. [n.d.]
  Wright bibliography number 1386; By Captain Merry, United States Navy [pseud.].
  **Reel: J-8**

Jones, Justin.
  The flying Yankee; or, The cruise of the clippers. New York, H. Long. [c1853]
  Wright bibliography number 1387; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
  **Reel: J-8**

Jones, Justin.
  Gallant Tom; or, The perils of the ocean. New York, H. Long. [c1852]
  Wright bibliography number 1388.
  **Reel: J-8**

Jones, Justin.
  The gold seekers; or, The cruise of the Lively Sally. New York, H. Long. [c1853]
  Wright bibliography number 1389; By Captain Merry, U.S.N. [pseud.].
  **Reel: J-8**

Jones, Justin.
  Wright bibliography number 1390; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
  **Reel: J-8**

Jones, Justin.
  Harry Tempest; or, The pirate’s protégé. New York, H. Long. [c1853]
  Wright bibliography number 1391; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
  **Reel: J-8**

Janvier, Thomas Allibone.
  Color studies. New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1885
  Wright bibliography number 2947.
  **Reel: J-9**

Janvier, Thomas Allibone.
  Colored studies and A Mexican campaign. New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1891
  Wright bibliography number 2948.
  **Reel: J-9**

Janvier, Thomas Allibone.
  Wright bibliography number 2949.
  **Reel: J-9**

Janvier, Thomas Allibone.
  The passing of Thomas; In the St. Peter's set; At the Grand hotel du Paradis; The fish of Monsieur Quissard; Le bon oncle d'Amerique. New York and London, Harper & Bros. 1900
  Wright bibliography number 2950.
  **Reel: J-9**

Janvier, Thomas Allibone.
  Wright bibliography number 2951.
  **Reel: J-9**

Janvier, Thomas Allibone.
  The uncle of an angel, and other stories. New York, Harper & Bros. 1891
  Wright bibliography number 2952.
  **Reel: J-9**
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[Jarboe, Mrs. John R.].
"Go forth and find.".
Wright bibliography number 2953; By Thomas H. Brainerd [pseud.].
Reel: J-9

Jones, Justin.
Jack Junk; or, The tar for all weathers.
New York, H. Long. [c1853]
Wright bibliography number 1392.
Reel: J-9

Jones, Justin.
Jack Waid, the cobbler of Gotham.
Philadelphia, A. Winch. [c1856]
Wright bibliography number 1393; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
Reel: J-9

Jones, Justin.
Jane Horton; or, The wife's martyrdom.
New York, F.A. Brady. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1394; By Jack Brace [pseud.].
Reel: J-9

Jones, Justin.
Marie; or, The gambler of the Mississippi.
New York, E.D. Long. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1395; By Jack Brace [pseud.].
Reel: J-9

Jones, Justin.
Old Put; or, The days of seventy-six.
New York, H. Long. [c1850]
Wright bibliography number 1396.
Reel: J-9

Jones, Justin.
The pirate's son.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1855]
Wright bibliography number 1397.
Reel: J-9

Jones, Justin.
Ralph Runnion; or, The outlaw's doom.
New York, H. Long. [c1858]
Wright bibliography number 1398.
Reel: J-9

Jones, Justin.
The rebel bride. And other tales.
New York, H. Long. [c1853]
Wright bibliography number 1399; By Jack Brace [pseud.].
Reel: J-9

Jones, Justin.
The smuggler king! Or, The rovers of the Antilles.
Boston. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1399A; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
Reel: J-9

Jones, Justin.
Sweeny Todd; or, The ruffian barber.
New York, H. Long. [c1865]
Wright bibliography number 1400; By Captain Merry [pseud.].
Reel: J-9

Jones, Justin.
The three pirates; or, The virgin of the islet.
New York, H. Long. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1401; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
Reel: J-9

Jones, Justin.
Valdez, the pirate; or, Scenes off Long Island.
New York, H. Long. [c1853]
Wright bibliography number 1402; By Jack Brace [pseud.].
Reel: J-9

Jones, Justin.
Virginia Graham.
Boston, Loring. [c1867]
Wright bibliography number 1403.
Reel: J-9

Jones, Justin.
Yankee Jack; or, The perils of a privateersman.
New York, H. Long. [c1852]
Wright bibliography number 1404; By Harry Hazel [pseud.].
Reel: J-9

Jones, Justin.
The Yankee middy; or, The two frigates.
New York, H. Long. [c1853]
Wright bibliography number 1405; By William Robinson [pseud.].
Reel: J-9

Joseph [pseud.].
New-York aristocracy; or, Gems of Japonica-Dom.
New York, C. Norton. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1406.
Reel: J-9

[Jarboe, Mrs. John R.].
Robert Atterbury.
Wright bibliography number 2954; By Thomas H. Brainerd [pseud.].
Reel: J-10

Jarrold, Ernest.
Mickey Finn idylls.
New York, Doubleday & McClure Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2955.
Reel: J-10

485
Jeffrey, Rosa (Vertner).
Marah.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 2956.
Reel: J-10

[Jelley, Symmes M.].
Shadowed to Europe.
Chicago and New York, Belford, Clarke & Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 2957; By "Le Jemlys" [pseud.].
Reel: J-10

Jenkins, C.A.
The story of Pot Hooks; or, Society as seen by a backwoods philosopher.
St. Louis, C.R. Barns. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2958.
Reel: J-10

Jenkins, Katharine.
Stories.
Baltimore, J. Murphy & Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 2959.
Reel: J-10

[Jenkins, Walter L.].
Madrine Doucet.
Weymouth, Mass., Weymouth and Braintree Pub. Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2960; By Maj. Walter Leigh [pseud.].
Reel: J-10

Joyce, Robert Dwyer.
Irish fireside tales.
Boston, P. Donahoe. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1407.
Reel: J-10

Joyce, Robert Dwyer.
Legends of the wears in Ireland.
Boston, J. Campbell. 1868
Wright bibliography number 1408.
Reel: J-10

Judd, H.O.
Look within for fact and fiction.
Macon, Ga., The Author. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1409.
Reel: J-10

[Judd, Sylvester].
Margaret.
Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1410; Rev. ed.
Reel: J-10

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
Agnes; or, The beautiful milliner.
New York. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1411.
Reel: J-10

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
The battle of hate; or, Hearts are trumps.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1865]
Wright bibliography number 1412; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
Reel: J-10

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
The beautiful nun.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1866]
Wright bibliography number 1413; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
Reel: J-10

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
Charley Bray; or, The fireman's mission.
Wright bibliography number 1415.
Reel: J-10

[Jenkins, Walter L.].
A romance of the old cave mill.
Hyannis, Mass., F.B. & F.P. Goss. 1897
Wright bibliography number 2961; By Maj. Walter Leigh [pseud.].
Reel: J-11

Jennings, John Joseph.
Widow Magoogin.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 2962.
Reel: J-11

Jennings, Mary Elizabeth.
Asa of Bethlehem and his household.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph and Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 1963.
Reel: J-11

Jennings, Mary Elizabeth.
The brave little maid of Goldau.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 2964.
Reel: J-11

[Jennison, Lucy White].
Penelope's web.
Boston, J.G. Cupples Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 1965; By Owen Innsly [pseud.].
Reel: J-11

Jerome, Ferris.
High-water-mark.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 2966.
Reel: J-11

Jerome, Thomas Jefferson.
Ku-klux klan no. 40.
Raleigh, Edwards & Broughton, Printers. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2967.
Reel: J-11
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Jesse James…Together with the thrilling exploits of the Younger boys.
Philadelphia, Barclay & Co. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 2968; Written by…..(One who dare not now disclose his identity).
Reel: J-11

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
Clarence Rhett; or, The cruise of a privateer.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1866]
Wright bibliography number 1418.
Reel: J-11

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
The convict: or, The conspirators' victim.
New York, Dick & Fitzgerald. 1863
Wright bibliography number 1419; By Ned Buntline [pseud.]
Reel: J-11

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
Elfrida, the Red Rover's daughter.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1860]
Wright bibliography number 1421; By Ned Buntline [pseud.]
Reel: J-11

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
Ella Adams: or, The demon of fire.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1862]
Wright bibliography number 1422; By Ned Buntline [pseud.]
Reel: J-11

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
English Tom; or, The smuggler's secret.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1858]
Wright bibliography number 1433; By Ned Buntline [pseud.]
Reel: J-11

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
The Grossbeak mansion.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1862]
Wright bibliography number 1425; By Ned Buntline [pseud.]
Reel: J-11

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
Hilliare Henderson; or, The secret revealed.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1862]
Wright bibliography number 1426; By Ned Buntline [pseud.]
Reel: J-11

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
The last of the buccaneers.
New York, Garrett. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1430; By Ned Buntline [pseud.]
Reel: J-11

Jewell, A. Irene.
Muriel Sterling.
Wright bibliography number 2970.
Reel: J-12

Jewett, Sarah Orne.
Country by-ways.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 2972.
Reel: J-12
Jewett, Sarah Orne.
A country doctor.
Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 2973.

Reel: J-12

Jewett, Sarah Orne.
The country of the pointed firs.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 2974.

Reel: J-12

Jewett, Sarah Orne.
Deephaven.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 2975.

Reel: J-12

Jewett, Sarah Orne.
The king of Folly island, and other people.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 2976.

Reel: J-12

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
Morgan; or, The knight of the black flag.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. c1861
Wright bibliography number 1437; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].

Reel: J-12

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
The mysteries and miseries of New Orleans.
New York, Akarman and Ormsby. [c1851]
Wright bibliography number 1438; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].

Reel: J-12

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
Our mess; or, The pirate-hunters of the Gulf.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1859]
Wright bibliography number 1440; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].

Reel: J-12

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
The rattlesnake: or, The rebel privateer.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1862]
Wright bibliography number 1442; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].

Reel: J-12

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
Red Ralph; or, The daughter of Nige.
New York, Pub. For the Trade. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1443.

Reel: J-12

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
Rosa, the Indian captive.
New York, Hilton. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1444.

Reel: J-12

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
Rose Seymour; or, The ballet girl's revenge.
New York, Hilton. 1865
Wright bibliography number 1445.

Reel: J-12

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
Sadia.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1864]
Wright bibliography number 1446; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].

Reel: J-12

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
Saul Sabberday; or, The idiot spy.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1858]
Wright bibliography number 1447; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].

Reel: J-12

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
Seawaif; or, The terror of the coast.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1859]
Wright bibliography number 1448; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].

Reel: J-12

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
The shell-hunter; or, An ocean love-chase.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1858]
Wright bibliography number 1449; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].

Reel: J-12

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
Stella Dolorme; or, The Comanche's dream.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1860]
Wright bibliography number 1450; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].

Reel: J-12

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
Thayendanegea, the scourge; or, The War-eagle of the Mohawks.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1858]
Wright bibliography number 1451; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].

Reel: J-12

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
The wheel of misfortune; or, The victims of lottery and policy dealers.
New York, Garrett. [c1853]
Wright bibliography number 1452; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].

Reel: J-12

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
The white cruiser; or, The fate of the unheard-of.
New York, Garrett. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1453; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].

Reel: J-12
Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.
    The white wizard; or, The great prophet of the Seminoles.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1858]
Wright bibliography number 1454; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].
    Reel: J-12

Julia Tremaine; or, The father's wish and husband's duty.
Philadelphia, Whilt and Yost. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1455; B.
    Reel: J-12

Jewett, Sarah Orne.
    The life of Nancy.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2977.
    Reel: J-13

Jewett, Sarah Orne.
    A marsh island.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. [c1885]
Wright bibliography number 2978; 9th ed.
    Reel: J-13

Jewett, Sarah Orne.
    The mate of the Daylight, and friends ashore.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 2979.
    Reel: J-13

Jewett, Sarah Orne.
    A native of Winby, and other tales.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 2980.
    Reel: J-13

Jewett, Sarah Orne.
    Old friends and new.
Boston, Houghton, Osgood and Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 2981.
    Reel: J-13

Jewett, Sarah Orne.
    The queen's twin, and other stories.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 2982.
    Reel: J-13

Jewett, Sarah Orne.
    Strangers and wayfarers.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2983.
    Reel: J-13

Jewett, Sarah Orne.
    Tales of New England.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2984.
    Reel: J-14

Jewett, Sarah Orne.
    A white hero, and other stories.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 2985.
    Reel: J-14

Jinks, Jonathan [pseud.].
    A cure for the blues.
Philadelphia [Solheimer & Moore, Printers]. 1878
Wright bibliography number 2986.
    Reel: J-14

John, Captain Dum [pseud.].
    The autobituary of a West Pointer.
New York, Metropolitan Pub. Co. c1882
Wright bibliography number 2987.
    Reel: J-14

Johnes, Winifred [Wallace Tinker].
    Memoirs of a little girl.
Wright bibliography number 2988.
    Reel: J-14

Johnes, Winifred [Wallace Tinker].
    Miss Gwynne, bachelor.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1894
Wright bibliography number 2989.
    Reel: J-14

Johns, Annie E.
    Cooleemee.
[Leaksville, N.C.] Leaksville "Gazett" Print. 1882
Wright bibliography number 2990.
    Reel: J-14

Johnson, Elizabeth Winthrop.
    Orchard folk; two California stories.
New York, Continental Pub. Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 2991.
    Reel: J-14

Johnson, Elizabeth Winthrop.
    Two loyal lovers.
New York, F.A. Stokes Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 2993.
    Reel: J-15

Johnson, Elizabeth Winthrop.
    Yesterday.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 2993.
    Reel: J-15
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Johnson, Evelyn Kimball.
An errand girl.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2994.
Reel: J-15

Johnson, Evelyn Kimball.
Tangles unravelled.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie & Co. [c1884]
Wright bibliography number 2995.
Reel: J-15

Johnson, Harry M.
Edith.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 2997.
Reel: J-15

Johnson, Helen Louise (Kendrick).
Raleigh Westgate; or, Epimenides in Maine.
New York, Appleton. 1889
Wright bibliography number 2998.
Reel: J-15

[Johnson, Homer Uri].
The great co-partnership, and other papers.
Cleveland, Ingham, Clarke & Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 2998a; By Obed [pseud.]; 2d ed.
Reel: J-15

Johnson, Mrs. F. Barrett.
Rocks and romance.
New York, Chicago, J.S. Ogilvie. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 2996.
Reel: J-15

Johnson, Mary Kellogg.
Mac.
Boston, H.H. Carter & Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3000.
Reel: J-16

Johnson, P. Demarest.
Claudius, the cowboy of Ramapo Valley.
Middletown, N.Y., Slauson & Boyd, Press Steam Print. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3001.
Reel: J-16

Johnson, Stanley Edwards.
The temper cure.
New York, The Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 3002.
Reel: J-16

Johnson, Virginia Wales.
An English "Daisy Miller".
Boston, Estes and Lauriat. 1882
Wright bibliography number 3003.
Reel: J-16

Johnson, Virginia Wales.
The Fainalls of Tippton.
New York, Scribner. 1884
Wright bibliography number 3004.
Reel: J-16

Johnson, Virginia Wales.
A foreign marriage; or, Buying a title.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1880
Wright bibliography number 3005.
Reel: J-16

Johnson, Virginia Wales.
Miss Nancy's pilgrimage.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1876
Wright bibliography number 3006.
Reel: J-16

Johnson, William Henry.
King or knave, which wins?.
Boston, Little, Brown and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3007.
Reel: J-16

Johnson, William Henry.
The king's henchman.
Boston, Little, Brown and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3008.
Reel: J-16

Johnston, Alma Calder.
Miriam's heritage.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1878
Wright bibliography number 3009.
Reel: J-16

[Johnston, James Wesley].
Dwellers in Gotham.
New York, Eaton & Mains. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3011; By Annan Dale [pseud.].
Reel: J-17

Johnston, Mary.
Prisoners of hope.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3012.
Reel: J-17

Johnston, Mary.
To have and to hold.
Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3013.
Reel: J-17

Mr. Absalom Billingslea, and other Georgia folk.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3014.
Reel: J-17
Mr. Billy Downs and his likes.
New York, C.L. Webster & Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3015.
Reel: J-17

Mr. Fortner's marital claims, and other stories.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3016.
Reel: J-17

Old Mark Langston.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1884
Wright bibliography number 3017.
Reel: J-18

Pearce Amerson's will.
Chicago, Way and Williams. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3019.
Reel: J-18

Jones, Alice Ilgenfritz.
The chevalier de St. Denis.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg and Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3025.
Reel: J-19

Jones, Charles Henry.
Davault's mills.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 3026.
Reel: J-19

Jones, Erasmus W.
Gold, tinsel and trash; stories of country and city.
New York, Hunt & Eaton; Cincinnati, Cranston & Stowe. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3027.
Reel: J-19

Jones, Erasmus W.
Llangobaithe.
Utica, T.J. Griffiths. 1886
Wright bibliography number 3028.
Reel: J-19

[Johnston, W. Cairns].
Beyond the ether.
[n.p.] W.C. Johnston. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3021A.
Reel: J-18

Johnston, William John.
Lightning flashes and electric dashes.
New York, W.J. Johnston. 1877
Wright bibliography number 3022.
Reel: J-18

[Jones, George F.].
Polly's scheme.
Boston, D. Lothrop and Co. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 3029; by Corydon [pseud.].
Reel: J-19

Jones, Ira L.
Beoni, the Sphinx.
[n.p.]. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 3030.
Reel: J-19

Jones, L.L.
Oberlin and eastern school life.
Warren, O., Trumbull Ptg. Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3031.
Reel: J-19

Jones, M.P.
Rebekah.
New York, J.B. Alden. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3032.
Reel: J-20

Jones, Randolph.
The buccaneers.
New York, The Authors' Pub. Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 3034.
Reel: J-20

Old times in middle Georgia.
Wright bibliography number 3018.
Reel: J-19
Jones, Samuel Arthur.  
The porcelain painter’s sons.  
Philadelphia, Boericke & Tafel. 1898  
Wright bibliography number 3035.  
Reel: J-20

Jones, Victorine Clarisse (Jacquet).  
Miss Hogg.  
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 3036.  
Reel: J-20

Jordan, David Starr.  
Matka and Kotik.  
San Francisco, The Whittaker & Ray Co. (Inc.). 1897  
Wright bibliography number 3037.  
Reel: J-20

Jordan, David Starr.  
The story of the Innumerable Company.  
[Palo Alto, Calif.] Stanford University Press. 1895  
Wright bibliography number 3038.  
Reel: J-20

Jordan, Elizabeth Garver.  
Tales of the city room.  
New York, C. Scribner’s Sons. 1898  
Wright bibliography number 3040.  
Reel: J-21

Jordan, Kate.  
A circle in the sand.  
Boston, Lamson, Wolffe and Co. 1898  
Wright bibliography number 3041.  
Reel: J-21

Jordan, Kate.  
The other house.  
New York, Lovell, Coryell & Co. [c1892]  
Wright bibliography number 3042.  
Reel: J-21

[Jorum club].  
A Jorum idyl.  
[Philadelphia, Craig, Finley & Co.] Printed for Private Circulation Only. 1884  
Wright bibliography number 3043.  
Reel: J-21

Judah, Mary Jameson.  
Down our way.  
Chicago, Way & Williams. [c1897]  
Wright bibliography number 3044.  
Reel: J-21

Judson, Edward Zane Carroll.  
Buffalo Bill.  
New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. [c1886]  
Wright bibliography number 3046; By Ned Buntline [pseud.].  
Reel: J-21

Julian, Email.  
John Dale.  
San Francisco, Alta Printing House. 1876  
Wright bibliography number 3047.  
Reel: J-21

Julian, Harry [pseud.?].  
Love ventures.  
New York, The Truth Seeker Co. [c1888]  
Wright bibliography number 3048.  
Reel: J-21

Justice, Maibelle Heicks (Monroe).  
Love affairs of a wordly man.  
Chicago, F. Tennyson Neely. 1894  
Wright bibliography number 3049.  
Reel: J-21

[Kane, Alice L.].  
Echoes from the spirit world.  
Topeka, Kansas, Crane & Co. 1899  
Wright bibliography number 3050.  
Reel: K-1

Kane, Edward Charles.  
A gentleman born.  
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 3051.  
Reel: K-1

Kane, James Johnson.  
Adrift on the black wild tide.  
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1879  
Wright bibliography number 3052; [2d ed].  
Reel: K-1

Kane, James Johnson.  
Ilian; or, The curse of the Old South church of Boston.  
Philadelphia [etc.] J.B. Lippincott Co. 1888  
Wright bibliography number 3053.  
Reel: K-1

Kate [pseud.].  
Domestic sketches.  
Troy, Press of the Northern Budget. 1847  
Wright bibliography number 1461.  
Reel: K-1

Kate Kilborn; or Sowing and reaping.  
New York, R. Carter. 1856  
Wright bibliography number 1456.  
Reel: K-1

Kate Marstone; or, Happy hearts make happy homes.  
New York, Carleton. 1866  
Wright bibliography number 1457.  
Reel: K-1

Kate Stanton.  
Boston, J. French. 1855  
Wright bibliography number 1458.  
Reel: K-1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Wright Bibliography</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Katzenberger, Frances Isabelle</td>
<td>He would have me be brave.</td>
<td>Dayton, Groneweg Printing Co.</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>3054</td>
<td>K-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katzenberger, Frances Isabelle</td>
<td>The three verdicts.</td>
<td>Cincinnati, The editor Pub. Co.</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>3055</td>
<td>K-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kauffman, Catherine</td>
<td>As nature prompts.</td>
<td>Cleveland, Cleveland Printing &amp;</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>3056</td>
<td>K-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kellogg, Sarah Winter</td>
<td>The livelies, and other short stories.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Lippincott.</td>
<td>1875</td>
<td>1461</td>
<td>K-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly, Jonathan Falconbridge</td>
<td>The humors of Falconbridge [pseud.].</td>
<td>Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson.</td>
<td>[c1856]</td>
<td>1463</td>
<td>K-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendall, Edmund Hale</td>
<td>The twin sisters; or, A narrative of facts.</td>
<td>Lawrence City [Mass.].</td>
<td>1848</td>
<td>1562</td>
<td>K-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Kennedy, John Pendleton]</td>
<td>Swallow Barn; or, A sojourn in the Old Dominion.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Lea &amp; Blanchard.</td>
<td>1832</td>
<td>1569</td>
<td>K-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Kettell, Samuel]</td>
<td>Daw's doings; or, The history of the late war in the plantations.</td>
<td>Boston, W. White &amp; H.P. Lewis.</td>
<td>1842</td>
<td>1570; By Sampson Short and Fat [pseud.].</td>
<td>K-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Kettell, Samuel]</td>
<td>Quozziana: or, Letters from Great Goslington, Mass.</td>
<td>Boston, W. White &amp; H.P. Lewis.</td>
<td>1842</td>
<td>1571; By Sampson Short and Fat [pseud.].</td>
<td>K-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Kettell, Samuel]</td>
<td>Yankee notions.</td>
<td>Boston, Otis Broaders.</td>
<td>1838</td>
<td>1572; By Timo. Titterwell, Esq. [pseud.].</td>
<td>K-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keenan, Henry Francis</td>
<td>The iron game.</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton and Co.</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>3059</td>
<td>K-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keenan, Henry Francis</td>
<td>Trajan.</td>
<td>New York, Cassell &amp; Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>1885</td>
<td>3061</td>
<td>K-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[Kelley, Adelaide (Skeel)].
King Washington.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3062; By Adelaide Skeel & William H. Brearley.
Reel: K-2

Kelly, Jonathan Falconbridge.
Marie Lessaire; or, The ballet-girl's love.
New York, W. Skelly. [c1854]
Wright bibliography number 1464; By Falconbridge [pseud.].
Reel: K-2

Kelso, Isaac.
Danger in the dark.
Cincinnati, Pub. For the Author by Moore, Anderson, Wilstach & Keys. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1465.
Reel: K-2

Kelso, Isaac.
Light, more light; or, Danger in the dark.
Cincinnati, E. Hampson. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1466.
Reel: K-2

Kelso, Isaac.
The stars and bars; or, The reign of terror in Missouri.
Boston, A. Williams. 1863
Wright bibliography number 1467.
Reel: K-2

Kelley, Emma Dunham.
Megda.
Boston, J.H. Earle. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3064.
Reel: K-3

Kelley, Florence (Finch).
Frances.
New York, Sanfred & Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3067.
Reel: K-3

Kelley, Florence (Finch).
On the inside.
New York, Sanford & Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3068.
Reel: K-3

Kelly, Florence (Finch).
With hoops of steel.
Indianapolis, The Bowen-Merrill Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 3069.
Reel: K-3

Kirkland, Caroline Matilda (Stansbury).
Forest life.
New York, C.S. Francis. 1842
Wright bibliography number 1580.
Reel: K-2

Kirkland, Caroline Matilda (Stansbury).
A new home--Who'll follow? Or, glimpses of western life.
New York, C.S. Francis. 1839
Wright bibliography number 1583; By Mrs. Mary Clavers [pseud.].
Reel: K-2

Kirkland, Caroline Matilda (Stansbury).
Western clearings.
New York, Wiley and Putnam. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1587.
Reel: K-2

[Kilbourn, Diana Treat].
The lone dove.
Philadelphia, Appleton. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1576.
Reel: K-2

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.
Leo Dayne.
Boston, J.H. West. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3066.
Reel: K-3

Kelley, James Douglas Jerrold.
A desperate chance.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1886
Wright bibliography number 3065.
Reel: K-3

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.
Leo Dayne.
Boston, J.H. West. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3066.
Reel: K-3

Kelley, Florence (Finch).
Saint Leger; or, The threads of life.
New York, Putnam. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1577.
Reel: K-2

Kirkland, Caroline Matilda (Stansbury).

Kirkland, Caroline Matilda (Stansbury).

Kirkland, Caroline Matilda (Stansbury).

Kirkland, Caroline Matilda (Stansbury).

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.

Kellogg, Margaret Augusta.
[Keyes, F.].
Evan Dale.
Boston, A. Williams. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1471.
Reel: K-3

Kimball, Richard Burleigh.
Henry Powers (Banker).
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1868
Wright bibliography number 1472.
Reel: K-3

Kimball, Richard Burleigh.
Romance of student life abroad.
New York, Putnam. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1473.
Reel: K-3

Kimball, Richard Burleigh.
To-day.
New York, Carleton. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1474.
Reel: K-3

Kimball, Richard Burleigh.
Undercurrents of Wall-Street.
New York, Putnam. 1862
Wright bibliography number 1475.
Reel: K-3

Knapp, Samuel Lorenzo.
The bachelors, and other tales.
New York, J.W. Sandford. 1836
Wright bibliography number 1590.
Reel: K-3

Knapp, Samuel Lorenzo.
Extracts from a journal of travels in North America.
Boston, T. Badger. 1818
Wright bibliography number 1591; By Ali Bey [pseud.].
Reel: K-3

Knapp, Samuel Lorenzo.
Extracts from the journal of Marshal Soult [pseud.] addressed to a friend.
Newburyport, W.B. Allen. 1817
Wright bibliography number 1592.
Reel: K-3

Knapp, Samuel Lorenzo.
Tales of the garden of Kosciuszko.
New York, West & Trow. 1834
Wright bibliography number 1593.
Reel: K-3

Kringle, Kate [pseud.].
The beautiful girl; or, Burning of the robbers' den.
New York, City Pub. House. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1596.
Reel: K-3

Kelly, Mary R. [pseud.].
Hannah Hawkins and her neighbor.
[n.p.] The Author. 1879
Wright bibliography number 3070.
Reel: K-4

Kelly, Teague M.
Mucca Scob; or, Threads of prehistoric and present history, concatenated.
Oakland, The Author. 1885
Wright bibliography number 3071.
Reel: K-4

Kelson, John H.
Seth's work is done; or, The phantom of the belfry.
Salt Lake City, J.H. Party. 1883
Wright bibliography number 3072.
Reel: K-4

Kemble, Frances Anne.
Far away and long ago.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3073.
Reel: K-4

Kennedy, Walker.
In the dwellings of silence.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3074.
Reel: K-4

Kennedy, Walker.
Javan ben Seir.
New York, F.A. Stokes Co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 3075.
Reel: K-4

Kent, James.
The Johnson manor.
New York, Putnam. 1877
Wright bibliography number 3076.
Reel: K-4

Kent, James.
Sibyl Spencer.
New York, Putnam. 1878
Wright bibliography number 3077.
Reel: K-4

Kent, Winnifred.
Sell not thyself.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. c1894
Wright bibliography number 3078.
Reel: K-4

Kimball, Richard Burleigh.
Was he successful?.
New York, Carleton. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1476.
Reel: K-4
King, Edward Smith.
Kentucky's love; or Roughing it around Paris.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1476.
Reel: K-4

Kingman, Frances.
Intuition.
Hartford, F. Kingman. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1477A.
Reel: K-4

Kingsbury, John H.
Kingsbury sketches.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1477.
Reel: K-4

Kinzie, Juliette Augusta (Magill).
Mark Logan.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1479.
Reel: K-4

Keplinger, Mrs. E.M.
Bernice.
New Orleans, Miss S.M. Haight. 1878
Wright bibliography number 3079.
Reel: K-5

Kerr, Alvah Milton.
Trean; or, The Mormon's daughter.
Chicago, New York, Belford, Clarke & Co. [etc., c1889]
Wright bibliography number 3080.
Reel: K-5

Kerr, Artemus P.
The lost tribes and the land of Nod.
Indianapolis, Indiana Newspaper Union. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3081.
Reel: K-5

Kester, Paul.
Tales of the real gypsy.
New York, Doubleday and McClure Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3082.
Reel: K-5

[Keyes, Hervey].
The forest king; or, The wild hunter of the Adaca.
New York, Wheat & Cor Corbett. 1878
Wright bibliography number 3082A.
Reel: K-5

Keyser, Harriette A.
On the borderland.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1882
Wright bibliography number 3083.
Reel: K-5

Keyser, Harriette A.
Thorns in your sides.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons [etc.]. 1884
Wright bibliography number 3084.
Reel: K-5

Keyser, Leander Sylvester.
The only way out.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 3085.
Reel: K-5

Kilbry, L. Clay.
Vernon Lonsdale.
Philadelphia, For the Author. 1876
Wright bibliography number 3086.
Reel: K-5

Keyser, Harriette A.
Wau-Bun.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1480.
Reel: K-5

Keyser, Leander Sylvester.
Wau-Bun.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1480.
Reel: K-5

Kip, Leonard.
Aenone.
New York, J. Bradburn. 1866
Wright bibliography number 1482.
Reel: K-5

Kip, Leonard.
The dead marquise.
New York, Putnam. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1483.
Reel: K-5

Kip, Leonard.
Hannibal's man.
Albany, The Argus Co. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1484.
Reel: K-5

Kip, Leonard.
In three heads.
Albany, The Argus Co. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1485.
Reel: K-5

[Kimball, Annie Lydia (McPhail)].
At daybreak.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1884
Wright bibliography number 3087; By A. Stirling [pseud.].
Reel: K-6
King, Albert Barnes.
Memorable voyages of Rebel and Victory.
Boston, J.H. Earle. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3088.
Reel: K-6

King, Basil.
Grieselda.
Chicago, H.S. Stone and Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3089.
Reel: K-6

King, Charles.
An army wife.
New York, F.T. Neely. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3090.
Reel: K-6

King, Charles.
Between the lines.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3091.
Reel: K-6

King, Charles.
By land and sea.
Philadelphia, L.R. Hamersly. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3092.
Reel: K-6

King, Charles.
Cadet days.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3093.
Reel: K-6

Kip, Leonard.
The volcano diggings.
New York, J.S. Redfield. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1486.
Reel: K-6

Kirk, Charles D.
Wooing and warring in the wilderness.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1487.
Reel: K-6

Kirkland, Caroline Matilda (Stansbury).
Autumn hours, and fireside reading.
New York, Scribner. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1488.
Reel: K-6

Kirkland, Caroline Matilda (Stansbury).
A book for the home circle; or, Familiar thoughts on various topics, literary, moral and social.
New York, Scribner. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1489.
Reel: K-6

Kirkland, Caroline Matilda (Stansbury).
The evening book; or, Fireside talk on morals and manners, with sketches of Western life.
New York, Scribner. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1490.
Reel: K-6

Kirkpatrick, Jane (Bayard).
The light of other days: sketches of the past, and other selections from the writings.
New Brunswick, Press of J. Terhune. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1491.
Reel: K-6

The Knickerbocker gallery.
New York, S. Hueston. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1492.
Reel: K-6

King, Charles.
Campaigning with Crook, and stories of army life.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3094.
Reel: K-7

King, Charles.
Captain Blake.
Philadelphia, Lippincott Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3095.
Reel: K-7

King, Charles.
Captain Close, and Sergeant Croesus.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3096.
Reel: K-7

King, Charles.
Captain Dreams, and other stories.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3097.
Reel: K-7

King, Charles.
The colonel's Christmas dinner.
Philadelphia, L.R. Hamersley & Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3098.
Reel: K-7

King, Charles.
The colonel's daughter; or, Winning his spurs.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 3100.
Reel: K-7

[Knight, Mrs. S.G.].
Man's wrongs; or, Woman's foibles.
Boston, Crosby & Damrell. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1493; By Kate Manton [pseud.].
Reel: K-7
Knorr, James.
   The two roads; or, The right and the wrong.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1494.
   Reel: K-7

The Know Nothing(?).
Boston, J.P. Jewett. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1495.
   Reel: K-7

Knox, Adeline (Trafton).
   An American girl abroad.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1496.
   Reel: K-7

Knox, Adeline (Trafton).
   Katherine Earle.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1497.
   Reel: K-7

King, Charles.
   The deserter, and From the ranks.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3101.
   Reel: K-8

King, Charles.
   Foes in ambush.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3102.
   Reel: K-8

King, Charles.
   A garrison tangle.
New York, F.T. Neely. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3103.
   Reel: K-8

King, Charles.
   The general's double.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3104.
   Reel: K-8

King, Charles.
   An initial experience, and other stories.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3105.
   Reel: K-8

King, Charles.
   Kitty's conquest.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 3106.
   Reel: K-8

King, Charles.
   "Laramie"; or, The queen of Bedlam.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3107.
   Reel: K-8

King, Charles.
   Marion's faith.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1886
Wright bibliography number 3108.
   Reel: K-9

King, Charles.
   Rancho del Muerto...and other stories.
New York, Outing Pub. Co. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 3109.
   Reel: K-9

King, Charles.
   Ray's recruit.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3110.
   Reel: K-9

King, Charles.
   A soldier's secret...and An army Portia.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3111.
   Reel: K-9

King, Charles.
   Starlight ranch, and other stories of army life on
the frontier.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3112.
   Reel: K-9

King, Charles.
   The story of Fort Frayne.
Chicago, New York, F.T. Neely. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 3113.
   Reel: K-9

King, Charles.
   Sunset Pass; or, Running the gauntlet through
Apache land.
New York, J.W. Lovell Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 3114.
   Reel: K-9

King, Charles.
   A tame surrender.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3115.
   Reel: K-10

King, Charles.
   A trooper Galahad.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3116.
   Reel: K-10

King, Charles.
   Trooper Ross and Signal Butte.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3117.
   Reel: K-10
King, Charles.
Trumpeter Fred.
New York, Chicago, F.T. Neely. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3118.
Reel: K-10

King, Charles.
Two soldiers, and Dunraven Ranch.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3119.
Reel: K-10

King, Charles.
Under fire.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3120.
Reel: K-10

King, Charles.
A war-time wooing.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3121.
Reel: K-10

King, Charles.
Waring's peril.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3122.
Reel: K-11

King, E. Sterling.
The Wild Rose of Cherokee, or, Nancy Ward,
"The Pocahontas of the West."
Nashville, University Press. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3126.
Reel: K-11

King, Edward.
The gentle savage.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 3123.
Reel: K-11

King, Edward.
The golden spike.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 3124.
Reel: K-11

King, Edward.
Joseph Zalmonah.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3125.
Reel: K-11

King, Grace Elizabeth.
Balcony stories.
New York, The Century Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3128.
Reel: K-11

King, Mrs. Frankie Faling.
Mark Maynard's wife.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1885]
Wright bibliography number 3127.
Reel: K-11

Keeler, Ralph Olmstead.
Glooverson and his silent partners.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1459.
Reel: K-12

King, Grace Elizabeth.
Monsieur Motte.
New York, A.C. Armstrong and Son. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3129.
Reel: K-12

King, Grace Elizabeth.
Tales of a time and place.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3130.
Reel: K-12

King, Pauline.
Alida Craig.
New York, G.H. Richmond & Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3131.
Reel: K-12

King, William Harvey.
My smoking-room companions.
New York, T. Whittaker. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 3132.
Reel: K-12

Kingsbury, Elizabeth.
Tale of an amateur adventuress.
Cincinnati, The Editor Pub. Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3133.
Reel: K-12

Kingsley, Adelaide D.
Heart or purse.
Chicago, S.P. Rounds, Jr. & Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 3135.
Reel: K-12

Kingsley, Florence (Morse).
The cross triumphant.
Philadelphia, H. Altemus. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3136.
Reel: K-12

Kingsley, Florence (Morse).
Paul.
Philadelphia, H. Altemus. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3137.
Reel: K-13

Kingsley, Florence (Morse).
Prisoners of the sea.
Philadelphia, D. McKay. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3138.
Reel: K-13
Kingsley, Florence (Morse).
Stephen.
Philadelphia, H. Altemus. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3139.
Reel: K-13

Kingsley, Florence (Morse).
Titus.
Chicago, D.C. Cook Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3140.
Reel: K-13

Kinkead, Eleanor Talbot.
Florida Alexander.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3141.
Reel: K-13

Love, suicide and murder!!.
Baltimore, A.R. Orton. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1589A.
Reel: K-13

Kinkead, Eleanor Talbot.
Young Greer of Kentucky.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3142.
Reel: K-14

Kinkead, James H.
Hoosier Odd fellows.
Cincinnati, J.H. Kinkead & Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 3143.
Reel: K-14

Kinkead, James H.
No money.
Cincinnati, J.H. Kinkead & Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 3144.
Reel: K-14

Kinsella, Frank.
The degeneration of Dorothy.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3145.
Reel: K-14

Kip, Leonard.
Hannibal's man, and other tales.
Albany, The Argus Co., Printers. 1878
Wright bibliography number 3146.
Reel: K-14

Kip, Leonard.
Nestlenook.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1880
Wright bibliography number 3147.
Reel: K-14

Kip, Leonard.
Under the bells.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1879
Wright bibliography number 3148.
Reel: K-14

Kipling, Rudyard.
The naulahka.
New York and London, Macmillan and Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3150; By Rudyard Kipling and Wolcott Balestier.
Reel: K-15

Kirk, Ellen Warner (Olney).
Better times stories.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3152.
Reel: K-15

Kirk, Ellen Warner (Olney).
Ciphers.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3153.
Reel: K-15

Kirk, Ellen Warner (Olney).
Clare and Bebe.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 3154.
Reel: K-15

Kirk, Ellen Warner (Olney).
A daughter of Eve.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3155.
Reel: K-15

Kirk, Ellen Warner (Olney).
Fairy gold.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 3156.
Reel: K-16

Kirk, Ellen Warner (Olney).
His heart's desire.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 3157.
Reel: K-16

Kirk, Ellen Warner (Olney).
A lesson in love.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 3158.
Reel: K-16

Kirk, Ellen Warner (Olney).
Love in idleness.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 3159.
Reel: K-16
Kirk, Ellen Warner (Olney).
A midsummer madness.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 3160.
Reel: K-16

Kirk, Ellen Warner (Olney).
Queen Money.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3161.
Reel: K-16

Kirk, Ellen Warner (Olney).
The revolt of a daughter.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3162.
Reel: K-17

Kirk, Ellen Warner (Olney).
A revolutionary love-story, and The high steeple of St. Chrysostom's.
Chicago & New York, H.S. Stone & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3163.
Reel: K-17

Kirk, Ellen Warner (Olney).
Sons and daughters.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 3164.
Reel: K-17

Kirk, Ellen Warner (Olney).
The story of Lawrence Garthe.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3165.
Reel: K-17

Kirk, Ellen Warner (Olney).
The story of Margaret Kent.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 3166; By Henry Hayes [pseud.].
Reel: K-17

Kirk, Ellen Warner (Olney).
Through winding ways.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 3167.
Reel: K-17

Kirk, Ellen Warner (Olney).
Walford.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3168.
Reel: K-18

Kirk, Hyland Clare.
The revolt of the brutes.
New York, C.T. Dillingham & Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3169.
Reel: K-18

Kirk, Hyland Clare.
When age grows young.
New York, C.T. Dillingham. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 3170.
Reel: K-18

Kirkham, Charles J.
Sally Cavanagh; or, The untenanted graves.
Boston, P. Donahoe. 1870
Wright bibliography number 3171.
Reel: K-18

Kirkland, Joseph.
The captain of Company K.
Chicago, Dibble Pub. Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3172.
Reel: K-18

Kirkland, Joseph.
The McVeys.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3173.
Reel: K-18

Kirkland, Joseph.
Zury.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 3174.
Reel: K-19

Kirkman, Marshall Monroe.
The romance of Gilbert Holmes.
New York, Chicago [etc.] The World Railway Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3175.
Reel: K-19

Kirwan, Thomas.
In fetters.
Boston, De Wolfe, Fiske & Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3176.
Reel: K-19

Kiser, Samuel Ellsworth.
Georgie.
Boston, Small, Maynard & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3177.
Reel: K-19

Knapp, Adeline.
One thousand dollars a day.
Boston, The Arena Pub. Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3178.
Reel: K-19

Knapp, Mary Clay.
Whose soul have I now?.
Chicago, Rand McNally. [1896]
Wright bibliography number 3179.
Reel: K-19
Knowles, Archibald Campbell.  
Balsam boughs, being Adirondack and other stories.  
Philadelphia, Porter & Coates. 1893  
Wright bibliography number 3180.  
Reel: K-19

Knowles, Archibald Campbell.  
Joselyn Vernon.  
Philadelphia, G.W. Jacobs & Co. 1898  
Wright bibliography number 3181.  
Reel: K-19

[Knowles, Frederic Lawrence].  
Cap and gown in prose: short sketches selected from undergraduate periodicals of recent years.  
Boston, L.C. Page. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 3182; Ed. by R.L. Paget [pseud.].  
Reel: K-20

[Knowles, James O.].  
Rockton.  
Cincinnati, Cranston & Stowe. [1891]  
Wright bibliography number 3183; By Kel Snow, Esq. [pseud.].  
Reel: K-20

Knowlton, J.A.  
Origin.  
Boston, Eastern Pub. Co. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 3184.  
Reel: K-20

Knowlton, J.A.  
Txleama.  
Boston, J.G. Cupples. [c1892]  
Wright bibliography number 3185.  
Reel: K-20

Knox, Adeline (Trafton).  
Dorothy's experience.  
Boston, Lee ad Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. [c1890]  
Wright bibliography number 3186.  
Reel: K-20

Knox, Adeline (Trafton).  
His inheritance.  
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1878  
Wright bibliography number 3187.  
Reel: K-20

Koehler, George.  
Nick Putzel; or, Arthur Gurney's ruin.  
Philadelphia, Chicago, Hubbard Bros. [etc., c1881]  
Wright bibliography number 3188.  
Reel: K-20

Bows of white ribbon.  
Chicago, Woman's Temperance Pub. Assoc. [c1899]  
Wright bibliography number 3189.  
Reel: K-21

Kouns, Nathan Chapman.  
Arius the Libyan.  
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1884  
Wright bibliography number 3190.  
Reel: K-21

Kouns, Nathan Chapman.  
Dorcas.  
New York, Fords, Howard & Hulbert. 1884  
Wright bibliography number 3191.  
Reel: K-21

Kountz, William J.  
Billy Baxter's letters.  
Red Raven, Pa., The Red Raven Corp. [c1899]  
Wright bibliography number 3192.  
Reel: K-21

[Krause, Lyda Farrington].  
Fortune's boats.  
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 3193; By Barbara Yechton [pseud.].  
Reel: K-21

[Krout, Caroline Virginia].  
Knights in fustian.  
Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 3194; By Caroline Brown [pseud.].  
Reel: K-21

Kutch, Archie.  
Young Sleuth's victory; or, A detective's adventure.  
Chicago, G.W. Ogilvie. [c1885]  
Wright bibliography number 3195.  
Reel: K-21

Kyle, Ruby Beryl.  
Paul St. Paul.  
Buffalo, C.W. Moulton. 1895  
Wright bibliography number 3196.  
Reel: K-21

Labree, Laurence.  
Rebels and Tories; or, The blood of the Mohawk!.  
New York, DeWitt & Davenport. [c1851]  
Wright bibliography number 1498.  
Reel: L-1

Ladd, Russell.  
The history of Albert and Eliza. To which is prefixed, The cruel father.  
Philadelphia, The Author. 1812  
Wright bibliography number 1597.  
Reel: L-1

The Lady lieutenant.  
Philadelphia, Barclay. 1862  
Wright bibliography number 1499.  
Reel: L-1
Lafitte; or, The Baratarian chief.
New York [Auburn, N.Y. Free Press]. 1828
Wright bibliography number 1598.
Reel: L-1

Lafitte; or, The Baratarian chief. To which is added, The sea voyage.
Hamilton, Williams, Orton. 1830
Wright bibliography number 1600; By Richard Penn Smith.
Reel: L-1

Laing, Caroline Hyde (Butler).
The old farm house.
Philadelphia, C.H. Davis. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1500.
Reel: L-1

Lamas, Maria.
The glass; or, The trials of Helen More.
Philadelphia, M.E. Harmstead. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1603.
Reel: L-1

Lamb, Martha Joanna Reade (Nash).
Spicy.
New York, Appleton. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1501.
Reel: L-1

Lamb, Mary Elizabeth (Jordan).
The mystery of Waldenstein.
Chicago, Donohue, Henneberry & Co. c1894
Wright bibliography number 3197.
Reel: L-1

Lambourne, Alfred.
Jo.
Chicago, Belford-Clarke Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3198.
Reel: L-1

Lamson, Charles Hutchinson.
The exiles, and other tales.
Bangor, E.F. Duren. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1502.
Reel: L-1

Lancaster, Albert Edmund.
"All's dross but love." Repub. From the Christmas number of the New York morning journal, December 16th, 1888.
New York, J.W. Lovell Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 3199.
Reel: L-1

Landis, Simon Mohler.
An entirely new feature of a thrilling novel!
Entitled, The social war of the year 1900; or, The conspirators and lovers!.
Philadelphia, Landis Pub. Society. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1503.
Reel: L-1

Landon, Melville de Lancey.
Eli Perkins (at large).
New York, J.B. Ford. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1504.
Reel: L-1

Landon, Melville de Lancey.
Saratoga in 1901.
New York, Sheldon. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1505; By Eli Perkins [pseud.].
Reel: L-1

Lane, Anna (Eichberg).
Brown's retreat, and other stories.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3201.
Reel: L-1

Lane, Anna (Eichberg).
Kitwyk stories.
New York, The Century Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3202.
Reel: L-1

[Lane, Mary E. (Bradley)].
Mizora.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3203.
Reel: L-1

[Lane, Sarah].
Phoebe Skiddy's theology.
Boston, H. Gannett. 1883
Wright bibliography number 3204; By May Kingston [pseud.].
Reel: L-1

[Lane, Sarah].
That wonderful Cousin Sarah, and her receipts.
Boston, Howard Gannett. 1883
Wright bibliography number 3205; By May Kingston [pseud.].
Reel: L-1

Lanier, Clifford Anderson.
Thorn-fruit.
New York, Blelock. 1867
Wright bibliography number 1506.
Reel: L-1

Larned, Mrs. L.
The American nun; or, The effects of romance.
Boston, Otis, Broaders. 1836
Wright bibliography number 1604.
Reel: L-1
American Fiction, 1774-1910

Reel Listing

Larned, Mrs. L.
   The Sanfords. Or Home scenes.
   New York, E. Bliss. 1830
   Wright bibliography number 1605.
   Reel: L-1

Law and laziness; or, Students at law of leisure.
   New York, Printed for the Author at the Golden Rule Office. 1846
   Wright bibliography number 1606.
   Reel: L-1

[Lawson, James].
   Tales and sketches, of a cosmopolite.
   New York, E. Bliss. 1830
   Wright bibliography number 1607.
   Reel: L-1

Lee, Eliza (Buckminster).
   Delusion; or, The witch of New England.
   Boston, Hilliard, Gray. 1840
   Wright bibliography number 1608.
   Reel: L-1

Lee, Eliza (Buckminster).
   Naomi; or, Boston two hundred years ago.
   Boston, W. Crosby. 1848
   Wright bibliography number 1609.
   Reel: L-1

Lee, Eliza (Buckminster).
   Sketches of a New England village.
   Boston, J. Munroe. 1838
   Wright bibliography number 1611.
   Reel: L-1

Langford, Laura (Carter) Holloway.
   The woman's story, as told by twenty American women.
   New York, J.B. Alden. 1889
   Wright bibliography number 3206.
   Reel: L-2

Langhorne, Maurice.
   An-As-Tar-Ta; or, A trip to Ould Nick's Land.
   Washington, D.C., M. Langhorne. c1879
   Wright bibliography number 3206A.
   Reel: L-2

Lanier, Sidney.
   Tiger-lilies.
   New York, Hurd and Houghton. 1867
   Wright bibliography number 1507.
   Reel: L-2

Lanza, Clara (Hammond).
   Basil Morton's transgression.
   New York, Minerva Pub. Co. [c1889]
   Wright bibliography number 3207.
   Reel: L-2

Lanza, Clara (Hammond).
   Horace Everett.
   New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 3208.
   Reel: L-2

Lanza, Clara (Hammond).
   Mr. Perkin's daughter.
   New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1881
   Wright bibliography number 3209.
   Reel: L-2

Lanza, Clara (Hammond).
   A righteous apostate.
   New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1883
   Wright bibliography number 3210.
   Reel: L-2

[Lasselle, Mrs. E.L.].
   Magdalen.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1858
   Wright bibliography number 1508.
   Reel: L-2

Lasselle, Nancy Polk.
   Annie Grayson; or, Life in Washington.
   Washington, H. Lasselle. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 1509.
   Reel: L-2

Lasselle, Nancy Polk.
   Hope Marshall; or, Government and its offices.
   Washington, H. Lasselle. 1859
   Wright bibliography number 1510.
   Reel: L-2

Latimer, Mary Elizabeth (Wormeley).
   Amabel.
   New York, Putnam. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 1511.
   Reel: L-2

Latimer, Mary Elizabeth (Wormeley).
   Our cousin Veronica; or, Scenes and adventures over the Blue Ridge.
   New York, Bunce. 1855
   Wright bibliography number 1512.
   Reel: L-2

[Lee, Hannah Farnham (Sawyer)].
   The backslider.
   Boston, J. Munroe. 1835
   Wright bibliography number 1612.
   Reel: L-2

[Lee, Hannah Farnham (Sawyer)].
   The contrast; or, Modes of education.
   Boston, Whipple and Damrell. 1837
   Wright bibliography number 1613.
   Reel: L-2
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

[Lee, Hannah Farnham (Sawyer)].
Elinor Fulton.
Boston, Whipple & Damrell. 1837
Wright bibliography number 1614.
Reel: L-2

[Lee, Hannah Farnham (Sawyer)].
Grace Seymour.
New York, E. Bliss. 1830
Wright bibliography number 1619.
Reel: L-2

[Lee, Hannah Farnham (Sawyer)].
The Harcourts.
New York, S. Colman. 1837
Wright bibliography number 1620.
Reel: L-2

[Lee, Hannah Farnham (Sawyer)].
Rich enough.
Boston, Whipple & Damrell. 1837
Wright bibliography number 1630.
Reel: L-2

[Lee, Hannah Farnham (Sawyer)].
Rosanna; or, Scenes in Boston.
Cambridge, J. Owen. 1839
Wright bibliography number 1633.
Reel: L-2

[Lee, Hannah Farnham (Sawyer)].
Tales.
Boston, Hilliard, Gray. 1842
Wright bibliography number 1634.
Reel: L-2

La Selle, E.P.
A true Virginian.
Petersburg, Va., Fenn & Owen. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3216.
Reel: L-3

[La Selle, Evelyn].
The black sheep.
Raleigh, Edwards & Broughton. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3217; By Qui [pseud.].
Reel: L-3

Lanza, Clara (Hammond).
Scarabaeus.
New York, Lovell, Coryell & Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 3211; By Marquise Clara Lanza and James Clarence Harvey.
Reel: L-3

Lanza, Clara (Hammond).
Tit for tat.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1880
Wright bibliography number 3212.
Reel: L-3

Larned, Augusta.
Village photographs.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 3213.
Reel: L-3

Larned, Walter Cranston.
Amaud's masterpiece.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3214.
Reel: L-3

Larned, Walter Cranston.
Rembrandt.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3215.
Reel: L-3

Laughlin, George.
Ashmore; or, The reclaimed husband, and other tales.
Boston, Printed for Mrs. Laughlin by J. Wilson. 1858
Wright bibliography number 1513.
Reel: L-3

[Lawrence, Margaret Oliver (Woods)].
Esperance.
New York, Sheldon. 1865
Wright bibliography number 1514; By Meta Lander [pseud.].
Reel: L-3

[Lawrence, Margaret Oliver (Woods)].
Marion Graham; or, "Higher than happiness."
Boston, Crosby, Nichols, Lee. 1861
Wright bibliography number 1515; By Meta Lander [pseud.].
Reel: L-3

[Lawson, Mrs. J.W.].
Brockley Moor.
New York, Appleton. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1516.
Reel: L-3

Leandro; or, The sign of the cross.
Philadelphia, P.F. Cunningham. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1517.
Reel: L-3
Leaves from the diary of a celebrated burglar and pickpocket.
New York, G.W. Matsell & Co., Proprietors of the National Police Gazette. 1865
Wright bibliography number 1519.
Reel: L-3

Leavitt, John McDowell.
The American cardinal.
New York, Dodd & Mead. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1519.
Reel: L-3

[Lee, Hannah Farnham (Sawyer)].
Three experiments of living.
Boston, W.S. Damrell. 1837
Wright bibliography number 1635.
Reel: L-3

A Legend of Hell Street: or, The man with two heads.
[n.p.] Pub. for the Author. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1643.
Reel: L-3

The Legends of Lampidosa; or, The seven heroines.
New York, W.H. Graham. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1644.
Reel: L-3

Leggett, William.
Naval stories.
New York, G. & C. & H. Carvill. 1834
Wright bibliography number 1645.
Reel: L-3

Leggett, William.
Naval stories.
New York, G. & C. Carvill. 1835
Wright bibliography number 1646; 2d ed.
Reel: L-3

Leggett, William.
Tales and sketches.
New York, J. & J. Harper. 1829
Wright bibliography number 1647; By a Country Schoolmaster.
Reel: L-3

Leslie, Eliza.
Althea Vernon; or, The embroidered handkerchief. To which is added, Henrietta Harrison; or, The blue cotton umbrella.
Philadelphia, Lea & Blanchard. 1838
Wright bibliography number 1648.
Reel: L-3

Leslie, Eliza.
Amelia; or, A young lady's vicissitudes.
Philadelphia, Carey and Hart. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1659.
Reel: L-3

Leslie, Eliza.
Kitty's relations, and other pencil sketches.
Philadelphia, Carey and Hart. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1650.
Reel: L-3

Leslie, Eliza.
Laura Lovel.
Lowell, Franklin Bookstore. 1834
Wright bibliography number 1651.
Reel: L-3

Leslie, Eliza.
Leonilla Lynmore, and Mr. And Mrs. Woodbridge; or, A lesson for young wives. Also, Dudley Villiers.
Philadelphia, Carey and Hart. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1652.
Reel: L-3

Leslie, Eliza.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodbridge, with other tales.
Providence, I.H. Cady. 1841
Wright bibliography number 1653.
Reel: L-3

Leslie, Eliza.
Mrs. Washington Potts, and Mr. Smith.
Philadelphia, Lea and Blanchard. 1843
Wright bibliography number 1654.
Reel: L-3

[Latham, Henry Jepson].
Among the Mormons.
San Francisco, The San Francisco News Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 3218; By Ring Jepson [pseud.].
Reel: L-4

Lathrop, George Parsons.
Afterglow.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1877
Wright bibliography number 3219.
Reel: L-4

Lathrop, George Parsons.
An echo of passion.
Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 3220.
Reel: L-4

Lathrop, George Parsons.
Gold of pleasure.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3221.
Reel: L-4

Lathrop, George Parsons.
In the distance.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 3222.
Reel: L-4
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Lathrop, George Parsons.
   Newport.
   New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1884
   Wright bibliography number 3223.
      Reel: L-4

Lathrop, George Parsons.
   Somebody else.
   Boston, Roberts Bros. 1878
   Wright bibliography number 3224.
      Reel: L-4

Lathrop, George Parsons.
   True, and other stories.
   New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls. 1884
   Wright bibliography number 3225.
      Reel: L-4

Le Cato, Nathaniel James Walter.
   Mahalinda; or, The two cousins.
   Locust Mount, Va., Printed for the Author by J.A. Gray, New York. 1858
   Wright bibliography number 1520.
      Reel: L-4

Lee, Day Kellogg.
   The master builder; or, Life at a trade.
   New York, Redfield. 1852
   Wright bibliography number 1521.
      Reel: L-4

Lee, Day Kellogg.
   Merrimack; or, Life at the loom.
   New York, Redfield. 1854
   Wright bibliography number 1522.
      Reel: L-4

Lee, Day Kellogg.
   Summerfield; or, Life on a farm.
   Auburn, Derby and Miller. 1852
   Wright bibliography number 1523.
      Reel: L-4

Lee, Eliza (Buckminster).
   Florence, the parish orphan; and A sketch of the village in the last century.
   Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1852
   Wright bibliography number 1524.
      Reel: L-4

Lee, Eliza (Buckminster).
   Parthenia; or, The last days of paganism.
   Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1858
   Wright bibliography number 1525.
      Reel: L-4

Lee, Francis.
   False shame.
   New York, Carleton & Porter. [c1866]
   Wright bibliography number 1526.
      Reel: L-4

Leslie, Eliza.
   Pencil sketches; or, Outlines of character and manners.
   Philadelphia, Carey, Lea & Blanchard. 1833
   Wright bibliography number 1655.
      Reel: L-4

Leslie, Eliza.
   Pencil sketches; or, Outlines of character and manners.
   Philadelphia, Carey, Lea & Blanchard. 1837
   Wright bibliography number 1657; 3d ser.
      Reel: L-4

Leslie, Eliza.
   Pencil sketches; or, Outlines of character and manners.
   Philadelphia, Carey, Lea and Blanchard. 1835
   Wright bibliography number 1656; 2d ed.
      Reel: L-4

Letters from the almshouse, on the subject of temperance.
   Lowell, Brown and Colby. 1841
   Wright bibliography number 1658; By a drunkard.
      Reel: L-4

[Lewis, Henry Clay].
   Odd leaves from the life of a Louisiana "Swamp Doctor."
   Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1850
   Wright bibliography number 1659; By Madison Tensas, M.D. [pseud.]
      Reel: L-4

[Lewis, John].
   Young Kate; or, The rescue.
   New York, Harper. 1844
   Wright bibliography number 1660.
      Reel: L-4

Life and adventures of Charles Anderson Chester.
   Philadelphia, Printed for the Publisher. 1850
   Wright bibliography number 1662.
      Reel: L-4

The Life and sufferings of Cecilia Mayo.
   Boston, M. Aurelius. 1843
   Wright bibliography number 1663.
      Reel: L-4

Life in a whale ship; or, The sports and adventures of a leading oarsman.
   Boston, J.N. Bradley. [1841?]
   Wright bibliography number 1664; Written by an American author.
      Reel: L-4

Life in a whale ship; or, The sports and adventures of a leading oarsman. Romance of the deep! Or, The cruise of the Aeronaut.
   Worcester, Redding. 1846
   Wright bibliography number 1665.
      Reel: L-4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reel</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lathrop, George Parsons.</td>
<td>Two sides of a story.</td>
<td>New York, Brentano's.</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>L-5</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 3226.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latimer, Mary Elizabeth (Wormeley).</td>
<td>My wife and my wife's sister.</td>
<td>Boston, Roberts Bros.</td>
<td>1881</td>
<td>L-5</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 3228.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latimer, Mary Elizabeth (Wormeley).</td>
<td>Princess Amelie.</td>
<td>Boston, Roberts Bros.</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>L-5</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 3229.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latimer, Mary Elizabeth (Wormeley).</td>
<td>Salvage.</td>
<td>Boston, Roberts Bros.</td>
<td>1880</td>
<td>L-5</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 3230.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Lawrence, Elizabeth].</td>
<td>A heroic sinner and the pilgrim spinster.</td>
<td>Albany, The Granite Pub. Co.</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>L-5</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 3231; By Gorham Silva [pseud.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Lawrence, Elizabeth].</td>
<td>The worm that ceased to turn.</td>
<td>New York, J.S. Ogilvie.</td>
<td>c1895</td>
<td>L-5</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 3232; By Gorham Silva [pseud.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Lee, J. Wilke].</td>
<td>Seven stories of the river counties.</td>
<td>Saratoga Springs, A.S. Baker</td>
<td>1868</td>
<td>L-5</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1528; By Dirck St. Remy [pseud.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Lee, J. Wilke].</td>
<td>Stories of the Hudson River counties.</td>
<td>New York, The Author.</td>
<td>[c1871]</td>
<td>L-5</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1529; By Dirck St. Remy [pseud.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee, Margaret.</td>
<td>Dr. Wilmer's love; or, A question of conscience.</td>
<td>New York, Appleton.</td>
<td>1868</td>
<td>L-5</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1530.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leland, Henry Perry.</td>
<td>The grey-bay mare, and other humorous American</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Lippincott.</td>
<td>1856</td>
<td>L-5</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1534.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latimer, Mary Elizabeth (Wormeley).</td>
<td>Princess Amelie.</td>
<td>Boston, Roberts Bros.</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>L-5</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1666; By an Athenian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Lawrence, Elizabeth].</td>
<td>The Life of Miss Fanny Bell, and the female hermit.</td>
<td>Pt. II. The Indian girl; or, The father's revenge.</td>
<td>Boston, For Sale by Travelling Agents Through the United States.</td>
<td>L-5</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1669.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Lee, J. Wilke].</td>
<td>The Life of Miss Marion Smith; written by her niece.</td>
<td>Boston.</td>
<td>1844</td>
<td>L-5</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1671.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Lee, J. Wilke].</td>
<td>Lights and shadows of domestic life, and other</td>
<td>Boston, Ticknor, Reed and Fields.</td>
<td>1850</td>
<td>L-5</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1672; By the author of Rose and her lamb [etc.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindmark, John.</td>
<td>The vigilant farmers, a western tale; and the magic stone, an eastern tale.</td>
<td>New York, The Author.</td>
<td>1832</td>
<td>L-5</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1673.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Lindo, F.
Revenge: or, The robber of Guatemala.
Cincinnati, Robinson & Jones. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1674.
Reel: L-5

[Linn, John Blair].
Miscellaneous works, prose and poetical.
New York, T. Greenleaf. 1795
Wright bibliography number 1675.
Reel: L-5

Lippard, George.
The battle-day of Germantown.
Philadelphia, A.H. Diller. 1843
Wright bibliography number 1676.
Reel: L-5

Lippard, George.
'Bel of Prairie Eden.
Boston, Hotchkiss. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1677.
Reel: L-5

Lippard, George.
Blanche of Brandywine; or, September the
eleventh, 1777.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1846]
Wright bibliography number 1678.
Reel: L-5

Lippard, George.
The Empire City; or, New York by night and day.
New York, Stringer & Townsend. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1681.
Reel: L-5

Lippard, George.
Herbert Tracy; or, The legend of the Black
Rangers.
Philadelphia, R.G. Berford. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1682.
Reel: L-5

Lippard, George.
The Ladye Annabel; or, The doom of the
poisoner.
Philadelphia, R.G. Berford. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1683.
Reel: L-5

Lippard, George.
Legends of Mexico.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1684.
Reel: L-5

Lippard, George.
The man with the mask; a sequel to The memoirs
of a preacher.
Philadelphia, J. Severns. [1849]
Wright bibliography number 1685.
Reel: L-5

Lawrence, Fred Wallace.
Transmission.
Cincinnati, Editor Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3233.
Reel: L-6

Lawson, Minnie.
Money to loan on all collaterals.
Detroit, Excelsior Pub. Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 3234.
Reel: L-6

Leach, Bailey Kay.
Soulless saints.
Chicago, American Pub. Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 3235.
Reel: L-6

Leahy, William Augustine.
The incendiary.
Chicago, Rand, McNally. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3236.
Reel: L-6

Leamon, Sarah Cannon.
A minister's probation.
Nashville, Pub. House Methodist Episcopal Church,
South, Barbee and Smith, Agents. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3237.
Reel: L-6

Leavitt, John McDowell.
Alicia.
New York, Bonnell, Silver and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3239; By Alexis
[pseud.].
Reel: L-6

Leavitt, John McDowell.
Americans in Rome; or, Paul Errington and his
struggles.
New York, J.R. Barnett & Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 3240; By Ray Aster
[pseud.].
Reel: L-6

Leonhardt, Josephus [pseud.].
The confessions of a minister.
Philadelphia, H. Peterson. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1535.
Reel: L-6

Leonhart, Rudolph.
Dolores.
Pittsburgh, E. Luft. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1536.
Reel: L-6

Leonhart, Rudolph.
The wild rose of the beaver.
Tidioute [Pa.] G.A. Needle. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1537A.
Reel: L-6
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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[Leppere, Adam Hamilton].
The rainbow creed.
Boston, W.F. Gill. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1538.
Reel: L-6

Leslie, Eliza.
The Dennings and their beaux, and Alina Derlay.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1539.
Reel: L-6

Leslie, Eliza.
The maid of Canal Street, and the Bloxhams.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1540.
Reel: L-6

[Lester, Ellen (Brown)].
Stanhope Burleigh.
New York, Stringer & Townsend. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1541; By Helen Dhu [pseud.].
Reel: L-6

Lippard, George.
The Nazarene; or, The last of the Washingtons.
Philadelphia, The Author. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1686; [Book 1st].
Reel: L-6

Lippard, George.
Paul Ardenheim.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1687.
Reel: L-6

Lippard, George.
The Quaker City; or, The monks of Monk-Hall.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1845]
Wright bibliography number 1690.
Reel: L-6

Lippard, George.
The Rose of Wissahikon; or, The Fourth of July, 1776.
Philadelphia, G.B. Zieber. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1694.
Reel: L-6

Lippard, George.
Washington and his generals; or, Legends of the Revolution, With a biographical sketch of the Author.
Philadelphia, G.B. Zieber. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1695; By Rev. C. Chauncey Burr.
Reel: L-6

Lippard, George.
Washington and his men.
New York, Stringer & Townsend. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1696.
Reel: L-6

Le Cato, Nathaniel James Walter.
Tom Burton; or, The days of ’61.
Chicago, New York [etc.] Belford, Clarke & Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 3243.
Reel: L-7

Le Conte, Caroline Eaton.
The statue in the air.
Wright bibliography number 3244.
Reel: L-7

Leavitt, John McDowell.
Kings of capital and knights of labor.
Boston, Hascall & Guething. [1885]
Wright bibliography number 3241.
Reel: L-7

Leavitt, John McDowell.
Paul Errington and our scarlet prince.
New York, F.H. Revell. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 3242.
Reel: L-7

Ledoux, Albert Reid.
Princess Anne, a story of the Dismal Swamp; and other sketches.
Wright bibliography number 3245.
Reel: L-7

Lee, Addie McGrath.
Playing ‘possum, and other pine woods stories.
Baton Rouge, Printed at the Truth Book and Job Office. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3246.
Reel: L-7

Lee, Albert, 1858.
The gentleman pensioner.
New York, Appleton. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3247.
Reel: L-7

Lee, Albert, 1858.
The key of the holy house.
New York, Appleton. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3248.
Reel: L-7

Letters of Major Jack Downing, of the Downingville Militia.
New York, Bromley. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1542.
Reel: L-7

[Levison, William H.].
Black diamonds; or, Humor, satire, and sentiment, treated scientifically.
New York, A. Ranney. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1543; By Professor Julius Caesar Hannibal [pseud.].
Reel: L-7
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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[Levison, William H.].
Professor Julius Caesar Hannibal's scientific discourses.
New York, Stringer and Townsend. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1544.
Reel: L-7

[Lewis, Charles Bertrand].
"Quad's odds."
Detroit, R.D.S. Tyler. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1545.
Reel: L-7

[Lewis, Estelle Anna Blanche (Robinson)].
Minna Monte.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1546; By "Stella" [pseud.].
Reel: L-7

The Life and adventures of Ebo Jube. Part I.
New York, Adriance Sherman. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1547.
Reel: L-7

The Life and adventures of Miss Emma Howard.
New York, G.C. Holbrook. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1548.
Reel: L-7

Life and alone.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1549.
Reel: L-7

Lippincott, Sara Jane (Clarke).
Greenwood leaves: a collection of sketches and letters.
Boston, Ticknor, Reed, and Fields. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1697; By Grace Greenwood [pseud.].
Reel: L-7

[Little, George].
The American cruiser; or, The two mess-mates.
Boston, Waite, Peirce. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1699.
Reel: L-7

Livermore, Harriet.
A wreath from Jessamine lawn; or, Free grace the flower that never fades.
Philadelphia, The Author. 1831
Wright bibliography number 1701.
Reel: L-7

Living manners; or, The true secret of happiness.
Philadelphia, A. Finley. 1822
Wright bibliography number 1702.
Reel: L-7

Living on other people's means; or, The history of Simon Silver.
Boston, Weeks, Jordan. 1837
Wright bibliography number 1703.
Reel: L-7

[Lockwood, Ralph Ingersoll].
The insurgents.
Philadelphia, Carey, Lea & Blanchard. 1835
Wright bibliography number 1705.
Reel: L-7

Lee, Albert, 1858.
King Stork of the Netherlands.
New York, D. Appleton. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3249.
Reel: L-8

Lee, Albert, 1868.
Four for a fortune.
Wright bibliography number 3250.
Reel: L-8

Lee, Albert, 1868.
He, she & they.
New York, Harper. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3251.
Reel: L-8

Lee, Franklyn Warner.
A shred of lace.
St. Paul, the Price-McGill Pub. Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3252.
Reel: L-8

Lee, George Hyde.
Kith and kin.
Washington, The Neale Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3253.
Reel: L-8

Lee, George Hyde.
What was his duty?.
Washington, Neale Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3254.
Reel: L-8

Lee, J.F.
Octavia.
New York, London [etc.] The Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 3255.
Reel: L-8

Lee, Margaret.
Divorce; or, Faithful and unfaithful. With a review by W.E. Gladstone.
New York, F.F. Lovell. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 3256.
Reel: L-8

The Life of Anson Bunker, "The bloody hand."
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1875]
Wright bibliography number 1550.
Reel: L-8
The Life of General M.D. Stanley.
Baltimore, A.P. Orton. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1551.
Reel: L-8

The Life, confession, and execution of the Jew and Jewess, Gustavus Linderhoff and Fanny Victoria Talzingler.
Baltimore, A.R. Orton. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1549A.
Reel: L-8

Linden, Clarence.
Our general.
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1872]
Wright bibliography number 1553.
Reel: L-8

Linden, Liele.
Chestnut Wood.
New York, Appleton. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1554.
Reel: L-8

Linwood: with other stories.
New York, O.S. Felt. 1865
Wright bibliography number 1555.
Reel: L-8

Lippard, George.
The midnight queen; or, Leaves from New-York life.
New York, Garrett. [c1853]
Wright bibliography number 1556.
Reel: L-8

Lippard, George.
New York.
Cincinnati, H.M. Rulison. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1557.
Reel: L-8

Lippincott, Sara Jane (Clarke).
A forest tragedy, and other tales.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1558; By Grace Greenwood [pseud.].
Reel: L-8

[Lockwood, Ralph Ingersoll].
Rosine Laval.
Philadelphia, Lea & Blanchard. 1833
Wright bibliography number 1706; By Mr. Smith [pseud.].
Reel: L-8

Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth.
Hyperion.
New York, S. Colman. 1839
Wright bibliography number 1707.
Reel: L-8

Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth.
Kavanagh.
Boston, Ticknor, Reed, and Fields. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1714.
Reel: L-8

Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth.
Outre-mer. No. I.
Boston, Hilliard, Gray. 1833
Wright bibliography number 1715.
Reel: L-8

Longfellow, Henry Wadsworth.
Outre-mer. No. II.
Boston, Lilly, Wait. 1834
Wright bibliography number 1716.
Reel: L-8

[Longstreet, Augustus Baldwin].
Georgia scenes, characters, incidents, &c., in the first half century of the republic.
Augusta, Printed at the S.R. Sentinel Office. 1835
Wright bibliography number 1721.
Reel: L-8

[Lorraine, A.M.].
Donald Adair.
Richmond, P. Cottom. 1828
Wright bibliography number 1730.
Reel: L-8

The Lottery ticket.
Cambridge, Hilliard and Metcalf. 1822
Wright bibliography number 1733.
Reel: L-8

The Lottery ticket. To which is added, The destructive consequences of dissipation and luxury.
Hartford, D.F. Robinson. 1827
Wright bibliography number 1734.
Reel: L-8

The Love of praise, and The love of virtue.
Hudson, W.E. Norman. 1821
Wright bibliography number 1735; By an American lady.
Reel: L-8

Lucretia and her father.
Hartford, D.F. Robinson. 1829
Wright bibliography number 1736; By a clergyman of New-England. 2d ed.
Reel: L-8

Luff, Lorry [pseud.].
Antonita.
New York, Williams Bros. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1737.
Reel: L-8
Luke Lovell, the widow's son; or, The adventures of a young gentleman from the state of Maine.
Boston, H.B. Skinner. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1739; By the author of "Lucy Lane."
Reel: L-8

Lummus, Aaron.
The life and adventures of Dr. Caleb.
Boston, Printed for the Author by Lincoln & Edmonds. 1822
Wright bibliography number 1740.
Reel: L-8

Lee, Margaret.
Lorimer and wife.
New York, G.W. Harlan. 1881
Wright bibliography number 3257.
Reel: L-9

Lee, Margaret.
The story of a story.
New York, Ward & Drummond. 1884
Wright bibliography number 3258.
Reel: L-9

Lee, Mary Catherine (Jenkins).
In the cheering-up business.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3259.
Reel: L-9

Lee, Mary Catherine (Jenkins).
An island plant.
Nantucket, Goldenrod Literary and Debating Society. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3260.
Reel: L-9

Lee, Mary Catherine (Jenkins).
A Quaker girl of Nantucket.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3261.
Reel: L-9

Lee, Mary Catherine (Jenkins).
A soulless singer.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3262.
Reel: L-9

Lee, Mary Holland.
Margaret Salisbury.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3263.
Reel: L-9

Lippincott, Sara Jane (Clarke).
Greenwood leaves: a collection of sketches and letters.
Boston, Ticknor, Reed and Fields. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1559; By Grace Greenwood [pseud.] 2d ser.
Reel: L-9

[Little, Sophia Louise (Robbins)].
The Reveille; or, Our music at dawn.
Providence, B.T. Albro. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1560.
Reel: L-9

[Little, Sophia Louise (Robbins)].
Thrice through the furnace.
Pawtucket, R.I., A.W. Pearce. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1561.
Reel: L-9

Livermore, Elizabeth D.
Zoe; or, The quadroon's triumph.
Cincinnati, Truman and Spofford. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1562.
Reel: L-9

Livermore, Kate.
Mary Lee.
New York, Appleton. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1563.
Reel: L-9

Livermore, Mary Ashton (Rice).
Pen pictures; or, Sketches from domestic life.
Chicago, S.C. Griggs. 1862
Wright bibliography number 1564.
Reel: L-9

Le Gate, Rosa Bottoms.
Magnolia blooms.
Evansville, Ind., The Keller Printing Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3266.
Reel: L-10

Leffingwell, Alsop.
The mystery of Bar Harbor.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1887
Wright bibliography number 3264.
Reel: L-10

Leffingwell, William Bruce.
Manufito; or, A strange friendship.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3265.
Reel: L-10

Leggett, F.W.
Ethel's perplexity.
New York, W.B. Smith & Co. [c1881]
Wright bibliography number 3267.
Reel: L-10
Leggett, Mortimer Dormer.
A dream of a modest prophet.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3268.
Reel: L-10

Lehman, Herbert Henry.
Williams sketches.
Williamstown, Mass. 1898
Reel: L-10

Legh, Leoti.
Nonie.
[Cincinnati, Editor Pub. Co.]. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 3270.
Reel: L-10

Leigh, Rose Anna.
Marguerite; or, A wild flower.
Dallas, The Showalter-Lincoln Co. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 3271.
Reel: L-10

[Leisher, J.J.]
The decline and fall of Samuel Sawbones, M.D., on the Klondike.
Chicago, New York [etc.] The Neely Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 3272.
Reel: L-10

Leland, Samuel Phelps.
Peculiar people.
Cleveland, Aust & Clark. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3273.
Reel: L-10

Locke, David Ross.
Divers views, opinions, and prophecies of yoors trooly.
Cincinnati, R.W. Carroll. 1866
Wright bibliography number 1566; Petroleum V. Nasby [pseud.].
Reel: L-10

Locke, David Ross.
Eastern fruit on Western dishes.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1567.
Reel: L-10

Locke, David Ross.
Ekkoes from Kentucky.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1868
Wright bibliography number 1568; By Petroleum V. Nasby [pseud.].
Reel: L-10

Locke, David Ross.
Inflation at the cross roads.
New York, American News Co. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1568A; By Petroleum V. Nasby [pseud.].
Reel: L-10

Locke, David Ross.
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1875]
Wright bibliography number 1569.
Reel: L-10

Locke, David Ross.
The Nasby papers.
Indianapolis, C.O. Perrine. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1570; [By] Petroleum V. Nasby [pseud.].
Reel: L-10

Locke, David Ross.
The struggles (social, financial and political) of Petroleum V. Nasby [pseud.].
Boston, I.N. Richardson. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1571.
Reel: L-10

Lemars, Clayton.
The confessions of an American citizen.
Chicago, Schulte Pub. Co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 3274.
Reel: L-11

Lemon, Joel Bunyan.
Elijah the Prophet.
New York, F.H. Revell. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 3275.
Reel: L-11

Lennan, Katie.
Elmwood; or, The withered arm.
Baltimore, Kelly, Piet & Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 3276.
Reel: L-11

Leonard, Mary Hall.
A code of honor.
Cincinnati, Editor Pub. Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3277.
Reel: L-11

Leonard, Mary Hall.
A discovered country.
Cincinnati, Editor Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3278.
Reel: L-11

Leonhart, Rudolph.
Atonement; or, Fallen and risen.
Canton, O., Roller Printing Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3279.
Reel: L-11
Leonhart, Rudolph.  
The children of the outlaw.  
Pittsburgh, Stevenson, Foster & Co. 1879  
Wright bibliography number 3280.  
Reel: L-11

Leonhart, Rudolph.  
Either.  
Canton, O., Roller Printing Co. 1893  
Wright bibliography number 3281.  
Reel: L-11

Locke, David Ross.  
"Swingin round the cirkle.".  
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1867  
Wright bibliography number 1572; By Petroleum V. Nasby [pseud.].  
Reel: L-11

Lofland, John.  
The poetical and prose writings of Dr. John Lofland.  
Baltimore, J. Murphy. 1853  
Wright bibliography number 1573; Collected and arranged by J.N. M'Jilton.  
Reel: L-11

Logan, Olive (Logan) Sikes.  
Chateau Frissac; or, Home scenes in France.  
New York, Appleton. 1865  
Wright bibliography number 1574.  
Reel: L-11

Logan, Olive (Logan) Sikes.  
The good Mr. Baggie thorpe.  
New York, American News Co. 1869  
Wright bibliography number 1575.  
Reel: L-11

Logan, Olive (Logan) Sikes.  
History of Timothy Tugg Mutton.  
St. Louis, Mo., M. Niedner. 1852  
Wright bibliography number 1578A; Stereotype ed.  
Reel: L-11

Logan, Olive (Logan) Sikes.  
Olive Logans Christmas story: somebody's stocking.  
New York, American News Co. [c1867]  
Wright bibliography number 1676.  
Reel: L-11

Logan, Olive (Logan) Sikes.  
Olive Logan's new Christmas story: John Morris's money.  
New York, American News Co. 1867  
Wright bibliography number 1577.  
Reel: L-11

Logan, Olive (Logan) Sikes.  
They met by chance.  
New York, Adams, Victor. [c1873]  
Wright bibliography number 1578.  
Reel: L-11

Le Row, Caroline Bigelow.  
A fortunate failure.  
Boston, D. Lothrop and Co. [c1882]  
Wright bibliography number 3284.  
Reel: L-12

Leonhart, Rudolph.  
The treasure of Montezuma.  
Canton, O., Cassidy, Book and Job Printer. 1888  
Wright bibliography number 3282.  
Reel: L-12

Le Row, Caroline Bigelow.  
Olive Logan's new Christmas story: John Morris's money.  
New York, American News Co. 1867  
Wright bibliography number 1577.  
Reel: L-11

Lesesne, Mary Richardson.  
Torpedoes: or, Dynamite in society.  
Galveston, Shaw & Blaylock. 1883  
Wright bibliography number 3285.  
Reel: L-12

[Lesley, J. Peter].  
Paul Dreifuss.  
Boston, G.H. Ellis. 1882  
Wright bibliography number 3286; By John W. Allen [pseud.].  
Reel: L-12

Lester, Charles.  
A dangerous mission.  
Cincinnati, Editor Pub. Co. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 3287.  
Reel: L-12

Lewis, Alfred Henry.  
Sandburrs.  
New York, F.A. Stokes Co. [c1900]  
Wright bibliography number 3288.  
Reel: L-12

Long, R.H.  
Harry Todd, the deserter; or, The soldier's wife.  
New York, American News Co. 1864  
Wright bibliography number 1580.  
Reel: L-12

[Longstreet, Augustus Baldwin].  
Master William Mitten; or, A youth of brilliant talents, who was ruined by bad luck.  
Lacon, Ga., Burke, Boykin. 1864  
Wright bibliography number 1581.  
Reel: L-12

Longstreet, Rachel Abigail.  
Remy St. Remy; or The boy in blue.  
New York, J. O'Kane. 1865  
Wright bibliography number 1582.  
Reel: L-12
Lorimer, George Claude.  
Under the evergreens; or, A night with St. Nicholas.  
Boston, Shepard and Gill. 1874  
Wright bibliography number 1583.  
Reel: L-12

Loring, Frederic Wadsworth.  
Two college friends.  
Boston, Loring. [c1871]  
Wright bibliography number 1584.  
Reel: L-12

Loth, Moritz.  
"The forgiving kiss;" or, Our destiny.  
New York, G.W. Carlton. 1874  
Wright bibliography number 1586.  
Reel: L-12

Lewis, Alfred Henry.  
Wolfville.  
New York, F.A. Stokes Co. [c1897]  
Wright bibliography number 3289.  
Reel: L-13

[Lewis, Charles Bertrand].  
Brother Gardner's Lime-Kiln Club.  
Chicago, Belford, Clarke & Co. 1882  
Wright bibliography number 3290; By M. Quad [pseud.] and Brother Gardner.  
Reel: L-13

[Lewis, Charles Bertrand].  
Mr. and Mrs. Bowser and their varied experiences.  
New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. [c1899]  
Wright bibliography number 3292.  
Reel: L-13

[Lewis, Charles Bertrand].  
Sawed-off sketches.  
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1884  
Wright bibliography number 3293.  
Reel: L-13

Lewis, Harriet Newell (O'Brien).  
Amber.  
New York, J.S. Ogilvie and Co. [c1880]  
Wright bibliography number 3295.  
Reel: L-13

Loth, Moritz.  
Our prospects.  
Cincinnati, R. Clarke. 1870  
Wright bibliography number 1587.  
Reel: L-13

Lotos leaves. Original stories, essays, and poems.  
Boston, W.F. Gill. 1875  
Wright bibliography number 1588; By Whitelaw Reid, Wilkie Collins, Mark Twain, John Hay, John Brougham [and others] Ed. By John Brougham and John Elderkin.  
Reel: L-13

Loud, Jeremy.  
Gabriel Vane.  
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1856  
Wright bibliography number 1589.  
Reel: L-13

Lowell, Robert Traill Spence.  
Antony Brade.  
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1874  
Wright bibliography number 1590.  
Reel: L-13

Lewis, Harriet Newell (O'Brien).  
The bailiff's scheme.  
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. [c1889]  
Wright bibliography number 3296.  
Reel: L-14

Lewis, Harriet Newell (O'Brien).  
Her double life.  
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. [1883]  
Wright bibliography number 3297.  
Reel: L-14

Lewis, Harriet Newell (O'Brien).  
Lady Kildare.  
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. [c1888]  
Wright bibliography number 3298.  
Reel: L-14

Lewis, Harriet Newell (O'Brien).  
Neva's three lovers.  
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. [c1892]  
Wright bibliography number 3299.  
Reel: L-14

Lewis, Harriet Newell (O'Brien).  
The old life's shadows.  
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. 1890  
Wright bibliography number 3300.  
Reel: L-14

Lowell, Robert Traill Spence.  
The new priest in Conception Bay.  
Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1858  
Wright bibliography number 1591.  
Reel: L-14

Ludlow, Fitz Hugh.  
The hasheesh eater.  
New York, Harper. 1857  
Wright bibliography number 1592.  
Reel: L-14

Ludlow, Fitz Hugh.  
Little brother; and other genre-pictures.  
Boston, Lee and Shephard. 1867  
Wright bibliography number 1593.  
Reel: L-14

Lunarius: a visitor from the moon.  
New York, National Temperance Society. 1869  
Wright bibliography number 1594.  
Reel: L-14
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[Lunt, George].
Eastford; or, Household sketches.
Boston, Crocker & Brewster. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1595; By Wesley
Brooke [pseud.].
Reel: L-14

Lynn, Cora.
Durham village.
Boston, J.P. Jewett. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1596.
Reel: L-14

Lewis, Julius A.
A prince of the blood.
New York [Troy Directory, Printing and Book
Binding Co.]. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3302.
Reel: L-15

Lewis, Martha Lewis (Beckwith) Ewell.
Blue ribbons.
Wright bibliography number 3303.
Reel: L-15

Lewis, Martha Lewis (Beckwith) Ewell.
The harvest of years.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1880
Wright bibliography number 3304.
Reel: L-15

Libbey, Laura Jean.
The alphabet of love.
New York, N.L. Munroe. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3312.
Reel: L-16

Libbey, Laura Jean.
The beautiful coquette; or, The love that won her.
New York, N.L. Munro. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3313.
Reel: L-16

Libbey, Laura Jean.
The crime of Hallow-e'en; or, The heiress of
Graystone Hall.
New York, J.B. Ogilvie. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 3314.
Reel: L-16

Libbey, Laura Jean.
Daisy Gordon's folly; or, The world lost for love's
sake.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. c1892
Wright bibliography number 3315.
Reel: L-16

Libbey, Laura Jean.
Dora Miller; or, A young girl's love and pride.
New York, N.L. Munro. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3316.
Reel: L-16

Libbey, Laura Jean.
The flirtations of a beauty: or, A summer's
romance at Newport.
New York, N.L. Munro. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3317.
Reel: L-16

Libbey, Laura Jean.
Florabell's lover; or, Rival belles.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3318.
Reel: L-17

Libbey, Laura Jean.
A forbidden marriage; or, In love with a
handsome spendthrift.
New York, The American News Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3319.
Reel: L-17

Libbey, Laura Jean.
He loved but was lured away.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. c1891
Wright bibliography number 3320.
Reel: L-17

Libbey, Laura Jean.
Ione.
New York, Street & Smith Corp. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3321.
Reel: L-17

Libbey, Laura Jean.
Twice tried; or, Asa Warren's metal.
Wright bibliography number 3306.
Reel: L-15

Libbey, Laura Jean.
Lovette; or, The work of an honest heart.
New Haven, J.H. Benham. 1876
Wright bibliography number 3305.
Reel: L-15

Libbey, Laura Jean.
The world lost for love's sake.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. c1892
Wright bibliography number 3315.
Reel: L-16

Libbey, Laura Jean.
Ione.
New York, Street & Smith Corp. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3321.
Reel: L-17

Libbey, Laura Jean.
Florabell's lover; or, Rival belles.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3318.
Reel: L-17

Libbey, Laura Jean.
A forbidden marriage; or, In love with a
handsome spendthrift.
New York, The American News Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3319.
Reel: L-17

Libbey, Laura Jean.
He loved but was lured away.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. c1891
Wright bibliography number 3320.
Reel: L-17

Libbey, Laura Jean.
Ione.
New York, Street & Smith Corp. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3321.
Reel: L-17

Libbey, Laura Jean.
Twice tried; or, Asa Warren's metal.
Wright bibliography number 3306.
Reel: L-15

Libbey, Laura Jean.
Lovette; or, The work of an honest heart.
New Haven, J.H. Benham. 1876
Wright bibliography number 3305.
Reel: L-15

Libbey, Laura Jean.
The world lost for love's sake.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. c1892
Wright bibliography number 3315.
Reel: L-16

Libbey, Laura Jean.
Ione.
New York, Street & Smith Corp. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3321.
Reel: L-17
Libbey, Laura Jean.  
Little Leafy, the cloakmaker's beautiful daughter.  
New York, J.S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. [c1891]  
Wright bibliography number 3322.  
Reel: L-17

Libbey, Laura Jean.  
Lyndall's temptation, or, Blinded by love.  
New York, N.L. Munro. 1892  
Wright bibliography number 3325.  
Reel: L-17

Libbey, Laura Jean.  
A mad betrothal.  
New York, Street & Smith. [c1890]  
Wright bibliography number 3326.  
Reel: L-17

Libbey, Laura Jean.  
A master workman's oath; or, Coralie the unfortunate.  
New York, J.S. Ogilvie. 1892  
Wright bibliography number 3327.  
Reel: L-18

Libbey, Laura Jean.  
Miss Middleton's lover; or, Parted on their bridal tour.  
New York, American News Co. 1888  
Wright bibliography number 3328.  
Reel: L-18

Libbey, Laura Jean.  
Olive's courtship.  
New York, American News Co. 1892  
Wright bibliography number 3329.  
Reel: L-18

Libbey, Laura Jean.  
Only a mechanic's daughter.  
New York, N.L. Munro. 1892  
Wright bibliography number 3330.  
Reel: L-18

Libbey, Laura Jean.  
Parted by fate.  
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. [c1890]  
Wright bibliography number 3331.  
Reel: L-18

Libbey, Laura Jean.  
That pretty young girl.  
New York, The American News Co. 1889  
Wright bibliography number 3333.  
Reel: L-18

Libbey, Laura Jean.  
We parted at the altar.  
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. 1892  
Wright bibliography number 3334.  
Reel: L-18

Libbey, Laura Jean.  
Willful Gaynell; or, The little beauty of the Passaic cotton mills.  
New York, N.L. Munro. 1890  
Wright bibliography number 3336.  
Reel: L-19

Libby, Herbert Carlyle.  
Colby stories, as told by Colby men of the classes 1832 to 1902.  
Concord, The Rumford Press. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 3337.  
Reel: L-19

Lightner, Adna H. (Cornell).  
Shadow and sunshine.  
Cincinnati, Wrightson & Co. 1884  
Wright bibliography number 3338.  
Reel: L-19

Lightner, Adna H. (Cornell).  
A wayside violet.  
Cincinnati, Wrightson & Co. 1885  
Wright bibliography number 3339.  
Reel: L-19

Lighton, William Rheem.  
Sons of strength.  
New York, Doubleday & McClure Co. 1899  
Wright bibliography number 3340.  
Reel: L-19

Lillie, Lucy Cecil (White).  
Prudence.  
New York, Harper & Bros. 1882  
Wright bibliography number 3341.  
Reel: L-19

Lillie, Lucy Cecil (White).  
Roslyn's trust.  
New York, A.L. Burt. [c1889]  
Wright bibliography number 3342.  
Reel: L-19

Lincoln, Jeanie Thomas (Gould).  
Her Washington season.  
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1884  
Wright bibliography number 3343.  
Reel: L-19

Lincoln, Jeanie Thomas (Gould).  
A pretty tory.  
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1899  
Wright bibliography number 3344.  
Reel: L-19

Lincoln, Jeanie Thomas (Gould).  
An unwilling maid.  
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1897  
Wright bibliography number 3345.  
Reel: L-20
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reel: L-20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Lincoln, Rixford Joseph.**  
Poems and short stories.  
New Orleans, Dalton Williams. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 3346. |
| **Lincoln, Rixford Joseph.**  
A tale of pagan Rome.  
New Orleans, Philippe's Printery. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 3347. |
| **Lindsay, Batterman.**  
Derelicts of destiny.  
New York [etc.] London, The Neely Co. c1900  
Wright bibliography number 3348. |
| **Lindsay, J.T.**  
French exiles of Louisiana.  
New York, W.B. Smith & Co. c1881  
Wright bibliography number 3349. |
| **Lindsey, E.G.**  
Marie; or, Fort Beauharnois.  
Minneapolis, A.C. Bausman. [c1893]  
Wright bibliography number 3350. |
| **Lindsey, William.**  
At start and finish.  
Boston, Small, Maynard & Co. 1899  
Wright bibliography number 3351. |
| **Lindsey, William.**  
Cinder-path tales.  
Boston, Copeland and Day. 1896  
Wright bibliography number 3352. |
| **Linthicum, Richard.**  
A book of Rocky Mountain tales. (Souvenir ed.).  
[Denver, W.F. Robinson]. [1892]  
Wright bibliography number 3353. |
| **Lipincott, Sara Jane (Clarke).**  
Stories and sketches.  
New York, Tait, Sons & Co. [c1892]  
Wright bibliography number 3354; By Grace Greenwood [pseud.]. |
| **Litchfield, Grace Denio.**  
Criss-cross.  
New York, Putnam. 1885  
Wright bibliography number 3356. |
| **Litchfield, Grace Denio.**  
A hard-won victory.  
New York, Putnam. 1888  
Wright bibliography number 3357. |
| **Litchfield, Grace Denio.**  
In the crucible.  
New York, Putnam. 1897  
Wright bibliography number 3358. |
| **Litchfield, Grace Denio.**  
The knight of the Black Forest.  
New York, Putnam. 1885  
Wright bibliography number 3359. |
| **Litchfield, Grace Denio.**  
Little Venice, and other stories.  
New York, Putnam. 1890  
Wright bibliography number 3360. |
| **Litchfield, Grace Denio.**  
The moving finger writes.  
New York, Putnam. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 3361. |
| **Litchfield, Grace Denio.**  
Only an incident.  
New York, Putnam. 1883  
Wright bibliography number 3362. |
| **Litsey, Edwin Carlile.**  
The princess of Gramfalon.  
Cincinnati, The Editor Pub. Co. 1898  
Wright bibliography number 3363. |
| **Livermore, Mary Ashton (Rice).**  
Thirty years too late, a true story: and One in a thousand.  
Boston, Lockwood, Brooks. [1878]  
Wright bibliography number 3364. |
| **Livingston, Margaret Vere (Farrington).**  
Fra Lippo Lippi.  
New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1890  
Wright bibliography number 3366. |
| **Livingston, Mrs. C.M.**  
Susan's sheaves and other stories.  
Wright bibliography number 3365. |
Lloyd, Francis Bartow.
Sketches of country life; humor, wisdom and pathos from the "Sage of Rocky Creek".
Birmingham, Press of Rogers & Son. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3367.
Reel: L-22

Lloyd, John Uri.
Etidorpha; or, The end of earth.
Cincinnati, J.U. Lloyd. c1895
Wright bibliography number 3368; Author's ed., limited.
Reel: L-22

Lloyd, John Uri.
The right side of the car.
Boston, R.G. Badger & Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3369.
Reel: L-22

Lloyd, John Uri.
Stringtown on the pike.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3370.
Reel: L-22

Lloyd, Nelson McAllister.
The chronic loafer.
New York, J.F. Taylor & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3371.
Reel: L-23

Locke, David Ross.
The demagogue.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T.
Dillingham. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3372.
Reel: L-23

Locke, David Ross.
The Democratic John Bunyan, being eleven dreams by Rev. Petroleum V. Nasby [pseud.].
Toledo, Toledo Blade Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 3373.
Reel: L-23

Locke, David Ross.
Nasby in exile; or, Six months of travel in England, Ireland, Scotland, France, Germany, Switzerland and Belgium, with many things not of travel.
Toledo and Boston, Locke Pub. Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 3375.
Reel: L-23

Locke, David Ross.
The Nasby letters.
Toledo, Toledo Blade Co. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 3376.
Reel: L-23

Locke, David Ross.
A paper city.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T.
Dillingham. 1879
Wright bibliography number 3377.
Reel: L-24

Lockwood, Ingersoll.
1900; or, The last president.
New York, American News Co. c1896
Wright bibliography number 3378.
Reel: L-24

[Lockwood, Melancthon Clarence].
The new minister.
New York, A.S. Barnes. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 3379; By Kenneth Paul [pseud.].
Reel: L-24

[Lockwood, William L.].
The lord or the doctor?.
[Brooklyn, N.Y.]. [1892]
Wright bibliography number 3380; By Lock Wood [pseud.].
Reel: L-24

Lodge, Harriet (Newell).
A big of finesse.
Indianapolis, Bowen-Merrill Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3381.
Reel: L-24

[Lodge, Mrs. James].
A week away from time.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1887
Wright bibliography number 3382.
Reel: L-24

Logan, Algernon Sydney.
Amy Warren.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3383.
Reel: L-24

Logan, Algernon Sydney.
Not on the chart.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3384.
Reel: L-24

Logan, Belle V.
Her shattered idol.
Chicago, Morrill, Higgins & Co. c1892
Wright bibliography number 3385.
Reel: L-25

London, Jack.
The son of the wolf; tales of the far North.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3386.
Reel: L-25
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Long, Frank Carleton.
The lady of the lens.
Chicago, L.E. Crandall & Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3387.
Reel: L-25

Long, John Luther.
The fox-woman.
Philadelphia & London, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3388.
Reel: L-25

Long, John Luther.
New York, Century Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3389.
Reel: L-25

Long, John Luther.
Miss Cherry-Blossom of Tokyo.
Philadelphia, J.P. Lippincott Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3390.
Reel: L-25

Long, Lily Augusta.
Apprentices to destiny.
New York, Merrill & Baker. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 3391.
Reel: L-25

Long, Lily Augusta.
A squire of low degree.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3392.
Reel: L-26

Longstreet, Rachel Abigail.
A debutante in New York society.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3393.
Reel: L-26

Longworth, Nicholas.
The marquis and the moon.
Cincinnati, R. Clarke & Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3394.
Reel: L-26

Longworth, Nicholas.
Silas Jackson's wrongs.
Cincinnati, R. Clarke. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3395.
Reel: L-26

Loomis, Charles Battell.
The four-masted cat-boat, and other truthful tales.
New York, The Century Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3396.
Reel: L-26

Loota [pseud.].
Montreesor.
New York, F.T. Neely. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3397.
Reel: L-26

Lord, Mary N.
Mary Milton; or, The conquests of grace.
Claremont, N.H., Printed by the Claremont Manufacturing Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 3398.
Reel: L-26

The Lost dispatch.
Galesburg, Ill., Galesburg Printing and Pub. Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3399.
Reel: L-26

Loth, Moritz.
On a higher plane.
Cincinnati, The Monitor Co. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 3400.
Reel: L-26

[Lothrop, Harriet Mulford (Stone)].
The judges' cave.
Boston, Lothrop Pub. Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 3402; By Margaret Sidney [pseud.].
Reel: L-27

[Lothrop, Harriet Mulford (Stone)].
The Pettibone name.
Boston, Lothrop. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 3403; By Margaret Sidney [pseud.].
Reel: L-27

Loughead, Flora (Haines) Apponyi.
The abandoned claim.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3404.
Reel: L-27

Loughead, Flora (Haines) Apponyi.
The black curtain.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3405.
Reel: L-27

Loughead, Flora (Haines) Apponyi.
The man who was guilty.
Wright bibliography number 3406.
Reel: L-27

Louisiana [pseud.].
"Blue and Gray;" or, Two oaths and three warnings.
New Orleans [Press of L. Graham and Son]. 1885
Wright bibliography number 3407.
Reel: L-27
Love and death in a barn; or, The said, sorrowful life of beautiful Kate Harrington. Philadelphia, Old Franklin Pub. House. c1876 Wright bibliography number 3410A.  
Reel: L-28

Love, Margaret (Brown).  
Reel: L-28

Love, William Ewing.  
Graven on the tables. Boston, L.C. Page. 1900 Wright bibliography number 3409.  
Reel: L-28

Lovelace, Katie R.  
Reel: L-28

[Lowell, Francis C.].  
Simply a love-story. Boston, Cupples, Upham, and Co. 1885 Wright bibliography number 3412; By Philip Orne [pseud.].  
Reel: L-28

Lowell, Prudence.  
Reel: L-28

Lowell, Robert Traill Spence.  
A story or two from an old Dutch town. Boston, Roberts Bros. 1878 Wright bibliography number 3414.  
Reel: L-28

Lowell, Walter M.S.  
Reel: L-28

Lowrey, Oliver.  
Reel: L-28

Lubin, David.  
Reel: L-29

Lucas, Daniel R.  
Paul Darst; or, A conflict between love and infidelity. Oskaloosa, Ia., Central Book Concern. 1877 Wright bibliography number 3418.  
Reel: L-29

Ludlow, James Meeker.  
The baritone's parish: or, "All things to all men." New York [etc.] F.H. Revell Co. 1896 Wright bibliography number 3419.  
Reel: L-29

Ludlow, James Meeker.  
The captain of the Janizaries. New York, Funk and Wagnalls. 1887 Wright bibliography number 3420.  
Reel: L-29

Ludlow, James Meeker.  
Reel: L-29

Ludlow, James Meeker.  
Reel: L-29

Ludlow, James Meeker.  
Reel: L-29

Ludlum, Jean Kate.  
Reel: L-29

Ludlum, Jean Kate.  
John Winthrop's defeat. New York, R. Bonner's Sons. 1891 Wright bibliography number 3425.  
Reel: L-30

Ludlum, Jean Kate.  
Lida Campbell; or, Drama of a life. New York, R. Bonner's Sons. 1892 Wright bibliography number 3426.  
Reel: L-30

Ludlum, Jean Kate.  
Under a cloud. New York, R. Bonner's Sons. 1891 Wright bibliography number 3427.  
Reel: L-30
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Ludlum, Jean Kate.
Under oath.
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3428.
Reel: L-30

Lufsey, Robert Edgar.
Zeldee.
Salisbury, N.C., Bridgers & Lufsey. [1898]
Wright bibliography number 3429.
Reel: L-30

[Lukens, Henry Clay].
Jets and flashes.
New York, J.W. Lovell Co. [c1883]
Wright bibliography number 3430; by Erratic Enrique [pseud.].
Reel: L-30

Lull, De Los.
Father solon; or, The helper helped.
New York, W.B. Ketcham. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 3431.
Reel: L-30

Lummis, Charles Fletcher.
The enchanted burro, stories of New Mexico and South America.
Chicago, Way and Williams. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3432.
Reel: L-31

Lummis, Charles Fletcher.
The gold fish of Gran Chimu.
Boston and New York, Lamson, Wolffe and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3433.
Reel: L-31

Lummis, Charles Fletcher.
The king of the broncos, and other stories of New Mexico.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3434.
Reel: L-31

Lummis, Charles Fletcher.
A New Mexico David and other stories and sketches of the Southwest.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3435.
Reel: L-31

Lush, Charles Keeler.
The federal judge.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3436.
Reel: L-31

Lute, Uncle [pseud.].
Paul Hart; or, The love of his life.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1881]
Wright bibliography number 3437.
Reel: L-31

Luther, Mark Lee.
The favor of princes.
New York, Macmillan. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3438.
Reel: L-31

Lutz, Ellen A.
One woman's story; or, The chronicles of a quiet life.
Cincinnati, Cranston & Curts; New York, Hunt & Eaton. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3439.
Reel: L-32

Lydston, George Frank.
Over the Hookah.
Chicago, F. Klein Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3440.
Reel: L-32

[Lynch, Harriet Louise (Husted)].
Patricia.
New York, The Merriam Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 3442; By Marie St. Felix [pseud.].
Reel: L-32

[Lynch, Harriet Louise (Husted)].
Two bad brown eyes.
New York, The Merriam Co. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 3443; By Marie St. Felix [pseud.].
Reel: L-32

Lynch, Virginia.
Dr. Tom Gardner.
New York [etc.] London, F. Tenyson Neely Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 3444.
Reel: L-32

Lynde, Francis.
The helpers.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3445.
Reel: L-33

Lynde, Francis.
A private chivalry.
New York, Appleton. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3446.
Reel: L-33

Lynde, Francis.
A romance in transit.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3447.
Reel: L-33

Lyon, Anne Bozeman.
"No saint."
Louisville, J.P. Morton. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 3448.
Reel: L-33
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Lyon, Sidney [pseud.].
For a mess of pottage.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3449.
Reel: L-33

Maitland, James A.
The old doctor; or, Stray leaves from my journal.
New York, H. Long. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1658.
Reel: M

[Meaney, Mary L.].
Grace Morton; or, The inheritance.
Philadelphia, P.F. Cunningham. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1692.
Reel: M

M., E.H.
Marianne; or, The queen's fate.
New York, Pudney & Russell, and Dayton and Burdick. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1597.
Reel: M-1

M., N.
Hester Somerset.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1599.
Reel: M-1

M., S.H.
Miranda Elliot; or, The voice of the spirit.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1600.
Reel: M-1

Mabie, Hamilton Wright.
In the forest of Arden.
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3450.
Reel: M-1

Mabie unmasked; or, The wickedest place in the world.
New York, Richard K. Fox. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 3451; By the author of "Paris by gaslight."
Reel: M-1

MacArthur, Adella R.
"That Romanist."
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3456.
Reel: M-1

M., J.
The witch-woman's revenge; or, The golden secret of the "Oswego."
Oswego, N.Y., R.J. Oliphant. 1882
Wright bibliography number 3452.
Reel: M-1

McAfee, Nelly Nichol (Marshall).
As by fire.
New York, G.S. Wilcox. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1601.
Reel: M-1

McAfee, Nelly Nichol (Marshall).
A criminal through love.
Louisville, Ky., Gilbert & Mallory. 1882
Wright bibliography number 3453.
Reel: M-1

McAfee, Nelly Nichol (Marshall).
Gleanings from fireside fancies.
Chicago, J.C.W. Bailey. 1866
Wright bibliography number 1602; By "Sans Souci" [pseud.].
Reel: M-1

M'Caleb, Thomas.
Anthony Melgrave.
New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3459.
Reel: M-1

[McAlpine, Emily Eliza Jours].
Doings in Maryland, or Matilda Douglas.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1603.
Reel: M-1

[McAndrew, William A.].
Silhouette.
Ann Arbor, Mich., Register Pub. Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3455.
Reel: M-1

McCabe, Gillie (Cary).
Uncle Jerry's platform, and other Christmas stories.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3457.
Reel: M-1

McCabe, James Dabney.
The aid-de-camp.
Richmond, W.A.J. Smith. 1863
Wright bibliography number 1604.
Reel: M-1

McCabe, James Dabney.
The night-express.
Philadelphia, J.M. Stoddart & Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 3458.
Reel: M-1

McCabe, John Collins.
Scraps.
Richmond, J.C. Walter. 1835
Wright bibliography number 1741.
Reel: M-1
McCann, John Ernest.
   Odds and ends.
   New York, Alliance Pub. Co. [c1891]
   Wright bibliography number 3460; By John Ernest
   McCann and Ernest Jarrold.
   Reel: M-1

[McClung, John Alexander).

   Camden.
   Philadelphia, Carey and Lea. 1830
   Wright bibliography number 1744.
   Reel: M-1

McConnel, John Ludlum.
   Grahame; or, Youth and manhood.
   New York, Baker and Scribner. 1850
   Wright bibliography number 1745.
   Reel: M-1

McConnel, John Ludlum.
   Talbot and Vernon.
   New York, Baker and Scribner. 1850
   Wright bibliography number 1746.
   Reel: M-1

McDougall, Frances Harriet (Whipple) Greene.
   The mechanic.
   Providence, Burnett & King. 1842
   Wright bibliography number 1747.
   Reel: M-1

M'Clintock, William L.
   John Beedle's sleigh ride, courtship and marriage.
   New York, C. Wells. 1841
   Wright bibliography number 1743.
   Reel: M-1

MacCarthy, Emma W.
   Assemblyman John; or, His wife's ambition.
   Chicago, Belford, Clarke & Co. 1889
   Wright bibliography number 3464.
   Reel: M-2

MacCarthy, Emma W.
   Congressman John and his wife's satisfaction.
   New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1891
   Wright bibliography number 3465.
   Reel: M-2

McCann, Walter E.
   In the middle of the night.
   Baltimore, Gallery & McCann. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 3461.
   Reel: M-2

McCardell, Roy Larcom.
   "The wage salves of New York."
   New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1899
   Wright bibliography number 3462.
   Reel: M-2

McCarthy, Carlton.
   Our distinguished fellow-citizen.
   Richmond, J.L. Hill Printing Co. 1890
   Wright bibliography number 3463.
   Reel: M-2

McCarty, Catherine Robertson.
   The hero of the ages.
   New York, Chicago [etc.] F.H. Revell Co. [c1896]
   Wright bibliography number 3466.
   Reel: M-2

McChesney, Dora Greenwell.
   Beatrix Infelix.
   New York, J. Lane. [1898]
   Wright bibliography number 3467.
   Reel: M-2

McChesney, Dora Greenwell.
   Miriam Cromwell, Royalist.
   Chicago, Way & Williams. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 3468.
   Reel: M-2

McConnel, John Ludlum.
   The Glens.
   New York, Scribner. 1851
   Wright bibliography number 1605.
   Reel: M-2

McConnel, John Ludlum.
   Western characters; or, Types of border life in the
   Western states.
   New York, Redfield. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 1606.
   Reel: M-2

[McCormick, M.R.].
   The duke's chase; or, The diamond ring vs. the
   gold ring.
   Cincinnati, R. Clarke. 1871
   Wright bibliography number 1607; By Forest
   Warbler [pseud.].
   Reel: M-2

McCorry, Peter.
   The Irish widow's son; or, The Pikemen of ninety-
   eight.
   Boston, P. Donahoe. 1869
   Wright bibliography number 1608; By Con O'Leary
   [pseud.].
   Reel: M-2

McCorry, Peter.
   The lost rosary; or, Our Irish girls.
   Boston, P. Donahoe. 1870
   Wright bibliography number 1609; By Con O'Leary
   [pseud.].
   Reel: M-2

McCorry, Peter.
   Mount Benedict; or, The violated tomb.
   Boston, P. Donahoe. 1871
   Wright bibliography number 1610.
   Reel: M-2
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McDonnell, William.
Exeter Hall.
New York, American News Co. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1611.
Reel: M-2

[McDowell, J.R.].
Henry Wallace: or, The victim of lottery gambling.
New York, Wilson & Swain. 1832
Wright bibliography number 1748.
Reel: M-2

[McHenry, James].
The betrothed of Wyoming.
Philadelphia, Sold by the Principal Booksellers. 1830
Wright bibliography number 1749.
Reel: M-2

[McHenry, James].
The hearts of steel.
Philadelphia, A.R. Poole. 1825
Wright bibliography number 1752.
Reel: M-2

[McHenry, James].
Meredith; or, The mystery of the Meschianza.
Philadelphia, Sold by the Principal Booksellers. 1831
Wright bibliography number 1753.
Reel: M-2

[McHenry, James].
O'Harroran; or, The insurgent chief.
Philadelphia, Carey and Lea. 1824
Wright bibliography number 1755.
Reel: M-2

[McHenry, James].
The spectre of the forest; or, Annals of the Housatonic.
New York, Bliss and White. 1823
Wright bibliography number 1756.
Reel: M-2

Macchetta, Blanche Roosevelt (Tucker).
Marked "In haste."
New York, Trow’s Printing and Bookbinding Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 3469; 3d ed.
Reel: M-3

Macchetta, Blanche Roosevelt (Tucker).
Stage-struck; or, She would be an opera-singer.
London, S. Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington. 1884
Wright bibliography number 3470.
Reel: M-3

McClellan, Harriet (Hare).
Broken chords crossed by the echo of a false note.
Philadelphia, J.P. Lippincott Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3471.
Reel: M-3

McClellan, Harriet (Hare).
A carpet knight.
Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 3472; By Harford Flemming [pseud.].
Reel: M-3

McClellan, Harriet (Hare).
Cupid and the sphinx.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1878
Wright bibliography number 3473; By Harford Flemming [pseud.].
Reel: M-3

McDonnell, William.
Heathens of the heath.
New York, D.M. Bennett. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1612.
Reel: M-3

McDougall, Frances Harriet (Whipple) Greene.
Shahmah in pursuit of freedom; or, The branded hand.
New York, Thatcher & Hutchinson. 1858
Wright bibliography number 1613.
Reel: M-3

McElgun, John.
Annie Reilly; or, The fortunes of an Irish girl in New York.
New York, J.A. McGee. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1614.
Reel: M-3

[McElhinney, Jane].
Only a woman's heart.
New York, M. Doolady. 1866
Wright bibliography number 1615; By Ada Clare [pseud.].
Reel: M-3

McGaw, James F.
Philip Seymour; or, Pioneer life in Richland County, Ohio.
Mansfield, R. Brinkerhoff. 1858
Wright bibliography number 1616.
Reel: M-3

McIntosh, Maria Jane.
Charms and counter-charms.
New York, Appleton. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1759.
Reel: M-3
McIntosh, Maria Jane.
   Conquest and self-conquest; or, Which makes the hero?
   New York, Harper. 1843
   Wright bibliography number 1762.
   Reel: M-3

McIntosh, Maria Jane.
   The cousins.
   New York Harper. [1845]
   Wright bibliography number 1764.
   Reel: M-3

McIntosh, Maria Jane.
   Praise and principle; or, For what shall I live?
   New York, Harper. 1845
   Wright bibliography number 1767.
   Reel: M-3

McIntosh, Maria Jane.
   Two lives; or, To seem and to be.
   New York, Appleton. 1846
   Wright bibliography number 1771.
   Reel: M-3

MacGregor, Annie Lyndsay.
   John Ward's governess.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1868
   Wright bibliography number 1617.
   Reel: M-4

MacGregor, Annie Lyndsay.
   The professor's wife; or, It might have been.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1870
   Wright bibliography number 1618.
   Reel: M-4

Mack, Thomas C.
   The priest's turf-curring day.
   New York, The Author. 1841
   Wright bibliography number 1777.
   Reel: M-4

MacLellan, Rufus Charles.
   The story reader's garland.
   Baltimore, J.D. Toy. 1849
   Wright bibliography number 1779.
   Reel: M-4

[Man, George Flagg].
   The geranium leaf.
   Boston, Marsh, Capen, Lyon & Webb. 1840
   Wright bibliography number 1784; By Luom del Valchiusa [pseud.].
   Reel: M-4

Mancur, John Henry.
   Alda Grey.
   New York, W.H. Colyer. 1843
   Wright bibliography number 1784.
   Reel: M-4

Mancur, John Henry.
   Christine.
   New York, W.H. Colyer. 1843
   Wright bibliography number 1786.
   Reel: M-4

Mancur, John Henry.
   Constance; or, The debutante.
   Philadelphia, E. Ferrett. [1846]
   Wright bibliography number 1787.
   Reel: M-4

Mancur, John Henry.
   The deserter.
   Wright bibliography number 1788.
   Reel: M-4

Mancur, John Henry.
   Everard Norton.
   New York, W.H. Colyer. 1844
   Wright bibliography number 1789.
   Reel: M-4

Mancur, John Henry.
   Henri Quatre; or, The days of the League.
   New York, Harper. 1834
   Wright bibliography number 1790.
   Reel: M-4

McClelland, Mary Greenway.
   Broadaokks.
   St. Paul, The Price-Mcgill Co. [1893]
   Wright bibliography number 3474.
   Reel: M-4

McClelland, Mary Greenway.
   Burkett's lock.
   New York, Cassell. [c1888]
   Wright bibliography number 3475.
   Reel: M-4

McClelland, Mary Greenway.
   Jean Monteith.
   New York, H. Holt and Co. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 3476.
   Reel: M-4

McClelland, Mary Greenway.
   Madame Silva.
   New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1888]
   Wright bibliography number 3477.
   Reel: M-4

McClelland, Mary Greenway.
   Mammy Mystic.
   New York, The Merriam Co. [1895]
   Wright bibliography number 3478.
   Reel: M-4
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manitou island.</td>
<td>McClelland, Mary Greenway.</td>
<td>New York, H. Holt and Co.</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>3479</td>
<td>M-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oblivion.</td>
<td>McClelland, Mary Greenway.</td>
<td>New York, H. Holt and Co.</td>
<td>1885</td>
<td>3480</td>
<td>M-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebon and gold.</td>
<td>[McIlvain, Charlotte L.].</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Carleton.</td>
<td>1874</td>
<td>1619</td>
<td>M-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evenings at Donaldson Manor; or, The Christmas guest.</td>
<td>McIntosh, Maria Jane.</td>
<td>New York, Appleton.</td>
<td>1851</td>
<td>1620</td>
<td>M-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The lofty and the lowly; or, Good in all and none all-good.</td>
<td>McIntosh, Maria Jane.</td>
<td>New York, Appleton.</td>
<td>1853</td>
<td>1621</td>
<td>M-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woman an enigma; or, Life and its revealings.</td>
<td>McIntosh, Maria Jane.</td>
<td>New York, Harper.</td>
<td>1843</td>
<td>1774</td>
<td>M-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The gold demon, and the poor cobbler of Boston.</td>
<td>McLellan, Isaac.</td>
<td>Boston, D. Ruggles.</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td>1778</td>
<td>M-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The tragedy of Brinkwater.</td>
<td>Moodey, Martha Livingston.</td>
<td>New York, Cassell &amp; Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>[c1887]</td>
<td>3805</td>
<td>M-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Maniac beauty; or, Love at Nahant.</td>
<td>Mannering, Guy [pseud.].</td>
<td>Boston, Gleason.</td>
<td>1844</td>
<td>1797</td>
<td>M-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: The above table lists the titles, authors, publishers, publication years, and Wright bibliography numbers for American Fiction, 1774-1910, along with the reels assigned to each entry.*
McClelland, Mary Greenway.
The old post-road.
New York, The Merriam Co. [1894]
Wright bibliography number 3481.
Reel: M-5

McClelland, Mary Greenway.
Princess.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 3482.
Reel: M-5

McClelland, Mary Greenway.
St. John's wooing.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3483.
Reel: M-5

McConnell, Annie Bliss.
Half married. Agame game.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 3484.
Reel: M-5

McCook, Henry Christopher.
The Latimers.
Philadelphia, G.W. Jacobs & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3485.
Reel: M-5

[McCornick, Joanna].
By Hudson's banks.
San Francisco, Bancroft Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3486; By Joanna [pseud.].
Reel: M-5

McCowan, Archibald.
The billionaire.
New York, Jenkins & McCowan. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3487.
Reel: M-5

McIntosh, Maria Jane.
Two pictures; or, What we think of ourselves, and what the world thinks of us.
New York, Appleton. 1863
Wright bibliography number 1622.
Reel: M-5

McIntosh, Maria Jane.
Violet; or, The cross and the crown.
Boston, J.P. Jewett. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1623.
Reel: M-5

McKeen, Phebe Fuller.
Theodora.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph. [c1875]
Wright bibliography number 1626.
Reel: M-5

McKeever, Harriet Burn.
Edith's ministry.
Philadelphia, Lindsay & Blakiston. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1627.
Reel: M-5

M'Keehan, Hattia.
Liberty or death; or, Heaven's infraction of the fugitive slave law.
Cincinnati, The Author. 1858
Wright bibliography number 1624.
Reel: M-5

M'Keehan, Hattia.
The life and trials of a Hoosier girl. Also, The lover's revenge, and The philosophy of love.
New York, The Authoress. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1625.
Reel: M-5

Marion Raymond; or, The wife with two husbands!.
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1810.
Reel: M-6

Marine's men.
Philadelphia, A.J. Rockafellar. 1843
Wright bibliography number 1811; By the author of "The old Loyalist," [etc.].
Reel: M-6

Maritime scraps; or, Scenes in the Frigate United States during a cruise in the Mediterranean.
Boston, The Author. 1838
Wright bibliography number 1812; By a Man-of-Wars-Man.
Reel: M-6

[Markoe, Peter].
The Algerine spy in Pennsylvania: or, Letters written by a native of Algiers on the affairs of the United States in America, from the close of the year 1783 to the meeting of the Convention.
Philadelphia, Prichard & Hall. 1787
Wright bibliography number 1813.
Reel: M-6

Marsh, John.
Hannah Hawkins.
New York, American Temperance Union. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1814.
Reel: M-6

[Martin, Joseph].
Select tales.
Charlottesville, J. Martin. 1833
Wright bibliography number 1819.
Reel: M-6

Marvel, Mark [pseud.].
The slave of the mine; or, The stolen heir.
Boston, Gleason. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1820.
Reel: M-6
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Mary Beach: or, The Fulton Street cap maker.
New York, W.F. Burgess. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1821.
Reel: M-6

Mary Wilson.
Boston, Waite, Peirce. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1822.
Reel: M-6

Mathews, Cornelius.
Behemoth.
New York, J. & H.G. Langley. 1839
Wright bibliography number 1827.
Reel: M-6

Mathews, Cornelius.
Big Abel and the little Manhattan.
New York, Wiley and Putnam. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1828.
Reel: M-6

Mathews, Cornelius.
The career of Puffer Hopkins.
New York, D. Appleton. 1842
Wright bibliography number 1829.
Reel: M-6

McCowan, Archibald.
Christ, the socialist.
Buffalo, C.W. Moulton. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3488.
Reel: M-6

McCrackin, Josephine (Woempner) Clifford.
"Another Juanita," and other stories.
Buffalo, C.W. Moulton. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3490.
Reel: M-6

McCrackin, Josephine (Woempner) Clifford.
Overland tales.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1877
Wright bibliography number 3491.
Reel: M-6

McCray, Florine Thayer.
Environment.
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls. 1887
Wright bibliography number 3492.
Reel: M-6

McCray, Florine Thayer.
Wheels and whims.
Boston, Cupples, Upham & Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 3493.
Reel: M-6

McKeever, Harriet Burn.
The house on the heights.
Philadelphia, H.N. McKinney. [c1873]
Wright bibliography number 1628.
Reel: M-6

McKeever, Harriet Burn.
Maude and Miriam: or, The fair crusader.
New York, Hurst. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 1629.
Reel: M-6

McKeever, Harriet Burn.
Silver threads.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1868
Wright bibliography number 1630.
Reel: M-6

McKeever, Harriet Burn.
Twice crowned.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1631.
Reel: M-6

McKeever, Harriet Burn.
Westbrook parsonage.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1632.
Reel: M-6

MacDonald, Mrs. M.A.
Deacon Hackmetack.
Philadelphia, Treager & Lamb. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3497.
Reel: M-7

MacKenzie, Adelheid (Zwissler).
Aureola; or, The black sheep.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1634.
Reel: M-7

MacKenzie, Adelheid (Zwissler).
Married against reason.
Boston, Loring. [c1869]
Wright bibliography number 1635.
Reel: M-7

MacKenzie, Robert Shelton.
Bits of blarney.
New York, Redfield. [c1854]
Wright bibliography number 1636.
Reel: M-7

MacKenzie, Robert Shelton.
Tressilian and his friends.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1859
Wright bibliography number 1637.
Reel: M-7

Mathews, Cornelius.
Chanticler.
Boston, B.B. Mussey. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1830.
Reel: M-7

Mathews, Cornelius.
Moneypenny, or, The heart of the world.
New York, Dewitt & Davenport. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1832.
Reel: M-7
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Library Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The various writings of Cornelius Mathews, embracing The motley book and others.</td>
<td>Mathews, Cornelius.</td>
<td>Harper</td>
<td>1843</td>
<td>M-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The First Families.</td>
<td>Mace, Richard.</td>
<td>F.A. Munsey</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>M-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The magic of a voice.</td>
<td>MacFarlane, Margaret Russell.</td>
<td>Cassell &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1886</td>
<td>M-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odds against her.</td>
<td>MacFarlane, Margaret Russell.</td>
<td>Cassell &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1888</td>
<td>M-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montezuma.</td>
<td>Maturin, Edward.</td>
<td>Paine &amp; Burgess</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td>M-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A princess and a woman.</td>
<td>McDonald, Robert.</td>
<td>F.A. Munsey</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>M-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From the side streets and boulevards; a collection of Chicago stories.</td>
<td>McDougall, Ella L. (Randall).</td>
<td>J.H. Jones</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>M-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hennessey, of Lake County.</td>
<td>McDougall, Ella L. (Randall).</td>
<td>J.H. Jones</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>M-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodcliff.</td>
<td>McKeever, Harriet Burn.</td>
<td>Lindsay &amp; Blakiston</td>
<td>1865</td>
<td>M-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Fort Duquesne; or, Captain Jack, the scout.</td>
<td>McKnight, Charles.</td>
<td>Peoples Monthly Pub. Co.</td>
<td>1873</td>
<td>M-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The first families.</td>
<td>Maule, Rachel.</td>
<td>Paine &amp; Burgess</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td>M-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The hag of the beetling cliff.</td>
<td>Maule, Rachel.</td>
<td>J.H. Jones</td>
<td>1849</td>
<td>M-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The reverses of fortune.</td>
<td>Mauren, Frank.</td>
<td>Gleason</td>
<td>1847</td>
<td>M-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Palfreys.</td>
<td>Mayo, Sarah Carter (Edgarton).</td>
<td>A. Tompkins</td>
<td>1838</td>
<td>M-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mayo, Sarah Carter (Edgerton).
Selections from the writings of Mrs. Sarah C. Edgerton Mayo.
Boston, A. Tompkins. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1847.
Reel: M-8

Mayo, William Starbuck.
The Berber; or, The mountaineer of the Atlas.
New York, Putnam. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1849; 3d ed.
Reel: M-8

Mayo, William Starbuck.
Kaloolah; or, Journeyings to the Djebel Kumri.
New York, Putnam. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1852; 2d ed.
Reel: M-8

[McDougall, Ella L. (Randall)].
One schoolm'am less.
Chicago, R.R. Donnelley & Sons Co., Printers. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3502; By Preserved Wheeler [pseud.].
Reel: M-8

McDougall, Walter Hugh.
The hidden city.
New York, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 3503.
Reel: M-8

McDowell, Katherine Sherwood (Bonner).
Dialect tales.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1883
Wright bibliography number 3504.
Reel: M-8

McElroy, John.
Decline and fall of the American Republic.
[Toledo, Toledo Blade Co.]. [c1880]
Wright bibliography number 3507.
Reel: M-8

McElroy, John.
The red acorn.
Chicago, H.A. Sumner Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 3508.
Reel: M-8

McElroy, Lucy (Cleaver).
Answered.
Franklin, O., The Editor Pub. Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3509.
Reel: M-8

McElroy, William Henry.
Matthew Middlemas's experiment.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 3510.
Reel: M-8

McLain, Mary Webster.
Daisy Ward's work.
Boston, Loring. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 1638A.
Reel: M-8

McLain, Mary Webster.
Lifting the veil.
New York, Scribner. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1639.
Reel: M-8

McLeod, Georgiana A. (Hulse).
Sea drifts.
New York, R. Carter. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1641.
Reel: M-8

McLeod, Xavier Donald.
The bloodstone.
New York, Scribner. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1643.
Reel: M-8

McLeod, Xavier Donald.
Our Lady of Litanies.
Cincinnati, J.P. Walsh. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1645.
Reel: M-8

McLeod, Xavier Donald.
Pynnshurst.
New York, Scribner. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1646.
Reel: M-8

MdDowell, Katherine Sherwood (Bonner).
Like unto like.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1878
Wright bibliography number 3505; By Sherwood Bonner [pseud.].
Reel: M-8

MacGahan, Barbara.
Xenia Repnina.
New York [etc.] G. Routledge and Sons, Ltd. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 3513.
Reel: M-9

MacGrath, Harold.
Arms and the woman.
New York, Doubleday & McClure Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3518.
Reel: M-9
Maffitt, John Newland.
Nautilus; or, Cruising under canvas.
New York, United States Pub. Co. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1649.
Reel: M-9

Maga stories.
New York, Putnam. 1867
Wright bibliography number 1650.
Reel: M-9

Maggie and her lovers.
Providence, Knowles, Anthony. 1866
Wright bibliography number 1651.
Reel: M-9

Magill, Mary Tucker.
The Holcombes.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1652.
Reel: M-9

Magill, Mary Tucker.
Women, or Chronicles of the late War.
Baltimore, Turnbull. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1653.
Reel: M-9

Maitland, James A.
The cabin boy's story.
New York, Garrett. [c1854]
Wright bibliography number 1654.
Reel: M-9

McGehee, Mrs. Junius.
Glen Mary.
Baltimore, J. Murphy & Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 3514.
Reel: M-9

McGloin, Frank.
Norodom.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 3515.
Reel: M-9

McGovern, John.
Daniel Trentworthy.
Chicago, New York, Rand, McNally & Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3516.
Reel: M-9

McGowan, Alice.
Return.
Cooke, Boston, L.C. Page. 1905
Wright bibliography number 3517; By Alice McGowan and Grace MacGowan.
Reel: M-9

McMechan, J.V.V.
Time; or, The incidents of a life.
Clay [N.Y.?] P. Childs. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1647.
Reel: M-9

McSherry, James.
Willitoff; or, The days of James I.
Baltimore, J. Murphy. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1648.
Reel: M-9

Meadows, John.
The Brinley shell: or, The miser and his niece.
Boston, Gleason. [1848]
Wright bibliography number 1856.
Reel: M-9

Means without living.
Boston, Weeks, Jordan. 1837
Wright bibliography number 1857.
Reel: M-9

Meeks, Howard.
Stories of the fountain rock.
Philadelphia, T. Stokes. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1858.
Reel: M-9

Mellen, Grenville.
Sad tales and glad tales.
Boston, S.G. Goodrich. 1828
Wright bibliography number 1859; By Reginald Reverie [pseud.].
Reel: M-9

Melville, Herman.
Mardi.
New York, Harper. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1860.
Reel: M-9

Melville, Herman.
Omoo.
New York, Harper. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1861.
Reel: M-9

Melville, Herman.
Redburn.
New York, Harper. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1865.
Reel: M-9

MacGregor, Annie Lyndsay.
"Bound not blessed."
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3519.
Reel: M-10

Mackay, William R.
The skein of life.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3524.
Reel: M-10
MacKenzie, Adelheid (Zwissler).
His sweetheart.
Philadelphia, J.H. Moore. 1877
Wright bibliography number 3525; By Ignota [pseud.]
Reel: M-10

Mackin, Marie.
The mystery of the Marbletons.
New York, The Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 3527.
Reel: M-10

Maitland, James A.
The cousins; or, The captain's ward.
New York, Evans. 1858
Wright bibliography number 1655.
Reel: M-10

Maitland, James A.
The diary of an old doctor.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1858]
Wright bibliography number 1656.
Reel: M-10

Maitland, James A.
The lawyer's story; or, The orphan's wrongs.
New York, H. Long. [c1853]
Wright bibliography number 1657.
Reel: M-10

Maitland, James A.
The old patroon; or, The great Van Broek property.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1659.
Reel: M-10

Maitland, James A.
The pirate doctor; or, The extraordinary career of a New-York physician.
New York, Garrett. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1660.
Reel: M-10

McIntosh, Burr William.
Football and love.
New York, Transatlantic Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3519A.
Reel: M-10

McKay, Annie E.
Easter-lilies.
Buffalo, Peter Paul Book Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3520.
Reel: M-10

McKay, Annie E.
A Latter Day saint.
New York, F.H. Revell. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 3521.
Reel: M-10

McKay, Donald.
The dynamite ship.
New York, Manhattan Pub. House. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3522.
Reel: M-10

McKay, Frederic Edward.
Vignettes: real and ideal; stories by American authors.
Boston, De Wolfe, Fiske & Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 3523.
Reel: M-10

Melville, Herman.
Typee.
New York, Wiley and Putnam. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1867.
Reel: M-10

Melville, Herman.
White-jacket; or, The world in a man-of-war.
New York, Harper. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1871.
Reel: M-10

Melville, J.
The Buckskin; or, The camp of the besiegers.
New York, W.H. Graham. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1872.
Reel: M-10

Melville, J.
Ethan Allen; or, The king's men.
New York, Graham. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1873.
Reel: M-10

Melville, J.
The master of Langford; or, The treacherous guest.
New York, W.K. Graham. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1874.
Reel: M-10

Memoirs of Alcohol.
Hartford, Robinson & Pratt. 1834
Wright bibliography number 1875; Written by himself.
Reel: M-10

Metcalfe, M. Christina.
Eldorus, the prince of rovers; or, The Venetian minstrel's prophecy.
Boston, Gleason. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1876.
Reel: M-10
The Meteor; or, The cutter of the ocean. By an old salt. New York, W.B. Smith. 1847. Wright bibliography number 1877. Reel: M-10

Mills, Helen P. Francisco Gerardo; or, The pirate's lieutenant! Boston, Star Spangled Banner Office. [1850] Wright bibliography number 1878. Reel: M-10

Miss Eliza Rossell. Boston, Z.D. Montague. 1845 Wright bibliography number 1879; Written by a friend. Reel: M-10


McLandburgh, Florence. The automaton ear, and other sketches. Chicago, Jansen, McClurg & Co. 1876 Wright bibliography number 3531. Reel: M-11


Mitchell, Donald Grant. A bachelor's reverie: in three parts. Wormsloe [Ga.] Privately Printed for George Wymberley-Jones. 1850 Wright bibliography number 1881; By Ik Marvel [pseud.]. Reel: M-11


Mitchell, Donald Grant. Reveries of a bachelor: or, A book of the heart. New York, Baker & Scribner. 1851 Wright bibliography number 1885; By Ik Marvel [pseud.]; 6th ed. Reel: M-11
Mitchell, Isaac.
The asylum; or, Alonzo and Melissa.
Poughkeepsie, J. Nelson. 1811
Wright bibliography number 1886.
Reel: M-11

[Moody, Richard].
Otiska; or, The first and the last love.
Rochester. 1832
Wright bibliography number 1910.
Reel: M-11

Moore, Horatio Newton.
Fitzgerald and Hopkins; or, Scenes and adventures in theatrical life.
Philadelphia, S.G. Sherman. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1911.
Reel: M-11

Moore, Horatio Newton.
Mary Morris, and other tales.
Philadelphia, G.B. Zieber. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1912.
Reel: M-11

Macleay, Arthur Collins.
Mito Yashiki.
New York, Putnam. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3535.
Reel: M-12

Maclean, Clara Victoria (Dargan).
Light o'love.
New York, Worthington Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3536.
Reel: M-12

Margaret; or, Prejudice at home, and its victims.
New York, Stringer & Townsend. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1667.
Reel: M-12

Marlby Villa.
Rome, Georgia. Atlanta, W. Kay. 1858
Wright bibliography number 1669; By the authoress.
Reel: M-12

Marrs, Henry W.
The refugees of the Revolution; or, The cow boys of Plumstead.
Doylestown, Pa., Beans & Kuster. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1670.
Reel: M-12

[Marsh, Jeannie S.].
Cathara Clyde.
New York, Scribner. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1671; By Inconnu [pseud.].
Reel: M-12

Marsh, Jenny.
Toiling and hoping.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1672.
Reel: M-12

Martell, Martha [pseud.?].
Second love.
New York, Putnam. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1673.
Reel: M-12

[Martin, Clara (Barnes)].
The story of Muff.
Portland [Me.] Short and Loring. 1868
Wright bibliography number 1674.
Reel: M-12

McLeod, Clara Nevada.
Then, and not 'til then.
New York, Authors' Pub. Association. c1897
Wright bibliography number 3537.
Reel: M-12

McLoughlin, Maurice Edmund.
The Gowanusians.
New York, Edmunds Pub. Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3538.
Reel: M-12

McMahon, Patrick Justin.
Philip; or, The Mollie's secret.
Philadelphia, H.L. Kilner & Co. c1891
Wright bibliography number 3539.
Reel: M-12

McMichael, William.
Konneautt Lake.
New York, W.B. Smith & Co. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 3541.
Reel: M-12

Moore, John McDermott.
The adventures of Tom Stapleton; or, 202 Broadway.
New York, W.F. Burgess. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1913.
Reel: M-12

Moore, John McDermott.
Lord Nial.
New York, J. Doyle. 1834
Wright bibliography number 1914.
Reel: M-12
Moreland Vale; or, The fair fugitive.
New York, Printed by L. Nichols for S. Campbell. 1801
Wright bibliography number 1915; By a lady...author of Henry Villars.
Reel: M-12

Morgan, Susan Rigby (Dallam).
The haunting shadow.
Baltimore, Cushing. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1917.
Reel: M-12

Morgan, Susan Rigby (Dallam).
The Polish orphan; or, Vicissitudes.
Baltimore, Armstrong & Berry. 1838
Wright bibliography number 1918.
Reel: M-12

Morgan, Susan Rigby (Dallam).
The Swiss heiress; or, The bride of destiny.
Baltimore, J. Robinson. 1836
Wright bibliography number 1919.
Reel: M-12

Morganiana; or, The wonderful life and terrible death of Morgan.
Boston, Printed and Pub. By the Proprietors, J.M. Goodwin. 1828
Wright bibliography number 1920; Written by himself.
Reel: M-12

Morris, George Pope.
The little Frenchman and his water lots, with other sketches of the times.
Philadelphia, Lea & Blanchard. 1839
Wright bibliography number 1921.
Reel: M-12

Morris, John B.
An original tale; Isabella of Brooke.
Pittsburgh, The Author. 1830
Wright bibliography number 1922.
Reel: M-12

The Masked lady of the White House; or, The Ku-Klux-Klan.
Philadelphia, C.W. Alexander. c1868
Wright bibliography number 1676.
Reel: M-13

Mason, Charles Welsh.
The rape of the Gamp.
New York, Harper. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1677.
Reel: M-13

Massett, Stephen C.
"Drifting about," or, What "Jeems Pipes of Pipesville" Saw-and-Did.
New York, Carleton. 1863
Wright bibliography number 1678.
Reel: M-13

Massett, Stephen C.
"Drifting about," or, What "Jeems Pipes of Pipesville" Saw-and-Did.
New York, Carleton. 1863
Wright bibliography number 1678.
Reel: M-13

The Match-girl; or, Life scenes as they are.
Philadelphia, W.W. Smith. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1680.
Reel: M-13

[Mathews, Albert].
Walter Ashwood.
New York, Rudd & Carleton. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1681; By Paul Siogvolk [pseud.].
Reel: M-13

[Mathews, Albert].
Walter Ashwood.
New York, Rudd & Carleton. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1681; By Paul Siogvolk [pseud.].
Reel: M-13

[Mathews, Julia A.].
Lily Huson; or, Early struggles 'midst continual hope.
New York, H. Long. [c1855]
Wright bibliography number 1683; By Alice Gray [pseud.].
Reel: M-13

McMichael, William.
The minister's daughter.
New York, W.B. Smith & Co. [c1881]
Wright bibliography number 3542.
Reel: M-13

McMillan, William F.
Zelda.
Wright bibliography number 3543.
Reel: M-13

McMinn, Edwin.
Nemorama the Nautchnee.
New York, Hunt & Eaton. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3544.
Reel: M-13

McMinn, Edwin.
Thrilling scenes in the Persian kingdom.
New York, Hunt & Eaton; Cincinnati, Cranston & Curtis. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3545.
Reel: M-13

[Mathenaughton, James].
The Anti-biled shirt club.
New York, Authors' Pub. Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 3546.
Reel: M-13
McNeill, Cora.
"Mizzoura."
Minneapolis, Mizzoura Pub. Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3547.
Reel: M-13

[McNeill, Nevada].
The banker and the typewriter.
New York, Dillingham. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3548.
Reel: M-13

Mortimer, Charlotte B.
Morton Montagu; or, A young Christian's choice.
New York, Appleton. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1923.
Reel: M-13

The Morton family.
Boston, J. Munroe. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1925; By a young lady.
Reel: M-13

Morton; a tale of the Revolution.
Cincinnati, Hatch, Nichols & Buxton. 1828
Wright bibliography number 1924.
Reel: M-13

[Motley, John Lothrop].
Merry-mount.
Boston, J. Munroe. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1926.
Reel: M-13

[Motley, John Lothrop].
Morton's hope; or, The memoirs of a provincial.
New York, Harper. 1839
Wright bibliography number 1927.
Reel: M-13

Murphy, Francis.
Tales of an evening.
Norristown [pa.] J. Winnard. 1815
Wright bibliography number 1928.
Reel: M-13

Murphy, John S.
The Somerby family.
Boston, T. Abbot. 1843
Wright bibliography number 1929.
Reel: M-13

Murray, W.W.
Isadore; or, The captives of the Norridgwocks.
Boston, J. Carrick. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1930.
Reel: M-13

[Macnie, John].
The Diothas; or, A far look ahead.
New York, Putnam. 1883
Wright bibliography number 3556; By Ismar Thiusen [pseud.].
Reel: M-14

Maturin, Edward.
Bianca.
New York, Harper. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1684.
Reel: M-14

Maxwell, Maria.
Ernest Grey; or, The sins of society.
New York, T.W. Strong. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1685.
Reel: M-14

Mayer, Nathan.
Differences.
Cincinnati, Bloch. 1867
Wright bibliography number 1686.
Reel: M-14

Mayfield, Cora [pseud.?].
Elmwood; or, Helen and Emma.
Boston, J. Munro. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1688.
Reel: M-14

[McNeill, Nevada].
The disagreeable man.
New York, Dillingham. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3549; By A.S.M. [pseud.].
Reel: M-14

[McNeill, Nevada].
La nouvelle femme.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3551; By A.S.M. [pseud.].
Reel: M-14

[McNeill, Nevada].
The red rose of Savannah.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1894
Wright bibliography number 3552; By A.S.M. [pseud.].
Reel: M-14

[McNeill, Nevada].
Rob Rockafellow.
New York, G.W. Dillingham, successor to G.W. Carleton & Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3553; By A. Mann [pseud.].
Reel: M-14

[McNeill, Nevada].
The yellow rose of New Orleans.
New York, Dillingham. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3554; By A.S.M. [pseud.].
Reel: M-14

McNeill, Orange.
A Jesuit of to-day.
New York, J.S. Tait & Sons. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 3555.
Reel: M-14
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Murray, W.W.
Robert and Jane; or, The village dressmaker, and the rejected son restored.
Lowell, H.P. Huntoon. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1931.
Reel: M-14

Myers, Peter Hamilton.
Ellen Welles: or, The siege of Fort Stanwix.
Rome, W.O. M'Clure. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1932.
Reel: M-14

Myers, Peter Hamilton.
The first of the Knickerbockers.
New York, Putnam. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1933.
Reel: M-14

Myers, Peter Hamilton.
The king of the Hurons.
New York, Putnam. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1935.
Reel: M-14

Myers, Peter Hamilton.
The young patroon: or, Christmas in 1690.
New York, Putnam. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1936.
Reel: M-14

The Mysteries of Nashua; or, Revenge punished and constancy rewarded.
Nashua, C.T. Gill. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1937.
Reel: M-14

Mysteries of New York.
Boston, Pub. At the "Yankee" Office. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1938.
Reel: M-14

Mysteries of Philadelphia; or, Scenes of real life in the Quaker City.
Philadelphia. 1848
Wright bibliography number 1939; by an old amateur.
Reel: M-14

Macon, John Alfred.
Uncle Gabe Tucker; or, Reflection, song, and sentiment in the quarters.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1883
Wright bibliography number 3559.
Reel: M-15

MacSherry, Howard.
Chums.
Jersey City, C.S. Clarke, Jr. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 3561.
Reel: M-15

Maddux, Berton J.
The veil withdrawn.
New York, Dillingham. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3564.
Reel: M-15

Madeira, F.V.B.
Justice will win; or, The trials and final triumphs of Arthur Steele.
Philadelphia, Sherman & Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 3565.
Reel: M-15

Mayo, William Starbuck.
Never again.
New York, Putnam. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1689.
Reel: M-15

Mayo, William Starbuck.
Romance dust from the historic placer.
New York, Putnam. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1690.
Reel: M-15

McNutt, Cyrus F.
Broken lives.
Chicago, T.S. Denison. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 3557.
Reel: M-15

McNutt, Cyrus F.
Broken lives.
Terre Haute, Ind., Morre & McNutt. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3558; [2d ed].
Reel: M-15

McRoberts, Walter.
Rounding Cape Horn, and other sea stories.
Peoria, Ill., H.S. Hill Printing Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3560.
Reel: M-15

McVickar, Henry Goelet.
The purple light of love.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3562.
Reel: M-15

McVittie, Joseph.
Vagor; or, Vicissitudes of a vagabond.
Albion, A.M. Eddy. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3563.
Reel: M-15

[Meaney, Mary L.]
The confessors of Connaught; or, The tenants of a Lord Bishop.
Philadelphia, P.F. Cunningham. 1865
Wright bibliography number 1691.
Reel: M-15
[Meaney, Mary L.].
Elinor Johnston...And Maurice and Genevieve; or, The orphan twins of Beauce.
Philadelphia, P.F. Cunningham. 1868
Wright bibliography number 1691A.
Reel: M-15

Meeker, Nathan Cook.
Life and adventures of Captain Jacob D. Armstrong.
New York, DeWitt and Davenport. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1693.
Reel: M-15

Madison, Marie.
The witch.
New Haven, Conn., New Haven Pub. Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3566.
Reel: M-16

Mag.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1878
Wright bibliography number 3567.
Reel: M-16

Magruder, Julia.
Across the chasm.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1885
Wright bibliography number 3570.
Reel: M-16

Magruder, Julia.
At anchor.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 3570.
Reel: M-16

Magruder, Julia.
A beautiful alien.
Boston, Richard G. Badger. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3571.
Reel: M-16

Magruder, Julia.
Dead selves.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3572.
Reel: M-16

Magruder, Julia.
A heaven-kissing hill.
Chicago and New York, H.S. Stone and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3573.
Reel: M-16

Magruder, Julia.
A magnificent plebeian.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3574.
Reel: M-16

Man abroad.
New York, G.W. Dillingham; [etc.]. 1887
Wright bibliography number 3594.
Reel: M-16

Meeker, Nathan Cook.
Life in the West; or, Stories of the Mississippi Valley.
New York, S.R. Wells. 1868
Wright bibliography number 1694.
Reel: M-16

Meline, Mary Miller.
Charteris.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1695.
Reel: M-16

Meline, Mary Miller.
In six months; or, The two friends.
Baltimore, Kelly, Piet. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1696.
Reel: M-16

Meline, Mary Miller.
The Montarges legacy.
Philadelphia, P.F. Cunningham. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1697; By Florence McCoomb [pseud.].
Reel: M-16

Melville, Herman.
The confidence-man.
New York, Dix, Edwards. 1857
Wright bibliography number 1699.
Reel: M-16

Melville, Herman.
Israel Potter.
New York, Putnam. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1700.
Reel: M-16

Macguire, Don.
The American adventurer.
New York, Trow's Printing and Bookbinding Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 3571.
Reel: M-17

Magruder, Julia.
A manifest destiny.
Wright bibliography number 3575.
Reel: M-17

Magruder, Julia.
Miss Ayr of Virginia, & other stories.
Chicago, H.S. Stone & Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 33576.
Reel: M-17

Magruder, Julia.
The Princess Sonia.
New York, The Century Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3577.
Reel: M-17
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Magruder, Julia.
A realized ideal.
Chicago & New York, H.S. Stone & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3578.
Reel: M-17

Magruder, Julia.
Struan.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3579.
Reel: M-17

Magruder, Julia.
The violet.
New York, London [etc.] Longmans, Green and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3580.
Reel: M-17

Maher, William H.
Drum taps.
Toledo, The Toledo Book Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3582.
Reel: M-17

Maher, William H.
A man of samples.
Toledo, Toledo Book Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 3583.
Reel: M-17

Melville, Herman.
Moby-Dick.
New York, Harper. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1701.
Reel: M-17

Melville, Herman.
The piazza tales.
New York, Dix, Edwards. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1702.
Reel: M-17

Melville, Herman.
Pierre. or, The ambiguities.
New York, Harper. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1703.
Reel: M-17

[Mendenhall, Mrs. V.L.].
The Greek slave.
San Francisco, A. Roman. 1867
Wright bibliography number 1704; By Ianthe [pseud.].
Reel: M-17

Mignonette, Minnie.
The armless sleeve.
New York, Manhattan Pub. Co. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1705.
Reel: M-17

Miles, George Henry.
The governess; or, The effects of good example.
Baltimore, Hedian & O'Brien. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1706; 1st stereotype ed.
Reel: M-17

Mahony, Mary G.
Marmaduke Denver, and other stories.
San Francisco, Women's Co-operative Printing Office. 1887
Wright bibliography number 3584.
Reel: M-17

Maitland, Christal V.
A woman's web.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co. [etc.]. 1884
Wright bibliography number 3585.
Reel: M-18

[Maitland, James].
Suppressed sensations: or, Leaves from the note book of a Chicago reporter.
Chicago, Rand, McNally. 1879
Wright bibliography number 3586.
Reel: M-18

Maitland, Roy.
One little Indian.
New York, The Authors' Pub. Co. [1879]
Wright bibliography number 3587.
Reel: M-18

[Major, Charles].
When knighthood was in flower; or, The love story of Charles Brandon and Mary Tudor, the king's sister.
Indianapolis and Kansas City, The Bowen-Merrill Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3588; By Edwin Caskoden [pseud.].
Reel: M-18

Makeever, [John] L.
The wandering Jew.
Osceola, Nebr., E.A. Walrath. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3589.
Reel: M-18

Malcolm, David.
A fiend incarnate.
New York, J.S. Tait & Sons. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 3590.
Reel: M-18

Malcolm, David.
Fifty thousand dollars ransom.
New York, J.S. Tait & Sons. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3591.
Reel: M-18

Mallow, Marsh [pseud.].
The woman did it.
Chicago, Chicago Legal News Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 3592.
Reel: M-18
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Wright Bibliography</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Miles, George Henry.</td>
<td>The Truce of God.</td>
<td>Baltimore, J. Murphy. 1871</td>
<td></td>
<td>1708.</td>
<td>M-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Millard, Lydia M.].</td>
<td>Olie: or, The old west room.</td>
<td>New York, Mason. 1855</td>
<td></td>
<td>1708A.</td>
<td>M-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Miller, Anna Cummings (Johnson)].</td>
<td>The myrtle wreath; or, Stray leaves recalled.</td>
<td>New York, Scribner. 1854</td>
<td></td>
<td>1709; By Minnie Myrtle [pseud.].</td>
<td>M-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milne, A.D.</td>
<td>Uncle Sam's farm fence.</td>
<td>New York, C. Shepard. 1854</td>
<td></td>
<td>1714.</td>
<td>M-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minister, Annie Maria [pseud.].</td>
<td>Glenelvan; or, The morning draweth nigh.</td>
<td>New York, A.B. Burdick. 1861</td>
<td></td>
<td>1715.</td>
<td>M-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss Coleson's narrative of her captivity among the Sioux Indians. Philadelphia, Barclay. 1864</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1717.</td>
<td>M-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss Jane Clark, the buried alive; or, The confessions of a suicide. Cincinnati, H.M. Rulison. [c1852]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1718.</td>
<td>M-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Winkfield.</td>
<td>New York, American News Co. 1866</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1719.</td>
<td>M-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;A Man's a man for a' that.&quot;.</td>
<td>New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1879</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3601.</td>
<td>M-20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Marean, Beatrice.
The tragedies of Oak Hurst.
Chicago, Donohue, Henneberry. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3602.
Reel: M-20

Marean, Beatrice.
Won at last.
Chicago, Donohue, Henneberry & Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3603.
Reel: M-20

Mark Twain’s Library of humor.
New York, C.L. Webster. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3604.
Reel: M-20

[Mitchell, Donald Grant].
Doctor Johns.
New York, Scribner. 1866
Wright bibliography number 1720.
Reel: M-20

[Mitchell, Donald Grant].
Dream life.
New York, Scribner. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1721; By Ik Marvel [pseud.].
Reel: M-20

[Mitchell, Donald Grant].
Fudge doings.
New York, Scribner. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1722; By Ik Marvel [pseud.].
Reel: M-20

[Mitchell, Donald Grant].
Seven stories, with basement and attic.
New York, Scribner. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1723.
Reel: M-20

[Mitchell, John].
Rachel Kell.
New York, M.W. Dodd. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1724.
Reel: M-20

Markell, Charles Frederick.
Ypiranga.
Baltimore, Printed by J. Murphy & Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3605.
Reel: M-21

Markoe, Ellis.
My lady’s heart.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3606.
Reel: M-21

Marr, Kate Thyson.
Bound by law.
New York, Dillingham. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3607.
Reel: M-21

Marr, Kate Thyson.
Confessions of a grass widow.
New York [etc.] London, F. Tennyson Neely Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 3608.
Reel: M-21

Married above her.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1884]
Wright bibliography number 3609; By a lady of New York.
Reel: M-21

Marsh, Charles Leonard.
A gentleman juror.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3610.
Reel: M-21

Mitchell, Walter.
Bryan Maurice; or, The seeker.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1867
Wright bibliography number 1725.
Reel: M-21

The Modern Niobe; or, Leoni Loudon.
Philadelphia, Barclay. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1726.
Reel: M-21

The Modern story-teller; or, The best stories of the best authors, now first collected.
New York, Putnam. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1727.
Reel: M-21

Modet, Helen.
Light.
New York, Appleton. 1863
Wright bibliography number 1728.
Reel: M-21

Monk [pseud.].
Going and son.
New York, Pub. for the Author, by The American News Co. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1729.
Reel: M-21

The Monk of the mountains; or, A description of the joys of Paradise.
Indianapolis, Downey & Brouse. 1866
Wright bibliography number 1729A; By the hermit himself.
Reel: M-21
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[Monmouth, Sarah Elizabeth (Harper)].
   Eventide: a series of tales and poems.
   Boston, Fetridge. 1854
   Wright bibliography number 1730; By Effie Afton [pseud.].
   Reel: M-22

Marsh, Charles Leonard.
   Opening the oyster.
   Chicago, A.C. McClurg and Co. 1889
   Wright bibliography number 3611.
   Reel: M-22

[Marsh, George C.].
   Lakeside cottage.
   Boston, J.H. Earle. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 3612.
   Reel: M-22

Marshall, B.
   Silver lining series, number two.
   San Francisco, W. Doxey. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 3613.
   Reel: M-22

Marshall, Luther.
   Thomas Boobig.
   Boston, Lee and Shepard. [c1895]
   Wright bibliography number 3614.
   Reel: M-22

Martin, Amarala (Arter).
   A feather's weight.
   New York, London, Chicago, F. Tennyson Neely. c1899
   Wright bibliography number 3615; (2d ed.).
   Reel: M-22

Martin, Amarala (Arter).
   Our uncle and aunt.
   Wright bibliography number 3616.
   Reel: M-22

Martin, Caroline.
   The Blue Ridge mystery.
   New York, R.L. Week Co. [c1879]
   Wright bibliography number 3617.
   Reel: M-22

Martin, Desiree.
   Les veilles d'une soeur; ou, Le destin d'un brin de mousses.
   Nouvelle-Orleans, Impr. Cosmopolite. 1877
   Wright bibliography number 3618.
   Reel: M-22

[Montan, Douglas C.].
   Redstick; or, Scenes in the South.
   Cincinnati, U.P. James. 1856
   Wright bibliography number 1732; By B.R. Montesano, Esq. [pseud.].
   Reel: M-22

Moore, David Albert.
   The age of progress; or, A panorama of time.
   New York, Sheldon, Blakeman. 1856
   Wright bibliography number 1733A.
   Reel: M-22

Moore, Emily H.
   A lost life.
   New York, G.W. Carleton. 1871
   Wright bibliography number 1734.
   Reel: M-22

Moore, Mrs. H.J.
   Anna Clayton; or, The mother's trial.
   Boston, J. French. 1855
   Wright bibliography number 1735; 2d ed.
   Reel: M-22

Moore, Mrs. H.J.
   The golden legacy.
   New York, Appleton. 1857
   Wright bibliography number 1736.
   Reel: M-22

Moore, Mrs. H.J.
   Wild Nell.
   New York, Sheldon. 1860
   Wright bibliography number 1737.
   Reel: M-22

Martin, Elizabeth Gilbert (Davis).
   Whom God hath joined.
   New York, H. Holt and Co. 1886
   Wright bibliography number 3619.
   Reel: M-23

Martin, Ellen.
   The feet of clay.
   New York, Brown & Derby. 1882
   Wright bibliography number 3620.
   Reel: M-23

Martin, Helen (Reimensnyder).
   The elusive Hildegard.
   New York, R.F. Fenno & Co. 1900
   Wright bibliography number 3621.
   Reel: M-23

Martin, Helen (Reimensnyder).
   Warren Hyde.
   New York, R.F. Fenno. [c1897]
   Wright bibliography number 3622.
   Reel: M-23

Martin, James M.
   Which way, sirs, the better?.
   Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 3623.
   Reel: M-23
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Marvin, Eula.
Beset on every side.
Rahway, N.J., W.L. Mershon. 1879
Wright bibliography number 3624.
Reel: M-23

Mason, Benjamin Franklin.
Scientific prospecting, and other short stories.
[Oakland, Calif.?], [1879?]
Wright bibliography number 3625.
Reel: M-23

Mason, Benjamin Franklin.
Through war to peace.
Wright bibliography number 3626.
Reel: M-23

Moos, Herman M.
Carrie Harrington.
Cincinnati, Block. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1739.
Reel: M-23

Moos, Herman M.
Hannah; or, A glimpse of Paradise.
Cincinnati, Literary Eclectic Pub. House. [c1868]
Wright bibliography number 1740.
Reel: M-23

Moreford, Henry.
The coward.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 1741.
Reel: M-23

Moreford, Henry.
The days of Shoddy.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1863]
Wright bibliography number 1742.
Reel: M-23

Mason, Caroline (Atwater).
The minister of Carthage.
Wright bibliography number 3628.
Reel: M-24

Mason, Caroline (Atwater).
A minister of the world.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph and Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 3629.
Reel: M-24

Mason, Caroline (Atwater).
A wind flower.
Philadelphia, A.F. Rowland. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 3630.
Reel: M-24

Mason, Caroline (Atwater).
A woman of yesterday.
New York, Doubleday, Page & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3631.
Reel: M-24

Mason, Eveleen Laura.
An episode in the doings of the dualized.
[Boston, Press of Fish & Libby]. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3632.
Reel: M-24

Mason, Eveleen Laura.
Hiero-salem.
Boston, J.G. Cupples Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 3633.
Reel: M-24

[Mason, Fanny Witherspoon].
Daddy Dave.
New York, Funk & Wagnalls. 1886
Wright bibliography number 3634; By Mary Frances [pseud.]
Reel: M-24

[Mason, James Frederick].
Cupid's game with hearts.
San Francisco, Dodge Book and Stationery Co. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 3636.
Reel: M-24

Mason, Mrs. James.
All about Edith.
Troy, H.B. Nims & Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 3635.
Reel: M-24

Mason, Mrs. James.
John Jasper's secret.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 1743.
Reel: M-24

Mason, Mrs. James.
Shoulder-straips.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1863]
Wright bibliography number 1744.
Reel: M-24
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Biblio Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Moreford, Henry</td>
<td>Spree and splashes; or, Droll recollections of town and country.</td>
<td>New York, Carleton. 1863</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1745</td>
<td>Reel M-24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreford, Henry</td>
<td>Turned from the door.</td>
<td>New York, American News Co. 1869</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1746</td>
<td>Reel M-24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan, Nathan Denison</td>
<td>George Cardwell; or, A month in a country parish.</td>
<td>New York, Dana. 1856</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1749</td>
<td>Reel M-24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Morris, James W.].</td>
<td>K.N. Pepper, and other condirments put up for general use.</td>
<td>New York, Rudd &amp; Carleton. 1859</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1750; By Jacques Maurice [pseud.].</td>
<td>Reel M-24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris, Robert</td>
<td>The faithful slave.</td>
<td>Boston, Dodge's Literary Museum. 1853</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1751</td>
<td>Reel M-24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris, Robert</td>
<td>Life in the triangle; or, Freemasonry at the present time.</td>
<td>Louisville, J.F. Brennan. 1854</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1752</td>
<td>Reel M-24</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mason, Mary Murdoch</td>
<td>Mae Madden.</td>
<td>Chicago, Jansen, McClurg &amp; Co. 1876</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 3637</td>
<td>Reel M-25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masterson, Kate</td>
<td>The dobleys.</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham. [c1900]</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 3638</td>
<td>Reel M-25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mather, Fred</td>
<td>In the Louisiana lowlands... and other tales.</td>
<td>New York, Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 1900</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 3639</td>
<td>Reel M-25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathews, Frances Aymar</td>
<td>His way and her will.</td>
<td>Chicago, New York [etc.] Belford, Clarke &amp; Co. 1888</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 3841</td>
<td>Reel M-25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathews, Frances Aymar</td>
<td>The New Yorkers and other people.</td>
<td>New York, G.A.S. Wiener. 1900</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 3643</td>
<td>Reel M-25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris, Robert</td>
<td>The lights and shadows of Freemasonry.</td>
<td>Louisville, J.F. Brennan, for the Author. 1853</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1754; 5th ed.</td>
<td>Reel M-25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morris, Robert</td>
<td>Tales of Masonic life.</td>
<td>Louisville, Morris &amp; Monsarrat. 1860</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1755</td>
<td>Reel M-25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortimer, Charlotte B.</td>
<td>Marrying by lot.</td>
<td>New York, Putnam. 1868</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1756</td>
<td>Reel M-25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morton, Arthur</td>
<td>The ducal coronet; or, The heir and the usurper.</td>
<td>New York, S. French. [n.d.]</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1757</td>
<td>Reel M-25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Mother rewarded and the son reclaimed.</td>
<td>Portland [Me.] W. Hyde. 1851</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1758</td>
<td>Reel M-25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Moulton, Louise (Chandler).
Juno Clifford.
New York, Appleton. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1759.
Reel: M-25

Matson, Nehemiah.
Raconter.
Chicago, G.K. Hazlitt & Co. Printers. 1882
Wright bibliography number 3644.
Reel: M-26

Matthews, Brander.
The action and the word.
Wright bibliography number 3645.
Reel: M-26

Matthews, Brander.
A confident tomorrow.
Wright bibliography number 3646.
Reel: M-26

Matthews, Brander.
A family tree, and other stories.
New York, Longmans, Green & Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3647.
Reel: M-26

Matthews, Brander.
His father's son.
New York, Harper. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3648.
Reel: M-26

Matthews, Brander.
In partnership; studies in story-telling.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1884
Wright bibliography number 3649; By Brander Matthews and H.C. Bunner.
Reel: M-26

Matthews, Brander.
In the vestibule limited.
New York, Harper. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3650.
Reel: M-26

Matthews, Brander.
The last meeting.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1885
Wright bibliography number 3651.
Reel: M-26

Matthews, Brander.
Outlines in local color.
Wright bibliography number 3652.
Reel: M-26

Moulton, Louise (Chandler).
My third book.
New York, Harper. 1859
Wright bibliography number 1760.
Reel: M-26

Moulton, Louise (Chandler).
Some women's hearts.
Boston, Roberts. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1761.
Reel: M-26

Moulton, Louise (Chandler).
This, that, and the other.
Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1762.
Reel: M-26

Mountford, William.
Thorpe, a quiet English town.
Boston, Ticknor, Reed and Fields. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1763.
Reel: M-26

Munn, B.T.
Love on the wing.
Boston, F.H. Fuller. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1763A; By Charles March [pseud.].
Reel: M-26

Matthews, Brander.
The royal marine.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3653.
Reel: M-27

Matthews, Brander.
A secret of the sea, &c.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1886
Wright bibliography number 3654.
Reel: M-27

Matthews, Brander.
The story of a story, and other stories.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3655.
Reel: M-27

Matthews, Brander.
A tale of twenty-five hours.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3656; By Brander Matthews and George H. Jessop.
Reel: M-27

Matthews, Brander.
Tales of fantasy and fact.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3657.
Reel: M-27
Matthews, Brander.
  Vignettes of Manhattan.
  New York, Harper & Bros. 1894
  Wright bibliography number 3658.
  Reel: M-27

Matthews, Brander.
  With my friends; tales told in partnership.
  New York, Longmans, Green, & Co. 1891
  Wright bibliography number 3659.
  Reel: M-27

Matthews, Sue Froman.
  A beggar's story.
  New York, Chicago [etc.] F.H. Revell Co. [c1894]
  Wright bibliography number 3660.
  Reel: M-27

Matthews, Sue Froman.
  Sic vita est. (Such is life).
  New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1896
  Wright bibliography number 3661.
  Reel: M-27

Matthews, Victoria (Earle).
  Aunt Lindy.
  New York. 1893
  Wright bibliography number 3662.
  Reel: M-27

Mavericks: short stories rounded up, by Puck's authors.
  New York, Puck. 1892
  Wright bibliography number 3663.
  Reel: M-27

Murdoch, David.
  The Dutch dominie of the Catskills; or, The times of the "Bloody Brandt."
  New York, Derby & Jackson. 1861
  Wright bibliography number 1764.
  Reel: M-27

Murphy, Rosalie (Miller).
  Destiny; or, Life as it is.
  New York, M. Doolady. 1867
  Wright bibliography number 1765.
  Reel: M-27

Murray, William Henry Harrison.
  Adventures in the wilderness; or, Camplife in the Adirondacks.
  Boston, Fields, Osgood. 1869
  Wright bibliography number 1766.
  Reel: M-27

Murray, William Henry Harrison.
  Deacons.
  Boston, H.L. Shepard. 1875
  Wright bibliography number 1767.
  Reel: M-27

The Museum of perilous adventures and daring exploits.
  New York, G. & F. Bill. 1858
  Wright bibliography number 1768.
  Reel: M-27

My confession; the story of a woman's life, and other tales.
  New York, J.C. Derby. 1855
  Wright bibliography number 1769.
  Reel: M-27

Maxwell, Ellen (Blackmar).
  The bishop's conversion.
  New York, Hunt & Eaton; Cincinnati, Cranston & Curts. 1892
  Wright bibliography number 3664.
  Reel: M-28

Maxwell, Ellen (Blackmar).
  Three old maids in Hawaii.
  New York, Eaton & Mains; Cincinnati, Curts & Jennings. 1896
  Wright bibliography number 3665.
  Reel: M-28

Maxwell, Ellen (Blackmar).
  The way of fire.
  New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1897
  Wright bibliography number 3666.
  Reel: M-28

May, Thomas P.
  The earl of Mayfield.
  Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1879]
  Wright bibliography number 3677.
  Reel: M-28

May, Thomas P.
  Illan Yenrutt.
  New Orleans, New Orleans Democrat Office. 1880
  Wright bibliography number 3668.
  Reel: M-28

May, Thomas P.
  A prince of Breffny.
  Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1881]
  Wright bibliography number 3669.
  Reel: M-28

Mayer, Orlando B.
  Mallodoce.
  Richmond, Everett Waddey Co. 1891
  Wright bibliography number 3670; By O.B. Mayer and John A. Chapman.
  Reel: M-28

Myers, Peter Hamilton.
  Bell Brandon.
  Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1851]
  Wright bibliography number 1771.
  Reel: M-28
Myers, Peter Hamilton.
The emigrant squire.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1853]
Wright bibliography number 1772.
Reel: M-28

Myers, Peter Hamilton.
The miser's heir; or, The young millionaire.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 1773.
Reel: M-28

Myers, Peter Hamilton.
The prisoner of the border.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1857
Wright bibliography number 1774.
Reel: M-28

Myself.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1775.
Reel: M-28

The Mysteries and miseries of San Francisco.
New York, Garrett. [c1853]
Wright bibliography number 1776; By a Californian.
Reel: M-28

Mysteries of crime as sown in remarkable capital trials.
Boston, S. Walker. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1777; By a member of the Massachusetts Bar.
Reel: M-28

Maynard, Cora.
The letter and the spirit.
New York, Stokes. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3671.
Reel: M-29

Maynard, Cora.
Some modern heretics.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3672.
Reel: M-29

Mayo, Joseph.
Woodbourne.
Baltimore, Baltimore Pub. Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 3673.
Reel: M-29

Mead, Leon.
The bow-legged ghost, and other stories.
New York, Akron, O. [etc.] The Werner Co. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 3674.
Reel: M-29

Mead, Lucia True (Ames).
Memoiros of a millionaire.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3675.
Reel: M-29

[Means, Celina Eliza].
Thirty-four years.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1878
Wright bibliography number 3676; By John Marchmont [pseud.].
Reel: M-30

Meany, J.L.
The lovers; or, Cupid in Ireland.
[Havana, Ill., Democrat Power Printing House]. c1891
Wright bibliography number 3677.
Reel: M-30

Mears, Mary Martha.
Emma Lou.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3678.
Reel: M-30

Mecracken, Sara L.
Elise Ainslie.
Springfield, Mass., Star Pub. Co. c1885
Wright bibliography number 3679.
Reel: M-30

[Meeker, Nellie J.].
Beverly Osgood; or, When the great city is awake.
New York, Dillingham. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3681; By Jane Valentine [pseud.].
Reel: M-30

[Meeker, Nellie J.].
The old stone house.
St. Louis, St. Louis News Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 3682; By Jane Valentine [pseud.].
Reel: M-30

[Meeker, Nellie J.].
Time's scythe.
New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 3683; By Jane Valentine [pseud.].
Reel: M-30

Meekins, Lynn Roby.
The Robb's Island wreck, and other stories.
Chicago and Cambridge, Stone and Kimball. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3684.
Reel: M-30

Meekins, Lynn Roby.
Some of our people.
Baltimore, Williams & Wilkins Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3685.
Reel: M-31

Meissner, Sophie (Radford) de.
A Tcherkesse prince.
Boston, De Wolfe, Fiske & Co. c1892
Wright bibliography number 3686.
Reel: M-31
Meissner, Sophie (Radford) de.
The terrace of Mon Desir.
Boston, Cupples, Upham and Co. c1886
Wright bibliography number 3687.
Reel: M-31

Meloy, William T.
Lucile Vernon; or, The church at Lasnington.
Chicago, Donohue, Henneberry & Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3688; 3d ed.
Reel: M-31

[Mendenhall, Benoni].
Married the wrong man!.
[Dallas City, Ill.]; [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 3689.
Reel: M-31

Mercier, Alfred.
La fille du pretre.
Nouvelle-Orleans, Imprimerie Cosmopolite. 1877
Wright bibliography number 3690.
Reel: M-31

Mercier, Alfred.
L'habitation Saint-Ybars; ou, maîtres et esclaves en Louisiane.
Nouvelle-Orleans, Imprimerie Franco-Americaine. 1881
Wright bibliography number 3691.
Reel: M-31

Mercier, Alfred.
Johnelle.
Nouvelle-Orleans, E. Antoine. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3692.
Reel: M-31

Mercier, Alfred.
Lidia.
Nouvelle-Orleans, Imprimerie Franco-Americaine d'E. Antoine. 1887
Wright bibliography number 3693.
Reel: M-32

Meredith, Harry.
King alcohol.
New York. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3694.
Reel: M-32

Meredith, Katharine Mary Cheever.
Drumsticks.
New York [etc.] The Transatlantic Pub. Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 3695.
Reel: M-32

Meredith, Katharine Mary Cheever.
Green gates.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3696.
Reel: M-32

Meredith, Katharine Mary Cheever.
Sketches from truth.
New York, Nocton. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3697; By Johanna Staats [pseud.]
Reel: M-32

Meredith, William T.
Not of her father's race.
New York, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 3698.
Reel: M-32

Meredith, Y.B.
Point Prominence.
Cincinnati, Walden & Stowe; New York, Phillips & Hunt. 1883
Wright bibliography number 3699.
Reel: M-32

Meriwether, Elizabeth (Avery).
Black and white.
New York, E.J. Hale & Son. 1883
Wright bibliography number 3700.
Reel: M-32

Meriwether, Elizabeth (Avery).
The master of Red Leaf.
New York, E. J. Hale & Son. 1880
Wright bibliography number 3701.
Reel: M-32

Meriwether, Lee.
A lord's courtship.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 3702.
Reel: M-33

Meriwether, Lee.
Miss. Chunk.
St. Louis, Walter Vrooman. [1897]
Wright bibliography number 3703.
Reel: M-33

Merrill, Albert Adams.
The great awakening.
Boston, George Book Pub. Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3704.
Reel: M-33

[Merrill, James Milford].
Forced apart; or, Exiled by fate.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. c1886
Wright bibliography number 3705; By Morris Redwing [pseud.]
Reel: M-33

[Merrill, James Milford].
Tracked to death; or, Eagle Gray, the Western detective.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. c1886
Wright bibliography number 3706; By Morris Redwing [pseud.]
Reel: M-33
Merron, Eleanor.
   As the wind blows.
   New York, Lovell, Coryell & Co. [c1895]
   Wright bibliography number 3707.
   Reel: M-33

Merwin, Samuel.
   The short line war, by Merwin-Webster.
   Wright bibliography number 3708.
   Reel: M-33

Metcalfe, W.H.
   A summer in Oldport Harbor.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 3709.
   Reel: M-33

Metcalfe, James Stetson.
   Mythology for moderns.
   New York, Life Pub. Co. 1899
   Wright bibliography number 3710.
   Reel: M-34

[Meyer, Annie (Nathan)].
   Helen Brent.
   New York, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1892]
   Wright bibliography number 3711.
   Reel: M-34

[Meyer, George Homer].
   Almirante.
   San Francisco, W.M. Hinton & Co. 1890
   Wright bibliography number 3712.
   Reel: M-34

Meyer, Lucy Jane (Rider).
   Deaconess stories.
   Chicago, Hope Pub. Co. [c1900]
   Wright bibliography number 3713.
   Reel: M-34

Meyers, Robert Cornelius V.
   The Colonel's Christmas morning, and other stories.
   Philadelphia, Franklin Book Co. 1900
   Wright bibliography number 3714.
   Reel: M-34

Meyers, Robert Cornelius V.
   Miss Margery's roses.
   Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1879]
   Wright bibliography number 3715.
   Reel: M-34

Meynardie, Florella.
   Amy Oakly; or, The reign of the carpetbagger.
   Charleston, Walker, Evans & Cogswell, Printers. 1879
   Wright bibliography number 3716.
   Reel: M-34

Michaelis, Richard C.
   Locking further forward.
   [Chicago, Rand McNally]. c1890
   Wright bibliography number 3717.
   Reel: M-34

Michaels, Janie Chase.
   A natural sequence.
   Bangor, Me., C.H. Glass. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 3718.
   Reel: M-34

Michels, Nicholas.
   The godhood of man.
   Chicago, The Author. 1899
   Wright bibliography number 3719; By Nicolai Mikalowitch.
   Reel: M-34

Michels, Nicholas.
   Numa's vision.
   Chicago, The Author. [c1899]
   Wright bibliography number 3720; By Nicolai Mikalowitch.
   Reel: M-34

Mighels, Ella Sterling (Clark).
   The little mountain princess.
   Boston, Loring Pub. [c1880]
   Wright bibliography number 3721; By Ella S. Cummins [pseud.].
   Reel: M-35

Mighels, Philip Verrill.
   Nella.
   New York, R.F. Fenns. [c1900]
   Wright bibliography number 3722.
   Reel: M-35

Mildred, E.W.
   The ghost-house; or, The story of Rose Lichen.
   [New York, A.D. Randolph & Co.]. 1893
   Wright bibliography number 3723.
   Reel: M-35

Miles, Austin.
   About my Father's business.
   New York, Mershon Co. [c1900]
   Wright bibliography number 3724.
   Reel: M-35

Millard, Bailey.
   A pretty bandit.
   New York, The Eskdale Press. [c1897]
   Wright bibliography number 3724.
   Reel: M-35

[Millard, Sarah M.].
   M. of B. (Mauraders of Bangstown).
   Council Bluffs, Ia., The Author. [c1893]
   Wright bibliography number 3726.
   Reel: M-35
Miller, Mrs. Alexander McVeigh.
A dreadful temptation.
New York, International Book Co. [c1883]
Wright bibliography number 3727.
Reel: M-35

Miller, Mrs. Alexander McVeigh.
Nina's peril.
New York, United States Book Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 3728.
Reel: M-35

Miller, Annie (Jeness).
Barbara Thayer.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T.
Dillingham. 1884
Wright bibliography number 3729.
Reel: M-36

Miller, Annie (Jeness).
The philosopher of Driftwood.
Washington, D.C., J. Miller Pub. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3730.
Reel: M-36

Miller, Bella M.
Veni! Vidi! ----?
Columbus, Hann & Adair. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 3731.
Reel: M-36

Miller, Emily Clark (Huntington).
The parish of Fair Haven.
Chicago, Union Book Concern. 1876
Wright bibliography number 3732.
Reel: M-36

Miller, George Ernest.
Luxilla.
[Mobile, Ala.], c1885
Wright bibliography number 3733.
Reel: M-36

Miller, George Ernest.
Mobilia.
[Mobile, Ala.], c1886
Wright bibliography number 3734.
Reel: M-36

[Miller, George Noyes].
The strike of a sex.
New York, Wesnages Printing House. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3735; 4th ed.
Reel: M-36

Miller, Gustavus Hindman.
Is marriage a failure?.
Chattanooga, Tenn., Republican Printing Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3736.
Reel: M-36

Miller, Joaquin.
The building of the city beautiful.
Cambridge & Chicago, Stone & Kimball. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3737.
Reel: M-36

Miller, Joaquin.
The destruction of Gotham.
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls. 1886
Wright bibliography number 3738.
Reel: M-36

Miller, Joaquin.
First families of the Sierras.
Chicago, Jansen, McClurg & Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 3739.
Reel: M-36

Miller, Joaquin.
'49, the gold-seeker of the Sierras.
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls. 1884
Wright bibliography number 3740.
Reel: M-37

Miller, Joaquin.
The one fair woman.
London, Chapman and Hall. 1876
Wright bibliography number 3741.
Reel: M-37

Miller, Joaquin.
Shadows of Shasta.
Chicago, Jansen, McClurg & Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 3742.
Reel: M-37

[Miller, L.A.].
The life of a tramp and a trip through hell.
Jacksonville, Fla., C.S. Warnock. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3743; By Peter Blum
[pseud. of L.A. Miller and C.V. Goolsby].
Reel: M-37

Miller, Lucy Henry.
Ash-Wednesday; or, Society's ban.
Richmond, Va., Patrick Keenan. 1882
Wright bibliography number 3744.
Reel: M-37

Miller, Martha Carolyne (Keller).
The fair enchantress; or, How she won men's hearts.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1883]
Wright bibliography number 3745.
Reel: M-37

Miller, Minnie (Willis) Baines.
His cousin, the doctor.
Cincinnati, Cranston & Stowe; New York, Hunt & Eaton. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3746.
Reel: M-37
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Miller, Minnie (Willis) Baines.
Mrs. Cherry's sister; or, Christian science at Fairfax.
Cincinnati, Jennings & Pye; New York, Eaton & Mains. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 3747.
Reel: M-37

Miller, Minnie (Willis) Baines.
The silent land.
Cincinnati, Cranston & Stowe; New York, Hunt & Eaton. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3748.
Reel: M-38

Miller, Sallie Branch.
"Zeph."
Lynchburg, Va., J.P. Bell Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3749.
Reel: M-38

Miller, William Amos.
The sovereign guide.
Los Angeles, G. Rice & Sons. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3750.
Reel: M-38

Millet, Francis Davis.
A capillary crime and other stories.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3751.
Reel: M-38

Mills, Estella J.
Storm--swept; or, Saved to serve.
Boston, J.H. Earle. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3752.
Reel: M-38

Mills, S.M.
Palm branches.
[Sandusky, Register Steam Press]. 1878
Wright bibliography number 3753.
Reel: M-38

Mills, Willis.
Scarlet, or white?.
New York, Authors' Pub. Association. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 3754.
Reel: M-38

Milne, Frances Margaret (Tener).
Heliotrope. And other sketches.
San Francisco, Star Pub. Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3755.
Reel: M-38

[Minor, Kate Pleasants].
From Dixie. Original articles contributed by southern writers.
Richmond, West, Johnston & Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3756.
Reel: M-38

Minor, Thomas Chalmers.
Athothis.
Cincinnati, R. Clarke. 1887
Wright bibliography number 3757.
Reel: M-38

Minor, Thomas Chalmers.
Her ladyship.
Cincinnati, P.G. Thomson. 1880
Wright bibliography number 3758.
Reel: M-38

[Minot, Robert Sedgwick].
The dead speak.
Boston, A. Mudge & Son, Printers. 1881
Wright bibliography number 3759.
Reel: M-39

Minton, Maurice Meyer.
Country lanes and city pavements.
New York, Circulated through the American News Co. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 3760.
Reel: M-39

Mitchel, Frederic Augustus.
Chattanooga.
New York, American News Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 3763; 3d ed.
Reel: M-39

Mitchel, Frederic Augustus.
Chickamauga.
New York, The Star Book Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 3764.
Reel: M-39

Mitchel, Frederic Augustus.
Sweet revenge.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3765.
Reel: M-39

Mitchel, Frederic Augustus.
The twenty million ransom.
New York, The "Journalist.". 1890
Wright bibliography number 3766.
Reel: M-39

[Mitchell, George Depul].
"1999."
Wellsboro, Pa., Republican Advocate. 1887
Wright bibliography number 3767; By the joint eds., Lamb-Grevy [pseud. of G.D. Mitchell and Hugh Carlyle Young].
Reel: M-39

Mr. Ghim's dream.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1878
Wright bibliography number 3761.
Reel: M-39
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Mrs. Druse’s case, and Maggie Houghtaling.
Philadelphia, Old Franklin Pub. House. c1887
Wright bibliography number 3762.
Reel: M-39

Mitchell, John Ames.
Amos Judd.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3769.
Reel: M-40

Mitchell, John Ames.
Gloria victis.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3769.
Reel: M-40

Mitchell, John Ames.
The last American.
New York, F.A. Stokes & Bro. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3770.
Reel: M-40

Mitchell, John Ames.
Life's fairy tales.
New York, F.A. Stokes Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3771.
Reel: M-40

Mitchell, John Ames.
On the mesa.
Washington, Will A. Page. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3773.
Reel: M-40

Mitchell, John Ames.
That first affair, and other sketches.
New York, Scribner. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3772.
Reel: M-40

Mitchell, Laisdell.
Colonel.
Philadelphia, A.J. Rowlands. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3774.
Reel: M-40

Mitchell, Langdon Elwyn.
Love in the backwoods: Two Mormons from Muddlety, Alfred's wife.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3775.
Reel: M-40

Mitchell, Silas Weir.
The adventures of Francois.
New York, Century. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3776.
Reel: M-40

Mitchell, Silas Weir.
The autobiography of a quack and The case of George Dedlow.
New York, Century Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3777.
Reel: M-40

Mitchell, Silas Weir.
Characteristics.
New York, Century Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3778.
Reel: M-40

Mitchell, Silas Weir.
Dr. North and his friends.
New York, Century Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3779.
Reel: M-41

Mitchell, Silas Weir.
Far in the forest.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3780.
Reel: M-41

Mitchell, Silas Weir.
Hephzibah Guinness; Thee and you; and A draft on the bank of Spain.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 3781.
Reel: M-41

Mitchell, Silas Weir.
Hugh Wynne.
New York, Century Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3782; 25th thousand.
Reel: M-41

Mitchell, Silas Weir.
In war time.
Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 3783.
Reel: M-41

Mitchell, Silas Weir.
A Madeira party.
New York, Century. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3784.
Reel: M-42

Mitchell, Silas Weir.
Roland Blake.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 3785.
Reel: M-42

Mitchell, Silas Weir.
When all the woods are green.
New York, Century Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3786.
Reel: M-42
Mitchell, Walter.
Two strings to his bow.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3787.
Reel: M-42

Mitchell, Willis.
The inhabitants of Mrs.
Malden [Mass.] C.E. Spofford & Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3788.
Reel: M-42

Mize, W.H.
Gold, grace and glory.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3789.
Reel: M-42

Moffett, Cleveland.
True detective stories from the archives of the Pinkertons.
New York, Doubleday & McClure Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3790.
Reel: M-42

The Monarch philanthropist.
San Francisco, Cubery & Co., Printers. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3791.
Reel: M-42

Monroe, Anne Shannon.
Eugene Norton.
Chicago, Rand, McNally. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 3792.
Reel: M-43

Monroe, Harriet (Earhart).
Pasty thirty.
Philadelphia, For the Author. 1879
Wright bibliography number 3793.
Reel: M-43

Montague, Charles Howard.
The Countess Muta.
New York, Belford Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 3794.
Reel: M-43

Montague, Charles Howard.
The doctor's mistake; or, What Myrta saw.
Boston, T. Downey, Jr. & Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3795; By Charles Howard Montague and Clement Milton Hammond.
Reel: M-43

Montague, Charles Howard.
The romance of Lilies.
Boston, W.I. Harris & Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 3796.
Reel: M-43

Montague, Charles Howard.
Two strokes of the bell.
Boston, W.I. Harris & Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 3797.
Reel: M-43

Montague, Charles Howard.
Written in red; or, The conspiracy in the North Case.
New York, Cassell. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 3798; By Charles Howard Montague and C.W. Dyar.
Reel: M-43

Montague, Murray.
A modern tragedy.
Hartford, S.W. Barrows & Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3799.
Reel: M-43

[Monteith, John].
Parson Brooks.
St. Louis, O.H.P. Applegate. 1884
Wright bibliography number 3800.
Reel: M-43

[Montgomery, A.B.].
The making of a millionaire.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3801.
Reel: M-43

[Monti, Luigi].
Adventures of a consul abroad.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1878
Wright bibliography number 3802; By Samuel Sampleton [pseud.]
Reel: M-44

[Monti, Luigi].
Leone.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 3803.
Reel: M-44

Moodey, Martha Livingston.
Alan Thorne.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 3804.
Reel: M-44

Moody, Edwin F.
Bob Rutherford and his wife.
Louisville, Ky., Printed for the Author, by J.P. Morton & Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3806.
Reel: M-44

Mooney, James.
A millionaire's folly; or, The beautiful unknown.
New York, Chicago, J.S. Ogilvie. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3807.
Reel: M-44
Mooney, James.
The trail of the barrow; or, The brother's revenge.
New York, Chicago, J.S. Ogilvie & Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3808.
Reel: M-44

[Moore, Aula].
A king's heart.
[Houston, Tex.]. c.1894
Wright bibliography number 3809; By Aula Eufaula [pseud.]
Reel: M-44

Moore, B.P.
Endura; or, Three generations.
San Francisco; Golden Era Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 3810.
Reel: M-45

Moore, David Albert.
How she won him; or, The bride of Charming Valley.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c.1879]
Wright bibliography number 3811.
Reel: M-45

Moore, Dudley Winthrop.
Time's ungentle tide.
New York, American News Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 3812.
Reel: M-45

Moore, H.H.
Ida Norton; or, Life at Chautauqua.
Jamestown, N.Y., M. Bailey. 1878
Wright bibliography number 3813.
Reel: M-45

Moore, Homer H.
Sickness as a profession.
New York, Phillips & Hunt; Cincinnati, Cranston & Stowe. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3814.
Reel: M-45

Moore, John Trotwood.
Songs and stories from Tennessee.
Chicago, J.C. Bauer. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3815.
Reel: M-45

Moore, John Wheeler.
The heirs of St. Kilda.
Raleigh, Edwards, Broughton. 1881
Wright bibliography number 3816.
Reel: M-45

Moore, M. Louise.
Al-Modad; or, Life scenes beyond the polar circumflex.
Shell Bank, Cameron Parish, La., M.L. Moore & M. Beauchamp. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3817.
Reel: M-46

Moore, Susan Teackle (Smith).
Ryle's open gate.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3818.
Reel: M-46

Moorehead, Warren King.
Wanneta.
New York, Dodd, Mead, and Co. [c.1890]
Wright bibliography number 3819.
Reel: M-46

Moran, Jeannie Wormley (Blackburn).
Miss Washington.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3820.
Reel: M-46

Moran, W.H.W.
From school-room to bar.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3821.
Reel: M-46

Morehouse, Julian Hunt.
Her own way.
Albany, D.R. Niver. 1885
Wright bibliography number 3823.
Reel: M-46

[Morehouse, Linden H.].
Biscuits and Dried Beef.
Milwaukee, Young Churchman Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3824.
Reel: M-46

Moretette, Edgar.
The Sturgis wager.
New York, F.A. Stokes Co. [c.1899]
Wright bibliography number 3825.
Reel: M-46

Moreford, Henry.
The spur of Monmouth; or, Washington in arms.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1876
Wright bibliography number 3826.
Reel: M-47

[Morgan, Carrie A.].
Mistaken paths.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 3827; By Herbert G. Dick [pseud.]
Reel: M-47

[Morgan, Carrie A.].
Sounding brass.
New York, American News Co. [c.1889]
Wright bibliography number 3828; By Herbert G. Dick [pseud.]
Reel: M-47
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Morgan, Emily Malbone.
The flight of the "Swallow.".
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. (Inc.). [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 3829.
Reel: M-47

Morgan, Emily Malbone.
A lady of the olden time.
Hartford, Belknap & Warfield. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 3830.
Reel: M-47

Morgan, Emily Malbone.
Madonnas of the smoke; or, Our "Mary's meadow."
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. (Inc.). [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 3831.
Reel: M-47

Morgan, Emily Malbone.
A poppy garden.
Hartford, Belknap & Warfield. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3832.
Reel: M-47

Morgan, Emily Malbone.
Prior Rahere's rose.
[New Haven, Pub. For the Benefit of the Building Fund of Christ Church]. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 3833.
Reel: M-47

Morgan, George.
John Littlejohn, of J. Philadelphia.
J.B. Lippincott Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3834.
Reel: M-47

Morgan, Henry.
Boston inside out!.
Boston, Shawmut Pub. Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 3835; 10th thousand, rev. and enl.
Reel: M-47

Morgan, Henry.
Boston inside out!.
Boston, Shawmut Pub. Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 3836; Twentieth thousand, rev. and enl. Seven chapters added.
Reel: M-48

Morgan, Henry.
The fallen priest.
Boston, Shawmut Pub. Co. c1883
Wright bibliography number 3837; 3d ed. 11 extra chapters.
Reel: M-48

Morgan, Sallie B.
Tahoe: or, Life in California.
Atlanta, J.P. Harrison & Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 3838.
Reel: M-48

[Morris, Bessie C.].
The lost key; or, The mysterious box.
Philadelphia, Grant, Faires & Rodgers, Printers. 1879
Wright bibliography number 3839; By Forfex et Hasta [pseuds.].
Reel: M-48

Morris, Clara.
A silent singer.
New York, Brentano's. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3840.
Reel: M-48

[Morris, Eugenia Laura (Tuttle)].
Aunt Billy, and other sketches.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1896
Wright bibliography number 3841; By Alyn Yates Keith [pseud.].
Reel: M-48

[Morris, Eugenia Laura (Tuttle)].
A Hilltop summer.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 3842; By Alyn Yates Keith [pseud.].
Reel: M-48

[Morris, Eugenia Laura (Tuttle)].
A spinster's leaflets.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3843; By Alyn Yates Keith [pseud.].
Reel: M-48

Morris, Henry O.
Waiting for the signal.
Chicago, The Schulte Pub. Co. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 3844.
Reel: M-49

Morris, Ramsay.
Crucify her!.
Wright bibliography number 3845.
Reel: M-49

[Morrison, Abraham Cressy].
Damon and Pythias.
[Milwaukee, King, Fowle & Co.], [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 3846.
Reel: M-49

Morrison, Henry Clay.
The two lawyers.
Louisville, Pentecostal Pub. Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3847; Eighth thousand.
Reel: M-49

Morrison, Mary Gray.
The sea-farers.
New York, Doubleday, Page. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3848.
Reel: M-49
Morrison, William A.
Josh Canzy's experience.
Boston, Barta Press. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3849.
Reel: M-49

Morrow, William Chambers.
The ape, the idiot & other people.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3850.
Reel: M-49

Morrow, William Chambers.
Blood-money.
San Francisco, F.J. Walker & Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 3851.
Reel: M-50

Morrow, William Chambers.
A man.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3852.
Reel: M-50

Morse, Clara Frances.
Blush roses.
New York, Harper. 1878
Wright bibliography number 3853.
Reel: M-50

Morse, Lucy (Gibbons).
Rachel Stanwood.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co.
1893
Wright bibliography number 3854.
Reel: M-50

[Morse, Paul].
Should women vote.
New York, P. Morse. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3855.
Reel: M-50

Mortimer, Charles.
Captain Antle, the sailor’s friend.
Boston, Damrell & Upham. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3856.
Reel: M-50

Morton, A.S.
Beyond the palaeocryptic sea; or, The legend of Halfjor.
Chicago, Privately Printed. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3857.
Reel: M-50

Morton, Frank.
Self-accused.
New York, Dillingham. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3858.
Reel: M-50

Morton, Mary A.
Abbie Saunders.
Fresno, The Author. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3859.
Reel: M-51

Morton, Oren Frederic.
Under the cottonwoods.
Morgantown, W.Va., The Acme Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3860.
Reel: M-51

Morton, S.S.
At the dawning.
Philadelphia, Keystone Pub. Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 3861.
Reel: M-51

Mott, Edward Harold.
The black Homer of Jimtown.
New York, Grosset & Dunlap. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3862.
Reel: M-51

Mott, Edward Harold.
The Old Settler and his tales of Sugar swamp.
Chicago, New York, Belford, Clarke & Co.; [etc.]. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3863.
Reel: M-51

Mott, Edward Harold.
The Old Settler, the Squire and Little Peleg.
New York, United States Book Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 3864.
Reel: M-51

Mott, Edward Harold.
Pike county folks.
New York, J.W. Lovell Co. [c1883]
Wright bibliography number 3865.
Reel: M-51

Moultan, Louise (Chandler).
Miss Eyre from Boston, and others.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3867.
Reel: M-52

Mouton, Eugenie.
Josephine Joseph.
Cincinnati, The Editor Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3868.
Reel: M-52

Muir, Olive Beatrice.
Thy name is woman.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3869.
Reel: M-52
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Muir, Olive Beatrice.
With malice toward none.
Chicago, Rand, McNally. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 3870.
Reel: M-52

Mulhern, Donald S.
Donald Stephenson’s reminiscences.
Wright bibliography number 3871.
Reel: M-52

Mumford, Gurdon S.
An island god.
New York, Printed for the Author. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3872.
Reel: M-52

[Munday, John William].
The lost canyon of the Toltecs.
Chicago, McClurg. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3873; By Charles Sumner Seeley [pseud.].
Reel: M-52

[Munday, John William].
The Spanish galleon.
Chicago, McClurg. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3874; By Charles Sumner Seeley [pseud.].
Reel: M-52

Mundo, Oto.
The recovered continent.
Columbus, The Harper-Osgood Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 3875.
Reel: M-53

Munford, George Wythe.
The two parsons; Cupid's sports; The dream; and The jewels of Virginia.
Richmond, J.D.K. Sleight. 1884
Wright bibliography number 3876.
Reel: M-53

Munkittrick, Richard Kendall.
Farming.
New York, Harper. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3877.
Reel: M-53

Munkittrick, Richard Kendall.
Some New Jersey Arabian Nights.
New York, Kepller & Schwarzmann. 1892
Wright bibliography number 3878.
Reel: M-53

Munn, B.T.
La petite belle; or, The life of an adventurer.
Skaneateles, N.Y. [Truair, Smith & Bruce, Printers]. 1877
Wright bibliography number 3879.
Reel: M-53

Munn, Charles Clark.
Pocket Island.
New York, The Abbey Press. [1900]
Wright bibliography number 3880; 2d ed.
Reel: M-53

Munn, Charles Clark.
Uncle Terry.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3881.
Reel: M-53

Munsey, Frank Andrew.
Derringforth.
New York, F.A. Munsey & Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3882.
Reel: M-54

Munsey, Frank Andrew.
A tragedy of errors.
New York, F.A. Munsey & Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3883.
Reel: M-54

The Murder of the Geogles and lynching of the fiend Synder, by the otherwise peaceable and law-abiding citizens of Bethlehem, Pa., and its vicinity.
Philadelphia, Barclay & Co. [c1881]
Wright bibliography number 3883a.
Reel: M-54

Murdock, W.N.
Third hand high.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1893
Wright bibliography number 3884.
Reel: M-54

Murfree, Fanny Noailles Dickinson.
Felicia.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3885.
Reel: M-54

[Murfree, Mary Noailles].
The bushwhackers, and other stories.
Chicago, & New York, H.S. Stone & Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3886; By Charles Egbert Craddock [pseud.].
Reel: M-54

[Murfree, Mary Noailles].
The despot of Broomsedge Cove.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3887; By Charles Egbert Craddock [pseud.].
Reel: M-55
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[Murfree, Mary Noailles].
His vanished star.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 3888; By Charles Egbert Craddock [pseud.].
Reel: M-55

[Murfree, Mary Noailles].
In the "Stranger people's" country.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1891
Wright bibliography number 3890; By Charles Egbert Craddock [pseud.].
Reel: M-55

[Murfree, Mary Noailles].
In the clouds.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 3889; By Charles Egbert Craddock [pseud.].
Reel: M-55

[Murfree, Mary Noailles].
The juggler.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 3892; By Charles Egbert Craddock [pseud.].
Reel: M-56

[Murfree, Mary Noailles].
The mystery of Witch-Face mountain, and other stories.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3893; By Charles Egbert Craddock [pseud.].
Reel: M-56

[Murfree, Mary Noailles].
The phantoms of the foot-bridge, and other stories.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3894; By Charles Egbert Craddock [pseud.].
Reel: M-56

[Murfree, Mary Noailles].
The prophet of the Great Smoky mountains.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 3895; By Charles Egbert Craddock [pseud.].
Reel: M-56

[Murfree, Mary Noailles].
The story of Keedon Bluffs.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3896; By Charles Egbert Craddock [pseud.].
Reel: M-56

[Murfree, Mary Noailles].
The story of Old Fort Loudon.
Wright bibliography number 3897; By Charles Egbert Craddock [pseud.].
Reel: M-56

[Murfree, Mary Noailles].
Where the battle was fought.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 3898; By Charles Egbert Craddock [pseud.].
Reel: M-57
Murray, William Henry Harrison.  
The doom of Mamelons.  
Philadelphia, Hubbard Bros. 1888  
Wright bibliography number 3907.  
Reel: M-58

Murray, William Henry Harrison.  
Holiday tales.  
[Springfield, Mass., Springfield Printing and Binding Col.], c1897  
Wright bibliography number 3908.  
Reel: M-58

Murray, William Henry Harrison.  
How Deacon Tubman and Parson Whitney kept New Year's, and other stories.  
St. Johnsbury, Vt., Caledonia County Pub. Co. 1887  
Wright bibliography number 3909.  
Reel: M-58

Murray, William Henry Harrison.  
How John Norton, the trapper, kept his Christmas.  
[St. Johnsbury, Vt., The Republican Print.] Author's Publication. c1885  
Wright bibliography number 3910.  
Reel: M-58

Murray, William Henry Harrison.  
John Norton's Thanksgiving party, and other stories.  
Boston, De Wolfe, Fiske. [c1886]  
Wright bibliography number 3911.  
Reel: M-58

Murray, William Henry Harrison.  
Mamelons, and Ungava.  
Boston, De Wolfe, Fiske & Co. [c1890]  
Wright bibliography number 3912.  
Reel: M-58

Murray, William Henry Harrison.  
The mystery of the woods, and The man who missed it.  
Boston, De Wolfe, Fiske & Co. [c1891]  
Wright bibliography number 3913.  
Reel: M-58

Murray, William Henry Harrison.  
The busted ex-Texan and other stories.  
Boston, De Wolfe, Fiske. 1890  
Wright bibliography number 3915.  
Reel: M-59

Musick, John Roy.  
Braddock.  
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls Co. 1893  
Wright bibliography number 3916.  
Reel: M-59

Musick, John Roy.  
A century too soon.  
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls Co. 1893  
Wright bibliography number 3917.  
Reel: M-59

Musick, John Roy.  
Columbia.  
New York, Worthington Co. 1892  
Wright bibliography number 3918.  
Reel: M-59

Musick, John Roy.  
Estevan.  
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls Co. 1892  
Wright bibliography number 3920.  
Reel: M-59

Musick, John Roy.  
Humbled pride.  
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls Co. 1893  
Wright bibliography number 3921.  
Reel: M-60

Musick, John Roy.  
Independence.  
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls Co. 1893  
Wright bibliography number 3922.  
Reel: M-60

Musick, John Roy.  
The Pilgrims.  
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls Co. 1893  
Wright bibliography number 3923.  
Reel: M-60

Musick, John Roy.  
Pocahontas.  
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls Co. 1893  
Wright bibliography number 3924.  
Reel: M-60

Musick, John Roy.  
Saint Augustine.  
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls Co. 1892  
Wright bibliography number 3925.  
Reel: M-60

Musick, John Roy.  
Sustained honor.  
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls Co. 1893  
Wright bibliography number 3926.  
Reel: M-61

Musick, John Roy.  
Union.  
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls Co. 1894  
Wright bibliography number 3927.  
Reel: M-61

Musick, John Roy.  
The witch of Salem; or, Credulity run mad.  
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls Co. 1893  
Wright bibliography number 3928.  
Reel: M-61

Musick, John Roy.  
My intimate enemy.  
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1878  
Wright bibliography number 3929.  
Reel: M-61
My mother-in-law.
Boston, Lockwood, Brooks. 1877
Wright bibliography number 3930.
Reel: M-61

Myers, George L.
Aboard "The American Duchess".
New York, Putnam. 1900
Wright bibliography number 3931.
Reel: M-61

The Mysterious crime at the Burleigh mansion, North Reading, Mass.
Philadelphia, Barclay & Co. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 3932.
Reel: M-61

Nack, James.
Earl Rupert, and other tales and poems.
New York, G. Adlard. 1839
Wright bibliography number 1940.
Reel: N-1

Nadal, Ehrman Syme.
Notes of a professional exile.
New York, The Century Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 3933.
Reel: N-1

Nahant; or, "The floure of Souvenance.".
Philadelphia, Carey and Lea. 1827
Wright bibliography number 1941.
Reel: N-1

Narrative and confessions of Lucretia P. Cannon.
New York, Printed for the Publishers. 1841
Wright bibliography number 1942.
Reel: N-1

Narrative of John Trust.
Alexandria, Va., J. Marriott Hill & Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 3935.
Reel: N-1

Nash, Willard Glover.
A century of gossip; or, The real and the seeming.
Chicago, W.B. Keen, Cook & Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 3936.
Reel: N-1

Naylor, James Ball.
Under Mad Anthony's banner.
Columbus, Ohio State Journal Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3937.
Reel: N-1

Neal, John.
Authorship.
Boston, Gray and Bowen. 1830
Wright bibliography number 1943.
Reel: N-1

Neal, John.
The Down-Easters.
New York, Harper. 1833
Wright bibliography number 1944.
Reel: N-1

Neal, John.
Errata; or, The works of Will Adams.
New York, Pub. For the Proprietors. 1823
Wright bibliography number 1945.
Reel: N-1

Neal, John.
Keep cool.
Baltimore, J. Cushing. 1817
Wright bibliography number 1946.
Reel: N-1

Neal, John.
Logan.
Philadelphia, Carey & Lea. 1822
Wright bibliography number 1947.
Reel: N-1

Neal, John.
True womanhood.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1859
Wright bibliography number 1779.
Reel: N-1

Neddam, Elizabeth Annable.
Mrs. Whilling's faith cure.
Boston, Bradley & Woodruff. c1891
Wright bibliography number 3938.
Reel: N-1

Needham, George Carter.
Father Flynn.
New York, J.A. O'Connor. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 3939.
Reel: N-1

Needham, W.P.
The house of Graydon.
Richmond, Ind., M. Cullaton & Co., Printers. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3940.
Reel: N-1

Neighborly love, and Margaret Lawrence.
Boston, D. Lothrop. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1781.
Reel: N-1

Nelson, Alice Ruth (Moore) Dunbar.
The goodness of St. Rocque, and other stories.
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 3941.
Reel: N-1

[Nelson, Augusta R.].
The prize essay, and The mitherless bairn.
St. Louis, G. Knapp. 1857
Wright bibliography number 1782; By Roswytha [pseud.].
Nelson, Henry Loomis.
   John Rantoul.
   Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1885
   Wright bibliography number 3942.
   Reel: N-1

   Nepenthe.
   New York, Carleton. 1864
   Wright bibliography number 1783; By the author of
   "Olie."
   Reel: N-1

Neville, Laurence.
   Edith Allen; or, Sketches of life in Virginia.
   Richmond, J.W. Randolph. 1855
   Wright bibliography number 1784.
   Reel: N-1

   The New farms.
   Boston, J.M. Hewes. 1860
   Wright bibliography number 1784.
   Reel: N-1

Newell, Robert Henry.
   Avery Gibun; or, Between two fires.
   New York, G.W. Carleton. 1867
   Wright bibliography number 1785; By Orpheus C.
   Kerr [pseud.].
   Reel: N-1

Neal, John.
   Rachel Dyer.
   Portland, Shirley and Hyde. 1828
   Wright bibliography number 1948.
   Reel: N-2

Neal, John.
   Randolph.
   [Philadelphia, S. Simpson] Pub. For Whom it may
   Concern. 1823
   Wright bibliography number 1949.
   Reel: N-2

Neal, John.
   Seventy-six.
   Baltimore, J. Robinson. 1823
   Wright bibliography number 1950.
   Reel: N-2

Neal, Joseph Clay.
   Charcoal sketches.
   New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1848
   Wright bibliography number 1960; 2d ser.
   Reel: N-2

Neal, Joseph Clay.
   Charcoal sketches; or, Scenes in a metropolis.
   Philadelphia, Carey and Hart. 1838
   Wright bibliography number 1951.
   Reel: N-2

Neal, Joseph Clay.
   Peter Ploddy, and other oddities.
   Philadelphia, Carey & Hart. 1844
   Wright bibliography number 1962.
   Reel: N-2

Nelson, Mrs. R.E.
   Dorance.
   New York, J.B. Alden. 1889
   Wright bibliography number 3943.
   Reel: N-2

Nelson, Roberta B.
   Once upon a time.
   Franklin, O., The Editor Pub. Co. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 3944.
   Reel: N-2

Nelson, William.
   Isabel.
   [Peterson, N.J.] Priv. Print. 1884
   Wright bibliography number 3945.
   Reel: N-2

Neville, Constance Maude.
   Behind the arras.
   San Francisco, A.L. Bancroft and Co. 1877
   Wright bibliography number 3946.
   Reel: N-2

   The New schoolma'am; or, A summer in North
   Sparta.
   Boston, Loring. [c1877]
   Wright bibliography number 3948.
   Reel: N-2

   New stories from the chap-book.
   Chicago, H.S. Stone. 1898
   Wright bibliography number 3949.
   Reel: N-2

New, Catherine (McLaen).
   A woman reigns.
   Indianapolis, The Bowen-Merrill Co. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 3947.
   Reel: N-2

Newberry, Fannie E.
   The impress of a gentlewoman.
   Boston, Bradley & Woodruff. [c1891]
   Wright bibliography number 3950.
   Reel: N-2

Newcomb, Simon.
   His Wisdom, the Defender.
   Wright bibliography number 3951.
   Reel: N-2
Newell, Charles Martin.
Cruise of the Graceful; or, The robbers of Carraccas.
Boston, "Star Spangled Banner" Office. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1963; By Captain Barnacle [pseud.].
Reel: N-2

Newell, Robert Henry.
The cloven foot.
New York, Carleton. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1786; By Orpheus C. Kerr [pseud.].
Reel: N-2

Newell, Robert Henry.
The Orpheus C. Kerr papers.
New York, Blakeman & Mason, Carleton. 1862-65
Wright bibliography number 1787; 1st-3d series.
Reel: N-2

Newell, Robert Henry.
Smoked glass.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1868
Wright bibliography number 1788; By Orpheus C. Kerr [pseud.].
Reel: N-2

Newell, Robert Henry.
The walking doll; or, The Asters and disasters of society.
New York, F.B. Felt. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1789.
Reel: N-2

[Nichols, Mary Sargeant (Neal) Gove].
Agnes Morris; or, The heroine of domestic life.
New York, Harper. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1964.
Reel: N-2

[Nichols, Mary Sargeant (Neal) Gove].
The two loves; or, Eros and Anteros.
New York, Stringer and Townsend. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1965.
Reel: N-2

Newell, Charles Martin.
The isle of Palms.
Boston, De Wolfe. 1888
Wright bibliography number 3952.
Reel: N-3

Newell, Charles Martin.
Kamani of Oahu.
Boston, Pub. By the Author. 1881
Wright bibliography number 3953.
Reel: N-3

Newell, Charles Martin.
Kamehameha.
New York, Putnam. 1885
Wright bibliography number 3954.
Reel: N-3

Newell, Charles Martin.
Leaves from an old log. Pehe Nu-e, the tiger whale of the Pacific.
Boston, D. Lothrop and Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 3955; By Captain Barnacle [pseud.].
Reel: N-3

Newell, Charles Martin.
The voyage of the Fleetwing.
Boston, De Wolfe, Fiske & Co. [1886]
Wright bibliography number 3956.
Reel: N-3

Newell, Charles Martin.
The wreck of the Greyhound; or, The romantic love of the earl's daughter.
Boston, De Wolfe, Fiske & Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 3957.
Reel: N-3

[Nichols, Mary Sargeant (Neal) Gove].
Mary Lyndon; or, Revelations of a life.
New York, Stringer and Townsend. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1790; By Obadiah Oldpath [pseud.].
Reel: N-3

Nichols, George Ward.
The sanctuary.
New York, Harper. 1866
Wright bibliography number 1791.
Reel: N-3

[Nichols, Mary Sargeant (Neal) Gove].
Ellen Ramsay; or, The adventures of a greenhorn, in town and country.
New York, For Sale by Booksellers. 1843
Wright bibliography number 1966.
Reel: N-3

Nichols, Thomas Low.
Father Larkin's mission in Jonesville.
Baltimore, Kelly, Hedian & Piet. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1793.
Reel: N-3

Nichols, Thomas Low.
The lady in black.
New York, Sold by the Principal Booksellers. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1967.
Reel: N-3

Nichols, Thomas Low.
Raffle for a wife.
New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1968.
Reel: N-3
Nicholson, Joseph John.  
The Blemmertons; or, Dottings by the wayside.  
New York, Dana. 1856  
Wright bibliography number 1794.  
Reel: N-3

Nick Bigelow; and the female burglar; and other leaves from a lawyer’s diary.  
New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1846  
Wright bibliography number 1969.  
Reel: N-3

[Nickerson, Susan D.].  
Bread-winners.  
Boston, Nichols and Hall. 1871  
Wright bibliography number 1795.  
Reel: N-3

Norvel Hastings; or, The frigate in the offing.  
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1850  
Wright bibliography number 1970; By a distinguished novelist.  
Reel: N-3

Nott, Henry Junius.  
Novellettes of a traveller; or, Odds and ends from the knapsack of Thomas Singularity [pseud.].  
New York, Harper. 1834  
Wright bibliography number 1971.  
Reel: N-3

Nourse, James.  
Uncle Hugh: or, “Twenty years ago.”.  
Philadelphia, T.E. Chapman. 1841  
Wright bibliography number 1972.  
Reel: N-3

Nourse, James Duncan.  
The forest knight; or, Early times in Kentucky.  
New York, E. Ferrett. 1846  
Wright bibliography number 1973.  
Reel: N-3

Nourse, James Duncan.  
Levenworth.  
Louisville, G.W. Noble. 1848  
Wright bibliography number 1974.  
Reel: N-3

Nunes, Joseph A.  
Aristocracy; or, Life among the “upper ten.”.  
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1848]  
Wright bibliography number 1975.  
Reel: N-3

Newell, Robert Henry.  
There was once a man.  
New York, Fords, Howard, & Hulbert, for Our Continent Pub. Co. 1884  
Wright bibliography number 3958.  
Reel: N-4

[newhall, Laura Eugenia].  
Adopted; or, The serpent bracelet.  
San Francisco, Golden Era Co. 1886  
Wright bibliography number 3959; By Ada L. Halstead [pseud.].  
Reel: N-4

[newhall, Laura Eugenia].  
The bride of Infelice.  
[San Francisco, The Bancroft Co.]. [1892]  
Wright bibliography number 3960; By Ada L. Halstead [pseud.].  
Reel: N-4

[newhall, Laura Eugenia].  
The death trust.  
Boston, The Author. 1889  
Wright bibliography number 3961; By Ada L. Halstead [pseud.].  
Reel: N-4

Newton, D’Rence.  
Mysterious Mr. Sawyer.  
Philadelphia, ”Artisans Chat”. 1888  
Wright bibliography number 3962.  
Reel: N-4

[Newton, Emma (Mersereau)].  
Boscobel.  
New York, W.B. Smith & Co. [c1881]  
Wright bibliography number 3963.  
Reel: N-4

Newton, Watson James.  
Cupid and creeds.  
Washington, Neale Co. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 3964.  
Reel: N-4

The Night watch; or, Social life in the South.  
Cincinnati, Moore, Wiltch, Keys. 1856  
Wright bibliography number 1796; By somebody.  
Reel: N-4

Nolan, Alice.  
The Byrnes of Glengoulah.  
New York, P. O’Shea. [c1870]  
Wright bibliography number 1797.  
Reel: N-4

[Nordhoff, Charles].  
Cape Cod and All along shore.  
New York, Harper. 1868  
Wright bibliography number 1798.  
Reel: N-4

Northrop, Solomon [pseud.].  
Twelve years a slave.  
Auburn, Derby & Miller. 1853  
Wright bibliography number 1799.  
Reel: N-4
Norton, John Nicholas.
   The boy who was trained up to be a clergyman.
   Philadelphia, H. Hooker. 1854
   Wright bibliography number 1800.
   Reel: N-4

Norton, John Nicholas.
   Rockford Parish; or, The fortunes of Mr. Mason's successor.
   New York, Dana. 1856
   Wright bibliography number 1803.
   Reel: N-5

Not pretty, but precious, and other short stories.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1872
   Wright bibliography number 1804; By John Hay, Clara F. Guernsey, Margaret Hosmer, Harriet Prescott Spofford, Lucy Hamilton Hooper, etc.
   Reel: N-5

Notes of hospital life, from November, 1861 to August, 1863.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1864
   Wright bibliography number 1805.
   Reel: N-5

Nowell, Sarah Allen.
   The shadow on the pillow: and other stories.
   Boston, A. Tompkins. 1860
   Wright bibliography number 1806.
   Reel: N-5

[Nitsch, Helen Alice (Matthews)].
   Molly Bishop's family.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1888
   Wright bibliography number 3973; By Catherine Owen [pseud.].
   Reel: N-6

Nixon, J. Leroy.
   The lowly Nazarene.
   New York, J.S. Ogilvie. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 3974.
   Reel: N-6

Noble, Annette Lucile.
   Eunice Lathrop.
   New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1882
   Wright bibliography number 3975.
   Reel: N-6

Noble, Annette Lucile.
   In a country town.
   New York, National Temperance Society. 1890
   Wright bibliography number 3976.
   Reel: N-6

Noble, Annette Lucile.
   Love and shawl-straips.
   New York, Putnam. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 3977.
   Reel: N-6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noble, Annette Lucile.</td>
<td>The parsonage secret.</td>
<td>New York, J.B. Dunn. 1898</td>
<td></td>
<td>3978</td>
<td>N-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noble, Annette Lucile.</td>
<td>The professor's dilemma.</td>
<td>New York, [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1897</td>
<td></td>
<td>3979</td>
<td>N-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nobody, A [pseud.].</td>
<td>Nobody knows; or, Facts that are not fictions, in</td>
<td>New York, Funk &amp; Wagnalls. 1888</td>
<td></td>
<td>3982</td>
<td>N-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan, Mary.</td>
<td>Biddy Finnigan's botheration; or, That romp of a</td>
<td>St. Louis, E.E. Carreras. 1884</td>
<td></td>
<td>3984</td>
<td>N-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norman, Cyril.</td>
<td>The mermaid dance.</td>
<td>Chicago, Brown &amp; Co. [c1897]</td>
<td></td>
<td>3985</td>
<td>N-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norman, Cyril.</td>
<td>Rondo.</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1898</td>
<td></td>
<td>3986</td>
<td>N-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norris, Mary Harriott.</td>
<td>A damsel of the eighteenth century; or, Cicely's</td>
<td>New York, Phillips &amp; Hunt; Cincinnati, Cranston &amp; Stowe, 1889</td>
<td></td>
<td>3992</td>
<td>N-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norris, Mary Harriott.</td>
<td>Dorothy Delafield.</td>
<td>New York, Phillips &amp; Hunt. 1886</td>
<td></td>
<td>3993</td>
<td>N-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norton, Frances Marie.</td>
<td>The Stalwarts; or, Who were to blame?.</td>
<td>Chicago, Frances M. Norton. 1888</td>
<td></td>
<td>3997</td>
<td>N-9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Norton, Frank Henry.
   The days of Daniel Boone.
   New York, The American News Co. [c1883]
   Wright bibliography number 3998.
   Reel: N-9

Norwood, Thomas Manson.
   Plutocracy; or, American white slavery.
   New York, American News Co. 1888
   Wright bibliography number 3999.
   Reel: N-10

Noyes, Stephen W. [pseud.?],
   Thrice falsely accused: or, Two sides of a story.
   [n.p.]. [1889?]
   Wright bibliography number 4000.
   Reel: N-10

Nunn, Lottie.
   Ada Greenwood; or, Rescue the perishing.
   Cincinnati. 1878
   Wright bibliography number 4001.
   Reel: N-10

Nye, Edgar Wilson.
   Baled hay.
   New York and Chicago, Bedford, Clarke & Co. 1884
   Wright bibliography number 4002.
   Reel: N-10

Nye, Edgar Wilson.
   Bill Nye and Boomerang; or, The tale of a meek-eyed mule, and some other literary gems.
   Chicago, Belford, Clarke & Co. 1881
   Wright bibliography number 4003.
   Reel: N-10

Nye, Edgar Wilson.
   Bill Nye's chestnuts old and new.
   Chicago, Belford, Clarke & Co. 1888
   Wright bibliography number 4004.
   Reel: N-10

Nye, Edgar Wilson.
   Bill Nye's cordwood.
   Chicago, Rhodes & McClure Pub. Co. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 4005.
   Reel: N-10

Nye, Edgar Wilson.
   Bill Nye's history of England from the druids to the reign of Henry VIII.
   Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 4006.
   Reel: N-11

Nye, Edgar Wilson.
   Bill Nye's history of the United States.
   Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. [1894]
   Wright bibliography number 4007.
   Reel: N-11

Nye, Edgar Wilson.
   Bill Nye's thinks.
   Chicago, New York [etc.] The Dearborn Pub. Co. 1888
   Wright bibliography number 4009.
   Reel: N-11

Nye, Edgar Wilson.
   Forty liars and other lies.
   Chicago, Belford, Clarke. 1882
   Wright bibliography number 4010.
   Reel: N-11

Nye, Edgar Wilson.
   A guest at the Ludlow, and other stories.
   Indianapolis and Kansas City, The Bowen-Merrill Co. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 4011.
   Reel: N-11

Nye, Edgar Wilson.
   Nye and Riley's railway guide.
   Chicago, New York [etc.] The Dearborn Pub. Co. 1888
   Wright bibliography number 4012; By Edgar W. Nye and James Whitcomb Riley.
   Reel: N-11

Nye, Edgar Wilson.
   Remarks.
   Chicago, A.E. Davis & Co. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 4013.
   Reel: N-11

Abbott, Laura Hunsaker.
   Dan, the tramp.
   Chicago, Charles H. Kerr & Co. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 4.
   Reel: NA

Adams, Anne P.
   Otta Held and other stories.
   New York, Carlton & Porter. 1856
   Wright bibliography number 8; by a preacher.
   Reel: NA

Adams, Charles Abel.
   An ocean special.
   New York, The Author. 1900
   Wright bibliography number 14.
   Reel: NA

The almighty dollar; or, The brilliant exploits of a killer.
   Philadelphia, J. Shipley Jones, printer. 1847
   Wright bibliography number 18.
   Reel: NA

American tales, by Mark Bancroft, and others.
   Philadelphia, Samuel C. Atkinson. 1837
   Wright bibliography number 26.
   Reel: NA
Oakely, Hester Caldwell.  
As having nothing.  
New York & London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1898  
Wright bibliography number 4014.  
Reel: O-1

Oakley, E.  
Eliza Atwood; or, The resemblance.  
New York, S. Raynor. 1848  
Wright bibliography number 1976.  
Reel: O-1

Oberholtzer, Ellis Paxson.  
The new man.  
Philadelphia, The Levy-type Co. 1897  
Wright bibliography number 4015.  
Reel: O-1

Oberholtzer, Sara Louisa (Vickers).  
Hope's heart bells.  
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1884  
Wright bibliography number 4016.  
Reel: O-1

O'Brien, Dillon.  
The Dalys of Dalystown.  
Saint Paul, Pioneer Printing Co. 1866  
Wright bibliography number 1808.  
Reel: O-1

O'Brien, Dillon.  
Dead broke.  
Saint Paul, Pioneer Co. Print. 1873  
Wright bibliography number 1809.  
Reel: O-1

O'Brien, Dillon.  
Frank Blake.  
Wright bibliography number 4017.  
Reel: O-1

O'Brien, Dillon.  
Widow Melville's boarding house.  
St. Paul, The Pioneer Press Print. 1881  
Wright bibliography number 4018.  
Reel: O-1

O'Brien, Fitz-James.  
The diamond lens, with other stories.  
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1885  
Wright bibliography number 4019.  
Reel: O-1

The Ocean queen; or, The seaman's bride.  
New York, Dick & Fitzgerald. [n.d.]  
Wright bibliography number 1810; By the author of "The pale lily." etc.  
Reel: O-1

O'Connor, Florence J.  
The heroine of the Confederacy; or, Truth and justice.  
New Orleans, A. Eyrich. 1869  
Wright bibliography number 1811.  
Reel: O-1

Wanderings of a vagabond.  
New York, The Author. [c1873]  
Wright bibliography number 1812; Ed. by John Morris [pseud.].  
Reel: O-1

O'Connor, William Douglas.  
The ghost.  
New York, Putnam. 1867  
Wright bibliography number 1813.  
Reel: O-1

O'Flarrity, Paddy [pseud.].  
This life of Paddy O'Flarrity.  
[Washington, D.C.]. 1834  
Wright bibliography number 1977.  
Reel: O-1

Old Fort Duquesne.  
Pittsburgh, Cook's Literary Depot. 1844  
Wright bibliography number 1978.  
Reel: O-1

Old friends.  
New York, Bliss, Wadsworth. 1835  
Wright bibliography number 1979.  
Reel: O-1

[Oliver, Samuel Clarke].  
Onslow; or, The protégé of the enthusiast.  
Philadelphia, G.B. Zieber. 1844  
Wright bibliography number 1980.  
Reel: O-1

Oran, the outcast; or, A season in New-York.  
New York, Peabody. 1833  
Wright bibliography number 1981.  
Reel: O-1

The Orphan seamstress.  
New York, W.F. Burgess. 1850  
Wright bibliography number 1983.  
Reel: O-1

The Orphans.  
New York, Collins & Hannay. 1825  
Wright bibliography number 1984.  
Reel: O-1

Osborn, Laughton.  
Confessions of a poet.  
Philadelphia, Carey, Lea & Blanchard. 1835  
Wright bibliography number 1985.  
Reel: O-1
Osborn, Laughton.
   Sixty years of the life of Jeremy Levis.
   New York, G. & C. & H. Carvill. 1831
   Wright bibliography number 1987.
   Reel: O-1

O'Brien, Fitz-James.
   The poems and stories.
   Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1881
   Wright bibliography number 4020.
   Reel: O-2

O'Brien, Margaret E.
   Judith the daughter of Judas.
   Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1891
   Wright bibliography number 4021.
   Reel: O-2

[O'Connor, Barry].
   Turf-fire stories and fairy tales of Ireland.
   New York, P.J. Kenedy. 1890
   Wright bibliography number 4022.
   Reel: O-2

O'Connor, William Douglas.
   Harrington.
   Boston, Thayer & Eldridge. 1860
   Wright bibliography number 1814.
   Reel: O-2

[O'Connor, William Douglas].
   Three tales: The ghost, the brazen android, The carpenter.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1892
   Wright bibliography number 4023.
   Reel: O-2

Odell, Samuel W.
   Delilah.
   Cincinnati, Jennings and Graham. [c1891]
   Wright bibliography number 4024.
   Reel: O-2

Odell, Samuel W.
   Samson.
   Cincinnati, Jennings and Graham. [1891]
   Wright bibliography number 4025.
   Reel: O-2

[Ogden, Mrs. C.A.].
   Into the light; or, The Jewess.
   Boston, Loring. 1868
   Wright bibliography number 1815.
   Reel: O-2

[Ogden, Robert N.].
   Who did it?.
   Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen and Haffelfinger. 1870
   Wright bibliography number 1816.
   Reel: O-2

Olcott, Harriet A. (Hinsdale).
   Isora's child.
   New York, J.C. Derby. 1855
   Wright bibliography number 1817.
   Reel: O-2

Olcott, Harriet A. (Hinsdale).
   The torchlight: or, Through the wood.
   New York, Derby & Jackson. 1856
   Wright bibliography number 1818.
   Reel: O-2

Old Father Time.
   Boston, Alfred Mudge. 1884
   Wright bibliography number 4027; By a reporter.
   Reel: O-3

Old Haun, the pawnbroker; or, The orphan's legacy.
   New York, Rudd & Carleton. 1857
   Wright bibliography number 1819.
   Reel: O-3

The Old Pine Farm; or, The Southern side.
   Nashville, Southwestern Pub. House. 1859
   Wright bibliography number 1820; Comprising loose sketches from the experience of a Southern country minister.
   Reel: O-3

Oldboy, Oliver [pseud.].
   George Bailey.
   New York, Harper & Bros. 1880
   Wright bibliography number 4028.
   Reel: O-3

Oldham, Henry.
   The man from Texas.
   Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1884]
   Wright bibliography number 4029.
   Reel: O-3

Olerich, Henry.
   A cityless and countryless world.
   Holstein, Ia., Gilmore & Olerich. [c1893]
   Wright bibliography number 4030.
   Reel: O-3

Olin, Allen H.
   The old frame school-house; or, Surmounting the barrier.
   Muncie, Ind., The Daily Herald. 1899
   Wright bibliography number 4031.
   Reel: O-3

Oliphant, Margaret Olipant (Wilson).
   The second son.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1888
   Wright bibliography number 4032; By M.O.W. Oliphant and T.B. Aldrich.
   Reel: O-3
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

The Olive-Branch; or, White Oak Farm.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1857
Wright bibliography number 1821.
Reel: O-3

One link in the chain of Apostolic succession; or, The crimes of Alexander Borgia.
Boston, E.W. Hinks & Co. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1822.
Reel: O-3

Orne, Caroline (Chaplin).
Lionel Ainsworth; or, The young partisan's doom.
New York, S. French. [185-?]
Wright bibliography number 1823.
Reel: O-3

Orton, Jason Rockwood.
Camp fires of the red men; or, A hundred years ago.
New York, J.C. Derby; Boston, Phillips, Sampson & Co.; Cincinnati, H.W. Derby. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1824.
Reel: O-3

Osborn, Laughton.
Travels by sea and land of Alethitheras [pseud.].
New York, Moorhead, Simpson & Bond. 1868
Wright bibliography number 1825.
Reel: O-3

Osborn, Laughton.
Travels by sea and land...additional contents only, i.e., Key to satire.
New York, J. Miller. 1868
Wright bibliography number 1826.
Reel: O-3

O'Neill, James.
Garrison tales from Tonquin.
Boston, Copeland and Day. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4033.
Reel: O-4

The Open secret.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4034; By a priest.
Reel: O-4

Orcutt, Harriet E.
The empire of the invisibles.
Wright bibliography number 4035.
Reel: O-4

Og, Augusta L.
Agatha.
New York, W.B. Smith. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 4036.
Reel: O-4

O'Reilly, Augustine J.
Alvira.
New York, D. & J. Sadlier. 1877
Wright bibliography number 4037.
Reel: O-4

O'Reilly, Augustine J.
Strange memories.
New York, Sadlier. 1880
Wright bibliography number 4038.
Reel: O-4

O'Reilly, Bernard.
The two brides.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1879
Wright bibliography number 4039.
Reel: O-4

O'Reilly, John Boyle.
Moondyne.
Boston, Pilot Pub. Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 4040.
Reel: O-4

Osborne, Elise.
Life and its aims, in two parts.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo & Co. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1827.
Reel: O-4

Otis, Eliza Henderson (Boardman).
The Barclays of Boston.
Boston, Ticknor, Reed and Fields. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1828.
Reel: O-4

Our "First Families."
Philadelphia, Whilt & Yost. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1829; By a Descendant of the "Pens."
Reel: O-4

Our novel.
[Chicago?] Complimentary to the Authors. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1829a; By Six Authors. Souvenir. Hand-Press Edition.
Reel: O-4

Outwest, Oliver [pseud.]
Adventures of Lena Rouden, a "southern Letter Carrier," or Rebel spy.
Chicago, Horton & Leonard, Book and Job Printers. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1830.
Reel: O-4

Owen, Farleigh.
Aden Power; or, The cost of a scheme.
Boston, T.O.H.P. Burnham. 1862
Wright bibliography number 1831.
Reel: O-4
Owen, George Washington.
The Leech Club; or, The mysteries of the Catskills.
Boston, Lee & Shepard; New York, Lee, Shepard & Dillingham. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1832.
Reel: O-4

Owen, Robert Dale.
Beyond the breakers.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1833.
Reel: O-4

Ormar, James Allan.
William Wakefield.
Minneapolis, Tribune Printing Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4041.
Reel: O-5

Ormerod, Maud W.
Madame Paradox.
New York, Philadelphia [etc.] D. Biddle. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 4042.
Reel: O-5

[Osborn, Mrs. Peter E.].
The Danbury Fair.
Danbury, Conn., Danbury Medical Printing Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4043; By Aunt Debby [pseud.].
Reel: O-5

Osborne, Duffield.
The secret of the crater.
New York and London, G.P. Putnam's Sons; The Knickerbocker Press. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4045.
Reel: O-5

Osborne, Duffield.
The spell of Ashtaroth.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1888
Wright bibliography number 4046.
Reel: O-5

[Osborne, Mrs. D.C.].
Under golden skies; or, In the new Eldorado.
Raleigh, N.C., Edwards & Broughton, Printers. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4044.
Reel: O-5

Osbourne, Lloyd.
The queen versus Billy, and other stories.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4047.
Reel: O-5

Ostrander, Fannie Eliza.
When hearts are true.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 4049.
Reel: O-6

Ott, Edward Amherst.
Philip Gerard.
Des Moines, Drake University College of Oratory and English. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 4050.
Reel: O-6

Ottolengui, Rodrigues.
An artist in crime.
New York [etc.]. G.P. Putnam's Sons. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 4051.
Reel: O-6

Ottolengui, Rodrigues.
A conflict of evidence.
New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 4052.
Reel: O-6

Ottolengui, Rodrigues.
The crime of the century.
Wright bibliography number 4053.
Reel: O-6

Ottolengui, Rodrigues.
Final proof; or, The value of evidence.
New York and London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4054.
Reel: O-7

Ottolengui, Rodrigues.
A modern wizard.
New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4055.
Reel: O-7

Our great Indian war: the miraculous lives of Mustang Bill and Miss Marion Fannin.
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1876]
Wright bibliography number 4056.
Reel: O-7

Out of town.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4057.
Reel: O-7

Overbaugh, De Witt Clinton.
The hermit of the Catskills.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4058.
Reel: O-7

Owen, George Washington.
Out of the cage.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1877
Wright bibliography number 4059.
Reel: O-7

Osgood, Irene.
The shadow of desire.
Wright bibliography number 4048.
Reel: O-8
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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P., M.C.
Miriam Rivers, the lady soldier; or, General Grant's spy.
Philadelphia, Barclay. 1865
Wright bibliography number 1834.
Reel: P-1

Pacheco, Mary.
The new Don Quixote.
New York [etc.] The Abbey Press. [1900]
Wright bibliography number 4060.
Reel: P-1

Paddock, Cornelia.
The fate of Madame La Tour.
New York, Fords, Howard, & Hulbert. 1881
Wright bibliography number 4061.
Reel: P-1

Paddock, Cornelia.
In the toils; or, Martyrs of the Latter days.
Chicago, Dixon & Shepard. 1879
Wright bibliography number 4062.
Reel: P-1

Paddock, Mary Frances.
Only acorns.
Boston, J.H. Earle. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 4063.
Reel: P-1

Page, Eliza (Jaquith).
Only a waif.
St. Louis, L.E. Kline. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 4064.
Reel: P-1

Page, John W.
Uncle Robin, in his cabin in Virginia, and Tom without one in Boston.
Richmond, Va., J.W. Randolph. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1835.
Reel: P-1

[Page, Thomas Manning].
Bohemian life; or, The autobiography of a tramp.
St. Louis [Sun Pub. Co.]. 1884
Wright bibliography number 4065.
Reel: P-1

Page, Thomas Nelson.
The burial of the guns.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4066.
Reel: P-1

Paine, Susanna.
Roses and thrones; or, Recollections of an artist.
Providence, B.T. Albro. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1836.
Reel: P-1

Paine, Susanna.
Wait and see.
Boston, J. Wilson. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1837.
Reel: P-1

[Palfrey, Sara Hammond].
Agnes Wentworth.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1838; By E. Foxton [pseud.].
Reel: P-1

[Palfrey, Sara Hammond].
Herman; or, Young knighthood.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1866
Wright bibliography number 1839; By E. Foxton [pseud.].
Reel: P-1

Page, Thomas Nelson.
Elsket, and other stories.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1891
Wright bibliography number 4067.
Reel: P-2

Page, Thomas Nelson.
In ole Virginia; or, Marse Chan, and other stories.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1887
Wright bibliography number 4068.
Reel: P-2

Page, Thomas Nelson.
Marse Chan.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4069.
Reel: P-2

Page, Thomas Nelson.
Meh Lady.
New York, Scribner. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4070.
Reel: P-2

Page, Thomas Nelson.
The old gentleman of the black stock.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4071.
Reel: P-2

Page, Thomas Nelson.
On Newfound river.
New York, C. Scribner's. 1891
Wright bibliography number 4072.
Reel: P-2

Page, Thomas Nelson.
Pastime stories.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4073.
Reel: P-2
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Page, Thomas Nelson.
Polly.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4074.
Reel: P-2

Page, Thomas Nelson.
Red Rock.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4075.
Reel: P-2

Page, Thomas Nelson.
Unc' Edinburg.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4076.
Reel: P-2

Paige, Mrs. Simon B.
A lovely girl's fetters.
New York, The American News Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 4077.
Reel: P-2

Paradox, Peter [pseud.].
The Paradox papers.
[Albany, J. Munsell]. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1840.
Reel: P-2

[Parker, Helen Eliza (Fitch)].
Constance Aylmar.
New York, Scribner. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1841.
Reel: P-2

[Parker, Helen Eliza (Fitch)].
Sunrise and sunset.
Auburn, Derby and Miller. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1842.
Reel: P-2

Parker, Jane (Marsh).
Barley Wood; or, building on the rock.
New York, D. Dana, Jr. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1843.
Reel: P-2

Parkman, Francis.
Vassall Morton.
Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1844.
Reel: P-2

[Parton, Sara Payson (Willis)].
Fern leaves from Fanny's port-folio.
Auburn, Derby and Miller. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1845.
Reel: P-2

[Parton, Sara Payson (Willis)].
Fern leaves from Fanny's port-folio.
Auburn, Miller, Orgon and Mulligan. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1846; 2d ser.
Reel: P-2

Phillips, Walter Polk.
Sketches old and new.
New York, G. Munro's Sons. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 4227.
Reel: P-2

Paine, Albert Bigelow.
The bread line.
New York, The Century Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4078.
Reel: P-3

Paine, Albert Bigelow.
The mystery of Evelin Delmore.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4079.
Reel: P-3

A Palace-prison: or, The past and the present.
New York, Fords, Howard & Hulbert. 1884
Wright bibliography number 4080.
Reel: P-3

Palmer, Emile A.
Social sinners.
New York, Abbey Press. c1900
Wright bibliography number 4081.
Reel: P-3

[Palmer, Charles T.].
A fool's effort.
Chicago, Barnard & Gunthrop. 1891
Wright bibliography number 4082; By "Bertuccio" [pseud.].
Reel: P-3

Palmer, Fanny (Purdy).
A dead level, and other episodes.
Buffalo, Charles Wells Moulton. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4083.
Reel: P-3

[Palmer, John Williamson].
After his kind.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 4084; By John Coventry pseud.
Reel: P-3

Palmer, Julius Auboineau.
One voyage and its consequences.
Boston, D. Lothrop Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 4085.
Reel: P-3

[Parton, Sara Payson (Willis)].
Fresh leaves.
New York, mason Bros. 1857
Wright bibliography number 1847; By Fanny Fern [pseud.].
Reel: P-3
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

[Parton, Sara Payson (Willis)].
Rose Clark.
New York, Mason Bros. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1848; By Fanny Fern [pseud.].
Reel: P-3

[Parton, Sara Payson (Willis)].
Ruth Hall.
New York, Mason Bros. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1849; By Fanny Fern [pseud.].
Reel: P-3

[Parton, Sara Payson (Willis)].
Victory.
Boston, R.A. Ballou. 1866
Wright bibliography number 1850.
Reel: P-3

Patterson, Jane (Lippitt).
Patterson, John.
Payne, Mrs. E.S.N.
Palmer, Mary (Towle).
Pangborn, Frederic Werden.
Parish, Grant.
Parish, Julia Royce.
Parish, Julia Royce.

[Parton, Sara Payson (Willis)].

Parker, J.A.]

Parker, Agnes.
Parker, Clara.

Parker, Jane (Marsh).

Parker, George.
Payson, George.
Payson, George.
Peacocke, James S.
Pearson, Emily (Clemens).

[Peck, Ellen].

Ecce femina.

New York, Schuyler & Gracie. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1861.
Reel: P-4

New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4092.
Reel: P-4

The real Madeleine Pollard.
New York, Doubleday & McClure. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4093.
Reel: P-4

The new age of gold; or, The life and adventures of Robert Dexter Romaine [pseud.].
Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1856
Wright bibliography number 4094.
Reel: P-4

Golden dreams and leaden realities.
New York, Putnam. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1852; By Ralph Raven [pseud.].
Reel: P-4

The Kansas man abroad.
Lagrange, Ky., J.A. Parker. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4095.
Reel: P-4

The midnight cry.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. [c1886]
Wright bibliography number 4091.
Reel: P-4

Boston, D. Lothrop Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 4086.
Reel: P-4

Alice; or, The wages of sin.
New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1883
Wright bibliography number 4087.
Reel: P-4

A senator's crime.
[Washington]. [1892]
Wright bibliography number 4089; [Special 2d ed.].
Reel: P-4

Bud, blossom, fruit.
Detroit, J.C. Chilton Pub. Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 4090.
Reel: P-4

Diadoma Van Dyne...[and] thistle-down.
[Bay City, Mich., J.P. Lambert]. c1899
Wright bibliography number 4091.
Reel: P-4

The Creole orphans; or, Lights and shadows of Southern life.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1855.
Reel: P-4

Pearson, Emily (Clemens).

Ruth's sacrifice; or, Life on the Rappahannock.
Boston, C.H. Pearson. 1863
Wright bibliography number 1856.
Reel: P-4

Ecce femina.
New York, Schuyler & Gracie. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1861.
Reel: P-4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Wright bibliography number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parker, Maria Hildreth.</td>
<td>The country home; or, Events of a season.</td>
<td>Lowell, Mass., Citizen Newspaper Co., Printers</td>
<td>1894</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>P-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 4096.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Halworth Hall.</td>
<td>[Lowell, Mass., Stone, Bacheller, &amp; Livingston].</td>
<td>[1881?]</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 4097.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parker, Mary Moncure.</td>
<td>A fair maid of Florida.</td>
<td>Chicago.</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 4098.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Parks, Mary Wonderly]</td>
<td>The new reveries of a bachelor; or, Bob, Belle, and that mule.</td>
<td>Baltimore, Printed by J.B. Piet.</td>
<td>[c1881]</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 4101; By Timothy Toodles—bachelor [pseud.].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Parsons, Julia (Warth)].</td>
<td>Dorothy Thorn of Thornton.</td>
<td>Boston, D. Lothrop &amp; Co.</td>
<td>[c1887]</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 4106; By Julian Warth [pseud.].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson, Emily (Clemens).</td>
<td>Gutenberg, and the art of printing.</td>
<td>Boston, Noyes, Holmes.</td>
<td>1871</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1857.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson, Emily (Clemens).</td>
<td>The poor white; or, The rebel conscript.</td>
<td>Boston, Graves and Young.</td>
<td>1864</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1859.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson, Helen C.</td>
<td>Roy's search; or, Lost in the cars.</td>
<td>New York, International Temperance Society.</td>
<td>1870</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1860.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pease, Nettie M.</td>
<td>The golden key; or, Mysteries beyond the veil.</td>
<td>Chicago, Northwestern Pub. Co.</td>
<td>1871</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1860A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Peck, Ellen].</td>
<td>Ecce femina; or, The woman Zoe.</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Carleton.</td>
<td>1875</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1862; By Cuyler Pine [pseud.].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Peck, Ellen].</td>
<td>Mary Brandegee.</td>
<td>New York, Carleton.</td>
<td>1865</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1863; Ed. by Cuyler Pine [pseud.].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Parsons, Julia (Warth)].</td>
<td>The full stature of a man.</td>
<td>Boston, D. Lothrop and Co.</td>
<td>[c1886]</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 4107; By Julian Warth [pseud.].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patch, Kate (Whiting).</td>
<td>Middleway; tales.</td>
<td>Boston, Copeland and Day.</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 4109.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: P-6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
American Fiction, 1774-1910  
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Patterson, J.T.  
[Lexington, Transylvania Printing Co.]. [1899]  
Wright bibliography number 4110.  
Reel: P-6

Paul Douglass; or, There is that within which passeth show.  
Philadelphia, J.L. Sibole. 1877  
Wright bibliography number 4111.  
Reel: P-6

Paul, Marjorie.  
The passing of Alix.  
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1896  
Wright bibliography number 4112.  
Reel: P-6

Paull, Minnie (Kenney).  
Gypsy.  
New York, Putnam. 1882  
Wright bibliography number 4114.  
Reel: P-6

[Peck, Ellen].  
Renshawe.  
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1867  
Wright bibliography number 1864.  
Reel: P-6

Peck, George Wilbur.  
Adventures of one Terence McGrant.  
New York, J.H. Lambert. 1871  
Wright bibliography number 1865.  
Reel: P-6

Peck, William Henry.  
The Confederate flag on the ocean.  
New York, Van Evrie, Horton. 1868  
Wright bibliography number 1866.  
Reel: P-6

Peck, William Henry.  
The conspirators of New Orleans; or, The night of the battle.  
Greenville, Ga., Peck & Wells. [c1863]  
Wright bibliography number 1867.  
Reel: P-6

Peck, William Henry.  
The M'Donalds; or, The ashes of southern homes.  
New York, Metropolitan Record Office. 1867  
Wright bibliography number 1868.  
Reel: P-6

The Penimans; or, The triumph of genius.  
Boston, Gardner A. Fuller. [c1862]  
Wright bibliography number 1870.  
Reel: P-6

Penn, A. Sylvan [pseud.].  
My three neighbors in the Queen City.  
Cincinnati, Hibben & Webster. 1858  
Wright bibliography number 1869.  
Reel: P-6

Perce, Elbert.  
Gulliver Joi: his three voyages.  
New York, Scribner. 1851  
Wright bibliography number 1871.  
Reel: P-6

Paxton, Henry Middleton.  
The man with the lantern.  
Boston, Banner of Light Pub. Co. 1898  
Wright bibliography number 4115.  
Reel: P-7

Payne, Alice Huntley.  
The rage of the age.  
New York, Oscar Dryer. 1883  
Wright bibliography number 4116.  
Reel: P-7

Payne, Odessa (Strickland).  
Psyche.  
Atlanta, Ga., J.P. Harrison. 1885  
Wright bibliography number 4117.  
Reel: P-7

Payne, Will.  
Jerry the dreamer.  
New York, Harper & Bros. 1896  
Wright bibliography number 4118.  
Reel: P-7

Payne, Will.  
The money captain.  
Chicago & New York, H.S. Stone & Co. 1898  
Wright bibliography number 4119.  
Reel: P-7

Paynter, Mary Moncure.  
Caleb.  
Chicago, H.A. Sumner & Co. 1883  
Wright bibliography number 4120.  
Reel: P-7

Paynter, Mary Moncure.  
The little lass.  
Chicago, H.M. Paynter, jr. 1886  
Wright bibliography number 4121.  
Reel: P-7

Payson, Edward.  
Doctor Tom.  
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1877  
Wright bibliography number 4122.  
Reel: P-7

Perce, Elbert.  
The last of his name.  
New York, Riker. 1854  
Wright bibliography number 1872.  
Reel: P-7

Perkins, Frederic Beecher.  
Scrope; or, The lost library.  
Boston, Roberts. 1874  
Wright bibliography number 1873.  
Reel: P-7
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[Perkins, Sue (Chestnutwood)].

Honor bright.
New York, Carleton. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1874.
Reel: P-7

[Perkins, Sue (Chestnutwood)].

Malbrook.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1868
Wright bibliography number 1875.
Reel: P-7

[Perrie, George W.].

Buckskin Mose [pseud.]; or, Life from the Lakes to the Pacific.
New York, H.L. Hinton. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1876.
Reel: P-7

Perryman, E.G.

Our new minister.
New York, T. Whittaker. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1877.
Reel: P-7

Peterson, Belle.

One word and a tear; or, The wounded dove.
St. Louis, The Authoress. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1877A.
Reel: P-7

Payson, William Farquhar.

The copy-maker.
New York, New Amsterdam Book Co. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 4123.
Reel: P-8

Payson, William Farquhar.

The title-mongers.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4124.
Reel: P-8

Peake, Elmore Elliott.

The Darlingtonons.
New York, McClure, Phillips & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4125.
Reel: P-8

Peale, Margaret.

In the time of the cherry viewing.
New York and London, G.P. Putnam’s Sons. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4126.
Reel: P-8

Pearson, Charles H.

The Wiltons of Grand Prairie.
New York, J.S. Tait & Sons. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 4127.
Reel: P-8

Pearson, Emily (Clemens).

Madonna hall.
Boston, J.H. Earle. 1890
Wright bibliography number 4128.
Reel: P-8

Pearson, Frederick W.

A forced marriage.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie. 1890
Wright bibliography number 4129.
Reel: P-8

Peterson, Charles Jacobs.

The cabin and parlor; or, Slaves and masters.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1852]
Wright bibliography number 1878; By J. Thornton Randolph [pseud.].
Reel: P-8

Peterson, Charles Jacobs.

Kate Aylesford.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1855]
Wright bibliography number 1879.
Reel: P-8

Peterson, Charles Jacobs.

The old stone mansion.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1859]
Wright bibliography number 1880.
Reel: P-8

Peterson, Henry.

Pemberton; or, One hundred years ago.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1881.
Reel: P-8

Phelps, Almira (Hart) Lincoln.

Ida Norman; or, Trials and their uses.
New York, Sheldon, Lamport & Blakeman. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1882.
Reel: P-8

[Phelps, Elizabeth (Stuart)].

The angel over the right shoulder; or, The beginning of a new year.
Andover, W.F. Draper. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1883.
Reel: P-8

Pearson, Frederick W.

Minon.
Wright bibliography number 4130.
Reel: P-9

Pearson, Henry Clemens.

Her opportunity.
Boston, James H. Earle. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4131.
Reel: P-9
Pearson, Henry Clemens.
His opportunity.
Boston, J.H. Earle. 1886
Wright bibliography number 4132.
Reel: P-9

[Pearson, William Simpson].
M NON OT: or, Well-nigh reconstructed.
New York, E.J. Hale & Son. 1882
Wright bibliography number 4133; By Brinsley Matthews [pseud.].
Reel: P-9

Pease, Verne Seth.
In the wake of war.
Chicago, New York, G.M. Hill Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4134.
Reel: P-9

Peattie, Elia (Wilkinson).
A mountain woman.
Chicago, Way & Williams. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4135.
Reel: P-9

[Phelps, Elizabeth (Stuart)].
The last leaf from Sunny Side.
Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1884; By H. Trusta [pseud.].
Reel: P-9

[Phelps, Elizabeth (Stuart)].
A peep at "Number five;" or, A chapter in the life of a city pastor.
Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1885; By H. Trusta [pseud.].
Reel: P-9

[Phelps, Elizabeth (Stuart)].
The sunny side: or, The country minister's wife.
Boston, Jewett. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1886; By H. Trusta [pseud.].
Reel: P-9

[Phelps, Elizabeth (Stuart)].
The tell-tale; or, Home secrets told by old travellers.
Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1887; By H. Trusta [pseud.].
Reel: P-9

[Philleo, Calvin Wheeler].
Twice married.
New York, Dix & Edwards. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1888.
Reel: P-9

Phillips, George Searle.
The gypsies of the Danes' dike.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1889.
Reel: P-9

Phillips, Waldorf Henry.
The world to blame.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1890.
Reel: P-9

Peattie, Elia (Wilkinson).
Pippins and cheese.
Chicago, Way and Williams. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4136.
Reel: P-10

Peattie, Elia (Wilkinson).
The shape of fear, and other ghostly tales.
New York, Macmillan. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4137.
Reel: P-10

Peck, Bradford.
The world a department store.
Lewiston, Me., & Boston, B. Peck. [1900]
Wright bibliography number 4183.
Reel: P-10

Peck, George Wilbur.
The grocery man and Peck's bad boy.
Chicago, Belford, Clarke & Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 4139.
Reel: P-10

Peck, George Wilbur.
How Private Geo. W. Peck put down the rebellion, or, The funny experiences of a raw recruit.
Chicago and New York, Belford, Clarke & Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 4140.
Reel: P-10

Peck, George Wilbur.
Mirth for the million.
Chicago, Belford, Clarke & Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 4141; Ed. by Elmo [pseud.].
Reel: P-10

Peck, George Wilbur.
Peck's bad boy and his pa.
Chicago, Belford, Clarke & Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 4142.
Reel: P-10

Phillips, William Barnet.
The diamond cross.
New York, Hilton. [c1866]
Wright bibliography number 1891.
Reel: P-10
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Wright Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Piatt, Louise (Kirby)]</td>
<td>Bell Smith abroad</td>
<td>New York, J.C. Derby. 1855</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1892.</td>
<td>P-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Pickard, Kate E.R.]</td>
<td>The kidnapped and the ransomed.</td>
<td>Syracuse, W.T. Hamilton. 1856</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1893; 3d ed.</td>
<td>P-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Picton, Thomas]</td>
<td>The bootmaker of the Fifth Avenue.</td>
<td>New York, Hilton. [c1866]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1895; By Paul Preston [pseud.].</td>
<td>P-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierson, Mrs. B.A.</td>
<td>Lillian; or, The battle of life.</td>
<td>Cincinnati, E. Morgan. 1865</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1897.</td>
<td>P-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peck, George Wilbur.</td>
<td>Peck's Uncle Ike and the red headed boy.</td>
<td>Chicago, Thompson &amp; Thomas. 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 4146.</td>
<td>P-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peck, George Wilbur.</td>
<td>Sunbeams.</td>
<td>Chicago, Thompson &amp; Thomas. 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 4147.</td>
<td>P-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peck, Wallace.</td>
<td>The memoirs of a counterfeit dollar.</td>
<td>[n.p.]. c1888</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 4150.</td>
<td>P-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pierson, Emily Catherine.</td>
<td>Jamie Parker.</td>
<td>Hartford, Brockett, Fuller. 1851</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 4154.</td>
<td>P-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Pike, Frances West (Atherton)]</td>
<td>Every day.</td>
<td>Boston, Noyes, Holmes. 1871</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 4155.</td>
<td>P-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Pike, Frances West (Atherton)]</td>
<td>Here and hereafter; or, The two altars.</td>
<td>Boston, Crosby, Nichols. 1858</td>
<td></td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 4156.</td>
<td>P-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
[Pike, Frances West (Atherton)].
Katherine Morris.
Boston, Walker, Wise. 1860
Wright bibliography number 1901.
Reel: P-11

[Pike, Frances West (Atherton)].
Step by step; or, Delia Arlington.
Boston, J. Munroe. 1857
Wright bibliography number 1902; By Anna Athern [pseud.].
Reel: P-11

[Pike, Mary Hayden (Green)].
Caste.
Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1904; By Sydney A. Story, Jr. [pseud.].
Reel: P-12

[Pike, Mary Hayden (Green)].
Ida May.
Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1905; By Mary Langdon [pseud.].
Reel: P-12

[Pickard, Mrs. M.E.].
Bread of heaven, and husks of swine; or, The curse of jealousy.
Baltimore, J.Y. Slater. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1905A.
Reel: P-12

Pinkerton, Allan.
Claude Melnotte as a detective, and other stories.
Chicago, W.B. Keene, Cooke. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1906.
Reel: P-12

Pinkerton, Allan.
The detective and the somnambulist. The murderer and the fortune teller.
Chicago, W.B. Keene, Cooke. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1907.
Reel: P-12

Pinkerton, Allan.
The expressman and the detective.
Chicago, W.B. Keene, Cooke. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1908.
Reel: P-12

Pemberton, Caroline H.
Stephen the black.
Philadelphia, G.W. Jacobs & Co. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 4162.
Reel: P-13

Pemberton, Caroline H.
Your little brother James.
Philadelphia, G.W. Jacobs & Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4163.
Reel: P-13

Pemberton, Jeannette.
Buffeting.
New York, Dodd, Mead. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 4164.
Reel: P-13

Pendleton, Edmund.
A complication in hearts.
Wright bibliography number 4165.
Reel: P-13
Pendleton, Edmund.
A conventional Bohemian.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 4166.
Reel: P-13

Pendleton, Edmund.
One woman's way.
New York, Appleton. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4167.
Reel: P-13

Pendleton, Edmund.
A Virginia inheritance.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 4168.
Reel: P-13

Phelps, Charles Edward Davis.
The bailiff of Tewkesbury.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg & Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4213; By C.E.D. Phelps
and Leigh North [pseud.].
Reel: P-13

[Piper, A.G.].
The arrest.
Little Falls, N.Y., Herkimer Journal. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1909; By F. Clinton
Barrington [pseud.].
Reel: P-13

[Piper, A.G.].
The Bel Isabel; or, The conspirators of Cuba.
Boston, Gleason. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1909A; By F. Clinton
Barrington [pseud.].
Reel: P-13

[Piper, A.G.].
Comrado de Beltran; or, The buccaneer of the
Gulf.
Boston, Gleason. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1910; By F. Clinton
Barrington [pseud.].
Reel: P-13

[Piper, A.G.].
Kate Wynyard: or, The wanderer of the sea.
Boston, Gleason. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1910A; By F. Clinton
Barrington [pseud.].
Reel: P-13

[Piper, A.G.].
The young fisherman.
Boston, Gleason. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1913.
Reel: P-13

[Piper, A.G.].
The young fisherman: or, The cruiser of the
English Channel.
Boston, Gleason. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1912; By F. Clinton
Barrington [pseud.].
Reel: P-13

El Pirata.
[n.p.]. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1914.
Reel: P-13

Pitrat, John Claudius.
Paul and Julia; or, The political mysteries,
hypocrisy, and cruelty of the leaders of the Church of
Rome.
Boston, E.W. Hinks. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1915.
Reel: P-13

Place, Edward R.
The commotion in Moontown.
San Jose, The Mercury. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1915.
Reel: P-13

Platner, Lois L.
Cecilia Grey; or, The vicissitudes of fortune.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1859
Wright bibliography number 1916.
Reel: P-13

Platt, S.H.
The martyrs and the fugitive; or, A narrative of the
captivity, sufferings and death of an African family,
and the slavery and escape of their son.
New York, D. Fanshaw. 1859
Wright bibliography number 1917.
Reel: P-13

The Pleasant and grave history of the first adventures
of…Bartholomew Peregru.
Philadelphia, Whilt & Yost. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1918; By a member of
the Philadelphia Bar.
Reel: P-13

Pendleton, Louis Beauregard.
Bewitched.
New York, Cassell. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 4169.
Reel: P-14

Pendleton, Louis Beauregard.
Carita.
Boston, New York [etc.] Lamson, Wolffe and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4170.
Reel: P-14
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Pendleton, Louis Beauregard.
Corona of the Natalhalas.
New York, Merriam. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 4171.
Reel: P-14

Pendleton, Louis Beauregard.
In the wire-grass.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4172.
Reel: P-14

Pendleton, Louis Beauregard.
The sons of Ham.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4173.
Reel: P-14

Pendleton, Louis Beauregard.
The wedding garment.
Boston, Little, Brown and Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4174.
Reel: P-14

Pendleton, Mark Pierce.
Andy Dodge.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4175.
Reel: P-14

Penfield, Richard.
Luelle.
Philadelphia, E. Claxton & Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 4176.
Reel: P-14

[Pollard, Rebecca Harrington (Smith) Taylor].
Emma Bartlett: or, Prejudice and fanaticism.
Cincinnati, Moore, Wilstach, Keys & Overend. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1918A.
Reel: P-14

Pomeroy, Marcus Mills.
Brick-dust.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1919.
Reel: P-14

Pomeroy, Marcus Mills.
Gold-dust.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1920.
Reel: P-14

Pomeroy, Marcus Mills.
Gold-dust.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1920.
Reel: P-14

Pomeroy, Marcus Mills.
Nonsense, or, Hits and criticisms of the follies of the day.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1922.
Reel: P-14

Pomeroy, Marcus Mills.
Our Saturday nights.
New York, Carleton. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1922.
Reel: P-14

[Perkins, Ida E.].
The minister's daughter, and other stories.
[Manitowoc, Wis.]. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 4177; By Dita [pseud.].
Reel: P-15

Pennington, Jeanne Gillespie.
Some marked passages, and other stories.
New York, Fords, Howard and Hulbert. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4178.
Reel: P-15

Perkins, Annie Stevens.
Appointed paths.
Boston, J.H. Earle. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4179.
Reel: P-15

Perkins, Frederic Beecher.
Devil-puzzlers and other studies.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1877
Wright bibliography number 4180.
Reel: P-15

Perkins, Frederic Beecher.
My three conversations with Miss Chester.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1877
Wright bibliography number 4181.
Reel: P-15

[Perkins, George].
Before the dawn.
Wright bibliography number 4182; By George Dulac [pseud.].
Reel: P-15

Perkins, Peppermint [pseud.].
The familiar letters of Peppermint Perkins.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 4183; Reprinted from the Boston "Saturday evening gazette."
Reel: P-15

Perkins, Sarah Maria (Clinton).
Helen; or, Will she save him?.
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls. 1886
Wright bibliography number 4184.
Reel: P-15

[Perley, Mrs. T.E.].
From timber to town.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 4184.
Reel: P-15
A Poor fellow.
New York, Dick & Fitzgerald. 1858
Wright bibliography number 1924; By the author of "Which, the right, or left?".
Reel: P-15

Poor Mary Pomeroy!.
Philadelphia, Old Franklin Pub. House. c1874
Wright bibliography number 1925.
Reel: P-15

Poore, Benjamin Perley.
Aurora; or, The sharpshooters' scout.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1926.
Reel: P-15

Poore, Benjamin Perley.
The Mameluke; or, The sign of the mystic tie.
Boston, Gleason. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1928.
Reel: P-15

Poore, Benjamin Perley.
The Russian guardsman.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1929.
Reel: P-15

Poore, Benjamin Perley.
The West Point cadet; or, The turns of fortune's wheel.
Boston. [1863]
Wright bibliography number 1930.
Reel: P-15

Porter, Linn Boyd.
Caring for no man.
Boston, W.F. Gill. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1932.
Reel: P-15

Porter, Lydia Ann (Emerson).
Captain John; or, Loss is sometimes gain.
Boston, H. Hoyt. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1933.
Reel: P-15

Porter, Lydia Ann (Emerson).
Glencoe parsonage.
Boston, D. Lothrop. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1934.
Reel: P-15

Porter, Miss C.B.
The silver cup of sparkling drops from many fountains for the friends of temperance.
Buffalo. Derby. 1852
Wright bibliography number 1931.
Reel: P-15

Perrigo, G.A.
The man and the woman.
Atlanta, American Pub. & Engraving Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4186.
Reel: P-16

[Perrin, Raymond St. James].
The student's dream.
Chicago, Jansen, McClurg & Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 4187.
Reel: P-16

Perrow, George L.
The Hoosier editor.
Indianapolis, Tilford & Carlon. 1877
Wright bibliography number 4188.
Reel: P-16

Perry, A.T.
A windfall.
New York, The Authors' Pub. Co. [c1880]
Wright bibliography number 4189.
Reel: P-16

Perry, Alice.
Esther Pennefather.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1878
Wright bibliography number 4190.
Reel: P-16

Perry, Alice.
More ways than one.
Boston, D. Lothrop and Co. [c1879]
Wright bibliography number 4191.
Reel: P-16

Perry, Alice.
The schoolmaster's trial; or, Old school and new.
New York, Scribner. 1881
Wright bibliography number 4192.
Reel: P-16

Perry, Bliss.
The Broughton house.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1890
Wright bibliography number 4193.
Reel: P-16

Porter, Lydia Ann (Emerson).
The lost will.
Boston, H. Hoy. [c1860]
Wright bibliography number 1935.
Reel: P-16

Porter, Lydia Ann (Emerson).
Married for both worlds.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1936.
Reel: P-16

Porter, Lydia Ann (Emerson).
My hero; or, Contrasted lives.
Boston, D. Lothrop. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1937.
Reel: P-16
Porter, Rose.
   Foundations; or, Castles in the air.
   New York, A.D.F. Randolph. [c1871]
   Wright bibliography number 1938.
   Reel: P-16

Porter, Rose.
   Summer drift-wood for the winter fire.
   New York, A.D.F. Randolph. 1870
   Wright bibliography number 1939.
   Reel: P-16

Porter, Rose.
   Uplands and lowlands; or, Three chapters in a life.
   New York, A.D.F. Randolph. [c1872]
   Wright bibliography number 1940.
   Reel: P-16

Porter, Rose.
   The winter fire.
   New York, A.D.F. Randolph. [c1874]
   Wright bibliography number 1941.
   Reel: P-16

Porter, Rose.
   The years that are told.
   New York, A.D.F. Randolph. [c1875]
   Wright bibliography number 1942.
   Reel: P-16

Perry, Bliss.
   The Plated City.
   New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 4194.
   Reel: P-17

Perry, Bliss.
   The powers at play.
   New York, Scribner. 1899
   Wright bibliography number 4195.
   Reel: P-17

Perry, Bliss.
   Salem Kittredge, and other stories.
   New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 4196.
   Reel: P-17

Perry, Nora.
   A book of love stories.
   Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1881
   Wright bibliography number 4197.
   Reel: P-17

Perry, Nora.
   For a woman.
   Boston, Ticknor. 1886
   Wright bibliography number 4198.
   Reel: P-17

Perry, Nora.
   The tragedy of the unexpected, and other stories.
   Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1880
   Wright bibliography number 4199.
   Reel: P-17

Peters, John A.
   Two odd girls; or, Douglas Rock's secret.
   New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1898
   Wright bibliography number 4200.
   Reel: P-17

[Potter, Eliza].
   A hairdresser's experience in high life.
   Cincinnati, The Author. 1859
   Wright bibliography number 1943.
   Reel: P-17

Potwin, Mrs. H.K.
   Ruby Duke.
   Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1872
   Wright bibliography number 1944.
   Reel: P-17

[Powell, Thomas].
   Chit-chat of humor, wit and anecdote.
   New York, Stringer & Townsend. 1857
   Wright bibliography number 1945; Ed. by Pierce Pungent [pseud.].
   Reel: P-17

Pratt, Ella (Farman).
   A white hand.
   Boston, D. Lothrop. 1875
   Wright bibliography number 1946.
   Reel: P-17

Pratt, Frances Hammond.
   La Belle Zoa; or, The Insurrection of Hayti.
   Albany, Weed, Parsons. 1854
   Wright bibliography number 1947.
   Reel: P-17

Pratt, L.J.
   The blind girl's offering; or, Stray thoughts in poetry and prose.
   Swanton, Vt., P.P.R. Ripley. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 1948.
   Reel: P-17

Pratt, L.J.
   The unfortunate mountain girl.
   Boston, Damrell and Moore. 1860
   Wright bibliography number 1949A.
   Reel: P-17

Pratt, L.J.
   The unfortunate mountain girl.
   Middlebury, Vt., Register Book and Job Office. 1854
   Wright bibliography number 1949.
   Reel: P-17

[Peters, William Andrew].
   Human natur'.
   New York, Knickerbocker Book Co. 1885
   Wright bibliography number 4201; By Joel Sloper, (himself) [pseud.].
   Reel: P-18
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Petersen, Marcus.
A modern despotism.
Buffalo, C.W. Moulton. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4202.
Reel: P-18

Petersilea, Carlyle.
The discovered country.
Boston, E. von Himmel Pub. Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 4203; By Ernst von Himmel [pseud.].
Reel: P-18

Petersilea, Carlyle.
Mary Anne Carew.
Boston, Colby & Rich. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4204.
Reel: P-18

Petersilea, Carlyle.
Oceanides.
Boston, E. von Himmel Pub. Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 4205; By Ernst von Himmel [pseud.].
Reel: P-18

Peterson, Belle.
A beautiful bird without a name, or, A true Kentucky girl.
Louisville, courier-Journal Job Printing Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 4206.
Reel: P-18

Peterson, Henry.
Bessie's six lovers.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1877]
Wright bibliography number 4207.
Reel: P-18

Prentiss, Elizabeth (Payson).
Fred, and Maria, and me.
New York, Scribner. 1868
Wright bibliography number 1951.
Reel: P-18

Prentiss, Elizabeth (Payson).
The little preacher.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1952.
Reel: P-18

Prentiss, Elizabeth (Payson).
Stepping heavenward.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph. 1870
Wright bibliography number 1954.
Reel: P-18

Prentiss, Elizabeth (Payson).
Urbane and his friends.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph. [c1874]
Wright bibliography number 1955.
Reel: P-18

Presbury, B.F.
The Mustee; or, Love and liberty.
Boston, Shepard, Clark & Brown. 1859
Wright bibliography number 1956.
Reel: P-18

Peterson, Mattie J.
Little Pansy.
Charlotte, McNally & Loftin. [1890]
Wright bibliography number 4208.
Reel: P-19

Pex [pseud.].
Nicholas Nickleton.
San Francisco, S.F. News Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 4209.
Reel: P-19

Peyton, John Lewis.
Tom Swindell; or, The adventures of a boomer.
Saunton, Va., G.L. Bolen. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4210.
Reel: P-19

Phelon, William P.
Three sevens.
Chicago, The Hermetic Pub. Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4211; By the Phelons.
Reel: P-19

Phelon, William P.
A witch of the nineteenth century.
Chicago, The Hermetic Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4212.
Reel: P-19

[Phelps, Elizabeth (Stuart)].
Allendale's choice.
Milwaukee, The Young Churchman Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4214; By Leigh North [pseud.].
Reel: P-19

Phil. Johnson's life on the plains.
Chicago, Rhodes & McClure. 1888
Wright bibliography number 4215.
Reel: P-19

Philip Moore, the sculptor.
New York, Hunt & Eaton. [1880?]
Wright bibliography number 4216; By the author of "Lindsay Lee and his friends," etc.
Reel: P-19

Philip, Melville.
The devil's hat.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 4217.
Reel: P-19

Prentiss, Elizabeth (Payson).
Aunt Jane's hero.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 1950.
Reel: P-19

[586]
Preston, Harriet Waters.
Aspendale.
Boston, Roberts. 1871
Wright bibliography number 1957.
Reel: P-19

Preston, Harriet Waters.
Love in the nineteenth century.
Boston, Roberts. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1958.
Reel: P-19

Preston, Margaret (Junkin).
Silverwood.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1856
Wright bibliography number 1959.
Reel: P-19

Prichard, Sarah Johnson.
Faye Mar of Storm-Cliff.
New York, Wynkoop & Sherwood. 1868
Wright bibliography number 1960.
Reel: P-19

Prime, William Cowper.
I go a-fishing.
New York, Harper. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1961.
Reel: P-19

Prime, William Cowper.
Later years.
New York, Harper. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1962.
Reel: P-19

Prime, William Cowper.
The old house by the river.
New York, Harper. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1963.
Reel: P-19

Phillips, Melville.
Snap.
Philadelphia, Harper & Bros. 1881
Wright bibliography number 4218.
Reel: P-20

Phillips, Barnet.
Burning their ships.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1879
Wright bibliography number 4219.
Reel: P-20

Phillips, Barnet.
A struggle.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 4220.
Reel: P-20

Phillips, Ephraim.
Lost in the Adirondacks!.
Schenectady, N.Y., Chas. Burrows. 1890
Wright bibliography number 4221.
Reel: P-20

Phillips, Ludern Merriss.
Miskel.
Franklin, O., Editor Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4222.
Reel: P-20

Phillips, Samuel Louis.
Prince Como II.
New York, American News Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4223.
Reel: P-20

Phillips, Waldorf Henry.
Who is your wife?.
New York, E.J. Hale & Son. 1880
Wright bibliography number 4224.
Reel: P-20

Phillips, Walter Polk.
My debut in journalism and other odd happenings.
New York, The International Telegram Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 4225.
Reel: P-20

Phillips, Walter Polk.
Oakum pickings.
New York, W.J. Johnston. 1876
Wright bibliography number 4226; By John Oakum [pseud.].
Reel: P-20

Phillips, Sarah E.
Violet Gray; or, From ambition to success.
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4228.
Reel: P-20

[Prince, George].
Rambles in Chili.
Thomaston [Me.] D.J. Starrett. 1851
Wright bibliography number 1964; By "Will, the rover" [pseud.].
Reel: P-20

Prince, Paul.
The story of Fort Hill.
Auburn, P.J. Becker. 1859
Wright bibliography number 1965; By Frederic Prince.
Reel: P-20

The Princess of the moon.
Warrenton, Va. 1869
Wright bibliography number 1966; Written by a lady of Warrenton, Va.
Reel: P-20

Pritchard, Paul.
The refugees; or, The Union boys of ’61.
New York, T.W. Strong. [c1862]
Wright bibliography number 1967.
Reel: P-20
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Wright bibliography number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1865</td>
<td>Prospero [pseud.].</td>
<td>Caliban.</td>
<td>New York.</td>
<td>1969</td>
<td>P-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1868</td>
<td>In a crucible</td>
<td>Pugh, Eliza Lofton (Phillips).</td>
<td>Philadelphia.</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>P-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1867</td>
<td>Not a hero</td>
<td>Pugh, Eliza Lofton (Phillips).</td>
<td>New York.</td>
<td>1971</td>
<td>P-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1871</td>
<td>Miss Columbia's public school; or, Will it blow over?</td>
<td>Pullen, Charles Henry.</td>
<td>New York, F.B. Felt.</td>
<td>1972</td>
<td>P-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1872</td>
<td>A mission flower</td>
<td>Picard, George Henry.</td>
<td>New York, White, Stokes, &amp; Allen.</td>
<td>1885</td>
<td>P-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1875</td>
<td>Under the war flags of 1861</td>
<td>Pickard, William Lowndes.</td>
<td>Louisville.</td>
<td>1885</td>
<td>P-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1876</td>
<td>Not a hero</td>
<td>Pickett, Anita (Trueman).</td>
<td>New York, Alliance Pub. Co.</td>
<td>1876</td>
<td>P-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1877</td>
<td>A matter of taste</td>
<td>Picard, George Henry.</td>
<td>New York, White, Stokes, &amp; Allen.</td>
<td>1884</td>
<td>P-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1884</td>
<td>The lone grave of the Shenandoah, and other tales.</td>
<td>Piatt, Donn.</td>
<td>Chicago, New York [etc.] Belford, Clarke &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1888</td>
<td>P-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1886</td>
<td>A matter of taste</td>
<td>Picard, George Henry.</td>
<td>New York, White, Stokes, &amp; Allen.</td>
<td>1886</td>
<td>P-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1888</td>
<td>Captain Molly</td>
<td>Putnam, Ellen Tryphosa Harrington.</td>
<td>New York, Derby &amp; Jackson.</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td>P-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1889</td>
<td>Where is the city?</td>
<td>Putnam, Ellen Tryphosa Harrington.</td>
<td>Boston, Roberts.</td>
<td>1890</td>
<td>P-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1890</td>
<td>Fifteen days</td>
<td>Putnam, Mary Traill Spence (Lowell).</td>
<td>Boston, Ticknor and Fields.</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>P-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1891</td>
<td>Record of an obscure man</td>
<td>Putnam, Mary Traill Spence (Lowell).</td>
<td>Boston, Ticknor and Fields.</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>P-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1892</td>
<td>Record of an obscure man</td>
<td>Putnam, Mary Traill Spence (Lowell).</td>
<td>Cambridge, Riverside Press.</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>P-21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Putnam, Sallie A. (Brock).
Kenneth.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1982.
Reel: P-21

Pickett, La Salle (Corbell).
Yule log.
Washington, Neale Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4237.
Reel: P-22

[Picton, Nina].
At the threshold.
New York, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 4238; By Laura Dearborn [pseud.].
Reel: P-22

[Picton, Thomas].
The count's niece; or, The veteran of Marengo.
New York, Pollard & Moss. 1888
Wright bibliography number 4239; By Paul Preston, Esq. [pseud.].
Reel: P-22

Pidgin, Charles Felton.
Quincy Adams Sawyer and Mason's corner folks.
Boston, C.M. Clark Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4240.
Reel: P-22

Pier, Arthur Stanwood.
The pedagogues.
Boston, Small, Maynard & Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4241.
Reel: P-22

Pierce, Gilbert Ashville.
A dangerous woman.
Chicago, R.R. Donnelley. 1884
Wright bibliography number 4242.
Reel: P-22

Pierce, Gilbert Ashville.
Peggy.
Chicago, R.R. Donnelley & Sons, Publishers. 1883
Wright bibliography number 4243.
Reel: P-22

Pierce, Gilbert Ashville.
Zachariah.
Chicago, Donnelley, Gassette & Lloyd. 1880
Wright bibliography number 4244.
Reel: P-23

Pierce, Lucie France.
The white devil of Verde.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4245.
Reel: P-23

Pierce, Squier Littell.
DI.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1891
Wright bibliography number 4246.
Reel: P-23

Pierce, Squier Littell.
Stolen steps.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4247.
Reel: P-23

[Pierce, Zerelda F.].
The church republic.
New York, W.B. Ketcham. [1892]
Wright bibliography number 4248; By Brother Jonathan, D.D. [pseud.].
Reel: P-23

Pierson, A.C.
The white church.
Cincinnati, Standard Pub. Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 4249.
Reel: P-23

Pierson, Ernest De Lancey.
The black ball.
Chicago [etc.] Belford, Clarke & Co. [etc., c1889]
Wright bibliography number 4250.
Reel: P-23

Pierson, Ernest De Lancey.
A slave of circumstances.
Chicago, New York [etc.] Belford, Clarke & Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 4251.
Reel: P-24

Pierson, Ernest De Lancey.
A vagabond's honor.
New York, Belford Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 4252.
Reel: P-24

Pike, Louise.
Southern echoes.
Boston, Eastern Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4253.
Reel: P-24

[Pilgrim, Thomas].
Old Nick's camp-meeting'.
New York, Authors’ Pub. Co. [c1880]
Wright bibliography number 4254; By Eugene Owl [pseud.].
Reel: P-24

[Pinckney, Susanna Shulrick Hayne].
Douglas.
St. Louis, Nixon-Jones Printing Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4255; By Miss McPherson [pseud.].
Reel: P-24

Pinkerton, A. Frank. Dyke Darrel, the railroad detective, or The crime of the midnight express. Chicago, C.G. Laird. c1886 Wright bibliography number 4257. Reel: P-24


Pinkerton, Allan. Criminal reminiscences and detective sketches. New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1879 Wright bibliography number 4262. Reel: P-25


Pinkerton, Allan. The gypsies and the detectives. New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1877 Wright bibliography number 4264. Reel: P-25


Pinkerton, Allan. The model town and the detectives. Byron as a detective. [The hard life of the detective]. New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1876 Wright bibliography number 4266. Reel: P-25

Pinkerton, Allan. The Molly Maguires and the detectives. New York, G.W. Carleton. 1880 Wright bibliography number 4267; New and enl. ed. Reel: P-26

Pinkerton, Allan. The rail-road forger and the detectives. New York, G.W. Carleton & Co. 1881 Wright bibliography number 4268. Reel: P-26

Pinkerton, Allan. The spiritualists and the detectives. New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1877 Wright bibliography number 4269. Reel: P-26


[Pinnix, Hannah Courtney]. A watch-key. Raleigh [N.C.] Edwards & Broughton. 1889 Wright bibliography number 4271; By Kerr [pseud.]. Reel: P-26

Place, Frederick Robert. Blind Bo. Rochester, Union and Advertiser Co. 1897 Wright bibliography number 4272. Reel: P-26

Platt, William Henry. Judith Carson; or, Which was the heiress?. Rochester, E.R. Andrews. 1887 Wright bibliography number 4274. Reel: P-27


Plympton, Almira George. A willing transgressor, and other stories. Boston, Roberts Bros. 1897 Wright bibliography number 4276. Reel: P-27
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Pollard, Percival.
Cape of Storms.
Chicago, The Echo. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4277.
Reel: P-27

Pollard, Percival.
Dreams of to-day.
Chicago, Way and Williams. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4278.
Reel: P-27

Pool, Maria Louise.
Against human nature.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4279.
Reel: P-27

Pool, Maria Louise.
Boss and other dogs.
New York, Stone & Kimball. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4280.
Reel: P-27

Pool, Maria Louise.
Dally.
New York, Harper & Bros. c1891
Wright bibliography number 4281.
Reel: P-27

Pool, Maria Louise.
Friendship and folly.
Boston, L.C. Page. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4282.
Reel: P-27

Pool, Maria Louise.
A golden sorrow.
Chicago, H.S. Stone. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4283.
Reel: P-28

Pool, Maria Louise.
In a dike shanty.
Chicago, Stone & Kimball. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4284.
Reel: P-28

Pool, Maria Louise.
In Buncombe county.
Chicago, H.S. Stone & Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4285.
Reel: P-28

Pool, Maria Louise.
In the first person.
New York, Harper and Bros. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4286.
Reel: P-28

Pool, Maria Louise.
Katharine North.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4287.
Reel: P-28

Pool, Maria Louise.
The meloon farm.
New York, Harper. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4288.
Reel: P-28

Pool, Maria Louise.
Mrs. Gerald.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4289.
Reel: P-29

Pool, Maria Louise.
Mrs. Keats Bradford.
New York, Harper. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4290.
Reel: P-29

Pool, Maria Louise.
Out of step.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4291.
Reel: P-29

Pool, Maria Louise.
The red-bridge neighborhood.
Wright bibliography number 4292.
Reel: P-29

Pool, Maria Louise.
Roweny in Boston.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4293.
Reel: P-29

Pool, Maria Louise.
Sand 'n' bushes.
Chicago & New York, H.S. Stone & Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4294.
Reel: P-29

Pool, Maria Louise.
A widower & some spinsters; short stories.
Chicago & New York, H.S. Stone & Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4298.
Reel: P-29

Pool, Maria Louise.
Tenting at Stony Beach.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 4295.
Reel: P-30

Pool, Maria Louise.
The two Salomes.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4296.
Reel: P-30
Pool, Maria Louise.
A vacation in a buggy.
New York and London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1887
Wright bibliography number 4297.
Reel: P-30

Poole, Mary Belle.
Down fate's walk.
[New Orleans, Men and Masters Magazine]. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4299.
Reel: P-30

Poor, Agnes Blake.
Boston neighbours in town and out.
New York and London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4301.
Reel: P-30

Poor, Agnes Blake.
Brothers and strangers.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4302.
Reel: P-30

Poor, Theophilus, and the City of Fin.
New York, The Author's Pub. Co. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 4303.
Reel: P-31

Pope, Gustavus W.
Journey to Mars.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4304.
Reel: P-31

Pope, Gustavus W.
Journey to Venus.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4305.
Reel: P-31

Pope, Marion (Manville).
Up the Matterhorn in a boat.
New York, The Century Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4306.
Reel: P-31

Porch, Hester Edwards.
An ideal fanatic.
Chicago, H.A. Sumner & Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 4307.
Reel: P-31

Porter, David Dixon.
The adventures of Harry Marline; or, Notes from
an American midshipman's lucky bag.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 4308.
Reel: P-31

Porter, David Dixon.
Allan Dare and Robert le Diable.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 4309.
Reel: P-32

Porter, David Dixon.
Arthur Merton.
New York, Appleton. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4310.
Reel: P-32

Porter, Delia (Lyman).
The blues cure, and other stories.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. (Inc.). [C1892]
Wright bibliography number 4311.
Reel: P-32

Porter, James A.
A prince of Anahuac.
Galion, O., Crawford Co. [1894]
Wright bibliography number 4312.
Reel: P-32

Porter, Linn Boyd.
A black Adonis.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4313; By Albert Ross
[pseud.].
Reel: P-32

Porter, Linn Boyd.
The Garston bigamy.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4314; By Albert Ross
[pseud.].
Reel: P-33

Porter, Linn Boyd.
Her husband's friend.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1891
Wright bibliography number 4315; By Albert Ross
[pseud.].
Reel: P-33

Porter, Linn Boyd.
His foster sister.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4316; By Albert Ross
[pseud.].
Reel: P-33

Porter, Linn Boyd.
His private character.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4317; By Albert Ross
[pseud.].
Reel: P-33

Porter, Linn Boyd.
In Stella's shadow.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1890
Wright bibliography number 4318; By Albert Ross
[pseud.].
Reel: P-33
Porter, Linn Boyd.
Love at seventy.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4319; By Albert Ross
[pseud.].
Reel: P-33

Porter, Linn Boyd.
Moulding a maiden.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1891
Wright bibliography number 4320; By Albert Ross
[pseud.].
Reel: P-34

Porter, Linn Boyd.
The naked truth.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1899
Wright bibliography number 4321; By Albert Ross
[pseud.].
Reel: P-34

Porter, Linn Boyd.
A new sensation.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1898
Wright bibliography number 4322; By Albert Ross
[pseud.].
Reel: P-34

Porter, Linn Boyd.
Speaking of Ellen.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1890
Wright bibliography number 4325; By Albert Ross
[pseud.].
Reel: P-34

Porter, Linn Boyd.
Stranger than fiction.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4326; By Albert Ross
[pseud.].
Reel: P-35

Porter, Linn Boyd.
That gay deceiver.!
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4328; By Albert Ross
[pseud.].
Reel: P-35

Porter, Linn Boyd.
Their marriage bond.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1897
Wright bibliography number 4329; By Albert Ross
[pseud.].
Reel: P-35

Porter, Linn Boyd.
Thou shalt not.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4330.
Reel: P-35

Porter, Linn Boyd.
Thy neighbor's wife.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4331; By Albert Ross
[pseud.].
Reel: P-35

Porter, Linn Boyd.
Why I'm single.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4332; By Albert Ross
[pseud.].
Reel: P-36

Porter, Linn Boyd.
Young Fawcett's Mabel.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. c1895
Wright bibliography number 4333; By Albert Ross
[pseud.].
Reel: P-36

Porter, Linn Boyd.
Young Miss Giddy.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4334; By Albert Ross
[pseud.].
Reel: P-36

Porter, Lydia Ann (Emerson).
Cousin Polly's gold mine.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1878
Wright bibliography number 4335.
Reel: P-36

Porter, Melinda Jennie.
Frankincense; or, The bride of Clairmont.
New York, G.W. Dillingham; [etc]. 1887
Wright bibliography number 4336.
Reel: P-36

Porter, Rose.
Charity, sweet charity.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1880]
Wright bibliography number 4337.
Reel: P-36

Porter, Rose.
Christmas evergreens.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1876]
Wright bibliography number 4338.
Reel: P-36

Porter, Rose.
A daughter of Israel.
New York, Dutton. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4339.
Reel: P-36

Porter, Rose.
Driftings from mid-ocean.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 4340.
Reel: P-36
Porter, Rose.  
Honoria; or, The gospel of a life.  
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1885]  
Wright bibliography number 4341.  
Reel: P-37

Porter, Rose.  
In the mist.  
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1879]  
Wright bibliography number 4342.  
Reel: P-37

Porter, Rose.  
A modern Saint Christopher; or, The brothers.  
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1887]  
Wright bibliography number 4343.  
Reel: P-37

Porter, Rose.  
My son's wife.  
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1895]  
Wright bibliography number 4344.  
Reel: P-37

Porter, Rose.  
One of the sweet old chapters.  
New York, Chicago [etc.] F.H. Revell Co. 1896  
Wright bibliography number 4345.  
Reel: P-37

Porter, Rose.  
Our saints.  
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1881]  
Wright bibliography number 4346.  
Reel: P-37

Porter, Rose.  
Saint Martin's summer; or, The romance of the cliff.  
New York and Chicago, F.H. Revell Co. [c1891]  
Wright bibliography number 4347.  
Reel: P-37

Porter, Rose.  
A song and a sigh.  
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1887]  
Wright bibliography number 4348.  
Reel: P-37

Porter, Rose.  
The story of a flower, and other fragments twice gathered.  
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1883]  
Wright bibliography number 4349.  
Reel: P-37

Post, Charles Cyrel.  
Congressman Swanson.  
Chicago, C.H. Sergel & Co. [c1891]  
Wright bibliography number 4350.  
Reel: P-38

Post, Charles Cyrel.  
Driven from sea to sea; or, Just a campin'.  
Chicago, J.E. Downey & Co. 1884  
Wright bibliography number 4351.  
Reel: P-38

Post, Charles Cyrel.  
Ten years a cowboy.  
Chicago, Rhodes & McClure Pub. Co. 1888  
Wright bibliography number 4352.  
Reel: P-38

Post, Martin.  
The Riverton minister.  
Atlanta, Ga., American Pub. and Engraving Co. 1897  
Wright bibliography number 4353.  
Reel: P-38

Post, Mary A.  
Poverty Hollow.  
Brooklyn, T.B. Ventres. 1887  
Wright bibliography number 4354.  
Reel: P-38

Post, Melville Davisson.  
The man of last resort; or, The clients of Randolph Mason.  
New York and London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. [c1897]  
Wright bibliography number 4355.  
Reel: P-38

Post, Melville Davisson.  
The strange schemes of Randolph Mason.  
New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1896  
Wright bibliography number 4356.  
Reel: P-38

Post, Waldron Kintzing.  
Smith Brun.  
New York & London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1899  
Wright bibliography number 4358.  
Reel: P-39

Postgate, John W.  
The strange case of Henry Hoplass and Capt. Shiers.  
Chicago, W.B. Conkey. [c1898]  
Wright bibliography number 4359.  
Reel: P-39

Postgate, John W.  
Two women in black.  
Chicago and New York, Belford. Clarke & Co. 1886  
Wright bibliography number 4360.  
Reel: P-39
Potter, Margaret Horton.
A social lion.
Chicago, R.R. Donnelley. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4362; By Robert Dolly Williams [pseud.].
Reel: P-39

Potter, Margaret Horton.
Uncanonized.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4363.
Reel: P-40

Pounds, Jessie Hunter (Brown).
The ironclad pledge.
Cincinnati, Standard Pub. Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 4364.
Reel: P-40

Pounds, Jessie Hunter (Brown).
Norman Macdonald.
Cincinnati, Standard Pub. Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 4365.
Reel: P-40

Pounds, Jessie Hunter (Brown).
Roderick Wayne.
Cincinnati, Standard Pub. Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4366.
Reel: P-40

Pounds, Jessie Hunter (Brown).
A woman's doing.
Cincinnati, Standard Pub. Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 4367.
Reel: P-40

Powell, Ella Mary.
Clio.
Atlanta, Jas. P. Harrison. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4368.
Reel: P-40

Powell, Ella Mary.
Winona.
New York, A. Lovell & Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 4369.
Reel: P-40

Powell, Ella Mary.
Women who laugh.
New York [etc.] The Transatlantic Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4370.
Reel: P-40

Powell, Tullulah Matteson.
An English girl in America.
Chicago, F.T. Neely. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 4371.
Reel: P-40

Pratt, Ada A.M.
Widow Jones' monopoly, and other stories.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph Co. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 4372.
Reel: P-40

[Prentice, Dwight S.].
Revelations in politics.
[Findlay, O., Populist Pub. Co.]. c1895
Wright bibliography number 4373.
Reel: P-40

Prentiss, Elizabeth (Payson).
Avis Benson; or, Mine and thine. With other sketches.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1879]
Wright bibliography number 4374.
Reel: P-41

Prentiss, Elizabeth (Payson).
Gentleman Jim.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 4375.
Reel: P-41

Prentiss, Elizabeth (Payson).
Pemaquid.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1877]
Wright bibliography number 4376.
Reel: P-41

Preston, Harriet Waters.
The guardians.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 4377; [By H.W. Preston and Louise Dodge].
Reel: P-41

Preston, Harriet Waters.
Is that all?.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1876
Wright bibliography number 4378.
Reel: P-41

Preston, Harriet Waters.
A year in Eden.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1887
Wright bibliography number 4379.
Reel: P-41

Preston, Margaret (Junkin).
Aunt Dorothy.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph and Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 4380.
Reel: P-41

Prewitt, Emma Young.
Karlene Hoy; or, In need of a guide and guard.
Philadelphia, J.P. Lippincott Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4381.
Reel: P-41
Price T. Buchanan.
Snap.
New York, W.B. Smith & Co. [1881]
Wright bibliography number 4384.
Reel: P-42

Price, B.F.
Him and them, or. The ideal man.
Elkton, Md., Elkton Appeal Press. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4382.
Reel: P-42

Price, Ella Brown.
The major's love; or. The sequel of a crime.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [1888]
Wright bibliography number 4383.
Reel: P-42

Prichard, Sarah Johnson.
The only woman in the town, and other tales of the American revolution.
Waterbury, Conn., Melicent Porter Chapter, Daughters of the American Revolution. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4385.
Reel: P-42

Prince, Helen Choate (Pratt).
At the sign of the Silver crescent.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4386.
Reel: P-42

Prince, Helen Choate (Pratt).
The story of Christine Rochefort.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4387.
Reel: P-42

Prince, Helen Choate (Pratt).
A transatlantic chatelaine.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4388.
Reel: P-42

The Princess Daphne.
Chicago, Belford, Clarke. 1888
Wright bibliography number 4389.
Reel: P-43

[Proudfit, David Law].
The man from the West.
New York, Pollard & Moss. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4390.
Reel: P-43

Pryer, Charles.
Reminiscences of an old Westchester homestead.
New York and London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4391.
Reel: P-43

Pulitzer, Walter.
That duel at the Chateau Marsanac.
New York and London, Funk & Wagnalls Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4392.
Reel: P-43

Pullen, Elisabeth (Jones) Cavazza.
Don Finimondone.
New York, C.L. Webster & Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4393.
Reel: P-43

A Pure souled liar.
Chicago, C.H. Kerr & Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 4394; [By] ***.
Reel: P-43

Purvis, T.T.
Hagar: the singing maiden, with other stories and rhymes.
Philadelphia, Walton. 1881
Wright bibliography number 4395.
Reel: P-43

[Pusey, Pennock].
Ebba Borjeson.
Wilmington, Del., Costa Print. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 4396; By Hampden Vaughn [pseud.].
Reel: P-43

Putnam, George Haven.
The artificial mother.
New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4397.
Reel: P-44

Putnam, George Israel.
In blue uniform.
New York, Scribner. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4398.
Reel: P-44

Putnam, George Israel.
On the offensive.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4399.
Reel: P-44

Putnam, Samuel Porter.
Golden throne.
Boston, George Chainey. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 4400.
Reel: P-44

Putnam, Samuel Porter.
Waifs and wanderings.
New York, The Truth Seeker Co. [c1885]
Wright bibliography number 4401.
Reel: P-44
Pyle, Howard.
A modern Aladdin; or, The wonderful adventures of Oliver Munier.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4402.
Reel: P-44

Pule, Howard.
The price of blood.
Boston, R.G. Badger & Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4403.
Reel: P-44

Pyle, Howard.
The Rose of Paradise.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1888
Wright bibliography number 4404.
Reel: P-44

Panola; or, The Indian sisters. Scenes in forest life.
New York, W.F. Burgess. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1988.
Reel: PQ-1

The Parent's counsellor; or, The dangers of moroseness.
Philadelphia, E. Bacon. 1825
Wright bibliography number 1989.
Reel: PQ-1

Parish, Grant.
Decollete Washington.
Baltimore, John Cox's Sons. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 1989.
Reel: PQ-1

Parker, Henry Webster.
Poems.
Auburn, J.M. Alden. 1850
Wright bibliography number 1990.
Reel: PQ-1

Parker, Jonathan T.
The American legendary; consisting of original and select tales.
Rutland, E. Maxham. 1830
Wright bibliography number 1991; Ser. 1, vol. 1.
Reel: PQ-1

The Patriotic sailor; or, Sketches of the humors, cares, and adventures of a naval life.
Baltimore, H.W. Bool, Jr. 1829
Wright bibliography number 1992; By a thoroughbred seaman.
Reel: PQ-1

Patterson, Mrs.
The unfortunate lovers, and cruel parents.
Printed at Random, By Johnson & Callendar. 1797
Wright bibliography number 1993; 17th ed.
Reel: PQ-1

Paul Jones.
Philadelphia, A.J. Rockafellar. 1843
Wright bibliography number 1996; By the author of "Marion's men," [etc.].
Reel: PQ-1

Paulding, James Kirke.
The book of Saint Nicholas.
New York, Harper. 1836
Wright bibliography number 1997.
Reel: PQ-1

Paulding, James Kirke.
Chronicles of the city of Gotham.
New York, G. & C. & H. Carvill. 1830
Wright bibliography number 1998.
Reel: PQ-1

Paulding, James Kirke.
The diverting history of John Bull and Brother Jonathan.
New York, Inskeep & Bradford. 1812
Wright bibliography number 1999; By Hector Bull-us [pseud.].
Reel: PQ-1

Paulding, James Kirke.
The diverting history of John Bull and Brother Jonathan.
New York, Harper. 1835
Wright bibliography number 2003.
Reel: PQ-2

Paulding, James Kirke.
The Dutchman's fireside.
New York, Harper. 1831
Wright bibliography number 2004.
Reel: PQ-2

Paulding, James Kirke.
John Bull in America.
New York, C. Wiley. 1825
Wright bibliography number 2010.
Reel: PQ-2

Paulding, James Kirke.
Koningsmarke, The long finne.
New York, C. Wiley. 1823
Wright bibliography number 2012.
Reel: PQ-2

Paulding, James Kirke.
The merry tales of the three wise men of Gotham.
New York, G. & C. Carvill. 1826
Wright bibliography number 2015.
Reel: PQ-2
Paulding, James Kirke.
The new mirror for travellers; and Guide to the Springs.
New York, G. & C. Carvill. 1828
Wright bibliography number 2017.
Reel: PQ-2

Paulding, James Kirke.
The Old Continental; or, The price of liberty.
New York, Paine and Burgess. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2018.
Reel: PQ-2

Paulding, James Kirke.
The Puritan and his daughter.
New York, Baker and Scribner. 1849
Wright bibliography number 2019.
Reel: PQ-3

Paulding, James Kirke.
Sketch of old English.
New York, C. Wiley. 1822
Wright bibliography number 2021.
Reel: PQ-3

Paulding, James Kirke.
Tales of the good woman.
New York, G. & C. & H. Carvill. 1829
Wright bibliography number 2022.
Reel: PQ-3

Paulding, James Kirke.
Westward Ho!
New York, Harper. 1832
Wright bibliography number 2024.
Reel: PQ-3

Peabody, Elizabeth (Palmer).
Holiness; or, The legend of St. George.
Boston, E.R. Broaders. 1836
Wright bibliography number 2027.
Reel: PQ-3

Peabody, Elizabeth (Palmer).
The water-spirit.
Boston, Stimpson and Clapp. 1833
Wright bibliography number 2029; 2d ed.
Reel: PQ-4

Peck, George Washington.
Aurifodina; or, Adventures in the gold region.
New York, Baker and Scribner. 1849
Wright bibliography number 2030; By Cantell A. Bigly [pseud.].
Reel: PQ-4

Peirce, Isaac.
The Narraganset chief; or, The adventures of a wanderer.
New York, J.K. Porter. 1832
Wright bibliography number 2031.
Reel: PQ-4

Penchant, Philip [pseud.?].
The mysteries of Fitchburg.
Fitchburg, C. Shepley. 1844
Wright bibliography number 2032.
Reel: PQ-4

Pencil, Mark [pseud.].
The White Sulphur papers, or, Life at the Springs of Western Virginia.
New York, S. Colman. 1839
Wright bibliography number 2033.
Reel: PQ-4

Peterson, Charles Jacobs.
Agnes Courtenay.
Amherst, Mass., H.B. Nims. 1847
Wright bibliography number 2034.
Reel: PQ-4

Peterson, Charles Jacobs.
The Algerine, and other tales.
Boston, Gleason. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2035; By Harry Danforth [pseud.].
Reel: PQ-4

Peterson, Charles Jacobs.
Cruising in the last war.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1850]
Wright bibliography number 2036.
Reel: PQ-4

Peterson, Charles Jacobs.
Grace Dunley; or, Arnold at Saratoga.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1849]
Wright bibliography number 2037.
Reel: PQ-4

Peterson, Charles Jacobs.
The oath of Marion.
Boston, Gleason. 1847
Wright bibliography number 2038.
Reel: PQ-4

Peterson, Charles Jacobs.
The valley farm; or, The autobiography of an orphan.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1850]
Wright bibliography number 2039.
Reel: PQ-4

Phelps, Almira (Hart) Lincoln.
Ida Norman; or, Trials and their uses.
Baltimore, Cushing. 1848
Wright bibliography number 2041.
Reel: PQ-4

Phillip, Jonas B.]
Tales for leisure hours.
Philadelphia, Atkinson & Alexander. 1827
Wright bibliography number 2042.
Reel: PQ-4
Poe, Edgar Allan.
   The narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket.
New York, Harper. 1838
Wright bibliography number 2052.
   Reel: PQ-5

Poe, Edgar Allan.
   The pros romances.
Philadelphia, W.G. Graham. 1843
Wright bibliography number 2053; Uniform serial ed.
   Reel: PQ-5

Poe, Edgar Allan.
   Tales.
New York, Wiley and Putnam. 1845
Wright bibliography number 3054.
   Reel: PQ-5

Poe, Edgar Allan.
   Tales of the grotesque and arabesque.
Philadelphia, Lea and Blanchard. 1840
Wright bibliography number 2056.
   Reel: PQ-5

Poe, Edgar Allan.
   The works of the late Edgar Allan Poe: with notices of his life and genius.
New York, J.S. Redfield. 1850
Wright bibliography number 2057; By N.P. Willis, J.R. Lowell, and R.W. Griswold.
   Reel: PQ-6

The Polish chiefs.
New York, J.K. Porter. 1832
Wright bibliography number 2058; By the author of Sketches of character [etc.].
   Reel: PQ-6

[Porter, William Trotter.]
   The big bear of Arkansas, and other sketches.
Philadelphia, Carey Hart. 1845
Wright bibliography number 2061.
   Reel: PQ-6

Porter, Calvin.
   Leslie Wilmot; or, Witchcraft.
Boston, Gleason. 1848
Wright bibliography number 2060.
   Reel: PQ-6

Portraits of the people; or, Illustrations and sketches of American character, by popular artists and authors.
New York, Herrick, West & Ropes. 1841
Wright bibliography number 2065.
   Reel: PQ-6

Potts, Stacy Gardner.
   Village tales, or Recollections of by-past times.
Trenton, N.J., Justice. 1827
Wright bibliography number 2066; By Oliver Oakwood [pseud.].
   Reel: PQ-6

The Power of the pledge; a sequel to The history of the bottle, as originally pub. In the New-York Organ.
New York, Oliver & Bro. 1848
Wright bibliography number 2067.
   Reel: PQ-6
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Pray, Isaac Clarke.
Prose and verse.
Boston, Russell, Shattuck. 1836
Wright bibliography number 2069.
Reel: PQ-6

Preston, Lyman.
Stories for the whole family.
Rochester, W. Alling. 1841
Wright bibliography number 2070.
Reel: PQ-7

The Price of a glass of brandy.
Baltimore, R. Neilson. 1841
Wright bibliography number 2074; By a lady of Baltimore.
Reel: PQ-7

[Price, William].
Clement Falconer: or, The memoirs of a young Whig.
Baltimore, N. Hickman. 1838
Wright bibliography number 2072.
Reel: PQ-7

Priest, Josiah.
A history of the early adventures of Washington among the Indians of the West.
Albany, J. Munsell. 1841
Wright bibliography number 2075.
Reel: PQ-7

Priest, Josiah.
The robber; or, A narrative of Pye and the highwayman.
Albany, Stone and Munsell. 1836
Wright bibliography number 2076.
Reel: PQ-7

Priest, Josiah.
Stories of early settlers in the wilderness.
Albany, J. Munsell. 1837
Wright bibliography number 2078.
Reel: PQ-7

Priest, Josiah.
Stories of the Revolution.
Albany, Hoffman and White. 1836
Wright bibliography number 2080.
Reel: PQ-7

Priest, Josiah.
Stories of the Revolution.
Albany, Hoffman and White. 1836
Wright bibliography number 2079.
Reel: PQ-7

PS and QS.
Boston, Bowles & Dearborn. 1828
Wright bibliography number 2083.
Reel: PQ-7

The Pupil of Raphael.
New York, Wiley & Putnam. 1843
Wright bibliography number 2085; By.
Reel: PQ-7

Quipes, Father [pseud.].
The life and travels of Father Quipes.
Carlisle [Pa.]. 1820
Wright bibliography number 2087.
Reel: PQ-7

The Prize articles contributed to Richards' weekly gazette.
Athens, Ga., W.C. Richards. 1849
Wright bibliography number 2082.
Reel: PQ-8

[Queen, Sister Mary Xavier].
Wonders will never cease, and other stories.
Baltimore, Gallery & McCann. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4406.
Reel: Q-1

Quest.
New York, Carleton. 1864
Wright bibliography number 1983.
Reel: Q-1

Quigley, Hugh.
The cross and the shamrock; or, How to defend the faith.
Boston, P. Donahoe. 1853
Wright bibliography number 1986.
Reel: Q-1

Quigley, Hugh.
Profit and loss.
New York, T. O'Kane. 1873
Wright bibliography number 1987.
Reel: Q-1

Quigley, Hugh.
The prophet of the ruined abbey; or, A glance of the future of Ireland.
New York, E. Dunigan. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1988.
Reel: Q-1
Quincy, Edmund.
The haunted adjutant, and other stories.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 4408.
Reel: Q-1

Quincy, Edmund.
Wensley.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1854
Wright bibliography number 1989.
Reel: Q-1

Quincy, Josiah Phillips.
The Peckster professorship.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 4409.
Reel: Q-1

[Quincy, Samuel Miller].
The man who was not a colonel.
Boston, Loring. [c1877]
Wright bibliography number 4410.
Reel: Q-1

Quinn, Arthur Hobson.
Pennsylvania stories.
Wright bibliography number 4411.
Reel: Q-1

Raffensperger, Anna Frances.
Patience Preston, M.D.
Boston, D. Lothrop Co. c1887
Wright bibliography number 4412.
Reel: R-1

Ragsdale, Lulah.
A shadow's shadow.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4413.
Reel: R-1

[Rahm, Ida].
Miss Nancy.
Philadelphia, David McKay. 1884
Wright bibliography number 4414.
Reel: R-1

Ralph, Julian.
Alone in China, and other stories.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1897 [1896]
Wright bibliography number 4415.
Reel: R-1

Ralph, Julian.
An angel in a web.
Wright bibliography number 4416.
Reel: R-1

Ralph, Julian.
People we pass.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4417.
Reel: R-1

Ralph, Julian.
A prince of Georgia, and other tales.
Wright bibliography number 4418.
Reel: R-1

Ralph, Julian.
Ramon, the rover of Cuba, and other tales.
New York, Nafis & Cornish. 1843
Wright bibliography number 2089; By the author of Evenings in Boston, &c.
Reel: R-1

Ralph, Julian.
Ramon: the rover of Cuba.
Boston, Richardson, Lord and Holbrooke. 1829
Wright bibliography number 2088.
Reel: R-1

Ramsey, Milton Worth.
Six thousand years hence.
Minneapolis [Press of A. Roper]. 1891
Wright bibliography number 4420.
Reel: R-1

Randolph, Paschal Beverly.
Dealing with the dead.
Utica, M.J. Randolph. 1861-62
Wright bibliography number 1992.
Reel: R-1

Randolph, Paschal Beverly.
The Rosicrucian's story.
Utica, M.J. Randolph. 1863
Wright bibliography number 1993.
Reel: R-1

Randolph, Paschal Beverly.
The wonderful story of Ravalette. Also, Tom Clark and his wife.
New York, S. Tousey. 1863
Wright bibliography number 1994.
Reel: R-1

[Rankin, Fannie W.].
True to him ever.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1874
Wright bibliography number 1995.
Reel: R-1

[Ransom, A.].
A terrible history of fraud and crime.
Philadelphia, M.A. Milliette. [c1858]
Wright bibliography number 1996.
Reel: R-1

[Ransom, James Birchett].
Osceola: or, Fact and fiction.
New York, Harper. 1838
Wright bibliography number 2092.
Reel: R-1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Raybold, George A.</th>
<th>Read, Thomas Buchanan.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The fatal feud: or, Passion and piety.</td>
<td>Paul Redding.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Mason and Lane. 1838</td>
<td>Boston, Tompkins and Mussey. 1845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2094.</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2102.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reel: R-1</td>
<td>Reel: R-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raybold, George A.</td>
<td>Realiieses of life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Perryman: or, The unhappy death.</td>
<td>New Haven, S. Babcock. 1839</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Mason and Lane. 1838</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2104; By a philanthropist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2096.</td>
<td>Reel: R-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reel: R-1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond, George S.</td>
<td>Recollections of the United States Army.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Empress of the Isles; or, The Lake bravo.</td>
<td>Boston, J. Munroe. 1845</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Stringer &amp; Townsend. [n.d.]</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2105; By an American soldier.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1997; By Charley Clewline [pseud.].</td>
<td>Reel: R-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reel: R-1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond, George S.</td>
<td>Rancevau, Edgar H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red wing: or, The weird cruiser of Van Dieman's land.</td>
<td>A knight of the key; or, A romance amid dots and dashes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1998; By Charley Clewline [pseud.].</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 4421.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reel: R-1</td>
<td>Reel: R-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reel: R-1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raymond, Rossiter Worthington.</td>
<td>Rand, Edward Augustus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brave hearts.</td>
<td>After the freshet.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, J.B. Ford. 1873</td>
<td>Boston, D. Lothrop and Co. [c1882]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright bibliography number 1999; By Robertson Gray [pseud.].</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 4422.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reel: R-1</td>
<td>Reel: R-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read, Emily.</td>
<td>Rand, Edward Augustus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aytoun.</td>
<td>Behind Manhattan gables.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2000.</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 4423.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reel: R-1</td>
<td>Reel: R-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read, Harriette Fanning.</td>
<td>Rand, Edward Augustus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The haunted student.</td>
<td>The down East master's first school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington, D.C., The Author. 1860</td>
<td>Boston, D. Lothrop Co. [c1892]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2001.</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 4424.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reel: R-1</td>
<td>Reel: R-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Read, Martha].</td>
<td>Rand, Edward Augustus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monima; or, The beautiful French girl in Philadelphia.</td>
<td>Two college boys; or, The old man of the mountain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2101; By H. Haydn [pseud.].</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 4425.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reel: R-1</td>
<td>Reel: R-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Read, Martha].</td>
<td>Rand, Josephine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monima; or, The beggar girl.</td>
<td>Sardis and the spirit-guest.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Printed by P.R. Johnson, for I.N. Ralston. 1802</td>
<td>New York, E.P. Dutton &amp; Co. 1897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2098.</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 4426.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reel: R-1</td>
<td>Reel: R-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rand, Katharine E.
The childhood of an affinity.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4427.
Reel: R-2

The Recorded will; or, Truth and not fiction.
Boston, Tappan & Whittemore. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2002; By a clergyman's widow.
Reel: R-2

Reed, Isaac George, Jr.
Erring, yet noble.
New York, J. Bradburn. 1865
Wright bibliography number 2003.
Reel: R-2

Reed, Peter Fishe.
Beyond the snow.
Chicago, Lakeside Press. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2004.
Reel: R-2

Reeder, Louise.
Curer Lyle; or, The stage in romance and the stage in reality.
New York, E.D. Long. 1856
Wright bibliography number 2005.
Reel: R-2

Rees, James.
Mysteries of city life; or, Stray leaves from the world's book.
Philadelphia, J.W. Moore. 1849
Wright bibliography number 2108.
Reel: R-2

Rees, James.
The Tinker spy.
Buffalo, A. Burke. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2006.
Reel: R-2

Reeves, Marian Calhoun Legare.
Ingemisco.
New York, Blelock. 1867
Wright bibliography number 2007; By Fadette [pseud.]
Reel: R-2

Reflections and tales.
Philadelphia, The Authoress. 1830
Wright bibliography number 2109; By a lady of Philadelphia.
Reel: R-2

[Reelf, Samuel].
Infidelity; or, The victims of sentiment.
Philadelphia, W.W. Woodward. 1797
Wright bibliography number 2110.
Reel: R-2

Requier, Augustus Julian.
The old sanctuary.
Boston, Redding. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2111.
Reel: R-2

Retrenchment; or, Ways and means.
Boston, Whipple & Damrell. 1841
Wright bibliography number 2112.
Reel: R-2

Retrogression.
Boston, J. Burns. 1839
Wright bibliography number 213.
Reel: R-2

Revelations of Asmodeus, or, Mysteries of Upper Ten-Dom.
New York, C.G. Graham. 1849
Wright bibliography number 2114.
Reel: R-2

Reynolds, Elhanan Winchester.
The new doctrine: or, Teaching and tendencies.
Fredonia, Censor Office. 1848
Wright bibliography number 2115.
Reel: R-2

Rhodes, John W.
Melini, or, The victim of guilt.
Boston, Babcock & Weston. 1844
Wright bibliography number 2116.
Reel: R-2

Richard White, or, One eyed Dick of Massachusetts.
Boston, G.W. Light. 1841
Wright bibliography number 2117.
Reel: R-2

[Richmond, James Cook].
Nothing, by Nobody.
Philadelphia, E. Littell. 1827
Wright bibliography number 2119.
Reel: R-2

Ritchie, Anna Cora (Ogden) Mowatt.
Evelyn; or, A heart unmasked.
Philadelphia, G.B. Zieber. 1845
Wright bibliography number 2120.
Reel: R-2

Randle, Frederick Alanson.
Idwynon.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4428.
Reel: R-3

[Richmond, James Cook].
[Hillsboro, Ill.], [1889]
Wright bibliography number 4429.
Reel: R-3
Rankin, George Cameron.
Border Canucks.
Detroit, G.C. Ranklin. 1890
Wright bibliography number 4430.
Reel: R-3

Rankin, Roland Oswell.
The girl from Paris; or, The scene painter's fancy.
New York, The Associated Authors. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4431.
Reel: R-3

Rapp, Virginia.
The blacksmith's daughter.
Vicksburg, Miss., Commercial Herald. [1890]
Wright bibliography number 4432.
Reel: R-3

Rathborne, St. George Henry.
Doctor Jack.
New York, Street & Smith. [1890]
Wright bibliography number 4434.
Reel: R-3

Rathborne, St. George Henry.
The fair maid of Fez.
New York, Home Book Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 4435.
Reel: R-3

Reeves, Marian Calhoun Legare.
Sea drift.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1870
Wright bibliography number 2009; By Fadette [pseud.].
Reel: R-3

Reeves, Marian Calhoun Legare.
Wearithorne, or, In the light of to-day.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2010; By "Fadette" [pseud.].
Reel: R-3

[Rembert, W.R.].
The Georgia bequest. Monolia; or, The vale of Tallulah.
Augusta, McKinne & Hall. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2011; By a Georgia huntsman.
Reel: R-3

Remick, Martha.
Agnes Stanhope.
Boston, J.M. Usher. 1862
Wright bibliography number 2012.
Reel: R-3

Remick, Martha.
Millicent Halford.
Boston, A. Williams. 1865
Wright bibliography number 2013.
Reel: R-3

Ritchie, Anna Cora (Ogden) Mowatt.
The fortune hunter; or, The adventures of a man about town.
New York, J. Winchester. [1844]
Wright bibliography number 2121; By Mrs. Helen Berkley [pseud.].
Reel: R-3

[Rives, Judith Page (Walker)].
Tales and souvenirs of a residence in Europe.
Philadelphia, Lea & Blanchard. 1842
Wright bibliography number 2124.
Reel: R-3

Robb, John S.
Kaam, or, Daylight.
Boston, "Star-Spangled Banner" Office. 1847
Wright bibliography number 2125.
Reel: R-3

Robb, John S.
Streaks of squatter life, and Far-West scenes.
Philadelphia, Carey and Hart. 1847
Wright bibliography number 2126; By "Solitair."
Reel: R-3

The Robber, or, Sons of night.
Weathersfield, L. Robertson. 1816
Wright bibliography number 2127.
Reel: R-3

Robinson, John Hovey.
Angela; or, The convent of Santa Clara.
New York, S. French. [1850?]
Wright bibliography number 2128.
Reel: R-3

Robinson, John Hovey.
The black knight; or, The wandering Bohemian.
Boston, Gleason. 1849
Wright bibliography number 2129.
Reel: R-3

Robinson, John Hovey.
The Boston conspiracy; or, The Royal Police.
Boston, Dow & Jackson. 1847
Wright bibliography number 2130.
Reel: R-3

Robinson, John Hovey.
The child of the Sierra; or, The gipsy brigand!.
Boston, Gleason. [1848]
Wright bibliography number 2131.
Reel: R-3

Robinson, John Hovey.
Ella Montfield; or, The three disguises!!.
Boston, Purdy & Bradley. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2132.
Reel: R-3
Robinson, John Hovey.
    Father Ildefonso: or, The priests of St. Omers.
    New York, Williams Bros. 1847
    Wright bibliography number 2133.
    **Reel: R-3**

Robinson, John Hovey.
    The fingers of fate; or, The astrologer's daughter.
    Boston, Page & Davis. 1846
    Wright bibliography number 2134.
    **Reel: R-3**

Robinson, John Hovey.
    The Isadore; or, The fated barque.
    Boston, W.W. Page. 1847
    Wright bibliography number 2135.
    **Reel: R-3**

Robinson, John Hovey.
    Kosato.
    Boston, Yankee Nation Office. 1850
    Wright bibliography number 2136.
    **Reel: R-3**

Robinson, John Hovey.
    The lady's dream; or, The fortune teller of Copp's Hill.
    Boston, W.W. Page. 1846
    Wright bibliography number 2137.
    **Reel: R-3**

Robinson, John Hovey.
    Marietta, or, The two students.
    Boston, Jordan & Wiley. 1846
    Wright bibliography number 2139.
    **Reel: R-3**

Robinson, John Hovey.
    Silver-Knife, or The hunter of the Rocky Mountains.
    Boston, Hotchkiss. 1850
    Wright bibliography number 2140.
    **Reel: R-3**

Robinson, Mrs. John Hovey.
    Evelyn.
    Boston, Hotchkiss. 1850
    Wright bibliography number 2141.
    **Reel: R-3**

Rathborne, St. George Henry.
    Miss Fairfax of Virginia.
    New York, Street & Smith. [c1899]
    Wright bibliography number 4436.
    **Reel: R-4**

Rawson, Abel M.
    The junior partners.
    San Francisco, J. Stuart & Co. 1891
    Wright bibliography number 4439.
    **Reel: R-4**

Rawson, Abel M.
    Seraltha.
    New York and San Francisco, 'The Authors' Association. 1893
    Wright bibliography number 4440.
    **Reel: R-4**

Ray, Anna Chapin.
    Each life unfulfilled.
    Boston, Little, Brown, and Co. 1899
    Wright bibliography number 4441.
    **Reel: R-4**

Ray, Maude Massey.
    Lillian and Lucile.
    Atlanta, The Franklin Printing and Pub. Co. 1899
    Wright bibliography number 4442.
    **Reel: R-4**

Remick, Martha.
    Richard Ireton.
    Boston, Loring. [n.d.]
    Wright bibliography number 2014.
    **Reel: R-4**

Remington, E.F.
    The City of Sin and its capture by Immanuel's army.
    New York, Carlton & Porter. [c1857]
    Wright bibliography number 2015.
    **Reel: R-4**

The Rev. J.W. Loguen, as a slave and as a freeman.
    Syracuse, J.G.K. Truair. 1859
    Wright bibliography number 2016.
    **Reel: R-4**

The Rev. J.W. Loguen, as a slave and as a freeman.
    Syracuse, J.G.K. Truair. 1859
    Wright bibliography number 2017.
    **Reel: R-4**

Reveries of an old maid, embracing important hints to young men.
    New York, DeWitt and Davenport. [c1850]
    Wright bibliography number 2018; 2d ed.
    **Reel: R-4**

[Robinson, Therese Albertine Louise (Von Jacob)].
    Heloise, or, The unrevealed secret.
    New York, Appleton. 1850
    Wright bibliography number 2142; By Talvi [pseud.]
    **Reel: R-4**

Roddan, John T.
    John O'Brien; or, The orphan of Boston.
    Boston, P. Donahoe. 1850
    Wright bibliography number 2143.
    **Reel: R-4**
Roe, Azel Stevens.
James Montjoy; or, I've been thinking.
New York, Appleton. 1850
Wright bibliography number 2144.
Reel: R-4

Rogers, George.
Adventures of Elder Triptolemus Tub...To which is added, The old man of the hill-side.
Boston, A. Tompkins. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2145.
Reel: R-4

Rogers, George.
The pro and con of Universalism.
Utica, Grosh. 1840
Wright bibliography number 2147.
Reel: R-4

Rogers, George.
The pro and con of Universalism. Revelations from Hell, by a damned spirit.
Boston, A. Tompkins. 1842
Wright bibliography number 2148.
Reel: R-4

The Roman exile; or, The times of Aurelius.
Boston, J.G. Jones. 1843
Wright bibliography number 2152; 2d ed.
Reel: R-4

The romantic historian.
Philadelphia, Hogan & Thompson. 1834
Wright bibliography number 2154.
Reel: R-4

Raymond, Emma Frances Harmon.
A romance of New Meadows.
Lewiston, Me., Press of Lewiston Journal Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4443.
Reel: R-5

Raymond, Frances.
Maylou.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1898
Wright bibliography number 444.
Reel: R-5

[Raymond, George Lansing].
Modern fishers of men among the various sexes, sects, and sets of Chartville Church and community.
New York, Appleton. 1879
Wright bibliography number 4445.
Reel: R-5

Raymond, James F.
The Lost Colony.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 4446.
Reel: R-5

Raymond, Ross.
No laggards we.
New York, G.W. Harlan. 1881
Wright bibliography number 4447.
Reel: R-5

Raymond, Rossiter Worthington.
Camp and cabin.
New York, Fords, Howard, & Hulbert. 1880
Wright bibliography number 4448.
Reel: R-5

Raymond, Walter Marion.
Citronaloes.
Richmond, J.W. Randolph & English. 1888
Wright bibliography number 4449.
Reel: R-5

Raymond, Walter Marion.
Two men and some women.
New York, Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 4451.
Reel: R-5

Rayne, Martha Louise.
Against fate.
Chicago, W.B. Keen, Cooke & Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 4452.
Reel: R-5

Reynolds, Elhanan Winchester.
Records of the Bubbleton Parish; or, Papers from the experience of an American minister.
Boston, Tompkins and Mussey. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2019.
Reel: R-5

Reynolds, Elhanan Winchester.
The Tanglestown letters.
Buffalo, Wanzer, McKim. 1856
Wright bibliography number 2020.
Reel: R-5

Reynolds, Joseph.
Peter Gott.
Gloucester, Proctor. 1856
Wright bibliography number 2021.
Reel: R-5

Reynolds, William D.
Miss Martha Brownlow: or, The heroine of Tennessee.
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1863]
Wright bibliography number 2022.
Reel: R-5

Rice, Rosella.
Mabel; or, Heart histories.
Columbus; Follet, Foster. 1859
Wright bibliography number 2023; Second ed.
Reel: R-5
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Richards, A.
Zilla Fitz James, the female bandit of the South-West.
Little rock, Ark., A.R. Orton. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2024.
Reel: R-5

Richards, C. French.
John Guilderstring's sin.
New York, Carleton. 1864
Wright bibliography number 2026.
Reel: R-5

[Richards, Cornelia Holroyd (Bradley)].
Aspiration.
New York, Sheldon, Lamport and Blakeman. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2027; By Mrs. Manners [pseud.].
Reel: R-5

[Richards, Mrs. A.M.].
Memories of a grandmother.
Boston, Gould and Lincoln. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2025.
Reel: R-5

Rosa; or, American genius and education.
New York, Printed for the Author by I. Riley. 1810
Wright bibliography number 2155.
Reel: R-5

Rose-Hill.
Philadelphia, Key & Biddle. 1835
Wright bibliography number 2156; By a Virginian.
Reel: R-5

Rosewood, Emma.
Alford and Selina, or, The mystery disclosed.
Boston, Dow & Jackson. 1845
Wright bibliography number 2157.
Reel: R-5

Rosewood, Emma.
The virtuous wife, or, The libertine detected. With The lovely emigrant.
Boston, Dow and Jackson. 1845
Wright bibliography number 2158.
Reel: R-5

Rowson, Susanna (Haswell).
Charlotte.
Philadelphia, Printed for M. Carey. 1794
Wright bibliography number 2159; 2d ed.
Reel: R-5

Rowson, Susanna (Haswell).
Charlotte's daughter; or, The three orphans.
Boston, Richardson & Lord. 1828
Wright bibliography number 2242.
Reel: R-5

Rowson, Susanna (Haswell).
The fille de chambre.
Philadelphia, Printed for H. & P. Rice. 1794
Wright bibliography number 2245.
Reel: R-5

Rowson, Susanna (Haswell).
The inquisitor; or, Invisible rambler.
Philadelphia, W. Gibsons, 1793
Wright bibliography number 2251.
Reel: R-5

Rowson, Susanna (Haswell).
Memoria; or, The young lady's friend.
Philadelphia, Printed for R. Campbell, by S.H. Smith. 1794
Wright bibliography number 2253.
Reel: R-5

Rayne, Martha Louise.
Fallen among thieves.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1879
Wright bibliography number 4453.
Reel: R-6

Rayne, Martha Louise.
Her desperate victory.
Chicago, Belford, Clarke. 1886
Wright bibliography number 4454.
Reel: R-6

Rayner, Emma.
Free to serve.
Boston, Copeland and Day. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4455.
Reel: R-6

Rayner, Emma.
In castle and colony.
Chicago and New York, H.S. Stone and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4456.
Reel: R-6

Rayner, Emma.
Visiting the sin.
Boston, Small, Maynard & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4457.
Reel: R-6

Richards, Elizabeth Barnes.
Elisiner: or, The mysteries of an old stone mansion.
Worcester, Adams & Brown. 1864
Wright bibliography number 2208.
Reel: R-6

Richards, Maria (Tolman).
Life in Israel; or, Portraiture of Hebrew character.
New York, Sheldon, Blakeman. 1857
Wright bibliography number 2029.
Reel: R-6
Richards, Maria (Tolman).
The Year of Jubilee: or, Familiar phases of Hebrew life.
New York, Sheldon, Blakeman. [c1858]
Wright bibliography number 2029A.
Reel: R-6

Richards, Thomas Addison.
The romance of American landscape.
New York, Leavitt and Allen. [c1854]
Wright bibliography number 2030.
Reel: R-6

Richards, Thomas Addison.
Tallulah and Jocassee: or, Romances of Southern landscape, and other tales.
Charleston, Walker, Richards. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2031.
Reel: R-6

Richards, Thomas Addison.
[Richmond, Euphemia Johnson (Guernsey).]
The Harwoods: or, The secret of happiness.
New York, American Female Guardian Society. 1857
Wright bibliography number 2033.
Reel: R-6

Royall, Anne (Newport).
The Tenessean.
New Haven, The Author. 1827
Wright bibliography number 2257.
Reel: R-6

Royston, Samuel Watson.
The enemy conquered; or, Love triumphant.
New Haven, T.H. Pease. 1845
Wright bibliography number 2258.
Reel: R-6

Rural life in New England.
New York, J. Winchester. [1844]
Wright bibliography number 2259; By the author of "Lights and shadows of factory life.”.
Reel: R-6

[Richmond, John M.].
The adventures of Jefferson Plum and his daughter Nancy.
Thompsonville, Conn., Printed for the Pub. 1866
Wright bibliography number 2033A.
Reel: R-6

Rush, Caroline E.
Robert Morton; or, The step-mother.
Philadelphia, Pub. for the Authoress by Crissy & Markley. 1850
Wright bibliography number 2260; Containing: Edmund and Ione [etc.].
Reel: R-6

[Richmond, John Watson].
Kelroy.
Philadelphia, Bradford and Inskeep. 1812
Wright bibliography number 2261.
Reel: R-6

Ruter, P.S.
Reminiscences of a Virginia physician.
Louisville, B. Casseday. 1849
Wright bibliography number 2262.
Reel: R-6

Read, Opie Percival.
An Arkansas planter.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 4458.
Reel: R-7

Read, Opie Percival.
Bolanyo.
Chicago, Way & Williams. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4459.
Reel: R-7

Read, Opie Percival.
The captain's romance; or, Tales of the backwoods.
New York, F. Tennyson Neely. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 4460.
Reel: R-7

Read, Opie Percival.
The carpetbagger.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 4461; By Opie Read and Frank Pixley.
Reel: R-7
Read, Opie Percival.
The Colossus.
Chicago, F.J. Schulte & Co. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 4462.
Reel: R-7

Riley, Henry Hiram.
The Puddleford papers; or, Humors of the West.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1857
Wright bibliography number 2044.
Reel: R-7

Read, Opie Percival.
Emmett Bonlore.
Chicago, F.J. Schulte & Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 4463.
Reel: R-7

Riley, Henry Hiram.
Puddleford, and its people.
New York, S. Hueston. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2043.
Reel: R-7

Read, Opie Percival.
Old Ebenezer.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 4472.
Reel: R-7

Read, Opie Percival.
The Jucklins.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. [1896]
Wright bibliography number 4465.
Reel: R-8

Read, Opie Percival.
Judge Elbridge.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4466.
Reel: R-8

Read, Opie Percival.
A Kentucky colonel.
Chicago, F.J. Schulte & Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 4467.
Reel: R-8

Read, Opie Percival.
Len Gansett.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 4468.
Reel: R-8

Read, Opie Percival.
"Odd folks".
New York, F. Tennyson Neely. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4471.
Reel: R-8

Ritchie, Anna Cora (Ogden) Mowatt.
The clergyman's wife, and other sketches.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1867
Wright bibliography number 2045.
Reel: R-8

Ritchie, Anna Cora (Ogden) Mowatt.
Fairy fingers.
New York, Carleton. 1865
Wright bibliography number 2046.
Reel: R-8
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Ritchie, Anna Cora (Ogden) Mowatt.
Mimic life; or, Before and behind the curtain.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1856
Wright bibliography number 2047.
Reel: R-8

Ritchie, Anna Cora (Ogden) Mowatt.
The mute singer.
New York, Carleton. 1866
Wright bibliography number 2048.
Reel: R-8

Ritchie, Anna Cora (Ogden) Mowatt.
Twin roses.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1857
Wright bibliography number 2049.
Reel: R-8

Ritner, William D.
The great original and entrancing romance: The
fireman's bride; or, Beautiful Myria, the mad actress.
Philadelphia, M.A. Milliette. 1858
Wright bibliography number 2050.
Reel: R-8

Ritner, William D.
Juan, the white slave.
Philadelphia, Barclay. 1865
Wright bibliography number 2051.
Reel: R-8

Read, Opie Percival.
In the Alamo.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co.
[c1900]
Wright bibliography number 4464.
Reel: R-9

Read, Opie Percival.
On the Suwanee River.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 4473; [Golden rod ed.].
Reel: R-9

Read, Opie Percival.
Selected stories.
Chicago, F.J. Schulte & Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 4474.
Reel: R-9

Read, Opie Percival.
The tear in the cup, and other stories.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 4475.
Reel: R-9

Read,Opie Percival.
A Tennessee judge.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 4476.
Reel: R-9

Read, Opie Percival.
Up Terrapin River.
Chicago, Rand, McNally. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4478.
Reel: R-9

Read, Opie Percival.
The waters of Caney Fork.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & C. O.
[c1898]
Wright bibliography number 4479.
Reel: R-9

Ritner, William D.
The rival's revenge! Or, The lovely Quakeress, Catherine Middleton.
Philadelphia, M.L. Barclay. [c1854]
Wright bibliography number 2052.
Reel: R-9

The River pirates.
New York, H. Long. [c1853]
Wright bibliography number 2053.
Reel: R-9

[Roberts, Judith Page (Walker)].
Home and the world.
New York, Appletion. 1857
Wright bibliography number 2054.
Reel: R-9

Roath, David L.
The five love adventures of Solomon slug, and
other sketches.
New York, Bunce. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2055.
Reel: R-9

Roberts, Edwin F.
The road to ruin; or, The dangers of the town.
Cincinnati, U.P. James. [c1854]
Wright bibliography number 2056.
Reel: R-9

Roberts, Edwin F.
The twin brothers: or, The victims of the pressgang.
Cincinnati, U.P. James. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2057.
Reel: R-9

[Roberts, Maggie].
Home scenes during the Rebellion.
New York, J.F. Trow. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2058; By Eiggam
Strebor [anagr.].
Reel: R-9

Roberts, Sarah.
My step-mother; or, The power of love.
New York, General Protestant Episcopal Sunday
School Union, and Church Book Society. [c1856]
Wright bibliography number 2059.
Reel: R-9
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Robertson, Joseph R.
The Brinkley Female College ghost story.
Memphis, R.C. Floyd. 1871
Wright bibliography number 2060.
Reel: R-9

Robinson, Benjamin.
Dolores.
New York, E.J. Hale. 1868
Wright bibliography number 2061.
Reel: R-9

Robinson, Fayette.
The wizard of the wave.
New York, Stringer & Townsend. [c1853]
Wright bibliography number 2062.
Reel: R-9

Robinson, John Hovey.
Alethe; or, The child of the cord.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1864]
Wright bibliography number 2063.
Reel: R-9

Robinson, John Hovey.
Barnaby, the sandhill; or, The planter's ruse.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1862]
Wright bibliography number 2064.
Reel: R-9

Robinson, John Hovey.
Black Ralph, the forest fiend! Or, The wanderers of the West.
Boston, National Pub. Co. 1851
Wright bibliography number 2065.
Reel: R-9

Robinson, John Hovey.
The Buckeye ranger.
New York, F.A. Brady. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2066.
Reel: R-9

Read, Opie Percival.
The wives of the Prophet.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. [1894]
Wright bibliography number 4480.
Reel: R-10

Read, Opie Percival.
A Yankee from the West.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 4481.
Reel: R-10

Redd, Rebecca Ferguson.
The Brierfield tragedy.
New York, G. Munro. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 4482.
Reel: R-10

Reed, Carman.
The Knights of the Silver Star.
New York, Guild Pub. Concern. c1897
Wright bibliography number 4483.
Reel: R-10

Reed, Fannie Kimball.
A Chopin nocturne, and other sketches.
Cleveland, The Author. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4484.
Reel: R-10

Reed, Florida Presley.
Vesta; or, The hidden cross.
Atlanta, The Foote & Davies Co., Printers. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4485.
Reel: R-10

Reed, Francis R.
Experience of a New York clerk.
New York, F.R. Reed. 1877
Wright bibliography number 4486.
Reel: R-10

Reed, Helen Leah.
"The city and the sea," with other Cambridge contributions.
Cambridge, J. Wilson and Son. 1881
Wright bibliography number 4487.
Reel: R-10

Reed, Helen Leah.
Miss Theodora.
Boston, R.G. Badger & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4488.
Reel: R-10

Reed, John Hovey.
Catholina; or, The niche in the wall.
New York, F.A. Brady. [c1861]
Wright bibliography number 4489.
Reel: R-10

Reed, John Hovey.
The life and adventures of Wm. Harvard Stinchfield; or, The wanderings of a traveling merchant.
Portland, Me., For the Author, Printed by Thurston. 1851
Wright bibliography number 2070.
Reel: R-10

Reed, John Hovey.
The maid of the Ranche; or, The regulators and moderators.
New York, F.A. Brady. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2072.
Reel: R-10

Reed, John Hovey.
Marion's Brigade; or, The light dragoons.
Boston, Gleason. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2073.
Reel: R-10
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Robinson, John Hovey.
   Milrose: or, The cotton-planter's daughter.
   New York, F.A. Brady. [c1862]
   Wright bibliography number 2074.
   Reel: R-10

Robinson, John Hovey.
   Mountain Max: or, Nick Whiffles on the Border.
   New York, F.A. Brady. [c1861]
   Wright bibliography number 2075.
   Reel: R-10

Robinson, John Hovey.
   Nightshade: or, The masked robber of Hounslow Heath.
   New York, F.A. Brady. [c1861]
   Wright bibliography number 2076.
   Reel: R-10

Robinson, John Hovey.
   The one star: or, The Texas bravo.
   Boston, Gleason. 1852
   Wright bibliography number 2071.
   Reel: R-10

Robinson, John Hovey.
   Pathaway: or, The mountain outlaws.
   New York, F.A. Brady. [c1859]
   Wright bibliography number 2078.
   Reel: R-10

Robinson, John Hovey.
   The rebel spy: or, The king's volunteers.
   Boston, Gleason. 1852
   Wright bibliography number 2079.
   Reel: R-10

Robinson, John Hovey.
   Redpath: or, The Western trail.
   New York, S. French. [n.d.]
   Wright bibliography number 2080.
   Reel: R-10

Robinson, John Hovey.
   Rosalthe: or, The pioneers of Kentucky.
   Boston, American Union. [1853]
   Wright bibliography number 2081.
   Reel: R-10

Robinson, John Hovey.
   The round pack.
   New York, F.A. Brady. [c1862]
   Wright bibliography number 2082.
   Reel: R-10

Robinson, John Hovey.
   The Royal Greens: or, The scout of the Susquehanna.
   New York, S. French. [n.d.]
   Wright bibliography number 2083.
   Reel: R-10

Robinson, John Hovey.
   Scotto the scout; or, The Union Rangers.
   New York, F.A. Brady. [c1861]
   Wright bibliography number 2084.
   Reel: R-10

Robinson, John Hovey.
   Sibylla: or, The mystery of the brownstone house.
   New York, F.A. Brady. [c1864]
   Wright bibliography number 2084A.
   Reel: R-10

Robinson, John Hovey.
   The silver bell: or, The heir of Motcombe Manor.
   Boston, Gleason. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 2085.
   Reel: R-10

Reed, Isaac George, Jr.
   From heaven to New York: or, The Good Hearts and the Brown Stone Fronts.
   New York, Murray Hill Pub. Co. 1876
   Wright bibliography number 4489.
   Reel: R-11

Reed, Myrtle.
   Later love letters of a musician.
   New York and London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1900
   Wright bibliography number 4490.
   Reel: R-11

Reed, Myrtle.
   Love letters of a musician.
   [c1898, 1899]
   Wright bibliography number 4491.
   Reel: R-11

Reed, Verner Zevola.
   Adobeland stories.
   Boston, R.G. Badger & Co. 1899
   Wright bibliography number 4492.
   Reel: R-11

Reed, Verner Zevola.
   Lo-to-kah.
   Wright bibliography number 4493.
   Reel: R-11

Reed, Verner Zevola.
   Tales of the Sun-land.
   Wright bibliography number 4494.
   Reel: R-11

Reeder, A.P.
   Around the golden deep.
   Boston, Cupples and Hurd; San Francisco, Carson & Co. 1888
   Wright bibliography number 4495.
   Reel: R-11
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Reese, Alice.
   Hurrah for America.
   Wright bibliography number 4496.
   Reel: R-11

Reese, Cara.
   "And she got all that!".
   New York, Chicago [etc.] F.H. Revell Co. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 4497.
   Reel: R-11

Reeves, Arthur Middleton.
   Jan.
   Chicago. 1892
   Wright bibliography number 4498.
   Reel: R-11

Robinson, John Hovey.
   The swordmaster of the Santee; or, Hirl, the hunchback.
   New York, F.A. Brady. [c1861]
   Wright bibliography number 2086.
   Reel: R-11

Robinson, John Hovey.
   The white rover; or, The lovely maid of Louisiana.
   Boston, Gleason. 1852
   Wright bibliography number 2087.
   Reel: R-11

Robinson, John Hovey.
   Whitelaw; or, Nattie of the lake sore.
   New York, F.A. Brady. [c1861]
   Wright bibliography number 2088.
   Reel: R-11

Robinson, Martha Harrison.
   Helen Erskine.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1870
   Wright bibliography number 2089.
   Reel: R-11

Robinson, Mary Dummett (Nauman).
   Clyde Wardleigh's promise.
   Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1873
   Wright bibliography number 2090.
   Reel: R-11

Robinson, Mary Dummett (Nauman).
   The enchanted princess.
   Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1872
   Wright bibliography number 2091.
   Reel: R-11

Robinson, Mary Dummett (Nauman).
   Sidney Elliott.
   Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1869
   Wright bibliography number 2092.
   Reel: R-11

Robinson, Mary Dummett (Nauman).
   Twisted threads.
   Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1870
   Wright bibliography number 2093.
   Reel: R-11

[Robinson, Solon].
   The Green-Mountain girls.
   New York, Derby & Jackson. 1856
   Wright bibliography number 2095; By Blythe White, Jr. [pseud.].
   Reel: R-11

Reeves, Marian Calhoun Legare.
   A little maid of Acadie.
   New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1888
   Wright bibliography number 4500.
   Reel: R-12

Reeves, Marian Calhoun Legare.
   Old Martin Boscawen's jest.
   New York, Appleton. 1878
   Wright bibliography number 4501; By Marian C.L. Reeves and Emily Read.
   Reel: R-12

Reeves, Marian Calhoun Legare.
   Pilot fortune.
   Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1885
   Wright bibliography number 4502; By Marion C.L. Reeves and Emily Read.
   Reel: R-12

Reeves, Mrs. E.M.
   Under the stars and stripes.
   Castalia, S. Dak., The Author. 1891
   Wright bibliography number 4499.
   Reel: R-12

[Rehm, Warren S.].
   The practical city.
   Lancaster, Pa., Lancaster County Magazine. [1898]
   Wright bibliography number 4503; By Omen Nemo [pseud.].
   Reel: R-12

Reifsnider, Anna Cyrene (Porter).
   Between two worlds.
   St. Louis, The Anna C. Reifsnider Book Co. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 4504.
   Reel: R-12

Reifsnider, Anna Cyrene (Porter).
   Unforgiven.
   St. Louis, Mo., The Anna C. Reifsnider Book Co. [c1893]
   Wright bibliography number 4506; 2d ed.
   Reel: R-12
[Robinson, Solon].
Home comforts; or, Economy illustrated by familiar scenes of every-day life.
New York, Bunce. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2096; By Lillie Savery [pseud.].
Reel: R-12

[Robinson, Solon].
Hot corn.
New York, DeWitt and Davenport. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2097.
Reel: R-12

[Robinson, Solon].
How to live.
New York, Fowler and Wells. 1860
Wright bibliography number 2098.
Reel: R-12

[Robinson, Solon].
Me-Won-I-Toc.
New York, New York News Co. 1867
Wright bibliography number 2099.
Reel: R-12

[Robinson, Therese Albertine Louise (Von Jacob)].
The Exiles.
New York, Putnam. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2100; By Talvi [pseud.].
Reel: R-12

[Robinson, Therese Albertine Louise (Von Jacob)].
Fifteen years.
New York, Appleton. 1871
Wright bibliography number 2101; By Talvi [pseud.].
Reel: R-12

[Robinson, Therese Albertine Louise (Von Jacob)].
Life's discipline.
New York, Appleton. 1851
Wright bibliography number 2102; By Talvi [pseud.].
Reel: R-12

[Reilly, Bernard James].
Passing shadows.
New York, Cincinnati [etc.] Benziger Bros. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4507; By Anthony Yorke [pseud.].
Reel: R-13

Reimers, Johannes.
Unto the heights of simplicity.
Boston, L.C. Page & Co. (Inc.). 1900
Wright bibliography number 4508.
Reel: R-13

Remington, Eugene.
The victim of the mysterious mark; or, The magic mirror.
Lowell, Mass. [Vox Populi Press]. 1880
Wright bibliography number 4509.
Reel: R-13

Remington, Frederic.
Crooked trails.
Wright bibliography number 4510.
Reel: R-13

Remington, Frederic.
Men with the bark on.
Wright bibliography number 4511.
Reel: R-13

Remington, Frederic.
Stories of peace and war.
New York, Harper. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4512.
Reel: R-13

Remington, Frederic.
Sundown Leflare.
Wright bibliography number 4513.
Reel: R-13

Rene, Joseph Adelard.
Wanderings of French Ed, and other stories.
New York, Wright & Co. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 4514.
Reel: R-13

Reno, Itti (Kinney).
An exceptional case.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 4515.
Reel: R-13

Reno, Itti (Kinney).
Miss Breckenridge.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 4516.
Reel: R-13

Rockwell, Mrs. M.E.
Tom Miller; or, After many days.
Philadelphia, J.C. Garrigues. 1867
Wright bibliography number 2103.
Reel: R-13

Roe, Azel Stevens.
The cloud on the heart.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1869
Wright bibliography number 2104.
Reel: R-13
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title and Notes</th>
<th>Publisher Details</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Azel Stevens.</td>
<td>Like and unlike.</td>
<td>New York, Carleton. 1862</td>
<td>2106</td>
<td>R-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Azel Stevens.</td>
<td>A long look ahead; or, The first stroke and the last.</td>
<td>New York, J.C. Derby. 1855</td>
<td>2107</td>
<td>R-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reno, James J.</td>
<td>Fairway and Folly.</td>
<td>Kansas City, Mo., Ramsey, Millet &amp; Hudson. 1881</td>
<td>4517</td>
<td>R-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rensink, Mrs. J.W.</td>
<td>The world's fairest; or, True hearts at home.</td>
<td>Chicago, Pub. For the Author by Donohue, Henneberry &amp; Co. [c1893]</td>
<td>4518</td>
<td>R-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rexford, Eben Eugene.</td>
<td>What the Christmas brought her.</td>
<td>[Chicago] John Church Co. c1894</td>
<td>4520</td>
<td>R-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds, Cuyler.</td>
<td>Janet.</td>
<td>Albany, J.B. Lyon. 1889</td>
<td>4522</td>
<td>R-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds, D.A.</td>
<td>Wolverton, or The modern arena.</td>
<td>Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally &amp; Co. 1891</td>
<td>4523</td>
<td>R-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Azel Stevens.</td>
<td>Looking around.</td>
<td>New York, Carleton. 1865</td>
<td>2108</td>
<td>R-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Azel Stevens.</td>
<td>Resolution: or, The soul of power.</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Carleton. 1871</td>
<td>2109</td>
<td>R-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Azel Stevens.</td>
<td>The star and the cloud; or, A daughter's love.</td>
<td>New York, Derby &amp; Jackson. 1857</td>
<td>2110</td>
<td>R-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Azel Stevens.</td>
<td>Time and tide; or, Strive and win.</td>
<td>New York, Appleton. 1852</td>
<td>2111</td>
<td>R-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Azel Stevens.</td>
<td>To love and to be loved.</td>
<td>New York, Appleton. 1851</td>
<td>2112</td>
<td>R-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Azel Stevens.</td>
<td>True to the last; or, Alone on a wide, wide sea.</td>
<td>New York, Derby &amp; Jackson. 1858</td>
<td>2113</td>
<td>R-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reynolds, Walter Doty.</td>
<td>Mr. Jonnemacher's machine.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Knickerbocker Book Co. [c1898]</td>
<td>4524; By Lord Prime...[pseud.].</td>
<td>R-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhone, Rosamond (Dodson).</td>
<td>Among the dunes.</td>
<td>New York and London, F.T. Neely. 1897</td>
<td>4526</td>
<td>R-15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Rich, Benjamin E.
Mr. Durant of Salt Lake City.
Salt Lake City, G.Q. Cannon & sons Co., Printers. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4528.
Reel: R-15

Richards, E.J.
Two dreams; or, '62 and '90.
Henderson, N.Y. c1890
Wright bibliography number 4529.
Reel: R-15

[Richards, George S.]
The widow and the farm.
Lancaster, Pa., New Era Printing House. 1890
Wright bibliography number 4530.
Reel: R-15

Richards, Laura Elizabeth (Howe).
Love and rocks.
Boston, Estes and Lauriat. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4531.
Reel: R-15

Roe, Azel Stevens.
Woman our angel.
New York, Carleton. 1866
Wright bibliography number 2114.
Reel: R-15

Roe, Edward Payson.
Barriers burned away.
New York, Dodd & Mead. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2115.
Reel: R-15

Roe, Edward Payson.
From jest to earnest.
New York, Dodd & Mead. [c1875]
Wright bibliography number 2116.
Reel: R-15

Roe, Edward Payson.
Gentle woman roused.
New York, National Temperance Society. 1874
Wright bibliography number 2117.
Reel: R-15

Roe, Edward Payson.
Opening a chestnut burr.
New York, Dodd & Mead. [c1874]
Wright bibliography number 2118.
Reel: R-15

Richards, Lysander Salmon.
Breaking up; or, The birth, development and death of the earth and its satellite in story.
Boston, J.E. Farwell & Co., Printers. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4532.
Reel: R-16

[Richardson, Charles Francis].
The end of the beginning.
Boston, Little, Brown, and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4533.
Reel: R-16

Richardson, Leander P.
Lord Dunmersey.
New York, J. Delay. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4534.
Reel: R-16

Richardson, Warren.
Dr. Zell and the Princess Charlotte.
New York, L. Kabis and Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4535.
Reel: R-16

Richberg, Eloise O. Randall.
Bunker Hill to Chicago.
Chicago, The Dibble Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4536.
Reel: R-16

Richardson, Warren.
A hawk in an eagle's nest.
[n.p.]. 1881
Wright bibliography number 4537.
Reel: R-16

Riddle, Albert Gallatin.
Ansel's cave.
Cleveland, The Burrows Bros., Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4538.
Reel: R-16

Roe, Edward Payson.
What can she do?.
New York, Dodd & Mead. [C1873]
Wright bibliography number 2119.
Reel: R-16

Roe, Elizabeth A.
Aunt Leanna; or, Early scenes in Kentucky.
Chicago, The Author. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2120.
Reel: R-16

Roe, Peter Quirk.
Regina, or Gazeren Castle; or, The countess and gamekeeper.
Boston, G.H. Williams. c1852
Wright bibliography number 2121.
Reel: R-16

Roland Trevor; or, The pilot of human life.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2122.
Reel: R-16

The Romance of an Irish girl; or, Life in two worlds.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1860
Wright bibliography number 2122.
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Roosevelt, Robert Barnwell.
Five acres too much.
New York, Harper. 1869
Wright bibliography number 2123.
Reel: R-16

Riddle, Albert Gallatin.
Castle Gregory.
Cleveland, Leader Printing Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 4539.
Reel: R-17

Riddle, Albert Gallatin.
The house of Ross, and other tales.
Boston, Hall and Whiting. 1881
Wright bibliography number 4540.
Reel: R-17

Riddle, Albert Gallatin.
The Tory's daughter.
Wright bibliography number 4541.
Reel: R-17

Riddle, William.
Nicholas Comenius: or, Ye Pennsylvania schoolmaster of ye olden time.
Lancaster, Wickersham Printing Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4542.
Reel: R-17

Rideing, William Henry.
The captured Cunarder.
Boston, Copeland and Day. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4543.
Reel: R-17

Rideing, William Henry.
A little upstart.
Boston, Cupples, Upham, and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 4544; 2d ed.
Reel: R-17

Ridenbaugh, Mary Young.
Enola; or, Her fatal mistake.
Saint Louis, For the Author. 1886
Wright bibliography number 4545.
Reel: R-17

Roopes, Hannah Anderson.
Cranston House.
Boston, O. Clapp. 1859
Wright bibliography number 2125.
Reel: R-17

Roosevelt, Robert Barnwell.
Progressive petticoats: or, Dressed to death.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1874
Wright bibliography number 2124.
Reel: R-17

Rose, Henrietta.
Nora Wilmot.
Columbus [Ind.] Osgood & Pearce. 1858
Wright bibliography number 2126.
Reel: R-17

Rosenberg, Charles G.
The Roman soprano; or, The captain of the Swiss guard.
New York, S. French. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2128.
Reel: R-17

Roth, Edward.
Christus Judex.
Philadelphia, F. Leypoldt. 1864
Wright bibliography number 2129.
Reel: R-17

Rougegorge and other short stories.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. [c1870]
Wright bibliography number 2130; By Harriet Prescott Spofford [and others].
Reel: R-17

Rubina.
New York, J.G. Gregory. 1864
Wright bibliography number 2131.
Reel: R-17

Riffe, Peter B.
Celeste, and other sketches.
Lebanon, Ky., Printed at the Standard Office. 1876
Wright bibliography number 4546A.
Reel: R-18

Riis, Jacob August.
Nibsy's Christmas.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4547.
Reel: R-18

Riis, Jacob August.
Out of Mulberry street.
New York, The Century Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4548.
Reel: R-18

Riley, James Whitcomb.
The boss girl…and other sketches.
Indianapolis, Bowen-Merrill Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 4549.
Reel: R-18

Riley, James Whitcomb.
Pipes o'Pan at Zekesbury.
Indianapolis, Bowen-Merrill Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4550.
Reel: R-18

Rose Milton.
Philadelphia, Parry and McMillan. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2127.
Reel: R-17
[Ringgold, Jacob].
   Lord Jacquelin Burkney, the White-chapel terror.
Wright bibliography number 4551; By "Rodissi"
[pseud.].
   Reel: R-18

Risley, Richard Voorhees.
   Men's tragedies.
Wright bibliography number 4552.
   Reel: R-18

Risley, Richard Voorhees.
   The sledge.
Boston, R.G. Badger & Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 4553.
   Reel: R-18

Ruddy, Ella Augusta (Giles).
   Bachelor Ben.
Chicago, Jansen & McClurg. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2132.
   Reel: R-18

[Ruffin, Edmund].
   Anticipations of the future, to serve as lessons for the present time.
Richmond, J.W. Randolph. 1860
Wright bibliography number 2132A.
   Reel: R-18

Ruffin, Mrs. R.M.
   Takes and sketches for the fireside.
Marion, Ala., D. Dykous. 1858
Wright bibliography number 2133.
   Reel: R-18

[Rulison, H.M.].
   The mock marriage; or, The libertine's victim.
Cincinnati, E. Mendenhall. [c1855]
Wright bibliography number 2134.
   Reel: R-18

Runkel, William M.
   Wontus; or, The corps of observation.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1874
Wright bibliography number 2135.
   Reel: R-18

Rushing a time table.
Burlington, Vt., H.A. Johnson. c1873
Wright bibliography number 2136.
   Reel: R-18

Rush, Caroline E.
   The dew-drop of the sunny South.
Philadelphia, Pub. For the Author by Crissy & Markley. 1851
Wright bibliography number 2137.
   Reel: R-18

Rush, Caroline E.
   The North and South, or, Slavery and its contrasts.
Philadelphia, Pub. for the Author by Crissy & Markley. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2138.
   Reel: R-18

Ritter, John P.
   The man who dared.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4554.
   Reel: R-19

Rival charms.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1884
Wright bibliography number 4555.
   Reel: R-19

[Rivenback, Mrs. Robert W.].
   Pauline: or, The girl of Piney Dell.
Wilmington [N.C.] S.G. Hall. 1883
Wright bibliography number 4556; By Mita Leon [pseud.].
   Reel: R-19

Rivers, George Robert Russell.
   Captain Shays.
Boston, Little, Brown and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4557.
   Reel: R-19

Rivers, George Robert Russell.
   The count's snuff-box.
Boston, Little, Brown, and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4558.
   Reel: R-19

Rivers, George Robert Russell.
   The governor's garden.
Boston, J. Knight Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4559.
   Reel: R-19

Rives, Hallie Erminie.
   As the hart panteth.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4560.
   Reel: R-19

Rush, Caroline E.
   Way-marks in the life of a wanderer.
Philadelphia, Pub. For the Author by Crissy & Markley. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2139.
   Reel: R-19

Russell, Charles Wells.
   Roebeck.
New York, M. Doolady. 1866
Wright bibliography number 2140.
   Reel: R-19
**American Fiction, 1774-1910**

**Reel Listing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Wright bibliography number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Russell, John.</td>
<td>Claudine Lavalle; or, The first convict. The Mormoness; or, The trials of Mary Maverick.</td>
<td>Alton [Ill.] Courier Steam Press.</td>
<td>1853</td>
<td>2142</td>
<td>R-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell, Martha.</td>
<td>Leaves from the tree Igdrasyl.</td>
<td>Boston, J.P. Jewett.</td>
<td>1854</td>
<td>2143</td>
<td>R-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Boston, Gould and Lincoln.</td>
<td>1864</td>
<td>2145</td>
<td>R-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ruth Churchill: or, The true Protestant.</td>
<td></td>
<td>New York, C. Shepard.</td>
<td>1851</td>
<td>2146</td>
<td>R-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rives, Hallie Erminie.</td>
<td>The singing wire, and other stories.</td>
<td>Clarksville, W.P. Titus.</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>4563</td>
<td>R-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberts, Charles Humphrey.</td>
<td>&quot;Down the O-hi-o.&quot;.</td>
<td>Chicago, A.C. Mcclurg and Co.</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>4565</td>
<td>R-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberts, Clara (Lemore).</td>
<td>A covenant with the dead.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott co.</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>4566</td>
<td>R-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Roberts, Maggie].</td>
<td>Ambition; or, The launch of a skill upon the sea of life.</td>
<td>New York, Pub. For the Author by Lange, Little &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1876</td>
<td>4569</td>
<td>R-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Roberts, Maggie].</td>
<td>Gem of youth; or, Fireside tales.</td>
<td>New York, Pub. For the Author by Lange, Little &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1876</td>
<td>4570</td>
<td>R-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberts, Ralph.</td>
<td>Delivered from afar; or, Hopes realized In Dakota.</td>
<td>New York, Phillips &amp; Hunt; Cincinnati, Cranston &amp; Stowe.</td>
<td>1885</td>
<td>4571</td>
<td>R-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robertshaw, James.</td>
<td>Merivale; or, Phases of southern life.</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham.</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>4572</td>
<td>R-20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Robertshaw, James.
Volney Randolph.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4573.
Reel: R-21

Robertson, Esther.
The world well lost.
Cincinnati [etc.] Benziger Bros. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4574.
Reel: R-21

Robertson, Harrison.
"If I were a man."
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4575.
Reel: R-21

Robertson, Morgan.
Futility.
New York, M.F. Mansfield. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 4577.
Reel: R-22

Robertson, Morgan.
Spun-yarn.
New York, Harper. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4578.
Reel: R-22

Robertson, Morgan.
"Where angels fear to tread" and other tales of the sea.
New York, Century Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4579.
Reel: R-22

[Robertson, Sarah Franklin (Davis)].
Errors; or, The rightful master.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1879
Wright bibliography number 4580; By Ruth Carter [pseud.].
Reel: R-22

Robins, Elizabeth.
The new moon.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4583; By C.E. Raimond [pseud.].
Reel: R-22

Robins, Elizabeth.
The open question.
Wright bibliography number 4584.
Reel: R-23

[Robinson, Edgar Williams].
Only a tramp.
New York, The Authors' Pub. Co. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 4585; By Owanda [pseud.].
Reel: R-23

Robinson, Edith.
Penhallow tales.
Boston, Copeland and Day. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4586.
Reel: R-23

Robinson, Edward A.
The disk.
Boston, Cupples, Upham & Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 4587.
Reel: R-23

Robinson, Herbert B.
Chester.
Chicago, W.B. Conkey Co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 4588.
Reel: R-23

Robinson, John Bunyan.
The serpent of Sugar Creek colony.
Philadelphia, G.W. Johnson, Printer. 1885
Wright bibliography number 4589.
Reel: R-23

Robinson, Margaret Blake.
Souls in pawn.
New York, F.H. Revell. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 4590.
Reel: R-23

Robinson, Nugent.
Better than gold.
Notre Dame, "Ave Maria" Press. [1885]
Wright bibliography number 4591.
Reel: R-23

Robinson, Rowland Evans.
Danvis folks.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4592.
Reel: R-23
Robinson, Rowland Evans.
A Danvis pioneer.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4593.
Reel: R-24

Robinson, Rowland Evans.
A hero of Ticonderoga.
Burlington, Vt., H.J. Shanley & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4594.
Reel: R-24

Robinson, Rowland Evans.
In the green wood.
Burlington, Vt., H.J. Shanley & Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4595.
Reel: R-24

Robinson, Rowland Evans.
Sam Lovel's camps.
New York, Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4596.
Reel: R-24

Robinson, Rowland Evans.
Uncle Lisha's outing.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4597.
Reel: R-24

Robinson, Rowland Evans.
Uncle Lisha's shop.
New York, Forest and Stream Pub. Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 4598.
Reel: R-24

[Robinson, Stephen T.].
The shadow of the war.
Chicago, Jansen, McClurg, & Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 4599.
Reel: R-24

Robinson, W.A.
His way and hers.
Cincinnati, Cranston & Curts; New York, Hunt & Eaton. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4600.
Reel: R-24

Roche, James Jeffrey.
Her majesty the king.
Boston, R.G. Badger & Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4601.
Reel: R-24

Rockwood, Caroline Washburn.
An Adirondack romance.
New York, New Amsterdam Book Co. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 4602.
Reel: R-25

Rockwood, Caroline Washburn.
An east Florida romance.
New York, New Amsterdam Book Co. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 4603.
Reel: R-25

Rockwood, Caroline Washburn.
In Biscayne Bay.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 4604.
Reel: R-25

Rockwood, Caroline Washburn.
A masque of honor.
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4605.
Reel: R-25

[Rodenberger, Lizzie King].
Vesta Vane.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1878
Wright bibliography number 4606.
Reel: R-25

Rodney, George Brydges.
In buff and blue.
Boston, Little, Brown and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4607.
Reel: R-25

Roe, Azel Stevens.
True love rewarded.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1877
Wright bibliography number 4608.
Reel: R-25

Roe, Edward Payson.
A day of fate.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. [c1880]
Wright bibliography number 4609.
Reel: R-25

Roe, Edward Payson.
The earth trembled.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1887
Wright bibliography number 4610.
Reel: R-26

Roe, Edward Payson.
A face illuminated.
New York, Dodd, Mead. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 4611.
Reel: R-26

Roe, Edward Payson.
Found, yet lost.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 4612.
Reel: R-26

Roe, Edward Payson.
He fell in love with his wife.
New York, Dodd, Mead, and Co. [c1886]
Wright bibliography number 4613.
Reel: R-26
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Edward Payson</td>
<td>His sombre rivals</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead &amp; Co. [c1883]</td>
<td></td>
<td>4614</td>
<td>R-26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Edward Payson</td>
<td>The hornet's nest</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead. [c1887]</td>
<td></td>
<td>4615</td>
<td>R-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Edward Payson</td>
<td>A knight of the nineteenth century</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead. 1877</td>
<td></td>
<td>4616</td>
<td>R-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Edward Payson</td>
<td>&quot;Miss Lou.&quot;</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1888</td>
<td></td>
<td>4617</td>
<td>R-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Edward Payson</td>
<td>Near to nature's heart</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead &amp; Co. [c1876]</td>
<td></td>
<td>4619</td>
<td>R-27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Edward Payson</td>
<td>An original belle</td>
<td>New York, Dodd Mead and Co. [1885]</td>
<td></td>
<td>4620</td>
<td>R-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Edward Payson</td>
<td>Taken alive, and other stories</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead. 1889</td>
<td></td>
<td>4621</td>
<td>R-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Edward Payson</td>
<td>An unexpected result, and other stories</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead. [c1883]</td>
<td></td>
<td>4622</td>
<td>R-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Edward Payson</td>
<td>Without a home</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead. [c1881]</td>
<td></td>
<td>4623</td>
<td>R-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Edward Payson</td>
<td>A young girl's wooing</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead. [c1884]</td>
<td></td>
<td>4624</td>
<td>R-28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Edward Reynolds</td>
<td>Bellshazzar</td>
<td>Chicago, Donohue, Henneberry &amp; Co. 1890</td>
<td></td>
<td>4625</td>
<td>R-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Edward Reynolds</td>
<td>Brought to bay</td>
<td>Boston, Estes and Lauriat. 1882</td>
<td></td>
<td>4626</td>
<td>R-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Edward Reynolds</td>
<td>Dr. Caldwell; or, The trail of the serpent</td>
<td>Chicago, Laird &amp; Lee. c1889</td>
<td></td>
<td>4627</td>
<td>R-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Edward Reynolds</td>
<td>The gray and the blue</td>
<td>Chicago, Rand, McNally &amp; Co. 1886</td>
<td></td>
<td>4628</td>
<td>R-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, Mary Abigail</td>
<td>Free, yet forging their own chains</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, mead &amp; Co. [c1876]</td>
<td></td>
<td>4629</td>
<td>R-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, William James</td>
<td>Bellona's husband</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1887</td>
<td></td>
<td>4630</td>
<td>R-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, William James</td>
<td>Cut</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1886</td>
<td></td>
<td>4631</td>
<td>R-29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roe, William James</td>
<td>The last tenet imposed upon the khan of Tomathoz</td>
<td>Chicago, C.H. Kerr and Co. 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td>4633</td>
<td>R-30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).
   Agatha Webb.
   Wright bibliography number 4645.
   Reel: R-31

Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).
   Behind closed doors.
   New York, Putnam. 1888
   Wright bibliography number 4646.
   Reel: R-31

Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).
   The circular study.
   New York, McClure, Phillips & Co. 1900
   Wright bibliography number 4647.
   Reel: R-32

Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).
   Cynthia Wakeham's money.
   New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's sons. 1892
   Wright bibliography number 4648.
   Reel: R-32

Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).
   A difficult problem, The staircase at the Heart's delight, and other stories.
   New York, F.M. Lupton Pub. Co. 1900
   Wright bibliography number 4649.
   Reel: R-32

Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).
   Doctor Izard.
   New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's sons. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 4651.
   Reel: R-32

Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).
   The doctor, his wife and the clock.
   New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1895
   Wright bibliography number 4650.
   Reel: R-32

Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).
   The forsaken inn.
   New York, R. Bonner's Sons. [c1890]
   Wright bibliography number 4652.
   Reel: R-32

Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).
   Hand and ring.
   New York, Putnam. 1883
   Wright bibliography number 4653.
   Reel: R-33

Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).
   The Leavenworth case.
   New York, Putnam. 1878
   Wright bibliography number 4654.
   Reel: R-33
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reel Listing</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).**  
Lost man's lane, a second episode in the life of Amelia Butterworth.  
New York & London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1898  
Wright bibliography number 4655.  
**Reel: R-33** |
| **Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).**  
Marked "personal.".  
Wright bibliography number 4656.  
**Reel: R-33** |
| **Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).**  
7 to 12.  
New York and London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1887  
Wright bibliography number 4661.  
**Reel: R-34** |
| **Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).**  
A matter of millions.  
New York, Robert Bonner's Sons. 1890  
Wright bibliography number 4657.  
**Reel: R-34** |
| **Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).**  
The mill mystery.  
New York & London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1886  
Wright bibliography number 4658.  
**Reel: R-34** |
| **Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).**  
Miss Hurd.  
New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1894  
Wright bibliography number 4659.  
**Reel: R-34** |
| **Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).**  
The old stone house and other stories.  
New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1891  
Wright bibliography number 4660.  
**Reel: R-34** |
| **Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).**  
A strange disappearance.  
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1880  
Wright bibliography number 4662.  
**Reel: R-34** |
| **Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).**  
The sword of Damocles.  
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1881  
Wright bibliography number 4663.  
**Reel: R-35** |
| **Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).**  
That affair next door.  
New York and London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. [c1897]  
Wright bibliography number 4664.  
**Reel: R-35** |
| **Rohlfs, Anna Katharine (Green).**  
X Y Z.  
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1883  
Wright bibliography number 4665.  
**Reel: R-35** |
| **Roland, Alice Kate.**  
Rosalind Morton; or, The mystery of Ivy Crown.  
Louisville, Ky., C.T. Dearing. 1898  
Wright bibliography number 4666.  
**Reel: R-35** |
| **Rollin, Horace Judson.**  
Yetta Segal.  
New York. G.W. Dillingham. 1898  
Wright bibliography number 4667.  
**Reel: R-35** |
| **Rollins, Alice Marland (Wellington).**  
The story of a ranch.  
New York, Cassell. [c1885]  
Wright bibliography number 4668.  
**Reel: R-35** |
| **Rollins, Alice Marland (Wellington).**  
The three Tetons.  
New York, Cassell. [c1887]  
Wright bibliography number 4669.  
**Reel: R-35** |
| **Rollins, Alice Marland (Wellington).**  
Uncle Tom's tenement.  
Boston, W.E. Smythe Co. 1888  
Wright bibliography number 4670.  
**Reel: R-36** |
| **Rollins, Clara Harriot (Sherwood).**  
A Burne-Jones head and other sketches.  
New York, Lovell, Coryell & Co. 1894  
Wright bibliography number 4671.  
**Reel: R-36** |
| **Rollins, Clara Harriot (Sherwood).**  
Threads of life.  
Boston, New York [etc.] Lamson, Wolffe and Co. 1897  
Wright bibliography number 4672.  
**Reel: R-36** |
| **Rollins, Frank West.**  
Break o'day tales.  
Boston, Joseph Knight Co. 1894  
Wright bibliography number 4673.  
**Reel: R-36** |
| **Rollins, Frank West.**  
The lady of the violets.  
Boston, Lee & Shepard. 1897  
Wright bibliography number 4674.  
**Reel: R-36** |

A Romance of the White Mountains.  
[New York, Spectator Co.]. [c1896]  
Wright bibliography number 4675.  
**Reel: R-36**
Romig, H. Horace.
Another Bob; or, What father and mother
Sparenot, uncle Ham and auntie Hephzibah and
others had to say.
Milton, Pa., Milton Printing Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4676.
Reel: R-36

Rood, Henry Edward.
The company doctor.
New York, The Merriam Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 4677.
Reel: R-36

Roosevelt, Robert Barnwell.
Love and luck.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1886
Wright bibliography number 4678.
Reel: R-36

Rose, Duncan.
Madeline; or, A commencement proposal and
what came of it.
Fayetteville, N.C., Cape Fear Press. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 4679.
Reel: R-37

Roseboom, Jane.
The starless crown.
Lansing, L. Thompson, Printer. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4680.
Reel: R-37

Roseboro', Viola.
Old ways and new.
New York, Century Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4681.
Reel: R-37

[Rosenthal, Lewis].
Risette.
New York, J. Delay. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4682; By Lew Rosen
[pseud.].
Reel: R-37

Rosewater, Frank.
'96.
Omaha, Neb., Utopia Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4683.
Reel: R-37

Ross, Clinton.
The adventures of three worthies.
New York, Putnam. 1891
Wright bibliography number 4684.
Reel: R-37

Ross, Clinton.
Bobbie McDuff.
Boston, L.C. Page and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4685.
Reel: R-37

Ross, Clinton.
Chalmette.
Philadelphia & London, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4686.
Reel: R-37

Ross, Clinton.
The gallery of a random collector.
Wright bibliography number 4687.
Reel: R-38

Ross, Clinton.
Improbable tables.
New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4688.
Reel: R-38

Ross, Clinton.
The meddling hussy.
New York, Stone and Kimball. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4689.
Reel: R-38

Ross, Clinton.
The puppet.
New York, Stone & Kimball. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4690.
Reel: R-38

Ross, Clinton.
The scarlet coat.
New York, Stone & Kimball. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4691.
Reel: R-38

Ross, Clinton.
The silent workman.
New York & London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1886
Wright bibliography number 4692.
Reel: R-38

Ross, Clinton.
The speculator.
New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1891
Wright bibliography number 4693.
Reel: R-38

Ross, Clinton.
A trooper of the empress.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4694.
Reel: R-38

Ross, Clinton.
Two soldiers, and a politician.
New York and London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4695.
Reel: R-38
Ross, Clinton.
    Zuleka.
    Boston, New York [etc.] Lamson, Wolffe and Co. 1897
    Wright bibliography number 4696.
    Reel: R-39

Rossiter, William Sidney.
    An accidental romance, and other stories.
    New York, The Republic Press. 1895
    Wright bibliography number 4697.
    Reel: R-39

Roulet, Mary F. (Nixon).
    God, the king, my brother.
    Boston, L.C. Page & Co. 1900
    Wright bibliography number 4698.
    Reel: R-39

Roulet, Mary F. (Nixon).
    A harp of many chords.
    Saint Louis [etc.] B. Herder. [c1899]
    Wright bibliography number 4699.
    Reel: R-39

Roulet, Mary F. (Nixon).
    Lasca, and other stories.
    Saint Louis, B. Herder. [c1898]
    Wright bibliography number 4700.
    Reel: R-39

    Achsah.
    Boston, Lee & Shepard. 1876
    Wright bibliography number 4701; By Rev. Peter Pennot [pseud.].
    Reel: R-39

    Rosecroft.
    Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1881
    Wright bibliography number 4702.
    Reel: R-39

    A Round table of the representative American Catholic novelists, at which is served a feast of excellent stories.
    New York, Cincinnati, [etc.] Benziger Bros. 1897
    Wright bibliography number 4703; By Eleanor C. Donnelly...[and others].
    Reel: R-40

Roundy, Alice Miriam.
    A race with a hurricane, and other stories.
    New York, London [etc.] The Abbey Press. [c1900]
    Wright bibliography number 4704.
    Reel: R-40

Rowe, Henrietta (Gould).
    Queenshите.
    Buffalo, C.W. Moulton. 1895
    Wright bibliography number 4705.
    Reel: R-40

Rowe, Henrietta (Gould).
    Re-told tales of the hills and shores of Maine.
    Bangor, Me., D. Bugbee & Co. 1892
    Wright bibliography number 4706.
    Reel: R-40

[Rowland, K. Alice].
    Fickle fate.
    Birmingham, Roberts & Son, Printers. 1892
    Wright bibliography number 4707; By Lenore [pseud.].
    Reel: R-40

Rowley, Mary S.
    Marion; or, The dawning light.
    Philadelphia, Printed by J.P. Lippincott Co. 1888
    Wright bibliography number 4708.
    Reel: R-40

Royce, Josiah.
    The feud of Oakfield Creek.
    Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1887
    Wright bibliography number 4710.
    Reel: R-41

Ruben, Edward.
    The path to fame.
    New York, O. Lauckner. 1887
    Wright bibliography number 4711.
    Reel: R-41

Rudd, Jean Porter.
    Bas' thers.
    Norwich, Conn., Bulletin Press. 1897
    Wright bibliography number 4712.
    Reel: R-41

Rudd, Jean Porter.
    The tower of the old schloss.
    New York, Putnam. 1896
    Wright bibliography number 4713.
    Reel: R-41

Ruddy, Ella Augusta (Giles).
    Maiden Rachel.
    Madison, Wis., David Atwood. 1879
    Wright bibliography number 4714.
    Reel: R-41

Ruddy, Ella Augusta (Giles).
    Out from the shadows; or, Trial and triumph.
    Madison, Wis., Atwood & Culver. 1876
    Wright bibliography number 4715.
    Reel: R-41

Rullman, John D.
    Bob Greenfellow's sketches.
    Wright bibliography number 4716.
    Reel: R-42
Rumbough, George P.C.
From dust to ashes.
Little Rock, Ark., The Brown Printing Co. c1895
Wright bibliography number 4717.
Reel: R-42

Runaway girls, and their startling adventures.
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 4718.
Reel: R-42

Runyan, Nicholas Patterson.
A Quaker scout.
New York, Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 4719.
Reel: R-42

Russell, Addison Peale.
Sub-coelum.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4720.
Reel: R-42

Russell, Charles Wells.
The fall of Damascus.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1878
Wright bibliography number 4721.
Reel: R-42

Russell, Ernest Emory.
The reason why.
New York, E.E. Russell. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4722.
Reel: R-42

Russell, Frances E.
A quaint spinster.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4723.
Reel: R-42

Ryals, John Vincent.
Yankee doodle Dixie; or, Love the light of life.
Richmond, E. Waddey Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 4724.
Reel: R-43

Ryan, Marah Ellis (Martin).
The bondwoman.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4725.
Reel: R-43

Ryan, Marah Ellis (Martin).
A flower of France.
Chicago, Rand, McNally & Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4727.
Reel: R-43

Ryan, Marah Ellis (Martin).
In love's domains.
Chicago, Rand, McNally. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 4728.
Reel: R-43

Ryan, Marah Ellis (Martin).
Merze.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4729.
Reel: R-44

Ryan, Marah Ellis (Martin).
A pagan of the Alleghanies.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 4730.
Reel: R-44

Ryan, Marah Ellis (Martin).
Squaw Elouise.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4731.
Reel: R-44

Ryan, Marah Ellis (Martin).
Told in the hills.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 4732.
Reel: R-44

Ryder, John W.
John Crow.
York, Pa., P. Anstadt & Sons. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4733.
Reel: R-44

Ryer, William.
Jaccardin.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 4734.
Reel: R-44

S., E.O.
Isolina; or, The actor's daughter.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2147.
Reel: S-1

[S., J.S.]
Barbara Howard, or, The belle of Allensville.
Boston, Sleeper, Dix and Rogers. 1841
Wright bibliography number 2263.
Reel: S-1

Sabin, Elijah Robinson.
The live and reflections of Charles Observator.
Boston, Rowe & Hooper. 1816
Wright bibliography number 2264.
Reel: S-1
The Sad case of Mrs. Kate Southern!. Philadelphia, Old Franklin Pub. House. c1878
Wright bibliography number 4735.
Reel: S-1

The Sad case of Mrs. Kate Southern!. Philadelphia, Old Franklin Pub. House. c1878
Wright bibliography number 4736.
Reel: S-1

[Sage, Robert F.]. Charette.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2148.
Reel: S-1

Sage, William.
Robert Tournay.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4737.
Reel: S-1

Saint Rosalie: or, The mysterious casket.
Boston, "Star Spangled Banner" Office. [1849]
Wright bibliography number 2271.
Reel: S-1

Sale, Louise Montgomery.
The saddest of all is loving.
New York, The Authors' Pub. Co. [c1880]
Wright bibliography number 4741.
Reel: S-1

The Salem belle.
Boston, Tappan & Dennet. 1842
Wright bibliography number 2272.
Reel: S-1

Salem witchcraft; or, The adventures of Parson Handy from Punkapog Pond.
New York, E. Bliss. 1827
Wright bibliography number 2274; 2d ed. with corrections.
Reel: S-1

Salisbury, Henry Barnard.
Miss Worden's hero.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1890
Wright bibliography number 4742.
Reel: S-1

Salter, Mary J.
A friend in need.
Boston, Wright and Potter. 1887
Wright bibliography number 4743.
Reel: S-1

Salter, Mary J.
The lost receipt; or, Frustrated designs.
Boston, Wright & Potter. 1879
Wright bibliography number 4744.
Reel: S-1

Salter, Mary J.
The lost receipt; or, Frustrated designs.
Boston, Wright & Potter. 1881
Wright bibliography number 4745.
Reel: S-1

Saltus, Edgar Evertson.
Eden.
Chicago, New York, and San Francisco, Belford, Clarke & Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 4746.
Reel: S-1

Saltus, Edgar Evertson.
Enthralled.
London, Paris, Melbourne, Tudor Press; The American News Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4747.
Reel: S-1

San Blas, Caesario [pseud.].
A voyage to the Island of Philosophers.
[n.p.]. 1830
Wright bibliography number 2275.
Reel: S-1

[Sands, Alexander Hamilton].
Some passages in the life of Geoffrey Clinker, Esq. [pseud.]
Richmond, MacFarlane & Fergusson. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2152.
Reel: S-1

Sands, Robert Charles.
The writings of Robert C. Sands.
New York, Harper. 1834
Wright bibliography number 2276.
Reel: S-1

Sargent, Epes.
Peculiar.
New York, Carleton. 1864
Wright bibliography number 2153.
Reel: S-1

St. Clair, A.S.
Senora Ines: or, The American volunteers.
Boston, Gleason. [1848]
Wright bibliography number 2265.
Reel: S-1

St. Clair, Frank.
Six days in the metropolis, or, Phases of life in town.
Boston, Redding. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2149.
Reel: S-1

St. Clair, Henry.
Tales of terror; or, The mysteries of magic.
Boston, C. Gaylord. 1833
Wright bibliography number 2266.
Reel: S-1
St. Clar, Robert.
The metropolites: or, Know they neighbor.
New York, American News Co. [c1864]
Wright bibliography number 2150.
Reel: S-1

St. George de Lisle; or, The serpent's sting.
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1858]
Wright bibliography number 2151.
Reel: S-1

St. Herbert.
Windsor, T.M. Pomroy. 1813
Wright bibliography number 2269.
Reel: S-1

St. Hubert; or, Mistaken friendship.
District of Columbia, W.W. Wood. 1800
Wright bibliography number 2270.
Reel: S-1

Saltus, Edgar Evertson.
Imperial purple.
Chicago, Morrill, Higgins & Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4748.
Reel: S-2

Saltus, Edgar Evertson.
Mary Magdalen.
New York, Belford Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 4749.
Reel: S-2

Saltus, Edgar Evertson.
Mr. Incoul's misadventure.
New York, Benjamin & Bell. 1887
Wright bibliography number 4750.
Reel: S-2

Saltus, Edgar Evertson.
The pace that kills.
Chicago, New York, and San Francisco, Belford, Clarke & Co. [etc., c1889]
Wright bibliography number 4751.
Reel: S-2

Saltus, Edgar Evertson.
A transaction in hearts.
New York, Chicago, and San Francisco, Belford, Clarke & Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 4752.
Reel: S-2

Saltus, Edgar Evertson.
A transient guest, and other episodes.
Chicago, Belford, Clarke. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 4753.
Reel: S-2

Saltus, Edgar Evertson.
The truth about Tristrem Varick.
Chicago and New York, Belford, Clarke & Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 4754.
Reel: S-2

Saltus, Edgar Evertson.
When dreams come true.
[New York, P.F. Collier]. [1894]
Wright bibliography number 4755.
Reel: S-2

Sanborn, Alvan Francis.
Meg McIntyre's raffle, and other stories.
Boston, Copeland and Day. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4756.
Reel: S-2

Sanborn, Alvan Francis.
Moody's lodging house, and other tenement sketches.
Boston, Copeland and Day. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4757.
Reel: S-2

[Sanford, Ezekiel].
The humours of Eutopia.
Philadelphia, Carey, Lea, & Carey. 1828
Wright bibliography number 2278; By an Eutopian.
Reel: S-2

[Sansay, Leonora (Mary Hassall?)].
Laura.
Philadelphia, Bradford & Inskeep. 1809
Wright bibliography number 2279.
Reel: S-2

[Sansay, Leonora (Mary Hassall?)].
Secret history; or, The horrors of St. Domingo.
Philadelphia, Bradford & Inskeep. 1808
Wright bibliography number 2280.
Reel: S-2

[Sargent Lucius Manlius].
Diary of the Rev. Solomon Spittle.
Boston, W.S. Damrell. 1847
Wright bibliography number 2286.
Reel: S-2

[Sargent Lucius Manlius].
Fritz Hazell.
Boston, Damrell, and Russell, Odiorne. 1835
Wright bibliography number 2287.
Reel: S-2

[Sargent Lucius Manlius].
Groggy Harbor; or, A smooth stone from the brook, and a shepherd's sling.
Boston, Ford and Damrell, and Perkins, Marvin. 1834
Wright bibliography number 2288.
Reel: S-2

[Sargent Lucius Manlius].
I am afraid there is a God!.
Boston, Ford and Damrell. 1833
Wright bibliography number 2289.
Reel: S-2
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Place of Publication</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Wright Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sargent Lucius Manlius.</td>
<td>As a medicine.</td>
<td>Boston, Whipple &amp; Damrell. 1839</td>
<td></td>
<td>2285</td>
<td>S-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sauzade John S.</td>
<td>Garret Van Horn; or, The beggar on horseback.</td>
<td>New York, Carleton. 1863</td>
<td></td>
<td>2154</td>
<td>S-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saymore Sarah Emery.</td>
<td>Hearts unveiled: or, &quot;I knew you would like him.&quot;.</td>
<td>New York, Appleton. 1852</td>
<td></td>
<td>2158</td>
<td>S-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheldon Charles Monroe.</td>
<td>One of the two.</td>
<td>Chicago, Revell. [c1898]</td>
<td></td>
<td>4896</td>
<td>S-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanborn Mary Farley (Sanborn).</td>
<td>It came to pass.</td>
<td>Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1892</td>
<td></td>
<td>4761</td>
<td>S-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanborn Mary Farley (Sanborn).</td>
<td>Paula Ferris.</td>
<td>Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1893</td>
<td></td>
<td>4762</td>
<td>S-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanford Frederick R.</td>
<td>The bursting of a boom.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1889</td>
<td></td>
<td>4764</td>
<td>S-3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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[Sargent Lucius Manlius].
The legal remedy; or, The beauties of going to law.
Boston, Redding. 1849
Wright bibliography number 2292.
Reel: S-3

[Sargent Lucius Manlius].
The life-preserver.
Boston, Whipple and Damrell. 1838
Wright bibliography number 2293.
Reel: S-3

[Sargent Lucius Manlius].
Margaret's bridal.
Boston, Whipple and Damrell. 1839
Wright bibliography number 2294.
Reel: S-3

[Sargent Lucius Manlius].
My mother's gold ring.
Boston, Ford and Damrell. 1833
Wright bibliography number 2295.
Reel: S-3

[Sargent Lucius Manlius].
Nance Le Baron.
Boston, Damrell. 1837
Wright bibliography number 2296.
Reel: S-3

[Sargent Lucius Manlius].
The prophets! Where are they?
Boston, Whipple and Damrell. 1839
Wright bibliography number 2297.
Reel: S-3

[Sargent Lucius Manlius].
Right opposite.
Boston, Damrell. 1835
Wright bibliography number 2298.
Reel: S-3

[Sargent Lucius Manlius].
A sectarian thing.
Boston, Ford and Damrell. 1834
Wright bibliography number 2299.
Reel: S-3

[Sargent Lucius Manlius].
Seed time and harvest.
Boston, Damrell. 1835
Wright bibliography number 2300.
Reel: S-3

[Sargent Lucius Manlius].
The stage-coach.
Boston, Whipple and Damrell. 1838
Wright bibliography number 2301.
Reel: S-3

[Sargent Lucius Manlius].
The temperance meeting in the village of Tattertown.
Boston, Damrell. 1843
Wright bibliography number 2302.
Reel: S-3

[Sargent Lucius Manlius].
Too fast and too far; or, The cooper and the currier.
Boston, Whipple and Damrell. 1837
Wright bibliography number 2303.
Reel: S-3

[Sargent Lucius Manlius].
Well enough for the vulgar.
Boston, Damrell. 1836
Wright bibliography number 2304; 2d ed.
Reel: S-3

[Sargent Lucius Manlius].
What a curse! Or, Johnny Hodges, the blacksmith.
Boston, Damrell. 1835
Wright bibliography number 2305.
Reel: S-3

[Schenck, Mrs. J.V.].
Cousin Paul.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1868
Wright bibliography number 2159; By Jessie Glenn [pseud.].
Reel: S-3

Schiller, Edward.
Cherry Blossom: or, "Love thy neighbor as thyself."
New York, R.M. DeWitt. 1860
Wright bibliography number 2160.
Reel: S-3

[Schmucker, Samuel Mosheim].
The planter's victim; or, Incidents of American slavery.
Philadelphia, W.W. Smith. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2161.
Reel: S-3

Schoolcraft, Mary (Howard).
The black gauntlet.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1860
Wright bibliography number 2162.
Reel: S-3

Schuyler, Montgomery.
The pioneer church: or, The story of a new parish in the West.
New York, Hurd and Houghton. 1867
Wright bibliography number 2163.
Reel: S-3

Scian Dubh [pseud.].
Ridgeway.
Buffalo, McCarroll. 1868
Wright bibliography number 2164.
Reel: S-3
Sargent, Lucius Manlius.
  Wild Dick and good little Robin.  Boston, Ford & Damrell. 1833
  Wright bibliography number 2306.
  Reel: S-4

Sargent, Lucius Manlius.
  A word in season; or, The sailor's widow.  Boston, Damrell. 1835
  Wright bibliography number 2307.
  Reel: S-4

Satterthwait, Elisabeth Carpenter.
  Wright bibliography number 4766.
  Reel: S-4

Sauber, Halbert H.
  Adventures of a tenderfoot.  San Francisco, Pub. For the Author by the Whitaker & Ray Co. 1899
  Wright bibliography number 4767.
  Reel: S-4

[Saunders, Anna M.].
  Wright bibliography number 4768.
  Reel: S-4

Savage, Minot Judson.
  Bluffton.  Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1878
  Wright bibliography number 4769.
  Reel: S-4

Savage, Richard Henry.
  The anarchist.  Chicago, New York, F.T. Neely. 1894
  Wright bibliography number 4770.
  Reel: S-4

Savage, Richard Henry.
  Brought to bay.  New York, Homé Pub. Co. [1900]
  Wright bibliography number 4771.
  Reel: S-4

Savage, Richard Henry.
  Captain Landon.  Chicago, Rand, McNally. [c1899]
  Wright bibliography number 4772.
  Reel: S-4

Savage, Sarah.
  The factory girl.  Boston, Munroe, Francis & Parker. 1814
  Wright bibliography number 2308.
  Reel: S-4

Savage, Sarah.
  Filial affection; or, The clergyman's granddaughter.  Boston, Cummings, and Hilliard. 1820
  Wright bibliography number 2310.
  Reel: S-4

Savage, Sarah.
  James Talbot.  Cambridge, Printed for the Trustees of the Pub. Fund, by Hilliard and Metcalf. 1821
  Wright bibliography number 2311.
  Reel: S-4

Savage, Sarah.
  James Talbot, and The suspected boy.  Boston, Crosby and Nichols. 1845
  Wright bibliography number 2313.
  Reel: S-4

Savage, Sarah.
  Trial and self-discipline.  Boston, J. Munroe. 1835
  Wright bibliography number 2314.
  Reel: S-4

Savage, Timothy.
  The Amazonian Republic.  New York, Colman. 1842
  Wright bibliography number 2315.
  Reel: S-4

Sawyer, Caroline Mehetable (Fisher).
  The merchant's widow, and other tales.  New York, P. Price. 1841
  Wright bibliography number 2316.
  Reel: S-4

[Sawyer, Lemuel].
  Printz Hall.  Philadelphia, Carey & Hart. 1839
  Wright bibliography number 2318.
  Reel: S-4

Scotford, John.
  The Judd family; or, An evening visit and what came of it.  Ann Arbor, Dr. Chase's Steam Printing House. 1869
  Wright bibliography number 2165.
  Reel: S-4
Scott, Julia H. (Kinney).
The blind widow, and her family.
Hudson, A. Stoddard. 1837
Wright bibliography number 2321.
Reel: S-4

Scott, Julia H. (Kinney).
The sacrifice.
Hudson, A. Stoddard. 1837
Wright bibliography number 2322.
Reel: S-4

Scott, Raphael.
The voyages, adventures, and miraculous escapes of Raphael Scott.
Philadelphia, E.E. Barclay. 1850
Wright bibliography number 2323.
Reel: S-4

Scott, Rosa.
Marian Wallace; or, Life's changes.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1858
Wright bibliography number 2166.
Reel: S-4

Scoville, Joseph Alfred.
Clarence Bolton.
New York, Garrett. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2167.
Reel: S-4

Seaborn, Captain Adam [pseud.].
Symzonia.
New York, J. Seymour. 1820
Wright bibliography number 2324; By a lady of Philadelphia.
Reel: S-5

Seals, A.B.
Rockford.
Atlanta, Ga., Franklin Printing House. 1861
Wright bibliography number 2171.
Reel: S-5

Savage, Richard Henry.
An exile from London.
Wright bibliography number 4774.
Reel: S-5

Savage, Richard Henry.
A fascinating traitor.
Wright bibliography number 4775.
Reel: S-5

Savage, Richard Henry.
The Flying Halycon.
Chicago, New York, F.T. Neely. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4776; New version.
Reel: S-5

Savage, Richard Henry.
For her life.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4777.
Reel: S-5

Savage, Richard Henry.
For life and love.
Chicago and New York, F.T. Neely. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 4778.
Reel: S-5

Savage, Richard Henry.
The Scottish exiles.
Philadelphia, J. Field. 1828
Wright bibliography number 2325; By a lady of Philadelphia.
Reel: S-5

Scribner, Isaac W.].
Laconia; or, Legends of the White Mountains and Merry Meeting Bay.
Boston, B.B. Mussey. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2169.
Reel: S-4

Scribner, Isaac W.].
Laconia; or, Legends of the White Mountains and Merry Meeting Bay.
Boston, B.B. Mussey. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2169.
Reel: S-4

Sea stories now first collected and forming the fifth volume of "Putnam's story library."
New York, Putnam. 1858
Wright bibliography number 2170.
Reel: S-4

Sealsfield, Charles.
The cabin book; or, Sketches of life in Texas.
New York, J. Winchester. 1844
Wright bibliography number 2327.
Reel: S-5

Sealsfield, Charles.
Frontier life, or Scenes and adventures in the South West.
Buffalo, Derby, Orton & Mulligan. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2172.
Reel: S-5

Scoville, Joseph Alfred.
Vigor.
New York, Carleton. 1864
Wright bibliography number 2168; By Walter Barrett [pseud.].
Reel: S-4

Scoville, Joseph Alfred.
Vigor.
New York, Carleton. 1864
Wright bibliography number 2168; By Walter Barrett [pseud.].
Reel: S-4

[Scoville, Joseph Alfred.]
Vigor.
New York, Carleton. 1864
Wright bibliography number 2168; By Walter Barrett [pseud.].
Reel: S-4

Scruggs, Mrs. M.V.].
Sketches.
Baltimore, Turnbull Bros. 1874
Wright bibliography number 2169A; By Elsie Earnest [pseud.].
Reel: S-4

Sea stories now first collected and forming the fifth volume of "Putnam's story library."
New York, Putnam. 1858
Wright bibliography number 2170.
Reel: S-4

Savage, Richard Henry.
Delilah of Harlem.
New York, The American News Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4773.
Reel: S-5
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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[Sealsfield, Charles].
Life in the new world.
New York, J. Winchester. [1844]
Wright bibliography number 2330.
Reel: S-5

[Sealsfield, Charles].
North and south; or, Scenes and adventures in Mexico.
New York, J. Winchester. [1844]
Wright bibliography number 2331.
Reel: S-5

[Sealsfield, Charles].
Rambleton.
New York, J. Winchester. [1844]
Wright bibliography number 2332.
Reel: S-5

[Sealsfield, Charles].
Tokeah; or, The white rose.
Philadelphia, Carey, Lea & Carey. 1829
Wright bibliography number 2334.
Reel: S-5

Searching for the white elephant in New York.
New York, Pub. At the Office of "Wild Oats". [c1872]
Wright bibliography number 2173.
Reel: S-5

Sears, Edmund Hamilton.
Pictures of the olden time.
Boston, Crosby, Nichols. 1857
Wright bibliography number 2174.
Reel: S-5

Seaton, Walter.
A man in search of a wife; or, The adventures of a bachelor in New York.
New York, DeWitt & Davenport. [c1853]
Wright bibliography number 2175.
Reel: S-5

Secrets of a young girl in words and pictures.
New York, F. Kahlau. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2176.
Reel: S-5

Sedgwick, Catharine Maria.
Married or single?.
New York, Harper. 1857
Wright bibliography number 2177.
Reel: S-5

Sedgwick, Catharine Maria.
A New England tale, and miscellanies.
New York, Putnam. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2178.
Reel: S-5

[Sedgwick, Susan Anne Livingston (Ridley)].
Walter Thornley; or, A peep at the past.
New York, Harper. 1859
Wright bibliography number 2179.
Reel: S-5

Savage, Richard Henry.
Her foreign conquest.
Wright bibliography number 4779.
Reel: S-6

Savage, Richard Henry.
His Cuban sweetheart.
New York, The Home Pub. Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 4780; By Col. Richard Henry Savage and Mrs. Archibald Clavering Gunter.
Reel: S-6

Savage, Richard Henry.
In the shadow of the pyramids.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4781.
Reel: S-6

Savage, Richard Henry.
In the swim.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 4782.
Reel: S-6

Savage, Richard Henry.
The king's secret.
New York, Home Pub. Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 4783.
Reel: S-6

Savage, Richard Henry.
The little lady of Lagunitas.
New York, The American News Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4784.
Reel: S-6

Sedgwick, Catharine Maria.
The boy of Mount Rhigi.
Boston, C.H. Peirce. 1848
Wright bibliography number 2336.
Reel: S-6

Sedgwick, Catharine Maria.
Clarence: or, A tale of our own times.
Philadelphia, Carey & Lea. 1830
Wright bibliography number 2399.
Reel: S-6

Sedgwick, Catharine Maria.
Home.
Boston, J. Munroe. 1835
Wright bibliography number 2341.
Reel: S-6
Sedgwick, Catharine Maria.
Hope Leslie; or, Early times in the Massachusetts. New York, White, Gallaher and White. 1827 Wright bibliography number 2348. Reel: S-6

Sedgwick, Catharine Maria.
The Linwoods; or, "Sixty years since" in America. New York, Harper. 1835 Wright bibliography number 2350. Reel: S-6

Sedgwick, Catharine Maria.
Live and let live; or, Domestic service illustrated. New York, Harper. 1837 Wright bibliography number 2351. Reel: S-6

The Sedley family; or, The effect of the Maine liquor law. Boston, T.O. Walker. 1853 Wright bibliography number 2182. Reel: S-6

Sedley, Henry.
Dangerfield's rest; or, Before the storm. New York, Sheldon. 1864 Wright bibliography number 2180. Reel: S-6

Sedley, Henry.
Marian Rooke; or, The quest for fortune. New York, Sheldon. 1865 Wright bibliography number 2181. Reel: S-6

Seemuller, Anne Moncure (Crane).
Emily Chester. Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1864 Wright bibliography number 2183. Reel: S-6

Savage, Richard Henry.
Lost Countess Falka. Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. 1896 Wright bibliography number 4785. Reel: S-7

Savage, Richard Henry.

Savage, Richard Henry.

Savage, Richard Henry.
A modern corsair. Chicago, Rand, McNally. 1897 Wright bibliography number 4788. Reel: S-7

Sedgwick, Catharine Maria.

Sedgwick, Catharine Maria.

Sedgwick, Catharine Maria.

Sedgwick, Catharine Maria.

Sedgwick, Catharine Maria.
Tales and sketches. New York, Harper. 1844 Wright bibliography number 2369; 2d ser. Reel: S-7

Sedgwick, Catharine Maria.

Sedgwick, Catharine Maria.

Seemuller, Anne Moncure (Crane).
Seemuller, Anne Moncure (Crane).
   Reginald Archer.
   Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1871
   Wright bibliography number 2185.
   Reel: S-7

Seldon, William N. [pseud.].
   The extraordinary and all-absorbing journal of
   Wm. N. Seldon.
   Detroit, E.E. Barclay. 1851
   Wright bibliography number 2186.
   Reel: S-7

Senter, A.E.
   The Diddler.
   New York, M. Doolady. 1868
   Wright bibliography number 2188.
   Reel: S-7

Seton, William.
   Nat Gregory; or, The old maid's secret.
   New York, Hilton. 1867
   Wright bibliography number 2189.
   Reel: S-7

Seton, William.
   The pride of Lexington.
   New York, P. O'Shea. [1874]
   Wright bibliography number 2190.
   Reel: S-7

Savage, Richard Henry.
   The passing show.
   Chicago, F. Tennyson Neely. [c1893]
   Wright bibliography number 4791.
   Reel: S-8

Savage, Richard Henry.
   Prince Schamyl's wooing.
   New York, American News Co. 1892
   Wright bibliography number 4792.
   Reel: S-8

Savage, Richard Henry.
   The shield of his honor.
   New York, Home Pub. Co. [c1900]
   Wright bibliography number 4793.
   Reel: S-8

Savage, Richard Henry.
   The white lady of Khaminavatka.
   Chicago, Rand McNally. [c1898]
   Wright bibliography number 4794.
   Reel: S-8

Savidge, Eugene Coleman.
   The American in Paris.
   Philadelphia [etc.] J.B. Lippincott Co. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 4796.
   Reel: S-8

Sedgwick, Catharine Maria.
   The travellers.
   New York, Bliss and White. 1825
   Wright bibliography number 2371.
   Reel: S-8

[Sedgwick, Susan Anne Livingston (Ridley)].
   Alida; or, Town and country.
   New York, G. Langley. 1844
   Wright bibliography number 2373.
   Reel: S-8

[Sedgwick, Susan Anne Livingston (Ridley)].
   Allen Prescott: or, The fortunes of a New-England boy.
   New York, Harper. 1834
   Wright bibliography number 2374.
   Reel: S-8

[Sedgwick, Susan Anne Livingston (Ridley)].
   The young emigrants.
   Boston, Carter and Hendee. 1830
   Wright bibliography number 2375.
   Reel: S-8

[Sedgwick, Susan Anne Livingston (Ridley)].
   Romance of the Charter Oak.
   New York, P. O'Shea. [c1871]
   Wright bibliography number 2191.
   Reel: S-8

The Seven brothers of Wyoming: or, The brigands of the Revolution.
   New York, H. Long. [1850]
   Wright bibliography number 2376.
   Reel: S-8

Shadow, Ben [pseud.].
   Echoes of a belle; or, A voice from the past.
   New York, Putnam. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 2192.
   Reel: S-8

[Sharon, Thomas].
   Viola; or, Life in the Northwest.
   Chicago, McCabe. 1874
   Wright bibliography number 2193.
   Reel: S-8

[Shaw, Henry Wheeler].
   Everybody's friend; or, Josh Billing's [pseud.] encyclopedia and proverbial philosophy of wit and humor.
   Hartford, Conn., American Pub. Co. 1874
   Wright bibliography number 2194.
   Reel: S-8

[Shecut, John Lewis Edward Whitridge].
   Ish-Noo-Ju-Lut-Sche; or, The eagle of the Mohawks.
   New York, P. Price. 1841
   Wright bibliography number 2377.
   Reel: S-8
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Savidge, Eugene Coleman.
Wallingford.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 4797.
Reel: S-9

Savile, Frank MacKenzie.
The foray of the "Hendrik Hudson."
New York, Stokes. [1898]
Wright bibliography number 4798.
Reel: S-9

Savile, Frank MacKenzie.
John Ship, mariner; or, By dint of valor.
New York, F.A. Stokes Co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 4799; By Knarf Elivas [anagram].
Reel: S-9

Sawtelle, Mary P.
The heroine of '49.
[San Francisco]. c1891
Wright bibliography number 4800.
Reel: S-9

Sawyer, Edith Augusta.
Mary Cameron.
Boston, B.H. Sanborn & Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4801.
Reel: S-9

Sawyer, Walter Leon.
A local habitation.
Boston, Small, Maynard & Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4802.
Reel: S-9

Sawyer, Walter Leon.
An outland journey.
Boston, Copeland and Day. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4803.
Reel: S-9

Sayre, Theodore Burt.
The son of Carleycroft.
New York, Harper. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4804.
Reel: S-9

[Saw, Henry Wheeler].
Josh Billings on ice, and other things.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1868
Wright bibliography number 2196.
Reel: S-9

[Saw, Henry Wheeler].
Josh Billings, hiz sayings, with comic illus.
New York, Carleton. 1866
Wright bibliography number 2195.
Reel: S-9

[Shecut, John Lewis Edward Whitridge].
The scout; or, The fast of Saint Nicholas.
New York, C.L. Stickney. 1844
Wright bibliography number 2378.
Reel: S-9

Shelton, Frederick William.
Crystalline; or, The heiress of Fall Down Castle.
New York, Scribner. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2197.
Reel: S-9

Shelton, Frederick William.
Peeps from a belfry.
New York, Dana. 1856
Wright bibliography number 2199.
Reel: S-9

Shelton, Frederick William.
Peeps from a belfry; or, The parish sketch book.
New York, Scribner. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2200.
Reel: S-9

Shelton, Frederick William.
Salerander and the dragon.
New York, S. Hueston. 1850
Wright bibliography number 2379.
Reel: S-9

Shepard, Isaac Fitzgerald.
Household tales.
Boston, J. Munroe. 1861
Wright bibliography number 2200A; By Job Puritan [pseud.].
Reel: S-9

Shepard, Isaac Fitzgerald.
Scenes and songs of social life.
Boston, Saxton & Kelt. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2380.
Reel: S-9

Sherburne, Henry.
The oriental philanthropist, or, True Republican.
Portsmouth, N.H., Printed for W. Treadwell. 1800
Wright bibliography number 2382.
Reel: S-9

Shindler, Mary Stanley Bunce (Palmer) Dana.
Charles Morton, or, The young patriot.
New York, Dayton & Newman. 1843
Wright bibliography number 2383.
Reel: S-9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Biblio. No.</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shortfellow, Tom [pseud.].</td>
<td>Annie, the orphan girl of St. Mary; or, The golden marriage.</td>
<td>Boston, Gleason. 1846</td>
<td></td>
<td>2389.</td>
<td>S-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scanlan, Anna C.</td>
<td>Dervorgilla, or The downfall of Ireland.</td>
<td>Milwaukee, J.H. Yewdale &amp; Sons Co., Printers. 1895</td>
<td></td>
<td>4807.</td>
<td>S-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Schaefer, Konrad].</td>
<td>Agnes Goodmaid.</td>
<td>Chicago, 1899</td>
<td></td>
<td>4809.</td>
<td>S-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sherwood, John D.</td>
<td>The comic history of the United States from a period prior to the discovery of America to times long subsequent to the present.</td>
<td>Boston, Fields, Osgood. 1870</td>
<td></td>
<td>2204.</td>
<td>S-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortfellow, Tom [pseud.].</td>
<td>Eva Labree: or, The rescued chief.</td>
<td>Boston, Gleason. 1845</td>
<td></td>
<td>2390.</td>
<td>S-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortfellow, Tom [pseud.].</td>
<td>Evelyn of Alleyne Cliff; or, The two lovers.</td>
<td>Boston, Gleason. 1845</td>
<td></td>
<td>2391.</td>
<td>S-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortfellow, Tom [pseud.].</td>
<td>Mary Kale; or, Big Thunder!.</td>
<td>Boston, Gleason. 1845</td>
<td></td>
<td>2392.</td>
<td>S-10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sigourney, Lydia Howard (Huntley).
   The intemperate, and The reformed.
   Boston, S. Bliss. 1833
   Wright bibliography number 2393; [By Gerrit Smith].
   Reel: S-10

Sigourney, Lydia Howard (Huntley).
   Myrtis, with other etchings and sketchings.
   New York, Harper. [1846]
   Wright bibliography number 2395.
   Reel: S-10

Sigourney, Lydia Howard (Huntley).
   Sketch of Connecticut, forty years since.
   Hartford, O.D. Cooke. 1824
   Wright bibliography number 2396.
   Reel: S-10

Sigourney, Lydia Howard (Huntley).
   Sketches.
   Philadelphia, Key & Biddle. 1834
   Wright bibliography number 2397.
   Reel: S-10

Sigourney, Lydia Howard (Huntley).
   Water-drops.
   New York, R. Carter. 1848
   Wright bibliography number 2403.
   Reel: S-10

Silver, Mrs.
   The lover's pilgrimage, and A trial of affection.
   Boston, Freeman and Bolles. 1846
   Wright bibliography number 2405.
   Reel: S-10

Simms, Jeptha Root.
   The American spy; or, Freedom's early sacrifice.
   Albany, J. Munsell. 1846
   Wright bibliography number 2406.
   Reel: S-10

[Schoeffel, Florence Blackburn (White)].
   The first or second? Or, A mistaken marriage.
   New York, American News Co. 1888
   Wright bibliography number 4814; By Wenona Gilman [pseud.].
   Reel: S-10

[Schoeffel, Florence Blackburn (White)].
   Miss Davis of Brooklyn.
   New York, N.L. Munro. 1888
   Wright bibliography number 4815; By Wenona Gilman [pseud.].
   Reel: S-10

[Schoeffel, Florence Blackburn (White)].
   Saddle and sentiment.
   New York, Outing Co. [c1892]
   Wright bibliography number 4816; By Wenona Gilman [pseud.].
   Reel: S-10

[Schoeffel, Florence Blackburn (White)].
   A wandering beauty; or, The temptations of a great city.
   Wright bibliography number 4817; By Wenona Gilman [pseud.].
   Reel: S-11

Schonacker, Hubert J.
   Musical crotchets.
   Indianapolis, Cathcart, Cland & Co. [1887]
   Wright bibliography number 4818.
   Reel: S-11

Schuyler, Charles E.
   "Jim."
   Omaha, H. Gibson Co. 1892
   Wright bibliography number 4820; 2d ed.
   Reel: S-11

Schwahn, John George.
   The tableau; or, Heaven as a republic.
   Los Angeles, Franklin Printing Co. 1892
   Wright bibliography number 4821.
   Reel: S-11

Shields, Sarah Annie (Frost).
   A coat of many colors.
   Albany, J. Munsell. 1862
   Wright bibliography number 2206.
   Reel: S-11

Shillaber, Benjamin Penhallow.
   Knitting-work.
   Boston, Brown, Taggard & Chase. 1859
   Wright bibliography number 2207.
   Reel: S-11

Shillaber, Benjamin Penhallow.
   Life and sayings of Mrs. Partington and others of the family.
   New York, J.C. Derby. 1854
   Wright bibliography number 2208.
   Reel: S-11

Shillaber, Benjamin Penhallow.
   Partingtonian patchwork.
   Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1873
   Wright bibliography number 2209.
   Reel: S-11

Shillaber, Benjamin Penhallow.
   Short stories for spare moments.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1869
   Wright bibliography number 2210; Selected from Lippincott's Magazine.
   Reel: S-11

Shillaber, Benjamin Penhallow.
   Short stories for spare moments.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. [c1869]
   Wright bibliography number 2211; Selected from Lippincott's Magazine.
   Reel: S-11
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Wright bibliography number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simms, William Gilmore</td>
<td>Beauchampe; or, The Kentucky tragedy</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Lea and Blanchard.</td>
<td>1842</td>
<td>2407</td>
<td>S-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simms, William Gilmore</td>
<td>The book of my lady</td>
<td>Boston, Allen &amp; Ticknor.</td>
<td>1833</td>
<td>2408</td>
<td>S-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simms, William Gilmore</td>
<td>Border Beagles</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Carey and Hart.</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>2410</td>
<td>S-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simms, William Gilmore</td>
<td>Carl Werner, an imaginative story; with other tales.</td>
<td>New York, G. Adlard.</td>
<td>1838</td>
<td>2411</td>
<td>S-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simms, William Gilmore</td>
<td>Castle Dismal; or, The bachelor's Christmas</td>
<td>New York, Burgess, Stringer.</td>
<td>1844</td>
<td>2413</td>
<td>S-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schwartz, Julia Augusta</td>
<td>Vassar studies</td>
<td>New York &amp; London, G.P. Putnam's Sons.</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>4822</td>
<td>S-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scofield, Charles Josiah</td>
<td>A subtle adversary. 1st thousand.</td>
<td>[Cincinnati] The Author.</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>4823</td>
<td>S-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scollard, Clinton</td>
<td>A man-at-arms</td>
<td>Boston, New York [etc.] Lamson, Wolfe &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>4824</td>
<td>S-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott, Harriet</td>
<td>Henrietta</td>
<td>Minneapolis</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>4825</td>
<td>S-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott, John Walter</td>
<td>Anita; or, The spectre of a snow-storm</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham, successor to G.W.</td>
<td>1891</td>
<td>4826</td>
<td>S-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott, Mary E.</td>
<td>Keith; or, Righted at last</td>
<td>Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1881</td>
<td>4827</td>
<td>S-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrimpton, Charles</td>
<td>The black phantom; or, Woman's endurance.</td>
<td>New York, J. Miller.</td>
<td>1867</td>
<td>2213</td>
<td>S-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Shubrick, Harriet Cordelia (Wethered)]</td>
<td>Violet; or, The times we live in.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1858</td>
<td>2214</td>
<td>S-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuman, Andrew</td>
<td>The loves of a lawyer, his quandary, and how it came out.</td>
<td>Chicago, W.B. Keen.</td>
<td>1875</td>
<td>2215</td>
<td>S-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sigourney, Lydia Howard (Huntley)</td>
<td>Lucy Howard's journal.</td>
<td>New York, Harper.</td>
<td>1858</td>
<td>2217</td>
<td>S-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sikes, William Wirt</td>
<td>A book for the winter-evening fireside.</td>
<td>Watertown, N.Y., Ingalls &amp; Haddock.</td>
<td>1858</td>
<td>2218</td>
<td>S-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sikes, William Wirt</td>
<td>One poor girl.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Lippincott.</td>
<td>1869</td>
<td>2219</td>
<td>S-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simms, William Gilmore</td>
<td>Confession; or, The blind heart.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Lea and Blanchard.</td>
<td>1841</td>
<td>2415</td>
<td>S-12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Simms, William Gilmore.
  Count Julian; or, The last days of the Goth.
  Baltimore, W. Taylor. 1845
  Wright bibliography number 2416.
  Reel: S-12

Simms, William Gilmore.
  The damsel of Darien.
  Philadelphia, Lea and Blanchard. 1839
  Wright bibliography number 2417.
  Reel: S-12

Simms, William Gilmore.
  Father Abbot, or, The home tourist.
  Charleston, S.C. Miller & Browne. 1849
  Wright bibliography number 2418.
  Reel: S-12

Simms, William Gilmore.
  Flirtation at the Moultrie House.
  Charleston, E.C. Councell. 1850
  Wright bibliography number 2419.
  Reel: S-12

Simms, William Gilmore.
  As good as a comedy: or, The Tennessean's story.
  Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1852
  Wright bibliography number 2220.
  Reel: S-12

Simms, William Gilmore.
  Guy Rivers.
  New York, Harper. 1834
  Wright bibliography number 2420.
  Reel: S-12

Simms, William Gilmore.
  Helen Halsey: or, The swamp state of Conelachita.
  New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1845
  Wright bibliography number 2424.
  Reel: S-12

Scott, Milton Robinson.
  Ernest Marble.
  Newark, O., Newark American Print. 1893
  Wright bibliography number 4829.
  Reel: S-13

Scott, Milton Robinson.
  Henry Elwood.
  Newark, O., Newark American Print. 1892
  Wright bibliography number 4829.
  Reel: S-13

Scott, Milton Robinson.
  Paul Vernon, prisoner.
  Newark, O. [Express Printing Co.]. 1900
  Wright bibliography number 4830.
  Reel: S-13

Scott, Sutton Selwyn.
  Southbooke.
  Columbus, Ga., T. Gilbert, Printer. 1880
  Wright bibliography number 4831.
  Reel: S-13

Scribner, Frank Kimball.
  A continental cavalier.
  New York, The Abbey Press. [c1899]
  Wright bibliography number 4832.
  Reel: S-13

Scribner, Frank Kimball.
  The honor of a princess.
  New York, F. Tennyson Neely. 1897
  Wright bibliography number 4833.
  Reel: S-13

Scribner, Harvey.
  My mysterious clients.
  Cincinnati, R. Clarke. 1900
  Wright bibliography number 4834.
  Reel: S-13

[Scrimshaw, Frederic].
  The dogs and the fleas.
  Chicago, D. McCallum. 1893
  Wright bibliography number 4835; [4th ed. 10,000].
  Reel: S-13

Simms, William Gilmore.
  The cassique of Kiawah.
  New York, Redfield. 1859
  Wright bibliography number 2221.
  Reel: S-13

Simms, William Gilmore.
  Charlemont; or, The pride of the village.
  New York, Redfield. 1856
  Wright bibliography number 2222.
  Reel: S-13

Simms, William Gilmore.
  Eutaw.
  New York, Redfield. 1856
  Wright bibliography number 2223.
  Reel: S-13

Simms, William Gilmore.
  The Forayers; or, The raid of the dog-days.
  New York, Redfield. 1855
  Wright bibliography number 2224.
  Reel: S-13

Simms, William Gilmore.
  The kinsmen; or, The black riders of Congaree.
  Philadelphia, Lea and Blanchard. 1841
  Wright bibliography number 2425.
  Reel: S-13
Simms, William Gilmore.
   The lily and the totem, or The Huguenots in Florida.
   New York, Baker and Scribner. 1850
   Wright bibliography number 2426; 2d ed.
   Reel: S-13

Simms, William Gilmore.
   Martin Faber.
   New York, J. & J. Harper. 1833
   Wright bibliography number 2428.
   Reel: S-13

Simms, William Gilmore.
   Martin Faber,…and other tales.
   New York, Harper. 1837
   Wright bibliography number 2429.
   Reel: S-13

Simms, William Gilmore.
   Mellichampe.
   New York, Harper. 1836
   Wright bibliography number 2430.
   Reel: S-13

Simms, William Gilmore.
   The partisan.
   New York, Harper. 1835
   Wright bibliography number 2431.
   Reel: S-13

Scudder, Horace Elisha.
   The dwellers in Five-sisters court.
   New York, Hurd and Houghton. 1876
   Wright bibliography number 4836.
   Reel: S-14

Scudder, Horace Elisha.
   The king and the cowboy.
   Philadelphia, Franklin Printing Co. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 4837.
   Reel: S-14

Scudder, Horace Elisha.
   Stories and romances.
   Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1880
   Wright bibliography number 4838.
   Reel: S-14

Scudder, Moses Lewis.
   Almost an Englishman.
   New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1878
   Wright bibliography number 4839.
   Reel: S-14

Seabrook, Whitemarsh B.
   Saved by a woman; or, The hidden romance.
   Atlanta, Ga., J.P. Harrison & Co., Printers. 1884
   Wright bibliography number 4841; By Strobhart [pseud.].
   Reel: S-14

Searing, Annie E.P.
   A social experiment.
   New York & London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1885
   Wright bibliography number 4842.
   Reel: S-14

Searles, Flora M.
   The scarlet ribbon.
   Boston, J.H. Earle. [c1900]
   Wright bibliography number 4843.
   Reel: S-14

Sears, Joseph Hamblen.
   Fur and feather tales.
   Wright bibliography number 4844.
   Reel: S-14

Simms, William Gilmore.
   The golden Christmas.
   Charleston, Walter, Richards. 1852
   Wright bibliography number 2227; New and rev. ed.
   Reel: S-14

Simms, William Gilmore.
   Katharine Walton; or, The rebel of Dorchester.
   New York, Redfield. 1854
   Wright bibliography number 2228; Wright bibliography number 2225.
   Reel: S-14

Simms, William Gilmore.
   Marie de Berniere.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 2229.
   Reel: S-14

Simms, William Gilmore.
   Pelayo.
   New York, Harper. 1838
   Wright bibliography number 2432.
   Reel: S-14

Simms, William Gilmore.
   The prima donna.
   Philadelphia, L.A. Godsey. 1844
   Wright bibliography number 2433.
   Reel: S-14
Simms, William Gilmore.
   Richard Hurdis; or, The avenger of blood.
   Philadelphia, Carey & Hart. 1838
   Wright bibliography number 2434.
   Reel: S-14

Simms, William Gilmore.
   Southward Ho!.
   New York, Redfield. 1854
   Wright bibliography number 2229.
   Reel: S-14

Simms, William Gilmore.
   The wigwam and the cabin.
   New York, Wiley and Putnam. 1845
   Wright bibliography number 2436; 1st series.
   Reel: S-14

Simms, William Gilmore.
   The wigwam and the cabin.
   New York, Wiley and Putnam. 1845
   Wright bibliography number 2437; 2d series.
   Reel: S-14

Simms, William Gilmore.
   The Yemassee.
   New York, Harper. 1835
   Wright bibliography number 2438.
   Reel: S-14

[Sims, Alexander Dromgoole].
   Bevil Faulcon.
   Columbia, S.C., I.C. Morgan. 1842
   Wright bibliography number 2442; By Crayon Rigmarole [pseud.].
   Reel: S-14

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
   The Berkeleys and their neighbors.
   New York, American News Co. c1888
   Wright bibliography number 4845.
   Reel: S-15

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
   Children of destiny.
   New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1893
   Wright bibliography number 4846.
   Reel: S-15

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
   The history of the Lady Betty Stair.
   New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 4847.
   Reel: S-15

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
   The house of Egremont.
   New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1900
   Wright bibliography number 4848.
   Reel: S-15

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
   The loves of the Lady Arabella.
   Wright bibliography number 4849.
   Reel: S-15

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
   Maid Marian and other stories.
   New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1891
   Wright bibliography number 4850.
   Reel: S-15

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
   The sprightly romance of Marsac.
   New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 4851.
   Reel: S-15

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
   The sword and the distaff; or, "Fair, fat and forty.".
   Charleston, Walker, Richards. 1852
   Wright bibliography number 2230; 3d ed.
   Reel: S-15

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
   The sword and the distaff; or, "Fair, fat and forty."
   Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 2231.
   Reel: S-15

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
   Vasconselos.
   New York, Redfield. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 2232; By Frank Cooper [pseud.].
   Reel: S-15

Singleton, Col.
   Ella Marshall; or, All for love.
   Dexter, Me., Leviathan Printing Establishment. [n.d.]
   Wright bibliography number 2232A.
   Reel: S-15

Sister Agnes; or, The captive nun.
   New York, Riker, Thorne. 1854
   Wright bibliography number 2233.
   Reel: S-15

Sketches of domestic life.
   Portland [Me.] Shirley, Hyde. 1831
   Wright bibliography number 2443; By an observer.
   Reel: S-15

Sketches of Trojan life.
   Troy. L. Willard. 1847
   Wright bibliography number 2444; By an amateur.
   Reel: S-15
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[Sleeper, John Sherburne].
Tales of the ocean, and Essays for the forecastle.
Boston, S.N. Dickinson. 1841
Wright bibliography number 2445; By Hawser
Martingale [pseud.].
Reel: S-15

Sly, Costard [pseud.].
Sayings and doings at the Tremont House, in the
year 1832.
Boston, Allen and Ticknor. 1833
Wright bibliography number 2449.
Reel: S-15

Smith, Elizabeth Oakes (Prince).
Riches without wings, or, The Cleveland family.
Boston, G.W. Light. 1838
Wright bibliography number 2450.
Reel: S-15

Smith, Elizabeth Oakes (Prince).
The salamander.
New York, Putnam. 1848
Wright bibliography number 2453.
Reel: S-15

Smith, Hamilton.
The forest maid.
Penn-Yan, H. Gilbert. 1832
Wright bibliography number 2455.
Reel: S-15

Smith, I. Anderson.
Blanche Vernon.
New York. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2456.
Reel: S-15

[Smith, Margaret (Bayard)].
What is gentility?.
City of Washington, P. Thompson. 1828
Wright bibliography number 2457.
Reel: S-15

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
A strange, sad comedy.
New York, The Century Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4852.
Reel: S-16

Seawell, Molly Elliot.
Throckmorton.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 4853.
Reel: S-16

Sedgwick, Anne Douglas.
The confounding of Camelia.
New York, Scribner. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4854.
Reel: S-16

Sedgwick, Anne Douglas.
The dull Miss Archinard.
New York, Scribner. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4855.
Reel: S-16

Seely, Howard.
A border Leander.
New York, Appleton. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4856.
Reel: S-16

Seely, Howard.
The Jonah of Lucky Valley, and other stories.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4857.
Reel: S-16

Seely, Howard.
A Lone Star Bo-peep, and other tales of Texan
ranch life.
New York, W.L. Mershon & C. 1885
Wright bibliography number 4858.
Reel: S-16

Seely, Howard.
A nymph of the West.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 4859.
Reel: S-16

The Sisters of Orleans.
New York, Putnam. 1871
Wright bibliography number 2234.
Reel: S-16

Six hundred dollars a year: a wife's effort at low
living, under high prices.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1867
Wright bibliography number 2235.
Reel: S-16

Six months among the Secessionists. A...narrative of
the sufferings and trials of Miss Sarah L. Palmer.
Philadelphia, Barclay. 1862
Wright bibliography number 2235A.
Reel: S-16

Sketch, Walter.
The down-trodden; or, Black blood and white.
New York, J. Miller, Jr. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2236.
Reel: S-16

Skinner, P.H.
The little ragged ten thousand.
New York, Scribner. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2237.
Reel: S-16
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Skinner, P.H.
The little ragged ten thousand; or, Scenes of actual life among the lowly in New York.
New York, Pub. For a Committee. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2238.
Reel: S-16

Slaughter, James Summerfield.
Madeline; or, Love, treachery and revenge.
Atlanta, C.R. Hanleiter. 1859
Wright bibliography number 2239.
Reel: S-16

[Sleeper, John Sherburne].
Jack in the forecastle; or, Incidents in the early life of Hawser Martingale [pseud.].
Boston, Crosby, Nichols, Lee. 1860
Wright bibliography number 2240.
Reel: S-16

[Sleeper, John Sherburne].
Salt water bubbles; or, Life on the wave.
Boston, W.J. Reynolds. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2242; By Hawser Martingale [pseud.].
Reel: S-16

[Smith, Margaret (Bayard)].
A winter in Washington; or, Memoirs of the Seymour family.
New York, Bliss & White. 1824
Wright bibliography number 2458.
Reel: S-16

Smith, Michael.
The Isot virgin of the South.
Courtland, Ala., M. Smith. 1833
Wright bibliography number 2460; By Don Petro Casender [pseud.] 2d ed., enl.
Reel: S-16

Smith, Richard Penn.
The actress of Padua, and other tales.
Philadelphia, Carey & Hart. 1836
Wright bibliography number 2461.
Reel: S-16

Smith, Richard Penn.
The forsaken.
Philadelphia, J. Grigg. 1831
Wright bibliography number 2462.
Reel: S-16

Smith, Sara (Henderson).
Alice Singleton: or, The fashion of this world passeth away.
New York, J. Wiley. 1850
Wright bibliography number 2463.
Reel: S-16

Smith, Seba.
John Smith's [pseud.] letters.
New York, S. Colman. 1839
Wright bibliography number 2464.
Reel: S-16

Smith, Seba.
Letters written during the President's tour, 'Down East'.
Down East [Cincinnati]. 1833
Wright bibliography number 2465; by myself, Major Jack Downing [pseud.].
Reel: S-16

Seely, Howard.
A ranchman's stories.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1886
Wright bibliography number 4860.
Reel: S-17

Seibert, Mary Frances.
"Zulma."
Natchez, Miss., Natchez Printing and Stationery Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4861.
Reel: S-17

Seiver, Julia A.B.
Birkwood.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4862.
Reel: S-17

Selden, D.A.
Joe Saxton in Japan.
Baltimore, The Deutsch Co., Printers. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4863.
Reel: S-17

[Sellers, Elizabeth Jaudon].
From 18 to 20.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 4864.
Reel: S-17

Sellingham, Ella J.H.
The hero of Carillon; or, Fort Ticonderoga in 1777.
Ticonderoga, N.Y., W.T. Bryan. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4865.
Reel: S-17

Seltzer, Charles A.
The council of three.
New York, Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 4866.
Reel: S-17
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Serene, Samuel [pseud.]
The story of a day in London.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1888
Wright bibliography number 4868.
Reel: S-17

Serene, Samuel [pseud.]
The story of a day in London.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1888
Wright bibliography number 4868.
Reel: S-17

[Slocum, Mary S.F.]
Lucy Gelding.
Chicago, E.B. Myers. 1862
Wright bibliography number 2243; By Willa West [pseud.].
Reel: S-17

Small, George G.
Farming for fun; or, Back-yard grangers.
New York, Collin. 1881
Wright bibliography number 2244; By Bricktop [pseud.].
Reel: S-17

Small, George G.
The Knights of Pythias shown up.
New York, Collin & Small. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2247; By Bricktop [pseud.].
Reel: S-17

Small, George G.
Joining the Grangers; or, Trying to be a patron of husbandry.
New York, Collin & Small. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2246; By Bricktop [pseud.].
Reel: S-17

Small, George G.
The Knights of Pythias shown up.
New York, Collin & Small. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2247; By Bricktop [pseud.].
Reel: S-17

Small, George G.
Masonry exposed.
New York, Winchell & Small. 1871
Wright bibliography number 2247A.
Reel: S-17

Small, George G.
My mother-in-law.
New York, M.J. Ivers. [c1886]
Wright bibliography number 2248; By Bricktop [pseud.].
Reel: S-17

Small, George G.
Odd-Fellowship exposed.
New York, Winchell & Small. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2248A.
Reel: S-17

Small, George G.
Parson Beecher and his horse.
New York, Winchell & Small. 1871
Wright bibliography number 2249; By Bricktop [pseud.].
Reel: S-17

Small, George G.
The trip of the Porgie; or, Tacking up the Hudson.
New York, Collin & Small. 1874
Wright bibliography number 2250; By Bricktop [pseud.].
Reel: S-17

Small, George G.
The life and writings of Major Jack Downing, of Downingville, away down East in the state of Maine.
Boston, Lilly, Wait, Colman & Holden. 1833
Wright bibliography number 2467.
Reel: S-17

Small, George G.
May-Day in New York: or, House-hunting and moving.
New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1845
Wright bibliography number 2473; By Major Jack Downing [pseud.].
Reel: S-17

Small, George G.
The select letters of Major Jack Downing [pseud.] of the Downingville Militia, way down East in the state of Maine.
Philadelphia, Printed for the Pub. 1834
Wright bibliography number 2474.
Reel: S-17

[Smith, Thomas Lacey]
Chronicles of Turkeytown; or, The works of Jeremy Peters [pseud.].
Philadelphia, R.H. Small. 1829
Wright bibliography number 2475; 1st ser.
Reel: S-17
Snelling, Anna L.
Kabaosa; or, The warriors of the West.
New York, Printed for the Pub. by D. Adee. 1842
Wright bibliography number 2476.
Reel: S-17

[Snelling, William Joseph].
Tales of the Northwest; or, Sketches of Indian life and character.
Boston, Hilliard, Gray, Little, and Wilkins. 1830
Wright bibliography number 2477.
Reel: S-17

The Soldier's orphan.
New York, C.S. Van Winkle. 1812
Wright bibliography number 2478.
Reel: S-17

Sophia; or, The girl of the pine woods; and The golden eagle.
Paterson, N.J., D. Burnett. 1834
Wright bibliography number 2479.
Reel: S-17

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The deserted wife.
New York, Appleton. 1850
Wright bibliography number 2480.
Reel: S-17

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
Retribution; or, The vale of shadows.
New York, Harper. 1849
Wright bibliography number 2481.
Reel: S-17

Serviss, Garrett Putnam.
The moon metal.
Wright bibliography number 4869.
Reel: S-18

Severance, Mark Sibley.
Hammersmith.
Boston, Houghton, Osgood and Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 4870.
Reel: S-18

Severy, Melvin Linwood.
Fleur-de-lis, and other stories.
Boston, Esoteric Pub. Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4871.
Reel: S-18

Seymour, Charles W.
A college widow.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1881
Wright bibliography number 4872.
Reel: S-18

[Seymour, Mary Alice Ives].
Imperia.
Buffalo, C.W. Moulton. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4874; By Octavia Hensel [pseud.].
Reel: S-18

Seymour, Mrs. H.M.
"Fealty and duty" (Foy pour devoir); or, "The snap shot.”.
Rome, N.Y., Citizen Office. c1898
Wright bibliography number 4875.
Reel: S-18

[Shackleford, Miss E.A.B.].
Virginia Dare.
New York, T. Whittaker. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4875.
Reel: S-18

Smith, Charles Henry.
Bill Arp's peace papers.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2254.
Reel: S-18

Smith, Denis E.
Leaves from a physician's journal.
Wright bibliography number 2255.
Reel: S-18

Smith, Elizabeth Oakes (Prince).
Bertha and Lily; or, The parsonage of Beech Glen.
New York, J.C. Derby. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2255.
Reel: S-18

[Smith, Fannie N.].
Brazen gates.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2258; Comp. By Christabel Goldsmith [pseud.].
Reel: S-18

[Smith, Fannie N.].
Shiftless folks.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2259; By Christabel Goldsmith [pseud.].
Reel: S-18

[Spafford, Horatio Gates].
The mother-in-law: or, Memoirs of Madame de Morville.
Boston, A. Bowen. 1817
Wright bibliography number 2482; By Maria-Ann Burlingham [pseud.].
Reel: S-18
Speculation, or, Making haste to be rich.
Boston, G.W. Light. 1840
Wright bibliography number 2483.
Reel: S-18

Sperry, J. Austin.
Fothergill; or, The man of enterprise.
Cincinnati, "The Great West" Office. 1850
Wright bibliography number 2484.
Reel: S-18

Spofford, Harry.
The mysteries of Worcester; or, Charley Temple and his first glass of liquor.
Worcester, H.J. Copp. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2485.
Reel: S-18

Spring, Samuel.
Giafar al Barmeki.
New York, Harper. 1836
Wright bibliography number 2486.
Reel: S-18

Spring, Samuel.
The monk's revenge; or, The secret enemy.
New York, Williams Bros. 1847
Wright bibliography number 2488.
Reel: S-18

[Sproat, P.W.].
The savage beauty.
Philadelphia, S. Roberts. 1822
Wright bibliography number 2489.
Reel: S-18

Squints through an opera glass.
New York, Merchants' Day-book. 1850
Wright bibliography number 2490; By a young gent. who hadn't anything else to do.
Reel: S-18

Stanwood, Avis A. (Burnham).
Fostina Woodman.
Boston. 1850
Wright bibliography number 2491.
Reel: S-18

The Star of freedom.
New York [W.S. Dorr]. [1847]
Wright bibliography number 2492.
Reel: S-18

The Startling, thrilling & interesting narrative of the life, sufferings, singular and surprising adventures of Fanny Templeton Danforth.
Philadelphia, E.E. Barclay. 1850
Wright bibliography number 2493.
Reel: S-18

Stephan Moreland.
Philadelphia, Key & Biddle. 1834
Wright bibliography number 2494.
Reel: S-18

Shackleton, Robert.
Toomey and others.
New York, Scribner. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4876.
Reel: S-19

Shaffer, Fred G.
Knute Hellson's hard luck.
Yuma, Col., Pioneer Pub. House. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4877.
Reel: S-19

[Shaler, Sophia Penn (Page)].
The prelude and the play.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4878; By Rufus Mann [pseud.].
Reel: S-19

[Shapley, Rufus Edmonds].
Solid for Mulhooly.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 4879.
Reel: S-19

Sharkey, Tallula K.
Mate to mate.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1879
Wright bibliography number 4880.
Reel: S-19

Shaw, Edward Richard.
Legends of Fire Island beach and the South Side.
New York, Lovell, Coryell & Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 4881.
Reel: S-19

Shaw, Edward Richard.
The pot of gold.
Chicago, New York [etc.] Belford, Clarke and Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 4882.
Reel: S-19

Shaw, Marian.
Queen Bess, or, What's in a name?.
New York & London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1885
Wright bibliography number 4883.
Reel: S-19

[Smith, Francis Shubael].
Pictorial life and adventures of Eveleen Wilson; or, The trials of an orphan girl.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2260.
Reel: S-19

Smith, J.N.
The way of the world; or, Honesty the best policy.
Dedham, Cox & Hutchins. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2261.
Reel: S-19
Smith, John Hyatt.
Gilead; or, The vision of All Souls' Hospital.
New York, Scribner. 1863
Wright bibliography number 2262.
Reel: S-19

Smith, John Hyatt.
The open door: or, Light and liberty.
New York, T.E. Perkins. 1870
Wright bibliography number 2263.
Reel: S-19

Smith, Joseph Emerson.
Oakridge.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2264.
Reel: S-19

Smith, Julie P.
Chris and Otho.
New York, Carleton. 1870
Wright bibliography number 2265.
Reel: S-19

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
Alice Copley.
Boston, "Yankee" Office. 1844
Wright bibliography number 2495.
Reel: S-19

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
David Hunt, and Malina Gray.
Philadelphia, G.R. Graham. 1845
Wright bibliography number 2496.
Reel: S-19

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
The diamond necklace: and other tales.
Boston, Gleason. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2497.
Reel: S-19

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
The gradesman's boast.
Boston, Gleason. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2501.
Reel: S-19

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
High life in New York.
New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1845
Wright bibliography number 2500; By Jonathan Slick, Esq. [pseud.] Complete in 1 no.
Reel: S-19

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
High life in New York.
New York, E. Stephens. 1843
Wright bibliography number 2498; By Jonathan Slick, Esq. [pseud.].
Reel: S-19

Sterling, Charles F.
Buff and blue; or, The privateers of the Revolution.
New York, W.H. Graham. 1847
Wright bibliography number 2502.
Reel: S-19

Sterling, Charles F.
The Red Coats; or, The sack of Unquowa.
New York, Williams. 1848
Wright bibliography number 2503.
Reel: S-19

Stevens, Harry.
The child of the wreck.
Philadelphia, Burgess & Zieber. 1843
Wright bibliography number 2504.
Reel: S-19

Stimson, Alexander Lovett.
Poor Caroline; the Indiaman's daughter. Or, All's well that ends well.
Boston, The Author. 1845
Wright bibliography number 2505.
Reel: S-19

Stone, David M.
Frank Forrest; or, The life of an orphan boy.
New York, Dodd & Mead. [1849]
Wright bibliography number 2506.
Reel: S-19

Stone, William Leete.
Mercy Disborough.
Bath, N.Y., R.L. Underhill. 1844
Wright bibliography number 2507.
Reel: S-19

Stone, William Leete.
Tales and sketches.
New York, Harper. 1834
Wright bibliography number 2508.
Reel: S-19

Stone, William Leete.
Ups and downs in the life of a distressed gentleman.
New York, Leavitt, Lord. 1836
Wright bibliography number 2510.
Reel: S-19

Stone, William Leete.
The witches.
Wright bibliography number 2511.
Reel: S-19

Stories from real life.
Fitchburg, S. & C. Shepley. 1848
Wright bibliography number 2512.
Reel: S-19
Shaw, W.J.
Old Anthony’s secret.
Cincinnati, The Author. 1888
Wright bibliography number 4884.
Reel: S-20

Shaw, W.J.
Solomon’s story.
Cincinnati, P.G. Thomas. 1880
Wright bibliography number 4885.
Reel: S-20

Shaw, W.J.
Under the Auroras.
New York, Excelsior Pub. House. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 4886.
Reel: S-20

Shedd, Harry Graves.
Over grass-grown trails.
Lincoln, Neb., The Kiote Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4887.
Reel: S-20

Sheldon, Charles Monroe.
Born to serve.
Chicago, Advance Pub. Co.; [etc.]. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4888.
Reel: S-20

Sheldon, Charles Monroe.
The crucifixion of Philip Strong.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4889.
Reel: S-20

Sheldon, Charles Monroe.
Edward Blake.
Chicago, Advance Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4890.
Reel: S-20

Sheldon, Charles Monroe.
For Christ and the church.
Chicago, New York [etc.] Fleming H. Revell Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4891.
Reel: S-20

Smith, Julie P.
The married belle; or, Our red cottage at Merry Bank.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2266.
Reel: S-20

Smith, Julie P.
The widower Goldsmith’s daughter.
Hartford, S.W. Barrows. 1870
Wright bibliography number 2268.
Reel: S-20

Smith, Julie P.
The widower; also, A true account of some brave frolics at Craigienfels.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1871
Wright bibliography number 2269.
Reel: S-20

Smith, M.M.
Kick him down hill; or, Ups and downs in business.
New York, United States Pub. Co. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2270.
Reel: S-20

Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).
Mayflower; or, Sketches of scenes and characters among the descendants of the Pilgrims.
New York, Harper. 1843
Wright bibliography number 2513.
Reel: S-20

Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).
A New England sketch.
Lowell, A. Gilman. 1834
Wright bibliography number 2517.
Reel: S-20

[Strange, Robert].
Eogeguski, or, The Cherokee chief.
Washington [D.C.] F. Taylor. 1839
Wright bibliography number 2519; [Volume 2 not available]; By a lady.
Reel: S-20

Stratton, Ned.
A romantic tale of high American life; or Excursion to Montauk.
Providence, J.F. Moore. 1847
Wright bibliography number 2520.
Reel: S-20

Stubbs, Stephen.
Agnes; or, The power of love.
Boston, Gleason. 1845
Wright bibliography number 2521.
Reel: S-20

Summer, Albert W.
The sea lark: or, The quadroon of Louisiana.
Boston, Gleason. 1850
Wright bibliography number 2522.
Reel: S-20
Susan Pipe; or, A few years of domestic service.  
New York, C.S. Francis. 1839  
Wright bibliography number 2523; By a lady.  
Reel: S-20

[Sutherland, Thomas Jefferson].  
Loose leaves, from the port folio of a late patriot prisoner in Canada.  
New York, Printed for the Pub. By Sackett & Sargent. 1839  
Wright bibliography number 2524.  
Reel: S-20

Sheldon, Charles Monroe.  
In His steps; "What would Jesus do?".  
New York, Chicago, Toronto, Fleming Revell Co. 1897  
Wright bibliography number 4892.  
Reel: S-21

Sheldon, Charles Monroe.  
John King’s question class.  
Chicago, Advance Pub. Co. [c1899]  
Wright bibliography number 4893.  
Reel: S-21

Sheldon, Charles Monroe.  
Malcom Kirk.  
Chicago, Advance Pub. Co. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 4894.  
Reel: S-21

Sheldon, Charles Monroe.  
The miracle at Markham.  
Chicago, Advance Pub. Co. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 4895.  
Reel: S-21

Sheldon, Charles Monroe.  
The redemption of Freetown.  
Boston and Chicago, United Society of Christian Endeavor. [c1898]  
Wright bibliography number 4897.  
Reel: S-21

Sheldon, Charles Monroe.  
Robert Hardy’s seven days.  
Chicago, Advance Pub. Co. 1899  
Wright bibliography number 4897A.  
Reel: S-21

Sheldon, Louise (Vescelius-).  
An I.D.B. in South Africa.  
New York, J.W. Lovell Co. [c1888]  
Wright bibliography number 4898.  
Reel: S-21

Sheldon, Ruth Louise.  
Flexible morals.  
New York, H.I. Kimball. 1898  
Wright bibliography number 4899.  
Reel: S-21

[Smith, Nathan Ryno].  
Legends of the South.  
Baltimore, W.K. Boyle. 1869  
Wright bibliography number 2271.  
Reel: S-21

[Smith, Nathan Ryno].  
Legends of the South.  
Baltimore, W.K. Boyle. 1869  
Wright bibliography number 2272; By Viator [pseud.].  
Reel: S-21

Smith, Richard Penn.  
The miscellaneous works of the late Richard Penn Smith.  
Philadelphia, H.W. Smith. 1856  
Wright bibliography number 2272A; Collected by his son, Horace W. Smith.  
Reel: S-21

Smith, Seba.  
My thirty years out of the Senate.  
New York, Oaksmith. 1859  
Wright bibliography number 2273; By Major Jack Downing [pseud.].  
Reel: S-21

Smith, Seba.  
Way down East; or, Portraiture of Yankee life.  
New York, J.C. Derby. 1854  
Wright bibliography number 2274.  
Reel: S-21

Smith, Stephe R.  
Romance and humor of the road.  
Chicago, Horton & Leonard. 1871  
Wright bibliography number 2275; Author’s ed.  
Reel: S-21

Smith, Tom Washington.  
The bridle on the heart; or, Pictures from life.  
Philadelphia, J. Nicholas. 1860  
Wright bibliography number 2276.  
Reel: S-21

Sheldon, Ruth Louise.  
Red, white & blue days.  
New York, H.I. Kimball. 1898  
Wright bibliography number 4900.  
Reel: S-22

Shelhamer, Mary Theresa.  
Outside the gates; and other tales and sketches.  
Boston, Colby & Rich. 1887  
Wright bibliography number 4901.  
Reel: S-22

Shelley, Mortimer M.  
Blobson’s dire mishaps in a barn storming company.  
[Brooklyn] M.M. Shelley. c1890  
Wright bibliography number 4902.  
Reel: S-22
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Shelton, Kesiah.
Our Peggotties.
New York, Authors' Pub. Co. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 4903.
Reel: S-22

Shelton, William Henry.
A man without a memory, and other stories.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4904.
Reel: S-22

[Shepherd, Elizabeth Lee (Kirkland)].
Boss.
New York, Transatlantic Pub. Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4905; By Odette Tyler [pseud.].
Reel: S-22

Sheppard, Antoinette.
The heroine of Santiago de Cuba (A sequel); or, What followed the sinking of the Merrimac.
New York, Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 4906.
Reel: S-22

Smith, William L.G.
Life at the South; or, "Uncle Tom's cabin" as it is. Buffalo, G.H. Derby. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2278.
Reel: S-22

[Smith, William Russell].
As it is.
Albany, Munsell & Rowland. 1860
Wright bibliography number 2279.
Reel: S-22

The Smuggler's daughter, and other tales. Also: The two maidens.
Cincinnati, U.P. James. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2280; By T.S. Arthur.
Reel: S-22

[Smythe, James M.].
Ethel Somers; or, The fate of the Union.
Augusta, Ga., H.D. Norrell. 1857
Wright bibliography number 2281.
Reel: S-22

Snowball, Deacon [pseud.].
Comic lectures on every thing in general and nothing in particular.
New York, F.A. Brady. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2282; By Deacon Snowball and Diederich Lager-Blatter [pseuds.].
Reel: S-22

[Somerby, Frederic Thomas].
Hits and dashes; or, A medley of sketches and scraps, touching people and things.
Boston, Redding. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2283; By "Cymon" [pseud.].
Reel: S-22

Soule, Caroline Augusta (White).
Home life; or, A peep across the threshold.
Boston, A. Tompkins and B.B. Mussey. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2284.
Reel: S-22

Soule, Caroline Augusta (White).
The pet of the settlement.
Boston, A. Tompkins. 1860
Wright bibliography number 2285.
Reel: S-22

Sheppard, Lydia H.
Gold and guilt; or, The mystery at Norwood.
Philadelphia, J.A. Moore. 1877
Wright bibliography number 4907.
Reel: S-23

Sheppard, Nathan Hoyt.
The Christ revenge.
South Bend, Ind., N.H. Sheppard. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4908.
Reel: S-23

[Sheridan, Eugene].
A false couple.
New York, Exchange Pub. Co. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 4909.
Reel: S-23

[Sherman, Charles Pomeroy].
A bachelor's wedding trip.
Wright bibliography number 4910.
Reel: S-23

Sherman, Herbert Le Roy.
The King of Cuba.
New York, F. Tennyson Neely. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 4911A.
Reel: S-23

[Sherman, Millie].
Quizma.
[Milwaukee, Godfrey & Crandall, Printers]. [1878]
Wright bibliography number 4912.
Reel: S-23

[Sherman, Miss Frankie B.].
For him; or, A promise given and a promise kept.
Chicago and New York, Brentano Bros. 1887
Wright bibliography number 4911; By Gipsy [pseud.].
Reel: S-23

[Sherwin, Mrs. D.S.].
Why? Or, Tried in the crucible.
Boston, J.H. Earle. [c1884]
Wright bibliography number 4913.
Reel: S-23

Soule, Caroline Augusta (White).
Wine or water.
Boston, A. Tompkins. 1862
Wright bibliography number 2286.
Reel: S-23
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

The Southern field and fireside novelette, no. 1, containing "Myra Bruce; or, True love running roughly," ... "Riverland," ... and "Five chapters of history.".
Augusta, J. Gardner. [1863]
Wright bibliography number 2287.
Reel: S-23

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
Allworth Abbey.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1865]
Wright bibliography number 2290.
Reel: S-23

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The artist's love; ... And stories by her sister,
Frances Henshaw Baden.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1872]
Wright bibliography number 2291.
Reel: S-23

Sherwood, Margaret Pollock.
An experiment in altruism.
New York and London, Macmillan and Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4914; By Elizabeth Hastings [pseud.].
Reel: S-24

Sherwood, Margaret Pollock.
Henry Worthington, idealist.
Wright bibliography number 4915.
Reel: S-24

Sherwood, Margaret Pollock.
A puritan Bohemia.
New York, London, Macmillan Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4916.
Reel: S-24

Sherwood, Mary Elizabeth (Wilson).
The sarcasm of destiny; or, Nina's experience.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 4917.
Reel: S-24

Sherwood, Mary Elizabeth (Wilson).
Sweet-brier.
Boston, D. Lothrop Co. c1889
Wright bibliography number 4918.
Reel: S-24

Sherwood, Mary Elizabeth (Wilson).
A transplanted rose.
New York, Harper. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 4919.
Reel: S-24

Shibley, Fred Warner.
A bundle of yarns.
Providence, H. Gregory. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4920.
Reel: S-24

Ship, Mary Magdalene.
Clinta; or, The inside of life.
Baltimore, Dulany Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4921.
Reel: S-24

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
A beautiful fiend; or, Through the fire.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1873]
Wright bibliography number 2292.
Reel: S-24

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The bridal eve.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1864]
Wright bibliography number 2293.
Reel: S-24

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The bride of Llewellyn.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1875]
Wright bibliography number 2294.
Reel: S-24

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The bride's fate.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1869]
Wright bibliography number 2295.
Reel: S-24

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The broken engagement; or, Speaking the truth for a day.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1862]
Wright bibliography number 2296.
Reel: S-24

Shipman, Louis Evan.
D'Arcy of the Guards; or, The fortunes of war.
Chicago and New York, H.S. Stone and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4922.
Reel: S-25

Shipman, Louis Evan.
Predicaments.
New York, Life Pub. Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4923.
Reel: S-25

Shipman, Louis Evan.
Urban dialogues.
New York, Stone & Kimball. 1896
Wright bibliography number 4924.
Reel: S-25
Shippen, Edward.
A Christmas at sea.
Philadelphia, L.R. Hamersly. 1882
Wright bibliography number 4925.
Reel: S-25

Shippen, Edward.
Thirty years at sea.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 4926.
Reel: S-25

Shores, Herman.
The keys of fate.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4927.
Reel: S-25

Short stories by California authors.
San Francisco, Golden Era. 1885
Wright bibliography number 4929.
Reel: S-25

Short stories from Outing.
Wright bibliography number 4930.
Reel: S-25

Short, William F., Jr.
Costigan's funeral and other stories.
Jacksonville, Ill., Henderson & Depew. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4928.
Reel: S-25

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The changed brides.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1869]
Wright bibliography number 2297.
Reel: S-25

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The Christmas guest. A collection of stories.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1870]
Wright bibliography number 2298; By Emma D.E.N.
Southworth and her sister, Frances Henshaw Baden.
Reel: S-25

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The coral lady; or, The bronzed beauty of Paris.
Philadelphia, C.W. Alexander. c1867
Wright bibliography number 2299.
Reel: S-25

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
Cruel as the grave.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 2300.
Reel: S-25

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The curse of Clifton.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2301.
Reel: S-25

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The changed brides.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2302.
Reel: S-25

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
Fair play; or, The test of the Lone Isle.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2303.
Reel: S-25

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The family doom: or, The sin of a countess.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1869]
Wright bibliography number 2304.
Reel: S-25

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The fatal marriage.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1863]
Wright bibliography number 2305.
Reel: S-25

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The discarded daughter; or, The children of the isle.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2302.
Reel: S-25

Shrewder, H. Clay [pseud.].
The carpet-bagger.
Washington, R.O. Polkinhorn. 1884
Wright bibliography number 4934.
Reel: S-25

Shuey, Lillian (Hinman).
Don Luis' wife.
Boston, New York and London, Lamson, Wolffe and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4937.
Reel: S-25

Shuey, Lillian (Hinman).
David of Juniper Gulch.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 4936.
Reel: S-25

Shuey, Lillian (Hinman).
Connubial bliss.
Chicago, Rhodes & McClure. 1882
Wright bibliography number 4932.
Reel: S-25

Shriver, John Shultz.
Almost.
Baltimore, Lombard, Druid. 1888
Wright bibliography number 4935.
Reel: S-25

Shuey, Lillian (Hinman).
The discarded daughter; or, The children of the isle.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2302.
Reel: S-25

Short story masterpieces.
Chicago, Daily Story Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4931.
Reel: S-26

[Shove, Carrie L.].
Connubial bliss.
Chicago, Rhodes & McClure. 1882
Wright bibliography number 4932.
Reel: S-26

Shuey, Lillian (Hinman).
The carpet-bagger.
Washington, R.O. Polkinhorn. 1884
Wright bibliography number 4934.
Reel: S-26

Shriver, John Shultz.
Almost.
Baltimore, Lombard, Druid. 1888
Wright bibliography number 4935.
Reel: S-26

Shuey, Lillian (Hinman).
David of Juniper Gulch.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 4936.
Reel: S-26

Shuey, Lillian (Hinman).
Don Luis’ wife.
Boston, New York and London, Lamson, Wolfe and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4937.
Reel: S-26

Shuey, Lillian (Hinman).
The discarded daughter; or, The children of the isle.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2302.
Reel: S-26

Shuey, Lillian (Hinman).
David of Juniper Gulch.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 4936.
Reel: S-26

Shuey, Lillian (Hinman).
Don Luis’ wife.
Boston, New York and London, Lamson, Wolfe and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4937.
Reel: S-26
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Shugert, Fanny Alricks.
The day breaketh.
Philadelphia, H. Altemus. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4938.
Reel: S-27

Shumard, John H.
The Ford policy; or, A true life insurance story.
Cincinnati, Standard Pub. Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 4939.
Reel: S-27

Simmonds, S.E.
Shifting shadows.
Cincinnati, Standard Pub. Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 4940.
Reel: S-27

Simmons, Vesta S.
Green tea.
New York, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 4941; By V. Schallenberger [pseud.].
Reel: S-27

Simmons, Vesta S.
A village drama.
New York, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 4942.
Reel: S-27

Simms, Margaret D.
What will she do?.
New York, London [etc.] The Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 4943.
Reel: S-27

Simonds, William Edward.
The home-coming of Thorstein Ericsson.
Galesburg, Ill. [Press of the Wagoner-Mehler Co.]. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4944.
Reel: S-27

Simpleton, Major [pseud.].
Civil-service reform; or, The postmaster's revenge.
New York, Metropolitan Pub. Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 4945.
Reel: S-27

Simpson, Charles H.
Life in the far West, or A detective's thrilling adventures among the Indians and outlaws of Montana.
Chicago, Rhodes & McClure Pub. Co. c1896
Wright bibliography number 4946.
Reel: S-27

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The fortune seeker.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1866]
Wright bibliography number 2306.
Reel: S-27

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The gipsy's prophecy.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1861]
Wright bibliography number 2307.
Reel: S-27

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The haunted homestead, and other nouvellettes.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1860]
Wright bibliography number 2308.
Reel: S-27

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
How he won her.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1869]
Wright bibliography number 2310.
Reel: S-27

Simpson, Charles H.
Life in the mines; or, Crime avenged.
Chicago, T.W. Jackson Pub. Co. c1898
Wright bibliography number 4947.
Reel: S-28

[Simpson, Evangeline M.].
Marplot Cupid.
Boston, W.B. Clarke. 1883
Wright bibliography number 4948; 2d ed.
Reel: S-28

[Simpson, William].
The man from Mars.
San Francisco, Bacon & Co., Printers. 1891
Wright bibliography number 4949; By Thomas Blot [pseud.].
Reel: S-28

Sinclair, Ellery.
Christie's choice.
New York, T.R. Knox. 1886
Wright bibliography number 4950.
Reel: S-28

Sinclair, Ellery.
Victor.
New York, Cassell & Co. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 4951.
Reel: S-28
Sisson, S. Elizabeth.
Gathered thistles; or, A story of two households.
Fremont, Neb., Hammond Bros. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4952.
Reel: S-28

Sites, I.A.
Ned Hampden; or, The ravages of intemperance.
Reading, Pa., D. Miller. 1893
Wright bibliography number 4953.
Reel: S-28

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
India.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1857]
Wright bibliography number 2311.
Reel: S-28

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The lady of the Isle.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1859]
Wright bibliography number 2312.
Reel: S-28

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The lost heir of Linlithgow.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1872]
Wright bibliography number 2313.
Reel: S-28

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The lost heiress.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1854]
Wright bibliography number 2314.
Reel: S-28

Skillman, Phil.
A living dead man; or, The strange case of Moses Scott.
Albany, Albany Law Journal Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4953A.
Reel: S-29

Slater, Charles William.
A modern Babylon.
Poughkeepsie, N.Y., Queen City Pub. Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4955.
Reel: S-29

Sleight, Mary Breck.
Dr. Berkeley's discovery.
New York, Putnam. 1899
Wright bibliography number 4956; By Richard Slee and Cornelia Atwood Pratt.
Reel: S-29

Sleight, Mary Breck.
The flag on the mill.
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls. 1887
Wright bibliography number 4957.
Reel: S-29

Sleight, Mary Breck.
The house at Crague; or, Her own way.
New York, T.Y. Crowell & Co. [c1886]
Wright bibliography number 4958.
Reel: S-29

Sleight, Mary Breck.
An island heroine.
Boston, Lothrop. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 4959.
Reel: S-29

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
Love's labor won.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1862]
Wright bibliography number 2315.
Reel: S-29

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The maiden widow.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1870]
Wright bibliography number 2316.
Reel: S-29

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The missing bride; or, Miriam the avenger.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1855]
Wright bibliography number 2317.
Reel: S-29

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The mother-in-law; or, The Isle of Rays.
New York, Appleton. 1851
Wright bibliography number 2318.
Reel: S-29

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The mystery of dark hollow.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1875]
Wright bibliography number 2319.
Reel: S-29

Sleight, Mary Breck.
Pulpit and easel.
New York, Crowell. [c1885]
Wright bibliography number 4960.
Reel: S-30

Slenker, Elmina (Drake).
The Darwins.
New York, D.M. Bennett. 1879
Wright bibliography number 4961.
Reel: S-30

Slenker, Elmina (Drake).
John's way.
New York, D.M. Bennett. [1884?]
Wright bibliography number 4962.
Reel: S-30
Slocumb, Cora.
Ampharita.
New York, Peace Bureau. 1897
Wright bibliography number 4963; By The Countess di Brazza.
Reel: S-30

Slosson, Annie (Trumbull).
Anna Malan.
Hartford, Conn., Case, Lockwood, & Brainard. 1894
Wright bibliography number 4964.
Reel: S-30

Slosson, Annie (Trumbull).
Aunt Liefy.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 4965.
Reel: S-30

Slosson, Annie (Trumbull).
Dumb Foxglove, and other stories.
New York, Harper. 1898
Wright bibliography number 4966.
Reel: S-30

Slosson, Annie (Trumbull).
Fishin' Jimmy.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph & Co. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 4967.
Reel: S-30

Slosson, Annie (Trumbull).
The heresy of Mehetabel Clark.
New York, Harper. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4968.
Reel: S-30

Slosson, Annie (Trumbull).
Seven dreamers.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1890
Wright bibliography number 4969.
Reel: S-30

Slosson, Annie (Trumbull).
Story-tell Lib.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1900
Wright bibliography number 4970.
Reel: S-30

Sluggervan, John L. [pseud.?].
De recomembrances of a 19-cent scrapper.
New York, Athletic Pub. League. 1892
Wright bibliography number 4971.
Reel: S-30

Small, George G.
Going to the Centennial, and A guy at the great Exhibition.
New York, Collin & Small. 1876
Wright bibliography number 4975; By Bricktop [pseud.].
Reel: S-31

Small, George G.
Going to the country; or, Smudge in search of comfort.
New York, F. Tousey. 1881
Wright bibliography number 4976; By Bricktop [pseud.].
Reel: S-31
Small, George G.
Hell.
New York, Tousey & Small. 1878
Wright bibliography number 4978; By Bricktop [pseud.].
Reel: S-31

Small, George G.
My birthday.
New York, F. Tousey. [c1883]
Wright bibliography number 4983; By Bricktop [pseud.].
Reel: S-31

Small, George G.
My wife's mother.
New York, F. Tousey. 1881
Wright bibliography number 4984; By "Bricktop" [pseud.].
Reel: S-31

Small, George G.
Smith in search of a wife.
New York, Collin & Small. 1876
Wright bibliography number 4990; By Bricktop [pseud.].
Reel: S-31

Small, George G.
Trip to Niagara Falls.
New York, Collin & Small. 1876
Wright bibliography number 4992; By Bricktop [pseud.].
Reel: S-31

Small, George G.
The troubles of Mr. And Mrs. Tumbleton.
New York, F. Tousey. [1892]
Wright bibliography number 4993; By "Bricktop" [pseud.].
Reel: S-31

Small, George G.
Where are you going?
New York, F. Tousey. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 4994; By Bricktop [pseud.].
Reel: S-31

Small, Samuel White.
Humorous sketches of "Old Si."
New York, F.A. Small. 1886
Wright bibliography number 4995.
Reel: S-31

Small, Samuel White.
[Smilie, Elton R.]
Investigations and experience of M. Shwatinbach, at Saar Soong, Sumatra.
San Francisco, J. Winterburn & Co., Printers. 1879
Wright bibliography number 4996.
Reel: S-31

[Smilie, Elton R.]
The Manatitlans; or, A record of recent scientific explorations in the Andean La Plata. S.A.
Cambridge, Printed at the Riverside Press. 1877
Wright bibliography number 4997; By R. Elton Smile [pseud.].
Reel: S-31

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
Victor's triumph.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1874]
Wright bibliography number 2326.
Reel: S-31

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
Virginia and Magdalene: or, The foster-sisters.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2327.
Reel: S-31

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
Vivia; or, The secret of power.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1857]
Wright bibliography number 2328.
Reel: S-31

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
The widow's son.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1867]
Wright bibliography number 2329.
Reel: S-31

Southworth, Mrs. S.A.
Hester Strong's life work: or, The mystery solved.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1870
Wright bibliography number 2330.
Reel: S-31

Smith, A.F.
Earnest Leighton.
St. Louis, Christian Pub. Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 4998.
Reel: S-32

Smith, Andrew Madsen.
Luck of a wandering Dane.
Philadelphia, Matlack & Harvey. c1885
Wright bibliography number 4999; By Hans Lykkejaeger [pseud.].
Reel: S-32

Smith, Ann Eliza (Brainerd).
Atla.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1886
Wright bibliography number 5000.
Reel: S-32

Smith, Ann Eliza (Brainerd).
Seola.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1878
Wright bibliography number 5001.
Reel: S-32
Smith, Arthur Cossett.
The monk and the dancer.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5002.
Reel: S-32

Smith, Benjamin George.
From over the border; or, Light on the normal life of man.
Chicago, C.H. Kerr & Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5003.
Reel: S-32

Smith, Carrie Clay.
Passing shadows; and a life's sorrow.
Macon, Mo., Times Pub. House. 1892
Wright bibliography number 5004.
Reel: S-32

Smith, Charles Henry.
Bill Arp's scrap book.
Atlanta, J.P. Harrison & Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5005.
Reel: S-32

Smith, Charles Henry.
The farm and the fireside.
Atlanta, The Constitution Pub. Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 5006.
Reel: S-33

Smith, Charles Sumner.
Ten years in love.
Bloomton, Ala., The C.S. Smith Printing & Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5007.
Reel: S-33

Smith, Edward J.
Jo.
Fort Worth, Ed. J. Smith & Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 5008.
Reel: S-33

Smith, Elvira V.
Gretta alone, or, The environments of life.
Forest, O., Mrs. J. Smith. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 5009; By Dorathy Dott [pseud.].
Reel: S-33

Smith, Emery P.
The triple wedding; or, Secrets revealed.
Chicago, E.P. Smith & Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 5010.
Reel: S-33

Smith, Fannie N.
Peace Pelican, spinster.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1881
Wright bibliography number 5011; By Christabel Goldsmith [pseud.].
Reel: S-33

Smith, Francis Hopkinson.
Caleb West.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5012.
Reel: S-33

Spofford, Harriet Elizabeth (Prescott).
Azarian.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1864
Wright bibliography number 2399.
Reel: S-33

Spofford, Harriet Elizabeth (Prescott).
New-England legends.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1871
Wright bibliography number 2450.
Reel: S-33

Spofford, Harriet Elizabeth (Prescott).
Sir Rohan's ghost.
Boston, J.E. Tilton. 1860
Wright bibliography number 2341.
Reel: S-33
Spofford, Harriet Elizabeth (Prescott).
The thief in the night.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2342.
Reel: S-33

Springer, Rebecca (Ruter).
Beechwood.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1873
Wright bibliography number 21343.
Reel: S-33

The Spuytenduyvel chronicle.
New York, Livermore & Rudd. 1856
Wright bibliography number 2344.
Reel: S-33

[Stabler, Jennie Latham].
Left to herself.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2345; By Jennie Woodville [pseud.].
Reel: S-33

Smith, Francis Hopkinson.
Colonel Carter of Cartersville.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1891
Wright bibliography number 5013.
Reel: S-34

Smith, Francis Hopkinson.
A day at Laguerre's and other days.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 5014.
Reel: S-34

Smith, Francis Hopkinson.
A gentleman vagabond and some others.
Cambridge, printed at the Riverside Press. 1895
Wright bibliography number 5015.
Reel: S-34

Smith, Francis Hopkinson.
The other fellow.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5016.
Reel: S-34

Smith, Francis Hopkinson.
Tom Grogan.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5017.
Reel: S-34

Smith, George Byrne.
Noah's confession.
Jamestown, N.Y., The Cicerone Pub. Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5018.
Reel: S-34

Smith, Gertrude.
Dedora Heywood.
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5019.
Reel: S-34

Smith, Gertrude.
The rousing of Mrs. Potter, and other stories.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 5020.
Reel: S-34

[Smith, H.H.].
Downfall of a politician; or, Death or destiny.
Louisville, J.P. Morton and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 5021; By the Hon. Bell Eli [pseud.].
Reel: S-34

Smith, Harry B.
The new Don Quixote.
Buffalo, The Matthews-Northrup Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 5022.
Reel: S-34

Stanley, Harvey.
Pilate and Herod.
Philadelphia, H. Hooker. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2346.
Reel: S-34

[Stanton, Benjamin F.].
The haps and mishaps of the three jolly students.
Manchester, N.H., Gaywell, Webster & Gabbles. 1866
Wright bibliography number 2347.
Reel: S-34

Starbuck, Caleb.
Hampton Heights; or, The spinster's ward.
New York, Mason Bros. 1856
Wright bibliography number 2348.
Reel: S-34

[Starnes, Ebenezer].
The slaveholder abroad; or, Billy Buck's visit, with his master, to England.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1860
Wright bibliography number 2349.
Reel: S-34

The Startling confessions of Eleanor Burton.
Philadelphia, E.E. Barclay. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2350.
Reel: S-34

Philadelphia, E.E. Barclay. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2351.
Reel: S-34
[Stebbins, George Stanford].
My satchel and I; or, Literature on foot.
Springfield, Mass., D.E. Fisk. [c1873]
Wright bibliography number 2352; By Ikabod Izax [pseud.].
Reel: S-34

[Smith, Helen Butler].
A modern Jacob.
Boston, D. Lothrop Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 5023; By Hester Stuart [pseud.].
Reel: S-35

Smith, Jabez Burritt.
Barriers broken; or, Right makes might.
Madison, Wis., The Busy World Pub. Co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 5024.
Reel: S-35

Smith, Jabez Burritt.
"High Joe"; or, The logger's story.
Madison, Wis., The Busy World. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 5024A.
Reel: S-35

Smith, Jeanie Oliver (Davidson).
Donald Moncrieff.
Buffalo, C.W. Moulton. 1893
Wright bibliography number 5025.
Reel: S-35

Smith, Jeanie Oliver (Davidson).
The mayor of Kanemeta.
New York, The American News Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 5026.
Reel: S-35

Smith, John Talbot.
His Honor, the mayor, and other tales.
New York, Catholic Pub. Society. 1892
Wright bibliography number 5027.
Reel: S-35

Smith, John Talbot.
Solitary Island.
New York, P.J. Kened Kenedy. 1889
Wright bibliography number 5028.
Reel: S-35

Smith, Julie P.
Blossom-bud and her genteel friends.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1883
Wright bibliography number 5029.
Reel: S-35

Steele, James William.
The sons of the border.
Topeka, Kansas, Commonwealth Printing Co. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2353.
Reel: S-35

Steele, Rowena (Granice).
Dell Dart; or, Within the meshes.
Merced, San Joaquin Valley Argus Office. 1874
Wright bibliography number 2353A.
Reel: S-35

Steele, Rowena (Granice).
The family gem: miscellaneous stories.
Sacramento, Old State Journal. 1858
Wright bibliography number 2353B.
Reel: S-35

Steele, Rowena (Granice).
Leonnie St. James; or, The suicide's curse.
Auburn, Cal., Union Advocate Office. 1862
Wright bibliography number 2353C.
Reel: S-35

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
Bellehood and bondage.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1873]
Wright bibliography number 2354.
Reel: S-35

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
Bertha's engagement.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1875]
Wright bibliography number 2355.
Reel: S-35

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
The curse of gold.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1869]
Wright bibliography number 2356.
Reel: S-35

Smith, Julie P.
Courting and farming; or, Which is the gentleman?
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1876
Wright bibliography number 5030.
Reel: S-36

Smith, Julie P.
His young wife.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1877
Wright bibliography number 5031.
Reel: S-36

Smith, Julie P.
Kiss and be friends.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1879
Wright bibliography number 5032.
Reel: S-36

Smith, Julie P.
Lucy.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1880
Wright bibliography number 5033.
Reel: S-36
Smith, Marion Couthouy.
  Dr. Marks, socialist.
  Cincinnati, Editor Pub. Co. 1897
  Wright bibliography number 5034.
  **Reel: S-36**

[Smith, Mary E.].
  Ambition's contest; or, Faith and intellect.
  New York, P.J. Kenedy. [c1896]
  Wright bibliography number 5035; By Christine Faber [pseud.].
  **Reel: S-36**

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
  Double false.
  Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1868]
  Wright bibliography number 2357.
  **Reel: S-36**

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
  Fashion and famine.
  New York, Bunce. 1854
  Wright bibliography number 2358.
  **Reel: S-36**

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
  The gold brick.
  Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1866]
  Wright bibliography number 2359.
  **Reel: S-36**

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
  The heiress of Greenhurst.
  New York, E. Stephens. 1857
  Wright bibliography number 2360.
  **Reel: S-36**

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
  Lord Hope's choice.
  Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1873]
  Wright bibliography number 2361.
  **Reel: S-36**

[Smith, Mary E.].
  Carroll O'Donoghue.
  New York, P.J. Kenedy. [1881]
  Wright bibliography number 5036; [By] Christine Faber [pseud.].
  **Reel: S-37**

[Smith, Mary E.].
  A chivalrous deed and what came of it.
  New York, P.J. Kenedy. [c1891]
  Wright bibliography number 5037; [By] Christine Faber [pseud.].
  **Reel: S-37**

[Smith, Mary E.].
  A fatal resemblance.
  New York, P.J. Kenedy. 1900
  Wright bibliography number 5038; [By] Christine Faber [pseud.].
  **Reel: S-37**

[Smith, Mary E.].
  Fickle fortune.
  New York, D. & J. Sadlier. 1878
  Wright bibliography number 5039; By Christian [!] Faber [pseud.].
  **Reel: S-37**

[Smith, Mary E.].
  The guardian's mystery: or, Rejected for consciences' sake.
  New York, P.J. Kenedy. [c1887]
  Wright bibliography number 5040; [By] Christine Faber [pseud.].
  **Reel: S-37**

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
  Mabel's mistake.
  Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1868]
  Wright bibliography number 2362.
  **Reel: S-37**

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
  Married in haste.
  Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1870]
  Wright bibliography number 2363.
  **Reel: S-37**

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
  Mary Derwent.
  Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1858]
  Wright bibliography number 2364.
  **Reel: S-37**

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
  A noble woman.
  Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1871]
  Wright bibliography number 2365.
  **Reel: S-37**

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
  The old countess; or, The two proposals.
  Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1873]
  Wright bibliography number 2366.
  **Reel: S-37**

[Smith, Mary E.].
  A mother's sacrifice: or, Who was guilty.
  New York, P.J. Kenedy. 1897
  Wright bibliography number 5041; [By] Christine Faber [pseud.].
  **Reel: S-38**

[Smith, Mary E.].
  An ugly heroine.
  Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1883
  Wright bibliography number 5043; By Christine Faber [pseud.].
  **Reel: S-38**

Smith, Mary Ellis.
  A model actress.
  [Chicago, Vollrath & Veronee]. [c1892]
  Wright bibliography number 5043.
  **Reel: S-38**
Smith, Mary Ellis.
The Prince of Mull; or, Glimpses of royal life.
Chicago, Marquis. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5044.
Reel: S-38

[Smith, Mary Pauline].
Guy's fortune.
St. Louis, Mo., B. Herder. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5045; By M.B. Eagan [pseud.].
Reel: S-38

Smith, Mary Stuart (Harrison).
Lang syne; or, The wards of Mount Vernon.
New York, J.B. Alden. 1889
Wright bibliography number 5046.
Reel: S-38

Smith, Minna Caroline.
Mary Paget.
New York, Macmillan Co.; London, Macmillan & Co., Ltd. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5047.
Reel: S-38

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
The old homestead.
New York, Bunce. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2367.
Reel: S-38

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
Palaces and prisons.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 2368.
Reel: S-38

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
Phemie Frost's experiences.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1874
Wright bibliography number 2369.
Reel: S-38

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
The reigning belle.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1872]
Wright bibliography number 2370.
Reel: S-38

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
The rejected wife.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1863]
Wright bibliography number 2371.
Reel: S-38

Smith, Myra Malinda Johonnot.
Demands of society.
Boston, A.I. Bradley & Co. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 5048.
Reel: S-39

[Smith, Nina L.].
Tales of St. Augustine.
[Cambridge, W.H. Wheeler]. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 5049.
Reel: S-39

Smith, Oreon Mann.
The novice.
La Grange, Ga., Cox & Ward. 1894
Wright bibliography number 5051.
Reel: S-39

[Smith, Philip Henry].
The barn-yard statesmen; or, Rum and dynamite.
Pawling, N.Y., Philip H. Smith. 1886
Wright bibliography number 5052.
Reel: S-39

Smith, Poca T.
Margoleen.
Clarksville, Tenn., W.P. Titus, Printer. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5053.
Reel: S-39

[Smith, R.B.].
Hugging to music.
New York, University Pub. Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5054.
Reel: S-39

Smith, Robert J.
A divorce contract.
Terre Haute, Ind., C.W. Brown. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5055.
Reel: S-39

Smith, Samuel Robert.
Daniel North of Wyoming Valley.
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. [R. Baur & Son]. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5056.
Reel: S-39

Smith, Saqui.
Back from the dead.
New York, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 5057.
Reel: S-39

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
Ruby Gray's strategy.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1869]
Wright bibliography number 2372.
Reel: S-39

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
Silent struggles.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1865]
Wright bibliography number 2373.
Reel: S-39

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
The soldier's orphans.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1866]
Wright bibliography number 2374.
Reel: S-39
### American Fiction, 1774-1910  
#### Reel Listing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reel</th>
<th>Wright bibliography number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smith, Sara Trainer.</td>
<td>The room of the rose, and other stories.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, J.J. McVey. 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: S-40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, William A.</td>
<td>Who is responsible?</td>
<td>Boston, D. Lothrop and Co. [c1883]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: S-40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, William Hawley.</td>
<td>The evolution of &quot;Dodd&quot;.</td>
<td>Chicago, Rand, McNally. [c1884]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: S-40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smithson, Noble.</td>
<td>Judge Ladd.</td>
<td>Knoxville, Tenn., Ogden Bros. 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: S-40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephens, Harriet Marion (Ward).</td>
<td>Hagar the martyr; or, Passion and reality.</td>
<td>Boston, W.P. Fetridge. 1855</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: S-40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephens, Harriet Marion (Ward).</td>
<td>Home scenes and home sounds; or, The world from my window.</td>
<td>Boston, Fetridge. 1854</td>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: S-40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Something better.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1878
Wright bibliography number 5071.
Reel: S-41

Sommer, Daniel.
Hector among the doctors; or, A search for the true church.
Indianapolis, D. Sommer. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 5072.
Reel: S-41

Sommer, Daniel.
Jehenne Lefevre; or, A miner's daughter.
Indianapolis, The Author. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 5073.
Reel: S-41

Stoddard, Elizabeth Drew (Barstow).
The Morgesons.
New York, Carleton. 1862
Wright bibliography number 2383.
Reel: S-41

Stoddard, Elizabeth Drew (Barstow).
Temple House.
New York, G.W. Carleton. [c1867]
Wright bibliography number 2384.
Reel: S-41

Stoddard, Elizabeth Drew (Barstow).
Two men.
New York, Bunce and Huntington. 1865
Wright bibliography number 2385.
Reel: S-41

Stories and sketches by our best authors.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1867
Wright bibliography number 2386.
Reel: S-41

Stories for Christmas and winter evenings. Now first collected and forming the third volume of "Putnam's story library."
New York, Putnam. 1857
Wright bibliography number 2387.
Reel: S-41

Story, James P.
Choisy.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2388.
Reel: S-41

Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).
Agnes of Sorrento.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1862
Wright bibliography number 2389.
Reel: S-41

Sommers, Lillian E.
Jerome Leaster of Roderick. Leaster & Co.
Chicago, C.H. Sergel & Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5075.
Reel: S-42

Southgate, Horatio.
The cross above the crescent.
Philadelphia [etc.] J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 5076.
Reel: S-42

Southwick, Albert Plympton.
Bijou.
New York, The American News Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 5077.
Reel: S-42

Southwick, Albert Plympton.
Brown, the lawyer.
New York, Franklin Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 5078.
Reel: S-42

Southwick, E.B.
The better world.
New York, The Truth Seeker Co. [1894?]
Wright bibliography number 5079.
Reel: S-42

Southwick, Lellie C.
A neighborhood of girls.
Wright bibliography number 5080.
Reel: S-42

Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).
The chimney-corner.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1859
Wright bibliography number 2390; By Christopher Crowfield [pseud.].
Reel: S-42

Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).
Dred.
Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1856
Wright bibliography number 2391.
Reel: S-42

Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).
Hose and home papers.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1865
Wright bibliography number 2392; By Christopher Crowfield [pseud.].
Reel: S-42

Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).
The minister's wooing.
New York, Derby and Jackson. 1859
Wright bibliography number 2393.
Reel: S-42

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).
Brandon Coyle's wife.
New York, A.L. Burt Co. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 5081.
Reel: S-43
Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
Broken pledges.  
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1891]  
Wright bibliography number 5082.  
Reel: S-43

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
David Lindsay.  
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. 1891  
Wright bibliography number 5083.  
Reel: S-43

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
"Em.".  
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. 1892  
Wright bibliography number 5084.  
Reel: S-43

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
The fatal secret….And other stories by her sister,  
Mrs. Frances Henshaw Baden.  
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1877]  
Wright bibliography number 5086.  
Reel: S-43

Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).  
My wife and I; or, Harry Henderson's history.  
New York, J.B. Ford. 1871  
Wright bibliography number 2394.  
Reel: S-43

Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).  
Oldtown fireside stories.  
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1872  
Wright bibliography number 2395.  
Reel: S-43

Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).  
Oldtown folks.  
Boston, Fields, Osgood. 1869  
Wright bibliography number 2396.  
Reel: S-43

Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).  
The pearl of Orr's Island.  
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1862  
Wright bibliography number 2397.  
Reel: S-43

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
For woman's love.  
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. 1890  
Wright bibliography number 5087.  
Reel: S-44

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
Gertrude Haddon. "Only a girl's heart.".  
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. 1894  
Wright bibliography number 5088; 3d ser.  
Reel: S-44

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
Gloria.  
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. 1891  
Wright bibliography number 5089.  
Reel: S-44

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
The hidden land; or, Capitola the madcap.  
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1888  
Wright bibliography number 5090.  
Reel: S-44

Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).  
Pink and white tyranny.  
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1871  
Wright bibliography number 2398.  
Reel: S-44

Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).  
The two altars; or, Two pictures in one.  
[Boston, J.P. Jewett]. [c1852]  
Wright bibliography number 2399.  
Reel: S-44

Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).  
Uncle Sam's emancipation: earthly care, a  
heavenly discipline: and other sketches.  
Philadelphia, W.P. Hazard. 1853  
Wright bibliography number 2400.  
Reel: S-44

Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).  
Uncle tom's cabin: or, Life among the lowly.  
Boston, J.P. Jewett. 1852  
Wright bibliography number 2401.  
Reel: S-44

Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).  
We and our neighbors: or, The records of an  
unfashionable street.  
New York, Fords, Howard, & Hulbert. [c1875]  
Wright bibliography number 2402.  
Reel: S-44

Street, Alfred Bellings.  
Woods and waters: or, The Saranacs and Racket.  
New York, M. Doolady. 1860  
Wright bibliography number 2403.  
Reel: S-44

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
Ishmael; or, In the depths.  
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1876]  
Wright bibliography number 5091.  
Reel: S-45
Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
A leap in the dark.  
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. [c1889]  
Wright bibliography number 5092.  
Reel: S-45

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
Lilith.  
New York, R. Bonner's sons. 1891  
Wright bibliography number 5093.  
Reel: S-45

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
The lost lady of Lone.  
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. 1890  
Wright bibliography number 5094.  
Reel: S-45

Strickland, William Peter.  
The astrologer of Chaldea, or, The life of faith.  
Cincinnati, J. Ernest. 1855  
Wright bibliography number 2404.  
Reel: S-45

[Strother, David Hunter].  
Virginia illustrated: containing a visit to the Virginian Canaan, and the adventures of Porte Crayon [pseud.] and his cousins.  
New York, Harper. 1857  
Wright bibliography number 2405.  
Reel: S-45

Strout, Mrs. C.W.D.  
Slippery paths.  
Portland, Hoyt, Fogg and Breed. 1872  
Wright bibliography number 2406.  
Reel: S-45

[Strother, David Hunter].  
An orphan of the Old Dominion.  
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1873  
Wright bibliography number 2407; By Lumina Silvervale [pseud.].  
Reel: S-45

The Summer-land.  
New York, Appleton. 1855  
Wright bibliography number 2408; By a child of the sun.  
Reel: S-45

Summerton, Winter [pseud.].  
Will he find her?.  
New York, Derby and Jackson. 1860  
Wright bibliography number 2409.  
Reel: S-45

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
Nearest and dearest.  
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. [c1889]  
Wright bibliography number 5095.  
Reel: S-46

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
The phantom wedding; or, The fall of the house of Flint.....And other stories by her sister, Mrs. Frances Henshaw Baden.  
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1878]  
Wright bibliography number 5097.  
Reel: S-46

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
The Red Hill tragedy.  
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [1877]  
Wright bibliography number 5098.  
Reel: S-46

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
The rejected bride, "Only a girl's heart.".  
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. 1894  
Wright bibliography number 5099; 2d ser.  
Reel: S-46

Sumner, Charles Allen.  
'Round the Horn.  
San Francisco, Bacon. [n.d.]  
Wright bibliography number 2410.  
Reel: S-46

[Swan, Charles Red].  
Minny Lawson: or, The outlaws league.  
New York, Garrett. [n.d.]  
Wright bibliography number 2411.  
Reel: S-46

Swayze, Jason C.  
The lime-kiln man: or, The victim of misfortune.  
New York, DeWitt & Davenport. [c1855]  
Wright bibliography number 2412.  
Reel: S-46

Sweat, Margaret Jane (Mussey).  
Ethel's love-life.  
New York, Rudd & Carleton. 1859  
Wright bibliography number 2413.  
Reel: S-46

Swell life at sea: or, Fun, frigates and yachting: a collection of nautical yarns. From the log-book of a youngster of the mess.  
New York, Stringer & Townsend. 1854  
Wright bibliography number 2414.  
Reel: S-46

Swift, John Franklin.  
Robert Greathouse.  
New York, Carleton. 1870  
Wright bibliography number 2415.  
Reel: S-46

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
Self-raised; or, From the depths.  
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [1876]  
Wright bibliography number 5100.  
Reel: S-47
Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
Sybil Brotherton.  
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1879]  
Wright bibliography number 5102.  
Reel: S-47

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
Unknown; or The mystery of Raven Rocks.  
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. [c1889]  
Wright bibliography number 5103.  
Reel: S-47

Southworth, Emma Dorothy Eliza (Nevitte).  
The unloved wife.  
New York, Street and Smith Corp. [c1890]  
Wright bibliography number 5104.  
Reel: S-47

Southworth, Mrs. S.A.  
Gold and dross; or, The false life and the true.  
Boston, J.H. Earle. [c1880]  
Wright bibliography number 5105.  
Reel: S-48

Sparhawk, Frances Campbell.  
A chronicle of conquest.  
Boston, T. Lothrop. [c1890]  
Wright bibliography number 5106.  
Reel: S-48

Sparhawk, Frances Campbell.  
A lazy man's work.  
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1881  
Wright bibliography number 5107.  
Reel: S-48

Sparhawk, Frances Campbell.  
Onoqua.  
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1892  
Wright bibliography number 5108.  
Reel: S-48

Sparhawk, Frances Campbell.  
Senator Intrigue and Inspector Noseby.  
Boston, Red-Letter Pub. Co. 1895  
Wright bibliography number 5109.  
Reel: S-48

Sparhawk, Frances Campbell.  
A wedding tangle.  
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1893  
Wright bibliography number 5110.  
Reel: S-48

Sparks, Alice Wilkinson.  
My wife's husband.  
Chicago, Laird & Lee. 1897  
Wright bibliography number 5111.  
Reel: S-48

Sparrow, C.B.  
The bane of Bendon.  
Knoxville, Ogden Bros. & Co., Printers andBinders. 1885  
Wright bibliography number 5112.  
Reel: S-49

Spear, John W.  
Grace Winslow; or, Gold and dross.  
New York, N. Tibbals & Sons. 1883  
Wright bibliography number 5113.  
Reel: S-49

Spear, John W.  
Out of the toils.  
New York, Phillips & Hunt; Cincinnati, Cranston & Stowe. 1887  
Wright bibliography number 5114.  
Reel: S-49

Spear, John W.  
Peg Bunson.  
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1897  
Wright bibliography number 5115.  
Reel: S-49

Spears, John Randolph.  
The fugitive.  
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1899  
Wright bibliography number 5117.  
Reel: S-49

Spears, John Randolph.  
The port of missing ships, and other stories of the sea.  
Wright bibliography number 5118.  
Reel: S-49

Specht, Emma E.H.  
Alfrieda.  
St. Louis, The Author. 1890  
Wright bibliography number 5119.  
Reel: S-50

Spencer, Josephine.  
The senator from Utah, and other tales.  
Salt Lake City, G.O. Cannon. 1895  
Wright bibliography number 5120.  
Reel: S-50

Spencer, Lillian.  
After all.  
Chicago, S.C. Griggs and Co. 1885  
Wright bibliography number 5121.  
Reel: S-50
Spencer, Lillian.
Star-crossed.
New York, Judge Pub. Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 5122.
Reel: S-50

Spencer, William Loring (Nunez).
Calamity Jane.
New Cassell. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 5123; By Mrs. George E. Spencer.
Reel: S-50

Spencer, William Loring (Nunez).
A friend to the widow.
Chicago, New York [etc.] Belford, Clarke & Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 5124; By Maja Spencer [pseud.].
Reel: S-50

Spencer, William Loring (Nunez).
A plucky one.
New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1886]
Wright bibliography number 5125.
Reel: S-50

Stevens, Charles McClellan.
Lucky Ten Bar of Paradise valley.
Chicago, Rhodes & McClure Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5190.
Reel: S-50

Spencer, William Loring (Nunez).
Salt-Lake fruit.
Boston, Rand, Avery, and Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5126.
Reel: S-51

Spencer, William Loring (Nunez).
The story of Mary.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1885
Wright bibliography number 5127.
Reel: S-51

Spenser, Mary Clare.
The benefit of the doubt.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1885
3d ed.; Wright bibliography number 5128.
Reel: S-51

Spenser, Mary Clare.
Brinka.
New York, Spense Pub. Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 5129.
Reel: S-51

Sperry, Arthur.
Sperry stories.
Washington, D.C., H.B. Sperry. 1894
Wright bibliography number 5130.
Reel: S-51

Spofford, Harriet Elizabeth (Prescott).
An inheritance.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5131.
Reel: S-51

Spofford, Harriet Elizabeth (Prescott).
The maid he married.
Chicago and New York, H.S. Stone and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5132.
Reel: S-51

Spofford, Harriet Elizabeth (Prescott).
The Marquis of Carabas.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1882
Wright bibliography number 5133.
Reel: S-52

Spofford, Harriet Elizabeth (Prescott).
A master spirit.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5134.
Reel: S-52

Spofford, Harriet Elizabeth (Prescott).
Old Madame, & other tragedies.
Boston, R.G. Badger. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5135.
Reel: S-52

Spofford, Harriet Elizabeth (Prescott).
Priscilla's love-story.
Chicago & New York, H.S. Stone & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5136.
Reel: S-52

Spofford, Harriet Elizabeth (Prescott).
A scarlet poppy, and other stories.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1894
Wright bibliography number 5137.
Reel: S-52

Spollon, John.
Adventures of a tramp.
Harrisville, N.H., J. Spollon. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5138.
Reel: S-52

[Sprague, Mary Aplin].
An earnest trifler.
Boston, Houghton, Osgood and Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 5139.
Reel: S-52

Sprague, Ward.
The way to win.
Syracuse, N.Y., For the Author by C.C. Hall & Co. [c1885]
Wright bibliography number 5140.
Reel: S-52
Spratley, Marianne Gaillard.
  Confessions of two.
  New York, G.W. Dillingham; [etc.]. 1886
  Wright bibliography number 5141; By Marianne
  Gaillard Spratley and Elizabeth Octavia Willisson.
  Reel: S-52

Springer, Mary Elizabeth.
  "Lady Hancock.
  New York, I.H. Blanchard Co. [c1900]
  Wright bibliography number 5142.
  Reel: S-53

Springer, Narcissa Smith.
  Cloudy sky; or, The unfortunate children.
  Cleveland. 1882
  Wright bibliography number 5143.
  Reel: S-53

Springer, Rebecca (Ruter).
  Self.
  Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1881
  Wright bibliography number 5144.
  Reel: S-53

Spurr, George Graham.
  A fight with a grizzly bear.
  Boston. The Author. 1886
  Wright bibliography number 5145.
  Reel: S-53

Spurr, George Graham.
  The land of gold.
  Boston, A. Williams & Co. 1881
  Wright bibliography number 5146.
  Reel: S-53

[Staats, William].
  A tight squeeze; or, The adventures of a
  gentleman.
  Boston, Lee and Shepard. [c1879]
  Wright bibliography number 5147; By "Staats"
  [pseud.].
  Reel: S-53

Stacey, Arthur Merrill.
  Edward Earle.
  Augusta, Me., A.M. Hovey & Co. 1885
  Wright bibliography number 5148.
  Reel: S-53

Stafford, William A.H.
  Broken bonds.
  New York, A.F. Underhill & Co. 1885
  Wright bibliography number 5149.
  Reel: S-54

Stapleton, Patience (Tucker).
  Babe Murphy.
  Chicago, Belford-Clarke Co. 1890
  Wright bibliography number 5158.
  Reel: S-55

Stapleton, Patience (Tucker).
  Kady.
  [Chicago, Belford, Clarke & Co.]. [c1888]
  Wright bibliography number 5159.
  Reel: S-55

Stapleton, Patience (Tucker).
  The major's Christmas, and other stories.
  Denver, New printing Co. 1886
  Wright bibliography number 5160.
  Reel: S-55

Stanton, William Thomas.
  The great Buxton mystery.
  New York. 1889
  Wright bibliography number 5151.
  Reel: S-54

Stanton, Mary.
  Measure for measure.
  New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1883
  Wright bibliography number 5152.
  Reel: S-54

Stanton, Z.L.
  The mysterious doctor.
  New York, G.W. Dillingham; [etc.]. 1888
  Wright bibliography number 5153.
  Reel: S-54

Stanton, Henry Thompson.
  A graduate of Paris.
  Washington, D.C., W.H. Morrison. [c1889]
  Wright bibliography number 5154.
  Reel: S-54

Stanton, Henry Thompson.
  Social fetters; or, Within a shadow.
  Washington, D.C., W.H. Morrison. 1889
  Wright bibliography number 5155.
  Reel: S-54

Stanton, Peyton L.
  Love and war in Cuba.
  Atlanta, The Foote & Davies Co., Printers. 1900
  Wright bibliography number 5156.
  Reel: S-54

Stanton, William H.
  The morgue of the wage-earners; or, Jerry Sly's
  republic.
  Scranton, Pa., The Author. 1890
  Wright bibliography number 5157.
  Reel: S-55
Stark, Ernest.
   Ed Sommer, the Pinkerton detective; or, The murdered miser.
   New York, J.S. Ogilvie. c1886
   Wright bibliography number 5161.
   Reel: S-55

Stark, Harriet.
   The bacillus of beauty.
   New York, Stokes. [c1900]
   Wright bibliography number 5162.
   Reel: S-55

Stark, James Hiram.
   Hugh Carlin; or, Truth's triumph.
   St. Louis, Christian Pub. Co. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 5163.
   Reel: S-55

[Stebbins, Sarah (Bridges)].
   The annals of a baby.
   New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1877
   Wright bibliography number 5165.
   Reel: S-56

[Stebbins, Sarah (Bridges)].
   He and I; or, Was it he?.
   New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1877
   Wright bibliography number 5166.
   Reel: S-56

Steel, Willis.
   Isidra.
   Boston, Ticknor. 1883
   Wright bibliography number 5172.
   Reel: S-56

Steele, James William.
   Frontier army sketches.
   Chicago, Jansen, McClurg & Co. 1883
   Wright bibliography number 5168.
   Reel: S-56

Steele, James William.
   West of the Missouri.
   Chicago, Rand, McNally & Co. 1885
   Wright bibliography number 5169.
   Reel: S-56

Steele, L.A.B.
   Rev. Adonijah and his wife's relations.
   New York, The Authors' Pub. Co. [c1879]
   Wright bibliography number 5170.
   Reel: S-56

Steele, Rowena (Granice).
   Weak or wicked?.
   Lodi, Cal., Steele Pub. Co. 1893
   Wright bibliography number 5171.
   Reel: S-56

Steel, Willis.
   The whole truth.
   New York, Hillier Murray. 1892
   Wright bibliography number 5173.
   Reel: S-57

Steffens, Josephine Bontecou.
   Letitia Berkeley, A.M.
   New York, Stokes. [c1899]
   Wright bibliography number 5174.
   Reel: S-57

Stell, Charles.
   The life of a reprobate.
   New York, F. Tennyson Neely. [c1899]
   Wright bibliography number 5175.
   Reel: S-57

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
   Norston's Rest.
   Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1877]
   Wright bibliography number 5177.
   Reel: S-57

Stephens, Robert Neilson.
   The continental dragoon.
   Boston, L.C. Page and Co. 1898
   Wright bibliography number 5178.
   Reel: S-57

Stephens, Robert Neilson.
   An enemy to the king.
   Boston, L.C. Page. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 5179.
   Reel: S-57

Stephens, Robert Neilson.
   Philip Winwood.
   Boston, L.C. Page & Co. 1900
   Wright bibliography number 182.
   Reel: S-58

Stephens, Robert Neilson.
   A gentleman player.
   Boston, L.C. Page and Co. 1899
   Wright bibliography number 5180.
   Reel: S-58

Stephens, Robert Neilson.
   The road to Paris.
   Boston, L.C. Page & Co. 1898
   Wright bibliography number 5183.
   Reel: S-58

Stephenson, Henry Thew.
   Patroon van Volfen-berg.
   Indianapolis, The Bowen-Merrill Co. [c1900]
   Wright bibliography number 5184.
   Reel: S-58
[Sterns, E.E.].
The fortune of a day.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1878
Wright bibliography number 5185.
Reel: S-59

Stetson, Grace Ellery (Channing).
The fortune of a day.
Chicago, H.S. Stone & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5186.
Reel: S-59

Stetson, Grace Ellery (Channing).
The sister of a saint, and other stories.
Chicago, Stone & Kimball. 1895
Wright bibliography number 5187.
Reel: S-59

Stevens, Charles McClellan.
The adventures of Uncle Jeremiah and family at the great Fair.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. 1893
Wright bibliography number 5188; By "Quondam" [pseud.].
Reel: S-59

Stevens, Charles McClellan.
Labor is king.
Chicago, The Popular Pub. Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 5189.
Reel: S-59

Stevens, Ida Wood.
Light out of darkness; or, The blue and the gray united.
[King City, Mo.]. 1887
Wright bibliography number 5191.
Reel: S-59

Stevens, Mary Fletcher.
By subtle fragrance held.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 5192.
Reel: S-59

Stevens, Mrs. Sheppard.
I am the King.
Boston, Little, Brown and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5193.
Reel: S-59

Stevens, Mrs. Sheppard.
The sword of justice.
Boston, Little, Brown and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5194.
Reel: S-59

[Stevens, T. Hood].
Reveries of a young man in quest of a wife.
Philadelphia, Sherman & Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 5195; By Frank M. Willoughby [pseud.].
Reel: S-60

Stevenson, A.C.
Unspotted from the world.
New York, F. Tennyson Neely. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 5196.
Reel: S-60

Stevenson, Robert Louis.
The ebb tide; a trio & quartette.
Chicago & Cambridge, Stone & Kimball. 1894
Wright bibliography number 5197; By Robert Louis Stevenson & Lloyd Osbourne.
Reel: S-60

Stevenson, Robert Louis.
The wrecker.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1892
Wright bibliography number 5198; By Robert Louis Stevenson and Lloyd Osbourne.
Reel: S-60

Stevenson, Robert Louis.
The wrong box.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1889
Wright bibliography number 5199; By Robert Louis Stevenson and Lloyd Osbourne.
Reel: S-60

Stewart, Ella Maude.
Majella; or, Nameless and blind.
Philadelphia, Printed by J.B. Lippincott Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 5200.
Reel: S-60

Stewart, Elwood Stokes.
The veiled lady.
Philadelphia, Holtz & Co. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 5201.
Reel: S-60

Stewart, Mary.
Unspotted from the world.
New York, R.L. Weed Co. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 5203.
Reel: S-60

[Stewart, Matilda].
Lily's lover; or, A trip out of season.
New York, The Authors' Pub. Co. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 5204.
Reel: S-61

Stewart, Merch Bradt.
The N'th Foot in war.
New York, Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 5205.
Reel: S-61

Stewart, Mrs. George Eliot.
The Burnhams: or, The two roads.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5202.
Reel: S-61
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Stickey, Mary Etta (Smith).
Brown of Lost River.
New York, Appleton. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5206.
Reel: S-61

[Stiles, W.L., Jr.].
All is not gold that glistens.
Philadelphia. 1887
Wright bibliography number 5207; By Rae [pseud.].
Reel: S-61

Stiles, William Curtis.
Double jeopardy!
New York, Home Pub. Co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 5208.
Reel: S-61

Stiles, William Curtis.
The Master's mission; or, The minister who dared.
New York, Street & Smith. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 5209.
Reel: S-62

Stiles, William Curtis.
A matter of business, and other stories.
Chicago, Advance Pub. Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5210.
Reel: S-62

[Stillman, Annie Raymond].
How they kept the faith.
New York, Anson D.F. Randolph. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 5211; By Grace Raymond [pseud.].
Reel: S-62

Stillson, Florence Georgeanna Merchant.
Doris.
Danbury, Conn. Pub. For Private Circulation. 1891
Wright bibliography number 5212.
Reel: S-62

Stimpson, Herbert Baird.
The regeneration.
Washington, D.C., W. Neale. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5213.
Reel: S-62

Stimpson, Herbert Baird.
The Tory maid.
New York, Dodd, mead and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5214.
Reel: S-62

Stimson, Frederic Jesup.
The crime of Henry Vane.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5215.
Reel: S-62

Stimson, Frederic Jesup.
First harvests.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1888
Wright bibliography number 5216.
Reel: S-62

Stimson, Frederic Jesup.
Guerndale.
New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1882
Wright bibliography number 5217.
Reel: S-63

Stimson, Frederic Jesup.
In the three zones.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1882
Wright bibliography number 5218.
Reel: S-63

Stimson, Frederic Jesup.
King Noanett.
Boston and New York [etc.] Lamson, Wolffe and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5219.
Reel: S-63

Stimson, Frederic Jesup.
Mrs. Knollys, and other stories.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5220.
Reel: S-63

Stimson, Frederic Jesup.
Pirate gold.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5221.
Reel: S-63

Stimson, Frederic Jesup.
The residuary legatee; or, The post-humous jest of the late John Austin.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1888
Wright bibliography number 5222.
Reel: S-63

Stimson, Frederic Jesup.
The sentimental calendar.
New-York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1886
Wright bibliography number 5223.
Reel: S-63

Stine, Milton Henry.
The Niemans.
York, Pa., P. Anstadt. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5224.
Reel: S-63

Stitzel, Mrs. H.V.
What became of it.
Portland, Or., G.H. Himes. 1878
Wright bibliography number 5226.
Reel: S-64
Stockton, Francis Richard.
  Mahala's drive.
  1895
  Wright bibliography number 5227; In Short stories, 2d ser.
  Reel: S-64

Stockton, Frank Richard.
  The adventures of Captain Horn.
  New York, Scribner. 1895
  Wright bibliography number 5227.
  Reel: S-64

Stockton, Frank Richard.
  Afield and float.
  New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1900
  Wright bibliography number 5228.
  Reel: S-64

Stockton, Frank Richard.
  Ardis Claverden.
  London, S. Low, Marston, Searle & Rivington, Ltd.
  1890
  Wright bibliography number 5230.
  Reel: S-64

Stockton, Frank Richard.
  The associate hermits.
  Wright bibliography number 5231.
  Reel: S-64

Stockton, Frank Richard.
  The bee-man of Orn, and other fanciful tales.
  New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1887
  Wright bibliography number 5232.
  Reel: S-65

Stockton, Frank Richard.
  A bicycle of Cathay.
  Wright bibliography number 5233.
  Reel: S-65

Stockton, Frank Richard.
  The casting away of Mrs. Lecks and Mrs. Aleshine.
  New York, Century Co. [c1886]
  Wright bibliography number 5234.
  Reel: S-65

Stockton, Frank Richard.
  A chosen few: short stories.
  New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1895
  Wright bibliography number 5235; [Cameo ed.].
  Reel: S-65

Stockton, Frank Richard.
  The Dusantes.
  New-York, Century Co. [c1888]
  Wright bibliography number 5236.
  Reel: S-65

Stockton, Frank Richard.
  The girl at Cobhurst.
  New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1898
  Wright bibliography number 5237.
  Reel: S-65

Stockton, Frank Richard.
  The great stone of Sardis.
  Wright bibliography number 5238.
  Reel: S-65

Stockton, Frank Richard.
  The house of Martha.
  Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1891
  Wright bibliography number 52240.
  Reel: S-65

Stockton, Frank Richard.
  The hundredth man.
  New-York, The Century Co. [c1887]
  Wright bibliography number 5241.
  Reel: S-66

Stockton, Frank Richard.
  The lady, or the tiger? and other stories.
  New York, Scribner. 1884
  Wright bibliography number 5242.
  Reel: S-66

Stockton, Frank Richard.
  The late Mrs. Null.
  New York, C. Scribner's sons. 1886
  Wright bibliography number 5243.
  Reel: S-66

Stockton, Frank Richard.
  The Merry Chanter.
  New-York, The Century Co. [c1890]
  Wright bibliography number 5244.
  Reel: S-66

Stockton, Frank Richard.
  Mrs. Cliff's yacht.
  New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1896
  Wright bibliography number 5245.
  Reel: S-66
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>My terminal moraine.</td>
<td>The watchmaker's wife, and other stories.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, P.F. Collier. 1892</td>
<td>New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1893</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5246.</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5256.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reel: S-66</td>
<td>Reel: S-68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stockton, Frank Richard.</th>
<th>Stockton, John P., Jr.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pomona's travels.</td>
<td>Zaphra.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5247.</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5257.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reel: S-66</td>
<td>Reel: S-68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stockton, Frank Richard.</th>
<th>Stockton, Louise.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rudder Grange.</td>
<td>Dorothea.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5249.</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5258.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reel: S-67</td>
<td>Reel: S-68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stockton, Frank Richard.</th>
<th>Stockton, Louise.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Rudder Grangers abroad, and other stories.</td>
<td>The heart of it.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Scribner. 1891</td>
<td>New York, Putnam. 1880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5250.</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5261.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reel: S-67</td>
<td>Reel: S-68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stockton's stories.</td>
<td>A sinner in orders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5252; [1st-2d ser.].</td>
<td>[1895]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reel: S-67</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5263.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reel: S-68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stockton, Frank Richard.</th>
<th>Stone, Clarence E.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The stories of the three burglars.</td>
<td>The phantom horseman; or, Saved by a spectre.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead &amp; Co. [c1889]</td>
<td>Amherst, Mass., R.A. marsh. 1877</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5253.</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5267.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reel: S-67</td>
<td>Reel: s-69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stockton, Frank Richard.</th>
<th>Stone, Mrs. C.H.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A story-teller's pack.</td>
<td>One of &quot;Berrian's&quot; novels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1897</td>
<td>New York, Welch, Fracker. 1890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5254.</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5264.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reel: S-67</td>
<td>Reel: S-69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The vizier of the two-horned Alexander.</td>
<td>The adventures of a rustic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, Century Co. 1899</td>
<td>Kansas City, Mo., Press of Ramsey, Millett &amp; Hudson. 1888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5255.</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5266; By &quot;Leroy&quot; [pseud.].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reel: S-67</td>
<td>Reel: S-69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Publisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stories by American authors, I.</td>
<td>New York, Scribner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stories by American authors, II.</td>
<td>New York, Scribner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stories by American authors, III.</td>
<td>New York, Scribner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stories by American authors, IV.</td>
<td>New York, Scribner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stories by American authors, V.</td>
<td>New York, Scribner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stories by American authors, VI.</td>
<td>New York, Scribner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stories by American authors, VII.</td>
<td>New York, Scribner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stories by American authors, VIII.</td>
<td>New York, Scribner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stories by American authors, IX.</td>
<td>New York, Scribner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stories by American authors, X.</td>
<td>New York, Scribner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stories from the Chap-book: being a miscellany of curious and interesting tales.</td>
<td>Chicago, H.S. Stone.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stories of New York.</td>
<td>New York, Scribner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stories of the army.</td>
<td>New York, C. Scribner's Sons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stories of the railway.</td>
<td>New York, C. Scribner's Sons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stories of the sea.</td>
<td>New York, C. Scribner's Sons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stories of the South.</td>
<td>New York, Scribner.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storke, Francis Eugene.</td>
<td>Mr. De Lacy's double.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storrs, Lewis Austin.</td>
<td>Koheleth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Story, William Wetmore.</td>
<td>Fiammetta.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stovall, Dennis H.</td>
<td>&quot;Heart of the valley&quot;.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Stow, Marietta Lois (Beers)].</td>
<td>Probate chaff: or, Beautiful probate: or, Three years probating in San Francisco.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).</td>
<td>Betty's bright idea. Also, Deacon Pitkin's farm, and The first Christmas of New England.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Boston?] The Author.</td>
<td>1879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).
    Poganuc people.
    New York, Fords, Howard, & Hulbert. [1878]
    Wright bibliography number 5292.
    Reel: S-71

[Stowe, Mrs. H.M.].
    The elixir of life; or, Robert's pilgrimage.
    Chicago. [c1890]
    Wright bibliography number 5290; By Eleve [pseud.].
    Reel: S-71

Stowe, Harriet Elizabeth (Beecher).
    Sam Lawson's oldtown fireside stories.
    Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1881
    Wright bibliography number 5293.
    Reel: S-72

[Stowers, Walter H.].
    Appointed.
    Detroit, Detroit Law Printing Co. 1894
    Wright bibliography number 5294; By Sanda [pseud.].
    Reel: S-72

Stratton, Jennie M.
    Ceci's crown.
    Cleveland, O., The Williams Pub. Co. 1891
    Wright bibliography number 5295.
    Reel: S-72

Stray, Ermina C.
    The golden link; or, The shadow of sin.
    Wright bibliography number 5296.
    Reel: S-72

Strickland, Teresa Hammond.
    Under the ban.
    Chicago and New York; Rand, McNally & Co. [c1898]
    Wright bibliography number 5297.
    Reel: S-72

Strong, Edmund C.
    Manacle and bracelet; or, The dead man's secret.
    Chicago, G.W. Ogilvie. c1886
    Wright bibliography number 5298.
    Reel: S-72

[Strong, Elizabeth P.].
    Conquered.
    New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1878
    Wright bibliography number 5299.
    Reel: S-72

Strong, Grace.
    The worst fore.
    Columbus, W.G. Hubbard & Co. 1885
    Wright bibliography number 5300.
    Reel: S-73

Strong, Mary F.
    Margie's mistake, and other stories.
    Chicago, W.B. Conkey Co., Printers. 1891
    Wright bibliography number 5301.
    Reel: S-73

[Stuart, Miss M.B.].
    The two Barbaras.
    New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1876
    Wright bibliography number 5302; By Grace Mortimer [pseud.].
    Reel: S-73

Stuart, Ruth (McEnery).
    Carlotta's intended, and other tales.
    New York, Harper & Bros. 1894
    Wright bibliography number 5303.
    Reel: S-73

Stuart, Ruth (McEnery).
    A golden wedding, and other tales.
    New York, Harper & Bros. 1893
    Wright bibliography number 5304.
    Reel: S-73

Stuart, Ruth (McEnery).
    Holly and pizen and other stories.
    New York, The Century Co. 1899
    Wright bibliography number 5305.
    Reel: S-73

Stuart, Ruth (McEnery).
    In Simpkinsville: character tales.
    New York, Harper & Bros. 1897
    Wright bibliography number 5306.
    Reel: S-73

Stuart, Ruth (McEnery).
    Moriah's mourning, and other half-hour sketches.
    Wright bibliography number 5307.
    Reel: S-74

Stuart, Ruth (McEnery).
    Sonny.
    New York, The Century Co. 1896
    Wright bibliography number 5308.
    Reel: S-74

Stuart, Ruth (McEnery).
    The woman's exchange of Simpkinsville.
    Wright bibliography number 5309.
    Reel: S-74

Stump, D.L.
    From world to world.
    Asbury, Mo., World to World Pub. Co. 1896
    Wright bibliography number 5310.
    Reel: S-74
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[Sturdy, William A.].
Shaking the apple tree; or, Education vs. common sense.
Wright bibliography number 5311; By Isaac Didwin [pseud.].
Reel: S-74

Sturges, Jonathan.
The first supper, and other episodes.
New York, Dodd, Mead. 1893
Wright bibliography number 5312.
Reel: S-74

Sturgis, Rebecca Forbes.
The price of a life.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1881
Wright bibliography number 5313.
Reel: S-74

Subdued southern nobility.
New York, Sharps Pub. Co. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 5314; By one of the nobility.
Reel: S-74

Sullivan, Mrs. A. Shackelford.
A questionable marriage.
Chicago, Rand, McNally. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 5315.
Reel: S-74

[Sullivan, Helen].
How to get rich.
Cincinnati, Quinby Bros. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5316; By Zutana [pseud.].
Reel: S-75

Sullivan, James William.
So the world goes.
Chicago, C.H. Kerr & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5317.
Reel: S-75

Sullivan, James William.
Tenement tales of New York.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 5318.
Reel: S-75

Sullivan, Thomas Russell.
Ars et vita, and other stories.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5319.
Reel: S-75

Sullivan, Thomas Russell.
Day and night stories.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5320.
Reel: S-75

Sullivan, Thomas Russell.
Day and night stories.
New York, Scribner. 1893
Wright bibliography number 5321; 2d ser.
Reel: S-75

Sullivan, Thomas Russell.
Roses of shadow.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1885
Wright bibliography number 5322.
Reel: S-75

Sullivan, Thomas Russell.
Tom Sylvester.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1893
Wright bibliography number 5323.
Reel: S-75

Super, Emma Lefferts.
One rich man's son.
Cincinnati, Cranston & Curts; New York, Hunt & Eaton. 1895
Wright bibliography number 5324.
Reel: S-76

Surghnor, Mrs. M.F.
Uncle Tom of the old south.
New Orleans, L. Graham & Son, Ltd. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5325.
Reel: S-76

Sutherland, Howard Vigne.
The legend of love.
San Francisco. 1893
Wright bibliography number 5326; Privately Printed.
Reel: S-76

Sutherland, Howard Vigne.
The old, old story (only differently treated)
Privately Printed.
San Francisco [C.A. Murdock & Co.]. 1893
Wright bibliography number 5327.
Reel: S-76

Sutphen, Eleanor Amerman.
Ye nexte thynge.
New York, Chicago [etc.] F.H. Revell Co. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 5328.
Reel: S-76

Sutphen, William Gilbert van Tassel.
The cardinal's rose.
Wright bibliography number 5329.
Reel: S-76

Sutphen, William Gilbert van Tassel.
The golifice, and other tales of the fair green.
Wright bibliography number 5330.
Reel: S-76
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Swain, Charles F.
Captain Waters, and Bill his bo'son.
New York, J.P. Jewett. 1878
Wright bibliography number 5331; By R.O. Sault
(Chas. F. Swain.).
Reel: S-76

[Swan, Eliza B.].
Once a year; or, The doctor's puzzle.
Cincinnati, R. Clarke. 1881
Wright bibliography number 5332.
Reel: S-76

Swan, Herbert E.
It might be.
Stafford, Kan., H.E. Swan. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5334.
Reel: S-77

Swan, Miranda Eliot.
Daisy.
Boston, Noyes Bros. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 5335.
Reel: S-77

[Swazey, Arthur].
A Boston girl.
Chicago and New York, Belford, Clarke & Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 5336.
Reel: S-77

Sweet, Alexander Edwin.
On a Mexican mustang through Texas.
Hartford, Conn., S.S. Scranton. 1883
Wright bibliography number 5337; By Alex E. Sweet
and J. Armoy Knox.
Reel: S-77

Sweet, Alexander Edwin.
Sketches from "Texas siftings."
New York, Texas Siftings Pub. Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 5338; By Sweet and
Knox.
Reel: S-77

Sweetser, Moses Foster.
In distance and in dream.
Boston, J. Knight Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 5340.
Reel: S-77

Swett, Sophia Miriam.
Pennyroyal and mint.
Boston, Estes and Lauriat. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 5341.
Reel: S-78

Swett, Susan Hartley.
Field clover and beach grass.
Boston, Estes and Lauriat. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5342.
Reel: S-78

Swift, Augustus M.
Cupid, M.D.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1882
Wright bibliography number 5343.
Reel: S-78

Swingle, David.
A true love story.
[New York] Chicago Literary Club. 1894
Wright bibliography number 5344.
Reel: S-78

Swisher, Bella (French).
Rocks and shaols in the river of life.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1889
Wright bibliography number 5345.
Reel: S-78

Swisher, Bella (French).
Struggling up to the light.
Chicago, W.B. Keen, Cooke & Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 5346.
Reel: S-78

Switzer, Jennie (Bartlett).
Elder Northfield's home; or, Sacrificed on the
Mormon altar.
New York, The J. Howard Brown Co. [1894]
Wright bibliography number 5347.
Reel: S-78

Sydney, Joseph.
The American "L'assommoir."
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [1879]
Wright bibliography number 5348.
Reel: S-78

Sylveran, Anna.
Nancy's eventful Christmas.
[Lowell, Mass.]. [1897]
Wright bibliography number 5349.
Reel: S-78

Abeel, David.
The missionary convention at Jerusalem or, An
exhibition of the claims of the world to the gospel.
New York, J.S. Taylor. 1838
Wright bibliography number 1.
Reel: Sup 1
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Reel Listing

An affecting history of the captivity & sufferings of Mrs. Mary Velnet, an Italian lady, who was seven years a slave in Tripoli.
Boston, W. Crary. [1804?]
Wright bibliography number 7A.
Reel: Sup 1

An affecting narrative of the captivity and sufferings of Thomas Nicholson [a native of New Jersey]. Who has been six years a prisoner among the Algerines, and from whom he fortunately made his escape a few months previous to Commodore Decatur's late expedition against the Barbary powers.
Boston, Printed for G. Walker. [1816?]
Wright bibliography number 7C.
Reel: Sup 1

Afloat and ashore: or, A sailor's life.
Boston, F. Gleason. 1848
Wright bibliography number 7G.
Reel: Sup 1

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
 Alice Melville; or, The indiscretion.
Philadelphia, H.F. Anners. [c1850]
Wright bibliography number 53A.
Reel: Sup 1

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
 Lucy Sandford.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 108A.
Reel: Sup 1

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
 Madeline, or A daughter's love, and other tales.
Philadelphia, H.F. Anners. [c1843]
Wright bibliography number 108B.
Reel: Sup 1

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
 Our children: how shall we have them?…Also, Keeping it up, and The problem, by James Nack. The prairie fire, a poem, by J. Pierpont and a number of temperance anecdotes.
New York, Oliver & Bro. 1849
Wright bibliography number 133A.
Reel: Sup 1

Arthur, Timothy Shay.
 The widow Morrison; a leaf from the book of human life.
Baltimore, Knight & Colburn. 1841
Wright bibliography number 184A.
Reel: Sup 2

Ashland, Aria.
 Dark Sybil: or, The fortunes of the Catherwoods.
Boston, F. Gleason. 1848
Wright bibliography number 192A.
Reel: Sup 2

Asmodeus [pseud.].
 The Jenny Lind mania in Boston; or, a sequel to Barnum's Parnassus.
Boston. 1850
Wright bibliography number 193A.
Reel: Sup 2

Ayer, I.W.
 The Hungarian refugee; or, The bold Magyar.
Boston, Star Spangled Banner Office. [c1850]
Wright bibliography number 214A.
Reel: Sup 2
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Barnes, Charlotte Mary Sanford.
   Plays, prose, and poetry.
   Philadelphia, E.H. Butler. 1848
   Wright bibliography number 281A.
   Reel: Sup 2

Bastinado: a political romance, in four chapters.
   Charleston, The Author. 1834
   Wright bibliography number 281B.
   Reel: Sup 2

The beautiful French girl; or, The daughter of Monsieur Fontanbleu.
   Philadelphia, TB. Peterson. 1848
   Wright bibliography number 286A.
   Reel: Sup 2

The Belle of Paris: or, The triumph of liberty.
   Boston, Star Spangled Banner Office. 1849
   Wright bibliography number 294A.
   Reel: Sup 2

Bennett, Emerson.
   The trapper's bride, or, Spirit of adventure.
   Cincinnati, Stratton & Barnard. 1848
   Wright bibliography number 306A.
   Reel: Sup 2

Botsford, Edmund.
   The spiritual voyage, performed in the ship Convert.
   Charleston, J. Hoff. 1814
   Wright bibliography number 337A.
   Reel: Sup 2

Botsford, Edmund.
   The spiritual voyage, performed in the ship Convert.
   Charleston, W. Riley. 1826
   Wright bibliography number 338A.
   Reel: Sup 2

Boughton, Joseph.
   Solon Grind; or, The thunderstruck hypocrite.
   New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1845
   Wright bibliography number 341B.
   Reel: Sup 2

Bowers, Benjamin.
   The bachelor's escape from the snare of the fowler.
   Swanton [Vt.], The Author. 1845
   Wright bibliography number 346A.
   Reel: Sup 2

Boynton, Charles.
   Isabel Wilton; or, The Oswegatchie's captive.
   Canton, Northern Cabinet Office. 1843
   Wright bibliography number 349A.
   Reel: Sup 2

Brockway, Thomas.
   The European traveller in America, contained in three letters to his friend in London.
   Hartford, Hudson & Goodwin. 1785
   Wright bibliography number 416A.
   Reel: Sup 2

Brougham, John.
   The incendiary!.
   Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
   Wright bibliography number 417A.
   Reel: Sup 2

Burdett, Charles.
   Emma; or, The lost found; or, Reliance on God rewarded.
   New York, Dayton & Newman. 1842
   Wright bibliography number 454A.
   Reel: Sup 2

The Burglar's companion; or, Fatal elopement of Sarah Williamson, the misguided victim of artful depravity.
   New York, G. Watson. 1841
   Wright bibliography number 458B.
   Reel: Sup 2

Burton, William Evans.
   The baronet's daughter. And the secret cell.
   Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
   Wright bibliography number 465A.
   Reel: Sup 2

Dey, Frederic Van Rensselaer.
   The magic story.
   New York, Success Co. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 12 Sup.
   Reel: Sup 2

Donnell, Annie Hamilton.
   Rebecca Mary.
   New York, Harper and Brothers. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 13 Sup.
   Reel: Sup 2

Ford, Sewell.
   Horses nine. Stories of harness and saddle.
   New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1903
   Wright bibliography number 15 Sup.
   Reel: Sup 2

Fuller, Anna.
   A bookful of girls.
   New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1905
   Wright bibliography number 16 Sup.
   Reel: Sup 2

Fulton, David Bryant.
   Hanover; or, the persecution of the lowly. A story of the Wilmington Massacre.
   [s.l.], M.C.L. Hill. [1901?]
   Wright bibliography number 17 Sup.
   Reel: Sup 2
Gilson, Roy Rolfe.
Mother and father, from "In the morning glow."
New York, Harper. 1903
Wright bibliography number 18 Sup.
Reel: Sup 2

Goss, Charles Frederic.
Little Saint Sunshine.
Indianapolis, The Bowen-Merrill Co. c1902
Wright bibliography number 19 Sup.
Reel: Sup 2

Gunter, Archibald Clavering.
The changing pulse of Madame Touraine. A mystery story.
New York, Home Pub. Co. c1905
Wright bibliography number 20 Sup.
Reel: Sup 2

Harris, William Shuler.
Sermons by the devil. Fully Reelated by W.S. Harris.
Chicago, Columbia House. c1904
Wright bibliography number 21 Sup.
Reel: Sup 2

Harte, Bret.
Under the redwoods.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1901
Wright bibliography number 22 Sup.
Reel: Sup 2

Hearn, Lafcadio.
Kotto: being Japanese curios, with sundry cobwebs. Collected by Lafcadio Hearn.
New York, Macmillan. 1902
Wright bibliography number 23 Sup.
Reel: Sup 2

Calhoun, John S.
Life and confession of Mary Jane Gordon, who was tried, convicted and hung, on the 24th day of June 1847.
Augusta [Me.], The Author. 1847
Wright bibliography number 470A.
Reel: Sup 3

Campbell, Jane C.
Catharine Clayton.
Boston, Gleason. 1846
Wright bibliography number 473A.
Reel: Sup 3

[Chumasero, John C.]
The landlord and tenant.
Rochester, W.H. Beach. 1845
Wright bibliography number 544A.
Reel: Sup 3

[Goss, Charles Frederic.]
Life in Rochester; or, Sketches from life. By a resident citizen.
Rochester, D.M. Dewey. 1848
Wright bibliography number 544C.
Reel: Sup 3

Cleveland, Alice.
Grace Loveland; or, The blind man's dream.
Boston, Gleason. 1846
Wright bibliography number 548A.
Reel: Sup 3

Clough, Martha Ann.
Annie Merrivale; or, The test of love.
Boston, Yankee Nation Office. [1850?]
Wright bibliography number 551A.
Reel: Sup 3

[Cobb, Enos].
Fame and fancy; or, Voltaire improved.
Boston. 1826
Wright bibliography number 553A.
Reel: Sup 3

Conard, Jesse.
The secrets of Mount Echo; or, Mother's mysteries.
Cincinnati, Robinson & Jones. 1848
Wright bibliography number 568A.
Reel: Sup 3

Confessions of a female inebriate; or, intemperance in high life.
Boston, W. Henshaw. 1842
Wright bibliography number 569A.
Reel: Sup 3

Corbin, Austin.
The eagle; or, The rover of the Mediterranean.
Boston, Gleason. 1847
Wright bibliography number 764A.
Reel: Sup 3

Crazy Luce; or, A correct history of the life and adventures of the wandering woman.
Cortland Village [N.Y.], Printed for the Pedlars. 1836
Wright bibliography number 774A.
Reel: Sup 3

Dark and terrible deeds of George Lathrop.
New Orleans, W. Stuart. 1848
Wright bibliography number 823A.
Reel: Sup 3
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Davies, Edgar W., Jr.
The knight of the silver Cross; or, Hafed, the Lion of Turkestan.
Boston, Gleason. 1849
Wright bibliography number 825C; Also I.838, Reel D-1.
Reel: Sup 3

Deming, Ebenezer.
Western emigration.
New York, Sackett & Sargent. 1839
Wright bibliography number 845B.
Reel: Sup 3

Denison, Mary (Andrews).
Gertrude Russell; or, Parental example. Also The twins; The patriarch and the vine; and The apples of Sodom.
New York, Oliver & Bro. 1849
Wright bibliography number 849A.
Reel: Sup 3

Keays, Hersilia A. Mitchell (Copp).
The work of our hands.
New York, McClure, Phillips. 1905
Wright bibliography number 24 Sup.
Reel: Sup 3

Kelly, Myra.
Little citizens: the humours of school life.
New York, McClure, Phillips. 1904
Wright bibliography number 25 Sup.
Reel: Sup 3

Kelly, Wayne Scott.
Lariats and chevrons; or, Corporal Jack Wilson, u.s.v.a., f.r.
Guthrie, The State Capital Co. 1905
Wright bibliography number 26 Sup; By "Six Shot Shortie" (Wayne Scott Kelly).
Reel: Sup 3

King, Charles.
New York, Hobart. 1903
Wright bibliography number 27 Sup.
Reel: Sup 3

Koons, Ulysses Sidney.
A tale of the kloster. A romance of the German mystics of the Cocalico.
Philadelphia, Griffith & Rowland Press. 1904
Wright bibliography number 28 Sup.
Reel: Sup 3

Lowrie, Sarah Dickson.
David the hero.
Philadelphia, Westminster Press. 1903
Wright bibliography number 29 Sup.
Reel: Sup 3

McCardell, Roy Larcom.
The show girl and her friends.
New York, Street and Smith. c1904
Wright bibliography number 30 Sup.
Reel: Sup 3

Montgomery, Frances Trego.
On a lark to the planets. A sequel to "The wonderful electric elephant."
Akron, O., Saalfield Pub. Co. 1904
Wright bibliography number 31 Sup.
Reel: Sup 3

Austin, Mary Hunter.
Isidro.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1905
Wright bibliography number 4 Sup.
Reel: Sup 4

[Dix, William Giles].
An imaginary conversation between William Shakespeare and his friend Henry Wriothesly, Earl of Southampton. Also, an imaginary conversation between the same Mr. Shakespeare, and Mr. Richard Quyner.
Boston, Jordan and Co. 1844
Wright bibliography number 852A.
Reel: Sup 4

[Dodge, Nathaniel Shatswell].
Sketches of New England; or, Memories of the country.
New York, E. French. 1842
Wright bibliography number 852B.
Reel: Sup 4

Duganne, Augustine Joseph Hickey.
Emily Harper; or, The coquette's destiny.
Worcester, T. Drew. [1846?]
Wright bibliography number 870A.
Reel: Sup 4

Duganne, Augustine Joseph Hickey.
Eustace Barcourt; or, The illegitimate.
Philadelphia, G.B. Zieber. 1848
Wright bibliography number 870B.
Reel: Sup 4

Early impressions.
Boston, Bowles and Dearborn. 1828
Wright bibliography number 889A.
Reel: Sup 4

Ellen Stuart; or, The rescued heiress.
[n.p.]. [1850?]
Wright bibliography number 896A.
Reel: Sup 4

Equality; or, A history of Lithconia.
Philadelphia, Liberal Union. 1837
Wright bibliography number 920A.
Reel: Sup 4
[Farr, Jonathan].
The Sunday school teacher's funeral.
Boston, B.H. Greene. 1835
Wright bibliography number 930A.
Reel: Sup 4

The Female land pirate; or, Awful, mysterious, and horrible disclosures of Amanda Bannorris.
Cincinnati, E.E. Barclay. 1847
Wright bibliography number 941A.
Reel: Sup 4

Flagg, Edmund.
Edmond Dantes.
Louisville, G.W. Noble. 1849
Wright bibliography number 957A.
Reel: Sup 4

Flip, Frank [pseud.].
The cockney in America; or, The adventures of Triptolemus Snooks, Esq.
New York, W.H. Graham. 1848
Wright bibliography number 963A.
Reel: Sup 4

The Fortunes of a young widow.
New York, Stearns. 1850
Wright bibliography number 977A; By an old inhabitant.
Reel: Sup 4

Fraetas, Josiah A.
The fatal legacy; or, The doomed heir.
New York, W.H. Graham. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1006A.
Reel: Sup 4

Fraetas, Josiah A.
Guildford; or, Tried by his peers.
New York, W.H. Graham. 1849
Wright bibliography number 1006B.
Reel: Sup 4

Moody, Helen Watterson.
A child's letters to her husband.
New York, Doubleday. Page. 1903
Wright bibliography number 32 Sup.
Reel: Sup 4

Ober, Frederick Albion.
Boston, W.A. Wilde. 1901
Wright bibliography number 33 Sup.
Reel: Sup 4

The Ordeal of Elizabeth.
New York, J.F. Taylor. 1901
Wright bibliography number 34 Sup.
Reel: Sup 4

Pickering, Sidney.
The key of paradise.
New York, Macmillan. 1903
Wright bibliography number 35 Sup.
Reel: Sup 4

Pitman, William Dent.
The quincunx case.
Boston, H.B. Turner. 1904
Wright bibliography number 36 Sup.
Reel: Sup 4

Preston, Sydney Herman.
The abandoned farmer.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1901
Wright bibliography number 37 Sup.
Reel: Sup 4

Rand, Edward Augustus.
The Atlantic surfman.
Cincinnati, Jennings and Graham. c1904
Wright bibliography number 39 Sup.
Reel: Sup 4

[Gales, Winifred (Marshall)].
Matilda Berkely; or, Family anecdotes.
Raleigh, J. Gales. 1804
Wright bibliography number 1014A.
Reel: Sup 5

Gallagher, James.
The pilgrimage of Adam and David.
Cincinnati, Derby, Bradley. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1014B.
Reel: Sup 5

The Gentleman's daughter; or, A great city's temptations.
New York, Burgess & Stringer. 1843
Wright bibliography number 1020A.
Reel: Sup 5

[Goodrich, Samuel Griswold].
The flower basket; or, A selection of interesting stories.
New York, Nafis & Cornish. [c1840]
Wright bibliography number 1038A.
Reel: Sup 5

[Goodrich, Samuel Griswold].
A tale of the Revolution, and other sketches.
Philadelphia, Sorin and Ball. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1044B.
Reel: Sup 5
[Gray, M.].
Zilpha and Maria.
Boston. [1848]
Wright bibliography number 1058A.
Reel: Sup 5

Hannigan, Dennis.
The artisan of Lyons; or, Love's traces.
New York, W.H. Graham. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1123A.
Reel: Sup 5

Hannigan, Dennis.
The chain of destiny; or, The adventures of a vagabond.
New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1847
Wright bibliography number 1123B.
Reel: Sup 5

[Hart, Miss].
Letters from the Bahama Islands.
Philadelphia, Carey and Lea. 1827
Wright bibliography number 1129A.
Reel: Sup 5

Sabin, Edwin Legrand.
When you were a boy.
New York, Baker & Taylor. 1905
Wright bibliography number 43 Sup.
Reel: Sup 5

Saltus, Edgar Evertson.
Purple and fine women.
New York, Ainslee Pub. Co. 1903
Wright bibliography number 43 Sup.
Reel: Sup 5

Sanborn, Mary Farley (Sanborn).
Lynette and the congressman.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1905
Wright bibliography number 47 Sup.
Reel: Sup 5

Sands, Harold.
The dashing Sally duel, and other stories.
New York, Broadway Pub. Co. c1905
Wright bibliography number 48 Sup.
Reel: Sup 5

Savile, Frank Mackenzie.
The blessing of Esau. A romance on the Marchlands.
New York, A. Wessels. 1901
Wright bibliography number 49 Sup.
Reel: Sup 5

[Hewson, John].
Christ rejected; or, The trial of the eleven disciples of Christ.
Philadelphia, Joseph Rakestraw. 1832
Wright bibliography number 1185A.
Reel: Sup 6

Hewson, John.
The doctrine of the New Birth, exemplified in the life and religious experience of Onesimus [pseud.].
Philadelphia, W.F. Rackliff. 1839
Wright bibliography number 1185C.
Reel: Sup 6

History of the Captivity and sufferings of Mrs. Maria Martin, who was six years a slave in Algiers. Written by herself. To which is annexed A history of Algiers.
Boston, Printed for W. Crary. 1807
Wright bibliography number 1208A.
Reel: Sup 6

Hughs, Mary (Robson).
The cousins.
Philadelphia, R.H. Small. 1826
Wright bibliography number 1240A.
Reel: Sup 6

Hughs, Mary (Robson).
Emma Mortimer.
Philadelphia, T.T. Ash. [1829]
Wright bibliography number 1240B.
Reel: Sup 6

Hughs, Mary (Robson).
Julia Ormond; or, The new settlement.
New York, E. Dunigan. 1846
Wright bibliography number 1240C.
Reel: Sup 6

Hughs, Mary (Robson).
The two schools.
Philadelphia, T.T. Ash. 1836
Wright bibliography number 1240D.
Reel: Sup 6

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The adventures of Will Wizard!.
Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
Wright bibliography number 1255a.
Reel: Sup 6

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The beautiful unknown: or, Massey Finke.
Boston, 'Yankee' Office. 1844
Wright bibliography number 1260A.
Reel: Sup 6

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
Caroline Archer; or, The miliner's [!] apprentice.
Boston, E.P. Williams. [1844]
Wright bibliography number 1273A.
Reel: Sup 6

Ingraham, Joseph Holt.
The road.
London, T. Nelson. [190-?]  
Wright bibliography number 50 Sup.
Reel: Sup 6
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Reel</th>
<th>Wright bibliography number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Schmidt, Carl George</td>
<td>Notturno. A romance.</td>
<td>New York, Abbey Press.</td>
<td>c1903</td>
<td>Sup 6</td>
<td>51 Sup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shafer, Sara Andrew</td>
<td>Beyond chance of change.</td>
<td>New York, Macmillian.</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>Sup 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephens, Louise G.</td>
<td>Letters from an Oregon ranch.</td>
<td>Chicago, A.C. McClurg.</td>
<td>1905</td>
<td>Sup 6</td>
<td>54 Sup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingraham, Joseph Holt</td>
<td>The diary of a hackney coachman.</td>
<td>Boston, 'Yankee' Office.</td>
<td>1844</td>
<td>Sup 7</td>
<td>1283B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingraham, Joseph Holt</td>
<td>Pierce Fenning, or The lugger's chase.</td>
<td>Boston, H.L. Williams.</td>
<td>1846</td>
<td>Sup 7</td>
<td>1335A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judson, Edward Zane Carroll</td>
<td>Love at first sight; or, The daguerreotype.</td>
<td>Boston, Jones's Pub. House.</td>
<td>[c1848?]</td>
<td>Sup 7</td>
<td>1523B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karahan; an Owyhhean tale</td>
<td></td>
<td>Boston, Wells and Lilly.</td>
<td>1822</td>
<td>Sup 7</td>
<td>1560A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knapp, Samuel Lorenzo</td>
<td>The Polish chiefs.</td>
<td>New York, G.H. Evans.</td>
<td>1835</td>
<td>Sup 7</td>
<td>1592A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life and adventures of the</td>
<td></td>
<td>New York, H. Long.</td>
<td>1848</td>
<td>Sup 7</td>
<td>1662A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locke, Richard Adams</td>
<td>A complete account of the late discoveries in the moon.</td>
<td>[New York?]. [1835?]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sup 7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayo, Sarah Carter (Edgerton)</td>
<td>The poetry of woman.</td>
<td>Boston, Tompkins and Mussey.</td>
<td>1841</td>
<td>Sup 7</td>
<td>1845A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McDermott, William</td>
<td>The twins; or, Edward and the Indian protégé.</td>
<td>Syracuse [N.M.D. Lathrop].</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td>Sup 7</td>
<td>1746A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Tinley, James Walter.
   The influence of a single life.
Atlanta, Ga., Franklin Prtg. and Pub. Co. 1902
Wright bibliography number 60 Sup.
   Reel: Sup 7

Trowbridge, William Rutherford Hayes.
   Eglee, a girl of the people.
New York, A. Wessels. 1902
Wright bibliography number 61 Sup.
   Reel: Sup 7

Weekes, Rose Kirkpatrick.
New York, Harper. 1904
Wright bibliography number 62 Sup.
   Reel: Sup 7

White, Fred Merrick.
   The crimson blind.
New York, R. Fenno. 1905
Wright bibliography number 63 Sup.
   Reel: Sup 7

White, Grace Miller.
   Sky farm. A romantic story.
New York, J. S. Ogilvie Pub. Co. c1903
Wright bibliography number 64 Sup.
   Reel: Sup 7

White, Michael Alfred Edwin.
   Lachmi Bai Rani of Jhansi, the Jeanne d'Arc of India.
New York, J. F. Taylor. 1901
Wright bibliography number 65 Sup.
   Reel: Sup 7

Woolworth, Solomon.
   My native village.
   New York, Dayton and Saxton. 1841
   Wright bibliography number 1931A.
   Reel: Sup 8

   The Newest keepsake for 1840.
   Norwich[?], M.B. Young. 1840
   Wright bibliography number 1963A.
   Reel: Sup 8

   The Newest keep-sake for eighteen hundred thirty-nine.
   Boston, Printed by Order of the Convention. 1839
   Wright bibliography number 1963B.
   Reel: Sup 8

[Nichols, Mary Sargeant (Neal Gove)].
   Uncle John; or, "It is too much trouble."
   New York, Harper. 1846
   Wright bibliography number 1965A.
   Reel: Sup 8

Nunes, Joseph A.
   Aristocracy: or, Life in the city.
   Philadelphia, J. G. Sherman. [c1848]
   Wright bibliography number 1974A.
   Reel: Sup 8

Preston, Lyman.
   The Orphan stranger.
   Cambridge, Metcalf, Torry and Ballou. 1839
   Wright bibliography number 1983A.
   Reel: Sup 8

Orr, Mrs. Nathaniel.
   The belle heiress.
   Auburn, H. Oliphant. 1849
   Wright bibliography number 1984A.
   Reel: Sup 8

[Piper, A.G.].
   The lady Imogen: or, The wreck and the chase.
   Boston, Gleason. 1850
   Wright bibliography number 2045A.
   Reel: Sup 8

[Potter, Chandler Eastman].
   Mysteries of Manchester.
   Manchester, J. P. Emery [etc.]. 1844
   Wright bibliography number 2065A.
   Reel: Sup 9

Powell, C. Frank.
   Romantic history of Dhoondiah.
   New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1846
   Wright bibliography number 2066A.
   Reel: Sup 9

Munroe, Charlotte (Bellamy).
   Is it a small thing? Or, Individual reform.
   Boston, A. Tompkins. 1847
   Wright bibliography number 1927B.
   Reel: Sup 8
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Punkin, Jonathan [pseud.].
Downfall of Freemasonry.
[Harrisburg, Pa.], Pub. by the Editor. 1838
Wright bibliography number 2084a.
Reel: Sup 9

Quackenbos, George Payn.
St. Jean's evening; or, Crime and mystery.
New York, E. Winchester. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2085A.
Reel: Sup 9

Ray, William.
Sophia; or, The girl of the pine woods.
Geneva, H. Leavenworth. 1823
Wright bibliography number 2093A.
Reel: Sup 9

[Richmond, James Cook].
A midsummer's day-dream: libellous; or, A little book of the vision of Shawmun.
Boston, Jordan & Wiley. 1847
Wright bibliography number 2118A.
Reel: Sup 9

Riddell, John Leonard.
Orrin Lindsay's plan of aerial navigation.
New Orleans, Rea's Power Press Office. 1847
Wright bibliography number 2119A.
Reel: Sup 9

Rogers, George.
Tales from life.
Boston, Tompkins and Mussey. 1841
Wright bibliography number 2150A.
Reel: Sup 9

Sands, Robert Charles.
The executioner.
Philadelphia, W. Beastall. [183?]
Wright bibliography number 2275A.
Reel: Sup 9

Sanford, Rufus Bishop.
Allington; or, The stolen child.
Hartford, J.G. Wells. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2278A.
Reel: Sup 9

Sargent, Epes.
What's to be done? Or, The will and the way.
New York, Harper. 1842
Wright bibliography number 2284B.
Reel: Sup 9

Sheridan, Eliza.
Ellen Fenton; or, The miser of the north end!.
Boston, Jones's Pub. House. 1847
Wright bibliography number 2382A.
Reel: Sup 9

Sheridan, Eliza.
The market queen; or, The wife's stratagem.
Boston, 'Star Spangled Banner' Office. 1848
Wright bibliography number 2382C.
Reel: Sup 9

Siddons, Leonora [pseud.].
The female warrior.
New York, E.E. & O. Barclay. 1843
Wright bibliography number 2392B.
Reel: Sup 9

Six months in a house of correction, or, The narrative of Dorah Mahony.
Boston, B.B. Mussey. 1835
Wright bibliography number 2442A.
Reel: Sup 10

Smith, J. Henry.
The Green family; or, The veil removed.
Springfield, Mass., Smith & Jones. 1849
Wright bibliography number 2456A.
Reel: Sup 10

Stephens, Ann Sophia (Winterbotham).
Henry Longford, or, The forged will.
Boston, Gleason. 1847
Wright bibliography number 2497A.
Reel: Sup 10

[Thompson, George].
Adventures of a pickpocket; or, Life at a fashionable watering place.
New York, Printed for the Pub. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2581A.
Reel: Sup 10

[Thompson, William Tappan].
Major Jones' courtship. To which is added The "Great attraction."
Madison, C.R. Hanleiter. 1843
Wright bibliography number 2589.
Reel: Sup 10

Thrilling tales and passages from distinguished authors.
New York, Adee & Estabrook. 1843
Wright bibliography number 2599A.
Reel: Sup 10

Tucker, J.N.T.
Theresa; or, The chief Hyadata's fall.
Boston, Gleason. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2611A.
Reel: Sup 10

Watmough, Edmund Carmick.
Scribblings and sketches.
Philadelphia, Printed for the Pub. 1844
Wright bibliography number 2680B.
Reel: Sup 10
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Weld, Gilbert Cumming.
   The mysterious personage: or, The man with the hare [!] lip, and the false heir.
   Boston, G.H. Williams. 1848
   Wright bibliography number 2693A.
   Reel: Sup 10

Wightman, Henry.
   The juvenile Polyanthos, or, Fireside company.
   New York, Wightman & Wood. 1833
   Wright bibliography number 2710A.
   Reel: Sup 10

The Wonderful, astounding, mysterious, and strange history of Laura A. Marston, of Baltimore, Maryland.
   Baltimore, Barclay. 1850
   Wright bibliography number 2751A.
   Reel: Sup 10

A Word to husbands and wives, or, Those who intend to become such.
   Boston, Skinner & Blanchard. 1844
   Wright bibliography number 2762A.
   Reel: Sup 10

[Hart, Jannette M.].
   Cora; or, The genius of America.
   Philadelphia, E. Littell. 1828
   Wright bibliography number 1132A.
   Reel: Sup 11

The Tables turned: being an interesting incident in the life of Jack Small and his companions.
   Richmond, Ind., Central B. and T. Committee of Friends. 1865
   Wright bibliography number 2416.
   Reel: T-1

Taggart, Marion Ames.
   Aser, the shepherd.
   New York, Cincinnati [etc.] Benziger Bros. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 5350.
   Reel: T-1

Taggart, Marion Ames.
   Bazaleel.
   New York, Benziger. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 5351.
   Reel: T-1

Tainter, Helen (Davies).
   The reveries of a spinner.
   New York, F. Tennyson Neely. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 5352.
   Reel: T-1

Talbot, Ella Graves.
   Which?.
   Denver, Perry Pub. Co. 1888
   Wright bibliography number 5353.
   Reel: T-1

[Talbot, Hannah Lincoln].
   Not in the prospectus.
   Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 5354; By Parke Danforth [pseud.].
   Reel: T-1

Talbot, Mary Elizabeth.
   Rurality. Original desultory tales.
   Providence, Marshall and Hammond. 1830
   Wright bibliography number 2526.
   Reel: T-1

Talcott, Hannah Elizabeth (Bradbury) Goodwin.
   Christine's fortune.
   Boston, A. Williams. 1881
   Wright bibliography number 5355.
   Reel: T-1

Talcott, Hannah Elizabeth (Bradbury) Goodwin.
   Dorothy Gray.
   Boston, Damrell & Upham. 1891
   Wright bibliography number 5356.
   Reel: T-1

Talcott, Hannah Elizabeth (Bradbury) Goodwin.
   Dr. Howell's family.
   Boston, Lee & Shepard. 1869
   Wright bibliography number 2417.
   Reel: T-1

Talcott, Hannah Elizabeth (Bradbury) Goodwin.
   The fortunes of Miss Follen.
   New York, Appleton. 1876
   Wright bibliography number 5357.
   Reel: T-1

Talcott, Hannah Elizabeth (Bradbury) Goodwin.
   Madge: or, Night and morning.
   New York, Appleton. 1863
   Wright bibliography number 24518.
   Reel: T-1

Talcott, Hannah Elizabeth (Bradbury) Goodwin.
   One among many.
   Boston, Cupples, Upham. 1884
   Wright bibliography number 5358.
   Reel: T-1

Talcott, Hannah Elizabeth (Bradbury) Goodwin.
   Roger Deane's work.
   Boston, Graves and Young. 1863
   Wright bibliography number 2419.
   Reel: T-1

Talcott, Hannah Elizabeth (Bradbury) Goodwin.
   Sharbrooke.
   New York, Appleton. 1866
   Wright bibliography number 2420.
   Reel: T-1
Talcott, Hannah Elizabeth (Bradbury) Goodwin.  
A spray from Lucerne.  
Cambridge, Riverside Press. 1873  
Wright bibliography number 2421.  
**Reel: T-1**

The Tale of a New Yorker.  
New York, G. Roberts. 1835  
Wright bibliography number 2528; By a known author.  
**Reel: T-1**

A Tale, founded on facts. Modern quixotism.  
Improve your conduct. Confessions of Saint Martin.  
Soliloquy. (To be continued.).  
[n.p.]. 1832  
Wright bibliography number 2527.  
**Reel: T-1**

Tales and sketches, by a Christmas fireside.  
Boston, Tompkins and Mussey. 1838  
Wright bibliography number 2529; By the author of 'Rose Graham,' [etc.].  
**Reel: T-1**

Tales for the times.  
New York, Cornish, Lamport. [n.d.]  
Wright bibliography number 2530; By the author of Peter Parley.  
**Reel: T-1**

Tales for winter nights.  
Philadelphia, J.B. Smith. 1855  
Wright bibliography number 2422.  
**Reel: T-1**

Tales for you: a collection of original and selected literature, from celebrated English and American authors.  
Philadelphia, J.J. Sharkey. 1841  
Wright bibliography number 2531.  
**Reel: T-1**

Tales of an American landlord; containing sketches of life south of the Potomac.  
New York, W.B. Gilley. 1824  
Wright bibliography number 2532.  
**Reel: T-1**

Tales of European life.  
Boston, Loring. [c1870]  
Wright bibliography number 2423.  
**Reel: T-1**

Tales of humor.  
Boston, E. Littlefield. 1840  
Wright bibliography number 2533.  
**Reel: T-1**

Tales of romance.  
Philadelphia, J.B. Smith. 1855  
Wright bibliography number 2424.  
**Reel: T-1**

Tales of the Emerald Isle; or, Legends of Ireland.  
New York, W. Borradaile. 1828  
Wright bibliography number 2534; By a lady of Boston, author of "Tales of the fireside," [etc.].  
**Reel: T-1**

Talcott, Hannah Elizabeth (Bradbury) Goodwin.  
Our party of four.  
Boston, Cupples and Hurd. 1887  
Wright bibliography number 5359.  
**Reel: T-2**

Tales from McClure's: Humor.  
New York, Doubleday & McClure. 1897  
Wright bibliography number 5361.  
**Reel: T-2**

Tales from McClure's: Romance.  
New York, Doubleday & McClure. 1897  
Wright bibliography number 5362.  
**Reel: T-2**

Tales from McClure's: The West.  
New York, Doubleday & McClure. 1897  
Wright bibliography number 5363.  
**Reel: T-2**

Tales from McClure's: War.  
New York, Doubleday & McClure. 1898  
Wright bibliography number 5364.  
**Reel: T-2**

Tales of our coast.  
New York, Dodd, Mead and Co. 1896  
Wright bibliography number 5365.  
**Reel: T-2**

Tales of the fireside.  
Boston, Hilliard, Gray, Little and Wilkins. 1827  
Wright bibliography number 2535; By a lady of Boston.  
**Reel: T-2**

Tales of the picket-guard; or, The blue devils driven from camp. A collection of stories told by three rollicking boys on picket-guard.  
Philadelphia, Barclay. 1864  
Wright bibliography number 2425.  
**Reel: T-2**

Tales of the Revolution; being rare and remarkable passages of the history of the War of 1775.  
New York, Harper. 1835  
Wright bibliography number 2537.  
**Reel: T-2**

[Tales of the time] The taxidermist.  
[New York, H. Dexter]. [c1861]  
Wright bibliography number 2426; By Fitz-Hugh Ludlow.  
**Reel: T-2**
Taliaferro, Harden E.]  
New York, Harper. 1859  
Wright bibliography number 2427; By "Skitt."  
[pseud.].  
Reel: T-2  

Tallman, George Douglas.  
Caught.  
New York, G.W. Dillingham, successor to G.W. Carleton & Co. 1895  
Wright bibliography number 5366.  
Reel: T-2  

Tallman, George Douglas.  
Innocents from abroad.  
Wright bibliography number 5367.  
Reel: T-2  

Tallman, George Douglas.  
Tom's wife! And how he managed her.  
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1877  
Wright bibliography number 5368.  
Reel: T-2  

Tartan [pseud.].  
Philadelphia malignants.  
Philadelphia, Weir. 1863  
Wright bibliography number 2428.  
Reel: T-2  

Tator, Henry H.  
Brother Jonathan's cottage; or, A friend to the fallen.  
New York, F. Hart. 1854  
Wright bibliography number 2429.  
Reel: T-2  

Taylor, Bayard.  
Beauty and the beast; and Tales of home.  
New York, Putnam. 1872  
Wright bibliography number 2430.  
Reel: T-2  

Taylor, Bayard.  
Hannah Thurston.  
New York, Putnam. 1863  
Wright bibliography number 2431.  
Reel: T-2  

Taylor, Bayard.  
John Godfrey's fortunes.  
New York, Putnam. 1864  
Wright bibliography number 2432.  
Reel: T-2  

[Taylor, F.].  
Ella V----; or, The July tour.  
New York, Appleton. 1841  
Wright bibliography number 2542.  
Reel: T-2  

Taylor, James W.  
The victim of intrigue.  
Cincinnati, Robinson & Jones. 1847  
Wright bibliography number 2543.  
Reel: T-2  

Tefft, Benjamin Franklin.  
The shoulder-knot; or, Sketches of the three-folk life of man.  
New York, Harper. 1850  
Wright bibliography number 2544.  
Reel: T-2  

Tallman, George Douglas.  
The Templar, to which is added, The tales of Passaic. Hackensack, N.J., Spencer and Murden. 1822  
Wright bibliography number 2545; By a gentleman of New York.  
Reel: T-2  

Tenney, Tabitha (Gilman).  
Female quixotism.  
Boston, Thomas and Andrews. 1801  
Wright bibliography number 2546; By a minister.  
Reel: T-2  

Tarkington, Booth.  
The gentleman from Indiana.  
New York, Doubleday & McClure Co. 1899  
Wright bibliography number 5369.  
Reel: T-3  

Tarkington, Booth.  
Monsieur Beaucaire.  
New York, McClure, Phillips & Co. 1900  
Wright bibliography number 5370.  
Reel: T-3  

Tascher, Julia M.  
Arbutus and Dandelions.  
New York, Press of J.J. Little & Co. 1883  
Wright bibliography number 5371.  
Reel: T-3  

Tate, Henry.  
Bicycle yarns.  
New York, F. Tennyson Neely. [c1899]  
Wright bibliography number 5372.  
Reel: T-3  

Taylor, Bayard.  
Joseph and his friend.  
New York, Putnam. 1870  
Wright bibliography number 2433.  
Reel: T-3  

Taylor, Bayard.  
The story of Kennett.  
New York, Putnam. 1866  
Wright bibliography number 2434.  
Reel: T-3
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Wright Bibliography</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Taylor, Benjamin Franklin.</td>
<td>Theophilus Trent.</td>
<td>Chicago, S.C. Griggs and Co.</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td>5375</td>
<td>T-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor, Benjamin Franklin.</td>
<td>The world on wheels, and other sketches.</td>
<td>Chicago, S.C. Griggs.</td>
<td>1874</td>
<td>2435</td>
<td>T-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor, Bert Leston.</td>
<td>Under three flags.</td>
<td>Chicago, Rand, McNally.</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td></td>
<td>T-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thayer, Caroline Matilda (Warren).</td>
<td>The gamesters; or, Ruins of innocence.</td>
<td>Boston, Thomas &amp; Andrews.</td>
<td>1805</td>
<td>2552</td>
<td>T-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thayer, Mrs. J.</td>
<td>The drunkard's daughter.</td>
<td>Boston, W.S. Damrell.</td>
<td>1842</td>
<td>2554</td>
<td>T-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thayer, Mrs. J.</td>
<td>Passion and other tales.</td>
<td>Boston, J. French.</td>
<td>1846</td>
<td>24556</td>
<td>T-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thayer, Mrs. J.</td>
<td>The widow's son.</td>
<td>Boston, W.S. Damrell.</td>
<td>1843</td>
<td>2557</td>
<td>T-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thayer, Mrs. J.</td>
<td>Theodore and Matilda: or, The fatal plot, and foul deeds detected.</td>
<td>Boston, Dow and Jackson.</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td>2558</td>
<td>T-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Tenney, Sarah Mary (Brownson)].</td>
<td>At anchor.</td>
<td>New York, Appleton.</td>
<td>1865</td>
<td>2437A</td>
<td>T-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Tenney, Sarah Mary (Brownson)].</td>
<td>Marian Elwood: or, How girls live.</td>
<td>New York, E. Dunigan.</td>
<td>1859</td>
<td>2437B</td>
<td>T-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thayer, Mary (Colliver).</td>
<td>The divorce.</td>
<td>Columbus.</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>2579</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thayer, Mary Imlay.</td>
<td>The Cardinal's musketeer.</td>
<td>Chicago, A.C. McClurg.</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>2580</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thayer, Mary Imlay.</td>
<td>The cobbler of Nimes.</td>
<td>Chicago, A.C. McClurg.</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>2581</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number</td>
<td>Reel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The house of the wizard.</td>
<td>Taylor, Mary Imlay.</td>
<td>Chicago, A.C. McClurg.</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>5382</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>An imperial lover.</td>
<td>Taylor, Mary Imlay.</td>
<td>Chicago, A.C. McClurg.</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>5383</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the red staircase.</td>
<td>Taylor, Mary Imlay.</td>
<td>Chicago, A.C. McClurg.</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>5384</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alone.</td>
<td>[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].</td>
<td>Richmond, A. Morris.</td>
<td>1854</td>
<td>2438</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At last.</td>
<td>[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].</td>
<td>New York, Carleton.</td>
<td>1870</td>
<td>2439</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Christmas holly.</td>
<td>[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].</td>
<td>New York, Sheldon.</td>
<td>1867</td>
<td>2440</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The empty heart: or, Husks. &quot;For better, for worse.&quot;</td>
<td>[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].</td>
<td>New York, Carleton.</td>
<td>1871</td>
<td>2441</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From my youth up.</td>
<td>[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Carleton.</td>
<td>1874</td>
<td>2442</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helen Gardner's wedding-day; or, Colonel Floyd's wards.</td>
<td>[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].</td>
<td>New York, Carleton.</td>
<td>1870</td>
<td>2443</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Howard Pinckney.</td>
<td>Thomas, Frederick William.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Lea and Blanchard.</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td>2562</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sketches of character, and tales founded on fact.</td>
<td>Thomas, Frederick William.</td>
<td>Louisville, The Chronicle of Western Literature and Art.</td>
<td>1849</td>
<td>2563</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Incarnation, and miscellaneous poems: also, Infidelity.</td>
<td>Thomas, J.B.</td>
<td>Covington, Ky., R.C. Landon.</td>
<td>1844</td>
<td>2565</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My dear Arabella.</td>
<td>[Thomas, Josiah Lord].</td>
<td>[Portland, Me.].</td>
<td>1849</td>
<td>2566</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The adventures of Timothy Peacock, Esquire, or, Freemasonry practically illustrated.</td>
<td>[Thompson, Daniel Pierce].</td>
<td>Boston, B.B. Mussey.</td>
<td>1847</td>
<td>2572</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Green Mountain Boys.</td>
<td>[Thompson, Daniel Pierce].</td>
<td>Montpelier, E.P. Walton.</td>
<td>1835</td>
<td>2567</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locke Amsden, or, The schoolmaster.</td>
<td>[Thompson, Daniel Pierce].</td>
<td>Burlington, Goodrich &amp; Nichols.</td>
<td>1848</td>
<td>2475</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May Martin: or, The money diggers.</td>
<td>[Thompson, Daniel Pierce].</td>
<td>Montpelier, E.P. Walton.</td>
<td>1835</td>
<td>2576</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Saker lovers, and other tales.</td>
<td>[Thompson, Daniel Pierce].</td>
<td>Burlington, Goodrich &amp; Nichols.</td>
<td>1848</td>
<td>2581</td>
<td>T-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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[Thompson, George].
City crimes; or, Life in New York and Boston.
Boston, W. Berry. [1849]
Wright bibliography number 2582; By Greenhorn [pseud.].
Reel: T-4

Taylor, Mary Imlay.
A Yankee volunteer.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5385.
Reel: T-5

Taylor, Winnie Louise.
His broken sword.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg. 1888
Wright bibliography number 5386.
Reel: T-5

Teal, Angeline (Gruey).
John Thorn's folks.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5387.
Reel: T-5

Teal, Angeline (Gruey).
Muriel Howe.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. c1892
Wright bibliography number 5388.
Reel: T-5

Teal, Angeline (Gruey).
The rose of love.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 5389.
Reel: T-5

Teetzel, Frances Grant.
The dynamite cartridge.
Boston, Cleaves, Macdonald & Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 5390.
Reel: T-5

Ten notable stories from Lippincott's magazine.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1894
Wright bibliography number 5391.
Reel: T-5

Tenney, Edward Payson.
Agamenticus.
Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T. Dillingham. 1878
Wright bibliography number 5392.
Reel: T-5

[Thermhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
The hidden path.
New York, J.C. Derby. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2444; By Marion Harland [pseud.].
Reel: T-5

[Thermhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
Husbands and homes.
New York, Sheldon. 1865
Wright bibliography number 2445; By Marion Harland [pseud.].
Reel: T-5

[Thermhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
Husks. Colonel Floyd's wards.
New York, Sheldon. 1863
Wright bibliography number 2446; By Marion Harland [pseud.].
Reel: T-5

[Thermhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
Jessamine.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2447; By Marion Harland [pseud.].
Reel: T-5

[Thermhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
The countess; or, Memoirs of women of leisure.
Boston, Berry & Wright. [1849]
Wright bibliography number 2583.
Reel: T-5

[Thermhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
The house breaker; or, The mysteries of crime.
Boston, W.L. Bradbury. 1848
Wright bibliography number 2484; By Greenhorn [pseud.].
Reel: T-5

[Thermhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
Venus in Boston.
New York, Printed for the Pub. [1849]
Wright bibliography number 2585; By Greenhorn [pseud.].
Reel: T-5

[Thermhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
Chronicles of Pineville.
Philadelphia, Carey and Hart. 1845
Wright bibliography number 2586.
Reel: T-5

[Thermhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
John's alive; or, The bride of a ghost.
Baltimore, Taylor, Wilde. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2588.
Reel: T-5

[Thermhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
Major Jones's courtship.
Philadelphia, Carey & Hart. 1844
Wright bibliography number 2590; 2d ed., greatly enl.
Reel: T-5

[Thermhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
Major Jones's sketches of travel.
Philadelphia, Carey, Hart. 1848
Wright bibliography number 2592.
Reel: T-5
**American Fiction, 1774-1910**  
**Reel Listing**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Place, Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thorpe, Thomas Bangs</td>
<td>The mysteries of the backwoods; or, Sketches of the Southwest.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Carey and Hart</td>
<td>1846</td>
<td></td>
<td>T-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three degrees of banking; or, The romance of trade.</td>
<td>Boston, Weeks, Jordan. 1838</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Three experiments in drinking, or, Three eras in the life of an inebriate.</td>
<td>Boston, Otis, Broaders. 1837</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Thrilling and romantic story of Sarah Smith and the Hessian...To which is added Female heroism exemplified...together with Mr. Keith's captivity among the American Indians.</td>
<td>Philadelphia. 1844</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Todd, Charles W.].</td>
<td>Woodville; or, The anchoret reclaimed.</td>
<td>Knoxville, F.S. Heiskell.</td>
<td>1832</td>
<td></td>
<td>T-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tomlin, John</td>
<td>Tales of the Caddo.</td>
<td>Cincinnati, &quot;The Great West.&quot;.</td>
<td>1849</td>
<td></td>
<td>T-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenney, Edward Payson</td>
<td>Agatha and the shadow.</td>
<td>Boston, Roberts Bros.</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td></td>
<td>T-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenney, Edward Payson</td>
<td>Constance of Acadia.</td>
<td>Boston, Roberts Bros.</td>
<td>1886</td>
<td></td>
<td>T-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenney, Edward Payson</td>
<td>Coronation.</td>
<td>Boston, Noyes, Snow.</td>
<td>1877</td>
<td></td>
<td>T-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].</td>
<td>Dr. Dale.</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead and Co.</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td></td>
<td>T-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].</td>
<td>A gallant fight.</td>
<td>New York, Dodd, Mead &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1888</td>
<td></td>
<td>T-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].</td>
<td>Miriam.</td>
<td>New York, Sheldon.</td>
<td>1862</td>
<td></td>
<td>T-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].</td>
<td>Moss-side.</td>
<td>New York, Derby &amp; Jackson.</td>
<td>1857</td>
<td></td>
<td>T-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].</td>
<td>Nemesis.</td>
<td>New York, Derby &amp; Jackson.</td>
<td>1860</td>
<td></td>
<td>T-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].</td>
<td>Phemie's temptation.</td>
<td>New York, Derby &amp; Jackson.</td>
<td>1869</td>
<td></td>
<td>T-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torrey, Charles Turner</td>
<td>Home! Or, The pilgrim's faith revived.</td>
<td>Salem, J.P. Jewett.</td>
<td>1845</td>
<td></td>
<td>T-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Treason of Arnold, and other tales.</td>
<td>Boston, Gleason. [n.d.]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremayne, Mrs. S.C.H.</td>
<td>Florence Dalbiac, and other tales.</td>
<td>New York, S.W. Benedict.</td>
<td>1840</td>
<td></td>
<td>T-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Trial, wonderful escapes, and final deliverance of Miss Sophia Thompson.
Boston, Evan's Power Press Print. 1836
Wright bibliography number 2605.
Reel: T-6

Triumph of religion.
Savannah, S.C. & J. Schenk. 1825
Wright bibliography number 2606; By a young lady.
Reel: T-6

[Truesdell, Mary (Van Hogel)].
Tippecanoe.
[n.p.], 1840
Wright bibliography number 2608.
Reel: T-6

[Tucker, George].
The valley of Shenandoah; or, Memoirs of the Graysons.
New York, C. Wiley. 1824
Wright bibliography number 2609.
Reel: T-6

[Tucker, George].
A voyage to the moon.
New York, E. Bliss. 1827
Wright bibliography number 2661; By Joseph Atterley [pseud.].
Reel: T-6

[T Tucker, Nathaniel Beverley].
George Balcombe.
New York, Harper. 1836
Wright bibliography number 2612.
Reel: T-6

[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
Handicapped.
New York, Scribner. 1881
Wright bibliography number 5399; By Marion Harland [pseud.].
Reel: T-7

[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
His great self.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 5400; By Marion Harland [pseud.].
Reel: T-7

[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
Judith.
Wright bibliography number 5401; By Marion Harland [pseud.].
Reel: T-7

[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
Mr. Wayt's wife's sister.
New York, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1894]
Wright bibliography number 5402; By Marion Harland [pseud.].
Reel: T-7

[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
My little love.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1876
Wright bibliography number 5403; By Marion Harland [pseud.].
Reel: T-7

[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
Not pretty, but precious.
Greenfield, Mass., H.D. Watson. 1887
Wright bibliography number 5404; By Marion Harland [pseud.].
Reel: T-7

[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
Ruby's husband.
New York, Sheldon. 1869
Wright bibliography number 2452; By Marion Harland [pseud.].
Reel: T-7

[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
Sunnybank.
New York, Sheldon. 1866
Wright bibliography number 2453; By Marion Harland [pseud.].
Reel: T-7

[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
True as steel.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2454; By Marion Harland [pseud.].
Reel: T-7

Testut, Charles.
Le Vieux Salomon; ou, Un famille d'esclaves au XIXe siecle.
Nouvelle-Orleans. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2454A.
Reel: T-7

Teuffel, Blanche Willis (Howard) von.
One summer.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2455.
Reel: T-7

Thankfulla [pseud.].
Travels of the De le Telle family.
Buffalo, Courier Co. 1869
Wright bibliography number 2456.
Reel: T-7

Thomas, Abby (Eldridge).
Norman Brill's life-work.
New York, National Temperance Society. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2457.
Reel: T-7

Thomas, Frederick William.
An autobiography of William Russell.
Baltimore, Gobright, Thorne. 1882
Wright bibliography number 2458.
Reel: T-7
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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[Tucker, Nathaniel Beverley].
The partisan leader.
Printed for the Pub., by J. Caxton, 1856 [i.e. Washington, Printed by D. Green, 1836]. 1856
Wright bibliography number 2613; By Edward William Sidney [pseud.].
Reel: T-7

Tuckerman, Henry Theodore.
Isabel; or, Sicily.
Philadelphia, Lea and Blanchard. 1839
Wright bibliography number 2614.
Reel: T-7

Tuckerman, Henry Theodore.
The Italian sketch book.
New York, J.C. Riker. 1848
Wright bibliography number 2617; 3d ed., rev. and enl.
Reel: T-7

Tuckerman, Henry Theodore.
The Italian sketch book.
Philadelphia, Key & Biddle. 1835
Wright bibliography number 2615.
Reel: T-7

Tuckerman, Henry Theodore.
Rambles and reveries.
New York, J.P. Giffing. 1841
Wright bibliography number 2618.
Reel: T-7

[Tudor, William].
Gebel Teir.
Boston, Carter & Hendee. 1829
Wright bibliography number 2619.
Reel: T-7

Tuel, John E.
The prisoner of Perote.
Boston, Gleason. 1848
Wright bibliography number 2620.
Reel: T-7

Tuel, John E.
St. Clair, or The protégé.
New York, W. Taylor. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2621.
Reel: T-7

[Tufts, Marshall].
Shores of Vespucci: or, Romance without fiction.
Lexington, M. Tufts. 1833
Wright bibliography number 2622.
Reel: T-7

[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
The royal road; or, Taking him at his word.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph and Co. c1894
Wright bibliography number 5405; By Marion Harland [pseud.].
Reel: T-8

[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
Ruth Bergen's limitations.
New York, Chicago [etc.] F.H. Revell Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5406; By Marion Harland [pseud.].
Reel: T-8

[Terhune, Mary Virginia (Hawes)].
With the best intentions.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5407; By Marion Harland [pseud.].
Reel: T-8

Terry, Frederic Battell.
Stories.
New York, De Vinne Press. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5408.
Reel: T-8

Testut, Charles.
Les filles de Monte-Cristo.
Nouvelle-Orleans, Imprimerie Cosmopolite. 1876
Wright bibliography number 5409.
Reel: T-8

Teuffel, Blanche Willis (Howard) von.
Aulnay Tower.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 5410.
Reel: T-8

Teuffel, Blanche Willis (Howard) von.
Aunt Serena.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. c1881
Wright bibliography number 5411.
Reel: T-8

[Thomas, Frederick William].
John Randolph, of Roanoke, ad other sketches of character, including William Wirt.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2460.
Reel: T-8

Thomas, J.N.
The man whom everybody snubbed.
Providence, Tillinghast & Mason. 1869
Wright bibliography number 2461.
Reel: T-8

[Thomas, Martha McCannon].
Life's lesson.
New York, Harper. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2462.
Reel: T-8

Thomas, William Henry.
The bushrangers.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1866
Wright bibliography number 2463.
Reel: T-8
Thomas, William Henry.
The gold hunter's adventures; or, Life in Australia.
Boston, Lee & Shepard. 1864
Wright bibliography number 2464.
Reel: T-8

Tuthill, Louisa Caroline (Huggins).
Anything for sport.
Boston, Crosby and Nichols. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2623.
Reel: T-8

Tuthill, Louisa Caroline (Huggins).
The belle, The blue, and The bigot; or, Three fields for woman's influence.
Providence, S.C. Blodget. 1844
Wright bibliography number 2624.
Reel: T-8

Tuthill, Louisa Caroline (Huggins).
My wife.
Boston, Crosby and Nichols. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2625.
Reel: T-8

Tuthill, Louisa Caroline (Huggins).
Onward! Right onward!.
Boston, Crosby and Nichols. 1845
Wright bibliography number 2626; 2d ed.
Reel: T-8

[Tyler, Royall].
The Algerine captive; or, The life and adventures of Doctor Úpdiike Underhill [pseud.].
Walpole, Newhampshire, DE. Carlisle. 1797
Wright bibliography number 2628.
Reel: T-8

[Tyler, Royall].
The Yankey in London. Vol. I.
New York, J. riley. 1809
Wright bibliography number 2630.
Reel: T-8

The Tyrolese minstrels, or The romance of every day life.
Boston, G.W. Light. 1841
Wright bibliography number 2631; By a lady.
Reel: T-8

Teuffel, Blanche Willis (Howard) von.
Dionysius the weaver's heart's dearest.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5412.
Reel: T-9

Teuffel, Blanche Willis (Howard) von.
A fellowe and his wife.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 5413; By Blanche Willis Howard and William Sharp.
Reel: T-9

Teuffel, Blanche Willis (Howard) von.
The garden of Eden.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5414.
Reel: T-9

Teuffel, Blanche Willis (Howard) von.
Guenn.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5415.
Reel: T-9

Teuffel, Blanche Willis (Howard) von.
The open door.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 5416.
Reel: T-9

Thomas, William Henry.
The gold hunters in Europe: or, The dead alive.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1869
Wright bibliography number 2465.
Reel: T-9

Thomas, William Henry.
Life in the East Indies.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2466.
Reel: T-9

Thomas, William Henry.
Running the blockade: or, U.S. Secret Service adventures.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2467.
Reel: T-9

Thomas, William Henry.
A slaver's adventures on land and sea.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2468.
Reel: T-9

Teuffel, Blanche Willis (Howard) von.
Seven on the highway.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5417.
Reel: T-10

Teuffel, Blanche Willis (Howard) von.
Tony, the maid.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1887
Wright bibliography number 5418.
Reel: T-10

That awful boy!.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1877
Wright bibliography number 5419; By the author of "That Bridget of ours."
Reel: T-10
That Bridget of ours!
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1877
Wright bibliography number 5420; By the author of "That awful boy."
Reel: T-10

That horrid girl.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 5421.
Reel: T-10

That young man.
Boston, N.H. Whitney. 1878
Wright bibliography number 5421A.
Reel: T-10

Thayer, Ella Cheever.
Wired love.
New York, W.J. Johnson. 1880
Wright bibliography number 5422.
Reel: T-10

Thayer, Emma (Homan).
The English-American.
Chicago, Donohue, Henneberry & Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5423.
Reel: T-10

Thayer, Emma (Homan).
A legend of Glenwood Springs.
Chicago, Colvin Pub. Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5424.
Reel: T-10

[Thompson, Clara M.].
The chapel of St. Mary.
Boston, J.E. Tilton. 1861
Wright bibliography number 2470.
Reel: T-10

[Thompson, Clara M.].
Hawthorndean; or, Philip Benton's family.
Philadelphia, P.F. Cunningham. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2471.
Reel: T-10

[Thompson, Clara M.].
The rectory of Moreland; or, My duty.
Boston, J.E. Tilton. 1860
Wright bibliography number 2472.
Reel: T-10

[Thompson, Daniel Pierce].
Centeola; and other tales.
New York, Carleton. 1864
Wright bibliography number 2473.
Reel: T-10

[Thompson, Daniel Pierce].
The doomed chief; or, Two hundred years ago.
Philadelphia, J.W. Bradley. 1860
Wright bibliography number 2474.
Reel: T-10

Thayer, Emma (Homan).
Petronilla.
New York [etc.] F.T. Neely. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 5425.
Reel: T-11

Thayer, William Roscoe.
In the meshes; or, A drop of Boston blue blood.
Cambridge, C.W. Sever. 1881
Wright bibliography number 5426.
Reel: T-11

Thebaud, Augustus J.
Louisa Kirkbride.
New York, P.F. Collier. 1879
Wright bibliography number 5427.
Reel: T-11

Thiesing, Winfield W.
Nineteen hundred years; or, The power of Christ.
Covington, Ky., W.W. Thiesing. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 5428.
Reel: T-11

Thomas, Chauncey.
The crystal button; or, Adventures of Paul Prognosis in the forty-ninth century.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 5430.
Reel: T-11

[Thompson, Daniel Pierce].
Gaut Gurley: or, The trappers of Umbagog.
Boston, J.P. Jewett. 1857
Wright bibliography number 2475.
Reel: T-11

[Thompson, Daniel Pierce].
The rangers; or, The tory's daughter.
Boston, B.P. Mussey. 1851
Wright bibliography number 2476.
Reel: T-11

[Thompson, George].
Anna Mowbray; or, Tales of the harem.
New York, H.R.J. Barkley. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2477; By Greenhorn [pseud.].
Reel: T-11

[Thompson, George].
The brazen star; or, The adventures of a New York M.P.
New York, G.W. Hill. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2478.
Reel: T-11
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[Thompson, George].
Catharine and Clara, or, The double suicide.
Boston, Federhen. c1854
Wright bibliography number 2480.
Reel: T-11

[Thompson, George].
The gay girls of New-York: or, Life on Broadway.
New York. [1853]
Wright bibliography number 2483.
Reel: T-11

[Thompson, George].
Harry Glindon; or, The man of many crimes.
New York. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2484.
Reel: T-11

[Thompson, George].
Jack Harold; or, The criminal's career.
New York, F.A. Brady. [1851]
Wright bibliography number 2481; By Greenhorn [pseud.].
Reel: T-11

[Thompson, George].
The ladies' garter.
New York, H.S.G. Smith. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2486; By Greenhorn [pseud.].
Reel: T-11

[Thompson, George].
The life and exploits of the noted criminal, Bristol Bill.
New York, M.J. Ivers. [1851?]
Wright bibliography number 2487; By Greenhorn [pseud.].
Reel: T-11

[Thompson, George].
The locket.
New York, P.F. Harris. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2488.
Reel: T-11

[Thompson, George].
Mysteries and miseries of Philadelphia.
New York, Williams. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2488A.
Reel: T-11

[Thompson, George].
The outlaw; or, The felon's fortunes.
New York, F.A. Brady. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2490; By Greenhorn [pseud.].
Reel: T-11

[Thompson, George].
Road to ruin: or, The felon's doom.
New York, F.A. Brady. [1851?]
Wright bibliography number 2491; By Greenhorn [pseud.].
Reel: T-11

Thomas, Edward A.
At swords' points.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1877
Wright bibliography number 5431.
Reel: T-12

Thomas, Henry Wilton.
The last lady of Mulberry.
New York, D. Appleton & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5432.
Reel: T-12

Thomas, Katherine Elwes.
Not all the king's horses.
Wright bibliography number 5433.
Reel: T-12

Thomas, Mary von Erden.
Winning the battle; or, One girl in ten thousand.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 5434.
Reel: T-12

Thomas, Reuen.
Grafenburg people.
Boston, Lothrop. [c1886]
Wright bibliography number 5435.
Reel: T-12

Thomas, Reuen.
The kinship of souls.
Boston, Little, Brown. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5436.
Reel: T-12

Thompson, Maurice.
Hoosier mosiacs.
New York, E.J. Hale. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2492.
Reel: T-12

[Thomson, Mortimer Neal].
Doesticks, what he says.
New York, E. Livermore. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2493; By Q.K. Philander Doesticks, P.B. [pseud.].
Reel: T-12

Thornton, James Douglas.
Chorronessee, and other tales.
Norfolk [Va.] Journal Job Office. 1868
Wright bibliography number 2494.
Reel: T-12
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Thorpe, Thomas Bangs.
The hive of "the bee-hunter.".
New York, Appleton. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2495.
Reel: T-12

Thorpe, Thomas Bangs.
The master's house.
New York, T.L. McElrath. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2496; By Logan [pseud.].
Reel: T-12

The Thrilling and extraordinary adventures of
Charles L. Marshall and his lost bride, Cornelia Dunnington.
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1866]
Wright bibliography number 2497.
Reel: T-12

Thrilling narrative of the lives of Sarah Sharp and
Charles Edwards, the victims of crime. Also, the life, trial and execution of Matthew Carrigan, for the murder of David Romer.
Cincinnati, H.M. Rulison. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2499.
Reel: T-12

Throop, George Higby.
Bertie: or, Life in the old field.
Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1851
Wright bibliography number 2500; By Capt. Gregory Seaworthy [pseud.].
Reel: T-12

Throop, George Higby.
Lynde Weiss.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2501.
Reel: T-12

Thomas, William Henry.
The belle of Australia; or, Who am I?.
Boston, Dewolfe, Fiske. 1883
Wright bibliography number 5437; [corr. and rev. from Ballou's monthly magazine].
Reel: T-13

Thomas, William Henry.
Lewey and I: or, Sailor boys' wanderings.
Boston, DeWolfe, Fiske. 1885
Wright bibliography number 5438; [corr. and rev. from Ballou's monthly magazine].
Reel: T-13

Thomas, William Henry.
On land and sea, or California in the years 1843, '44 and '45.
Boston, DeWolfe, Fiske. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5439; [corr. and rev. from Ballou's monthly magazine].
Reel: T-13

[Thompson, Alfred].
Society as it found me out.
New York, Carlton-Regand. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5440; By Steward McGuzzler [pseud.].
Reel: T-13

Thompson, Annie E.
Elsie.
Boston, J.H. Earle. 1892
Wright bibliography number 5441.
Reel: T-13

Thompson, Augustin.
A waif in the conflict of two civilizations.
Boston, Rapid Printing Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 5442.
Reel: T-13

Thompson, Helen Stuart.
Windy Creek.
New York, Scribner. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5443.
Reel: T-13

Tidball, William Linn.
Mexican's bride; or, The ranger's revenge.
New York, F.A. Brady. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2502.
Reel: T-13

Tidball, William Linn.
Olinda: or, The Mexican's daughter.
Cincinnati, H.B. Pearson. [c1854]
Wright bibliography number 2503.
Reel: T-13

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
Carmen's inheritance.
Philadelphia, To-day Printing and Pub. Co. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2504; By Christian Reid [pseud.].
Reel: T-13

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
A daughter of Bohemia.
New York, Appleton. 1874
Wright bibliography number 2505; By Christian Reid [pseud.].
Reel: T-13

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
Ebb-tide. And other stories.
New York, Appleton. 1872
Wright bibliography number 1506; By Christian Reid [pseud.].
Reel: T-13
[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
Hearts and hands.
New York, Appleton. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2507; By Christian Reid [pseud.]
Reel: T-13

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
Mabel Lee.
New York, Appleton. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2508.
Reel: T-13

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
Morton House.
New York, Appleton. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2509.
Reel: T-13

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
Nina's atonement. And other stories.
New York, Appleton. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2510; By Christian Reid [pseud.]
Reel: T-13

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
A question of honor.
New York, Appleton. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2511; By Christian Reid [pseud.]
Reel: T-13

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
Valerie Aylmer.
New York, Appleton. 1870
Wright bibliography number 2512; By Christian Reid [pseud.]
Reel: T-13

Thompson, M. Agnes.
Metairie, and other old Aunt Tilda of New Orleans sketches.
New Orleans. c1892
Wright bibliography number 5444.
Reel: T-14

Thompson, Maurice.
A fortnight of folly.
New York, J.B. Alden. 1888
Wright bibliography number 5448.
Reel: T-14

Thompson, Maurice.
His second campaign.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 5449.
Reel: T-14

Thompson, Maurice.
The king of Honey Island.
New York, R. Bonner's Sons. 1893
Wright bibliography number 5450.
Reel: T-14

Tiffany, Osmond.
Brandon: or, A hundred years ago.
New York, Stanford & Delisser. 1858
Wright bibliography number 5451.
Reel: T-14

[Tilden, Catherine].
The first patient.
Boston, J. Wilson. 1859
Wright bibliography number 2514.
Reel: T-14

Tilton, Theodore.
Tempest-tossed.
New York, Sheldon. 1874
Wright bibliography number 2515.
Reel: T-14

[Tilton, Warren].
Trifleton papers.
Boston, Whittemore, Niles and Hall [etc.]. 1856
Wright bibliography number 2516; By Trifle [pseud.] and the editor.
Reel: T-14

Tippletonia and the countries adjacent. By one who has been there.
Terre Haute, A. Child. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2517.
Reel: T-14

Thompson, Maurice.
Alice of old Vincennes.
Indianapolis, Bowen-Merrill Co. Pub. c1900
Wright bibliography number 5445.
Reel: T-14

Thompson, Maurice.
At love's extremes.
New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. 1885
Wright bibliography number 5446.
Reel: T-14

"Nepenthe." [etc.].
New York, Carleton. 1865
Wright bibliography number 2520.
Reel: T-15

Thompson, Maurice.
Stories of the Cherokee hills.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5451.
Reel: T-15
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Thompson, Maurice.
A Tallahassee girl.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 5452.
Reel: T-15

Thompson, Ray.
A respectable family.
Chicago, Donnelley, Gassette & Loyd. 1880
Wright bibliography number 5453.
Reel: T-15

[Thompson, William Tappan].
John's alive; or, The bride of a ghost, and other sketches.
Philadelphia, D. McKay. 1883
Wright bibliography number 5454; By Major Jones [pseud.].
Reel: T-15

[Thompson, William Tappan].
Rancy Cottem's courtship.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1879]
Wright bibliography number 5455; By Major Joseph Jones [pseud.].
Reel: T-15

Thomson, Priscilla (Norton).
Looking through the mists; or, Every heart knoweth its own sorrow.
New York, F.T. Neely. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 5456.
Reel: T-15

Thornton, Henry.
Silas Hood.
Chicago, H.T. Jaynes. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5457.
Reel: T-15

Todd, John.
Summer gleanings: or, Sketches and incidents of a pastor's vacation...collected and arranged by his daughter.
Northampton, Hopkins, Bridgman. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2519.
Reel: T-15

[Torrey, Elizabeth R.].
Theognis.
Boston, Wentworth. 1856
Wright bibliography number 2521; By Catius Junior [pseud.].
Reel: T-15

Torrey, Mary (Ide).
City and country life: or, Moderate better than rapid gains.
Boston, Tappan & Whittemore. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2522.
Reel: T-15

Tourgee, Albion Winegar.
Toinette.
New York, J.B. Ford. 1874
Wright bibliography number 2523; By Henry Churton [pseud.].
Reel: T-15

Towles, Catharine Webb (Barber).
Stories for the American Freemason's fireside.
Cincinnati, American Masonic Pub. Assoc. 1868
Wright bibliography number 2524.
Reel: T-15

Thornton, M. Jacqueline.
DiCary.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 5458.
Reel: T-16

A Thrilling incident.
[Port Jervis, N.Y.]. [c189?]
Wright bibliography number 5459.
Reel: T-16

Thropp, Clara.
A few little lives.
New York. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5460.
Reel: T-16

Thrumston, Cora M.
Polly and I.
Chicago, Donohue & Henneberry. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 5461.
Reel: T-16

Thurber, Alwyn M.
The hidden faith.
Chicago, F.M. Harley Pub. Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 5462.
Reel: T-16

Thurber, Alwyn M.
Quaint Crippen.
Chicago, A.C. McClurg and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5463.
Reel: T-16

Thurber, Alwyn M.
Zelma, the mystic: or, white magic, versus black.
Chicago, Authors Pub. Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5464.
Reel: T-16

[Thurston, George T.].
Forty years a file-closer.
Washington, D.C., Chapman & Taylor. 1889
Wright bibliography number 5465; By Captain Minus Wonbar [pseud.].
Reel: T-16
Tibbles, Thomas Henry.
   Hidden power.
   New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1881
   Wright bibliography number 5466.
   Reel: T-16

Ticknor, Caroline.
   A hypocritical romance, and other stories.
   Boston, J. Knight Co. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 5467.
   Reel: T-16

Townley, Arthur.
   Clifton; or, Modern fashion, politics and morals.
   Philadelphia, A. Hart. 1852
   Wright bibliography number 2525.
   Reel: T-16

[Townsend, Frederic].
   Clouds and sunshine.
   New York, J.S. Taylor. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 2525A.
   Reel: T-16

[Townsend, Frederic].
   Fancies of a whimsical man.
   New York, J.S. Taylor. 1852
   Wright bibliography number 2526.
   Reel: T-16

[Townsend, Frederic].
   Fun and earnest.
   New York, J.S. Taylor. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 2527.
   Reel: T-16

[Townsend, Frederic].
   Ghostly colloquies.
   New York, Appleton. 1856
   Wright bibliography number 2528.
   Reel: T-16

[Townsend, Frederic].
   Glimpses of Nineveh. B.C. 690.
   New York, Miller & Curtis. 1857
   Wright bibliography number 2529.
   Reel: T-16

[Townsend, Frederic].
   Mutterings and musings of an invalid.
   New York, J.S. Taylor. 1851
   Wright bibliography number 2530.
   Reel: T-16

[Townsend, Frederic].
   Spiritual visitors.
   New York, J.S. Taylor. 1854
   Wright bibliography number 2531.
   Reel: T-16

Ticknor, Caroline.
   Miss Belladonna.
   Boston, Little, Brown, and Co. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 5468.
   Reel: T-17

Tidball, Mary Langdon.
   Barbara's vagaries.
   New York, Harper & Bros. 1886
   Wright bibliography number 5469.
   Reel: T-17

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
   After many days.
   New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1877
   Wright bibliography number 5470; By Christian Reid [pseud.].
   Reel: T-17

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
   Bonny Kate.
   New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1878
   Wright bibliography number 5471; By Christian Reid [pseud.].
   Reel: T-17

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
   Carmela.
   Philadelphia, H.L. Kilner & Co. [c1891]
   Wright bibliography number 5472; By Christian Reid [pseud.].
   Reel: T-17

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
   The chase of an heiress.
   New York & London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1898
   Wright bibliography number 5473; By Christian Reid [pseud.].
   Reel: T-17

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
   A child of Mary.
   Notre Dame, Ind., "Ave Maria" Office. [c1885]
   Wright bibliography number 5474; By Christian Reid [pseud.].
   Reel: T-17

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
   A comedy of elopement.
   New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1893
   Wright bibliography number 5475; By Christian Reid [pseud.].
   Reel: T-17

Townsend, George Alfred.
   Lost abroad.
   Hartford, Conn., S.M. Betts. 1870
   Wright bibliography number 2532.
   Reel: T-17

[Townsend, Mary Ashley (Van Voorhis)].
   The brother clerks.
   New York, Derby & Jackson. 1857
   Wright bibliography number 2533; By Xariffa [pseud.].
   Reel: T-17
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Townsend, Virginia Frances.
The battle-fields of our fathers.
New York, J. Bradburn. 1864
Wright bibliography number 2534.
Reel: T-17

Townsend, Virginia Frances.
Darryll Gap; or, Whether it paid.
Boston, W.V. Spencer. 1866
Wright bibliography number 2535.
Reel: T-17

Townsend, Virginia Frances.
The Deerrings of Medbury.
Boston, Loring. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 2536.
Reel: T-17

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
Fairy gold.
Notre Dame, Ind., The Ave Maria. c1897
Wright bibliography number 5476; By Christian Reid [pseud.]
Reel: T-18

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
A gentle belle.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 5477; By Christian Reid [pseud.]
Reel: T-18

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
Heart of steel.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 5478; By Christian Reid [pseud.]
Reel: T-18

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
His victory.
Notre Dame, Ind., "Ave Maria" Press. 1887
Wright bibliography number 5479; By Christian Reid [pseud.]
Reel: T-18

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
"The land of the sky"; or, Adventures in mountain by-ways.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 5480; By Christian Reid [pseud.]
Reel: T-18

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
The land of the sun.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 5481; By Christian Reid [pseud.]
Reel: T-18

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
A little maid of Arcady.
Philadelphia, H.L. Kilner & Co. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 5482; By Christian Reid [pseud.]
Reel: T-18

Townsend, Virginia Frances.
The Hollands.
Boston, Loring. [c1869]
Wright bibliography number 2537.
Reel: T-18

Townsend, Virginia Frances.
Janet Strong.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1865
Wright bibliography number 2538.
Reel: T-18

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
One woman's two lovers: or, Jacqueline Thayne's choice.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2541.
Reel: T-18

Townsend, Virginia Frances.
The mills of Tuxbury.
Boston, Loring. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 2540.
Reel: T-18

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
Temptation and triumph with other stories.
Cincinnati, Poe & Hitchcock. 1863
Wright bibliography number 2542.
Reel: T-18

Thomas, William Henry.
The whalesman's adventures in the Sandwich Islands and California.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2469.
Reel: T-19

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
The lost lode.
Philadelphia, H.L. Kilner & Co. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 5483; By Christian Reid [pseud.] And Stella's discipline. By F.X.L. [pseud.]
Reel: T-19

[Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)].
The man of the family.
New York & London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5484; By Christian Reid [pseud.]
Reel: T-19
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tiernan, Frances Christine (Fisher)</td>
<td>Miss Churchill</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1887</td>
<td></td>
<td>5485</td>
<td>T-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>By Christian Reid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[pseud.].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The picture of Las Cruces</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1896</td>
<td></td>
<td>5486</td>
<td>T-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>By Christian Reid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[pseud.].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roslyn's fortune</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1885</td>
<td></td>
<td>5487</td>
<td>T-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>By Christian Reid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[pseud.].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A summer idyl</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1878</td>
<td></td>
<td>5488</td>
<td>T-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>By Christian Reid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[pseud.].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weighed in the balance</td>
<td>Boston, Marlier, Callanan, &amp; Co. 1900</td>
<td></td>
<td>5489</td>
<td>T-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>By Christian Reid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[pseud.].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Townsend, Virginia Frances</td>
<td>While it was morning</td>
<td>New York, Derby &amp; Jackson. 1858</td>
<td></td>
<td>2543</td>
<td>T-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trammell, William Dugas</td>
<td>Ca ira</td>
<td>New York, United States Pub. Co. 1874</td>
<td></td>
<td>2544</td>
<td>T-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Tripp, Alonzo]</td>
<td>The fisher boy</td>
<td>Boston, Whittemore, Niles &amp; Hall. 1857</td>
<td></td>
<td>5450</td>
<td>T-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>By Willie Triton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[pseud.].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trowbridge, John Townsend</td>
<td>Coupon bonds</td>
<td>Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1866</td>
<td></td>
<td>5451</td>
<td>T-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trowbridge, John Townsend</td>
<td>Coupon bonds. And other stories</td>
<td>Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1873</td>
<td></td>
<td>5452</td>
<td>T-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>By Paul Creyton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[pseud.].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>By Paul Creyton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[pseud.].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiernan, Mary Spear (Nicholas)</td>
<td>Homeselle</td>
<td>New York, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1881</td>
<td></td>
<td>5490</td>
<td>T-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>By Christian Reid</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>[pseud.].</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiernan, Mary Spear (Nicholas)</td>
<td>Jack Horner</td>
<td>Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co.</td>
<td>1890</td>
<td>5491</td>
<td>T-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiernan, Mary Spear (Nicholas)</td>
<td>Suzette</td>
<td>New York, H. Holt and Co. 1885</td>
<td></td>
<td>5492</td>
<td>T-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tincker, Mary Agnes.</td>
<td>Aurora</td>
<td>Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1886</td>
<td></td>
<td>5495</td>
<td>T-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trowbridge, John Townsend</td>
<td></td>
<td>Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1873</td>
<td></td>
<td>5497</td>
<td>T-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trowbridge, John Townsend</td>
<td></td>
<td>Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1873</td>
<td></td>
<td>5498</td>
<td>T-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trowbridge, John Townsend</td>
<td></td>
<td>Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1873</td>
<td></td>
<td>5499</td>
<td>T-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trowbridge, John Townsend</td>
<td></td>
<td>Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1873</td>
<td></td>
<td>5500</td>
<td>T-20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Trowbridge, John Townsend.
Lucy Arlyn.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1866
Wright bibliography number 2551.
Reel: T-20

Trowbridge, John Townsend.
Martin Merrivale: his X mark.
Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2552; By Paul Creyton [pseud.].
Reel: T-20

Trowbridge, John Townsend.
Neighbor Jackwood.
Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1857
Wright bibliography number 2553; By Paul Creyton [pseud.].
Reel: T-20

Tincker, Mary Agnes.
Autumn leaves.
New York, W.H. Young. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5497.
Reel: T-21

Tincker, Mary Agnes.
By the Tiber.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1881
Wright bibliography number 5498.
Reel: T-21

Tincker, Mary Agnes.
The jewel in the lotos.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5499.
Reel: T-21

Tincker, Mary Agnes.
San Salvador.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 5500.
Reel: T-21

Tincker, Mary Agnes.
Signor Monaldini’s niece.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1879
Wright bibliography number 5501.
Reel: T-21

Tincker, Mary Agnes.
Two coronets.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 5502.
Reel: T-21

Trowbridge, John Townsend.
Neighbors’ wives.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1867
Wright bibliography number 2554.
Reel: T-21

The True life of William Pool.
New York, W.L. Knapp. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2555.
Reel: T-21

The True narrative of the five years’ suffering & perilous adventures by Miss Barber, wife of “Squating Bear,” a celebrated Sioux chief.
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1872]
Wright bibliography number 2556.
Reel: T-21

Truman, Ernest.
Leander; or, Secrets of the priesthood.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen and Haffelfinger. 1869
Wright bibliography number 2557.
Reel: T-21

Tucker, Mrs. William H.
Idealities.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1859
Wright bibliography number 2559A; By Corinne [pseud.].
Reel: T-21

Tucker, St. George.
Hansford.
Richmond, Va., G.W. West. 1857
Wright bibliography number 2558.
Reel: T-21

Turnbull, Charlotte.
The Lawrences.
New York, American News Co. [c1872]
Wright bibliography number 2560.
Reel: T-21

[Tippettts, Katherine (Bell)].
Prince Arengzeba.
Glens Falls, N.Y., W.H. Tippetts. [1892]
Wright bibliography number 5503; By Jerome Cable [pseud.] and Beautiful Lake George.
Reel: T-22

Todd, Mabel (Loomis).
Footprints.
Amherst, Mass. 1883
Wright bibliography number 5504.
Reel: T-22

Todd, Mary Ives.
The heterodox marriage of a new woman.
New York, R.L. Weed Co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 5506.
Reel: T-22
American Fiction, 1774-1910

Reel Listing

Todd, Mary Ives.
The new Adam and Eve.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5507.
Reel: T-22

[Todd, Mary Van Lennup (Ives)].
Deborah.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5505.
Reel: T-22

Toile, George.
The boarder of Argyle Place.
New York, R.F. Feno. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5508.
Reel: T-22

Tomlinson, Everett Titsworth.
Exiled from two lands.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5509.
Reel: T-22

Tompkins, Elizabeth Knight.
The broken ring.
New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5510.
Reel: T-22

Tompkins, Elizabeth Knight.
Her Majesty.
New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1895
Wright bibliography number 5511.
Reel: T-22

Tompkins, Elizabeth Knight.
Talks with Barbara.
New York and London, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5512.
Reel: T-22

Turner, Bessie A.
A woman in the case.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2561.
Reel: T-22

Turner, William Wilberforce.
Jack Hopeton; or, The adventures of a Georgian.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1860
Wright bibliography number 2562.
Reel: T-22

Twells, Julia Helen (Watts).
The mills of the gods.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2565.
Reel: T-22

Tompkins, Elizabeth Knight.
The things that count.
New York, Putnam. 1902 [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 5513.
Reel: T-23

[Tompkins, George H.].
Why become a mother!.
New York, Stellar Pub. Co. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 5514; By Mrs. Frank Stamper [pseud.].
Reel: T-23

Tourgee, Albion Winegar.
Black ice.
New York, Fords, Howard, & Hulbert. 1888
Wright bibliography number 5515.
Reel: T-23

Tourgee, Albion Winegar.
Bricks without straw.
New York, Fords, Howard, & Hulbert; [etc.]. [c1880]
Wright bibliography number 5516.
Reel: T-23

Tourgee, Albion Winegar.
Button's inn.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1887
Wright bibliography number 5517.
Reel: T-23

Two ways to wedlock.
New York, Rudd & Carleton. 1859
Wright bibliography number 2567; [Reprinted from the New York home journal].
Reel: T-23

Tyler, Martha W.
A book without a title: or, Thrilling events in the life of Mira Dana.
Boston, The author. 1856
Wright bibliography number 2569; 2d ed., with additions.
Reel: T-23

Tyler, Martha W.
A book without a title; or, Thrilling events in the life of Mira Dana.
Boston, The Author. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2568.
Reel: T-23

Tyler, Moses Coit.
The Brawnville papers: being memorials of The Brawnville Athletic Club.
Boston, Fields, Osgood. 1869
Wright bibliography number 2570.
Reel: T-23
Tyng, Stephen Higginson.
The captive orphan: Esther, the Queen of Persia.
New York, R. Carter. 1860
Wright bibliography number 2571.
Reel: T-23

Tourgee, Albion Winegar.
"89.
New York, Cassell. 1891
Wright bibliography number 5518; By Edgar Henry [pseud.].
Reel: T-24

Tourgee, Albion Winegar.
Figs and thistles.
New York, Fords, Howard & Hulbert. [c1879]
Wright bibliography number 5519.
Reel: T-24

Tourgee, Albion Winegar.
A fool's errand.
New York, Fords, Howard, & Hulbert. 1879
Wright bibliography number 5520.
Reel: T-24

Tourgee, Albion Winegar.
The man who outlived himself.
New York, Fords, Howard, and Hulbert. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5524.
Reel: T-24

Tourgee, Albion Winegar.
Hot plowshares.
New York, Fords, Howard, & Hulbert. 1883
Wright bibliography number 5522.
Reel: T-25

Tourgee, Albion Winegar.
John Eax and mamelon: or, The South without a shadow.
New York, Fords, Howard, & Hulbert. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 5523.
Reel: T-25

Tourgee, Albion Winegar.
The mortgage on the hip-roof house.
Cincinnati, Jennings & Pye; New York, Eaton & Maines. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 5525.
Reel: T-25

Tourgee, Albion Winegar.
Murvale Eastman, Christian socialist.
New York, Fords, Howard, & Hulbert. [etc., c1890]
Wright bibliography number 5526.
Reel: T-25

Tourgee, Albion Winegar.
Out of the sunset sea.
New York, Merrill & Baker. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 5527.
Reel: T-26

Tourgee, Albion Winegar.
An outing with the Queen of Hearts.
New York, Merrill & Baker. 1894
Wright bibliography number 5528.
Reel: T-26

Tourgee, Albion Winegar.
Pactolus Prime.
New York, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1890]
Wright bibliography number 5529.
Reel: T-26

Tourgee, Albion Winegar.
A royal gentleman. And 'Zouri's Christmas.
New York, Fords, Howard, & Hulbert. [c1881]
Wright bibliography number 5530.
Reel: T-26

Tourgee, Albion Winegar.
With Gauge & Swallow, attorneys.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 5532.
Reel: T-27

Towner, Ausburn.
Chedayne of Kofono.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. [c1877]
Wright bibliography number 5533.
Reel: T-27

Towner, Ausburn.
Seven days in a Pullman car.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie & Co. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 5534.
Reel: T-27

[Townsend, Anne Lake].
On the verge.
San Francisco, A.L. Bancroft. 1879
Wright bibliography number 5535; By Philip Shirley [pseud.].
Reel: T-27

Townsend, Edward Waterman.
"Chimmie Fadden"; Major Max; and other stories.
New York, Lovell, Cryell & Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 5536.
Reel: T-27
Townsend, Edward Waterman.
   A daughter of the tenements.
   New York, Lovell, Coryell & Co. [c1895]
   Wright bibliography number 5537.
   Reel: T-28

Townsend, Edward Waterman.
   Near a whole city full.
   New York, G.W. Dillingham & Co. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 5538.
   Reel: T-28

Townsend, George Alfred.
   Bohemian days; three American tales.
   New York, The Author's Private Issue. [c1880]
   Wright bibliography number 5539.
   Reel: T-28

Townsend, George Alfred.
   The entailed hat; or, Patty Cannon's times.
   New York, Harper & Bros. 1884
   Wright bibliography number 5540.
   Reel: T-28

Townsend, George Alfred.
   Katy of Catocin; or, The chain-breakingers.
   New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1886
   Wright bibliography number 5541.
   Reel: T-28

Townsend, George Alfred.
   Mrs. Reynolds and Hamilton.
   New York, E.F. Bonaventure. 1890
   Wright bibliography number 5542.
   Reel: T-28

Townsend, George Alfred.
   Tales of the Chesapeake.
   New York, American News Co. 1880
   Wright bibliography number 5543.
   Reel: T-29

Townsend, Virginia Frances.
   A Boston girl's ambitions.
   Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T.
   Dillingham. 1887
   Wright bibliography number 5544.
   Reel: T-29

Townsend, Virginia Frances.
   But a Philistine.
   Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T.
   Dillingham. 1884
   Wright bibliography number 5545.
   Reel: T-29

Townsend, Virginia Frances.
   Lenox Dare.
   Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T.
   Dillingham. 1881
   Wright bibliography number 5546.
   Reel: T-29

Townsend, Virginia Frances.
   Mostly Marjorie Day.
   Boston, Lee and Shepard; New York, C.T.
   Dillingham. 1892
   Wright bibliography number 5547.
   Reel: T-29

Townsend, Virginia Frances.
   A woman's word and how she kept it.
   Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1879
   Wright bibliography number 5548.
   Reel: T-29

Townshend, Richard Baxter.
   Lone pine.
   Wright bibliography number 5549.
   Reel: T-30

Train, Florence.
   Under the second renaissance.
   Buffalo, C.W. Moulton. 1894
   Wright bibliography number 5552.
   Reel: T-30

Train, Elizabeth Phipps.
   The autobiography of a professional beauty.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 5553.
   Reel: T-30

Train, Elizabeth Phipps.
   Doctor Lamar.
   New York, T.Y. Crowell & Co. [c1891]
   Wright bibliography number 5554.
   Reel: T-30

Train, Elizabeth Phipps.
   Madam of the Ivies.
   Philadelphia & London, J.B. Lippincott co. 1898
   Wright bibliography number 555.
   Reel: T-30

Train, Elizabeth Phipps.
   A marital liability.
   Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1897
   Wright bibliography number 5556.
   Reel: T-30

Train, Elizabeth Phipps.
   A queen of hearts.
   Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1898
   Wright bibliography number 5557.
   Reel: T-31

Train, Elizabeth Phipps.
   A social highwayman.
   Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1896
   Wright bibliography number 5558.
   Reel: T-31
Train, M.
    Ray Burton.
Chicago. 1895
Wright bibliography number 5559.
    Reel: T-31

Trask, Kate (Nichols).
    John Leighton.
Wright bibliography number 5560.
    Reel: T-31

Trask, Kate (Nichols).
    Lessons in love.
New York, and London, Harper & Bros. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5561.
    Reel: T-31

Trask, Kate (Nichols).
    White satin and homespun.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph and Co. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 5562.
    Reel: T-31

Trimmer, F. Mortimer.
    The golden crocodile.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5564.
    Reel: T-31

[Tripp, George Henry].
    Student-life at Harvard.
Boston, Lockwood, Brooks, & Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 5565.
    Reel: T-31

Trotter, Ada M.
    Bledisloe; or, Aunt Pen's American nieces.
Boston, Cupples and Hurd. 1887
Wright bibliography number 5566.
    Reel: T-32

Trotter, Ada M.
    Heaven's gate.
Boston, D. Lothrop. [c1886]
Wright bibliography number 5567; By Lawrence Severn [pseud].
    Reel: T-32

Troubetzkoy, Amelie (Rives) Chanler.
    According to St. John.
New York, J.W. Lovell Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 5568.
    Reel: T-32

Troubetzkoy, Amelie (Rives) Chanler.
    Barbara Dering.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 5569.
    Reel: T-32

[Trowbridge, John].
    The great match, and other matches.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1877
Wright bibliography number 5576.
    Reel: T-33

Troubetzkoy, Amelie (Rives) Chanler.
    Tanis.
New York, Town Topics Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 5573.
    Reel: T-33

Troubetzkoy, Amelie (Rives) Chanler.
    Virginia of Virginia.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1888
Wright bibliography number 5574.
    Reel: T-33

Troubetzkoy, Amelie (Rives) Chanler.
    The witness of the sun.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 5575.
    Reel: T-33

[Trowbridge, John Townsend].
    The man who stole a meeting-house, and Preaching for Selwyn.
Boston, Lee & Shepard. 1895
Wright bibliography number 5577.
    Reel: T-33

Troubetzkoy, Amelie (Rives) Chanler.
    A question of damages.
Boston, Lee and Shepard, Pub. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5578.
    Reel: T-33

Truesdell, Seneca E.
    Snider's wickedness, and other stories.
St. Paul, Minn., Pioneer Press Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 5579.
    Reel: T-33
The Truly remarkable life of the beautiful Helen Jewett, who was so mysteriously murdered. Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1878] Wright bibliography number 5580. 
Reel: T-33

Truman, Benjamin Cummings. Occidental sketches. San Francisco, San Francisco News Co. 1881 Wright bibliography number 5581. 
Reel: T-33

Reel: T-33

Reel: T-33

Reel: T-33

Reel: T-33

Reel: T-33

Reel: T-33

Reel: T-33

Reel: T-33

Trumbull, Annie Eliot. White birches. New York, Harper & Bros. 1893 Wright bibliography number 5591; By Annie Eliot [pseud.]. 
Reel: T-34

Reel: T-34

Tucker, George Fox. A Quaker home. Boston, G.B. Reed. 1891 Wright bibliography number 5593. 
Reel: T-34

Tucker, George Fox. Uncle Calup's Christmas dinner. Boston, G.B. Reed. 1892 Wright bibliography number 5594. 
Reel: T-35

Reel: T-35

[Tunstall, Nannie Whitmell]. "No. 40". Richmond, Va., Randolph & English. 1884 Wright bibliography number 5596; 2d ed. 
Reel: T-35

Reel: T-35

Reel: T-35

Reel: T-35

[Tupper, Henry Allen]. The truth in romance. Baltimore, H.M. Wharton and Co. 1887 Wright bibliography number 5600; By Toffer [pseud.]. 
Reel: T-35
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

**Turnbull, Francese Hubbard (Litchfield).**
- The catholic man.
  - Boston, D. Lothrop Co. [c1890]
  - Wright bibliography number 5601.
  - Reel: T-35
- The golden book of Venice.
  - New York, The Century Co. 1900
  - Wright bibliography number 5602.
  - Reel: T-35
- Val-Maria.
  - Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1893
  - Wright bibliography number 5603.
  - Reel: T-36

**Turrill, Charles B.**
- Deuteronomy Brown.
  - [San Diego]. 1888
  - Wright bibliography number 5604.
  - Reel: T-36

**Tuttle, Hudson.**
- The Convent of the Sacred Heart.
  - Philadelphia, Carter Pub. Co. 1892
  - Wright bibliography number 5606.
  - Reel: T-36
- Life in two spheres.
  - Philadelphia, Carter Pub. Co. 1892
  - Wright bibliography number 5608.
  - Reel: T-36
- Secrets of the convent.
  - Philadelphia, Carter Pub. Co. 1892
  - Wright bibliography number 5609.
  - Reel: T-36

**Twells, Julia Helen (Watts).**
- Souci.
  - Philadelphia [etc.] J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1878
  - Wright bibliography number 5610.
  - Reel: T-36
- A triumph of destiny.
  - Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1896
  - Wright bibliography number 5611.
  - Reel: T-36

**Twingle, Carolinn Edna (Skinner).**
- 'Lisbeth.
  - Boston, Banner of Light Pub. Co. 1900
  - Wright bibliography number 5612.
  - Reel: T-36

- Syracuse, Masters & Stone. 1892
- Wright bibliography number 5613A; Written by a lady.
  - Reel: T-37

**Twombly, Alexander Stevenson.**
- Kelea.
  - New York, Fords, Howard & Hulbert. 1900
  - Wright bibliography number 5614.
  - Reel: T-37

**Tyler, Randall Irving.**
- The blind goddess.
  - New York, Stuyvesant Pub. Co. [c1899]
  - Wright bibliography number 5615.
  - Reel: T-37
- "Four months after date."
  - New York Stuyvesant Pub. Co. [c1898]
  - Wright bibliography number 5616; 2d ed.
  - Reel: T-37
- A Yale man.
  - New York, Street & Smith. [c1896]
  - Wright bibliography number 5617.
  - Reel: T-37

**Tyndale, Troilus Hilgard.**
- Don Cosme.
  - New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1899
  - Wright bibliography number 5618.
  - Reel: T-37

**Tyner, Paul.**
- Through the invisible.
  - New York, Continental Pub. Co. 1897
  - Wright bibliography number 5619.
  - Reel: T-37

**Ulmann, Albert.**
- Chaperoned.
  - New York, Cassell. [c1894]
  - Wright bibliography number 5620.
  - Reel: U-1
- Frederick Struthers' romance.
  - New York, Brentano's. 1889
  - Wright bibliography number 5621.
  - Reel: U-1
- Uncle Daniel's story of "tom" Anderson and twenty great battles.
  - New York, A.R. Hart & Co. 1886
  - Wright bibliography number 5622; By an officer of the Union army.
  - Reel: U-1
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[Underhill, Edward Fitch].

The history and records of the Elephant Club.
New York, Livermore & Rudd. 1856
Wright bibliography number 2572; By Knight Russ Ockside, M.D. and Q.K. Philander Doesticks, P.B.
[pseud].

Reel: U-1

Underwood, Francis Henry.

Cloud-pictures.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2573.
Reel: U-1

Underwood, Francis Henry.

Doctor Gray's quest.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1895
Wright bibliography number 5623.
Reel: U-1

Underwood, Francis Henry.

Lord of himself.
Boston, Lee, Shepard. 1874
Wright bibliography number 2574.
Reel: U-1

Underwood, Francis Henry.

Man proposes.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1880
Wright bibliography number 5624.
Reel: U-1

Upton, George Putnam.

Letters of Peregrine Pickle.
Chicago, Western News Co. 1869
Wright bibliography number 2575.
Reel: U-1

Urbino, Levina Buoncuore.

Sunshine in the palace and cottage; or, Bright extremes in human life.
Boston, Heath and Graves. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2576.
Reel: U-1

Underwood, Mary Lanman.

An American mother, & other stories.
Wausau, Wis., Van Vechten and Ellis. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5625.
Reel: U-2

An Unlaid ghost.
New York, Appleton. 1888
Wright bibliography number 5626.
Reel: U-2

Unveiling a parallel.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 5627; By two women of the West.
Reel: U-2

Upton, Louise R.

Castles in the air.
New York, Putnam. 1879
Wright bibliography number 5628.
Reel: U-2

Urie, Mary Le Baron (Andrews).

The villa Bohemia.
New York, Kochendoerfer & Urie. 1882
Wright bibliography number 5629.
Reel: U-2

Urner, Nathan Dane.

Link by link; or, The chain of evidence.
Chicago, G.W. Ogilvie. c1886
Wright bibliography number 5630.
Reel: U-2

Urner, Nathan Dane.

Naughty New York: or, The apron-strings relaxed.
New York] American News Co. [c1882]
Wright bibliography number 5631; By O.N. Looker [pseud.].
Reel: U-2

Uncle Solomon and the Homan family; or, How to live in hard times.
Boston, Cassady and March. 1837
Wright bibliography number 2632; By a poor man.
Reel: UV-1

The Unveiled heart.
Boston, J. Allen. 1835
Wright bibliography number 2634; By the author of Early impressions, etc.
Reel: UV-1

The Vain cottager: or, The history of Lucy Franklin.
New Haven, From Sidney's Press, for Increase Cooke. 1807
Wright bibliography number 2635.
Reel: UV-1

[Van Winkle, Henry Edward].

Rombet.
New York, C.S. Francis. 1835
Wright bibliography number 2637.
Reel: UV-1

Vanvalkenburg, Sylvester.

The mysteries of Haverhill.
Haverhill, J. Scott. 1844
Wright bibliography number 2636.
Reel: UV-1

[Vickery, Sukey].

Emily Hamilton.
Worcester, J. Thomas. 1803
Wright bibliography number 2638.
Reel: UV-1
The victims of gaming; being extracts from the diary of an American physician.
Boston, Weeks, Jordan. 1838
Wright bibliography number 2639.
Reel: UV-1

Victor, Frances Auretta (Fuller) Barrett.
Anizetta, the Guajira, or The Creole of Cuba.
Boston, "Star Spangled Banner" Office. 1848
Wright bibliography number 2640.
Reel: UV-1

Vide, V.V.
Sketches of aboriginal life.
New York, Buckland & Sumner. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2641.
Reel: UV-1

Virginia, or, The lost and found.
New York, Dayton & Saxton. 1842
Wright bibliography number 2642; By the author of 'Constance'.
Reel: UV-1

Von Dunderhead, Messrs. [pseud.].
The budget; or, Humble attempts at immortality.
Halowell [Me.] Glazier. 1830
Wright bibliography number 2643.
Reel: UV-1

[Vahle, Joseph].
The Irish prince and the Hebrew prophet.
New York, Masonic Pub. Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5632.
Reel: V-1

[Vahle, Joseph].
The Jerico papers.
Wright bibliography number 5633.
Reel: V-1

Valentine, Ferdinand Charles.
Gotham and the Gothamites.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. [1886]
Wright bibliography number 5634; By Heinrich Oscar von Karlstein [pseud.].
Reel: V-1

Valentine, Ferdinand Charles.
Horrors!
New York, S.W. Green's Sons. [c1884]
Wright bibliography number 5635.
Reel: V-1

[Valentine, Mann Satterwhite].
Amadeus: or, A night with the spirit.
New York, Scribner. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2576A; By Karl Valmann [pseud.].
Reel: V-1

Van Alstyne, Frances Jane (Crosby).
A wreath of Columbia's flowers.
New York, H. Dayton. [c1858]
Wright bibliography number 2577.
Reel: V-1

Van Namee, J. William.
The faithless guardian: or, Out of the darkness into the light.
Boston, W. White. 1870
Wright bibliography number 2578.
Reel: V-1

Van Namee, J. William.
Hopedale Tavern and what it wrought.
New York, National Temperance Society. 1870
Wright bibliography number 2579.
Reel: V-1

Van Rensselaer, Leslie.
Search after a lost heart.
New York, Cushing, Bardua. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2581.
Reel: V-1

Vanamee, Lida (Ostrom).
An Adirondack idyl.
New York, C.T. Dillingham & Co. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 5636.
Reel: V-1

Vanamee, Lida (Ostrom).
Two women; or, "Over the hills and far away.'.
New York, Merriam Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 5637.
Reel: V-1

Vance, Elmer Ellsworth.
Nellie Harland.
New York, G.W. Dillingham, Successor to G.W. Carleton & Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 5638.
Reel: V-1

Vance, Susa A.
Lois Carrol: or, Her two selves.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1874
Wright bibliography number 2582.
Reel: V-1

Vance, Wilson J.
God's war.
New York, F.T. Neely. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 5639.
Reel: V-1

Vance, Wilson J.
Little Amy's Christmas.
New York, American News co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 5640.
Reel: V-1
Vance, Wilson J.
Princes' favors.
New York, American News Co. 1880
Wright bibliography number 5641.
Reel: V-1

[Varnham, Mrs. R.G.].
Boston Common.
Boston, J. French, 1856
Wright bibliography number 2583.
Reel: V-1

Van Deventer, Emma Murdoch.
Against odds.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 5643.
Reel: V-2

Van Deventer, Emma Murdoch.
The diamond coterie.
Chicago, R.R. Donnelley. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5644; By Lawrence L. Lynch [pseud.]
Reel: V-2

Van Deventer, Emma Murdoch.
A mountain mystery; or, The outlaws of the Rockies.
Chicago, A.T. Loyd. 1887
Wright bibliography number 5645; By Lawrence L. Lynch [pseud.]
Reel: V-2

Van Deventer, Emma Murdoch.
Out of a labyrinth.
Chicago, A.T. Loyd & Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 5646; By Lawrence L. Lynch [pseud.]
Reel: V-2

Vance, Susa S.
Katherine.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 5642.
Reel: V-2

Victor, Metta Victoria (Fuller).
The dead letter.
New York, Beadle. 1867
Wright bibliography number 2584; By Seeley Regester [pseud.]
Reel: V-2

Victor, Metta Victoria (Fuller).
Fashionable dissipation.
Philadelphia, See, Peters. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2585.
Reel: V-2

Victor, Metta Victoria (Fuller).
The figure eight: or, The mystery of Meredith Place.
New York, Beadle. [c1869]
Wright bibliography number 2586; By Seeley Regester [pseud.]
Reel: V-2

Victor, Metta Victoria (Fuller).
Fresh leaves from Western woods.
Buffalo, G.H. Derby. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2587.
Reel: V-2

Victor, Metta Victoria (Fuller).
Miss Slimmens' window, and other papers.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1859
Wright bibliography number 2588; By Mrs. Mark Peabody [pseud.]
Reel: V-2

Victor, Metta Victoria (Fuller).
Mormon wives.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1856
Wright bibliography number 2589.
Reel: V-2

Victor, Metta Victoria (Fuller).
The senator's son. Or, the Maine law.
Cleveland, Tooker and Gatchel. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2590.
Reel: V-2

Van Deventer, Emma Murdoch.
Shadowed by three.
Chicago, Donnelley, Gassette & Loyd. [c1879]
Wright bibliography number 5647; By Lawrence L. Lynch [pseud.]
Reel: V-3

Van Dyke, Curtis.
A daughter of the prophets.
New York, Abbey Press. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 5649.
Reel: V-3

Van Dyke, Henry.
The first Christmas-tree.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5650.
Reel: V-3

Van Dyke, Henry.
The lost word.
New York, Scribner. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5651.
Reel: V-3

Van Dyke, Henry.
The story of the other wise man.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5652.
Reel: V-3
Van Dyke, Theodore Strong.
Flirtation camp: or, The rifle, rod, and gun in California.
New York, Fords, Howard & Hulbert. 1881
Wright bibliography number 5653.
Reel: V-3

Van Dyke, Theodore Strong.
Millionaires of a day.
New York, Fords, Howard & Hulbert. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5654.
Reel: V-3

[Van Fossen, Loo B.]
Abandoned.
New York [etc] London, F.T. Neely Co. [1900]
Wright bibliography number 5655; By Louis B. Zelcoe [pseud.].
Reel: V-3

Vandiver, John S.
The boss of the ward.
St. Paul, H.L. Collins. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5648.
Reel: V-3

Victor, Metta Victoria (Fuller).
Too true.
New York, Putnam. 1868
Wright bibliography number 2591.
Reel: V-3

Victor, Metta Victoria (Fuller).
Who was he?.
New York, Beadle. [c1866]
Wright bibliography number 2592.
Reel: V-3

Vidi [pseud.].
Mr. Frank, the underground mail-agent.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2593.
Reel: V-3

Vincent, Ellerton.
Art artist's dream.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1868
Wright bibliography number 2594.
Reel: V-3

Vingut, Gertrude (Fairfield).
Irene: or, The autobiography of an artist's daughter. And other tales.
Boston, Damrell and Moore. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2595.
Reel: V-3

Vingut, Gertrude (Fairfield).
Naomi Torrente.
New York, J. Bradburn. 1864
Wright bibliography number 2596.
Reel: V-3

Vingut, Gertrude (Fairfield).
Naomi Torrente.
New York, J. Bradburn. 1864
Wright bibliography number 2597.
Reel: V-3

Van Loon, Elizabeth.
A heart twice won; or, Second love.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 5656.
Reel: V-4

Van Loon, Elizabeth.
The mystery of Allanwold.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 5657.
Reel: V-4

Van Loon, Elizabeth.
Under the willows; or, The three countesses.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1879]
Wright bibliography number 5658.
Reel: V-4

Van Rensselaer, Mariana (Griswold).
One man who was content; "Mary," The Lustigs; Corinna's Fiammetta.
New York, The Century Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5660.
Reel: V-4

[Van Slingerland, Nellie Bingham].
Love and politics.
[Jersey City, N.J., Jersey City Printing Co.]. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 5661; By Neile Bevans [pseud.].
Reel: V-4

Van Vorst, Frederick B.
Without a compass.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 5662.
Reel: V-4

A Voice from the parsonage: or, Life in the ministry.
Boston, S.K. Whipple. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2598.
Reel: V-4

Vose, John Denison.
Fresh leaves from the diary of a Broadway dandy.
New York, Bunnell & Price. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2599; Rev., enl. and corr. by the author.
Reel: V-4
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**Reel Listing**

**Vose, John Denison.**
- Seven nights in Gotham.
  - New York, Bunnell & Price. 1852
  - Wright bibliography number 2600.
  - **Reel: V-4**

**Vose, John Denison.**
- Yale College "Scrapes.".
  - New York, Bunnell & Price. [n.d.]
  - Wright bibliography number 2601.
  - **Reel: V-4**

**[Vose, Reuben].**
- Despotism: or, The last days of the American Republic.
  - New York, Hall & Willson. 1856
  - Wright bibliography number 2602; By Invisible Sam [pseud.].
  - **Reel: V-4**

**Van Zile, Edward Sims.**
- Don Miguel, and other stories.
  - New York, Cassell Pub. Co. [c1891]
  - Wright bibliography number 5663.
  - **Reel: V-5**

**Van Zile, Edward Sims.**
- Kings in adversity.
  - New York, F.T. Neely. 1897
  - Wright bibliography number 5664.
  - **Reel: V-5**

**Van Zile, Edward Sims.**
- The Manhattanners.
  - New York, Lovell, Coryell & Co. 1895
  - Wright bibliography number 5665.
  - **Reel: V-5**

**Van Zile, Edward Sims.**
- With sword and crucifix.
  - Wright bibliography number 5666.
  - **Reel: V-5**

**Vaughan, Frank.**
- Kate Weathers; or, Scattered by the tempest.
  - Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1878
  - Wright bibliography number 5667.
  - **Reel: V-5**

**Veeder, Emily Elizabeth (Ferris).**
- Her brother Donnard.
  - Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1890
  - Wright bibliography number 5669.
  - **Reel: V-5**

**Ventura, Luigi Donato.**
- Peppino.
  - New York, W.R. Jenkins. 1889
  - Wright bibliography number 5671.
  - **Reel: V-6**

**Verdendorp, Basil [pseud.].**
- The Verendorps.
  - Chicago, C.M. Hertig. 1880
  - Wright bibliography number 5672.
  - **Reel: V-6**

**Verdier, Marguerite Louise.**
- Two little maids. And Conchita.
  - New York, W.L. Allison Co. [c1894]
  - Wright bibliography number 5673.
  - **Reel: V-6**

**Verne, Edna.**
- Fidelite.
  - San Francisco, A.L. Bancroft and Co. 1877
  - Wright bibliography number 5674.
  - **Reel: V-6**

**Vernon, Raphael.**
- All in a lifetime; or, Everything goes.
  - [n.p.] The Author. 1894
  - Wright bibliography number 5675.
  - **Reel: V-6**

**Vernon, Samuel Milton.**
- Lux vitae as seen in the life of John Paulus.
  - New York, Eaton & Mains. [c1900]
  - Wright bibliography number 5676.
  - **Reel: V-6**

**[Vernon, Thomas R.].**
- Twice adopted.
  - Media, Pa., Cooper & Vernon. 1898
  - Wright bibliography number 5677; By En quad [pseud.].
  - **Reel: V-6**

**Very, Lydia Louisa Anna.**
- A strange disclosure.
  - Boston, J.H. Earle. [c1898]
  - Wright bibliography number 5679.
  - **Reel: V-6**

**Very, Lydia Louisa Anna.**
- A strange recluse; or, Ye did it unto me.
  - [Salem, Mass., Salem Press Co.]. [1899]
  - Wright bibliography number 5679.
  - **Reel: V-6**

**Very, Lydia Louisa Anna.**
- Sylph; or, The organ-grinder's daughter.
  - Boston, J.H. Earle. 1898
  - Wright bibliography number 5680.
  - **Reel: V-6**
Veysey, Arthur Henry.
A cheque for three thousand.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5681.
Reel: V-7

Veysey, Arthur Henry.
Hats off!.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5682.
Reel: V-7

Veysey, Arthur Henry.
A pedigree in pawn.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5683.
Reel: V-7

Veysey, Arthur Henry.
The stateroom opposite.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5684.
Reel: V-7

Vicks, Robert H.
Zawis and Kunigunde.
Chicago, C.H. Ker & Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 5686.
Reel: V-7

Victor, Frances Auretta (Fuller) Barrett.
The new Penelope, and other stories.
San Francisco, A.L. Bancroft & Co. Printers. 1877
Wright bibliography number 5687.
Reel: V-7

Victor, Metta Victoria (Fuller).
Abijah Beanpole in New York.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5688.
Reel: V-7

Victor, Metta Victoria (Fuller).
The blunders of a bashful man.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie & Co. c1881
Wright bibliography number 5689.
Reel: V-7

Victor, Metta Victoria (Fuller).
Dora Elmyr's worst enemy; or, Guilty or not guilty.
New York, Street & Smith. 1878
Wright bibliography number 5690.
Reel: V-8

Victor, Metta Victoria (Fuller).
Miss Slimmens' boarding house.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie & Co. c1882
Wright bibliography number 5691.
Reel: V-8

Victor, Metta Victoria (Fuller).
Mrs. Rasher's curtain lectures.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie & Co. [c1884]
Wright bibliography number 5692.
Reel: V-8

Victor, Metta Victoria (Fuller).
Passing the portal: or, A girl's struggle.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 5693.
Reel: V-8

Viele, Herman Knickerbocker.
The inn of the silver Moon.
Chicago, H.S. Stone & Co. 1901
Wright bibliography number 5694.
Reel: V-8

Villars, Mary H.
Stories of home ad home folks; or, Leaves from a parsonage portfolio. Volume I.
Cincinnati, Walden & Stowe for the Author. 1882
Wright bibliography number 5695.
Reel: V-8

Vincent, Frank.
The lady of Cawnpore.
New York, Funk & Wagnalls. 1891
Wright bibliography number 5696; By Frank Vincent and Albert Edmund Lancaster.
Reel: V-8

Vinton, Arthur Dudley.
Looking further backward…[Also The dominant, and An international auction].
Salbany, Albany Book Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5697.
Reel: V-8

Vinton, Arthur Dudley.
The Pomfret mystery.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie & Co. [c1886]
Wright bibliography number 5698.
Reel: V-9

Visscher, William Lightfoot.
Way out yonder.
Chicago, Laird & Lee. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5699.
Reel: V-9

Vivian, Thomas Jondrie.
Luther Strong.
New York, R.F. Fenno & Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5700.
Reel: V-9
Vivian, Thomas Jondrie.
Seven Smiles and a few fibs.
New York, R.F. Fenno & Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 5701.
Reel: V-9

Voorhees, James Paxton.
The tale of wealth.
Washington, D.C., W.N. Morrison. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5702.
Reel: V-9

Vorse, Albert White.
Laughter of the sphinx.
Toronto, Philadelphia [etc.] D. Biddle. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5703.
Reel: V-9

Vynne, Harold Richard.
Love letters.
New York, Zimmerman's. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5704.
Reel: V-9

Vynne, Harold Richard.
The woman that's good.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally and Co.
c1900
Wright bibliography number 5705.
Reel: V-9

W., T.
"None but suitable persons."
Providence, R.I., B.T. Albro. 1839
Wright bibliography number 2644; By a rumseller.
Reel: W-1

Wade, Decius S.
Clare Lincoln.
Cambridge, Printed at the Riverside Press. 1876
Wright bibliography number 5706.
Reel: W-1

Wadleigh, Frances Ellen.
'Twixt wave and sky.
New York, Author's Pub. Co. [c1878]
Wright bibliography number 5708.
Reel: W-1

Wagnalls, Mabel.
Miserere.
New York [etc.] Funk & Wagnalls Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 5708.
Reel: W-1

Wagner, Belle M.
Within the Temple of Isis.
Denver, Astro-Philosophical Pub. Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5709.
Reel: W-1

Wagner, Harr.
The street and the flower.
San Francisco, San Francisco News Co. 1883
Wright bibliography number 5710; By Harr Wagner
and E.T. Bunyan.
Reel: W-1

Waishbrooker, Lois (Nichols).
Alice Vale.
Boston, W. White. 1869
Wright bibliography number 2603.
Reel: W-1

Waishbrooker, Lois (Nichols).
Helen Harlow's vow.
Boston, W. White. 1870
Wright bibliography number 2604.
Reel: W-1

Waishbrooker, Lois (Nichols).
Mayweed blossoms.
Boston, W. White. 1871
Wright bibliography number 2605.
Reel: W-1

Waishbrooker, Lois (Nichols).
Nothing like it; or, Steps to the kingdom.
Boston, Colby & Rich. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2606.
Reel: W-1

Waite, Campbell Waldo.
Among the moonshiners.
New York, F.T. Neely. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 5711.
Reel: W-1

Waite, Carlton.
A silver baron.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5712.
Reel: W-1

[Waite, Lucy].
Doctor Helen Rand.
Chicago, The Physicians' Pub. Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 5713; By Lois Wright
[pseud.].
Reel: W-1

[Wakeman, Antoinette Prudence (Van Hoesen)].
Questions of conscience.
Chicago, G.M. Hill Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 5714.
Reel: W-1

Wakeman, Joel.
The mysterious parchment: or, The Satanic license.
Boston, J.P. Jewett. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2607.
Reel: W-1
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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[Waldo, James Curtis].
Mardi Gras.
New Orleans, P.F. Gogarty. 1871
Wright bibliography number 2608; By Tim Linkinwater [pseud.].
Reel: W-1

[Walker, Ambrose].
The highlands.
Philadelphia, The Author. 1826
Wright bibliography number 2645.
Reel: W-1

Walker, Demosthenes.
Stanley: or, Playing for amusement and betting to count the game.
Nashville, Printed for the Author by J.B. M'Ferrin. 1860
Wright bibliography number 2609.
Reel: W-1

[Walker, Jesse].
Fort Niagara.
Buffalo, Steele's Press. 1845
Wright bibliography number 2646.
Reel: W-1

[Walker, Jesse].
Queenston.
Buffalo, Steele's Press. 1845
Wright bibliography number 2647.
Reel: W-1

[Wallace, Horace Binney].
Stanley: or, the recollections of a man of the world.
Philadelphia, Lea & Blanchard. 1838
Wright bibliography number 2648.
Reel: W-1

[Waln, Robert].
The hermit in America on a visit to Philadelphia.
Philadelphia, M. Thomas. 1819-21
Wright bibliography number 2649; Ed. By Peter Atall, Esq. [pseud.].
Reel: W-1

Ware, Henry.
David Ellington. With other extracts from his writings.
Boston, Crosby and Nichols. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2652.
Reel: W-1

Wakeman, Joel.
The golden horn; or, Fatal exchange.
Lewisburgh, Pa., S.T. Buck. 1882
Wright bibliography number 5715.
Reel: W-2

Walker, Mary (Spring).
The family doctor; or, Mrs. Barry and her bourbon.
Boston, H. Hoyt. [c1868]
Wright bibliography number 2610.
Reel: W-2

[Walker, Samuel].
The reign of selfishness.
New York, M.K. Pelletreau. c1891
Wright bibliography number 5716.
Reel: W-2

Walkley, Albert.
Captain Israel, the hopeful.
Boston, G.H. Ellis. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5717.
Reel: W-2

Walkley, Albert.
Theodore Parker.
Boston, Neponset Press. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5718.
Reel: W-2

Wall, George A.
Jacob Valmont.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 5719; By Geo. A. Wall and Geo. B. Heckel.
Reel: W-2

[Wall, Sarah E.].
Orange grove.
Worcester, B.G. Howes. 1866
Wright bibliography number 2612.
Reel: W-2

Wallace, Lewis.
Ben-Hur.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1880
Wright bibliography number 5720.
Reel: W-2

Wallace, Lewis.
The fair god: or, The last of the 'Tzins.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2614.
Reel: W-2

Wallace, Mrs. E.D.
Strife.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2613; 2d ed.
Reel: W-2
American Fiction, 1774-1910
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Ware, Henry.
The recollections of Jotham Anderson [pseud.].
Boston, Christian Register Office. 1824
Wright bibliography number 2653.
Reel: W-2

Ware, Henry.
The recollections of Jotham Anderson [pseud.].
Boston, Christian Register Office. 1828
Wright bibliography number 2654; 2d ed., enl. With other pieces of a similar character.
Reel: W-2

[Ware, Nathaniel A.].
Harvey Belden; or, A true narrative of strange adventures.
Cincinnati, The Author. 1848
Wright bibliography number 2655.
Reel: W-2

[Ware, William].
Julian: or, Scenes in Judea.
New York, C.B. Francis. 1841
Wright bibliography number 2656.
Reel: W-2

[Ware, William].
Letters of Lucius M. Piso [pseud.] from Palmyra, to his friend Marcus Curtius at Rome.
New York, C.S. Francis. 1837
Wright bibliography number 2657.
Reel: W-2

[Ware, William].
Probus: or, Rome I the third century.
New York, C.E. Francis. 1838
Wright bibliography number 2666.
Reel: W-2

Wallace, Lewis.
The first Christmas.
Wright bibliography number 5721.
Reel: W-3

Wallace, Lewis.
The prince of India; or, Why Constantinople fell.
Wright bibliography number 5722.
Reel: W-3

Wallace, M.A.
Well! Well! [2d ed].
New York, D. & J. Sadlier. 1863
Wright bibliography number 2615.
Reel: W-3

Wallace, W. De Witt.
Love's ladder.
Chicago and New York, Belford, Clarke & Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 5723.
Reel: W-3

Wallberg, Anna Cronhjelm.
The romance of Swecenborg's life.
San Francisco, C.A. Murdock & Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5724.
Reel: W-3

Waller, Mary Ella.
The rose-bush of Hildesheim.
Boston, Estes and Lauriat. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 5725.
Reel: W-3

Walling, Elizabeth (Bacon).
Phebe.
[Wilmington, Del.]. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 5726.
Reel: W-3

Wallis, John Calvin.
A frolicsome girl.
Chicago, G.W. Ogilvie. c1886
Wright bibliography number 5727.
Reel: W-3

Wallis, John Calvin.
A prodigious fool.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 5728.
Reel: W-3

Walsingham, Charlotte [pseud.].
Annette; or, The chronicles of Bellevue.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2616.
Reel: W-3

Walworth, Jeannette Ritchie (Hadermann).
Against the world.
Boston, Shepard and Gill. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2617.
Reel: W-3

Walworth, Jeannette Ritchie (Hadermann).
Dead men's shoes.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2618.
Reel: W-3

Walworth, Jeannette Ritchie (Hadermann).
Forgiven at last.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1870
Wright bibliography number 2619.
Reel: W-3

Walworth, Mansfield Tracy.
Beverly: or, The white mask.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2620.
Reel: W-3

Warland, John H.
The plume.
Boston, B.B. Mussey. 1847
Wright bibliography number 2670.
Reel: W-3
Warren, Grenliffe.
   The flying cloud.
   Boston, H.L. Williams. 1845
   Wright bibliography number 2671.
   Reel: W-3

Warren, Grenliffe.
   Olph: or, The wreckers of the Isle of Shoals.
   Boston, H.L. Williams. 1846
   Wright bibliography number 2672.
   Reel: W-3

[Waterhouse, Benjamin].
   A journal of a young man of Massachusetts, late a
   surgeon on board an American privateer.
   Boston, Rowe and Hooper. 1816
   Wright bibliography number 2673.
   Reel: W-3

[Waterson, Robert Cassie].
   Arthur Lee and Tom Palmer, or, The sailor
   reclaimed.
   Boston, J. Munroe. 1839
   Wright bibliography number 2678.
   Reel: W-3

[Watkins, Tobias].
   Tales of the Tripod; or, A Delphian evening.
   Baltimore, F. Lucas, Jr. 1821
   Wright bibliography number 2680; By Pertinax
   Particular [pseud.].
   Reel: W-3

Watterston, George.
   Glencarn; or, The disappointments of youth.
   Alexandria, Cottom & Stewart. 1810
   Wright bibliography number 2681.
   Reel: W-3

Walsh, Alexander Stewart.
   Mary.
   New York, H.S. Allen. 1886
   Wright bibliography number 5729.
   Reel: W-4

Walsh, Marie.
   His wife or widow?.
   New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1889
   Wright bibliography number 5730.
   Reel: W-4

[Walsh, Marie A.].
   My queen.
   New York, G.W. Carleton & Co.; [etc.]. 1878
   Wright bibliography number 5732; By "Sandette"
   [pseud.].
   Reel: W-4

Walsingham, Charlotte [pseud.].
   O'er moor and fen.
   Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1876
   Wright bibliography number 5733.
   Reel: W-4

Walter, Carrie (Stevens).
   An idyl of Santa Barbara.
   San Francisco, Golden Era Co. 1886
   Wright bibliography number 5734.
   Reel: W-4

Walton, Eleanor Going.
   She who will not when she may.
   Philadelphia, H. Altemus. 1898
   Wright bibliography number 5735.
   Reel: W-4

Walworth, Mansfield Tracy.
   Delaplaine: or, The sacrifice of Irene.
   New York, G.W. Carleton. 1871
   Wright bibliography number 2621.
   Reel: W-4

Walworth, Mansfield Tracy.
   Hotspur.
   New York, Carleton. 1864
   Wright bibliography number 2622.
   Reel: W-4

Walworth, Mansfield Tracy.
   Lulu.
   New York, Carleton. 1863
   Wright bibliography number 2623.
   Reel: W-4

Walworth, Mansfield Tracy.
   The mission of death.
   New York, D. & J. Sadlier. 1853
   Wright bibliography number 2624.
   Reel: W-4

Walworth, Mansfield Tracy.
   Stormcliff.
   New York, Carleton. 1866
   Wright bibliography number 2625.
   Reel: W-4

Walworth, Mansfield Tracy.
   Warwick: or, The lost nationalities of America.
   New York, G.W. Carleton. 1869
   Wright bibliography number 2626.
   Reel: W-4

Watterston, George.
   The L---- family at Washington; or, A winter in
   the metropolis.
   Washington, Davis and Force. 1822
   Wright bibliography number 2682.
   Reel: W-4

Watterston, George.
   The lawyer, or, Man as he ought not to be.
   Pittsburgh, Printed for and Pub. By Zadok Cramer.
   1808
   Wright bibliography number 2683.
   Reel: W-4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Wright bibliography number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The gold mines of the Gila</td>
<td>Webber, Charles Wilkins</td>
<td>New York, DeWitt &amp; Davenport</td>
<td>1849</td>
<td></td>
<td>W-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Long; or, Shot in the eye</td>
<td>Webber, Charles Wilkins</td>
<td>New York, W.H. Graham</td>
<td>1846</td>
<td></td>
<td>W-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Hicks the guide; or, Adventures in the Camanche country in search of a gold mine</td>
<td>Webber, Charles Wilkins</td>
<td>New York, Harper</td>
<td>1848</td>
<td></td>
<td>W-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The bar-sinister</td>
<td>Walworth, Jeannette Ritchie (Hadermann)</td>
<td>New York, Cassell &amp; Co., Ltd.</td>
<td>1885</td>
<td></td>
<td>W-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heavy yokes</td>
<td>Walworth, Jeannette Ritchie (Hadermann)</td>
<td>Boston, W.F. Gill and Co.</td>
<td>1876</td>
<td></td>
<td>W-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The husband in Utah; or, Sights and scenes among the Mormons</td>
<td>Ward, Austin N. [pseud?]</td>
<td>New York, Derby &amp; Jackson</td>
<td>1857</td>
<td></td>
<td>W-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The gates ajar</td>
<td>Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps)</td>
<td>Boston, Fields, Osgood</td>
<td>1869</td>
<td></td>
<td>W-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hedged in</td>
<td>Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps)</td>
<td>Boston, Fields, Osgood</td>
<td>1870</td>
<td></td>
<td>W-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men, women, and ghosts</td>
<td>Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps)</td>
<td>Boston, Fields, Osgood</td>
<td>1869</td>
<td></td>
<td>W-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The silent partner</td>
<td>Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps)</td>
<td>Boston, J.R. Osgood</td>
<td>1871</td>
<td></td>
<td>W-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female life among the Mormons</td>
<td>[Ward, Maria, pseud.?]</td>
<td>New York, J.C. Derby</td>
<td>1855</td>
<td></td>
<td>W-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Reel Listing

[Weld, Edward F.],
The ransomed bride.
New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2693.
Reel: W-5

[Weld, Horatio Hastings],
Corrected proofs.
Boston, Russell, Shattuck. 1836
Wright bibliography number 2694.
Reel: W-5

[Weld, J.H.],
Fourth experiment of living: living without means.
Boston, Otis, Broaders. 1837
Wright bibliography number 2696.
Reel: W-5

The Western home made happy.
Boston, J.B. Dow. 1844
Wright bibliography number 2703; By a lady.
Reel: W-5

[Weston, Maria D.],
The Weldron family; or, Vicissitudes of fortune.
Providence, Weeden & Peek. 1848
Wright bibliography number 2704.
Reel: W-5

Whippoorwill, Tim [pseud.],
Nelly Brown; or, The trials, temptations and pleasures of college life.
Boston, "Yankee Office.", 1845
Wright bibliography number 2705.
Reel: W-5

The White fawn, or Laura Ingram.
Baltimore, W. Taylor. 1847
Wright bibliography number 2707; By a young lady of Baltimore.
Reel: W-5

Whittier, John Greenleaf,
Leaves from Margaret Smith's Journal in the Province of Massachusetts Bay, 1678-9.
Boston, Ticknor, Reed, and Fields. 1849
Wright bibliography number 2709.
Reel: W-5

Whittier, John Greenleaf,
Legends of New-England.
Hartford, Hammar and Phelps. 1831
Wright bibliography number 2710.
Reel: W-5

[Wilburn, George T.],
Auto-biography of Sam Simple.
Boston, O. Brewer. 1837
Wright bibliography number 2711.
Reel: W-5

Walworth, Jeannette Ritchie (Hadermann),
On the winning side.
New York, R.F. Feno & Co. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 5744.
Reel: W-6

Walworth, Jeannette Ritchie (Hadermann),
Scruples.
New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. [c1886]
Wright bibliography number 5745.
Reel: W-6

Walworth, Jeannette Ritchie (Hadermann),
The silent witness.
New York, Cassell. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 5746.
Reel: W-6

Walworth, Jeannette Ritchie (Hadermann),
A strange pilgrimage.
New York, A.L. Burt. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 5747.
Reel: W-6

Walworth, Jeannette Ritchie (Hadermann),
That girl from Texas.
Chicago, New York [etc.] Belford, Clarke & Co. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 5748.
Reel: W-6

Walworth, Jeannette Ritchie (Hadermann),
True to herself.
New York, Street & Smith. [1890]
Wright bibliography number 5749.
Reel: W-6

Walworth, Jeannette Ritchie (Hadermann),
Uncle Scipio.
New York, R.F. Fenno & Co. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 5750.
Reel: W-6

Warden, Harmer S.,
Black Rolf: or, The Red Witch of Wissahickon.
Philadelphia, A. Winch. [c1856]
Wright bibliography number 2633.
Reel: W-6

Warfield, Catherine Ann (Ware),
A double wedding; or, How she was won.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1875]
Wright bibliography number 2634.
Reel: W-6
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Reel Listing

Warfield, Catherine Ann (Ware).
- Hester Howard's temptation.
  Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1875]
  Wright bibliography number 2635.
  Reel: W-6

Warfield, Catherine Ann (Ware).
- The household of Bouverie: or, The elixir of gold.
  New York, Derby & Jackson. 1860
  Wright bibliography number 2636.
  Reel: W-6

Wiley, Calvin Henderson.
- Alamance; or, The great and final experiment.
  New York, Harper. 1847
  Wright bibliography number 2712.
  Reel: W-6

Wilfred Montressor: or, The secret Order of Seven.
- New York, C.G. Graham. 1848
  Wright bibliography number 2713.
  Reel: W-6

Wilkes, George.
- The lives of Helen Jewett and Richard P. Robinson.
  New York. [1849]
  Wright bibliography number 2714.
  Reel: W-6

Wilkes, J. Wimpleton.
- The mysteries of Springfield.
  Springfield, W.B. Brockett. 1844
  Wright bibliography number 2715.
  Reel: W-6

Wilkinson, Henriette.
- The treasure, or, Hours in solitude.
  Cincinnati, E. Morgan. 1838
  Wright bibliography number 2716.
  Reel: W-6

[Willet, W.N.].
- Charles Vincent; or, The two clerks.
  New York, Harper. 1839
  Wright bibliography number 2717.
  Reel: W-6

William Cooper and his family, or, Christian principle exemplified.
- Boston, Wait, Greene. 1827
  Wright bibliography number 2718.
  Reel: W-6

Williams, Catherine Read (Arnold).
- Annals of the aristocracy.
  Providence, B.T. Albro. 1845
  Wright bibliography number 2719.
  Reel: W-6

Williams, Catherine Read (Arnold).
- Aristocracy; or, The Holbey family.
  Providence, J. Knowles. 1832
  Wright bibliography number 2720.
  Reel: W-6

Walworth, Jeannette Ritchie (Hadermann).
- Without blemish.
  New York, Cassell & Co., Ltd. 1866
  Wright bibliography number 5751.
  Reel: W-7

Walworth, Mansfield Tracy.
- Married in mask.
  New York, A.L. Burt. [c1888]
  Wright bibliography number 5752.
  Reel: W-7

Walworth, Mansfield Tracy.
- Zahara; or, AS leap for empire.
  New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1888
  Wright bibliography number 5753.
  Reel: W-7

Wander, Will [pseud.].
- Deacon Boggle's struggle with a liver pad.
  New York, M.J. Ivers. [c1886]
  Wright bibliography number 5754.
  Reel: W-7

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
- Beyond the gates.
  Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1883
  Wright bibliography number 5755.
  Reel: W-7

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
- Burglars in Paradise.
  Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1886
  Wright bibliography number 5756.
  Reel: W-7

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
- Come forth.
  Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1891
  Wright bibliography number 5757; By Elizabeth Stuart Phelps and Herbert D. Ward.
  Reel: W-7

Warfield, Catherine Ann (Ware).
- Miriam Monfort.
  New York, Appleton. 1873
  Wright bibliography number 2637.
  Reel: W-7

Warfield, Catherine Ann (Ware).
- The romance of the green seal.
  New York, Beadle. [c1866]
  Wright bibliography number 2639.
  Reel: W-7

Warfield, Catherine Ann (Ware).
- The romance of the green seal.
  New York, Beadle. [c1866]
  Wright bibliography number 2639.
  Reel: W-7
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Reel Listing

Warner, Anna Bartlett.
Dollars and cents.
New York, Putnam. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2640; By Amy Lothrop [pseud.].
Reel: W-7

Warner, Anna Bartlett.
Miss Tiller's vegetable garden and the money she made by it.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph. [c1873]
Wright bibliography number 2641.
Reel: W-7

Warner, Anna Bartlett.
My brother's keeper.
New York, Appleton. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2642.
Reel: W-7

Williams, Catherine Read (Arnold).
Fall River.
Boston, Lilly, Wait. 1833
Wright bibliography number 2721.
Reel: W-7

Williams, Catherine Read (Arnold).
The neutral French; or, The exiles of Nova Scotia.
Providence, The Author. [1841]
Wright bibliography number 2723.
Reel: W-7

Williams, Catherine Read (Arnold).
Religion at home.
Providence, Marshall & Hammond. 1829
Wright bibliography number 2725.
Reel: W-7

Williams, Catherine Read (Arnold).
Tales.
Providence, H.H. Brown. 1830
Wright bibliography number 2728.
Reel: W-7

Williams, Catherine Read (Arnold).
Tales. Vol. II.
Providence, Cranston & Hammond. 1835
Wright bibliography number 2729.
Reel: W-7

[Willis, John R.].
Carleton.
Philadelphia, Lea & Blanchard. 1841
Wright bibliography number 2730.
Reel: W-7

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
Doctor Zay.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1882
Wright bibliography number 5758.
Reel: W-8

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
Donald Marcy.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 5759.
Reel: W-8

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
Fourteen to one.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 5760.
Reel: W-8

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
Friends.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 5761.
Reel: W-8

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
The gates between.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 5762.
Reel: W-8

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
Jack the fisherman.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 5763.
Reel: W-8

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
The Madonna of the tubs.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 5765.
Reel: W-8

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
The master of the magicians.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5766; By Elizabeth Stuart Phelps and Herbert D. Ward.
Reel: W-8

[Warner, Eliza A.].
Our two lives: or, Graham and I.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph. [c1873]
Wright bibliography number 2643; By A.H.K. [pseud.].
Reel: W-8

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
Beech Bluff.
Philadelphia, P.F. Cunningham. [c1873]
Wright bibliography number 2644.
Reel: W-8
Warner, Susan Bogert.
Daisy.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1868-69
Wright bibliography number 2645.
Reel: W-8

Warner, Susan Bogert.
The hills of the Shatemuc.
New York, Appleton. 1856
Wright bibliography number 2646.
Reel: W-8

Willis, Nathaniel Parker.
The complete works of N.P. Willis.
New York, J.S. Redfield. 1846
Wright bibliography number 2731.
Reel: W-8

Willis, Nathaniel Parker.
Dashes at life with a free pencil.
New York, Burgess, Stringer. 1845
Wright bibliography number 2732.
Reel: W-8

Willis, Nathaniel Parker.
Inklings of adventure.
New York, Saunders and Otley. 1836
Wright bibliography number 2736.
Reel: W-8

Willis, Nathaniel Parker.
The legendary.
Boston, S.G. Goodrich. 1828
Wright bibliography number 2739.
Reel: W-8

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
Old maids, and Burglars in paradise.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 5767.
Reel: W-9

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
Sealed orders.
Boston, Houghton, Osgood and Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 5768.
Reel: W-9

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
A singular life.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 5769.
Reel: W-9

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
The story of Avis.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1877
Wright bibliography number 5770.
Reel: W-9

Ward, Elizabeth Stuart (Phelps).
The supply at Saint Agatha's.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5771.
Reel: W-9

Ward, Herbert Dickinson.
The burglar who moved paradise.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5772.
Reel: W-9

Ward, Herbert Dickinson.
A republic without a president, and other stories.
New York, Tait, Sons & Co. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 5773.
Reel: W-9

Ward, Susan Bogert.
Melbourne House.
New York, R. Carter. 1864
Wright bibliography number 2647.
Reel: W-9

Ward, Susan Bogert.
The old helmet.
New York, R. Carter. 1864
Wright bibliography number 2648.
Reel: W-9

Ward, Susan Bogert.
Queechy.
New York, Putnam. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2649; By Elizabeth Wetherell [pseud.].
Reel: W-9

Willis, Nathaniel Parker.
Life, here and there: or, Sketches of society and adventure at far-apart times and places.
New York, Baker and Scribner. 1850
Wright bibliography number 2740.
Reel: W-9

Willis, Nathaniel Parker.
The miscellaneous works of N.P. Willis.
New York, J.S. Redfield. 1847
Wright bibliography number 2741.
Reel: W-9

Willis, Nathaniel Parker.
People I have met; or, Pictures of society and people of mark, drawn under a thin veil of fiction.
New York, Baker and Scribner. 1850
Wright bibliography number 2742.
Reel: W-9

Willis, Nathaniel Parker.
The prose works of N.P. Willis.
Philadelphia, Carey and Hart. 1849
Wright bibliography number 2743; New ed. in 1 v.
Reel: W-9
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher, Year</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ward, Herbert Dickinson.</td>
<td>The white crown and other stories.</td>
<td>Boston and New York, 1894</td>
<td>W-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warddel, Nora Helen.</td>
<td>The romance of a quiet watering-place.</td>
<td>Chicago, New York, 1888</td>
<td>W-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ware, Evelyn Woodford.</td>
<td>The islanders.</td>
<td>Boston, Press of A. Mudge &amp; Son. 1892</td>
<td>W-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warfield, Catherine Ann (Ware)</td>
<td>The cardinal's daughter.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson &amp; Bros. [c1877]</td>
<td>W-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warfield, Catherine Ann (Ware)</td>
<td>Ferne Fleming.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson &amp; Bros. [c1877]</td>
<td>W-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warfield, Catherine Ann (Ware)</td>
<td>Lady Ernestine; or, The absent lord of Rocheforte.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson &amp; Bros. [c1876]</td>
<td>W-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner, Susan Bogert.</td>
<td>The wide, wide world.</td>
<td>New York, 1851</td>
<td>W-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren, Ebenezer W.</td>
<td>Nellie Norton: or, Southern slavery and the Bible.</td>
<td>Macon, Ga., Burke, Boykin, 1864</td>
<td>W-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willis, Nathaniel Parker.</td>
<td>Romance of travel, comprising tales of five lands.</td>
<td>New York, S. Colman, 1840</td>
<td>W-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilmer, John.</td>
<td>The modern vassal.</td>
<td>Boston, 1849</td>
<td>W-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilmer, Lambert A.</td>
<td>Confessions of Emilia Harrington.</td>
<td>Baltimore, 1835</td>
<td>W-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson, David.</td>
<td>Life in Whitehall.</td>
<td>Whitehall, N.Y., 1849</td>
<td>W-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warman, Cy.</td>
<td>The express messenger and other tales of the trail.</td>
<td>New York, 1897</td>
<td>W-10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warman, Cy.</td>
<td>Frontier stories.</td>
<td>1898</td>
<td>W-11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Reel Listing

Warman, Cy.
Short rails.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5783.
Reel: W-11

Warman, Cy.
Snow on the headlight.
New York, D. Appleton and Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5784.
Reel: W-11

Warman, Cy.
Tales of an engineer, with Rhymes of the rail.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1895
Wright bibliography number 4785.
Reel: W-11

Warman, Cy.
The White Mail.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5786.
Reel: W-11

Warne, Mrs. E.W.
Queen Elfreda.
Nashville, Tenn., Printed for the Author. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5787.
Reel: W-11

Warner, Anna Bartlett.
Patience.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 5788.
Reel: W-11

Warren, Israel Perkins.
Chauncey Judd: or, The stolen boy.
New York, Warren & Wyman. [c1874]
Wright bibliography number 2653.
Reel: W-11

[Warren, Nathan Boughton].
The lady of Lawford, and other Christmas stories.
Troy, N.Y., Nims. [c1874]
Wright bibliography number 2654.
Reel: W-11

[Warren, Nathan Boughton].
Lawford Hall and The lady of Lawford: or, The Boughtons of Warwickshire.
[Hartford, Conn., M.H. Mallory]. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2655.
Reel: W-11

[Wood, Sally Sayward (Barrell)].
Amelia; or, The influence of virtue.
[Portsmouth, N.H.] W. Treadwell. [1802]
Wright bibliography number 2754; By a lady of Massachusetts.
Reel: W-11

[Wood, Sally Sayward (Barrell)].
Dorval; or, The speculator.
Portsmouth, N.H., Printed at the Ledger Press by Nutting & Whitlock (for the author). 1801
Wright bibliography number 2755; By a lady.
Reel: W-11

[Wood, Sally Sayward (Barrell)].
Ferdinand & Elmira.
Baltimore, Printed for Samuel Butler, by J.W. Butler. 1804
Wright bibliography number 2756; By a lady of Massachusetts.
Reel: W-11

[Wood, Sally Sayward (Barrell)].
Julia, and the illuminated baron.
Portsmouth, N.H. Printed at the United States Oracle Press, by C. Peirce. 1800
Wright bibliography number 2757; By a lady of Massachusetts.
Reel: W-11

[Wood, Sally Sayward (Barrell)].
Tales of the night.
By a lady of Maine. Portland, T. Todd. 1827
Wright bibliography number 2758.
Reel: W-11

Woodruff, Maria.
A drop from the bucket, for the Sons of Temperance.
Auburn, Alden & Markham. 1847
Wright bibliography number 2759.
Reel: W-11

Warner, Beverley Ellison.
Troubled waters.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 5789.
Reel: W-12
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Warner, Charles Dudley</td>
<td>The golden house</td>
<td>New York, Harper &amp; Bros.</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>5790</td>
<td>W-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner, Charles Dudley</td>
<td>A little journey in the world</td>
<td>New York, Harper</td>
<td>1889</td>
<td></td>
<td>W-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner, Charles Dudley</td>
<td>That fortune</td>
<td>New York, Harper and Bros.</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td></td>
<td>W-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner, Ellen E. (Kenyon)</td>
<td>A lucky waif</td>
<td>New York, Fowler &amp; Wells</td>
<td>1885</td>
<td>5794</td>
<td>W-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washburn, Katharine (Sedgwick)</td>
<td>Ina</td>
<td>Boston, J.R. Osgood</td>
<td>1871</td>
<td>2659</td>
<td>W-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washburn, Katharine (Sedgwick)</td>
<td>The Italian girl</td>
<td>Boston, Lee and Shepard</td>
<td>1874</td>
<td>2660</td>
<td>W-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washburn, Katharine (Sedgwick)</td>
<td>Perfect love casteth out fear</td>
<td>Boston, Lee and Shepard</td>
<td>1874</td>
<td>2661</td>
<td>W-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washburn, William Tucker</td>
<td>Fair Harvard</td>
<td>New York, Putnam</td>
<td>1869</td>
<td></td>
<td>W-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson, James V.</td>
<td>Tales and takings</td>
<td>New York, Carlton &amp; Porter</td>
<td>1857</td>
<td></td>
<td>W-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wayne, Marion W.</td>
<td>Marguerite Kent</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Lippincott</td>
<td>1870</td>
<td>2664</td>
<td>W-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodworth, Samuel</td>
<td>The champions of freedom, or, The mysterious chief</td>
<td>New York, C.N. Baldwin</td>
<td>1816</td>
<td>2760</td>
<td>W-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worthington, Frank</td>
<td>Phillip Moreton, the poor gunsmith; or, Circumstantial evidence</td>
<td>Boston, R.B. Fitts</td>
<td>1850</td>
<td>2763</td>
<td>W-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washburn, Katharine (Sedgwick)</td>
<td>Diana</td>
<td>Boston, Lee and Shepard</td>
<td>1874</td>
<td>2660</td>
<td>W-12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner, Susan Bogert</td>
<td>The end of a coil</td>
<td>New York, R. Carter and Bros.</td>
<td>1880</td>
<td>5797</td>
<td>W-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warner, Susan Bogert</td>
<td>The gold of Chickaree</td>
<td>New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons.</td>
<td>1876</td>
<td>5798; By Susan and Anna Warner</td>
<td>W-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson, James V.</td>
<td>We. By us: that is to say, James Yellow and John Blue: their travails, by them</td>
<td>New York, Baker, Godwin</td>
<td>1854</td>
<td></td>
<td>W-13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Webb, Charles Henry.
John Paul's book.
Hartford, Conn., Columbian Book Co. 1874
Wright bibliography number 2666; By John Paul [pseud.].
Reel: W-13

Webb, Charles Henry.
Liffith Lank: or, Lunacy.
New York, Carleton. 1866
Wright bibliography number 2667.
Reel: W-13

Webb, Charles Henry.
St. Twel'mo: or, The Cuneiform Cyclopedist of Chattanooga.
New York, C.H. Webb. 1867
Wright bibliography number 2668.
Reel: W-13

Webber, Charles Wilkins.
"Sam:" or, The history of mystery.
Cincinnati, Rulison. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2671.
Reel: W-13

Warner, Susan Bogert.
The letter of credit.
New York, R. Carter and Bros. 1882
Wright bibliography number 5799.
Reel: W-14

Warner, Susan Bogert.
My Desire.
New York, R. Carter and Bros. 1879
Wright bibliography number 5800.
Reel: W-14

Warner, Susan Bogert.
Nobody.
New York, R. Carter & Bros. 1883
Wright bibliography number 5801.
Reel: W-14

Webber, Charles Wilkins.
Tales of the southern border. Part III: The wild girl of the Nebraska.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2674.
Reel: W-14

Webber, Charles Wilkins.
Yieger's cabinet.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2675.
Reel: W-14

Weir, James.
Simon Kenton; or, The scout's revenge.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1852
Wright bibliography number 2676.
Reel: W-14

Weir, James.
The winter lodge: or, Vow fulfilled.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2677.
Reel: W-14

Wellmont, Emma.
Substance and shadows: or, Phases of every-day life.
Boston, J.P. Jewett. 1854
Wright bibliography number 2679.
Reel: W-14

Warner, Susan Bogert.
A red wallflower.
New York, R. Carter & Bros. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5802.
Reel: W-15

Warner, Susan Bogert.
Wych Hazel.
New York, G.P. Putnam's sons. 1876
Wright bibliography number 5803; By Susan and Anna Warner.
Reel: W-15

Warr, J.W.
The business house that Jack built.
Wright bibliography number 5804.
Reel: W-15

Warren, B.C.
Arsareth.
New York, A. Lovell & Co. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 5805.
Reel: W-15

Warren, Charles.
The girl and the governor.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5806.
Reel: W-15
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Wellmont, Emma.
Uncle Sam's palace; or, The reigning king.
Boston, B.B. Mussey. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2680.
Reel: W-15

Welty, Mrs. E.A.
Self-made; or, Living for those we love.
New York, Sheldon and Co. 1868
Wright bibliography number 2681.
Reel: W-15

Wentz, Sara A.
Amy Denbrook.
New York, J. O'Kane. [c1867]
Wright bibliography number 2682.
Reel: W-15

Westcott, Margaret Jane Cook.
Bessie Wilmerton; or Money, and what came of it.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1874
Wright bibliography number 2684.
Reel: W-15

Warren, Cornelia.
Miss Wilton.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin & Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 5807.
Reel: W-16

Warren, Frances.
The woman's side.
New York, The Manhattan Pub. Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5808.
Reel: W-16

Warren, Mary Evalin.
Compensation.
Fox Lake, Wis., The National Temperance Society and Pub. House. [c1887]
Wright bibliography number 5809.
Reel: W-16

Warren, Thomas Robinson.
Drifting on sunny seas.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1893
Wright bibliography number 5810.
Reel: W-16

Warren, Thomas Robinson.
Juliette Irving and the Jesuit.
New Brunswick, N.J., J. Heidingsfeld. 1895
Wright bibliography number 5811.
Reel: W-16

Warren, William Fairfield.
The story of Gottlieb.
Meadville, Penn'a., Flood and Vincent. 1892
Wright bibliography number 5812.
Reel: W-16

Washburn, William Tucker.
The Unknown City.
New York, Jesse Haney & Co. c1880
Wright bibliography number 5813.
Reel: W-16

Western border life; or, What Fanny Hunter saw and heard in Kansas and Missouri.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1856
Wright bibliography number 2685.
Reel: W-16

Westmoreland, Maria Elizabeth (Jourdan).
Clifford Troup.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2686.
Reel: W-16

Westmoreland, Maria Elizabeth (Jourdan).
Heart-hungry.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2687.
Reel: W-16

Weston, Amanda.
Home scenes.
Syracuse, L.C. Matlack. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2688.
Reel: W-16

[Weston, Maria D.].
Bessie and Raymond; or, Incidents connected with the Civil War in the United States.
Boston, Edward Payson Weston, for sale by Crocker and Brewster. 1866
Wright bibliography number 2689.
Reel: W-16

[Weston, Maria D.].
Kate Felton; or, A peep at realities.
Boston, Edward Payson Weston. 1859
Wright bibliography number 2690s.
Reel: W-16

Waterbury, Jennie Bullard.
A new race diplomatist.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5814.
Reel: W-17

Waterloo, Stanley.
Armageddon.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 5815.
Reel: W-17
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
<th>Reel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Waterloo, Stanley</td>
<td>The launching of a man.</td>
<td>Chicago and New York, Rand. McNally &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1899</td>
<td>5816</td>
<td>W-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterloo, Stanley</td>
<td>A man and a woman.</td>
<td>Chicago, F.J. Schulte &amp; Co. [1892]</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5817</td>
<td>W-17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterloo, Stanley</td>
<td>The seekers.</td>
<td>Chicago &amp; New York, H.S. Stone &amp; Co.</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>5818</td>
<td>W-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterloo, Stanley</td>
<td>The wolf's long howl.</td>
<td>Chicago, H.S. Stone. 1899</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5820</td>
<td>W-17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Wetmore, Henry Carmer]</td>
<td>Hermit's dell.</td>
<td>New York, J.C. Derby. 1854</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2691</td>
<td>W-17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wharton, George M.</td>
<td>The portfolio of a Southern medical student</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo. 1851</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2693</td>
<td>W-17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Wheeler, A.O.]</td>
<td>Eye-witness; or, Life scenes in the Old North State.</td>
<td>Boston, B.B. Russell. 1865</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2694</td>
<td>W-17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Which: the right, or the left?</td>
<td>New York, Garrett. 1855</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2695.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>W-17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitaker, Mary Scrimzeour (Furman)</td>
<td>Albert Hastings.</td>
<td>New York, Blelock. 1868</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2696</td>
<td>W-17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waterman, Charles Elmer</td>
<td>The promised land, and other tales.</td>
<td>Mechanic Falls, Me., Ledger Pub. Co.</td>
<td>1897</td>
<td>5821</td>
<td>W-18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waters, Clara (Erskine) Clement</td>
<td>Eleanor Maitland.</td>
<td>Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1881</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5822</td>
<td>W-18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waters, Gay.</td>
<td>Alma; or, Otonkah's daughter.</td>
<td>Chicago, T.S. Denison. [c1888]</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5823</td>
<td>W-18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Watrous, Charles]</td>
<td>Told at Tuxedo.</td>
<td>New York, Putnam. 1887</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5824; By A.M. Emory [pseud.]</td>
<td>W-18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson, Augusta (Campbell)</td>
<td>Beyond the city gates.</td>
<td>New York, E.P. Dutton &amp; Co. 1897</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5825</td>
<td>W-18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson, Augusta (Campbell)</td>
<td>Dorothy the Puritan.</td>
<td>New York, E.P. Dutton and Co. 1893</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5826</td>
<td>W-18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson, Augusta (Campbell)</td>
<td>Off Lynnport Light.</td>
<td>New York, Dutton. 1895</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5827</td>
<td>W-18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson, Augusta (Campbell)</td>
<td>The old harbor town.</td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1892</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 5828</td>
<td>W-18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitcher, Frances Miriam (Berry)</td>
<td>The Widow Bedott papers.</td>
<td>New York, J.C. Derby. 1856</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 2697</td>
<td>W-18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Whitcher, Frances Miriam (Berry).
Widow Spriggins, Mary Elmer, and other sketches.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1867
Wright bibliography number 2698.
Reel: W-18

White, Ambie.
Leander Hall: or, The investigation of religious truth.
Louisville, Ky., Waller, Sherrill. 1865
Wright bibliography number 2699.
Reel: W-18

White, Anna L.
Kate Callender: or, School-girls of '54, and the women of to-day.
Boston, The author. 1870
Wright bibliography number 2700.
Reel: W-18

White, Homer.
The Norwich cadets.
St. Albans, Vt., A. Clarke. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2701.
Reel: W-18

White, M. Agnes.
Gordon Lodge, or, Retribution.
Baltimore, Kelly, Piet. [c1873]
Wright bibliography number 2701A.
Reel: W-18

[White, Rhoda Elizabeth (Waterman)].
Jane Arlington; or, The defrauded heiress.
Rouse's Point, D. Turner. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2702.
Reel: W-18

Watson, Lewis H.
Not to the swift.
New York, Welch, Fracker Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 5829.
Reel: W-19

Watson, Lewis H.
A strange infatuation.
Chicago and New York, Rand, McNally & Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5830; By Lewis Harrison [pseud.].
Reel: W-19

Watson, Marie.
The two paths.
Chicago, A.C. Clark. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5831.
Reel: W-19

Watters, Augustus.
A Newark knight.
Newark, N.J., L.J. Hardham. 1888
Wright bibliography number 5832.
Reel: W-19

Watters, Augustus.
The Puritans; or, Newark in the olden time.
Newark, N.J. 1894
Wright bibliography number 5833.
Reel: W-19

Watters, Augustus.
The Vale of Rampo.
Newark, N.J., L.J. Hardham. 1886
Wright bibliography number 5834.
Reel: W-19

Watts, William Courtney.
Chronicles of a Kentucky settlement.
New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5835.
Reel: W-19

Wayne, Charles Stokes.
The lady and her tree.
Philadelphia, The Vortex Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 5836.
Reel: W-19

[White, Rhoda Elizabeth (Waterman)].
Mary Staunton: or, The pupils of Marvel Hall.
New York, Appleton. 1860
Wright bibliography number 2703; By Uncle Ben [pseud.].
Reel: W-19

[White, Rhoda Elizabeth (Waterman)].
Portraits of my married friends: or, A peep into Hymen's kingdom.
New York, Appleton. 1858
Wright bibliography number 2704; By Uncle Ben [pseud.].
Reel: W-19

White, Richard Grant.
The adventures of Sir Lyon Bouse, Bart., in America, during the Civil War.
New York, American News Co. 1867
Wright bibliography number 2705.
Reel: W-19

White, Richard Grant.
Book of the Prophet Stephen, Son of Douglas.
New York, Feeks & Bancker; J.F. Feeks. [c1863-64]
Wright bibliography number 2706.
Reel: W-19

White, Richard Grant.
The chronicles of Gotham.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1871-72
Wright bibliography number 2707.
Reel: W-19

White, Richard Grant.
The Fall of Man: or, The loves of the gorillas.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1871
Wright bibliography number 2708.
Reel: W-19
White, Richard Grant.
The new gospel of peace according to St. Benjamin.
New York, S. Tousey; American News Co. [1863-66]
Wright bibliography number 2709.
Reel: W-19

White, Richard Grant.
Revelations.
New York, M. Doolady. 1863
Wright bibliography number 2710.
Reel: W-19

[Whiting, M.H.].
Boston, H. Hoyt. [c1866]
Wright bibliography number 2711.
Reel: W-19

Whitman, William Edward Seaver.
The ship-carpenter's family.
New York, H. Long. [c1855]
Wright bibliography number 2712.
Reel: W-19

Wayne, Charles Stokes.
Mrs. Lord's moonstone, and other stories.
Philadelphia, Wynne & Wayne. 1888
Wright bibliography number 5837.
Reel: W-20

A Wayward life; or, A girl's destiny.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 5838.
Reel: W-20

We are one.
Louisville, Ky., S.L. Ewing & Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 5839.
Reel: W-20

Weaver, Anna D.
Richards's crown.
Chicago, B.S. Heath. 1882
Wright bibliography number 5840.
Reel: W-20

Webb, Charles Henry.
Sea-weed and what we seed.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1876
Wright bibliography number 5841.
Reel: W-20

Webster, Henry Kitchell.
The banker and the bear.
New York, Macmillan Co.; London, Macmillan & Co., Ltd. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5843.
Reel: W-20

Whitmore, Walter.
Wilburn; or, The heir of the manor.
Cincinnati, R.E. Edward. [c1852]
Wright bibliography number 2713.
Reel: W-20

Whitney, Adeline Dutton (Train).
The Gayworthys.
Boston, Loring. 1865
Wright bibliography number 2714; 2d ed.
Reel: W-20

Whitney, Adeline Dutton (Train).
Hitherto.
Boston, Loring. [c1869]
Wright bibliography number 2715.
Reel: W-20

Whitney, Adeline Dutton (Train).
Patience Strong's outings.
Boston, Loring. 1869
Wright bibliography number 2716.
Reel: W-20

Whitney, Adeline Dutton (Train).
Real folks.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2717.
Reel: W-20

Whitney, Adeline Dutton (Train).
Zerub Throop's experiment.
Boston, Loring. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 2718.
Reel: W-20

Whitson, Mrs. Lorenzo Dow.
Gilbert St. Maurice.
Louisville, Bradley & Gilbert. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2720.
Reel: W-20

Whitson, Mrs. Lorenzo Dow.
Gilbert St. Maurice.
Nashville, Tavel, Eastman, & Howell. 1874
Wright bibliography number 2719.
Reel: W-20

Webster, Jonathan Vinton.
Two true California stories.
San Francisco, P.J. Thomas. 1883
Wright bibliography number 5844; Augusta Dane...Mary Morton.
Reel: W-21

Weeks, Clara Winslow.
Story of a china plate.
[New York, A.B. King]. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 5846.
Reel: W-21
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Weeks, Helen Marian.
The sequel of a wasted life.
Girard, Pa., Murphy & Nichols, Printers. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5847.
Reel: W-21

Weeks, J. Hatton.
The tin kitchen.
New York, Boston, T.Y. Crowell & Co. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 5848.
Reel: W-21

Weir, A.M.
Old times in Georgia.
Atlanta, Ga., Constitution Pub. Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 5849.
Reel: W-21

[Weitzel, Sophie (Winthrop)].
Counter-currents.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1888
Wright bibliography number 5850.
Reel: W-21

[Weitzel, Sophie (Winthrop)].
Justina.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1886
Wright bibliography number 5851.
Reel: W-21

Welch, Alfred.
Extracts from the diary of Moritz Svengali.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5852.
Reel: W-21

Welcker, Adair.
Snob papers.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson & Bros. [c1885]
Wright bibliography number 5853.
Reel: W-21

Whittlesey, Elsie Leigh.
Helen Ethinger: or, Not exactly right.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2721.
Reel: W-21

Whittlesey, Elsie Leigh.
The Hemlock Swamp. And A season at The White Sulphur Springs.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2722.
Reel: W-21

Whittlesey, Elsie Leigh.
Who was she? Or, The soldier's best glory.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1871
Wright bibliography number 2723.
Reel: W-21

Whittlesey, Sarah Johnson Cogswell.
Bertha the beauty.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2724.
Reel: W-21

Whittlesey, Sarah Johnson Cogswell.
Herbert Hamilton: or, The Bas Bleu.
Alexandria, Va., State Journal Job Printing Office. 1868
Wright bibliography number 2725.
Reel: W-21

Whittlesey, Sarah Johnson Cogswell.
The stranger's stratagem: or, The double deceit, and other stories.
New York, M.W. Dodd. 1859
Wright bibliography number 2726.
Reel: W-21

Wellington, Mrs. A.A.
By a way that they knew not.
Chicago, Rand, McNally & Co., Printers. 1885
Wright bibliography number 5854.
Reel: W-22

Wellington, Courtney.
Congressman Hardie.
New York, G.W. Dillingham Co. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 5855.
Reel: W-22

Wells, Catherine Boott (Gannett).
Miss Curtis.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1888
Wright bibliography number 5856.
Reel: W-22

Wells, Catherine Boott (Gannett).
Two modern women.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5857.
Reel: W-22

Wells, David Ames.
Robinson Crusoe's money: or, The remarkable financial fortunes and misfortunes of a remote island community.
New York, Harper & Bros. 1876
Wright bibliography number 5858.
Reel: W-22

Wells, David Dwight.
Her ladyship's elephant.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5859.
Reel: W-22
Wells, David Dwight.
His Lordship's leopard.
New York, Holt. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5860.
Reel: W-22

Wells, David Dwight.
Parlous times.
New York, J.F. Taylor & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5861.
Reel: W-22

Wightman, William F.
The fatalist.
Athens, Ga., Christy, Kelsea and Burke. 1851
Wright bibliography number 2728.
Reel: W-22

Wilbor, Mary H.
Violet.
Providence, G.H. Whitney. 1861
Wright bibliography number 2729.
Reel: W-22

[Wilburn, George T.]
Sam Simple's first trip to New Orleans.
Americus, Ga., Hancock, Graham & Reilly. 1870
Wright bibliography number 2730.
Reel: W-22

The wild Parks family of Wyoming County,
Pennsylvania.
Philadelphia, Old Franklin Pub. House. c1874
Wright bibliography number 2731.
Reel: W-22

Wiley, Calvin Henderson.
Life in the South.
Philadelphia, T.B. Peterson. [c1852]
Wright bibliography number 2732.
Reel: W-22

Willard, Clara A.
Fifty years ago.
New York, A.D.F. Randolph. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 2733.
Reel: W-22

[Willcox, Orlando Bolivar].
Faca.
Boston, J. French. 1857
Wright bibliography number 2736; By Major March [pseud.].
Reel: W-22

[Willcox, Orlando Bolivar].
Shoepac recollections.
New York, Bunce. 1856
Wright bibliography number 2737; By Walter March [pseud.].
Reel: W-22

[Wells, Eleanor P. Bell].
Madame Lucas.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1882
Wright bibliography number 5862.
Reel: W-23

[Wells, Samuel E.].
In spite of integrity, would you under these circumstances have stolen one hundred thousand, by Junius junior [pseud.]?
New York, The American News Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 5863.
Reel: W-23

[Wells, Samuel E.].
Valmond the crank, The forbidden book.
New York, Twentieth Century Pub. Co. c1891
Wright bibliography number 5864; By "Nero" [pseud.].
Reel: W-23

[Welton, Miss A.E.].
Cora.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie. [c1891]
Wright bibliography number 5866.
Reel: W-23

Wendell, Barrett.
The Duchess Emilia.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1885
Wright bibliography number 5867.
Reel: W-23

Wendell, Barrett.
Rankell's remains.
Boston, Ticknor and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 5868.
Reel: W-23

Wendler, Emma.
Peccavi.
New York, G.W. Carleton & Co. [etc.]. 1878
Wright bibliography number 5869.
Reel: W-23

[Williams, Henry Llewellyn].
L'Africaine; or, The maid of Madagascar.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. [c1866]
Wright bibliography number 2738.
Reel: W-23

[Williams, Henry Llewellyn].
Arrah-Na-Pogue (Arrah-of-the-Kiss); or, The Wicklow wedding.
Wright bibliography number 2739.
Reel: W-23
[Williams, Henry Llewellyn].
Binnacle Jack; or, The cavern of death.
Wright bibliography number 2740; By Mat Mizzen [pseud.].
Reel: W-23

[Williams, Henry Llewellyn].
The black cruiser; or, The scourge of the seas.
Wright bibliography number 2741; By Mat Mizzen [pseud.].
Reel: W-23

[Williams, Henry Llewellyn].
Black-eyed beauty; or, One of the lost.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. c1868
Wright bibliography number 2742.
Reel: W-23

[Williams, Henry Llewellyn].
Bob Brierly; or, The ticket-of-leave man.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. [c1867]
Wright bibliography number 2743.
Reel: W-23

[Williams, Henry Llewellyn].
Delaware dick: or, The chase of the Wasp.
Wright bibliography number 2744.
Reel: W-23

[Williams, Henry Llewellyn].
The Fenian chief; or, The martyr of '65.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. [1865]
Wright bibliography number 2745.
Reel: W-23

[Williams, Henry Llewellyn].
The flying arrow; or, The pirate's revenge.
Wright bibliography number 2746; By Matt Mizzen [pseud.].
Reel: W-23

[Williams, Henry Llewellyn].
Gay life in New-York; or, Fast men and grass widows.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. [c1866]
Wright bibliography number 2747.
Reel: W-23

[Williams, Henry Llewellyn].
The icy deep; or, True unto death!.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. c1868
Wright bibliography number 2748; By Mat Mizzen [pseud.].
Reel: W-23

[Williams, Henry Llewellyn].
Joaquin (the Claude Duval of California); or, The marauder of the mines.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. c1865
Wright bibliography number 2749.
Reel: W-23

[Williams, Henry Llewellyn].
Murty, the Rover; or, The Irish buccaneer.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. c1868
Wright bibliography number 2750; By Mat Mizzen [pseud.].
Reel: W-23

[Williams, Henry Llewellyn].
Rip Van Winkle. Or, The sleep of twenty years.
New York, R.M. DeWitt. [c1866]
Wright bibliography number 2751.
Reel: W-23

[Williams, Henry Llewellyn].
The serf; or, Love levels all!.
Wright bibliography number 2752.
Reel: W-23

[Williams, Henry Llewellyn].
Susan Wylie; or, The smuggler's bride.
Wright bibliography number 2754.
Reel: W-23

[Williams, Henry Llewellyn].
Will Watch.
New York, R.M. Dewitt. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2755.
Reel: W-23

[Williams, Henry Llewellyn].
Kidnapped.
[Milwaukee?]. [c1873]
Wright bibliography number 2756.
Reel: W-23

Wendt, Frederick W.
Ocean sketches.
New York, Colonial Book Co. [c1897]
Wright bibliography number 5870.
Reel: W-24

Wendt, Frederick W.
Transatlantics.
New York, Brentano's. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5871.
Reel: W-24

Wernberny, John.
Love & Company, (Limited).
New York, J. Selwin Tait & Sons. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5872.
Reel: W-24
Wertheimer, Louis.
A Muramasa blade.
Boston, Ticknor. 1887
Wright bibliography number 5873.
Reel: W-24

Westcott, Blanche.
Jean; or, Clouds with a silver lining.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1879
Wright bibliography number 5874.
Reel: W-24

Westcott, Edward Noyes.
The Christmas story from David Harum.
New York, Appleton. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5875.
Reel: W-24

Westcott, Edward Noyes.
David Harum.
New York, Appleton. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5876.
Reel: W-24

Westervelt, Leonidas.
The puppet-show.
New York, F.T. Neely. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 5877.
Reel: W-24

Wetmore, Claude Hazeltine.
Sweepers of the sea.
Indianapolis, Bowen-Merrill. [c1900]
Wright bibliography number 5878.
Reel: W-24

Williamson, Edward Hand.
The Quaker partisans.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1869
Wright bibliography number 2757.
Reel: W-24

Willis, F.R.
The dancing star; or, The smuggler of the Chesapeake.
Boston, F. Gleason. 1851
Wright bibliography number 2757A.
Reel: W-24

Willis, Julia A.
What a boy!.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2758.
Reel: W-24

Willis, Nathaniel Parker.
Fun-jottings; or, Laughs I have taken a pen to.
New York, Scribner. 1853
Wright bibliography number 2759.
Reel: W-24

Willis, Nathaniel Parker.
Paul Fane; or, Parts of a life else untold.
New York, Scribner. 1857
Wright bibliography number 2760.
Reel: W-24

Wilmer, Lambert A.]
The victim bride; or, A father's sacrifice.
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1875]
Wright bibliography number 2761.
Reel: W-24

Wilson, Augusta Jane (Evans).
Beulah.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1859
Wright bibliography number 2762.
Reel: W-24

Wright, Sarah Ann.
Clara Hollinbrook, the beauty of Fairfax; or, The life and adventures of an officer of the Union Army during the present war.
New York, M. Doolady. 1863
Wright bibliography number 2818.
Reel: W-25

Wetmore, Mai M.
Wee folk of no man's land; or, The Indian maiden's faith.
Chicago, Laird and Lee. 1889
Wright bibliography number 5879.
Reel: W-25

Wharton, Edith Newbold (Jones).
The greater inclination.
New York, Scribner. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5880.
Reel: W-25

Wharton, Edith Newbold (Jones).
The touchstone.
New York, Scribner. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5881.
Reel: W-25

Wharton, Edward Clifton.
The war of the bachelors.
New Orleans, Printed for the Author. 1882
Wright bibliography number 5882; By "Orleanian" [pseud.].
Reel: W-25

Wharton, Thomas Isaac.
"Bobbo," and other fancies.
New York, Harper. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5883.
Reel: W-25

Wharton, Thomas Isaac.
Hannibal of New York.
New York, H. Holt and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 5884.
Reel: W-25
Wharton, Thomas Isaac.
A Latter Day Saint.
New York, Holt. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5885.
Reel: W-25

Wheatley, Louise Knight.
Ashes of roses.
New York, Dodd, Mead & Co. [c1893]
Wright bibliography number 5886.
Reel: W-25

Wilson, Augusta Jane (Evans).
Inez.
New York, Harper. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2763.
Reel: W-25

Wilson, Augusta Jane (Evans).
Macaria; or, Altars of sacrifice.
Richmond, West & Johnston. 1864
Wright bibliography number 2764; 2d ed.
Reel: W-25

Wilson, Augusta Jane (Evans).
St. Elmo.
New York, Carleton. 1867
Wright bibliography number 2765.
Reel: W-25

Wilson, Augusta Jane (Evans).
Vashti; or, "Until death us do part."
New York, Carleton. 1869
Wright bibliography number 2766.
Reel: W-25

[Wilson, Mrs. H.E.].
Our Nig; or, Sketches from the life of a free black
in a two-story white house, North.
Boston, G.C. Rand & Avery. 1859
Wright bibliography number 2767; By "Our Nig."
Reel: W-25

Windle, Mary Jane.
Life at the White Sulphur Springs: or, Pictures of
a pleasant summer.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1857
Wright bibliography number 2768.
Reel: W-25

Wheeler, Andrew Carpenter.
The iron trail.
New York, F.B. Patterson. 1876
Wright bibliography number 5887.
Reel: W-26

Wheeler, Andrew Carpenter.
The Toltec Cup.
New York, Lew Vanderpoole Pub. Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5888.
Reel: W-26

Wheeler, Cora Kelley.
My allegiance.
Franklin, O., The Editor Pub. Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5889.
Reel: W-26

Wheeler, Esther Gracie Lawrence.
Stray leaves from Newport.
Boston, Cupples and Hurd. 1888
Wright bibliography number 5890; [2d ed.]
Reel: W-26

Wheeler, Esther Gracie Lawrence.
A Washington symphony.
New York [etc.] G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1893
Wright bibliography number 5891.
Reel: W-26

Wheeler, Ida Worden.
Siegfried the mystic.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5892.
Reel: W-26

Wheeler, Nelson W.
Old Thunderbolt in Justice Court.
Baraboo, Wisconsin. 1883
Wright bibliography number 5893.
Reel: W-26

Wheeler, Samuel Watson.
Count de Mornay; or, Back from the dead.
[n.p.]. 1894
Wright bibliography number 5894.
Reel: W-26

Wheeler, William Wallace.
Life.
Meriden, Conn. [Hartford, The Case, Lockwood &
Brainard Co., Printers]. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5895.
Reel: W-26

Wheeler, William Wallace.
Rest.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 5896.
Reel: W-26

Winne and I.
New York, J.C. Derby. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2769.
Reel: W-26

Winston, James.
Cora O'Kane: or, The doom of the rebel guard.
[Claremont, N.H.] Pub. By an Association of
Disabled Soldiers. 1868
Wright bibliography number 2770.
Reel: W-26
American Fiction, 1774-1910

Reel Listing

Winthrop, Theodore.
Cecil Dreeme.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1861
Wright bibliography number 2771.
Reel: W-26

Winthrop, Theodore.
Edwin Brothertoft.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1862
Wright bibliography number 2772.
Reel: W-26

Winthrop, Theodore.
John Brent.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1862
Wright bibliography number 2773.
Reel: W-26

Winthrop, Theodore.
Life in the open air. And other papers.
Boston, Ticknor and Fields. 1863
Wright bibliography number 2774.
Reel: W-26

[Wheelock, John E.].
In search of gold.
New York, H.W. Thompson. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5897; By Don Juan [pseud.].
Reel: W-27

Wheelock, Julia Flander.
Annis Warden; or, A story of real life.
Hamilton, N.Y., Republican Print. 1889
Wright bibliography number 5898.
Reel: W-27

Wheelwright, John Tyler.
A bad penny.
Boston, Lamson, Wolffe and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5899.
Reel: W-27

Wheelwright, John Tyler.
A child of the century.
New York, Scribner. 1887
Wright bibliography number 5900.
Reel: W-27

Wheelwright, John Tyler.
Rollo's journey to Cambridge.
Boston, Cupples and Hurd. 1887
Wright bibliography number 5901.
Reel: W-27

Wheless, Will J.
Yazoo.
Denison, Tex., Murray's Steam Printing House. 1889
Wright bibliography number 5902.
Reel: W-27

White, Alfred Ludlow.
Doctor Hildreth.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1880
Wright bibliography number 5903.
Reel: W-27

White, Betsey Ann.
Richmond and Way Stations: '61 and '64.
Wright bibliography number 5904; By Didama.
Reel: W-27

White, Betsey Ann.
Three holes in the chimney; or, A scattered family.
Newton [Mass.] The Author. 1886
Wright bibliography number 5905; By Didama [pseud.].
Reel: W-27

Wise, Henry Augustus.
Captain Brand of the "Centipede."
New York, Harper. 1864
Wright bibliography number 2775; By Harry Gringo [pseud.].
Reel: W-27

Wise, Henry Augustus.
Tales for the marines.
Boston, Phillips, Sampson. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2776; By Harry Gringo [pseud.].
Reel: W-27

Wise, Isaac Mayer.
The combat of the people; or, Hillel and Herod.
Cincinnati, O., Bloch & Co. 1859
Wright bibliography number 2777.
Reel: W-27

Wise, Isaac Mayer.
The first of the Maccabees.
Cincinnati, Bloch. 1860
Wright bibliography number 2778.
Reel: W-27

[Wise, John].
The fate of Donaldson and Grimwood in a balloon voyage from Chicago.
Philadelphia, J. Wise. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2779.
Reel: W-27

Withbeck, Trebor R.
The life, adventures, and elopement of Emily La Croix, the poisoner.
Baltimore, M.A. Milliette. [c1856]
Wright bibliography number 2779A.
Reel: W-27
Wolfersberger, George Andrew.
Tales for all season.
Philadelphia, Crissy & Markley. 1863
Wright bibliography number 2781.
Reel: W-27

Woman's faith.
New York, Derby & Jackson. 1856
Wright bibliography number 2782.
Reel: W-27

Wright, Julia (McNair).
The captain's bargain.
New York, National Temperance Society and
Publication House. [c1889]
Wright bibliography number 6126.
Reel: W-27

White, Caroline (Earle).
Love in the tropics.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5906.
Reel: W-28

White, Caroline (Earle).
A modern Agrippa. Patience Barker.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1893
Wright bibliography number 5907.
Reel: W-28

White, Eliza Orne.
A Browning courtship, and other stories.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co.
1897
Wright bibliography number 5908.
Reel: W-28

White, Eliza Orne.
The coming of Theodora.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co.
1895
Wright bibliography number 5909.
Reel: W-28

White, Eliza Orne.
A lover of truth.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5910.
Reel: W-28

White, Eliza Orne.
Miss Brooks.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5911.
Reel: W-28

White, Eliza Orne.
Winterborough.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co.
1892
Wright bibliography number 5912.
Reel: W-28

White, Elizabeth Stoughton (Gale).
Uno Who.
New York [etc.] The Abbey Press. [1900]
Wright bibliography number 5913.
Reel: W-29

White, Ernest L.E.
Sketches from the sunset land.
McMinnville, Or., E.L.E. White. 1888
Wright bibliography number 5914.
Reel: W-29

White, Hervey.
Differences.
Boston, Small, Maynard & Co. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5915.
Reel: W-29

White, Hervey.
Quicksand.
Boston, Small, Maynard & Co. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5916.
Reel: W-29

White, Matthew.
The affair at Islington.
New York, F.A. Munsey. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5918.
Reel: W-29
White, Matthew.
A born aristocrat.
New York, F.A. Munsey. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5918.
Reel: W-29

White, Richard Grant.
The fate of Mansfield Humphreys, with the episode of Mr. Washington Adams in England, and an apology.
Boston, New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5919.
Reel: W-29

White, Ten Eyck.
The lakeside musings.
Chicago, Rand, McNally & Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5920.
Reel: W-29

[Wood, Julia Amanda (Sargent)].
Hubert's wife.
Baltimore, Kelly, Piet. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2789; By Minnie Mary Lee [pseud.].
Reel: W-29

[Wood, W.S.].
How Bennie did it.
Portland, Hoyt, Fogg & Breed. 1869
Wright bibliography number 2790; By Matthew Merchant [pseud.].
Reel: W-29

[Woodruff, Julia Louisa Matilda (Curtiss)].
Holden with the cords.
New York, Dutton. 1874
Wright bibliography number 2791; By W.M.L. Jay [pseud.].
Reel: W-29

[Woodruff, Julia Louisa Matilda (Curtiss)].
Shiloh; or, Without and within.
New York, Dutton. 1870
Wright bibliography number 2792; By W.M.L. Jay [pseud.].
Reel: W-29

[Woods, Caroline H.].
The diary of a milliner.
New York, Hurd and Houghton. 1867
Wright bibliography number 2793; By Belle Otis [pseud.].
Reel: W-29

White, Mrs. W.H.
Jessica; or, A diamond with a blemish.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5921.
Reel: W-30

White, Mrs. W.H.
Some women of to-day.
New York, G.W. Carleton. 1880
Wright bibliography number 5922.
Reel: W-30

White, William Allen.
The real issue.
Chicago, Way and Williams. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5923.
Reel: W-30

[White, William Francis].
A picture of pioneer times in California.
San Francisco, W.M. Hinton & Co. 1881
Wright bibliography number 5924; By William Grey [pseud.]; Author's ed.
Reel: W-30

Whiteley, Isabel (Nixon).
The falcon of Langeac.
Boston, Copeland and Day. 1897
Wright bibliography number 5925.
Reel: W-30

Woods, George Bryant.
Essays, sketches and stories.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2794.
Reel: W-30

[Woodson, Mary E.].
The way it all ended.
Richmond, Va., Author's Ed. 1859
Wright bibliography number 2795.
Reel: W-30

Woodville, Fanny.
Edward Wilton; or, Early days in Michigan.
[n.p.]. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2796.
Reel: W-30

Woolson, Constance Fenimore.
Castle Nowhere.
Boston, J.R. Osgood. 1875
Wright bibliography number 2797.
Reel: W-30

Wrecks and rescues. By an early member of the Board of Managers of the A.F.G.S.
New York, American Female Guardian Society. 1859
Wright bibliography number 2798; Ed. by the Publishing Committee.
Reel: W-30

Wright, Caleb Earl.
Marcus Blair.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2799.
Reel: W-30
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

Wright, Daniel Thew.
Mrs. Armington's ward; or, The inferior sex.
Boston, Lee and Shepard. 1874
Wright bibliography number 2800.
Reel: W-30

Whiteley, Isabel (Nixon).
For the French lilies (A.D. 1511-1512).
St. Louis, Mo., B. Herder. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5926.
Reel: W-31

Whitelock, Louise (Clarkson).
How hindsight met provincialatis.
Boston, Copeland and Day. 1898
Wright bibliography number 5927.
Reel: W-31

Whitelock, Louise (Clarkson).
A mad madonna, and other stories.
Boston, J. Knight Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 5928.
Reel: W-31

Whitelock, Louise (Clarkson).
The shadow of John Wallace.
New York, White, Stokes & Allen. 1884
Wright bibliography number 5929.
Reel: W-31

Whitney, Adeline Dutton (Train).
Ascutney street.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1890
Wright bibliography number 5930.
Reel: W-31

Whitney, Adeline Dutton (Train).
Bonnyborough.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 5931.
Reel: W-31

Whitney, Adeline Dutton (Train).
A golden gossip.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1892
Wright bibliography number 5932.
Reel: W-31

[Wright, E.M.].
Behind the scenes.
Boston, New England News Co. 1870
Wright bibliography number 2081; By Verity Victor [pseud.].
Reel: W-31

Wright, Edmund [pseud.].
Narrative of Edmund Wright.
New York, R.W. Hitchcock. 1864
Wright bibliography number 2802.
Reel: W-31

Wright, Julia (McNair).
Almost a priest.
Philadelphia, McKinney & Martin. 1870
Wright bibliography number 2803.
Reel: W-31

Wright, Julia (McNair).
The best fellow in the world.
New York, National Temperance Society. 1871
Wright bibliography number 2804.
Reel: W-31

Wright, Julia (McNair).
The corner stall.
Boston, H. Hoyt. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 2805.
Reel: W-31

Wright, Julia (McNair).
How could he escape?.
New York, The National Temperance Society. 1870
Wright bibliography number 2806.
Reel: W-31

Whitney, Adeline Dutton (Train).
Homespun yarns.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1887
Wright bibliography number 5933.
Reel: W-32

Whitney, Adeline Dutton (Train).
Sights and insights.
Boston, J.R. Osgood and Co. 1876
Wright bibliography number 5934.
Reel: W-32

Whitney, Adeline Dutton (Train).
Square pegs.
Boston, Houghton, Mifflin. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5935.
Reel: W-32

Whitney, Atwell.
Almond-eyed.
[San Francisco] Printed for the Author by A.L. Bancroft & Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 5936.
Reel: W-32

Whitson, Rolland Lewis.
Rolinda.
Columbus, O., Champlin Press. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 5937.
Reel: W-32

Wright, Julia (McNair).
John and the demijohn.
Boston, H. Hoyt. [c1869]
Wright bibliography number 2807.
Reel: W-32
Wright, Julia (McNair).
Jug-or-not.
New York, National Temperance Society. 1870
Wright bibliography number 2808.
Reel: W-32

Wright, Julia (McNair).
The life cruise of Capt. Bess Adams.
New York, National Temperance Society. 1874
Wright bibliography number 2809.
Reel: W-32

Wright, Julia (McNair).
A million too much.
Philadelphia, Porter & Coates. [c1871]
Wright bibliography number 2810.
Reel: W-32

[Whitson, Thomas].
Walter Graham, statesman.
Lancaster, Pa., Fulton Pub. Co. 1891
Wright bibliography number 5938.
Reel: W-33

Whittaker, Frederick.
The cadet button.
New York, Sheldon & Co. 1878
Wright bibliography number 5939.
Reel: W-33

Whittlesey, Elsie Leigh.
Elyria.
Philadelphia, Claxton, Remsen & Haffelfinger. 1877
Wright bibliography number 5940.
Reel: W-33

Wickersham, James Alexander.
Enoch Willoughby.
New York, C. Scribner's Sons. 1900
Wright bibliography number 5942.
Reel: W-33

Widdemer, Irene.
Daisy Brentwell.
New York, G.P. Putnam's Sons. 1876
Wright bibliography number 5943.
Reel: W-33

Wright, Julia (McNair).
Nothing to drink.
New York, National Temperance Society. 1873
Wright bibliography number 2812.
Reel: W-33

Wiggin, James Bartlett.
The wild artist in Boston.
Boston, J.B. Wiggin. 1888
Wright bibliography number 5944.
Reel: W-34

Wiggin, Kate Douglas (Smith).
Marm Lisa.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5946.
Reel: W-34

Wiggin, Kate Douglas (Smith).
Penelope's English progress.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. [c1898]
Wright bibliography number 5948.
Reel: W-34

Wiggin, Kate Douglas (Smith).
The village watch-tower.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 5949.
Reel: W-34
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Reel</th>
<th>Bibliography Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wiggs, Anna Oldfield.</td>
<td>Apple-blossoms.</td>
<td>Chicago, A.E. Davis &amp; Co. 1886</td>
<td>W-34</td>
<td>5950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wiggs, Anna Oldfield.</td>
<td>Hayne Home.</td>
<td>Chicago, Rand, McNally. 1890</td>
<td>W-34</td>
<td>5951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Julia (McNair).</td>
<td>Under the yoke; and other tales.</td>
<td>Cincinnati, Western Tract and Book Society. 1871</td>
<td>W-34</td>
<td>2816</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Sarah Ann.</td>
<td>The crimson star; or, The midnight vision.</td>
<td>New York, Masonic and Miscellaneous Pub. Co. 1875</td>
<td>W-34</td>
<td>2819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Sarah Ann.</td>
<td>The gem of the lake.</td>
<td>New York, American News Co. 1868</td>
<td>W-34</td>
<td>2820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Sarah Ann.</td>
<td>The golden ladder; or, The stolen jewel.</td>
<td>New York, American News Co. 1871</td>
<td>W-34</td>
<td>2821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Sarah Ann.</td>
<td>The secret duel; or, The soldier's dream.</td>
<td>New York, American News Co. 1869</td>
<td>W-34</td>
<td>2822</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[Wynne, Emma L. (Moffett)].</td>
<td>Crown jewels; or, The dream of an empire.</td>
<td>New York, Carleton. 1871</td>
<td>W-34</td>
<td>2824</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wight, Emma Howard.</td>
<td>The little maid of Israel.</td>
<td>St. Louis, Mo., B. Herder. 1900</td>
<td>W-35</td>
<td>5953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WIlbur, Mrs. C.E.</td>
<td>The threat of gold.</td>
<td>Cincinnati, Cranston &amp; Stowe. 1885</td>
<td>W-35</td>
<td>5955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilcox, Henry S.</td>
<td>Flaws.</td>
<td>Des Moines, Iowa, Geo. S. Cline. 1885</td>
<td>W-35</td>
<td>5960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilcox, Henry S.</td>
<td>Was it suicide?.</td>
<td>New York, F. Tennyson Neely. 1897</td>
<td>W-35</td>
<td>5959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilcox, Marrion.</td>
<td>Real people.</td>
<td>New York, White, Stokes &amp; Allen. 1886</td>
<td>W-36</td>
<td>5962</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wilcox, Marrion. 
Vengeance of the female.
Chicago, H.S. Stone. 1899
Wright bibliography number 5964.
Reel: W-36

The wild ranger of Santa Fe.
[Philadelphia, J.H. Schenck & Son]. [189?] 
Wright bibliography number 5965.
Reel: W-36

Wilde, M. Vaughan. 
Juleps and clover.
New York, R.F. Fenno & Co. [c1898] 
Wright bibliography number 5966.
Reel: W-36

Wildenbruck, Ernst von. 
Noble Blood.
New York, F. Tennyson Neely. 1896
Wright bibliography number 5968.
Reel: W-36

Wildman, Rounsevelle. 
The Panglima Muda. 
San Francisco, Overland Monthly pub. Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 5969.
Reel: W-37

Wildman, Rounsevelle. 
Tales of the Malay coast, from Penang to the Philippines. 
Boston, Lothrop Pub. Co. [c1899]
Wright bibliography number 5970.
Reel: W-37

Wildrick, Marion White. 
Lord Strahan. 
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1879
Wright bibliography number 5971.
Reel: W-37

Wilkes, A.B. 
The great social boycott; or, Society readjusted and the causes leading to its establishment. 
Brownwood, Tesas. 1895
Wright bibliography number 5973.
Reel: W-37

Wilkie, Franc Bangs. 
The gambler.
Chicago, T.S. Denison. [c1888]
Wright bibliography number 5974.
Reel: W-37

[Wilkinson, Robert Carlton]. 
The kingdom of love. 
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<td>W-53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Who is guilty</td>
<td>Woolf, Philip</td>
<td>New York, Cassell &amp; Col.</td>
<td>[c1886]</td>
<td>6096</td>
<td>W-53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A girl graduate</td>
<td>Woolley, Celia (Parker)</td>
<td>Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co.</td>
<td>1889</td>
<td>6097</td>
<td>W-53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love and theology</td>
<td>Woolley, Celia (Parker)</td>
<td>Boston, Ticknor and Co.</td>
<td>1887</td>
<td>6098</td>
<td>W-53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger Hunt</td>
<td>Woolley, Celia (Parker)</td>
<td>Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co.</td>
<td>1892</td>
<td>6099</td>
<td>W-53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne</td>
<td>Woolson, Constance Fenimore</td>
<td>New York, Harper &amp; Bros.</td>
<td>1882</td>
<td>6100</td>
<td>W-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dorothy and other Italian stories</td>
<td>Woolson, Constance Fenimore</td>
<td>New York, Harper &amp; Bros.</td>
<td>1896</td>
<td>6101</td>
<td>W-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>For the Major</td>
<td>Woolson, Constance Fenimore</td>
<td>New York, Harper &amp; Bros.</td>
<td>1883</td>
<td>6103</td>
<td>W-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The front yard, and other Italian stories</td>
<td>Woolson, Constance Fenimore</td>
<td>New York, Harper &amp; Bros.</td>
<td>1895</td>
<td>6104</td>
<td>W-54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodman, the keeper</td>
<td>Woolson, Constance Fenimore</td>
<td>New York, D. Appleton and Co.</td>
<td>1880</td>
<td>6107</td>
<td>W-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edna Lee</td>
<td>Worden, Hattie Weller</td>
<td>Chicago, Scroll Pub. Co.</td>
<td>1900</td>
<td>6108</td>
<td>W-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Worldly twin</td>
<td></td>
<td>New York, G.W. Dillingham.</td>
<td>1893</td>
<td>6110</td>
<td>W-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Title</td>
<td>Publisher</td>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Bibliography Number</td>
<td>Reel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worrton, Harriet B.</td>
<td>&quot;Trustum&quot; and his grandchildren.</td>
<td>Nantucket, The Author. 1881</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 6112; By one of them.</td>
<td>Reel: W-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worthington, Elizabeth Strong.</td>
<td>The Biddy club.</td>
<td>Chicago, A.C. McClurg and Co. 1888</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 6113; By Griffith A. Nicholas [pseud.].</td>
<td>Reel: W-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worthington, Elizabeth Strong.</td>
<td>The little brown dog.</td>
<td>San Francisco, Cubery. 1898</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 6116.</td>
<td>Reel: W-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worthington, Elizabeth Strong.</td>
<td>When Peggy smiled!.</td>
<td>Chicago, A.J. Palmer. 1888</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 6117; By Griffith A. Nicholas [pseud.].</td>
<td>Reel: W-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Caleb Earl.</td>
<td>Legend of Bucks County.</td>
<td>Doylestown, Pa., B. McGinty. 1887</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 6120.</td>
<td>Reel: W-56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Caleb Earl.</td>
<td>Rachel Craig.</td>
<td>Wilkes-Barre, Pa., R. Baur &amp; Son. 1888</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 6122.</td>
<td>Reel: W-57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Caleb Earl.</td>
<td>Two years behind the plough; or, The experience of a Pennsylvania farmboy.</td>
<td>Philadelphia, Claxton, Renssen &amp; Haffelfinger. 1878</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 6123.</td>
<td>Reel: W-57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Julia (McNair).</td>
<td>Circled by fire.</td>
<td>New York, National Temperance Society and Publication House. 1879</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 6127.</td>
<td>Reel: W-57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Julia (McNair).</td>
<td>The curse and the cup.</td>
<td>New York, National Temperance Society and Publication House. 1879</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 6128.</td>
<td>Reel: W-57</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Julia (McNair).</td>
<td>A day with a demon.</td>
<td>New York, National Temperance Society and Publication House. 1880</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 6130.</td>
<td>Reel: W-58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wright, Julia (McNair).</td>
<td>The dragon and the tea-kettle…and The doppelganger.</td>
<td>New York, National Temperance Society and Publication House. 1885</td>
<td>Wright bibliography number 6131.</td>
<td>Reel: W-58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Wright, Julia (McNair).
Firebrands.
New York, National Temperance Society and Publication House. 1879
Wright bibliography number 6132.  
Reel: W-58

Wright, Julia (McNair).
Hannah.
New York, National Temperance Society and Publication House. [c1883]
Wright bibliography number 6133.  
Reel: W-58

Wright, Julia (McNair).
Her ready-made family.
New York, National Temperance Society and Publication House. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 6134.  
Reel: W-58

Wright, Julia (McNair).
A made man.
New York, National Temperance Society and Publication House. 1887
Wright bibliography number 6135.  
Reel: W-58

Wright, Julia (McNair).
A modern prodigal.
New York, National Temperance Society and Publication House. 1892
Wright bibliography number 6136.  
Reel: W-58

Wright, Julia (McNair).
On London bridge.
New York, National Temperance Society and Publication House. 1879
Wright bibliography number 6137.  
Reel: W-58

Wright, Julia (McNair).
A wife hard won.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott & Co. 1884
Wright bibliography number 6139.  
Reel: W-58

Wyman, Edwin Allen.
Ships by day.
Boston, J.H. Earle. 1895
Wright bibliography number 6143.  
Reel: W-59

Wyman, Lillie Buffum (Chace).
Poverty grass.
Boston and New York, Houghton, Mifflin and Co. 1886
Wright bibliography number 6144.  
Reel: W-59

[Yalcrabb, B.L.G.].
The travellers' library.
Philadelphia, Barclay. [c1874]
Wright bibliography number 2825.  
Reel: XYZ-1

[Yale, Catherine (Brooks)].
Abbie Nott and other Knots.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1856
Wright bibliography number 2826; By "Katinka" [pseud.].  
Reel: XYZ-1

Yale, Wellington [pseud.?].
Congressman John L.
Louisville, Ky., St. James Pub. House. 1892
Wright bibliography number 6145.  
Reel: XYZ-1

Yandell, Enid.
Three girls in a flat.
[Chicago, Knight, Leonard & Co.]. [c1892]
Wright bibliography number 6146; By Enid Yandell, Jean Loughborough and Laura Hayes.  
Reel: XYZ-1

Yandell, Enid.
Three girls in a flat.
Chicago, Press of Knight, Leonard. c1892
Wright bibliography number 6147; By Enid Yandell and Laura Yanes.  
Reel: XYZ-1

The Yankee enterprise; or, The two millionaires. And other thrilling tales.
Boston, Wentworth. 1855
Wright bibliography number 2828.  
Reel: XYZ-1

The Yankee in London; or, A short trip to America.
Philadelphia, J. Carson. 1826
Wright bibliography number 2766.  
Reel: XYZ-1

The Yankee slave-dealer; or, An abolitionist down South. By a Texan.
Nashville, Tenn., The Author. 1860
Wright bibliography number 2829.  
Reel: XYZ-1
American Fiction, 1774-1910
Reel Listing

The Yankee traveller: or, The adventures of Hector Wigler.
Concord, G. Hough. 1817
Wright bibliography number 2767.
Reel: XYZ-1

Yardley, Alice Turner.
Yarns.
Baltimore, J. Murphy & Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 6148.
Reel: XYZ-1

[Yardley, Jane Woolsey].
Little Sister.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1882
Wright bibliography number 6149.
Reel: XYZ-1

[Yardley, Jane Woolsey].
A superior woman.
Boston, Roberts Bros. 1885
Wright bibliography number 6149.
Reel: XYZ-1

[Yates, Frederic B.].
Glendover.
New York, The Authors' Pub. Co. [c1880]
Wright bibliography number 6151; By Deane Roscoe [pseud.].
Reel: XYZ-1

Yellott, George.
The funny philosophers, or Wags and sweethearts.
Philadelphia, Lippincott. 1872
Wright bibliography number 2830.
Reel: XYZ-1

The Young Clergyman.
Cambridge, Hilliard and Brown. 1828
Wright bibliography number 2771.
Reel: XYZ-1

[Young, Alexander].
Why we live.
Chicago, Howard, White & Co., Printers. 1880
Wright bibliography number 6152; By Summerdale [pseud.].
Reel: XYZ-1

Young, Eleanor Dey.
Two Princetonians and other Jerseyites.
Trenton, N.J., MacCrellish & Quigley. 1898
Wright bibliography number 6153.
Reel: XYZ-1

Young, Ernest A.
Abner Ferret, the lawyer detective.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie. [c1883]
Wright bibliography number 6154; By Harry Rockwood [pseud.].
Reel: XYZ-1

Young, Samuel.
The orphan and other tales.
Pittsburgh, A.A. Anderson. 1844
Wright bibliography number 2768.
Reel: XYZ-1

Young, Samuel.
The Smoky City.
Pittsburgh, A.A. Anderson. 1845
Wright bibliography number 2769.
Reel: XYZ-1

[Young, William].
Mathieu Ropars et cetera.
New York, Putnam. 1868
Wright bibliography number 2831; By an ex-editor.
Reel: XYZ-1

Zerah, the believing Jew.
New York, Printed by the New York Episcopal Press. 1837
Wright bibliography number 2772.
Reel: XYZ-1

Zillah. The child medium.
New York, Dix, Edwards. 1857
Wright bibliography number 2832; By the author of "My confession, the story of a woman's life".
Reel: XYZ-1

The Arrow of gold: or, The shell gatherer.
New York, S. French. [185?]
Wright bibliography number 81.
Reel: XYZ-2

[Arthur, Timothy Shay].
Confessions of a housekeeper.
Philadelphia, Lippincott, Grambo & Co. 1852
Wright bibliography number 89; by Mrs. John Smith [pseud.].
Reel: XYZ-2

At anchor: a story of our civil war.
New York, D. Appleton & co. 1865
Wright bibliography number 154; by an American.
Reel: XYZ-2

The Beauty of woman's faith.
Philadelphia, G.G. Evans. 1859
Wright bibliography number 242B.
Reel: XYZ-2

Emma Bartlett: or, Prejudice and fanaticism.
Cincinnati, Moore, Wilstach, Keys, & Overend. 1856
Wright bibliography number 868; By an American lady.
Reel: XYZ-2

Garangula, the Ongua-Honwa chief.
Wright bibliography number 974; By a citizen of Milwaukee.
Reel: XYZ-2
[Hammond, Henrietta Hardy].
Her waiting heart.
New York, The Authors' Pub. Co. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1083; By Lou Capsadell [pseud.]
Reel: XYZ-2

[Harrelle, Albert J.].
The life and private confessions of an ex-convict.
Indianapolis, The Novelty Pub. Co. 1875
Wright bibliography number 1101.
Reel: XYZ-2

James, Brother.
Gerald O'Reilly; or, The triumph of principle.
Dublin, Pub. by J. Duffy. 1856
Wright bibliography number 993A.
Reel: XYZ-2

Jeanie Morison; or, The discipline of life.
New York, R. Carter & Bros. 1855
Wright bibliography number 1343A; By the author of "The pastor's family."
Reel: XYZ-2

Young, Ernest A.
Allan Keene, the war detective.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie. [c1884]
Wright bibliography number 6155; By Harry Rockwood [pseud.]
Reel: XYZ-2

Young, Ernest A.
Clarice Dyke, the female detective.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie. [c1883]
Wright bibliography number 6156; By Harry Rockwood [pseud.]
Reel: XYZ-2

Young, Ernest A.
File no. 114: a sequel to File 113 by Emile Gaboriau.
Chicago, G.W. Ogilvie. [c1886]
Wright bibliography number 6157.
Reel: XYZ-2

Young, Ernest A.
Luke Leighton, the government detective.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie. [c1884]
Wright bibliography number 6159; By Harry Rockwood [pseud.]
Reel: XYZ-2

Young, Ernest A.
Nat Foster, the Boston detective.
New York, J.S. Ogilvie. [c1883]
Wright bibliography number 6160; By Harry Rockwood [pseud.]
Reel: XYZ-2

Young, Ernest A.
Neil Nelson, the veteran detective; or, Tracking mail robbers.
Chicago, G.W. Ogilvie. [c1885]
Wright bibliography number 6161; By Harry Rockwood [pseud.]
Reel: XYZ-2

Young, Ernest A.
A wife's honor.
Chicago, G.W. Ogilvie. [c1885]
Wright bibliography number 6162.
Reel: XYZ-2

Young, Fred Grant.
Day-dreams and nightmares.
Groveland, Mass., The Hermitage Pub. Co. 1894
Wright bibliography number 6163.
Reel: XYZ-2

Young, James L.
Helen Duval.
San Francisco, The Bancroft Co. [for the Author]. 1891
Wright bibliography number 6164.
Reel: XYZ-2

Young, Julia Evelyn (Ditto).
Adrift.
Philadelphia, J.B. Lippincott Co. 1889
Wright bibliography number 6165.
Reel: XYZ-2

Young, Kenneth.
Selene.
[Spartansburg, S.C., The Daily Herald Job Office]. [c1896]
Wright bibliography number 6166.
Reel: XYZ-2

Young, Virginia C.]
Philip.
Boston, New York [etc.] Lamson, Wolfe & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 6167; By T.W.O [pseud.]
Reel: XYZ-2

Young, Ernest A.
Household tales.
Boston, J. Munroe & Co. 1861
Wright bibliography number 1973; By Job Puritan, Esq. [pseud.]
Reel: XYZ-3

Young, Ernest A.
The parricides; or, The doom of the assassins, the authors of a nation's loss.
New York, Hilton & Co. 1865
Wright bibliography number 1441; By Ned Buntline [pseud.]
Reel: XYZ-3
Mayer, Nathan.
The fatal secret; or, Plots and counterplots.
Cincinnati, Printed at the Office of "The Israelite"
and "Deborah.". 1858
Wright bibliography number 1687.
Reel: XYZ-3

[McLeod, Xavier Donald].
Legends of Holy Mary.
Cincinnati, John P. Walsh. [n.d.]
Wright bibliography number 1644.
Reel: XYZ-3

Nye, E.C.
The life, trial, and conviction of Zella de Chalue; also
The life, confession, and startling disclosures of the
notorious Clarence O. Alderman.
[Burlington, Ia., Osborn & Acres Steam Book and
Job Printers.]. [1873]
Wright bibliography number 1807.
Reel: XYZ-3

Thirteen good stories from old and new.
Boston, Old and New Office. [187?]
Wright bibliography number 2457.
Reel: XYZ-3

[Van Namee, J. William].
Juliette Moore; or, Passion and reality.
Franklin Mills, O., Marsh, Dewey & Co. 1861
Wright bibliography number 2580; By Willie Ware
[pseud.].
Reel: XYZ-3

[Webber, Charles Wilkins].
The prairie scout; or, Agatone the renegade.
New York, DeWitt & Davenport. [c1852]
Wright bibliography number 2670.
Reel: XYZ-3

Young, Virginia (Durant).
"Beholding as in a glass."
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 6168.
Reel: XYZ-3

Young, Virginia (Durant).
A tower in the desert.
Boston, Arena Pub. Co. 1896
Wright bibliography number 6169.
Reel: XYZ-3

Yourrell, Agnes Bond.
A manless world.
New York, G.W. Dillingham. 1891
Wright bibliography number 6170.
Reel: XYZ-3

Zane, Elizabeth Z.
While the world slept.
Philadelphia, J.E. Winner. c1896
Wright bibliography number 6171.
Reel: XYZ-3

Zearing, Marguerite.
Hasta luego, amigo mio; and, Out of the silent
forever.
Denver, W.H. Kistler & Co. 1898
Wright bibliography number 6172.
Reel: XYZ-3

Zearing, Marguerite.
Where angels fear to tread.
Denver, W.F. Robinson & Co. 1895
Wright bibliography number 6173.
Reel: XYZ-3

Zeigler, Wilbur Gleason.
It was Marlowe.
Chicago, Donohue, Henneberry & Co. [c1895]
Wright bibliography number 6174.
Reel: XYZ-3

Avery-Stuttle, Lilla Dale.
Making home happy.
Battle Creek; Chicago, Review & Herald Pub. Co.
1898
Wright bibliography number 84.
Reel: XYZ-4

[Collins, Robert Upton].
John Halsey, the anti-monopolist.
San Francisco, G.F. Neal & Co. [c1884]
Wright bibliography number 1150; By Constant Reed
[pseud.].
Reel: XYZ-4

Dupuy, Eliza Ann.
Emma Walton; or, Trials and triumph.
Cincinnati, J.A. & U.P. James. 1854
Wright bibliography number 814.
Reel: XY Ż-2